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"Television,- synchronizations, reb.tiy! That's the keynote" of the pub'§..ln
Nickels
cordings and accented song exlic's
amusement shopping these
For the first time since 1921 the
ploitation are among the broad.Paris, March 4.
days, and there' are enough, straws
horizon future potentials stinvulating
Pix theatres in the French zone in the show business wind to stress Seven Little Foys will be together
'further expansion moves in the mu- ot Germany have developed, a new that factor. The trend has definite- for a performance on March 20,
publishing business by Loews, version of the "pay as ypu enter" ly become set against the gyp-and- when six- brothers and sisters of
.(lic
.(.Metro),
and ZOth-Fox fil«i system. Every patron niust bring take, free-and-easy spending of the Eddie Foy, Jr., join him on "Kraft
Ihc,
Family
Music fiall," NBC Show.
ifcomp^inies.
What these potentials with him a piece of wood, as well lush war-boom .days.
b6 are part of the' picture busi- as pay the price of admission, this
The price factor in amusement has been scattered around the counne,ss' growing belief that the future .because the management has to use
shopping is becoming increasingly try, three on the Coast, one in Dalwith
in
Albuquerque,
and
one
and music will be even wood for heating in lieu of coal.
las
jrtf.. sound
important
as
evidenced by two
Following a complaint from propHe's
more vitally linked with films,
Firstly, Eddie Foy, Jr., in New "iovk.
Broadway developments.
since the
"either via synchronization on cel- erly owners that fans were stealing showmen
throughout the country been a- regular on
luloid, disk or other form of sound- boarding and fences, planking was are studying results of the Para- first ot the year.
ruled out and. only logs accepted.
air
Family
first
all-Foy
be
the
,
It'll
.tvaQk.
theatre's drastic price cut;
* The curretit negotiations by these Now the shipping trade, which is mount
secondly; they're eyeing cafes now show.
t;wo film majors for acquisition of- usint; logs instead of coal on the advertising full-course dinners and
Gonn' music Rhine boats, is complainibg that its big shows starting at $1.25.
the Bregman, Vocco
vanishing fast.
,^rm, 'and the purchase of the, late fuel is
While it is stressed that the N. Y.
Ha'rty Voh Tilzer's catalogs and that
Par is the exception to the rule;
fit his brothers, Will and Jules Von
that chain cinemas, nabes and deTilxei's Broadway Music Corp., is a
luxers are holding the line more
stop further in the pooling of copyconservatively than the big Broadiights, and it may well become the
way, showcase, nonetheless, niteries.
.iai-j^est "single such group of music
eateries, dancehalls, etc.. are falling
'hblijings.'
[It's rivalled today only
in line with the trend, to give jjje
.by the .wealth of. music in the Warcustomers more for their money;
ti'er
Bros.' firms (Harms, Remick,
Showmen now concede that the
Witmark, etc.)!
picture business had to decide some
By GieOaGE.E. PHAltt
Only this week did Metro fortime ago whether it was to be a
Hollywood, March 4.
mally announce the partnership inPix, by nature
50c. or $2 business.
Louis B. Mayer checked out of the
tere.st by 20.th-Fox in the vast Robof its mass appeal, must gear its
horseracing game in the most specAlthough she had previously ex.bins Music. .Coirt>,. pool, which emb.o. tariffs to the popular purse.
tacular vendue ever staged in these
braces a number of catalogs. Right pressed strong objection to a bioThe Paramount price policy has
parts. Ordinarily a horse auction is
graphical picture on her husband
oil the heels of this comes 20tb's
(Continued on page 18)
just that and nothing more.' but
being produced until a more de-"
(Continued on page 11)
when t,be horseflesh brings a total
tached appraisal of his place in hisof .lil.553,500 on the hoof, it is a
tor.y can be made some 20 or 25
in D. C.
French
vendue and nothing less. This aucAlpqrsoii's Pic
years hence, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt
tion sale, apart from the fat hunks
unqualified
last week placed her
Protests U. S.
coin involved, was an Oscar winof
documennew
82-minute
okay
on
a
MoliywoGd Will MqI
ner in its class, luxuriously prodilced
"The Roosevelt Story," for
tary,
'Bel Ami' and dripping with sentiment as the
Of
wiU be
Kid the Film Industry which a major release
Mayer menage,
Pic, to .be completed in
sought.
French embassy in Washington four stars of the
Stepfather, Honeymoon a(!d
Holly wodcf. wili. be played straight
(Continued on page 54)
has made protests to the State De- Busher,
the
—"no ridicule and no satire"^ Ed-learned, Be Faithful, were sold down
has been
it
partment,
wai-d L.~Alperson declared in N.ew
for an aggregate price of
against release in this country of river
York this weelc cpncerning the pic- Court Reveals Guild
more spectacular
the German -made version of "Bel $570,000. An even
Mayer's
ture on the film colony *e'll send
Ami," currently playing the Casino bullion yield will come from
before the cameras in May. Tagged
mares and stallions this sumFix
theatre in New York's Germanic brood
Vaiiies
in
"The Big Curtain," pic will be made
Yorkville sector. French maintain mer and sale of his weanlings
independently for 20th-Fox release.
the fall.
iighls at Only $7,000 that the film, made by Willy Forst
-Robert Cuinmings will be starred.,
In all. 60 ha.yburners of varying
in 1937, was designed purely as antiFilm will show seriously, Alperson
iConlinued on page 54)
Although film rights to '.'Okla- French propaganda. It created riots
..said, vliat a producer is, what a dihoma!", the Theatre Guild's prize in Paris when shown by the Nazis
:rector is,' what an agent is without package, have been variously estiduring the occupation.
, the usual kiddi^ig that goes on about
being Worth anywhere
at
iTiated
State Department is reportedly
.HoUxwoodites, They'll be depicted, from $500,000 to $750,000, these
perturbed, but there's nothing it can
-Alperson asserted, as the important rights, as it appears on Guild reports,
do, since the film was legally purand businesslike gents they are. In are carried at only $7,000.
and brought into the XJ. S.
chased
,facl, one of the principal characters
This was disclosed when Judge from Austria by German film distrib
in the yarn will be shown toppling
John Clark Knox,. in federal court in
(Continued on page 62)
.from a peak Hollywood position beN. Y., yesterday (4) rendered an
cause he .turns playboy and doesn't
opinion that the Guild's books and
<Continued on page 18)
records be examined toy a bondhold46c
ers committee. .Latter, represented Nat'I B.O,
Slash in admish tap at the
by Handelman & Ives, filed suit
Paramount, N. Y.. appears to be
against the Guild a year ago for
an isolated instance, with the na$360,000 which bondholders claim is
average, remaining
tional b.o.
due them on original financing of
steady at 46c. according to GalJoe Weber and Lew. Fields, who the Guild. Listing of "Oklahoma!"
lup's Audience Research Instiwent to Hollywood five years before pix rights at only $7,000, on reports
ARI includes a query of
luic.
their deaths in the hopes tliat submitted to bondholders, led to deadmi.'--.sion prices in at least one
some studio would produce a mand tor inspection of Guild's books.
nationwide cross-scction
its
oi:
Guild hasn't dickered with any
tlioir
biographical
musical
on
ballots each week.
companies on screening of
careers, are Anally to have their film
According to ARI v.p. and
wish fulfilled— five, years after their Oklahoma!", despite many over-;
general manager James L. Wolit has plenty of time
feeling
tures,
a
deaths.
bought
Metro has just
national average has recott.
story property- dealing with their to film the hit musical after the N.Y.
mained steady for months. It
played
lives and is currently prepping it and road companies have
had previously gone up. howThis still looks
thferaselves out.
for early production,''
ever, in one year from iZVsc lo
price
film
is
no
There
away.
years
1941
Fields died on the Coast in
the 46c figure.
on the showi
(Continued on page 62)
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Television will be a billion-dollar
busipess within the next half dozen
years and before that time a transcontinental networlc reality.
Those
.are the words of the Radio Corp. of
America execs here to oil the cogs
of "T-Day," March 10. And in private they are admitting that in
RCA's thinking it will eventually
d^^arf radio, with "film as important
to the medium as music is to ra-

dio."

In RCA's schedule, Los Angeles
and the Coast area in general will

be allotted 10 percent of their eriestimated output of 150,000 this
That coupled with the overnational 'potential ot f!5O,O0O sets,
similarly allocated, should put L,A,
on the video map with a bDtw-up
35,000 sets and seven stations feedtire

year.
all

ing

them by

1947's end.

"T-Day" hypoing started Feb'. 26
with the opening of a two-ctay trade
RCA demonstration in the

and press

Amba.ssador hotel's Gold
Boom.
There the chosen few (90 o£ over
400)

RCA

dealers supplied by

Leo

(Continued on page 62)

f^OW

mJIIMRE' MUST

EE OK FOR

ummm

Marking a revolutionary step forward in television's use as medium
of education, RCA .enginecrs teleca.st
four operations from the surgical
amphitheatre of Johns Hopkins Univ.

Baltimore last Friday (28) and
Saturday. More than 300 alumni of
the university, on hand for an annual reunion, witnessed the operations in an adjacent room, with success of the experiment proving that
video has a definite place in an operating room.
in

Use of

television In this

way

will

the instruction of a far
greater number of students at one
time than has been possible heretofore, at the same time giving the
student.s a better view of surgical

permit

(Continued on page 62).
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biz hit its first $2,000,000,008

•

Favorite Story
of years ago

I

get
amount of gin
through Her performance. This
was measured out for her by heK
maid. li she were given too
much, gin, her performance was
very slow and dignified. If she
were given too little, she was
inaudible. We opened the show
out ot town, and for the first

Uncle Sam-s .take— at the 20%
bite—amounted to $458^71,763 last
Thus, aside Irom the tax, the
business done by* theatres, niteries,
kp'ortis. etc., was a smash $2,291 ,358,~
815. These totals could not be figured until Sunday night, wlien the
Government released, the tax on boxoffice: business done in December,
The tax. collected on that
1946;
HTionth's turnstile-spinning amounted

••^ear.

performance, her maid, playing
gave her too little gin. After
the performance, in her dress-;
ing room, following the usual
compliments, I told her that she
couldn't be heard. I could see
her mind searching desperately
for some alibi, and then she said,
pomting -to her obviously false
row of molars, "Oh, that will be
all right in New York. These are
my road teeth."

fill many a column with .stories of hbw actors saved lives
by
split-second thinking in an emergency.
The heroes 'Of the classic example were a couple of cockney comics
named Howard and- Uftwkins. Howard sang patter songs and H»wldns
pointed up his jokes by manipulating a huge cigar. One night, while tliey
were playing a Chicago theatre, fire broke out in the wings, and the stage*
filled with smoke. The crowded hou.se was one scream away from a panic.
Hawkins was offstage at the time, making a costume change. When Howafd
saw the smoke, he brolce ofl! in the middle of his song, winked at the cus^
"
'Awkins 'as lit up that blankety-blank cigar a^ain."
tomers, and cracked,
It got a big laugh and the audience settled back in llieir seats. A minute
later, the blaze was under control.
Which brings me to what happened at the Ingrid Bergman show last
.week.
I was seeing
dream girl in "Joan of Lorraine" for the third time.
In the second act, a woman sitting in the first row started to sob, The sob
became a moan, and the moan became a shriek. People all over the theatre
'

246th

WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S
1947"
"BLACKOUTS OF

El Capitan Thaatre, Hollywood, Cal.
"Best Evening's entertainment in
America. Ken Murray ia great,"

PRED ALLEN.

safe,

to $37,084,760, comfortably ahead of
th? $33,741,349 for December, 1945.
A couple of days earlier,- Uncle

Rose.

a panic.
I could

—
— to

act

Billy

'

en-

gaged an elderly character actress .for an important role,' What
I didn't know at the time, and
what she tried to keep secret,
was that she needed gin an ex-

1945.

By

if your house caught fire?
Stand in the living room and tell jokes to the kiddies?
In a pig's ear you would! Chances are you'd run around Jiike cra-^y and
do, the silly things people always do when the unexpected hi^s them.
.
'
Well then, actors aren't people.
When a 'Bre breaks out in a theatre, the actor generally steps down to
the footlights and clowns to keep the audience from frightening iisclt into

What would you do

Howard Lindsay

A number

I947

Pitching Horseshoes

1^ Mark

4.

gross in 1946, according to Govern!ment figures released over the weekend.
The total breakdown indicates that motion pictures alone
reached that magic circle last year,
for its all-time record, blowing skyhigh the previous top achieved in

IMhvelft S,

.

.

my

Antoinette Perry

stood lip. No one knew what was happening. It was a moment where
one unthinking shout might have sent the audience stampeding for the
Sam released the figures on his exHowexits. Fire travels fast hysteria travels faster.
cise tax collections for 1946.
ever, these figures, on which some
As usual, an actor saved the situation. Before I tell you what happened,
tradepapers reported the year's busiI have to tell you something about the show.
"Joan of Lorraine" is a play within a play. It opens on a bare stage,
ness several days ago, cover the box-'
where a company of actors is rehearsing a drama about Joan of Arc. Ingrid
office period only from Dec. 1, 1945,
Bergman plays the Maid of Orleans. An up-and-coming actor named Sani
to Dec' 1, 1946. They do not include
Wanamaker portrays the director who is staging the play about Joan.
December, 1946. Thug, the take last
Function!! Like a. Director
year -vtss a little higher than in these
First annual awards In the name
Throughout the evening," Wanamaker functions like a director at a real
early reports.
of the late Antoinette Perry, war- rehearsal. Sometimes he's on stage telling actors how to read their lines,
The generally accepted estimate
Budgets For
Nalie
time chairman of the American Sometimes, when they're running through a scene, he sits out in the audi,
lor pictures is about 90% of the
Theatre Wing who died last year, enpe and listens. Occasionally, he interrupts and makes suggestion.s, He
totals.
On this basis, if the na'tional
Sweepstakes will be given at. a supper April 6 at taVcs to stage hands, hollers light cues to the electrician, and generally
take wa9 $2,291 ,,356,815 at the boxthe Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. bosses the works.
office, then pictures did a $2,062,222,Hollywood, March 4.
Maxwell Anderson's drama is acted out scene by scene through these
000 business, or about $250,000,000
More Academy Awarcf contests There will be no plaques, no "bests"
better than In 1945, the previous high might be the answer to exhibitor nor "firsts" when the citations are interruptions. It's so cleverly written and staged, tiie paying audience gets
year.
prayers on high rentals. With the made though the exact nature of the the illusion it's watching an actual rehearsal,
In the second act, the play within' the play reaches its climax in the trisl
Denies Probe
award fever pushing up the mercury honors will not be disclosed now by
.scene.
The English Inquisitors lash out savagely at Joan (Ingrid) and
Meanwhile, spokesmen for the in Los Angeles and its environs. Par- the Wing, which is sponsoring the
Bureau of Internal Revenue repudi- amount came through with a bizarre Perry atvards. Those honored will threaten to burn her at the stake unless she admits her Visions are evil. A
with a black hood enters and with him comes the hint of thumbscrews
be
man
chosen
from
all
branches
of
the
in
that
the
Esquire
theatre
of^er
to
ated stories printed in some trade
and
burning
flesh.
theatre.
"To
locality.
Par
tendered
its
pic,
papers last week (not VAMEty) that
It was during this scene that the woman down front became hysterical
The scope of the selections will
the Bureau had made a special sur- Each His Own'* to the £i8q\|ire manWhat happened during the next sixty seconds was one of the neatest thingj
vey of taxes collected on theatre agement to play free of all rentals— change yearly, dependent upon the
I ever saw in a theatre,
outstanding
.developments
expected
guaranteeing
with
the
distrib
and
The reports
admissions in 1946.
Sam Wanamaker casually walked out on stage. "Stop the rehearsal,"
to be discerned each season. Exlisted the alleged collection figures. a weekly outlay of $5,000 on-adverpected, too, that the larger propor- he said quietly. "Let's try the scene with a little more light." He looked
"We have never made a survey of tising and exploitation.
oifstage.
"Throw on the houselights," he told an electrician. Then he
•what share of the overall admisAnswer is that Olivia De Havilland tion of the citations will be awarded turned
to the cast. "Relax for a minute while I see how it looks from out
to young, new talent ratlier than
"
-sions taxeS' have come from thea- is entered for best actress performthose who already Have achieved front."
tres, motion pictures or otherwise," ance based on her chores in the.
The actors got it. Ingrid Bergman walked over and began chatting with
success.
Miss
Perry
had
devoted
her
said one official. "Obviously it we Paramount fllni. Among the Esquire's
encouraghtg
young the Inquisitors. The man ui the hood lit a cigarette.
do not have the information our- patrons are many of those qualified energies in
Wanamaker went down hitb the audience. He planted himself near th«
talent.
selves we could not have given it to vote in the contest. The offer,
Success of a show or otherwise hysterical woman. "Bring up the footlights," he called to an Assistant.
to anyone else. Any report that We strangely «ehough, was turned down
will not be the determining factor; And then he turned to the jittery woman, who was nOw sobbing softly, and
made, such a survey and quoting by ^Ihe theatre," which plunked for
asked her what she thought of the new light set-up.
such figures would be entirely fic- retaining ''Brief Encounter," it? cur- players in flops may also be cited.
Ten seconds later, it was all over. The woman quieted down, the house
There is a committee looking over
';'
rent
tenanttitious.'^
the field but the final c^ice of lights were dimmed, and Wanamaker signaled the actors to resume the
Internal Revenue monthly and
s
Par, .thereupon, closed, a deal with those accoladed
scene..
will
be
determined
annual reports lump the take. on the Academy, where it is currently
When the curtain dropped at the end of the play. Miss BerRraan got the
by
the Wing's board, which is made
theatres,
circuses
and carnivals, playing, with the company laying
sustamed applause she has received at every performance Since opening
swimming pool admissions, amuse- out heavy coin as obbligato. Same up of all branches of the entertain- night.
\
i]ggnt world. ; The supper, open to all
ment parks, etc. It gets these lump- practice is being followed by 'jRKO
But when Sam Wanamaker came out for his bow, the audience got to iti
in show business, will also serve as
ed figures from the various regional for two films, "Sister Kenny" and
a reunion for those who participated feet and whooped and hollered;
offices and merely adds them to- "It's a Wonderful Life." "Kenny,"
It was probably the first time in many years that a
in the Wing's war services.
member of her sup»
gether.
playing in the^OO-seater Regina, is
porting cast received more applause than the talented Ingrid.
'
dragging down a $4,000-$5,000 weekI don't think She mtaded a bit,
ly ad-exploitation budget. "Wonder- Ringlings' Final $1,000,000
Copyi-lgbt, 18 <7. Billy H'pge)
ful Life" is receiving the same lavish
In Hartford Fire
treatment while tenanting the WestRingling Bros. & Barnum & Bailey
wood ViUisfs* lijfairc,
liives Sister
circus still has outstanding $1,000,000
as a result t^t its disastrous fire in
Indie agent Eddie Sherman, setHartford, Conn,, several .years ago.
Father's
Estate
ting Yankee names for Britain via
L- A. t© N. Y.
Although total claims and damages
the newly formed International EnChicago, March 4.
Robert Ardrey
RCA-Victor has been negotiating
mounted to $4,000,000, circus Was
tertainment, Ltd., has booked AbJoan Barton
Jack Benny's sister, Mrs. Florence a recording contract with comedian
covered only to the extent of
bott and Costello, opening London,
Robert Bassler
Conversations have
Fenchel,
will be given entire $37,109 Danny Kaye,
$800,000.
July 2; Gloria Jean, starting a 10Nate Blumberg
reached the stage where a pact is
Show corporation has already paid estate left by her father, Mayer likely
w^ek tour, April 22, and Rudy ValAlfred Burt
shortly.
off $2,500,000 and is paying
lee inked for 10 weeks, opening date
the re- iCubehsky, after Benny waived bis
Billy Burton
_
Kaye was last with Columbia Kec-^
mainder in installments.
not yet set.
Allyn Butterfteld
interest and filed disclaimer last ords.
Blaze, in which 168 were killed
With the exception of Abbott and
Constance Collier
and many injured, occurred July 6, week which left Mrs. Fenchel the
Costello, who'll remain for four
Everett Crosby
sole legatee.
weeks because of picture commitRichard Day
Hients for Universal-International,
Kubelsky, former Waukegan, 111., H'wcM)d Parly
Jimmy Dorsey
all talent wiU appear for 10 weeks.
clothier, died last October, providing
ICAION'S BOOS OPTION
Club
Art Fellows
Finance
Florence George
Garson Kanin has picked up an in his will that estate be shared by
Hollywood, March 4.
Paulette Goddard
Net sum,
option on Robert Neumann's book, Benny and his sister.
Alcoholics Anonymous is going soafter debts and expenses are de- cial, and all
Fred
Goetz
"Chlhfrea
of
Vienna."
permato get itself a
lastfogd, Stein West
Harry Gold
He plans to dramatize it for a legit ducted, amounts to $26,119, accord- nent clubhouse with the proceeds of
Heads of two major agencies leave
ing to inheritance tax return.
Richard Greene
production.
a party planned for April 19. Soiree
New York for the Coast this week.
Franklin M. Heller
will be sans spirits, being a punch,
Abe Lastfogel, William Morris
Glynis Johns
coifee 'n' cake affair, tossed at the
agency general manager, leaves toY. to L. A.
Jay Richard Kennedy
Highland Avenue memorial headJudy Garland as 'Aoie'
morrow (Thursday) after a threeJerry Bergen
David Lewis
quarters of the American Legion.
Wiohth stajf in the east, while Jules
Earl Blackwell
Hollywood, March 4.
Anita Loos
Bill Wilson,
bellwether of the
C. Stein, chairman of the Music
William Brenner
Jeahette MacDonald
Metro handed Judy Garland the
the
barleycorners,
addres.s
will
Corp. of America board, departs
Howard Dietz
Paul Mant2
Ethel Merman role in the film gathering via long distance teleMarty Goodman
Friday (7) after, a three- week stay.
Ilona Massey
adaptation of "Annie Get Your phone from New York, and a host
Erie Johnston'
Lew Wasserman,
president,
Victor Mature
of celebs is being rounded up for
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Lastfogel
is due in New York from the Coast
Gun."
Burgess Meredith
Bern'ard Lewis
entertainment.
today <Wedne.sday).'
Fred L. Meltzer
Studio recently bought screen
Ted Mossman
Stan Meyer
rights to the Rodgers-Hammerstein
Harold J, Mirisch
Lewis Milestone
stage production for $660,000.
SEIJZENICK SIGNS iEJOlPA
Jean Sablon
Joe Frisco's Dates
George Montgomery
Judy Hall, Copacabana chorine
Argyle Nelson
Joe Frsco, who's been laying off
N. Y. to Europe
doublbg as a model, has been signed
George Raftery
for years because few would shell
Robert Benjamin
Considine's Next at
by David O. Selznick to a sevenout
Hal Roach, Jr.
the
$1,800 he felt he wa.s worth,
Paulette Ooddard
Bob Considine heads for the Coast hag
year term contract starting at $300.
AHene Roberts
been lured back to work by two
Arthur W. Kelly
next week to do an original about a
George Schaefer
Miss Hall came to Selznlcfc's atten$1, BOO weekly offers. The stuttering
Arthur Krim
sportswriter for Metro. He'll work
comic
Boo Boo Scharf
has
tion via a recent spread in Life mag.
been set for the Five
David Lewis
with scripter Frank Wead and pro- O'clock
Joseph M. Schenck
club, Miami, starting Friday
Jack Bertell arcansed the deal.
Arthur Pincus
ducer Sam MarXi sawte combo who (7) and follows with the Tic Toc>
Nicholas M, Schenck
coUabed on "The Beginning or the IVIinneapolis.
to N. Y.
Gradwell Sears
End." / :
Geo. Tobias In Hosp
George ehavchavadze
David O. Setenick
talked

—
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Hollywood, March 4.
Actor Geotfte Tohias is in California Lutheraiii Hospital lor obser^
vation of an intem«a disorder.

Charles K. Stearn

Maurice Chevalier
Edward Perkins
George Ivan Smith

John Wildberg,

Ninon Vallin

Dihah Shore
George A. Smith

-

Frisco is said to have been
While Hearfitman Considine is into the date by agent Jerry Ro.sen,
fundamentalljf a sportswriter, the Who pointed out that if he gets down
Metro film chore Will not be auto- to Miami in advance, he'll be able
biographlcaL
to get in a few days at Hialeah.

>

.
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March

5,

1947
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England's full-scale social and
economic- crisis, highlighted" currently by' the fuel famine but gauged
by foreign experts as a deepgoing
and permanent aspect ol her warexhausted
economy,
is
steadily
growing into the No, 1 worry of

American

of the "we-want-bacon-notT
Bogart" agitation sure to be renewed
against Hollywood's product.
.Am^erican industry leaders recognize that fliiB days bf vacillation in
treating this problettt are rapidly
(Continued on page 24)

'Jolson Story' Col/s

In Suit

prexy, reportedly instituted the idea
cement relations with foreign
producers by proving to them that a

Metros Foreign

S, market actually existed for
their psoduct.
Loew hoped this
would forestall any further attempts
by foreign nations to set up (juota

on American product.
S.
insure tne most possible
playdates for the imports, their sale
was turned over to a special division of the Metro domestic sales
staff (which also handles Metro reis.sues), headed up by William B.
Zoellner, who was brought in from
his post as Atlanta exchange manager especially for the job.
To date the company has released
three foreign films in the program.
(Continued on page 22)
restrictions

V

To

WB

Row

Hollywood, March 4.
Robert Buckner, Warner producer,
ankled the lot March 1, after 20
years, over dispute with Jack L.
Warner on Buckner's last pictlU'e,

as the pic's distributor.
Spingold told Charles H. Tuttle,
lawyer,
Sijubert's
that
Columbia
plans the expenditure of $730,000 on
the film's exploitation, a record sum
for the company, and has already
paid out $570,000 in pluggmg the
pic.

Spingold promised Tuttle to pro(Continued on page 54)

With Father."
Warner beefed "Father" took too
much time and was over budget.

'JolsonV

"Life

Miriscli

SL

Eves 25

Spyro.s Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy,
is slated to leave for the Coa-st tomorrow (Thur.sday) for a week's
huddles with studio execs. Skouras
returned to the homeofiice from the
Coast less than two weeks ago and,

for the last several days, has been
confabbing with Joseph M. Schenck,
20th production exec now in New
YoVk, concerning methods of cutting production costs.
Skouras also plans a trip to South

America

later this

month

for busi-

purposes but will return to the
homeol'fice before heading south.
ne.ss

Zukor's Tucson Stay

Hollywood, March 4.
Adolph Zukor left March 2 for
Tucson after a Paramount studio
visit.

Par board chairman will

visit his

daughter, Mrs. Mildred Z. Loow, in
then returns to New York
April 1.
^Tucson,

Loo Theatres;

Also Plans Prod.
Harold J. Mirisch, who resigned
recently as jaim buyer for the
circuit, is endeavoring to get together a large group of houses for
Included in the
his own operation.
chain, it is understood, are the 25
houses or thereabouts of the St.
Louis Amus. Corp. They are now
operated by Harry Arthur, whose
lease is understood about to expire.

Loew Record

According to Loew's circuit
execs, "Jolson Story" has cracked
all
attendance and boxoffice

'

March

4.

rep here to Col, Frank

Assn.

'

Mc-

Par Sales Eiee
.

WdwM Air Film

records
in
metropolitlte
tan New York neighborhoodchain with the .possible exception of "Gone With the Wind,"
which played at advanced prices.
the circuit's 61 houses
In,
which have played or are
playing the film (no ex;act figures
are available since the run isn't
completed as yet) it's highly
possible that "Jolson" will pass

"GWTW"

in b.o. receipts.

Between

$3,500,000

and $5,000,000

is

involved in the deal
Mirisch is attempting to swing.
Possibly associated with the former RKOite in operation of the circuit he is attempting to build will
be Maurice Maurer, who runs the
houses of the City Investing Corp, of
New York, which owns the Astor
to

be

highly serious threat of tightened rest' ictions in Britain on U. S, pictures
next year. Plan is to push for inclusion Of fllnis in an overall multination trade agreement to take the
spotlight oil pix and put them in
their place in relation to the whole
economy of the participating nations.
That's why, it has been learned,
the Motion Picture Assn. is putting
so' much effort behind presentation
of its case for equality in world markets to the delegates who will represent the U, S, at the trade conference
in Geneva ApriilO. Seventeen other
nations—including most of the aiajor
customers for U. S. films—will have
repii at the conclave for the purpose
of negotiating reciprocal agreements
establishing

ah

interriijtibnal

trade organization,

Hugh Owen, eastern and southern
manager of Paramount, has
discussed with sales veepee Charlie

sales

Reagan a proposal for taking the
picture industry's problems to the
public, right at the source of mer-

MPA

is pulling for the success of
the conference because it- could, remove the whole threat of British
quotas;
Present quota laws expire
in 1948 and there's much presjui-e
from both the British industry and
the government to greatly strengthen
them, rather than eliminate them, as
might be accomplished, by the sucr
cessl'ul negotiation of a general trade

Owen argues that The New York treaty at Geneva.
vexed with the Russian dipAmerican industry feels it is beipjg
lomatique idea of restricting cover- *
(Continued on page 11)
age of the Moscow peace conference
to two Timesmen, tells its readers
that, because of international folde-rol, there will not be the 10 crack' Wall St. Views Par

-Times,

reporters in Moscow, to
the N. Y. Times, as debut only two; and, accordingthe news coverage may be only
(Continued on page 24

political

repment

(DnMont)astkTele

sired,'
ly,

1-MAM CONGRESS REP.

TO PROBE

Mm

Co. of the

Biz

Paramount is being viewed in
Wall Street as the television company of the film industi-y. Announce-'
ment that Par had opened its second

ff WOOD

television broadcasting station and
the upped sales of Du Mont Televi-

sion sets in New York and New
Jersey alone created more than
passing interest in Par shares. Financial quarters see in Par's stake in
television a concerted yen to have
a share in the new sight-sound entertainment field. It indicates that
the Coast as a sub-committee of the at least one Clm corporation is taktwo committees.
ing an active part in what might
He would check into the studio well become a competitive amusejurisdictional strike for the labor ment.
•
committee, and into alleged ComParamount, besides the Coast tele
munsra in the studio colony for the broadcasting station, also, operates

Washington, March

4.

Hollywood may get a double-inone-man probe shortly by Rep.
Richard M.
Nixon
(R.,
Cal.,)
Nixon, member of both the House
Labor and un-American activities
committees, will reportedly head for

bra.ss

un-Atnerican activities unit.

Votion En Route to U.
Paris,

March

.

and holds a substani"
Du Mont.

one

in Chicago

tial

stock interest in

S.
4.

Jack Votion,, in charge ol European production for RKO, Is returning to the U. S. late this month.
He leaves here Saturday (8) for
London on his way to New York.

^rade Martt Beglstcrca

FOtJXDED BT SIME Sir,%'E!tMAN
Weekly by VAKIBTY, Inf.

I'liblisliefl

Sia Silverman. -Prestaent
151 TU'est <6tl> St.,*N«w Torls 19, N. T.

National Boxoffice Survey
New

Bliz Dents

Many Keys-^Jolson/^Song,*

•Sinl>ad,"Prentiss,' Tilgrim'

New storms and return of frigid
temperatures scattered biz during the
past week, denting grosses in many
cities.
"Jolson Story" (Col)
again will pace the top grossers although holdoyer or longrun in most
spots.
"Song of Scheherazade" (U)
zoomed up fi'om the field to take
second place, edging out "California"
(Par) which also moved up in the

key

STJBSCRtPTION

'Calif.,'

111
26 CenfH

No. 13
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"Suddenly

It's
Spring" racked up
Pix helped by stage
show and launching of lower price
scale.
"Boomerang" (20th) is pac-

stout $85,000.

ing Los Angeles, only place shov/with big $75,000.

ing.

"Fabulous Dorseys" (UA) another
new entry, is starting unevenly, being barely okay in Pittsburgh but

INDEX

UA

Others in the Big 10 this stanza
order of strength are "Sinbad

.

,

Remove Commies From

Posts—

1

(

V

.

54

Bills

63

Chatter

Film Reviews

,

lii^t.

in

Porclen

$10
Annu.al
SiBBio Copies

Pace Big 10

strong in a small Philadelphia house.
"Red House," another from
stables, shapes okay both in L. A.
a)id San Francisco.
"Mighty Mcthe Sailor" (RKO), "Nora Prentiss" Gurk" (M-G), just getting out into
(WB), "Shocking Miss Pilgrim" keys, is solid in Providence, fairly
(20th)
"Dead Reckoning" (GoU good in Baltimore and Buffalo.
"Humoresque" (WB), "Best Years" "Ramrod" (UA) teed off in nice
(RKO) and "Lady in Lake" (M-G). fjjsjiion in Denver to land biggest
"Affairs of
other.s, showing real coin-getting total busirics.'i in town.
Johnston Of
Union
is classed as Oke
ability, but below the $100,000 mark Bel Ami" (UA
Wa.'ihingtoh. March 4.
in keys covered by Vabieiy, "Begin- at $17,000 in Cleveland.
"Yearling" M-G) shows up only
Charging that members of the ning or End" (M-G). "Henry V"
Communist party were agents of, a (UA). "Till Clouds Roll By". (M-G), i)i L. A. and Chicago, onjy real coin
"Bedelia"
foreign power. Eric Johnston. Mo- "Angel and Badman" (Rep) and coming from latter city.
tion Picture Assn. head, asked Coti- "Red House" (UA.) are making the (E-L) is perking this frame, being
hot in Cincinnati and nice on final
bar them from holding best showings.
to
gi-ess
"Ileiu-y V,"
Testifying
Big string of newcomers precmed (4tlii week in N. Y.
leading union positions.
has
which
been
getting
bulk
of high
House Labor Committee, in key spots during the past week,
before
from big keys, is being
.Tohnston said that he had no specific prize .showing being made by "Sea net profit
launched in some four or five addi^uKge.stion for a bill against the o£ Grah;s" (M-G) as a result ol the
this
stanza.
Commies, but .said employer-union $132,000 garnered on first week at tional spots
(Complete Bo.ro//icc Reporix o«
Also
cooperation would be improved if the huge N. Y. Music Hall.
Pages 15-17)
on single playdatfe, N.,Y, Paramount.
(Continued on page 54;

and Victoria on Broadway. Maurer 's -interest would be entirely personal and have no connection with
(Continued on page 18)

Quota

tactic became evident last
in battle being waged by the
American film industry against tlie

major

week

and

Snags on Screen

EKO

said

SPYROSSKOURASTO
:S.l. AFTER LA. TRIP

by Shnberts

company

to

tr.

?.P.

"The Jolson Story" is the biggest
grosser in the history of Columbia,
according -to pre-trial testimony of
Nate Spingold, veepee in charge of
advertising and publicity, in the
New York supreme court suit of Lee
and Jacob J. Shubert against the

"

most of them Indies, for foreign films. Latter factor has boosted the price sky-high.
Arthur Loew, Metro International

Top

Admits

,

Buckner Ankles
After Jack Warner

Paris,

Harold L. Smith, who is about to
turn over Ids post as Motion Picture

chandising.

Grosser

Metro International's program oft'

tribs,

At

Harold L. Smith to Brief
McCarthy, Then Due in U.

effects

Imports, CIsuiniDg 'OK for Arties Only

culties, chief among which is the
antipathy of most exhibs, in the key
cities^ as well as small towns, against
Another
playing foreign product.
difficulty encountered, which was
unforeseen when the program was
first inaugurated, L the intensified
competition among American dis-

execsi

a lack of hard money with
whlchr to pay oft" her rising international debt, oliservers foresee as
compulsory the ihtensification of the
belt-tightening program of drastically curtailed imports. Statesmanship problem before U. S. film execs
or blunt the
is how to forestall

The word already has goue out from- some Of the eastern
executiyes that certain Hollywood names, iiioluding both seXes,
perhaps had better not get too far away from the home-andhearthi This postwar ability to flit back-and-forth, betweenpietures, is too easy for some of thew. They'«( he smart not to
Abel.
abuse the privilege.
; r

importing top foreign fllins for genera! Metro, release in the U. S. is
currently running into many diffi-

industry:

A

from

"

U. S. Exhibs Resist

film

Pitch

Vs. British Pix

Carthy, will Head' for the U. S. in
stake is 55 to 60% of the industry's
late April.
$200;000,000 annual foreign take, a
In the interim, he'll brief Mctotal that exceeds the full net profitCarthy, who is expected in this week,
of $130,000,000 accrued by film comand take a vacation.
panies during^the peak year of 1946.
With Britain's, woes -stemming

The New York newspaper bunch which patrols the class cafes
is also as understanding as the bonifaces who frequently cover
up for their famous guests. Frankly, many of these famous
guests would get short shrift in many of these same spots if not
fortified by glamour— and a bevy of protecting home-office film
publicists whose job, usually, is to absorb the punches. This is
done on the practical basis that the film company has an investment in this or that Hollywood personality, and it's insurance
to provide any errant stag On the loose with a diplomatic flack
who does everything from tipping the taxi to underwriting the
visitor's hotel, restaurant, theatre and nocturnal fun and accommodations. But even some of the N.Y. newspaper people are fed
up with certain Hollywood characters, and when the peccadillos
reach the public prints (and attendant syndication), the very
thing that the picture companies are seeking to protect and
preserve is inevitably destroyed. In short, it resolves itself down
to boxofflce values.

<

MPA's Worldwide Free-Trade

TIEINBILIiE

ynfortunately, the eatery-drinkery-hitery orbit that the Hollywood visitors follow is also privy tg a large segment of the
public. True, It's a discriminating public and, if perhaps, more
liberal and understanding in its attitudes towards those things,
none the less it's too much ammunition for the finger-pointers.

,

mm U

Wo

The Hollywood boys* and girls are getting careless again on
their New York holidays. The eastern jaunts, between pictures
01! In the interests of "meeting the exhibitors," "press cocktaU
parties," "pu,bllc relations," or just a frank loaf, naturally inspire to great relaxation. But pei'sonal misbehaviorism is ever
the target of the casual public eye. There's no alibi for making a
spectacle of one's self, even if the most sympathetic audience
chooses to understand that this is all good clean fun, uninhibited
"
all the rest of it.
iolly mcments, Just-being-yourself, a

;

.

Foreign

—

—
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Will ADOPT

15,000 GREEK

CAN
YOU
DO
SO

WAR ORPHANS
$80 WILL SAVI THE

GREEK

OF ONE

LIFE

WAR ORPHAN FOR

YEAR!

1

ALL INDUSTRY WORKERS ARE
URGED TO ADOPT OR HELP
ADOPT A GREEK WAR ORPHAN
BY JOINING AN "$80 SAVES
A GREEK WAR ORPHAN" Club!
All

MUCH

personnel

in

theatres,

Home

Offices,

Branch Film Distribution

Offices

and Hollywood Studios

are

NEEDED

to join a club!

START A CLUB TODAY!START COLLECTING TODAY'

FOR
SO

L/se the

convenient
club roster
for mailing

contributions

MANY
FOR

so
I

.

Make Checks and Money Orders

ORPHANS FUND
Orphans Fund,
_______

way,

New

and mail

Payable

To GREEK WAR
Greek War
:

to: Treasurer,

Room

408, Paramount Building, 1501 BroadYork 18, N. Y, Or Your Exchange Area Chairman.

LITTLE!
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY'S APPEM FOR THE WAR ORPHANS OF GREECE
in honor of SPYROS P. 5KOURAS— March 8th to April 8th

We^lnesdsy, Mxreh 5, 1947
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Riclards In

STii BIOS FQH

Other Deals Uncertain

of the anti-trust decreaf"
uncertain pending the court's

on the
the Big

appeals filtd lasrt
impossiblt to
deterrtiine now how (nany minority
theatre holdings tht Loew's circuit
will try to buy out, according to Joseph R. Vogel, LoeW's veepee over
decision

week by

By IRA WIT

Bows Out

AttV

''theatres..'

Of Mik@

Ciirtiz's

yi@

Hollywood, Maroh 4.
Jacques Leslie resigned as yiee»
prexy and treasurer of Michael Cuf-

tiz i»roductions, returning to private
date th« circuit has acquired law practice. Leslie helped organize
V. Richards interest in indie unit releasing through Warners

To

only the

J[i0ew*s State in New. Orleans, which
tioew's held in partnership with the

.

The Big Five are rapidly trimming

5, It's

but ytfpped out of post due
to disogc^^'nent over policy.

their financial sails to accluire outright as many jointly owned theatres as possible from their partners
rather than sell or divide, once the
partial divorcement proviso of the

decree

is

upheld by the U.S. Supreme

Court.
Any dou'bts as to whether
to push through large-scale acquisitions or to split theatre properties

last fall

with partners have oeen resolved in
favor of the former move, it's said,
Richards chain, a Paramount partUnderstood he felt Jack L. Warper because of the court's recent fixing
Loew's chiefs have huddled w|3 giving too much supervision to
ner.
of an absolute freeze on ne-dir theawith execs of other theatres they "The Unsuspected," a <5urtiz film in
tre purchases.
Consequently, the
hold in partnership, but have taken won; since Jan. 2Q,
,
majors will be strong bidders on the
«o flnal action on tli«s«; ycit, Vogel
buying end for all profitable theatres.
aid. He stated ihrt Ijoew's would
Exhibition end of the biz is the
try. ta buy out 6ther piirtitershfp« inmost stable, it's pointed out by film
stead of selling its iii^ter^sts. R^on
,

blow which
the decree handed out was the rigid

biggies, arid the hardest

believed, is ihjkt if the
theatres
were ^Id to partners,
Xoew's would lose that number pf
guaranteed showcase theatres for
Metro product. (Charles C. Moskowitz, Loew's v.p. and treasurer, has
declared the company is building up
its t»easury against the necessity of
buying out minority theatre holdf(?r this,

it's

In

ie Wake Of

Stufio

Savings

imjpirimatur
against theatre purchases. So long as the majors felt,
as the original opinion indicated,
that they would be able to move
into competitive situations, strategy
was divided on financial feasibility
of picking up majority of co-owned
theatres. When,- however, the statu-

Retrehehraeht in employment in- tory court during re-hearings conIidewV 11.0. Vp 8%
stituted at the studios by a number strued its
opinion as an absolute
Beorying reports of a general box- of majors a few months ago has freeze; all five companies plunked
not
yet hit homeoffice staffs in New for retrieving the maximum from
eountry,
throughout
{fflce slump
the
Vogel declared that Loew's boxbfflce 'V'orlc. Check of unions to which most the wreckage by buying in the one
belong
reveals
no
employees
h.o.
lip
take (excluding Broadway) was
way permitted in the decree.
Stance by the Big Five means
8% over last year, making this the firings beyond the normal turnover
lively bidding between them and
^iggest year in history, (Other af- in the course of business.
Workers in New York, however, their partners for all choice theafiliated circuit chiefs liavii repoxted
fearfully
awaiting
the
axeare
week^
Only two
((.slight decrease.)
(Continued on page 22)
general
being
swinging,feeling
in
cirLoew'a
a^o, hs pointed out, ttia
that expense-trimming in Hollywood
(Continued oh page 1«)
is bound to be followed by similar

Ings.)

.

,:

>

-

Oi Pripted UA Mlic Stock

BESISHOil^

With term*
gtill

Money -Cide^.Swapf^ and Cons

CMe

Disclosure last

week

Sale

of plans

by

United Artists owners Mary Pick-.^
LeRoy Readies Old
ford and Charles Chaplin to open
the sale of UA stock to the public
Garson Pic on Shelf has created considerable controversy
in film
Hollywood, March 4.
fintmcial circles. General
"A Woman of My Own," Greer feeling is that stock sale would be a
Garson film long on the shelf and difficult maneuver to accomplish
which actress wanted to buy, is be- successfully in view of UA's dubious
record of earnings. Miss Pickford
ing dusted off.
Mervyn Le Boy has been assign- and Chaplin are cohiSdent, however,
ed to cut footage and I'eady it for that they can put a«jross the plan
they have in nliind and are figuring
release.
on the stock ofleiring for early in
1948, it has been learned.
Aside from UA's lack of substantial
earnings (unreported, because
it is not a public corporation, but
understood to have been under

1^

Par Ends

Midletown Pook;

$500,000 last year), dim view is
taken of the stock sale by Wall
streeters and bankers for another

I'eason. They point out ihat if Miss
Pickford and Chaplin each .intend
to retain a one- third interest in the
company, as has- been indicated,
there's not even a theoretical chance
With termination of its San Fran- of the minority stockholders gaining
cisco and Middletown, N. Y., pools proxies to wield any influenct. It's
difficult to sell shaVes under Such
already in the works, Paramount's
circumstances, Ananciai ihen declara;
pooling
arrangements
Extensive
'

A

"

Going'' .RiulAww'-

throughout the country will be comUA insiders f«el thai that reason*
a matter of weeks, ing is not valid. First, they point t»
company spokesman disclosed this the ntunber of offerings subscribed
week,' Par's last remaining major
(Continued on page 18)
pletely erased in

pool, involving some 11 theatres in
Buffalo, is due for an early fadeout,

Was

it

said,

with the only compli-

cating factor the tact that one of the
participants is an ind'ependent exhibitor.
After some mulling. Par's
attorneys have decided to treat the
Buffalo situation as an out-and-out
pool rather than joint ownership and
are proceeding with dissolution ne-

F-WCSpKtsUpCal

in staffs at the h.o.s.
BinyoB Quits
Screen Office & Professional EmScreen Publicists
ployees
Guild,
for Indie Setup
Guild and the International Alliance
Los Angeles, March 4.
gotiations.
of
Tlieatrical
Stage
Fox-West Coast is breaking up
Employees,
Par has ^agreed with Fox-West
With Fred
pooling operations involving 41 theaWhich include ,in their ranks the
(Soast execs to wind up the Frisco
Hollywood, March 4.
tres in the Northern arid Southern
great roajortty of W. Y. employees,
pool during the closing week of
Claude Binyon obtained his reCalifornia divisions, in compliance
are watching/ Sharply for the exMarch. 'Involved are three leading
with the consent decree. Under its
pected cuts and girding for a battle. lease from a producer-writer con- Frisco
theatres^the
Paramount,
terms all theatres pools must be
'Taken by ifhe unious as straws in tract at Paramount and will check
Los Angeles, March 4.
2,775-seater; the St. Francis, 1,457
March
15. Understood he
bff
the
lot
dissolved by July 1. Other theatres
Andre De foth is legally' bound
(Continued on jpagc 18)
seats; aiid the State, 2,300. Dissoluwith
Fred
MacMurray
team
Will
may be- added to the divorce list
up
contract
director
a
Columbia
by
to
(Continued on page 13)
as soon as a complete analysis of
foir independent production.
antil June 7, 1S50, according to a
operations on these houses is comBinyon joined Paramount IS years
Puling by Judge William J. Palmer
pleted.
Superior Court, Judge deplared
ago as a scripter and was later
In practically all instances the
ite
contract blnd^g even l^ough
inked as a producer as well. His
Persists
pool breakup means that Fox-West
It's
production
was
"Suddenly
latest
3e Toth had haver egned it.
in
Mj^^
Coast will resume 100% operation
Spring," co-starring MacMurray and
Director walked off the Columbia
Holds
That
of houses it owns, while partners
behind
He
leaves
Paulette
Goddard.
lot in 1943 after piloting "None ghall
will take over the operation of their
hirii
two completed scripts, "The
flacape." Case bOunced around from
GIs own theatres.- Circuit has a twoAlbany, March 4.
Films
Gauntlet" and an untitled musical
court to court until the Supreme
Governor Thomas
t>ewey is written as a starrer for Bing Crosby.
Major conipany foreign depts. are year period in which it has more
bench sent it back for a new trial.
than S% interest, although this parrecommend
later this
expected
to
homes
reports
to
still bedeviled by
At the time of De Toth's anklhig,
ticular part of the decree is up for
week legislation which would grant
(tf overseas GIs that American pix
Columbia notified all film companies
appeal before the U. S. Supreme
special taxing powers to counties,
playing in Army camps are inferior
wwt it held an exolusive contract. larger
Court.
upstate cities and New York
delivery.
in
in
selection
slow
and
Regardless Of tha notification, De
In the Los Angeles area the pool
to finance increased permaCity
foreign
dept.
execs
are
What's
more,
for
foth directed "Ymag Widow"
between the F-WC Mesa and Dava
nent teachers' pay. Authority to
at a loss on how to counteract the
lunt Stromberg, "Dark Waters" for
Bershott's Leimert Is oUt, while
impose local tax bites on amuseimpression that the majors are holdHollywood, March 4.
Sen Bogeaus and "Ramrod" and
Mefropolitan Theatres will assume
hotels, automoalong
with
Bfients
impression,
they
say,
Labor
Coming
an
back
"lie Other Love" for ISnterprise.
The California State
complete operation of its Rialto and
bi'las and a sales tax «re currently
mission has started to crack down that's hurting industry's relations Gus Metzger his Boxy.
Others afbeing considered.
on personal managers, many of with the public.
fected by the pooling restrictions In
Along these lines, a bill was inwhom have been found to lack liClips from newspapers, in towns the Los Angeles district are the Alto
troduced today in the legislature by
censes legally permitting them to and cities acattored through the and Fifth Avenue in Ingle^ood, tha
Senator William Condon and Malmore
grab percentages. To handle
country indicat* thait these gripe let- Rialto and the Ritz in South Pasacolm Wilson which authorizes the than one artist a manager, according
ters ar« being printed widely, film dena and the Lyric in Monrovia.
city of Yo.nkers to pass an otdCash payment of $1,330,000 was nance taxing attendance at and pro- to state statute, must post $1,000 execs note. Moreover, public is givbond and take out three separate ing credence to the beefs despite
iade by Ted Gamble, American motion of amusemants.
Step was
yearly.
licenses, totaling about $150
official Army statements that all top
heatres Assn. board chairman, for
taken at the request of the city.
purchase of the siX-theatre Monarch
Oddly, manner in which most un- Yank pix are currently being booked
bill which is
"The
managers are nabbed occurs by it for overseas playdates,
nirouit from Sam and Harry Katz,
backed by th* State Mayors' Con- licensed
Fj9R
Milton Felds, Leroy Furman and es- ference would extend taxation pow- when they file civil suits to collect
One cause for tha gripes is the
commissions which performers fail unavoidable delay in shipping 16m
tate of David Chatkin. Deal calls
Papers were inked by George J.
ers to cities and incorporated vilfor the outright acquisition of one
to pay.
prints in Technicolor pix to occupa- Schaefer yesterday (Tuesday) afterIt proposes a special levy
lages.
house and traWsfer of the leases to
tion troops, it's, said. With the Con- noon in the de|il by which he actickets, admissions for which
"upon
the other five, Gaittbie who already payment is enacted by theatres, moUniversal
reissues.
tinuing jamblock on Technicolor, quired
800
operates eleven Oregon theatres
Plays
tinted prints in narrow-gauge are Schaefer returned to New York from
tion picture theatres, jperas, sportWill take personal charge of the
thre? months after 3Sm the Coast Monday (3) night, followUfider it, sales,
ing events, etc."
Landlord delayed some
Role,
»ewly acquired Chain.
Sihc# the ing completion of a pact^by which ha
versions are available,
gross receipts, rentals for occujpancy
Hollywood, March 4.
(Continued on page 18)
became v.p. in charge oi distribution
Houses taken over by Gamble are 6t hotel rOoms aind other transNelson Eddy, landlord, will have
for Enterprise.
the Indiana, Circle and Lyric in aotions can be levied on.
a new tenant April 1 when the SoIndianapolis; Pal%oe, Akron; f'arapix, all mad*
Release of the
ciety of Independent Motion Picture
U-I,
Cites
Par,
mount, Steubenvilie, O.; arid Penn,
prior to 1938, will be handled outside
Producers moves into his office
Newcastle, Pa. Sam Katz is a top
Rd^ublic Didn't Bill
building in Beverly Hills.
Toppers the Enterprise offices which Schaefer
the Metro studios.
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CAL LABOR COMMI^ION
HITS PERSONAL MQS.

—

aiBLE'S II35WII

CASH BUY OF 6 HOUSES

f

SCHAEFER

Hammond

IKS DEAL

300 U REISSUES

Nelson Eddy

New

SIMFP

U

Navy

Him,
Figures Damage at 195G

ranking exec at

WB, Rep

SIMPP has outgrown' its current
quarters in the PantageS Building
Hollywood, March 4.
on Hollywood blvd.
filed eUit yesterday
Republic
again^
$195,OO0
Scherick
for
M.
(Mori.)
Metro prexy Nicholas
charging breach of
is slated to feturn to the homeoffice Productions,
Patcars
today (Wednesday) after 10 days of contract and seeking damag«s to that
Hollywood, March 4.
huddles on the Coast with Metro extent for harm to his prestige. LibGabriel Pascal planed to London
Huddles reportedly kov charges he signed agreement in
studio execs.
night (Monday) with plans to
producer
last
product
associate
as
M-G
serve
to
concerned forthcoming
1944
and script of "The
casting
discuss
Healer,"
cuts
"The
called
further
picture
of
effecting
on
and methods
Devil's Disciple" with George Berin production costs.
which was never filmed.
Loss of screen credit plus injured nard Shaw.
Howard Dietz, Metro ad-publioity
here in early sumreturns
Pascal
at
$95,000
valued
items
veepee, joined Schenck on the Coast prestige are
Libkov mer to direct the film for Artists
last Sunday (2) and is expected to and $100,000 respectively by
Alliance.
in suit.
return next week.

Schenck,

DMz

Back East

Marek Libkov

GBS Powwow

'

I

Pix

Hollywood, March
U. S.

Navy

will

4.

certificate of achieve-

ment in recognition for outstanding
services rendered to Navy personnel
during the war was presented Monday (3) to four studio Chiefs by Capt.

set

up.

His son,

George

Jr., will head the
distributing the reissues.

Schaefer,

J.
outfit

Kelly Nixes Pic Biog

Hollywood, March 4.
Louis B. Mayer,
D. Zern, USN.
Chicago's Mayor Edward J. Kdly
Klaus Landsberg, Coast director of
stated he did
Television Productions (Paramount ), yesterday (Monday)
Jack L. Wariier and William Goetz not want to have his life made into
of

Universal-International

citations.

Another

received

a film biography.

Retiring

,

J,

Mayor

of

Windy

City,

will be pre- who has been in office since 1933, is
fiiends,
including
visiting
Yates of Repub-. here
Bryan FOy,

certificate

sented to Herbert
lie today (4).

Wednesday, March
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Gilt-Edge Proof That It's

The Picture With The Golden 'Gate'

RAY MILUND
BARBARA STANWYCK

iJApYflTZMtD
ANTHONY QUiNN ^ FRANK
Directed

Lyrle*

by

by JOHN

k Y. HtifJjure

•

PA>I.6M

FARROW

Music

i»y

Cor( R«bin»on

From Paramount
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4
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Cufnegie Hall
Miniatiire E@?i@ws
HalP (UA). Sock

Hollywood, Feb.
.United Artlsta uleaee
CBoi'le Moiros and
ductl<>n. ^ Features

ITlnc^

of

WlUlam

28.
KeUeral mime
IjeBavon) pro-

Marsha Hunt, Wllltam
McHugh. Marthi 0'£>ri».

Frank

colli Hjtns ICavAy, plus Carnegie Hall
artiRta,
DlroBtefl l)y Edgar «, Uimer. Scveenplas', Karl
original story, Seena

Kamb;

William MiUer; musical adSlsOTund Kruragold ; orcliestratlon,
B«nne(t; songs, Sam Coslow. M.

i)n-«n; oiimera,
ylsoi',

Hussell

»»d W. Portnotfi Gregory Stone, Frank
SsersoO and Wilton Moore. Hal Bornejeditor, Fred B, Feit.4hans, Jr.
Previewed
Jeb. 2S,
Running ti(ne,:13« MINS.
Nora Kyan.
,....,.,,Marsha Hunt
Tony .Salerno, Jr.
. .Wluianm Prince
»?",<'V'»".»>ank
JteHUBh
i"\t
Huth Haines
.Martha O'SriseolI
Tony Salerno, Sr.
....Hans Taray
Anton Tribik,
;,...joseph Bulqff
Olln Downes. ...... .i.
.
Himselt
, ,

.

, ,

.

.

Kemy
Emlje Boreo
jTschalkowsky.
.Alfonso D'Artega
Walter Damrosch
Harold Dyrentorth
Katinka
Elola Galll
Guest artists: Walter Damrosoli, New
York Philharmonic Quintette, Briino Walter,
Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra of
N. Y., Lily Pons. Gregor Platigorsky, Hlse
Stevens,
Artur Rodzlnskl. Artur Rubinstein,
Jan Peeroe, Bzio Pinzn, Vaughn
Monroe Orchestra, Jascha Helfetz. Fritz
Beiner, Leopold Stokow?kl, Harry James.
,

The genius

•

of

its

who

music and of tbe

present it makes "Carnegie Han'' a quality film presentation that will be a treat for any picartists

ture-goer.
The trite .story and direction are completely smothered by
the finer points, making it capable
of registering mightily at the boxoflice if sold properly.
Its lineup of name musical talent
draws on the world's greatest artists
and does them full justice in bringing them to a popular audience
field.
Standouts in a standout list
are Ezio Pinza, singing the basso
aria from "Simon Tti, Boccanegra"
and the drinlcing song, from "Don

"CarncKle

presentation
of
musical
greats of the famed showplace.
Wide popular appeal.
'*Blaze ot Noon" (Par). Drama
of pioneer days of airmail, interestingly unfolded.
Good b.o.
film

prospects.''
'"It
Happened in Brooklyn"
(Songs) (M-G). Sinatra, Grayson, Durante, Ijawford in entertaining musical for top b.o.
v
"TtUf Guilt of Janet Ames"
Another psychological
(Col),
exploitation
film Names plus
values will help b.o.

Maisie" (M-G).
Maisie turns cop in a divertiiig

"Vnderoover

comedy.

Solid pleaser for
(Maisie ) fans.

Sothem

Ann

Good nabe fare.
"Tbe Xone Hand Texan"
westerner

(Col).
aimed for

juves.

"Temptation Harbor" (Pathe)
Slow-paced British-made whodunit whose V.
for the duals.

"A

S.

appeal

is

Cage of Nightingales"
Worthy French entry.

(French);

a good script by Frank Wead and
Arthur Sheekman, based on the
Ernest K. Gann novel. Four brothers
are well-played by William Holden,

Giovanni"; Artur Rubinstein playing Sonny Tufts, Sterling Hayden and
Principal itaie is
"Polonaise in A Flat" and "Fire Johnny Sands.

Eance"; Jascha Heifetz's virtuosity filled by Holden as the likeable
cn "Concerto for Violin and Orchestra young pilot who marries Anne Baxin G Major"; Lily Pons' "Bell Song"; ter and is later killed.
Miss Baxter does a Strong job as
and* Jan Peerce's solo of "O Sole
the wife, adding much to the genMio."
Each is given opportunity to sell eral interest of the story. William
classical music to the general pub- Bendix rates laughs as screwball
pilot
and friend of the McDonald
with
lic
Ranking
and is socko.
them are such artists as Gregor brothers. Howard da Silva underPiatigorsky, cellist, Rise Stevens, in plays his role as shoestring airline
a too short bit from "Carmen," and pioneer for smart effect. Jean Walconductors like Fritz Reiner, Bruno lace is in to carry off preliminary
Walter, Artur Rodzinski, Walter romance with Holden.
Standout aerial photography was
Damrosch and Leopold Stokowski.
in the more popular field are contributed by Thomas Tutwiler,
Vaughn Monroe, singing three pop while chief pilot and sierial unit
tunes, ^nd Harry James with a supervision was in expert hands of
Paul.
Mantz. JRegular lensing was
trumpet solo.
On the trite side is the script by given capable supervision by WilMeUor. Editing is tight and
Karl Kamb, loaded with cliche dia-. liam
Brog.
log and situations. Edgar G, Ulmer's other credits good.
direction does nothing with this part

,

C

of the picture but, fortunately, the

musical side

'

is

fhe Gaiiit of

a heavy credit bal-

ance.
Plot covers an Irish girl who grows
up in the service of the Hall and
brings her son up to make his debut
Marsha Hunt suron its stage.
mounts an inane role to make the
William
girl
Irish
part
count.
Prince, the son, Frank McHugh and
Martha O'DriscoU are others who almost overcome story burdens. A
bad performance is
particularly
given by Hans Yaray as Miss Hunt's

«f

anet

Ames

Hol^wood, Feb.

28.
Stars

Columbia production and please.
Bussell, Melvyn Douglas; features Sid Caesar, Betsy Blair, Nina Foch.
Screenplay,
Directed by Henry Levin.
Louella. MacFarlane, Allen Bivkin, Devery
Freeman; baaed on story by Lcn«re Coffee: camera, Joseph Walker; score. George
Dunlng; editor, Charles Nelson, Previewed
at studio, Feb. 20, '47. Running time, 81
Rosalind

.Rosalind Russell
Janet Ames
Smithfleld Cobb
Melvj-ji Douglas
Statamy Weaver.
.Sid Caesar
Katie. . . . :
.Betsy Blair
...N'lna. Foch
Susie Plerson..
Charles Cane
Walker.
........
............
,
husband,
Carter..
...i.Han-y Von Zell
Producers Boris Morros and Wil- Junior.
Bruce Harper
, ,. i
Space
liam LeBaron drew on the wealth of Xelson
, ... ........... Arthur
,
greats to assure qualr Joe Burton..,..:.. ........Richard Benedict
Carnegie
.:

.

'.

HaU

Danny..
-Frank Orth
ity artists to the picture Isut were Sidney.
...Ray Walker
careless on script and direction of Emmy Merino.
.Doreen McCann
the storv. "There is a magnificent Frank Merino. r>......>..Hugh Beaumont
Police Sergeant.. .......... ^homae .Tackson
sound recording job, lensing that is Surgeon.
Cooper
.Edwin
.. v.
expert and other technical fun-ctions

.

(SONGS)

::

;;

ning time, lOS MINS.
Danny Webson Miller
.\nne Fielding.......
.lamie Shellgrove.

Frank Sinatia
Kathryn Grayson
.I'eter Lawford
..Jimmy Durante

Lomlmrdi.,,.,.

Niolc

Xur.se

,

I'olice

Gloria

Grahame

...Marcy McGulre
...Aubrey Mather

JakoUi.

Dlghy John
-Mrs. Kardos
Leo Kardos..,'

Tamara Shayne
Billy Roy
..Bobby Long
..William Haado

.

,

Sergeant

.

About the only thing distinguishing "It Happened in Brooklyn" from
the usual top-grade Metro musical is
that it's filmed in black and white in.stead of Technicolor
and that's only
probably because of the current
Technicolor lab tieup. Pic is apparently budgeted lower than the
usual tuners but it still has one big
production number. In addition, it
presents a star-studded cast, topped

—

by Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson,
Peter LaWford and Jimriiy Durante;
an entertaining and uncomplicated
story that should appeal to most audiences, and plenty of tuneful music.
Withal a sock boxoffice entry.
Much of the lure will result fi^om
Sinatra's presence In the cast and the
Voice presumably exerts as much
pull now as he ever did. This is his
first feature since "Anchors Aweigh"
two years ago (except for a bit in
"Till the Clouds Roll By") and he
emerges in this one as a smooth,
competent thesper. Guy's acquired
the Crosby knack of nonchalance,
throwing away his gag lines with
fine aplomb. He kids himself in a
couple of hilarious sequences and
does a takeofi on Durante, with Durante aiding him, that's sockeroo.
Othet- stars also shinci although
Durante has to struggle with some
Unes that don't do his particular
brand of comedy too much good. As
compensation, the comedian introduces a new voice-changing toutine
that's surefire and his songs are excellent. Miss Grayson is beauteous
and appealing as the love interest but
the sound recording doesn't do her
singing any good.
Pawford also
makes out well and pulls a surprise
with a jive rendition of a novelty
tune, "Whose Baby Aye You?", that
will have the customers snickering.

Use of Brooklyn

in the title should

AKFslr.Ber Points
lip

Greatly Improved

• ;

Blaze

'

,

.

ment is colorful, from opening se- Russell's list of names. With special
quences of Carnival stunting right material song written by Allan Robthrough air perils and gradual de- erts and Doris Fisher, Caesar draws
velopment of modern safeguards for a biting satire on the psychological
and planes.
film cycle that makes for a choice
John Farrow's actionful direction criticism of "Janet Ames" itself.
backed with showmanly produc" Frank Orlh isjgood as a bartender.

pilots
fs

iien values by Bobert Fellows and

Louella MacFarlane, Allen Bivkin

Hollywood, March

> .

>

1,

Karen

ilorley, Jim BannTn!^
Dlrect.r'hi
Richard Wallace,
Screenplay, Bln Ld^
dow; story, Jacii Patrick, Wmera,
Bu„,„r
Guitey; score, Marlin Sklles; edilm ii 1'*
ard Fantl, Previewed at s ud o Feb
2t
•47.
Bnnn ng time. 81 Him.
.Mike Lambert
Glenn

go

sincfe the picture is likely to

best only with sophisticated patrons in the U. S., its boxofflce

chances in America may be limited by the size of such an audience. Michael Redgrave, Valerie
Hobson and Flora Robson top

Taut melodrama, another

in

the

unscrupulous women cycle that will
play off to okay business all
down
the line.
It
doesn't pack enough
weight lor the de luxe spots but
as
young British nobleman whose long- diial bill topper
other situations
hair inclinations have ttiade him a Will carry itself well at the
boxstuffed, shirt, and tries to pull the offlce.Productionally it has been
Britisher out of his rut,
given good mounting by Jules ScherBack in Brooklyn, Sinatra returns mer with story twists that add to
to his old highschool to check with melodramatic flavor,
his draft board and meets Miss GrayGlenn Ford's name heads ca.st as
son, the music teacher, plus Durante, out-of-work mining engineer
who
the school's oldtime janitor, Unable gets involved with beautiful blonde
to find a room, he moves in with Du
who's trying to steal $250,000, Script
rante, and begins falling in love with doesn't have too much finesse
as
Miss Grayson, Lawford appears on written by Ben Maddow from Jack
the scene, his grandfather having Patricks story, but there's enough
sent him over to try to acquire some
interest in imtoldment*"
of the Flatbush feeling from Sinatr^
and also immediately falls in love
Ford is good as the young
with Miss Grayson. After Frankie who is supposed to be a murder man
and Durante succeed in breaking tim and Jams Carter, the girlvicdown LaWford's staid reserve, the the piece, does excellently. She of
is
quartet successfully puts over a con- mistress of bank vice president
and
cert to win a music scholarship for has plotted scheme to loot
bank
one of Miss Grayson's piano prod- Twist has girl falling for Ford,
who
igies, Sinatra finds he's really in love IS slated to be killed and
become
not with the' teacher but with an responsible for the theft, Girl
Army nurse from Brooklyn he met her lover but Ford doesn't fallkills
in
overseas, and all's well.
with the scheme and finally brings
Interspersed in the story, none of her to justice after fast 81 minutes.
which has any serious sociological
Backing leads under Richard Waltendencies, are a group of six new lace s actionful
direction is Barry
tunes from the able pianos of Sammy Sullivan, Miss Carter's
Cahn and Jule Styne. Of the bal- crime until he becomes partner-inthe victim.
lads, "Time After Time" gets the
the cast.

m

.

most plugging, but "It's the Same Old
Dream" sounds like a best Hit Parade possibility. "The Song's Gotta
the Heart" is strictly up
the Durante alley and it's the one
with which the comedian and Sinatra
do their double takeoff. "Brooklyn
Bridge" and "I Believe" look like
other good novelties, with the latter
serving as background for a fine bit
of terping by Bobby Long, new Metro
moppet. On the longhair side. Miss
Grayson and Sinatra kid grand opera
with an amusing version of "La Ci
Darem La Mano" from "Don Giovanni," and Miss Grayson gives out
with a straight rendition of the Bel)
Song from "lakme."
Richard Whorf has directed the
film with a Sght touch that gets the
most out of the comedy situations.
Four principals carry most of the
film but the supporting cast shapes
up well. There's one excellent bit
by GWria Grahame, as the nurse,
which rates her further spotlighting.

Come From

George* Haight production.
Stars AAn Sothem; features Barry
Nelson. Mark Daniels, Leon Ames, Dick
.Simmons, Clinton Sundberg, Directed by
Harry Beaumont. Story and screenplay,
Xhelma Robinson camera, Charles Salerno,
Jr.; score. David Rnell; editor, Ben Lewis.
Tradeshown Feb. liS, '17. Running time,
»» Mlns.
Maisie Ravler.
..Ann Sothem
Lt. Paul Scott..
Barry Nelson

Metro release

ot

;

Mark

Ohip.Dolan

Amor

(Willis

Daniels

LeOn Ames

Fames)..

Guy Canford. ........... .Clinton Rundbcrg
L Rojfers.,..,
Dick Simmons
Captain Mead, ,. ,%.s... .Charles D. Brown
Mrs, Guy Canford
...Gloria Holden
Daniels.
Douglas Fowley

.Gilfred

.

Mrs, Andrew Lorrladn.
Viola Trengham.

Walker
Gene Roberts

.Nella

Isabelle ..................... .Celia

Parker

is

,

. , .

,.

.Morris

Travers

Anknim

Latest in Metro's "Maisie" series
neat comedy, slanted for chuckles
excellent reception.

and

ern gives the

title

Ann Sothrole plenty of

bounce and furnishes marquee dra'w
general situations. Production
dress has been expertly valued by
George Haight to make "Undercover
Maisie" one of the best in the group.
Plot concerns Maisie turning cop,
joining Los Angeles police force as
for

Mark

Leon

Daniels,

,a;()!!i<.i'

,

op-

Charles
oerg,

Brog.

•

Edgar Buchanan, Karen Morley and
Jim Bannon. Two smaller bits stand
out,

the bartender role of Sid
Tomack and the assay clerk by
Paul E Burns. Barbara Woodcll also
IS good in small spot.
Burnett Guffey adds to suspense
with lensmg and music score by
Marhn Skiles fits the mood. Other
credits are in keeping.

Brog.
'

BIwndie'is
Colunibla release

ot

Holiday
Burt Kelly

pi-odiio'

'Singleton,

Arthur

^'""y

r„j;« /.""^'if
I^ke,
Larry Slmme,

Marjorle Kent, .lerome

Cowan, Grant Mitchell. Directed l,y Abby
Screenplay, Constance Lee: ciiinera
Vincent Fari-ar; editor, Jerome 'Ch.mts
27, '«.
Running
'

Berlin.

Tradeshown N, T, Feb,

MIM9.

time, 61
^'o^'l's

..w......... Penny Singleton
Arthur Uike
i.„r,y .simms
Marjorle Kent

,

Dagwood
Alexander

<,™'"«
George Radcliffe
.Samuel Breckenbrldge

Pete Brody
Mrs. Breckenbrldge
Paul Madison..
Alvln Fuddle
Oynlhia Thompson
Ollle

.......

Jerome I'owiin
Grant Miichell
sld 'l-.,mack
.Marv Xoung

;

jpfi York
Holjliy Lnrmin

jmly

Alyn Lm-kwood
Eddie Acutt

J'ary

Postman
*l'ke

Tim Ryan

,

Bea Mason,...

Tom

(illliert

lack Rice

i

..Anne Xngel
Rmlney Bell

Henley.,

Misadventures of the Bumstead
family in "Blondie's Holiday" continue to bounce along their methodically mad way for a solid hour of
laughs.
Pic is stamped from precisely the same general pattern that
has been used for the numerous
predecessors in this series, but impetus of a slightly new -wrinkle in
the situation comedy is enough to
carry this film in audience favor.
It will fit snugly into all nabe situations, a
Once again it's trouble on all
fronts for Arthur Lake and Penny
Singleton. Problem of keeping ahead
of the Joneses and appeasing his
temperamental boss (Jerome Cowan) proves a brain-splitting job for
the Bumsteads and lands them in a
financial stew up to their ears. New
twist in this pic is Lake's embroilment with a racetrack tout and a
crowd of bookies ending in a trip
to the clink, Situation is saved when
<Continued on page 22)

The

Adventuress
undercover operator. Interest is developed in the Thelma Robinson
('I See a Dark Stranger')
script by showing Maisie in training
Eagle-Lion release of J. Arthur
for her new characterization, when Rank production, "The Adventuress."
she goes on trail of a group ol con- tradeshown in New York Feb. 27,
fidence people, and the varied ad- was reviewed in Vahiety July 10,
ventures that have her almost taken 1946, from London, under original
for a real gangster ride before the title of "I See a Dark
Stranger." U.S.
case is washed up,
running time for the film has been
Harry Beaumont's direction keeps cut from 112 to 98 minutes.
the pace fast and the chuukle.':
American estimate of the film,
hearty, displaying player.s and story 'igreeing in substance
with VARiEry's
to advantage. MLss Sothem sparks London critic <Ebet),
holds that it's
proceedings in her usual deft, flip- due for only moderately
good piay
pant style. Dialog has plenty of at U.S. boxoffices.
Although putting
snap and she makes the incst oi Ih' in a superb
comedy performance as
lines. Barry Nelson capat)Jy handlf.<
an Irish nationalist, Deborah Kerr's
top male spot as the young detecti- e name
is
sufficient to overcome
who persuade.<t Maisie 'm join <ne handicap not
of an uhknbwri supporting
force.

Ames, phony crystai-lm'.lcr;
D, Brown, Clinton SiiridDick Simmons, Gloria Hf Iden,
Nella Walker and other.s (>ivt; ;.xnprt
inventor competently, with others backing to tOp performances
Good lensing was cotjtrib'.Ueil by
in the cast including Jed Prouty,
Taylor Holmes, Sarah Anderson, Charles Salerno, Jr., to an dirpction and settings, and miLsical
score
Maison Adams and William Harrigan.
lends good support to wlion and
SUtl.
comedy.
credit line. Raymond Edward Johnson, radio and legit actor, plays the

r,

Co umbia release ot Jules Schermer
nVn
ductlon,
stars Glenn Ford; features
Carter. Barry Sullivan, Editar Kii,"h,7^

utes when released in England.
Variety's Talb, pointed out

.

be an attraction and Metro wisely
underplayed the Flatbush atmosphere in art apparent effort to please
looker, the gal's also a fine
the sticks as well as Greeapemt. A real
comedienne. Production credits are
Isobel
Lennait'S nicely - handled
Jack Cumadaption of an original story by all good, under producer
StaX.
John McGowan has Sinatra as a mings' aegis.
lonesome GI in London, thirsting ioi
the Flatbush e^maraderie. Before
Ifal^ite
Undereover
heading for home, he meiets lawford,
Hollywood, Feb. 28.

Susie'a Sfathei'. •
Emory Parnell
that play a major part in bringing
top artistry of the musical world to
Eastern Production
"Hie Guilt of Janet Ames" is a
the screen. These functions were un- psychological fantasy that will have
"Mr. Bell," first film turned out
der the supervision of Samuel varied drawing appeal, Basic idea is
Bheiner^ who does a standout job. good, the exploitation possibilities at the BItO-Pathe studios, N. Y.,
\ ' Brojr.
are strong, but overall effect just offers strong evidence that the new
misses. Grossing potential is spotty. Harlem studio is "equipped for most
Names of Rosalind Russell and Mel- types of feature production. Prottf Hi^oon
vyn Douglas give good marquee duced by American Telephone &
Hollywood, March 4.
Telegraph as an institutional docuParamount release of Botaert Fellows flash to help.
ra:odactI«n.
Stars Anne Baxter, Wllllnm
Plot takes an Ibsenesque angle of mentary, the four-reeler produced
Holden, Sonny Tufts, WllUam Bendli, mental escape from surroundings
some intricate lighting and set probKterllng Hayden, Howard da iSIIva! features Johnny Sands, Jean Wallace, Edith but instead of using reality as frame- lems which
the studio easily solved.
King. Directed by John Farrow. Screen- work for these mental venturings,
play,
Frank Wead, -Arthur .Sheekman; production maices them ambiguous Result is a film equally as good
based on novel by Ernest K. Gann; cam- explorations into moderiiistic fan- production-wise as any modestlyera, William C. Mellor; aerial photograbudgeted Hollywood production.
phy, Thomas Tutwller; special effects. Gor- tasy. It doesn't quite come off.
Miss Russell is the widow of a
<lon'and Devereux Jennings; score, Adolph
One sequence, in particular, shot
jbeutsch;
editor,
Sally
Forrest.
Trade- soldier killed in action when he
entirely inside the studio, shows the
'ehown, March 3, '4'.
Running time, 90 flings himself on
a grenade to save
MIN8.
space available. Set has an early
Itucllle Stewart
....Anne Baxter his five companions. Two years later
Colin McDonald....
..William Hoklen the widow is trying to find the five Boston hotel porch, with a horse
Koland MeOohald..,,.,...,.. ..Sonny Tufts men to see if any one is worthy of and buggy pulling up before
it and
Porkie......
>.i..Wllllnm Bendix
Tad JtcDonald........... ..Sterling Hayden her husband's sacrifice. Subconsci- depositing its passengers. ThunderCaflerty,.
.Howard da Sllva ously, she doesn't want to See them storm breaks during the footage,
Keith McDonald........... ...Jofenny Sands and when injured slightly in>an acwith
the
rainfall
looking
as
authenPoppy.. ,i ..... .............. .Jean Wallace cident, she develops hysteria paral......Edith King
Mrs. Murphy.,,...,
ysis and can't walk. Douglas, one tic as anything done mechanically
Heverend Polly. ........ ..i.Uoyd Coirigan
Film was produced
Dtfk Hogan of the men who has a guilt complex in Hollywood.
Sydney.
-Will Wright himself, undertakes to talk her out
Charles UnderhiU of the RKOnr. Thomas
of her fixation. He does it by ex- Pathe staff.
Early days of flying the airmail plaining how Ibsen took himself
From an entertainment point of
gets interesting treatment in "Blaze mentally out of prison and travelled
view, "Bell" doesn't offer much for
of Noon." Film has full star lineup the world. Her adventuring presents
for marquee strength, is well played her to each o' the ex-soldiers in a theatrical distribution. Turned out
and directed. It should fare parti- fanciful word-picture drawn by by A.T.&T. on the 100th annivercularly well as top feature in the Douglas' neo-hypnosis.
The cure sary of, the inventor's birth, the picgeneral situations. Aerial sequences works and she then applies it to ture is interesting for the first two
have authenticity and thrills.
Douglas to straighten him out for reels, which present a dramatized
Story concerns four flying brothers the finale.
version of Bell's life and the diffiwho leave- their carnival stunting
The two stars give workmanlike culties he encountered in inventing
job to help carry the mails back in performances under Henry Levin's
the telephone. Last two reels, howthe early ,,1920's. Plot carries them direction, even though there is no
through hazards of the pioneering, lift to their portrayals. A standout ever, are strictly on the advertising
love, marriage, the death of two spot is contributed by Sid Caesar, side, although actual mention of
and the crippling of a third. Treat- nitery entertainer who is on Miss A.T.&T. is confined to a closing
•

Produced by Sydney Box from
his
own and Muriel Box's
screenplay of the Daphne du
Maurier play, fllni ran 100 min-

llapnene4 In Brooklyn

Metro release of Jack Cummings producliun. Stars liVank Sinatra, Kathryn tiruyson, Petev Lawtoi'd, Jihimy Durante; features Gloria Grahame,
Murcy McGulre,
Bobljy Long. Directed by Richard Whorf.
.Screenplay, Isobel Lennart from original by
John McGowan; camera, Robert Planck:
editor, Blanche Sewell; songs, Samniy Oahn
nend Jule Styne; piano solos, Andr^' Previn
Previewed at
dances.
Jack Donohue.
Loew's Sheridan, N. Y., Feb. 1». '41. Run-

.rohnny O'Brien.,

slated for okay b.o. payoff.

"Blondie's Holiday" (Col.). Another episode in the Bumstead
cycle.

in New York by Prestige Pictures, was reviewed in VAWBTSf,
from London, April 10, 1946.

ISroff.

It

Framed

The Yews. Between
"The Years Between" (Hank),
being tradeshown tomorrow (5)

cal factors are expert in backing the
tack taken in developing story.

liiie

"Framed" (Col). .Neat melodrama of unscrupulous woman

Routine

and DeVery Freeman scripted from
a Lenore Coffee story. There is no
producer credit on film, but techni-

cast

and a story that oonlains

many

private

Anglo-Irish

too

feudiug

jokes.

London comment said the Sidney
Launder producing

Gilliat-Frank

team turned out "a nice

littl*'

fom-

edy-thriller, strong in pictorial values, though whodunit fans may find
flaws. It has no smash high-

some

Instead it simmers along with
a continuous flow of easy laughs."
lights.

W

LLIED
fira^

KmK^ ai Chi Mobsters Seen

2i-Fks

h ijjdnap-Beating of CSUs Sorrel!
Hollywood, March

4.

and

friction

wood Legion stadium

for

JLetter to Johnston urged the
ehief to .use his influence
make certain the Armenians,
Well as any other national
minority, received "dignified and
honorable treatment in film
productions." Any aid the film
industry can render in this way
will help advance a "just, even
righteous cause," the letter said.

weekly

155,933

'

after

AUied.

when he was dumped from car, belief being that thugs thought him
dead. SorreU managed to roll him-

Film industry

for

tlis

ither Love" in Sngland necesWe prdduction of two
separate soundtracks for the picture,
according
to
producer
David Lewis. One soundtrack,
for the British trade, has star
David Niven speaking with a

Niven speaks with an American
accent in the other.

Of E-L Films

in

Wain

groups

was

week when

to table

First

its

tion

S,

pact

Benjamin
finalize

is

a

New

first

time

American-produced film
preemed outside the U.
prise s "The Other Love"

bow

"

that

15-20^

are major entertainment industry refunds reported out
of both New York and Hollywood:
Columbia Pictures Corp,, $5,173;
Columbia Pictures of Brazil, $1,632;
Columbia Pictures of Puerto Rico,
$3,512; Columbia Pictures of West
Indies, $588; (ilolumbia Pictures of
Near East, $7,493; International
Newsreel Corp., $5,787; Loew's, Inc.
$25,000; Loew's Theatre and Realty
Corp„ $6,875; Paramount Pictures of
South America, $1,016; Paramount
FUms of India, $843; Universal Film
Exchanges, $59,826; Warner BTos.

Following

Enter-

S.,
is

slated to

Empire theatre, LonMarch 25. David Lewis,

who produced the picture, arrived in
New .York Monday (3) from the
Coast and is slated to sail for England Friday (7) aboard the Queen
Elizabeth, carrying a print of the
picture with him. Another print will
be taken over>,by Arthur Pincus,,asT
sistant ad-pub chief of Loew's International, who flies to England, today

(Wednesday).
Loew's International, foreign distribs of Enterprise product, decided
to open the film in London, according to Lewis, since the film's locale
Barbara Stanwyck,
in England.
star of "Love" with David Niven and
currently vacationing in Europe, has
extended her stay to be on hand for
the preem. Date for the U. S, opening has not yet been set, with Enterprise prexy Charles Einfeld expected
to delay it until the film gets settled
in its London run.

JNcker on "Duel'
Behind-the-scenes negotiations be-

rating yet as to its acceptabUity for
general audiences, limited audiences
or no' audiences. Pic was seen by
the organization's reviewers three
and one-half weeks ago. Customarily, a film is clfissifled within a few
days after if has been seen.
widespread
meantime,
the
In
movement amongst Catholics on the
Coast to boycott "Duel" is increasenSelznick
with
strength,
ing -in
deavoring to head it off by taking a
conciliatory attitude on cuts. This is
Howby
taken
the
stand
contrary to
ard Hughes on "The Outlaw," which
was the last film to run into heavy

Under new contract inked by Mo-

WANGER DISCUSSING
CONTINUING wrra 0

Film Editors, Local 771,
and Columbia, March of
and
International
Metro
Pathescope, 50 editors, assistants and
apprentices have been awarded wage
boosts ranging from 15 to 20%.. Re-«
troactivity of Pathescope, MOT and
to th6 Coast.
is to Jan. 1,
Under, tentative schedule now set Columbia agreements
Metro International's to
up GFD receives "Lost Honeymoon," 1947, and of
^
delivery to Rank, iJpOn Nov. IS, 1946;
first E-L
(Continued on page 18)
Contracts set a 40-hpur week at
Krim's arrival. "Repeat Performance" win be dispatched May 15; Columbia and Pathescope and a
Metro,
•'Red StaOion," June 30; "Out of the 37%-hour we>k at MOT and
'Life' Reverses Its Field
Aug. 15; "Love From a New minimums for editors are fixed
Blue,"
assistant
Stranger," Sept. 30; and "Captain at $120.75 per week, with
Eve of Oscar Awards
a Joke. editors receiving $60.38 and editing
"It's
Ca-sanova," Nov. 1.
(issue of
Life mag this week
InternaMetro
$42.
won't
assistant
pic.
iroom
American
first
E-L
Son,"
March lO)' will take a highly unare receiving
editors
figured
tional
dubbing
ifs
since
aU
at
tl-ip
make the
usual step by "re-reviewing" films
other categories
too local in text to be. an overseas !!|;97.75 a week, with
of 1946. Most unusual -will be its
corresponding to
scales
granted
gros.ser.
open admission of mistakes in its
Krim is heading to Britain at those in other contracts,
original judgments on some pix and
the personal invitation of Rank.
,a reappraisal of their quaUties. Prinregard is
this
While there he'U also scan Rank
cipal sufferer in
Vote
Strike
disY,
will
N.
company
pix. which the
("Razor's Edge," with Life flatly
Under .supervision of ,U. S. Labor stating its reviewers went overboard
_
triljute in the U. S.
tion Picture

lATSE,

Time,

•

Management Corp., $942;
of Pennsylvania, $648; United Artists Theatre
Co,, of Michigan, $762; United Booking

Office,

$3,373;

Arnold Produc-

tions, Inc., $2,130; Samuel Goldwyn
Studios, $6,710; Monogralh Pictures,

$38,230; National
affiliates, $6,638;

Theatres Corp. and
National Pictures

Corp., of California, $1,011; Principal
Theatres, Inc., of Arizona, $550;
Corp., $3,315;

Sherman Oaks- Theatre
United

Artists, $21,145.
Warner,
trust,
M. Warner, trust,

Albert

Harry

Walter
cussing

Wanger
extension

is

reported

of

his

dis-

releasing

arrangement with Universal as result of falling through of the deal
by which he was to move to United
Artists. Producer has three pix to
for U urtder the old contract,
plus one to be deUvered by the
Diana Corp., whicli he and Fritz

make

$27,355;
$17,898;

(Continued on page 24)

Failed to Give Consent To
Ixjpendalile' Character,

is

WAGE BOOSTS

Sues Loew's lor
St.

The

pic

Louis,

400G

March

4.

treatment by Loew's of

"They Were Expendable"

last

week

resulted in a $400,000 damage suit
filed in the local circuit court by
the former Lt. Beulah M. Greenwalt,

attorney,

declared that the "Joan of Arc" film
which the producer will make in
association with Ingrid Bergman
and Victor Fleming wiU in no case
be included among the pix Wanger

On

wiU

deliver to

U

under his old

Her

alleges she was the;
"Peggy" heroine of the book, from
which the pic was adopted, and that
the "so-called love interest" in the
petition

was made without her knowledge or consent.
It will be recaUed that as an Army
nurse at Corregidor she met Lt.
Robert Boiling Kelley of famed
Motor Torpedo Boat Squadron 3. Her
flicker

petition states that their relationship
was at first professional, as she
treated him for an infected hand, and
later they were on terms of "personal friendship," But in the flicker,
it is alleged, their friendship in effect was portrayed as a romance, and
they were depicted as "sweethearts
or lovers,"
Although Lt. Kelley was called
"Rusty" in the film, and she was /
called "Sandy," the petition states, f
it
was appai-ent .who the picture /
characters represented.
Mrs. Walcher,?who married a survivor of the \
Bataan death march last Jiine, is ask- V
ing for $150,000 actual damages and \
$250,000 punitive damages. Her petition also asserts that the pic. has
reaped large profits becau.se Of its
element of "love interest,"
.

pact.

His next, under that agreement, will
be "Lost Love," with SuSan Hayward, which goes before the cameras

ARONSOrS ILLNESS

'

mid-March.
Meantime, the Diana commitment
being cleaned up with "Secret
Behind the Door," hoW in producin

I

i

is

i

tion.

STALLS EXPORT PLAN
Alexander Aronson,
lUne.s.s
of
which sent him to the hospital in
New York Monday (3), is delaying

i

Department. Scree n Cartoonists
Guild, Local M61. is holding a strike
vote today (5) among 80 union employees working at Terrytoon stu;dios in New RocheUe, Negotiations
SIDESTEPS
for a cbiitraot ha.ving been going on
Los Angeles, IVIarch 4.
between the uriiOh and company inJurisdictional disputes among lalermittentl.V for over two years.
bor unions in the film industry are
Major union demand is for a
outside ttie fold of the U. S. District
standard contract calling for $125
Court, in the opinion of Judge Ben
minimum for animators and story
Harrison in Federal Court.
writers, with corre-spondinj; scales
Declaring such problems contracother categories of workers.
for
tual, the .iurist dismissed a suit by a
carnumber of (11m workers wlio had Terrytoon is currently the only
opcratiiig without a
asked a ruling on their rights in the toon studio
union agreement
studio strike.
1

U.S.

DISTRICT COURT

I

I

LABOR BEEF

I

:

i

:

'

start of ttie Motion Picture AssociaWanger Signs Day
tion's program for super-selectivity
o£
films
going abroad. Aronson,
Hollywooa, March 4.
"Picture ot the
as
'aide
to Gerald Mayer, head Of the
recently
who,
Day,
chard
good
Rl
a
take
it
down
Week." They
International department, is
MPA's
fpi,20thdirector
out
art
as
[cheeked
new
appraisal.
in
the
many pegs
Coming on the eve Of the Academy Fox. was signed by Walter Wanger in charge ot the selection of the pix.
Aronson has been huddling with
Awards next week, Life's extra- to design a film based on the career
the foreign staffs ot the eight film
large film section steals a march by of Joan of Arc,
will
be produced by companies which distribute, abroad
Picture
picking its own candidates for honvia the Motion Picture Export Assn.
ors. Three top contenders it names Wanger in association with Ingrid
policies regarding
are "Best Years of Our Lives" Bergman and Victor Fleming. FUm on methods and
(RKO-Gbldwyn), "Yearling" (M-G) translation will contalh portions of selection. Results Of his survey were
the Maxvvell Anderson legit play, to have been taken up .by the
and "Henry V" (UA-Rank).
Mag also incidentally takes a hefty "Joan of Lorrainei" in which Miss and MPEA exec staffs with prexy
swat at Hollywood in general on the Bergman is currently starring on Eric John.ston in Washington todajr
(Wednesday).
Broadway.
llow quality level of the 1946 crop.

'

in the high praise they be.stowed
on the 20th-Fox film when original-

ly

presented

'

I

I

'

,

i

I

'

!

,

wartime nurse from St. Louis and
now Mrs. Bruce Watcher of Denver.

I

Lang head.
Abe Bienstock, Wanger's

I

SCG

Hollywood Turf
.pverpaym^t on

excess profits.

an Warner Bros, Theatres

Iias' ^ivorld-

in at the

don, about

SelzniclcLofD.

NX FILM EDITORS OT

distribu-

Confabs with General FUm Distributors, Rank subsid handling E-L
product in Britain, and EaglerLion,
Ltd. which wiU distribute the same
pix in all parts of the world except
the we.stern hemisphere, will take
some 10 days with Krim then
returning to the U. S. for a fast trip
•

the

,

between Universal and.

$350,000 which the
Club got back for

Circuit

Ijlarking

[

trekking to

new

Ak^^

MPTOA

tween David Q,. Selznick and the
Legion of Decency are apparently
going on in regard to "Duel in the
Sun." Both sides refuse altogether
Lewis, whose contract with Enterto talk about it, but It js tmder- prise calls for two more pix, said he
stobd Selznick is endeavoring to hopes to do his next one in England
come to terms with the official and will cbnseijuently shop for stuCatholic censorship body on making dio space while there. He hopes to
Dr. Everett R. Clinchy, NCCJ prexy, the Technicolor western epic ac- get Norma Shearer to star in the
lauded the industry's work in the ceptable to it.
fourth film. While in N. Y„ he hudOnly word from the L. of D. is dled with Lewis Milestone, director
campaign, declaring that nothing
that "Duel" has not been given a
(Continued on page 24)
(Continued On page 18)

next week attended by Arthur Krim,
E-L prexy, and officials of the J.
Arthur Rank organization including
Jolui Davis, Rank's top man, John
Wolfe and Teddy Carr. Ki^^m sails
Friday (7) aboard the Queen Elizabeth accompanied by Kobert Benjamin, head of the Rank outfit in

England to

U.iFilinT(>

Wdrld'-Preem

change and homeoffice campaign.
Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy
and the industry's national chairman for 1947, announced that he had
already consented to head next
year's campaign and called a meeting for the week after Labor Day
to set up preliminary plans for 1948.

Distribution schedule of Eagleliion pix in Britain wUl be shaped
at a series of huddles in London

the U.

it they
as

such

an Aroeri-

accent,"

•

of theatre
furtl»er last

was forced

vitation extended to it by
exc'ept for a public statement by
Abram F. Myers, general counsel,
that AUied would join no such project while the U. S. Supreme Court
had before it the anti-trust decree.
was hot for the proposal

reported. Weinstock declared the
eight majors' horiieoflices wouW,^be
asked to contribute enough as corporations to meet the $100,000 quota.
Other committee heads present gave
preliminary reports on the success
of the Brotherhood Week drive to
obtain 250,000 NCCJ memberships
through a nationwide theatre, ex-

To Firmutale Dislrib

Lewis

mad

aetoi^i

Niven, speakingi with

'yet

Krim, Benjamin Sailing

:

.

.audiences,"

"British

hear a British

-

(Continued on page 18)

while

accent,

said, "get hdpiping'

York in February raised $55,933 for
MPTOA
self to highway where he was found
the National Conference of Chris- and had acceptances by ATA and
by E. F. Pischel, naval ordnance tians and Jews, more than doubling the ^dependent Theatre Owners
training station civilian employee, and
the $27,400 raised during all of 1946, Assn.
However, after considerable
Sordriven to Inyokern hospital.
David Weinstock, Raybond theatres mental tussling, its heads decided
rell's oar was found off San Fernprexy and chairman of the industry's that no successful forum could be
ando road, where he had left it at division finance committee, revealed launched if AUied stayed out. Along
time of being seized by hoods.
at a report luncheon held last Wed- with that group the Pacific Coast
Chicago angle of technique em- nesday (26) at the Hotel Astor, N. Y. Conference of Independent Theatre
ployed by mobsters pointed up by
Total is expected to reach $91,218 Owners, affUiated with AUied, deuse of police uniform by one of with the addition of contributions
(Continued on page 13)
three, which was masquerade used from 62 more members who've not
during St. Valentine's pay massacre
of 19Z0"5 by Chicago gangdom. An-

British

strictly

proposal for an exhibitors' forum because of a nix placed upon it by
Allied. It's reliably reported that
Allied did not even answer the in-

NCCJ

in metropolitan

"The

Enterprise's

,

Division

needled

MPIOA

d 1100,000 Goal
Fek

Dnring

-

of

Washington, March 4,:
Top income tax refund in show
biz last year was the $821,348 paid to
20th-Fox by Uncle Sam. Natii»nal
Broadcasting Go. Was runnerup with
Figures
on
the
re$430,000.
funds were released Sunday night
(2) by Congress, Third place in the
money-back sweepstakes was the
,

hold the world

to

sitated

American Theatres A^h. than with

Raise! hj Film industry

assailants fired two shots
him, both of which missed,

his

greem

operation, there's a storm brewing
which may break into the open at
One indication of the
any time.
widening gap is the fact that the
IVlQtion Picture Theatre Owners of
America is now, consciously or not,
in far lireatec harmonjr: with the

is sinful."

.

Double<Talk
Decision

organization

warring camps. While moderate
forces are still in control, for the
time being anyway, and have managed to clamp the lid on open hostilities in the hope of future co-

to
as

Three men, one
meeting.
dressed as Los Angeles police officer,
handcuffed Sorrdl then . knocked
him (ittconscious following which he
-Was pUed into car and driven to remote spot in Mojave desert and
dumped. During ride to desert Sorrel! was constantly worked over
every time he regained consciousness

and

no

MPA

accosted just after 7

p.m. Sunday night enroute to Holly-

union

is

Al-

play ball with

to

exhibitor

joke to the
Armenian National Council of
America. Group has ijrged Eric
Johnston, Motion Picture Assn.
prexy, to keep the screen free
from
stereotypes
of
"such
humor"
as
expression,
the
"starving Armenian," declaring
that to "turn a nation into a gag
menian"-

by National

any other
besides its
own affiliates and satellites is rapidly spUtting theatre groups into two
lied

Being called a "starving Ar-

burns on stomach.

SorreU was

Consistent refusal

Armenians' No-Joke

ing for Windy City hoods in connection with abduction and beating of
Herbert SorreU, Conference of Studio Unions chief, who was taken for
"ride" Sunday night by trio of asUnioii topper, still in
sailants.
Hidgecrest Hospital in Inyokern, ex-pected to remain there for stvetal
days prior to moving here, aiecordIng to Dr. I. Jay Schiflt, who treated
SorreU for severe bruises, abrasions,
battered eyes, possible jaw fracture

lead Melon df Tax Refiids for 'i^

lis WIDENS

-

Earmarks of Chicago gangster
methods have authorities here look-

M48 aid llCs 4^^

i

i

1

MPA

Wednesday,

10

l^tajrcli
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UA's 29 Fix Backlog

M-G, 20th Music Expansion
Continued from page 1

sparkplugging ot negotiations with
Tilzers, etc.
Incidentally, Hollywood agent Frank
Orsatti, who figures with Harry Fox,
trustee of the Mu.sic Publishers
Pi:<jtective Assn., in the Von Tiizer
dicker, is also trying to set a film
biCJgraphical deal based on the life
of Barry Von Tilzer.
deal would go the
With the
services of /Jack Bregman, Rocco
VoOW)- and Chester' Conn, three o£

BVC, the Von

many

|

Tin Pah: Alley's topflight music contact men,
Only recently did 20lh-Fox acquire
a -26% interest in Rabbins Music
Corp., Which is 51%
owned by
Loew's, Inc. The'20th-Fox buy-in on
BJbbins made that company
partner, with Loesy's (Metro), in a music
for

the

first

time.

Interlocking Potcsntials

Me

r

o and

20th-Fox's expanded empire In mu.sic includes
a British firm (B. Peldman has
been mentioned in negotiation ),
and the Kdwin H. Morris, SantlyJoy and Mills Music firms have
been variously discussed before.
Morris is still not a cold item.
Idea is for song exploitation
for benefit of the film boxoffice, with the different music,
pubs to concentrate on this, or
that film. There's also mechanicals (MGM Records) and synchronizations (again the Hollywood tie-in). In connection with
video Metro has been reported
interested in both on
and
already
television license.
It
t

FM

owns station WHN, N. Y.
On top if it all, it would place
Metro-2()thV inU$ic interests in a
powerful position in ASJCAPJ

|

lemporaneous
Will
Von Tilzer
(Broadway Music Coip.y deals, aided by Hollywood agent Franlc Or.

|
'

BVC

The

20th-Fox deal in Robbins
Music covers the same $673,000 for
Jack Robbins' 26% which Loew's
paid in buying out the founder of
the company. Robbins, as an individual, thus emerged with $500,000
for his end. The negotiating terms
of the Von T. and BVC deals are
undisclosed at this writing but latter

run

between

$750,000

and

$1,000,000.
sets of brothers figure

Two

Latter is also offering a Von
biopic to the studios.
Lew
Sohreiber, aide to Darryl Zanuck,
chief at the 20th-Fox
studios, figures in the BVC deal.
Intra-trade
wise
these
music
maneuvers have other nuances.
chiefly revolving around the persatti.

Tilzer

production
j

I

;

;

.

sonalities of Bregman and Robbins.
First Robbins eased Bregman out;

then Loew's (IWetro) eased out Rob-

on both
of the Loew's and 20th-Fox

Olman, Prager

(sales

manager) and

Robbins.

Newly

elected directors of

Rabbins include both Moskowitzes,
Friedman, J. Robert Rubin, Joseph
R Vogel, Mills and W. C. Michel,
All are Loew's, Inc., officers excepting Joe Moskowitz and Michel, who
is also a 20th -Fox veepee.
Robbins group of music publishing firms comprises Robbins Music
Feist, Miller, Walter Jacobs, Inc.,
Big 3 Music Corp., Gene Krupa MuInternational
sic
Bobbins
Corp.,
Corp., Variety Music, Inc., and the

newly formed Harry Warren Music
Corp., which was organized td publish the nriusic of sbngsmith

Warren.

Ean^

Hollywood, March

127)

UA Hawaii to N^.flane

I

(Net
the

in

To

Mpls. Dailies

1^
4,

Minneapolis Mdtion Picture MaOperators took large newspaper display ads to answer criticisms of the union's workings by
chine

state legislature.

Representative H. A. French and
Senator Donald Wright, voiced at a
Minneapolis "Town Meeting o^ the
Air" over the radib and in the Minneapolis Star Journal.
;

The union denied that it has a
of 200 cardnien and
permit men who haven't a
voice or vote and are chargisd $20
per month for the privilege of working, as claimed by French. It pointed
out that there are but 64 theatres in
Minneapolis, and with 1,700 men all
working that would necessitate the
employment of about 27 operators .in
each theatre booth. The union, it
said, has contracts 'with every thea-.
ti-e here, but this provides steady
employment only for 94 cardmen
and 10 registered apprentices (permembership
1,5()0

mitmen).
Advertisements assert every cardman has a voice and vote, that the

ers ..."

Senator Wright had charged that
the union requires a payment of

The
$1,000 for an initiation fee.
union's answer is that the fee is
only '$150.

Col.'s 26-

Week Net

$1,560,000, Slight

i

own,

its

stop

j

|

l

I

the

'

Profit,

.

i

MPA

.

date

is

is

to

Clost

'Video, 16m, Etc.
In answer to stockholders' question.s,
Rubin, declared television
offers no immediate threat to film
biz and said Loew's has no immediate plans for instituting 16m distribution in the U. S.
Loew's has
found reduction of standard 35m
product to 16m size affords unsatisfactory prints, giving only 40% ot
the visual and sound values of 35m
stodc.
Right now, Rubin said, the

to

estimated at $2,000,000.

,

Felix A. Jenkins, 20tli-Fbx

'

Exec, Passes

Away

at

57

Felix A. Jenkins, secretary of
20th -Century-Fox Film Cprpi, and a
rhember of the board, died March 4
at Montclair, N. J. His age was 87
years.

'

company 'will conflhe its narrowwas born in Pelham
Jenkins
gauge distribution to the, foreign
Manor, N. Y., and was graduated market but if it's found that small
from University of Virginia Law U. S. towns eventually want 16m
He was admitted to the product, then Loew's will foHow the
School,
New York Bar in 1913i H* entered general industry trend.
the general practice Of law in New
Meet took on flery aspects when
York City with the firm of White Lester Fuller, who owns 10 shares
& Case, ahd in January, 1928, be- of stock in most of the majors and
came a member of the Legal De- consistently is heard at all stockHe was a
partment of 20th-Fox.
holders meets, complained about the
Epsilon

films.

Although the MPA aims to be included in overall' agreements, the
Johnston-signed pamphlet states: "if
American motion pictures are to be
the trade
adequately protected
agreements to be negotiated in Geneva next April must mclude provisions applying specifically to films."
Reciprocal agreements have not in
the past provided adequate protection to pix, the statement says, since
films differ i^adically from ordinary
;

.

-

member of Delta Kappa
Fraternity.
He leaves a widow and four sons.

articles of commerce.
Significance attached by Johnston
his "advisers to the British end
of the coming negotiations is seen in
the lengthy and detailed analysis of
England's restrictions contained in
the Statement to the Reciprocity In-

DELMAK TO FILM

and

!

formation Committee. Complete explanation is given to the two quota
laws which now apply In England.

Rubin coun000,000 stockholders."
tered with the claim that his compensation is in payment for turning /
over a lucrative production biz to,'
Metro when the company was first'
formed. Moreover, he declared, highi
salaries are paid because of the lim-\

.

PkJelips Ab^

Geneva next month

itt

to negotiate reciprocal trade agree-

•
,

Proportion
Screen Time
.Obtained by

FroporiiORof

,.

.

U. S, indostry's
Entire Foreign
.

80%

Great Britain ......

Canada

,

.......

...

Atistralia

,1,

.

South Africa

:

..

;

.....

.

...

3%
3%

.

...

2.5%

New

..

•

'

Zealand,

Cuba

...

.

.

.

...

...

...........

Lebanon
..... ......
China.
Czechoslovakia.
Russia
.

.

.

.

.

1%
i%
.6%
.5%
.15%

Chile

Norway

90%
65%

2.000

10%

1,600

800

550
400
400
290
300

:tJi%

..V

Netherlands ....

.

.

,

60%
80%

:

70%

Economic conditions chaotic

..

Uncertain at the

.

0

moment

;

*

'

Par's 50c, Rep's 25c Divvy
Flow ot pix cpin to investors via
dividends continued this week
with Paramount and Republic joinPar's board aning the parade.

.stock

nounced payment

ot the

cornpaiiy's

regular quarterly divvy of 50c per
share ot common stock, to be doled
out March 31 to stockholders of record,

\

Not given in report, but genei^lty a«cepted as 80%. Report states
"as important as aU other countries of the world' cbrobmed.
,

ited number of top men available.
\
Moskowitz, explaining the company's retirement plan, said that
execs had decreased their own salaries by more than what the company puts into the retirement fund.
Difference he said, goes into the
treasury. Other stockholders, pointing to Loew's $32,000,000 profits for
the year, shouted Fuller dOwn, giving the directorate a virtual vote o£
confidence.

450

4.%

.

.

i

1,570

.

.... .... ...

. .

India

j

:

4.5%

.

.

.

Brazil ............. ,v

Belgium
France

95%.

10%

.......
;.

No. of
Theatr.es

V. S.Pix

Incoiite.

personnel."

who chairmaned

Fuller

Following is a compiiation of information provided by the Motion
Pictui:e AsSi). tO the delegation which will represent the U. S, at the
conference
ments.

—

Singling
out
the meet.
claimed Rubin's annual retirement pay amounts to haU o£
President Truman's annual salary,
with Truman representing "130,ecutive

Rubin,

Columbia's net for the 26 weeks,

II S.

top salaries being paid IjOew's topi
execs.
Fuller claimed Loew's is
"notorious and I use that word advisedly for super-generosity to ex-

—

'GIRLS'

Hollywood, March 4.
American Eagle has optioned
"Follow the Girls'' for summer filmfielmar as cowith
Harry
ing,
producer.
Film tentatively will star Jack
West
Jack Durant.
Buster
and
Oakie,

Advance

ended Dec. 28, '46, totalled $1,560,000,
a slight advance over the $1,295,000
chalked up by the company during
comparative period of the year previous. Operating proflt for COhimbia
was $2,480,000 with estimated provision for Federal taxes^mounting to
$920,000. Profits before taxes compares with $2,250,000 garnered by
Columbia for the comparative pe-

,

;

be saved; 7,000 feet
reshot.

Loew's gross revenue Comes from

Other highlights of the meeting,
which the incumbent board of
10 directors was reelected, was the
lormal denial by J. Robert Rubin,
Liew's 'veepee, of reports that the
company had bought the Hotel Astor, N. Y., and the disclosure by
IVIo.skowitz that the recently-formed
M-G-M Records, which he heads as
prexy, is presently pressing ils first
disks,
which should go on sale
within the next week.

Only

duction

have been ordered

:

Company

petitors.

MPA

It is also why the Association last
the Committee for
Reciprocity Information, for the enlightment of U. S. reps, a carefully
planned and executed pamphlet explaining the position of American
films in the world market. In addition to a prefatory statement, jpamphlet goes into detail on how' much
each of the countries to be represented means to the U. S. industry
(see table herewith) and the restrictions each imposes on American

because of tke

3-for-l stock split.

could have declared a larger dividend on the basis of its earnings
but decided to build up the treasury,
since the money might be needed to
buy out minority theatre holdings in
accordance with anti-trust decree
provisos.
Moskowitz declined to
estimate publicly what proportion

at

lERTOr^M

week presented

of Loew's, Inc., for
quarter of the current fis-'
totalled
as
$3,650,967,

t

Moskowitz pointed out that diviwere the high-

o£

METRO flUDDlE CUES

.

continues

foreign fllm Sales, telling the stock*
holders such info should be withheld from
the
company's com-

MPA

.

n s

iwmt

'

prdiharily, the feat would have
garnered plenty of valuable newspaper acreage for the film. But no
hats were feathered in this case
because Mantz's dash tangled with
count such items as Seotch whisky, the spectacular flight of Betty -Jo,
British shipping, woolens, cutlery fighter plane, from Hawaii to New
and china: and the fnyriad of other York., Betty-Jo harvested all the
exports which Bcw across the At- glory while Mantz's new record
lantic.
rated also-ran notices in which New
By getting a general agreement York dailies paid scant attention to
which would infclude films,
sees the plane's name and its pic tieup.
the heading off of the' necessity of
further talks with the British on restrictions, since the whole problem
would be out_of the hands of the
British industry and out of the haiids
of Parliament, except insofar as the
Hollywood, March 4.
negotiations effect the economy as a
"Merton of Movies" has been orwhole.
That's why Eric Johnston, dered back to work by Metro execs
prexy, attaches" so much im- after a meeting with prexy Nicholas
portance to the Geneva confab he M. Schenck.
intends to be there himself.
I.OOO feet of Al Lewis' pro-

i

di n-'S-'' paid ihis year
est in LOew's history

;

singled out unfairly by the' British
(and many other countries as well)
for restrictions.
Films, the
maintains, are only one aspect of
trade, which must also take into ac-

.

it

$4,333,623 for the same
period last year. Figure represents
earnings o£ 72c per share this year,
as against 86c per share for the first
quarter of 1945-46.)

'

name

pic's

break the solo nonof six hours, and 39

to

record

minutes..-

Hit l^»liti0
Minneapiolis, March

two members of the

as

carrying

ship,

his

Free^Trade Piteh
Ads

if

year

a a a

;

Continued from pace

told at

Trerid for

ending March

profits

first

cal

,

finys

office,

quarter,

upward, should absorb most of the
first quarter's drop
(14c per share
the similar period a year
ago) in the yearly statement, according to Charles G, Moskowitz,
veepee and treasurer.

'

Booimen Union

home

under

pix.

.

.iecond

looks better anS,

13,

legal staff, explaining new provisions. Those at the huddles also

•

the

in

the

option for 1948.

were

annual meeting held Thursday

the

UA

viewed a lineup of nine coming

first

lion sales, stockholders

Deal calls for occupancy from May
through December this year, with an

was held of decree
with George Battery, of the

in earnings of Loew's, Inc.,

the

fiscal quarter o£ this
year resiilted from a slump in rev«?
enue from domestic film distribu-

4.

Eagle-Lion, crowded for space on
its own lot,
took a lease on the
Morey-Sutherland studio for overflow production.

Discussion
selling,

Cirt

2nd LoobDp

Drop
for

conclave
district
of
managers,
branch
managers,
salesmen and
exhibs here Sunday (2). UA v.p. in
charge of distribution spoke at the
windup of a four-day regional
meeting of company reps.

;

December. '46, against
Another angle must figure in that 622,782 in
year before.
Jack Bregman owns around 5%, of 595,447 for the
Robbins Music Corp., since he was
originally partnered with Jack Bobbins but -left to form BVC. Levitz,
for 1
Jones
Prager and Donienico Savino own
Hollywood, March 4.
the rest of the minority stock. The
David O. Selznick assigned Jenformer duo, being Robbins Music
Jones to star in "Tender Is
(Loew's) employees, it's assumed a nifer
based on a novel by the
deal will be made for acquisition of the Night,"
Scott Fitzgerald.
their stock as well as Bregman's. late F.
Picture is slated for late spring,
Savino thus remains the lone holdwith Joseph Gotten penciled in for
out.
agent and trustee tot the miMe ^1^^

Harry bW,

1st QHarb^*

4.

I

Until Warren was formed he pubvia BVC, as did Mack Gordon, now a 20th-Fox film producer riod o£ fiscal '46.
Equivalent earnings per share are
as well as songwriter. Their friendship with Bregman-Voeco-Conn un- $2^5 against $1.92 for the 26 weeks
doubtedly influenced the Loew-20th ended Dee. 29. 1945. Comparative
are computed after deducdeal for 'this firm, since BVC had to earnings
preferred stock dividends.
relinquish' previous .commitments tion o£
Outstanding common stock totalled
with berth Warren and Gordon.
lislied

March

El Paso,

United Artists has a backlog of
29 pictures completed and awaiting
release, produced at a negative cost
of $41,000,000, Grad Sears toUd a

iri

10 registered apprentices are exNick Schenck is presi- service men whom the union has
dent of Loew's ahd Joe Schenck is taught and who now are steadily
fop studio exec of 20th. Similarly employed. The dues, it's stated, are
Charlie Moskowitz is v.p. and treas- less than 2% of their total earnings
urer of Loew's and his brother Joe and, after a period of not to exceed
Moskowitz is v.p. of 20th.
three years, the apprentices will be
New Setup
given full membership.
In the new Robbins Music Corp.
"A point which we would like to
setup Charlie Moskowitz is presi- stress," the ads said, "is that our
dent; brother Joe Moskowitz and Lep entire membership is mighty proud
Friedman are veepees; Charles K. of the fact that Local 219 MPMO
Stern is treasurer; Abe Olman (g.m. was organized back in October, 1911,
of the Bobbins, Feist, Miller Music and with only two exceptions has
Corps.) secretary; Harold J. Cleary, never at any time had any serious
Bernard Prager and SteVe Levitz, misunderstanding with our employasst. sees; Jes.se T. Mills, asst. treas.

Meet

Hop Eclipses Par's
Sears, Raftery and Maury Orr.
and now Bregman would be.
the Robbins corporate setup. western salesmanager* left here for
'Blaze of Noon'Bally
•The television aspects, above-men. Chicago for a similar meeting start- t
tiohed, are coupled in a leaser de- ing 'Thursday (6). "They are to be
Paramotint's best laid plaris have
gree with Loew-Metro's and 20th- joined there by Joe Unger. general gone astray. Company's Hackery
Fox's ambitions in the recording sales matiager, and Paul N. Lazarus, rigged a transcontinental flight for
fields.
M-G-M Records tees off this Jr., pub-ad' Chief, who proceed from pilot Paul Mantz in his P-51 Mustang
r.
week importantly and it may well the h.o.
.as exploitation plug for the New
be that 20th-Fox will revive interYork preem of Par's "Blaze of Noon."
est in recording.
Mantz raved across the country in
back

sides
principals.

Levitz (production manager) arg the
basic music men who started with

SW

in

bins;

j

'

On top of this, and thi.s time at the
instigation of 20th, the two Von
Tilzer brothers' deals, and that of
were started. Both have gone
beyond the casual talk stage.

may

of the topflight members of
Music Pubtiishers. Protective
Assn., is said t6 fly\ire in both (the
late) Harry Von,Tilz;er and the conthe.

<,

BVC

copyright pool,

Grad Sears

Sluf

Metros Doiestic Sales

Cost 141,000,000, Sez

]

March

11.

Republic declared a regular quarterly dividend of 2.5c per share on
preferred stock, payable April 1 to
record stockholders 'as of March 10,

NOMINATED FOR
...by the

'46
Academy!

ames Stewart
ane \yyman
•••Best Performoiice

by an Actor!

•••Best Perfermcince

by an Actress I

NOMINATED FOR

'47

...by

RKO

!

James Stewart
Jane Wyman
ROBERT

RISKIN'S

SHOOTING COMI>LITfO...NOW CUTTING

NED SPARKS
WALLACE FORD

..hKENT smith
Written and Produced by
Released through

•

ROBERT RISKIN Directed by WILLIAM A. WELLMAN
RKO Radio Pktures, Inc. • A William A. Wellman Production
•

...

.

,

JPBE-PBOIIITCIIO]

E Y. klnttn Usdann Strleintent:.

ynienson and Legal Aide IrM

Allied Battle
Continued from page 9

Qaim Wage

Bnt

a

crucial stage this

week

after

Wii L,A.

Kiparity

With strike talk and preparations
brewing- In the background, contract
negotiations between la major New
York labs and the fllui lab technicians union, Local 702, entered into
a

deadlock lasting more than a month.
Expiration date of current pact between the labs and union falls on
March 11 and Local 702 has already
indicated intent to shut down keyphase of local lUm industry by its
filing ol^ a strike vote with Governipent- labor departments.
Growing impression among film
companies that settlement of disputed questions will not be achieved
before March 11 deadline has resulted in rush activity among all
companies making prints in this
Union officials, however, disarea,
claim any knowledge of any speedup in printing operations over last
tew weeks and are putting a temporary damper on strjke threats
pending exhaustion of aU other
means df breaking the negotiation's

2d U

Pic,

%

Booked

cided to
reason.

between east and west coast is indicated most sharply in lowest wage
with difference ranging
from $1.40 per hour to 87c. Other
union demands include increased vavation time, severance pay, side
category

leave and differential rates for night
workers.
In effort to arrive at an understanding, contract talks have been
scheduled for three and four times
a week. To date, however, progress has been recorded only on
minor points 'in proposed contract.

audi;

Into

Music

way
when an FFB
Mett-o's

yesterday

(Tuesday)

delegation petitioned

Joseph B. Vogel, Loew's veepee over
theatres; to preem "Brooklyn" at the
Vogel "reluctantly"
Metropolitan.
consented to do so on March U.
Idea

was the brainchild of Dietz,
it over to Herb Crooker,

who turned

Metro homeoffice publicity chief,
and Eddie Dowden of the Loew's
lor a loUow-through.
up a special booklet
ihciuding the FFB bylaws and gag
photos ol the "garden spot of the
world." At the back, of course, are
publicity

staff,

Duo have

stills-

state

got

from the Metro
that

film.

those

Bylaws

men

and

talk Brooklyn, awake
and asleep, may be qualified
bers. They roust believe that Brooklyh is the garden spot of the world,
the greatest" community to live in,
do business in, to love in, to die in,

women who

-

"only
•

mem-

even if they have had the misfortune 'of having been born in the
puny borough where the Brooklyn
half of the Brooklyn Bridge ends."

W6 Sales4dnien

same

the

of

Foy Making

exhibs

nation's

the

To

MH

Picture

4.

On the claim that Canadian film
distributors are receiving too much
cuffo publicity from ether gabbers.
Holly Ford, manager of CHUM, Toronto, has cancelled all programs
publicizing the film industry, chief
heave-ho being Laura Elston, former
flack for Warners, who quit the flickers to go into radio work.
She was let out after her fourth
broadcast in a new series over

it's

New RKO-Pathe
lii

E

If.

contention

is

Operation by Warners on a singleselling basis for the past six years
is expected to facilitate the switchover to new selUng methods under
decree. Effect of competitive bidding
on
sales structure, however, was
felt by the confab to be a moot question until evidence from actual auction operations could be studied.
Home office execs in attendance
included Samuel Schneider, veepee;
IVIort
Blumenstock, pub-ad chief;
Robert W. Perkins, general counsel;
Roy Haines, Jules Xapidus and Norman Ayres, division sales managers;
Ed Hinchy, playdate department
head; Gil Golden; national advertising manager^ and Others.

WO

10% Tax

Washington, March 4.
local 10% admissions tax for
Washington was recommended to
Congress last week by the city's government. The bite would be in addition to the 20% Federal nick, which
continues indefinitely. According to
the D. C, officials, it would bring in
about $1,000,000 annually.
The proposal will be fought hard
here by theatre interests, which contend they will be forced into a sharp
cut in bu.siness

if

the taxes pile

up

BhienoseAdBillinN.Y.

Now Has Better Chance
For Gov. Dewey's Veto
Albany, Mareh

to

of indignation that's
greeted the Wilson-Condon bill since
unanimous passage through the
legislature now "makes a veto by

tax is
part of an omnibus plan suggeste<l
to raise additional revenue for Wash-

lied is encouraged because distribs
are interested in keeping the exhibs

ington.

itf

Governor Thomas B. Dewey -more
than likely. It's understood that the
Governoi- is inclined towards a nix
on the proposal to extend the cen-

,

divided amongst themselves. Allied,
on the other hand, has always mainMinn. Exhibs' Tax Kap
tained- that no organization ca»> be
Minneapolis, March 4above suspicion when part of its
The state legislature, considering
membership consists of affiliates. Its a 20';- admission tax. has been told
aloof stance on most proposals com- by Minnesota exhibitors that the
ing from groups with affiliate mem- result would be reduced attendance
bers is based on that feeling of sus- to a degree to put many small-town
picion, Allied officials contend, and theatres out of business.
At the
not on a desire to hit the proposals same time, exhibitors here were
thernselves. To back this argument. fightii-ig a proposal before ihe city

.

sorship

i

Briefs

.

'

of

.

-r.

Board

.the

ol

state.

Chief supporters

of the bill are
Citj'
municipal.
Regents itself and
Church.
Besides the
the
Motion Picture
Assn., legit groups and civil lS)er,tieS
'organizations have all presented an
anti-bill pitch to the Governor,
Meanwhile, Regents has drafted a
brief which it plans to present to
the Governor contesting the claim

New

'some

York

the

authorities,

I

council for a substantial increase in
the annual theatre licensee fee,
which now ranges from $50 to $500,

the Catholic
newspapers,

!

!

depending on zone location.

Froin^^^

that the bill carries a threat to freeof the press. View is taken by
the Board's chancellor,
J«
Wallin, erstwbili mayor ol Yonkers,
N. Y., who drafted the decision on

dom

WiU&m

Hollywood, March 4.
Ron Randall returned from Canada to play the title role in "BuUr
dog Drummond -Strikes Back," his
second start in the "Bulldog" series
at
Columbia.. .Portunio Bonanova
draws the star spot in "The Prince
and the Shoemaker," to be filmed by
Cuautemoc Productions in Mexico
City. .Benjamin Kline draws the
cameraman chore on "Dcadlocli:,"
produced independently by Sol M.
Wuitzel
Gus Schilling and Richard Lane started work in a tworeel comedy, still untitled, at Cowith
lumbia. .Richard
iSchayer,
Metro lor 21 years, resigned as head
of the junior writing department.
Adolph Menjou and Sidney Greenstreet wound up their roles in "The
Hucksters" and checked oil the
Metro lot... John Canady, formerly
with the Stanley Bergerman agency,
rented space at the Hal Roach studio
to produce commercial and educational fllins in 16m.

jallopies, to the detriment of piiblic
safety, will get a going-over in "Too

Young

.

.

that

.

.

.

:

.

RKO

.

authority proposed

would be used with

104-

Company has also closed .with the
Fabian circuit lor liliddleto'wn with
the fission date set for March 29. The
theatre, 1,468-seater, will
be returned to Par for management
by Netoo Theatres, company subsid.
Operation of the State (1,191 seats)
and Stratton (900 seats ) reverts tp
v
'
Fabian.
Zigrmond In Charee
Jerry Zigmond, executive assistant

Edward L. Hyman, veepee ot
Paramount Theatres Service Corp.,
to

assumes charge of the Frisco trio ol

To participate in the fanhouses.
fare attendant with reversion of the
theatres. Leonard Goldenson, Par's
charge of cxhibitipn,
in
vetipee
leaves today (5) lor the Coast alon£

;

'

1

.

'f

.

Jaseph

group Monday

'

.

Zigm^

!

I

1.

Hyman,

i

i

-

May

-with

Deitch and Eugene Street, company
execs will follow close behind,
while Robert Weitman preceded the

'

I

I

witli filming slated to start

mean return

Paramount

.

hot-rod

5

which takes place March 25-2T
of operation of the
houses by FWC to Par.
will

.

drive

Par Pools
Continued from page

tion

grandmother role in ti>e
Walter \Vanger production, "The
Lost Love," requiring a three-hour
session with the makeup man, starting at five o'clock every morning. ..
Jerome Cowan was inked as the
year-old

.

who

discretion.

'

^

.

Youngsters

is

be

Governor that .the
by the measure

brief assures the

RKG

Agnes Moorehead draws the

claim
can't

.

Jerome Courtland, recently disHar- charged from an Army hospital, returns to the screen in "The Man
lem, N. Y., are slated to receive their
district attorney in the Ann SheriColumbia
Colorado"
from
at
introduction to major feature praHenry draws the fcmme dan-Zachary Scott starrer, "The
Glpi-ia
ductioh this week when "Portrait -of
lead in "Keeper of the Bees."' start- Unfaithful," which Jerry Wald will
Jenny," David O. Selznick feature
produce lor WarnerSi. :Jane DarLon
Coliimbia.
ing
this
at
week
currently shooting in New York,
Chaney gets co-star billing with well gets a featured spot on "Keeper
moves into the studio for a windup
Randolph Scott, Barbara Britton and Of the Bees" at Columbia. .Enteron all interior lensing. RKO-Pathe
prise's "Arch of .Triumph," sneak"AlbuHayes
in
"(3abby"
George
prexy Frederick J, Ullman. meanquerque, produced by Clarion Pro- previewed at Santa Bai'bara, ran
while, arrived on the. Coast iVtonday
ductions for Paramount release... three hours and a quarter and will
(3) for huddles with RKO prexy
the be whittled, down about 15 minutes
wound
up
Chaplin
Charles
N. Peter RathVon and production
before release
Gene Loring drew
Ullman is ex- dubbing chore on his latest produc- a the.sp role in "For -the Love of
chief Dore Schary.
tion, "Monsieur Verdoux.". .Third
pected to press for the prodtiction of
Mary" at Universal-Interriatibnal.
of the Monte Hale starvers at Reseveral RKO features at the ea.stern
in addition, to his job as dance diSkio.-^."
"Colorado
be
public will
studio.
»
follow "Along the Oregon rector.
Selznick crew began erecting sets slated to
Monte Hale mounts his paint hoss
Trail" and "Heart of the Kockies".
at the studio last week, and shooting
,Iohn Abbott completed his role in to ride "Along the Oregon Trail."
is expected to begin today (WednesUniversalMarch
as
the
first
26,
of a series of
Mind"
at
RKO-Pathe chiefs are also "Time Out of
day.)
International and remains on the six saddlers in Trucolor, to be proplanning to produce a series cf shorts
duced by Mel Tucke and directed
same lot for "Jeopardy."
e-'pecialiy lor television at the new
by
Springsteen
Republic
inked
at
bv
R.
G,
Edwin L. Marin was
Ralph B. Austrian. RKO
.studio.
forthcoming
Tale of Hollywood, "The Big Curwho's now in RKO to direct the
Television prexy
starrer, "Race Street." tain," will be Robert Cummings'
Mexico City, is scheduled to move George Raft
Picture
is
starrer,
under
the
Alson Pronext
tale of racketeering.
his offices from their present site a
for an April staft, with Nat ductions banner lor 20th-Fox release.
in the RKO building, N. Y., to' the slated
Edward L. AlperSon will produce,
Pathe offices on Madison avenue to Holt producing.
.

effective

Wallin's
censorship

conducted on pi:: without authority
over film advertising.
Exploitation of pictures has become too important to ignore, the
Regents points out
brief asserts.
that for a number of years there
have been complaints, particularly
from Catholic clergymen, that the
Education Dept.'s censoring has not
been strict enough. Winding up, the

20thPox, a.ppointed
art
director for
Argosy ..Republic picked "Driftwood" as the new title for "Heaven
for Jenny". .Terry Randall, graduate ol the old "Our Gang" troupe,
draws the juvenile lemine , lead in
the Eddie Cantor-Joan Davis'starrer,
"If You Knew Susie," at RKO...
Ethel Barrymore signed for "Memory of Love," starring Dana Andrews and Merle Oberon at
Michael Redgrave, currently in "The
Secret Behind the Door" at Universal-International, shifts to
March 24 lor "Mourning Becomes
Electra."

-

Eastern Feito
New RKO-Pathe studios' in

to

James Basevi, recently with

.

Studio

J.

"The Outlaw."

be produced by
O'SuUivan at Republic.

to Die,"

William

.

Pressing For

afford a closer liaison for production.

powers

Regents following expressed opposi'io" by all New. York City newspapers and. tlie Gannett oham up-

i

.

Allied claims to be ready to further
any development favorable to theatre interests providing it acts independently ol other groups.

4.

The barrage

30% on each -ticket sold.
The proposed* admissions

raised that Al-

of the clearance, run and auc-

meet.

Urged for Wash.

asserted.

Some

legal staffer
tails

tion selling provisions ol the decree
were threslied out at the two-day

A

warranted by AUied's non-coopera'
five position on important questions,

manager Ben Kalmenson and
Howard Levinson. Do-

s;iles

Stoloff,

Local

What's furthering an open fight is
the feeling among some theatre unit
toppers that such a move would
force biggies in the industry to talte
a stand on Allied. Privately, many
of these officials are plenty peeved
over what they term is. the uncalled
for recognition and babying of Allied by the distribs.
Official representatives of the majors attending
Allied functions and congratulatory
wires on various occasions are not

Cuffo Film Ads
Toronto; March

ATA

distirict

sales execs on ramiflca-selling policies under

the Government decree was concluded at the home ofl'ice last Friday (28) under tutelage of general

Latter spent $1,200,000 on the film
but Foy wants two more weeks of
shooting, adding Guy Kibbee to the
cast and increasing the footage of
the horse and bear' fight.

-

'HUM Pits Nix On

,

Ben

received no
acknowledgement or answer, it's understood. Second incident took place
during the annual Allied directors'
meet when the group nixed joining
the all-industry committee which
the Government had requested. In
each of these two instances, MPTOA
and ATA favored action wherea,';
Allied and its affiliates put on the
hex.
this proposal,

Warner Bros,

of

tions of ne^v

'Stallion'

An Expensive

to a roundtable discussion
tion with the idea ol presenting a
unified exhibitor delfegation at Washington hearings.

MH

double U's entries, since
has already slotted "Great Kxpectations,"
3. Arthur Bank opus distributed by
U, lor ^ring playing.
"Egg" will be the first U-I film to
play the
since International Pictures assumed producing reins at the
Universal studios.
Pic stars Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray,
and was directed by Chester Eiskine
and produced by Fred Finkelhoffe
and Erskine*

New Seing

on

Briefin.i?

managers and

towards

eitpris

all

Marking another milestone in the
Hollywood. March 4.
battle. First refusal was to a bid
upswing of its product, Universal
Additional budget of $300,000 has
by the ATA for a single front on
has booked "The Egg and I" into
been ordered for a partial remake
the federal tax question, A letter by
Radio City Music Hall to follow
of "Red Stallion" by Bryan Foy, who
the ATA addressed to Jack Kirsch,
took over personal supervision of
20th-Fox's "The Late George Apley,"
Allied prexy, had invited the group
Eagle-Lion's Cinecolor western from
next slated attraction.- Latest feat
on taxa-

CHUM, in which her Interviewees
had been Helmut Dantine, here with
Tallulah Bankhead in the pre-Broadway engagement of "The Eagle Has
Two Heads"; Jane Baxter and Pamela Brown, taking a sabbatical from
DielE Gives
films in their principal roles with
ALi'lBigiilf;PS,lbre's John Gielgud in the stage revival of>
"The Importance of Being Earnest,"
Margaret Bannerman, home here
Metro Pic Tieil to It and
for a visit between fllni commitMetro veepee over' ad-publicity ments.
Howard Dietz has come up with one
Ford took the drastic step when,
oC the most space-gathering ballyhoo in conversation with a representastunts in years as a special cam- tive of the Canadian film industry,
paign lor M-G's f6rthc<)niing "It latter inadvertently told the station
Happened in Brooklyn." Stunt re- manager that, as long as radio stavolves around the lormation of an tions were willing to give film,menorganization known as the "First tions and free publicity, the disFamilies of Brooklyn" (FFB ), which tributors were not likely to spend
was incorporated last week in the good money lor such services. Ford
King's County supreme court at burned at that ukase. His stand was
Brooklyn's Borough HaU.
incorporated in a letter to Miss
Stunt has been entirely blind to Elston, with duplicate copies to
date, since no mention of either biggies in the Canadian film industry
Metro or the film has been handed explaining why the thrice-weekly
out.
a result, all New York 15-minute program was being candailies, thinking it was strictly on celled immediately.
the up-and-up, devoted plenty of
Letter said- program was being
space to the organization, with the dropped because "the theatre intersaid N. Y. Times devoting a two- ests (film and legit) have too long
column headline to it' on the first enjoyed the benefit of free publicity
page of the paper's second section on the air and have been most relast Thursday (27). N. Y. Herald- luctant to direct even a small porTribune Tyent so far as te give the tion of their advertising budgets to
organization an editorial and the support radio stations." iFord said
Brooklyn papers, of coui-se, played the lion's share of the appropriation
high on page one. Story also had alway^S gone toward newspaper
it
made all the Wire services.
and magazine space ^nd he intended
Metro's part in the stunt comes to maintain a hush-hush policy on
in through the awarding of a special film and theatrical matters until adlife membership in FFB to Jimmy vertising recpgnitioh was given radio.
Durante, one of the stars of "Brooklyn." j Durante was selected for this
signal hohbr since iBrooklynites, remembering his long career at Coney
Island, consider him the borough's
"chief Hollywood booster." Comedian has been invited in from the
Coast for a special rally of FFB, to
be held March 11 at Loew's MetroStunt broke
politan in Brooklyn.

smash

to

unification

A

'

for

and iU? intransigency has strengthHall ened the hand of theatre group officials who are calling for an open

Hem Bams

'

away

Allied's 3d Nix in a Bow
AlUed's rejection is the third in a

row

'

logjam.
Outstanding point of disagreement
between lab execs and union negotiating committee reinains the tatter's demand for wage parity with
west coast lab workers in all icateDisparity in wage scales
gories.

stay

h.o.

Topilito
',

(3).

Paramount

Frisco will lete

its

theatre

return to

its

in
owa*

company by opening with "My Favorite Brunette," Bob Hope starrer.
Company's studios will lurther the
bally by despatching a group of starti
to attend the Hope Openihg.

;
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''Odd
mth'

imH

Mason, Robert fMwtott, K»th"

Xym

hen

* «W
IUn|.-i|!|ivi^l«le
« HI i4i)\|v
t* *A SMASH NUMBER: CAROL REEDJAMES I4AS0N COMBO WH4. BAT THIS I
HLACE^j
«.J3NE TO
a> ft

mm

UtiHicing

themes

one oi the «afliett
piots~tlte ehase—^'iJdd.

oaflcaTiy

tilm

in

Man Out"

iurnlshes another solid pillar
.Upon Which the lUritish tilm industry ean
ouiid securely, potently and protitably. Witn

(narked honesty and realism in its telling
him is starkly tnriUing, suspensetui
CO an Mtiho$t degree, dynamite, dramatical'-

m

•Vt

Odd Man Out"
[Two

Cities-Universtill

— Dramatic Atom Borah

A smash number.

THE

scene is an unidentified city in Northern Ireland, no doubt BelThe time is during the war ; the story, an incident 'n\ the activiRepublican Army. The action starts at four o'clock
and enljs at liiidnight. The result> brilliantly produced and directed by
Carol Reed, is the unrelenting and uncompromising drama of a manhunt
in what is one of the few outstanding ejcamples of its ty(« and a niotion
picture which has substantial possibiKties of finding t^^^^^
the screen's greats,
#
First, the dramatic outline: James Mason, out of prison and iU,-is chief in

^st.

of realistic treatment.

ties of the Irish

rolls

dirt.

Carol Reed blames

Mason combo

-.

Funds are

required.
kills a mill

A

mill

is

will

downright earthy,
takes up mud,

blood, tells its story

all

mm

bat this one to high

Two of his men are cut down outside the houie of ati infort^
Another,
seeking Mason and finding hint, draws off the police and is captured,. bW not
before Mason gets a temporary breathtr.
Hundreds of police are On tiie trail. The pursued man hides in aUeys,
shrinks into protective, dark corners, endeavors to harbor his waning str'ength
in a horse-driven cab,, falls Jn the rain and mud and snow, makes his way to
the haven of a saloon. He is picked up by an underworld character who is
prepared to turn him over to police or frietids, depending upon 'the greater
reward, gets sorely nccd.d aid from a medical student, stuiiibles out to meet
Kathleen Ryan, who loves him and has been appealing to W. G. Fay, the
parish priest, for information and assistance. In the final few minutes, the.
girl and Mason meet.Escape cut off, she fires two shots at, ttiei: police advancing across a snow-covered square. Inj the retufhiHg'fusiladei and as she
had planned, both arc killed.
Here are the essentials of taut and vigorous drama, compounded with exacting expcrtness in' the screen play by R. C. Sheriff and R.,L. Green,- frpm a
F. J. But the bigger job was vested in Reed. To
novel by another Green
bring to life the realfstic rclentlessness of the hunt, to pfobe and to find the
soul-searching required for utter conviction, to develop the stark mood, to
unfold and then to catch the uncertainities and the cross-purposes of the
good and the less-than-good Characters parading the screen-<-these are among
His work is
the contributions of Reed's Undeniable talents as a director.
magnificent.
_
Mason is completely convincing and touching as the illegal resistance" fighter
whose inner conflict finds him uiiable to determine if the processes 'of parliamentary law ought not give way to violence. Miss Ryan, whose first fi]lm
this is; immediately establishes her competency as an actress of depth arid
professional worth. Other players, drawn principally from the ranks'of DuBShading
lin's famed Abbey Playhouse, are perfectly etched In their rcalisW.
them for comparative values, the two who s^and above the others are F. J.
McCormick, as Shell, and iFayj-as Father Tom. Robert Newton, as a halfmad artist, and Fay Compton, in a minor role, .are invaluable assets of fit
noted cast.
Commercially, "Odd Man Out" has Mason whose vogue in this courttry
is on the upbeat.
This film will enhance his popularity, but the measure of

It is

in the weather,
rain,

operas with the female of the species Iriamphing in death over stronger feicct that
|i«r arms.
woiild have torn her man
That fore* is the arm. of the law. She provokes if Irtto concluding, lethal gunfire.
basic
compound
of a
fxcitement is the
ehaie.. The hunted and the hunter are the
two prime factors. That is where empha-

,

robbed.

In the getaway, the group escapes but Mason
manager who, in
turn, badly injures Mason whose companions recoup him temporarily and
thereafter lose him when he falls out of the escape can
The remainder of
the film deals with the man hunt and Mason's adventures on his road to death.

around
Snow,

way without softening up «r hitting •
ffliiudlin streak. The element of love is the
sort Wagner might have written into his
the

_

his city of the illegal .organization.'

.

The skilled talents of Carol Jteed handled
the direcferiai and production end;. It
stands to be one of bis top drawer efforts
garnering laurels and, prestige. The British
gallery ot .fine films now has another shin'tiig work on
view, hanging in. separate
category, but as important as "Irief Encounter' and "Stairway to Heaven," to
Hit » pair of recent ones.
"Odd Man Out" stands to be one of tde
serein's important efforts in the categbry

sis is

places/

laid in this story. It i> iH evidciiee

continuously.

.

The immense audience that has taken' to
James Mason will see him in » high spot
of his career. Circling around the Mason

m

/ This

may

well be

The escape

icome among the

wounded
an

in.

his

air

in the arm.

raid

him and
shelter.'

girl.

'Most of the afternoon and night is spent
by Msson iii the shelter and finally one of
his menjinds him. The police are eluded

screen's choicest

a time. Mason winds up in the rain
and snow near a cemetery where he is
found by an unscrupulous .character lipon
whom the balance of escape or capture depends. Mitt Ryan comes to the home of a
priest and learns of. Mason's whereabouts.
Meanwhile Mason staggers off and is
taken in at a pub. ^He is found by Robert
Newton, a crazed artist. F. J. McCOrmick arranges his ineeting with Miss Ryan
and while the police are closing in they
attempt to get aboard a ship. Mason is not
»P to it. Miss Ryan opens fire on the police.
It is returned. They die. This is only a
;sketcby outline. There aire a great many
profound, moving contributory facets to
the story and each, is treated thoroughly,
'

masterpieces/

,

;

:

And

,

Red Kann

is

for

.*

I

.

He

vehicle goes off without

he fakes refuge
Kathleen RyaH It

JUrnup wrote
I nis may well be rated
years to come
ome among thfe screen'^."
His appraisal cquld prove correc
**Wi1kfrHit %fHf 9,fenfp*oSiA %r ft«i«Wl!*yg<tl»ajMmcs,
values, moreover, may
be foolhardy yet the opinion of this impressed reviewer is. that the film would
be better served in less length. As it stands, on the other hand, "Odd Man
Out" is a drama -on»film which will not. be quickly forgotten.Running time, H3 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date,
set.

and give impact to minor
of business that click sound^.

by Mason.

ly

/rated in years to

L,»choicest masterpieces'T^,

not

of sup-

in brief, the scenario involves Mason in
a ]l3-minute chtsa that takes up when he
it thrown from a ear making off from .a
robbery. .'He and his cohorts are represenitatives of an underground political movemenf in an Irish city and they need funds
for their organization. They stick up a flax
mill. In escaping, a man is killed accidental-

.

:

collcctioii

tions touthe story
bits

—

'

a

focal point is as fine

porting players as has been Men in recent
British imports. As unfamttiar at they are
here, they contribute telling eharacteriza-'

TIME MAGAZINE

with coMvictioi; antt'.bas strong relation
to the whole. To be voted herj^ it a splendid job of editing and cutting,

"Odd Man Out"

is

one to take notice

calls it*

AN OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT!
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
wiB have

-Odd

by a
tremendoHS newspaper, radio and magazine advance campaign!

of.
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Weclnesclay,
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Initial stanza

of.

of the

newcomers

Bops R way But 'Cbss' $132,(

'Spring'-Long-Edwards-Lester Stout

at the Buffalo.

Estimates for This
(Shea) (3,500;

Bufifalo

"l*he

(Based on 18

Wieatre.s)

Year

Last

$747,«00

(Based on 16 theatres)

State-Lalce.
looks
"Song of Scheherazade"
fancy $19,000 in second week i\i
Palace'^ "Jolson Story" and "Best
Years" remain stronger than anythiiiR' in town, considering length o£

40-70)

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)
—"California" (Par) (2d wk). Fancy
$16,000, Last week, smash $23,000,
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— "Lady
in Lake" (M-G) (m.o.). Okay $8,.500.
Last week, "Beast Five Fingers"
(WB) and "Bringing Up Father"
(Mono), $8,000.
Teck
40-70)
(Shea)
(1.400;
"Mighty McGurk" (M-G) and "Affairs of Geraldine"
(Rep).
Fine
$7,000. Last week, "Show-Off" (M-G)
and
"Strange
Journey"
(20th)

—

Humoresque' 30G,

,

runs.

Snow

Sock 31^, 'Song' Hot 38G

'Angel'

I

—

only $13,000.
S662,»00

,

"Dead Reokonijig" tied with Connee Boswell heading stage layout
looks $50*000 for second frame at
Chicago. "Yearling" is heading for
smasli $43,000 for second round at

Week

"Humoresque" (WB), Good $16,000.
Last week. "Lady in Lake" (MtG),

Estimated Total Gross
This Week

'

Saturday

last

(1) plus rain,

Broadway picture

theatre

business

$112,000.

This adverse weather
being felt
year than in aay similar
period during the wa'r, is cutting

this

week.'

plus

the Lenten season,

Estimates for Xhis Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 65-95)
(Col) dOth" wk».
'•Jolson Story"
Sharp $21.,000. Last week, about
same.
Chicaso (B&K) (3,900; 65-95)
"Dead Reckoning" (Col) with Connee Bos well heading stage layout
(2d wk). Fine $50,000. Last week,
staunch ,f 60,000.
65-95)
Garrick (B&K)
(900;
"Wicked Lady" (U) (4th wk). Mild
$8,000, Last week, $10,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 65-95)— "Sinbad Sailor" (RKO) (3d wk). Mode.st
$16,000. Last week, tasty $19,000.

Park Avenue CU) (583; $1.20-$2.40)
—•"Stairway to Heaven" (U) (llth
wk). Near $9,500 for 10th session
ended last CTues.) night; ninth was
Times Square cine- $8,500, "Years Between" (U) opens
Saturday (8).
mas and giving Broadway an exEialto
(Mayer)
35-85)
(594;
tremcly spotty appearance.
"Michigan Kid" (Ui (2" wk). Storm
Even some of the new entries are sloughed this on initial holdover
session, being solid $8,500 but way
feeline me
the enects
effects wnue
while tiimi
films on
teeung
^^-^^^

more

this

'

into grosses of

—

i

I

'

—

—

(3,100; 40-70)

$15,500.
vVon't hold a third because of slump

65-95)
Slate Bros,

(3,400:

(UA) with
heading stage. Sound $45,000. La.st
week, "Brennan Girl" (Rep) with
Dick .Turgens orch on stage, $33,000.

Detroit,

March

Story"

(RKO)

Good

$7,000.

(3,309;

I

|

I

today (Wed.). It will
land a bpight $132,000, plenty strong
considering mixed reviews of picHall per usual suffered heavily
from the storm since it cut seriously
into out-of-town trade.
"Song of
Scheherazade," on first week at the
Criterion, is overcoming the frigid
spell to grab a big $38,000. Film is
doing especially strong night trade.
Surprisingly strong is "Angel and
Badman," which enjoyed a terrific
weekend despite the bliz. This looks
to
hit
sock $30,000,
and holds
naturally.
"Best 'Years of Lives"
continues stoutly at the Astor, looking
$39,000 for
current
(17th)

Storm cut deeply into initial holdover sessions of the Capitol, Globe,
Hollywood, Strand and Rialto.
"Years Between" is scheduled to
open next Saturday (8) at the Park
Avenue, supplanting "Stairway to
Heaven," initial picture under present management and policy. Latter
is
playing out three extra days
beyond the tenth week, "Blaze of

—

Noon" started yesterday

.

'Jokon' Terrif

I

|

70-95)— "Man

"Aft'aii-s

hilly

Detroit

(United

Palms-Slate
976-

"Mighty

week,

Last

Mc-

to Speed'

(PRC), great $16,000.
United Artists (United

—

$16,500 for third trip.

layout at

Liist week.
Chase" (UA) and Norman
Granz' "Jazz at Philharmonic," $25,-

fine

orch on stage. Big $42,000.

"The

—

50-94) "Miss
Pilgrim" ('20th) (2d wk). Sliding to
$27,000
nice
after
vi:eak
$14,000

Fox

(20th)

(2.250

i

1

Paramount (M-P)

I

I

Trio.

Ni'ty

week „"Lone Wolf

in

!,

;

(RKO)

,

$34,000.

Mexico

Last

iRKO)

Danny Kaye.
.5,5-95)— Call-

;

1

Stasedooi' (Ackerraan)

.40)— "Henry r'

(UA)

(23d wk).

\^'^;^^^^rmS^m>^.

.$9,000.

Last wcek^

—

.

.

.

'

Are Net

,

!

—

RKO

,

I

'

;

"
$9.^-^
Man" (Par),

Oldie doing fair

—

•

.

(350: $1.80-

)

$8,000 for

—

|

—

$9,000,

"Blue Skies" (Par) (m.o.). smart $6.($1.20-$2,40
canto.
(27th wk). Steady- 000 on fifth dowiitov\-ii
(RKO) (3 300: .55-70)—
Palace
26th week ended last
Saturday il) night about same a.s. "SiPb.id Sailor" (RKO) (2'1 wk).
Solid $18,000 after excellent $31,000
stanza.
25th
'Henry' 15G, Riclunohid
Ilollvwood (WB)': (1.499; 70-$1.10) last week.. »
, _
55-70)—
(3.450:
(Loew's)
State
"Prehti.s.s" CWB),(2ci wk). Sliding
Richmond. March 4.
is a
"Affairs of B(il Ami" (UA). H(">yilv
"Henry V." the United Artists film, down to okay $22,000. which openballyhooed national oi-cem hiking'
drop from goud $28,000
rolled up a fat $1.5,000 gross at the Sharp
week, below hopes.
this to S17,000. JToorl but not un 1o
WR'VA theatre here thi.'; week. House ingPalace
I.-ikc
."Lnd.v
in
(RKO) (1.700: «0-$1.20)
Irnocs. Last week.
formcrlv was the legit Lyric, reblasted liy sl'u-.n. but $'!'.! 500
"Sinbad the Sailor" (RKO) (7th
named this fall when the radio outlit wk). Sixth week ending yesterday (M-O),
was biir.
_„
took it over a? a siwt for weekly Old (Tues.) was highly satisfactory at
(Loew's) (2.700: m-70)—
Stillman
Dominion Barn Dance on Saturday $25,000 aftei- $29,000 for fifth. Looks
"Ladv in Lake" (M-G' (m.o.). &> 'M
nights. Theatre installed new .sound liketv to stay one more before britruLove
stout $11,000. List vjcWc
equipment which it will use for fu- in^'in "The Locket" (RKO' al- ing
I,aiiahs Andy lUirdy" (M-Ci) fn),o.),
ttiie load show films.
set.
though opening not definitely,
weak $6,000,
Paramount (Par) (3.684: 70-$1.50V
"Suddetily It's Spring" (Par) with
Grosses
Jdhnnv Long orch. Joan Edward.^,
'TRAtL ST.' PREEiM SET
'
Lester. on
Van, Buddy Lester,
Lewis &
Film gross estimate.';, a.- reprevm bv
"Trail Street"
stage (2d wk), Second round starts
_
v,
o- at Liboi.il,
t n,„,..,i
ported herewith from the vari2.-)
today (Wed.): first ti-eek hit .stout .scheduled tor March
ous key cities, are net, i.e., withbeing helped by lowered Kansas, with better than a score
$85,000
Distributors
out the 20',i tax.
In
(Jay and
mats.
opening
early-bird
scale especially
of other houses
share on net take, when playing
with ; (j^jp ;„ ..jijat area.
(Par)
ahead. "Easy Come"
percentage, hence the estimated
stagestiDw headed by Ink Spots.
and Handotph
"Cabbv*" Haves
figures* are net income.
la Fit/gerakI (3d wk ). $60,000.
'c-n,. e(^r« nf the ntc are set for »
admission
TRockofclparenthetic
Radio City -Music
The
^'''?'t',.
emv
.in con-,
«»t\.b.>yunfl
"Sea
of, fl«l«k^..tou^.D^
(•5.945:
70-S2:40
le rs)
prices, however, as indi""*''d. inopening.,
the
with
(,M-G) and stage.-how. Hit- junction
Grass
elude the tJ.S. amusement tax.
'

1

t()

Golden
(767)
"Honfy V" (UA)
at

CWB)

j

ofl'

$14,000,
:

|

)— "Nora
State (FWC) (2.133; 55-85
(4.350; 50-94)—
Mafitbaum
(m.o.).
"HumAre.sque" (WB) (3d wk). Mild Prenti.s.';" (WB) (.2d wk) Badman'
Mild $10,200. Angel and
$18,000. La.Mt week, fine $26,500,
.$7..500.
Pix (Cummins) (,500; $1,30-$1.95- (Rep) (3d wk) (ni.o.). oko (2.448:55Orpheiim (Blumenfeld)
,$2.60)--"Hcnry V" (UA) <lpth v;l<'.
iCol).
Attorney"
85)—
District
"Mr,
Wav ofiE at Ifl6.500; Last week. $7,000.
- Stanley (WB) (2,950 50-94 )—" Jol- Ju.st $11,000. La.sl week, "Temptawk), $9,500.
soh Slorv" Col), Terrific $48,000. lion" (U) (2d
Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,united
(.RKO)
Life"
"Wonderful
Last week;
"Red House" (UA)
207: 55-85)
(4th wli). sKiSO $16,800,
•?LS-94)-"Fab- T2d- wk). Trim $12,500. Last week,
Jila^Sn
neat $19,000.
ni(ii'< Oor.'.'Cvs" (UA). Hvp-oed by One
j

'

.stout $34.-

'

(2.844: 60-95)

plus 'Dr. Twilight" (Col).
Nice $15,000.
Evans and Art Last week. "JoLson'' (Col ) i4th wk ),

Sailor"

).

^

good. First Week went to
noo. Stays a third.

40-80)—

Wonderful Life".
$14,000 on third

Gotham (Brandt) (900: 70-$1.40)— "Man I lAive" (WB) (ni.o.). Under
'Angel and Badman" (Rep). Ter"Miss Pil'.'rim"
week, "Humoresque" (WB) and "Mr. rific weekend trade despite weather nur $3,000. Last week.
(2nth) (mo.); same.
Hex" (Mono). $16,000.
boosting this to sock $;i0.000 or
is
55-70) —
(1.200;
'
(Loew's)
Ohio
State (LocwJt
"Re- close. Naturally stays. Last week.
(3.200; 40-80)
(RKO) (rei.^suc).
turn Monte Cristo" (CoD 'and "Alias "San Quentin" (RKO) (3d wk), fell "Daniel Boone"

,

the

yaude headed by Bob
Norkiis

(1.700:

"It's

(Warners) (3.700: .55-70)—
"Humorcsqxic" (WB) (2d wk). Ordinary $15,000. following mild $21,300
last week.
55-70)—
(800:
Lake (Warners)

Hipp

'

after $26,000, last.

i

weeki

(RKO) (m.o.). sock
downtown lap.

,

,

'

Last

!

.

'

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3.000; 55-70)— "Swell
(U). Far from swell $8,500.

Guv"

<

at the Mg Fox, v
Estimates for This 'Week

week

plus vaude headed by

week, Ladies'

round,.

i

:

.

I

"Humoresque" is
theatre opening.
slipping considerably on second Hipp

_

I

the Gate, Ace straight- ."Ladies' Man" (WB) and "Devil on
"California." heacling, for a Wheels" (Mono). Okay $15,500. LasI

Golden Gate (RKO)

Cleveland, March 4,
is wanning up but not the
"Sinbad the Sailor," on ..sec-

ond frame at Palace,,, showiiii; more
strength than "Affairs of Bel Ami,'*
although Angela La.n.sbury's made a
personal appearance at hitter's State

;

Last;
Last week, fornia" (Par). Fine $35 000.
Still potent at $22,000.
neat $26,000.
week. "Nora Prentiss" (WB), okay
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000: 50-94) $26,500.
Warfield .(FWC) (2.656: 5^-85)-—"Johnny O'Clock" (Col) (2d wk).
Big $16,000. Last -week, husky $21,- "Till Clouds Roll B.y" (M-G) i3d
800,
wk). Steady $14,000. La.st week.!
K*ith'»s (Goldman) (1,500:50-94)— sturdy .$23,000.
Paramount (FWC) (2.646; 5;)-83)—
"Till Clouds Roll B.y" (M-G) (2d
So-.-^o $14.run). Fine $9,500, Last week. "Ra- "Cross My Heart" (Par
"San QticiUin
week.
for
Last
$6,000
fair
500
zor's Edge" (20th).
iRKO) i2d wk). 5 days. $ll..m
second week, second run.

I'diliiiicn.lo big fi'?-0?'L"''

grosses,

r

35G

Stout

Goldman (Goldman) (1.300; 50-94) tremendous $56,000.
—"Dead. Reckoning" (CoU i3d wk).
Fox (FWC) (4,651;

500.

aK17G,'Sinkd'18G,2d
Weather

I

is.

I— "Sinbad

opener.

1

Eut Not Biz; 'Bel Ami'

i

,

Hour" (Col) With Lionel Hampton

Weather Warmer

j

.

filmer is

12.

Cleve.

I

Plus Vaude Socko 34G,

60-99)— "13th

500,

I

i

San Franci-seo, March 4.
perking up this stanza
with best showing being made by.
"Sinbad the Sailor." which is being
lipped to a nifty session by vaude

(2.760;

March

I

;

Frisco Better, 'Sinbad'

Trade

—

75-SI.50)

$1.20)—"I'll Be Yours." (U) (2d wk).
Not doing any better compai-atively
than on opening stanza, and
meager $12,000 looks about all; first
week hit $18,000. very disappointing.
"Stairway to Heaven" (U) opens

;

.

Xalifornia

(2.750:

—

;

Kenny'
"Sister
(RKO) and "Ginger" (Mono). Sweet
Last week. "Perfect Mar$14,000.
riage" (Par,) and "Mr. Hex": (Mono),
okay $18.000
70-95)

(1941'

(

(WB)

i

Detroit)

Aldine (WB) 1,303: 50-94)— "Lady
in Lake" (M-G). Sock $24,500. Last
wet'k. "Perfect Marriage" (Par) (2d
wk), $8,500.
ArwcUa (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—
"Secret Heart" (M-G) (2d run). Soso S4.500, Last week. "Man I Love"
(WB), $5,700 second run.
Boyd <WB) (2,350: 50-94)— "Song
of SchehefazBde" (U). Stout $25,000.
La.'it
week. "Nora Prentiss" iWB).
Earle

j

\

Gurk" (M-G) and "Born

(1st

Baer,
others.

000: goes Out for "Thief of Bagdad"
iFC) (reissue). Latter set to open
tomorrow (Thuvs.l. Third week of
"Bedelia" was nice $18,000.'
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60-

:

1

(WB)

Str.ind

I

;

Nice

of Gei-aldine" .(Rep).

$12,000.

Philadelphia, March 4.
Combination of snow, sleet and
rain is failing to put a crimp in biz
here. Way up in top brackets are
"Jolsoh
Story,"
"Scheherazade."
"L:\dy in'Lakc," and combo of Liojiel
Hampton band and "13th Hour,"
"Fabuloiis Dorseys" got lukewarm
treatment from crix but superb ballyhoo brought big grosses up.
Estimates for This Week

(2.-

Love" (WB) and

I

(Col)

Max

"That Way With Women" (WB) and
Claude Thornhill orch, Martha Vicker.<;, Alan Hale
(3d-flnal wk). Down
to $30,000 or less, verv sad. Second
wasn't much better at $32,000. "Pursued" (WB) with Louis Prima orch
opens next Friday (7).
Victoria (Maurer) (720: 70-$1.20>
"Bedelia" (E-L) (4th-nnal wk\
Felt lull, too, dipping to around $14.-

at

(Tues..>

43-$l.l01—

(3,4,'iO;

Attorney"
on stage.

Maxie Rosenbloom.

Nice $28,000 or better, taut week.
"Till Clouds Ron By" (M-C) (2d
run) (2d wk), with vaudo headed
by Richard Himber orch, ditto.

the Rivoli.

"Pursued,"
with
Louis
Prima
band, tees_ off Friday (7) at the
Strand. "Boomerang"
with stageheaded by Katherine Dunham
and Ed Sullivan opens to'Wed.i at the Roxy.
after $12,800 in 9th week. It's held
near tlie $12,000 mark or better ever
Estimates for This Week
.since openiiig.
Astor (City Inv.) (1.300; 95-$2.40)
„
„ „ „^
Fenway (M-P) (1.373; 40-80)-!
-"Best Years of Lives" (RKO)
iPar) and "Devil onimth wk). Doing unusually welL in
•Ladies Man
Wheels' (PRC),. First run attrac- view of weaker tone on Street,
tion here: okay $9,000.
Last week. Looks fancy $39,000 or over as com"Humoresque" (WB) and "Mr. Hex'" pared with $40,000 on previous
(Mono), about same.
week. Stays on.
Majestic (Indie) (1,500; 40-80)-Capitol (Loew's) (4.820: 70-liil.50)
"Kit Carson" (20th) and "Last of —"Beginning
or End" (M-G) with
Mohicans" (20th) (reissues) (2d wk). Johnnie
Johnston,
Paul
Regan.
Excellent $6,000 after big $8,000. Kathryn Grayson. Nat Brandwynne
first.
orch (2d wk). Slipped down to
Memo.riaI (RKO) (2.900: 40-80)— around
$71,000 in present stanza
"Razor's Edge"
(.3d
wk). after splendid $84,500 opener, albeit
(20th)
Starts today; second was a very big below hopes.
$28,000: first was $34,000,
60Criterion
(Loew's)
(1,700;
.-4
tlx ,A.,i^r.
An on-.
MetropoIUan
(M-P)
(4.3^^^
••Scheherazade" (U) (2d
I.
Second frame starts today
'J^P!too^well-liked
dar Girl' (Rep), Not
(Wed.) after big $38,000 in first scsLa.st week,
lor a moderate $M.00O
j,,
ahead. "Dead Reckoning"
(Par and 'Susie Steps ^c^U (9th wk). down to $19,000.
•Ca iforma
Out (UA) (2d wk), $26,000.
Gi„i,e (Brandl) 11.500: 70-$1.20)—
^Orpheum (Loew) (2.900; 40-80)-t- -sirange Woman" (UA) (2d wk).
Jolson" (Col) (5lh wk). Split from Dipping sharply from initial week's
State on thi,s final week, okay $22,000 sail to gel around $2.5.000. but still

and.

Slap.'sy

stanza.

—

$79,000.

State (Loew'.s)
District

"Mr.
run)

ture.

'

!

fine

new stageshow

—

—

—

:

WowSSGinHnb

_

—

|

Beneke Ups 'Band'

'

$9,000,

—

65-95)

(2,500;

1

|

70-95)—

(1,740;

wk).
(Col) ,(9th
Last week, strong

;

iikids

days.

Week

Estimates for This

Adams (Balaban)

Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
(UA) and
70-95 )--^"Cbase"
"Song of Scheherazade" (U) and "Calendar Girl" (Rep). Strong $18,"Ghost Goes Wild" (Rep) (2d wk). 000; Last week, "California" (Par)
Fancy $19,000, Last week, trim and "Sweetheart Sigma Chi (Mono)
Boston, March 4.
$23,000.
(4th wk); fair $11,000.
"Nora Prentiss*' not doing too well
Rialto
65-95)
(Indie)
(1,700;
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 70-95) at the Met this week, failing to bene"Bowery" (20th)' and "Stanley, LivFine —"Wicked Lady" (U) and "Open fit from a mild and sunny spell on
ingstone"
(20th)
(reissues).
.$15.00(L Last, week, "Secret of Whi.s"Razor's Edge" still is
Okay $12,000. openers.
Her" (Col) 'and "Lone Wolf in Mex- Door, Richard" (SGF).
powerful in second at Memorial,
Last week. "Blind Spot" (Col) with
ico' (Col), $9,000.
with Tex Beneke band boosting
Kooscvelt (B&K) (1,500; 65-95(— King Cole Trio on stage, solid $22,- "Beat the Band" to a tine session at
"Hiimoresque"
wk). 000.
(WB)
(4th
the Boston. "Jolson" Remains a fifth
Holding up pretty well at hearty
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95) week at Orpheum. Other houses,
$17,000. La.st week, big $24,000.
—"Shocking Mjss Pilgrim" (20th). mostly h.o.'s, okay.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 65-95)
Last week, "Dead
Estimates for This Week
$25,00().
"Yearling" (M-G) (2d wk)'. Smash Passable
and "Strange
(.Col)
Reckoning"
Boston (RKQ) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—
$43,000. Last week, terrific $52,000.
Journey" (20th) (2d wk). fine $21,000. "Beat the Band" (RKO) plus Tex
United Artists (B&K) (1.700: 65Madison (United Detroit) (1,866; Beneke orch, Helen and Howard,
95,
"Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G)
Cleopatra"
and
Artie
Danh,
"Caesar
others. Old Glenn Miller
(6th wk). Firm $16,000. Last week, 50-60)
(UA) and "Mr, District Attorney" band in first return here will do great
$20,000,
Last $35,000. Last week, "Swell Guy" (U)
Woods (Es.saness) (1,200; 95-$I.20- (Col). Neat $2,100 in 3 days."Home
and
plus Lionel Hampton orch, others, on
$l,40-$1.8O)— "Best Years of Lives" v/eek, "Show-Off" (M-G)
(RKO) (11th wk). Very good $30,000, Sweet Homicide" (20th), $2,300 in 3 stage. $31,000.
Copley (1,000; $1.80)— "Stairway
days,
Last vi-eek, $33,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,039; Heaven" (U) (4th wk). First on
and grind policy, nice $8,000, after $7,000
"Humoresque" (WB) anc"
70-95)
"Pilgrim Lady" (Rep). Strong $30,- last week.
Esquire (M-P) (1.200; 1.801— "Best
Roll
Clouds
"Till
Last week,
000,
By" (M-G) and "Luckiest Guy in the Years Lives" (RKO) (10th wk),
World". M-G) (3d wk), big $22,000. Looks to better $11,500 this stanza
Pala«e

holdover

4.

—

"Jolson

terrific

^^^^^

mamly are hitting the
drastically.
In ihe former on second week,
RivoH (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)
category, the Paramount is over"Blaze of Noon" (Par). Opened
coming conditions to the greatest
degree, all considered. With "Sud- yesterday (Tues.). In aliead, "Calidenly It's Spring" on the screen and fornia" (Par) (7th wk), finished off
Johnny Long band, Joan Edwards, strong run at trim $18,000 after
Buddy Lester heading siaae bill, the $19,000 for sixth frame.
K»xy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50)
Par Hagship is reaping an elegant
windfall from its reduced weekday ".Boomerang" (20th) with Ed Sulprice policy to land a stout $85,000 liyan. Kathennc Dunham dancere,
on first week. This is especially fine ?h'l Regan. Ernesto Lccuona. Sid
Caesar
on
stage.
Opens today
in view o£ the way the crix tore into
(Wed.). Final (3d) week of "Miss
the film.
Top coin^ of course, is going to Pilgrim" (20th) with Peter Lorre,
the Music Hall which winds up its Evelyn Knight, Gil Lamb (3d wk),
dipped to $63,000 or under; second
first week with "Sea of Grass" and

—

"Song of Scheherazade" (U) and
"Crime Doctor's Manhunt"
(U).
Great $21,000. Last week, "Return of
"Humoresque," at the Michigan, Monte Cristo" (Col) and "Lone Wolf
is topping the current lineup in Dein Mexico" (Col), only $12,000.
20th Century (20th Cent.) (3.000;
troit.
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" is
"Sister Kenny"
(RKO)
second at the Fox but not strong. 40-70)
and ".Criminal Court" (RKO). Good
"Wicked Lady" looks oltay at the $14,000 or near. Last week, "Sinbad
Adams. "The Chase" looks sturdy at the Sailor" (RKO) and "Vacation in
Reno" (RKO) (2d wk), $10,000 in 8
the Broad'way-Capitol.

—

(Essaness)

(m.o.), just $4,500,
Lafayette (Basil)

Det: 'Chase' 18G

—

opening week con-

ting fast stride

chiding tonight (Wed.) to land bright
$132,000 despite mixed crix appraisal.
liBst week,
"Yearling" (M-G)
and stageshow (5th wk;>, okay

sleet and more snow on -the following day (Sun.) will put a crimp in

.

Oriental
"Cha-ve"

15

herazade," at the Lafayette. "Humoresque" looks the next best entry

4,

out, at 'Oriental, looks to be near a
$45,000, Rialto ha.s two re-

•

Bliz

Buffalo, March 4.
Biggest news in town is terrific
week being done by "Song of Sche-

Chase" with Slate Bros, vaude laysoiiiid
issues.

CROSSES

Buff^fHumoresque' 16G

%os.fiiiem'Yeail^^
results-

'

PirTtTllR
Torrid $21,000,

Small turnover this stanza leaves
loop dominated by holdovers, with
two new entries coming In for only
iaii'

i

1947

5,

films

Chicago,

I;

i

i

'

,

mn)

-

!

•

w

NORA PRENTISS

m

IS

'WAY

FRcr/

Ai
III

11

ill ^^'

(Ml SM

llluu

ROSE Hini\
MARY
1\WWV
I

npfifiyP
I^L
VnWI r

WRICTED BV.VINCENT
'

>*

FROM A STOSy BV
MUSIC BY fRANZ WAXMAN

mCM^ty UHS»

PAUL WEOSTEK « JACK SOSELL

.

SHERMAN «oou«o.vWILUAWI JACOBS

Wednesday,

1947

Mairefa $,

17

Snow Nicks Balto But

Snow Slongk Pitt;

'Sinbad' Sockeroo

17G

March

Baltimore,'

New

Fix Help

L

A. With ^Boomerang'

4.

Continued snow over the weekend
after last Week's blizzard will nick

week's figures again. Best aption
being registered by "Sinbad the
at the Town and "Nora
Prentiss" at the Stanley, Best of list
mainly is holdover, and jiist fair.
Estimates for This Week

UomDg'. Oke

Lusty 75G, 4 Spots;

this

Pittsburgh,

way under

Bi?. is

March

is

4-

4.

week, heavy

this

Sailor"

saow and bad weather sending praceverything below normal.
Only picture resisting the depression seems to be "Jolson Story."
which is holding up well in third
week at Harris and looks like a

Key

tically

None of the three
new films, "Nora Prentiss," at Stanley, "Love Laughs at Andy Hardy"
at Penn or "Fabulous Dorseys" at
cinch for another.

Warner, are going anywhere.
Tremendous $16,000 advance sale
has been piled up at the Fulton for
Best Years ot Our Lives," which
opens tomorrow (Wednesday). Pic
will play four-a-day

on

a reserved

Cily Crosses

Estimated ^otal Grost
This Week
.$3,118,000
(Based on 23 cities, 202 tlieotres, cMeflK first runs, {nclMding
w. y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year
.$3,330,265
(Based on 23 cities, 132 theatres)

Week

40-70)

—

"Brasher Doubloon" (20th) (2d wk).
Merely holding, over because house
gets "Best Years of Lives" (EKO)
tomorrow. On the abbreviated session. "Doubloon" will do less than
$3,000. Last week it was sad $7,000.

—

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)
"Jolson Story" (Col) (3d wk). Holding up well at $19,000 or over. Holds.
Last week, terrific $22,500, with snoW
hurting.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)—
"Love Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G).
Notices weren't bad at all but customers seem out of the old Hardy
Last
Family habit. Mild $15,000.
week, second of "It's Wonderful
Life" (RKO), toe $15,500.
Elt«^(WB) (800: 40-70)—"It's Won-

'

derful Life" (EKO) (m.o.). Satisfactory $3,500. Last week. "Till
.

EoU By" (M-G)/(4th

Clouds

vvK),

$3,000.

Sewator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
"Allegheny Uprising" (RKO) and
"Sea Devils" (RKO) (reissues). BetLast
ter than expected at $4,000.
week, '31ack Beauty" (20th) and
"Wild West" (PRC), weak $2,000 in
4 days.
Stanley

(WB)

40-70)

(3,800;

—

Prentiss" (WB). Crix jumped
over this one and the weather's
doing the rest. Mild $16,000 or less.
La.st week, second of "Sinbad Sailor"

"Nora
all

(EKO), was $11,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000;

40-70)

—

—^''Fabulous Dorseys" (UA). Terrific
campaign didn't help this much. Got
a couple bt good days but will do
merely okay $8,600. Last week,
"Cross My Heart" (Par), $7,500.

—

800.

Hippodrome
25-70)

(Rappaport)

— "Beat the Band"

Sammy Kaye

(2,240;

(Col) plus

Band

orch.

drawing

is

most

of trade here, nice $18,000. Last
week, "San Queiitin" (Cjol) and
vaude, $13,900.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 2060)
"California" (Par) (2d wk).

Storm Bops K.C. Albeit

—

performance policy, a new idea here.
Estimates lor This
ruHon (Shea) (1,700;

Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 2060)
"Mighty McGurk" (M-G). Not
getting far at $10,000. Last week,
"Lady in Lake" (M-G), steady $12,-

'BeYottrs^Nice|16,0OO;

Holding well at $12,000 after strong

4(iGiBrHoiise'4()a4;M33G,2d
WiW (Rep) (3d wit). Grand
Los :Ahgele.s, M^
Three hew bills, all mellers, and Last week, stout $28,400.
some

reissues are helping firstruns
here maihtaisn a fairly even Rape this
week. "Boomerang" is beating out a
sturdy $75,000 or near in four theatres to lead the city. "Deacl Reckoning" shapes as okay $46,000, if not

two

hefty, in

houses,

four

in

combo

small-seaters., Beof ."Housekeeper's
?'6tie Million B.C."
:

Daughter" and
getaway to $17,700.
Mayfair (Hicks) (.80; 25-55)
looks fair $21,000 jii three spots. Sec"Scandal in Paris" (UA). Fairish ond frame of "Scheherazade" i^ holdLast week, "Cowboy and
ing up well at $33,000 in five locaLady" (Rep) (3d wk), nice $5,700.
but "Nora Prentiss" fell oflj
tions,
First severe storm in several weeks
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20^60) .—
for second frame in
denting takes all around 'town, "Miss Pilgrim" (20th)
is
(2d wk). badly to $33,000
cutting into big weekend biz. Both Rather uneventful at $9,000 after an three houses. Third week for "California" looks neat $34,000 in twOthe"I'll Be Yours" in the Ksqiiif e-Upall-right preem at $12,400.
atrfes. and holds again.
town-Fairway combo and "Nora
Stanley (WB)
24-75)
(3,280;
Third and final session for "Lady
Prentiss" in the Newman show some "Nora Prentiss" (WB). Trim $16,000.
spots.
strength and may hold. Both for- Last week, second of "Humoresque" in Lake" is $29,000 in three
"Duel in Sun," on roadshow, is good
eign films, "Brief Encounter" and (WB) (2d wk), fancy $11,700.
house
"Notorious Gentleman" likely will
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)— $29,500 for ninth week in one
eighth in another, but is slowing
and
get extended time.
"Sinbad the Sailor" (RKO). Best in
Estimsies for This Week
town, figured at great $17,000. Last down from recent pace.
Estimates for This Week
Apollo-Circus (Fox Midwest) (985; week, fifth of "It's Wonderful Life"
50;'55)— "Notorious Gentleman" (U) (RKO), $10,700.
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l)—
(reissue).
and "Nothing Sacred"
"Housekeeper's Daughter" (SG) and
Looks oke $5,000 and holdover. La.st
"One Million B. C." (SG) (reissues).
week, "Blithe Spirit" (U), nice $7,000.
Fair $4,000. Last week. "Beast Five
(Pox
Esauirfe - Uptown • Fairway
Fingers" (WB) and "Wanted for
Midwest) (820, 2,043, 700; 45-65)—
Murder" (20th). oke $5,500.
"I'll Be Yours" (U). Some strength
Beverly (FWC) (1,352; ^$1-$1,80)-and,may
at
storm
$16,Q00
despite the
(iOth - w*).
"Best. -years" (HKO)
hold. Last week, "13 Rue Madeleine'
Steady $12,500. Last week, neat $13,(20th), pleasing $18,000 in 8 days.
KImp (Dickinsonii (550; 85)—"Bnet
^"sevcrly Hills Mnsic Hall (Blumeh;
Encounter" (U). Neat $5,500. Last
feld-G&S ) (824; 65-$l ).-''Eed House
Minneapolis, March 4.
week, "Open City" (Indie) (5th wk),
Good $6.000.. Last week,
(UA).
Except for the roadshow"Heriry "Abie's Irish Rose" (UA) (2d wk),
$4,000.
Midland (Loew-s) (3;500; 45-65)— V" at the Lyceum, legit house, and
of
"Eeturn
(UA)
and
"The Chase"
Circle (FWC) (Wl^;
a Swedish film, the major newfV
Monte Cristo" (Col), Light $13,000.
.M.80)-"Yearling" (M-G) (10th wk).
Last week,. "Lady in Lake" (M-G) comers are reissues. It's the first Bettering $9,500. Last week, good
time in months that the downtown

—

15G

Trentiss' Trim at
Kansas

City,

March

4.

$l|Oi

ill

Indpls.

Indianapolis,

March

4,

*Henry'

and

"Cigarette

Mpk

in

oke

(Col),

Girl"

layout hasn't included a

.
.

Newman (Paramount)

(1,900;

45-

picture.

It's

the

third

new "A"
week

for

(2 048: 50(20th). Hetty $1?.Miss Pil000. Last week, "Shocking
grim" (20th) (2d wk), fair $9,600.
^
(WB) (1,800; 50-$l

**'CWnese (Grauman-WC )

Sl)-"Boomerang"

.

-

—

,

-

ER!SK,$23,50fl,3SPOTS

'.'Song of South,!' at
Indiana, afeo is nice.
lEstimattg for This Week
Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,800; 48-72)

straight filmers.

—"Black Angel" (U) with Clyde
McCoy orch, Michael O'Shea, other.-i,
on

stage;

"Man

I

Dandy $19,000. Last week,
Love" (WB) and "Fabulous

Suzanne" (Eep), oke $11,000.
maiana (Katz-DoUe) (3,300; 40-60)
(RKO) and
—••Song of South"
"Blondie's Big Moment" (Col). Nice
$13,000. Last week, "Darling Clemen,

tine" (20th), sturdy $14,000.
(1,300;
(Indie)
Keith's

40-60)—
"Her Sister's Secret" (PRC) and
Slow $8,000.
"Wild Beauty" (U).
Last week. "I'll Be Yours" (U) (2d
wk), $5,000.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)—
"Lady in Lake" (M-G). Extra good
Last week, "Jolson Story"
$17,000.
(Col) (4th wk), nice $11,000.
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 40-60)—
"Darling Clementine" (20th) (m.o.).

Oke
(

$6,500.

WB)

Last week, "Time, Place"

jjm.o .), fair $6,000.

'temptation*

13t^^^

Montreal, March 4.
Story" in third week at
Loew's still is big and again seem.s
sure of leading town. "Temptation'
looks top new entry.
Estimates for This Week
35-63).-(2.700:
Capitol
(CT)
$13,000.
Neat
"Temptation". U.
La,«it week, "Dark Mirror". (U ); $12.OOO for repeat sesh.
30-50)
(1,850;
Imperial (CT)
"Africa Speaks" (Indie) and "Son-s
Off to
of Dieserf (U) (2d wk).
$4,300 after fine $5,200 opener.
".Tolson

;

—

Fingeivs"

(WB)

$8,000 first week.

Murder"

(20th),

Gopher (Par)

(1,000;

44)— "Gome

m

—

—

satisfactory $1,600 In 5 days.

*"?-pheum

(EK01

(35-74)-"Sin-

bad the Sailor" (RKO) and "Vaca-tion in Reno" (Mono). ,Big $21,000
and holding. Last week. "Till Clouds
Roll By" (M-G) and "Strange Voyace^' (Mono) (2d wk). good $15,500.
Paramount (Fox) (2.200; 35-74)—
-Wicked Ladv" (U) and "Larcen^y in

35-07)— "Jol-

Heart" (PRC). NeeJll.OOa Last
(RKO) and
wcclc. "San Quentm"
(RKO). good
"Fabulous Suzanne

35-74)— "Open

and

oke

"Wanted

I

Love' Only $9,500

With

biz

4.

running slightly below
Story" con-

expectations, "Jolson
tinues soeko in the

$5,400.

wk), Fine
'

herazade"
Last week, nice

Hawaii

$7,000.

;

35-63)— "Un-

—

)

Millions"

,

(U J,

$8,200.

'

^

-

Smooth

wk).

800,

(WB)

Wiltern

)— "Nora

(2,300: 50.$1

(WB) (2d wk). Slid to $8,Last week, flne $21,900.

Prentiss"
500.

'McGrf Sol
$21,(i)in
Providence, March 4,
Big news here is sixth week being
given "Jolson Story" at Strand.
"Mighty McGurk" is fairly hefty in
first stanza at Loew's State, "Humoresgue'- is healthy in second stand

at Majestic.

,

Week

Estimates lor This
Albee (RKO)
(2,200;

"Wicked Lady" (U)
Band" (RKO). Steady

—

44-65)

"Beat
$14,000. Last

and

"Sinbad the Sailor" (RKO)
"High School Hero" (Mono)
wk), big $16,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)

week,

and
(2d

—"Chase" (UA) and "Mr. District
Attorney" (Col) (2d rim). Good $4.»
week, "Beast Five Fingers"

500. Last

(WB) and "Gas House Kids" (WB)
(2d wk), snappy $5,000.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "Hel-

dorado"
$8,000.

Great
(Rep) and vaude.
Last week, "East Side of
(reissue) and vaude,

Heaven" (Par)
$7,000,

Majestic

(Pay)

(2,200;

—

44-65)

"Humoresque" (WB) (2d wk). Fine
$13,500 after hitting sock $16,000 first
stanza.
44-65)
State
(Loew)
(3,200;

—

McGurk"

"Mighty

Sixth

,

(G&S-Blumenfeld)

(956;

Good
(UA)

House". (UA) „
Last week, "Irish Rose
(2d wk), $2,600.

50-$l ) -"Red

.

.$7,000.

Hollywood (WB) (2,7.56; 50-$l)—
"Nora Prentiss" (WB) (2d wk)

(M-G)

and

feld

(475;

50-85).

—

"Red Hou.se

(UA), Neat $6,000. Last week, Irish
Rose" (UA) (2d wk), only $2,500.
(828; 50-85)— "ScheIris (FWC)
herazade" (U) (2d wk). Good $5,000.
Last week. Stout $8,300.
Loew's State (Loew-WC) (2.404;
50-$!)— "Boomerang" (20th). Stout
$30,000. Last week, "Miss Pilgrim
(20th) (2d wk), dull $12,600.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;
50-$l)—"Lady in Lake" (M-G) (3d
wk). Finales at $12,000. Last week,
oKay $18,000.;.
Loyola (FWO <a,248: 50-$l) -"Boomerang" (20th.). Fine $12,000.
La.st week, "Miss Pilgrim" (20th) (2d.
wk), okay $6,2'00,
^
„
(2,420:
Dollar (D'town)
IMEillion
50-85 )--"City Without Men" (Indiei
and "Prison Without Bar.s" (Indie)
(reissues). Okay $7,500, La^t week,
(WB) and
"Beast Five Fingers"
'

:

.

\
'

,

(20th),

nice

,$7,500.

Orphenm (D'town-WC) (2,210: 50)— "Housekeeper's Daughter" (SG)

and "One Million B. C." (SG) (reissues). Fair $13,000. Last week, "Beast
Five Fingers" (WB) and "Wanted for
Murder" (20th), good $19,100.
Palace

(Dtown-WC)

($1-$1.80)—

frame started Monday (3),
was solid $12,500 after

Fifth sesh
$14,000 for

fourth.

life' Wonderful

Nose-^ived to soggy $10,000. Last
week!, fancy $22,400,
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen-

S3«00.

(2,300

$1.20-$1.80)—

(885;

(9th

Last week, steady $14,100,
Wllshlre (FWC) (2.296; 50-$l)—
"Lady in Lake'.' (M-G) (3d wk).
Okay $8,500. Last week, bright $11,-

$12,500.

to Heaven" (U) (6th "Cigarette Girl" (Col). Solid $21,000.
$6,500. Last week, sturdy 'Last week, "Chase" (UA) and "District Attorney" (Col), same.
(968;, 5qr$l)-"SclieStrand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
(U) (2d wk). Near $4,000. —"Jolson Story" (Col) (6th wk).

gerous

(CT)

Vogue (FWC)
(SRO)

"Duel"

GUiid (FWC)

Say Goodbye" (WB) and
Okay .$7,800.
"Great Day" (WB).
and '•DanLa.-it week. "Cha.'ie" (UA

Palace

"Never

'•M.nn I

Ulrtown (FWC) (1.719; 50-$l)—
(20th), Bright $14,000.
Last week, "Miss Pilgrim" (20th) (2d
wk), dull $5,000,

"Boomerang"

—"Stairway

$1

In Seattle; 'Heart' $10,i
Seattle, March

for

Fairfax (FWC) (1/M: ^l-^O-^l-f,^
-"Duel in Sun" (SRC)) (8th wk).
Good $13,000. Last week, $14,500,
Four St^r (UA-WC) OOO; S}:*!;^?^

"Wanted For Murder"

Ian

(SG) and

).
"One Million B,C." (fG (reissue
Five
Fair $4,000. Last week, "Beast

tenth week. "Best Years" (RKO) (6th wk). (plose
Love" and/'Cross My Heart" to $23,000. Last week, fine $22,800.
are best newcomers, but neither
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)-'^^BbUo (Fox) (878:
Good $4,500. smash.
"Dead Reckoning" (Col) and"Bclty
Cit.y" (Indie) (^ wk).
$7,000..
record
Week
This
for
\Veok.
Estimates
La,«t
Co-ed" (Col). Okay $22,000- Last
Webber: (Fox) (750; 35.-74)— "RamBlue Mouse (H-E) (800: 45-80)— week. "Song of South" (RKO) (4th
rod" (UA) and "Betty Co-Ed^' (Col), "Stanley and Livingstone" (20th) wk) and "Blind Spot" (Col), good
Donrov Esniiivc. O'lod S3.500. and "Frenchman's Creek" (Par) (re- $11,300.
•ilso
La«t w''ok"Rup"Madeleinp" (20th) issues).
Paramount (F&M) (3.398: 50-$J )~
Slow $3,000. La,-!! week,
and "Rolling Home" (SG). good
"Calitornia" (Par) and "Gho.'^t Goes
(Cohtiiiiied on page 22)

(2,800;

Story"

dercurrent" (M-G) (2d wk), Nice
$12,500 after sock $14,500 in opener.
35-B3)
(2.300:
Princess
(CT)
:

"Housekeeper's Daughter

and Get It" (FC) (reissue). Neat
Denver, March 4.
snow, $5,000. Last week, "Flying Deuces"
In spite of below zero and
(reissue), $3,500.
Smbad (Indie)
first-runs are okay^ here.
Lyceum (Murray) (1,900; $1.20the best
is filling Orpheum to easily
$2.40)*-"Henry V" .(UA). Has Theafigure for a single house and holds., tre Guild sponsorship and opened
"California" holds at Denham while to advance sale of more than $10,000
its
the Broadway is doing well
Top^^coin for advertised two-week engagefirst week as a first run,
ment. Going great guns at $20,000
goes to "Ramrod," day-date in three or near. Last week, legit operation.
theatres.
. .
„, ,
Lyric
(Par)
50-70)
(1,100;
Estimates for This Week
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (20th) (3d
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)- wk). Satisfactory
$5,000 after good
"Rue Madeleine" (20th) and "Roll- $5,600 for second.
ing Home" (SG), after week at DenOrpheum
50-70)—
(RKO)
(2,800;
ver Esquire, Webber. Good $5,500. "Jolson Story" (Col) (3d wk). Big
Last week, "Angel and Badman
$14,000 after great $16,000 second
(Rep) and "Pilgrim Lady" (Rep) frame.
$5,500.
good
(m.o.),
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35-74 "California" (Par)
wk). Climb—"Love Laughs Andy Hardy (M-G) ing to huge $15,000 (2d
after sensational
and "Caravan Trail" (PRC). Fme $23,000 first week.
Last weeJs, 'was subsequent$9,000.
EKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
"Destry
Rides
Again"
(U)
a;:d
35-70)"Denham (Cockrill) (^750;
"When the Daltons Rode" (U) (re"Galifornia" (Par). Big $18,000 and
Comfortable $9,000.
Last
Last week. "Perfect Mar- issues).
holding.
week, -"Temptation" (U), $5,000,
riage" Par) (2d wk), fair $8,|00.
State
(2,300; 50-70)— "Lady
Denver (Fox) <2,5|5;- 35-74 )- in Lake"(Par)
(M-G) (2d wk).
Trim
"Ramrod" (UA) and ''Betty Co-Ed $9,000 after big $13,000
first week.
Web(Col), day-date with Esqmre.
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 50-55)
Rue
ber. Nice $16,000. Last week.
"Song of South" (RKO). First nabe
''RoUmg
and
(20th)^
Madeleine"
showing. Solid $3,500. Last week,
Home" (SG). also Esquire, Webber, "Secret
Heart" (M-G), $4,000.
good $14,000.
World (Mann) (350: 50-99)— "ApEsquire (Fox) (742: 35-74)--"Rampassionata"
(Indie).
Foreign lanrod" (UA1 and "Betty Co-Ed" (Col),
Good $4,000. guage film only mildly Well received
,ilso Denver. Webber.
and
looks
fair $2,200.
(20th)
Last wefek,
Last week. "Rue Madeleine"
"Brief Encounter" (U)
(4th wk),
and "Rolling HonTe" (SG). good

(Col) (3d wk), Fancy
$16,000 after sock $19,000 second.

Loew's (CT)

son

.

Trail" (Mono), $2,500 in 9 days.
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)
"Boom TOwn" (M-G) (reissue) (2d
wk).
Profitable $6,000 after big

—

J'Black Angel" is b«ing boosted to
top con by Clyde McCoy band with
Michari p'Shea oih stage at Circle.
"Lady in Lake," at Loew's, leads

state's

•

$22,500.

-

Downtown
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)— .fornia," Latter stiU is big after colos- "No?rPrentiss" (WB) (2d wk). Way
"Humoresque" (WB) and "Blonde sal opener. With an im«i«nse ad- off to thin $13,000. Last week, sturdy
vance sale, "Henry 'V," under Theafor Day" (PRC). Only $9,000. Last tre Guild
sponsorship, is skyrock- *
week, "Sbng of South" (RKO) and
Dowhtown Mnsic Hall (Blumeii;
eting,
"Bed House
•Falcon's Adventure" (EKO) (3d
feld) (872; 55-$l)
Estimates for This Week
„
wk), solid $10,000i,
Stout $21,000. Last week
(UA').
hght
Aster
(Par)
Tower (Fox-Joffee) (2.100; 45-65)
30-44)
(900;
"Irish Rose" (UA) (2d wk),
"Pil"Blondie's Big Moment" (Col) and
-"Tlwill of Brazil" (Col) and
50-$l)show.
stage
".SSS:,
with
"Dick Tracy Vs. Cueball" (RKO). ^^'Igyptian (FWO^
grim Ladv" (Rep)
Down to $7,000. Last Week, "Sioux Good $2,400 in 5 days. Last week, "Lady in Lake" (M-G) (3d wk).
City Sue" (Rep) and "Fighting Fron- "Blind Spot" (Col) and "Wild West" Closes at $8,500. Last week, good
tiersman" (Col) with vaude, fine (PRC) split with "Vacation Days"
(Mono)
and "Riding California *^E^**Rey (FWC) (861;, 50-$l)
$9,500.

lAMROD/TOPSBENVER,

"Scheherazade" (U) (2d wk). Near
Last week, good $7,000.
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100; 50$l)^"Scheherazade^'^ (U) (2d wk),
Robust $12,000. Last week; socko

$4,500.

;

e5.)_"Nora Prentiss" (WB). Trim ^'The Jolson Story" and "The ShockLast week, "Time, Placte" ing Miss Pilgrim" end the second
$15,000.
for "Lady in the Lake" and "Cali(WB) (2d wk), $11,000.

despite first wave of
annual basketball jnariia.

stanza

,

^feSC'

$16,000.

'

Sock^^M

Leade

Film biz looks generally 6kay ,here
this

)

—

.

.McCoy Ups 'Aigel'

EKO HUlstreet (RKO (2,890; SOSO)— "Dead Eeefconing" (Col) and
"Bety Co-ed" (COl). Okay $24,000.
Last week, "Song of Soiith'^ (RKO)
(4th wk) and "Blind SiJ0t" ( Col),
sturdy $11,700,
Biti (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l>-^"Scheherazade" (U) (2d 'wk). Nice $8,000.
Last week, stout $11,300,
Studio City (FWC) (880: 50-$l)—

$5,000.

.

(1.-

$16,000.

'

lioiise" is sighting a favorable

"Red
$40,0()0

issuD

$21,000.

Paramount HoUywond (F&M)

451: 50-$l)— "California' (Par) (3d
Wk). Fine $13,000. Last week, good

St.

25G,

Loo; 'South' Hot

22G

J St. Louis, March 4.
Sncw arid cold weather arc not deterring grosses here. "It's a Wonderful Life" will tote the heavy sugar,
being sock. "Song of South" is run-

nerup. "Jolson Story" is winding
fourth and final week.
*
Estimates for This Week

up

Ambassador (F&M) (3.500: .50-75)
(RKO).
Wonderful Life"
—"It's
Last week, "Nora
Great $25,000.
Prentiss"
CWB) and "Genius at
Work" (RKO), $16,000.
50-75)—
"Song
(5,000;
Fox (F&M)
of South" (RKO) and "Out Caliliornia

Way"

(Rep).

week."Cross

"Swamp

My

Nice $22,000. Last
Heart" (Par) and

Fire" (Par),

$20,00,0.

Loew's (Loew) (3,172: 80-75)-^
"Jolson Story" (Col) (4th wk). Bi?

$20,000 after
third stanza.

swell

sock $22,000

m

50-75)—
and
Rep
Fine
"Affairs of Geraldine" (Hen).
"Wake Up.
Last week.
.$15,000,
Dream" (20th) and "Sweetheart
Sigma Chi" (Mono), $16,000.
Oriiheum (Loew) (2.OO0: .'iO-751—
"Wicked Lady" (U) and "Wiki West"
Good $11,000, Last week,
(PRC).
"Scandal in Paris" (UA) and "Bachelor's Daughters" (UA), $9,000.
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000: 50-60)—
"Gunga Din" (RKO) and /'Lady
Takes a Chance" (RKO) (reissue.s>»
Mild $4,000. Last xveek. "Dai-k Mirror" (U ) and "Fabulous Suzanne"
Rep) (3d wk), neat $7,500.
Shady Oak (F&M) i670: $1.20$2.40)-^"Hcnry V" (UA) f6th wk).
TWm $5,500 after .^6.000 last week.
Missouri

(F&M)

(3.500:

"Angel and Bad Man"

I

1

)

w

"

Wc«!ffe8jlay, Marcli 5, 194,7

IS

90%

B

Biiifain

O.

resulted in overflowing houses during its first" week of operation,
While barkers in nearby film theatres

have been calling

Paramount

Ups Show Biz

Continued from page

atljention to

the fact that seats are available in
aU parts of the house. In the N. Y.
cafe sector, the Zanzibar, which
opened two weeks ago featuring a
»how topped by the Mills Bros., Eddie Heywood orch and Ida James, inaugurated a $1,2% dinner policy
which has been filling the dinner.
Other spots have also
»essions.
slashed tariffs. Leon & Eddie's now
ieaturcs a $1.50 dinner, while other
cafes. La Martinique, Copacabana
and Embaiisy included, are displaying table d'hote menus with meals
During the
starting at around $3.
war years, most of these spots displayed the a la carte menus, with
around that
at
ciiiiees
starting
.mark.
'

In addition, prices of liquor have
Eddie's, for exgone down. Leon
ample, has drinks starting at 75c, instead of $1, and $1.10 that prevailed
until a short time ag». Minimums
are also falling. Copa now has a $3
minny instead of the $3.50 tliat
hitherto prevailed.

&

The cafe price reduction has, in
come cases, been in effect about a
Business, iii most instances,
has picked up appreciably.

Polled for Cut B.O.
theatre

Infflfc

manage-

ment polled some 500 patrons attending ttie showcase's matinee
on opening day of the slash to

1

prices they can make
b.o.
money on this caliber of band.
The real has.sie Is expected to
with
top-name bands. They
come
are still asking the same high prices.

55c.

able

Questionnaire asked whotlier,
price out was a major factor in
biinRing the customer to the

UA, on the other hand, had a lottei- from E's flackery on the Coast informing it that Lewis would be available during his entire .stay for a
campaign preludmg "Arch of Triumph" precm in New York. Billy Fried,
berg, studio's .special eastern flack, meantime wa.s attempting to keep both
.sides happy and run in a few ideas of liis own. At last ieport, Loew's
was
waltzing ahead In the Lewis sweepstakes via a cocktail party quickly
rigged in his honor Inst evening (Tuesday).

Answers, it's claimed, supported the wisdom of the move
since 90<.i of them were in the
affirmative.

places, there's bound to be some
trouble.
As it stands, top bands assert they

N.Y. Layoffs

cannot reduce guarantees by much.
Musicians^ jSfilaries, particularly on

coDtinned from pae:e 5
the roadvwwiiit be held at an abnormal level due to the high cost of; the wind was the anticipated arrival
living.
in New York this week of 20th-Fox
studio boss Joseph M. Schenck, acLegit Price Cut Seen
by studio treasurer-man
Following the Field companied
^"^^ '^'cfiA Metzler. They are slated
II

and when there

is

J
A
a downward
shows it

,

|

probahly fpUow the

Spyros
g^ouras, 20th prexy, and Donald A
(g

huddle

after jHenderson,

field

on

costs

with

company

treasurer,

Managers say 'Another indication Of possible cut-

the trend is definite.

the cost of production has steadily (j^g
ggen in the current visit
mounted, accounting for the general q£ Metro pub-ad topper Howard
boosting of admission scales among tjietz to the Coast to join prexy
straight plays, but the top for musr
Nick Schenck in talks there.
constant,
virtually
been
has
cals
Metro's Payroll Loppinr
lavLshness among that type of atAll the companies have been very
traction being absent especially this
much hush-hush about their reseason.
|

i

Tendency to establish straight
shows at' $4.80 and $4.20,. even for
been
one-setters, 'has
short-cast
ci-iticizedi and the number of flops
for wMch such prices were charged
has resulted in unfavorable reaction
among playgoers.

i

\

i

revision of prices for legit
will

'

buildup.

theatre.

if an operator continues to pay
the quotations,' yet finds he cannot
resell the band to his patrons at
prices up to $3, and higher in some

But

Sliif-Pktiies

With United Artists distributing EnlGrprlse product doinesliciilly and
Loew's International handling it abroad, general confusion and a Ini of
burns prevailed in publicity departments of both companies with anival
of David Lewis in New York from the Coast Monday (3). I^ewis wa.s heatj,
Ing to London for proem there of hi!« "Another Love," so I3t>ew's lisnred
that made him its baby in setting Interviews and the rest of the uublicitv

trenchment

i

It's generally believed on Broadway that the deal by which the Astor
hotel was to have been torn down and converted into theatres and oflice
building has fallen through. Premature publicity is said to have further
upset the already highly-complicated transactions involved in acquiring
necessary leases. At final report, tho-se involved in the deal were Nick
Schenck, Loew's prexy (not Loew's itself), Walter Reade and the Shuberts.
Official statement by Astor topper Bob Christenberry and the atk the
hotel now is using to dispel the talk o£ tlie sale are accepted by Broadwfay-ites as the tipoff that tlie deal is o« for the time being at least.
Don ial
of apy mterest by either Metro or any of its execs was also made at Metro
stockholders' meeting, last week^

.

.

Universal will spark its screen plugging of "The Egg and I" with a tlneeminute cartoon teaser trailer, first ever used for live action pic. Cartoon
trailer, planned by O'a flackery, was produced by Walter Lantz at a cost of
close to $10,000.

Short opens conventionally, simulating standard cartoon entertainment,
with Romeo Rooster and Henrietta Hen featured. Audience isn't let oh
until the end when briefie' makes its pitch for U's feature.

,

activities, but, as far as

can be gathered. Metro has done the
greatest amount of head-chopping,
with 20th-Fox and Warner- Bros,
Stickling Juiiks lick
Some cafe operators feel that the
next. Metro started the move and is
$4 per-person average check now
sss; Contlimetf ftom ,pasc 9
reported to have dropped around
chalked iip in most niteries will
Policy ©II Working OK's
effort
200
eniployees
in
of
"Arch,"
the
studio
an
possible
fdr
oh
cuts
have to come down further. It's felt
to trim expenses by' $200,000 a week picture.
that a "higger turnover at' a lesser
For St.
($10,000,000 a year).
profit will put the mass cafe out
'Arch*
St. Louis, March 4.
Preem in N, IT.
^S^hile Metro has sheared a good
ahead. It's stressed that even durThe policy of issuing working perHollywood, March 4.
ing the lush years, prices were a'
many minor .studio- employees, it has
mits
to members of lATSE, Local
considerable factor.
One >cafe ott
also lopped oft a considerable payRelease date of "Arch of Triumph"
C«nttiiued from pare S
No. 143, and the stagehand.s union,
roll load in the higher brackets, inBroadway folded after a feww«eks'has been changed to mid-April, Local No. 6, by John P. Nick, when
operation because of the $4 mini-: to each year in new companies with cluding such execs as producer M.
mlim beverage charts during din- nothing whatsoever to oflfer but an J, Siegel ($3,000 a week) and story when it wbrld-preems in New York. he headed both organizations and
idea and a hope. UA, on the other ed William J. Fadiman ($850 a
According to Enterprise topper before his conviction of anti-rackefter*
hand, they say, regardless of earn- week). That is no doubt an effort Charles Einfeld, Paris world pre'era, teering charges, was brushed off Ihfe
boards recently by Frank Stickling,
ings, is a valuable going concern to bring payroll of top studio per- originally slated, is now out.
It
55c Morning Price
with a great deal of assets, including sonnel more closely in line with that bows there May 1 after the Gotham international v.p., who hai been in
Almost Trebles Biz such things as ah important interest of other companies. St\idy recently debut,
charge of the ailairs of Local NO. 6
since last year.^ In junking Nick's
With the Broadway Paramount's in the Odeon cirduit in England.
made by VabIbty of prbxy stateDavid
Loew,
incidentally has gone
policy, which Wag used to bolster his
As for the inability of stockhold- ments of the various companiesr-in
price cut one week 0I4 'Par's topto N.Y. for a month
Eriterprise
domination of the locals, particularly
figures, ers to gain control while Miss Pick- which the law requires all salaries
pers
quoted
attendance
business.
No. 6, Stickling admitted 33 men
shaved down but not denied by ford and Chaplin each hold one- ever $20,000 a year to be reportedholding permit cards as full-fledged
otiier main stem managers, which third, it was pointed out that therp revealed that Metro was paying out
members of the local.
indicated that the theatre has al- was always the possibility of the more- than $23,000,000 a year to
Stickling said, "The permit pracmost trebled patronage from opening shareholders lining up either of the officers, (directors and other em'Duel'
tice started many years ago, but It
to 1 p.m. A check by VAMEry,- Mon- \wo present owners on their side ployees in this category. Figure 'comis not in keeping with our internaContinued from page 9
day- (3), 12:45 p.nf. disclosed a line, and thus getting a m^ority. In ad- pares with 20th-Fox, second in line,
tional rules and Is being disconfour deep running through the dition to which, it was asserted, with $13,000,000 and a total for the
Hughes'
opposition
from
the
L,
of
D.
tinued in all locals where it is
lengthy lobby to! the tooxoHice While outside stockholders in other film industry of $74,000,000.
stance' hurt his pic considerably, brought to the attention of internaall other^ iBroadWf^ houses were companies as a matter of fact have
touting empty seats and no waiting. no chance at all of gaining any sort
since he has had difficulty in lining tional officers." Nick is reported to
of control, either..
'
still have a strong following in Local
Performance by other stagesho
play
it.
theatres
to
up
Reports that Arthur W. Kelly
No. 6 and they are said to have rehouses while the Paramount chalked
Selznick In N. Y.
might return .'to UA, either as a
.sented the admission of new ineraup its attendance mark left no doubt board member or as an exec, are
Continued from page S ss
Selznick arrived in New York bcrs, which gives the anti-Nick
that the former went out in front
understood, to be correct. Kelly held cuit in
N^w York broke all records frorn the Coast yesterday (Tues- forces added strength.
on numbers of patrons, although
a number of top jobs in the company
various reasons besides the price for years and was a board rep for with the three pictures then playing, day)'. One of the' reasons for
"Secret
Heart,"
"Blue the visit is to have a look-in on the
slash were offered by managers to Chaplin. He's now abroad on a pro- including
Europe Press in
explain the gap. Against Par's 8,400, duction deal of his own. Kelly's re- Skies" and "Jolson Story." He con- shooting of "Portrait of Jennie,"
Wednesday (chiseled to 6,500 by turn to UA and the' spot he'd fill ceded that Broadway grosses had which is being made in New York At Sonja Henie Visit
estimates of other managers), the would -hinge pretty much, it is un- fallen off, but attributed this to the under the Selznick banner with JenVienna, Fefe. 25.
general slump in Broadway biz felt nifer Jones and Joseph Gotten
Capitol did 1,650; the Roxy, 1,250; derstood, on his acceptance
European press has given much
-to the
Radio City Music Hall, 3,000; Strand, man chosen as new prez of the com- by hotels, niteries and most fbrms of starred. It's believed Selznick may space to Norwegian burnup at Sonja
also confab on the "Duel" situation
900; and State, 700. Last Thursday's pany.
-Edward G. Raftery, who has entertainment because of the de- with the Legion. How long he will Henie's proposed visit to her homerecord Showed the Capitol, 1,200; served as interim prexy since
crease in numbers of tourists,
land. Skater's been a top film draw
1941,
remain in the east is uncertain as
Music Hall, 6,000; is expected to get his oft-repeated
Roxy,
1.000;
Vogel said Loew's did not contemin German language area, particuyet.
Strand, 650; and State, 2,500..
larly in "Sun 'Valley Serenade,"
wish within a few months that he plate any immediate cut in admisReports were prevalent this week since the war.
Only Confined to B'way
be allowed to return to his law firm, sion prices at the Broadway Capitol
its New
Papers quote Norwegian pres.s as
Testifying to the fact that there's O'Brien, -Drijscoll, Raftery & Lawler, and iState, the circuit's two N. Y. that "Duel" would have
^. ^.
little
chance of the movement UA counsel, from which he was showcases, as re.sult of the slash in York preem at the R.ivoli about saying she did nothing whatever
mowing prices effected last week April 15, following a six-week run for Norwegian war relief during enspreading beyond 'Brojidway fa the drafted for the presidency job.
Talks are now in progress on a by the Broadway Paramount, "Ifs of "Blaze of Noon" (Par), the pres- tire war, stating she "wanted to reattitude of Par's top execs. The
price slash has so far proved to be choice for the top post in the com- too early to tell yet what well do," ent tenant. This would give "Duel" main neutral" even after Nazis overan unquestioned success, Leonard pany, but there has been no decision he said. "Right now we're watching coveted Easter playing time. Milt ran Norway. They call her a "coldGoldenson, Par's veepee' in charge and no one has been api>roached the situation carefully and will do Kusell, Selznick sales chief, declared blooded film princess and buKine.ss
Monday (3), however, that nothing woman, who even married a multiwhatever is good business."
of theatres, said. "We have no in- as yet, as far as can be learned.
is set yet.
tention of ordering admission remillionaire."
Skater used to be
Loew's is still testing the advisductions anywhere else if business
much beloved under nickname of
ability of a return to single bills in
holds lip," Goldenson added. "We
"Haseken" ("Little Rabbit") in Nordual situations, 'Vogel said,' but so far
scale
we
cut the Paramount
because
way.
hasn't found it doesn't work out.
Sorrell
felt it was altogether out of Ime
He told of one theatre operating on
Continued from page 3
with iprices elsewhere in the country.
Continued from paEe 9 S u v A r
a dual policy which was forced to
CR'« 5 District Mgrs.
It was an individual case and not City Investing, with which he's con- pCst S.R.O, signs every weekend.
other
angle
was
handcuffing
Sortinue
to
be
associated,
of
Confidential Reports has named
however.
Contypical of our other theatres.
Loew's attempted to switch oyer to a
five district managers to represent
Houses of the St. Louis Amuse- singlerpioture policy xm
fequently, we don't think there's
Saturdays rell, method Harvey Church used in
ment
Corp.
the
are
reportedly
owned
checking outfit in ttff fieWby
any reason for similar action outand Sundays in order to increase the Chicago for killing of two automoTagged for the posts are John J.
a syndicate headed by Arthur Baer, turnover at the house,
side: of New York."
but found bile salesftiien in one Of Windy City's
head of Stix, Baer & Fuller, St. immediately
Shine, Fran S. Ingres, Otto Stradley,
that business fell off.
most
brutal
crimes.
Still
another
Barry
Louis
department
store.
Arthur
Halbert and Arthur W. Davis.
See Break
books a considerably larger chain
Shine will work oiJt of the Atlanta
clue authorities are following is SorStradPrices of houses than he aotUaHy operates.
In
rell's recallihg "telephone voice" of office; Ingres out of Chicago;
Mirisch
leaves
York
New
Friday
ley,
Cleveland;
Halbert, Los Anpossibility
that
There's a very good
one of his attackers who discussed
Each
the coming sunimer season may (7) on his way to the Coast with
whether laibor leader was dead or geles; and Davis, Philadelphia.
cities
stopover
Continued
from
exchange
a
in
Milwaukee.
page
division
Headcontains
five
{
finally break the back of the high
not.
Thugs also talked while they
six.
prices being asked by bands of all quartered there is the popcorn and color films are generally top produc-* thought Sorrell out saying that hey except that of Shine, which has
which
made
candy
biz
has
him
indecaliber.
tions, impression is feared among were to head for Reno and payoff
pendently wealthy in the past five
To be able to drop admission or six years. The outfit will con- soldiers that all pix are being held for beating job.
up unconscionably.
prices, the band buyers obviously
Shortly before the attack, Sorrell
tinuCi incidientally, to service RKO
must secure lower guarantee quota- theatres, despite Mirisch's ex-it from
Two factors make the current entered a protest against Eric JohnThey are seeking them from the chain.
tions.
as Continued from pase 1
pinch on the majors somewhat hard ston's proposal that the National
agencies as buying goes on and are
Production deal On which Mirisch to take. First, the majors have so Labor Relations "Board be given pay sufficient attention to his work.
either getting some concessions, it's is igoing to the Coast may be in as- streamlined delivery to the Army ol power to settle jiu-isdictional trouThat's in contrast to the gal in the
claimed, or are delayuig buying on sociation with Edward L. Alperson, prints that new pix are delivered to bles on the film lots.
pic who makes good becau-se sh*
the ppssibility that guarantees will indie producer for 20th -Fox. Mirisch GI theatres before foreign company
"Johnston," said Sorrell. "wants does mind her ways.
come dpwn, It all poses an explosive was associated With Alperson in exchanges get their share. And sec- Federal laws passed to make slaves
Film will be budgeted at $1,500,000,
problem for all bands.
Fox- West Coast operation in Mil- ond, with the majors pacted to de- put of members of our freej demo- about three times as much a-s his
liver
20
JBra
prints
no
and
4b
narrowcratic
waukee
and
later
in
RjEO
circuit
have
and autonomous unions. At initial 20th-Fox pic, "Black Beauty,
will
bands
Medium
gauge
versions
every
management.
Pair
been
in
of
film
the
drop
to
the
same
has
time
forced
to
he
wants
provide
to
•hoice; they will be
now in release, producer s'.iid, Pr"™
<iuotations a bit to stay In business, huddles in New York during the past Army, profits on the films are noth- "protection for his Compahyrmain- Davi.s ("Tree: Grows in Bniokl.v" \
ing spectacular.
tained unions."
is sCreenplaying 'The Big Curtain«nd operators figure that at teaaon- week.
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A SEA OF

PEOPLE FOR

THE SEA OF GRASS
It is

the third

M-G^^

Hit in succession to

pack the Music Hall!
First "Till

The Clouds

Roil By^ next ^tlie
Yearling" and
**The.

The

now

Sea of Grass/'

;

Biggest for the

Biggest Theatre in
the world!
FIASH! In «»/!»« engage.
^ "YEARLING'' PRESS-TIMEPremiere
N«v York
and
went following
Music Hall run

its
it

Los Ange(es

set

an alUime

its

M G-M record for the

fust the
weefc at the State-liAe Tlieatre, Chicago,

initial
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MFEA Set to Go Pkes in Austria,

-

Frencli.SowbBJns Laiilo Legit

'

^

Hollywood, March

When Weather, Power, Politicslasi
Toronto Dailies Nix-

First month's operfttion in Austria

Wild 'Screen Tesf

Ads

by Motion Picture Export Assn, ran
Toronto, March 4.
into as fancy a set of obstacles, com••
Through efforts of the Canadian
plications, accidents and business Motion Picture Distributors Assn.,
killers as any industry operation has affiliate here of the Johnston office,
ever

MPEA,

henceforth
dailies
will
local Toronto
Nevertheless
refuse, to accept "screen test" adcrew, under Wolfgang Wolf,
vertisements unless these have the
endorsement of film company bead
offices or the assn.
iSove followed recent flagrant

faced.

.

that the overseas 'customers will reetuire at least five years to catch up
with new product. That is the opinion of studio foreign heads, who are
up against the problem of coordinating sales of old product with new.
Huge backlog, caused by five war
years, has long since been written
off the books as far as domestic
revenue is concerned, hut the oldie*
are flgui-ed on for substantial
grosses overseas.

former' Army pix 'chief for Austria,
and Oskar Morvai, sales manager,
played first half dozen releases
throughout most of Austria (though
to badly reduced grosses) and have
closed contracts with more than 70
houses foi* remainder of list of some
BO Hollywood titles due during

promise by "charm schools*' and
reputed "model-training agencies"
whereby a screen test could be ob>
tained for $50— Or more or less.
Current production, of made-in1947.
Canada films increased the drawWinter conditions, added to Aus- ing power of this particular type
tria's poverty in coal and electi-icity, of sucker bait, now smacked down
caused greatest troubles, For 10 through the efforts of E. H. Wells,
Arthur
and
secretary,
days in January all pix bouses had CMPDA
to shut down for lack of juice. later Haskell, manager, Better Business
reopening has been on basis of one Bureau. Both were unable to detershow a day weekdays, complete mine, after communicating with film
shutdown every Thursday and full production companies in Hollywood,
schedule only on Saturday and Sun- that siich "screen test" promises had
days. Most houses are unheated in any company endorsement, despite
the
claims
that
advertisements'
average 15 degree cold.
cooperaExhibs complain that stipulated service had Hollywood's
fit.
7:30 and 8 p.m. showtimes are also
^

business killers

due

to reluctance of

customers to be on streets late in
face of recent wave of robberies and
uncertain trolley service home'Wards.
Nevertheless first con«ner<!i8Ujr distributed U.S. features scored solid

smashes in Vienna and

Salzbttfg

COL CANCELS 16 P!X DUE
TO TEPEYAC ACCIDENT

and

Mexico

City. Feb. 28.

4.

MismanageiMiii, fk Ctwpratioii Lack

Europe and the Orient are so
heavily laden with Hollywood films

ntl Ittodnit

.

Brjnvsm Quebec
'Enfants'

Ban

Montreal, March 4.
Arbitrary banning by the Quebec
Censor Board of the French film
"Les Enfants du Paradis" has de-veloped into a major diplomatic
brawl with the Ambassador to
Canada, Count Jean de Hauteclocque, so far. doing most of. the brawling and the provincial government
content to sit back on its decision.
cooperation, except, of course, for
Charge last week by the Ambassa- MPA proper, and is considered plays by French writers to obtain a
government subsidy, which also endor that the ban was considered "an significant
tails a reduction o^ taxes down to
act of discourtesy" to the French
5% instead of the current 30%. This
government wao followed Thursday

.

.

Cuba

Tommy Wonder and
Tatum
and have put heat on most exhibi- top the cast.
tors to sign a year's contract for unHeaded by film director Marion
specified block of Moscow, Prague, Gering,
Pamar's backers include
Warsaw and Berlin product. Krem- Cuban businessmen as well as Julian
George Richfield and
linite's prices are reported so low as Hoffman,
to be irresistible, especially when George P. Quigley of Century Probacked by still present Soviet politi- ductions in New York. No releasing
cal and military occupation. MPEA deal has as yet been negotiated on
isn't counting on much Ipoldn in the film which goes into production
Buss controlled areas for foreseeable March 17 in both English and Spanfuture. However, unless British aiid ish versions.
French can oi'ganize better in im
mediate future, MPEA salesmen and

.

If,

as

and when weather warms

tip, freeing deadlocked, snow-choked
and permitting improvement
of power situation, MPEA .should be

ftreets

sitting on top here.
incomparable asset
•perationr-pictlireSi

They've got an
for

a

foreign

Announcement Thursday that
private screening would take place
7.

at the

embassy.

Film, it was stated, was verboten
by the Quebec censors on moral

grounds.
At the

screening Friday night,
however,
general
consensus
of
opinion of the press and diplomatic
corps was, however, that the film,
with few deletions, could easily- pass
for public showing as "adult entertainment,"
Pic's quality of acting
receive'd high praise.
Current London
When the controversy started, film
hadn't even been booked. Now it's
London, March 4.
being awaited avidly and is slated
"Anthony-CIeopKtra," Piccadilly.
"Bertram Mills CIrons," Olympla. for the Orpheum, Montreal, large.st
"Between Oursi^yes," |»layhoiise. house in' town 'playing French pix,
if and when it gets over the objec"Born Yesterday," 6arrick.i
tions Of the official o.o.ers.
"Caste," York's.

Shows

.

"Clutterbuck,". Wyndham.
"Eagle Two Heads,!' Haymarket.
"F.ifty-FJfty.'.*

Ontario to Back Ban
Toronto, March

Strand

would mean curtailing the chances

50% EXPORT CUT TO

foreign adaptations, also of revi-

.of

RAWSTOCK

vals.

SAVE BRIT.
That the poor average showing ot
London, March^^.*^
legit is greatly due to inexpert and
Emergency committee of film unbusinesslike management is eviindustry and union heads met again denced by the case of the Francaise,
today (4) to discuss the acute raw- which despite subsidies, a recently
stock shortage caused by the current acquired second stage at the old
fuel famine. According to estimates Odeon, and thorough government
given at the meeting, film producers help, is currently on the rocks. Ancan only except 11,000,000 feet .of dre Obey has resigned. With two

'

as against their plays of the Francaise rep, Volterra
of 13,500,000.
at the Marigny playing Marivaux's
Figure of 11 miUIoh feet, how- "Fausses Confidences" and Louis
ever, is dependent upon Eastman -Jouvet starring himself in his proKodak's plant obtaining 50% of ductioR of Moll&e's "Ecolc des
normal coal supply plus the addi- Femmes'* at his Athenee, are both
tons weekly promised operating SRO.
tional 80
under Sir Stailord Cripps' latest
Many current managers got their
scheme.
Under these conditions,
jobs after
liberation on political
Kodak will turn out 7,000,000 feet credentials.the
Plays are produced
of rawstock weekly with two million
without an eye to boxoffice potenmore expected^*** about 12 weeks tialities,
or being done in a way
when they InRi^J^ an oil-burning
not to give them their full chahci
system, llford expects to produce
Taxes Film Bane
the other ^wo million feet.
In a move to conserve rawstock,
As to films, exhibitors, though not
the government is expected to cUt in the red and most of them making
down exports by 80%, giving home money, as evidenced by the hig?i
consumers a million extra feet but prices asked for theatre sales, are
the supply can't be made to fit the also complaining of taxes. They also
demand no matter what steps are threaten to close, though not worktaken- in present emergency.
ing in conjunction with legit opera.

"

Should they close, they may
« snag from the unions. Prexy
Charles Cbezeau of the Cinema
Labor Unions, tells Vasiety that
should exhibs decide to darken, the
Skedr WilHams, Watt
unions would agitate to have the
Sydney, Feb. 25.
Bungy Williams, ace sound engi- government seize the theatres and
neer attached' to Ealing Studios, will continue operation in the interests of
arrive here March 30 to set plans for the workers.
Since part of the distrib business
Ealing's Aus.sie pic production upbeat,
commencing with "Eureka is alSo strongly unionized, the disStockade"
and "Robbery Under tnbs could not help supplying them
Arms."
Williams is bringing his with prints even if they didn't want
family with him, indicating a lengthy 'to do it. This would open the door
stay.
to eventual nationalization of Jhe
Michael Balcon decided to con- exhib business. In Morocco, wliere
tinue Aussie production after the the exhibs struck recently to protest
smash success ot "Overlanders" and the 10% admission cut when it is
has again appointed Harry Watt in only 8% elsewhere in French terricharge of the new production sched- tories, they won their case in one
ule.
Watt is due here in April. day, which did not raise the quesUnderstanding is that Ealing will tion of government operation, as
also ship some stars to the Aussie would be the case if closings were
field for marquee value, with Googie to last
Withers, Michael Redgrave and John
The real muddle in the French pix
McCallum mentioned as a likely industry comes from the production
early trio.
end, French producers invest about
Aussie-born Chips Raiterty, star of
$20,000,000 a year (at official rate of
"Overlanders," will have lead in
exchanKe) to make about 100 fea"Eureka."
tures. Q( this, they get returns leaving them about $8,000,000 in the red.
Thtir activities, totsjlng less, than
'Rosalinda Aussie Click
an American major, are divided beSydney, Feb. 20.
tween numerous producers, meanWilliamson-Tait's new show, "Gay ing that they can neither prepare
Rosalinda," looks set for long run at proper
production plana to use the
Royal, Sydney. Cast includes Tara
available facilities of various kinds,
Barry,
Max Oldaker, Herbert nor publicize stars.
Browne and Letty Graydon.
tors.

hit

Ealipg lipping Aussie

Due

^

•

'

Lack of internationally publicized
Borovahsky Ballet is feature of
to
new show. W-T have given "Rosa- stars makes their product hard
films.
sell abroad, even if well made, beQuebec Government was criticized linda" a very lavish mounting.
sides which the diminutive scale of
by Count Jean de Hauteclocque,
each separate producer precluctes
French ambassador to Canada, who
HNCUS' jnllOPEAli 0.0;
an^

"Piccadilly Hayrldfe," Wales.

in the mattei: Of Ontario showings of

"She Wanted Cream" Apollo.
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
"Song of Norway,'' FsIaCe.
"Sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace.
"Sweetest and Lowest,"- Ambass.
"The Gleam," Globe.
"Under the Counter," Phoenix.
"Winslow Boy," Lyric.
"Wisard of Oz," Saville.

French-language

charged "lack of courtesy" in tiie
banning of the film.
Meanwhile,

Arthur PincuB, assistant to David
Blum, Loew's International ad-pub
Taylor, operator of the veepee,
is
slated
to
fly
today
here, which is devoted to (Wednesday) to Europe
for a threeexhibiting of foreign films, plans to to-four months' tour of
England, the
protest the proposed Ontario ban.
Continent and the Near East

Yvonne
Cinema

'

rawstock' ^yeekly

minimum needs

.

4*

tikeiy that ""Les Enfants du Para"Fools Bush In," Fortune,
dis." French-made film banned in
"Guinea Vlg," Criterion.
Quebec Province because of the pic"Rattle Stowe," Embassy.
ture's "immoral scenes," will not be
"Jane," Aldwych.
shown In Ontario either, according
"Lady Frederick," Savoy.
to comment of O. J. Silvertliorne,
"Man From Ministry," COmedy.
"No Boom at Inn," Winter Garden. chairman of the Ontario censorship
board, who said his board usually
"Pacific 1860," Drury Lane.
follows the Quebec rulhigs as a guide
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp,

"Cfcviar to General," Whitehall.

.

.

by an announcement that the
would be shown at the
French Embassy in Ottawa to 700
(27)

picture

.

checkers will start direct dealings
in those sectors.
MPEA offices are functioning in
quarters formerly occupied by ISB
Films, Army's distribution outfit.
Army operation, now under Richard
Hauserman, is concerned only with
newsreel and documentaries,, plus
overall supervision from' cultural
viewpoint.
Insofar as available prints per
mit, MPEA is following policy of
playing English versions with sub
titles in big-town firstruns and German synchronizations, mostly made in
Berlin, in other parts of Austria.
They are playing "Suspicion" both
ways in comparable houses to get
Since both
comparative grosses.
houses have sold out for first five
Weeks these results won't be visible until biz begins to taper off at
•nd of run.

Paris, Feb, 25.

Show business here is in a dis,
rupted condition, and is unlikely
to
improve as long as management
Paris, Feb. 28.'
Pix managers here have decided doesn't adopt more business-like
to send a public relations advance methods and keeps depending on the
party to Brussels to prepare the government to adjust everything, as
way for the Belgian Film Festival, is increasingly the trend here.
set for month of June.
The state's sore need of cash, reNew angle is that the delegation fleeted by the recent cut in the
of three members i> not going to skedded appropriations of the Menoperate on behalf of one particular net rehabilitation plan, makes it refor
all
way
company, but pave the
luctant to lower the unduly heavy
American trade, as representing the taxes, on which showmen lay most
Motion Picture Assn. Interests. They of the blame. The drop in easy
leave early iii March for Brussels spending is felt strongest in nitery
and will remain there a few days, business, but is also affecting all
contacting officials, the Industry and grosses. With the single exception
the press.
of tent shows, which are improvThe three American film reps are .ing all over Europe, all amusements,
Elias Lapinere, chairman of the especially legit and pictures, are
sufdelegation; Joe Westrelch, and Julio fering from lack of organization
and
Ascarelli. Lapinere, formerly with adjustment to prevailing conditions.
Metro, just left Par to head the
Legit managers have been eager
RKO continental public relations for subsidies and relief from taxhere. Joe Westreich is Joe Hummel's
ation.
Ptexy Roger Ferdinand of
aide at Warner's.
Julio Ascarelli
the Authors Society, has laid the
arrived recently from Rome to take
facts before Premier Paul Ramadier,
charge, of the 20tIi-Fox coritinenttil
together with SACBM prexy, Albert
public relations here.
Willemetz.
They want taxes Cut
This is the first effort here of
another. 15%, hoping to obtain 10%.
the American industry to work in
They also want production of new

are starting to build where shown in-:
Columbia is reported to have can- "invited" guests including members
the provinces. Top draws- in past celled contracts for the making of of the House of Commons, Senate,
month were "Union Pacific" and 1^ pix at the Tepeyac studio here, the diplomatic corps, press and
"Suspicion," with MPEA promotional operated by Theodore an'd Albert radio.
resources now going behind immi- Gildred, because of fears of physical
Following are the events that led
nent premiere of "Ziegfeld Girl."
security at the plant, due to the up to Thursday night's announceCompetitive situation, since Army roof of a stage collapsing recently ment:
1. French cultural attache Rene de
exited from picture production and and killing three workmen and indistribution here Jan. 1, remains un- juring. 19 others. Col pfat, though, Messier stalked out Of a rally of
British show definite signs win be made in other studios here French Univ. of Montreal students
settled.
after being told that film, which
of going commercial,- with Eagle^ and elsewhere in Mexico:
Theodore Gildred declaired that in had^been obtained for private showtiion reps opening up offices here.
French Artny is still handling due course he'll announce cause of ing at the rally through the embassy
Parisian prodtact pending settlement collapse, adding that he has retained offices, had been banned,
Cal. Institute of
2. De Messier charged that ban
Of future policy. Buss Sov export John Kase of the
Technology to examine and make was direct insult to a representative
film remains only one of occupying
powers still controlling production 100% safe stages and all other parts of the French government
3. Premier Duplessis took the matBut not a camera of the studios, operation <?t whiiii he
facilities here.
six ter under consideration, and stated
has turned for over six weeks due expects to be hormalized within
months. Studios comprise 10 stages that the censor's deciision would
t<i power shortage.
and 25 buildings and represent an stand.
SeUin? Troubles
4. Ambassador
de Hauteclocque
investment of $20,000,000 (Mex).
MPEA's selling troubles have reAccording to Gildred, the recently entered the melee and backed up
sulted fiom British and French re- organized pix trade financing com- the de Messieir claim stating that
luctance to have Yank salesmen go pany, the Credito Clnematografico action was Considered a "lack of
direct to houses in their wnes. ^1- Mexicano, capitalized- for $30,000,000 courtesy" to France.
thoi^h agreeing to free entry of (Mix), has bought in heavily on five
5. Counter - statement came from
Hollywood product, English and cinemas he and associates run here. Premier Duplessis claiming that
French have insisted on being midQuebec authorities knew well
enough what Was good for Quedlemen In zonal operations. MPEA
beclters and stated in veUed effect
has expressed strong dissatisfaction
Indie Prod, in
with poor operation of this relationCuban motif will be accented in that others should mind %eh>' own
Complaint is that U.S. play- Pamar Pietinres' forthcoming film, business.
ship.
6. De
HaiiteclOcque, hotter than
dates aren't efficiently coordinated "Samba" which will be made on
and U. S. checkers have no chance location in Havana. First contingent ever pow, announced a private
to oversee grosses,, promotional ef- of technicians and actors planed for showing at an Ottawa theatre but
forts, etc., outside pf V-S. zone.
Cuban capital Monday (3). changed his mind on the request
the
Russians still haven't let down Michael Whalen, Doris Dowling, of Archbishop Alexander Vachon of
Ottawa^
the barriers to U. S. pix in their zone
Dolores

,

By MAXIMB de BEIX

'

3 U.S. Reps to Do PJl.
Job on Belgian Festival

proper selling organization,
showcases.
Gen, ComigUon MoliOaumoht veepee in ohai:ge o*

nier,

production, is currently trying to
abate sonie of the evil by mustering
a group of producers to agree «>»
sort of cooperation;

some

mmmA'nmJMu

WITZERLAND HOT
RussiaiisW(HiULikelS.P^^

PACEDBfllGH
Returns From German lerritorias

'
'

French producers are getting lush,
returns, amounting to over 20% of
their export revenue, Ironi Germanspeaking territories, where their
business is handled by Films Unis.
Georges Loureau, 6t Regina, i«
prexy of the boand. With Capt. Marcel Colin Reval, iwho organised the
French pi* business in the French"
zone of Germany for the ittilltary
government, handling the organization in Baden Baden.
All French product, as soon as
censored here, automatically come
in the Films Unis monopoly for
German distribution, getting 100
points rating per picture distributed
in Germany and Austria, 10 points
rating for distribution in the Saar,
and one point per short. Dubbing is
done in Remagen and, by arrangement with the Russians, in the Berlin Neubabelsberg studios. Besides
distribution in Germany, the organization also sends German^^dubbed
French product in the Germanpart of Switzerland
speaking
tiirough a Zurich agent, and in Palestine and the Fast,
American pictures ara doing well
In the French zonej wiiwe they are
played by the French organization
which exchanges them for French
pix to be played in the' American
Bona, Same applies to the British
Bone. The French are also sending
pictures in the Russian zone, but
since Russian pictures are riot drawing well, they exchange them with
the Russians lor German pix made
.

under Russian

aegis.

Besid«8 dubbing and distribiuting
pictures, the French are boosting
their export business through manufacture of equipment in Germany
where they have a 'factory in Bad

Feature Production

•

Mexico

City,

March

4.

National Cinematographic IndusWorkers Union (STIC), Mejdco's
pioneer pix labor organization,, is
going into feature production, allegedly contrary to a government
ruling that it stick to news^;eels and
other shorts, with the participation

try*

works,

Swiss
reached

prosperity,

,

boom

which

has

proportions without

Korda Curbed On
Paris

(k Crnitrd

counter critical blasting against unnatural - seeming
synchronization,
which it hit in Germany and Austria.

enjoying
Swiss
are
presently
world's highest living standard, not
excepting that of the U. S. The dif*
ference is that there are no short-

shortly

foi:

the U. S.

SUNDAY

jlenerally

of their
exchange control

willingness

the

tough

•dministoation to pay French producers, in franc*, a substantial part
of the German marks grossed by the
organization.
'

G«orges Louraau
v. S. visit in lilaijch.

is

skedding

iEX fix lilON HEADS
MEET 1 PEACE MOVE

Rank's
Corp.

TEEM6E IAN

Gaumont

British

the country's four million.
Picture houses, outside the big
cities: Zurich, Geneva and Berne are
pretty primitive against even smalltown houses in the U.S. Hard seats,
ancient architecture and non-existent ventilation are the rule.
At
even the top spots in the metropolises air conditioning's unknown. No
matter how good biz gets nobody
seems to try, a grind policy. Two
shows a day, three in better spots
are the rule. All or part of houses
are reserved, but seats are sure except weekends. Prices run from one
franc (a little under a quarter) to
almost a buck for a ^oge (usually
at extreme rear of orchestra). Atidiences patiently suffer through a
session of advertising slides and often a commercial short or two as
well.
There's always an intermisr
sion, with candy and Eskinio pies
plugged from the screen at just the
most dramatic point of the feature.

firetraps,

High court's ruling was hailed by
the Lord's Day (Observance Society,

City, Feb. 2S.
bring about peace
between the pix labor unions, the
National Cinematographic Industry
lurorkers (STIC) and the Picture

Production Workers (STPC), have

court.

Mexico

been

to

started

by

leaders

of

the

unions with conferences with Presi
dent Miguel Aleroan and other high

government

officials.

Quarrel between these unions has
frequently jinxed pix production.
j?eace plan is to merge both Into
one big union. That doesn't sit well
with STPC as it was organized by
Pedro
six locals quitting STTC.
Tellez Vargas, STIC boss, wants
President Aleman to sponsor an
agreement between his union and
STPC, which is headed by "Cantinflas"

,

(Mario Moreno), tops comic.

Workers Want Early Shows
London, March 4.
Trade union representatives told
government heads at special meeting
over weekend (2) that nightshift
workers feel penalized by late cinema openings and unless changes
are made a big drop /in late workers would result.
Government decided to make

converted

stores
U. S. city's building de-

often

which no
partment would pass.

Bep Companies
In the legit field Zurich, Berne,

cities
like
Schaffhausen,
smaller
Winterthur, IBolothurn and Lausanne support legit companies as well.
In industrial towns subscriptions are
augmented by sizable subsidies
from 'factory owners Who take an
active interest fn keeping workers
Zurich's Schauspielhaus
contented.
sells out solidly throughout season.
Subscriptions are peddled not only
in city but in outlying towns, with
special bus fleets or trains chartThis
ered for attendance nights.
year's repertoire was topped by first

postwar German-language appearances of Albert and Else Basserman..
They played Ibsen's "Master Builder" and Osborn's "On Borrowed
Time," both to strong critical suc"The Devil's General," dramcess.
atic piece dealing with internal Nazi
intrigue, was also big. "Glass Menconcessions for. early openings in
agerie" wasn't so hot. All dramatic
night
substantial
housing
areas
repertoires are heavy with classics,
workers with unions to make a like Schiller's "Maria Stuart" and,
direct application to government, of course, "William Tell."
But low
which will be granted.
like "Charley's Aunt" and,

on the musical side, "White Horse
Inn," is always good. Swiss comedy
London
tastes are still definitely in the
London, March 4,
Weber and Fields stage.
"Caviar to the General," opening
fice in Gall, Columbia, has been
Solid Swiss virtues don't include
named manager for Peru by Wolfe at the Whitehall yesterday (3), was
Everylife.
well received and looks good for much taste for night
International veepee.
Cohen,
thing shuts down, even in the big
Pep- the nine weeks' run scheduled.
Fletcher succeeds James
no
Show had transferred from the towns, at midnight sharp—and

FIETCHEE'S PBEU POST
E.

formerly
Fletcher,
Bros, branch of-

WB

office

R

New manager

has not been

set.

for Cali

Lindsey.

buy

films,

but they must be shipped to
for selection. According to

Moscow
Ameri-

can distribs, Russians have never
contacted them or showed any signs
of interest in acquiring Alms since
the U deal,_In any case, they have
no intentioiT of shipping a quantity
of prints to Moscow etor inspection.
Miss Durbin appears to be as
popular with the Muscovites as
borscht, first having been seen in
Russia in "100 Men and' a Girl" and
then called for in two additional pix
which were among the 1945 trio.
They were "Spring Parade" (1040)

Slight crack is seen developing in
clubs, as they claim these are essen- the Iron Curtain with a deal
now
if the pending foreign influx afoot
for distribution of Hollywood
should prove successful, to provide product in Bulgaria. This is the first
the visitors with recreation.
Soviet-orbit nation to evidence «
Some of these clubs and other desire for U. S. pix, although counnight rendezvous are trying to bol- tries more close to the fringe of tha
ster up trade by the introduction of Russian orbit already have made
new bands, with changes already deals. They are Czechoslovakia,
taking place, with plenty more to Hungary and Rumania.
come.
American pix were distributed in
Eustace Hoey's latest nitery, the Bulgaria after the war by Metro
Nightingale, which started off with a for all companies in a pooling ar17-piece band, headed by Felix King, rangement. That went on until the
industry was nationalized and Metro
is undergoing a change. ' Found that
the aggregation is not competent was told to turn over all prints
enough to supply both rhumba and to the state moi;iopoIy, with some
tial,

jazz.

The Embassy is another ^ot that
is looking around for a new band to
replace Lew Stone, who has been
there over a year. There is talk of

Ambrose and band

quitting Giro's
club, as he expects to make another
trip to America sometime in March.

Likely replacer is Maurice Winnick
and band.
The Churchill club has already
taken Edmundo Ros from the Aistor,
besides

former

engaging Jack Jackson, a
Mayfair hotel attraction.

Former has replaced Roberto Inglez.
The Astor now has Don Marino
Barreto as the relief band to Harry
Roy. And there are plenty more
changes pending with object of making night life in London more virile
and attracting to bring better and

BELGIAN PIX

DROP

aO^ES.

aO%; FRANCE

OK

Paris, Feb. 27,

Distribs here are reporting a heavy
drop in recent Belgian p|ix grosses,

of about 30%.

ThU

is

not only on

product,' but affect* all
Belief is Belgian spending
power is currently decreasing.
In France, American product is

American
pictures.

doing fine in the first runs and main
keys, but not so well in the sticks,
except for tints and' action pix. The
rusMcs don't care for American
comedies or sophisticated stories, and

fooling.

indefinite payment to be made in
the future. Instead, the prints were
sent to American consular missions
for storage. They've been sitting
there ever since, but now appear
likely to go back into circulation
shortly. Terms being offered by the
Bulgarians are relatively liberal,
with the likelihood of Americans
even being allowed to export part
of the' coin their pix earn.

Londol Legit Matieea

Bai

Lifted;

fay

Cuts

Jestoradly Managers
London, March 4.
West End managers Monday (3>

began the resumption of matinee
performances,
previously
eliminated because of the current fuel
shortage.
Afternoon performances,
however, will begin at 4 p.m., instead of the customary earlier starting time, with normal matinees
probably beginning again next week.
Current schedule puts evening back
to practically

prewar hours.

Decision followed close on the
of
arbiter
Sir Valentine
Holmes' ruling to award actors full
pay retroactive to date of paycut
heels

by managers as a result of
Sir
the cancellation of matinees.
Valentine's ruling involved about
$20,000 in back pay and for a while
it was rumored that some of the
shows might be forced to close as *
inflicted

prefer home-made pix even if result, but managers' spokesman,
"On De- Walter Payne scotched the talk.
of very inferior qiiality.
mande un Menage," a loW-grade
Although the theatre managers

much

'

product, is doing landoffice biz in
the provinces.
Top b.o. is "Pere
Tranquille," starring Noel-Noel.

GfBQVAS M£X. SCHEDIFLE

'Caviar* Suits

manager of Warner

per, resigned.

allegedly anxious

,

comedy

Herbert

The Russians are
buy American

distribs

Mkmi

6k in

will likely affect some 4,000 theatres Basle and, Geneva all maintain pretin Great Britain as Sunday is con- ty successful repertory companies.
sidered an important family get- In addition Zurich has a State
together day. Other cities already Opera, which receives both Federal
hampered by Sijnday restrictions are and City subsidy. A number of bigger patronage.

London, Liverpool, Sheffield, Bristol,
Nottingham and counties of Surrey,
Middlesex and Cornwall.
Rank, who is a lay Sunday school
teacher, is meeting staffers over the
weekend to discuss the effect of the
court's ruling. He's also conferring
with highest legal authorities, having in mind an appeal to a higher

Overtures

Westiidlt^

un-

controlled prices here.
Practically
everyone has.money in the bank and
works hard at his job. Prices have
risen some 60% since the war's start.
But wages have 'inoved along, too,
particularly in productive flelds, al-

Picture

which viewed it as a great victory
for Sunday schools. Court's finding

dios, y

to

with Robert Cummings and Mischa
Auer and "His Butler's Sister" (1943)
with Pat O'Brien and Franchot Tone.
Third film was "Appointment for
London, Feb. 25.
Love" (1841) with Charles Boyer
liOndon's West End nitery biz is and Margaret Sulla van. Short time
in the doldrums with operators of previously, Russe film monopoly
though white collar and g'overnment these spots plenty worried. They bought Warner Bros.' "This la the
people squawk they can't make ends have approached several agents to Army."
meet. This month finds less than press the Government for permission
Bulgars Yen 'Em Too
2,000 registered unemployed among to import foreign attraetions for
ages, .strikes, political strife or

Paris, March 4.
It appears unlikely that Sir Alexander korda will be able to go
through with his plan for affiliating
with the local Regina outfit in a
combine.
distribution - production
British exchange control is making
it dlificult fbr him to put up the
coin for the 61% of the stock of
Regina which he was to have controled under a reorganization plan
for the outfit. Korda is also believed
to object to the numerous outside interests of Georges I.iOureau, Regina
managing director.

«nd the Silesian sand pits where the
sand comes from for making l«>s
glass,
the French are importing
suitable sand from Le Vesinet, near
Paris, the other spot on the contiJOLTS BRITISH EXHIBS
nent where the right kind of sand
London, March 4.
can be obtained, and melt it in GerBxhibs and the film Industry in
many. They buy American-made
have been severely jolted
general
material in Munich, bring it to Bad
Justice Henncolof
decision
the
by
Kreutznach, and fit it with the
lins handed down Friday (28) that
local councils granting Sunday film
Export sales from Germany, bethe power to
have
licenses
house
sides supplying the local demand,
ban the admission of children under
are facilitated by the currant dearth
years.
Judgment was given
15
of equipment in Europe. The French
cinema conStaffordshire
against
a
government is looking very f avora^
trolled
by Association Provincial This burns V. S. visitors, but Swiss
bly on these exports which permit
They are
Pictures, a subsidiary of J. Arthur seem accustomed to it.
it to get foreign exchange, which
likewise willing to attend shows in
explains

Marcel Hellman Arrives
For Powwow With Zanuck

day's

Loureau and Gen. Edouard Coraigwith
They produce photo- lion-Molinier, also associated
the c<Anpany, are schmlUled to leave
and projection material. Since

the. Russians control the lena

'Auditioning' Tliem Fffst

members.
Each member is being docked a
ingly better and late releases.
pay to foot costs of the pic"Wanted for t.Iurder," first proRecently strong at Swiss b.o.s have duction of his three-picture conwhich has been started at STIC's
"f)olly
Sisters,"
"Scarlet tract with 20th, has already played
studios near Cuernaveca,
Cast is been
topped by Anita Blanch and Pilar Street," "Till We Meet Again," in the U. S. Hellman is also expected
and
in
"Heartbeat"
"Tree
Grows
Sen, Spaniard;!; Margarita Maris,
to try to import 20th stars for EngAustrian, and Tito Kavaro, Mexican. Brooklyn." Best British grosser has lish fllrns. His next picture is slated
been German-dubbed version of to go into production early in July,
"Brief Encounter," which didn't enprobably at London's Elstree stuof alt its

Kreutznach.
cells

on

films and U. S.
are allegedly anxious to sell
them, but somehow the twain never
evidences of inflationary runaway
Marcel Hellman, managing direc- seem to get together. At least they
since war's end, has been reflected tor and producer of Excelsior Film
haven't since the summer of 1945,
in showbiz. U.S. pix still dominate Productions (British), is
slated to
the market solidly despite fact that arrive in New York today (Wednes- when the Russe government bought
population speaks German, French day) from London en route to Holly- three Universal pix
in this country,
and Italian, with English a second- wood. Hellman's going to the Coast two of them Deanna Durbin starrers."
ary language at best. And since for discussions with 20th-Fox proAccording to Nicholas Napoli, head
Swiss francs are one of few Euro" duction chief Darryl F, Zanuck on of Artkino,
Russian distributing orpean Currencies worth having, Hol- the next two pictures he'll make for ganization
in the U. S., Soviet would
lywood studios art sending increas- 20th release.
like to
some American

ZuPfeh^ Feb. 27.

M»x. Union Going Into

Insist

LIVIi SliOARD

Mexico

City,

Producciones Grovas

March

4,

is holding its
to four, according
prez Jesus Grovas.
If one or more exceeds expectations, howeyM» production will be
upped.

1947 pix output
to

claimed great hardship as a result
of the decision, they emerged from
their meeting Thursday (27) with a
declaration in favor of granting the
back pay, pluS an additional resolution to pay eight Shows salary
for the duration of the matinee cutin their meeting, the managers also
decided that individual membera
could discuss their positions With
the casts of their shows, and, if
agreeable, to drop an unnw»«*able
play.;'-

-

.

,

.

..

'

lir«ai1n«Mlayv

*m:
Contiiniefl

from

V>tg9 <T

;

if not for the opening day
of blizzard.
Keith's (RKO) (1,838; 44-80)

ord here

SEATTLE

Metropolitan

-

(WB)

(1,513;

Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)— —"Beast Five Fingers"
"The Verdict" (WB) and "Betty Co- wk). Average $7,500
Ed" (CoU t2d wk). Good $4,500. $10,000 last week.

44-70).
(2d

(WB)
after

fine

—

Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-70)
"Rue Madeleine" (20th),"Beginning or End" (M-G) (2d wk).
,
(2,200; 45-80)— Mild
$15,000, despite , crix kudos.
Heart" (Par) and "Seven Last week, $20,000.
Were Saved" (Par). Solid $10,000.
"Stanley-Livingstone"
Last week,
and "Frenchman's Creek'
(!}0th)
(Par) (reissues), mild $6,300.
Oi-Pheitm (H-B) (2,600; 45-80)-

Last weiek.
$4,600.

Music Hall (H-E)

My

"Cross

'RAMROD' BALLY

"Man

I

BUT SALT LAKE

Love" (WB) and

"Sltigin" in
Last
$9,500.

AWRY

B.O.

m

Good
Corn" (Col).
Salt Lake Ciity, March 4.
week, "Verdict" (Wp) and "Betty
Hoopla created by the world
Co-Ed" (Col), nifty $10,400.
preem of "Ramrod," initial EnterPaldmar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)— prise release, at tfie Utah theatre
"Rolling Home" (SG) and "Hotel here, resulted in a nifty week's
Rescue" (RKO) plus vaude. Fair gross—plus charges of "bad taste"
Last week, "Gun for Hire
$5,000,
and political repercussions. Any ill(Par) and "Romance of West" (PRC) feelings created by the junket of
W>d stage, slipped to thin $5,300.
Hollywoodites and newspapermen,
Paramflunt (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)— however, hardly showed up at the
wk).
"Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (3d
b.o., with a big $12,000 recorded on
Last week, great
Great $9,500.
the week.
Pic moved over Satur$15,200.
day il) to the Capitol.
Boosevelt (Sterling) (BOO; 46-80)—
Not going down so well with the
"Magniftcent DoU" (W (3d wk). riva} politicos was success of EnterNice «3»000. Last week, $3,400.
prise
in getting the Utah
flacks
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800t 25- legislature to "elect" Joel McCrea,
SO)— "Killers" (U) and "Bachelor's star of the ifilm, "gtah'S second govOke
fiauKhters" (UA) (3d run).
ernor," Also.sijotted at' bnSei by Hje
Da»'and
"Cloak
week,
$2,900. last
local burghers- as -ia press sttmt was
"Cotitaire o* Lassie"
fer" (WB) and
the "forced landing" made by Andre
M-G) (3d run ), isiloW'IVOC
de Toth B^dt Veronica Lake when a
fuse in..|heir radfo blew out- fls they
.

Cmhf

ttps

M

startedtnnme' in' their private plane.
Femirie allegedly ruined a $5,000
mink coat when she used it to
snibther the ' ensuing flames, but
when newspaper photogs sought to
get pix of the coat, they were told it
was dark fur and the burns couldn't
be -seen very welt

'Sigma CM'

'Bedelia' Big

13€

Cincinnati, Marci. 4.
shows at RKO's

Return of

Stage^

Week

Esttniates for TPhis

•

.

Brandeisi

(RKO)

(1,500:

Omaha
I

(Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)—
Love" (WB) and/'Aceomr

Only $8,500. Last
plice" (PRC).
week, "Mighty. McGurk" (M-G) and
"Great to Be Young" (Col), $9,300.

Orpheum

—"The

(Tristates) (3,000; 20-85)

Verdict"

(WB)

BUmstead tor having saved his parlmutuel-addicted wife from being
picked up in the police raid on the
»,
bookie joint
Lake and Miss Singleton, aided by
their celluloid family of juve actors
Larry Simms and Marjorie Kent and
a kennel of puppy dogs, manage to
mix up enough normalcy with their
zaniness to be recognizable human
beings. Cowan, newly added to this
series as Bumstead's boss, is a good
counterfoil for Lake's dim-witted*
ness,'
Rest of the cast turn in Urii'
formly con^petent performances.

plus Charlie,

16-65C scale.
(Tristates)
(Par).

Paramount

65)—"California"

AWfilgriiB^M

,

.

<M-G)

at

Toxan

(.'flluMbla lelewKe of Oolbeit fllark praSnilley
Stiir» CharlCB .starreu.

&

Giuvy,
feature.^ Mustiu'd
Na'airio. Screenplmy,

BurneU»;
liS-

(20th), $10,300,

wcted by Ray

DlKtl,

Rarl Repp; camfero, George
Kelley: editor, Paul Borotaky. Tfadeshawn N. t: Feli.
27, -4?. Bnnnlng t(me; 87 SHN8.
Steve OtlacoUi.
.Charleis Stairett
Smiley.
...Hnilley Bumette
, .

Mrii.

Adams,,...,.

Ham

S&aon.

theatre Buys

Mustard

Continued from page 5

Bocmor

i

There won't be that approach
of "you take that house, and I'll take
tres.

one exec said, and short of
paying a price beyond all reason,
the majors will be in there with
heavy eoin. Urgent need of majors
to hold valuable locations will probably spell handsome sellout, profits
for their partners, it's generally
conceded.
Paramount, for instance, contrary
this,"

.

. . ,

,

,

.

.

I4lldea....
First- Outlaw...;;.
iStrawtaosii,..,,..,.

second Outlaw.

..Mary Newton

,

....,FreiI

.

Gravy.

<i

Hattte Hatiield...,
Scnnlon. .

.Miisturtl

,

&

.i,.Ma?Ml8 PrWkett
v.UtHiifSe

(RKO)

(2,000;

Cheaebro

(La Cage
Loiierl

>tBRmSH-MADE)

Roll By" (M-G) (4th
wk). Good $7,500 after big $9,500

—

.

.

,

.

Washington, March

4.

SnowstBrm over the past weekend
has the downtown exhibitors crying only one to make out well. Film
the blues again.
With main stem opened at Loew's Criterion on
largely dependent on suburban trade Broadway, played the Loew's cirand town's' transportation system cuit and thereafter was l>ooked into
stymied by the snow, a bad storm
throughreally
rocks theatre takes here. a number of indie acepunts
"Perfect Marriage" with vaudeville. out the country.
Other Instances
St Loew's Capitol, looks solid to pace
Other two films saw a steady de
the town.
dine in playdates. "It Happened
Estimates for Tbis Week
Capitol (Loew's) (3,434; 44-80)
at the Inn," French-made picture,
"Perfect Mai^riage" (Par) plus vaude. opened at the 55th Street Playhouse,
Solid $30,000. Last week, "Lady in N. Y., an art theatre, then played
Lake" (M-G) (2d wk), so-so $18,000. the Loew's circuit but got booked
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)
—"Andy Hardy" (M-G) (2d run).!;."^" very few. other houses.
FrenchWaters,"
also
Stormy
Doing comparatively better than on

'

;

•

.

run here, with over average
$9,600. Last week, "Secret Heart"
first

m-ay

m(WB)

Esrie
«on Story"

run), $7,500.

44-85)— "Jol(2d wk). Down

(2,154;

(Col)

made, preemed

at

an

art hou.se also

although it's been in release
months, has played very
few houses in the Loew's circuit and
but,

.several

practically

no indie

theatres. Most
to booking the

j

•

'

i

.

'

|

l

-

........
.

.

.

.

.

Meiiobcr.

.

Andre
.

.

.Ri(-b!ii'(l

V

•

.NIcollc

I'^ram-oenr

")^"n .Morel

.UoSer Vincent
.

.

.

,

..... ..lamin

......Michel Fraii'-fliu
....
.Reger Ki-elw
the Utile Slhgera ul the Wiioden

IiUUKler...

And

. .

.

.

Cnm

(/« French; English Titles)

Lite in a French reform school for
boys is a holy terror tor the inmates,
aged 10-14, and their instructors as
well, until tutor Noel-Noel fires the
youngsters with new hope by handling them With understanding and
compassion. Told in flashback, "A
Cage of Nightingales" is a worthy
French entry whose minor story
faults are .overcome by fine direction and credible acting. Lending
itself to

exploitation, film's b.o. ap-

peal should also build on word of
mouth.
Noel-Noel writes of his experiences
in the City Reform School in a
novel aptly called "A Cage of Nightingales." With no takers and penniless, he ekes out a living shilling for
pitchman Georges Biscot who sells

toy airplanes. In a fai>f etched ruse,
Biscot plants the story in the Paris
Telegrajn.
Micheline Francey, Noel-Noel's gal
friend, is astonished to read the script
in the paper. As she studies the first
installment, the story flashes back to
the authors initial entrance at the
reform school. And shocking- indeed
is the situation.
Branded as incorrigibles, the boyS are brutally ruled
by principal Rene Blancard. Touched
by the boys' mistreatment, and apparently a mastet of psychology.
Noel-Noel brings out their latent
good-behavior notably through the
medium of a choral group.
Toward its closing moments, picture tends to become a shade too

melodramatic by invoking lightning
to destroy, the school while principal
Blancard is in Paris collecting plaudits for creating the choir. Children,
fortunately, have been visiting a
nearby carnival shiepherded by NoelNoel and are saved. Later their en
mas.se escape to attend Noel-Noel's
wedding to Mi-Ss Francey. cousin of
one of their classmates, also rings
implausibly.

However, Noel-Noel's scripting
minor and his portrayal of
the schoolteacher is colored with
honest realism and earnestness. Miss
faults are

Francey as Marline is refreshingly
beautiful while Blancard is genuinely severe as'the cruel principal.
Michel Francois and Roger Kreb.s,
.iuvenile mischief-makers, do well in
their moppet roles, and the Little

Singers of the
embellish the

Wooden Cross
film,

further

with fine choral

offerings'.

Jean Dreville's direction paces the
technique is espethe reformatory
stressed.
'ore Mallinson has decided to skip
scenes. Len.sing of cameraman Paul
the
country
with
his
daughter
and
Most important jbint ownership
Cotteret is also good as is Paul Cloeof RKO is with the BrUnswick-Reade the gold-digging "mermaid," he acci- rec's muiiic. Particularly well done
dentally kills the murderer who is
circuit in New Jersey.
It's underEnglish titles
tailing him. With the $20.(500 lucked are Edwin Denby's
the
stood that RKO has its sights lined
under his arm. Mall i.son gives him- who.se captions have ably caught
on a number of these houses which self up to police,
story's movement.
emphasizing that
the company is hankering to own it is impossible for an hone.st
man'to
outright,
Interest of 10% which run away from his con.scienee.
Well acted and well produced, the
RKO has in the Butterfield circuit in
Foreign Film
Michigan will likely be sold, an picture fails to excite as it should!
RKO exec said. Mention of the because of its slow pace. Inclination Wnlikely for Angto-O- S. Market)
necessity of large .sums of ready to linger, on une.<i.spnlials. in order to
cash for the acquisitions has been create an "arty" atmosphere, ha.s
"DItfe Menn'eskebiirn" ("Tbis Human
robbed the story of many of the fliilil") (PANISH). NordlHk Films Kmnmade several times at RKO board thrills
Ktin-s 'rove
it should have had.. Tightenrt-lc}ise and produc-tlon.
(liiffnl
meets, it's said, but no tangible steps ing in
KiU-en Piiulscn; featllren HiisTiuis I'jdirection and dialog could
I-Mmisteps have y,et been taken
have given the film a cleaner psycho, If'.seii. Kai-en T.yklcehuK, Jetie Kebb-i,
Ticmroth, Hbbe Rode. Kal Holm. .MurW
by
With some $60,000,000 of working logical twist.
Pireci«l
(Jnrliinil.
MoKens WIetb.
Robert
Newton, around whom most ll.l«i-ne Heiinlng-Jensen. Screenplay. Hi-"capital available for a similar move
iiinK-.Icn.wn; camera, Verner .lense; inusjc,
of thff action pivots, gives a .sound
by 20th-Fox, toppers in that comllii-mii
11.
Kfippel.
Reviewed in Ceiienthoughtful
interpretation
of
the hagen. ItunninK time. 1«» .1I1NS.
pany believe it will be in an advan- honest,
distraii,ght signalman. Cocktageous position to make the ne- ney accent was a
mistake, since the
Based on Martin Nexoe's novel,
eessary expansion moves before the character gains nothing
Tove
by it and
actre.ss
introduces
two-year decree deadline expires, does not help the boxofl'iee. Simone picture
Maes who does well in her debut.
Same reasons which impel others of Simon, excellent in the fairground Dramatic
story is also played to the
fails to keep the character
the Big Five to buy rather than .sequence,
hilt by a supporting cast of some 25
,
..
J
vivid and surprisingly fails to sug- Danish
sell or divide applies to 20th and
actors.
Pine scripting. < ithat company i.s. expected to parallel gest thesexysideof IhelilllefroUoplrection and camera should make

modest $18,000 after a sock fir.st exhibs are averse
$28,000. With an all-time
films on the grounds the only place the action of the other theatire-ownhigh' oh Saturday of first week, film
ing outfits.
art houses.
likely would have broken the rec- for them is in the
to

week at

-

I.eniiei'ec,

film nicely and his
cially evident in

New

|

—

-

.

.MarKueiite Ducouj-et
Marcelle t'l-oiiii-e
.Marthe Metlot
.GeorKCS I'auIuiH

Mai-llne...

Regent ............

i-il

,

.

,

Madame

•

Although Metro sales toppers refuse to divulge the number of playdates obtained for each, it's known
"Last
Swiss-made
that
Chance,"
picture and first on the list, was the

Wbeelei-; dla-

'4f.

—

30G

Genin,
lipno
Jean- Uvevlue.

Rene

Clement Mattileu
Noel. Noel
Marttne ................ .Mlchellne Ki-aneey
Ruyuiund.
...
OeorKen Blsi-ol
.Ma>ence
Renp Oeiiin
Rachln. ,
...Rene BUinc»u-d

I

Hurts DX.;

by

Bene Oloerec; camFuul Coltefet; BnitUsh titlea, Edwin
Oenby.. I>revl«we4 In New Tbi-k, Feb. 27,
era.

,

>^

Hene

tieoi-gea-Blscnt.

Blaneui'ii.
Directed
.SereeniJluy, Noel-Noel,
loK, Noel-Noeli music.

:

Sew Storni

Noel-Noel;

.''turs

oey,

Academy

,

»

at Oaunionl iiroiluolion.
features Miehellne Fniri-

release

,

"Till Clouds

Metro'slmpirts

iNriglitinf$»l«8

Aux RosslKUois)
(Sonsa)

(FBENCH-MAOE)

,

Straight action fare, '"The Lone
Hand Texan" is due to rouse some
excitement for the Saturday -matinee
juve trade. Production, otherwise,- is
shaved to the bones of the western
formula. Chief ingredient is a series
of repetitious chases across a flat
countryside, with a moderate quota
to reports that it intends to split of .gunplay and fisticuffs. Pic dispenses entirely with such flirhelows
the 1,100 .partly -owned theatres with
as romance and elementary logic.
its partners, has now planned to buy
Charles Starrett, as the Durango
wherever practicable'.
IJid, ranges down to the oil country
Indicative of lar^e-scale buying is where 0>ne of his old pardners is havthe fact that Par has already spent- ing a tough time buckihg the local
some $3,500,000 of surplus cash in v'armints scheming to •get his land.
After a round of potshots at him and
stopk operations which were inian attempt to frame the Kid in a
tiated in November. Tlius, the com- holdup, the
gang is finally uncovpany has acquired approximately ered as working for an apparently
120,000 shares of common, ranging kind ol4 lady rancher.
in price between 36 and 27. Com?
Starrett operates okay^behind a
pany has a minimum of $40,000,000 mask but in, the open istawkward
in current assets, exclusive of pix and wooden. Smiley Burnette is good
inventory, for theatre acquisitions as the comic relief andvwodels a
couple of hillbilly- tunes Mth Musplus unlimited bank credit.
tard & Gravy in standiKl form.
Metro's StrateBy
Mary Newton, as the femiMe villain,
Metro, with the same objective in puts in a surprisingly polished permind, is currently tackling the prob- formance that lOnly puts into relief
lem in a somewhat different manner. the surrounding 'mediocrity.
Her-r».
Company has nixed extra dividends

—

Cmge of

The (Chairwoman...
Old Marie
Mr, I,anRl«l8
..lliii Dlehl
[....
de la Prade.
V Meorm RiiaaeU
Mr. de Mazeres.
.....Sjmvft Weldoh Ne>y blrerlor.......
.

—

55-70)

A

.,i..tlob*rt Sleyens
Bob Oa'son

Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
London, Feb. 26.
40-60)—"Nora Prentiss". (WB) (ad serve to meet the partial divorcePathe Plctarea releyse of A.sH(M-latt.<l Kritwk). Good $7,00() after last week's ment requirements, should they be i.sh Plctm-e Corp. 'Proa«<-l ion. Slurs Robert
upheld.
M-G, after a .number of .Newton, SimOne Simon. Directed by -UCnce
healthy $9,000.
StTectiitlay lt.v. Itoflney AcKIiintl,
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60) years of fat profits, has piled up ('omfort.
third frame.
Krederick Gotfiii-t. Virtoi- sicuteKlty from
—"Song of Scheherazade" (U). One working assets, exclusive of inven- (Jeorges Simenon's jiovel. "Newh.'ivenGrancT (RKO) (1,430; 55-70)
Dieppe"; miiHic by Ali.schu ^polian.^ljy: rum"Bedelia" (E-L). Torrid $13,000 or of best "bills at this house since going tory,,; of an estiinated $50,000,000 era,
Otto Jlellfr. At Piilbp. r.imilon, Feb.
near. Last week, "Sinbad Sailor" film policy,, but looks only mildlsh which should amply suppiort an ex'IT.
Running tUne, 11»2 MIN8.
$8,500. Last week, "I'll Be Yours" pansidh move,
<RKO) (m.o.), dandy $8,500.
.\l;iUin.wn.>v...
(cob(M-t
Xewton
55-70)—
"Song (U) (2d wk) and "They Were Sjst*amt,liii
.Simono Simon
Keith's (UP) (1,542;
Warner firos. strategy is based on Tfrown
William llilrtnpH
cf Scheherazade" (U) (2d wk). Tor- tera" (U). $5,500 in 6 days.
its policy of paying off the company's
.Mjiri-cl Dalio
Dunre
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40rid $8,000 after smash $13,000 tee..\IjirMnrf'l
Biu-lun
60)—"Miss Pilgrim" (20th) and funded indebtedness. During fiscal Hefty
©ff.
Tatem
15(1 wii
RiKby
Lyrle (RKO) (1,400; 55-70)— "Rue "Strange Journey", (20th). Neat $16,- 1946 WB reduced its fixed indebted- Mt-P. Mrown.
.TtMin Ho),klnR
Kii Ihli'en
(iil'riillm
Madeleine" (20th). Second transfer 000. Last week. "Nocturne" (RKO) ness to $28,010,000 as of Aug. 31 by .Mabel
RfK
fje.^lle nwyer
for third downtown week. Trim and "Vacation in Reno"
(RKO), paying out.$16,242,000 to banks. WB's flowHhall
t^harleK Vir-tor
$6,000. Last week, "It's Wonderful
view is that .should it need the cash, -Mrs, (rbwahiill
Irf-ne Hnntll
$14,000.
Life" (RKO). fourth Stanza on front
I''v-«1
.Wylle M'at.mn
State
(Loew's)
(3,300; -40-60)— its improved financial condition will
line, big $5,500.
C.l.B. InslMH-tor.
......Irtbn Ktilew
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-70)— "Re- "Johnny O'clock" (Col) and "Susie make it readily available at low Froft.
.OeorKe WoiHlbrtdKe
Kathleen Bontall
turn of Monte Cristo" (Col). No Steps Out" (UAi. Modest $14,000. interest. Company has a minimum .\hi8. Frast
dice at $8,500. Last week, "Cross My Last week, "Love Laughs Andy of $25,000,000 in ready cash and with
Fir.st of the Simenon thrillers to be
Heart" (Par), feeble $9,500.
Hardy" (M-G) and "So Dark Night" only 25 houses partly owned and it
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 55-70)
will undoubtedly be able to meet filmed, in Britain, this tells of the trag(Col), lively $17,000.
"Sinbad Sailor" (RKO). Switched
edy that enters the quiet uneventful
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; 40- requirements.
<or third round on main stem. Limp 60)— "Stella Dallas" (FC) and "These
life of an honest railway signalman.
RKO's Attitude
4,000. Last week. "Madeleine" (20th) Three" (PC) (reissues). Fairish $S,Mallinson. when, after- witne.ssing a
(m.o.), fine $7,500.
RKO will follow a flexible pro- dockside murder, he comes into pos000.
Last week, "Calendar Girl"
Taft (Ind) .(2,500; $1.90-$2.50)
and "Home in Oklahoma" gram on deals with partners, a com- session of $20,000. Battling with his
fHenry V" (UA)! Novelty of road- (Rep)
pany biggie said, but will aim to- conscience he decides not to hand it
show screen revival ho hindrance (Rep), about same.
wards acquisition of what the com- over to the police, and complications
at boxoffice in view of pic's swell
pany considers are important houses. begin when he falls for a fairground
notices.
Stout $12,000 on kickofl.
"mermaid," Camelia, and is con.stantWhile RKO is inclined to buy wher- ly
l>ast week was legit operation.
pursued by Brown, the murderer,
ever feasiblCf it has no intention Of trying to retrieve
the ca.sb.
paying exhbritant sums, jt was
Climax is reached when, just beContinued from page 3
Cspitot

.

.

.

T;.

Coacbmftii..,,

regular scale,

$14,000.

;

,

.*Jears

flinvy

.

with Bob Crosby's Sl®nii Slaps Lyille
•
and "Sweetheart of
Sigma Chi" along with toadshowing
«f "Henry V" are hypoing downtown biz in face of snOw over weekLouisyille, Marcjh 4.
end. Of firstruns, "Bedelia" is hotsy
Snowfall aiid cold weather' hurt
and "Return of Monte Cristo" is weekend biz and all houses are feelchilly. Most holdovers are strong.
ing the sag. "Shocking Miss Pilgrim"
Bstimaies for Tbis Week
looks to top the list at Rialto.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; SS-95),rfistimstes (or Tliis Week
"Sweetheart Sigma Chi" (Mono) and
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
Bob Crosby orch, others, on stage,
"Show-Off"
(M-G) and "Lady
iltageshow revival after recess of Luck"
(RKO). Fair $3,000. Last to stockholders. It was disclosed last
several weeks helping to sock $33,week, "Plainsman" (Par) (reissue) week at a stockholder's- meet, with
000. Last week, "Mighty McGurk"
moderate and "Gallant Journey" (Col), $3,100. the idea of accumulating a cash reiBagihip Albee,
ban4 topping,

T..one llaimd

illictlon.

(3,000;

Solid $12,-

Last week, "Shocking Miss Pil-

000.

grim"

The

8

wge daughter. Only physical limita.
young actress becoming a star, but as a character
player she has few equals. William
Hartnell, once again good as a crook
is in danger of becoming monotonously typed. He needs a change of
part. Nice studies are contributed by
Marcel Dalio, Charles Victur ?ind a
host of fine character players.
A cut of at least 10 minutes would
improve its fair chances at the boxoffice here, but only hope in America
is in dual situations.
Cane.
tions prevent this

Herm.

,

Spivak orch. Barely okay at $19,000,^
and not big for stage layout. Last
week, "Two Smart People" (M-G)
and "Talk About Lady" (Col), sad
,$9,000 at

from pace

bank president rewards

local

.

_

16-65)--

"Sinbad" the Sailor" (RKO) and
wk).
(2d
(Rep)
"Betty Co-Ed"
Snappy $7,500. First week, big $9,800.

"Man

coiitlntied

the

1947

5,

Um$w$

Film

4.

looks fairly good. "Sinnice for second Brandeis
is
Both are excellent Lenten
week.
grosses in view Of the weather.

~"Song

114.200.

Omak

SnowUIid severe colpl cramped
everything in town except "California" and "Sinbad." Former at the

— Paramount
bad"
wk).

"San Quentin" (RKO)
Band" (RKO) I2d wk), good ^%mo^ "Wonderful LiJEe" (RKO) (4th
Fifth Avciiue (H-E) (CsSS; 15-80) Still holding well at $15,000, after
of South" (RKO) (2d wk); $16,000 last week.
Llttlfe (Miller) (285; $1.20-$2.40)—
Fine $1 1,000 in 5 days, Last week,
"Henry V" (.UA) (16th wk). Bad
•
big $17,000.
liberty (J-vH) 11,850; 45-80 -r weather cut to fair $5,000, with eve"Jolson Story" (Cpl) <l0th^ wk). nings and week-ends generally good.
Great $12,000. I^st week, terrlftc l,ast week, stout $6,000,

and "Beat the

Stout IZ^,

Omaha, March

Picture Grosses

Mwdbi

-

;

^

j

her .scanty eo.stiime.s.
consistent good acting comes from
Margaret Barton as Newton's teen-

in spite of

i

this

film

a

and afford
market.

success in Scandinavia
a chance in the worm

it

.

Wednesday, Bfnreh
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WINNER!

"A

THRILUNG!

says SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER

"Especially

a

'must see' for connoisseurs of leather

and

stellar cast. Producer Wayne has sucsagas
to noteworthy degree. Simple down-to-earth
drama
rough and ready vigor."

stirrup

.

.

.

ceeded

,

.

.

says

-NEW

- SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER
"Wayne and the

great outdoors at their best. The plot

fresher than most.

AH

"
.

.

praise due Writer-Director James

- SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE

Edward Grant."

NEW ORLEANS STATES

"The angel' happens to be the most captivating bit of
fluff that has happened recently. Perfectly planned West*
em romance ... all you have to do is relax and enjoy
yourself for a couple of hours."

ORLEANS STATES

romance with
adventure. Will please you mightily
backed up by an<able cast."
, .

.

judiciously mixing

fast-on-the-trigger
for

it's v;:ell

done

.

-THE TIMES-PICAYUNE
"One

barroom brawls you ever saw and
stampedes and shooting. Able cast. Wayne com-

of the lustiest

cattle

and engaging. Gail Russell glamoroiis in high
degree
rattling good, she is, too. Harry Co:rev aces
-THE SAN FRANCISCO NEWS
OS always."

petent

.

.

.

"Something

away

from run-of-the-prairie

bushes, wild chases,
battle royal.

The

a

cattle starapede

tales.

Am-

and a barroom

climactic twisi is also there."

- SAN FRANCISCO

CALL-BULLETIN

f4

Mm Amus.

for the Maritimes, with office In St.
John, N. B; Harry Law, one of the
Canadian film industry's pioneers
and recently booker and buyer for
Associated Theatres in Ontario, takes
Continued from page 9
position of chief boolter for EagleLion Films at head-Office in Torontrust, $13,808; Jack $4,513; Japftes Robert Wills,
to; Don McLean, former manager of Jack L. Warner,
three Vancouver film houses, goes to M. Warner, $24,0i)0; Rea E. Warner,. Margaret Wycherly, $657;
Calgary as sales representative for $14,666; Doris Warner Le Boy, $65.Kagle-Lion in the Prairie Provinces.

Plans Expansion For

Show

Candy, Poporn Sales; Xclange Mews
Minneapolis.

+•

Minnesota Ainus. Go, (Paramount
lauAchin^ a program of expansion and improvement
of merchandising in its 82 Minnesota,
western Wisconsiri and North and
South Dakota houses with .the aim
of increasing candy and popcorn
sales. To do this it has erfeated two
new positions and madte onis promo-

theati:« circuit) is

In

Charlotte Chit-Chat
Imperial, Glenn Grove, manager,
celebrated 12th anniversary with
greeti and red trimmings.
Albany.
Mrs. Nell Ray Hatley, cashierColonial, 1.400-seater here, will be
clerk for Warner Bros, here, resigned
taken over for a five-day run of to await the stork.
"Henry V," starting March 10| It
Max Holder has opened his new
will be shown on twice daily, reMorris Field theatre, five changes
Colonial nor- weekly.
served-seat policy.
mally is a third-run house. It was
Hal Keeter, PRC branch manager,

"Henry V" for Albany

George C. Sfiepard, general auditor
charge of accounting, was ap-

new post of director
of sales and inerchandising. Robert
P. LaPiner, who has been in charge
«f the candy department since 1936,
beconies the company's first director
of special events, and Forrest D.
Sathre has beert promoted to replace
Shepherd.
Shepherd's new post puts him in
charge of all purchasing and selling
of caiidy, popcorn and any other
sales Mvithin theatres. LaPiner will
be in charge of planning and execution of special events, including conpointed to the

ventions, business ioieetings,
fic

reopened last fall by Jack Holt and ensconsed in new offices.
Jacob Olshansky, New York and AlBroadway (Kincey) readying for
bany lawyers, after extensive refur- $10,000 facelift job.
bishing that followed a. fire.
Theatre Booking Service buying
for the Robertson, recently opened
Lumberton, N. C.
at
F-P's Six FirstJIiiins In Toronto
A. T. O'Berry opened the EverToronto.
Because of backing up of top prod- green, in Evergreen.
The Bern, all-Negro house at New
uct through lengthy runs; Famous
Players Canadian will add two first- Bern, N. C, opened recently by
run theatres to its Toronto circuit. Cedric Boyd; 580 capacity.
Ruth Hardin, sister to Mrs. PaulPolicy will be inaugurated- March 21
when the Tivoli and the EgUnton ine Griffith, secretary of the Theaand traf- will play "Jolson Story" day-date, tre Owners of North and South Caro-

New

management.

Ben Blotcky, Paramount branch
manager, has assigned Cuane Becker,
until

now an

man

extra

in the

Bjorkman,

Wendell

replaces
signed.

re-

Ima,

plan will give Famous Players
houses here.

new

667;

Arthur M. %oew,

$24,350;

Ger-

trude Lawrence, $9,36S; Mark Warnow, $18,942; Brian Aherne, $16,923;
Carl BrissOn, $5,422; Harry James,
$18,587; Carl Laemmle Estate $48,024;

Leverette Chain Sold

San Francisco.
Oregon-California Theatre Circuit
purchased Leverette Interstate chain
of eight houses, two each in California and six in Oregon, last week.

Long Island City, $10,109; Milton
Canilf, $1,961; Lafayette Radio
Corn
Illinois,
$1,423;
Lafayette
Radio
Corp., of Georgia, $718; Milton
Berk

$9,472; Harry Brandt, $837; Cafe Sol
Mitchell, $14,644; Joseph ciety (128 E. 58th, N.y.C), $11204Pasterhack, $9,437; Anne Bevere, Casa. Loroa Qrehestra. Inc., $2'688'
Gharles
E. Columbia Broadcasting System 'izl
$8,613; Irene Rich, $5,991;
Rogers, $5,635; Helen Weiss Rogers, 073; Columbia Entertainment Bureau
$7,110; Wesley and Marcella Ruggles, $972; Duke Ellington, Inc., $659; i'nta
Center Bldg". Corp,, $6,078; Robert
Ruggles,
$24,233;
$11,872; Marcella
B

Thomas

Don and Dorothy Searle, $6,901;
Kathryn Grayson, $5,466; estate of
Lupe Velez, $6,176; John Wayne,
$16,515; Sabu Dastigar,, $15,014.
Mary Boland, $678; Canada Lee,
$1,201; Alicia Markova, $2,544; J. E.

Brulatour, Inc., $870; Charles E. Butterworth, $4,725; Shep' Fields, $3,954;
Ben Grauer, $595; (Jeorge Jesse],
Jan Kiepura," $6,956; Bert
$1,167;
of Variety Club of Lahr, $2,860; Vincent Lopez, $536;

sec.

tSbm-

BlaS

JaSNS=«"'^«"''^""™^'-

William R. Goodheart, Jr., (MCA)
$5,068; Victor and Elsie Borge, $6;-

Charlotte.
Formerly witto South- Lenore Ulric, $647; David Warfleld,
eastern Theatre Supply.
H. D. (Hank) Hearn, owner of $1,433; Louise Allbritton, $859; June
Exhibitors Service, recently received AUyson, $1,241; Judith Anderson,
certificate of appreciation for serv- $2,135; Lois Andrews, $1,902; Laura
ices rendered
supervising enter- La Plante Asber, $1,185; Lew Ayres,
tainment for the armed forces froj» $2,506; Mihail Bakaleinikoff, $1,110.
Bear Admiral L. T. DuBose, c6mGracie Fields^7,091
mahder of the 6th naval district.
Gracie Fields Banks, $7,091; Lionel
E. H. Everett, E-verett Enterprises, Banks,
$810; Wendy Barrie, $799;
recently elected treasurer of CharCoblna

six flrst-run

North

Dakota area, to a perim^aent spot in
the southern Minnesota territory. He

Tax Refunds

280.

formerly treasurer of the Cowles
stations before serving in the Navy,
will become house manager.

tion.

Biz

Graham (c/o Guy Lombardo) ,$503^
Yvette,
$1,192;
Hercules Theatre
Corp., $2,006; Dickie Jones,
$1,252'

King Cole's Sound Service, Inc $1
721; Sam Lager (c/o National Shopman's Assn.), $512; Netco Theatres

Corp., $8,118; Atlantic Broadcasting
Corp., $3,016; t>resS Wireless,
$9 839-

Leona Roberts,

$1,245;

&

rauff,

Abbie Ruth^

(Buthrauflf
Ryan), $6,864'
B. Rutl|raufl, $568; Jane Steppe'

F.

$1,452;

Norman

Straeter,

$1,520;

Steppe, $1,471- Ted

Carl

Van Doren
.

$1,636.

m

manager Matt Freed tranS:from San Joaquin Valley' to

;Pril.::Orisii

ssB Coritintieil from p»ge 3
drawing to a close. Final showdown
Wright Beaudette, $1,491; on the status of American
Holding its 17th annual meeting the iiew territory.
lotte YMCA.
iJlftis is
Carroll hotel, Bessemer City, N.-C, Maxine J. Beery, $780; Noah Beery, expected to .come diu-ing
at the Continental Hotel, Allied Theearly
|3eo,«eo^^
cbi p^KMse
F^^^
owned by E. L. Carroll, Who oper- Jr., $1,460; Turhan Bey, $1,193; motiths of next year when America's
atres of Illinois reelected prexy
Chicago.
.^tes the Boxy theatre, damaged Charles Bickford, $630; Tala BireU, first postwar loan
Jack Kirsch for a threfe-yea-u term
of '$3,750,000,000
Face lifting of BKO Palace, calling Tieavily by fire recently.
and named Van Nomikos veepee and
$684; Henry Blankfort, $5X«; Michael to Britain will have been
exhausted.
Benjamin Banowita secretary-treas- for $300,000 to be spent, is about to
The Roosevelt (colored) opening Blankfort, $925; Sylvia Blankfort,
At that time, British politicos will
urer. Harry Nepo continues as ser- get under way with plans calling for in Kinston, N. C. Theatre Booking $578; Eric Blore,
$2,140; Ann Blyth, again sharply focus
attention on staSome 15 directors completion early next year. Interior Service in Charlotte handling Its
^eaiJtvat-arms.
$1,045; Tilly Losch Carnarvan, $689; tistics
revealing the U.K.'s lopsided
v?ere appointed for a one-year term. of house has already been redeco- booking.
Morris Carnovsky, $584; Phoebe positton
rated prior to installation of 2,500
on the short end of interentirely
Carnovsky,
new seats. Front will be
$681; Marguerite Chap- national film
Grabois Named
trade.
biz
House
will
continue
doing
man, $775; Cirstrand Theatres, Ltd.,
Joseph Grabois named Century sffhew
Must Open Vg V, S. Screens
""
of Los Angeles, $1,212; Coast Music
Theatres home office manager, sue- while workmen take over.
One proposal that's been thrown
ceeding Norbert Kellman, resigned,
Co., of Los Angeles, $776; Howard da
into the hopper for consideration by
Haskln's St Loor FC Post
Continued (rom page 3
fccoromg tol (i<KnptroUer Martin H.
SilvBi $680; Jane da SUva, $527; Jsa^
the U. S. film industry as a means
Sol Hankin tapped by^Fihn Clas-i
rewwian.
bel
Dawn, $1,003.
sics for branch manager of St. Louis 20% of what the newspaper hoped
of demonstrating good faith to the
Bette Davis, $922; Reginald Denny,
exchange. FC recently acquired the for. Similarly, argues Owen, he sees
Mn. <Seort;c Clark Quits in b.
British is to hammer out an agreeexchange from the franchise holder. no reason why theatres shouldn't use $1,001; Isobel Denny, $852; Mozelle ment among the
Des Moines.
major's theatre
Dinehart,
(Alan Dinehart estate)
Mrs. George F. Clark', who has
their equally volatile medium--the
affiliates to guarantee a fixed perShrine
Eagle^Llon's Cnii. Shifts
been manager of former
screen—to bring to their "circula- $2,338; Jimmy Dorsey, $1,170; Jinx centage of playing time for suitable
Toronto.
Auditorium (now KRNT Radio theaFalkenburg, $3,887; Jill Esmond,
tre), 4,200-seaf house, for nearly 15
As further expansion of Eagle-Lion tion" (the film fans) the kindred $547; Sidney Greenstreet, $839; Louis British pix. Distributors, proponents
years, has resigned, effective March Films of Canada, Ltd, distributors problems besettjng a theatre.
Hayward, $3,245; Jane C. Hemphill of the idea claim, have most to lose
Owen's thought is to do it via1.
She plans to take a vacation in here for the J. Arthur Rank product,
by British/ imposition of quota reFlorida. Mrs. Clark took over man- following appointments have been pungent two-to-flve-minute shorts (Beverly HUls), $5,488; Paul A. strictlmis and therefore should take
agement of house following the made by Frank H. Fisher, general or trailers. "Why confine it to Red Hesse, $2,343; Oscar Homolka, $2,040; the initiative in promoting sale of
Miriam Hopkins, $7,304; Cyril Bume,
death of her husband, who had been managers:
Cross, iVIarch of Dimes or kindred
British films to maximum of their
manager since opening in 1923, and
Lou McKenzie, with many years
$1,349.
i^e continued his ambition to bring experience in the Canadian east -with funds? Why not periodic trailers
Mrs. Walter Huston, $9,699; Rex ability. Legal angle of whether such
fetage shows to the theatre.
KBOT Warners and Empire-Universal, be- for our own business?" he argues. Ingram, $717; Dean Jagger, $618; an agreement would constitute a
conspiracy in violation of U. S. antihas announced that Duane Peterson, comes immediately branch manager "Certainly the usage of top person- Ann Harding Janssen,
$1,595; Weralities like Bergman, Garsori, Crosner Jansseh, $2,644; Alexander Klnox, trust laws has'been raised, but as
by, Tracy and the like are extra
yet has remained unanswered.
$844; Doris Knox, $844; Otto Kruestar-power which fs not on the marDefinitely in the cards is a widegef, $1,585; Sue Krueger, $1,585; Sue
quee. And it needn't be just solo
Carol Ladd, $1,642; Ring' Lardner^ spread campaign by the majors
stuff.
As the idea grows, and I'm Jr., $739; Francis
and Marian Leder^ among all exhibs for greater acceptsure it will, there may be a judici- er,
ance
of British films. Campaign
Irving
$1,895;
Lesser, $1,222; Bela
ous theme song by a Judy Garland Lugosi,
arguments will run along lines of
$571; Alexis Minotis, $1,997;
or a Sinatra to punch over whatever
Terani Wright • Rbbrnt MitCkM
Katina Paxinou Minotis, $1,997; Pat- persuading theatre owners that adopmessage is involved. We might do ricia
in
tion
of
such" a policy, even at cost
Morison, $2,000; Ona Munson,
In Warner iros. Hew Hit
a pithy five-minute playlet to dramof temporarily lower grosses, will
$762; Herbert Marshall, $763.
pyRsyED'
atize that 2D% taxes, and additional
ultimately rebound to their benefit.
Archie Mayo's $5,211
with
local taxation, or even the decree,
If
Bean Jkgsw
the
major area of the U. S.
jrndith Andersan
Mona
Maris, $2,099; Archie L.
Co-Storringr
AUui Hale
can mean only one thing—it must Mayo,
foreign market Is given the iron
$5,211; LuciUe Mayo, $1,211;
And Introdneing;
• iroef BENNSTT
KeHt SMITH
be passed on to the public, and that Hattie
John Boflnry
McDaniel, $791; Grace Mac- door treatment then, it's pointed out,
Robert AiUA
rradocca by VniteA Smtc* rictalrcB
they eventually must bear the bur- Donald,
prices
for
film exhibition will have
$1,370; Butterfly McQueeii,
Directed by Vincent Sherman
den of these constantly new attacks $786; Marcia and
In Fenon.
Norman Panama, to go up in order to meet costs plus
District

Kirscli Keelected

f erred

Chicago.

^

.

ftlm Snags

-

•

:

'

New

York Theatres

ANN SHERIDAN

."NORA FRENTiSS''

>

WAKNERS-

LOUIS PRIMA
And HID

i'way <it 5 1

Orehcstra

An

sr4*7?rs\R«T

s I R

•THE BEST PICTUEE

OF THE YEAR'

B

N. T. Film eriHes

BKST Vfai^

The

on motion pictures."

Owen is of the opinion that even
the judiciary follows popular sentiment. Let the screen in Washington
carry the message that competitive
bidding, for all its theoretical balm,
must hurt the exhibitor because of
skyrocketing prices, and that in turn
the paying public will bear the
burden, and soon enough, argues,
the
jurists will soon become
aware of

HOILYWOOD

St.

"Suddenly^
Its Spring

the condition.
If this 'is a

of Our Li\c^

Johnston

JL-IJPJWL

ftn-fon»«wt«s

Patrick,

office

for

institutional

Pascal,

$7,235;

Gloria

$2,060;

Eddie

$1,793;

Quillen,

de

Haven, U.

$1,408;

Ravazza,

Riskin, $1,402; Fay Riskin, $792; Jean
Ross,^ $2,737; Frank Ross,
$2,739; Freda' -W. Sandrich, ^2,650;
Ivy and Joseph Santley, $1,262;
Jo-

Arthur

seph and Marie SchUdkraut, $2,993;
Mack Sennett, $549; Douglas G.
•

Shearer,

matter for the Eric

Marlene

$1,673;

Dietrich

Sieber,
$1,550;
Rudolph
Sieber,
$1,550; Joseph and Eleanore SpurinCalleia, $1,855; Jeri Sullivan,

Always

Internationally-inindedi
U. S. film leaders realize that tied to
the fate of Britain is the fate of the

whote world market without which
American industry, above all the
film industry, could not survive. If
Britain
bankruptcy,
collapses
in
forces alien to XJ. S. concept of trade
would rush into vacuum, spread into

it's OK with Owen,
Ameribut he
$698: Europe and write finis oyer
arguing with Reagan and his Akim Tarairoff, $1,155; Tamara
Ta- can trade prospects there.
Paramount colleagues that the most miroff, $1,155; Ted Tatzleff,
$552;
direct way of attack is the
Arthur
and Virginia Treacher, $1 simple
procedure of going out and getting 705; Ernest Truex, $505; Frank
TutNow SfrecWifting'
these shorts made and
onto the tle, $2,208; Tatiana Tuttle, $2,343in Mefreshment
screens.
John van Druten, $674; Edgar Van
Vechten, $698; King Vidor, $760'Concessions for
Vmstrand Theatre.s, Inc., $597.

ballyho,

4SIIiST.

the average profit. Or else, costs of
Gail
S. films will have to be biought
Carl down sharply with consequent
danger
that poofer quality will chase
$1,583; MarceUa Ravazza,
$1,338; Harry Richman, $660; Robert prospective patrons away.

Ernest

$1,596;

IS

jThurs., Mar.
jlorctta

6

YOUNG

Bxtra!

David NIVEN
flThe

Eddi*

PERfECT

MARRIAGE'

BAHA

PEABODY
•

AUmmS

It^bt,

DONIEVY
WAiKER

.•:

,

AUDMY TOTTtH
RADIO CITY MUSIC Hal

Erich von Stroheim, $1,198' Valerie M. Von Stroheim,
$1,378; William Wilder, $1,905; Betty Lou
Wills

Rockefeller Center

In

20th Century-Fox Picture

on Stage— Fini. BEGAN
K-ATHEaiNiS WUNHASI
EKNJBSXO r.EcroNA

SID

Continued from page 9

l

'mmm TiiEATREsy

SFOI»TSEKViee,
.f(URST $t,Pa

Inc.

iMiomvM

auff AIQ.

N-l

,

I"lu«

SIXUVAN

Brian

plUB Otlier*

"BOOMERANG
A
«l»

C/ilPITOI,'4?K'

IN PERSON
Molly Picon

CABSAB

- Katharine HEPBURN
^Robert WALKER - Melvyn DOUGLAS
"THE $EA OF GRASS" t
ISpcnnr TRACY

A

M<tro-CoUiT3nn-iHayer

netun

SPECrACULAil tTASE PBESENTATION

Brock Pemberton promised at the
to set up a group of legit
r^resentatives to explore what the
nounced Friday

(28), includes Pemberton as chairman; Brooks Atkin-

Oscar Hammerstein II, John
Golden Mrs. Richard Rodgers, Gilbert Miller, Lawrence Langner, Emil
Friedlander, Lee Shubert, Vinton
Preedley, Moss Hart and Robert
Sherwood,
son,

»MASFAMfi$,Jr.

MMowMVMm mm

the meet.

1 meeting

stage could do to further intercultural
relations.
Committee,
an-

rABAMOUNT'S

PALACE

done to date as an industry endeavor
"has been more fully appreciated
by the American people." J. Robert
Rubin, Metro veepee, chairmaned

mi M#iiM'^
R

I

VO

L

'way &
I

49tli

St.

SALE

FOR,

Two

Railroad

Passenger Coaches
Take

One

'em
or

away.
both

$2,000
by Harlan Hol-

each. Built
lingtworth. 68
ft.

wide,

Worry/

Quick.

at

ft.

14'/2

Wrought »te«

long,
ft.

I

10

high.

wheeli.

Standard

gauge,
fourwbMT tru<kt, Wooii con^
structioA.
EacN uoH 72
ptopi*. Now on our tidf-

ng

at Lanca*t«r.

A$k for
e«o, L Eggert at

ALIEN'S

1^

FOUNDRY & MACHINE WORKS
L.D. 944, Lawoster, OW"

KO. Box 426 Phone

.

13V©

does your

SALES APPEAL)

The PRIZE BABY'S
it

.

.

.

got it...

by building up that

S.

and your theatre can
A.

.

.

.

get

APPEAL

the S^LES

that brings entertainment-seeking patrons to your

Box Office

It's

!

just a

matter of putting on a big "front" with

eye-socking ACCESSORIES

.

.

.

entlcmg your patrons

with the irresistible lure of eye-and-ear-arresting

TRAILERS

...

latest neuos

It's

your

and being up-to-the-minute

A. that wins patrons

S.

best foot forward

bination

...

of

.

.

nnfionfti

^eiwicc

.

with the

at

...

and

if

you put

.with that unbeatable com-

TRAILERS and ACCESSORIES

can count on getting them

meet you

.

about your coming attractions!

your

to

BOX OFFICE!

make

a

...

you

"date"... to

Wmh-minj^fWrnh

Wek-^W Slillpart »i Writers;

Upton Cl(^

Cunpau^s Woit Mitrate
NBC—

To Tone of 200G by Wanier,

iS

Th« ihree uetworte whlcfe wiainisin- writing sUttts in New Yorb—
'have offered
ABC, CBS aiJd
Paige's
the Radio Writers Guild, with which
Half-hour musical show, with a
they are now negotiating a new twoyear basic contract, a' new schedule novel format of a script story with
of weekly salaries. On the Itey issue dialog in rhyme, was cut at CBS
of senior writers the webs have in New York, Saturday (1) by Cecil
Presbrey.
offered $92.50, instead of the preE;ent
Cast includes Raymond Paige and
hiri«g-in minimum of $76 (and ffiO
38-piece orch and chorus 6f eight;
lifter one year on job), but thie Guild a
Desmond, Johnny
is aslting $100 weekly hiring.in inini- Johnny
with automatic pay hiites after son and Martha istewart.
Price of package is said to l>e
«ne, two, three years.
Outwardly the two sides are only $7,500.
$7.50 apart on seniors, but there are
Eelated issues on which the division
The minimum
is somewhat wider.
hiring-in salary is not to be con*
fused with actual salaries paid most
«ta£f writers, soxae of them going to

Aomp»

is flbat

they w*nt to reserve

Caned MBS i^ws

ttie

decision of above-scale raises to
exercise on a basis of "merit."
Worldng condition clauses have
proved a tough hurdle as the webs
are fighting double time for overtime. Althougli the webs have accepted grievance machinery for staff
writers, tbi^ flatly iretaBe ilo «rbitrate dianiiisifils.

New

Writers Set

Wave of network cancellations hit
Mutual this weeic, with two shows
skedded to go off this month. They
are "It's Up To Youth," the Wednesday ni^ht half-hour show sponsored by Seventeen mag (Triangle
Publications) and the Buck Rogers
afternoon kid strip show, bankrolled
by General Foods. Cancellations go
into effect after 26-week run.
Full-out of General Foods is said
tQ be XiUed to a reshuffling of the
GF programming budget currently
in the worlu. Just bow it will effect
other GF snows is undetermined as

VarbaJPaetPhii

yet.

N.
Radio Writers Guild'^s grievance committee has come tip with
« plan it believes will avert heefs
after writers have entered into verbal agreements with producers to
deliver scripts or series of same.
Trouble in past has been that
writers and producers often "re-

membered"

different

quite

Coining

LES WEELANS

tferms.

formed bulk of grievances
brought before the committee.
Plan, unanitttously. adopted at the

membership
eastern
region
meeting, calls upon writers to register terms of ^verbal agreements
'

with

Mike

Davidson

at

%

N.

busiest

been doing

it

who was moved

in

when

music director

is years.

KLZ, bEt4VEi^

Damocles Tkeat

HasNXNetworks
Uneasy

Staffers

Tension appears to be mounting
around the Manhattan, offices of the

ing chiefly tiround

Thatls^CorfissVHildy

it

last

Denver's

more local, live-talent musical
shows on jiOiSi than are carried by
any other Denver 8t«,tlon, «nd he's

with the big question

Hollywood, March 4.
l%iereH be a new hand at the
Campbell soup ladle April 3 and
the stirring wUl be dona 3,000 miles
from Camden, N. J. "Corliss
Archer," last year's "outcast," has
been welcomed baclt into the fold.
Cast out this time is Hildegarde,
"Corliss"

they go?"

CBS and Mutual
week

"With

their

.

mark

''how

far

will

.

giving 17 of the 22 page girls -notice.

The other

be absorbed
with the net-

five will

in other departments,

work

hdqs. henceforth operating
without pages. At Mutual, the axe
swung- into more vital arteries, with
about 15 in the New York and Cliioffices
reportedly
getting
cago
notice or 0° the way out.
Among
those affected were employees in the
promotion, hews and publicity departments. With the promotion end

on

lose oi^t

Radio GwUd Protests Firings
Radio Guild, CIO, union of radio
office workers, is filing charges with
Hollywood, March, 4.
client.
the National Labor Relations Board
Guild
and
ABC
•Radio
Directors
Eckhardt,
which proKenyon and
to sit down today against
the Mutual Broadcasting
duces Borden's "County tail" show execs are slated
on C!BfS, is making a pitch for the (Tuesday) for the first session of System^ maintaining three firings last,
week, were for imion activity rather
a new contract.
Y & R businfes too, and Compton negotiating
FoUowing
the ABC huddles, RDG than for retrenchment.
reportedly
also
eyes
has
its
agency
will meet the same day
Trio included two men in the pubon the billings. Meanwhile it's prac- toppers
with Sid Strotz and NBC chiefs. licity dept. and one mailer. Guild,
tically an "open market" sweepLatter deal was started two weeks Which has been running a drive to
stakes to inherit the Y fit R revenue.
ago
but is now being resumed oh the organize white .collarltes at MBS
far
as
Borden's
all
concerned,
As
information Obtained by and WGB, Mutual's N.Y- flagship,
they want is What they consider the basis of
plahs' continuing its drive;
Strotz while in the east.
right Idnd of shoW.

RD&ABCHnMes

the billings unless the agency comes
through with si show that pleases the

i

,

CBS

bitious co-oj^ setup, reflecting

amanew

the

co-op

is

going. aU-out on an

aspect

big-busines's

of

United

Breaks Out With

Rash

of

biz for

lop

Comi Sho^^

Chicago,

Heavy

March

4.

WGN

has outlet
preeming four new 'half-hour com'
mei:cial shows and full hour Chicago
Philharmonic orchestra concerts,
"Boy Meets Girl^" audience participation show for Schutter Candy
Co. sold through Schwimmer
'Scott agency, set for 52 weeks for
8 p,m., Fridays, Valparaiso Univ.

and

ie

Opposition

latest tollies sisnijicttntlii reveal thot th'e Arnos 'n' Andy No. 3 spot
tn thie previous listings was not iseacily all ire^fci*!^. They're in the

No, i sjtHft%n the

new

report.

'
,

Total

Network

&

Association has taken "Valparaiso
University Hour," musical spot, for
7:30 pjn., Saturday night slot.
Teen-ager, "Hi-Tlme," with George
Wirth orch, goes at 9:30 a.m., Saturdays, for Wieboldt stores, through

IS

Sewen shows in cowpefitiOTi with the Top -15 mantigei to crash
a 10 or better rattno in the new (Feb. 2$) Hoopers. The

throntirh toith

TOP

OPPOSITION

15

Fibber & Molly,..-....
Jack Benny ..........

Amos

'n'

Andy

.

. .

.....

.

.

.

»

Fiorello LaGtiardilt,
sponsorship.

16.2

'

Needham,

XiOuis

Lou Cowan

&

Brorby.

Red Skelton
Charlie McCarthy ....
Lux Radio Theatre.
.

,

. .

New

Duffy's Tavern .......
Screen Guild Players.

plattered series, "Mur-

. ,

25.8

.

24.6,

.

..

24.6

. .

..

23,0
20.8

..

20.5

.

12.5

Crime Doctor.

10,4

Sam Spade.
Telephone Hour,

10,1

,

.

16.0

.

,

.

.

.. v.

.

.

.

17.B

.

,

18.4
11,2

der at Midnight," airs for Birk Bros.

Mr. D. A
Walter Winchell

Brewing Co. for 13 weeks on Fridays, 8:30 p.m. Engel Advertising,
Concerts, set for
8:30 p.m., I'uesdays, have b^n taken
by Chi tFribune
i,
Inc.,

is

agency.

Burns
<

fc

take It-Leave

It.

.

20.0
19.3

,,

19.0

,*

17.8

. .
.

Allen.....
.

..

...

15.9

11.6

Man. Merry-Go-Bound,

ete.,

name—Josef

for co-op

Hatcher for the past three
years was manager of CBS Station
Relations^ in the Central Division,
ager.

.

as co-op promotion manager
is Nancy Cook, for the past 19 years
identifled With adV«rtUiing, telling

ferences in sets in use ita the various time zones.
Network currently has sevenshows On a co-dp MsTs, 'TiBcIuaiag
Red Barber and "House Party."
Mea«fl*lle, NBC it also rs^ported
prepping an ambitious co-op roster.

.

.

UD.,

who inserted It Into the CongressKmal Record On March 8, 1946.
Pepper added his own description ol
Close and complimented Warner for
FIa.>

IN

SHARP OVERHAUL

CBS- nighttime schedule Undersome imore reshuffling, with
network clients jockeying for better
tim^ slots. Fridigaire's "Hollywood
Star Time" moves from its Saturday
8 p.m. slot to Thursday at 10:30* effective March 27, Thursday slot is'
being vacated by Household Finance
goes

currently

Co.,

sponsoring

"That's

his "remarkable restraint" in going
after the commentator.

Close mentioned
carrying Warner's

other

papers

blast,

fbtse

were PM, Vamety, Weekly Digest
Washington
of
Radio
Opmion,

News

Letter of the Anti-Defamation Leaguft of B'nai B'rith, the
North Dakota Education Association

end In Fact.
His complaint declared that his

Bulletin,

Pinnegan," but which drops the
speeches, boolts and writings have
show to take on "The WhisGer" in bieea devoted to the "continued
the Wednesday night at 10 segment,
preservation
of the
Week after Frigidaire moves over Government and support
of the V. S." for the
to Thursday it drops
"Star Time"'
assume sponsorship of "Man
Called X." Bob'^Hope stars on "Star
Time's" fadeout as a means of bolstering audience interest to Frigidaire's new. time segment,
to

Kraft Mulls

New Show

For- '47"'48 Semester
Although Eddy Duchin rides out
the Kraft Music Hall season on NBC,
sponsor

is reported shopping around
new show for the '47-'48 semFrom all accounts, Kraft has
not been any too happy with the audience pull »f its *10,000.a-week
program.
Since the Ring GrOsby checkout
from the Kraft fold last season, the
show has/ uijdergone several revisions in a move to bolster the Hoopers, with top coin guestars booked
in.
Eddie Foy. Jr., stepped in a
couple months back when Edward
Everett Horton bowed but.

for a

;

Be

Mille's

U

'

E@€f

Los Angeles, March 4.
Cecil B. DeMille was granted a
new hearing by the CalifonWa Supreme Court on his appeal from a
lower court decision upholding his
suspension from the American Federation of Radio Artists. Rehearing

AFRA suspended DeMille in 1944
and tossed him off "Lux Radio
Theatre," following his refusal to
pay a one dollar assessment during a

16.2

ting Warner to use its facilities for
the attack. By virtue of the wide
publicity
press
given
'Warner's
broadcast, Close claimed he hsd
been injured* professionally, "had
lecture engagements cancelled, had
presmved brought against radio stations and diabis for eancellation of
radio progranw and contracts, had
pressures brought upon school authorities to reject his textbooks in
the schools of the country
and
.
has suffered great pain, humiliation
and menial anguish to his damage
of
$200,000."
in the sum
Close's complaint cited the publifciiy given the Warner broadcast

by Senator Claude Pepper

CBS NIGHTTIME SKEB

of the case

19.5

His

Cowles Broadcasting Co. for permit-

Named

16,8

23.3

WashingOit Hall,

lawyer is Nathan Boone Williams,
local attorney.
'''v.is out to capture »
on co-op programming"
and has set up a Co-Op division,
Warner is sued as pei^trator of
naming Ralph Hatcher as sales man- the libelous broadcast and the

19.4

&

[14.2 FBI Peace
War
(11.1 Johns Manville News,

the

Now CBS

,

Fred Allen ...........

of

flrmet hold

10.7

..26.8

and a

,

.

ultra-consi^rvative
ex-MBSi
commentator filed tlie suit hot on
the heels of his dismissal from the
web last month. That step was
taken by his sponsor, the National
Economic Council, and Mutual in
response to growing criticism from
liberal groups throughout the coun-

shows as one of the newer facets of
radio operation.
Up till now, it's
been practically Mutual and ABC's
"baby," with both webs wrapping try.
Close filed the suit in the District
up multiple programming schedules
^nd snaring such properties as Kate Court of the United States lor the
Smith, "Town Meethig of the Air," District Of ColWi»A»ia under his real

5.9
11.1

29.8
29.0

States."-;

The

ester.

WGN

Government of the
was "corrupt, men-

dacious and avaricious .
supporter of the enemies

U€oi)p Setup

and promoton. MteiMiWhUe the net
has Mueprinted teehniQues for imCo- pi^ia saleir prontotion mnterial on
its co-op progrlanif and is. readjustthe bottom and
ing its rates to compensate for dif-

.

Young and Rubicam may

CBS Leaps bto

to the
United States,

loyal

axe,

.

'

" also
charged Warner and
Cowles with implying he was dis-

Close

got rolling last

belated

lumbia starting at

center-

Guild's office immediately after en-r was moved out after the little lady
tering into deals. Davidson, RWG's (Janet Waldo) did such valiant sumregional executive secretary, re- 'mer duty in the' wake of "Request
cords the facts and sends the pro- Performante'^ Which was asked to
move over the^ premises.
ducer a dupe copy.
Deal was negotiated by James 1+
Plan is obligatory on all members
(except, of course, |i deals covered Saphier, who gained complete conby ccintract), those failing to use it trol of the package on a leasing particularly hit
forfeiting the right to bring any arrangement with F. Hugji Herbert,
ABC went into sctton jshortly after
resulting diflerenees before the feuthor-owner of the literary propthe first of the. year, but now says
committee. Setup doesn't apply to erty, an offshoot of the stage suc- "we're through firing." At piBC an
agreements made prior to March 1, cess, "Kiss and Tell." No summer effort has been made to prevent
however, and registration does not replacement, "Corliss" is firm for 26 layoffs where possible by "trimming
weeks. Marks second package sale
xepros^t eontraeti
around the corners," but tliere have'
by Saphier in recent weeks, his tfeen dismissals in the enjgineering
handiwork having been behind
depastment, the sustaining roster has
Frigidaire's buy of "Man Called X"
suffered and a good chunk of the
as replacement lor "Hollywood Star
Time." Last August, shortly after contracted talent has gotten notice.
Economies are being effected beits cancellation, "Corliss" was rated
cause
of increased operating costs as
Ginny
With Borden wasTxing up its
by Nielsen the top Sunday show on
against a static income,,
feimnis Friday night CBS show at any network.
looks
like
the end of the season, it

.

6,

,

pilots

initiated since the first of the year,

V Going Before,

'

KLZ Podium

major networks in the face of the
economy waves' that have been

TheyVe Met Each Other

6a seven-outlets.

Close."

12 Years on

GF.SevoiteenMs^

Webs

MM

$200,000,

Close based his ease on a March
1946, broadcast in which Warner
Five«a-week l5-minute musical followed Close on the Mutual ether
show, which features groaner Skip to lambast htm bo a lascist and
endFarrell and Art Van l?an«ne quin-: ed up with the statement!
«Where
tet, remains in 6:30 (CB"?) time slot.
you find greed, selfishness ahd stuSherman-SJarquette is agency.
pidity, there' you find Uptdfa
will- carry it

mum

A main point with the

Mas

'

Manor House coffee show on NBC
Mi4weef Begiohal Network which

&

|i50 weekly,

Hmt

Brstwhlle JTBC and Mutual gabber Upton Close Sled suit here last
'HauerHonte'Eipiuiji
week against Albert Warner, WOLChicMo, ^arch 4.
Mutual newis chief, -and the Cowles
New deal for. "Manor Hou^e Broadcasting Co., which owns WOL,
Party," longtime local spot, puts Charge was
to the tune of

tHr. Show

Rai

His Feefii^

1947

S,

political

is

slated for late April.

campaigD'

past 39 yeasfii, The complahit-action dectlares Close served in China
in World War I and was one of the
first observers io "warn the Government of the United States of approaching war with Japan and of
the menace Of Communism and Russian imperialism in Asia, Europe
and tiie United States." Mis latest
book is a textbook on wojrld history
published by the Macmillan Company,
Close was »n NBC commentator
and consultant On affairs of the f'acific and Orient before that network termlnatdd his contract in 1944
and he was signed oh MutiiaL

Fioek of U. S. Sponsors
Signed

for

Indning

Radio Lux,

Pk

Compaines

Jacques Lacour-Gayet, exec v^epee
of Radio Luxembourg, in New York
for a short visit, announced signing
of important U. S. sponsors for the
European setup in recent weeks, with
clients including Goodrich, Longines,

Columbia Pix, Paramount, RKO and
Lever Bros. Station last week cel^*
brated inauguration of its first postwar one-hour long sponsored program,
Guy Bolam, who represented Radio Lux in London before the war,
has been appointed U. Is. sales e»d
service rep, with headquarters in
N. Y. Louis Merlin, of Paris, prez
of Informations «t Publicite, which
handles overall sales and time for
Radio Lux, is due in N. Y. this weekend.

•

1

The UMimportanee

of N. Y.?

.Top, "traditional period" is on witli a veugeance. Re-evaluaof the day. Stars and programs are being
is. the order
dropped and shifted; budgets pruned, strategies sales-wise replanned in the direction of economy.
number of drug products are especially wobbly as the seller's market of the war years
recedes and something closer to normality develops. The present
period will not last, but while it lasts there's general uneasiness
in the rddlo tracle. Jobs, careers and sales are in the balance.

NfTipBlfC CUfji Parade of Canceflations, Program

,

tion

.

A

'

Now comes Davidson

'

Taylor, of CBS, back from his jsecond
visit' to Hollywood in a year and issuing for the second time a
prophecy that New York, like Chicago before it, will pass out as
a major production center. Taylor thinks everything will shift
to the west coast. This prediction, if it comes true, constitutes
abqut the most uneasy slant of all on the "transitional period,"
because if the' p(>stwar changeover also means moving 3,000 miles
to sunshine and slacks, then indeed the radio business is doomed
nuclear dimensions.
to a shakeup

The "move" to Hollywood is not imaginary. There has already
been such a move. It's been steady since 1932. But whether the
CBS veepee's estimate of New York as eventually no more than
a news and public service point is valid must remain in the area
of "maybe so ^walt and see." It's by no means a foregone conclusion that advertisers or even agencies would okay universal
Hollwood origination. Business men still cling to their impression
that when radio people^ go west they are "infected" with Hollywood ideas on money, billing and grandiosity generally. This to
the man who packs pressed beef in Minneapolis sounds like

—

needless cost.

New York would seem

to have a natural job as counterweight
business anchor to the Hollywood colony. The Taylor
prophecy is certain to stir a great deal of speculation.

arid

Trade Crie&

1tVa Damm Shame To

M wlee JournalV Reverse Technique
Dropping

Milwaukee Jourcolumn as ot last
has stirred up quitelt bit
oi the

(24)

o£ trade feeling.

They
What

At a tim« when

for

a

Oseil to
is

Send Seeils

believed to b?

Congressman

time

first

buying

radio

time for other than political campaigning, is purchase of time on
WINS, N. Y., by Rep. Jacob K. Javitz to acquaint New Yorkers with
doings in Congress, and to let his
constituents know he's still around,

ciation of the readership ol radio
^olumns, the Journal's president and
editor, J. D, Ferguson, chimed in last
weelc with the assertion that "inter-

column outside of
professional radio circles no longer
Javitz, a first-termer, from the,
justifies the use of space and the cost
21st
Congressional
District,
will
of a daily column of this type,"
speak on first and third Friday of
However, those familiar with the each month,
8:30 to 8:45 p.m., disJournal's decision say there's more
cu.ssing events in D. C, how Conthan rneets the eye to the foldetoo gress
(and himself) voted on measarid the relegating of the daily's
ures, what's on the agenda, etc.
radio editor. Bay, McBride, to the
Program begins Friday (7).
Sunday amusement section. It's a
est in the radio

-

Story, they say, that involves "Walter
J. Damm, operator of WTMJ, the

NBCs New

Journal-owned station, and Damm's
repeated squawks over hard-hitting
criticism of station 'programming
that's appeared in the columh.
Insiders say it was Damm's beefs
that cost Dick Bellamy (now with
Benton and Bowles in New York)

when

Of

Damm started

features."

by Radio in Cobe markedly oft from
recent seasons. For in 1947 the nets
are translating, into eloquent action
their growing irritation; with the

'

Now

that the 9:30 Wednesday
night slot opens up, with Turns
scrapping "Pot O' Gold," ABC
execs are buckling down in all
performances to achieving their
plans for a "Wednesday Star
Night" roster of top personalities for next season.
Web is currently in negotiations with agencies for sponsorship deals involving top coin
personalities,
although
execs
say it's too premature to tip

will

which has met for the past
years under Ohio State auspices.

Institute
16

Hefe's the proof as regards the webs.:
The|ir delegations- to

Ohio
Last
:Year
25

'

NBC.

CBS

This
,
.

19

ABC
MBS.
•

State:

.

Year
5
3

7

•

4

4.

names,

East

Bing Crosby

etc.

!

competitive

l

versa.

I

became too

trying,

$8,000,000.

Thf.'s

programming, by such radio Itank-

and
.

of Stars' agenda.

Product.'!, £j)ers)»arp, etc, with the
swing toward lower-budpeted shotoS,
as ill t?ie case of American Tobacco,

Philip

Morris,

Frifridoire,

occountinj;

for

other

Teinco,
erono-

mies.]

Newspapers and magazines have
been hit just as hard, if not harder,
than radio, with the latter, as a matter of fact, enjoying the 13- week ad<
vantage that doesn't pertain to other
media.
If an advertiser wants to
his printed stuff, he .iust
doesn't bother sending in the plates.

NBC

Behind the complaints of "it isn't
fun any ntore" there ate other con^
sideratiohs. Radio men have talked
among themselves about the Institute. Rightly or wrongly they have
come away with the impression that
they've been supporting an annual
conference Whose main objective was
to keep educators and the press
:

sales

roster

for

the

its

first

Queen" skedded to move out. ABC,
had "Pot o' Gold" cancelled out.

too,

Meanwhile, the self-styled econowithin the trade say ttiat

mists

there's more on the way, with a par
ticularly slim summer in the offing,

j

queue up for

has some white space in

nisj'httime

time in months, and CBS with a lew
already, has just had another halfhour evening slot tossed into the
"for
With "Ellcry
.sale"'
colilmn

CBS! Hollow Daytime Strip

j

Columbus going and coming
took on a football weekend congesBroadcasters didn't fancy travtrains to

versely, attempts 6f industry spokesmen to say a good word for their
side got rough treatment.
One telling criticism of the Institute has been the failure of really
standout educators to show up>. The
great names were never there. In-

totol

C«rmci(t Drjy. Tu?n.s, Aincricnn Hoitie

LewisrHowe Co. (Turns) is giving up
the show March 27 and is also re.»
linquishing
the
time.
Program,
heard in the Wednesday night 9:30
(pre-Crosby) ABC time,' will have
been on the air 26 weeks.
Seen as a factor in the diminishing audience returns is the "spoiled"
attitude of the listeners. In tbe days
when Horace Heidt headed up the
"Pot" show, the weekly grand payoff was big stuff in terms of giveaways, but the giveaway programming in the interim years has taken
the edge off the stay-at-home-incase-your-phone-rings come-on.

Room

tion.

elling to Columbus to
restaurants.

weeks

rollers as Miles Labs, Cresta Blanca,

•

As Tunis Scrams

and several
conferences have hit -over
1,000. This was a feather in Keith
Tyler's hat, but it's the cause, in
reaction.

be

summer,

estimated thot the culbnc/cs in

It's

includes cancellation of time, as well
'las

The "Pot, O' Gold" $1,000- weekly
giveaway, which a few years ago
cued one of radio's major controversies because of its "lottery" implications
and was subsequently
taken off, is again gasping for air
but this time, from audience anemia.
Disappointed
over
its
rating,

to 1,500

the

ex>

it's

caiicella-

puH out

recent

large part, of
reservations

more

of

I

Ms Not Glitter
OnTotOW

.

was «lose

down

a

in

market,

wave

accelerated by the

eic,

with the
ences haye been run. They have been
allowed to become too large, it's felt,
too confused in planning, with meetings overlapping, and the Institute
trying to schedule discussions on almost every conceivable subject. It
was always an embarrassing choice
between meetings, with the result
people wandered from one conference room to another disorganizing
chairmen and annoying guest speaker.s who might begin with a crowd
and end with a handful, or vice

volume

tougher
the

ions that's been hitting radio will

recent

I

I

men have been annoyed
way the Columbus confer-

that

I

Undecided

Radio

selling

high

I

Henry Morgan form the nucleus
on the Night

advertising

and

pected

Americart

Home

Products' cancel-

Kenny Delmar "Hollywood Jackpot" 30-minute show on

lation of the
I

!

1

CBS

and relinquishing of the time,
has created a CBS afternoon open-

1

time situation that hasn't existed in

j

many

i

i

years,

There are now 12 successive quarter-hour strips (from 3 to 6 p.m.>
available for sale on the Columbia
raster. That's strictly a throwback
to the major network's beginnings,
and is evidence of the current
ti,E'htening-up among bahkrollers.
couple months back the web lost
another half-hour afternoon spoiiior.

A

Willson's Canada

VWeTime'
Ont;
Add

to

the

Not
list

Dry
Fiziles

£pf
of

General Electric, which dropped
House Party," now being sold coop.

Sugar

cahceUati' ns

.

,

NBC
the Canada Dry Friday night CB.,,
audience studios this month which
Meredith Willson show, "Sparkle
escpected to bring a rush of eastTime." It goes off the air the latter
ern shows to the Coast.
Each of stead the broadcasters found them^
March at the end of 26
the sites will have a seating capac- selves listening again and again to part of
ity of around 350 and have be^n the familiar charges. As one New weeks, Canada Dry is also turnirrs
erected just east of the main build- York executive put it: "I guess the back the time. That adds an addiing.
Cost of ,the two new audi- boys think they've heard H, L, Mac- tional half-hour to CpS' expanding
CBS loses one of its choice proptoriums exceeded $700,000 and will Carty's speech. It's always the same.
erties on April 26, when American
•nighttime availabilities.
be in full operation by month's end. Why travel overnight for an enFactor in Canada Dry's decision Tobacco's "Hit Parade" moves over
Due to the congestion on certain core?"
MfidCarty, of the Univ. of Wiscon- to scram is said to be the sugar to NBC. Switchover leaves another
nights, NBC has been forced, to farnj
New sin, is ah oldtimer at the Ohio State shortage, although the general eco- 45-miniUe gap in Colunfibia's nightout slioWs to rental studios.
plants will take care of the chain's events and has been peppering the
time programming, folqwing on the
noniic uncertainty is also regarded
programs with occasional space broadcasters since the early 1930's.
heels of Canada Dry's Friday night
principal reasons for
exit and the scheduled moveover of
made available to ABC which is They don't fancy him anymore than as one of the
ptilling in the spending reins,
he fancies them.
•'Eilery Queen" to NBC.
still quartered at Radio City.
"Hit Parade" will be reduced to
30 minutes when it goes to NBC and
will take over the 9 to 9:30 slot
being vacated by Miles Labs' Roy
Rogers .show.
About 20 NBC clients were bid^
ding for the Saturday time, includj

lit Parade

'

i

k

;

;

,

itchtoM

;

|

i

,

The Customer's Always Right
Chicago, March 4.
Star Courier, Kewanee, 111., daily,
eliminated radio log and yarns, but
three days later reinserted data.
Heavy reader demand is said to. have
caused- sudden change.
Editoi;, notified

Sbws From

is

again about McBride's
critical pieces, the editor of the daily,
which is heralded as a "free and independent liberal newspaper," met
the protest last week by chucking
the column completely.

Ferguson announced program listings will be continued and Sunday
magazine section will carry "radio

tute for BMucation

lumbus

something wonderful Is somebody
lambasting the industry, and re-

Hollywood, March 4.
throws open its two new

squawking

news and

'Star Night' Brightens

stirred up about the "evils" of radio
advertising. The Institute's idea of

Slodios

Ready, Eipecl Rush

loss of his job as radio editor of the
Journal, and Bill Pepan after him.

that

With

caster attendance at the 1947 Insti-

La-st year's registration for the In-

there's a growing nationwide appre-

And

fafe ^n Assuming Tidal Streigi

By GEORGE K05EN
If local radio stations follow the
lead of the.national networks, broad-

stitute

nal's daily radio

week

LOSS IF INIEfiEST

stations

and webs

that pap^r would discontinue time
table bcause interest in feature did
not
Subscribers
merit
space.

i

ing Pab-st, which wanted to
Eddie Cantor into the segment
his present Thursday
night

thought jdifferently.

move
from
10:.?»

period.

Rose and

Gilibs

Up Pabst

Serve

for

Sammer

Hollywood, March 4.
Dave Rose aijd Georgia Gibbs will
pour for Pabst during the summer
layoff of- Eddie Cantor for the 13-

week period from June

It

will

-be-a straight musical Vcith only
on the lead-ins.

gab

26.

Charles Herbert writes and directs, with Cecil Underwood, Coast
heaa of Warwicfe & I-egler, supervising production.

Survey: of ShQ^PiaiiCigeiiiep.t

AFRA Okays Bandleaders
As Disk Jocks—No Choice

;

;

Hollywood, March

4.

American Federation of Radio
Artists has declated, ibat band leaders or anyone els^ de.'siroiis o£ beseeming a disk jockey can do so,
claiming it has no way of prevpnting
it, either uniOnwi,se or otherwise,
has pointed out to platter
pilots that anyone already in radio
or with the promise of a job cannot

j

To Be Published
In Next Week's Issue

j

]

of

j

I

AFRA

'-

j

be prevented from jjoming unioa.

—

.

9»

PeA Do^es 1km Commttee

From tb Frodncioi

Labw Hesu^ (m 'bn|^op«r' &oiinds
Washington, Mar«h

American

B'edeirEttion

4.

'

him

to testify before

the committee while his suit against
the Lea Act is before the Supreme
Court.
(The high court, incidentally, said
yesterday it would rule on the con-

The

Lea legislation.
Department had ap-

.Justice

pealed

Chicago

a

which found

it

court decision
unconstitutional on

three counts.)

The House Labor Committee had
asked Petrillo to appear on or
around Miorch 12. The committee
is in the process of drafting an
omnibus labor bill and wanted to
'loe sure it covered PetriUo's activ'

.

JACK LAWRENCE

charateristic

double-tallc,

Pet-

Med

of

FCC

NEW

dept. as aide to

Washington, March 4.
The Cleac Channel Broadcasting

my

in

this

'

FM, Tele Threats
Hollywood, March

.

ing them superpower up to 750 kilowatts.
FCC should not assign any of these
part-time stations within 1,200 miles
of the dominant clear stations pending a decision on the effect of skywave signals during daylight hours,

4.

tlfe CCBS petition said. It would not
greatly expanded
operabe necessary, however, to defer detion and television are to be a comcision on the clears' push for 750 kw
petitive threat local broadcasters
power, the FCC was told. .
want to know how, when, where and
why. They have suddenly alerted
themselves to the possible danger
Anything
and will shortly begin making
New twist to audience participastudies of the situation. Cognizance
opens with the subject high On the tion giveaways has been worked out
agenda of the next meeting of the for "Winner Take All" on CBS, with
Broadcast Sales Executives Assoda- emcee Bill CuUen now ringing in
participants from- all parts of the
tion, March 12.
An attempt is now being made by country via telephone.

FM

,

for a Change

,

Fred Wendler, prexy of the. group,
to obtain a really Informed person
who can explain in detail both types
of operation and who possibly can
alsio point up business angles that
may adversely affect
broadcasters with some light on how the situation may be met.
secondary consideration for some,
those whose present stations may
be in both
and FM, and possibly
video also, will be to study the socalled advantage of
over AM.
Few, if any, understand more than
the elementary meaning, of the let-,

GRANEY'S PIAY-BY-PLAY

FM

After a long search among many
applicants,
has named its
sportcasters for the coming baseball
season. Named to describe play-byplay activities of the Indians are
Jack Graney, former IndiEtn out*-

AM

and would

fortify

themselves

for the double-barreled or triplethreat sales approaches. With some
seyon tele stations to be on the air
by year's end, and a currently estimated 20 FM'ers girding, coupled
With the economically altered standard radio picture, the boys want to
be up on the latest dope.

mnw

.

I

TAKES

M.

RADIO HARD, TO TASK
Fortune magazine, in its March
issue, discusses "The Revolt Against
Radio" in all its facets and winds
VP for its conclusion with a quote
from VARim: "The networks aren't
kiddiag anybody; until now they've
cFished. oiit public-service programming
but only so long as it did
not interfere with the balance sheet.
... Today, with restrictions off,
both financial and Governmental,
the lip-service era looks set to ride
high and wide."
Since it looks as though the "resonant leaders" of radio can be expected to continue their "lofty dejnials" that, there's anything wrong
with the medium, only hope for betterment seen by Fortune is that
.

.

.

'

AM

A

ters

Contestants compete with one anthis belhi ail added competition gimmick to regular studio coii-

other,

testant setup.

Cleveland,

March

4,

WGAR

fielder

and ex-sportsmari for

WHK

and WGAR, and Van Patrick,
merly with WJW.

for-

P

itfter

Educators held a previous meeting
with a committee of northern California broadcasters, their second,
since the sponsors also consulted
some broadcasters even before the
bills^ were presented to apprise Industry reps of their true intentions
and to allay fear; In both instances
the educators sought endorsement
and cooperation, and were virtually
promised it by the northerners
while the downstate|s took the opposite tack and stairted forming a

lobby front.

For past fortnight

had

situation

been fraught with much misapprehension on both sides. Educators
thought they had the green light of
the industry^ only to find themselves
(Continued on page 42)

The Hebrew

section,

in

Interest in foreign radio,: progress,
especially American, is Svid, with
attempts made to duplicate or rebroadcast some of the outstanding
S.

programs.

The Palestine Broadcasting Service,

still

Patterns

Fetch $29

has been full of vitality,
according to Peter Brunswick, who
spent eight, months last year as
radio producer-writer in Jerusalem.

U.

Ra£o

U^^^^

Radio, vlike other branches of entertainment, such as theatre or films,
has continued active in Palestine last
year despite the troubled political
situation.
particular,

in a

week

of skiing

.

music, with a
,

children's trilingual

program in the afternoon. Quarterhour news programs are given in
English morning and noons, while
35% of evening programs are in
English. Arabic and Hebrew lessons
are given to English police, firemen,
etc., in the English section.
Pay is low on tihe PBC, says
;

Brunswick.

.

.

.

comedy

broadcasters."

Palestine

founded in Jerusalem in 1935, is
comparatively young and untried, according to Brunswick. Lijce
the BBC, it's non-commercial.
It
broadcasts in Hebrew, Arabic and
English. Hebrew and Arab programs
are broadcast simultaneou.sly on two
transmitters
on
different
wavelengths.
Staffs and programs are
"any substantial improvement in the different. .English programs go out
standards of American radio mH.st oa both transmitters
as one, on the
waif on the rise in the industicy, same wavelength.
from within or without, of directing
Programs are aired from 7 to 8:15
take
a a.m.; an hour and a half at noon,
personalities
to
willing
chance on higher quality-—because and from 5 to 10 p.m. Programs innews, leetufest drama and
(CoAtlaued on page 42)
i dude
,

.

lead. He'll remain on "Aldrich Family" show.
Death of John McNeil's wife (Loire Br,ophy) "early yesterday (Tues.)
after long illness came as shock to Manhattan radioites. She was one of

the top consultants to btisiness executives and author of several books,

IN

EOILIWOOD
Amos

Employees ar*

civil

servants, so that staff members do
all sorts of work.
Announcers (who
read the 15-minute news bulletins
three times a day) have to fill in on
other jobs, as in clerical work,

.

.

.

Andy, Howard Harris and Sid Zclinka are
Joan Davis. They were moved in by Producer-Editor Dick Mack when Joe Quillen and Bobby O'Brien moved
out. .Benny Goodman's contract for the Victor Borge show, held by the
trade to be the longest ever drawn up (some say 56 pages), has been reduced to fewer conditions so the format can be released from the straitjacket. It could have gone the other way toad there been any"words"
over it, ...Bing Crosby's ever changeable ebmiogs-ahd-goings allows for
the possibility of a live broadcast in the Philco series April 7 should he be
in' Atlanta as he this day plans. Whether or not, he'll finish out the season
in New York with 3 cutting of the Ia.st six spinners.
.Cal Kuhl producing "Take It Or Leave It" now that "Maisie" is playing out her string....
Hal Peary's sponsors are already looking ahead to next season and he may
kick off from that ehd of the country next September
Sid StJfotz and
his NBC cabinet of 18 department heads tossed an au revoir luncheon for
Bob McAndrews, who moved over to Young & Rubicam'.s publicity and
audience building dep't.
.Veteran writing team of Hugh Wedlock and
Howard Snyder blew the Ginhy Simms show to dream up some sillies for
Abbott and Costello's next picture
Bill Burton east to warm up some
deals for Margaret Whiting and other clients
Visiting firemien include
Harry McCann (& Erickson), Ralph Atlas (WIND, Chicago), Freeman
Keyes (Russel Seeds)
Jack Benny finally received approval from
American Tobacco to take a spin on the wax with B. Crosby. Client
couldn't entirely forget that Frank Morgan (Pall Mall) vies with der
Binglejor the Wedtaesday night audience ,,. Bob Ballin and Sam Perrin
After a hitch with

'n'

toiling over their type mills for

.

.

Non-Comml

Hooper got

WQXR

Braintrust Net

AFM

If

E.

Profs

MeetonCalFM

'

Men Study

Dorothy Lefflerr..,C.

Vermont.

Radio, actor David Kerman and wife Bunny, children's book writer, running shindig for kids called "Bunny and David's Show Party" at Barbizon Plaza theatre Saturday afterpoons, complete with pro entertainment, games and favors.
.•Jack OVerall, of Mutual sales, a papa. Son,
John, Jr., was born last Thursday... Edward Rosenwald elected veepee
of Louis G. Cowan, Inc. Formerly with Biow, where he served as account
Robert Swezey, v.p.-g.m. of Mutual,
exec for the past several years
vacationing with family in Miami... .Larry Lowenstein, who did a temporary hitch in WOR's publicity office, joining
next Mon. (10) as
Pat Hurley's press aide,,.. Paul Jonas, MBS sports director, home with a
Miami sunburn after supervising airings (for Gillette) of Hialeah's Widener
William Morris package "Manhunt" by J. Frankand Flamingo stakes
Hollywood, March 4.
lin Jones will get an airing over Mutual M^rch 9 with Russell Maloney
A committee of commercial broad- emceeing,
on the "For your Approval" show. .Norman Brokenshire to
casters met with upstate educators
lecture at Fordbam summer school. .. .George Crandall of CBS into hosthis week 'for a "frapk discussion"
pital tomorrow for several weeks in recurrence of leg trouble. .. .John
of the proposed state-sponsored FM
Crosby, who ducked the cocktail parties before his marriage, now goes to
network that resulted in a temporary
them—with the -Mrs.
tempering of tempers. At the peace
Paul Gardner checking out of Institute of Public Relations March- 14 to
pipe puffing session the educators.
Sandy Stronach, who resigned from Young & Rubicam and
Dr. George Pettit, of the University freelance
of California, and Francis Noel, is now vacationing in Nassau, joins Wm. Morris radio dept. later this
Jean Sablop off to Coast March 8 for six weeks of Coast
chief of the Audio-Visual Section of month
Bill Lewis, radio veepee of Kenyon & Eckhardt, to Hollythe State Department of Education, originations
explained their purpose in sponsor- wood next week. .. .Current issue of New Republic giving a three-page
Ex-Girl Scout
ing the two bills that ask for a break to "Superman" for program's tolerance pitch
Candy Jones doing a couple of guest shots in-conjunction with: the 3Sth
State-flnanced educational net. However, at its conclusion the broad- annual GS 'drive, also getting in plugs for her own book, "How to Make
.Johnny Thompson, Paul Whiteman's feacasters would not disclose whether Your Name in Modelling''.
or not they were satisfied there was tured singer, began his own program Saturday (1) on ABC for the Benno threat, stating only that "after a- jamin Moore Paint Co.... Jackie Kelk dropping from "Superman" show
thorough study of the facts and find- for an indefinite period during rehearsals and run of the new Judith
second
ings a report will be made to all Abbott-Mary Mason "Tenting Tonight" legiter in which Kelk has

B casters,

time Service called on the FCC last
whether the committee would sub- Thursday (27) for a year-long study
jpoena the music czai: under its of skywave signals from standard
newly-won subpoena powers. Hep. broadcast stations during the daytime hours and urged FCC to hold
Hartley thought it would.
The committee heard Dr. Joseph off action on all bids for daytime opMaddy testify in February- that the eration.on the favored clear channels
Lea Act did not prevent the AFM until the investigation is over.
The. Clears ^ere turned down in
from unfairly blacklisting schools
and music camps. Petrillo was to an earlier request to FCC to halt
have been quizzed, too, on present spotting of scores of "daytime only"
operators on the clear channels. !Vhe
sanctions in effect' on' FM,
CCBS claimed FCC's indiscriminate
television' and
shortwave broadlicensing policies wiere not only
casting.'
causing interference to present operations of the bigtime stations but
might shut off any possibility of giv-

Radio

.

—

Before Channels Are Set

riUo's wire said, "I appi'eciate the
committee's invitation but regret
inability to appear."
It was not known at

.

. .

Sipais

ities.

In

,

-

WNEW

Year Study of Skywave

.

,

.

.

•

stitutionality of the

.

.

Not being sure whether Howard K. Smith will be able to
broadcast from Moscow when it
puts on its special documentary,
"Prelude to Moscow," Sunday
(9), on eve of the Foreign Ministers* meeting, CBS is playing
safe. Bob Heller, head of the
documentary unit, arranged with
Smith to cable a word-picture of
« the. setting and political atmosphere and any last-minute news
of the conference.
If the Russians won't let Smith
go on the air, CBS will have an
announcer in.New York' read his
cables. Otherwise, Smith will
read his .'own stuff.

.

dodged another one yesterday (3).
Petrillo wired Rep. Fred. Hartley
(R.-N.J,), chairman of the House
Labor Committee, that it would be

^

YORK ClTl

Pres. Truman grabbed himself a fast 34 Hooper and 91.3% of available
audience in his four-web talk Monday (3) night. . .John Hymes of Biow a
.Martha Von Malotke elect.
father. Mother was Rita Hurwick, ex-WOV.
ed secretary of the A. C. Nielsen Co. last week, filling newly-created post
in a reshuffle designed to slow down the pace of 70-year-old Dr.
Walter H. Eddy, American Institute of Food' Produce has brought in Dr,
James A. Tobey to handle its half-hour aoro.ss-the-b6ard food program on
WOR. Formerly known as "Asfc Dr. Eddy," program has been retitled
with Tobey's name substituted for Eddy's..., Marjorie Morrow, CBS audition and casting director, leaves Friday (7) for Bermuda on vacation.,,.
Cyril Armbrister, indie producer for Mutual, planed out Sunday (2) for a
week of Floridta sunshine with his family at Lake Worth. .Murray Forbes
of the "Ma Perkins" cast has finished his third novel, "Call Me B.Z," about
radio people.
Ed East and Polly back after months in Hollywood, doing a spell at the
.Millard Lampell
Westchester Country club, but may return to Coast soon.
Robert Cone off
has a $3,000 advance on a new book via Messner, Inc
Lou Cooper has another radio cantata, "The
A few short weeks ago this col- writing staff at
umn announced: "Songwriter Jack Meeting," circulating. He did music (to Carl Carmer's text) for last year's
Lawrence will vocalize exclusively FDR memorial, "Last Speech," on Columbia Workshop. ,. .Bob Landry
for Lang-Worth's 400-station tranvictim of sneak thief who got off with three watches, fountain pens and
scription net." Since then Jack has
come up with a smash hit "Linda," other valuables. .Diana Gibbings, ex-14'. Y, Times* succeeds Margaret
a solid record contract and over- O'ConneU as music editor in CBS press dept., with latter leaving to wed
.Ruth Gilbert checking out of "Iceman Cometh" when it goes on road
tures from two prospective radio
«
sponsors.
tour to sign for radio series. .. .Roger "W. Clipp, gen. mgr. of WFIL in
What next little man Hollywood ? Philly, elected chairman of the ABC Stations Planning and Advisory ComYORK mittee. .. .Florence Warner switched over to mag division in CBS press
LANG^'WORTH. INC.,

Just in Case

fcoss Janies <3. Petriilo, who hasn't
jput in a personal appearance on
Capitol Hill since January, 1943,

''improper" lor

m mW

+

of Musicians'

Cenfri

.

.

.

the#; Benny menage turned out their second ditty called "If" ... •
Mickey Rockford, one of MCA's radio directors, will shuttle between New
York and Hollywood so he can devote more time to package and talent
sales. His roving assignment will take him wherever there's a client in
the mood to buy.
.Ken Niles cut a sample record of a gab .session about
things that interest the gals most
Lux ran into a controversy over story
rights to "It's a Wonderful Life" and may do something else March 10
of

,

m

.

cmcAGo

.

.

.

Lou Cowan hosted at Ambassador hotel press party on arrival here from
.. .Irving Berlin .set to add ink to "MLstletoe Song,".penned by Sam
Cowling and Jack Owens of "Breakfast Club"
Sole femme disk jockey.
Rosemary Wayne, add.s flacking for Benny Meroff to six-hour per vveek
WJJD
answering letters, filling out formii,
chores..., Ell Henry, ABC Central Divi.sion publicity head, off
to visit Indiana and' Kentucky radio scribes
etc. The average pay of announcers
Jimmy (Prof. Backwards)
Edmondsoh
is $180 a month; for producers, $250
^guesting on Tomtirty Bartlett Show prior to Chicago theatre
a month. The Hebrew section uses stint..,. Philip Rouda .set as veepee at Bozell & Jacobs, takes, charge of
radio and pix for Chi Office,
in the main for its dramatic pro.DeWitt Mower, Mutual midwest .sales mangrams, students of the university ager, to Schenectady due to death in family ... .Wayne King airing new
who know Hebrew. Nominal fee for Jack Fulton tune, "Quien Sabe". .. Jack Ryan back at NBC Central Diviacting in a half-hour show is $3 to sion flack top de.sk after short illness. .. .John M. Edmands resigns as local
Fee
for
Community
$5;
Fund radio head to take over American Cancer Society cama script is $20.
Brunswick, who was with the RAF paign.... Jan August into 'oriental theatre March 20.... "Town Meeting
during the war in Forces Broadcast of the Air" airs from Chi April 3 under Kiwanis Club sponsorship.
.Bill
Service in the Middle East, founded Dooley, longtime WBBM salesman, now account exec at Kuttner & Kuttradio
theatre
there,
wrote
ner..,.John
and
and
a
Ravenel. former WHFC music director, joins McCann-Erickdirected plays for FBS. He's now son .staff as writer. ., .L E. Showerman, NBC Central Division general
America
play,
which
manager,
to finish a
and Jules Herbuveaux, program director, both awarded citations
in
from Navy for wartime NBC rfidlo aired from Glenview Naval Station.
he'll do on the Coast.
coast.

.

.

.

.

'
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Co-ops Lash Back at Fulton Lewis'
Jabs;

fiiMimTL Lowly

Woidd Put Him on FTC Carpet

• Washington, March 4.
f
Boiling-mad memhers of local co'

(28) to Compel Mutual commentator Fulton Lewis, Jr., to appear before the agency and justify charges

against the co-ops which he has been
making on every broadcast since
Co-op men sajd FTC
Feb. 22.
should also require Lewis to "reveal
the names of those who are ftnancing his attacks."
,

Meanwhile, before FTC could
move,- Arthur Gaeth; another
gabber, rushed to the defense of the
co-ops and announced yesterday (3)
he would devote his daily broadcasts
this week to interviews with co-op
leaders. "The co-ops have a story to
tell on the air and I am going to
see that it is h^ard," he said.

MBS

Lewis has been winding up

his

nightly newscast with a blast at the
present tax exemptions given cooperatives sts non-proflt organizaHe has, the co-op protest detioiis.
clared, been "following the Une of
argument developed by. the National
Tax Equality Association and found
to be without basis by the House
Committee on Small Business," The
Potomac Cooperative. Federation,
which joined the Cooperative League
of the U, S. Ai and National CooperativeSi Inc., in the petition, said
Lewis has admitted he receives part
of his information from the National
Tax Equality Association—which
allegedly is plugging for the large
grocery chains who want tlie cooperatives subject to the same tax
penalties. The co-ops implied Lewis
might be partially financed by the
A,S50ciation.

The cooperatives also asked that
which
the Mazor Furniture Go
sponsors Lewis locally, be made a
The
party
the
complaint.
to
Potomac Federation said it believed
the company had unknowingly "engaged in unfair competition and
defamation of cooperative competitors in the Potomac area and that
the company would be glad to have
the matter thoroughly explored."

An Old

It's

operatives t>«ititlone(J the Federal
i'rade Commissioft here last Friday

Story

^OL-Mutual

.

.

lized

New

Most recent incident
was
attaeki against former
iHousing Administrator Wilson
Wyatt for refusing to give the
Chicago Chrysler plaiit to Preston Tucker,
new automobile

LeiAfis'

WDIi
Gaeth, said

to Bebroadoast

he would give time

through

WFIL

attacks against the administragenerally, and the late
Franklin D. Roosevelt in par-

tion

Strike In

llii^e St, Loins

Spots Averted

—

Edmund Leo Cashman

(1-2-3)

4.

picked last week by Myrbii Kirk,
radio head of .the Kudner agency, to
direct Texaco's new Sunday night
CBS entry, The Tony Martin Show.
Exclusive to the company, he'll relinquish production of the Hoagy
Carmichael musical piece and also
manage the Hollywood office for

Kudner.
Takeoii

is

set for

March

everyone set but the

girl

30 with
singer.

Gives Newli
"finis"

FCC

to

and CBS.

In recent years both lay and professional critics have been having a
field day at the expense of the suds
sagas, on the contention- that they
.

add up

escapism aiid day dream-

to

ing to keep the listener in a world
of wishful thinking. For the most
part those criticisms have gone undefended
except that so far as the
advertisers are concerned, they've
been pouring the same amount Of
coin into sponsorship of the soapers,
convinced that they're getting a

—

'

.

audience payoff.

surefirts

In recent weeks, however, the
trend has been reversing itself. National mags are highlighting articles
written or told—by housewives who
are championing the serial form of
ladio entertainment, and a flock of
others are preparing such articles.

OK

The repeated efforts over the past
few years to make a dent in the
soap opera's popularity have, for the
most

part, fizzled out, Owens-Illiriois

a couple of seasons back tried an
expensive musical comedy format
with Alfred Drake, but it didn't pan
out. The audience participation and

givoway shows seem

to

have their

ups and, downs, but make no lasting
4.
hotly-con- 'impresssion on the Hoopers, NBC has
one of the sock musical aggregations;

a

;

Friday (28) in all radio, Fred Waring's Pennsylawarded the 620 kc wavelength to vanians, riding cross-the-board in
the Newark Broadcasting Corp. for the morning, but the Procter and
Gambles, the General Foods, et al.,
a new 5 kilowatt, unlimited time
haven't exactly been tripping over
station in Newark.
It will be, the
each other to get to the sales door
tested battle,

last

town's third fulltime station. In the first.
same package, the Commission apEight years ago the 10 top ratings
proved more power and nighttime
in daytime radio included all soap
hours for WCAX, Burlington, Vt.
operas. Today eight of the top 10
and WAGE, Syracuse, N. Y. on the
are serials. The only two that sucsame ch^nel.
cessfully invaded the "sacred porTurned down, however, was the tals" were ABC's "Breakfast in HolMetropolitan Broadcasting Service, lywood" and the CBS noontime
whose principals are Jejome and "Kate Smith Speaks."

Wal-

former

owner of WMCA, who
wanted a Manhattan station on the
620 kc slot. New York has plenty
of service now, FCC said, and the
radio act requires it to distribute
precious channels "on' a lair and
equitable basis among the cities

concluded

fact,

states."

engineevs

have not announced

what

action they will take.

KSD, owned and operated by
Po.<t-Dispatch.

does

The

12.

continuing hudas its contract with
not expire until
contract and strike

is

AFRA

dles with
the union

April

the

Young wields the baton,
Junmy Wallington announces, and
Victor

HUBLEIftH EXPANDS

Bob Hope is guestar for the opener
Chicago, March 4.
by Eddie Cantor on a
comRobert F. Hurleigh,
straight fee basis.
Show will run
the Texas Co.
around $12,500 a mentator, started a Mutual, suslainer
Week. Kirk is remaining in Holly- jietwork show last Satiirday at 8:30that
in
wood until the series gets under 8:45 a.m, to be heard weekly

followed

WGN

slot.

-

'

More

Washington, March 4.
simple and tuneful"
news and human interest

"loud,

items and less bombast and technical
Strausses (Eversharp)
discussions are being injected into
this country's "Voice of America"
broadcasts to the U.S.S.R.
In Carioos Legal Maize
After a 10-day trial period, AsSecretary of State Bill Benton
laisi@' Cancellation sistant
announced last week the American
Cancellation by Eversharp of the Embassy in Moscow had gauged the
which is slated
° Russians' reaction to the shortwave
^^'"'^
" to
Friday night CBS shows as "on the favorable side"
bow out of its "^^'.f
but added they needed pepping up
slot on March 28, has resolved itself
for the work-weary Comrades.
into a curious wife vs. husband legal
The Russians were cool to the
Turkey-in-the-Straw type of folk
entanglement.. Ann Marlowe, part
owner of the "Maisie" package, may songs beamed in the opening broadEversharp for casts, Benton said. Benton's office
against
suit
file
breach of contract. Eversharp proxy here receives a daily critique of the

On

,

,

i

j

al.,

Up' Say v

Sovfete to U. S.

•

i

'

11

jazz, flash

with representatives

'

cross picket
thrown up. S°/a'-Jhe

ep

'

and

have offered

will
et

NBC

namely

Washington, March
Spelling

from both the Four-A's and the networks already fingered. Tapped to Martin L. Strauss 11 is Miss Marcarry the agency banner ;is Hereld lowe's husband.
$70 per Week.
Beck Jordan, top exec of the middlePackage is owned by the Regis
In event the strike is called, ob- man drganization, while the uiet
Radio Corp., comprising Mis.s Mar
servers ill local Stations are won- works .we^ about agreed upon
radio singer; Manny
dering what the engineers, tech- Dyke, NBC veepee. to rep for^them.
jRo,,„berg, and Larry White.. Metro,
nicians and others, \yho have no
Dyke, it's felt, is an especially ^.hjch
the
licensed
originally
part in the present controversy, will happy_ choice since he's a former
Ann
"jytaisie" title and permitted
Question arises whether they
do.
O, S. Rubber exec who has had ex- Sothern to star on the show, has
lines if Unes are
to $55, "rhe stations

Who it is hoped will be Metro's notices with the other stations have
Jane Powell. Glehn Wheaton scripts,
expired.

Way.

FCC

Bids Nixed;

had received but one 10% increase
since 1939, which brought their base

was

types
of
programming is -being
prbmihently proieeted into the" national limelight again. And in such
a manner as to create unconcealed
glee at the two majo? networks that
thrive on daytime serial billings,

—

O'Dwyer, Elanini

i

o£ $85 for gabbers, pointing out: thj^

pay

-

subject of daytime radio as
relates to soap operas vs. bther

into
the
pressured
Networks,
meeting by the sheer weight of cash Nathan Ohrbach and WeW York
wielded by the Assn. of National Mayor William ODwyer. Also reKWK--- Advertisers, were represented by jected was bid of Donald Flamm,

!
i

Hollywood, March

WIBG,

also

Palumbo.

one

for next Thursday (6) at the
dorf-Astoria, N, Y.

iBt/LoUls, March 4,
strike of lie meffib»rs of the
American Federation of Radio Artists employed in three local stations

is

B. Kelly, vice-

the Click Cafe, giant
musical bar operated by Prank

whom

CASHiAN PICKED TO

Broadcasting

outside

to interviews -wdHi

op leaders

Store

announced the purchase of 40-word messages about
programs on the teleilash
its

point last summer
Eldpr was offered the post of
radio rep for ANA, a position
which the assn. has been trying
to fill for the past year and a
half without success.
Lever
Bros, exec declined at the time.
Slated to follow him as chairman of the ra.dio council 'exec
committee is Charles G. Mortimer, General Poods veepoe,
favored as a result of his proposal, of an advertiser-networkagency organization to run commercial radio. Likely runner-up
in case Mortimer can't take the
post is Don Stetler, veepOe at
Standard Brands.

largest
his

broadcasting

are

bulletins for the iittterstore

president of

-KXOK, KMOX and
Friday of this
their respective presidents who saw
those co- skedded for midnight Sun. (2), was
Charles G.. Mortimer, Jr., veepee of
Lewis has attacked averted six hours before the deadline
when the local AFRA board of General Foods, propose an organbu his broadcasts. Gaeth. is heard
directors
heeded requests that the izational setup which could eventuon Mutual at 10 a.m. but normally
ally take from them the (Suidance of
How- walkout be deferred.
is not carried on WOL here.
Sterling
Harkins, local AFRA sponsored network radio.
ever, this week the station will reAs proposed by Mortimer, the
broadcast his shows locally at ,11 prexy, said appeals for a no-strike
action came from execs of KXOK, new radio institute would have one
a.m. daily.
The Potomac Federation, it was from A. J; Hummert, representing representative each from the ANA.
pointed out, might also have lodged the U. S. Conciliation Service, and the networks and the Four-A's, to
education. School act as the mouthpieces for permaprotest With WOL or with FCC the local board of
Which already has a file full of kicks board is in the midst of a campaign nent committees within those orand the ganizations. The committees would
against Lewis. WOL, to avoid jam to increase school taxe.s
meet separately at designated peelection will be held Friday (5 ).
it is now in with Upton Close, imThe strike will be called, how- riods and make their recommendamediately proffered time to the coever, Harkins said, unless the tions to their representatives on the
operative organizations to reply.
The Potomac Federation expects union's demands for a wage hike three-man institute. Final organizagabbers ami
and a tional
icuoi.ifor BHuucis
depend upon
upou recomuouai aeiaus
details aeiiena
to fow
$80 loi$55 TO
to be on the air this summer with from ?ap
and mendations at next Thursday's meet.
FM 30-; hike for actors, singers,
tiie
first cooperatively-owned
three-week vacation
While final approval by all conradio station, which wiU operate others, plus a
are met by March 12. cerned waits on further meetings
withNthe call WCFM. In which case, with pay,
negotiations will be re- and intra-brganizational corre.spond;
spokesmen said, it will have its own Meantime,
"
ence, ultimate establishment of the
moutlipiece to talk back to Mr. sumed.
Union originally asked a top scale three-man group is practically a
Lewis.

week

hews

^

At

.

Tuesday

station,

the:

the job.

came on

A

bought 69 spots weekly

Philly Inquirer, which opei'ates

Robert F. Elder, veepcc and
forhier assistant to the.presideht
at Levei; Bros., has asked to be
permitted to step aside as chairman of executive committee o£
the radio council of the Assn. o£
Elder
National
Advertisers.
tendered his resignation 'at the
meeting Thursday (20) between
of
the
ANA,
the
Fourmembers
A's and the networks, pleadhig
''pressure of duties" which made
it iinpossible for him to handle

ticular.

AFRA

WFIL

be aired over the Store
Broadcasting Co.'s hookup of 30
Baltimore Markets in the Philly
area. In addition WFIL and the

Elder to Step Out

^mittee and a study made by a
Columbia University researcher
named Leila Sussman. Oii that
occasion iniss Sussman analyzed
the political complexion of radio
commentators prior to^ the 1944
election and Lewis didn't agree
with her conclusions.

the

annouhcements from a grocery

to

owned by John

until the station got its lines
straight on charges by Lewis
against the Political Action Com-

that,

,

chain.

system-

WOL

of protests

last

usual jjattem

A

manufacturer.
WOL narrowly
averted a suit on that occasion"
and literally put the silencer on
the commentator.
In 1945,
w'as on a temporary license for a brief time,

Before

(20) at a

NAB

ilar complaints.

March 4.
week reversed the
by buying spot

Philadelphia,

WFIL

meeting in
ifork marked by one of ttie

Thursday

biggest cbncentrations of top radio,
agency and advertiser brasshats
outside of an
convention. Out
of the huddle Came a proposal for
a permanent commercial radio institute which, if passed upon,, will
virtually govern the top-level trends
and policies of network commercial
programming:
second, ineetitig to
discuss further details has bOfen set

members in the D. C.
area, station men said, is only
the latest in a long line of siniperative

volume

WFIL's Reverse Switch

gripes which began more than a
year ago Anally erupted and crystal-

4.

considering

is

Own

The
it

Rumblings of national advertiser
,

Washihgton, March

.

:

lato

Again As Hou^wives Rise in Defense

lOSETNElPOLIG!

earmarking some time "just to
answer Fulton Lewis, Jr." This
kickback from the 10,000 coop-

Sciapm Coming

'

perience with the sponsor's side of
ANA, which has
question.
^

one-hour "Voice of America" shows
from Ambassador Wsdter Bedell
Smith's staff in Mdscow.
Nearest thing to enthu.«iasm registered by Les Russes. Benton said,
their praise for the "excellent"
is
Russian they hear on the U. S.
broadcasts. The biggest difficulty to
date has been the terrific sunspot
interference and poor physical re-

claiming that
ception.
cancellation of the show after 13
The Soviet Government, accordweeks is a breach of the contract ing to Benton, has not warned its
calUng for a 2G-week deal. Regis, people against listening to our proon its part, may be compelled to sue grams or to those of the other 12
weeks.
Eversharp for the full 20
countries beaming to the USSR, No
Eversharp, which bankrolled the mention of the "Voice of America"
show through the Blow agency for a shows has, however, been carried in
full 52 weeks before inking the last the Soviet press, though the BBC's
AdyertWeir's D«ilat Pays
contract, has reportedly pulled out Russian broadcasts have been plugCUrretlt series Of meetings is the because the audience payolf hasn't ging the American programs along
weekly taletrt with their own.
result of. increasing feeling on the .iustified the $13,000
members and, though! nut.
Benton estimated between 900,000
part of
Regis is presently planning to ped- and 1,000,000 shortwave_ sets are in
less strongly, their agencies, that
„
Hiey should have a voice in setting dig a new "Maisie" show, with Nell service in the Soviet. Since Russia
policy on talent; rates, cejLsor.ship. Martin, who scripted several of the uses short wave for domestic broadset prolabor, etc., sentiment being that "it's current series, signed to write the casting, almost its entire
filed suit again.st Regis,

:

;

been trying for more than a year to

pick a man to represent them in
radio matters, has mentioned no one
in connection with the position but
probability was expressed that prexy
Paul West leans to Mortimer on the
strength, of his'proposal. >

ANA

.

-

;

(Conthiued on page 42)

I

new

one.

duction

is

shortwave

units.
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WCAp

Omrged With biiiAtnig

Brolkrly Love

Sj^lls

Poiom^ Trying (HI Corruption
jiiit

received a detailed ItateBritish Broadcasting

Binine ll^rnes Opeiis

ment accusing

;
'

KFVD

Breakfaster wi
©orp. producers of threatening radio
Hollywood, March 4.
artists
with complete disbarment
Irom the air ii they give evidence
Another growing-up step was
©n corruption In Broadioasting Mouse, taken by Los Angeles radio this
iome of these producers have also week. Indie KFVD, recently hiked
some from 1,000 to 5,000 watts, launched
jsent threatening letters to
agents who represent these acts.
into live progrararning-^aria with a
The statement was sent to Attlee Hollywood star yetHBinnie Barnes.
by Wing - Commander Geoffrey ' station bowed- yesterday (MonCooper, Parliament member who i«day) new dally family-type show,
•tigated the official inquiry by the
"Breakfast With Binnie and Mike,"
government into bribery and cor(Binnie Barnes and husband, Mike
ruption in the BBC, Cooper accomFrankovich), Chit-chat session airs
panied his "thireat evidence" with a
from 8:30 to 9 a. m., Monday through
completely independent report on
Friday and it's first Of ite type to
the activities of BBC personnel. iHe
originate here;
told Varibtt: "I have witnessed
Participating "sponsorship is
statements from people in the vatiety world who were personally planned, show having opened with
threatened by BBC men with being two local accoxmts. Four more may
permanently kept off the air if they be added for maximum of Sijc. Noyel
assisted Sir Valentine Holmes, who treatment of commercials will be
Jte conducting the official inquiry tried with plugs being spotted only
in the ruhnbig patter instead of end
into brQadeasting cowuption.
station
"Sir Valentine is conducting a and midriff traditionals. The
thorough check, but many people al^o recently added maestro Al
are afraid to appear before him in Donahue as a disk jockey with a
case BBC personnel involved in the five-times weekly afternoon session,
corruption allegations counter-at- and plans further expansion into
tacked by keeping them off the air live programming in its dress-up

:

WCAU,

tion,

Bridgeton, N.
public service

Feb, 27. +
v*«i>><int Atttee, Britain's Premier,
IILoiMlon,

has

In

Oyer

in

effort

to

plug

ent cities in its listening area.

Bid

Washington, March 4.
Frankly Indicating it wanted no

the

South Jersey town.
Bridgeton was the subject Of a
"salutes" program, one of a series
which M^CAU is running on differ-

KSTP

Hearing on Hnbbards

and WSNJ,
teamed up in a

Philly,
J.,

Jo Traffickii^' Mood, Sets

Into Jersey

Philadelphia, March 4.
a spirit of friendly coopera-

trafficking

in radio licenses, FCC
last Friday (28) set down for hear*

Swezey Head$ NAB's

ing

Code^Ihr^

Washington, March 4.
airfed Sunday (2). WSNJ
Robert Swezey, veepee and genhelped plug its "big brother's" show eral manager of Mutual, will head
by running free spot announcements up NAB's committee to draft a new
calling attention to the show. In "standards of practice," it was anaddition the South Jersey outlet nounced Friday (28); At the same
transcribed the show and rebroad- time
said the March 5 date of
cast it the next day.
the code committee meeting has
WCAti reciprocated by aekno wl- been postponed to March 31. Meetedging the help* and cooperation ot ing oi( the Program Executive ComstatlOffl.
the smaller
mlttOe has also been shifted to April
Both the code and program
1 and 2.
committees will meet at the Waldorf-Astoria in New York City,
Meanwhile, the Association last
Thursday (27) announced the membership of a flve-man committee to
study proposals of the nets and

show was

Mb"

Ersatz Sackdoth'

Shrinb Going To

AFRA

on

new

a

was

group, which

March 13 in Washington, two

competing bids

The

contract.
The
up at request

set

the NAB board, will meet in
Conmaittee
Washington, March 5.
of

station

to

buy

prize

KSTP, "Minneapolis.

radio

Bidders are station manager and
25% stockholder Stanley Hubbard,
versus 24 local businessm(jn who
vigorously oppose Hubbard's terms
of purchase. They are designated
as
I, A, O'Shaughnessy et al.,
and the

Hamm

Thomas
Brewing Co.
FCC hit hard at Hubbard's plan
to buy, out the 75% bloc of KSTP
for $825,000 with an option to resell the same bloc v^ithin six or seven
months of FCC okay to the Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. for approxi*
mately $1,200,000.
Hubb.ird would
get the dough to buy KSTP from
Crosley and/or its parent company^
the Aviation Corp., in the first place,
and then retransfer the stock at -a
profit.

The FCC hearing order

said

it

would investigate "whether the
Roger Clipp, WFIL, transfer (of KSTP) to Hubbard is
JOhn Elmer, WCBM, for the purpose of providing a bona
Washington, March 4.
Baltimore; John J. Gillin, Jr., WOW, fide broadcast service by the proClergymen are called upon to "put Omaha; I. R. Loimsberry, WQB, po.«ed transferee or for the purpose
away the pea-shooters" and to IBuffalo, and Herb Pettey, WHN, of a retransfer at a higher price."
Commission is also interested to
buckle down to extensive use of the New York.
learn "the method and manner of
modern techniques—radio and mocontrol over KSTP by transferee,
drive.
^
tion pictures— by
Navy Chaplain
and so ruining their careers."
Hubbai'd, including what influence
Monroe
Jr.
Dww,
government
the
inFindings of
and/or control, if any, would be
Drew, in charge of the Navy's
quiry are expected to be ready in
exercised 6y Crosley Brosdcasting
mOrale film project, presses the use
14 days time, but they will not be
Corp. (or AVCO, the parent comin
the
save
souls
new
media
to
of
present
there
published then, and at
pany) iprior to the exercise of the
current issue of "The Army and
is no intention of making its results
option between Hubbard and CrosNavy Chaplain," official publication
public.
ley to acquire control of KSTP."
of the Chaplains Assn. Use of them
The report will be ient simultanAVCO through Crosley Broadreligious purposes has
up
for
now
to
eously to Lord Inmam, chairman of
Washington, March A.
casting
Corp. already owns the
according
to
Drew.
been
hammy,
the BBC board of governors, and Sir
Prospect of an FCC investigation powerful 50 kw station
WLW,
"It
is still evident," writes Drew,
William Haley, director-general of
Washingtoni Itliweb 4.
by the House Interstate and Foreign Cincy, and W;iNS,; New; York City.
clergy
have
awakfew
our
"that
of
the BBC. A special meeting of the
FCC
last Friday (28) ISsiied a sub* ened to even the most conservative Commerce Coimmlttee appeared un- One of the issues in the hearing,
board is to be called to discuss the
foUowUig
an' all- FCC said, w«uld be to decide what
week
lasb
likely
and
vision
possibilities^
ih
wiise
poena
lor
Price,
president
Gwilym
of
a
report and decide what action should
day appearance of FCC members and overlaj) service would result from
be taken against Broaddasting House of the Westinghouse Electric Corp., strategic use of those inodein tools department
heads
before
Rep. stations commonly owned. In other
perspiuQel ^inst whom corruption to appear and testify in behalf of his of propaganda which lie at our very
Charles Wolverton (R., N.J.), and words, could Crosley legally hold
But it is company's reciuest for SO kilowatts fingertips-*
allegations are proved,
his colleagues on the committee.
WLW and KSTP if it developed
dials
only
spin
the
have
to'
"We
understood the report wfll not con- for WOWO, Ft, Wayiie. Ite^uest for
their service areas duplicated each
closed
In
at
wind-up
of
the
the
gamut
of
fact,
radios
through
tain atiy really Stturtllng accusations Price
was made by Dorothy of our
Wolverton and FCC other in violation of the FCC's rule
.against producers.
Thackrey, owner of WUB, New religious programs to get a painful session, 'both
Charles
R.
Denny,
Jr.,
Chairman
on
dual ownership?
our
of
imaglack
The official probe -has involved York, which is seeking nighttime demonstration of
Another headache in the disposal
ination, skill, or even good sense. If were so pleased with *t,he results
interviewing dozens of witnesses, in- hours in a mutually-exclusive appliwe are not merely adding our both promptly issued mutu^ly con- of the St.' Paul Station was uncovcluding top and low grade BBC staff cation on WOWO's wavelength.
releases.
gratulatory
press
ered
by FCC. Harking back to al'friends of the air" to a some-what
members, variety artists and dance
FCC's subpoena for the top brass abbreviated version Of typical serv
.Wolverton said the meeting was legedly illegal contracts held by
band leaders.
at Westinghouse was regarded by ices of worship, or putting a superand former owners iti
the' first of a series with all agencies churches
If the Holmes report does not observers here
as meaning that dignified spotlight upon some relaradio
stations, the FCC said it would
under the committee's purview.
throw complete light on serious al- commission stands ready to sub- tively
clergymen's There was no discussion of specific study an "agreement of Nov. 23, 1927
well - known
legations made by Cooper, he in- poena publishef William Randolph
lecture or sermon, we are making legislative proposals for FCC, he between KSTP and the St. Paul
tends to fight untH, as he says* "the Hearst himself when the FCC is
day as well as night hideous with said, adding that the committee felt Assn. of Commerce granting the
people responsible are brought to a finally permitted by the court to
sanctimonious much happier about things at FCC latter certain rights and interest in
strained
but
the
court of justice, and where neces- hear the license feniewal of Hearst
howls of untrained and mediocre since the commissioners had come up and to the station." FCC want,s to
sary, imprisoned."
Hearst, singers... to say little of the well in person.
station WBAli, Baltimore,
know what effect that contract may
j
however, may come Oast voluntarily meaning but ham-acting brethren of
Denny described the committee have on freedom of any new licenrather than wait for subpoena, It the makeshift cloth who pay their
hearing as an "exploratory" one see to run the station as he sees fit.
was reported.
,4Hnl)Slali@ni Offer
FCC men indicated a grOwing
way into the microphones of a thou and "very worthwhile," He added:
Gwilym Price's appearance is sig- sand 'coffee pot' radio stations with "In the past, Congressional commit- number of cases which "look lo FCC
nificant since he has no contract about the poorest excuse for prop- tees have had to depend upon an- like trafficking in licenses" a pracAssist ill Pioneering
whatever with operation of West- aganda Imaginable,
nual reports by .the agencies and tice specifically forbidden in the
"The Christian might profit great- formal hearings on particular bills radio statute.' The commission reE. Radio Eduation inghouse Radio Stations, Inc., a subsidiary corporation of the parent ly by speculating as to what Jesus to learn about the administrative cently gave this as rea-son for setting
« Boston, March 4.
company. FCC had earlier insisted might have done if today's tools had agencies and the various regulatory for hearing a proposed sale of radio
Bjqperimentai radio venture to be on hearing testimony from principals been commonplace 2,000 years ago,
.station WTMV, East St. Louis, 111.,
problems facing them.
launched oveir WBZ, WBZA (NBC), in the case of Howard Hughes of the And the Jew might ask himself in
"On the whole, these meetings to Evansville-on-the-Air for $325,WEEI CCBS), WNAC (Mutual) and Hughes Tool Co. and Tommy Lee aU seriousness what use Elijah, or should prove to be a very flexible OOO. Pre.sent owner Myles Johns had
•WCOP (ABC) on July 7 for a three- of Don tee Ketwork. Both of these MoSes, or Amos might have made of procedure whereby the entire ma- purchased the station less than two
week period and designed to im- were txcusedt however, on doctors' radio, or the motion picture or tele- chinery of government^—
years ago at a flgute around $100,000.
both legisprove quality of educational pro' representationt.
vision!..."
lative and executive— can be made
grams over regional stations, puts
to function nnore smoothly^"
New England Well ahead in pioneer-

Radio Cleaners

members

are;
I'iiiladelpbia;

.

'

F(%, House uroup

.

Price

,

Suipena

In Lovefest
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Cu^ Hearst Call

.

:
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sendoff of FCC with the
committee does not mean, however,
that an investigation may not come
from other House members or be a
within the

Happy

'

ing radio education.
New venture, supplementing the
already flourishing Lowell Institute
broadcasts of three educational
series weekly over these four top
ranking Hub stations, is called a
summer radio workshop and is sponsored by the N. E. Conimittee on
Washington, March 4.
iiadio in Education and BostOh UniOver 100 FM applicants, including
versity
in cooperation with the
the country's biggest labor unions,
radio stations named.
Workshop is directed by Dr. Ever- have apparently come to the constandard
ett L. Austin, director ol secondary clusion that without a
education of Rhode Island, assisted broadcast station to support it, FM
by 15 specialists in various phases won't be a
sound investment for

Non-AM FM Hopefuls Ditching
Whfle

of radio. EnroUees in the workshop
Will be teachers, jjrinoipals, supervisors, librarians and school superintendents, who will receive four
creaits in the B. IT. School Of Education tor application toward a
bachelor's
or master's degree.
School is limited to 200 .enrollees
for first session. Ben Hudelson,
newly appointed educational director of WBZ, is consultant.
,

Mont Award to Bavis
AlnOhg DuPOnt awards to be
handed out this year, that in 'the
commentator category will go to
Elmer Davis.
Awards will be made Saturday
(8) and will include several other
Recipient names are
categoriiBS.
feeing kept under wraps.
.

Idea;

later

Tbre Are No

It's

Miituars Daytime
MutuaVs "Queen

file.

Meanwhile, FCC men pointed to
the
United Automobile Workers
some time to corned
(CIO) which is hot after an AM staFCC figures show that approxi- tion to bulwark its FM operation in
Detroit.
The depleted UAW treasmately 115 bidders have disihissed
ury, however, is not expected to be
FM permits in the past yea): arid a equal to supporting Independent
or
half and another 15 have actually even joint AM-FM operations in
turned back permits or conditional Chicago and Cleveland where other
grants.. The number one reason, ac- bids are On file.
The union has
cording to Commlssioto men, "Was withdrawn from Newark, N. J.,
failure to win an AM-station license, and Los Angeles and is expected to
coupled with scarcity of FM sets on pull out of Flint, Mich.
the market. Lack of enough capital
The AFL's chip-heavy Internato finance a joint AM-FM operation tional Ladies Garment Workers is
was also blamed by some of those the only union with more than one
quitting the FM field. (Others pulled FM request in the hopper which has
out earlier when they saw no hope not pulttd out some of its applicaof beating out competition for the tions. But ILGWU recently voted to

PM

FM

for a

Cincinnati,

March

4,V

Roger Baker, recently resigned
the staff of WLW, has been appointed general manager of KOB,
5O,O00-watt station in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, The announcement
was made today (Tues.), by the Albuquerque Broadcasting Co.
^Baker's reslgnatlo'n frOm WLW,
Was announced several weeks afo

Sliifts

Day"

will

the air from 2 to 2:30 p.m., half
hour earlier than now heard, start- and becomes effective March 16. H«
ing March 31. New slot gives week- will proceed at once to take up his
day giveaway program "a more ex- new duties,
panded listening audience," net says.
Albuquerque station Is an NBC
Miles Labs picks ;up: a 15-minute affiliate and operates on 770 kilotab on "(3ueen"; other half is sus- cycles.
hit

FM

bid, for standard stations to sujpporf
choice markets.)
Amalgamated PM operations lii New York, Bo.ston.
week,
the
Last
Broadcasting- System, owned by the Philly, Los Angeles, CKattanooga and
CIO's Amalgamated Clothing Work- St. Louis.
Three other
permittees turned
grant in
ers, turned back an
"Changing .condi- back their permits last week.
Rochester, N.Y.

com-

mem- from

ber declared.

tions in Rochester'' was quoted as
reason for the move.
The union
said it would hang on to applications
for New York and Chicago.' Amalgamated, which earlier pulled out
in 'Philly, has no standard
of

broadcast bids on

development
itself, one Republican

mittee

No Go

ROGER BAKER TO HEA0
AtBU(JIJERQUE'S KOB

taining.

Shift cues time changes in three
other Mutual afternoon items: Jackie

HIU Show moves from
4;

to

Harlem Hospitality Club

1-1:15;

from

3:30-4 to 2:30-3.

WCCO BRIEFS SOLONS

WCCO

is

Minneapolis, March 4.
making sure state legisWhat it is all about,

latures know
radiowise.
.

it

conducted

technique,

a

class

attended

1

Free-For-AH

in

radio

Boston, March

solons.
E. W. Ziebarth,
educftion director, conducting the class
in.stnictod represeulativcs and senators in use of the mike.
.'

4.

Everybody's a news commentator
in a

new

WCOP

(ABC)

series be-

ginning this Week.
Station is sponsoring 23 weekly
newspaper editors in the Greater
Boston area as commentators on *n
11:10 p. m. slot.
They'll take turns
and are given a free rein to handle
the chore as they See fit, tackling
national, local or community issues
or giving newscasts for their towns
cities.
Series launched March
3
with A. E. Larsson, editor of.
the Wellesley Townsman. Welle.sley,
home of swank gal's coUoge, one o*
wealthiest Hub suburbs.

by some 40 and

CBS

;

WCOFs

l.-lrl5 to 3:45-

Cedric Foster's co-op from 2-2:13

MmA

WedncB&if^

5,

m
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WlBG, PMly News fml

Mew

Wer Outlet

Philadelphia, March 4.
Philadelphia
Daily
News,

The

evening tabloid, and

WIBG

last

week

teamed up

to file ati application with
the FCC to construct a new television station in this city.
The ntew coinpanj' will be known
the WIBG-Philadelphia Daily
News Television Corp, Both the
News and WIBG had each previously
applied for video outlets.
The FCC had advised the News to
make certain technical changes in
its original plans, and WIBG, .along
with other major Philly stations, had
withdrawn its application when the
.war interrupjsd progress being made
in the .field. In 1946, when interest
in thfe field was locally renewed and
the FCC began considering the television situatioij in Philadelphia, both
organizations decided to combine
their interests.
However, it was emphasized that
there was no tieup between the
station and the newspaper, and it
was pointed out in this connection
that the two other Philly dailies,
the inquifer and the Bulletin, both
hBye radio affiliations. The Inquirer
owns WFIL and the Bulletin owns
and recently acquired WCAXJ
through the package deal involving
purchase of the Philadelphia HecOrd.
The new corporation proposes to
utilize the former WIBG transmitter
building and tower in suburban
Cheltenham Township for th« new
station's transmitter, with studios to
be constructed both in the present
WIBG studio downtown and the
'

WPEN

John Wanamaker

store.

An expenditure of approximately
$500,000 will be involved in bringing
the new tele station to Philly. Officers of the new corporation include
John B. Kelly, chairman of the
board;, Paiil K, Harron, president;
iSllmalcer and John Morgan
Davis, viee-pr'esidents, and K. A.
Hanon, secretary and treasurer.
The new station, .it is believed,
will become the Philadelphia outlet

Lee

oiE

the

DuMont

television network.

*

T8A, tealtors Hiidie

To

Mill!

Interim Plan

In Tele Aerial Snafo
Assn.'s
Broadcasters
special sub-committee on apartment

Television

slated to meet
with the N. Y. Realty Board yesterday (Tues.) afternoon tQ submit an
interim plan for the immediate installation of video sets in multipleapartment dwellings. Detail.«; of the

hou.se installations

was

are being kept under wraps
untn it's learned whether the realty
board will accept it.
Plan was developed by the TEA
committee, headed up by Ernest
Marx, salesroanager of DuMont tele
receivers. Fact that the plan Was
described as an interim arrangement
indicates it's not a master antenna
system, which most N. Y. apartment
be
house ''ow7iers'¥a7'e ''deman^^^
developed before the.y'U permit in

Interests li

f^^^

I

»

« *

*

Telerision Keviews

Don Cook
(27), 8:30

p.m.

GENERAL MILLS

WpKB

(ABC), Chicago
(Kiioai-Reeues)

Video at ringside, whether it be
boxing or wrestling, has always

made

from
This show, however,

for best televiewing

outlet.

sur--

passes other sports remotes. Offering a clear three-hour picture of
never-slowing
parade
threeof
rounders. Golden Gloves via television was a ringside bargain for any
flght

has continuously
smaller arena,

from

bouts

managed

to spot its cameras to nifty
advantage in huge Chicago Stadium.

more

cleverly leans

Stallation of tele sets in their build'
ings.
Landlords have complained
that the present necessiily for each

individual set to have its own antenna conslitute.s a fire hazard and
also would make the roofs Ibok like
piiicushions.

I

problem

don't

On New Transmitter

Fori GF

to Step

television,

on

which prom

Ford Motors and General Foods,
which last week signed to co-spontelecasts of Brooklyn Dodgers'

sor

N.Y.), are both prepping for heavy
expansion in video advertising.

OF, which makes its video bow
with the Dodger games, has set up
a special tele committee headed by
Howard M. Chapin, to handle its tele
advertising.
Committee is shopping
around' for .other shows currently
and. although no .commitments have
been made, is expected to sign for
a studio show over WNBT. (NBC,
N.Y.).
dF recognizes, according to
Chapin, that tele will not pay off
as an ad medium immediately but
wants to gain experience and also
get a foothold on the choice time
slots still available.
Firm's tele advertising will be split among Young

&

Rubicam, Benton

&

by animated

grammed

I

to

Bowles and

date,

lief."

down

tracts,

flia-

until

.:

..

No FCC Compromise
In Color Tele Decision,

Expected About March 17

of the Detroit Tigers' home
games, as soon as the first station
begins commercial operation in Deeasts

troit.

WW

J,

Washington. March

decision on the color tele<iuestion is expected to be
handed down during the week of
March 17, and certainly before the
end of thus month.
Despite reports of a compromise
decision that would placat.e both
CBS and the black and while pro-

owned and operated by

ponents, it's believed the FCC will
not hand out a commercial permit
for CBS color without setting stalidards at the same: time. Deeisiou is
expected either to approve or nix
the CBS bid for color standard!! all
the way, coiiseeiuently.

Later

Hdp Sell Gowns

Fashion industry's first all-embracing exposition is set for a showmanship hypo in it.s Madison Square
Garden. N. Y., opening June 12 to
June 18. with television definitely
in the forefront. While fair will be

1

;

4.

FCC

vision

Fasjiion Fair to Help

FCC, meanwhile, Is keeping .strictmum on the subject, being extremely reluctant to say anything
about the imminent dcei.sion at the
ly

present time.

i

meant specifically for the industry,
show biz angles are being worked
in
to attract the wandering con-

'

sumer..
Special

pitch is being made by
chairman of the Fashion Fair com-

'

I

pills rolling

intestinal

'

:

j

plus a
likely

new medium* for public
and anything close to a
plug-ugly would make it look like a
medium for public revulsion. But it's
a point that struggling now telcvl-.
sion stations, tempted by advertising
revenue, will have to coii.sidor. If
they bill radio's taste on a television
screen, the audience won't have to
take Alka-Seltzer to get prompt le-

has concentrated its
entire investment on remote pickups of sports events.
J. Walter
Thompson agency, which handles
the account, is now shopping for a
co-sponsor for telecasts ol the Chicago Cubs' home games over WBKB
Ford
(Balaban & Katz, Chicago).
is
also expected to bankroll teletele

is

a great
service,

Foote, Cone & Belding.
Ford, probably the top spender in

1

•

effect'

everybody glows with health.
"Not that anyone will look long at
it. Television has been introduced iis

•

^

I

mouthwash

take television In stride. Such
has been on the radio, but only
time will tell whether television cau
produce something twice as bad.
"After listening to plug-uglie.<!, it
is possible to imagine a
television
screen presenting dramatized versions of hair falling, stomachs acidizing and toiks growing older than
35. There could be pleasant family
scenes involving mothe'r who is
dull, father who is. tired and Junior
who is nervous, all being improved

home games over WCBS-TV (CBS,

.

i

will

to

believed to haVe neared the
goal originally -set for 1946.

the most powerful in the country, is dustry would, turn out more than
apparently living Up to that promise, 200!b00 sets during 1947.
WNBT's present time chai-ges
Presently off the air until tlie pew
transmitter has been fully tested, range from $750 per hour (plus a
DuMont put out a te.st pattern last $100 tran.smitter charge) to $250 for
Almost mi- 10 minutes for live studio shows.
27). night.
Thursday
viewers watching the Included in the char.ges are five
mediately,
regular show on WCBS-TV (CBS. luiurs of (fee: camera rehearsal time
and H4 hours
N. Y.) phoned CB.S claiming ?ome- with each hour Show
For comthing had gone wrong With Iheir pic- lor a 10-minute show.

'

sponsor's

wintergr^en fiavor as well,

RCA

;

the

stuff

produc-

set

know how

'built-in

Out Tele-fc

sets

10,000
Some of these, however, were
slotted for other cities than N. Y. In
addition,
prexy David Sarnoft
recently predicted the entire in-

[

,

DuMont

ised that its new transmitter currently imder construction would be

is

with

"Ai-iyone ingenious enough to figure out a tooth powder With a

I

lion.

|

information

fi-ozen
.

advertisers

tho.se
It will

afraid they might.

cabinets and. with
about i.lOO sets on the floor awaiting
boxes, has temporarily slowed Its
.production pace. RCA. which has

Backs Up Dulooi Claim

of the best features of
that it presents such a

to

be a task to make
something reasonably pictorial and
suitably distasteful out of deodorants, pills and soap dish jolly. We

trouble .getting

WCBS, Viewtone iixup

is

ugly plugs.

the betrbit Newls, Is expected to
go on the air this month, and ABC
to
is also prepping for an early video
h&ving start in Detroit.

more than 4,000
Firm is cui-rently

delivered
date.

i

commercial plug-u.glies
middle of World War II

the

"One

television

surmount the problem. But wp are

the

of

!

(Continued on page 40)

j

Recognizing the immediate necessuch a sy.stem by set manufacturers, Marx last week sent a
letter to all manufactiirers of electronic equipment, iriquiring whether

sity for

out

The paper, which has been battling against

be

to

of song.

than description, allowing, pix to red. where they've been sunk since
speak for themselves. Without using tele first went commercial back in
regular broadcast type of blow-by- 1941. Move was apparently cued by
blow stuflf, hp acts as guide and asks, the announcement several weeks ago
"Did you ttotice that left?" or that WBKB (Balaban & Katz, Chi"Smith looks tired, doesn't he?"
cago) had doubled its time charges
Interepersing
the
neat chatter
with hUmor, Wilson kept show going with a (Ibublirig of the huiriber of
between rounds with interesting bits sete in the Chi area. Capt. Bill Eddy,
of boxers' background arid previous WBKB station manager, hopes to
performances.
begin operating at a profit within
Pictures came through clear and the next six months.
sharp and cameramen did excellent
N. Y.'s 17,000 Sets
job of catching every blow.
And
Although actual figures on the
32 bouts an evening ought to be
enough for anyone.
number of tele sets now operating
in N. Y. are impossible to obtain, a
survey of "several of the leading
WHERE THERE'S A WILL
With. Carol Goodner, Mary Pattoii, manufacturers indicates the 17,000
Cyrilla Dorn, Alexander Clark
estimate may be correct. DuMont has
Producer-Director: Fred Coe
delivered about 1,000 sets since the
Writer: Lex Richards
end of the war, most of which went
Set: Bob Wade
to homes in Metropolitan N. Y.. and
25 Mins.i Sun. (2), 8:45 pjn.
is currently turning them out at the
Sustaining
rate of 50 a day. In the four-week
WNBT-NBC, N. Y.
Production of "Where There's a period ending Feb. 23, DuMont shipWill," new play by Lex Richards, on ped more than $875,000 worth of
WNBT last Sunday (2) nighti offered receivers and still has back orders
further evidence that televisiori of- totaling more than $3,100,000. Comfers a near-perfect medium for the
pany is gradually -hypoing its proalmost extinct one-acters. Running
duction rate and hopes ttt turh out
25 minutes, "Will'' was much easier
15,000-20,000 for 1947.
to take than the full-length, threeViewtone, which didn't begin proact
plays
which
have become
WNBT's Sunday night forte. With duction until the middle of 1946. ha.s

plan

•

expenditures

operating

commentary

to

said,

KSD

;

"conversing" with singer, and
receiving as answers next line

WNBT

:

since

Simon method promises

iii,

Jock, who is regularly
heard via WJJD, uses gimmick
of breaking into vocal at certain
spots by
stopping turntable,

One of two cameras overlooked ring
about 30-degree angle, showing a
good overhead picture of entire go- schedule are being kept sub rosa unings-on. Other lens came in for
til the Giants' sponger is found.
closeups
which brought viewers
WABD (DuMont. N. Y.) and
sharp scenes of battle principals.
Long a sports must, Chi Tribune- WCBS-TV (CBS, N. Y.) have no
sponsored Golden Gloves tourna- immediate plans for boosting their
ment brings fast-paced show, with time charges, both of which went
short bouts following each other at into effect shortly after the original
two-minute intervals;
WNBT schedule. NBC; mbve is ap, Announcer Joe Wilson's comment
parent effort to lift their station's
tailor-made for video, Wilson
is
at

(Pulitzer), whosfe
boeaihe the
nation's first newspaper-o\yned radio station tci successfiilly broadcast
television program."!.

unique.

NBG

fan.

WBKB, which
aired

homes in the volume that radio now
was discossod editorially last
week by the St. Louis Post-Di.spatch

it

WBKB

WNBT

this

Chicago, March 4.
be a trend or not,
show will be tele-

vised from ladies, lounge of hotel
here when Elrhie Simon brings
his
zany disk ahties before
cameras from CQhtinental
hotel this week.
This marks fittit time Chi video
takes on platter show, and the

Whether

a disk jockey

video, will boost its time charges
for tele sponsors in the near future.
It's been learned that top brass at
WNBT, the Web's N. Y. tele outlet,
are waiting only until a sponsor is
sisined for telecasts of the N. Y.
Giants home baseball games before
upping the prices on its rate card.
was the first station in the
country to issue a rate card, putting
it
out early last year when there
were an estimated 7,500>lp,000 sets
operating in the N. Y; area.
announced at the time that it was
only a tentative schedule, established
for the "initial commercial development period." Today, with estimates
of more than 17,000 sets now in
apparently beoperation,
lieves the preliminary period has
passed. Details of the new i-ate

for Tele

St. Lbui.i March 4.
What may happen to plug-uglies
when television is received into

Ladies Djiy

sumption that the greate,r number
of sets now- in the homes' of N. Y.
viewers provides more potential
buyers, for products plugged on

|

Announcer: Joe Wilson
Three Hours, Thurs.
(CST)

on the as-

television, acting

bugh

Distastefil

»

GOLDEN GLOVES TOURNAiM 'NT
Director:

To Get

CUE MOUE GOI«

» »»

NBC

r

Plug-Ugly Spoisors Face Real Task

iRELISIEillS

»

DETROn* STATION RliS
^^^^^^

Detroit's first opending telovisiOii
mittee. Tex McCrai'y. for television
iTii.-sstation precmed yesterday
Check by CBS engineers re- parison. WCBS-TV chai-ges a flat
$150 per hour for either i-ehearsal as a medium for apparel industry riay) with a reduced power (r;'n.<all the calls had come
or actual broadcast, so that with advertising. With plans still being mi-ssion intended largely as a test of
Engi
they have produced or ai'e develop- from Vicwtone set owners,
same five hours of rehearsal for worked out for detailed showings, equipment. Outlet
own d by the
ing a multiple antenna capable of neers claimed the high-powered Du- the
the CBS llgiu'e setu|) in its present development Detroit No^vs. which also owns raMont signal had revealed a doleet in eaeli hour's .show,
opferating a large number of sets.
charges $300 calls for the huge stage in the par- dio station 'WWJ. and will ti-an-.mit
Viewtone .sets, wliiuh affected tlie would be $000. WABD
deh to be modelled after the viewing on Channel 4. as an NBC alliliate.
pel' hour of broadcast time and $65
CBS picture.
:

;

j

j

ture.

vealed that

,

i.^

.

LA. Coliseum Adopts

per hour of rehearsal, a.skirig for a
guarantee of two hours rehearsal
time for each bioadcast. hour.

Viewtone prexy Irving Kane adDuMoitt signal had
Die

mitted

Wt-and-See on
«„ii,M.mnfi

Tele

MarHi

4

t

stymied
Claimed

11
it

,:

but
"Viewtone: sets
the rcsirlt of CBS'

H'd
retain all television rights to events
held on the premises, with the ex-

^monofi.

i^i'Uiten

in

ghost

ifnage.s,

I

pro football team, which has a contra,t with two years left t-.-run not.,
tra^'t
covering video.
omcials feel video is slil.
Stadium orric'.....
an unknown quantity and do not
want to let it slip out of tlH-ir hands,

]^^'
ou, In the
.,„,„„
^"l-'elude the nevv. cmls tuned o
higher frequencies, Kane Mid.
,

.

,

to

pla

°;-X:^no'
.

!h;

4.

The Holl.vwood Athletic CUib will
serve as the temporary headquarters
of the Academy of Television Arts
next meeting
and Sciences, and at
the question of membership standards will be taken up. Some 200 are
now uiioflicially a.ss(icia led w Ih the

-

I

group.

,

,

,

:,

•
.

with en-

Video studio facilities .'U't- arran.ged
in conjimction with the radio .station- and havi; bc'cn fully eomnlctud.
Transmitter on Iho Penobscot Build
ing is finished enough to transmit at
reciueed power. Schedule set up calls
Monday-through-Friday operafor
tion 12 hours a week, all but two degramming by New York station.s.
voted to .test patterns with music.
Since radio ha.*- hever been a sat- The live shows will b.' split into four
isfactory medium for the. a{)parel segments, with a balf-hour in aftorr
industries, execs in that business noon and evening of Tui-id.iys and
have been looking to televi.sion as a Friday.-;.
means oi getting their plugs across
Station hiiK no remote equipment
ready to operate as yet.
(Continued on page 40i
;

I

I
,

a video receiver,

.

!

i

i

on

tire pre.sentation produced exactly
show.
Pending
11
television
i-learance of engineering details, the
entire .show will bo tran.smittcd to
receivers placed at variou.s points
inside the Garden, while portion.s of
it will be schieduled as regivlar pro-

like

House Tele Acad
Hollywood. March

uk-

,i,,.,„,„i,

Ahgei^^i^s

AC

Defect,

i^-a
;

st^reeh

was!
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STORY OF AN IDEA
Graham
g,

1847.

name

Bell,

...

It

began with Alexander

born one hundred years

He gave thS world

to the great Bell

ago,

on March

the telephone and lent his

Telephone System with

its

Early in

its

career the telephone was enlisted for

communication.

of valiant telephone operators

communities in

entertainment by telephone

Our

history

is

full

who warned endangered

times, of fire, flood

and Storm.

In 192a the idea was carried another step forward-

The American

lines.

the in-

fant art of radio could be served by linking stations
across the nation with telephone wires.

the world's

family of millions o£ subscribers.

service as well as

to

Telephone and TelegTaph Company believed

first

The result was
NBC.

radio network, nucleus of

Thfr linking of communication and entertainincnt

was further advanced seven years ago wlien ihc

Telephone System sponsored the

Hour on NBC.

Since then every

dial tone in millions of

initial

Monday

homes has been

A M EmCA

'

S

J\fO .

J

Bell

Tclcpbone
niglir. ilie

great music.

jrRTWORI^
J.

t.

Simply by turning on their radios,

listeners can

Fritz Kreisler,

Helen Traubcl. Marian Anderson and

a host of others are regular guests.

Donald Voorhees and

great soloists are
Bell

Accompanying
liis

Tele pli one Hour

among

is its

57-picce

commercials. These are

the most interesting in radio and deal with

subjects whicii help the listener understand

l^hone scr\'ice better

.

Asmimr
NIe

these

Symphonic Orchestra. One noteworthy feature

of the

Cnniillgg

lUnctlu

.

and use

llie J

it

more

liis

effectively.

How

be

entertained by the great artists of the musical world.

tele-

1

America? Build a program

to dial

elephone Hour. Give

envy— tlie powerful
Flash, its

weekly

of the vast

it

^vings that

facilities of

gift of fine

NBC audieiice.

the

like the

Mercury woidd

NBC

Network.

music to the grateful

Let

it

lioraes

be heard in the com-

pany of other great shows on NBC.

The
bell

result: a distinguished

with millions of listeners

program that rings the
at the saine

scores of critical aAvards, hailing it

model of radio

excellence.

time

it

wins

an outstanding

—
Wednesday, March

S4
OF B1IIiI.nOG
FAUI. WHWEMAN'S ASSEMBIiT ADVEN'MJBES
With Wbltemiin erch Hind chorus;
DBtimmOND
iMllndy CMSOU, Jobhny Thompson, Witit Ned Wever, Rod Hendrickson,
Karl Wild, plAnlst
Writer: Norm»n Bssten
Prodtioer: Melville Rnlck
SO MIns., Wea„ 9 p.m.

NATIONAL G«A»» OF

WJZ-ABC, N. T.
W. W.

other*
Producer-Director: Mendy Brown
Writer: Edward J. Adamaon
30 MIus.; Friday, 9:30 p.m.

W. S.

WOR-MBS,

on behalf ol
the National Guard of the United
States, which is footing the talent
bill lor this half-hour weeldj^ proBram, with ABC waiving the bilhngs
air time.
itself

a ready -rtiade

package, the Paul Whiteman show
that's been a longtime feature on the
ABC network, and with a production
assist by Melville Ruick and a writing job by Norman 'Rosten. it adds
up to an impressive showcase. This
appealing
the
•one
doesn't have
"Sounds Off" cadence chant as a
come-on. but in its stead there's Ros-

(Owen & Choppell)

resemblance to the characterthat made its bow on the
Mutual web in 1941. In fact the
only limey tone is by the assistant
dick, played by Rod Hendrickson.
Drummond
"Bulldog
Current
series has little to distinguish itself
from the multitude of mystery sessions currently prowling through

little

ization

There's little finesse
loudspeakers.
in writing or enactment, and initial
as

an unimaginative

and routine thriller, devoid of mystery element* of the story line. Saving factors were the good production
and rapid pacing.
"Drummond's" current rebirth is
ten's midway "commercial" employAmerican Transit
ins the documentary technitiue to sponsored by the
devoted to
"sell" the National Guard with a Assn. with sales spiels
pubhc
well-written, cavalcadish recap of advantages of using local
lines instead of private vetransit
past performances, etc.
are built along
Commercials
hicles.
the
it's
On the entertainment side,
are capably
familiar Whiteman show and format, institutional lines and
Jose.
which rematos easy on the ears. That delivered by Ted Brown.
goes for Whiteman's "Then and
Now" musical ("Bright Eyes")'insert-. BATTLE OF THE BLOODS
the nod in tribute to the Dorsey
Jo
Perkins,
Mark
Hill,
With
James
boys, graduates of the Whiteman enCody, Isabel Bosers, BOsalie Korsemble, on the occasion of the preem
man; John Saunders, announcer
of their "Fabulous Dorseys"; the sock
Todd Bransom
vocalizing of Mindy Carson with "To Writer-Director:
Howard Malcolm^
Me" (from the Dorsey pic) and a Producer: Sat.
(15). 12 (noon)
songstress, incidentally, who sounds IS Mins.;
destined for the big time, plus the Sustaining
usually capable Johnny Thompson. WTOD, Toledo
This quarter-hour dramatic capOn the preem Gen. Butler B. Milloiiberger was brought on for a spiel sule burst open Uke a. thunderclap
to tie in with the National Guard and hit like a sledgehammer. PreRose.
sented as part of this station's consponsorship auspices.
.

•

tribution

Brotherhood

to

ter

Week,

Continuity: James. Hart
^
Director: A'.bert Ward
$0 Mins.; Thurs. (87), 11:30 p.m. (One
Shot)
Sustaininf
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.
After the legit houses jon Broadway shut down last Thursday night
(27), a group of great stars with the
grease paint still on them came before the CBS mike to pay tribute to
the memory of Ellen Terry on the
100th anni of the actress' birth, They
piit on a beautiful show—more beauUntiful than money could buy.
fortunately, the show had to be
shotted for such a late hour. It rates
a repeat at a better time.
Shakespeare scripted the main
part of the show and fully measuring
up to the incomparable majesty Of
his lines was a cast of players about
whom nothuig more need be said
than name them: Ingrid Bergman,
Helen Hayes, Cornelia Otis Skinner,
Eva Le Gallienne, Margaret Web'

MSA

THE BEULAH SHOW

S, 1947

SEBGIO

With Bob Corley, Loi* Corbet, S^m IS Mins,; p«ri>n,»Uirtt>Frt.,
KIrkpatrick, Ernie Whiteman and Sustainlnp

Hank Wenvejr, an- WGV, N. Y.
Adiam oreh
At a time when few

Eric- l^olfe;

Hampden, Sam Wanauiaker,

John Gielrud

N. T."

show wound up

inirrld

Wmm HOBB „
Bertmm, Hdtin Hayes,

Cornelia Otl« Skinner. Eva Le
Galllenne, Marfaret Webater, Wal-

»

AMERICAN TRANSIT ASSN.

Aj/er)

•with the production task

Ayer grabbed

Wttb

I

Drummohd," through
"Bulldog
Having injected a considerable
showmanship hypo into the Avmy long residence on the Mutual netrecruitment program over the past work, has virtually lost his clipped
year via its "Sound Off" program, English accent. Sleuth, as essayed
perhaps it was only natural that N. by Ned Wever, forgets his British
W. Ayer agency should be entrusted origins too frequently and there s

on

BORN IN A

Writer: Cluirle* Stewart
Producer: Bill Johnson
Director: Jack Hurdle
SO Mins.; Mon., 9 p.m.

so-called
,

Sustainine

WJZ-ABC,
This

is

N. Y.
a revival of the situation

liberal

u n,iu
,

nouncer; Basil

any of the

if

commentaiois

re-

m^in, the return of Lisa Sergio to
the New YorK airlanes is in the waV
of beihg a heartening sign. As such
WOV, the Bulova-owned Manhattan
indie,' rates a nod of commendation
for reversing the technique in a move

comedy program, sponsored by Turns to restore some measure of balanced
at the time, which went off the air commentary on the air. Although her

about a year ago as a result of the
untimely death of MarUn Hurt, who
cieated..the Negro maid character otf
"Beulah." Since that time ABC has
been hunting for an actor to re-create
the role. Search finally turned up
Bob Corley,. young Alabaman whohad been active in a veterans' theatre '.project in Atlanta,
Charles
Stewart, who scripted the original
show, was assigned to whip up a
new series employing the same formula.
Spotted "Opposite the high-Hoopered. "Lux -Theatre" show would
ha vis to be sensationally sharp to
lure much of an audience. As it is,
ster, Walter Hampden, Sam Wanajudging from Mondays (3) second
maker and John Gielgud. And at stanza, "Beulah" offers easy but quite
bottom of this show was the stu- unarresting listening. At best, it
pendous idea of having this group might how those listeners who "love
do nothing hicire than to act. And dat gal" Beulah, inasmuch as Corley
that they did.
turns in a pretty capable imitation of
Except for Miss Webster, who the original. The script seems most
emceed the show, each of the ac- at fault,. depending too strongly on
tresses was presented in short se- piinny gags; the payoff is not overly
quences from some of the Shalte- laugh-laden.
spearean plays in which Miss Terry
Miss Corbet as Aunt Alice and Jess
appeared. Miss Bergman, assisted by Kirkpatrick as Mr. Harry offer beWanamaker, led the cavalcade with lieveable performances. But Ernie
a reading, full of pathos, of the tragic Whiteman as Bill, Beulah's boy
Imogene role from "Cymbeline." friend, seems out of character, a fact
Cornelia Otis Skinner, currently in which
can be blamed largely on a
"Lady Windermere's Fan," told a .script which forces him to deliver
short story with sensitive underlines 'a little loo clever and well constatement.
Eva Le Gallienne and trived for the role.'
Walter Hampden evoked » the dark
"Buzz" Adlatn's orch provides two
powers in their rendition of the murder-plotting scene from "Macbeth'* tuneful interludes with peppy rendiwhile Jane Cowl recited the "where- tions of "Blue Skies" and "If s a Good
fore art thou Romeo" piece from Day," Eileen Wilson puri:ing «mo<>thly to the latter.
"Romeo and Juliet" superbly.
Mounting from one brilliant climax
to another, the program followed
WNBC BALLOT BOX
with Heleij -Hayes as Portia impasWith Ben Grauer, Alice Thompson,
sionately
playing the courtroom
Judge Anna M. Kross; announcer,
scene
.

15-minute nightly stanza is for sale
to all comers, the station meqiiwhile
has allocated sustaining time for Miss
Sergio.
^

Ferame commentator, last heard
on WQXR and under spoh«
network auspices (Botany
ABC, had a flock of wellwishers on hand for her initial broad-

'

locally

sored

Mills) -on

cast Monday (3) niglit. among ihetn
Fibrello LaGuardia, Quincy Howe
and Stanley Isaacs.

Miss Sergio outlined the .scope she
intends to embrace, giving an overall picture of conditions in Europe
as she saw them on her recent trip
and also what these people expect ol
us. She highlighted the precariousaess of freedom in the nations that
coiild

not outlaw poverty and hunger

and gave her thoughts on what' she
believed a commentator should do
and how the role of a commentator
today differs from what It was in the
war years. Radio alone, she said, can
meet the new requirement of interpreting the news <Jf the day by background and fact, and this she pledged
'

,

herself to do, so that the people can

fdrm their own opinion.
It was an outspoken espousal of
the freedom Miss Sergio; has long
Rb??,

advocated.

HOW'S

VoDB HEALTH?

With' Dr. Currier

Emmett
Sfinii.;

McEwen,

Dr. t,

Jr.; Dr. Elaine ^.
Otto Arthur Bessey

Holt,

Balli, Dr.

IS

S»t.> 2 p.ni.

Sttslalning

:

sponsored by the National ConferWNBC, N. Y.
ence of Christians and Jews, 'this
Presented in cooperation with
Holmes. program jarred the nervous system
New 'itork University's College of
3at Eaelton: Henry with an impact that will last beydnd
Medicine, this new public seilvice
anNorell. narrator; Pllil Tonkin;
the date set for the erid Of the
feature is designed to bring the
nouncer
tolerance campaign.
from ""The Merchant of Venfacts of healthy living to attention
Writers: Robert Green, Emit LipperBay
•BatrettPower of this show flowed from ice." John Gielgud, piped in from
Roundtable discusjsions
of dialers.
Clay Daniel
man
the uncompromising honesty with •Baltimore, closed the snow with an Producer-Director:
among guest medicos on topical
Producer-Director: Emmett P»nl
which it came to grips with the excellent reading of the ditge from 30 Mins.; Saturdaya 6:].!lk. p.ni.
questions of public health are kept
30 Mins.; Saturdays, 9:30-10 p.m.'
country's most explosive, tlieretore '•Cymbeline." Miss Webster handled Sustaining
on a simple noh-technical level for
Sustaining
the the emcee chore with stately good WNBC, N..Y.
double-talked nroblem
most
.
WOR-MBS, N. Y.
Old-type discussion program with general absorption.
taste.
It was not
status of the Negro.
On the preem program (1). disSecond half of a Mutual-built intended to be pleasant listening.
a new gimmick: "WNBC Ballot Box"
This show presented an array of
hour, this adventure program shapes As the announcer warned in his unhalf-hour of enlightening cussion suffered somewhat from an
provides
which is unlikely to appear discussion,a and .some pretty good en- excess of informality which prenip as a definite bid for a lead among usual intro: "You will find more talent
again together under the same roof.
vented the doctors from driving
the ranks ,of rating-stealers: those pleasant listening at another point
tertainment
for this type of show.
Topic was
programs which don't cost much but on the dial." It was the right idea. First rate jobs by James Hart, who Latter quality arose largely from the home a clear point.
wrote the continuity, and director
nutrition, and although many intercause plenty of consternation in the To eat through the calloused layers
Ward allowed for maximum pair of intelligent distaffs taking op esting facts were disclosed about
Hooper departn»ent. AH: it needs is of tradition, no unctuous mixture of Albert
use of it. and for that 'much thanks. posite sides on the question, "Do effects of nutritional standards on
a better time slot and the prestige sentimental hopes and pious halfCBS
aired the show 'in cooperation- our young people need more disci- growth and height of population,
of a' sponsor.
truths will do, but only the acid
the American Repertory Thea- pline?" The gimmick, a machine and about obesity, dieting and old
Preem show had a timely angle, of relentless criticism and consum- with
.which registers audience opinion by
tre.
Herm.
age, the doctors failed to tie the
that of the w.k. fight fix, but more ing indignation.
the press of a biittbn on each seat,
random facts together.
Henii.
important, was expertly acted by a
with connections to a master dial,
On this note, the drama opened FRONTIERS OF SCIENCE
top cast, headed by Lawson Zerbe.
acts mostly as a means to hold the
A lot of the dialog was undistin- into the predicament of a young With Quincy Howe, narrator
li.stening audience to their sets to see ANYTHING GOES
guished except for what the thesps Negro boy in the dawning realiza- 15 Mins.; Tuesday, «:!$ p,m.
the final score.
With Roger King, Jerry Fordyce,
gave it, but the overall- plot made tion of his social stigma. Using the Sustaining
Use of the machine, pblysyllabi
Jerry Brown, Kenny Riehi orch.
for suspense and pujKlcment that technique of rapid shuttling between WBCS-CBS, N. Y.
cally named opinionmeter by its in
.to Mins., Mon. tUrongh Fri„ 12:3»
wasn't cleared until the, last-minute dramatizjation and commentary, the
"Frontiers of Science" represents vcntor, John Churchill; is smart
ii.m.
script managed to squeeze into its
denouement. '
another step in CBS' fiurrent move showmanship, however, with studio Sustaining
questions
narrow
confines
the
major
to
a
Story told of an attempt
fix
to hypo its public service shows, and aud of 261 polled on the question be- WGBC, Louisville
championship fight by approaching associated with the Negro's claim to it's a good one. With Qiiincy
Howe, fore the discussion began and then
Title is apt, and zany doings break
the favorite, played by Zerbe. Pug full equality as a fellow human be- narrating the entire
15 minutes in a afterwards to see how much influence on the air with theme "Anything
went along, planning to v?in any- ing. Even the problem of inter- crisp, precise delivery style,
the show the speakers had. Results of both Goes," teed off by accordionist Kenway and thus get back at the hoods marriage^ called just that and not attempts to outline new scientific
dis- polls are announced at the end of ny Riehl and h'ik musical aggregawho killed his brother for not fall- the Latin circumlocution of misce- coveries in terms that the laymaii
program.
tion.
the
Roger King emcees thf fun sesing into line. In the early rounds genation—was treated with simple,
Moderator Ben Grauer stays out of sion, which follows a pattern of
unfrightened -candor. In one .two- can understand, at the same time gohe' broke his hand but won anyway.
ing into the political maneuverings the discussion, letting the femmes exaggerating the giveaways on quiz
Fact that aud never knew what minute sequence, the lynch-burning
behind important scieritifle stories gab until expiration of the time limit. shows, and poking fun at various
brother was killed f^r and whether of a Southern Negtp was re-enacted
Tovnn.
types of radio programs and air
from current headlines.
he'd been fixed added tension. Zerbe with nerve-wracking intensity. .All
characters, with the caricatures howPreem show last Feb. 25, con.sewas tops as Freddie Gard, the boxer. associated with this show, including
ever not bearing too close a resemquently, was pegged to the Senate
Narration by Henry Norrell was WTOD, rate high praise.
MR. PNB
blance to any particular shows or
From a different angle, the prob- hearing.^ on the appointment of Da- Producer-Director:
fine, but similarity between his Voice
Fred
Eichorn
persons.
and tiiat of announcer made for con- lem of racial intolerance wai? 'ackled vid Liiienthal, with Howe spotlightMins.; Sat., 4:30 p.m.
Gets under way with search' for
the
opinion
ing
top
U.
S.
of
the
scien
fusion. Sound effects were excellent by WTOD during Brotherhood week
girl vocali.st to be given a spot on the
lists
that
Liiienthal
should
get
the
with
its
regular
"Moods
at
Mid-Day"
and overall production quality was
|'!|**i"'Sf,„.
show. Then brings on a couple of
inlv as
no Vipnrl
nf the
tlio Atomic
Atrtmin Vn^i-wv
...
head of
Energy
program of plattered music. Ah- job
Tomm.
obvious.
This live quizeroo on a six-station exaggerated hillbillies to sing. Next
noiincer .John Saunders spun stories Commission to forestall President
Pacific Northwe.st hookup combines a bit of tomfoolery by Bertram Blab,
of America's Main street and the Truman's turning to military men.
information, entertainment and 1,000 reciting some corny verses culled
UNCLE DON'S RECORD PARTY
various types of people who Walk In his discu.ssion, Howe revealed inmiles of friendly competition fi'om from his stint "Poetry Corner." King
Writer-Producer: lliicle Don
on it to get across the tolerance mes- teresting and heretofore unexpanded Yellowstone Park to the Pacific. Ob
also plugs for votes for musicians to
a« Mins.; Sat., 9:30 a.ni.
sage as subtly as possible. Story of facts, such as the fact that, even
jective of weekly hour siistainer is to
Sustaining;
W. C.^ Handy, author of "St. Louis though atomic power is harnwsod fami!ian-/.e li.steners with little' become memtiers of the orch.
'
"WOR, N. Y.
Comedy shows are few and far
Blues." was told on one show with soon to peacetime uses, the U. S. will
known fact.'; about Pacific Northwest between on local stations, and this
If there must be a disk jockey for
a long but Well-handled narration
still lusc other forms of fuel power
area, so these facts will be spread effort on the part of the WGRC staff
children—-and why notl daddy?
punctuated by the author's music. which can presently be produced at
out over rest of world alerting them, is commendable. Invited studio authen Uncle Don shall lead them. For Kt
the conclusion, Saunders .-j—
lower
costs. Re.st of the world, withsaid:
breezy
master
the
kid's
set,
in
way.
that
section
the
of
..™,l,„
a folksy
the PN
dience helps a lot, and all concerned
„„ „4.. ...^
fj
we itold
today out the U. S. .store of raw matprials. of U. S. A. and Canada is a desirable get
from his-^xperience of two decades Jiy= f^^j}"^^^
a lot of fun out of the doings,
was a I|eg
Negro.
however, needs atomic energy, and place
*ot programs for children, knows his
in which to spend the tourist
which evidently is shared by the
if if's provided for other countries,
tots and ways to win them, and gives
time and dollar.
listeners. Lively half -hour of comedy
the U. S. will benefit through inthem here a program which is kid- TODAY'S WOMAN
Original fornjat of this "riOn-Com- and music.
Hold.
creased standai'ds of living through- mercial commercial'' presents three
sisler to the mature disk airers.
Of With Anne
Dal
Stallard
Hayes,
out
the
world.
course it's a little difficult, from the
participants from groups representAired in the middle of the dinner ing industry, clubs, lodges, unions, LET'S
jaundiced vantage point of advanced fj^Mi^':'':
„
ASK MOM
,,
„
Mms.; Mon. ^^^^
through
Fn.,
11:45
hour, the show should garner many trade group.s, knife and fork aggregamiddle-age. to consult one's subeonWith KadcliHe Hall, Dr. Howard
listeners among both the nation's tions, who are stationed in each of
soious-or project oneself back 50 „ -Jr.
..
Lane; Ray Barrett, announcer
businessmen and school kids. Show the six outlets (seven when Great Writer: Bill Burns
years to one's own childhood in
„
caught (25) originated from WGAR Falls. Mont.. XL transmitter becomes Producer-Director: Lee Jones
order to determine the effectiveness "•c«^„i'„"-*."''*v? b
,
baS'^ally ii.
the .spoti for
Stal.
<CB"S, Clevclahd).
of this new program, but a hunch -55????"
operative). After approximately ten
15 Mins.; Saturday, 12:45 p.m.
KCMO's
director
of wOmen'.s activiminutes of news emplia.sizing Pacific Sustaining
s- vs it suits.
ties to air the daily chitchat about
Program (as judged by Satui-day's
Northwest happenings, weather re- WNBC, N. Y.
recipes,
homemaking and what- STUMP US
fl) premiere) has sufficient variety
port.s, and interpretations, program
This is one of a new series ot
have-you of interest to femmes. At With Phil Fine, John Ademy
segues into a quiz, with prizes morning kid shows being lined up as
for all children, in songs about
times the program is only that, but 15 Ming.; Mon.-throngh-Fri., 3 p.m. awarded.
aiiinia's. soncs as birthday greetings,
a public service by WNBC, N. Y.. for
on hillbilly music, nursery frequently rises above thi,s level by Sustaining
(Questions
di.'.-ks
asked
Concern
past,
airing on the airlines locally. Forpresent or future of each group's mat
rhymes, jazz, etc., a visit to a zoo inter.vicws with prominent fcmme WCAO, Baltimore
for each weekly ses.sion will
Proving a potent letler-pullcr. this .'itate or northwest material
and a song introduction to the visitors and other guestij in the town
knowl-, have a trio of mothers, each incliid'
quarter-hour stretch is a good idea, edgeable to all.
•animals, -and Ifinally, songs from a and area.
Answers may be ing either a famous mother or. a
Formula calls for Anne Hayes to packing an entertainment punch mulled by group
cnunle of tiny gue.st stars (in Sattiran interesting mother
of a celebrity. Under guidinterest
strong
listener
write
along
with
up
her
daily
chatter
for
wOm-.
facet, especially when there is condnv's c.'isc from two five-year-olds).
ance of Radclifle Hall, moderator,
On dislvK. Al Trace and his Silly en and talk it over with Dal Stal- via giveaway.*!. Phil Fine, vet pianist, tention in the ranks— and best an- and Dr.
Howard Lane, child psychiilS^nMjhnnv render fno pun intended) lard of the station announcing stall. :and John Ademy, singing annoiineer. swer delivered Mr. PNB within the
As it'.s being done, however, it's invite song title.'; and dip down into 20 second interval between gongings ogist of N. Y. U.. panel di.scus.ses
"Tl'e Throe Bears"; a hillbillv .aroup
phases of child development, curbs
memory for performance.
after question is put and lime's end.
does "Our Red Hen." Uncle Don. mainly Miss Hayes reading off her
-sesTitles are drawn from a sealed box
Program, an outgrowth of onetime on delinqiiency. etc. A question folivho .seems to be having a h'eckuva copy with occasionfti questions from
audience
vocal guesses regis- KGIR-Bulle Booster
program which sion for those in the
pood time through it all. chats in- Stallard. Probably could be more and piano or
'y
lows,
tered better with old tunes when grew to state network and
then reformallv. simply about various sones listcnable if a bit more conver-salion
(t
Saturday
ones.
Lads
sos.sion
than
the
now
are
Quiz
teeofT
caught
on
gional proportion, has listener apand niattei's. not patronizingly at all. developed between the two. Comperformers and give out, with peal, elarity of idea, on-thc-ball dealt with "What Part Do litu'i;;""
He gets in a nlut; for the Red Cross: mercials on this one w.-nt for Sca- able
ChDdirn'.s Caout:
music
to
round
good
scf.h
of
PWiy
Moulding
in
-side
Lima
Bean.<
and
Diamond
Wal.Jwitohmg
and
pleasing voice quality.
pl'ivs a fast disk slowlv to see how
Should make a Good humor and precision overcome reers'.'" Hondin!; trio of nvillicrs h'l
Oh. to nuts, and show usually has pUi.gs the test gimmick,
fl sounds: pulls other stuiii.-!.
C'lMu'rn''
\\-.\~
Mr,.^,
session
lor (wo or three food or household Umid giveaway slot for commercial
.'iliclit
line troul)lt> ruz-/.iness of Mv. this
kid again, now that Uncle Don
be
-Biirm.
product.
Quhi.
products.
PNB's inland reception.
(Continued on puyo '12^
B'oii.
Midi.
Is here!
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RADIO

WOKO

After 'Siikersive Gal,

Gets Extension

FCC

WOKO

EC.

But Trio of

Washington, March 4.
Three new bills on radio have
been dropped into the legislative
hopper recently, but none of them,
it was believed, will ever get out
of qoraitiittee.
Most recent

Slap, Orders

legislation

pose regulations barriiig broadcast
of "subversive propaganda." t/nder
the guise of free speech, Lane
charged that "sfibversive elements"
have turned to broadcasting to plug
ideoloKies foreign to America. Under
his bill broadcasting facilities would
be denied to anyone for dissemination of views contrary to the constitution.

A second bill—«
introduced in the 79th Congresswas entered by Rep. Emanuel Cefler
(D., N. Y.) as an amendment to the
Communications Act. Cellcr urges
rewrite of a bill

steps which would give FCC
beyond anything its
far
members have ever sought. The
Celler Bill would require advertising
of license expiration dates end competition for the existing facility on
FCC
standards;
service^
"public
could not re-license stations without
a finding; that there had been "no

live

powers

lAlyiig

Bidders to Submit Program Data
.

WHUM,

.

.

87G

.

.

.

\

Two-Way

Swap

FCC

commercialism."

,

WEE!

WTIC

OnTailof

I

:

.

WHUM

i

\

.

j

,

borhood Houses and youth agencies applications. Commission added that
ot Greater Boston Community Coun- it will re-examine FM reqtiests and
GOODWIN'S CBS SHOW
"take such action as may bo approcil; Dr. George E. Gardner, execuCBS is mulling a situation com- tive director, Judge Baker Guidance priate in cases where a proposed
edy built arounc" Bill Goodwin, the Center, and the Hon. John J. Con- weekly progra[Ti analysis has not
announcer.
nelly, presiding justice of the Boston been submitted."
Meanwhile, NAB chief Miller
Show is scheduled as a summer Juvenile Court. Program was set up
reiterated his advice given to broad*
by Fred Garrigus.
replacement.

able to get a direct line to place of
operations at Westover, Mass>, and
description of landing.,was included
•in 8 a.m. newscast. After tlie landing, an interview with Lt, Bobby
Cavnar, hero of the rescue operations,
aired. Later WTIC fed a
special proisram to NBC.

;I

;

I
!

!

was

I
!

a certain number of hours
a day for sustaining programs; the
Commis.sion would prescribe form
of all records to be kept by radio
stations and require piiblication of
all fltianeial reports; Anally, the bill
Would place a price ceiling on all
stations up for sale. Specifically,
Celler would forbid the approval of
any sale in which the price exceeds
the fair value of the property— "provided such fair value shall not exdouble the depreciated cost
cet:d
value of the tangible broadcast
pa-operty transferred or assigned."

would

fix

The FCC once wanted price conpowers but never followed
through on its promise in the AVCO
decision to aslc Congress if it should
get them.

"^New York's Most BeloYed Radio Station

The .third bill is the latest .in a
series of measures to outlaw liquor
advertising on the air. Violation
would requb-e revocation of the

and they

trol

.;

station's license

Does News

New

In

M

WQXR

But

Britain*

Hartford,

went on

is

Of Eastern Htation;
lias

many

lisleners

from Canada lo

Garolinas,and as far west as Ohio. In

March

4.

the 40,000 families

out to
radio industry just what type of
overall coverage can be given to a
newspaperless town. Station, formerly of neighboring New Britain,
has taken over task of giving to public of that city a well rounded news
coverage since the typographical
members of the New Britain Herald

here

who

fact,

llie

Dialed In

2,0%

Thi

subscribe to the

WQXR

strike about

two weeks

Monthly Program Guide eome from outside the

New
ence

is

ago.

half a million families in metropolitan

who

tune regularly to VV'OXR,

"New

York

out

WQXR for

sic

and the news

its

York's Most

outstanding progr^ims of good

bulletins of The

New

four

.newscasts

broadcasts,

'>'

ild.1

i'll
:i

woman

".

'»<<••

•!'•1,1

i

coul'l

''VOXTt

il.idly Iniy r

new

>)

ouiof-to»n i.ToptJoii .0
1
ill
h.ar whnt they' like, that cantitny

mu-

vvgxR

.

AND

,

t„.

(r<iiilj-ot'

i.ir.ini.-<i"«n(l^l.

In ev«ry case, WQJtR fans aeclars that they dial tho itatloiis
because '(«^ its conaislcntly supenorii
mtPlli.tent rc.-straint -In
jSvifJently, the "bet-

j:o«im*r<!(als.

now

:

heritage, Thusly, instead of eradthe
icating the New Britain lie
eyes of its listeners, -station is em-

m

'

thi-lr

;

;;

%

own

..*(ch*dules.

npnnltd from

m STATION WQXQ

Aaifio Stations of

'

it.

'

The

p,;|',ctod

l,(

'

in call letters from WNBC. CJaim
that heavy attentiort to New Britain

phasizing

fht

mi'wjc nnrt

.minute news roundup.
For years WONS has been trying
to divorce itself from New Britain
attachment in order to give itself
a Hartford trade name and prestige.
This effort also included a change

.

Mrj

la

ieu'hm|^:|
-tition hit
1 c
n ( in thil fecJittfli!.

r'.fojjtioii

1

*r.

:,

Nuiiifriclly. -.-o;:.-'/ Ohio Valti""-'!'-'! ih'
I«y :.urllanf m.-s
!•»Hoopers of locals. But -AhK
(Cue IS wijiirgfly ."iUbmlt to th

'

and
daily
nightly 15gives
a 15-

of
is being done at the expense
Hartford listeners who don't give a
hoot about the run of the mill news
stathat
is
of New Britain. Feeling
tion is being set back several year.s
Hartford
ill
its efforts to assume a

'i

I"

.s

If

'

1'

u>

..

ni-Li

,

"

'-(!

i

'.il-

"'uV mousctrfip's" principio holds,
oven in ra*!!*) If nothirtjf (.J-if,^th*>s
he tDfovr
casi' of WQ,XJl ought to
»t!ins for' liieal atinHOh man.tKer»
who arc tkUin'f!'"iA»X>» to tmprove,

WKNB

including

t

v.i,al,l

1

.lol,

WQX

<M5e of

oi

itiSliT'

E.>t

York Times.

assigned
owitz, a resident of the city, to devote full attention to coverage of
news beat of city (population 70,000).
News coverage includes all civic,
political, business, municipal, police
and hospital reports with the/usual
club meetings. Station is giving five

,

il

,t(>l»plujt p.j

strike,

manager Ralph Kanna
news editor 'Mat Berk-

wrapping up with a
minute news roundup.

I

I'MT

lion

Beloved Radio Station.' listeners everywhere seek

WONS station

r,

f

in.J
iLii

more than

New

fh>'

for h(X-

h-.«,

stitior'

loo

icrrin,-;

').

1-

?nc;

to local

Voil(. 1569 itc,
C.imim-nt.' .ind
,

plus-coverage, in addition to the

lO'l;;

ii'ir.

riialSrlg

i..nf.i,.

othci

of city's activities.

days after union pulled

!

!.<c,iiuu.

WKNB

ftve-niitintie

Irr

j).c£ji(.nrj

.-..'•lu. 'i

••

rrto.Jl

York primary trading area. This distant audi-

Cm innati

BY MAGI>,

of

pointing

Cooperating with the struck sheet
of
to give a news coverage is
New Britain. Understood it took a
lot of persuasion to get the antito
facilities
its
radio sheet to give
station. Latter is provided by newspaper with four daily news reports

Two

Cindnnati, too!

is

HartforilUni

WONS

m in

libe

...

and the alcohol per-

mit of the advertiser. Sponsor
Senator C. Johnston (D., Colo./.

WONS

FM

:

was introduced last Thursday (27) by Rep.
Thomas J. tane (D, Mass.) to im-

excessive

NAB

Ignores

Albany, March 4.
The license of
has been extended to April 1 by FCC. Station
has been operating on a temporary
permit for sonie time, the last extensions being until March 1.
Washington,. March 4.
casters last week. Said he: "All
Supreme Court recently upheld
the action of the FCC in denying
are again ur|ed to
Ignoring a slap at the legal status broadcasters
WOKO's applicatibh for renewal, on of Blue Book requirements which accompany submission of program
Reading, in
mformation
with a clear statethe ground of alleged concealment
came from NAB president Justin ment to the effect that such subOf
common
a
stock
interest
held
by
Share
Sam Pickard, ex-CBS vice-president, Miller last week, the FCC on Friday mission is in no way to be construed
(28) warned all bidders for nevv FM as acquiescence in the Commission's
Reading, Pa., March 4.
and his wife.
.
stations they would have to file three as.serted right
Holders of majority of shares in
to require tliis procopies of a "weekly program an- gram information."
Eastern Radio Co^-p., licensees of
alysis" with their applications before
Skeds Jove Paiel
WHUM, Reading, have agreed to
the Commision would consider them.
The "weekly program analysis" resell their shares to Henry Oliver Rea
Pats Self on Aerial
for $52,941.16 in cash and $35,000, a
CBS'Erood' ferred to was first set down in the
Blue Book and has since been reloan from Rea to the iEastern Radio.
Bo.ston, March 4.
In Ice Fliers Newscast
Corp.
WEEI, CBS station here, will air quired by FCC on all new standard
Rea, according to a notice given d special i5-minute voundtable dis- station bids and apppcations for
Hartford, 'March 4. \
FCC, has in turn assigned his rights cussion tomorrow (Wed.) at 11 p.m.. license renewals.
WTIC U doing some mild .selfFCC said there are now 52 requests inipo.<od backslapping tor coverage
Under the agreement of purchase to immediately following broadcast of
two Darien, Conn., purchasers, Hum- Columbia's hour-long documentary for new FM stations on which no la.>!t week of on-the-spot- news
boldt J, and Jessie P. Greig; and to on juvenile delinquency, "The Eagle's action has been taken because the broadcast of return/ of marooned
applications do not include the neces- fliers
Robert G. Magee, Reading, and Brood."
ice
cap.
fi'om
Greenland
Thomas P, Robinson, Greenwich,
Participating in the pane!, which sary proj,'ram into. Hereafter, the WTiC
Anderson,
announcer Ed
added, all PM bids liow.sman Ernest Pete rsori and chief
Conn..
will comment on the network pre- Commission
(caching FCC without this pi-ogram cii.!!ineor Albert .Tackson set up a,
Alfred
B.
will
be
Mrs.
sentation,
is the newest of the three
hroalcdown will be returned. Corn- miko a short distance from where
radio stations here.
Magee, vipe Cobb, chairman of youth conservacited
authojcity
for
this
Ma.ssachusetts mission
C-54 landed on its flight from Greenpresident in charge, is the only local tion reconstruction,
action in
rule which gives it right land,
man in the ownership organization. Federation of Women's Clubs; O. T. to reject a"defective
or incomplete"
Gilmorc, executive .secretary, NeighThrough a piece of luck tliey were

JHB aUCINNATI fNQU/RER
January 21, 1947

SJiirWU

NliLSEN OFFERS

NEWYARDSTICK
. .

which again shews that
an advertiser gets more
for his

The Nielsen Radio Index, which measures
families, creates

It is

:

a new and

cost

money on CBS
the minute-hy-minute listening of U. S. radio

valid yardstick for measuring network values.

per rating point per minute ...

or, the cost

per minute of actual

audience earned in terms oi total time and talent expenditures,^

EXAMPLE:

a half -hour program with a talent cost of

.

matics: total cost for 30 minutes: $9,000. Cost per min-

$3,000 and time cost of $6,000, and an NRI rating of 10,

ute (regardless of rating) $300. To get cost per rating

has a cost per rating point per minute of $30. Mathe-

point per minute, divide by rating (10). Answer: $30.

SOURCES; Nielsen's computations

by Y&ricly, and on actual time

were based on month-in month-out NRI Average Audience Ratings, on talent costs as estimated

costs (with dixounts earned) giiofed

on network rate

cards.

NETWORK
Averaging audiences and costs for

all

sponsored network programs broadcast during

the twelve months of 1946, Nielsen found that:

CBS

costs less per rating point per

Taking CBS as 100, the chart and

tables

minute than any other network.

below show the standing of the networks:

ALL COMMERCIAL NETWORK PROGRAMS

list

A

iliTWOI^C

ht

latlni

lot

HM Pir

Hifiyti.

:

m
Cost* In ratio to CBS.

Here, at

CBS

= 100

last, is

a

realistic

COST PER RATING POINT PER MINUTE

index to the

All

Ml

Daytime

Commercial Procrams

Evinint:

Commwcial

Prograffls

relative dollar values delivered to the adver-

tiser

by each of the four networks.
.

It

NETWORK A

.

.

.

.

99

NETWORK B

.

.

.

.

115

NETWORK C ... .134

NETWORK A .... 104

NETWORKB

.

.

.

.141

NETWORK C ....

142

confirms again the leadership of CBS.

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

'

MAVm

38

animal husagriculture,
bandry and craftsnianship,
Walter S. Lemrtion is president
and founder ot the foundation,
known as World Wide Broadcasting
Co. Began operations in 1935 and
control,

WRUL 25% on Own Again As Govt
UN

Keeps Rest for Daily
March

Boston,

WRUL,

shortwave

pioneer

beaming educational stuff
as a foundation, is back

to

Airings

programs beginning later in
March from the United Nations at
bake Success, N. Y.
The station resumes its private
educational programs two hours a
day using 10 different languages in
beaming lecture and musical courses
under direction of advisers from faculties of Harvard, Mlf, Brbwn, Yale,
Columbia and Princeton; Courses
daily

4.

in

Europe

to public

service again after five y?ars, war-

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Des Moines^Harold Fulton has
been named general sales manager
manager
government serv- of WHO. and not general

bower

now has four transmitters, WRUL
on 19 meters,
on 25 meters,
in

exclusively,

ice

and Sid Tremble, KCMn.
Johnny Eraser and

Don

WRUW

and two others

Davis,
_

Morrie Grftmer, WHB; Dr.
Charles
Church, Ed Shuricfc. CaroUne
and Joanne Taylor, KMBC:
Bea
Ludy, KCKN.

as reported last weelc. J. O. Maland,
veepee of the Central Broadcasting
Co., is manager of the station. Hale
Bondurant, reported as former gen-

im

'

Freemantle's U. S. Setup
U. S. branch of Freemantie Over- eral ijianager of WHO, was in aetuDes Moines
Jim Cooney fa,..
seas Radio Co. of London has been alltyj the former sales manager.
merly with United Press, has 'joined
formed into a separate company to
the news department of KRNT
and
be known as Freemantie Overeas
;WiU
specialize
recent
in
Crawford,
tois
wire recorder asPtttsbnreh—
Paul Talbpt will be
Radio, Inc.
signments.

—

time service with the bwt
Government,
however,
retains
control over 75% of the station's
president.
time for the present and will use It,
currently set include agriculture,
Company represents stations In
through the information division of world geography, architecture and Europe, North Africa and South
the State Department, for beaming housing, public hf^alth and epidemic America.

I

'

graduate of the School of Journalism
at Syracuse University, has been

added to the continuity department
Quarter-hour Sunday
night newscast at 6:45 oh Ki)KA,
sponsored by natural gas companies,
has been renewed for another year
with same lineup, Ed Schaugkency
doing the news. Bill Suthei-land the
announcing and Adelaide Sachs the
Rosalind
dramatized commercialSi
Kharfeii, former radio actress, bas
returned to town to become CluettPeabody's local Nantiy Dixon over
KQV fivjB afternoons a week for 15
minutes
I'lS-

«fr"WCAE.

all^

.L*atovlUe-Jean Clos, WHAS
head
and continuity, teftiJ" *'«<='>""e general manager

of jBt-oduction

Of /WIJEX,

new

airer in Lexingtois

HYPO ITS TECeSMG
Hollywood, March

KFWB

—

here to 50,000 watts from its'
present 5,000 has been temporarily
hamstrung on a technicality. Mistake
was made of asking for the boost
on a new frequency, 830
a free
channel band that does not allow
that much Juite.
Studious application, tendered just
prior to the FCG freeze, was temporarily withdrawn this week to permit revision or the awaiting of the
Lita Sands has been clear channel breakdown, long an-

to

New York

Charlotte^Leadingradiodistribu-

tors of the Carolinas recently formed
a new association to accelerate the
distribution of
receivers in this
section. J. P. McMillan, president of
Southern Radio Corp., was elected
chairman of the newly formed Charlotte Radio and Appljance 'Distributors Association.

FM

Cleveland
named female vocalist for WTAM,
succeeding Dorothea Brooks who

moved

lias

—

mutual

a

a result
in their

divorce proceedings and with FCG
approval, J. S. McBeafh will assiime

ownership

full

Dallas

—FM

.of

—

ticipated here.

City.

Tex.
As
agreement

Sweetwater,
of

KXOX here.

broadcasting,

WHOM
"TNEILniOGRESSOSTATIOII"

principles and future, will be discussed
at a meeting to be held here of liocal
radio dealers at WFAA, owners and
operators Of.
station KER
here.
its

A

FM

5,000

4.

Somebody got their frequencies
crossed at Warner Bros., and as a
result the studio's dream of hypoing

IN

—

St. Louis
Prank J. Prendergast,
sales' manager ot
East St.
Louis, has been upped to general
manager ot the station. For 15 years
Prendergast was local advertising
'

WTMVi

manager for the St. Louis StarTimes, owner and operator of KXOK.
Louis

St.

—Gene

news gabber

Claussen, former
Cedar BapidS,
staff 6t KiltOX,

WMT,

at

now on the news
CBS outlet.

IftHeUACE

PROGRAMS

local

—Jack

Kelly manager of
WCOL, announces the appointment
oC Frank N. Jones as sales manager.
In addition, he'll head the promotion
and publicity department.

Columbus

Roanoke

news

—Jim

Walsh, authority on

editor.

—

Worcester
announcer at
joined

the

Brown, former
Bill
WHA, Madison, has
announcing staff of

WNEB.
Harltord

new

A

GREATER VOICE FOR THE

"BIGGEST. SHOW. IN TO¥
GUNNAR
<S«ri«rat

©. Wli@
WHEC

Mgr., Sfalion

CLARENCE WHEELER
Vice-Prsiiden>

•
lEMOINE

C.

WHEELER

Cominerciol JHanngar

BERNARD

C.

O'BRIEN

W TOWERS

.

NEW TRANSMITTER
£W TRANSMITTER LOCATION

Chief Enginaar.
J. ADAMS
Pmgram Manager

WILLIAM

lOWEU

H.

ModWULAN

frvdvdion Dlretnit
i. P,
-

Ntw

McKINNEr A SON

NaHonal Rupranittalhfm
York, Chitag*, San fronciM*

'EW

POWER - 5,000 WATTS
.

NEW COMPLETENESS OF COVERAGE OF
THE RICH ROCHESTER TRADING AREA

• flUSSIAN
• GEIEEK

— WTIC

has inaugurated
shows from
Tagged 'The Senator

From

Connecticut", features alternate weekly interviews with Connecticut Senators. Senator Raymond
Baldwin teed off the series on Mon-

day

• JEWISH

• GERIMAN

series of interview

Washington.

....

in

• POLISH

historical phases of record collecting,
has joined staff of WSLS, Roanoke,

as

Oufsfanding

Shows Also

PLUS

"AFTER HOURS"
All-Nit* English

(3).

12 Midnito to 5:30 A.M.
Des Moines— KCBC, Des Moines'
new basic Mutual station, is scheduled to begin operations on or about
March 15, set back from Sept. 15
because of equipment shortage. Station has signed a staff of 10 to handle
writing,
production,
announcing
cliores.
These will include writerproducers Jimmy Walker and Verne

WHOM
1480 tn the

Dial

The latter is best known for
network scripts for "Mr. and
Mrs. North," "Famous Jury Trials"
and "The Shadow;"

Jay,
his

Bulte—Marian Place, local writer,
will script the third series ot Montana history dramas for school children in Z-Bar Net area. Mrs. Place
was instrumental in starting series
eo-sponsored by Junior League and
Z-Bar. Last year's group was authored by Variety mugg, Kenneth

MuihoUand.
Kansas City—Local delegation to
Annual Radio Conference on
problems at the Univ. of
E. K, Harten-

the

station

Oklahoma included

Mat.i

LOU CLAYTON

XTMTigU RRXALI.
tVldtiy— ens—9:30
M-O-M—"TliiM Tiino

HKVO

CO.

p.m., KSt
for K«»p»
"It H«pp<iacil In BrooMy"

Don't h^Kmre jMf

about
Rumors are

Radio 1

Pacific Coast

flying about the buying markets on the Pacific Coast

that could easily leave an impression which

is

.

entirely incorrect. It

.

.

rumors

has been

said that people living outside certain major counties of the Pacific Coast

account for nearly half of the

That

is

true.

But

it

retail sales.

confuses county boundary lines with metropolitan districts

adequately covered by radio signals. For example San Francisco County alone
:

accounts for only 41.5% of the total retail sales in the San Francisco metropolitan district.

Get the point ?

HiHE Aii IHE FACTS: In eleven Metropolitan

70,5%
72.6%

ABC
ABC

on the

Districts

Pacific

7 5 »S% of radio homes
,77.6% of effective buying

of populat-ion

cf retail sales

Pacific

Coast covers these markets, plus eight others-^from

Pacific

Coast actually reaches

9A*6% of the Coast daytime listeners
92,5% of the night-time listeners (primary
Test your program on

ABC

effective selling job this

(REMEMBER:

all

network

ABC

seven of

are under one roof.

.

Pacific! You'll be
will

do

areas)

,

amazed

Coast are

income

loitkin,

.

at the extraordinarily

for you.

Spot Sales' keys to America's leading markets

.one contact for your convenience.)

KiiA.

"

1

lot Angeles

SPOT SALES DIVISION

ABC

American Broadcasting i>«ompany
NEW YORK
33

West 42nd

Street

SAN FRANOSCO

CHICAGO
Civi« Opera

Buildini,'

1

55 Montfomcry Street

tiOS

ANGELES

H40 Highland Avenue

DETROIT
Stroh Building

40

M

Stratondon Hears Coml

In^

It

Westinglioiise Air-ti-€riiMni Tests

:

by Westinghouse
With the Stratovision
networking televsion via
proved that wavelengths In PM and video bands
can be propagated Irom the air to
the ground. In a report on the
tests submitted to the FCC last week,
Westinghouse announced that it is
now ready for the second phase of
which will attempt to
testing,
transmit actual B"M and tele programs from airplanes to ground
Tests conducted

engineers

method

N.y. Video to Show

of

airplanes have

'Breakfast' Flight

-

Hollywood, March 4.
The "Sixth Annual Breakfast Club
armada trip to
Palm Springs, will probably be seen
in New York on television this year.
Sponsored by the Junior Chamber
of Commerce here, it comes off
March 9 and Telefllms, Inc., will

Flight," private plane

shoot

it

in

16mm

Show

biz

individual stations.

NBC

Picks

Up

Standard* Brands

Fill

Loss; Plan Dramai Show

NBC

television

broke even on

its

sponsor list this week, picking up
Kraft for a new series of shows
are tUida Darnell,

names

to participate in

up primarily
the flight thus &r
quantitative calculations, were
e?*;
starting May 1 and losing Standard
Dick Powell and Bill Goodwin. They
conducted on cross-country flights
Brands, one of the top-spending
win join With 500-Odd other ships
SB
in a plane built especially for
bankrollers on tele to date.
that converge on Palm Springs for a
Westinghouse by the Glenn L. Marwound up its "Dancing On Air"
breakfast. Telefllms will lens
mass
tin Co* WTestinghowse is now buildshow last Sunday (2) night and
the takeoff, pireliminaries, arrival
ing equipment for a second plane, and will assign a plane to the flight "Hour Glass" bows out after tomorwhich will bie about the size of a for air shots.
row (Thursday) night. J. Walter
Thompson agency handles both acB-29 Superfortress, for the qualitative tests. Westinghouse spokesmen
counts.
declined to predict how soon StratoFormat of the Kraft show is not
Groggy
vision would become commercially Chi ferkeeps
yet set but it's believed the food firm
feasible but declared the original
will back a one-hour dramatic show
OnCempetilionFrom
estimate of six planes to cover the
on WNBT, NBC's N, Y. tele outlet,
Company
continent should still hold up.
every Thursday night.
Broblem of wealJvEap has hot yet
originally selected the 9-10 p.m. slot
been enconhtered since the test
but with SB bowing out, there's a
Chicago, March
flights Waited for favorable condipossibility Kraft might take over the
Upsweep in biz for local video- latter's 8-9 p.ni, /segment, since
Westingtions before taking off.
house eventually hopes to have equipped bars has saloonlteepers st&rting a show at 9 o'clock would
planes that will actually cruise in without teievision
whose put it in direct opposition to "Kraft
draw,
the stratosphere and so fly above
Music Hall," the firm's radio show
steady customers walk out in favor
any storms.
now aired Thursday nights from 9
Preliminary

tests, set

largest indie to air series thus far.

time at Ailerton Boom in Midston
38th St.
Opening next Tuesday (11) at 8 p.m. with powWOW on "Packages and
Presentations" led by Julian Punt, series will include sessions on "Daytime Serials, Conception, Plotting .and Writing," Lynn Stone chairman,
Mar. 28; "Television, Present Market and Future Possibilities," Ed Rice
ch!(irman, Apr, 9^ "Documentaries," Mike Sklar chairman, Apr. 22.

'

4|,

.

show, clamoring for Sets. to 9:30 over the NBC web. Possibilbars currently offering ity also exists that Kraft will pick
of WBKB audience up Eddie Mayehofl, present star of
1,197 "Hour Glass," and thus do a comedy show.
sets
SB still has faith in television as
Receiverless putgi havft suddeoly
recognized serious competition a potentially good ad medium, but,
brought on by neighboring bistros after spending more than $200,000
who aim exploitaUtcm at sports fans for the two shows during the last
year, the company feels it's learned
via signs and newspaper ads.
There isn't much question as to considerably about the medium and
whether gimmick is pajying off for now wants to vacation until such
video-minded innkeepers who hap- time as video advertising will pay
pily watch customers float- in until off in the way of product sales, ae
cording to Donovan B. Stetler, SB
the walls bulge.
Telephone survey conducted by veepee over advertising. SB realWBKB, during recent series of izes it's losing the franchise it had
Golden Gloves bouts, indicated pubs on the two cream time slots but still
with receivers to have as much as would rather look in from the outfive times the normal amount of biz. side for awhile, Stetler said, and
Several spots actually have two sets take its chances of picking up .good
and cater to up to 200 televiewers time when it returns to the video
per show.
waves.
Most saloon sets are in nabe spots,
with situation not limited to loop
Sharp competition is really CHI
area.
felt in outlying sections where two,
three, and sometimes four bars can
be found in a single block. Here is
Chicago, March 4.
where one inn, with video, can harPrediction that 'Chi video will
vest a healthy batch of trade merely
by placing the magic word in its spurt upward within the next year
window.
was made by Ardien B. Rodner, Jr.,
Television Advertising Productions
of free

Mil

HOOPIA

March
wind, up

MTMBD

to

set

is

4.

its

month-long 20th anai celebration
March 22 with a tWo-hour special
broadcast from the Peoria Armory
where 5,000 townsfolk will see CBS
Quipniaster Bob Hawk emcee a
show billing the Kings Jesters and
.Bennett Sisters from CBS Chicago,
"Ozisie
Osborne's le-piece
Qrch aitd the station*^ talent $taa Of
'

.

WMBD

W.
Gov. Dwight H. Green
for a mike appearance.

Woreestofleads

llie

is

skedded

parade

depcii'tpent store soles

cr«as9 ewer Boston# Springfietdfand Providence.

With

150

video,

number

beyond figures based on
in use in Chi area.

soars

,

VIDEO SLATED

FOR UPWARD SPUIT

WBAY

AVAILABLE
Former M.C., RO years experience,
mUBteal comedy and dramatic stock,
Actor, direci'.»,udevilie;, ntte clubs.
Seeks posttlon as G.I.
trtr, nianaser*
Veteran on-the-job trainee on proWrite
duction or mnnagrerinl staflT.
Box aiO. Variety, 151 West 46th
Ktreet,

New Tork

10.

Debuts in Florida
Miami, March

prexy, who told the Commerce Assn.
here last week that receiver manu4.

facturers have allocated 20% of
their planned production of 360,000

Newest radio outlet for the south
Florida area, WBAY, makes its de- sets to local market. Action would
but Wednesday (5) with a special make about 72,000 receivers availdedicatory program at 7 p.m. Sta- able to Chi area which now has
tion Will remain on the air around 1,200 sets in use.
Local influx of new units would
the dock with music and neWs, chief
make for WBKS, Chi Balaban &
features for' the present.
New indie is licensed to operate Katz outlet, boosting their operaon 1490 kilocycles with 250 watts tions, both from a commercial and
power. Norman McKay is. general quality standpoint. Rodner pointed
manager for the outlet which is out that
had a mere seven
owned by Atlantic Shores Broad- sponsored shows last week, while
casting, Ltd.
KSD-TV, new St. Louis station,
biz
started
with "& commercial
shows.
.
Badly
needed
Video
sponsors
should come around when more
sets hit the Chi market, the television exec stated. This in itself will
do morte to improve video fare than
anything else. The outlet can't be
expected to come through with top
quality sustainers unless the cash

WBKB

DISC JOCKEYS
Wa
...I«g.

you thumbnail biogriiphiei erf 350 recording
reAdy to put on the «>r, grouped in the follow-

offer

artists

comes

in to

back operations.

bodies;-

THE CLASSIC GROUP
IWSfRUMENTALISTS

VOCAL GROUPS
PIANISTSf^

THE NOVELTY GROUP
BAND LEADERS
FEMALE SINGERS
MALE SINGERS

These biographies are included in the 1996 contract,
in juse by over 200 radio stations. They are available to you it your station uses 1996, or separately by
books. Write for ^mple script of biography and prices.

now

THE W.

£

155

1996

Following complaints to the top brasS in Washington; D. C, Los Angeles'
indie stations witnessed a complete about'Iace on being excluded from
U. S. Navy events. The sailor boys so completely reversed themselves as
to invite two of the indies,
and KLAC, along on the giant Pacific
maneuvers that started last week. However, three-week haul was regarded as too big a holiday for a gabber and stations declined. But they

KMPC

still

CMeago WBBM's

Uiiiqiie

HoQorin Wilie Award
March

Chicago,

WBBM, CBS

4.

and Chicago
Defender, Negro weekly, were preoutlet,

sented certificates of merit of ihe
Wendell
L.
Willkie
Journalism
Committee by President
last, Friday night at the
National Press Club in Washington.
Willkie committee created Special
category for radio in conferring
honor "for significant success in advancement of national unity" with
program "Democracy, U, S, A.,"
which has been aired since May,

Awards
Truman

;

LOIG GOa

Norlii Ctarb

Radl® Divisioii

S^r Oipeago

I, IIL

^-•:'1996''

1946.

was the

time a local radio
station has been so honored.
It

first

want

invites.

It isn't true, says Jerry Colonna, of reports that he Ls monkeying with
his own show for next season. Comic has scotched rumors with the statement that no such move is contemplated now nor in the future. He's still
under contract to Bob Hope and PepsOdent, and as the situation stands
now he would not consider moving. Certainly no such discussions cotild
even come up without consulting his bosses first, says Mr. Mustache.

Maybe it's the retrenchment blues but whatever the reason, KFI, NBC
checkup system of weekly "progress
reports" from all department heads. Those in charge of sections must
furnish a detailed account of activities and accomplishments during each
week for the perusal of W. B. Ryan, g.m.

outlet in Hollywood, has instituted a

New Orleans—A

Television Reviews
Continued from page 31

video

still

permit to conequipment for broadcasting

struct

via

fM has been g^-anted the Stephens

Broadcasting Corp.

Maldng the

"Will" nonetheless faltered slightly
because the script itself was weak.
Supposedly a subtle comedy about
three catty sisters fighting over some
jewelry left them by their mother's
will,

the

action

by the FOC.

operating in the red, the

lower budget for a one-acter should
also be a point in its' favor.
Featuring a competent cast and
on-the-toes production by Fred Coe,

show was aU

and,„ with slight

best

even
better!

talk and no
alterations,

would have gone much better on
'

all-audio radio. Tele requires
more action than most video producers want to give it.
tiie

Carol Goodner, legit actress

who

scored recently in the preem production of Emlyn Williams' "Thmking Aloud" on WNBT, topped the
cast with an excellent portrayal of
the wealthy sister trying to fight off
the greed of her old-maidish sister
to protect the third member of the
family. Mary Patton overplayed the
role of the spinster. Cyrilla Dorn,
as the third sister, and Alexander
Clark, as the lawyer caught in the
middle of the family squabble, were
good.

Coe directed the actors with the
light

touch

required

for

situation

comedy and handled his cameras in
excellent style. Bob Wade's single
sot of the late mother's living

was unostentatious but good.

1996

1996

.

series last fall, which
slate a second set of
House, Madison ave. at

sessions, this

,

Peoria,

.-\

Success of Radio Writers Guild's first workshop
drew turhaway turnouts, has prompted Guild to

'

WUBD'S 20TH

WOB

recording studios iii New York with full
Platters were disked at
union help in order to avoid any labor mixups at any of the stations,
Scripthig, which is htindlea in March of Time documentary fashion, was
done b;^ Jaines M. Weldon with Sherinan BeiWey handling the direction,
Ducey said that although many network afliliates were carrying the programs, no key station had as yet agreed to pick them up. No move is being
made to air- them on a network hookup because, Ducey explained, the
shows are designed to boost local K. of C. cliapters. In addition, he said,
wider coverage is possible with stations accepting platters at times of their
own convenience. In' N. Y. metropolitan area, WBNX in the Bronx is

Kraft To

color for distribu-

by Standard Oil on the Coast
and for WNBT, New York. Latter
it for U. S. Rubber.

tion

probably wants

receivers.

Sbi-Radii

Hollywood, March 4.
L. W. Rainsey Co., national agency,
In its first Ml-soale, nationwide foray into airborne propaganda, tx^.
has named E. O. Naeckel at its »BW
ternal order of the It«ilght» of Columbui hai begun to line wp hundred! of
president and treasurer, succeeding
stations across the eountry tor it* series, of platttred dramats oenterlnt
the late L. W. Bamsey.
anti-Communist, antl-Busiian theme*. To dale 228 stations arS
Other new officers are A. C. around
granting qufitoed time to the series of six; halt-hour shows titled "SafeNaeckel, executive v-p and secreguards to America."
tary; W., J. Henderson, G. E. BisPlatters were produced by the K. of C. Supreme Council in New Haven,
v-p's.
Walgren,
li.
chojfl
and A.
distributed to local indies and network affiliates via branches
Ruth Lambert remains in charge of and are being
each city. In an effort to promote widest possible distribution, platters
the Hollywood branch and French in
being delivered gratis to stations wiUirig to carry the series. AccordL, Eason stays on in the Chicago are
Ducey, K. of C. official, anti-Red content of the broadcasts
Charles
ing
to
office..
has prodticed no organized squawks directed either at the order or the

room

iStal,

Fasfiion Fair
Contilkued Icom page 31

the public on a broad entertainment basis. Visual angle, of course,
is the basis for the plans.
Production for the entire fair will
be done by Leon Leonidoff, Radio
City Music Hall prpducer, while designing oJ sets and other Stage business will be handled by Baoul dU
Bois, Coast designer.
Fashion Pair will be presented on
a nationwide basis in 1947, but plans
to go international the following
year. Pointed out by many in the
industry is that this is the U. S.
fashion indu.stry's pitch to officially
take world leadership away from
Continental Europe. If the '47 fair
goes over, Hollywood and Coast designers are expected to take an increasing interest in the biz, one
topper said.
to

Working with McCrary

as execu-

along with

"The Texas Rari^
A

stirc-fire

At-

tractive 48-page8 of Original

Songs The Texas Rangers
Sing and scrap-book album.
Provided sponsors of "The
Texas Rangers" at cost!
Write for full details.

The Texds Rangers
AN

tive director of the fair

is Lester B,
Stone, exec secretary and asst. budget director in the LaGuardia administration and Mayor O'Dwyer's
1945 campaign director.

give-away or

Belf-liquidating offer!
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K.C. Theatre,

Helping Negr(

Eincato, Brysei
Atlantic City,

,
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of

4.
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communication, like the motion

Through the medium of radio the pictures and cheap print and radio
American Negro is given an oppor- —especially radio—is open to their
tunity to get the popular education people on the same terms as to
that is counting so much in Amer- anybody else.

'

'^

ican culture, Lyman Bryson, CBS
counsellor on public afl%jrs, told
the annual convention of the American Assn. of School Administrators
here yesterday (3).
Leaders itf the Negro minority
and other racial groups in the
United States are right in flghting
for better education and better

"There are places in this country
wliere a Negro has a hard time
getting a good education even if
he has brains," said Brygon. "But
he can make full use of the popular
education that is counting so much
in American culture. And this gives
him his chance to understand hia
world and live in it."

working and living conditions
their people, he said.

dustrial

"

;

,

for

This knowoledge of western

"But they should not overlook the

can
speaker declared, even more important that the betterment of the lives
of minority groups.
among the American
Leaders
Negroes, he pointed out, are not only
a part of the U. S,, but they also
"belong, to the great rhajority of
mankind which is not white but colored
and. in the f utiir^ they may
aspire to
be' thg
intermediaries
between the West and Asia and
live

fact that a great deal of education

by means

of the great

Des Moines'

mass media

&nt

in-

civilization in which they
be put to another use, the

Tower

Des Moines, March 4.
to have the
world since
an application on file with the FCC
asks toi? an PM tower 1,530 feet

£)es Moines is slated
tallest structure in the

.

.

.

high for station KRNT-PM,
The
tower would be higher than either Africa."
This Chance to serve humanity on
the Eiffel tower or the Empire State

the highest level of greatness would
be chance enough for American
Negroes, Bryson concluded, to compensate them for what they have
suffered at the hands of white
men, and. make coming generations

building.

FCC has already authorized
KRNT-FM with the power of 157,000
watts.

grateful.

Oa Programs

Continued from page

Kansas

Hayes Brown, mother of the stage
star, Helen Hayes, who gave'.an in-

City,

WSH

ilerjes^ln Sch^

Station

March

4.

to

Mold

Moppeli^

Music Tasted
longtime study on how to put
San Antonio, March
teresting account of how she encour- a theatre on the air as a local spon4.
Long-range plans aimed at
aged her daughter, when a child, to sor has culminated in the signing of
bring,
embark on a theatrical career. She
ing FM reception of classical
music
opined that all children should be a contract here between the Newinto San Antonio schoolrooms
encouraged
by parents, despite man theatre and KCMO.
were
whether latter are not entirely
Manager M. D. Cohn signed to crystalliaed here last Saturday (1)
accord, figuring that if the kiiis get
at a luncheon attended by
off on the wrong foot they'll switch hack a half-hour show f or teen-agers,
tsmoi
drama teachers from local
of their own accord to such pur- teen-age experts to answer questions and
suits for which they are better suited,
Series started schools and high schools, principals
mornings.
Saturday
encouraged
may
properly
but if not
resent discouragement and cling to March 1. Idea includes a hoard pt of several of the schools and Charles
something for which they are not teenage experts to answer questions D. Lutz, manager of KYFM,
local
suited through stubbornness, Other sent in by listeners and by theatre
mothers' problems were usual run- patrons. Experts are high-schoolers FM outlet owned and Operated by
of-the-mill stuff, with Dr. Lane con- chosen in a recent competition. If the Express and Evening News,
cui-ring that children should be en- ho answers the quostlon correctly
Under
a cooperative program arcouraged by parents and will rem- contestant gets ducats to the .theatre;
ranged by the group, FM receivers
edy their mistakes later in life and
if not answered the sender gets $3.
will be all the stronger in character
will be set up in each school and
Program Aras, tried out last De- while music appreciation
for finding their own niche in life,
classes
cember With a half-hour brt^dcast convene, K'YFM will
whatever it may be.
air a special
Opening session made for good from the stage of the the^tirei bflly "Know Your Fine
Music."
listening, was instructive and should change in the new deal is to fake the
At the same time, a 45-minute
build up a sizeable listening audi- broadcast into the«KCMO studios.
program each Monday over KYFM
ence among kids and mothers during Ken Heady and Sid Tremble
of the will be staged by the schools,
Bdba.
the lunchtime airings.
featurKCMp staff produce with Chuch ing drama
and music groups. First
Frizzellt Junior College student, as
quarter-hour will be devoted to a,
emcee.
dramatic offering by students ol
Principal reason for the show is
Lanier High School, A half hour
to establish a radio time at which
featuring the band and soloists of
listeners can always get Newman
Tech High School will follow. As
theatre news, and the shbw Will also equipment
becomes available KYFM
Bing Crosby went "straight" Friplug
the
industry
as
well as product 1^111 send a remote crew
day, night pii Mutual's- "Family Theto various
(Paramount
and Warners) booked schools and pick up
atre" in a warm, captivating draprograms for
matic vignette tabbed "t. Smith and into the house, Cohn said.
remote broadcasts.
Wife," with Irene Dunne playing
opposite hihi. The story of the married couple (who die in a boat sinking) outside the gates of the Elysian
Fields was full of tenderness and
beauty, keyed to ,the thematic purContinued from page j^S
pose of the "Family" series.
confronted with possible bucking or,
"Telephone Hour" put on its most at best, split thinking between
ambitious entertainment effort to northern and southern broadcasters.
date with its Monday (3) show,
In addition to the FGC stlokijig its
marking the 100th ahni of the birth nose in the situation to act as "meof Alexander Graham Bell. It was a diator," an9iher Federal office,
Ofclassic 60 minutes of classical music
fice of Education, has written the
extending over into the time allotted to the Victor Borge show which educators in support of the bills.
usually follows. Such top-flight tal- Dr. Franklin Dunham wired from
ent as Jascha Heifetz, Helen Traubel Washington: "At meeting of Federal
and Raymond Massey put the enter- Radio Education Committee I was
tainment into the super .brackets.
instructed to forward you a letter
Program hail some memorable in support of statewide educational
moments, such as Miss Traubel'* noncommercial FM network to exrendition of "Voi Lo Sapete" from tend services of
education by radio
Cavalleria Rusticana" and Heifetz's to all
schools, school systems, col-
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Folldw-up Comnieiitl

B'casters, Profs
,

;

©n Radio

•ortuiie'

:

Continued from' page 28

;

they get a satisfaction from higher
quality, and because they have a
conviction that eventually it will
pay. In the hands of such pioneers,
radio might at long last become an
institution of rich and varied ahd
solid-worth,'',

Chief point Of rebuttal made by
Fortune against radio defenders is
against the argument advanced by
[

top radio brass that the revolt

fs

a

A

.

soloing of two movements from
"minority action."
If that's true.
,"Bruch's "Scotch Fantasy," but ma- .leges Jnd universities, and adult
Fortune points out, there's "very lit- jor strength was contaiped in the courses in education throughout
tle of the hothouse" in the revolt. dramat section conferenciered by CaUfornia."
"Thus, the great show business trade Raymond Massey. Script by Norman
FBK
weekly. Variety," the mag declares, Rosten montaged -thei .early developWoos- Educators
ment of the telephoiie. Withal a
Washington, March 4,
"whose brow may be broad but is solid
package.
A committee of the .FM Associascarcely .high, is one of radio's
tion met with FCC last week to disseverest 'cri,tics, observing among
Lillian Roth, self -admitted disci- cuss
allocation problems but
other things that 'radio has failed to ple of Alcoholics
Anonymous,
came out of the meeting with a
embrace seriously any other role for a revealing, stimulating made
and
than that of an entertainment rather heroic subject as one of strong press release endorsing the
Barry Gray's
medium.'"
netguesters. Lam- formation of educational
misters from the "Lost- Weekend," works.
penetrating
One of the
if of the sterner sex, are one thing
Declared Roy Hofheinz, president
points made by Fortune is that
show business: it's something else of
Association: "1 strongly urge
radio has lost all sense of showman- agam when a gal like'
Miss Roth educational institutions to get busy
ship.
"One would seldom suspect tells her story of spiritual awakening and
file applications for
stafrom radio," the article says, "that on all-night disk jockey program.
show business who knew tions." FMA's endorsement of eduthe U. S., as Broadway has repeat- Those
cators in radio was backed up by a
edly proved, contains many superb of Miss Roth when she was the wife
Judge Benjamin Shalleck, and special $25 membership offer to edushowmen masters of pace, suavity, of
the manner
which Milton Berle cators. Regular commercial FMers
glitter.
And why, in passing, has mspired herintowards
a show biz pay $100 a year.
the whole radio industry produced professional comeback, kept
-it withThe
endorsement came at a
no outstanding new comedian, save in the trade, as in the case of so
timei'«*«Ers6me''Pee members- were
the rising Henry Morgan, in the many another intra-show biz inciexpressing concern over opposition
past 10 years? Finally, when radio's dent. But for a girl to get up before
of broadcasters hi Galifomia to forperformance happens to be good, the mike—the week before she told
It to Earl Wilson, N. Y.
Post col- mation of a statewide educational
the listener 'must put up with fatu- umnist—
is not only a selfi-sacrificial network.
ous and maddeningly incongruous commentary
but
no' small meascommercials.
great many people ure an inspirational keynote:
parwho are not in the least highbrow ticularly
view of her admission
Raleigh
Spartanburg Broadcastare repelled by the whole pervading tliat since she was 19, and for the ing Co., which operates
on
*=~" tone of radio salesmanship."
16 years thereafter; alcoholism was
at Spartanburg,
S.
C., has been
a peculiar personal problem.
granted an FCC permit t() construct
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CENTER OF THE UTAH MARKET

Continued from page 9S

our buck

that'-s paying for this opRecent factors, such as
high cost of production and talent,

eration."

labor scares, and much-publicize'd'
dropoff in the overall quality of programming, brought matters to a
head during past weeks. Original
idea was to have West meet with
his members and their agencies, and

then subsequently huddle with the
four network presidents, hut the
final
arrangement
meeting together.

had

everyone

At the close o£ the confab, those
present were asked to set forth
their

IIUEE

RADIO
STATION
REPRESENTATIVES

NEW yORK'B0ST0N'CHICAGO'D£TROIT*SAN FRANCISCO'ATlANrA'HOlirWOOO

recommendations for

tlie

struc-

ture of theg, institute in letters to
front offices o£ their own organization.
Letters will be sifted and resuits of
the correspondence discussed at the next meet. Word so
far is that most of the correspondence has shown general approval of
the structure and function of the institute as proposed by Mortimer, but
that the net worlds are. inclined to
look aslcance at placing too much
emphasis on the control angle of the
three-man committee.

'

'

;
'

& CO, NAHONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

^nn.
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;.:,::ST^imB^ ITS iiii YljlAK.
on NBC
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tASe Segall operated siniions KIXK. and KIXL-fnt in Dalla%
Texas, will go on tho air soon. These stalions will offer an
netnal work-shop test program service for new ideas. Write
for particulars tot Lee Segall, e/o Radio Town, 1401 South
Afcard Street, Ballas, Texas«

.
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Brilisli

Frazier

April Shower:;* , ,

Imum, an established disk- certainly be built into an attraction
h just about the only nickel- if Mercui*y gets behind her. "The
regular to come throjagh Spider and the Fly'^ is one of those
week. His Columbia ol "You'll things that cotdd beiconte a big
Never Know" sounds like a .real seller.
•natoher. Taking this Gordon-WarThe Modernairei with Paula Kelly
ran tune at a slow tempo and provid- do "Hoodie Addle!' and "It's Lovin'
ing It with » pleasantly uncompli- Time" (Columbia) in a style that
mted arrangcmenet, James makes it should put them across on the .mal^a btst Wurlitzer possibility among chines.
I'Hoodle" is the novelty
^he current batch of disks. There^s number that's beginning to catch on,
no vocal but James' trumpet sings while "Lovin' Time" is a slow and
the melody with a good deal of pleasant ballad.
teling. It's a danceable lace. Back"Biohard" is still with us. This
g, "Keb-Lah," is another instruweek .the nonsense is increased by
two more releases. First is a twopart Apollo by Stepin Fetchit called
Httrry

fdl«on
flhiU

Best Bets
Dance—"You'll Never Know"
Ballad —"I'm

in the

Mood

for

Love" (Monica Lewis),
Noveltj^—"Bobby Sox Idol"
(Wilmouth Houdiiit).
Blues— "The Spider and the
Fly" (Myra Taylor).
(Count
Hot
"Bill's
Mill"
.

—

Ba^ie)

Instrumental
Bloch).

— "Lydia"

(Ray

10 Be$t Sellers

"Richard's Answer (I Ain't Gonna
Open That Door) ," written by
Fetchit and someone named Jerome.
Personally, we found it pretty dull,
but race locations will give it at
least a mild play. Other entry is an
Empey label of "Open the Door,
Richard." This is a really bewildering item, apparently a. West Indian
treatment of the number marked in
spots by accents that sound completely
West-Indianish. To quote

.Cfeappell
.Victoria

, . . i ,

To Each His Own.

|)Ox«r,

(Harry James).

Best Sleet S©Ii@r$

(Weefc Ending Feb. 27)
London, Feb, 28.
.Dash
Old Lamplighter
Connelly
Anniversary Song

Jocks, Jukes and
By George

5,

1947

II I'

, , .

»

Five Minutes More..,,.. Morris
Yale
...Box
Morris
We Did
May I Call You Sweetheart. Dash
Sentimental Reasons. .Maurice
Stars Will Remember, .Feldman
Whole World Singing.F,D. &H.

Go Home

.'

2.

For Sentimentat Reasons (16) (Leeds).,

8.

Managua, Nicaragua

4.

Open Door,

5.

Sonata

.

6,

Second 12

,

World Belongs to You,Strauss-M
Accordion .,.'...>
Wright
Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah
.Sun
Ole Buttermilk Sky. .... .Morris
Sooner or Later
Sun
Rickety Rickshaw Man. Southern
You Make Love. ..Macmelodies
Shall Always Remember Sterling

Al Jolson
Dinah Shore
VcioiuS
King Cola- Trio
Canitni
Charlie spivak,,:;;:!vS
Freddy Martin

(9) (Encore),...,,.

Kay

.

,

Somewhere

in

Tlii.'!

Little
Is

(Oxford)

Carmen

"

'

Hour.

Close

My

Eyes

Old Lamplighter

Always

.

(Shapiro-B)

9.

...
{^T'}
I Johnny Desmond
Sammy Kaye
I

10.

Linda (1) (Morris)

—

—

—

—

MUr—

Victor

Columbia
Victor
victor

Victor

(

^'^'^V'^oWe
CiiarJes Spivak

(

Tex Beneke

Victor

Bing Crosby

Dacca

\

•

Columbia
..Victor

Coming Up
Gal in Calico (12) (Remick)
I

Do

(7)

(Witmark)..

Huggin' and CUalkih'

(9)

{'ZV^'^^'^^ni^Xm
Hoagy Carmichael.

(BTudsbn),,......

Old Buttermilk Sky (Burke-VH)

'

Decca
Columbia

(Johnny Desmond

I

Before Owners

Whit.
victor

( Kay Kyser
Columbia
[Margaret Whiting,.., Capitd

(Feist)
Guilty
^ '
' (2)

Oh, But

Reorg Plan Laid

&

,

.Cinephonic

Wood

ColuS

I

Sliore.

(2) (Maurice)

(16)

Wood
.

Cavallaro

,

Night,New-World

Don't Fall in Love

Each

8.

(9)

victor

Kyser.......

Jack McVea. .Black
Count Basis
Perry Como

(Duobess),

BiclMiird (5)

Things In Glocca Morra (2) (Chappell) | Slf'*'^^ ^lark
Tommy Dorsey

7. I'll

'.

Of Muskraft

,

Anniver8«|ry Sfong (5)_ (Mood) . .....«»,.

Dream Again

Things

from 'the label, it is "Sung, Acted
and Swung by Tosh (One String
Willie) and His Jivesters assisted by
mental on the order of "Caravan." Dorothy Chappelle and Virgil Van
Cleve." This should give you a faint
one, .writteki by James and his
idea. Things being the way they are
-trombonist, Juan Tizol, who comMusicraft Records' reorganization
posed "Caravan" for,t>uke Ellington, in the record business, however, this
job is so screwy that it might' click plan, 'to be ofticially placed before
Y'ill draw sonie trade among the hot
in race locations. We wouldn't bet stockholders next Monday (10) in
fjkm, but the money bet is "You'll
on it, though.
New York, was distributed to the
Never Know."
Kine Houdini and His Calypso latter last week. Designed to take
M0nie«. Lewis revives two oldies
the company out of the deep fi—"Why Do I Love You?" and "I'm Parliament do "Bobby Sox Idol" nancial
straits in which it has been
In the Mood for Love" on Signa- (Apollo) and it's one of the most
^re. Backed by an unobtrusive Kay engaging calypso numbers to have in recent months, the plan outlines
a complete reorganization in an at]|loch accompaniment, she manages come along in a great while. It has
to fet across a good 4eftl ot sjl. verve and inventiveness and jshould tempt to overcome a net loss Of
'wood" sounds like the bigger hit of attrack attention athong jukes and $1,952,833.
By this setup, which entails issuing
t|ie two, but either side could be- jocks. Idol referred to Isi obviously.
470,518 shares of authorized common
come eoin machine hits. Miss Lewis's
stock, par value $1, Musicraft hopes
voaal x>ashiness should prompt diskto raise a total of^$838,147 in cash,
box ops to ittyestigate her without
Suggested IVograms
which would put it back on a sound
delay.
"Down South Camp Meeting"
financial basis. Hoiwever, the plan
Coomt jBasie'« second for RCA^Benny Goodman (Victor),
aaseirts,: before this can "be aonc "it
Yifitor brackets "Free Eats" with
"Sweet and Lovelj^' Russ Co*
is recognized that the corporation
"Bill's Mill." Basic's ensemble has
»
lumbo (Victor)
requires the services and assistance
tarely sounded more exciting than
"Whispering"
Lena Home
of some outstanding and successful
a
tune,
Basie*Gene
Roland
(Black & White).
fe^']Mill,"
person in the phonograph record inunt's piano has sparkle, brass
"Emperor Waltz" ^Harry Hordustry to help guide it to a successplays with bite and cleanness, and
lick (Decca).
ful position" (a failing virtually all
the wlio}e band, has the relaxed
"Dip Your Brush in the Sunrecording companies have recogQ4iality lhat brought it attention
shine"—Ted Lewis (Columbia).
nized, particularly the indies; there
tonae 10 years ago. Featured soloists
"She Didn't Say Yes"—Peggy
just aren't enough men of experi-^a tills face are Gene Gonsalves,
Lee (Capitol)
ence). -Musicraft fe^ls that the one
feaor sax; Ba^e, and Harry Edison
"Bill's
Count Basi*
who can fill the bill is Milton
JUttd Emmett Bemy, trumpets. This
(Victor),
Diamond, former secretary, associJob has immense delicacy and,, for
Proer»m St
ate chairman of the board and gen•11 its rhythmic drive, a good deal of
"The Man in the Moon"—
eral counsel for Decca Records. If
regfaralnt. I? pTobably wbn't be a
Tommy Dorsey (Victor),
the rfeorganization plan is okayed,
diskbox wow, but it should do hand"At Your Command" —- Joe
he will head the company, or besomely with hot Sans and race loeaAlexander (Capitol).
come one of its top executives.
tioBs. "Free Eats" has a vocal by the
"Tangerine"
Jimmy Dorsey
Plan also points out that Apollo
band and some fine ensemble work.
Records, in Which Garwood InH ifs not ^luite up to "Bill's Mill" (Decca).
"Aloha
Oe"— Bing Crosby dustries has extensive holdings, has
n-ORi the point of 1» jazz hot, it's
(Decca),
"indicated a possible interest in acprobably, because of the singing, a
"Got a Date With an Angerquiring some of the (new) stock
slightly stronjger nicleelodeon possiHal Kemp (Columbia).
to be issued." This was denied a few
pillty. It's a cinch in race locations,
"Suddenly"
Hildegarde
weeks ago by John Bergen, head
la any event, no one interested in
(Decca).
of Garwood.
big band jazz at its best should ig"You Made Me Love You"—
In the reorganization j)lan, Atlas
nore this disk.
Harry James (Columbia).
Corp., which was understood to have
Jmat Harvey, who chirped briefly
invested $400,000 in Musicraft, is rewith Benny Goodman, is out on
vealed to have put only |250,000 into
yiotor with a coupling of "Foggy
^Iver" and "My Number One Dream Mr. Sinatra. He has no reason to the firm, as a straight loan. This
Came True," backed on both by the complain at the way he is treated by would be wiped out. by the substituPage Cavanaugh Trio "Foggy," a the Houdini gang, who say "Frankie, tion of 100,000 shares of common
Jiiilbillyish item, has a pleasant me- my boy, you don't know ^you have a stock.
lody and an engaging lyric and perfect voice to sing Calypso." The
While a total of $888,147 would be
could conceivably attract a lot of disk has, by the way, a fine beat.
realized via the reorganization, not
nickels. "Dream," on the other hand,
all of it would be realized from the
ftmerges as fairly routine stuff. Miss
Fact*
sale of stock. Only $588,147 would
Harvey shows possibilities.
Carl Brissoii is but with an Apollo cdme from tljjs quarter, the reJFolinny Boihwelt's "Get a Pin-Up album that will probably delight maining $250,000 to
be secured via a
<?irl" (Signature) really hasn't much Birrsonatics. He does: "The
Mani- bank loan already arranged.
to recommend it, but it ends with a curist,"
"The
Perfume
Song,"
trick that is just silly enough to give "Doodle Song," "Girl Around the
it a chance on the machines. What
Corner,"
"Lillette,"
and
"The
^amtitns is that a girl with an insin- French Marquise," Jerry Jerome's
WILLIAMS CUTS
natrng voice (<31are Hogan, presum- band handles the backgrounds
.
.
.
*Wy) gives her telephone number.
"Baby, You Can't Get Me Down" by
Mlfclos Bossa, who did the impres- Ted DaJfan and his Tekans
(Colum*
Hannah
Williams,
ex-wife of Jack
sive scores for "The Lost Week bia) sounds like the likeliest of the
Dempsey, is attempting another vocal
mad," "The Killers," and "Spell' new cactus cuttings ... Big Bill,
bound," has a tiine tailed "Lydia' one of the most reliable of all blues comebaclc, this time with the aid of
worn an Alexander. Korda film of singer?, does '.'Double Trouble" and Tommy Dorsey. She recorded four
sides with T. D. last week In New
Wis name) whioh makes, highly "AH By Myself" (Columbia) with
York for RCA-Victor release, Dorsey
|>leai>Wt lisieniiM[ in a signature his usual depth and authenticity.
heading an eight-pifece background
5ei;slon by Kay Blo«h, This sort of
combination.
Songs cut were all
ilk—soft and tuneful and without
future pops.
« vocal—is admirable for the cock«
Dorsey's date, the first since sides
tjyi lounge SeeburgS. The reverse—
he cut with the studio band he used
"When I Grow Too did to Dream"—
285,000
(KIMHO'N
on his recent Capitol theatre, N. Y.
Is done -more pretentiously, featurSignature Records has disposed of run, was done with such musicians
ing a vocal choir and soma effective
piano by Johnny, Gvitnieti. "Lydia" all 295,000 shares ol common stock as Johnny Mince, sax - clarinet man
put up for sale at $1 per. By the in T. D.'s first band; tenor-clarinet
Jli the nickelodeon side, though.
Myr^- dPaylor, a floe blui^ singer, middle of last Week the block was Boomy Richmond, trumpeter Ciiarlie
•

on CoiihMachinis
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Conne^BTsweil'.V.'.'^^Dtia

{
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Jalousie (Harm.)
I

Want TO Thank Folks (Oxford)
{

Misirlou"-(Colonial).

Mammy

End (ABC)

This I. Night (Jefferson)
Can't Sec

.

...

.Diamond
....Decca

{

STcoir'.-.-.-.-.V.r.C^S

{

?KJ S;;::::::cIgS

zip-..D...i,oo-D.h (santiy-joy)

You

S'crTrio' ".-."baS
Jan August. .
Al Jolson....

. .

(Bourne)

That's Beginning of

...Decca

1

la^Ku.'.V.U'rrcSS
Vaughn Monroe.,,. ..Victor

Sun (Simon).

Inside Stuff-Orchestras-Music
Over past weekend, just prior to Stan Kenton orchestra closing month's
stand at Avodon ballroom, Carlos Gastel, band's manager, was admitted to.
the terpalace altei owner earlier had banned him from premises. Jack
Rogers, Avodon proprietor, had ordered Gastel out as climax to series of
running arguments between the two; Although Kenton had done comparatively good biz for the high-nut terpalace, Rogers proposed that t^ie
cre\v take a salary slice and work only three days (over weekend) instead
of full final week. Gastel fumed at the suggestion and subsequent loud
arguments brought about owner insisting manager stay away from his door.
Gastel burnup at Rogers came as a result of having been forced initially
to accept the Avodon date. Months ago orch was booked at a flat $8,500
weekly. Early in December Rogers requested release from pact and Gastel
agreed. Meanwhile Kenton had been amplifying crew and vocalists until
payfoU was $7,100 weekly. Then Rogers changed mind, and insisted the
engagement be fulfilled, even though band would lose coin,

,

.

—

^

.

—

Wax

MNMH

WITH TOMMY DORSEY

mniRES^ALL

STOCK

Signature claimed, Shavers, Billy Bauer, guitar; Sandy
going out in parcels of 1,(»0D, Bloch, bass and Alvin StoUer driims.
*reU as for joolis and bot dlsko- 900, 200, 100, etc., quite a large slice
Perry Como on vacation for three
ohiles. They at$ "Tell Your Best going to those within the music and
weeks at Boca Raton, Florida, along
friai^ Nothin."' "The Spider and recording businesses.
Willis E, Burnside Co., New York with Tommy Valando, Santly-Joy,
Ah» fly," "take It B[asy, <3reasy,*'
ansl *.'Stm J|lue Water." litisa Taylp^ stock broker, handled diajposition of George Joy, of same firm, and Dick
aiii^;^ quietly and feelingly and* can
the shares.
Voltter of Shapiro-Bernstein.
lias

four Mercurjr faces which are
the race locations— as

i»aturals for

oversubscribed,

§11 of it

Apparently the suspicion of major music publishers in New York re' the
nomination of Irving Caesar as a publisher candidate for the board of the

American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers presages exactly
what was expected. One of the incimibents, who hasn't been using his
bopd^ballot weight on major problems in the manner his contemporaries,
feel he snould--i:e., voting as they vote— seems to be ther objective of a
clean-house campaign.
Due to the method of ASCAP voting on such items (ballots are weighed
according to the availability strength of individual firms; highest has more
power, and so on down the line) a caucus of only four or five major publisher representatives can swing any man into or out of a position on the
'
board.
Caesar himself got the same treatment from the writer faction of the
Society's board last year,
after he had been on the

when they ganged up on him and put hhn out
board for years.

Tommy

Dorsejr had some fun last week calling friends via marine telephone from his hew boat, launched last week from « New York shipyard
preparatory to a trip along the inland waterway to Florida, Phone, which
cost Dorsey some $1,800 to install, was no more than regulated' to the
various wavelengths required than he began ringing friends to test the
apparatus. Next day (Thursday), the 40-foot cruiser, named The Sentimentalist, left N. Y. for Norfolk, where T. D. was to pick it up Saturday
(1) after « broadcast the night before on the Chesterfield program. Storms
and ice forced the boat into Bamegat Bay, N. J., where tt still awaits more
favorable weather. Dorsey is still in N. Y.

Tommy Dorsey's representatives last week were barely in time to recover from the defunct 400 Club, New York, band platforms that he had
loaned the club's operators when it was first opened. Club's equipment,
liquor, eta., was all being sold at auction to satisfy creditors, and Dorisey's
platforms, worth $800, liad been mistakenly listed' for sale. He recovered
them just In time. They orlgiBa]|Iy were built for use at bis Bernards«aie,
N. J., estate, now sold, during broadcasts done by his band f torn there.
Open the Door, Richard," the screwiest novelty to hit since "Music Goes
Round,' hit the top in column attention last week. It drew a spread in the
staid American Banker, trade sheet of banking.
Pi^ce was due to the use
of the song's title by several banking houses
in advertising. Emigrant
pavings Bank of N. Y., for example, Used it in
a tieup with the "Poor
Rif^ard story to urge the opening of savings accounts. National. Bank
of Duluth used the phrase to point up an "Open tlie Door
to Securtty'^i<'«»^
Irving Berlin's "Blue Skies" picture spurred
some Of the music bunch
into redalling that the inclusion pf his
"Everybody Step" marks the harbor
out of which sailed Gershwin's "Fascinating
Rhythm" to everlasting glory.
Not that Gershwin lifted anything, It's just that both numbers present a
distinct similarity in construction.
each of 'em and you'll get it
imniedlately. This particular Gershwin :tem,
from the score of the show.

Hum

Lady Be Goodi"
ever wrote,

New York

is still

cops last

regarded

by many as the
•

best
,

rhythm tune he

^

week recovered in a pawn shop a hew trumpet stolen
Feb. 0 from Louis Armstrong. Horn
was a new French Selmer, the only
type Armstrong uses; which had
just been deUvered to him after a wait of
nearly .two and a half years. He
hadn't played it publicly at all when it
was stolen from one of his aides.

—
Mareh

We«Inee«!ay»

t
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Irvlns Berlin individually and collectively figured in two rather historic picture deals within a period of less than a month, both with
Metro, one item calling for $600,000 and the other for |650,000. Yet,
Berlin sometimes acts as if he's considering the possibility of losing his
last dollar. Ward Morehouse quotes the No. 1 American songsmith as
Btating, "You kiJOW, if something happened and I found I had to go
feack to work, to start working at Jimmy Kelly's all over agin, I think

Feist Writari of

waxery while Dusty Fletcher,

NC AC Bucking Judson's
Hold on Longhair Ma;estros

is

cut "Richard" for National,
readying a sister platter.
Apollo has Stepin Fetchit on

shellac with "I Ain't

Gonna Open

Door"
and
songsmith
Clarence Gaskill has dusted off
"Close the Door Doira" on sheet
music.

That

.

'

National Concert ft Artists Corp.,
rival to Columbia Concerts in the
longhair field, is going into the biz
of representing conductors, a field
hitherto monopolized by Columbia's
prez Arthur .Tudson, who virtually

ASCAl
Unitsually Qniet
Hollywood, March 4.
Last week's Anierican Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers',
confab here proved dull by many
standards.
past
Coast members
usually blow off a bit of steam, but
this year they did little to plague
the visiting ASCAP biggies—prez
Deems Taylor, general manager
John G. Paine, secretary George
Meyers.
Only one mild flurry was Caused
,

wheh

several writers persisted in
why the Society continued to
permit publisher members to set up
subsids
Broadcast
Music,
Inc.,
whereas a writer member cannot
have a link with the rival. Paine
stilled the rising tumult by announcing that ASCAP plans to probe this
matter "and perhaps resolve" it by

asking

Umon

Fluggers

Waiglis 3 Gripes

.

was closed
to all except ASCAP members, the
1946 report of the Society was officially read.
It was explained that

'

Music Publishers Contact Employees union in New York is cur«
rently digesting a trio of complaints
filed by members i.-harging others
with payola activities. One of the
cases, it's claimed', involves a major
publishing outfit, and if th« charges
are sustained and the union takes
the action it is expected to under
the circumstances, the lid may once
ftgain blow off the situation in New
'York.',:'

M

that occurs

it

will

be the

first

MPGE

has nwved in
against any member or publishing
house on payola charges in y%ars
Since
case Involving th? Three
Suns, where a small group of contact
men w»re fined, one $1,000.
M«anwhile, the MPCE is due to
deliver soon th« final results Of e

time that the

circulated

lett»r

amon«

inemlbers

and publishers several ijlonth* ago
ssking Jor opinlonis on three questions r« controlling the payola bi2.
They are: (1) whether to set up a
"czar"; (2) whether to eliminate
clauses eight and nine in the
contract which forbid paying for

plugs, thereby

open

affair,

making

»nd

it

Buddy Morris Maps

the Society is seeking to inspire a
congressional bill to pave the way
Morris, head of for the collection of .royalties from
tlie Morris music publishing comjukeboxes, that plans are being made
bine, leaves New York May 24 for to license television stations, despite
a European jaunt. He'll go first to fact J^mes C. Petrillo as yet has not
England to look over his afffiliation okayed video work for musicians.
Also revealed was reason behind
there with the Dreyfus publishing
interests, with which he operates a ASCAP's recently announced inten|dwin tt. Morris, Ltd. From there, tion of commencing negotiations in
March with National Association of
MO^^ris goes to the Conthient,
lU'ip will consume eight to 10 Broadcasters, although the radio pact
does not expire until 1949. Accordweelts,
ing to the ASCAP toppers, they got
wind of reports that BMI biggies
w^re buzzing Justin Miller that
ASCAP was quietly waitmg until
eve of contract's expiration and then,
would ambush radio with mountainous demands. Just to prove such was
not the case, according to the visiting firemen, negotiations have been
set to start, well ahead of pact's ex-

Spring Europe Trip

.'

:

Big 3 Mice Aides

Vote Tieif

Office employees of Bobbins, Feist

Oov- and Miller music companies (Big
last week V9ted to form a unit

turns.

Apparently, the comparatively few

MPCE

of the
Jetters returned to tha
batch sent out are not in favor of the

"cs«r" idea, nor are they anxious
lor Government intervention'. Most,
see the
It's clahwed, would like to
two forbidding rules knocked out in

_____

f@p Sale Poiits Up

publishing

field.

With

of

the Motion Picture Office Employees
Union. Unit, consisting of secretaries,
bookkeepers, et al., are, with officials
of the llff<3K, preparing to negotiate
a contract with Bobbins ofiioials and
Comcontrollers of three llrms.
panies' employees are eligible for
membership because of the
•firm's Metro control.

MPOB

Only
office

other music group whose
employees are members of

Warner Bros, comthe MPOE
bine of Harms, Remick and Witis

the

mark. These outfits, via their conj^ection with the parent organizations, are wide open to unionization
by the MPOE. Professional staffs, of
course, cannot be approaqlied by the
latter since they ure all members
of *e Music Publishers Contact

Current position of "Anniversary EmpSSy««*

Song" at the head of all bestseiling
once again points up the value
of close cooperation between Hollywood film producers and the music
lists

S)

u**'*"'

MATURE

CWSlli

mm m tohap'

representatives

P*w songs have been the center
Hollywood studios who know the
much attention as Leeds'
tremendous value of the proper of so
the Door, Richard."
"Open
such
pictures,
spotting of songs in
Co.
Last week, Slgna.ture' Record
as Jonle Taps at Columbia studios,
withdrew its recorded
and Dick Powers at Metro, the pos- voluntarily
the
of version from the market after
sibilities for mutual exploitation
Brown and the Tiny
both pictures and songs; we almMt disk, by Walter
banned
(Crimes Sextet, had been
unlimited,
from most recorded radio programs.
"Anniversary," due to the way it In addition to cancelling further
pro- pressings of the disk. Signature
Is done in "The Jolson Storx,"
withdrawn unsold
duced by Columbia, received tre- claims to have
the market.
course, pressings from

at

mendous Impettisi which, of
had to be followed up by publisher

Signature's action is said to have'
charges that its veroften, been based on
isn't
It
Shapiro-Bernstein.
Exof the song was oft color.
however, that a tune gets such spot- sion
reactly how many pressings were
ting. Song, incidentally, is the first
is unknown
company
by the
waltz to hit the top slot in sales in called

years.

At

even

to the latteJ.

Y..

—

$50,000, against the
terms, of course.

now en

royalty

.

culated in
the Calypso shows."
Pointing further to this defense,
court Said, "the capacity to edify
intended auditors is certainly no less
conspicuous In plaintiff's sonjg than
in defendants' and considering its
origin, the former is entitled to the
greater tolerance of appraisal.^
Court tossed out -a number of
other defenses, including a claim of
unreasonable delay in bringing the
action; and an assertion that the
assignment of the right of action
to Khan was not properly consum*
mated within copyright rules. Julian
T. .Abeles represented the defend-

Decca's Hampton part rounds out ants.
the big-money deals secured from
various recording manufacturers in
recent months by top Negro bands.
Duke Ellington's deal with Musicraft, including single sides, albums,
etc., will return him approxunately
$100,000; Count Basle's deal with
Co.
Side Block
RCA- Victor calls for a yearly guarantee of between $35,000 and $50,000,
Embassy Music Corp., jointly
and Billy Kckstine's recently made owned by Tommy Dorsey and Jack
agreement ^with yi-Q-M calls for Johnstone, was on the block until
$35,000 annually. None but the top- Monday (3) morning, when it was
most white bands commands that withdrawn. Broadcast Music, Inc.,
kind of money on recordings.
with which Embassy is af?lliated, has
been negotiating for the purchase of
Dorsey and Johnstone
the firm.
had asked $200,000 for the property,
but withdrew it from the block for
an undisclosed reason.
VS.

From

j

route to the Coast—by train-for a
brhigs
recording o.o.,
fortnight's
back a new slogan from Havana,
to wit; "go by air if you got time
to spare." He says that's the new
theme song in daiquirl-land, due to

usual

Hampton's old agreement was for
one-year. Decca some time ago, however, claimed this contract carried
a one-year pption, Hampton claimed
it did hot. For a brief period there
was quite an argument over the
point

About 200 Coast members turned
whom only four were pubs.

Abortive Flight to Havana Leaves
Him Hot For Choochoos

$50,(i)

with the signing of a new tWo-year
agreement calling for an overall
guarantee of $100»000,, Deal covers
an unusiially low minimum number
of sides yearly only 16—for which
Decca agrees to guarantee Hampton

JACK KAPP'S SLOGAN

INFRINGEMENT RAP

NX

BMI

disrupted schedules which took him
FILED IN
fromf the Cuban capital to Tampa
Ray Vincent, composer who saidto Charleston, S. C„ period. From
he wrote but never published the
there on he and five other pas-senWord,"
laden down with tune, "I Give You My
gers, similarly
charged Broadcast Music, Inc., with
Cuban rum and cigars, were told
pirating his unpublished work, in
there were railroad aocomodations
a suit filed in New York federal
awaiting them. These turned out to
court last week (26). Action seeks
be chahrs in the club car, and they an injunction and an accounting of
sat Up all night, again laden down
profits derived by BMI from the
with said Cuban. rum and seegars
Of others
publishing and licensing
*
("which I don't drink or smoke,
to use the tune.
says itapp).
Vincent clairtis to have composed
Following the Decca sales execs
Word" in 1937, and copyrighting it
regional powwows in Chi and New
the
under
as an unpublished work
Orleans, he clippered to Havana, for
copyright laws. He charges that in
the weekend, to house-guest with
1940 he submitted a manuscript
author J. P. McEvoy. That's Where
notice
of
copycopy of the song with
the Decca prez made his second
right to BMI for possible publication,
aeronautical mistake. About a year
and sale, but BMI failed to xetum
ago he and Mrs. Kapp decided, on a
the tune to him, and thereafter
Bermuda trip by air which was published a song with the same title,
equally abortive, only more so, startallegedly composed by Al Ravelin
ing out from New York and winding
and Merril Lynn.' Vincent alleges
up in Baltimore, 'after doubling back BMI's action was a deliberate and
twice.
illegal infringement of his. unpubThat's why Kapp is now en route lished tune, claiming that not only
to the Coast for some Bing Crosby
the title was appropriated by BMI,
recording huddles, but by train. Oh but also' a substantial part of hi?
yes, there's a Chi stopoff tomorrow song.
(Thursday) when he addresses the
senior class of the University of Chicago Law School on the thesis of
Mr. and Mrs.
"records are the textbooks of the
Capitol Records is cutting its first
used either Slone in certain
future,

1

Calypso singer "Lord Invader'^
^Rupert Grant) and his assignee,
Mohamed H. Khan, won their fight
for ownership of the song "Rum
and Coca Cola" in New York lasi
week. Federal Judge Mortimer H.
Byers ruled the version published
by Feist, a "deliberate piracy" of an
original published in Trinidad in1943.
Court hit Feist, orchestra
leader Paul Baron, comic Morey

was "deliberate and intentional,"
opinion declared.
In answer to defendants' content
tion that; Grant's song was "immoral
and lewd" and therefore could hot be
sued on, Jiidge Byers answered: *
"The virords are not seen to be other
than a recital or recognition of a
Lionel
Hampton's weeks - old development in the economy of
wrangling with Decca Records over Trinidad which, was too important
to
escape the comment fxeely cira new contract was ended last week

out, of

Jack Kapp, Decca prez,

ii

.

HamptoivBecca

piration.

« wide-

Cole

.

WiA

Picturt Union

trninent intervention. Latter means
calling In tax people to aheck sums
handed out lor plugs and Whether
the donors and recipients are prop
frly itemizing such items on tax re-

stead.

confab, which

Edwin H. (Buddy)

MPCE

(8) to «all ior

.the

Rap
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has a stranglehold on concert baton- Amsterdam and singer Jeri SuUavan
ists in the U. S. NCAC, which started
with an injunction and accounting
lining up conductors 'a year ago, ex- which
will run damages up to $500,pects however to stick to; a small 000, according
to estimates of Khan's
exclusive list.
lawyer, EmU K. EUis.- Decision will
Marks Levene, NCAC v^p. last week be appealed, however. Ellis had
signed up Fabien Sevitzky, conductor offered to settle for $50,000 pre-trial.
of the Indianapolis Symphony OrAccouriting before a referee will/
che.stra, and nephew of Serge Kous- rpise a novel point, heretofore, undesevitzky, Boston Symph head; Gae- cided. It's based on the fact the intano Merola, director of San Fran- fringement Charge refers to the
cisco Opera Co.; Erich Kleiber, con- lyric only. Music is in public domain.
ductor of Havana Philharmonic; Question interesting to music trade
Walter Herbert, Fritz Busch; Fritz is whether Khan %vill be entitled to
Stiedry,
Emil Cooper and Louis all profits on the song or only that
Fourestier. Last four named are now part deemed to stem from the lyrics
conducting
at
the .Metropolitan if successful on appeal.
Opera, N. Y„ NCAC having been inCourt found that Grant had writstrumental iii getting these contracts. ten the song and had assigned it to
Busch came from South America for Khan, who published the work in
the booking, other three direct from Trinidad booklet form to peddle to
Europe.' ':.',.;
GIs. Amsterdam, the opinion Said,
visited Trinidad in '43 and "he found
the song in current and widespread
use, and therefore deemed himself
at liberty to appropriate it to his
own repertory." Such appropriation

next September.

At

Lose Mringenieiit

;

good.

Which, brings us back to those nifty items above mentioned. The
is a record for a single straight screen- writing assignment, in this
instance Berlin's "liaster Parade," callmg for three or four original
songs and seven or eight oldies—including the famed title song.
BerUn will have the pick of the Metro talent stable, not excluding
Fraiik Sinatra, Judy Garland!, JimWiy Durante, Mickey Rooney aiid
Kathtyn OrfU'soh, under Arthur Freed's production.
llie #650,000 item covers the acreea rights to "Annie Get Your Gmj,"
tunes by Berlin, book by Dorothy and Herbert Fields, as produced
currently on Broadway, by Bodgers & Hammerstein (Ethel Merman
starred), wherein he shares one-third thereof with the librettists.
Back to Morehouse's sentimental journey (journalistically) With
songsmith Berlin, to his old Bowery and' Chinatown haunts, one of
the slight omissions which Berlin regrets was the fact that it was in
the drugstore at No. 8 Bowery that he first met Joe Schenck, his friend
through the years. When Berlin was sapolioed in the 1929 debacle
Schenck came to his rescue. Schenck helped bankroll the Music Box
theatre, and it was in Schenbk's home, as a house guest this past couple
of months, that Berlin set both Metro deals.

600G

lin mi

"Open the Door Bichardl"
craze has spawned ft rash of
follow-ups by various diskeries.
Jack McVea, who introed "Richard" on the Black & White label,
pressed a sequel, "The Key's in
the Mailbox" backed by "Richard Gets Hitched" for the same

who

Could do it. The change wouldn't be too baa, or difficult to make. I
could still sing a little, I guess. My voice has aljvays been a sort of
whisky voice—it's just one of those things."
This crack, in Morehouse's crack bit of reporting ("A Trip to Chinatown With Irving Berlin—A Sentimental Journey by a Man, With
a Talent That Now Produces Millions, to the Places and Days When
Hl« Talent Produced Pennies and Dimes"; N. Y. Sun, Feb. 24), struck
many showmen that Berlin acts as If he still doesn't know If he's
I

made

Epidemic

Embassy is 90% owned by Johnaccording to its papers, the
remaining 10% held by Dorsey him-

'

stone,

consisted of its own
catalog as well as those of Mohawk
self.

Firm

and Seneca, which had be«D absorbed by it some time ago. Another outfit, Yankee, had been absorbed by Dorsey Bros., handled by
George Mario, but it had not been
involved In any sales talk,

TOTEM POLE AaiN IACI
TO NAME MNCE DATES
Boston, March 4.
Totem Pole Ballroom, Aubumdale,

which has used local bands aljpost exclusively since an unfortu-

Miiss.,

nate experience with Harry James
last July (except for one good try
with Les Brown in November), b
Spot
again booking name bands.
has Guy Lombardo lined up for fourdays beginning March 20 an4 )m
piled UP a large advance sale for th»
run.;'

.

'''.^

'•'

'

•

Next comeis Eddy Howard's orchestra 'for five days beginning

and Tex Beneke's crew
lor two four-dfty dates, June 18 and
with Andy June 23. Others will follow.'
Aprik

22,

husband-and-wife platter
pedagological approaches or as comDelia Norell dusting.
panion pieces to lectures." He will Russell and
Art Jarrett orchestra, currently
Song used is "Unless It Can Hap
accent the value of "sound-on-disk
MenHPhlS, hat
symbols pen With You" backed by a Bus at Peabody hotel,
in the documenting of the
Nell Carter, eotheir sell solo, "Dreams Are a Dime a taken Oft chirjer
of civilization to prjeserve
from "Youngatown, O;
cialite
Dozen."
and educational values."
historic

.

.
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Words

Songwriters, Pubfa'shers Extend Pact

& Music

Talen

Mask

OverBllybyOICeefe

NoteS'

Irving Berlin has completed four of the eight tunes ho is wfi«n«
Francis (Cork) O'ICeefe has pc- for Metro's "Baste* Parade",...Ma»Un SkUes taUbed to
clei
quired 100% ownership ot Words
,sc6re Jor Columbia's "ashree Were Thoroughbreds". ,. Art Lund has
sliJpS
formerly first four sides under new pact with M'G-M-Rec(>rds.
Music, publishing firm
.LUcky Wilber has
bandowned by a group of name
quit as Coast rep of Advance Music (Warners' subald) to become Hollywood
Lyman
and
leader* including Abe
roan for E. B. Marks Music, vice Fred Dempsey, who has quit the
bk
Guy Lombardo. O'Keefe last week to open a floral shop.... Jose Iturbi due hack in Hollywood
March 21 tt,
completed a deal with Fred Waring complete additional. recordings for Metroes forthcoming
"The Birds anfl
for the; latter's 10% of the firm. the Bees"
Joe Liggins' combo last week sliced four sides for
Excludve
Prica* to that he'd gotten control of Records, including three originals of ^leader,
"The Blues," "Walkin"' and
90%.
"Blow for Mr. Jackson". .Carl Zoehrns, national sales manager of E
B
O'Keefe ii. now looking around for Marks, due back at his N. Y. office Sat, (8) after Coast
junket.
Andip
a contact man to take over profes- Villon cut lour sides lor a Mastertone album.
.George Antheil will score
Plugging "Repeat Performance" Idr
sional work on the firm.
Kagle-Lion
.Dale Butts scoring "The Crimson
immediately on "As Key" for Sol Wurtzel,', .Mel Torme
and Page Cavanaugh Trio have waxed
*
ucsive Me."
P. MacGregor 'Transeription.s
16 tunes for
Lee Finburgh, Coast cijief

"

'

.

.

—

—

_

'

|

!

eflort to clean up the details of a new Silvia, prexy; Charles Silvia, vecpee
contract an soon as possible. Fourth and treasurer; and former bandmeeting of the two factions is d>ie leader Thomas I. Coakley. secretary.
to start today (Wednesday) at 11 Latler's now an attorney.
offices in N, Y.,
a.iTi. at the
and it will run all day. Confab,:
while it probably will clear up a lot
i

MPPA

|

that haven't yet been
touched by either side in their ne-

of

D. C.

details

fSotiation.'?,

is

not expected to brinp

into focus a final draft of an agreement that can be placed before the
ruling bodies of either organization

DISKBOX OPS

i

|

BATTLE $12 TAX LAW

i

Washington, March 4.
is having hard

>

Disk box industry

—

for ratification.
sledding at least in these parts.
Most of the major details of such Ira T. Byram, general manager of
a contract have yet to be ironed out.
There is a tendency to hold in abey- Silent Sales System, machine disance the final settlement of the more tributors, told D. C. officials yesterimportant points to be ironed the day (3). Byram was one of several
minute any serious argument de- witnesses at a hearing, who opposed a proposal to license juke
velops over them.
boxes with an annual $12 fee.
I

'

'

baokmS

&

Another Month Pending Confabs
'v^i'"
Songwriters Protective Assn. and*Music Publishers Protective
the
Assn. have agi-eed to extend for an- oJWl JOSC rlOOtefy rrcems
other month the contract between
San Jose, Cal., March 4.
Under construction since Oct.,
tliem which originally expired last
Dec. 31. This is the third extension 1945, the $150,000 Palomar Ballroom
of the old pact, pending nef?otiation opened here last night (Tuesday).
of a new one, binding the two fac- Pop-priced hoofer.v, said to be the
tions together until April 1.
largest terpalace lietween L.A. and
Meanwhile, the SPA and MPPA San Francisco, has 9,000 sq. ft. of
committees designated' to work on dajicuig space. No Uquor wUl be
the formulation of a new agreement sold on Uic premises.
are scheduling longer meetings in an
Palomar officers incl.udo J. P.

.

—

.

.

.

.

,

C

JORDAM 'GETS JAM OK
FROM SEPIA LOCAL
Los Angeles, March 4.
Negro Musicians' Local 7(57 has
given Louis Jordan a courtesy membership card which permits him to
work in jam sessions and on gigs
hereabouts. Leader, now recuperating from wounds inflicted during
melee with his wife about a month
ago, asked union for the consideration, explaining tliat he \yanted to
work occasionally before reorganizing his combo so that injured tendons in his left hand would not stiffen too much.

Rule here with both Local 767
and Local 47 is that traveling musicians cannot sit in on jam sessions
Byratn said local machines are at all.
Saxplaying Jordan is a
Tony Pastor orchestra cut ru\st
four sides on new Columbia disk losing money by operating a't oc per member of Local 208, Chicago.
Jordan resumes regular bookings
contract in New York, Monday (3 > record play and asked tax exemplollowing two-week run at Click tion. He said it was mechanically March 19 at the Paramount theatre^
Other dates-^ne-nighters
Club, Philadelphia. Initial release of too difficult to raise prices per play N. Y.
new disks won't bit market until late a penny or two 'and that boosting it dnd a concert at Fort Wayne, Ind.,
to 10c might be too tuKh.
April.
have been cancelled.
•
.

.

.

.

.

of Bregman, Vocco & Conn, prowling Rocky Mountains on
tuno-toutine
expedition for firm
Silver Spur Records, Hollywood odd-label
founded
by oatuner Don Weston, has given up the ghost. ., .Harry Fox, trustee
of
Music Publishers' Protective Assn., in Hollywoodi checking up on the
host
of platterjes there .... Smokey Rogers this week sliced four sides for
Four
Star
Michel Michelet will score Seymour Nebenzal's forthcominR film
"Atlantis".... Elliott Fisher, violinist, cutting six -faced album for
Urban
Records..,. Freddy Martin band this week added to its book and
intro'ci
over the zone, "Baby's Treatin' Me Right," new ditty written by
Martin's
secretary, Jean Barry.
Larry Douglas. WHN- "Gloomdodgej-," cutting lour sides for Signature
.two being "The Egg and I" and "Beware My Heart". .. ."Managua,
Nicaragua" composer Irving Fields, completed two piano solos for pulilishing
by Mills
Louis Prima renamed one of his race liorses "Baeiagaloop"

—

new

after his

record

hit.

Manor Record Execs Set

Up Talent Agency

in N.Y.

RCA Oosing Deal

Samuel Lehrer and Irving Berman,

who operate Manor

records; are or-

ganizing a talent agency labeled
.Federal Artists Management, Inc.
Outfit will do a. general agency
business.

Firm was incorporated last week
in Albany with Andrew Weinberger
filing the papers.

For 'Brigadoon
BCA-Victor has stepped in on the
idea of marketing albums of Broad-

way musical

Firm

scores.

in the

is

process of completing a contract
with Cheryl Crawford, producer of
"Brigadooij,"

under which she will
guarantee to produce the ca.>;t for
recording.
Show is an important
Broadway incomer, due soon.
RCA, whi.ch is giving Miss Crawford a royalty from the sale of
the album, is reported giving Miss.
Crawford a $15,000 advance. Vic-

THAT'S MY DESIRE
EVERYTHIMG

TflAT'S

IN

BAHAO

A ROMANTIC

tor denies

the figure, although

it's

known

that such a sum was asked
Columbia Records to do tlie
Advance would be, ot .course,

of

disks.

against royalties.

Frederick

THAT'S MY DESIRE
CHORUS

Words by CARROLL LOVEDAY
C6

C

Music by

Dm?

GT

Cdim

C.

HELMY KRESA

Loewe and Alan Lerncr

wrote the "Brigadoon" score, whose
disks will be the first set made by
thet,cast of a legit musical marketed
by Victor. Currently, that company
has an album of the "Finians Rainbow" score on the market, but it
was not made by the show's cast.

album

Tliat

lumbia.

is being made by CoPreviously, Decca more or
on such

lass had
a "monopoly"
show-score albums.

/

Court Upholds Local

802

Up

s Ability to

.

Nitery Classification
what may be termed a test

In

N. Y. Supreme Court Justice
W. Church recently upheld
reclassification of the Iceland
Restaurant, N. Y. by Local 802,
Anjcrican Federation of Musicians.
Court also ruled that Federal wartime wage stabilization niea.'.urcs
had been modified prior to the
union's action in changing the Iceland from a Class B to a Class A spot.
case.

Lloyd
the

"It was clearly lawful and proper
for the union to demand.," the court
said, "arid for the plaintiffs to pay.
the wage increases sought by the
-

union without obtaining the approval
of the National War Labor Board."
According to Local 802's attorney
Samuel' M. Sacher, other spots employing masieians had similar beefs
and
about
their
reclassification
.lusticc
Church's decision sets: a
prficedonl.

'
:

.

.

/

Suit was originally brought against
Local 802 by Mike Larson, forrner
operator of the Iceland, to recover
$981 which had been placed in
escrow with the union to cover the
difreronce in musicians' wage scales
for the period of several wcek.s in
the fall of 1945. Formerly Class B.

THAT'S MY
Copyright 1931 ond 1947 by Mills Music,

We've iaroad ihB Ssoson's Brscxy N«W«lty

OSHPSH,
-

recorded by

DICK THOMAS

New
Sidney MHIj

Buddy

'

WIS.

HARRY'SABBITT (Mercury 3056)
(NsHnnji!) and.tnor? to follow

Yoric
Gen Prof

'ndtandi-r

Mqr

Sons by

liitKHZi.t.

PARISH

emit

DE

Broodwoy,

-

siEltd.

New

York 19, N.

KTER DE ROSE

MP

DID THE iOON
ON YOUR WINDOW LAST NIGHTI

MU SNEW
BROADWAY

MILLS
619

A New

Inc., \6\9

I

I

I

YORK

W

nitery was reclassified as Cla.s-s A a«
of Oct. 22. 1945 by the union, Sum
in question was deposiitcd with jn'-'
nili'W
court
union
pending
a
whether the musicians were entitlecl
to the additional coin and. in vtlecu
whether the union was justiiiecl m
changing the nitery's. clai-siCiewtion.

Peer Heading Home
Paris, Mni'oli

I

10, N, Y.

Hollywood

AI

Blvd.

Oan„awov

Ralijh Poor,

American miv-'

4.^

P"'''.

Usher, who ha.s been tourina Europe, has left here on hi.s- way lioni'"He's planning to Stoil in Lonc.f
>

on

tlie

way.

Wc^lmHMlay, March 5, 1947
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Or

W"^'
vow
rym
"^RECORDED BY
Blue Barron
Bilif Butferfietfl

Perry

Bom®

King Bole Trio
Larrf Bouglas

iaiei Deweti

Joan Edwards
Ernie Fiorito

Eddy Howard
inkspol$

Bharley Jordan

and the
Sweelwood Serenaders

Frank Sinatra

George Towne

Buddy

Twe

Trie

Buddy Weede Trie
l*Li$ted Alphobvtkally)

A

Standard

fo«

^
By AUtorte,

#xforb

SI'.;*-!

New

GEORGE JOY,
Artie
York: Bddf^ J«y.

Vdondo

Tim*!

«nd

Drak*^

Jlusiic Corporation

1619 Broadway,

New

AH

Chi! Ted Traverj

York

19,

N. Y.

President

Hollywood:

Bill

Coty

8o«foRi Jack Fay

—

...

.
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.

make

a local to use

mandatory for

it

of

the

AFM's

ii

.
,

'III

'I

1

I

I

.

.

.

Sellers

In^

.

Probiem for AFM's Disk-Coin Fund
details

.

(Wecli Ending, March 1)
.Mood
Aimij^ersary Song
vMaeagua Nicaragua...... Encore

There's a bit OJE grumbling among stances, the borrowed musician's salvarious locals Of the Americsih Fed- ax-y should come out of the coin allocation to his home local.
eration o£ Musicians over one ol
Otiier

i

10 Best Sheet

loanout' of Scarce T<H)ters Cr^^^^

the rules by which the revenue derived by the AFM from its contract
with recording and transcription
companies is being distributed.
It
seems that in some of the
smaller locals there are not suiticient
musicians who play every type of
insti'ument to fill out some types of
Bassoon, oboe, French
or;Cbestras.
lead
horn
players
and
good
men are scarce, even in big
and
practically
non-exlocals,
istent in small ones. Since the rules
governing distribution of the coin

M.

.Jl

ii ;

I

,

dis-

tribution of the money are not being
argued with; these, decree that the
coin allocated to each local must be
used within a year or it reverts back

Glocca Mori?a,
Heartaches . .,

. . , ,

. .

. .

,

.Chappell
.Leeds

Second 10
Remick

Gal in Calico

Marry

Berlin

Girl

the money themselves.
When a free date is scheduled, the
local involved submits to the
a plan of it 30 days in advance.
The two men retained at the
(at $10,000 a year each, salary coming out of the 5',i' of the fund set
aside for administrative purposes)
checlt the plan and okay its use.
Thereafter, the local mu.st set up a

AFM

Uncle Remus Said, .San tly- Joy
Mayfair
Linda
Always Be One I Love. .Sinatra

AFM

Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah .Santly-Joy
Rainy Night in Rio. ,. .Witroark

I

.

.

Oh^Bnt

I

Do

a

Own

Witmurk

Ever Leave Wyoming.

Major Manufacturers

meeting at the -Parle Central al. Jack Pearl, of Hub Records, was
hotel, New York, last "week, a:'gtpup named chaiman of the group.
Attendees,' while the list is
of so-called "independent" record
not
complete, included representatives
manufacturers banded together to
from Apollo, 20th, Bell, Cardinal
form the Record M.inufaetiU"ers Banner, Davis, Diamond,
Gotham'
AsSn, Though the major companies— Keynote, King, Manor, Mercury'
RCA-Victor, Columbia, Decca, Capi- National and Signature.
(which is being
tol and M-G-M
recognized as a major though it
Chlib Jackson Heads
hasn't launched its first record)
were invited to participate, they did
Outfit at
Club
not send representatives to the meet"Chubby" Jackson, bass man last
in.
The principal idea behind formuwith Woody Herman's orchestra
lation of the org, ironically enough,
seems to be to combat whatever bought a small club in Valley
squeeze the majors wock on the Stream, L. I., last week which he in-

At

Oxford
Sonata
Sentimental Reasons. .. .Duchess
Open Door. Richard. .. .Duchess
Shapiro-B
Old Lamplighter
.Maurice
I'll Close My Eyes

to the fund. Also, the various locals

never see

Form Combine As

rout Vs.

.....Feist

Guilty

Diskers

.... .Feist

Huggin' AtiA Chalkin'. .Huds on
.

indies.

There are other reasons, ot course,

only its own members for fi'ee per- fund to pay tlie musicians used imJose Iturbi Hot
formances at hospitals, high schools, mediately after the date and is in
*
Fort Worth, March 4.
etc.i some feel the distribution rules turn reimbursed in due time from
Joso Iturbi attracted the largest
are inadequate. When forced to gd the nationals fund.
audience
paid
in the 11-year history
into another local to "borrow" a
Incidentally, the first performance

ienis operating as well as working
with a small combo.
Spot ig the
Esquire Club, which

had been embut the above is the main factor.
ploying Jackson at the head of a
The companies involved also hope, jazz group.
It's not far from his
by uniting, to present a combined
Ffeeport, L. I,, home.
buying power for materials, create
Jackson will work three nights a
of the local Will Rogers Auditorium a clearing house for credit informaby the Sunday
tion, etc.
Incidentally, one of the week as a musician at his own place,
(22).
^
Friday
He played to 3,540 persons, under items discussed at the meet was the Friday to Sunday. And on Sunday
'

needed musician, the latter's salary by an AFM local paid for
must be paid out of the first local's recoi'ding fund occurred last
own bankroll and cannot be col- (28) at Barringer High School,
lected from the AFM's recording Newark, N. J. Walter Kurkewicz,

sponsorship' of
Texas.

fund. There's a move afoot to correct this condition at the national
AI'M convention in Detroit in June.
It's

felt

Bloomfteld, N. J., conductor, led 25
men in a concert before 1,200 youngsters. Date cost approximately $500
circum- at existing scale rates.

under such

that'

PHiL KORNHEISER

'T

State

Fair

smaller-company aversion to being afternoon he's running jazz matinees.

of

called ''independent," ''odd label," et

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences

ANDREWS SIS' LONDON
DUAL DATES SET

SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

the

Hetettiider arc the top 30 songs of the week; compiled bv the Audience
Couerase I-ndeo; Sumv Mtisic BroadcoSt over NBC, CBS, ABC and
Mutual nettoorjcs, based in New York on tobuWtions hv Accurate' Rel>orting
Service.
Published bjj Of/ice of Research, Inc., Df. John. G. Peatrmn,

Director.
Hollywood, March 4.
Survey week of Febrnarjr %1-S7,
signed
Contracts
have
been
cementing deals for the Andrews A Gal in Calico—1 "Time, Place, Girl".;
Sisters'
London personals during A Rainy Night In Rio—i"Time, Place, Girl'?.
June and July. Trio will double be- Anniversary Song -("Jolson Stoiy". v.
tween Palladium and Giro's nitery, Bless You
working two shows daily in Variety For Sentimental Reasons.
Hall and one nightly in Giro's. Prior Girl That l Marry, The— *"Annie Get Your Gun".
to the British junket, act had been Gotta Get" Me Somebody To Love
i'''Duel In the Sun"
,

m7

;

BLAME

ME
JIMMY MemOB

.

MPM

Andrews

Flamingo,
remain on Coast

trio current at

Las Vegas, will
for four consecutive shots on Lucky
Strike Hit Parade, starting March 22.

A MUSI FOR YOUR
EASTER PROGRAM
MILTON BERLE'S NOVELTY MIT

Guilty

'POPS' JE.

IICPEKSOIATOB
Chicago,

March

4.

Impersonator of Paul Whiteman,
Jr., -was sentenced to 30 days in jail
last
week for defrauding the
He's
Stevens hotel here of $54.
Ralph Whiter Philadelphia elec-

Duchess
Berlin
Morris
Feist

;

I'll

It's

Things In Glocca Morra—•"'"Finian's Rainbow". .... Crawford
Close My Eyes..... ........;.,..,,.^.... .'...,..,i..,
.Maurice
a Good Day....
..Capitol

Managua ^Nicaragua
My Adobe Hacienda
There Is
Oh, But

No
I

.

.....

.

.

.

.

.

.Encore
.Southern

..

. .

Greater I^ove
"Time, Place, Girl"..-

Do—

Oh Why Did

'.

1

World
Witmark

i

Ever Leave Wyoming?

Feist

Burke-VH

Ole Buttermilk Sky--t"Canyon Passage".".
On the Other End ot a Kiss. ...
;
So Would I— t"My Heart Goes Crazy",,....,
Sonata
To Me f'Fabulous Dorseys"
.

. ,

Beverly

.,

.

•

Nm»U, Hunt

CrttWnt

B

,

tSi

Ktviviif Hill

.Oxford
Dorsey Bros.

!•....

—

th»

Burke-VH

.,

.'

Too Many Times
Advanced
Uncle Remus Said— T"SonR of the South"
.Santly-Joy
What Am I Gonna Do About You?— fLadies Man"....
Paramount
Why Did I Have To Fall In Love With You.
Mutual
trician.
Years and' Years Ago
;
.... .Bourne
White is also wanted in Miami You Broke the Only Heart That Ever Loved YOu
Chappell
Beach and Jacksonville, Fla., and You Can't See- Sun When You're Crying.,
... .Simon
Charlotte, N. C, on similar charges. ypu'H Always Be the One I Love—f'Sohg
ol South" ....... .Sinatra

ALL MATERIAL AVAIlAtlf

SUNDOWN

How Are

:

IWUV
AWABBIT

....Shapiro-B

.

—

for three weeks at Oriental,
Chicago, starting May I at $45,000
for the engagement. Deal was made
through the
agency of IiOXM|on>
set

ROMINS

•

Remick
.Witmark
.Mood

—

SUGAR

^

SWnty mdi*!'. ani

Wartft hy

r

.

.

. .

•

Una* hf Mtu— fMaui

.

•

,

PAUIIPIONEER MUSIC CORP
1657 Erca -A

:

v

r<

,.

.

-

Zip-a-De-Do^Dah,—f'Song of South"

.

.

.

.

.

............... Santly-J'oy

ludy Vallee has switehed

to

All By Myself— f'Blue Skies"
Among My Souvenirs....

'

.

And So To Bed,
... ....
,
At Sundown—•f"Fabulous Dorseys''
Best- Man
For You For Me Forever— f'Shocking
Give Me Something To Dream About
. , .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.'.

bicquse Associated
beid

ipipped

m

is

.

.

i . .

. .

,

.

.

v.

,

.

,

.

...

...

.

.

all

Takes Time

Life

ASSOCIATED BQOKINO CORP.

....

...

JOE @>LASER,

Pres.

.

.

.-.

M

...i

l

S(.,

CMsaq»

]

Maybe You'll Be There .............,,'....;...„..,
Old Lamp-Lighter
September Song— ""Knickerbocker Holiday''.
Sooner Or Later— f'Song of South"
There Is No Bree;:e
When Am I Going To Kiss You Good Morning.'..',
.

.Famou.s
Bobbins
...C-P
.

.

.

.

i

,

.

",'

. .

V

'

•

'

e

0'

O'""

p' c

,'.*;;'-c:g-

Sung by Deanna Durbin

"111 BE

in

YOURS"

(Universal-International)

.

.

,

..

.

.Triangle

....Shapiro-B

..Crawford

..
,

.'Ooes

;]'•',*
"

KOkM"^-

.London
.... Melrose
,

,

S4 W. KmsIolpSi

Vsrk 22

Fiffh Avif., IS.-.v

.Capitol

.Leeds

..

....BVC

.

745

....Vahgiiard
.Chappell

...

.

o n CI e -

.

....Feist
r

Can Be Beautiful-r-f'Smashup"

.

....Famous

Miss Pilgrim"..

r r

PHIL

.Berlin
...T. B, Harms

, ,
,

Heartaches
I Can't Believe It Was All Make-Believe,
I Gotta Gal I Love— 1 "Ladies Man"
I Tipped My Hat and Slowly Rode Away
It Might Have Been a Different Story
It

*

hc^e enough performance

new

Por
ci

Re7nainine 20 sonds of the week, which did not
credits to rate inclusion in the first 30.

.Santly-Joy
.
.Bobbins
....Martin

.

.

.

.

.

DREAMTIME
SANTLY-J0Y, Inc.
TOMMY VALANDO
Gcw. fnrf. Mgr.

BUILT

I

FOR EVERY PROGRAM

MY ADOBE HACIENDA
MREADY RECORDED

.

-

.

>.

.

MAJ£S7IC-<-gD&V^

HOWARD

D!£C£«k

niKK kuntir rm ubuuv »Aufm

COAST-TACrMcUAN

asstif^rSp^''^^"'

Mo"e^RUSKTE^^;u

AS$OCIATEI>—HANK D'AMICO-MINDY CARSON

SOUTHEkN

I

BY.

GOII/MBJA-LOUISE MASSEY ANDWESTCRNERS
WKIICURY.-BOHBV TRUX TRIO
:
.

I

VOeUslTRT

KASSEL^^^

M«cSREGOR--SUNSHINE Gilt

WITH MORE TO FOLLOW
SOLE SELLING AGENTS
MUSIC PUBlISHaMG COMPANY, Inc., 1619 Broadway,

I

Hew

York 19

N Y

I
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Wednesday, March

OPEN fHt DOOR, RICHARDI

FREE EJirS
It's

powerful Boji*

jive feoturing

neot trop* «rid ttidfy Vpeols

by sroo^

Hosie and his Orchestra

add

fuel to this v/ildflre seiwiitfoil,

Vocol by Harry Edison and

Bill

Johnsohi

AND

BILL'S
Another

terrific

MILL

rhytftl^
Bosi^ original packed with foot-tltWInff
All msfromenfol.

RCA Victor 20>2i48

ME AND THE BLUES
A new

Moore,
ballad that'* gettina big plugs. Vocal by Ann

RCA Vidor 40-212/

50

le

On

Vs. N. 0. Dreamland B.

New Orleans, March 4.
as vocalist when reorganized
Charles
A.
Donnelly,
Internal
six weeks at PallaCaS Calloway Revenue collector, Friday (28) filed
.
dium, March 18
tax
lien
a
in federal court here
coming to Coast for first visit in three
against
Dreamland,
Ballroom,
Inc.
the
years, for four consecutive weekends at Avodon, May 22-, Terpalace Action claims an elleged deficiency
for Charlie 'of $5,698 in cabaret taxes.
now dickering with
band opens lor

.

.

ov«r second week at Earle theatre,
Philadelphia, a rare 'occurrence
Louis Armstrong, laying off for the
past month or so due to stomach disorder, returns to work .March 14 at
Paradise theatre, Detroit . . George
Levy, o( Leeds Music, to Florida, tot
Tex Beneke
several weeks rest
to do album of college tunes for
RC.^-Victor ... Eli Oberstein, Victor's artists and repertoire head,
back to Coast for more recording
.

.

.

.

.

MCA

Lien, directed against
Tommy Dorsey figuring On putting a 16-pjece of the corporation, charges that taxes
crew back of Stuart Foster, vocal- are due for the period of March

Barnet to precede

.

,

.

on TD payroll and
currently working at the batoneer's
Duke Ellington,
Casino Gardens
Ethel Waters and Mantan Moreland
ist

who

still

through June of

is

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

Mu.ved

.20
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Total
o,, ifflL

2,225
2,375
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1,325
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13™

1,900
1,200
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(400; $1-$1.50)

Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2)
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Floor Shov) at Vl(Morf^V>ith j0ie Pickens, Russell SwanNew Yorker,

* Indicate.?

Reme

at;

/c?

Chicago

SEC Delves

Stephen Kilsdy (Marine Room, Edgewater; 700; $1.50-$2.50 min.). Kil.sev
took over Feb. 28 from Henry Brandon, *eek adding up to 4.200.
Don HcGrane (Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel; 550; $3.50 min.). Much
better this week with 3,800,
Raymohd Bam.os (Mayfair Room, Blackstone; 350; $2.50-$3.50 min.).
Swank patrons didn't want to buck snow piles, off again to 2,100.
Ted W«em» (Panther Room, Slierman; 950; $2-$3.50 min,). Weom.s and
Dorothy I,ewis Ice Show took over Friday (28) from Raymond Scott, the
final band on the now closed name band policy and did okay 5;100,

Into

.

Cosnio Coin Deal;

.

.

.

Chuck Foster'... .New Yorker

Guy Lombardo...

.

.

.

last year.

<''nveir>

.

Hotel
Band
Emit Coleman*... Waldorf (400; $2)
Frankie Carle.... Pennsylvania (500; |1 -$1.50).

Eddy Howard. ...Commodore (400; $X-$1.S0)..
proprietors Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (300; $1-$1.50)

slated for leads in all-Negro mu-sical
March
Morris Music owns film planned by American Eagle
If
the "Sioux City Sue" copyright, is project jells, shooting would not
not .just selling agent ... Norman commence until well into the auantiGranz discussed jazz 'and his
When Freddy Martin band
tumn
ideals
'WaiTier
Club,
scsregation
at
takes 14-week hiatus from Cocoanul
Philadelphia, with 60 student edi- Grove, Eddy Howard has been set to
Mel Torme signed fill-in ... Denny Beckner, currently
iors last week
b.v Metro's Arthur, Freed for "Good
waving the baton at Aragon ballNcw.s" musical
Modernaires into room, this week celebrating his 25th
Pierre hotel, N. Y.. today (Wednes- year as a performer.
"Heartaches," Leeds reviday)
val, recorded 17 different ways
Bill
Burton,
manager of pick
Cliib, N.Y., Effects
Haymes. Margaret Whiting. et al.. in
New York on biz . Charlie Warin
from
Coast.
ren
Being Sold
late in

,

.

.

BaeciB at Hotel Bii's

Brown

New York
Hampton's orchestra" held

Lionel

Tax Action FOed by U.S.

Upbeat

.

For the first time, the Government
seems to be interested in the opera-

.

.

.

.

400

.

independent recording firm,
checking
presumably
into
the

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.S0). Copious 3,100
Russ Vtotgtn (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Solid 2,700 tabs.

covers.

tion of a

.

A^^

jnethods of operation via which a
at
Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
Auction of the effects of the 400 lot of public coin has been lost.
Chicago
Hollywood
Securities & Exchange Commission
Russ Cai-Iyle (Blackhawk; 500; $2-$2.50 min.). Fine week; 4,300 patrons,
Bobby Byrne will come in from Club, New York, is slated to take is and has been for the past several
Qay CUrldge (Chez Paree: 650; $3.50 min.). Back on the bandwagon
oh
the
site
place
(Wednesday)
today
ea.st
and organize a purely 'ocal
weeks delving into the Cosmo deal this week with 6,000. Tony Martin out^ but show stays over till March 7
crevi' for six-stanza stand at Casino
of the club.
Disposal of the cafe to find out what happened to more with Hal Winters replacing.
Gardens. March 22 ... Jack Mr Vea fixtures was originally slated for than $1,000,000 that had been poured
George Olsen (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Doing very well with Olsen,
trekking through one-ni;»ht skein all last Wednesday, but had to ibe called into the" firm, which is now in 77B.
18,500.
Harold Jovicn hr.s off because insuflicietit amount was
this month
Benny Strong (Trianon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Better second week than
SEC executives in New York have
.ioined GAC band-bookery. vic-j Carl bid.'
had
talks witli Rubin Uslander and first with raise to 17,000,
Von Hitter, who has quit to open
Trustees for the Cafe had a his partner recently and they, apown agency
Red Ingle, foip.isriy
$22,500 bid for all fixtures and prop- parently, have tossed the ball to
(Los Angeles)
with Spike Jones, has formed own
erties, which was deemed insuft'ici- Harry Banks, who originally set upi
Stan Kenfon (Avodon, B, lios Angeles, 4th wk). Closed Monday (3)
seven-piece crew and been signed
ent.
When various pieces were sold Cosmo, but left tlie firm around the with about 9,000 admishes on final stanza. Spot starts weekend only policy
by Capitol Records
Bill Brown
individually, $30,000 was realized, first of the year to set up Cardinal Friday (7) with Desi Arnaz.
has t|uit W'Uiam Morris' local bandbut that, too, had to be discarded Records. Banks was questioned by
Danny Beckner and Sterlinr IToune (Aragon, B, Ocean Park. 1st wk).
bookery
Jerry Wald orchestra
as the law provides that tlie SEC men in N. Y. Othet. inter- Some S,000 stub buyers satisfactory.
ohoring in "Swing the Western Way" inasmuch
sold for less rogations are scheduled.
Bobby Sherwood (Casino Gardens, B. Ocean Park, 8th wk). All night
for
Morris the chattels cannot be
Columbia
Picts
.

.

.

I

•!

;

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

•

.

,

.

.

.

.

agency digging for Coast dates this
for Claude Thornhill, who
has been set as far west as DcnvRr,
where he fortnights at Lakeside, Mf;y

summer
30

.

.

.

Ray KeUo^g

will icih

Les

than

75%

of the appraised value.

Appraised value is never made
Bob Bauing«rt translerred from
public inasmuch as -it's felt that bidding would automatically stop at Beverlj^ contiact staff toi Paramount
staff in New Vork last
that mark,
;

,

Announces

flte

sesh Sat. (2) helped to swell admishes to solid 7,200.
Xavier Cugat (Ciro's, N, Hollywood, 1st wk). Opened Wednesday (26)
and drew Bbout 2,4()0 covers in first five nights,
Vaiitrlm Monroe (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 4th wk)
Still doing the biz 0"
the burg. F^ne 18,000 admisltes.
.

M^^

STARRING

^

FRANK SINATRA

PITER

LAWFORD

KATHRYN GRAYSON

JIMMY DURANTE

J
A

I

SINATRA SONGS,

INC., 1619

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

.

CHICAGO

®

;

HOLLYWOOD

Mmck

WpSneeAajf

1947

5,

VAVHEVBUUB
An

unprecedented

posed

Philadelphia,

•

March

^OVA

refused rector of AGVA, that they are withpreliminary injunction drawmg former petitions and will
which would have halted the head string along as branches "for the
of its local here from carrying on as good of the union." These are Chicago and Pittsburgh locals.
executive director.
Jack Irving, head, of the Chi local,
Judge Joseph L. Kun ruled that
AGVA's suit "lacks legal founda- planed to New York over the weekHichard
Jones,
execu- end and assured Shelvey that he and
tion" because
Ws
stalf are 100% behind the nativo director of Local 6, had been
expelled from the union without be- tjonal office's move to retain former
jng charged A-ith any irregularity 'opals as branches and. any other
edicts
by Slielvey "for the good of
and Without a hearing.
"'^ membership."
The legal battle began when Matt
When questioned on a prior reShelvey, national director of the
union,: arrived here last week and ve.si from Chi advisory board o£ the
announced that he had boon empow- 'O'^al suggesting local status be reered legally to abolish AGVA locals turned, Irving replied: "Should Chiand substitute branches of the na- ^ago not voluntarily dissolve itself
and. oflicially notify the National Ortional headquarters as a convenience for entertainers working away Ranzation to that effect by March 8,
He dis- f^^^" \ ^lU resign as Chicago execufrom their home cities.
missed Jones, but the latter refused ^'ve of AGVA the foUowmg day."
Nat Nazarro, Jr., executive head
to give up the local's records, funds
of the Pittsburgh local, also went on
and officas.
Counsel for Shelvey argued that ''f."^"**. that he .and his group were
-^^'ngmi," along with the national
Jones was an employee of the union
dn-eciov Shelvey.
He
and could be fired at will, but Judge "'['/'^^ f""^,
l^J-anch sy.stem
Kun replied that Jones was not '^^^^'^
had worlced weU for the past five
t-,
K,,f
oi.^nfoV by
v...r^h<.
the W.I
local memhired,
but elected
.^^
^.^ g^^^p ^^^^
y^.,^.,

grant

in

state

legislative

Hirleiifipean

U. S. Vaiiders

Barriers Via

•

Added

to this headache is the
battle between tKe
and drys, which always
up when state lawmills
start grinding and is now
in
progress over a wide front.

wets

flares

j

Loiigchamps Cas

Max on^ l^

Paris, Feb. 10.
the Lido, which already had Pops
American vaude and Louie. Cordano and Corinne,
ballroom team; Bellak and Elaine,
acts, Europe is crying to get them
table tennis; Stan Kramer and Co.,
again, main hurdle besides salaries puppeteers,
have been placed; there
being the difficulty for performers through Matt Duffin.
in most countries to take home part
Pops and Louie, who played the
of their money.
Lido this .season at a reported salary
Permission having been obtained of $1,000 per week, apparently found
for them to remit from 30 to 50% Paris a good place to spend their
of their takings, some acts signed by money and are said to have remitted
Hans Lederer have been booked in $500 in all.

Long deprived

perennial

a

,

ses-

throughout the country
threatens
to
force
operating
increases on niteries at a
time when their clienteles are
showing signs of balking at present tab levels*
cost

when Common Pleas Court

to

'

of

sions

branch of American Guild of Variety Artists, two o*,her locals which
had been figured to follow Philly
group in similar controversy have
assured Matt Shelvey, national di-

4.

National office of Amei-ican Guild
of Variety Artists lost its first legal
skirmish to talte oivcr control of the
yesterday <3)
Philly local ot

flood

liquor tax increases being pro-

Remain 'Braoclies'

Pitt Locals

But Chi,

ii

Booze Tax'» Cafe Belt

AGVAU)ses(xMirtm Vs. PfaOIy Local

;

of

1

Bi

1

Cues

I

1

!

Making

Booze Tabs Legal

I

I

Bill legalizing liquor tabs in New
York, niteries is to be introduced by
Sen. Falk in the N, Y. State Senate
week.
Measure, as written.
provides for a $2,000 annual license
which would permit patrons to sign
checks.

;

.this

]

]

illy

JB

I

'

S

J

!

Rose

IS
I

|{
!

i

Measure comes as an aftermath

of
res-

revocation of the Longchamps
lauranls liquor license by the State
Liquor Authority, one of the counts
being tor extending credit on .liquor,

;

I

'

1

,
'

J
»
'

on driving a car

,

i

bership.

continuance.

After the setback Shelvey stated
the national union would take matter to a higher court on appeal.

Others in Accord
determination
the
of
Despife
Philadelphia local to maintain its
status as a local rather than a

cost of license,

.$2/)00

Shelvey again reiterated statement
o£ last week that such moves as to
revert from branches to locals was
premature since these matters will
be settled once and for all at the
national convention in Chicago, April
The membership, via its vote,
6.
will then dictate whether AGVA
locals will conijjjiue as branches or
revert to former status of locals.
"It's a cinch we can't have both, and

!

Bonifaces aren't too pleased by the

would be

it

justified,

every cafe,

virtually

but still feel jS
inasmuch as J
at some time j
i

j

|

i

|

or other, has permitted patrons to
charge dinner tabs, including liquor.

us

j

J
•

figured that once a cafe in-

.'[

gLA

displeasure, it can clamp I"
Co^n with a week's suspension at IS
Lnytime on grounds of credit ex- iS
c^ii-s

I

{

:>

^(.^^.iq^^

'

Nitery owners, until the Longchamps license wrangle, reportedly
majority vote will rule."
didn't pay particular attention to the
Shelvey further explained that SLA clause forbidding signed checks.
when Associated Actors and Artistes Hotel dining rooms permitted guests
of America, parent of talent unions, to add the liquor tab
to the regular
took over AGVA's affairs in 1942 hotel bill,
and cafe owners extended _
there were about five locals func- credit to regular
patrons. There has
tioning.
These w£re Los Angeles, been some revamping of procedure J
J
Chicago, Philly, Pittsburgh and Bos- ^ince
the Longehamps losing battle
jj
All were stripped of local auton
^.^^^
f^,
jj
business,
Most
onomy and inducted as branches af^^
^
^^
^
^^^^
tcr he, Shelvey, had been appointed
"^j^^
national administrator by the Four
''AGVA has made considerable
A's.
strides since then and has estabi
lished branches in 16 other localities," added Shelvey, "Therefore a
0.1
mixed status would not work out to 1,500 IN
the best interest of the members of
Youngstown, March 4.
\
AGVA."
More than 1,500 niembers and ,«

A follow

tried IQ sell nie a Uolicuptpr the olhor day. lie told
could hop from the roof ol the iSlogfeld to my lawn in Jit.
lvi.sc'0 in 20 minutes,
lie .said It was as ea.sy to drive a-s a car.
J told
him I wasn't Interested beoaiiso I couldn't drive a car.
J w asn't kidding-.
I'm a pretty good man with a can opener,
Imu that's the extent of my mechanical kiK«v-h*w. Ask mo to
cliaiige a fuse, and I'm likely to p'ungo the whole block Into
(l.n knes.s.
t have ton thumb.'s tor flngcr.s. and thoy're all made
»jf butter wlien they so up agaln.st a luinic of machinery.
Last svimmer my wife said, "Kvery time you want a paper,
somebody's got to leave what he's doing and chaufCeur you
iJiCo the village.
Stop playing big fdiot iind loam how to drive.
lilt;

A child

can do it in half an hour.
iSo I deeid^'d to master the ga.s InigKy.
Mloanor, wlio looks
a.s natural behind a whe*>l as .she does in a Viathlng Mult,
pla.ved teacher. "Just turn this jigger over." she began, "push
in this dingus, pull out this doohicke.y, step on this wlng:.doodle. pre.'j.s down, on this thlngamabol), and you're all sot
to go."
"What's this gizsmo?" I asked.

The hand brake." she said.
emergency."
"Something like a kimouo,"

!

.^^

|

c

^

,

|

MY' NITERY PREEMS TO

I

j

YOUNGSTOWN.

\

:

Dittincliva

Danu

SlylUtf

FB

THE
SPAULDINGS
Currently

HELD OVER At

ICELAND RESTAURANT
New York
Recently concluded extensive engagement! ot the SHOREHAM HOTEl,

Waih., D. C, and'

CARMAN

their guests stood in line to pack
the Club Sahara, Youngstown's experimental "dry" nitery, for its

'

THEATRE,

Lining

Up

Filmsters

opening Wednesday (26). The Dry
Night Club Assn. was formed to
support the unique enterprise, and
the Nibble and Clink Restaurant
Corp. has contract to provide meals.
The club has capacity of 330.

For Yaude, Nitery Tours
Frederick Bros, are stifengthening
their eastern act dept. by bringing

.

Show

Dir.r-NORMAN ZENO
4S7 West 57th Sttmt, New York

Barry Wood and Patsy Kelly have
been signed for the Latin Quarter,
Boston,

March

Biz

his

Salute

M

and

was uniquely informal in that there
was no dais and no speeches, re-

j

!

'\
•
^

portedly at the request of the honored guest. During the dinner continuous entertainment was provided ,»
on miniature stage, Which ran into i{
the closing hour. Practically every |S
Broadway nitery sent along acts J
from their floorshows.
Among those dropping in to felicitale Healy and contrib a stage stint
were Frank Fay, star of "Harvey"; j
James Barton, featured in "The J

McFARMND STUWO

!

_

I

i

;EI)DIE

urn.

Iceman

Cometh";

Joe

Cook,

Jackie Whalen and Others.
Jackson, agent, chairmahned

Jr-,

Billy
affair.

Buff Nitery Preeni*
Buffalo's

,

newest

nitery,

like to u.se this

!

ti-om green to red,

local bands.

Freddie Fields of the Abner
Greshler agency is booking.

J.

and from

we got any

road when Sonny Boy

gi^ts

through with

rioase tcU me what I did wrong," I sald to the
"Didn't you hear my whistle? Didn't you see

-

demanded.
I shook my head.
The COD sighed.

evcm
I

to

it."

Law.

my

1)0

signal?"

.

"I- don't
"I'd better go home," he said,
be doing much good around -here."
It In revorse and backed a\^ay from the fire plug,
going to driv(» much," yelled the cop, "I'd have tlvo

threw

"if vou're

car painted red on one side and blue on the other, so thfi witnesses win contVadict each other."
T had only one more mishap getting home. I scraped a guy's
ric was pretty nice about it. "It's my fault," ho said.
fciKlcr.
"I s.nw you coming.
I should, have driven Into that field. and
avoided you."
Tliere are two stone posts (la,iiking tlie drive that loads up
also without
I got past them without .a scratch
Ic) our home.
That did it.
liiy right rear wheel.
The automobile is a wonderful thing. They tell me with
knce-n.ction wheels you hardly feel It when you run ovei' a

—

with an
I understand the '48 model.'; will )>:.,'
lOngltsh accent, and run on tires filled with air ImpoTtWft'om
But Little Willie ain't putting on tho gogglej*
Kwit'sserland.

.pcde.'ftrian.

the linen duster until they come up with the spcedoMoter
uhirh hands you a rabbit's foot at ijO, a,nd at 60 starts calling

and

for Dr. Kiitrare;

•

These days When we go out driving, I sit there quielly
leading the Burma Shave signs, I've made orie concession
to the Automotive Age. I've leameil.how to fold awad map.
—(JProra Pitt Jan. ZrMl)
Copj/rtflht I!M7, Bell Syndicdte, Inc.

J
j

j
S

Another. Rose column appears in
.

Spot will use a single performer and

two

changed

.

.

dynamic

.

,

.

different. .

.

.

PM today

stimukding

Vogue

Room, preemed Monday (3) with a
name policy teed off by Art Tatum.

j

lights

i

iS

politicos,

The

you like?"

After turning the r.adio on and off, I suddenly pressed the
right tiling. In the order of the way it happened, I grazed the
cop, skidded through the safety zone, clipped the mudguard
on a bii.-^, and came to rest with niy bumper against a lire
plug. The cop st'alkod over.
lie took a handkerchief out of
hi.s pocket and dropped It In front of the car.
"Lookit, Gene
-A ul y," he said.
"I wanna see you do that all over again, and
(hf.s time 7)ick up the handkerchief with your teeth."
TOIcanoi' gave him the .smile that n.sed to make the front,
cover of "Life." "He's Ju.st lcarnin??-how to drive," she .sold.
"Vou're kidding!" said the cop. "How long is this class goln.g to hist? There's a couple of hundred other drivers who'd

|

greats

Kt.alled.

color.s

j

biz

In

"What

spouse.
A moment later the car wont hiciMiplng down the rotid.
Tlion for about a mile It went .smoolh a« j ou ploa.se. A feeling of confidence came over rac, th« same .feeling all bum
drivers get Just before the lights go out. I pressed down hard
on the ga.s.
"rhc piHtons seem to bo knocking," I said profjcssionallv.
"I'lsions nothing," cracked Moanor. -Tlio.sc are my knee.s."
\\ n passod a lineman shinnving up a tclophone polo, "lie
must have known you Av'ero coming," said my helpmate.
"1
tlunlf. that little mirror is set wrong," I complained.
cnn'l sec anything in It but the car behind me."
l-;veiythlng Went fine until %vo gov to the traffic light In the
A illage.
I forgot, to pro.s.s the hlckeymadoodle on the gilhooloy,

red back to green. A very tall cop came over.
"What's the m£|,tter?" ho barked. "Haven't

Healy, vaude and nitery em-ij
cee. was the recipient of a testi- [
monial dinner tossed by his friends «
In show business at Duffy's Tavern,
N. Y., last Thursday (27) night.;!
Shindy was in nature of a salute \
to the "Night Mayor of Broadway" {
tor past efforts in behalf of war ac- jJ
;«
tivities and other charities.
Affair,, attended .by 300, includ-;

show

remarked amiably.

mv

Dan

ing

1

hiil)|)en,s if the brakes don't work?"
"I lit something cheap," advised

Dan Healy With Dinner 1

9.

on quickly

It

cu.so ot

,"(11(1

in film players from the Coast for
Membership drive for 5,000 is
Agency is
personal appearances.
still in progress, with 3,000 persons
Dale Kvanis, leading
submitting
already signed up at $2 a head. The
femme in the Koy Rogers pix, and club has dancing and entertainment
Ann
With
paired
William Demarest
Strongest
nightly except Sunday,
Rutherford.
drink served is coke.
FB wiU attempt to line up other
names for cafe and vaude dates.

Philadelphia..

"You throw

'

|

|

j

1

the newspaper of Comrtient

—
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VAtJlili!VI|jl.S

Mt Gub Reviews
Oopaeabana.

Y.

1!%'.

yiary Raye St Naldi,
Sieen & Tasher, Copd Girls (8),
Michael Dtirso Orel), Cop« Samba
MinBatici until Fernando Alvarez.
imum. $3 weekdays and Stmdays; $4
T0113/ Mortiii,'

Sattirdays,

Suitering from th same dearth of
patrons that has hit the whole nitery
belt recently, Copa is endeavoring
to give the take a hypo currently
by bringing in Tony Martin. He does
a pip of a job and should improve
the tally considerably, 'cause he retains plenty of that old femme appeal—and wh^re the gals go the
boys are sure to follow.
Unfortunately, Martin's in for only
three weeks, being due on the Coast
for teeoff of a new radio layout
Tliat means that
b.r.d. by Texaco,
the publicity and w.-of-m. that
should really count in the gross col.

quence In which ho
hand puppet bit.

ballroom terp
impeccable
'

routine

I

ir

lierie^

«WMARBA,Pnt

Area;

Pitt.

GreenAcresIbsses Shows
Pittsbiufgh,

seen here before, returns

March

Pittsburgh,

.

numbers,

'

Other highway
It's strictly a Rooney -show, but
rooms have been taking it on chin,
there aren't enough of the solid seBy actual
quences necessary to bring it into the too, last couple of weeks,
a total of a
wasn't
count,
there
youngclick class, despite the vibrant
ster's hard work throughout Not un- dozen couples in three important
place? just the other night.
til his own spot arid the "Stand In'

the
while

summer

a

foUowup does

&

it

become topnotch.

Latin Quarter,

Miami

Miami Beach. March

Asse Seeks Ease

Nitery

Bi

3.

Of Anti-!(ickback
Jane Russell tuith Barcloy Allen,
Hoi Fisher, Gloria heRQV, Consuelo
Allied Restaurant and Entertain& Melbo, Ptroshfca, Line (8), Pete ment Industries, organization of
Harman Qxch (10); min. $2-$4:
N. Y. nitery owners, took formal
In an attempt to hypo biz for the
closing weeks of what has been a
tough season for most of the plush

Held over ate Mary Raye & Sues, Sid Gould, Nick Long, Jr., AbiNaldi and Steen & Tasher. Doug gail & Buddy, Ralph Young, June

spots, Lou Walters brought in Jane
Taylor Girls (7), Dave Tyler Orch. Russell
at a reported $15,000 weekProduction mitsic oiid lyrics by ly. Whether she'll draw, against the
Benny Davis. Choreography by June still heavy competish
(Rooney,
Taylor. Stagedby Davis. Min. $4-$6.
- Richman - Miles,
Miranda Tucker
and tuneful. Runs about 55 minLewis, Myroin Cohen-Willie Howutes.
For in
ard) remains to be seen.
Last
season's
only
money
maker,
of
pipes,
Aside from a legit set
gal
this swank" spot is still struggling to her first display the gorgeous
suited
get over the effects of the heavy displays a fairish voice, more
minimum Danny Kaye engagement, to radio than cafes.
Accomped in smart manner by
which, though rt brought the spot
purveys
Russell
Miss
out of the red this year, left a bad Barclay Allen,
ta.ste
minimumcharge wise— for the a straight series of tunes which inniterygoers in this area.
Subse- cludes "Wrong Kind of Love," "Penquent attractions are obviously feel- nies from Heaven" and the like, for
ing the effects. Ritz brothers, though fairish returns. That the house was
they did okay, didn't come anywhere waiting for something different was
near their record-breaking grosses evidenced by the palm reactions.
of last season.
And now Mickey They wanted more, but not of the
Rooney, top attraction that he same kind. Stint is broken up by
may be, is confronted with the same Allen's rhumba sesh with five Latins
of the
difficulty, with more woes in the in- which brought strongest hand
and-out supporting show installed sequence. All of her stuff is done in
with hini, I%oof of the inadequacy typical band-thrush style, with nothoi the current setup is in the addi- ing sock to top it. That she wears a
t^APPY
ft JOLLY MOMENTS
tion of the hdary "Hollywood Stand- neck-high, chaste white gown doesn't
LATIN QIjAKIKK. Wiicinnatl
In" bit, which feets the only real yock help either, though she looks good in
IIIK.: MAT1« KOSI5K
reaction in the show, thanks to it. With bowoff after fifth number
they were still waiting tor someRooney and Sid Gould.
thing to happen. Gal displays enough
That Rooney is a hard-working lad talent to merit being given special
is evident in the matiner in which
material tailored for her. With the
he emcees the proceedings unan- proper act, she can be developed
nounced (though the applause comos into a solid cafe attraction. At the
from walkon) and the working in of moment, she isn't.
his personality with the supporting
Supporting show adds up neatly.
acts.
Line, sans the usual show gals, disWhen it comes to his own spot, he plays terp talent with a French numpurveys a series of takeoffs on HoUy- ber to open.
Followed by Con« 1
wbod and radio personalities that suelo and Melba, nice looking duo in
are woven into a sock stint. Impres- nifty routines which display flair for
include
Gable, Barrymore, easy lifts and spins to rate sock apsions
Lorre, Kay Kyser, Jean Arthur, Car- plause.
.njen Lomhardo and a wow carbon
Hal Fisher garners robust laughs
'Cvmedy Dwiee Antics?
on Vaughn Moonroe. It leaves them with his drunk, lighthouse impreshes
JCurrentl.v
pounding for more and a lead-in to and "Bingo, the Gringo."
Could
the "Stand In" bit which has been have been given more to do. judgFEB. 27
seen at a couple of clubs hereabouts ing from tlie manner in which his
in recent seasons. Thanks to Sid laughs were building.
Dir.; liAtTs nosm
Gould, a hep comic with one of the
Gloria LeHoy scores with her
funniest pans, the laughs come fast acroantics and heads up the clo-Sing
and furious. It adds up to a begoff production numbers in zingy fashfor the Hollywood star, with Gould ion. Piaoshka, lone holdover of the
NEW Comedy Material! PUNCH LINES 3
H ready! ST per Issue, eentnlns over IGO
being brought back by Rooney for French importations featured here
SUREFIRE pass fer stage, radio, etc.— writdeserved bows.
in recent weeks, does vyell in his
Even better than PUNCH
tan by aw gagman.
o;' 2
LINES
($1 «acli, 200 gags in eaeli
Toppers in the supporting acts arc ballet type terping.
iseue). Save money by subscribing to PUNCH
Pete Herman's orch make a better
Nick Long, Jr., and his ace tapology
Preparing
LINES—510 per U issues
Comebacki for Hecklers $2, t*FFil« No.
with the line in production numbers, dance unit than a show band. It's
OROEB NOW.
y loctiou of bollylafis $1.
Ralph
Young
and a new outfit and will probably implus his own spot;
on
his vocals of the Benny Davis song prove with more experience
Lary.
hits of yesteryear, and Leonard Sues, show-backing.
who does okay with his tripleNew York CHy
276 W, 43 St.
tongued trutnpetiegs and a nifty seEnMbassy, ]\. Y.
Ralph Font & Jose MeUs Orch, The
Paysees, Larry Marvin, Zero Mostel;
$3.50-$4.50 minirnums.

Coudy's production also status quos.
It's an entertaining layout in the
usual Copa manner, well-designed,
speedily paced, eolorfuHy dressed
•

—

;

I

STE¥E EVAHS
nm%

"

HELP MHOWAEi
WEeK
HKO BOSTON
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xn^G^s unumiTED

There are times when comedian
Zero Mostel can be as hilarious as
any fiwnyman in the business. At
the Embassy, the in-and-out career
of the hefty buffoon is mostly on
the plus side. In fact, a couple of
his old bits are downright uproari-

He

ous.

is,

incidentally,

doublhlg

from "Beggar's Holiday," Broadway
musical.
When Mostel is doing Ms great
Durante takeoff he's really grooving
for the bellylaughs. Ditto with his
coffee-percolator business. The latM9t.--UNIVEI(IA1 ATTRACTIONS ter especially is convulsive, no matter how many times one has seen
5«S Fifth AvanM, H»w York

Match 4

him do
It's

song
all,

OUR FIRST BIRTHDJIY AS k TEAM

Marty RotI) and Al Sproul

ber of spots locally in the past and
was elected to assembly at last election.
Vaughan's also an ex-booker
his old agency still bears
his name, Vaiighan Attractions, it's
been operated in recent years by

Morry Fremont
Abrams'

that doesn't do much for Mostel.
it to open^at least he did

ivh0n caught—and it fails to get him
loff on the right boot. It's material
Wee that, which is mostly throwa-

way stuff, that dissipates Mostei's
pace', and gives the customers too
jJiaay chances to sit back and relax

H

.

^13^ Others Teo
165

W«» Ulk

Su«^. New

Namoroas to MeoMon

Yerii.

N; Y.

*

LA. 4-3450

he should keep 'em bouncing
consistently.

Paysees
are
enterprising,
an
smooth ballroom team who go over
strongly.

And

there's the holdover,

'

Bill

Tito Guizar and Fred and Elaine
are slated to go into the
Wedgwood Room of the WaldorfAstoria hotel, N. Y., March 24,
The .Barrys may double into the
next Roxy theatre, li. Y., layout on
the bill with Cpnnee Boswell and
Jackie Miles.

Barry

C

Auer's D.
Nitery Bate
Micha Auer has been set for the
amend the Wicks-Butler bill Romany room, Washington, starting
outlawing kickback of gratuities to tomorrow (Thursday). Deal calling
employers.
Sidney Struble, attor- for $2,500 weekly was angled by
ney associated with Arthur Garfield Eddie Elkort, of Music Corp. of
Hays, AREl attorney, on Monday America.
conferred with Sen. Arthur
(3)
Wicks in Albany and filed a memorandum of argument with him.
Bill last week was recalled to the
State Senate after having passed by
,

,

COMEDY
PATTER

an unanimous vote, and will be reconsidered.
Sen, Wicks declared that he will
make a personal investigation of the
New York situation before taking
further action on the measure.
Bill, if passed, would mean the
end of the lucrative j<joncesslonaire
business, which in turn would harm
niteries because of the hiige rentals
from the concessions.

Per All BrQaehes of

FUN-MASTER
Nol.

1

thru

Tlieeitricoli

&AG

@

22

FILES

$1.00 each

"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"

@

$20.00 Par Vol., oi
3 Voli.
$50.00 *w 3 Vpl*.
.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
10 Sock ParodtM for $10.00

Wolfson Doubling

at

"HOW TO

WM
No

Wolfson will handle placement of
bands for vauders and also cock-

200 W.

tail unit

master:

THE CiRE^ONliS"

Joe Wolfson of the William Morris
agency, cocktail dept., will succeed
Milton Berger, who resigned, two
weeles ago to become Warner Bros,
vaude booker.

(Hnw

to

Ha an Emcee)

$3.00 Paf Cftpy
It rn
C.O.U.'« Ob anjr littaterial!
nisa nntd iwniuinent nddrew.

routo,

PAUU

SMITH
N«w Yerh

$4tfa

19, N.V.

bookings.

By

iHappy

WANtED

Benway

BOTTOM MAN

Sarahac Lake, N, Y., March 4.
In memory of Fifi Climas, who
passed away here at the old
sanatorium, Will Rogers patients
sent three packages of food to her
destitute family in Budapest, after
having been notified of the family's

NVA

FOR ACROBATIC ACT
APPRGX. 5 FKT TO

destitution.

Walter Hoban sitting up and taking bows
after
mastering three
stages of the "Rib" operation.
Joseph Lowey, after a three month
observation, was handed his all-clear
papers and shot back to the Big

Cortfocf

EDDIE SMITH

AGENCY

iSOr Iraoaway, N^Y.C.

Town

to resume work.
Lorretta Munger, suffered auto acwhile enroute from Albany to
James Wotton.
She escaped
with minor injuries,
Robert J. Goldstein, theatrical attorney, upped for mild exercise
cident,
visit

after receiving

good clinic report.
Johnny Lawlor, former asst. manager of local theatre, has been added
radio

to

station

WNBZ

as

disk

I

Porodies! Special Songs! Bitsi
Draw from oiir Itbmry, one of the

•f(

if

moot coiiiprehensivo
Shoivblx
1047 Cntnlni; IHKIO!

i

llxrlu»iv«

largest,

J.

materln)

&

uiir

li>

npecinltjrl

KLEINMAN

H.

25-31-K 30th Road, L. I. Cty 2, N. V.
Telephone: Astoria 8-69V!>

jockey, while William Larner has
been upped to program manager.

James

Wildenthaler, backstage
technician from Sandusky, O. shot
in for observation and rest.
Between upstate dates the Juggling Burkes and Marty Lynch took
time out to visit some of the .gang
the downtown, colony.
George Fee, musician, received his
first good clinic report and progressing nicely.
Write to those who are iih

m

13?

Slth

n.

St.,

H. Y.

C

ft. 9-7470

PORTABLE ICE RIWKS
CARNIVALS

N^ You
;

fn

Ciati

AND

FAIRS

present ail ICE

sMOW

Te^

Adaptabk for INDOOR

di'

OUTl^^

INSTALLATIONS

PORTABLE OR PERMANENT

Larry Marvin, a younger vocal version of Al Jolson. He- even essays
the Jolie mannerisms, though failing, of course, to give out with the
spine-tingling qualities Of the mammy kid himsiBlf. But Marvin is only
(Continued on page 54)

is

Tito Cruizar, Barrys Into
Waldorf, N.Y., March 24

It.

'j^e' iises

..MWtten

other partner
to nitery biz.

hew

Peters,

steps to

stuff like that opening folksatire, stril)ged instrument and

araoi'e,!

Thanks
Oat Aeeottnf$:
MILTON Smi&LOU WILLS. JR. ' ARTHUR BLAKK
ARCNiE ROUINS
RBD 6 eURLET
JCAN CARROLL

4,

and while

i

.---4dWVMS THEATRE
THE
NEWARK

March

of the Club

place,

Lory.

Miami

THE INK SPOTS

Aorams, owner

l,ott

4.

bored with the repetition. She be- only kayoed entertainment after a
comes a Latin lassie type too many couple of weelts but had also forced
clubs have featured this season, with
bands out as well. Billy Catizone
many looking better.
engagement
Production-wise the June Taylor wound up six-month
gals have been given some neatly there Saturday night (1) and in
devised routines to show their tal- future spot will have music on Sat*
ents. Dave Tyler arid his orch back? urday nights only.
the show in their usual fine style and
Spot will resume orchs late In
get them on for the dancing in large spring since Green Acres is chiefly

Kalleri.

;

1947

Lu Marba, has taken in a couple of
new partners, one of them a PennFloor show policy didn't last long
a much plumper gal.. Her stuff,
sylvania state legislator. He is
John
though handled well, lias been done at Green Acres, highway spot. Steady J,
Vaughan, who has operated numaround town until the payees are siege of bad weather and snow not
Estelita,

Tasher, boy-girl hoofing
will just about be rolling by Steen
the time Martin's due to scram. team, click off okay in specialties
Monte Proser got something of a spotted among th^ production numbreak-in snaring the pipester at all. bers. Fernando Alvarez, featured
however, since he had a couple more with -the Samba band, also rates a
weeks to do at the Chez Paree in doffed chapeau for his work with the
Herb.
Chi, which , released him for the gals in the finale.
Copa briefie. tie flnaled 10 weeks at
the Chi spot Friday (28) night and
preemed at the Copa Sunday (2).
Miami
Beach,
March
2.
proser has used Martin to replace
Mickey Rooney, Estelita, Leonard
comic Irwitt Corey and «hirper Kitty

CopacaEiana,

belong,

Rooney

^

liere.

in

fasliion,

is

such as

5,

lEGISLATOR BUYS INTO

seems the reason for their bemg

and Martin sells them without
punching overly-hard.
Mary Raye & Naldi do their standard

and Buddy

a puzzler. In a cla^s room
(hig one, they just don't
Obviously, the bit with

cludes a couple tunes from "Till the
Clouds Roll By" (M-G>, in which
Martin recently appeared; '"The Anniversary Song" from "The Jolson
Story"; a recitative specialty that
Introes "There's No Business Like
Show Business" (and is very neatly
done),
"The
Song"
September
(\vhich Martin disked for Decta in
1938) and "Beguine." Arrangements
are tops, schmaltzy but not corny,

usual

utilises a gloved-

Inclusion of Abigail

Martin is marlced by a sreat knowledge of how to handle himself. Ho
achieves just the right mixture of
dignity and easy friendliness, alwa.y.'J
bringing the audience up' to liim
rather than going down to it. Session is all vocalizing, with just the
minimum of chatter and gagging.
Twenty-seven-minute stanza in-

umns

.

'

!

CONTRACTORS REFRIGERATiON CORP.
8^3S QttMiis

Bhnl^ ElMHURin^^

WcJnmlay,

1947

Bfairclt 5,
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Army Speeding Recruiting of CATS To

Ask Relax on Ohio Nitery,
Liquor Permits for Vets
Columbus, March

Replace Waning
Actress

Civilian

USO

Technicians

Units in Pacific

4

(CATS) are now being recruited by
Army for work in the'Paciflc.

the

CAT

detachment, consisting of
First
30 actresses, has already made its
appearance in Tokyo, and approxiare to be remately 60 more

Army

in

prbgratn embraces
the Paciac.

which

Services,

Special

wound UP a teee-^day conierence
Stiday (28) in Washington, has decided to place greater reliance on
the CAT program. Decision is based

on the
slated

fact that USO-Camp Shows is
close its books Dec. 31 and

t<)

Ar Ay will be on its own regardGI entertainment overseas.
CATS have already taken over a

the
ing

Razed

75G

in

and wine

Blaze

Jewish
nitery
which opened only few months ago,
was destroyed by Are early yesterday morning (3) with loss reported
at between $75,000 and $100,000.
Fire is reported to have started
in the downstairs bakery with the
flames soon making way to second
and third stories, comprising the

permit beef

licenses.

Nitery

On Tax Relax
Night club operators and talent
are being circularized to

agencies

movement to lobby for
20% cabaret tax, by
Raymond Kay, who is organizing a
get behind a

repeal of the

National Committee for Fair Taxa-

CONFAKONNEWPAII

actual pacting of the new five-year
contracts between: the talent union,
and theatre operators ar^ being held
settles curin abeyance until
rent legal skirmishes with Philadelphia local of the union.

AGVA

contract exNovember, all chain
last
pired
the fact that Special Service toppers
houses, comprising those operated
agree that the Army inust be iable to
Paramount, Loew's, WarRKO,
by
supply its own entertainment nefeds
ners and the Roxy, N. Y., have been
aiid miist become self-reliant in that
living up to main principles of the
respect.
new contract since, but according
USO-Camp Shows, until its de- to reports both ^ides want additional
mise Dec. 31, win concentrate on clarification on several of the clauses.
Currently None involved touches on remunerahospital entertainment.
there are 22 units touring hospitals. tion angles or limited amount of
shows allowed in various categories

Although

Ops Nix

TieupWithNCFT

ni^ry.

CIRCOro D'EAY

around April I, with another, siice
slated for May.
Army's decision to rely to a greater extent on CATS is predicated by

to

first

;

diminish in number of variety
units to be sent to the Pacific. Currently 34 units are on tour in that
Number will be cut to 25
area.

relaxed

Montreal,- M^^
Sufferins,

/Irving Rossman and Dinah Goldgreat part ot the troop entertain- berg, currently playing the spot, lost
ment. Camp Shows quit the Euro- their music atid wardrobe, most of
pean Theatre of Operations at the which is irrejplaceablei
end of last year, and the femmes
Disaster may cue; more rigid
aided by civilians in the occupied safety regulations for niteries.
countries have taken over most of
Same
the entertainment chores.
followed
in the
format will be
AGYA,
Pacific areas. In addition, CATS by
now has supplahted the OSiO legit
departiheiit, which closed down last
month.
Further confabs between AmeriUSO-€amp Shows in preparation
can Guild of Variety Artists and
lor the CATS takeover, is starting
chain operators for ratification and
•to

year

previous

tion.

So

far, bonif aces haven't been too
to the idea of hooking up with
outiit.
Sidney Struble of
law firm of Hays, St. John,
& Schulman, representing the Allied Restaurant and En-

warm

the Kay

IIO

Modifies Stance

IMI

;

on Boobers

4.

%

Ohio state

he will ask
Ohio Liquor Board resume the issuance of whisky and night club permits, at least to war veterans.
The board stopped issuing liquor
permits during the war, and only
last

CATS

the

as

cruited

more areas

Stanley B. Cofall,
liquor director, said

V

-

the

Abramson

Fees,

AHowing

on Some Acts

Mu.sic

Corp.

America,

of

which

several months ago instituted a pol-

Shaver Midget Act

commissions with
amended its poTicketed for Fox Film sition to the point where it's allow*
Pittsburgh, March 4.
ing bookers in some instanoes t^
Buster Shaver's midgets act, Olive take out a 5% booking fee.
and George Brasnow and Richard,
This occurred last week, when
were ticketed here last week by
MCA granted Sol Tepper, exclusive
20th-Fox for "Nightmare Alley," booker
for the Club (5harles, Baltiand head for Hollywood Saturday more, his
usual booking cut. Radio
night (8) right after they close two- Aces,
booked into the spot, has a
week engagement at William Penn clause in that contract giving Tepper
icy of not splitting

other agencies, has

Hotel's Terrace Room.
Act has cancelled several weeks
of nitery bookings as a result inasmuch as film deal came u|t suddenly.

his commission. Slice.

"
.

.

\

.

This booking indicates that MCA's
position has been amended to permit a 15% slice in cafe bookings
when act's permission is obtained.
Previously
held to the line that
when its talent was bought through

MCA

mSf AUTHOR, WIFE

another agency booking was net.

.

Many

bookings failed to jell because of that policy. In one instance,
Billy Reid, writer of "Gypsy", tine Dick Henry of the William Morris
of last year's biggest song hits, and agency sent back contracts to IMtCA
his wife, Dorothy Squires did a sneak because they refused to permit the
audition last night (Tuesday) of the 5% bookhig fee.
act they intend presenting in U. S.
On the other hand, MCA when
vaude. Preview was done for book- buying talent for a spot in which it
ers and ag;ents at the RKO Coliseum, has an exclujave, charged no bookN. Y. Pair have been doing vaude ing fee.
in England for sojnj titne under the
Bookers, such as Arthur Fisher,
title, "The Composer and The Voice."
Frank
Sennes,
William
Morris
Act is similar to the tee Sims and
agency and Tepper, when unable to
Ilomay Bailey turn, featured in
get the lefe from MCA, shopped
vaude for years.
elsewhere. Acts in the medium price
range suffered because of that pol-

ITOVAUDEBREAK-IN

tertainment Industries, organization
of N. Y. nitery operators, said he
had been approached by Kay, but
declined to go along with him inasmuch as the law firm's attempts
to modify the 20% tax had to be
temporarily abandoned because of Rooney's Buff Nitery Date
Mickey Rooney has been set for
the current attitude of Congress.
Kay declares he was formerly the Town Casino, Buffalo, starting,
executive secretary of the Military March 20. Rooney will follow with
Suppliers Assn. of America, and is a two week Stand- at the State
said to have no previous experience theatre, N. Y., starting April 3.
Town Casino will be the film star's
in lobbying on a national scale for
second cafe appearance. He's making
cafes.
Kay in his letters to agencies and his first at the Copacabana, Miami
cafe owners asked for contributions Beach, at $16,500.
to get the Committee started, with
checks made payable to him as trus-"SENS
tee for the organization.

.

icy,
I

I

'
,

.

MCA

However,
is not shifting its
position in regard to headlincrs. Any
top priced acts bought from that
agency are still signed at net prices.
Justine Wayne into N. Y. Hotel
Elysee's Monkey Bar March 17 for
indefinite period.
refurn enginement for singer-pianist.

A

AllQNAl -TWO' ACT MVUB'

by the union.

New

contract calls for acts getting
$750 weekly or less being limited
to 30 shows weekly at that scale
and overtime pay for all in excess
of that number. Acts getting over
that amount up to $1,500 are permitted to do 36 shows weekly, with
overtime compensation for additional shows. AU chains have been
living up to these "clauses since new
contract was discussed and all that
remains for actual inking i^ the

Bobby MacDonald, former vaude
is coming out of retirement
head up and produce a new vaude

dancer,
to

"Greenwich Village Scandals,"
partnered with Roy Caiiron, line
producer.
Unit will carry 12 principals and
ime ot 12 girls and is geared for pix
house dates in- territories that have

unit,

not had stage shows in some
minor clarifications.
It'll play on guarantee and percentUnion and theatre reps haet sev- age terms and is being agented by
eral weeks ago, but adjourned' with- Sol Green.
to
out settling things. They were
have met again last week, but matter was put over again due ,to nenational
cessity of Matt Shelvey,
head of AGVA, and union's attor.'

..

"umNGtr

'Village Scandals' Unit

voims"

time.

lovefy lady

Bach to Bo«i0l*

of Svug

GEORGE

JANE

JOHNSON
New York

Rep.:

EDDIE SMITH

GUEST

AGENCY

CMecic|« Rep.: PHIL TVISELL

The World's Oreatesi Oanslng

Violinist

neys, having been occupied by their
court action in Philly.

Hfll

Fishcf
!-«"

C'lirreiidy

LATIN QUARTER
MIA.^II
I>lr,:

Wlt>I,lA.H

Harry Barton Takes Over
Carousel, Grantwood, N.J.

\VnM«»rH*

Harry Barton, former vaude perbow as nitery
is making
with acquisition of Club

former,

owner

BKACH
MO»«I8 AOBNCV

Carouse], Grantwood, N: J. Barton
took over spot from former owners

RAYWIN
Ciirreitiy

some renovathis week and
tion expects to reopen it March 25.
He'll double as host and emcee of
floor show to be headed by his wife
after

MEW YORK

and former partner, Helen Devlin.
Four other acts and gal line will be

week an^
HELD OVER
unti( March 23rd

added.

Third

Sablon's Cafe Dates
We

are dittribulort fvr every Yg;
of (ircworkt; catering to
jobberc and retail outleli.

St!nd

WHOLESALE ONLY.

ACMi SALES
j^n.

Beyt.

V— Bos

CO,.

Inc.

6S— Station

'Atlanta,

J> -^^^

Jean Sablon has been signed for
Hollywood, .starting April 11,
following completion of his date
at the Palace hotel, San Francisco,
beginning March 20.
Sablon will continue his air.shows
while playing the cafe dates. Singer

Giro's,

Montreal Press:
"Vn joli tour de force." (translation—

SENSATIONAL).
Montreal Press:
"Hal Ray win's ballet tapping and
playing is excellent—leaves
violin

,

Sablin's manai]0) for the Coast.

and Marty Goodman,

(la.

ger,, leave

Monday

'

notliingr to

M

'

LOU WALTERS'

LATIN QUARTER

be desired."

Dallas Press:
"Lifting the operetta out of the entirely yawnful category was Hal Ray"
win's tempestuous hoofing ...
/•
Pittsburgh Press:
'*aal Ba^Win' fiddles "his way Into thr
esteem, of. the crpwd, out, front in no
time afc »lt—and that boy can inov*
-

;

.

VILLAGE VANGUARD,

New

York

..

his lower limbs, too.^

NOW (Indefinitely)
RADIO: Sundays, 3-3:1 5 P.M.,
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he sounded for a time as if
were about to oxtol the virtues
of a cigaret, so round, so, firm, so
fully packed.
But when he got
around to extolling Busher, her near
tioneei^,
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name reminded him
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Harry M.

(Earned $56,215).
Busher, $135,000, Neil S. McCarthy. (Earned $334,035).

right through Roosevelt's; career as
As- istant Secretary of the Navy^
govcandidate,
vice-presidential
ernor of New York State and President. Final shot is his report to the
nation on the Yalta conference just
a few weeks before he died.

Honeymoon, $135,000, Harry
M. Warner. (Earned $226,670).

Be

.

PaitMal, $100,000, E.
(Earned $102,440).
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Embassy, 'M. ¥.
a youngster, and though obviously
a copyist, without any pretentions
to being anything else, he has youth,
looks and a boyish manner to get
him in right with the babe.s.

Marvin could dispense with that
leaving the mike Mid

business of

patroUng the room

effecting that

irt

it's downright amaway he does it. A
hand mike would serve him well,
because When he departs from the

intimate style;
teurish in the

upright sy,stem his voice departs
with it. And wearing a light suit
is certainly lacking
for a night spot.

4

iii

conservatism
Kadii.

V.

liina noll.

Jadine

*.
Keye Luke, John Tio.
Lee Sun, Mui Song, Frmi Li)i.(/, Cijai
& Sonioy, Line (10), Jack Frase Orch

Herbert

(8),

Curbelo Qrch;

$z.5»

min.

With Keye Luke, between film assignments, heading the layout, China
Doll is currently pitching for nitery
trade with a strong entertainment
policy.
All-orieiital show is 1"<^R
to hoia

paced with sufficient variety

attentioirthroughout.
,
Luke,' bringing a mixture pi experience from his film and vauae
work, is a likeable personality in. a
well-thought-out routine. Favorite
son of Charlie Chan, avoiding usual

Hollywood cliche of "so glad_ to see
you in person, etc.," segues directly
into a series of neat takeolTs on w.k.
film actors. Begins with his celluloia

mto
pop, Charlie Chan, then moves
an impression of Lionel Barrymore
as Dr. Gillespie in the "Dr. Kildare
films in

which Luke

is

featured.

He s

con-

particularly effective wilh his
cluding imitations of Ronald ooi
man, Peter Lorre and Kex Harrison,

Most unusual

iterri

on the

.'^i",,!!

John Tio, the talking bird. Difficult
i"^
to believe even though seen is
accurate
bird's uncanny knack for

mimicry of Bing Cro.sby, JimW
rante -and Eddie Cantor, among
other's.

top

two

,„„,
bdoW
,
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The Shuberts, along with their KrnlB Morrison
Stuart Ore
Copacabaoa

Co., are suing on
the claim that "The Jolson Story"
violated their civil rights by referring to the Winter Garden in the
film.
Plaintiffs' contention is that a
pictorial biography of the famous
house was stymied by incorporation
of the theatre in tha biog Of the
singer. An injunction, 500,000 damages, and all profits of the pic are
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Johnston to Coast for Confabs
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Eric
Johnston, Motion Picture
TOBK (CITY
Assn. prexy, heads CoastWard this
week for a couple weeks at huddles
Wi!l,'.» Wondei*.
Bine Anicel
Shepard Chorus
with studio topperS on- current prob- John But'kmaater
Florence Desmond
Art Waner Ore
lems. Initial one for Johnston to Phil (iordon
Munts Carlo
OlcK (lasparrs O
solve is locating of successors to •Tosephine Preraica
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were married. FDR, of
was an unknown then, the
pix being taken because Mrs. R. was
a niece of Teddy Roosevelt. It carries
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Mrs. Roosevelt officially gave her
BOSXOX
The vendue lasted approximately
in a ribboned hair-do, pranced unBoston (») «
to the film in a letter
der the spotlights while 5,000 mil- three hours, an average of three .TInimy Doraey Ore
to Tola Productions, the outfit makreplicas minutes per sale' and $25,891 pejr fat Henninff
reasonable
lionaires,
or
Baba & Bobie
ing the pic. She declared "I think
gal a nice big hand. horse. Lowest sale price was $3,000,
thereof,
gave
the
BOl'ND BBOOK
this documentary film is an extraBrook 8-9
•No starlet on the Metro lot was paid for a horse ironically named
ordinary editing job ... While I am
Williara T Oi-r
ever handed so effulgent a greeting Main Feature, who probably felt floo SliPe
asware of the fact that about every
as Busher got from the auctioneer, like a screen extra wandering by Rpedj- & .Toyce
incident could make a picture in ittwo to fill)
mistake
into
the
Brov/n
Derby.
CHICAfiO
self, as an overall review of a life.
Ohleuito (r) S
I think it is well done. I am very
Martiti Bro.s
t-oimee BoHWP'll
happy to have this film shown."
Equine Figurei
r>p;in Murphy
Oriental (I) «
Starts in 19»4
Top prices and winning bidSlate Bros
ders in. the MSyer hors. sale
Film used in the pic goes back to
Lucienne & 'Astiour
l.-add Lyon
were:
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abruptly

a piker in the offing started
the bidding with a mere $70,000, a
mere bagatelle in' a company o'
mink coats and diamond bracelets.

traces the history of pictures and
Film, made up o'£ footage from particularly of sound, the talking
libraries plus some War film starting with Roosevelt's New
Dept. and original background ma- Year's speech to the people of New When the price reached $135,000 the
terial, has been in the works for 15 York State When he was governor auctioneer stalled for tim, and sugmonths, with Saiiott Roosevelt as in 1930, Some of the recording and gesited that 200 grand woulc be a
technical adviser all the way. Mrs, much of the early film is compara- bargain,
the
bidding
but there
RooseVeJt got her flrst gander at it tively bad, of course, but i)roducers stopped. Busher, the First Lady of
is
compensated for by
it
it figured
Thursday
(27); f terming
last
the Mayer barn, became a chattel
Jerkiness has been
"magnificent."
Trygve Me, United authenticity.
of IJeil S. McCarthy, one of Miayer's
Nations secretary-geneJ^al, and John taken out of -the old silent footage close, friends.
Golden, legit producer, who were (shot at 16 frames a seeiond as
Next of the four Slavs to enter the
also at the screening, likewise were against present 24 frames) by rering was Hoheymobri, vrhd started
peating every third frame.
enihusias;ic.
briskly with a $75,000. bid but wound
Every company but Paramount al- up in a photo finish with his stableMrs. Roosevelt recently objected
footage,
library
its
lowed
of
use
to
law
point
of
going
almost to the
mate, at 135 grand. His sale meant
of F0R in with considerably more official film nothing more than a change of film
against piclurization
Metro's current "The Beginning or acquired from the Signal Corps studios, his new proprietor being
the End/* She pppOSed his imper- through permission granted Elliott Harry M. Wai-ner, of the Burbank
EisenJiiower,
General
^Godfrey Roosevelt by
an- adtor
sonation by
Warners'.
Tearle) and fuU-faCe views shown Included in this are captured Jap
The hbrsemeat market slumped a
Of tlips on the attacl^ on Peart Harbor.
Slory,''
"Eoosevelt
him.
of
bit when Be Faithful was peddled
course, doe.' n't run into that difScore is by Earl Robinson, w^^^
for a measly 100 grand to E, D.
Acuity, since it is made up of actual lyrics by LeW's Allan to a theme Shaffer, of the Kentucky Shaffers,
shots of the late President.
tune labeled "Toward .lhe Sun." Jack but the bidding- soared again when
Pic uses an unusual technique of Schai/idlin is musical director and a Stepfather went to the Wairner
JeUiBg its story, worked out by radio 40-voiee choir is Conducted by stable for an even $200,000, the top
price of the "vendue;
"scripter Lawrence Klee, who did the Robert Shaw.
Effort is made throughout to be
scenario and commentary. It begins
Warner fop* Buyers
with the Roosevelt funeral proces- "non-political," although there's litWarner was the biggest individual
sion in Washington in 1945, the tle doubt as to the sympathies of the
buyer, laying a total of $419,000 on
camera panning down at various producers. They aim to start show- the line for
four steeds. In addition
times on five different people in the ing the film to major companies in to Stepfather
and Honeymoon,' lie
carowd and letting them tell the story about a won :h in an attempt to line
bought Wedding Plans, a two-yearof Booseveit's life through bis ef- up release. Faiiing that, they'll exold moppet for $54,000, the top fighibit; via art houses and to special
fect on their own.
ure lor a horse o( that age, and"
audiences.
narprincipal
in this manner, the
Captain Flagg, a three-y.ear-old, lor
rator becames a cab driver (the
$30,000.
^camera doesnt actually pick him
While the film studios were largeout, allowing each individual in the
ly represented among the onlookers,
of
audience to u£.e his own. frame
only a few of them chunked their
a
reference in choosing him from
coin into the ring.
Raoul Walsb
Actor ICenny
group of people).
genders w^o went the South Americar way and
Lynch does the voice. The other ages, colors and
knocked down to the highest bid- laid out $37,000 for Battant, a fivefour are similarly selected from the
year-old from Argentina. George
all
of
them
was
star
ders,
the
and
crowd -with Canada Lee doing anthe sleek mare, Busher, pride of Brent forgot about his yachting long
other voice and. Ed Begley (currentMayer s heart, although she wound enough to pay $14,000 for Zee to
ly in the legiter, "Atl My Sons'*)
up in a dead heat for second place Bee, a bay filly. Harry James kicked
speaking out repeatedly during the
on the cash register. There was an in with $5,000 for Vivid Hues, probplctui^e as "The- Voice of the Opably because

newsreel

electric feeling in th

5

with

fttnnvotion

when

up.

position."
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and remote ancestry and her prowess on the racing sti'ip, the gal must
have felt like a milUoii doUai's,

about four weeks, is being made by that probably more footage wsis
Harry Brandt, N. Y. circuit opera- taken of Roosevelt than any other
tor; Marty Levine, his general man- person in history.
Editors Walter
ager; and Oliver Unger, associated Klee and William Van Praag went
with them iii a foreign distrib set- through 2,000,000 feet. It practically

fall

tar

teani
acts include acrobatic

Chai and Somay in a contortion
"ci
and tumbling routine that toi
be improved with faster pacing.
oC

isl

Frank Ling's straight sop'^no ^^iV
bling is fair as is the balUoomology
Hem.
of Jadine & Somay.

'

.
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ss
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number.
group at

Music Hall Svmn with Charles
Sxlyer &
Previn, conductor (Jule*
ntto Frohn, associates); Nicholas
Seymmr Osborne, Paulette.
tiaks
Brmhim Roque, Bettina
nearborn. Patricia Gerety, Leila

Hudson's band, a so-so
comes up with an un-

timely interruption to "do "How High
the Moon," an unfair eutting of
number that would be much better
for Jacquet's crew,
Jacquet group plays conciously
commercial jazz that emerges as a
melange of niusical squiggles. They
start with "Muttoii Leg" then follow-

mol

rrabtree, Maxine Marlow, Etoile
Parmcelli, Corps de Ballet, Robert
Glei: Club, Pmsy .the,

Zr&
Hrtrse

.

hest,

up with "Bottoms Up" and "Blues
Harold Barnes, Los Ponchos Part H."
Jacquet knows how to
Herbert Corbello,
sell as a front man in this house and
"Sea of Grass" (M-G),
when of a

¥rio 'Rocfcettes,

heW Vega;

plays himself nice tenor
mind, which he wasn't when show
was caught. Best of the group, with
exception of baritone sax, strictly
there to provide backing. Towm.

The splendor of the usual Music
Hall shows Is here in accompaniment
starrer, "Sea
to the Tracy-Hepburn
being trailerized
of Grass," which is
bv the stage layout's leaning toward
There are mothe western motif.
is
as good as
show
this
ments when
any presented here, and when the
Javout has a tendency to dawdle,
•which is only occasionally, .there is
always the socko staging and pageantry effects to heighten the illu-

ofls. Penny Arcade number Is alParantonni,
Y.
Johnny Long Orch with Francey ready a classic and their whirlwind
Lane, Beachcombers, Floyd Sulliwon; panto basebaE hit with the tangled
Joon EdiBords, Buddy Lester, Lewis windup also gets yocks. Brushup of
& Von; "Suddenly Jt's Spring" (Par) standin bit^ last done by Eddie
Bracken in "Duffy's Tavern," socks
reviewed in Variety, Feb. 12, '47.
over for good results.
Fay Carroll, sumptuous foil of the
Heal headliner of the current
Paramount layout is managing direc- lads, clicks with vocals of "Prisoner
tor Bob Weitman whose announce- of Love," "Coffee Song," and "South
ment of the price reduction is filling America, Take It Away."
Cute,
the house.
Theatre is apparently blond tapstress Betty Jane Smith
getting patronage that it's missed works hard for top applause with
since the high price levels made mid- her fast tap-spins and interpretation
town theatre attendance prohibitive of "Dark Eyes" done in triple tempo.
to many. Par's bill provides a true
Lucienne and Ashour are still one

Tops from the individual standpoint is Harold Barnes With his altight wire-balancing.
ways-smash
Barnes maintains a neat sense of
showmanship in a turn that, even
for the vaude diehards famihar with
a treat because of his
still
is
act,
the
neat selling values.

Then there's Pansy the Horse, another yaude standard, with the girl
incidentally,
as the "trainer." This^
showcased Virginia
is the act which
Mayo for film stardom, since it was
Sam
as the "trainer" that she caught
Goldwytfis eye. The two guys within
the confines of the horsfeskin still
manage- to garner their share of
many
how
matter
tunes
no
chuckles

one has seen them.
There are such other entertaining
groups as the Los Panchos Trio, gui- and Artie
tar-strumming vocalists; the nifty line of chatter is fresh, funny and
Blie.
ballet group in a "Dancing Class
Infectious. Had to beg 6g.
number that has been seen before at
the Music Hall; Glee Club, with Robert MarshaU lending the vocal pace
Konsos Citu, Feb. 28.
Rockthe
plus
medley,
to a western
Jimmv & Joyce 'Vey, Mel Holl,
ettes with their still-perfect precision
The Johnstoncs (2), Mary Fronces
Kohn.
terping.
:
Sexton, Jocfc Porks Tower
,

Omaha

"Thrill

of Brazil"

and

<Col)

"Pil-

grim Lady" (R ep).

Omoha, Feb. 28.
Chorlic SpivaU Orch, Danny tJrayton, Grace Drysdale's Puppets, Tom
k Jerry, Star Dreamers; ^The Ver-

Modest layout presented in the
usual pattern is moderate entertainment in the half hour route.
dict" (WB).
House orch opens with Gal
baton,
Calico" under the Jack Parks
turn
On its first stop from the west and show segues into monocycle
Lad does round of
coast, Charlie Spivak's band revue by Mel Hall.
cycle, and then
regular
a
on
Orpheum
stunts
the
at
welcome'
got a warm
on king size model, all for moderate

m

on opening show Friday.
Band's best number is "Begin the
Beguine," with Spivak on trumpet
holding the melody. "At Dawning

applause. Jimmy Vey takes over as
emcee and brings out Mary Frances
song
Sexton, discovery winner, for
specialty on "South Amerand "Stomping Room Only" done in and tap
Take It Away."
the soft Spivak style showed no lack ica,
magic
a
contrib
Johnstones
The
Applause for the band
of spirit.
Their bit involves more, or
numbers was solid. "Richard, of turn standard
deception with^ flowers
less
course, got a noisy welcome when
silk hankies and features a
done in small production style with and
razor-blade swallowing bit by male.
dialect, etc.
handled and wins apdancer-panto Act is well
Drayson,
Danny
Vey closes with his own
plause.
mimist, gets over neatly. His essencombination of
net, leading off with
fric steps plus well-delivered gags
xylophone and tapsterings for nice
and character sketches get plenty returns and closing with partner in
.

.

_

response.

,

Grace Drysdale's puppets score by
unique operation. Using no strings,
she onerates them from beneath a
smairplatform by pulling -the Uttle
figures over her hands and working
hands, fingers, etc., in clever manipulation.

film

"Suddenly

It's

Spring" and the stage show with
Joan Edwards, Johnny Long's orch
and Buddy Lester aren't top drawer
Boston, Feb. 28.
Tea? Bcnefce loitfi the Glenn Itftller lures.
Orch (26) with Garry Stevens,
However, the stage setup is a well
Artie Donn, Helen & HOward; "Beat playing affair which, while devoid of
major excitement, is nonetheless prothe Bond" (RKO).
ductive of entertainment.
Show,
First time here fronting the Miller when caught the second day, didn't
band, Tex Beneke clicks with the have Jean Edwards in top voice incustomers and demonstrates he's asmuch as she was forced out the
capably taken over, retaining the day previous because of laryngitis.
same Miller precision and flash while Mary Small subbed. Upon her regating additional sonority and ef- turn. Miss Edwards worked as
though 'she were conserving her
fectiveness with the added strings.
sufficiently versed in
Band is thus practically a produc- pipes, but she's
give a smooth account
tion in itself, bringing to the variety technique to
of herself. The former Hit Parade
stage a musical outfit along the lines
singer with renditions of "Gal in
yet
jobs,of the big radio studio
Calico," a top tune medley, singing
the
theatre
to
satisfy
enough
iumfey
reminiscences of Gus Edwards songs,
audience. Beneke looks good; has
and a duet with a recording of her
ease and presence, and clicks solidly
voice makes for good listening.
as vocalist and trumpeter. Band does
The Long orch stressing novelty is
"Don't Be That Way," "Meadow
Lands" and other procUictions, with doing better than it has done on
The
current pops by the^Mello-Larks previous stands at this house.
the
Solos by Garry Stevens likewise good intro number featuring
bandsmen
and vocal detachment inand
Do"
But
1
go big. He does "Oh
and the
For You, For Me," and is well-liked. cluding Francey Lane
Beachcombers, sends the band off to
Specialties are by Helen and Howa nice impression, They hit further
ard, standard adagios, and excellent,
drum
Dann, comedian, whose comedy and novelty with a

RKO» jRoston

sions.

Ovplieninv

as

Qum.

modernistic tap.

DOBIS DAT."
12 Mins.
Little Club, N. Y.

'

tunity for dansapation. Whether that
can prove
an asset is a question.
- i.
.
i
.
t.
i
because the atmosphere
is such that
Reed can dispense with that tired
rhumba quartet and just permit Cass
Harrison's crack trio to dispense
enough entr'acte music to plug tb«
varied niteries and vauders with a waits. But that would mean further
non-literate act that's a treat for talent augmentation.
However, there's nothing wrong
sophisticates as weiU as the orthodox
with this policy that personal folState patrons.
session by Floyd Sullivan, while
lowing and Miss Day don't supply.
There's the added novelty of their
Miss Lane registers with "Please
Not to mention a bid for dinner
Take Me Home." The Beachcombers, appearance throughout their turn in trade which is another departure
three guys and a gal, chime in with a vertical position—which should be from the other style bistros which
good arrangements to complete a a Ripley for strays usually attending feature three or four specialties, as
the nearby Madison Square Garden.
nice overall effect.
But it's their punchy humor that Tony Mele and/or Herbert JacobyBuddy Lester, a repeater at this makes
Max Gordon do at the Ruban Bleu
their current appearance here
house, has little trouble with this
memorable. They get healthy re- or Blue Angel, respec. As for Miss
audience In his unorthodox routin- turns
Day, she is a charming young songto highlight a well-rounded
ing. His zany impressions and trumstress, better than average looker,
bill.
force,
but
with
full
pet bit, still hit
For added humor, Frankie Con- who does pops like "ButtermiUhl
because of previous dates here stuff ville,
Sky," "Glocca Morra" "Only Have
assisted by Sunny Dale proseems to be getting a little stale.
Eyes for You " "Best Man," "Let It
vides anotlier strong-spot in the parAct lineup is completed by Lewis lay. Convillc has added Some funny Snow" and "Pete." This accounted
and Van, a tap team, working in bits to his routine which includes for a more than usual turnout of
unison and in solo with not an orig- his Charlie Chaplin takeoff for
the music pub bunch, to the degree
top
inal step in the repertoire. Work is results.
Assistance of Miss Dale fre- you'd think one of those big bands
reminiscent of other teams and in- quently slows up the act, but lesser (with a wire yet) was opening. Miss
dividuals, but having picked out the moments are overcome
by the Con- Day does justice by her pop chores
best features of several, they've got ville clowning.
although she'll need a little more
an applause winning routine. Jose,
Other portions of the layout has its zing and change of pace to give her
moments with Monroe and Grant the special distinction that really
'
Circle. in«Ipls.
^
giving the house a good warmup counts for above-par values. Right
with their trampoline work and Hal now she's a Shade too "sweet." On
Indionopolis, Feb. 28.
Clyde McCoy Orch with Kathy Hunter continuing the fast start with the other hand, she's more than the
adequate ex-band singer. She's a
JWoore, Bi'Hie Jane Bennsett, C. W. his odd-drumming. Latter works in
vein similar to his father, Jack fetching personalis and will more
Michael
Bowan^
Sybil
Bryant;
Powell, except that the younger than hold her «wn ia class or mass
O'Shea; "Black Angel" (.U).
AbeU
edition eschews blackface. He gets niteries.
over
nicely.
Circle
Clyde McCoy is back at the
Dorothy Claire in the singing spot
for first time since pre-war days
overtones
jjve
on
with a band show that pleases old- superimposes
sters as well as the kids, Band, lean- otherwise staid ballads without too
She's okay vocally
ing on nitty arrangements of stand- much success.
Ys.
P«C.»-:
ard tunes for sock effect, has strong but an overdose of personality gimsupport from surrounding acts, es- micks makes her appear too cloying.
Cappella and Patricia in the clospecially Sibyl Bowan and Michael
at Rehearing
hard
ing
spot
have
time getting by
a
O'Shea, who does neatly on personal
show
is oVer for
inasmuch
the
Previous
as
award
of
mem$750
to
appearances,
when previous act, Baer and bers of Leo Fuld's "Fun For Yoflr
-...McCoy is off to fine start with "In many
Ro.oenbloom, take their bows. Their Money" unit, due on unfinished
the Mood," showing plenty of meltepid and
playing time, against Romany Room,
low brass. Next is "Three Little ballroom terps are pretty
with the exception of a few lifts and
Words," in wihich he takes spotlight
Washington, D, C, was upheld after
spins, show nothing exciting. Jose.
for solo on world's smallest trumpet
a rehearing at American Guild of

Appearance of Slapsie Maxie
Rosenbloom and Max Baer, the former heavyweight pugs, provides the
State theatre with a pair of marquee
lures as well as a few boff moments.
This duo has been playing around

,

,

•

.

Ml Award Of

Tun'

Romany,

756

UpkM

PalladiUBii, I.onidon
London, Feb. 25.
George Fbrmby,' tlie" 'S^\CaS.fm
Bob Bromlei;, Hal Stone &
Nina Kaye, Billy Russell, The High-

aires.

~MA

(

.

Variety Artists.
Original award was

with & comedy chatter bit, then go
Dancinto a piano and dance act.
ing with loose taps sounds a little
slbppy but humor and good jazz
styling of piano brings nice, returns.
Melody Masters is a group of
youngsters which, with the proper
coaching, could turn into one of the
Outbetter vocal harmony groups.
standing quality of the boys is their
youthful uninhibited styling, which
adds to the usual cut-and-dried act
of this type. Right, now their mike
balance is not too sharp, with overemphasis of bass in arrangements,
and too-slow vdcalizing of "For Sentimental Reasons." Killed aud with
Gal in Calico" and okay in blues

grade stuff

Among

the

,.

other

turns

Freddie

Bamberger, with pianoing and pat-

s
gets over nicely. Billy Russell
working man act shows the art of
Chma
the old trouper, and the New_
Troupe bring a style of their own

ter,

to

tumbling and dagger-play.

Three Bassi, closing the
that juggling still amuses

bill,

prove

when

pre-

sented with humor and skill.
A couple of spots for the Palladium Girls was in the tradition,
the
but the general excitement, for
Palladium, was not intense. Present
lineup is set for two weeks, with
Laurel and Hardy heading next bilL
£oet.

Chicoso, Feb. 27.

Sammy

Jennings, youthful singer,

of 1947" does neatly \vith "I Close My- Eyes"
Fay Car- and "September Song."
Lucienne & Ashour, Ladd Lyon,
As for the acts with the Hampton
Betty Jane Smith, Dorothy Bl/ton show, vaude fans could ask for no.
Girls (12), Ra« Lonp Orch <14); more than Red and Curley, comedy
tap artists, and the £ai6colate€rs. a
"The Chase" tVA).
zanv trio of comic dancers.
^
Maestro is right at home on the
Tab show here for the next two
weeks reflects prime packaging with vibraharp with "Vib Boogie-Woogie"
actu- and "How High Is the Moon?", both
fresh scenery, a line that can
Show of which contained snatches of other
ally dance, and some top acts.
should payoff any theatre owner that POD songs, worked into the pattern
in Hampton's solid style.
It's a good show from start to fin'^'Sie of the outstanding acts is the
chalk up a real
Slate brothers, who work all thrqugh ish and ought to
Shal
take- clicko at the b o.
the show with their skits and
Pflul Small's "Shototime
ujith the Slate Bros. (3),

roll,

made

after a

hearing several weeks ago when
Fuld and members claimed they had
been cancelled out of nitery in midweek when Paul Young, operator ot
the nitery, decided to change opening date of his -shows from Monday
to Friday. Young countering claimed
he had booked act in for couple of
weeks and at conclusion of engagement bad asked Fuld if he vrished to
remain over four additional' days
until new show came in and isaid the
latter okayed that arrangement. Fuld
denied such was the case.
AGVA board ruled that since the
contract overlapped Into another
week, performers were entitled to
full pay. Young abided and paid off.

Akron Nitery Gutted

—

'

•

.

'

Jean, FredThe Star Dreamers, three lads and toiucrs, Charles Warren &
Troupe,
sweet, Jfifli^ G. W. Bryant,
two gals, do nicely on slick arrange- die Bamberger, Hew China
Palmwm band's version
Earic, Fhilly
of Bob Burns, scores
ment of "Uncle Remus," featuring 4 Kenviays, 3 Bosst,
comedy
Philadelphia, March 1.
of
Girls.
bit
with comedy vocal of "Sioux City
close harmonies and a
Lionel Hampton Orch with Minnie
Sue." interspersed with droll yarns
here and there.
Four American acts stepping into in Ozark style. McCoy is back with Brown. Red & Curley, Sammy JenTom and Jerry do a trapeze spebill in its brief restand-by, "When Day Is Done," nings, The Chocolateers; "The Thirr
old
cialty in clever style interspersed the Palladium
strengthturn to variety do much to
calling his solo break an imitation ieenth Hour" iCdl),
with grotesque comedy to
dazzler.
Racn.
Billie Jane Benen it, but the program is no
plenty laughs.
has of Henry Busse.
The roof is quivering and the cash
Judged by previous rules, it till nett comes out for "Zip-a-Dee-Doomore the look of a flUer-in
Dah," "My Sugar Is So Refined" and register is clicking at the Earle this
/ipollo, N. V.
Trinder returns m April.
Tommy
"Managua, Nicaragua" for plenty of week as Lionel Hampton holds forth
Illinois Jocquet Band (6), Gcorpe
Bromley with his marionettes applause.
with his crew and all-sepia show.
Bob
Hudson Orch (15), Melodj/. Masters scores nicely and Hal Stone,, with
Biz was excellent when caught
does her usual bangBowan
Sibyl
Petty;
the
(5), Alston & Young, Jackie
Nina Kaye, had them rolling in
up job of comic valentines as bill's Saturday (1) despite sleety weather.
"Glass Alibi" Hep).
His juicy patter and blue-to- best laugh-getter. Sharp and funny- Inside the house, however, things
aisles.
approxiduring
especially
sizzling,
purple wisecracking closely
imitations, accompanied by quick were
of
on
pattern
Harlem house is overboard
mates the old rollicking
costume changes; include Carmen Hampton's windup number of "Flycusmusic this week, and especially on the British music hall and the
Miranda, volunteer Red Cross nurse ing Home."
it.
With the band giving out some of
tenor sax men, with show band tomers are Quick to appreciate
fed up with chores, Hildegarde,
George Hudson featuring his ace Charles Warren and Jean also clicK, Ethel Merman ahd' Beatrice Lillie the best jam heard in these parts in
shck
the
reed,
singing "I've Been to a Marvelous some time, Hampton brought
Roy Parker, while Illinois but the Hightowers, whose
Blackpool
marching
Jacquet, former Count Basie and dancing was such a hit 'v
Party." She puts a punch in every audience to its feet by
here.
members of the band single file down
impression.
"Jazz at the Philharmonic" sideman last year, fail to register
in
Show is
is in the star slotting.
For the rest, George Formby
O'Shea rates a nice reception for the ai.sle.
with
stomped
and
audience
over
.As
the
turn that has plenty entertainment
tightly cut, however find gets over half a dozen numbers put
shouted, when Hampton returned to
is a powwell without the usual "Uncle Tom
value. He kids about experiences on
a high polish on the uke.
house
stage, two girls got right up
train from Hollywood, joshes the the
erful draw, warming up the
comedy bit.
...
„
althere with them and a bit of inHudson group opens well, witn very late in the bill. His ease, gets band, and displays a pretty good formal
jitter -bugging went on to the
precision,
me-chanical
singing voice in "Stormy Weather.
"Kilroy" and then features Jinimie most
Level- For a clincher, he recites "That Old joyous delight of the customers.
Briton in "I've Got You Under My them and holds all the way.
The Hampton contingent keeps
Jackie Petty ing with him in popularity is the Gang of Mine" and tells kids to
Skin" and "Guilty."
moving all the time, breaking away
conibigather rosebuds while they may.
turns in a neat tap routine, depend- Squadronaires band, a classy
start with noisy rendition
fast
to
a
ing more on looks than terpabihty, nation which has rapidly established Kathy Moore looks good in a couple
owes of snappy tap routines. She's got of "Air Mail Special."
but enough of both to geV over well. itself in the past year. Band
His vocalist, Wlrinie BrOwn. a
of rhythm. Bi? okay When iaught.
Band returns with a fine trumpet a great deal to the leadership
buxom eyeful, pleases with "Who
efbut
quiet,
is
which
Corb.
Miller,
by
followed
Jimmy
solo of "Poor Butterfly,"
Am I to Say?" and a slick ver.sion
drums ol Jock
Parker's tenor ride on "Body and fective, and to the
of "Open the Door. Richard," backed
being top
Soul."
Oriental, Chi
Alston and Young open Cummings, percussion
bv several singing bandsters.
over here.
,

.

Songs

Doris Day, west coast alumna of
Les Brown's band, debuts solo in New
York coincidentally with former
emcee Billy Reed debuting his new
Little Club on East 55th street, N. Y,
(ex-Radio Franks' Arabian Knights).
The Arab influence is still with the
of the best apache acts in the biz.
Little Club via a tastefully decored
Ladd Lyon is socko as ever in his interior, and Miss Day is a blonde
slick balancing act. Stooges working
songstress to match. Her chirps are
with him get good reception and in equally good taste. 'To continue
laughs, as scared yokels.
(and wrap up any further other exLine for show is really a novelty isting parallelisms), just as Sherman
here. Girls are young, attractive, and Billingsley bankrolled the Franks so
can dance. They open with a circus does another ^'successful bistro boss,
number in which the ponies tumble, Monte Proser, now officiate as finanbackflip and somersault. Following cial sponsor and jhentol for Reed.
numbers are several Latin routines
The Little Club thus becomes
and a feather-flash number. Ray more than a casually new spot. For
Lang orch backs show well, keeping one thing it has all the earmarks
tempo crisp all the way. Biz good of becoming a potential hangout befor second show.
Loop.
cause of the generally congenial
auspices and the attractive environment. It's one of those long rooms,
State,
Y.
Maxie Rosenbloom & Max Baer, with enough bar space up front for;
Dorothy Claire, Fronfcie Coftuilie the dropper-inners, and the main inwith Sunny Dale, Bat Hunter, Cop- terior possesses a tiny dance floor
pello lit Patricia, Monroe & Grant; which gives this "continental" room
"Mr. District Aftornej;'? XCdl) re- something the Blue Angel or Le
Ruban Bleu don't enjoy—an opporviewed in Variety, Dec, 25, '46.

test of the price drop's elficacy in-

asmuch

New Aet

In $60,000 I1r«
Akcon, ft, March 4.
Fire of undetermined origin last
Friday (27) destroyed Angelo's Supp°er Clxib on the second floor of a
building in downtown
to' the
causing
building of $10,000 .and damage to
the nitery ol $50,000.
Fire started at the side of the
bandstand, and "was believed caused
by defective wiring. Club was

three-story

damage

district,

operated

by

Angelo

and

Ralph

Capipellj.

Lena
Lena Home, who

down

had tectum

nitery bids at $7,50<)'*«c»use

of Metro's nix on her playing cafe
dates, will make a vaude tour In-

She has signed for a March « dat»
T&D theatre, Oakland, CaliA,
with other dates to follow.

at the

W«Ant9&mfi. Biawih

J*

tbipiiihti Id It ad lie/re Hot

MAIOmNG«OG

iSaHy for beneflt of the American
National Hieatre and Academy, to
be held at Madison Square Garden,
N. Y,, |ias been set for midnight of
the-*at
three-week
poll
oL
a
Resultis
May 15, date being set forward
Alvin and the Adelphi, which rerather than a week later. The event
Al Frescoes
is expected to result in the most
iipectively house "Joan of Lorraine"
material financial support from any
and "Street Scene," were somewhat
single source since the organization's
Allocated
$1511,1100
last
week.
Mluctantly .released late
inception. Figuring receipts from
department
As indicated, the press
tickets and advertising in a proFor Tlieaire
prottt the Playwrights Co., which
posed souvenir program. It's estiduced "Joan" and "Scene," the latMemphis, March 4,
mated the (Jarden takings will top
Memphis Open Air Theatre an- $60,000 for ANTA, designed to aid
ter in association with D wight Deere
Wiman, was sorry, the thing was nounced its complete schedule of worthy professional attractions on
started because of the chances of summer musicals for the 10th Anni- Broadway and community theatres
antagonizing the daiUes^,and their versary Jubilee season simultane- around the country.
ously with appropriation by Memcritics.
ANTA's country-wide campaign
phis Park Commission the past week
for memberships, which are to be
Questionnaires sought to find out
of $150,000 for improvements in the
its principal source of revenue, is
playgoers' favorite reviewers and
Dunbar Bowl at Overton Park, site
getting favorable responses. Four
and what impelled
publications,
of the musicals.
classes of memberships are solicited,
Ihena to attend -the shows. Because
Calendar for eight-week season annual dues including two classes
of that, only part of the data was
starting late in June is as follows: of
$100 each (one to have voting
given out. As Bill Fields, the Play"Desert Song," June 30-July 5; privileges), ordinary members to
Wrights publicity man, put il: "Cau"Sari," July 7-12; "Robin Hood,"
pay $10 and life members donating
tion is urged ... only two of the
July 14-19; "Hit the Deck," July 21- $500.
80-odd shows on Broadway were
28-Aug.
"Martha,"
July
2;
26;
polled ... no assumption of a purely
"Naughty Marietta," Aug. 4-9; "Vag(Scientific cross-section can be made."
abond King," Aug; 11-16; "New
ores
On the basis of 10% out of 50,000 Moon," Aug. 18-23.
ouestionnaires filled out by patrons,
MOAT bosses have been pestering
to which factor,
fii» quBstioh as
city father for improvements in the
Stalemate for
newspaper or magazine advertising, Overton Park outdoor theatre for

Glai;

Winted

to

Life Ef^ryl

Memphis

Hypo

<

New

recommendations from friends or
reviews by critics—impelled them to
purchase tickets, the r«^»ults were
Conceded th»t such
Sisappointing.
data was not valid, because the answers indicated that, not one, but

several years.

MOAT

general
Joseph Cortese,
New York.
manager, is expected to^return this
Editor, Varieiy:
week from New York, where he has
Just before the now defunct Fedlor
the
been lining up casts, etc.,
launched,
was
coming summer. It is understood eral Theatre Project
here that he will try to rush some
suggested a national "wheel" idea
of the improvement program in time
which you were good enough to pubfor the 1947 season.
lish.
newly discovered situation

Also
three factors counted.
»tate4 that those who answered the
questions confused paid advertising
all

-free publicity, and they were
r«luctattt to admit that advertismg

A

with

infltieiteed liieir selection of plays.

•ANGE STREET SOCCESS
CUNCHES MEI SEASON

Only bnerthird stated their
tendance Was inspired by the nolloes of any one critic -or critics,
Mexico City, March 1.
although it was revealed that the
Ai(ierican Theatre's 11-week stock
reviews of Brooks Atkinson of the
Times were thought to be more in- season of plays in JEnglish lor the
fluential than those of any other first tlrte in' Mexico at the "Teatro
Understood that he "won" iri^ here got breaks peculiar to
critic
by a mar^n of two-and-oH^halt show bii with''"Angel Street" (Feb.
Jteported^ too, that the run- 25-March 2), ifa fourth presentation,
to: one.
ners-Tjp were very closely bunched. that dincljed iis success the more.
After scoring an ovation in her
Both managements decided to skip
'mentioning any of the other "con- operfer (25) Margo -was stricken so
hard with laryngitis that the next
testants."
who an- performance had to be cancelled
patrons,
Lower-floor
and Tamara Geva agreed to take
-they attend legit
at-

:

'

'

siWere4, stated
Shows slightly

the lead role for
performance, Feb.

more than twice
monthly, while those upstairs indicated they attended less than twice
Orchestra-floor
every four weeks.
customers indicated they saw motion pictures three and one half
times per month on an averaip,
with those upstairs hot seeing films
quite as often. Bather inconclusive
results also attended other questions,
including the percentage of playgo-

posite

Miss

She liad the house almost
cheering with her final act. Audience
demonstrated that it was glad that
it had preferred to stay instead of
accepting the mianagement's invitation to take a rain-cheek for. Margo,
who resumed the following night.

acts.

from out

N. Y. Date

Still

Oalodi's

Uiisetlkd

Freicli Sallet
I

New' York booking for the Ballet
des Champs Elysees is still unsettled,
although Mike Todd plans to open
in N. y. with French dance troupe
March 23 and is looking for a house.
Troupe was
10

and

in

to

I

I

I

1

I
'

open in Boston, March

Philadelphia,

March

'

I

17

siderable

amount of

formances.

1

real pleasure

,

.

American Theatre Wing's long-prepared plan for recreational activities
have been okayed by the Veterans AdFour imits or teams of three professionals each having had

in all neuro-psychiatric hospitals

ministration.

maximum

Iris,

built for operettas,

is

.

;

have been amazed by

the terrible waste of talent. What
I
mean is that this unforgivable
waste of ability is due to the fact
that often these performances are
"dead ends." They lead the am
bilious, equipped, eager, young (and
nowhere,
people
exactly
older)
Here is an exceptional opportunity
to en'rich our national theatre but
.

our theatrical and governmental
wc allow it to go to
waste and what Is ihore important,
in,

nearsightedness,

Couple of critics were lured to a little downtown theatre called the
Street Playhouse on Grand street, N. Y., last Wednesday (26) to
see a postwar drama called ^'Winners and Losers." It failed to rate. It
work being done by the many was claimed to be a professional presentation but Equity knew nothing
Equity-Library groups, the Dramatic about the show, nor the Associated Playwrights, Inc., which presented
School, the "Winners." No protective salary bond had been posted, and as the actors
Workshop of the
Spur theatre group, the YMHA, the failed to report the play in rehearsal. Equity decided that as the ghost
Blackfriars, the
American Negro failed to walk, it was the players' own fault. Equity was inclined to skip
theatre, the Veterans group to name the incident as the show was distant fjrom Broadway.
Understood that Associated was a group of young authors who attended
a few. I have noted outstanding
players in these groups- have talked a so-called seminar sponsored by the Theatre Guild. Latter said it
encouraged such classes last season but that the seminar was di.scontinued
with many and now have theoretic
ally an excellent "miniature Moscow and the Grand street, group had no connection with the Guild. "Winners"
was written by Nicholas Biel and staged by Edward R. Mitchell, who
Art" company. In my last produc
tion, I used t\yo of these people and designed the scenery.

Few

in

Henry

of our theatregoers and work
the theatre realize the fine

New

—

:

Commenting on Maxwell Anderson's recent scathing attack on critics
in the N. Y. Times, Chicago Herald-American's dean of the aisle-sitters,
Ashton Stevens, pointed out Thursday (27) that the nation's toughest drama
daggerers and actor assassins are Anderson's fellow playwrights, his producer's fellow producers, and practically the complete membership of
Actors' Equity. "When these humble servants of the theatre take down
their hair, put by their humbleness, and Unsheath their knives," Stevens
wrote, "I feel like a Mr, Pollyanna at a convention of electrocutioners.
It grieves me to' admit that the most scornful criticisms of plays that I
have ever heard spoken over the midnight highball have been uttered by
some of the most distinguished members of the Dramatists' Guild."
.

I

refitting

latter

into

four-week N. Y. season, company
then embarking for South American modern theatre seating 900. Plan is
engagements. Todd' signed agree- to offer it to an established strawhst
is

ment guaranteeing troupe $10,000 a producer on rental basis.
Mrs. Larz Anderson, Boston
week, Eude paying troupe's expenses

Troupe
ti«;

is

who arranged

F(nr L*ville

the

.

here since.

company bui
government subsidized

a private

day

Production

Merman ITahlokoff, Amfericaii^
". f;-*^ to extent of advancing
here Yiddish actor-producer to make
!

Season

,

,

:

i

(9).

Bookmg

Office franchise for legit for the aud. now called the KRNT Radio
Cowles family, which operates radio stations iti Des Moines and
in Washington, publishes the; magazine
Look and the daily Des Moines
Register-Tribune, Minneapolis Star and' Minneapolis Tribune.

Louisville, March 4.
staff
for
Iroquois

theatre,

Amphitheatre season starting July 1
will be headed by Denis Du-For,
managing
director,
with
Bollo

Wayne

already designing sets for
the operettas. Edward Clark Lilley
will again direct the books.

Samuel French publication office reports revived intere.st in tlie play
version
ersion of "Alice In Wonderland," which the American Repertory Theatre
will present as its sixth and la.st production this season.
The adaplatiotl
was made by Eva Le Gallienne and Florida Friebus.

productions are set for the
coming season and six performances
of each will be gi'ven. The shows
will be "Naughty Marietta," "Sunny,"
""Vagabond
"Rio
Rita,"
King,"
"Queeri High" and "Rose Marie."
Dance and musical directors will be

five-month tour of Displaced Person Camps in Europe, sponsored
by the Jewish Labor Committee and the iSebrew Actors
.
Union.
engaged at a later date.
jointly

.

Mrs. George Clark, who booked and managed the Shrine auditorium,
Des Moines, for 20 years, ha.s resigned, building., was absorbed by the
Cowles publishing and radio interests. Evidently differences between Mrs.
Clark 'and the publication group led to her vi^ithdrawal. Understood that
she accepted one year's salary in settlement, relinquishing her United

Six

^,000 to pay <QP transportation

and back. Compaijy. new here, will
Jiave to Join American Guild of
Musical Artists, and latter. Will want
the usual two-week sakry guarantee
o
bond firom Todd.
,

j

Du-FbrHeadsM

so-

sponsored the
early legiter, which contained well
known stage names. Then the North
Shore Players ran strawhat seasons
in the high school g.uditorlum until
the war. There has been no legit
cialite-philanthropist,

out of that sum. This includes about
$3,000 weekly in salaries, as well as
another $3,000 weekly in agents' fee-s
to be divided between Arthur Lesser

and Jack Hylton,
d«al With Todd,

a

.

Emphatically opposed opinions of critics Covering the Experimental
Theatre plays, as well as for regularly presented productions, were clearly
denionstrated by the notices given "O'Daniel," second ET ottering, which
was played last week.
Brooks Atkinson, in the New York Times, devoted considerable space to
the drama and thought it indicated authorship promise. Ward Morehouse,
in the Sun, panned "O'Daniel" without reservation and thought it unworthy of staging. Sun critic concluded by saying that as ET had invited
the press to see the plays, at $15 each (for five pla,ys scheduledi, "they
Presumably want candid reports. This is one of them." The next ET
presentation will be 'As We Forgive Our Debtors,'' at the Princess Siior

Broadway players?

adequate for pix, which have been
Apparently, here is an opportunrun since 1935, but it is under par,
ity for the government to satisfy a
celled in belie! that Lenten trade acoustically, for dramas, especially
cultural and economic need or such
in English.
would be scanty.
foundations as the Rockefeller and
the Guggenheim might initiate a
Company is still in Lisbon, await"zone- wheel" .-^
ing advices to fly to the U. S. Roger
plan that would bring
„
Eude, owner of the troupe, is due Refit Marblehead Legiter eternal credit to them and profit to
Marblehead, Mass., March i.
many.
in N. y. tomorrow (Thurs.) or FriThe
Hotel
Rockmere,
which
ran
day on the Qneen Elizabeth, when
Gustov Blum.
shows
here
legit
years
ago
in
an
final plans for troupe's coming will
be set. Todd now plans a three or open-air theatre on the deck of its
'

'forecastle,

(3)

,

Integral contribution to the click in my forthcoming production hope
of "Angel Street" were the per- to use one or two more but all this
formances of Patricia Marmont, is a drop in the bucket.
Percy Marmont's daughter, as Obviously, because of the BroadNancy, and Gavin Muir, as the
way theatre shortage little can be
detective. Both got individual curdone here in this matter but these
tain calls. Miss Marmont is of the
companies routed to all points of the
theatre's resident company.
TJ. S. would present the fine producReported that theatre's producers, tion I saw of "The Petrified Fore.st"
Melvin Parks, Sam Pearce and or of "Golden Boy" or "The Affairs
Martin S. Holman, plan to make the of Anatol" to mention a few. This
ventuf e a permanent enterprise, would also be the answer to the old
retaining the resident company and qu"ery, "Since there are no more
importing stars. But, it is under- (winter) stock companies, from what
stood, they intend to find another source shall we recruit
our future
theatre.

Monday

Playwrights of bite can take time ott arid collect or go on to other
writing, but th6t doesn't go for "Stale of the Union," which has been
revised so often that Howard Lindsay and his sidekick Buck Crouse may
be said to really earn their royalties. Recently three pages of changes
went into the play to keep' it abreast of the times. When "Union" opened
a year ago reconversion was the theme. Some months later the emphasis
was upon inflation, and now the leading characters touch upon the tariff
and reduced taxes. The actors come to, the theatre an hour ahead of time
as a rule, because L. & C. may have sent 'em notes about more switching
of lines. There also "have been changes }n the script of "Born Yesterday,"
also a topical clicker, but not nearly as many as "Union,"
The two road companies of "Union" will play the Hudson, N. Y., for two
weeks each so that the number one cast may have a month's vacation.
Cast headed by Conrad Nagel, Irene Hervey and Henry O'Neill, which
originated on the Coast, replaces on May 19. A fortnight later the tourer
topped by Neil Hamilton, Erin O'Brien Moore and James Rennie take over.

by

j

but both bookings have been can-

of hospital experience started special training

under the direction, of Esther Hawley. Each team will train for 10 days,
while staying in four veterans hospitals with psychiatric departments, institutions selected being at Northport, L. I.; Lyons; N. J.; Perry Point, Md,
and Northhampton, Mass. They will go over the ground with officers of
Army Special Services and pyschiatrists, and then will visit 3S hospitals
from coast to coast, Each team will spend five jdays at each stop to instruct local volunteers In the types' of programs to be given.
The programs will include all types of diversion suitable to patients,
and in some hospitals there will be tabloid versions of wellknown stage
plays. Wing has experimented on the type of plays deemed advisable;
166 performances were given in vet hospitals in the metropolitan area.
Similar demonstiratioti teams were previously sent to the Ne^ England
area with the cooperation .Of the Red 'Cross, and for the present activities
the National Theatre Confeirence, National. Bduciltional Theatre Assn.,
University and school drama departments are slated to participate, plus
local theatre managements and radio 'illation

Broadway" per-

visting several "off

ers

She moire than filled the gap,
though, as a before-curtain management announcement warned,^she had
to read her lines for the first two

ing

has brought the idea back to mind.
Recently, I have derived a con-

Arthur Hopkins, in the Sunday (2) New York Times magazine found
"many things awry" but he could still "gaze hopefully into the future" of
the theatre. Some yeari ago the showman wrote of theatricals, too but
not in a hopeful vein. He explained he "may have been in a pessimistic
mood." Heferring to bimself biblically as Jeremiah, Hopkins concedes
that..,."lor centiuries he has been crying: Woe, woe, the theatre and
all its people are to be swallowed up." Contemplating the plans whereby
a dozen or more Broadway legit houses will be razed, he, however, thinks
that.,., "of course new' theatres will be built and undoubtedly they will
be better than those that are to be removed. Perhaps heavily involved
interests who realize the Importance of theatres -to New York and
its
continued pre-eminence are already contemplating turning Sixth avenue
(he spurns saying Avenue of the Americas, the name fastened onto the
thoroughfare by ex-mayor La Guardia) into the Broadway of tomorrow."
Hopkins says that revivals suggest the need of permanent repertory
companies but he's aware of the difficulty in establishing them. "The
main hope for a vigorous theatre in America lies in the establishment of
community (stock) theatres throughout the country," says Hopkins. "When
there are ,50 permanent professional groups presenting long-range programs of adult plays, tfie theatre in America will come of age. ..but. .,,
Manhattan presents a special difficulty to repertory since there is probably less community feeling and adherence than there is to be found in
any American city.... however.... The theatre today, as always, looks to
the future. Jeremiah will find little company at the wailing wall."

actually deprive millions across
very next we
the continent of excellent, insplfing,
playing opeducational dramatic fare.

John Emery, her husband.
had but eight "hours'

Geva

notice.

of town and those livAs for
in the greater city.
starting times, 50% of the answers
favored 8:30 p.m., but promptly at
Around 25% favored
that time.
8:45, while the count on an 8 o'clock
curtain was among the also-rans.

ers

the

26,

.1.947

SEEM. BENEFIT FOR

1

Sardl's celebrates 20th anni at its current 44th street location this week.
Restaurant, however, ha.s been on the block since 1921, when Vincent
two
Sardi, Sr., opened where St. James theatre now Is.
Staff still ha.s
waiters who were with Sardi when he first opened, while Renefi Carroll,
the hatchcok girl, is only other One who
has been With the establishment
the 20 years.

Wdbieo^ay, MarrJi
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'Jack,' 'Alice'

( Stagdiands Exceed 26 Actor Wages

Finale

Equity

ART'S '46-'47 Sked;

In

Red

Ink of Experimental Theatre

Toor Coin a Problem
American Repertory Theatre
opened "Yellow Jack" in New York
last week and started preparation
of "Alice In Wonderland," due early
next month. Latter Will finale ART'S

Financial stateinent on the first*
Experimental Theatre attraction at

th0 Bltle Princess, N. Y., operated

Afaerne

curfentl^ by the American National
Theatre and Academy, revealed some

Back

in 'Street'

Hollywood, March

4.

this

Merger Mapped

of

sions, the largest outlay

Hiriik

Tesi
Which topped the salaries of 26 acDecktors, amounting to $1,560,
Sol Hurok is planning a "superbands union had agreed that only
ballet"
company
for
next
in,
men
were
season
number
of
desired
therequired backstage, whether it be oiie of the surprise mergers of the
one or more. The "Wanhope" crew dance world. Ballet kingpin, who
has
been
booking
Original
Ballet
weeks
scale
pay,
the
two
at
for
used
was
while the actors received minimum Russe this season, plans to combine
($60) and rehearsed four weeks, sans that group with the Nouveau Ballet
de Monte Carlo, in France, and with
rebearisal pay.
There were 1,230 subscriptions sold the Ballet Internationali which had
a brief season in N. Y. two years
at $15 each for a total of $18,450 for
take the best
the five scheduled plays, and one- ago. Plans are to
dancers and repertories from the
iifth, or $3,690, was pro-rated to the
three groups for the new unit, add
attraetion. General expenses, includnew
ballets
and
a)me
set up group
ing house operation, amounted to
under name of New Monte Carlo
$3,413, show's share of those outlays
Ballet,
being $682, but there may be an adconsidered
daring,
Move
is
in view
ditional bill' to the sponsoring outfits

'

Playwrights Co. and American Repertory
Theatre), as it's figured the general
expenses will be tripled by the time
the fifth aijd last show is given.
Total expenses were $5,629i including salaries of $3,826, which Went to
actors, stagehands and combination
(others

being

house-company

Jose

Ferrer,

managers-press

of multiplicity of ballet groups this
season and general, feeling that maximum ballet audiences had been
reached.
Htirok, however, claims
that the Original Ballet RUSse this
season, even though it followed two
other ballet companies on the road,
did the biggest business any troupe
has done for him in previous years.
-

In San Francisco, recently, for inagent $300 (after two weeksVr organstance, troupe did estimated $43,000
ist $195, plus several employees who
Scenery was a in eight performances at $2.50 top;
got small amounts.
minor outlay, costing $365, but the in Los Angeles, $62,000 in 12 showings at a $3 top.
designeir got $164. Trucking cost was
Hurok expects to send the Origi$146, bill for props and supplies benal Ballet Russe nucleus to Europe
ing $168; $200 Went for sound and
this summer, to rehearse with the
projection equipment.
Monte
Carlo group for the new fall
tije costs entailed are not com
season.
Col. Vassily de Basil, diparable to regular production, yet
rector of the Original Ballet Russe,
the red was not expected, as ET is a
and
Marquis
George de Cuevas, "annon-profit venture designed as a
gel"
director
and
of the defunct Balshowcase for authors and actors. It's
where experimental let International, are already in Eu-

questionable

rope making arrahgements. Hurok
will be given next season, if
Princess will follow in June. De Cuevas will
will then be active.
owned by Emil Friedland be artistic director of the new organization.
er, has been leased for pictures as of
New group will have a guaranMay 1. Only the 299-seat lower
teed season at the Monte Carlo
floor is used by ET, but there is a
small balcony which will be Used Opera House under the patronage of
the Prince of Monaco. It will open
when -films are shown.
There was some mixup over the at the Metropolitan Opera House,
Lease was N, Y., Sept. 28, for a month, then
renting of the. house.

shows

ET

property,

tour.

obtained by John Golden and turned
Hurok expects the biggest season
over tb ANTA, with the stipulation
ever in ballet next year. He admits
that 10% of the time was to be availthat there is less money for enterable for Equity Library shows, of
tainment
than in war years, and that
which Golden is the patron saint.
the public will shop more carefully
Indicated that ET will remain in
for entertainment, but he feels that
public library auditoriums.
good artists and attractions will continue to draw. Where he sponsored
four dance groups this season
Original BaUet Russe, a MarkovaDolin unit, Martha Graham Co. and
Trudi Schoop Ballet he will have
five next year, in the New Monte
"Harvey" will not be produced in
Carlo Ballet, Graham troupe, Schoop
London thiis season, it has been decompany, Markova-Dolin unit, and
cided by Brock Pemberton, its proa GoUner-PetroiGE unit. He will also
ducer, who returned from Florida
present as a separate attraction a
last week, and Mary Coyle Chase,
new solo Spanish dancer, Mariamme,
the author, who is abroad. Mrs.
from Paris, whom he has just signed.
Chase, who went to London several
The Markova-Dolin unit will conmohtlis ago to see her hit staged
sist of 10 dancers, with Alicia Marthere, changed her mind about
kova and Anton Dolin as stars, the
"Harvey" going on in London feelunit combining with the New Monte
ing conditions are hot so favorable
Carlo Ballet in some cities, and going
right now, She was last reported in
out as a unit to several places Which
Ireland but expects to sail back next
trpup can't reach. The
week with her three young sons and the larger,
GoUner-Petroflf unit, consisting of
husband, Robert Chase, editor of the
Nana Gollner, her husband, Paul
Rocky Mountain News of Denver.
Petro/f, and two or three more danReported that Pemberton Set 1951
cers, will be used largely for small
as the tentative release date for a
bookings, for the Civic Concerts cirpicturized ^'Harvey" but thie mancuit, etc.
ager stated that to be incorrect, as
there is no^lm deal in the immediate oiling, Bing Crosby is again said SEEKS ALBANY KEP THEATKE
to be hot for the "Harvey" rights.
Albany, March 4.
Stage play is still flo«f»4shing on
Reviving the plan for reconver.jBroadway and is expected to last sion of the old Capitol theatre into
reperinto next season.
a smaller, modern house for
filed
tory, Malcolm Atterbury has
the Municipal
•Cathay' for CHiarlotle
specifications With
Department.
Building
4.
March
Charlotte,

CONDITIONS

WmPEY'

—

riot;

IlLAY LONDON
;

ART

problem.

li

—

National
so

ART

is

Theatre
and
on its own for

both attractions. Donations to ANTA
from Equity, American Theatre
Wing, actors and others were re-"
mitted to the rep outfit, which is expected to coast through the balance
J)f its first season, sinca operating expenses have been materially sliced.
ART is slated to play the road
next season but how the tour is to
be financed, unless the revivals are
well patronized out of town, is speculative.
It's
figured that a fresh
bankroll will be required before the
rep attraction leaves tovvn in the
fall, with interest arotised oh behalf

expected to lighten that
Whether ART can con-

tinue to Operate in 1947-48 without
reorganization is not clear. It's a
corporate setup, having 293 stockholders who invested some $300,000.
If the company is liquidated, the investments, ihostly in units of $500,
could be reigarded as donations.

When

'Norway' Opens LA. Civic

around the National theatre, Washington, it was commonly asked along
Los Angeles, March 4.
Los Angeles Civic Light Opera Broadway whether or hot the move
its 10th season April was within the alms and purposes
with "The Song of Norway," re- of an actors' union. At the start
1
turning to its birthplace, the Phil- Equity leaders averred it would not
"stick its neck out," expecting that
harmonic Auditorium.
Among members of the original other theatre groups would join in a
cast coming back' to town with "Nor- campaign to lift the ban against
way" are Irra Petina, Walter Brooks, Negroes. Indications now are that
Sig Arno, Robert Shater and Walter Equity may carry thie torch alone,
if some of its cpwncillors have thejr
Kingsford,
~,
way.
Proposal that actors should not be
allowed to appear at the National
unless segregation ceases has been
Assn. will open

:

2 Mati^es Iddeth

discussed in council session. Showmen and others in the theatre agree
that segregation is wroiigi but the
color line is drawn in so many directions in many cities that they declare singling out one theatre is not
the correct approach to the solution.
Council met yesterday (Tues.) to
map out a program of procedure.
Producers had nixed participation in
When "The Iceman Cometh" goeth any segregation move, as expected.
to the road, which it will after an- The attitude Of the Dramatists Guild

As 1ceInan^Goeth

FerTmriiiloai

was hoi clear, although it had thi
week on Broadway, the Eugene
Equity invite to jdln a movement

O'Neill

dfaina" will

be performed

eight times weekly,

f

18G Stop Umit

two matinees to
be added. At the Beck theatre, N.Y.,
the schedule has been sijt perform.

Week because

ances per

With British Rep
At

$4.80

Donald

top

Wolflt's

Shakespearean troupe just won't do
for Broadway. British outfit exits
,

the Century Saturday (8) because
of failure to draw enough customers. Only three weeks were booked
but had the visitors been able to
operate out of the red, the rep would
have been continued,
Wolfit was aware of the limita•

of the ab-

normal running time of three hours
and 45 minutes, curtain going up at
7:30 p.m.
The two-scene setting,
which is slid into place, will be
changed into two separate scenes,
which will add another 15 minutes
between the first and final curtain.
"Iceman" players voted on whether
to play one Of two matinees, with
the latter arrangement decided upon

with the stipulation that they get
tions of his company both as to act- two-eighths of a week's salary more
ing ability and production, but when
than their contractual pay, to which
he invaded Canada he had xya idea of the
Theatre Guild agreed. Just becoming to Broadway. When Hall fore the play was placed in rehearsal
Shelton guaranteed him against loss^
by the Guild, it was proposed to play
the Englishman agreed to appear
eight times a week but that was bein New York.
fore O'Neill refused to condense the
Strange angle to the Wolflt date
script.
Because the two afternoon
was clainieid advance sale of $40,000, performances were automatically
which mostly came through mail eliminated it was deemed necessary
orders. Gross for the first two weeks
to establish a boxoffice top of $5.40,
did not top $14,500 whereas $18,000
a net to the house and show of $4.50.
weekly was needed for an even
The insertion of the afternoon perbreak. Stop limit was $20,000. The
formances may or may not be acShuberts figured the attraction a
ceptable out of town. Matinees will
dud and booked "The Chocolate begin at 2 with the ringdown at 6.
Soldier" into the Century to follow
Night performances will start at 7,
Wolflt next week. Shelton planned
which would probably mean that the
bringing back the i'ep troupe for an
actors will remain in the theatre
American tour flext season but
If
and have dinner brought in.
that's unlikely now.
"Iceman" is regarded as an endurThere was no lack of press attenance test for audiences it will be
tion so .'far as coverage was contougher on the actors, most of whom
cerned but the fact that there were
are required to be on the stage conno new shows to attract the atten- tinuously during performances. Extion of the first-string critics may
cept for the dinner interval, of an
have been a bad break for Wolfit. hour and 30 minutes, the cast will be
Opening with "King Lear" proved
in the theatre from 2 until 11:30 on
to have been a mistake, the perthe matinee days.
formance being mostly disliked.
Iceman" is likely to tour without
The attraction's sponsors figured
Dudley Digges arid
that if "Volpone" had been the either of its leads,
Digges cannot play
initial play, the engagement might James Barton.
have panned out successfully. There the road because of physical inwas a difference of opinion among capacity, while Barton doesn't want
-

the reviewers, air of whom covered
the five plays, "Hamlet," "As You

Like It" and "Merchant of Venice"
"Volpone'' (by
being the others.
Ben Jensen) drew a better press
than accorded the Bard.

COAST PAIR ACQUIRES

to switch to Digges' part as requested
by the Guild at O'Neill's instance.
Bartop has been appearing as the

for a couple of months and nearly
more than 30 authors are on record

not to permit

their

plays

be

to

shown at the National. Agents and
managers union tabled the proposal
general meeting last week,
while the stagehands and musicians
unions are on the outside looking
in. They weren't even asked to join
up, because it "migiit embarrass"
them. Negroes are not on .stag*
crews, except in Harlem, where
there is a restricted union, and Negro musicians rarely are seen in pit
a

at

orchestral.

Attitude

Sfeiiibership

Unknown

Attitude of Equity's membership
at large appears to

be unknown.

It

expected that any segregation j»ction such as discussed will go to a
referendum, even though spoken expressions from actors oppose to
is

drawing the color line.
There was a pro and con report
on the Washington situation made
by Equity after a "survey" «f local
opinion, but no radical action was
suggested. Civic bodies in the capidespite pressure groups, have opposed changing the theatre, school,

tal,

hotel and cafe custom so far as
segregatiph is concerned, There have
been plenty of arguments over the
problem in show business, with unbiased participants believing it is up
to the residents of Washington to
change the custom, not "outsiders"
such as Equity or, in fact, all of

show

business.

If the National is banned on the
color line issue it would eliminate
legit stands in the
country. It is peilinent that the
house is now doih^ as well, if not
regardless of a
than
usual
better,
segregation picket line, same going

one of the best

for St. Louis. It would be an annual
loss of earnings for between 1,500
and 2,500 persons, mostly actors,
white and colored, if the house were
nixed. Legit houses going Over to
films rarely if ever revert to stage

shows, and Washington would be
bare of seasonal legit indefinitely,
it would be several years at

and

least until another theatre could

be

The Natiopal management,
however, won't go tO 'pictures nnleiss
built.

loquacious traveling salesman for
forced to do so.
If he doesn't make the
five months.
An Equity man conferred with the
switch and is replaced, the Guild Dramatists Guild board before yeswill be required to pay him full terday's council session, expectation
salary although he'll be laying off, being that the authors body would
Barton having a two-seasWi con- decline being rushed ihtp' taking a
tract.
.
definite position in the situation. A
Last week it was announced that numbei: of well known dramatists do
Rhys Williams would replace James not agree with fellow authors who
M. Kerrigan in O'Neill's "A Moon started the Washington agitation
For the Misbegotten," which the last fall.
Guild is trying out. As soon as that
drama opened it was reported that
Plans
St-r t<o6
one or more cast changes were in
St.^Louis, Maifch 4.
order for the five-person, four-act
Paul Beisman, 'manager of the
drama, which is not an overtime
Assn.,
reveals
Municipal Theatre
off
'

.

'MAMA' ROAD

Rims

Russell Lewis and Howard Young
have acquired the road rights to "I

Remember Mama," withdrawn

this

winter by Rodg;ers & Hammerstein
after a rather disappointing Chicago
engagement. "Mama" was a Broadway hit but only played three stands
out of town, it being claimed that
the show was too costly to operate

Plan to keep "Moon"
play.
Broadway until next season has not
moderate grosses.
been changed despite the replacehave
managers
Coast
ment.
bought the original production, however, and will present the drama on
F. M. Heller Back iii N. Y.
the Coast, first stand being Santa
Franklin M. Heller, former head of
Barbara. It's planned to have (Jjscar
Homolka in his Original part but legit at USO-Camp Shows, returned
York Monday (3) after a
New
to
another actress will be used for the
femme lead originated by Mady year and a half in Hollywood, and
Christians, who started rehearsals plans going into legit producing.
The CPA in Washington disap- this week in "Message For MarThe Charlotte Woman's club will
Heller was under contract to Parapplication for a
present the Chinese Cultural Theatre proved Atterbury's
director-produeer, but
in early amount as
regie njii garet," aimed for Broadway
group in "Ah Evening in Cathay" at pern,:: last year, after the
made no films during his stay.
,fing.
CPA hiid okayed it.
the Armory-Auditorium March 19.
.

Ikatre

Equity nudged into the re-

cent segregation situation revolving

other

Wottt Far Short

Er^

Segregation at D^C's Natl

,

American
Academy,

*Supei#ief

Though the union made conceswas to six
who were paid $1,620,

Alone ml)rive to

schedule. No further financial aid
season will o to ART from the

Brian Aherne, under contract to
play opposite Katharine Cornell in
surprising results.
a stage revival of "The Barretts of
Pespite efforts at econbmieal opec- Wimpole Street," leaves here March
ation, the initial drama, ''The Wan- 10 to start rehearsals,
hope Building," lost nearly $2,000,
Play opens April 14 in St. Paul for
although some equipment was loaned a tour of the midwest and the Coast,
by managers. The red is payable by winding up in Los Angeles June 7
Theatre, Inc., which sponsored the to permit Aherne to fulfill a film
Similar figure is estimated as commitment.
play.
applying to "O'Daniel," second ET
show, presented by the "Theatre
Guild last week. It had been expected that each attraction's share
of the coin; raised by subscriptions
would cover presentation expenses.
Bent, administrative and clerical
costs are contributed by ANTA.

Etagehands,

May Be Forced to Carry Ball

at

Young

Muny

that

Sigmund Romberg's "Nina Rosa"

"Naughty
Victor
Herbert's
Marietta" and «'Babe5 in Toylahd"
will be presented during the 1947
season, which tees off in the al
fresco playhouse in Forest Park.
June 5. Eight others will be selected

and

later.

The season will consist of 88 performances. Thi& production staff,
John Kennedy, manager; Edwin MacArthur, musical director, and Watson Barratt. art director,
lonie to

thi.«:

»urg

v^-ill

to initiate

»i'-wi

•»

>-

Wednesday,

Actor?

t

•

There are those (and they're

people

who ought

to know)

who say

that Jos4 Vicente Ferrer Otero

Cintrdn

is

currently our finest

most versatile
is

y

and

actor. This, of course,

in spite of the fact that the

producer-star of the hit

young

show Cyrano

deBergerac has a face that

is

any-

thing but majestic, a voice that

is

anything but booming and a ward^

robe that qualifies him as one of

America's worst-dressed men. In
today's Saturday Evening Post,
Stanley Frank writes a lively and

completely candid pen -portrait of

Puerto Rico's ball of

fire ,

including

Josh's opinions about such things as

Hollywood, new plays, long

runis,

comedians, what's wrong with play-

wrighte— in

fact, just

about

•

ev^-

thing you can think of that would

make an

Matieli 5,

article

on Jos^ Ferrer enter-

taining. If you're at all interested in

the theater, you can't aflford tomiss—

BROADWAY'S NEW
MATINEE IDOL
by Stanley Frank
MARPtr «Al.TKMAN PHOTO

IHl

—

—
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UBIETY

Bi

Chiciago

loon'

Imi' $1|

Bwins;

LEGITIMATB

Pale 13iG, Cleye.

Cleveland, March 4.
Eugene O'Neill's new play, "A
for the Misbegotten," took a
shellacking from the Hanna's cash
customers as well as Cleveland
critics on its first metropolitan stand
in the second lap of a pre-Broadway
:

B'way

ffiz

t9

%tM

Unchanged Despite

Moon

Chicago, March

4

4.

Although it had a sellout opening,
45G,
the drama began skidding rapidly to
a poorish $13,500, lowest ever' grossed
Memphi.s,' March 4.
by an O'Neill opus here,
National company of "Oklahoma!"
"Love in the City," new Victor
did record-breaking $45,000 at Ellis
Auditorium here in' seven perform- Wolfson comedy, pulled strong On its
ances last week. Show was favor- tryout at Frederic McConnell's repably received by press though there ertory Playhouse last Friday (.28).

WahomaF

j

'Menagerie' 18G,

|

"Front

Page,"

Civic t2d week)
one more week at

Easily tops the

week)

(2,100; $4.80).
field, $27,000.

"Thrsee tn Make Ready," Blackstone (3d week) (1,858: $4.80). Slisht
rise over la'st week with sock $25,000.

|

Lucasta"—Locust,

L.

A.

(3-151.

His

Eye"—Cass,

Det.

(3-8).

Boy With Cheek"—
"Barefoot
Shubert, N. Haven (5-8); Colonial,
Bost. (10-15).

"Bathsheba"— McCarter. Princeton
(7-8); Forrest, Philly (10-15).
"Blackouts of 1947"— El Capitan,
(3-15).
Blackstone Aud., St. Joseph (4-

Hollywood

—

Con.
Hall, Tulsa (10-11); Aud., Okla. City
(12): Aud,, Wichita Falls (13).
"Bloomer Girl"
His Majesty's,
Mont'l (3-8); Royal Alex., Toronto

Music Hall, K. C.

5);

(6-8);

—

Los Angeles, March

4.

(10-15).

Business boomed along the rialto
last week, picking up nice change in
"Anna Lucasta" opened
five houses.
at the BUtmore and collected $19,500
Jor a great

"SheDoQd

Meanwhile,

week.

first

Dixie" stayed in the
black wilbi !!i8.1?00 on the ninth stanza
at

It in

American,

(3-8);

Ken Murray's "Blackouts of
went through the 245th week

1947"
at El
Capitan with standard $17,000. El
Patio cornered a uleasant $7,500 for'
the initialer of "Sumpin's Jumpin'!"
Musajt winnowed through the second
frame of "Dunnigan's Daughter"
wifli a triflfe less than $2,0()0,

March

"Born jrest«rday"-,-Erlanger, Chi.

Me

at-

"Call

Mister"— Shubert, Bost.

Mc

'

(3-

profitable.

,

.

M

i

;

week)

!

week) (0-l,172; $4.80). Opened last
Thursday (27); accorded good pressand business okay first fOur times.
Donald Wolfit Co., Century (1,712;
$4.80).
Third and final week for
English
repertory
company; not
profitable; around .tH.OOO.
"Burlesque," Belasco (10th week)

Somewhat

$4.80).

(C-1.077; $4,80). Makin.s; an operating
profit and expected to stick into

always approaches $45,500.
"Another Part of the Forest," Ful(15th
week)
(D-.9e8;
ton
$4.80).
Picked up over the previous week
and should go through spring if hot

the

warm

weather;

bu.sine.ss

"Lady Wln<lerm«'i-«'s
week) (C-1.084;

.scored

Broadway
.$4.80).

Now

only—picked playing Sundays with Monday night,
huge for this midweek matinees dropped: doinK

steady;

around $20,000 claimed.
(20th

longer; $16,000.
Holiday,"
"Ber:gar's
(10th week) (M-1,900:

(1,590;

week— with

(D-1,095;

controversial postwar drama is making excellent Operating profit, with
la.-rt week's takings around $16,500.
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
(42d week) (M-1.427; $6.60). Broad^
wayls most popular musical varies
only slightly in number of standees;

Week

Mister," Shubert

Thirteenth
$4.80).
flag out for two more
up to estimated $24,000,

(3-15).

Philly

road show, three-person play is sUU
making rnoney; $9 500.
"Years
Ago,"
Mansfield
(13th
week) (G-1,001; $4.80). Slated well
Also exiting is "Chris- into spring; pace has tapered sometopher Blake." Current Week's; new what but weekly operating profit
shows are the revival of "The Im- netted; $19,000.
portance of Being Earnest." with
REVIVALS
John Gielgud and "Parlor Story."
"The Importance of Being Earnest," Royale (C-1,025; $4.80).
Estimates for Last Week
PreKeys: C (Comedy), D (Draim), sented by Theatre Guild and John C
CD ({^omedv-Dromd) R (Re«ue). Wilson; Oscar jiWilde comedy stars
John Gielgud; opened Monday (3),
(Musical) O (Operetta).
"Yellow Jack," International (1st
"All My
Sons,"
Coronet
(5th

headed by Donald Wolfit bows out
this (third) week, not having been

31.

Estimates for Last

(3-15).

"Call

Jack"

"Yellow

since
I
'

Fan,"

Cert

$4.20).

Has

with operatin.? profit netted
start;
takin,8[s
nearly .same;
^

$17,500.

Cyiano de Be 'gerac." Barrvmore
Soldier"
Colonial, sock b.o, musical.
"Chocolate
fairly
good considering size of (21.st week) (CD-1,096: .$4.80). Should
fare well on road for balrnce of seaBost. (3-8).
"Chocolate Soldier," Colonial (1,- house; dipped to $24,500.
"Dear Ruth"— Davidson, Mil, (3- 500; $4.80). Opened Tues. (25) for
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (57th .son startine late this mnnth: around
$15,500,
"BathF.heba" slated to folweek) (C-993; $4.80).
8); Kenosha, Kenosha (9); Parkway, a quick click and a great estimated
Laugh hit
Madison (10); Parkway, Fondulac $22,000 on seven performances. Sec- hardly varies at all, with capacity low.
"Sweethearts," Shubert (6th week)
ond week should gain, with run registered ri!;ht along and the count
(U); Aud.. St. Paul (K-15).
(M-1,382; $4,80),
Rated tops among
"Eagle Has Two Heads"— Shubert- prospects on Broadway pretty clear. $21,000 or slightly more.
Lafayette, Det. (Z-m.
"Call Me, Mister," National (46th musical revivals and should pan out
"Glass Menagerie," Plymouth (1,real money maker: $32,000,
"Hamlet" Aud., Bloomington (3); 200; $3.60). Long-awaited hit opened week) (R-1.104; $6),
One of the as"Craig's
Wife,"
Playhouse
(3d
Purdue Univ., Lafayette (4); Aud., to top biz and continued, to draw clicks that has a company on the
week)
(D-865; $4,80).
Former PwCincy (5-8); Aud.. Louisville (10-11); throughout
excellent road and still sells out here; betters litzer
week
of
prize winner doin? moderate
Aud., Nashville (12); Aud., Evans- weather conditions for an e-stimated $32,500 week after week.
business so far: slishtly better last
"Carouse'," Majestic (98th week)
ville (13); Aud., Memphis (14-15).
$18,000 great,
week: $10 000 estimated.
"Harvey"— Harris, Chi, (3-15).
Will
cejebrate
its sec(M-1,667;
$6).
"Up in Central Park," Opera House
EXPEBPIENTAL THEATRfe
"Heartsong"- Wilbur, Bost. (3-15). (3,000; $4.20). Had perfect weather ond anniversary next month and
"As We Forgive Our Debtors."
"Heyday"
Haven to hypo final week, fourth, With sure to run much longer; ea.sed to
Shubert,
N.
Princess (D-299). Sponsored by Jose
(1.3-15).
fair $20,000 estimated.' House dark $29,500.
"Christopher BlaUe," Music Box Ferrer; written by Tillman Breiset;
"Lute Sons"— Studebaker, Chi. (3- this week, show having moved out
(D-979; $4.80). Final and 14th week; opens Sunday (9) for five perform15).
to BuCfalD.
did fairly weH for first two months, ance.".
"Magnificent Yankee" American.
to
then
slipped
around $12,000.
St. Louis (3-8); Iowa,- Cedar Rapids
Heavy investment will be recouped
(10): Radio, Des Moinc (11); Oma'Pygmalion' 29G, Frisco;
rights but not from stage
ha, Omaha (12); ^'usic Hall. K. C.
•
in t t
1
1-/VA
date. "John Loves Mary" moves
(13-15),
Scholar Fair $12,500
~
here from Booth March 17.
"Moon for the Misbegotten"
4
March
San Francisco.
"Finian's Rainbow," 46th Street
Nixon. Pitt. (3-8); Cass, Det. (10-15).
Gertrude (8th week) (M-1,319: $6). Best of
"Pygmalion," starring
"Oklahoma!"— Aud., N. Orleans
a the season's musical product so far
(3-8); Mu.sic Hall, Houston (10-15). Lawrence and Dennis Kine. hit
"Pygmalion"— Curran, Frisco (3- fine gross o' $29,000 for its third is .selling out all times plus standees;
8).

—

'

•

I

'

—

Drama

Symplionic

House,
Louis (9-

St.

15).

"Brig-adoon"— Forrest,

the Belasco.

New

Time"—Opera

"Blossom
Chi.

"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
While
(151st week) (C-939; $3.60).
Broadway company doesn't approach
the grosses of those registered by

.

weeks. English Shakespearean troupe
Boston, March 4.
"Glass Menagerie" at the Plymouth
and "Chocolate Soldier" at the Colonial opened last week, both to
catch warm notices and plenty of
biz.
"A Flag Is Born," the house
bought out and picketed by Zionist
groups in Boston, folded last week
and returned to New York, doing no
biz here except at opener. Play had
taken the new Center theatre on a
four-wall basis, so house is running
films pending opening of Guy OwensMaribel Vinson "Everything's On
Ice" April 9.
Opening this week is "Heartsong"
at the Wilbur, "Barefoot Boy With
(Iheek" following March 11 at the
Colonial, "The Red Mill" at the Shubert March 17, "Heyday" at the Wilbur same night, "Tenting Tonight"
at the Plymouth. March 25, and "Message- for Margaret" at the Wilbur

Philly

"Anna Lucasta"— Biltmore,

.

of

attention and has a fair
chance for strong business for a
date limited to four and a half

Tark' 206, Hub

(15).

of

staTted to virtual capacity

Revival

(3-15)..

"Apple

I

,

tracted

(Period Gojjerinp Mor. 3-15)
"Aecidentaily Xiors"—Aud„ Sac-

"Anna

Ab

lake

little

I

(Lunts)

business.

Currentiload Shows
ramento

"Harvey," Harris (30th week) (1,(5ood going for five performances; $14,000.
Studebaker
(6th
Sons,"
"lute
week) (2,100; $4.20). No signs of
slowing down, $24,000.
"Sonj, of Norway," Shubert (12th
000; $3.6(j).

Out;

141/26

Tops;

change in attend- other long runner with road comlast week. Tho.qe panies but original continues at virshows which slipped when the met- tual capacity; $24,000 quoted.
ropolis was virtually snowed under,
"Street
Scene,"
Adelphi
(8th
was coincident with the start of week)
(M-1,434;
$6).
Went off
Lent, did not recoup and there was further; while gross is under early
no heavy influx, so that weekend weeks, musical is among leaders;
D...,;
matinees were not exceptional. Busi- bit under $33,000.
ness of standouts including .some
"The Iceman Cometb," Beck (21st
long-stayers continues to surprise week) (D-1,213; $5.40).
Leaves for
even seasoned showmen and indi
road after next week; around $16,^
, i
^
,
J
_ji
cates that road duplicates hardly
jjouse will be dark until "Bareaffect the strength or the originals
foot Boy With Cheek" is ready eWly
Resumption of "O Mi.itres,<! Mme
month

There was

.

"Blossom

Off

NG

Still

ance on Broadway

—

!

House (2d week) {3(800; $3.60). Im- Parker respectively.
proved to $23,000.
"Born Yesterday," Erlanger (1,334;

Just
(900; $3.60).
this pace, $6,800.

Wol

Memphis

frame.
"Front Page" can't seem to make
the grade and goes into last week at
Civic, wit** ""^hing set .to follow as
"Harvey" lost three perform- was some adverse criticism of prinyet,
ances due to 'Joe E. Brown's illness' eipals' vbiceis by the puhlic.
but held its own with av« good
Mary Mario and Waltei,. Donahue
"Greatest of These" set to are leaving the cast, this week, preshows.
bow at Selwyn this week.
paring to join the foreign company
Estimates for This Week
of "Oklahoina!" soon to open in LonCivic
Opera don. They play Aunt EUer and Will
Time,"

Opened Monday (24).
$3.60).
to good staff with $19^000.

Weather; 'Annie' 45^20

tour.

Healihy biz continues with Chi
New
leeit running at merry dip.
"Born Yesterday," made
opener,
good iSrst week showing, while
"Blossom Tiwie' cliniibed in second

j

I

!

Slated for North Car.
Haleigh, SJairch 4.
Charlotte and" Meckleburg county,
in the southwest section of the state,
plans a "symphonic drama" there
along, the lines of annual "Lost Col-

In

ony.'''

,

meetings

preliminary

Legette Blythe, of the staff of the
Charlotte
Observer
was announced to be the author of the
play.

Lamar

who com-

Stringfield,

po.%d some of the music for "The
Lost Colony," 'in collaboration with
Paul Green, is in line to do the
.

music. The

Southern

States' fairground, near Charlotte, will be utilized to -stage the show, which will
be offered during the 1948 summer

I

—

'

;

i
i

—

^

•

For Funds
Twin bills, Introduced here Feb.
21 in the Hou.se and Senate section.s
of the North Carolina legislature,
'Petltton Stale

"Song of Norway"— Shubert, Chi.
"State of the

Union"—Natl.,

starring in "Ten O'clock Scholar"
at the 1..550-.seat Geary, chalked up
a fair first week's gross of .$12,500.
Last week, "Anna Lucasta" wound
up its fifth week with an excellent
gross of $23,000.

Wa.sh.

Nixon, Pitt (10-15).
Hartman,
"State of the Union'

(3-8):

I

Hanna. Cleve. (10-15).
"Student Prince"
Curran. Frisco

Col. (3-8);
(9-15).
Fri.sco

Scholar"

(3-15).

"The

I

—

O'clock

"Ten

Fatal

Weakness"

(3-8): Nat'l., Wa.sh.

Balto.

— Geary.

—

'

,t

Mild 12G,
Buffalo,

Wintry weather and
newspaper notices (or

Buff.

March

"The

4.

indifferent
the play,

though

-

,

plenty raves for the star,
held
takings down for Tallulah
Bankhead's "Eagle Has Two Heads"
at the Erlanger six days last week.

At

$3.60 top. tally
reach a mild '$12.0C0.

managed

CMS).

to

Glass

Menafferie"

— Met..

I

for th'e Minneapolis Art Institute
with the houjse sold out and every
ticket paid for, including those of
the newspaper critics, for the first
tj^e in the "theatre's history

!

"The Red Mill"—ShUbCrt,

Philly
|

(3-lS).

I

"The , Whole, World Over"-Play-

B'ackstohe IIG, M'w'kee
Milwaukee, M:i''ch 4.
Harry Bl.''ckstone's mafic show
competed with the Hamid-Morton indoor circus here, and both did very

circus,

,

:

nmg

,

Buff.

(3-8);

Ready"—Plack

r^'

l

;

week

as the third of five

American

atterravis from

loca7''cr^^^

.

S
vX

,

.

.

'John Loves Mary," Booth

j
i

Locajiv it's being compared (and
very.favon>bly) with"Finian's Rainj

bow.
"The Rod Mill" eased

1

off a little
the town with
now advertisits flnar two weeks at the Shubert and will probably stick to that

to

last week but still led
a i'obu.st $33,500. It's

ing

"Li.fe With Fatbec," Byou (378th
Run leader
week) (C-613; $3.60).
d)d about as well as previou.s week

\

I

;

even thoufh

tied Lunt's operation,
to excellent prospects;
COO quoted.

"Oklahoma!",

i

MX wtcks here
inally

,$4.8a).-. After, lay-

St.

run
resumed itin
around $23.203d
Conssidering
f

'

has no other imme"Mill" will have had
in.stcad of i'tur orig-

li.sted.

Anna Lucasta" again

got^$10,500

10th Week in Philly.
Tliere's nothing new on tap this
vveek, but next Monday "Bath.sheba,"
With James Ma.son. opens a two
weeks' .stay at the Forrest with a tetin

'

I

James

i

}

rific

!

advance

-

.sale.

i

•Uniop'

1

'

A

\

~

•

22G

Click, St.

Loo

St. Louis.,March 4.
repeat visit of "State of the
cast,, clicked,
Union." with a

i

'

it

diate booking.

week) (^0-1,082;

:

week) (M-1,505; $4.80).
length of run and rOad company
Wii.shinglon. March 4.
cleaning up, grosses are .amazing;
"Slate of the Union," with the ^"
around $26,000.
'P"''"
headed by Neil
company
Chicago
"Parlor Story," Biltmore (C-920:
Shows in Rehearsal
Hamilton. Erin O'Brien-Moore and
Presented by Paul Streger;
$4.20).
"Message for Margafet"-^,Stanley ,'ames Rcmiie. chalked up a healthy
'HEAR'TSONG' 5G, ,N. HAVE^T 'written by William McCleery; liked
pilkey and Barbara Payne.
.''25,000 for its .second stanza at NaHaven. Mariih 4,,,
New
out Of tov/n; opened Tuesday (4).
Plymouth
"Aliee fki Wonaeriand"— American tional. This was a alight impro-veLauRhter,'"
"Present
nient over the initial week, which
Repertory: theatre.
rclurns de.spite the
"Accidentally
(Coa.st)— showed good
Attendance was boosted on Mng after another week: has earned
Yours"
of a .solid
to local utility^ an operating profit right along and
James Elliott and Herbert J. Freezer. b'i;;;-.ai'd. Fiiow is a.ssurcd
oj- >-u
ni"ht by'cutrate
fh'«."t ni„in
111,1
^
^.^„.„,
_
„„„^„„„„„
some
recaptured
(t-.i-'d wepk.
,„
,„nrir,.r«
Ai 43 toD four bcrform-: productlcn cost
"Heyday"— Howard Lang.
ago; off, $13,000. "Eagle Has
..; Sfce
Ina Chiire in "Fatal Weakn<>.--.s
d.
L./i^'n ni *^
broH"ht
orou
_
iv.v
r<^,
March ancc.s
"Miracle
Mountains"
in
the
to bc'.«in a fortnight
Two Head.s"
.-:I.-(-<-|ri(>ri
This week has preem of "Barefoot
Archer King asrd F-Tison Wocd'niH. 10, will) "The I''*";;!'!" Cometh" bow
of the Union," Hudson (68th
"State
beo
days
cays
four
toui,
foui
for
101
after Boy With Cheek"
Still anAT<! aegis
a^^^^^^
(CD-1.057; $4,801.
"The Whole Wr 'M Over"— Walter ing in unde r Giuld-ATS
g';,^^!,,^, tomorrow (Wed.).
*"iicd and Paul Moss.
that.-

took rn $95,000.

on

Music Box after another
week; house may get 'Ten'O'Clock
Scholar" from Coast.

Moves

~ ?fed*'tts't^?K^

performance Monday (24)
called off at end of flnst act because of fire in nearbv Mav Comnan.v
.store. Inn Claire in "The Fatal Woakncs" is in currently also under .sub-

was

ATS .subscription. There were.
few orchestra vacancies Monday arid
Tuesday, but none from 'then on and
this week is sold ottt solifUy throughout.
Crix raved about this novel
musical which came here with the
acclaim of New Haven and Boston.

!

(4th

Virtual ca
week) (C-712; $4.80).
pacity attendance for one of the well
received newer plays; around $18,500,

Fir.st

n C.

'Anna' IOI/2G, Phil
Philadelphia, March 4.
Philly has another socko musical
hit in its midst— its seventh since
Xmas if return enoagements and revivals are counted.
Latest to enter the smash class is
"Brigadoon," which got $30,500 in its
first week at the Forrest and -would
"^^^ 1"-'^"^^
« .better^record" if not

$32,500.

>

mr< O i»
:i7l.», ISaltO:

Baltimore Mi.rch 4.
John Gielgud's "Importance of BeEarned/' in at FOrd'.s here last

14-15).

'Union^ Sturdy 25G,

J

tj'l^.lgUd

Park"— Erlanger,
Aud., Hartford (10-15).

Creek (12);
which appeared under BattleParkway,
Madisoa
(13):

thf local spon.sor.ship of the Shrine,
sold out the 4,500-seat Auditorium
lOr most of its 14 performances and

i

„„

„„

„

into
late*'spri^l;
rated
ariund
$30,000
"Joan of Lorraine," Alvin (llith
week) (D-1.331; $4.80). Two more
months for click that probably could
.'tay a year; standees all times; over

j

I

"Voice of the Turtle"—Columbia.
Alliance (3'); Ohio. Mansfield (4);
Lima (5); Michigan. Ann
Ohio.
(8): Palace. .Flint (7); Temple,
well.
Blackstone, appearing at the Arbor
Lansing
Michigan.
(8);
Davidson, did $11,000 business in six Saginaw
(10); Michigan. Jackson (ID; Bijou,
days, bettering last year by 20%,
State, Kalamazoo

The

"Harvey," 48th St. (122d week)
$4.20), Held the fine pace
of previous week when takings approximated $17,000: another show
with road company also cleaning up.
"Icetime," Center {37th week) (R2,994; $2.40). Skating
- revue is span1.
.-^
(C-920;

house. Wil. (14-15).
to Make
.stone, Chi. (3-lS).
"Up in Central

!

500.

!

I

ing to a sensational $24,000 gro.ss.
The opening night was a benefit

IS).

Chi. (3-15).

I

4.

Maurice E-vans in "Hamlet" drew
raves and complete capacity for
four ni.ffhts and a matinee at $3.60
top at the 1.900-.seat Lyceum, zoom-

.

"The Greatest of These"-^SelWyn,

"Happy
Birthday,"
BrOadhurst
(18th week) (CD-1,I60; $4.80). Capacity
pace of this comedy rates it
,
.
among the season's mo.st sucee^.sful
straight play product; close to $30

!

Minneapolis, March

Scuttle (9-10): Royal Victoria. Victoria (11-12); Mayfair, Portland (IS-

"Three

.

•

$42,000.

I

'Hamlet' Boff 24G, Mpls.

—

Ford's,
(10-15).

"The Glass Menagerie"—Plymouth,
Bost.

[

week at the 1,776-seat Curran.
Fay Bainter and Thomas Mitchell,

8)..-

A.s.sn..
Inc.. which for several
years has been a State agency.

'Eajfle'

W/^

!

called for an appropriation of $25,000 for the Roanoke Island Historical

rigadoiHi'

'

!

(3-15).

.fair o.ff-seas6n.

1

•

'

now

again at the American despite a two-

•

'

-

.

,

,

r>

MtedW...

:

folW

;
j

^

:

,

one- w_eek, ei«ht_ perfprjnanipe_ sUnd
wound up Saturday (1) with a .swell

bo record. The house Was .scaled
lo $3.66 and an estimated gro,ss Of
$22,000 was copped.
The ca.st headlined Conrad Nagel,
Irtne Hervey and Henry O'Neill.

.,

.

«0

.

'

WedneB^ay, March

|[je!c:ffiiiiiAi%

Plays on

nicely felt restraint, whije 22-yearold Lillian Adams is generally good,
though somewhat overwrought, as
his mother. Other cast credits are
spottj-. Roger Furman's sets are good,

Roadway

Vli« Mmftwetmue^ «f tteing Howard,
OulW and John C, Wilson jiro.
(in association with H. M. Tatinent,
of comi'Sy vevjval In tlirce acta (threo
(HTonM) by Oacav •Wllde, Slaia John Gleltai, Stagfi by OlBlKua; settlnRs hy MotKri OPMiea at Boyale, N. Y., March 3,
i'heatfe

fuotlon

M.)

•47:

W.80

top.

JUfB*....-

.

AlfSrnon MonorleH.

John WorthlnB
t.ady BrachneU-

.

, .

.Rlchavd Wordsworth
..Robert FlpmynK
.John Oleltirud
.Margaret Kuthorford

Gwendolen

J'alrlax.
Brown
. .Pamela
.Jane Baxter
MIsa Prlnm..
....Jean Catlell
gev. Canon ChaDuMsi.....
.rohn Kidtl
Verriman , .
. ; .... . .
.Stringer Davi«
,,. .Donald Bain
Footinan
. ,
.

Cecily C'ardew..

.

.

otherwise become

little distasteful,

a.

by William tihakespeai-e. Stars
Woint; features Rosalind Idon.
by Wolfit and Christopher Bde;
Woint and Kric Adney; music arranged by Boaabel Watson. At Century,
tragedy

Donald
Staged

settings.

3«, '47 i

N. Y., Feb.

$4.80 top.
.l>onald

emerges as human and stirring. Hu- Hamlet
Claudius
morous touches, sprinkled throtigh- Horatio

out, leaven its seriousness.

,

, .

. , .

.

Sponsors of "Earnest" doubtlessly
brought it from London on the
strength of John Gielgud's personal
<|raw. He created ia definite impression on Broadway about 10 years
ago, when he last appeared here, as
a dramatic actor, in 'Hamlet," As
dilettante John Worthing, Gielgud
gives a iine Characterization that's a
sharp change of paCe from his last

New York

appearance. Gielgud adds

fripperies to hiS "Earnest" character that evoke titters, and as for
the play it gets polite responses
rather than robust laughter.
Performance is rather a romp for
Gielgud. For the first half of- the play
K<tbert Flemyng counts equally as
well as Algernon, who hasn't much
on his mind either. The last half iS'
mostly Gielgud's, but the other leads
are well up in the going. Pamela
Srown, as the stiiT-necked Gwendolen, nearly cops the second act in

little

the scene with Jane Baxter, who
plays Cecily, Worthing's ward and
who. like Worthing, also prefers the
name of Earnest.
i
In the last act Margaret Rutherford takes ovet as the over-stutfed
matron who guards her daughter
Gwendolen zealously. Then there is
Jean Cadell, as Miss Prism, the governess who clears up the legitimacy
of Earnest and proves that Algernon,
is really his brother after all. John
Kidd is the sappy rector on the verge
<»f an alliance with Miss Prism.
It's

quite

all

and Seems

proper

more an antique than "Windermere.
tJielgud will follow- "Earnest" with
Congreve's "Love for Love," which
will have practically a whole new
loee.
supportmg cast.

YeUow
American Repertorir ICheatre production ot
revlval W, two- acts' by Sidney
in cOIteWratlott with Paul De
Star* Victor Ji«5V Ph«l» BQurneut;
Jffruif.
features Kaymoiid <»«*nleat. Alfred Ryder.
Staged by Martin )Mtt> daslgned by Woltgans Roth; music .»minged j>y
Kngol. At IiiilernaUonal, N. T., I"eb. 27

drama

Howard,

.

i^^S?

.

"The Microbe Hunlers," by Sidney
Howurfl; staged hy Guthrie McClintic.
T., March 8, '34.
Opened at Martin Beck,
Stadtpoole .. .>.,....... .... .Oeaffrey. Kerr
.Colin Hunter
Offlclnl
.P^ranclH Comptori
Major
1

.

.

Adrian Stokes ....

Uhampbang

......

O'Hara
McClelland

Busch
ijrlnuerhott.
Miss Blake..'......
Walter Reea. .c...
James Carroll.....
Agraniorite ... ... .

Jesse W. I.ai!fearColonel Ttlry.

>

,

.

. .

Mlltem

the two Broadway engagements must
inevitably draw a sharp comparison.
And the Wolfit group, with its star in
Ling the title role, comes off a poor secGeorge Nash ond. In fact, It is an exceptionally
Shayne
.Robert
poor performance and production.

........ .John

.....Barton MaoLane
....Eduajdo ClannelU
....Robert Keith
...Richie

WliUam Crawford Oorgaa

Major Cartwright
Roger P. Ames.,.,,.. ........ Harold Moffar

,;.Whltford Kane

Dr. Carlos Pinlay..

William H. Dean
An Army Chaplain
Commissary Sergeant

.Millard Mitchell

Lloyd Gough
Wylle Adama

,

The name^ of the heroic few now
enshtined in medical history—Walter Beed, Crawford Gorgas, Carlos
Finlay— come alive in the simple,
eloquent portrayals as homatt beings
and as soldiers oh the. stage.
Story' is told in simple terms
tests first made by the docon themselves, to determine
whether mosquitos are the cause of
"yellow jack,** or yellow fever, and
later by more elaborate tests on vol-

through
tors

unteer soldiers. An interesting form
of pfesentation enhances the power
of the performance. With a simple
platform and stairs ^s means of
shifting characters from one part of
the stage to another tp indicate
changes of scene, production is without sets, except for an occasional
chair, table or cot, in a series of
blackouts. Production, work of Wolfgang Roth, adds immeasurably to the
play's efliectiveness.
•

One or two scenes are a little long
and soinetimes just a bit rah-rahrlsh
«r "heroic" in the vrrong sense. In
the main, though, the play hews to a
straight, honest line, with Martin
Ritt's direction flttid and tens*. Cast-

Keegan

*

•

Crawford Gorgas. .Eugene Stiickmann

feoger P.

Alfred Ryder
Battia

I^azear

Emery

Amea

as Reed, while Bfrem
Zimbalist, Jr., is surprisingly good as

dominating

C^ima the Cuban doctor Agramopte. Arthur Keegan, William Windom, Eli
EoWrt
Wmiiam H. Dean
Wallaoh and John Secher, as the four
An Army C»»B>ft}n--":'"-''2»»?i*„?S*!
soldier volunteers, give individually
Woodhead
Ed
Strgeant
X Cornmisaary
good characterizations, with Keegan's
most flavorsomfe.
The American Repertory Theatre- theBalance
of cast is in keeping, to
switching its poUcy ot strict rep to
make this an exciting production.
limited four-week runs of one play
Brm.
—made an impressive move of it
with its reWval "Vellow Jack,''
Th» Tnpdico^di-am a by Sidney
Tin
Yalley

Sajor Cartwright

.PhiUp Bourneuf

Br. Carlos FInlay.

Top

Kegro .theatre production of
in three acta (nine scenes) by WalCarrot.
Staged by Abram Hill; sets,
Roger Purnian; niniiica) direction, Hattle
King-Reavis. At American Negro Theatre,
'
Hnrlem, N. T., Feb. 2T, '47; $2.40 top;
Anterlcan

drama

Seelani Missing Heir!
played In er
sfherwiie assdciaied
with th® play Hunipty-Dompfy
(opsned at N*w Amsterdam
Thtiatr*,' New York, on November 14, 1904) please
write to f W., Box S080, Variety-, 1S4 West 46th Street,
New York If. Information
All persons wh«i

wero

.

desired

to

locate

minin@

heir.

RADIO
NUe

it

YMrt

ter

Ruth

,

'I'albot.

.Wlllan

.

Mlldrea Price..........
Greg Talbot

Buck Price....
Soldier.

,

. . .

...........

WJUle Turner.......

Feb.

Bannlon

..<.i

good dommercial theatre
whatever art it possesses is of and
the
not

phoney, contrived type.
It presumes to tell the
untortmiate
;

27,

plight of the "little people'*
walkina
the treadmill of $lfl.50 per week jobs*

.Lloyd Bridges
.Susan Douglas
Jtt.v Fassett

.

Ivy.

It certainly Sa

held

m

thralldom by unfeeUng employers. But Murphy is WiUiams*
mouthpiece and protagonist.
He
opens the first of the 20 scenes bv

.

apologizing for the play but insisting
*
upon its honesty^
For thii next Ifl scenes Murphy displays his woes as a slave in a shirt

good jsolo performances, and while
the theine itself is not Without interest,
the literary Orchestrations
don't shape up absorbingly enough.
Some good production effort has
gone into bringing play along to this
point but it's going to take exceptional prodding to perk it appreciably from here in.
Plucking the subject' of youthful
marital discord from the scrivening
grab-bag, author has imbued that
subject with a Johnny one-note tinge
of constant bickering which finds no
compensating element In lighter, or
romantic moments.
In brief, continual pounding on the same key
doesn't help the melody any in this

He

factory.

finds release

from the

job and his pregnant, slatternly wife
by feeding pigeons on the root of the
factory building. During a period of
reminiscence he sees himself as he
was when he graduated from college.
He walks into the night and meets
a girl wh<> despairs as much as he
does over unkind fate that keeps the

-

two of them "little people." They
some animals in the zoo. They
meet a lovely swan. Murphy tells

free

the girt she is Alice Of "Alice in
Wonderland." She calls Murphy her
white rabbit. They go to a carnival,
then return home, finally meeting
again at lunch on the roof, when they
are told by aDeity (sitting in a box
in the auditorium) that they are
The story of Joe and Kate Ban- to be taken to a second
planet-r-a
nion is timely in that it mirrors the World No. 2, where they
may start
readjustment attisndant upon present- a new civilization, Thay go.
day young love as applied to marThrough all. this blather, WiUiams
riage. The pair are an outcropping
of a college romance and after a employs a blackout technique that
couple of years of living together, sometimes verges on burlesque. He
they still don't really know each takes masses of characters and uses
other.
Joa had been the campus them in Greek chorus fashion, fliphero, a shy guy who fell for the ping from armpit realism to airy
simplicity of Kate.
A forthcoming whimsy and fantasy. The incongruioffspring ha9\been blitzed early; in ties are too: swift for ai^ audience
their married flfe, supposedly on the to follow, If they haven't been lost
grounds that the two were not yet earlier anyway.
for
responsibility.
Gilmor Brown and Rita Glover diready
this
The action caused a rift between the rected, and Miss Glover designed the
coUjpltii, imd Kate tunted to a radiosets,
the vHiole decor being too
writing career as an ouuet, while powerful for the feeble play. The
Joe pursued chemical research.
acting by everyone in the cast is no
With drifting interests, the setup better than average, and the musical
was simple for a radio wolf to step score ranges from "Hawaiian War
into Kate's life, even thoiigh harm- Chant" to "Festivals" by Debussy.
lessly, while Joe's loneliness causes Juxtaposition of those tunes keyhim to misstep briefly with Ivy, notes the entire incongruity and silliyoung mother-out-of-wedlock who ness of the show. It will die in its
lives next door. Ultimately recrim- Pasadena cradle.
inations fly back and forth but when
the pot finally gets tired of calling

Adams cal repertory series, Donald Wolflt's
Charles Gerard troupjB from England is presenting
... .J;ack. Carr
James Stewart Shakespeare's "Hamlet,"
The last
........Edward Acnlt
.......Samuel Mveno time the Melancholy Dane was done
...Myron McCdrmielt in New York was a season ago, by case.
.KatherlHs Wfeon Maurice Evaps, and the proximity of
....... .Wylie

.

Wm.

ie»« W.

last of its five-play classi-

. .

.

Kraemer

-John Bechcr

Srinkerhof

.

........VWIet Farebrother
Rosalind Iden

i

ing throughout is aidmirable.
Victor Jory gives a f lill-bodied performance as a skeptical Army medic,
and Alfred Byder an inspired portrayal as his hot-tempered colleague.
3^is9 Blalte
Philip Bourneuf plays the aged Dr.
.Rayihond Greenleat
Walter Reed.
Finlay with a rich, deep feeling and
Arlstldea Agramonte. .KIrfem ZlmbaUat. Jr.
in several instances with a virtuoso
famesX!arroll
7l'''%i"£
Stranb touch. Raymond Greenleaf is quietly
John
Colonel Tory

^^.n?:. .............A.thur

.

.

Gertrude
Ophelia

For the

New Haven,

theatre,

top,

$!l

. .

Poloniua
Boseiiciantz
Gulldenstern
Osric
Marccllua

;

book,

at Shubert

it

this
piece's indigesttblUty.

signed and lighted by Stewart Chancy; associate producer, Irving achnelder. Opened
'47;
,Toe

wronai,-

be righted via the theatre
was not performed befo™
timers good indication of thl

could

That

Uncle 'red
....Alexander Gauge Mnlloy..
.Shirley Booth
John Wynyard Kate Bannton. ......... .. . . .Kay St«V«rt
Eric Adeney Arnold Everett.
..Vinton Hayworlh
Eric Maxon Lt. Adawa. .........
, .
.Ortits i;<eland
.Robert Algai^
......David Dodlmead
"Heartsong" is a mildly diverting
Richard Blythe
George, Bradford ditty which, is in tune with the times
......David Dodlmead but not tbe boxoffice,
It has some
.Rlchnrfl Blythe

(jhost

*
Play will be recalled as a study of
re.search into the cause of yellow
fever, with the locale in Cuba soon
war.
after the SpanishrAmerican
The story concerns the bafflement of
Army medicos, and the battle of a

WolU

"The Importance oi Being Earnest"
Bernardo
is booked for seven weeks and will
Francisco
Kempster Barnes
probably do all right for that time. courageous group of them against I.aertes
Sailor
I. .....Hugh Cross
It's just as well the date is limited; prejudice and dislike for experiment,
... .Josef Shear
First Player. ,.
the farce is not Osctir Wilde's best. both within the Ajcnay and without. Second P)a j-er. ......... . .Frederick Korrey
Wilde's "Lady Windermere's Fan."
I'layer Queen,
.Marion Marshall
Malcolm Watson
First Oravedlgger, ,.
with Cornelia Otis Skiriner, is in its
.Qeoftrey Wilkinson
Second
Gravedigger.
fifth prosperous month on Broadway,
fellow S&ek.
..Robert Algar
Priest
ftrst of his plays to reach the
Guthrie McCUnllo production ot drama In Reynaldo
... ,(3eo(trey Wilkinson
Main' Stem this season. And it came one act. Adapted from Paul De KvuiCa J'ortlnbras.
<„<.... . .Frederick Horrey
from the Coast.

time he decided the world's

Hamlet

and staged it
imaginatively, so that an essentially
somber, scientific story of man's
battle against disease, that might

T«wi

Plays ihit of

written in collaboration
ll4»ai^i:«oing
Tomm.
with the scientist Paul de Kruif, is
New Haven, Feb. 27.
as pertinent, dramatic and moving
Irene M. Selanick production ol comedydrama In three acts by Arthur Iinurents.
as it was 13 years ago, when Guthrie
Foal urea
I^loyd
Bridges,
Jay FaaSett,
McClintic first produced it. ART has
Hall ahelton production (by arrangement Shirley Booth, Susan Douglas. Kay Stewgiven it a careful, unstinted produc- with Advance Players Aasn, of revival of art. Directed by Phyllis l.oughton; detion; cast it carefully

5, 1947.

. .

Adams

Betty Ifaynes
Charles Nolte
..Frederick O'Neal
. . . . .Michael
Lloyd

.James Jaetason

Wolfit has none of the litheness,
nor few of the accepted emotions of
the prince of Denmark to do the part
The rest of the cast
because of spotty
direction and generally poor performances.
Hamlet, the character, is imaginatively the wild-eyed, cat-like dreamer, and this impression is seldom
conveyed by Wolfit. Quite frankly,
he can never quite conceal a maturity .that certainly is never suggested
by the young prince. In fact, Wolfit is
too frequently incredible by his utter
lack of that lean and hungry look
that possessed Hamlet. And he reads
"to be or not to be" like a provincial
stock actor.
Rosalind Iden suggests that she's
a better actress than is permitted by
her Ophelia, a part, incidentally, that the kettle black, everybody settles
demands a quiet; almost child-like down to a new understanding and
a
gentility which Miss Iden fails to
brighter outlook,
give to- it.
As of its opening, "Heartsong'* reThe production itseie is common- lies too heavily OR cast assistance to
placeKahn.
;
bolster a tottering script. The distaff Samson who supports this particular temple of Thespis by the
sheer strength of her performimce
Her interpretation
is Shirley Booth.
of a lush radio casting director is
adroit acting. In the final analysis,
she steals the show.
Before Sunday evening (2) was
Susan Douglas looms as number
long gone, the entire house at the two on the tnesping stforecard. She
Belasco, N. Y., and & good one, too, plays the little mother with
an abundesptt* bad weather, was captivated dance of appeal, having
a winsome
oy "Evening in Cathay," an unusual combination of physical and vocal
and beautifulaseries of glimpses into attributes. Jay Fftssett ijlakes an
Oriental stagecraft. Ceremonial strut- easy-going uncle of the bride and
ting and sing-song Mandarin were a gives
the role everything it possesjolt to general western understandses. Lloyd Bridges and JCfy Stewfart,
ing, bilt the story of each playlet, deare the yomg tiouple, iosmat comscribed
beforehand by producer ing off better than Miss Stewart,
(Miss) Avril T^m, reached practi- whose tanda'noy toward posturing
cally everyone through the art of the and a
sameness of gestures require
mime.
working on. Vinton Haywortji, as
Show opened with a dance by the radio sheik, and Gregg Leland, a
Hung-pmg Kwan. A CSiinese orches- Marine lieutenant, are good in brief
tra, with one-string«d vioUns, a huge roles.
drum, a lute, and flutes played comAn unusual setting that combines
positions to set the mood. They had an apartment living room, • midget
a haunting, subtle, lacework quality. terrace and the parapet of » house
PauUne Wong did two folk songs, next door offers considerable flexiof which one about a fisherman's bility in the playing of ssenes. Wavwife was the most understandable. ing the directorial baton over this
Not the words, of course, but Miss medley, Phyllis Loughton has used
Wong paddled across the stage and this layout to good advantage, in
went through the motions of tossing several instances IncorporatiAg sia net.
multaneous Unreeling of action in
Bone,
Two beautiful bits were a flute solo the various area.s.
_
by Professor Yye-Tuh Sung and a
scarf dance by Garde^a Chan. LatStairs t» llie.
ter IS a real looker. Battle between
Pasadena, Cal., Feb. 27.
Mickey Kwan, as a crooked innPasadena Playhouse production of drama
keeper, and Chien-fee Ju, as the Ori- in two act» (20 scenes) by Tennessee Wllental version of a private eye, all llaijis. Directed by Olltrior Brown ana Rita
Glover, assisted by Jiilta Farnsworth settaking place in a dark room, pro- tings designed bs"
Rita Glover; musical
vided some comedy relief and a look background arranged by Jack Citrtiss; techsufficient justice.
likewise suffers

,

Tel AYirOKV*Oeili|HisV

.

Jerusalem, Feb.

Hebrew production

-.

(MSEGWniTSON

!S.

W

with a great ovation. Play was put
on under th* auspices of the Haibimah theatrical group with Qiithrie
working with them during the past
few months .as guest manager.

OITEI^nNGN.T.SHOW

In Haifa,

Hermann

Heuser, former

German film and stage producer,
launched an experimental production
of Karl Sojiowiherr'a "Der Weibsteufel."
His company, the Haifa
Art Theatre, has a naturalistic trend.
Newcastle 960 Deal

Newcastle Feb. 27,
Fullers have just bought a site
here for a new legit house.
Price was $96,000.

Tfir Sale—iummsr fhfair®
3«rn PI»yhou«e, 40 x »0 ft. with
«ompl*te equipni^Bt. Commodlou*
f«rm heuM, eth»r bu!ld!ng>. Sl»«l«nd»««p«o
w»t»r,
parking

trieity,

groundt,

ampU

main pavad road. Looatad In iaroi
proip«rous iummtr r»»*rt on L«k»
Ideal for fhaatr. Ithool or

EpI»,

optration.
"straw hat thaatro"
$14,500.
Variety
Wflfe iex

Hoof

.

ASSOeiATI FOR

;

The east and staff of American NC'
gro Theatre deserve a nod for their
strong portrayal of a well-known
problem in "Tin Top Valley," But
they'll never run this vehicle over
Broadway boards. Outlining with
strength and feeling the abyss of
hate between poor southern whites
and their Negro neighbors, "Valley"
rough spots hide the good theatre it
might have been, and bogged-down
production takes care of the rest.
Within the story confines, where
every plot twist is telegraphed, a
poor white boy makes friends with a
Negro and they plan to attend a
northern college together. A scheming trollop exaggerates the boys' as-

;

of Sophocles'

Greek tragedy "Oedipus B«x"
Irish stage manager Tyrone Guthrie
was greeted in Tel Aviv recently

.

biggest swords this side
of the Pacific. This, it later developed, wasn't supposecl to be liinny.

nical direction,

With no basis of comparison, a reviewer has to take their word that

iMr.

^!

these are the best

p^formers that
China has to offer. Kte backdrops
and costumes are rich and beautiful.
Evening as a whole provided interesting divertissement, and certainly
widened the area of experience for
the nudlience.

Tomm.

Orottp BeadiuK South
Chinese Cultural Theatre, currently
New York on tour, heads south.sociation with Negro girls, and When ward for its next
bookings before
tlifc r'hite boy attempts to leave after
returning to N. Y. for either a stay
the resulting flarcup, his hysterical or will train to Hollywood
for a picmother kills him. The Negro boy is ture deal. Both possibilities
are beblamed and lynched.
mg mulled by tbe troupe's manager,
Frederick O'Neal's deft handling James Lee, and concert booker
Clark
of his white-face role as a latter-day H. Getts.
Jeeter Lester provided the high
visit to the U.S.
™^if„?S?"*^''«*
point of opening night's perform- since
1938-39,
it stayed eight
ance.
While direction is lacking months. Present tour
intended to
throughout most of the play, Charles test a year. Tour opened In San
Nolte limns the white boy with Francisco.

m
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.Ralph Penney
Alfred
.Dan Nicholson
Johnnie,
.. ,., , . . , . i Robert
Crawford
4 Designer. ....... , .
.Harvey Oelrlch
Mr. Thatcher....,,,..
..Dan (Jurran
yh '
TonI Newman
Jim
Michael Enserro
Bertha . , . . ,„ .-.
.carolla Farrls
Bartender. ... . . . ...„,,. . .Francis Kennett
Alio'i
.. . ....Marcia
Pryor
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Kane

..Wm. Orueneberg
A Soldier...,...,....,.,
Warl Booth
Patricia Reld
Policeman

Spvalier.

.

Vag'-ant
2«''uty

, ,

9*ast
Dancer....
Mr.1, HotoUklss

A

Alma's Mother

P

JI'-

5
S

'">•

W

M'-

Nela Fitzgerald
Oliver Dlgglns
..William Gruencberg
Rosemary Rossi
Russell Gold
...Barbara Turner
,

Barker

M''-

Hlean'or Steel

Dave Harvey
Barl Booth
• • i

.
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Dealni to lUHW«tat<> with experienced
aireobkr or proiln«er (<v^ summer theatre.

U

provosUlan wawanto, win

IM West
m, Vwmr.
10/
X,

4»th

in-

Streel-

New XOrk

POiRBNT

SUMMIR TMiATRi
Umit Buccesaful V. S. location In
About (too seats a«id 3S0 imrWns

area.

On densely populated, theatre-gomj
North Shore, rercentage w">'
minimum. Bonajreaulred.

to ananolally rSltablo with *«>««*5s'i
BSarbie
backgroBJJdl. Hotel Kockmere,
head, Vimn.

Thelma Hysmlth

Alton Sullivan
Cieotge Carlisle
•

SUMMIR THEATRES

Fred O. Huxley. Opened at
Pasadena, Cal., Feb.

ipiityhonse,

26, '47:.$2 top.
Ben Murphy.. .............. ,.;Iadt Harris

Robert

<J.

Koelwell

"Stairs to the Roof" wag wiitten
mt six y^ars ago by Te»ftes8«e
illiams, possibly just aWlft ffie

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCK ISSO
l^rokers
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Raymond Clapper Memorial Award

»

«

in

Washington Saturday night (1).
scroll and $500 check were presented to him by President Truman
at the annual dinner of the White
House Correspondents Assn. at the
Statler.
Award carries on the memory of Clapper, who died in an air-
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In re N«W«prt«t Shortace
prices of American mags in the
gy
Scully
Large newspapers and the Amer- Dominion, or a tax of 25c a pound
Newspaper Publishers Assn. on that part of the U. S. periodicals
Hitching Post, March 2.
plane crash during the war, Aifair
The subject of love having taken a beating aroimd Hollywood of late, I
were blamed for the serious news- devoted to advertising.
Canadian also saw the induction
of Felix Be- thought I ought to check on the starry-eyed couples floating down midprint situation by Sidney Lavine, publishers point out that treasury lair,
of the New York Times, as stream.
Five out of six marriages in Los Angeles end in divorce, No
veepee of llogowski Press, N. Y., would reap the benefit of pvei $2,- president
of the group.
fooling. Last year there were 41,700 marriages and 35,'rai divorces. Only
and chairman of the Newsprint 250,000 in annual revenue on some
Friday night, in Washington, the 141 divorces—^not counting Laraine
Day's were denied.
Consumers' Assn., in hearings be- 20 American mags coming into Wendell
L. Willkie Awards
ican

tMM

iM M»

py^^

j

:

;

i

—

I

for JourCanada.
nalism to outstanding representatives
Idea is that; such a tax would en- of the
Negro press were presented
able Canadian mags to build up their
by President Truman at the National
circujations but general opinion is
Press Club.
Among
the winners
that, although the magazine-buyers
were: the Norfolk Journal and Guide,
would still be in the middle, they'll for
the best example of public servstill buy American periodicals and
ice contributing to greater

iore a subeoHimittee of the Senate
Small Business Committee yesterday (Tuesday) in Washington.
Lavine declared that the large
papers are getting most of the newsprint while the little papers are being squeezed. Lavine said a serious
situation was created when the Government lifted all controls on newsprint, and asked that controls be returned. Lavine stated, "Free enterprise at the expense of our free
press Is too high a price to pay,
That is not American by our stand-

I

of
^
'

Most Writers tn Hollywood
Pointing up growing importance
Hollywood to the book publishing

busine.ss,

Belair White
Felix SBelair, Jr.,

Prentice-Hall

i

i

j

decisions

final

for

j

House Head

member of N.

Y.

He

succeeds Edward F. Folliard of
Wa.shington Post.

Other winners were Paul Wooten,

hope to save the time
printed at the Rogow.ski Press.
having the author send their manuOthers testifying included Ed. M. scripts to N. Y. for a final okay.
Anderson, chairman of the National
Ettinger believes the most writing
Editorial A^it.' legislativ
commit- talent in the U. S. is now concentee, vvto estimated 1946 newsprint trated in Hollywood and hopes, via
production in North America at his trip, to speed up the process
5,276,953 tons, as against 4,316,849 of the Coast offices.
tons in 1945, and 4,785,577 tons in
'
j

ert 6.

Nixon, INS, executive committee chairman; Joseph H. Short,
Baltimore Sun, and Paul F. Healy,
N. Y. Daily News, members of the
exec committee.
Assn.'s annual dinner to the President will be held at the Statler next

1

:

life:

cor-

of New Orleans Times-Picayune, reelected secretary-treasurer; Ernest
B. Vaccaro, AP, vice-president; Rob-

exfecs thiis
consumed in

I

of

make

(10)

many books by
resident.'! as possible. P-H
as

way

Washington

the publiSation
California

Coast next Tuesday

of

Malthew.s,

Times Washington staff, was elected
pr esident of the White House Correspondents Assn. there Saturday (22).

Richard

P.
Ettinger,
prexy, and Gorha'm
Munson, editor of the P-H trade book
division, are slated to leave for the
to
:

of the democratic

Ralph

The remedy and

system as was done during the wartime emergency."
Lavine said that production is at
Fault* is not in the
peaic levels.
weather or .boxcar, shortage but with
distribution. Lavine represents publishers of trade papers, community,
technical
veterans,
and religious
papers.
Variety
in the group

:

ment

respondent of the Afro-American
newspapers, for objective reporting,
and William O. Walker, editor of the
Cleveland Call and Post, for the best
writing other than news reporting,

the SEPost with 139,784.

solution is
the e(iui table distribution bt newsprint by way o£ control either by
legislation or return of the quota
ards.

enjoy-

the Canadian publishers will still
have to meet that competition they
say they cannot meet. Highest circulation of any V. S. mag in Canada
is Ladies Home Journal, with 211,612.
McCaJls follows with 207,995;

i

'

Saturday night.

|

1941.

Anderson

said that of the 600

Ko

Koussevitzky Plea Nixed

liiternaUonol Incident

large dailies published in the U. S.,
The American Embassy has been
200 papers consume 68% of the out- advised that cameras of New York
.put.
Times photog LelWoine and International News Service lenser Mo'Variety's' D. C- Burean
reau were broken when the -men
Washington Bureau of Variety were jostled by crowds during Paris
and DaiiY Varusiy (Hollywood) has street disturbances.
moved to 1292 National Press Bldg.
They were covering the cohtiriuthere, headquarters of the capital's ing new.spaper strike here.
press corps.
Bureau will continue
under Herman A. Lowe, who has
Chcck-Up of Checks
just resigned as Washington correArrow Publications .have written
spondent for the Philadelphia In- to authoi-s paid between Jan. 1, '41 to
quirer.
Others on Variety's Wash- Jan. 31, '47, to come in and inspect
ington staft' include Florence S. Lowe all checks issued in their names, to
and Dorothy Hollo way, Lowe wiil $ec which are false and which okay,
iilso represent other publications.
since "two of our editors have
pleaded guilty of forgery of checks
drawn to authors and artists who
JParis lilews Strike: IVrecks B^O.
The French new.spaper strike, now purportedly submitted material to
in its third week, is depriving Paris the ma,gazines published by us."

In the first' case of its kind in N. Y.
State, Serge Koussevitzky, conductor
of the Bo.ston Symphony orchestra,

\

i

was denied an injunction to enjoin
publication and distribution of his
biography, "Koussevitzky" by Moses
L. Smith. Justice Bernard Shientag
of the N. Y. supreme court ruled that
Kousscvilzky's life and accomplishments were sufficiently in the public orbit to make him a figure of
public interest.
Koussevitzify declared that this

,

unauthorized biography invaded his
right to privacy.
Court, however,
ruled that right of privacy does not
apply to. an unauthorized biography
Of a public figure, unless treatment
is novelized or fictional.
Court declared the Smith tome did not fall

the grosses. This, added to bad
weather, and the fact that French
out of sympathy, is cutting
the news broadcasts, is raising b.o.
havoc.
dSicial notices are publicized by
small posters printed on government
orders. The papers are vvilling to
grant increased raises to the employees and pressmen, but they have
been prohibited to do .so by the
Cabinet, which is set for a policy of
deflation without increasing salaries.
roundabout way has been suggested,— figuring the paychecks as
including an extra hour Of work
which would not have to be performed, without raising the hourly
rate but it has not worked yet.
Some papers are attempted printing in Belgium, but the French
workers have enlisted the help of
the Belgian union.
Some Belgian
papers are reaching Paris, carrying

that it must
to the fede»-al
and state governments so that tax

In

A

—

'

|

'

i

i

regards taxes.
Wilton
Mathews, and Kenneth
Hutchinson pleaded guilty to forgery
and their date of sentencing was set
for March 26. The biowoff came
when a writer named Ford received
a tr.tcment that he ha;d been paid
scvcr.-3l thousands for mSs. he had
not sold to the magazines of Arrow
Pubs. An examination of the books
thus far has set $96,000, as the

amount known

to

have gone astray.

Mrs. Luce's lOG gift
Ex-CongresSwoman-author Clare
Booth Luce, has donated the $10,000

|

i

;

she received for a series of articles
in McCall's on "Why I Joined the
News
Matt
Weinstock,
A.
L.
Catholic Church," to a $100,000 Negro maternity hospital which will be columnist, has "Los Angeles Inside
Ouc" upcoming via A. A. Wyn.
constructed in Mobile, Ala.
articles of French newspapermen.
Hallstrom,
RCA-Victor's
genJack
The Most Rev. T. J. Toolen, Bishop
The Belgium Phare has a tie-up
merchandising
a n ag er
making the announce- eral
with Paris-Presse and the Belgium of Mobile, in
also disclosed that Jock Whit- authored "Relax and LLsten," slated
Cite
Nouveile with the French ment,
same
April
10
putilication
by.Rinehart.
for
ney contributed $5,000 to the
Aube. Part of the Paris shipments
hospital "by way of apology^' for Tbrne" deal.* with music for the layare destroyed on ai-rival by the
.statements he made in a debate on man.
strikers. Papers which sell for 9
Maurice Zolotow sold the Satevereligion with Mrs. Luce.
Belgian francs in Brussels are sold
three-parter on Tallulah
po.st
a
for eight French francs in Paris,
Bankhead and another piece on tipForeign Newsies In H'wood High
the normal local rate.
ping
(cab drivers, waiters, etc) for
overquotas
of
film
Regardless
Cosmopolitans
corforeign
/
number
of
the
.seas,
Can. Tax ti>r V. S. Mags?
Josef Israels II, Satevepost, Colhas
Hollywood
in
respondents
Publishers'
Canadian
Magazine
all-time high and is still lier's and Newsweek corresjiondent
Assn. has submitted a brief to the reached an
Balkans
quondam
of.
in
the
(also
secretary
Reeve,
growing. Arch
Canadian minister of finance a.sking
the motion picture industry's pub- Variety mugg), was married to Uqnfor a 33%% tax on the new.s.stand
licity committee, disclosed that 78 ka Windisch ori Dec. 28, 1946, jn
Vienna.
reporters
and
columnists'
accredited
Harold Field, former executive
arc currently thumping out news
and views o£ doings in the Holly- editor for a series of boy's niags
wood studios. They are covering for published by Parents' Institute; will
work in mid-March on a
resume
dailies,
addition
to
in
140 syndicates,
"Ripley Believe it or Not" mag to be
weeklies, monthlies and fan mags,
Correspondents numbered 60 be- published by Simon & Schuster.
'
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New York agency,
opening Coast cffice. looking for fop N<ftw York liferTop

represent
Address:
Box' 465, Variety, 1 54 West

ciry

agenf,

to

them on Coast.
46f!i St., I'lew

York

19.

is

important because the program has been panned for commer-

Actually the producers of "Bride and Groom" are not even agents px'o*.
vocateurs, let alone marriage brokers. They merely catch couples on their
way to be married and give the kids productiOn-value. They get about
500 applications a week, out of which they have to select one couple for
each day's take, meaning 495 rejection slips a week.

Formal Like

a

Clambake

The invitations to the wedding reception are laid out in formal style,
with Messrs. Nelson, McElroy and the American Broadcasting Co. requesting the honor of your presence at the wedding procession. Currently,
the program has a full coast-to-coast hookup of 250 stations, broadcasting
to the east from Hollywood at 12 o'clock and rebroadcasting by transcription for the west coast at 8,
^
The day I caught the show the couple came from AuSti'alia and New
Zealand, had met aboard ship and had learned enough about each other
after three weeks to want to get married in America. They were the first
couple where neither party had been an American, and returning with
them to Australia were not only the bride's trousseau, the memory of a
plane trip to Las Vegas and a week at the Last Frontier hotel, with all
cjcpenses paid, but a set of sterling silver, a seven-foot refrigerator, a
camera, a washing machine, luxury eliairs and several' other household
items, not to forget a heautiful wedding ring.
'

,

Same Audience? Could be!
That such largesse could do anything but extend the Good Neighbor
policy of the late FDR, I doubt. Certainly at the wedding party 1 saw
everybody was, in the best of spirits, and the audience, which packed the
room, was certainly better than you'd find packing courtrooms to catch
details of the latest horror murder, or even the latest divorce action.
They were overwhelmingly women of mature years, and what few men
there were, were obviously weil»seasoned and obedient hcnsbaiids. Alto*
gether, out of 300, not more than half a dbzen were unmarried, and they
were there to catch the bridal bouquet.
That the program is not confined merely to starry-eyed nobodies might
be illustrated by the fact that the first show played host to a Navy flier
named Grady Gean, whose bombing helped sink the Japanese dreadnaught,
Yamato; Jg^e McGehee, the marine who planted the fii'st flag of Iwo Jima,
and Captain John Watts, Legion of Merit man for an invention, vital to
B-29S.
sightless couple, and a pair, both 75, who had met at the Townsend Clvib meeting and had decided to go the rest of the route together,
were- also among the lucky pairs.

A

'

Four of » Kind

vs.

a Pair

Tom

.shortage,

.'

;

|

This

cializing marriage, as if that were a novelty.
Actually, though a squfid
big enough to represent Notre. Dame on the gridiron has its hand in this
program, none.,of them bears witness to the marriage itself. This, is a private affair to which only the bride and groom dnd their iriends aftd rela"tions are invited.

Toronto Star Cuts Ad Space
Because
of
current
newsprint
the Toronto Daily Star,
Canada's larg^est daily (300,000 circ),
has adyised tjieatre advertisers that
they must retUro to the wartime policy of a maximum of 600 lines daily
per house.
Newspaper is turning down hundreds of columns of display advertising weekly but prefers to give the
amusement industry as much of a
break as possible. Believed that other I just s'Wallowed a golfbaU." J. Nelson, the m.c, a former waval lieutenant
Toronto dailies will follow the lead himself, father of twins, bills himself now as "the second best man" at the
daily wedding.
in space rationing.
In the early days the program received a lot of panning, but it has
smoothed out its routine so well that it's difficult to brush it off any longer
CHATTEE
Orders for Laura Hobson's "Gentle- as "the bad-taste derby."
Allen's crack, "The lovely bride is regal in a flouncing doubleFred
men's Agreement," on the fourth day
after publication, mounted to 75,000. breasted mother hubbard of stained cheesecloth with an organdy belt
David Brown new ed of Liberty. drooping in the back, and peeping throiugh the cheesecloth we see my lady
wearing
lavender herringbone puttees, while over her shoulder is a bear
is
Edward Maher resigning, but will
cloth, courtesy of I. J. Fox," won't stand up on a retake,
continue to contribute.
»

check-up may be made. It is assumed, too, that check-up of authors
will change the company status as

radio,

divorce.

Breneman boys. They'
The creators of this program are mostly
consist of Jack Reddy, who manages the show and used to be with CBS
as a top feature writer; Jack Nelson, who m.c.'s the show; Jack McElroy,
who does the spieling and the singing, and Jack Masterson, who produces
it.
Masterson and Nelson both spent some years with Breneman atid have
fnany of his msinnerisins and much of his production technique. It waS
figured no matter how handsome the young couple might be, four jacks
could always beat a pair. Or two pairs, for that matter.
Nelson is, of course, much handsomer than Breneman, and even if that
seems like faint praise, he has a smoother way of handling people. Actually, quizzing people unfamiliar with radio is a nervous business at best,
but when it is within minutes of their getting married, you can imagine
how hard it is on the m.c. to keep the pretty kettle of fish from boiling over
and scalding the entire audience, As one groom expressed it, "1 feel as if

into the fictiorial category^

Company explains
amusements of their best advertising
medium, and causing a heavy dent make a detailed report

So if there is anything that may shove soap operas deep into their own
suds, it ought to be encouraged. The fission of "Life Can Be Beautiful,"
"John's Other Wife," "Pepper Young's Family," "Ma Perkins" and "When
a Girl Marries" may rest on programs like "Hope Chest," "Bride and
Groom," "Honeymoon In New York" and "Married For Life."
On "Glamour Manor" Don Wilson and Kenny Baker fenagle well-married
couples into re-enactmg their proposals. This is about the lowest point in
theise programs, .The highfest is "Bride and Groom."
It plays an important and lucrative part in at least 280 marriages a year and so far has a
fine record of keeping them married.
The program reports only one

Mr. Allen Beportine
Bill Moise, of the Portland Oregonian, cracked, "At first glance, the
dimly-lit room with graceful candelabra set among white chrysanthemxims
looks like some stiff is going to get buried," but actually, even where marriage is a sacrament, the general atmo.sphere between a marriage
and a funeral is not so far apart, and the program certainly is several
cuts above those where characters get squirted with seltzer Water Or have
(Ah, there, Mr. Allen!)
eagles. Using their shoulders as a rest room.
Nelson keeps the conversation very clean and he stresses that no question of his, if it is not as innocent as he intends it, is to be answered. Of
course, he cannot always tell if the answers are going to be that innoceni.
For instance, he asked one groom where he was when he proposed.
"Lying on the lawn with my girl," replied the groom,
"I get the picture," said Nelson', trying hard to cover. "You were lying
on your back oh the lawtt, gazittg up at the blue sky and the clouds."
"No, I couldn't see the sky," corrected the guy, "my girl was in the way.'^
The gifts, including the plane rides, strangely etiough, are donated. l?iey'
average around $1,000 a couple.
Though it may be argued as irrelevant in a divorce-ridden town like
L. A., all the "Bride and Groom" hustlers are one-take happily married
boys.
They all went to school together at Gonzaga. where Bing Crosby
also "studied," as the phrase goes. Nelson and Crosby, in fact, started to
be attorneys. .

^

'Sponsored By Aspirin
^ .-..
\
There must be something about Qbhza'ga.' fOr Neison too &. % t^t talker.
In fact, Nelson has a claim in for 438 wotAs a minute. Mastersoft got hinv
on the Breneman. show in 1940 as the announcer. li was' imder this canopy
late Hob that the Four Horsemen cooked up "Bride and Groom."
widow to
Sterling Drugs Sponsors the program.
The boys plug Bayer "aspiWn,
are coming in from all sectors of
K. Davies and Robert L. and Phillips toothpaste. The commercials are given in another rOom from
the globe, except Ru.ssia, Germany, Ralph
ownership
goes the wedding feast so that only those listening on the air know about them
Transfer
of
Smith.
Middle-Europe
China, Japan and: the
April 1. Smith is veepee at all.
into
effect
countries.
Come to think Of it, tying aspirin and matrimony may be the secret ot
and general manager of the Los
Angeles Daily News. Davics was a the program's success. The day I caught it on the air we were brought
Stokes Wins Clapper Award
by a spot announcement
Thomas L. StcJkes, political cqI- -Wartime director of the Federal' down to earth immediately after the wedding
Adminiswhich
told us to see "Child of Divorce" now playing at the Marcal theatr*.
Petroleum
Government's
SynFeatures
United
xmniki for the
We were back in the City of Fallen Angels.
^
dicate, received the tbird annual tration,,.^
.

California
founded in 1929 by the
Wagner, was sold by his
Script,

fore, the war. a record at that time,
and later dropped to 45. Now they

i

a

weekly

,
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Wednesday, March

OBITUARIES
BEN WEBSTER
Ben Webster, 82, stage and screen
«otor for 60 years, died Feb. 26 in
ftollywood, following an operation.
At his deathbed was his wife, Dame
May Whitty.
Scion of a noted British stage
tomily which dated back to the 18th
'
century, Webster became ah actor in
1887 as a protege of Sir Henry Irving, and toured with Ellen Terry,
Mrs. Patrick Campbell and other
.English stage notables. In his long
career he appeared in more than
150 productions of plays by Shakespeare, Shaw and James M. Barrie.

RKO
die(l

1946,
his

Theafre execufive, who
Tuesday, Fefcruary 26,
will

RKO

with

an

be roiherhbered by
and associates
Mass to

quake.

LOCIE SZABO
Locie Szabo, 74, blind violinist,
died in Chicago after a heart attack,
He had been w.k. figure of Chicago
night life for the past 40 years.
Prior to blindness at the age of
26 he was a member of the Budapest
Symphony orqh and also conducted

1923, going through the ranlts from
assistant director to director to pro-

duction manager to

,

associate pro-

ducer with Katzman, an indie releas•
ing through Columbia.
Widow, mother, two brothers and

in

three sisters survive,

H. BEtCHEH
Frank H. Belcher, 78, former actor
and singer, died tit Brentwood, L. I.,
Feb. 27.

Hungary.

Born

in

-

ALBERT W. HAtE

FRANK

W.

Albert

silent films,
I

wood

Hale, 65, director of
died Feb. 25 ln,HoUy-

after a long illness.

I

m,usic in
return to the U. S. appeared in con- I directed Maiy Pickford.
certs and operettas on the Coast. He
later toured With Jefferson De AnLou Heal, 63, former vaude ^nd
gelig In •'Emerald Isle" and for several seasons appeared With the Bos- burlesque actor, best known as a
ton Opera Co. His last stage appear- member of the Empire City Four,
ance was some years ago in a re- died Feb. 25 in Los Angeles.
For the last four years he had
vival of "The Chocolate Soldier." He
had been a member of The Lambs been bandmaster for Borrali Minefor 43 years and upon retiring from vitch.
tlie stage had bee? in the cigar busi!

Hollywood, March

ness.

-FELIX A. JENKINS

week,

:

,

Survived by widow.

Montclair, N. J„

has signed

Still
further
complieatihg the
"Bel
Ami" situation is another
claimant of the Forst film' and actu..
ally the holder of the copyright
in
Washington. That's Levinson-Finney
Enterprises in Los Angeles. They"
are threatening Scheinman with legal action, but he claims his
deal
with Forst gives him all U. S. rights

with

Jewelers, Sears Roebuck
and Anatole Robbins. Latter is
a cosmetics firm for which the
Bergen-Cunning outfit will pro-

March 4

David W. Friedlander, 61, manager
Further details in Pictures secLoew's 42nd Street theatre, N. Y., tion,.'
died after a heart attack in his office
Funeral
at the theatre on March 2.
DOROTHY VANEONE
services will be held today (Wed.)
Dorothy Vaneone, 76, London operat one p.m., at the Riverside Chapel,
etta star, died in London, March 4.
His last legit effort was in "Young 76th street and Amsterdam avenue.
She had appeared in a series of GilFriedlander was associated with
Mr. Disraeli," on Broadway in 19S7.
bert attd Sullivan operettas.
Webster's first film role was in Loew's for 36 years. He started as
''Enoch Arden;" starring Gei-trude an asst. manager at the Lincoln
Wife, 48, of Clifford Almy, Far
Lawrence, in 1914. Bis last was in Square. He later served as manager
at a number of Loew theatres.
He Ea.stern supervisor for Warners, died
"Lassie Come Home" at Metro.
illness
Surviving, in addition to his wi-. was manager of Loew's Woodside Feb. 27 in Hollywood aftercaused by rigors of a Japanese
flow, is a daughter, Margaret, legit theatre in Queens for five years,
until transferred to the 42nd Street prison camp in Manila during the
actress-ditecldr, in New Xorlt.war.
theatre.

be celebrated at St. Patrick's
Cathedral (The Lady Chapel)
on thursdoy, March 6 at 9 a.rji.

station

last

LeRoy

Felix A. Jenkins, 57, secretary and
of aoth-Fox. died in

member of board

DAVID W. FBIEDLANMR

4.

Television Productions' KTLA,
now without any sponsors, will
pick up four ba^krollers coincident with "T-Day" next Monday (10), Besides a special RCA
cooperati-ve dealers' show fer tile

.'

.

to him last yeair,:)
Scheinman got the "Bel Ami" lilm
from Forst during a tour of Europo
summer. Forst produced, wrote
directed and acted in the film, v

ICTLA's 4-Spon8or Preem

•

Anijivei'^ai'y

.

cfuce.

of

U,

S,

Navy,

meanwhile,

has

awarded TP, a Paramount subsidiary,

a

special

certificate

of

iedical Tele

achievement lor "outstanding
services rendered to naval personnel during the. war"
by

ias Contlniicd irotti piiee i

KTLA,

via the installation ol
tele receivers in naval hospitals.

week ago

ttAyi0 DtfDLAH

Survived

widow,

.by

son

that

was

a

regrettable,

and .medical schools
throughout the country, with sev-

hospitals

though God-sent needle for the medium. In the words of one operator
who gauged the result from calls
alter Lee and Par filmed and live-

'

-

and

eral of the surgeons in attendance
at the demonstration predicting it

Father, 80, of Jack Kirseh, prez showed the aftermath, "it sold teleAUied Theatres of Illinois, Inc., vision to the public." Viewers were
died in Chicago March 1. Also sur- plainly "wowed" with the silver
Virgil I. Bingham, 36, blind pian- vived by widow, three daughters platter treatment of the news in
Itig home in Memphis.
their parlors, and trade here sees
Dudlah, or Kelly, took up the ist, died in Kansas City Feb. 28. He and another son.
wildly stimulated interest, further
slingshot as a youth. He became so had just returned to Kansas City
Julius Eclatt, 73, former cantor hypoed with the "T-Day" bally with
good that he was booked as an act. the week befor^ to begin an enga^eand composer and fafher of Alfred RCA, of course, carrying the ball.
He had atipeared oii Hobby Lobby,
Santell, film producer-director, died It's estimated that 10,000 people saw
was featured in John Hix's "Strange
March 1 at .his home in Tarzana, Cal. the telecast at one time or another
In Fend Memory
^S It Seems," cartoon strip, and .in
and terrific word-of-mouth followed.
many national adsi was the subject
Of My Dear Pol
Father of Peggy Foldes of RKO
of a film short and numerous newsAtwater lKent will toss a soiree
Theatres' publicity dept., died in next Monday (10) night: to name
reels.
Usualiy, however, he played
New York Feb. 20,
J
the smaU'^own fairs, carnivals and
singer Jane Harvey "Miss Televitheatres.
sion." Mayor Fletcher Bowron has
BARG:
Father, 73, of Lillian Alpert, book- already proclaimed the day and
His specialty included shattering
er for Howard theatre,. Washington, week, and admitted hope i.s that
light bulbs held in the mouth of an
assistant without harming the aide, ment in the Omar Room of the Con- died in New York Feb. 25.
this "T-Day" will surpass all prehitting beans thrown in the air by tinental hotel, in that city.
ceding events across the country,
Willard Van Engrer, 45, cameraman guiding geniuses
His' first work as an entertainer
Spectators an average of eight times
taking stock of
out af 10, exploding cartridges tossed was with the team of Bingham & at Warners for 20 years, died Feb. 22 errors and shortcomings elsewhere.
into the air, shooting a cigaret from Wells on station WDAF, in 1927. in Hollywood,
Paramount will air many commerhis wife's Hps first with riflle and For several years he played club
cials, it's stated, and after '"I'-Day"
and
radio
had
retired
dates
in
the
City
with
slingshot.
*He
Kansas
then
will have a healthy slew of them
From 1938 to 1941 he was
in 1942 because of ill health, his area.
regularly.
Marion Bower to Frank Co.sgrove,
final public appearance taking place stafE pianist and arranger for station WHB.
New York, Feb. 17. Bride is memat Parkin, Arlc.
Surviving
sissurvive.
are
widow
and
five
Widow and daughter
ber of the Bower Sisters, vaude
tersi
team; gro'om is fOrmer producer,
'Bel
BENRir B. TOOMEB
now connected with "Ice-Time" at
Continued from page 1 ^sssL'
IHAX MAUBEY ^
Henry B. "Toomer, e"/, retired Jegit
Center theatre, N. Y.
Max
Maurey,
manager
of
the
76,
and vaude actor, died after ia heart
Edith Ina Wilkins' to Gordon Hol- Joseph Scheinman last year. Pic
Theatre
Varieties,
des
Paris,
died
at
ley,
Manhasset, L. I., March 2, was banned by the Allied Quadriattack at Lake CharleSi La., recently,
Since retirement from show Neuilly, Feb. 27, after a long ill- Groom is member of "Icetime" at partite Control Commission from
business some years ago, he had ness. He had- managed the theatre Center theatre, N. Y.
showing- in Austria, but since the
been in real estate and insur- since shortly after the first World
Elizabeth
Reinke
to
Walter U; S. has recognized the government
War.
He was also author of many Beemer, Los Angeles, Feb. 24. Bride of that country for more than a
ance business.
He was born in Pearlington, Miss., plays, some of which are still on and groom are jugglers. ,
year, there is legally no way for
and after completing his education the Francaise rep, and numerous
Betty Jo Riley to Charles Bennett the State Department to stop reguat Tulane Univ. embarked on a stage Grand Guignol one-acters..
Beverly HiUs, Cal,, Feb. 26. Groom lar commercial deals with Austrian
Together with Alphonse Franck, is a screen -Writer.
career. After appearing in various
nationals.
whom he had previously
stock companies and traveling le- with
Doa»thea Fein to Bernard Mack,
.Forst's "Bel Ami" is even more
gits, he diverted to vaude in which fought a sensational duel, he was a
Chicago, March 1. Groom is secre- disturbing to United Artists and
he appeared for many years, head- co-founder of the Theatre des Ca- tary of the Filmack Trailer Corp.
producers Albert Lewin and David
ing his own comedy skits. He had pucine's, now 'Mitty Goldin's.
Alice Coburn to Bernie Davis, New Loew than it
is to the French, since
been a standard act On the Keith
York, Feb. 23. Groom is radio actor. they are
just about to send into reand Orpheum drcilits. After retireFRANK HALLIGAN
Jan Webster to Robert Light, lease their own
version of the Guy
ment he had developed several
Frank Halligan, 56. former legit Yuma, Ariz., Feb; 27. Bride is a de Maupassant story
under the same
realty communities on Long Island. company manager and theatre treas- screen actress; groOra a screentitle. It has become particularly disSurvived by son.
urer, died on the Coast Fe.b. 28 of a wright.
turbing since last week, when the
Edith Barbara Davis to Francis
brain tumor. He had been ill on and
N. Y. Daily News, the only paper
DeVerter,
CHARLES LIVESAT
Harrisburg, Pa., Feb. 28.
off for 10 years and was opmted
Groom is. manager of Fabian's Rio which cliose to review the Gorman
Charles Livesay, 36. stage and upon a number of times.
film, gave it four stars, As a result
screen publicist, was killed Feb. 27
During the first World War Halli- theatre in that city.
of the exuberant notice, Vitalls L,
in a motor crash near Burbank, Cal, gan was in the Canadian Flying
Chalif, Scheinmaii's attorney, said
Starting as
a
theatrical
press Corps.
While a boxoffice man, he
plans were being pushed to make a
agent in New Orleans, L'vesay was treasurer at the original Cenlip synchronization version in EngmO^ vd later to Washington, D, C, tury theatre, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. William Keene, son. li.'^h.
and evenfiially to' the west coast
New York, Feb. 27. Father is radio
No $75,000' Offer
KIIBIA1M( BEISKER
Where he publicized Los Angeles
actor.
Loew-Lewin reps maintain that
Miriam 'Reisner, wite of Charles
legit hous^ for several years, in
Mr. and *Irs. Will McLaughlin, Scheinman's only interest
in pushing
addition to- traveling in advance of (Chuck! Relsner, film director, died daughter, Ottawa, Feb, 26. , Father the film is to
force them to buy it
of a heart ailment at her home in is drama editor and critic of Ottawa up in
road isbo-ws,
order to avoid confusion. They
i'hree years ago he entered the Laguna Beach, Cal., March 2. Prior Evening Journal,
say that it was Ofltered to them for
film business as unit man for 20th- to marriage she had been known on I Mr. and Mrs. Joe McCaffrey, son, $73,000.
Chalif vehemently denies
Fox. At the time of his death he the musical comedy stage as Miriam Washington, Feb. 28. Father is a any such move
has been made. In
was publicity director for Sol M. Hope. Couple had recently celebrat- news reporter for WTOP, Wash- fact, he maintains, Joseph
Borkin,
ed their 30th wedding anniversary.
Wurtzel's independent company.^
ington.
L-I, attorney, first approached him
Besides husband, a Son; Deani, fllni
Surviving are his widow an4; a
Mr. and Mrs. John Loder, son, with such a plan. The only
indica••uritiBr, also survive.s.
j'Oung daughter.
Hollywood, March 1.
Father is tion whatsoever that he made
of a
screen acjor; mother is Hedy La- rapprochement,
Chalif said, was a
.'FRANK- M.- ROSS
-t^.LAY
marr.
wjre last Octol-er suggesting that
Mel DeLay, 4% associate producer
Fra;
Martin Eoss, 66, stage manMr. and Mrs. Sey Roman, son. New The parties
.sit ( ' i
and talk over
to Sam Katzman. collap.sed ou 1q- !if4er nt the RKO Palace Theatre, York, Fob. 26. -Father Is
with the matter of th'
si.-ni'ar pix.
catioh with "The Vigilantes" Monday Columbus, O., since its. opening in Columbia Pictures h.o. exploitation
A,side from
Hs'iieuiman,
(3) near Saugus. Calif,, and was pro- 1926, died, in that city Feb, 24. He dept.
who runs the C..
re and
nounced dead from heart attack upon entered show bu.siness as a stageMr. and Mrs. Phillip.s H. Lord, Casino Fjlm ExCha
rkville,
«t Community Hospital in Newhall. hand at the age of 18.
daughter, New York, Feb. 25. Father is distributing
88 ^
^ „„
lumsi
films
He entered films as an actor in
Later he woi-ked with traveling is radio producer.
1 which have been

David WilMord Kelly, 55, known
David 4)udlah,
as
professionally
slingshot marksman, died Feb. 26 at

daughter.

of

VIRGIL

I,

BINGHAM

'

HAL HALpIrIN

'~

techniques than they could get from
watching the operations from the
usual spot in the gallery. To date,
RCA has received requests for further information from 15 different

,

;

1947

—

In an earlier era he turned out
San Francisco, he studied
Milan, Italy, and upon his more than 500 films and at one time

Iriends

5,

the Alien Property Custodian.
These
are part of a batch of 113 pix seized
by the Custodian in this country
at
'
the beginning of the war.
Gontinued from pufe i
Pix were screened by censors
ot
the New York Board of Review
J. Meyberg Co., viewed special tests
with
Paramount
withheld
on
Lee
and14
put
by Don
because of propaand got the old razz-mah-tazz from ganda content and 99 okayed. Of
visiting. Camden brass.
They failed the 99, Scheinman got 88 in a deal
to state the number ot sets they by which he splits Income evenly
with
will have on hand—though circuthe Custodian after expenses
lating under-the-carpet talk of 1,500 are taken out. (Scheinman brought
for the big event— which is trade- down the wrath of the B'nai B'rith
estimated at closer to 800.
And and other Jewish organizations before
the war because of his insist-:
they'll have to hypo their program
aplenty, according to insiders, to got ence, despite the fact that he
was a
Jew, on distributing German pix
that 15,000 here by year's end,
of
But all the talk is certainly giving dubious character propaganda-wise.
background
was apparently
video a boost almost equal to that His
of the downtown blast disaster of a okayed, however, in a check made
by the Alien Property Custodian before the latter's films were licensed

vaude shows and with a* troupe in
San Francisco during the 1906 earth-

>

,

"

ERWIN

.

MARRIAGES

m

would affect the construction of operating amphitheatres in the future.

RCA used two standard lmaf;e
Orthicons for the experiment, wliidi
is;as conducted on a closed circuit
One camera- was

Via coaxial cable.

suspended oh a light fixture directly
above the operating table, with the
lens framed by adhesive tape to focus directly on the ai-ea of operation.
Camera wa.s pre-set to work
automatically. Standby camera, wittian operator, was stationed in the
gallery and equipped with a telophoto lens for closeup

RCA

shots.

installed 10 receivers, including

two

large-screen projection sets, in the
adjacent room, where the operations

were witnessed by the

vicw-

ntiedical

•'

ers.

Equipment was installed Wednesday night and a dry -run test was
conducted Thursday, with the camera picking up actual operations but
no viewers- present. Cameras then
recorded three operations- Friday
and one the following morning, with
reception reportedly very clear and
detaUed. Tests were directed by
I'irhard

Hooper
.

and-

Norman Bean

Ci-den;

stuff in

N., J.

;

'

"•.

•

BIRTHS

.

'

Welter

&

Fielils

Continued from page 1;

and Web'er died
wood nine months later at
at

73,

in the

May

13, 1942,

in

Holly^

74.

Stor y

issue of Varietv,

which carried Weber's Obituary, declared that "Weber went to the
Coast five years ago (in 1937) in
hopes. that with both himself and his
partner, Lew Fields, in Hollywood,
his lifelong ambition would be realized.
He arrived at a time when
the biographical film was in favor,
Bu.t
though many musical biogs
were made, the Weber and Fields
yarn, which had bech written and
presented to several studios, was
never filmed."
Yarn bought by Metro was penned
by Wesley Stout, Satevcpost .s-tafl'er,
in
as.sociation
with Felix Lim an,
former w.k. New York realtor and
at one time business manager for
Stout
the Dutch comedians' team.
had written a story on the pair tliat
ran in the Post several years ago.
Price paid by Metro for the yarn
has hot been disclcsed. Proposed
film would be another in the currenj.
series of bioplx.
.

in

Weber &

Fields played themselves
a bit sequence in "IJllian Rus-

sell."

turned

out

in

by 20th-Fox

1940.

,

•

I

:

m

:

.
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'

'

I

>

'

—

—

i
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Joe Ei Balks on Song
Joe E. Lewis has notified Eddie
Stone, bandleader at tiie Ola.ss Hilt
to
of the Belmont Plaza hotel. N. Y.,
sthp using the song, "rbfre's au Awr
""s.
fui Lfii of Falsiefs in Brasu
_
by
Lewis
Tune waiS written lor
-

Buddy Arnold.

-

_

'

'

"WeAatmttsiyi

Mmtek

Broadway
Irving Berlin due in
Coast next week.
Vinton Freedley off to
fish for three weeks.

,

1947

S,

caATTin

Beachcomber untir March 18, with
weekly options.
London
Ben Blue and Ben Lessy dickering
from the
A^tn,. A
r\i„-.«,„.^,» i.M
for Copac»bana engagement.
P"'^*
t nifnn?
over ?100,000.
Gary Grant due in town for visit «v»r
Bimmi to
on way

to

Caribbean holiday.

south.

Leopold

and

Ruth

Friedman

(Loew's) to Hot Springs, Ark., for
the cure.

Jack Dempsey
the

for

now

among the

bidders

LOng-

de-alcphollzed

champs chain.
Henry O'Neill terminated Metro
contract to stay With touring "State
of the Union" company.
Clifford C. Fischer back from
'Paris where he sojourned the past
year and five months.
Clarence Gaskill, the bard of
Staten Island's latest ditty, "I'd Love

Be

to

a

Baby Sitter."
Ted Mossman

Songsmith

for Coast today

month

leave.s

(Wed.) for three-

stay.

John Golden's fourth annual Golden
Auditions to be supervised again by
Jay Kaufman.
Wesley Addy replaced Leo Gann
in "Another Part of the Forest,"
S.

now

Davis'.

Myron Cohen
at Kitty

the Gramophohe Co., which was
eventually absorbed by His Master's
Voice, left over $2,500,000.
Harold Norman died of injurie.s
sustained a month ago in a toorealistic stage duel while playing

.

Lisa Kirk into

Ben

Gainiss Black-

amoor Room, joining
and Mel Murray.

Bob

Bixbn

and Italy in April.
"The Shcphard Show"

Bill Miller

;

McEvoy came

to

New York

hence back to his Havana hideout.
Arthur Hopkins and Lee Simonson
signed by Albert McCleery for Ford-

ham

summer

Uiiiv.
season'.

theatre coming
i

Melvyn Douglas playing lead in
"Our Town," current attraction in
English at Teatro Americano, Mexico City.
Smmett Callahan, presently back
with "Lady Windermere's Fail," appointed g.m. for Lewis A JYoUng,
Coast producers.
Kay Buckley out of Lerby hosp
during
appendectomy,
following
which time Pat Leslie understudied
her in "Burlesque."
"

.

Lawrence Stallings back in action
on Coast scripting "The World in
His Arms," for Sam Woed (Ihterwood. Productions).
Preem appearance of Maurice Chevalier in the U. S. will be at the Associated Motion picture Advertisers
limcheon Thur.sday 16) at Town Hall
Club.
Paulette

Meredith

in

Goddard and Burgess
town prior to departure

on Queen Elizabeth Friday

(7) for

England, where they'll each appear
in a picture for Sir Alexander Korda.
Louis Unfermeyer to make nre-sf-,/

AnriuW 'ReiswdiiiJ^'s^K'sie''
Awards, Kudosing best disks of '46

tations of

In

poiEi

and longhair

dinner March

fields,

at

Plaza

10.

Lillian Jenkins, Madison Square
Garden publicity director, gifted with

a new car from groom-to-be Fred
Podesta, assistant to Ned Irish, Garden's exec veepee. They'll be wed in

May.

By Hank Goldenberg
Hal Wallace squinting in the sun
while strolling on main stem.
Jack Beiiny sashaying down the
street to the delight. o£ the tourists.
Rudy 'Vallee left here for two
weeks' engagement at Last Frontier
hotel. Las Vegas.
Raymond Hatton ha.s named his

45-acre

ranch,

"Rancho Paradise,"
.

complete With snakes.
All night spots doing capacity and
it's a turnaway every night at the
Clover and 139 Clubs.
Harold Fitzgerald, president, FoxMidwesco Theatres, sunning at the
Colonial House with his missus.
Flying down from Hollywood for
a day in the sun: Edgar Bergen,
Veronica Lake and Andre de Toth,
Gene Tierney and sister, Pat,
At Strebe's Doll House: Mr. "snd
Mrs. Lou Costello. Mr. and Mrs.
Francis Bateman, Charles Skouras
and CuUen Espy, Vince Barnett.
Others in and out during the past
week: Sally Eilers, Rosie Dolly, Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Zabel, Bonita Granville and husband (Jack Wrather).
Dining at the Racquet Club: Rosalind Russell and husband, Freddie
iBfisson; Paul and Daisy Lukas, Bill
Aid Diana Powell, Charlie and Virginia Farrell, Spencer Tracy, and
Mrs. HoVard Hawks.
Other promincnts ba.sking in the

list

John B. McCullough,

of

Motion

Picture Assn. conservation department, back from middlewest, where
he inspected exchange centers. He s
pinch-hitting while Arthur S. Dickinson, head of department, is eon-

home by

illness.

at

the

.

Power.

By Florence S. Low*
to
Spyros Skoura.s-here past
Embassy tea hypoing Greek

wMk

War

Relief.

ing in plans for fi.C.'S sesqui-centennial celebration skedded for 1950.
Delmonicos, one of town's class
niteries, latest casualty of slump
here, with. Owners shopping lOr a
buyer.

-

.

iiaiiii Beacli
By Larry Solloway

(3).
past Monday
broadcasts over

did

ayem

his

NBC Monday

Tuesday for student body

Colonial Inn closing March 15.
Irene Castle in town for annual

show

at

Nancy

York"

in

WCCO

planning
Chip-

at

newscaster

•

airplane.

Mitchum returned from

Robert

Clifl Almy planed in
his wife's funeral.

Sid

Kramer

.sludio

in

from

conferences at

from Manila

New York

Ben Hecht

in

from

in a ski-

his Oceanside

home

for story conferences.
Geoffrey Homes to Bass Lake to
complete a script for RKO.
Edmund Gwenn hospitalized for
treatment of an old ailment.
•

Elsom

Isobel
i

j

|
I

|i

|
I

:

i
j
'

in from Broadway to
at Eagle-Lion.

work

report for

Jock MacGregor, British reviewer,
from London for a fortnight.
James R. Grainger to San Fran-

in

V

Cisco for Republic sales meetings,
Ham Beall's new car is no longer
new, after a dispute with a truck..
Frank Capra to Dallas for the
opening of "It's a Wonderful Life."
Lllli Palmer to Monterey for a
visit with her spouse. Rex Harrison,

Claire Trevor in from New York
where she played in "The Big Two."

Clinton Anderson, Secretary of
Agriculture, gandering the Metro
lot.

at

fliiladelpliia

By

SI Shaltz

KYW

educational
desk after long

Russian picture, "Stone Flower,"
presented at University Auditorium
under school's visual education de-

ranch.

partmtnt sponsorship.

teacher.

illness.

Dick Thomas, author of "Sioux
City Sue," was guest on WFIL "Hay-

Hoedowh."
John Robert Powers was in town
week for graduation at Philly

loft

last

Powers School.

Rupe Werling, WIBG production
manager, will teach a new radio
course at Colambia Institute.
sports diBill Campbell,
rector, leaves March 8 to cover Phillies and Athletics training cainps in

WCAU

Irving Deere,
special representative, here making survey to
ascertain amount of group support
for
special Saturday matinee of
Children's Library of Films.
W. R. Frank, circuit owner and
film producer, in from Hollywood
says he has signed Alfred Green
to direct and Teresa Wright, Walter

RKO

Kenneth Macgowan reported
work as professor of dramatic

tor
arts

UCLA.

at

Claude Jarman,

Jr.,

back

town

in

old neighbors

after visiting the

in

Tennessee.

Maud Lamy,
1946," in

"Miss Cinemonde of
from Paris as a guest of

Paramount.

King Kennedy, formerly with
Hedda Hopper, opening his ow«

,

after eastern p.a.'s ior

champs

Want
for

Dave

Hoyts.

Arthur Gillespie, Metro's theatre
supervisor, will soon be leaving jEor
U. S. visit. "Fantasia" (RKO) on fourth revival in Sydney at Savoy Is doing
sensational biz.

who

ski-

to

due soon for shots of ski
be spotted in new "So You

to Ski" short.

.

William Reinhold to Mexico City
to install new equipment in the Ghurubiisco studios.
Marcell Girosi, Italian film exec,
guesting with Fritz Lang at Universal -International.
June Haver's illness caused a shift
in the shooting schedule of "Scudda

Lowell Thomas and son guests at Hoo. Scudda Hay."
Orson Welles sprained an ankle
airing nightly from
tripping over a cable on the "Lady
dining room.
set.
Dave Camerer, Pic sports ed, on From Shanghai"
Myer Aider, .head of Twentieth
hand for preliminary gander before
Century Theatres of Canada, gander^
starting "skiing on a budget", article.
ing Warners product.
Sec. of Commerce Harriman back
Bill Eythe renting out hii North
to £>. C. but daughter Kathleen reHollywood home while he moves to
mains for Olympic tryouts.
beach for the summer.
Gary Coopers off to Coast after be- theWilliiim Flemion appointed West
ing presented three-star badge for
Coast rep for Favorite Films Corp.,
at
all around good sportsmanship
with he<idquarters in Los Angeles^
farewell party given by Mr. and Mrs.
Chavies! Starrett's illness will deWilliam Wyler, Norma Shearer and lay .shooting oi the Durango Kid
husband and other friends.
serie.s a) Columbia for five weeks.
Lana Turner returned from her
Mexican vacation for added scenes
Jerusalem
in "Green Dolphin Street'; at Metro.
Bob Hope sustained minor burns
Rose Sander, dramatic soprano.
when his lO-litre Brazilian sombrero
Warbled at two Schubert festivals.
Pierre Sancan, French composer- caught lire on the "Road to Rio" set.
William K. Hollander, advertising
pianist, appearing. Jiere in concert
for Balaban & Katz,. heading
chief
dates.
Shulamvth Shafir, 24 -year -old Im a month's vacation at Palm

Lodge with dad

Martin at Tivoli, Melbourne.
Sydney newspapers have agreed
to devote more space to pix news.
Warner's "Rhapsody in Blue" is
doing terrifle trade in Sydney for

Hollinworth,

two*week

scampering.

WB crew

Aaslralia
By Eric Gorrick
Wee Georgie Wood a hit

Milton Sperling lecturing cinema
students al Ihe Univer.sity of Southern California.

San Valley
Darryl Zanucks retui^ihg for Harriman races.
Lawrence (Dillinger) Tierney , in

runs

an

indie house in Sydney, is making run
bid with "Ned Kelly."
Russell Hadley now attached to
the Sydney sales office of Paramount
to learn Aussie eonditiohSi
Whitehall Productions will send
the "Life With Father" company on
tour, commencing in Perth.

.

.

.

Paramount has opened its 25-Year
Autographed "shootmg script' of
giving Sprijigs.
currently
piani.st,
, ^
month, temme
from
Kenneth MacKenna »
"Henry V," plus print Of film and Club here. First meeting this
Palestine recitals and soloing With
with Harry Hunter presiding.
Xew Y(Wk where »PhilhannoWc Orchestra„.Charles Munro has bought the late the
nti'fies ^fiX.
Impresario Moshtf Wallm sw,^;
Stuart Doyle's home at Palm Beach,
,jwi,
accompany "LI-La-Lo," Palestine-,
vacation spot just outside Sydney.
Montgomery,
Reported
iBi.l}
to the U. S.
i
Dan Carroll, head of the Prmce Revue-Theatre
theatre may be built m Tel vi'^ijtct! Enterprise to puncu _
Edward, Sydnev ;s nov.- well im- that a
old pugilistfe pals on t..v
wSih
^
Aviv for the satirical troupe.
major uperation.,
"proved f''"
and .Soul set.
Palestine Philharmonic's conductor
Trinder play.'-'- Adelaide
m<.ii.
succeeded Mort
McManus succeeui-u
Shostakovjd'cii
^jd^cii
r,pnr!ie
Singer batoned ShostaKoarrangeon
unit
Wren
pubthe Harrv
Symph^iy recently f!<|f,<i„..an ss. advertising and
Fifth
vich'l
iTifnr with Dave Martin's TivoU loop,
imfe'^Unger was Hiv^-jy chief for_^_Warner Brothers
;.iher, has while blind pianist
J. G. Bailry, a wh.iol t<
T!,/i(.;",<'>p.« on i5.'^ West Coast.
' ""'Vjra?"
.-,Isn fp.^t^I^e4
.

'

<^

•

.

-

,

.

'

,

'•i.',!;.,<jv

..s

'

,
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.,.,1

;

.

.

tonsil

indie flacliery.

raphers Ball, May 3, at the Benjamin
Franklin.
Mr. and Mrs. William L; Batt, Jr.,
have a "Mr. and Mrs." show over
WFIL; she is former Jane Read,
WCAU women's commentator.

May

Bob Keith,

Maureen O'Hara and Will Price
at
^Arrowhead
Hot

vacationing
Springs.

Brennan and Jim Basquette and

negotiating for Joel McCrea and
Walter Huston for his forthcoming
"Dan Patch," scripted by John Taintor Foote.
is

Florida.

and

Robert Ryan taking warbling lessons from

MPA

I

'

Bar

of Music.

!

for

RKO.

Kurt Kreuger broke a leg
ing accident at Sun Valley.

;

Minnesota Terrace floor show
with Carlos & Linda held over.
Spike Jones and Tito Guizar opposition to each other in concerts

work

back to

.'or

and

ollet

new

with a

;

Star-Journal columnist, vacationing at Miami Beach.
Mafk Triplets heading Hotel Nic-

Sun Valley for

to

flu.

his Florida vacation.

1

circuit

-

with

after three

Jack Warner gifted Leroy Prinz

concerts.

third theatre to seat 500
pewa Falls, Wis.

Cedric Adams,

.

Poter O'Crotty in towa after an
air tour of Alaska.

19th

Symphony orch back

up

laid

town

in

winter .sports.
Mavilyn Maxwell

.

Miner

ear

an,

the

after a siege of

^

George

Saunders

Sidney Salkow

in Alaska.
Three Radio weeks
.'Vnn Sothern

from midwinter tour and resuming
locfel

Up with

tliroat infection.

:

a

Bill Galleher,
director, back at

of local

production stills, presented to D. C.'s
famed Folger Shakespeare Library
Monday (3) as gift of producer-star
Jan Bart into- Olyfflpia theatre LaureiKse
Olivier.
^
March 18.
Mr. an4 Mrs. Niles Trammel
DeCastro Sisters clicking at the
trekked here to attend NAB prexy's
Clover Club.
J-ir' T„stin Miller's dinner hotland
Famous
B. S. PuUy and Qump into
' 'he Supreme
o]-ing Chiel
Door this week.
Fred Vii<^ '.^
Joey Adams set for .-ipring date at Court during v\S!^.
iir.s.^John
feted
San Francisco Copa.
•
'-jijCs
RuvmII. :'.\i!<Ei-wip"
Sophie Tucker-Harry Rubiniin
W»>.i)iiijsf(ii|! Vcpre.
..
Jackie Miles show helrl over ai
to

•

1

for

Melvyn Douglas. Leonard Picker
Auditorium and Lyceum last and Boris Morros planed to Mexico
week.
City.
Shriners' annual indoor circus set
George Cleveland bedded on his
After alterations, she will hold 1,000 for Auditorium March 3-8, with Ja- Calabasas ranch with an injured
passengers and it's hoped to run her cobs' leopards, the Hannafords, Bell back.
as pleasure boat between England Family and others.
Marian Rhea checked in at Eagler
and Belgium.
George Granstrom, St. Paul cir- Lion to handle the fan mag departcuit owner, back from a vacation in ment,
Mexico, bought the estate of the
Tay Garhett back on the job after
late W. A. Steffies.
vacationing on his Paso Robles

Veteran!?' Housing Center saved
from a shutdown at 11th hour by
local Variety Club tent, which provided funds for interim until Congress can act on appropriation.
Entire student body and faculty
of Jefferson Jr. High, Al Jolson's
alma mater, were guests Of brother
George Jolson and Columbia's Sam
Galanty on openipg of "The Jolson

visit.

Ann Crosby added

New

in
at St. Paul

April 10.
Minneapolis

Prince Littler and Tom Arnold
have gone into the shipping biz.
They have just acquired the Enchantress
from the Admiralty.

high school.

Story" here.

has

Eddie Bubeh, circuit owner, and
\Vife,'planing to Rio for two months'
vacation.
Duke Ellington orch to play for
University of Minnesota senior prom

'

Casual research into the original
legit cast of "Three Men on a Horse
(1935), wherein Sam Levene, Teddy
Hart, Shirley Booth and Edith Van
Cleve (how MCA legit agent), were
cast prorainents, discloses that the
"Al" character was played by one
Garson Kanin"

}

Palm

at

hospitalized

a film actor.

a.s

Alverdes nitery.
Margaret Webster scheduled for
lecture at Woman's Club March 18.
"Papa" Trester and "Screwballs"
continuing indeflhitely at Happy
Hour.
Ben FMedman, circuit owner. Off
to Palm Springs, Calif.r oh pleasure

Local show biz people participat-

Harriet Kaplan, who recently reKay .Kayser and frau, Georgia
signed from William Cahn office, has
joined Paula Stone-Michael Sloane Carroll, here to attend N. Carolina
Productions to head script sector Democratic Club dinner, gvi»sts of
and be an a.ssociate producer. May solons at lunch on Capitol Hill.
Fred Waring, here for a concert
ultimately head the S&S Hollywood
office.

nitery

sunning

15lh birthday,

,

"Adrift

jaunt.

Meredyth

Lynne Roberts divorced from t\vo
wi.sdom teeth.
Alan Hale starting his 36th year

Edyth Bush Little Theatre holding
over "Double Door,"
Alec Terapleton drew near-capacity audience at Auditorium.

week

Hutton

Bess

,

Flame Room.

moment are being

Betty
Springs.

Allan Hersholt laid

Curly's nitery holding over 'Radio
Rogues.
Allan Jones into Hotel Radisson

Elliot's publicity office.
Geoffrey Cooper, Socialist M. P.
responsible for the present BBC
bribery
investigation,
invited
40
bandleaders to' discuss their BBC
troubles. He promised that he will
do his utmost to obtain fair treatment for them on the air.
Charles Cochran, who has been
scouting Paris for femme lead in
his new show "Bless the Bride"
without success, has turned part
over to Betty Paul, half French, and
formerly femme stooge of Vic Oliver.
In private life she is Mrs. Hartley

attend

ieasons ago.

]

Ann Baxter to San Francisco for
two weeks.
Elizabeth Taylor celebrated her

Rees

I.es

Rogues.

Apn Casson married fellow Old
Vic player Douglas Campbell in
Chelsea, Feb. 17. She is a daughter
Of Sybil Thorndike and Sir Lewis
Casson, and made a hit some time
ago in her mother's role of Shaw's
"Saint Joan."
Charles B. Cochran has taken a
partner for his next production,
"Bless the Bride," which is expected
to open at the Adelphi some time in
April. He is Lord Tony Vivian, for
many years associated with George

lion

with curtain times, etc., on
back cover of menus, a la the Hotel
Astor which inaugurated the idea

ftned to his

papers

Stanley.
Curly's

Joey Kearns orch has been booked
for the Philadelphia Press Photog-

tions,

i

infection.

Step Wharton into Angle's nitery.
Andy's nitery has Low, Hite &

to

printed.

sunshine: John Roosevelt, Edward
Small, Mr. and Mrs. Mike Lyman,
Mrs. J. Carrol Naisb, Dick Haymes,
Marc Piatt, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Howard (Andrea Leeds).

restaurant now carrying
of current legit attrac-

Sardi's

elaborate

By

at Princes

March .12 by "Peace
Peckham," comedy by the
author of :the .suecess'ul "Worm's
Eye View" which was tried out at
the Embassy some months ago.
Although sanctioned by the Ministry of Fuel, a scheme to help actors
seeking work by issuing a handproduced bulletin by The Stage had
to be abandoned. Only daily national

Comes

.

P.

"

:

surgery.

Minnea^^

will be replaced

gagement by Lou Walters.

;

J.

:

liotel,
Doyle was onetime head of
Greater Union.
Bert Snelling, longtime Melbourne
manager for Greater Union, has resigned to accept job with local airplane company.
RKO's "Sister Kenny" will debut
in Sydney soon via Hoyts.
Pic will
be given special advertising coverage
via Herbie Hayward.

title role' in "Macbeth" with Oldham
Repertory Co., Oldham, Lancashire.
Diana Ward, only American
woman who operates a drinking
club in London, the Cocoa- Nut
Grove, recently made stage comeback and is off to tour Switzerland

Eddie 'Davis hypoing biz at Palm
Beach's Leon and Eddie with late
impromptu shows.
Hinson Stile.s, N. Y. Mirror managing ed, and tlie missus in Palm
Beach for vacation.
Ritz brothers being set for September Latin Quarter (N.Y.) en-

gandering acts for his
Riviera (N. J.), with bids out for
Harry Richman and Sophie Tucker,
latter going to the Coast.
Joe's Stone Crabs, favorite eatery
Arihur Pitie, Broadway p.a., conwith
visiting
and playing talent
ducting a course in publicity at
will remain open through
GCNY Tuesday and Thursday hights. hereabouts,
American Actors' Co. to present April.
Copacabana
may stay open
four one-act plays by Tennessee Williams at Weidman Studio Sunday (9). through March if suitable attraction
Bert Wheeler subbing for Jackie can be found to follow; Mickey
Gleason during the latter's illness at Rooney.
Willie Howard and Al Kelly into
Rose's Diamond Horseshoe.
.Bill-S'
Milton Berle flUed in the first night. Kitty Davis' show. Makes third Club
Fred Astt^re giving a showbiz he's played here this season, openings at Beachcomber and following
pitch >to opening of his new dance
into Latin Quarter.
itudios with a press preview ThursSam (Five O'clock Club) Barken
day (6).
of Florida Supper Club
Harry Kosiner, sales chief for Ed- elected prez Danny
(Kitty Davis')
with
ward Small Productions, to .Florida Assn.
Davis treasurer, Paul Bruun, amusetoday (Wednesday) for 10-day vament columnist of Sun-Star remains
eash.
as exec secretary.
y
Maurice Bergman back at his desk
at Universal following recuperation
from a damaged hip, -souvenir of a
tangle With a horse.
Palm Spriigs
for a quickie to meet son Dennis of
the Tokyo Reader's Dige.st staff and

m

'

'

V-

12.

flu.

Omaha.,

"

Lois Lee plays fourth return engagement at Hollywood Beach hotel,

March

left for

;

•.

associated with Venetian

new show

Stuart Heisler laid up with

Father Flanagan

.

—

hotel.

Charlie Carlisle and

Hollywood

"Overlanders" goes out
general nabe release March 21.
ran six months at Lyceum,

i

Roy Cropper, former musieomedy

held oyer for

ipi(,
;

will play the N. Y. branch in
April.

tenor,

S.

Arts Theatre Co. back after 6,000 Sydney,
Franchot Tone celebrated a birth*
mile continental tour.
Sydney film sporting men will day.
Elsie Beyer, general manager for -^tage a big sports get-together with!
^'^'^ odie
Bare laid
laia up who
with a back
oacK in.
H. M. Tennent for years, is rumored Melbourne film men this spring, first jury.
... ,
!^-. ^,
'Since war.
as leaving shortly. »
Pat O'Brien trained In from
Bill Osborne, Monogram manager;
Zoltan Varkonyi, director of the
East.;
Is making tour of Aujssie in company
Hungarian Artists' Theatre,.Js here -with Vic Webb, salesmanager British
Mark Stevens trained in from New
to study the British theatre.
Empire Films.
York.
Edmund Lloyd Williams, former
Late Stuart F. Doyle's lavish motor
Walter Pidgeon bedded by bron»
director and one Of the founders of yacht is now being used as a floating chilis.

Vagabonds a big click at Clover
Frank and May Wirth have pur- Club
and renewed through March.
chased a house in Florida.
Hal Fisher, current at Latin QuarGeorge P. Murphy is managing
ter,

Duffy's Tavern, the proprietor being

W.

Appeal Censor, suceeeding
Leslie.
Ealing's

.

,

.
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fladeEdiilHt Grosses Boosted To

New High Via SSiow Biz TechniiiDes
how

industrial shiows-f
in
metropolitan
exhibition halls and hotel

being

fii'enas,

run

ballrooms, are increasingly assuming
ihc stature of big business. The urban version of the state and county
fairs are growing to the extent that
grosses of successful shows frequently top $200,000 in 10 days with
admission tops to run as high as
$2.

.

How

Vallee

May

Tiirii

Agent

Rudy

Vallee hankers to enter the
radio agency business on the Coast
after he completes current engagements. Although the crooner is still
being submitted for cafe and vaude
dates at prices ranging from $7,500
to $10,000 by the Associated Booking
Agency, he's dickering with Joe

With the emergence of these shows
promoters are in- Glaser, head of that office, to form a
creasingly using show business bally- radio dept. which he'll head.
Singer is slated to open at the
bbo and staging to seir these ventured
to. the public. Except in certain type Copacabana, Chicago, April 10, for
shows, the day when an exhibitor four weeks at $7,500 and if no other
could set l)is wares into a booth and dates come up afierward, he wants
wait for the public to come in is to start the department in May.
•

into high finance,

For example, the forthcoming
Fa.shion show to be held in Madison
Square Garden, I>L Y,, June •12-'18,

o."ver.

R

get

His Brit Stars

Choice between two studio deals
offered Orson Welles to direct and
according to execs familiar with the
star in "Macbeth" will be made by
theatre -attendance
U.
S,
public's
Welles this week in huddles with b.is
habits. With Holly wod rfipidly getcounsel and agent, Arnold Grant.
ting itself into a serious squeeze
He plane.? to the Coa.st from New
between rising production costs and
York today ^Wednesday) for the
only
slackening
,

logical solub.o.s. the
tion seen is a conscious widening of
the screen to attract that tremendous
segment of the potential film audience which regularly ducks pictures.
Fact that more than 30% of Ameri-

talks.

Attorney will also handle the inking of Anita Colby's new Paramount
pact, wfhich he negotiated for her,
as well as confab with Mary Pickford, whom he represents. His partner, Herman L. Weisman. planed to
the Coast last week for the confabs.

cans economically and physically
able to attend theatres make a habit
of avoiding them has been wellknown to a handful of top industry
execs for several years. No one did
it,

my Pub

Res

,

&

Show
Benny Sub

(Continued on page 70)
Benita Hume, as a summer replaceJnent fur Jack Benny.
Plan is to
CifeO's News Flashes
fitart oft the show with a husbandChesapeake & Ohio Railroad will
wife kidding routine, then segue into
ft -so-minute dramatization.
add a special day train to its sched-The Colmans have done a number ule featuring a rear-projection news
Of; guest, shots on the Benny show screen in e-very car.
during tl;e past season, with the pair
No films will be used, but a special
integrated into the comedy format, Western Union news wire will be
Tiepiacement show is reportedly in pro.1ected with latest news flashes.
the
$7,000-$8,000
weekly
talent There'll be no commentary. Equipbracket, high in terms of summer ment will be Trans-Lux supplied,
Prpgramming.
used only in that train.

th

closed

(11)

"A Moon

O'Neill's

for

Misbegotten/' wliivh oitened
two-week run at Cass theatre
here last nii^ht (Mon.)> cliarelDe
it
contains "dirty and risque"
dialog. Autliorities said the Tlie.<
aire Guild production, starr:ns
James Dunn, won't be allo^red to
reopen unless offending lines are
revised. A spoltesman for the
theatre said the play's producers
were willing ta do this and
would continue ticket sales pend*
ing police epprotral of the dialog.
(lie

however,

British Vs.

were already filled
with 56,000,000 other Americans who
attended films each week.
With the happy days of anything-

since the theatres

now a thing of the past, method
must be found of widening that gap
between costs and income. Costs, it
(Continued on page 62)
goes

[In
New york, Lawrence
Langner, Theatre Guild co-direc-

saids "I And it amus'ng
that a Detroit police coniinis*
siuner should try to rewrite a
play by Eugene O'Neill." He disclaimed further knowledge o(
the -incident.]
tor,

Uifai

Berlin,

.

Pitt

War

Reich Fihn

.

March

11.

Britain's concentration on beating
out the American film industry for

.

Ckrges

Eugene

Welles to Film 'Macbeth'

problem facing the industry today,

much worrying about

is betog staged by Leon Leonidoft,
Badio City Music Hall producer,
wrthi sets designed by Raoul Pene
iJuBois and chairmanned by Tex McCrWy. former editor and now radio
lunwnary.
His fingers somewhat singed from
this, type
of staging and
; With
wealth of ballyhoo, promoters of recent experiences with British Stars,
J. Arthur Rank has .now fixed a hard
(Continued on page 64)
t
and fast ban against hiring new
talent for his pix without the preliminary inking of long-term em:;*Lkasla' Cast
ployment pacts. Action has been
talcen in light of the westward trek
iefused.To
of a number "of his top players to
Hollywood because of the lure of
Ingrain, et al. bigger bijjlion and lower taxes. As
Serve
a result, Britain's ace filmaker and
Philadelphia, March 11.
The manager and a bartender of his organiEation have lost out on
the Bellevue Court Bar arid Grill, stars whose popularity was estab.midtown eatery, were held in $2,- lished on both sides of the ocean
,500 bail each for court Wednesday through Ranlc productions.
Latest of the stars calling off Rank
(5) on charges of refusing to serve
a party that included Rex Ingram ties is Phyllis Calvert whose last
.and several members of the all- film for the British organization is
currently under way with/ Sydney
Nogro cast of "Anna Lucasta."
The hearing at which George H. Box producing. Miss Calvert is
;Hudson, manager of the tavern, and terminating her pact with Rank to
iJames Ferguson, bartender, were star in "Make Me a Fine Wife'' for
placed under bail, was held before Paramount in Hollywood and will
probably follow with a stint for Sir
(Continued on page 62)
Alexander Korda. She claims that
only three stories were satisfactory
Colijian Mr.
Mrs.
to her of the 14 pix which she made
for him in the past seven years.
Mulled as Jack
In this claim, Miss Calvert is not
Foote, Cone & Belding, agency
alone; James Mason, in his recent
01)' the American Tobacco account,
British tycoon
js mulling a Mr. and Mrs. show built walkout, attacliied the
around Ronald Colnian and his wife, with the charge that Bank was a bad

Betrcit, Marcli 11.

toddy

Police

America's 25,000,000
non-theatregoers into tlie nation's
film houses is the major domestic
to

Eipne Oleflfs Pli]

Jun^s Over loon as "Vulgar

Pitt

fFS[

The trade and

•."

Detroit Closes

iEEO '[M T

Eugene

Moon

Around
Pittsburgh. March

Kicks

It

O'Neill's

11.

now drama,

'

'"A

the Misbegotten," got quite
around last week at the
not only from the drama

f'Or

a kicking

Nixon,

world markets is jumping common- critics, who panned it without eX'.
sense ideological considerations here, ception, but also from 'columnists,
(Continued on page 04)
according to international observers.
British in their zone of Germany are
digging back into the vaults to. fill
Miranda's Copa Daie
screen time with Nazi-made features,
rather than accept. Arnerican films
a Life Trailer For
and thus open thei-r own pictures to
comparison with the Hollywood

U. S. Niteries Hit

To

Peak iGross Of

Se

$353,383,255 in '46

product, it is said, It's a battle, of
cotwse. to establish the future British market here.
are
pretty
much
Americans
burned up about the situation,
especially inasmuch as no coin is involved, since neither Briti.'fh nor
U. S. industries can export currency
from Germany. As a matter of fact,
it has been learned, major American
film studios have offered their product free to the British to fill the
vaccum created by an insufficient
Until resupply of English pix.
cently, when they began to aecept a
.

Washington, March

The

11.

nation's nitery biz hit its all-

time peak in 1946, but there were
definite indications toward the end
of the year that the peak had been
passed and that 1947 would show
descending volume. On the basis of
the Federal 20% bite on the tabs, the
late spots chalked up a terrific grois
of $353,383,255 last year, which was
well ahead of the huge $315,447,740
(Continued on page 64)

Guild

It's

definitely decided that

James

Barton won't go on the road with

all

Having completed hor co-starring
(with Groucho Marx) in the

'-Copacabana" (UA), Carmen
Miranda •will headline the show at
the New York nitery of the same
name on April l^f, concurrently with
release of the film which was coproduced by the cafe's operator,
Monte Proser. Signed at $7,500 per
week, Miss Miranda will appear in
layout built around the film's motif,
including the film score of five tunes

by Sam Coslow, pie's .other
(Continued on page 64)

cleffed

'

pix.

English, of course, carefully

out
•

TbigliiesNotToTour
Icemail
O'Neill's "The
Eugene
Cometh" which winds up on Broad-

films, screens in the
British zone carried as niuch as 60%

German

To Pay Barton IG

Weekly TMs and Next Yr.

lew American

ier 'Cppacakia' Pic
.

role

film,

evident propaganda

weed

filniis,

many observers feel that any
made picture has inherent

but

locallyin it a

subversifying influence on the German mind. Such an outwardly in^
(Continued on page 64)

Rank*s 1ii*oii*)-Day Plans
Disclosed Via Ike's Kudo
J. Arthur Rank was the only nongovernment civilian in the world
Who knew in advance that June. 6..
1944, had been fixed as p'day for

the

Normandy

informed

invasion.

officially

command envisaged
ScHubcrts' Life Pension

He was

so

when

the high
the possibility

postponement of the kickofl beVienna. March 4.
cause of advel-se weather and turned
Actor dewi\y this Saturday (15).
Last descendant of Schubert fam- to him to house the soldier.s in Britclined to switch from the part he
BanlC
and
hi that event
Johanna
Schubert
ish
theatres
Mrs.
originated to that played by Dudley ily here,
her blind daughter, were awarded agreed to quietly make the theatres
Digges, who is also withdrawing.
was
As Barton has a run-of-thc-play, a life pension by the Vienna Phil- available without jred tape, but
62
page
oa
Orchestra,
(Continued
harmonic
((Continued on page 62)
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Kazan's Triple
Elia Kazan has the unusual distinction for a director of being
triply represented on Broadway
currently. Two top grossing pictures and a hit legiter all are the
product of his direction.
Fix are "Boomerang" (20th)
at the Roxy, and "Sea of Grass"
(M-G) at the Music Hall. Legiter
Sons" at the. Coronet.
is "All

Chevalier, Toujours

Li Galfe Kii

Sockeroo in American Comeback
By ABEL GBEEN

+

As we lammisters from a French

menu

say around the plush boites,
iWaurice Chevalier—le plus grand
toujours sockeroo.
Gallic kid— is
Et comment! At $9.60 Monday night
<10) at the Henry MUler, N. Y., his
flrst U. S. date in 12 years, the
franeophiles, the refugees and the
plain customers alike gave out with
the milt music as if Chevalier were
» ccmbinatioh road company of <the
Folies Beigere, rue Blondel and
Ch:mel Numero Cinq—for free.
This is the era of the great comebacks.
AU we need is Sir Harry
Lauder and the thitd of perhaps today's three greatiest Single enteirtainers will hav^ completed the come-

Super-Autoniat

Springfield, Mass.

Too

WEEK!

.247lli
.
,

KEN MURRAY'S
1947"
"BLACKOUTS OF

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cat.

BETTY GRABLE.
Looks like maybe
back circle.
Larry Parks will have to Berlitz! up Ed Perkiis Fiifls It
for a Chevalier biopie just as he
*4 W®rMs'
eorked up for Al Jolson.
But
All the tricks of a fertile stage
career are' uncorked by the French
/Mywoffii Tops Ail
•
charmer on a simple draped stage,
1%- i%
If
People around the world are more
cut do w» to "three," with Irving
personaliActroan, an unobtrusive piano ac- interested in Hollywood
Bevin or
companist at the right, reading his ties than in Marshall,
Edward Perkins,
says
Rush is on to build film houses in
music from scores, as Chevalier, in Molotov,
returned to New the vicinity of the United Nations
just
characteristic straw skimmer and showman
York following a round-the-globe housing development- in the Jamaica
petulantly drooping lip,, sings and

Theatres Eye

^

Umi

N Houang

struts himself to a truly formidable

bunch of hand-to-hand acclaim.
His repertoire of 10 or 12 songs
lyrically
showmanly
paced,
punchy^ appealingly tuneful. His
black tie is a camou&ag;e for a dinner jacket which is actually a natty
blue serge suit. He's in that getup
throughout save for a couple of departures to a nonsense mandarin
getup,
a tophatted boulevardier
("Place Pigalle" number), and a
tobo,:
Showmanship is manifest manageMally as Arthur Lesser seemingly
instilled the Mea of letting les
Americains dig tiSie C^Uic iiye, which
means Chevalier explains his lyric
content to the complete understand.ing of the non-Linguaphonists. This
apparently was a switch from the
preceding evening's American Aid
for Prance gala ($50 top) where
(jhevalier was heavy on the native
is

ergot.

new

quest for

attractions.

"Motion pictures are the fptenSost
amusement in every ©art of the
universe, and the Hollywood product stfll leads the field by a wide
margin," he found. "Betty arable's
svelte figure achieves more good
neighbor results than the Rocke

section of New York. Project, to consist of mainly garden apartments,
already has been under construction
for six months and is figure^ to provide plenty of potential picture pa^
trons when corhpleted.

to

&

The Hindus and have filed plans
and queue up Former acquired

rioting

see Irene Dunne.

W&K

is,

Showman

he throws away any

that he

NEW ASTAIRE

BiU^

New

Fred Astaire dance Studios,
which preemed last Thursday (6) in

New

York, represents a $250,000 inwith understanding that
capitalization
is
being

vestment,

additional

:

Pittsburgh, March 11.
Kenny Delmar (.Senator Claghorn)
didn't do a very good public relations job for himself here, last Tuesday (4) during his one-day p.a. in
connection with the picture, "It's a

Joke, Son," which was opening next
morning at Senator- Deljnar pleaded
illness, weariness from sleepless night
on the train and an iipset stomacher, at least, his sponsors pleaded .it
for him—for a couple of nonappear.

ances.

Following a luncheon for the press
radio people, Claghorn wias
scheduled, to show at the Carnegie
Tech drama school :and after that at
Gimbel's, department store having
taken out big ads in the paper that
he would meet kids in boy's department that afternoon. At latter place,
more than 2,000 youngsters waited in
vain for him. Even PRC men who

and

Russian Cantor Set By
Morris Agey. in Concert

-

before arriving in this country last

•

Hollywood will undoubtedly beckon
him and RKO right now apparently
has a great showmanship ride when
"Golden Silence," since renamed
"Man About Town," which he completed for Bene Clair at BKO-Pathe
itt

Paris, is

tiifeerty

due for release shortly.

Wants

to

Borrow

a film star or a motion picture in
week.
which Astaire was featured.
Park Ave. dancery was treated to
a smash seven-hour opening party
Thursday (6), with the 70 staff in-

.direct; ,

•

•

•

Experienced press heads of ABC,
& Eckhardt, and the Detroit
all ready and will-

Kenyon

Music Hall were

ing to carry the press ball, but the

White House seemed to be calling
the plays, with no experienced press
secretary to coordinate activities in
Detroit. Network and agency flacka
never had authority to put their experience to use, and the Detroit
press became quite annoyed by lack
•

accompanied Delmar

sleep,

He was an hour and a haU late
in the evening getting to a dinner for
Greek Relief, but did make his scheduled p.a. at the Senator theatre in
the evening. P. S.: "It's a Joke, Son"

Thomas

3. Strlckler, Miss Truman'*
voice: instructor, who seemed .to. be
cast in tihe Mie of instructor, man*

ager, pressagent' and duenna.
It
was too heavy ah assignment and
she had to bear the brunt of the
opened Wednesday and closed Fri- reporters' resentment of the presit
three
its
night
after
days
of
day
bungling.
.

scheduled week's run.

The

first

oomference

press

an-

nounced Thursday evening

most ended

REDSKINS WON'T BITE

at 6 aldisaitrputly. Mrs. Strlck-

arrived late,

ler

was interviewed^

and then announced that Miss Trur

man would not appear, as White
DISCRIMINATION DUST House
policy prohibited interviews.
Mrs,
again.

Strlckler

When she

called

Washington

returned, she quot-

ed Mrs. Truman «8 saying, "I don'f.
held press oonferenees and T don't
want Margaret to." However, it was
decided to allow the press to watch

cert She was aecompaijied by Karl
Krueger, Detroit 3ymph conductoi'.
She shook hands With everyone In
the room.. Than she posed graciously and vvlllingly for a number o<
General consens.us among
Manning, Joseph^ DePorte, Victor M. photos.
Kelly: and Riley Sunrise, screen the press was that she was "charming, pretty, poised, delightfully unafactors.
fected."

Rumor and speculation ran ramFootball-Fix Gal May Go
pant a&.no ftjrther press conference
Into NTG's'Nitery Show was held tmtil Saturday, when the
Ida Maguire, film bit player who's
in. connection with

been headlined

the football-fix case in New York,
go into the Show headed by Nils
T. Granlund
(NTG) at the Bio
Cabana, N. V. Deal, beiiig nego
tiated by her agent, Leon Newman,

may

depends upon her medico's okay on
the date.

Before

entering

films.

Miss

Maguire was a tap dancer and
started in show business as a contortion act until a back injury made
that kind of act impossible for her.

announcement was inade that Miss
Truman's radio debut would be postponed due to laryngitis. The "conference" developed as a result of reporters swarming outside the presidential suite and remaining until the
announcement was made. Photographers waited for shots in vain.

The
paid

President's daughter will be
for her appearance, but the
Mirs. Strlck-

amount was withheld;

ler described It as a "reasonable but
not exorbitant fee."

'

.

DBESS MESS

Helen Walker Sued For
150G Over Auto Smash

Hollywood, March 11.
structors
guiding visiting
Los Angeles, March 11.
guests
Costumes, or lack of same, worn
through the 32 studios into which
Helen Walker was sued for $150,000
by Hazel Brooks in "Body and Soul"
music is piped from each of eight
in Superior Court, San Bernardino
are the cause of a di.spute between
turntables. A selector in each studio
County, by Philip Marcado, one of
Enterprise and the Johnston office.
brings desired rhythm over a pa.
hitch-hikers who was injured last
Johnstohites contend the gal's garFive branches are set, including
New Year's Day when her car went
ments reyeal more .})pdy than soul.
Sea Island,
and

Haddon

Ga.,
the ChaUonteHall, Atlantic City.
Ulti-

mate plan

is to' have branches all
over the country. Astaire and Casanave will both headquarter in New
York, with former supervising operations while the film exec handles

the business end.

Spencer Tracy for 'Union* Prank Morgan Submitted
Hollywood, March 11.
For Yauders at $10,000
Liberty Films is negotiating with
Wietro for a loanout of Spencer
?ftacy for "State of the Union." No
release has been set for the film yet.
Liberty and not Metro is making
the film, despite earlier reports that
|/r-G would do it. Frank (5apra will

tional radio story. In return, Detroit
gave Miss Truman's charm and personality glowing 'press notices, and
het party a lesson in handling press
relations.
For the only criticism of
her venture into the ranks of professional artists was her party's unprofessional handling of the press.

Miss Trimian pose for photos, but
positively no questions.
At 7:15 Miss Truman entered the
suite dressed for the evening's con-

"You Brought a New Kind projected. Charles Casanave, formFirst singer out of Russia for conof Love to Me," "Hello Beautiful" erly executive veepee of National
cert dates in America has arrived.
and "Mimi„" and for a routine, en- Screen Service, is executjve v.p. and He's Miihal Kousevitsky, high cantor
core ^reprises "Louise!" and "Valen- g.m. of the new venture, with the
of Warsaw's famed Tlorackie synatina,"
Otherwise his songs are narne hoofer as president.
gog, who in 1039 was reported slain
fresh and, incidentally, domlriantly
OEioused oh the second floor of the
by the Nazis. He was signed by
co-authored by himself (lyrics) with Park Avenue theatre building at 59th
William Morris, Jr., for a spring and
native French tunesmiths. A couple and Park avenue, diagonally opposununer series. Action parallels step
of them are a cinch for American site
Delmonico's, the location is
taken by William Morris, founder of
appeal with Yankee wordage.
psychologically advantageous, as are
the agency, who, in 1913, imported
Premiere saw one of those extra- the auspices, for there are no names the late Cantor Sirota, primo cantor
ordinary showbiz turnouts, along greater in modern hopfplogy than in Warsaw, who was later succeeded
with the French socialites, etc. A the Astaires. The second floor rep- by Kousevitsky.
strong Hollywood contingent min- resents a claimed $160,000 decor job
Cantor, has sung for Russian
gled with many legit players who, by Ka'therine Cowden ahd Jessica troops and was at one time awarded
because of Sunday performances (Mrs. Richard) Barthelmess, each the Stalin;
medal of merit. He gave
and Monday night off, rallied to one of the 32 studio rooms being differ^ a concert in London's. Alhert hall
of the top comedians extant. Che- ently designed, and each named after

rapher.
Chevalier looks hotter than an
FOB Detroit due-bill all over again.

ABC's Sunday Evening Hour (16).
Her appearance gives Detroit its
most important network origination
in recent years and its rpost sensa-

know where he had

pri.ses

valier singled out Claudette Colbert
and Beatrice Lillie for mention.
Along with personalities from the
Coast and Broadway there was also
present Bernard Baruch, piloted by
Billy Rose, his one-time stenog-

The President's daughter is scheduled to try again next weekend over

discrimination
scent,
Is
to
light
since Interboro's site had previously
against citizens of ahorijgiual Amer~
been approved, he anticipates a faican lineage.
Furthermore, he
vorable ruling.
Executive committee consists of
added, the Planning Commission is
Monte Blue, Bill Wilkerson, Steve
an advisory body and actual approval Whiteflower,
Tom Humphrey, Tonto
of zone changes must be made by
TSiiindercloud, P. F. Frazier, Reuben
N. Y. City's Board of Estimate.
Jacobs, Ralph Boanhorse, Bryan
Trueblood, Andrev^r Mord, Arthur

week. Attorney Gold pointed out that

with the public."

jingoistic

Lays

Reporters howled their disappointment and protested so vigorously that

Greece are in the <Juestion-mark

pitch for kind-applause. By indirection the impact is even greater as
he soliloquizes, in song, on the
wooden shoes the French had to
wear (no leather); the Gl paradise
pigalle
(perverted ' into
Pig
in
Alley), but otherwise the tunes are
gay, romantic, saucy, cbaracteristic,
as the case may- be.
As a first-part interlude he re-

11.

Hollywood. March 11.
Latest Redskin uprising in these
parts. took no Paleface scalps but resulted in the formation of the
American Indian Citizens League^
with Will Rogers, Jr., as chief. Objects of the League, composed chiefly
of Hollywood figures of Indian de-

Working sans mike, in thie inti- column, wavering between the Eng- when the City Planning Commission
mate Henry Miller, and with his en- lish-speaking world and the Soviet moved to rezone the street upon
Heargageiflent limited to four weeks sphere," said the, shownian.
"Nev- whicb bpth theatres will abut.
held and a decision is ex($9.60 opening night; $4.80 regular ertheless, in all these cotJrttries pic- ings were
down within a
top), the great French comedian be- tures from Hollywood rate, No.' l pected to be handed
lies his 57 years.

March

the spotlight of the
nation on Detroit last week and
stood the Motor City on its ear.

to town didn't of information and frequent rundisappeared to arounds from the presidential suite
after the luncheon. Understood he in the Book Cadillac.
took a rooni at another hotel, where
Most of the press announcements
Currently the Interboro circuit and they couldn't find him, to get some
in Detroit were issued by Mrs.

Knapp
the real estate firm of Webb
for new houses.
a site in the area
Stalin has a
long before the housing development
yen for Deanna Durbin instead of
was even contemplated, according to
his Soviet stars.
Bob Hope is a Interboro attorney William Gold, His
riot in Dublin.
Loretta Young and
client plans a 1,200-seater to be erect,
Gary Cooper are top favorites in
ed at a cost of $450,000.
Bing Crosby is the marLisbon.
realty firm is mapping a
quee king in Buenos Aires."
2,000-seater and estimates the cost at
Froni the entertainment angle,
Company exec revealed
$1,000,000.
Perkins declared, there are four
last week that it plans to lease the
worlSi, hot tfne—<buf with Hollywood the capital of then! all. These house, when completed, inasmuch as
his firm is hot in the business of ex"worlds" are the English-speaking
hibition. Identity of the prospective
orbit, the Latin countries, the Ori-,
operator was not disclosed since
ent, and the Soviet sphere.
"France,
Germany, ' Italy and negotiations are ihconiplete.
However, a snag arose last week
feller committee.

Moslems $t6p

Detroit,

Truman turned

'Sei.Oagfc§ra'Low

"Save rae a .wat, I'm coming back,
a million laughs."

lap

Fiasco
'

Although her radio debut was postponed due to laryngitis, Margaret

Muck Nwlkrn
Hospitality'

nir

DesiHteDeNt
'

it's

A

11*4

iriuDafl

My

They call if the "magic table."
Except for a slot in the top it
looks like any other. The diner
marks desired items on the menucheck, drops theck into the slot.,
His food-and-drink order appears
on a small elevator that rises
from the center of the table—
without any visible human intervention.
It
eliminates lining up for
cafeteria counter service, traytoting, etc. Manufactured by the
Bay State Elevator Co., of

M*lis

Frank Morgan, filni actor, is being
submitted for vaude dates as soon
as his Pall Mall ciggie show goes
off the air next month.
Harry
Romm, who's agenting
Morgan, is asking $10,000 weekly
plus perceniages.

1^

St:ory

Gertie and Sadie, two Brooklyn
characters, were walking along
Flatbush avenue when suddenly
Sadie saw two midgets from the
circus,
Says Sadie: "Ooh, look!
Isn't that turrible? Oh, gee, I
don't know what to say. I'm so
pertoibedl"
"1 don't see anything wrong,"
said Gertrude. "It's just two little
midgets from the circus."
"Oh, thank God," said Sadie.

"For

a

minute

I

thought , they

were rationing men!"
.

.

Peter Ooiiotd.

Geo. White Gets Nix

Again jHiJ[^rol<^Me^
San Diego, March 11.
George White was turned down
for the second time in his plea foy

parole from the road gang, to which
he was sentenced following an automobile accident in which two persons were killed.
oft the road.
Parole Board ruled that White
Actress also faces a charge of man- was receiving proper treatment f<;r
slaughter as a result of the death of the two ailments he- named in his
Robert l«e, another hitch-hikirtg pas- appeal, pyorrhea and an injured
senger.

knee..

Coast Friars Meet
Hollywood, March

11.

Friars Club of California, at its
general meeting, approved terms
of a clubhouse lease and elected an
advisory board to cooperate with
George Jessel, abbot.

BiaaS'S PLATTEKS
Hollywood, March 11.
Bebe Daniels has signed with SSn-

terprise Records to make » series of
juvenile platters Under the title of
"Bebe Daniels Productions." First
Will be, 8 fouT'^ided album of mopBoard consists of Harry Cohn, pet stories narrated by Jimmy Scrlbchairman, Groucho Marx, Sol Lesser, ner, radio actor.
Sid Grauman, Archie Mayo, George
Miss Daniels, ttieahwhile, conBurns, Joseph Sistrom and Arthur tinues as a producer for the jftal
Stebbins.
....
,
S()aoh 'si^os.„ i ,
•
first

.-

.

Mwrab 12, 1947

WecIneBdajr,

GOfflRHDIGTIONS
Stewart 6-5 in Academy Sweepstakes
Best pMnre: "Best Yearis" 8"YejirUng 8-1; "Wonderful
Life" 3-1; "Henry V" 5-1; "K»lor's Edge". 10-1.
Best Actor: Jnwes Stewart fi-

Gresory peck 3-1; liMry Parks
Fredrio March 4-1.
Best actress: OUvU De H»vURosalind Hussell 5-S;
land
Jane iVyiMn 3-1; Jennifer Jones

S;

3-1;

s-i; Celia

Johnson

the' bQxoflice, bas been registering
no Uncertain opinion of the iilhis,
but come Friday morning of this
week the film producers, artists and

craftsmen will

let the

maxed by the pending Wilson-ConHollywood, March 11.
Academy of Motion Picture Arts don bill in the New York state
legislature, points up

and Sciences is going through with
refusal to permit Cameramen to
shoot the Oscar Derby across the
footlights, regardless of Hircat."! by
n-ewsreei execs to ignore the show
its

this year.

Arrangements have been made

£0-1.

Now comes the time when the
makers' oi motion pictures, with appropriate Hollywood fanfare and
ballyhoo, select what they consider
their best work during 1946.
All
through the year the public, through

&

time Price, Waterhouse Co., ofticial
accountants for the Academy, have
(Continued on page 70)

Decree Suit Will

The Government and the majors
before the V. S.

Supreme Court preliminary to the
argument on the merits of

ftayoit

anti-trust suit itself. That possibility is seen by legalites as a result of the Dept. of Justice's insist-

J'^JS'
.

anee that the entire record of the
ease, which fills three file cabinets,
be printed, Estimated cost of such
operation
a large-scale printing
would- run between $50,000 and
$100,000.

Majors have

countered with

pressed yesterday

Wayne

Morse,

an

offer to print those parts which they
deem relevant to the point appealed
from. Negotiations will be launched

to thrash the matter out across the
table but if that doesn't work, then
company lawyers say they will take
the matter up to the court itself.
Under any circumstances, record
must be printed by the Government
printing office in accordance with
Supreme Court rules. It's noted that
while the
of J gets this service
on the cuff outside litigants must pay
at rates similar to those of private
printers.

by Senator

Ore.),

;

although both have been

authorities, they claim, have
inconsistent, black-

balling certain sequences that the
boards would approve unquestionably and passing other parts of

slugged

films that are obviously eensorable.
State boards, as a result, are forced
to take arbitrary stands on most

P

ity of misinterpretation.

Illustrative of tl^e PCA's inconsistency, according to the state censors, was their actioftv on "Duel in

the Sun" and "Notorious Gefitleman."
Code athuprities passed "Duel," giving it their seal apparently without
hesitation despite the sequence which
((Continued

in

on page 70)

V

Metro Ik^^^^

ti-ied

Film Slate to 32
Hollywood, Mai-ch

11.

This year's production schedule at
Metro may be upped from 20 featcarpenters;, and members of ures to a total of 28 or 32.
Studio
the Brotherhood of Carpenters
execs are reported huddling over the
Joiners.
Schatte, mem'ber of the idea of~ increasing' the number of
Conference of Studio Unions, said films while holding down the costs.
he might lose his job .and even his
Program was recently whittled
life because of his testimony before
down to 20 as part of the company's
the committee.
retrenchment campaign.
Schatte said his story was one of
"terrific and appalling violence and
Rathvon's East
absolute, utter disregard for law,"
While N. Peter Rathvori, RK.O
He claimed the strike was partly
due to a rivalry between Herbert prexy, intends continuing to keep
Sorrell of CSU and Richard V. close tab on Coast production, even
Walsh of lATSE, for the "dictator- with Dore Schary now in charge of
plant, indiship" of labor in- Hollywood.
He production' at the
cations are that he will be able to'
(Continued on page 29)
spend more time ifi N. Y. under the
new setup.
He is not due back east until May,
but likely will stay several months
of set

and

.

Move

•

'

RKO

EOBiOCKNERMCKEES

this trip.

hinjt;

laid

on the eye

Win up

last Feb.

Jan

Loew

,

and' Schaefer

&

Donahue

Coe ad agehpy had made

a .$200,000 investment to
unit's ..account away from

Scare of 'Cycle
Seven yarns dealing with narcotics
themes have been submitted to the
Production
Code
Administration
since the code was liberalized last
Sept. 12 to permit such yarns—and
all but one has been rejected. That's
refutation of the Catholic Ciiurch
and Hearst press charge that the
amendment would lead to a "cycle"
of dope films, declared Jay Richard
Kennedy in New York this week.
Kennedy is associate producer and
author of Columbia's "Assigned to
Treasury," the one dope pic approved, arid, in working with the
U. S. Treasury's Bureau of Narebtics,
Was largely responsible for the
change in the production code. He

(Continued on page 27)

Was Everybody

in

(Continued on page 30)

EKO And

Odlnm Hosts
.

Board Members

Atlas.

.-

At His
of

weekend

his Indio ranch, similar

;it

annual joint sessions of two
to
boards held there for past two years.
Odium, who. is prexy of Atlas and
chairman of the RKO board, -was
.ioined by Atlas board members
L.

Boyd Hatch,

senior veepee,
L.

RKO

Peter

N.

of

sists

Tk

many

Ehrman and

in the press-radio-pix

he now encounters as a

civil-

ian had worked in his department,
unbeknownst to himself, that he now
frankly inquires, "Did you ever

work with Us

in

Harry

Johnson and
board conRathvon, Ned
Depinet, George Shaw, Frederick L.

M. Darning' O.
George Howard.

Elmer Davis, former boss of the
Office of War Information, has found
circles

Rancb

Indio

Hollywood, March 11.
Floyd Odium held a joint meetin,?
RKO and Atlas board,'! over the

Lawrence

L.

Atlas board members
Act? Asks Elmer Davis York Monday
(iO)

that so

the

get

McCanh-

Erickson.
Schaefer refused to enlarge on his deal with tlie company
except to state vehemently that he
hadn't invested a cent. Loew said

'

declared the amendment was made
at the request of Harry J. Anslinger,
commissioner of the Narcot,ics Bu-

denied

both

was named
by which he

Schaefer

that,

paid $250,000 into Enterprise. Likewise the.y denied recent reports that

OWI?"

Reason for this is that he's since
found himself woi^king for a couple
of guys who used to work for him,
only he didn't knpw it, because of
the large size of the department.

(3reen.

New

left for

night, while
board members wip'renialn for
sevex'al days longer.
There were no discussions on any
sale of RKO and only discussions
pertaining to RKO films were Rathvon's repoiis on story material and

RKO

costs of possible procluotipns.

,

Dore Schary, new studio head, was
combined boards of

introduced to
organizations.

OWN INDIE UNIT VIA U-I
Hollywood, March

Robert Buckner

is

11.

Natibiial Boxoffice

conferring with

Universal-International on the possiof joining the firm as a unit

Survey

Warmer Weather Helps

Bizr-'Beginniiig,* *Boom«
erang. 'Jolson,' 'Pursued,' * Year*,' Lead List
'

production head and participating in
Deal won't be signed until
profits.

William

vacation

Hollywood, March 11.
Retrenchment wave at Warner.<5
washed 16 film cutters off the lot last
week, and six screen writers are understood to be on their way out.
One voluntary walkout was Robert
Buckner, who ankled after a dispute
with Jack t, Warner. His contract,
calling
for
approximately $1,500
Weekly. stUi had eiglit month* to go.

expres-sed

to restore Enterprise's
cash po-sition, admittedly depleted by
having more than $9,(100,000 tied Up
in negatives not yet ^^tarted into

reports

On

WCiits
16 Editors if Pj^roll

distribution,

distrib chief in a deal

Arrival of much milder weather locations,' this is not measuring up
Goetz returns from New in many key cities is being reflected to its original hopes and. opening
York in-a few weeks.
in a business upbeat generally over weeks.
There still are some
country.
months
to
about
nine
the
In "Pursued," another from WB
Buckner has
Washington, March 11.
go on his current contract with special situations where grosses have stable, this company apparently has
Dinner to celebrate the 25th anni- "Warners, where he's under suspen- not regained their old vigor and a new winner, this climbing up to
versary of the Motion Picture Assn.
noted the ipproadh fifth ranking although in only four
spots
numeroiis
entertain
would
sion for stating he
will be held at the "Wraldprf-Astoria,
as
Lent
and
deadline
tax
Federal
of
re-inking
keys.
Others of Big 10 in order of
other studio offers before
N. Y., in mid-May. Iteflnite date has
biz done are "Best Years" (RKO)
with the Valley lot. Warner brass factors cutting into grosses.
not yet been set.
Whole crop of new pictures are "California" (Par), "Dead Reckonthe suspension a "vacation."
Among those invited to the affair termed
taking the coin leadership currently, ing" (Col):, "Sinbad" (RKO) and
will be officials of the United Nawith "Beginning or End" (M-G) "Song of Scheherazade" (U).
tions, heads in Government, diplosoaring to commanding top spot.
Skourases, Silverstones
Out of tall coin but still doing
macy and in domestic and foreign
Playing in 16 keys covered by
are "Humoresque" (WB> "PerSouth Ameriean Trek VARiETif and some 20 theatres, mere well
aim fields, Committee to handle the
(Par),
"Lady jn
Marriage"
fect
affair is_ now being lined up. ImmeFollowing his return from the Weight of so many Opening dales is Lake" (M-G), "The Locket" (RKO),
diately after the dinner, Eric John- Coast last week, Murray Silverstone, pushing this up. Actually it's prov- 'Angel and Badman" (Rep), "Henry
ston plans to embark for Europe to 20th-Fox International prez, accom- ing a bit disappointing in several V" (UA) and "I'll Be Yours" (U).
In others the atom pic- "Locket," which comes into Palace,
continue his trip of some months panied by his wife and 201h-Fox locations.
back which was interrupted by his prexy Spyros Skouras, and his wife, ture is solid to lusty. Film is rated N. y., next week, is doing nicely
illness.
plane for South America Monday sock in Cincinnati and tops in Bos- in three spots opened this frame.
However, it is modest in St. "Calendar Girl" (Rep), in only one
(17) on a combiaatipn business and ton.

Budget

of

complete optimism in New York this
week regarding- the company's fuBotli
execs, however, expressed anxiety to get the unit's first
four films into distribution as quickly

liquidation.

on^^

AT THE WALDORF 1 MAY

WB

cliarge

ture.

6 as possible

for three weeks.

DopePix Refutes

&

bility

AM PARTY

PCA

been consistently

unsuccessfully in the studios strike.
Perils of the strike were discussed last Saturday before the
House labor committee by Oscar
Schatte, superintendent of a crew

D

MPA'S2STi

(10);

tR-,

a $60,000 damage suit against
Rros., Leo Forbstein, studio
chief, and Joseph 'W'eisen-

music

freund, studio, musician and brother
of Paul Muni,
^
Plaintiff
declares
Weisenfrpund

a
marathon labor speech on the Sen-

tion,

Cost Uir to $100,000
may exchange blows

11.

jurisdictional disputes,

ate floor.
Morse said the real solution would
come
from
cooperation
amoijg
unions and through internal media-

Printed Legal Record
In

Washington, March

Doubt that

such as the long one in jpollywood,
can be cured by legislatioii was ex-

filed

Warner

the country,

product today, having
to the realization they can no
longer depend «h the PCA. To correct this, they believe, the code
should be rewritten to take into
account the change in morals brought
about since it was first issued and
should be worded in as precise terms
as possible to rule out any possibil-

Morse

putting

Los Angeles," March 11.
witliih the next few mphthSi David
Emil Hilb, former conductor .of Loew, fihterprise board chairmaa,:
the Denver Symphony Orchesti-a, and George J.
Schaefer, v.p. in

rulings, in the opinion of toppers
state censor boards throughout

come

H'wools Labor
../Ilk- Sen.

the iJiadequacy

and necessity for revision of the
Code
Administration

Production

With United Artists preparing to
send the first of Enterprise's films
into release domestically, and Metro
tliem into release abroad-

Sour Notes in Btirbank

from

Hollywood

Laws Won't Cure

public in on

;

to'

shoot the Oscar winners in special
booths backstage. Filming from the
audience, the Acadenay declared,
would disturb the cash customers.

what Hollywood considers its best
picture, best actor and actress, best
music, best technical work, etc.
In other words the annual awards
of the Academy of Motion Picture
Sciences Will be tevealecl in
Arts
the news and advertising pages
throughout the country.
The votes were all in last Saturday night at midnight and by this

lEPLOil

Recent flurry of censorship problems hitting the film industry, cli-

Sent to the Rear

First 4

^^^^^^

LSD

Hollywood, mutek 11.
Omim' Derby mi post-time:
S;

EnL Execs Push

trip.

During business pha.se of junket,
20th-Fox chiefs Will d.o. branch exchange operations and: south-of-the-

Louis and definitely a disappointer
iri Pitt and Cleveland.

currently,
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key

"Boomerang" (20th), a new entry,
Among new entrants, "Blaze of
a strong second among the Big Noon" (Par), which
teed off in
Ten although in only five cities.
bordei- boxoffice condition^.
N. Y., is nice but obviously below
Best showings are being made in
hopes,
"Years Betweeu" CU) look.";
Philadelphia, Los Angeles and New
stout on first N. Y. week:
"Sea of
IN PARIS
LAWRENCE
York, at last-named being big $129,"Jolson Grass" (M-G) is not holding up too
000 at the giant Roxy.
Pari.?, March 11.
"Red
on hold- well at Music Hall, N. Y.
Laudy Lawrence who arrived Fri- Story" (Col), now mainly
House" .(UA), while not big curextended-run, slipped back
or
over
America,
liner
the
aboard
day (7)
"Nora Prentiss" rently in Frisco, is doing okay in
to third position.
is very ill.
L.-A.-^.
its status by mbvimproved
(W?)
associate
Koj-da
Fwmer AlexaPdfr
(Gonipief* Bo.tojjice Ktporti
taking! ing to fourth slot, being helped beis confliied to his bed *ni4 is
'
•II f^a^s IS-'IB)
In some
cause playing nine keys.
,
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You. Said

Mifd-CkpIin s. New

Washington, March

Istril

MPA Title Registration
announced Sunday

to

Terms

Pickford and Charles Chaplin have agreed to give up their
right to "most favored" distribution
terms for release of their product
via United Artists and new eontracts are now being drawn up for
them. As. co-owners of the company tliey can, of course, have any
terms they like, but there is tacit
agreement that, whatever figure they
decide on will be sufficiently high
to give UA a profit. It is assumed,

Mary

%

4

therefore, that the distribution fee
will be around 25% domestic and
perhaps the same across the board
in the foreign field.
Chaplin's
"Monsieur Verdoux,"
forthcoming pic, will be handled by
under the terms of the new
agreement, Chaplin had no actual
distribution contract in effect with
the company, but included in bis
prerogatives as an owner was the
right to demand "most favored"
terms. Miss Pickford had a pact to
run until next Sept. 1 with the
"most favored" clause, but has
agreed to tear it up.
''Most favored" terms provided for
a 25% fee up to an $800,000 gross
and 10% after that. Inasmuch as
the company figures its costs at
somewhere around 21%, handling a
big grossing pic meant certain. loss
number of
under the old pacts.

It

was

the No. 1

683

and
probably
Stewart
James
Prank Capra will go to Mexico City
the end of this month for the opening of "It's a Wonderful Life" there
and probably will fly to London in
April for the pic's British preem,
Presence of the star and director at
debut of the piciture in various cities
throughout the U. S. definitely got
it off to an improved start at the
b.o., which leads to the desire for
them to go abroad for its preems.
Mex opening is at the ne.w Prado

and

lose

by

351475 Universal Reissues
Deal he recently made with UniGeorge J. Schaefer said in

tiriies.

their frequency;
"love," 649 times; "I" 595 times;
"ray," 660 times, and "man," 363
flack
times. As a result the
roost came up with the 1946 slogan, "I love you, my man," re-

and

Others

Stewart-Capra Continue
Shilling for Their 'Life'

it

in

appeased

It

Jr.,

"you"

film titles regisPred with

producers In 1946,

Sekefer/

11.

Bureau

(9) that

word appearing

versal,

M-G's Rodgers Returns
New
him
To H.O. After Coast Trip plus

MPA

placing the "little
you," of -1945.

riian,

I

.sales veepee William F,
is slated to return to the
homeoffice from the Coast ttext

Metro
Rodgers

love

Monday

(17) after six weeks of huddles with studio execs. During his
Coast stay, Rodgers also had a look

-

Kottssevitzky Ei®g

at

Sit

forthcoming Metro product

still

in various stages of production.

York Monday

<10), will give

between 350 and 375 reissues,
serials, westerns and shorts.
Ten-year franchise, he declared, calls
for an on-the-line payment npw of
$1,500,000, plus a percentage of the
income from the pix.
Schaefer said the deal provided
for U turning over to him practically
all its product distributed between
1933 and 1946, except •for a halfdozen or so top-budgeters of each

First order of business upon his
return will be to set Up regional season, which the company will re-_
sales meets, at which members of tain. Reissues will be states-righted,"
Celek&nsFeniiission the field staff are expected to get he declared, with operation handled
Lengthy treatment of the moot together to talk over the anti-trust by his present firm, George J. Schaetheatre March 27.
His son, George J.
It will be at- subject of unauthorized biographical decree and how Metro's sales policy fer Associates.
tended by Mexico's president and works and how far they can go, will be changed to meet It. Meets Schaefer, Jr., and son-in-law, John
diplomatic corps. Londoii teeoff will which N.Y. Supreme Court Justice will start early in April, with the Cahill, will run the Outfit,
Hie'U take only 6n advisory role,
be a day-dSler AprU 6 Jmd the New Bernard L. Schientag handed down first one probably held in New York
division
manager John P. Schaefer said, but will hold a major
Gallery and Tivoli theatres.
last week in denying an injunction for
Offinancial interest in the setup.
to music conductor Serge Koussevit^ Byrne's territory.
fices are being established in the
zky, will have important repercusParamount building to separate the
sions in show biz, legalites believe.
the
operation
of
came
from
to
activities
reissue
recently
subject
The
Enterprise Productions, of which
fore,iri the film industry when Mrs.
Schaefer became y,p. in charge of
Franklin D. Roosevelt raised strong
distribution a few weelcs ago.
objections to Metro's picturization
deal was advanced
Coin for the
of President Roosevelt in "The Beginning or the End." Advice of her
hy the financing oUtfii which he conlawyers against bringing a suit partrols, EqUity Capital Corp., Schaefer
allels Justice Shientag's ruling which
He said Equity would
disclosed.
decided the point for the first time
continue in existence, but would
if
A
in the state.
probably be inactive in indie proother non-stockholding producers
Koussevitzky's plaint was that his
duction financing, for which it was
Despite the split a tew weeks ago
held similar terras, but they are beinvaded
by
were
privacy
rights
of
He declared that field was
formed.
between David O. Selznick and
ing changed as fast ^Mi the contracts
and
advertisement
doing
J«mes
MttsOn's
publication,
chances
of
the
not propitious at the moment.
United Artists, possibility arose last
expire;/"Koussevitzlcy," Wog pictures in the next five years for
distribution
0$
week that UA will handle physical
Exclusively Enterprise
Contracts for Miss Pickford And distribution of "Duel in the Sun' written by Moses Smith, Boston anyone other than David Rose hinges
New Enterprise post, Schaefer
Chaplin are now being drawn, .up for DOS. UA directors, acting as critic. In laying down the rule-of- on litigation that popped up last
require his exclusive
In New York and will be forwarded result of. an agreement iriade during thumb which producers in every week. Rose has an agreement in the said, would
them with blanks left for the fee. negotiations for the breialtup ivith media can follow, the court lifted the form of a letter which ties Mason services, except for those activities
ihe two owners will decide between Selznick, determined that it would veil of obscurity which had befogged exclusively to a company to be aUeady in the works. Latter inthem what they want to set it at be possible for the company to han treatment of living persons in radio, formed by the duo fot the five-year cludes an interest in a Rin Tin Tin
stretch, the Mason complaint, served pic in Vitacolor, Which Will tee r«and fill the blanks in when they die physical distribution if Selznick pix and legit, it's isaid.
Standard outlined by the court on Rose as he'diseinbfirked from the leased by PRC shortly, and ownersign the pacts.
were vi'illing to pay a fee that would
Was summed -iup as follows:
Queen Elizabeth in New York, dis- ship at American distrib rights to
Chaplin had suggested that "Ver- give
a substantial margin of
right of privacy statute does closes.
the Italian-made English-language
"The
another
go
to
comv
dow" miight
profit.
Barj" produced by
not apply to an unauthorized biogIn slapping Rose With his St. Y. pic, "The 16th
panj ipr releaie, but that possibility Discussion at the pair of board raphy of
public figure unless the
Stephen Pallos.
a
ieliminated
the
definitely
at
was
meetings which
held last week biography is fictional or novelized supreme court action to rescind the
Latter film may be distributed by
when
the
Mason
the
gun
on
Rose.
meetings
last
week
deal.
jumped
board
grev? out of an arraiigement with
in character. An examination of the
the states-rights setup Worked out
discussed.
Federal
contracts
were
Latter
had
already
filed
new
Selznick counsel Milton A. Kramer
a
book comi»lained of clearly shows court action in California to restrain for the
reissues, Schaefer said.
that the subject would be scrutinized
that it 4s not fictionaL That it May
Other new ilUns, as well as foreign
without imposing legal or moral contain untrue statements does not the actor from working for anyone
But with Mason avoiding the imports, also will be sought, fi»
obligations on DOS.
col:
It's believed
transform it into the- class of fiction." else.
added.
environs,
Coast
complaint
was
never
that the original intent was for a Justice Shientag then went on to
Plans for &terprlse do not at the
deal covering a series of Selznick say that any false depictions could served on him. Rose, Of course, will
counterclaim in; the current' action moitient envisage addition of any
films, but .UA board decided that
sales staff, Schaefer explained,
fie
Columbia Pictures stockholders' it would consider nothing at this be the subject of a libel action but brought by his erstwhile partner.
not the basis of a damage action unsaid he'd be actively in supervision
meeting ended after little more than time beyond contract
a
for "DUel."
Entire dispute rests on a letter
der the' civil- rights laws.
of distribution by United Artists
an hour yesterday (Tuesday > with
Board took no formal action toOpinion pointed up the distinction addressed by Roge to Mason on June domestically and Metro abroad. Pubeverything up for vote passed acward informing Kramer of its de'
between persons whose duties or 5, 1946 which Sets forth their scheme licity-advertising setup will be de(iording to schedule. Highlight of cision,
pending a field survey to de- jobs
have a public uiterest and those to form a new conipany. Britisher's veloped, however, be said, with ofthe voting was the quick passage of termine that handling
"Duel" would who live strictly private livSfe. Those cornplaint attacks the letter with the
seven-year emplbyntent contracts in no
way impair its- other opera- in the public eye are subject to treat- assertion that it was not the final fice space now being nought to house
lor Harry Cohn, prexy, and Jack tions.
the whote iBrit fostem s(i>ff> includ*
Selznick Releasing Organiza- ment
by any of tbe media, court deal which was to be drawn later. ing iti story ed iarid studio irep.
Cohn, executive veepee of the com- tion
hais, in the meantime, made
noted, and applying the test to Rose, it's claimed, refused to parpany, thieir first pacts in more than
what is apparently
©ne and a halt years. Measure was with an organizationa tentative deal Koussevitzlcy said: "The plaintiff in ticipate in the drafting of a fullof motion pic- this case during the greater part of scale pact arid thereby repudiated
passed without" modification.
at
ture truckers. Film Distributors Ashis life has been and continues to be the entire project.
Company's board of directors was
sociation, to handle its product.
HoUywood, March 11.
an important public figure.
His
Fariuiioiuit Ctiicb in It
returned to office without exception.
Kramer refused comment on the UA prominent
Eddie Mannix returned to Metrp
achieveinents
as
iseveu members consisting of Harry
Main gripe of Ilason, according yesterday (10) after almost a week
action.'
musician bring him Constantly be^ to the
and Jack Cohn, A. Schneider, Nate
pleading, is the* alleged at- in
Cedars of Lebanon hospital.
fore the public eye and make his life
Spingold, Abe Montague, Donald
tempt by Rose to sell him to ParaNew Distribution Setup
Exec was hospitalized with a sore
of general interest."
Stralem and L. M. Blancke. Also
mount. By so doing, it's alleged,
Chicago, March It
reelected were Col. officers Harry
Court's ruling, if upheld on appeal, Rose abandoned both the spirit and throat and returned home over the
New
outfit to handle physical dis
Cohn, president. Jack Cohn exec
leaves no doubt that Hollywood may the letter of the agreement. More- weekend.
tribution of films- tor indie producers
veepee, Schneider as vice-president
linin a prominent figure with or over, charge is made that the exwas born here last week with a without
fthd treasurer, and veepees Spingold,
consent providing the de- Paramount g.m. in England had conL. A. to N. Y.
already set to handle Selzniok's
Montaigue, B, B. Kahane, Lester deal
piction sticks to the facts and leaves cealed an understanding
that he
"Duel in the Sun." National Film out details
Brian Aherne
Both, Joseph A. McConville and
of private life which are (Rose) was to get
$25,000 tor every
Service,
neW:
•Brian Ahearn
firm made up of ex
ordinarily none of the public's busi- pic
ILiOuis Barbano. Other officers are
that
Mason
Par.
made
for
change
arid
Rupert
Allan
shipping
men, also hopes ness, industry attorneys now con^
Charles Schwartz, secretary; MortiMason-Rose letter called for forAimabelia
mer Wormser, ass't treasurer; Leo to take on PRC and Monogram in dude. Any advertising or exploi'
mer to receive $2,000 weekly for five
near future, it was said at a nation tation which is confined
Benedict Bogeatis
Jaffe, ass't treasurer; David FogeP
to the film
years
wide
plus
of
the
cofaclave
50%
profits
Of
all
William
Boyd
here. Setup has Na
will also he free from the taint of
son and Duncan Kassell, ass't secre'
Walter Branson
taries, and C. B. Wikoff, eptttroller. tional doing everything but actual invasion of private lite \mder the pix. Rose's stipend was $1,000 per
William G, Brenner
Up for vote and passed were com- selling of product and physical sariie rules of conduct, it's believed, week and the other haU. of the take.
trucking,
In
attempting
deal
which
a
with"
Par
which
Sammy
Cahn
will be dealt out
mon stock warrants for several of
to
would
individual
have
carriers.
given
Mason
Claudette
$100,000
Colbert
the officers.
Headed by J. P. Clark, of Clark Film
advance on each film to be applied
Betty Comden
Distributors, Philadelphia, outfit will
to 25% cut on the gross after one
Dixie Crosby
Paulette Goddard
have branches in 21 key cities, with
and nine-tenths of negative costs
Bullets Durgom
following
had
been
returned
to
Par,
Rose
beJack Elliott
PIX-RADIOCO-Ol
In Bercovici Vs. Chaplin Boston andmanagers: S.. J. Marshall
haved "completely inconsistent" with
David -Franklin
New Haven; Harold Mc
Means of interesting more film his original pact, it'« asserted.
Deposition of Paulette Goddard Kinney, Des Moines and Omaha:
Jack Gertsman
was taken in the N. Y. federal court Edward Johnson, Cleveland; George and radio writers in religious topics
William Goetz
were explored last week at a twolast week in the $5,000,000 suit filed Callaiian, Jr., Pittsburgh; Lex Ben
Adolph Green
toy Konrad Bercovici against Char- ton, Atlanta; R. V. Martin, Dallas; day meeting of various Protestant
N. Y. to L. A.
Martin Jurow
Ue Chaplin in 1941. Bercovici has M. H. Brandon, New Orleans and denominations held imder the ausRicardo Amador
Maud Lamy
claimed he wrote "Haymarket Eiot" Memphis; John Vickers, Charlotte pices of the Missionary Education
A. Pam Blumenthal
Carl Leserman
«nd "Cry of Wolf" for Chaplin in N. C; Earl Jameson, Kansas City Movement at St. George's Protestant
Jay Burton
Anita Loos
1937 arid that the latter turned them St. Louis, and Denver; Thomas Gil- Episcopal Church, N. Y. Conclave
Irving Brecher
David Lord
down, but subsequently incorpo- boys, San Francisco; W. A. Staler also discussed methods of directing
Tom Drake
George Mayer
rated the two stories in his "Great Pacific Northwest; Charles Trairipey 'Hollywood's attention toward more
Arnold Grant
S, Barret McCormick
Dictator,"
Milwaukee, and Frank Srilith; Buffalo religious films, and especially noted
John Hertz, Jr.
Bill Pierce
need
Of
more
a
scripts
both
film
and
suit
and
not scheduled for
Albany. Chicago rep has not
Eric Johnston
With the
Zasu Pitts
radio
the
where
Protestant
faith
is
docket
for
two months, been determined yet.
Arthur W. Kelly
the court
Rudy Polk
depicted.
Goddard's
deposition
was
Paul MacNamara
Miss
William F. Rodgers
Conference was arranged by Mrs.
taken last week because the actre.<is
Paul Mantz
Budd Rogers
Pr^ssburger
in
U.
S.
England
sailed for
Margaret B. Cobb, chairman of the
Ed Perkins
left' a sijc-month's
Lizbeth- Scott
Arnold
Pressburger
sails
from
drama committee Missionary Edu«tay.
She was called as a witness
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rcade, Jr.
Charles K. Stearn
Dr.
Fraiaklin
David Rose
by Louis Frohlich, counsel for England to New York, Saturday (15) cation Movement.
Jule Styne
on
the
Queen
Elizabeth,
having
been
Bercovici's
Chaplin, to refute
charge
Cogswell, prexy and executive secWesley Ruggles
Deems Taylor
that he liad huddled consistently abroad several months. He will re- retary of the organization, presided.
Toots Shor
John M. Whittakcr
turn
to
England
in
about
two
months
with Chaplin at his home in 1937,
Panel discussions were headed by Dr.
Harry Thomas
Wilde Twins
when he was married to Miss God- for start lensing of "Then and Now" Fred Eastman, professor of drama
Martha Vickers
N. Y. to Europe
Actress declared Bercovici in Italy in June, interiors tb be shot at the Chicago Theological Semictard.
Don Wilson
had come to their home only once in England.
nary, among others. Mrs. Cobb deAmbrose Doskaw
Europe to N. Y.
»nd was not a constant visitor.
Pressburger has completed a deal scribed the
as a non-preissure
Mii'iam Gantz
Louis Nizer represented Bercovici to do production in Europe with J. group which acts in purely an adSam Siritzky
Arthur M. Loew
«t the hearing.
Arthur Rank.
visory capacity.
Henry Fielding
Joseph Siritzky
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RECORD TIE-UP PROMOTION SET
FOR BOB HOPE'S PRIZE PICTURE!

on Plan
Insures Top Hope Grosses!

S600,000

BY THIS
CAMPAIGN

That Will Register Over a BILLION Selling Impressions
for

Bob Hope's PRIZE Picture!!!

SOB HOPE-PEPSODfNl BROADCASTS
NliC Stiitiona. Listen for Hob's
first public announcement of contest on
March 18th program.

125,000 DISPLAYS IN 78,000 STORES

432 IHSIRTfOHS OF SIX 630-11^1 HEWS^

thru these 78,000 stores and in thousands

Ill

over 163

•

;

PAPER ADS

"papers

in full color-^in

.

72 Sunday

m 64 cities for 6 consecutive weeks.

2§0,00Q SALES PERSONNEL of drug stores
will plug the contest by word-of^mouth.

rt.fvr.'iit'

drug and

:.'k
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ENTRY BLANKS distributed

of theatres.
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Local contests with extra local

prizes and promotion in IS pre-release keys.
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24 Free Chevrolets
48 Free

Frigidaires

60 Free $100

Bills

cores of Local Prizes

ount 'Fepsoden fs Nationwide

VEEK JINGLE CONTES
• • • • •

Starting

22 Mab*^
From March

Prists

March 18th-(m

A W^^f'^T^P^®'^ We«l«

18th to April 29th,

all

Amer-

starting
be writing 2-lina jingles,
with the words "My Favorite Brunette

ica will

•••»<»••«••

competing

in

Po""

6

We^M

6 separate weekly contests

win 4 Chevrolets, 8 Frigidaires and. 10
hundred-dollar bills awarded each week I

to

8

Wednesday,

And The

Bfatcfc 12,

Picture's

As Colossal As The Promotion!
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^

"Hope was never

treated to a better

vehicle!"

^^y^

Boxoffi.ce

"It figures to top the comedian's previous
best grosses !".

....

Says

" The boxoffice will love it

"Gag

piles

.

.

.

.

on gag... in

M.

P, Herald

Says FilmDaily

hunk of

"It's a perfectly swell

merchandise!"

.

.

Says

M.

boxoflice

P. Daily

sure-fire boxoffice!"

Says Variety

'^S

More gags and

laughs
than you can count
In Hope's Prize hit from

Paramount

'^'^
-

^ M
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WtfSstAy,

Kin

MagA

12,

Wants E-L

;

1947

to Get Equal Oioice

K

DOl

lATSE.Intemiies and Stais

T

WithUofRaiikPixforUS.Distribution

E Y. Lab

Technjcip?' Strike Yesterday (lues.)
—
~^—
Narrowly averting a paralyzing
paralyzi
.

An even break with

Universal on 4

'

'

the selection sal British pix of J. Arthur Hank intended for U. S. distribution by the two companies will
be sought by Arthur Krim, E-L
prexy, during talks with Bank officials which start in Xontloh this
week. Krim, it's been learhed, will
ask for an agreement in. black-andwhite which would insure his company against playing second fiddle
to tX on allocation of Bank's pix to
the two Ameridan companies that
handle his films in the U. S.
Under the current setup which
probably will continue, British pix
are grooved to the two companies
an the decision bt a reviewinii board
yrhicfa eohsists of iEtinj, Biobert Benjamin, Rank's U. S. topper; Matty
Fox, "U's executive veepee; William
J. Heinemah, sales chief for Hank's
product distributed by U; Alfred
Schwalberg, E-L sales head, and
.

'

Hollywood, March 11.
Joseph A. Thomas, prexy of Telefilm, Inc., announced an appropriation of $1,500,000 for an expansion
program, currently under way.
Company is constructing new
studios for 16m production and increasing facilities for video work.

Jock Lawrence, veepee o£ Bank's
U. S. outfit. Board is to designate
• minimum of 12 British films annually to U and eight to E-L.
Krim, will PPitot to the solid perlormance of his sales force in peddling the company's first British release, "Bedelia," as proof that his
outfit is geared to handle big Rank
E-L prexy, moreover,
properties.

Cnttii^

4-WalIs Leasing
Habit by Distribs
Exhib reaction

is

Wilson Sues Graphic

producers on
roadshowing "Carnegie Hall" is being resisted by United Artists distribution chief Grad Sears, who is
desirous of making further tests on
the picture before setting a policy,

gears was pleased with the four-day
experimental roadshow engagement
in Hartford twb weeks ago, but is
desirous of a similar trial in another
town on a grind basis at regular admission prices.

Sam Dembow,

Jr.,

Circuit

:

Bushnell Memorial

Auditorium at

$2.40 top and got $15,990 for Its eight
performances. That's considered exceptionally good on any standard,
,but especially so 'in view of the fact
that the test engagement was preceded by no national advertising and
only $4,000 was spent on the local
campaign.
pecision on whether to go ahead
on a roadshow basis or make the
popular-price tests Sears wants may
be arrived at this week. Meantime,
plans are going ahead for a New

Franey's

Rank Powwow

tures'

(7)
prexy,
Friday
sailed
aboard the Queen Elizabeth for London huddles with execs of the J,
Arthur Rank organization.
Talks

are aimed at completing details for
uie handling of Rank's narrow|auge versions in the U. S. UWP, a
Uhiversal sutesid, has a reciprocal
distribution arrangement With Hank
and has already begun to sell British
educational and religious shorts.
Franey will remain in England for
tour weeks.

11.

In lOOGAnti-TriisI Claim
dent exhibitors are trying a brand
Burlington, Vt., March 11.
hew line of attack in a campaign to
suit filed in Federal court here
week by Joseph P. Wilson, op- obtain better deals. They're cutting
down the number of their weekly
erator of the Brandon, seeks $100,changes,
believing that by this
000 .damages from each of 14 de-

A

last

fendants alleged to iiave combined
in a conspiracy to Violate the antitrust laws.

method they finally
companies down.

csiW

break ' the

Many of the uptown independent
already have reduced
Including four exhibitors and 10 situations
distributors,
the
are their number of changes from three
defendants
Samuel Kurson of Bangor, Me.; and four to as few as two. By so
Newell and Kenneth Kurson of doing, they point out, they are able
Newton, Mass.; Millinocket Opera to get along with fewer companies'
House, Inc., with offices In Bran- product. Elimination of even one
don, and the following diistributors: company effects an economy for
Paramount, Warner Bros., RKO, them and leaves the particular diswithout
potential
cusUnited Artists, Universal, Columbia, tributor
tomers.
Eventually, they hope, by
Republic, Monogram and EBC.
Plaintiff claims his business was pursuing such a course of action
(Continued on page 91)
(Continued on page 22)

A

in earnings:

FAVOMBLE FACTORS

UWFAVOEABLE FACTORS

IN FILMS OUTLOOK

Phenomenon

^(uestioning of film execs.
S, films are holding own in foreign countries,
in 1946 revenues increased 10% oyer 1946 over-

U.

2.

:

3.
.

seas.

;

Decree-ordered competitive selling on individual
no added hardship "during the
period of reduced picture production and high
boxoffice receipts. It may even result In higher

basis has proven

rentals.
4.

Pix have

-a

lag in their correlation to consumer
They're one of the last things to dip

spending.
during a depression.
5.

is in process of working
highest cost product and has deferred plans
for producing more costly and risky films.

Industry, forewarned,
off

more flexible than Comihonly
Some 3P%-35% of operating costs

Theatre operation

6
'

believed.

would
7

8

9

fall

is

with dip in b.o. grosses.

proven highly sucand profits solid.
cessful. Cost for them negligible
strides in
Majors have registered tremendous
Debts
conditions.
building up strong financial
sharply reduced and
or
erased
priorities
and"
working capital is large and liquid.
high
current
and
Wartime building re.strictions
favorable condicosts have tended to maintain
Use

of reissues has, on whole,

prevented from
tions to affiliates. Industry, also,
expanindulging in excessive cohstruetion and

se

:

.

pix.

Industry is one "bf favorite targets for Congressional investigations arid anti-trust suits.

(Not indicated by report.) Continued trend towards higher amusement taxes, with states and
localities jumping on the bandwagon. Current
move in New York typifies politicos' view that
amusements are fair game to meet higher, govern-

ment overhead.
(Not indicated by

report,) Growing following for
British arid foreign language importations;; White
not a serious threat as yet to U, S. films in domestic market, that possibility is not discounted
by industry execs.

TT

M

1i.t]r2l7^^

clSSi^
i,t

ON MPA'S 'OUTLAW NIX
claiming
$7,500,000,

damages amounting
attorneys

possible

dmer

areas, report tnd.c«tes.

in 0/S. «»4|m>.. amount of

to

Howard

for

filed an amended
complaint in N. Y. federal district
court yesterday (11) charging conspiracy by the Motion Picture Assn.
to revoke seal of approval from
plaintiff's picture, "The Outlaw."
Declaring that no indie producer
can successfully market a feature
unless screened in theatres affiliated
to
the MPA, Hughes' attorney,
Charles Poletti, asks the court to

Hughes Production

MPA from interfering in any
distribution and exhibition
of films produced by Hughes, or
from compelling him to conform in
enjoin

way with

MPA

his advertising to
standards
in order to obtain the Producti<m
Code seal. Plaintiff also seeks to

recover
that

three

it .,wUl

times

the

damages

establish at trial of the

action.

Dozier-Fontaine's Duo
Via Universal Release
Hollywood, March 11.
Rampart Films, owned by William
Dozier and Joan Fontaine, his wife,
will produce "Possession" and "Letter From an Unknown Woman" as
their first two offerings, with Miss
Fontaine in the star spot. Dana Andrews will co-star in the first. Sheridan Gibney producing.
"Letter'''
will be produced by John Houseman.
One of the two films will roll in
October, followed by the other picture immediately.
Uiiiversal-InterhatiOnal, with which Dozier is a studio executive, will release.

Roz's First for

Own

Co.

Hollywood, March

from telemsion since there's little Ufeeliftood o/ a%yone
Th. rfinort «ees lio
wouU be shown oftly once. In ratinp indimdual
„i^Vr«^«-,ire T)i<ture for broa^^^
uestprs^20th-Fox, second; ond Metro, tWr*
VnZ^aTTcmi^^rll (he best bet /or in is
it;^Otft ne:rt;: then Warner Bros..
object ^em
Par
concerned,
iorTgrrZrket is

m n^ hS Ve

local prez, negotiations were broken
off last Friday after the companies
presented a list of counter-demands
which, in his estimation, would have
destroyed all gains made by the
union during the past 10 years, including the closed shop. Basic union
demand for wage parity with West
Coaat lab workers was not discussed
in view of the compani«!S' attitude^
Francavilla stated.

.::

real threat to the industry

'^^^'^f

!

<

Best available figures indicate film attendance in
U. S. has not kept pace with population growth.
suggests nation's movie-going habit
has been impaired by growth of other amusements, primarily radio, automobiling and sports.
Heavy dependence on foreign revenues creates,
"high de^ee of vulnerability," especially during
this period of growing disruption in important
foreign economic systems. Danger comes from
several directions. These include stricter quotas
and restrictions on importation or playing of pix,
and heightened competition from local filmakers.
Control of costs very difficult because of nature
of industry, its habits arid those of leading personalities. Cost cuts may impair quality. Moreover, purchase price of stories and salary nut to
top players show no indication of dipping with
competition as hot as ever.
Studio labor is apt to continue troublesome and
force even higher production costs.
Necessity to spend large sums to exploit and sell

Field research indicates only slight reduction in
revenues for 1947; at the worst. (As unScated by

1.

walkout of 2,000 workers in 18
major New York labs, heads df the
International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees intervened in the
situation Monday (10) and ordered
its subsidiary. Film Lab Technicians,
Local 702, to resume negotiations
with the companies for a new contract.
Step was taken after a union
membership meeting had voted last
Sunday (9) to empower the local's
executive board to strike, if necessary, following the rupture of cortr
tract talks two days before.
Despite fact that the old pact expired Monday, lATSE toppers refused to approve Local 702's request
for strike sanction before another
attempt was made to break through
the deadlocked union-company confabs.
In a moye to facilitate a solution, Richard F. Walsh, lA prez,
appointed a special international rep
to collaborate with the local's negotiating committee at the next
powwow with company heads schedUled for tomorrow (13).
Reluctance of the lA to put an
okay stamp on Local 702 strike was
"understood to 'have stemmed fjom
an awareniiiss that such am action
would have immediately stut down
practically every theatre in the aresiv
Not oiUy would prodBction and
printing of negatives have been tied
up, but other lA subsidiaries, like
projectionist
the
and stagehand
unions, would have refused to pass
picket lines intended to be set up
around theatres by Local 702.
According to John J. Francavilla,

H«S AMENDS SUIT

Pros and. Cons on Pix Stocks
&

in London on 16m

IPlan§
James Franey, United World Pic-

Dislrilis

in the past three months on the New York Stock Exchange has Wall Street's
number of inwizards studying their charts to dope the less than average market trend of the majors.
vestment advisers have recently circulated' their conclusions among subscribers on the subject with the
Co. Latter believes that "the discounting of lower earnings for most of
latest by Carl M. Loeb, Rhoades
far."
carried
too
In
vein,
report
says: "We
been
the
same
the
the major motion picture. companies has
believe the comparatively poor action of the movie stocks reflects a persistent but largely Unjustified Wall
Unraveling the complex financial
Street prejudice as well as confused thinking on the industry facts."
ledger
future
on pros-and-eons of films'
Worth
factors ihvolved, the report tabulates the following double-entry

¥ork engagement, probably at two
houses day-and-date, one on a grind
and one on a two-a-day policy.

lyi :St.s

.

and

Aroused by the mounting film
costs and distributors' disregard of
'their protests, Twin City indepen-

Poor showing of film stocks

sales chief for

Boris Morros - William LeBaron's
Federal Films, feels that the Hartford tryout proved his point in favor
of a
Musical
roadshow policy.
played two-a-day in the 2,000-seat

March

.

tARNEGffiHALi'POLP
the

Distribs

Minheapolis,

;

—

of

Dotn On

Combat

ing throughout the country—particularly in this dhlcago area—agaiiist
the increasing number of theatreleasing deals being entered iiaitb by
producers as a means of estabiishing
minimum admission prices for their
pictures. Exhibs maintain the move
is just a subterfuge to get aroxmd
will make a point of the effective the provision of the court decree
bally currently being stirred by his outlawing clauses governinft miniflackery for both, "Bedelia" and its mum b.o. tap in licensing contracts.
Number of indie exhibs have been
eUccessor, "The Adventuress."
Besipite an impression to the con- talking of suits against producers
trary in U,; S; trade circles, under- and distribs who are leasing or plan
itandihg between Pathe Industries, to lease houses, although their
from a purely legalistic
parent organization of E-L, and grounds
Bank has always been that E-L standpoint— aren't quite clear. Most
would have an equal voice in the of their venom ties up with resentHow- ment at what they claim are exselection of films, it's said.
ever, Krim is anxious to obtain orbitant terras being asked for films.
written verification of that under- They feel that the leasing deals are
standing to dispel the misconcep- being used to push up film rentals
.
tion of his company's role in dis- as well as admish fees.
RKO is the only company using
tributing Bank's pix. Consequently,
that will lie one of his prime ob- the leasing method now on a large
scale.
is
selling
It,
Samuel
Goldjectives in the huddles which are
(Continued on page 22)
expected to last some 10 days.

Irisistence

'

No.«f Changes To

reported grow-

,

"

'

-

Studio labor troubles of the past
months, coupled with long-range
'Future of Hollywood'
planning by the majors to cut down,
Symposium on the future of
are flattening film backlogs which
steadily climbed to a high of 129 Hollywood will be s held tomorrow
(13) at the Screen Publicists Guild
early in the fall of '46. In a reversal
of the trend which gathered strength membership meeting at Hotel Piccaduring the war, three companies dilly, N. Y.
have already slashed the number of
Speakers will be Maurice Bergcompleted but unreleased films while man, Uniyersal adrpubUcity' ilir^creleasing schedules for the others tor, Bichard Griffith, Natioiiial Board
indicate that they will soon follow of Revievir national director, and
suit. As things now stand, the eight
John T. McManus, iPM staffer.
majors have a total backlog of 110
pix which represents a $40,000,000
decrease of thereabouts in inventory
on the shelves.
PiA accelerated releasing pace
matched to the strike-caused production
slowdown is' the main
answer to the slipping backlog total
Thfe stepping up of releases beyond
the point where studio production
(Continued on page 29)

sfix

Meigr.

11.

"Lucky Penny" starring Rosalind
be the first vehicle for

Russell, will

Independent Artists, Using its starowner. Frederick Brisson, her husis grexy of lA.
Yarn will start lensing in mid^
August with Humphrey Bogart getting the pitch to play male lead.
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,
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High Barbaree
Hollywood, March

Reviews

8.

Metro releuBe oi Evevett Riskin iivoiluttlon,
Stars Van .Tohnson. June AUysyn;
"ieatui-cs

"Hteh Biirh«re«" (MG).

Mitchell, Marilyn Maxwell.

Thomas

Oliaiiln,

WhitneW

Hume;

Couk, Cyril

-

. ,

,

,..:Caro^n Mitchell
.Claude Jarinan. Jr^
....Henry Hull
,.

.

...... GeraWlne
.

...

.

.

.

. .

Fox's current release slate, "Alexander's Ragtime Band" received
a rave review 'n VAF.:Ery when
the film was t finally released
in 1938. Declaring the cavalcadetype musical of Irving Berlin's
songs was "out in front of the
new season's parade, Varietvs
reviewer (FHn) declared that "its
inevitable career is sock boxoffice, profitable exploitation engagements, extended runs and repeat showings. Superlative in
conception, execution and showmanship, it pirovides a rare theatrical and emotional Experi-

in credible per-

members who turn

formances are Virginia Field, as Miss
Wright's ambitious cockney dancing
partner; Reginald Owen, as the poor
but honest father; (^uinn, as the imMelville
Spaniard, eahd
petuous
Cooper, in a brief characterization of

mrm.

a titled bon vivant,

Milland

(Mono).
Confliuest"
"Hish
Mountain-climbing drariia considerably above Mono average;

Wall

.Barbara Brown

prospects good.
"Lost Honeymoon" (E-L). Better than average dualcr buttressed with some neat direc-

.,Ph«il iElarvey

.. ...

Colonel Taylor;..

Band
Most important reissue on 20th-

starrer due for moderate b.o.

.

John Case;...,..

Bay

Wright,

Teresa

.

,

Moorfi....

Aie« (aBe 14)....
X>tv Brooke
Mrs. BrAoke. ,.,
Delta Pafkson. .;

X<l«ut.

(UI).

.

. . ,

minimiEes
flashbacks.

b.o.

"Buck Privates Come Home"
Zany Abbott & Costello
comedy with good b.o. outlook.
"X.he Imperfe«t Lady" (Par).

novel

.

Good

that

tale

Strong cast to aid

by Charles Xorrthoft and
James Norman Hall: camera, Sidney Wagver: editor, Conrad -A. NervlK. Trade.ihown
March 0, '47. Running time, 91 MI.NS.
.Van Johnson
Aleo Brooke
.... June Allyson
Jvancy Fra.'iPr
Thomas Mitchell
Onpt. Thad Vail.
., .Marthm Mo.\well
Diana Case
on

baseil

war background by

dramatic

Henry Hull, Claude Jarninn, Jr. Directed
by Jack C»n\vay. Screenplay, Anne Xlor>'is,on

Alexander's, Ragtime

Hardwicke's playing of the English
is to the manner born of a stiffnecked yet sympathetic aristocrat,
his part being of standout, brilliance
in its full credibility. Other cast
lord

b.o.

.Charles Bvatia

Flashback technique used in telling
it from being

"High Barbaree" keeps

High Couqnest
Hollywood, March

torial touches.

a war

story, although its premijse is
laid in the Pacific during the recent
light against Japan. It has been mov-

8.

pro-

Irving Allen
by Allen. Stars Anna Lee,
Warren Douglas; features
Aubrey Smith. John
C.
Napier.
Thimlg,
Alan
Jlelcne

.Monogram

ot

releaae

d\ictlon, illrected

Koland,
Bondl,

Giihert

'Iv»» the Xerrible" (Artkino).

Ueulah
Qualen.

Max

Soi-ocnplay,

Troll; original story.

Russian-riiade story of 16th ceningly developed under Jack Conway's
tury czar is okay Soviet fare but
directorial skill and the strong prodisappointing generally.
duction guidance by Everett Hiskin.
"Ea»ge Beyond the Blue"
Picture carries top jnarquee strength
Better than average
(PRC);
In the names of Van Johnson. June
oatuner in the Eddie Dean seAllyson, Thomas Mitchell and others
ries,
to give it promising gross outlook.
Thomas Donlin,...,.
Title derivee from mythical island
Jules Koerber. .......
imagined by a seafaring uncle of, a
Young Peter. ... ...
small boy in telling the youngster from a clothes-line between two high Franz Bltz. .. ......
buildings.
Guide
bounding
the
life
on
tales
of
tall
Lending strong support to come- Guide..
main. It so captures the imagination
Guide
of the kid that when his plane is dians is Nat Pendleton as the tough .loel Hailltt.....
by an- Stefanl. ................
downed in the Pacific he sets a course top kick who is driven frantic
fnr the spot, little knowing that it tics, Romance angle is carried oft by Douglaston.
'

ence."

Aben

In its new release,. "Band" is
to be given special handling by
20th, corresponding in all v.'ays
to that given a top new film.
Company hopes to outgross the
$2,000,000 originally earned by

Kandel; based on novel Uy James Ramsey
iniman; camera, Jack Grocnlialgh; exteriors
photographed In Switzerland by Richard
Anftst and Tony Braun, score, Lud Qluskin;
Previewed March 7,
editor, Charles Oral't.
MT. Running time, ?» -MINS.
Anna Lee
Marie.
.Gilbert Roland
Hugo Lannler
Warren Douglas
Jeffrey Stevens....... ,
..i.Beuiah Bondl
Clara rCir^:sley
Col. Hugh Banning.. .Sir e. Aubrey Smith
.......Jbhn Qualen
Peter Obcrwalder.
Mama OberWalUery, .......Helena Thimlg
,

. .

,

symbolic of death.
As the seaplane drifts towards
Biarbaree, Van Johnson, the
recounts his childhood to his
only remaining companion, Cameron
Mitchell. These flashbacks to civilian
life are the means of keeping up
morale for the two fliers and ring
with genuine emotional appeal. Scri.pt
by Anne Morrison Chapin, Whitfield
Cook gnd Cyril Hume, based on novel
of same title by Charles NordhofE

is

High

pilot,

Tom Brown and

.

Joan Fulton

in sat-

isfactory fashion, ahd Beverly Simmons is cute as the little French girl
who causes all the trouble. Donald

MacBride and others are good.
Robert Arthur has given excellent
production values to the script by
John Grant, Frederic I. Rinaldo and

..... .Brio FeUlary,

. . .

,

... ....
.

. . .

.v

.....

, .

Young- Banning
Miss Spencer

'

utes it did when originally released. It's to be tradeiihpwn at
the 20th homeoffice next Monday

John Bleifer
Douglas Walton
Regina "Wallace

(17).:.

"High Conquest" generates considRobert Lees, based on a story by erable interest as result of exterior
Richard Macaulay and Bradford footage being actually filmed in SwitzRopes. Leflsingi background music, erland. It's an expert blend of real
editing and other factors are expert. mountain shots with studio-manufactured story points and the sum
total is on the credit side. Film has
production gloss well above usual
Iinper£eet t,a«ly
Monogram standard and returns
Paramount release of Karl Tunberg pro- should be profitable in the company's

and Jam^s Norman Hall, is packed
with lines and situations that punch
over realism of family life.
Players do a sock job of making
believeable the drama. Johnson gives
Stars Ray Milland, Teresa Wright;
an unusually good account of him- duction.
features Sir Cedrio Hai'dwicke, Virginia
self in the top male role. June Ally- Field, .'Vnthony Quinn, Reginald Owen. Dison Is sincere and appealing as the rected by Lewis Allen. Screenplay. Tunchildhood sweetheart grown up who berg based on story by LadlslaS Fodor;
camera, John 1?. Seltz; editor, Duncan
of
path
back
the
brings Johrison
on
TradeVictor Young.
Mansfield
score,
Ws destiny. Hers is a talent capable shown N. y,, March 8, '47. Running time.
of moving an audience. Thomas 0.1 MINS.'
Ray Milland
..
Mitchell is fine' as the uncle who pe- Clive Loring.
........Teresa Wright
riodically comes home from the sea MilHcent Hopkins.
Lord Belwbrit,...,,., .Sir Cedrlc Hardwicke
with a newr spt Of adventures. .Mari.' Rose Bfidges........
Virginia Field
lyn Maxwell makes an attractive Jnse Martinez........
Anthony Quinn
... Reginald Oweti
rival love interest. Moppets portray- Mr. Hopkins
.Melville 'Cooper
ing leads in childhood are headed up Lord Montglyn ......
Rhys Williams
Inspector Oirston...,
._Claude
Jarman,
Jr.,
Cameron
by
George Zucco
Mr. Mallam. .......
- Mitehell,-sra«en newcomer, impresses Sam Travers.
.Chai'les Coleman
.
fMiles' ManderIn his role with Johnson, Henry Mr. Roga-n.-.i'...tr.,'
...glorilon Rjchai'ds
Hull, .Geraldiae Wall, Barbara Brown, G\fidstone
,i3dm'bntr Breori
Chiei: Justice..
Paul Hamy are attiohg others.show.- Lord
.Frederic "SV^orlock
Hehetef^dir?*,..,....
.

. .

.

.

.

.'.

. . .

•

. .

"

. .

I •

.

.

'•

.

.".

,

.

.-.

.'.
.

market.

,

-

site

,

Anna Lee and Warren Douglas
carry off leads as Swiss girl and the

American

i

. . i . .

stamp it as a good women's picture.
Miss Wright registers with an exceptionally appealing performance as
the young ballerina Who, while touring with her troupe, meets Milland
"Buck in the midst of his election campaign
Privates Come Home." The return is
strong A&C. film fare, geared for for Parliament. Usual case of love at
first sight, romance between the two
hearty risibility reaction and good
is quickly blighted by the opposition
boxoffice.
Fat and thin comics romp through of Milland's brother, Sir Cedrie Hardwicke, a tradition-stuffed, lord wlio
familiar routines with few variations,
but it's still strong laugh material persuades" the gal to ijiafce an exit
promising
with capacity to satisfy fans of rowdy for the sake- of Milland's
*
career.
slapstick. Picture opens With scene
During this: temporjiey romantic
frorii the original "Buck Privates,"
getting things going with a sure eclipse, IWuss Wright gets mixed up
laugh. Pace is maintained through- in a jam with a hot-headed Spanish
out by Charles Barton's tlirection concert pianist (Anthony Quinn) and
which has plenty of punch to put is forced to spend the night, in total
innocence, at his rooms inuring a poover the crazy brand of comedy.
Later, after
Miss
Sight gags, situations and chases lice roundup.
that always feature Abbott
Cost Wright and Milland get married over
telle comedies are strung on a story all family objections, Quinn is picked
line that has the boys smuggling a up on a false murder rap with Miss
little Frejich girl - into this country Wright's visit to his room the only
wpori their return from overseas. alibi to prove his innocence. Dilemma
Efforts to conceal the kid and pre- of whether, to reveal her.self at the
vent her deportation is frantic fun, trial and risk the flood of innuendo
cliina:)cing in a hilarious chase that or keep silent and see an innocent
is fiocko. Ghase has Costello taking man condemned is resolved honestly
off in a midget racing car with 'police and happily.
»ft«r him and builds to hysterical
Milland puts in his usual polished
jpeaks of audience gasp.'S. Another performance, overcoming a series of
high spot is ver.sion of the old heights stilted and cliched lines by using his
•jtuatfon wherein Cdstelio dahgl<es nativ* sense of humor to good effect.

Back

in 1941, Universal sent Abbott
war in 'iBuck PriSix years and 18 pictures

Costello oft to

vates."

later, Universal-International
them back to civilian life in

brings

i

'

.

&

.

.

who

boy

doesn't

like

mountains. Miss Lee is good but
Douglas falls short in his interpretation, although script is no particular
help in exnlaining his actions. Gilbert Roland shows well as the

mountain guide. C. Aubrey Smith is
in as narrator for some portions of
the story. Better moments are contributed by John Qualen and Helene
Thimig, Others in cast measure up.
Excellent location footage was
lensed b.y Richard Angst and Tony
Braun with Jack Greenhalgh's studio
TBrog.
footage blending perfectly.

ImM. ll4»iaeyineon

,

&

mountain-climbing

his

(ROSSIAN-MADE)

.

,.

March

IS,

'4T.

Runnins

.Fri^chot Tone
..^nn Richards

Atkins
Doctor Davis

Tom Conway

'.

Lois Evans
Mr. Evans
Mrs. Tuhbs

.Frances Rafferty
Clarence Kolb
....Una O'Connor
..Winston Severn

.Tcbnny. Jr.

.....«.,..,... Adele Davenport
Mrs. Jenkins..,....,,.'.....!, Sandra Kofrer
Major. ....... . , .;,
.John Wald

.Toyce

,

.

Eagle-Lion's' second. iJ, S.-produced
release is a. whipped-up bit of broth
with entertainment values several

rungs

above

average

in

the

.

dual

editor,

.

emerges

as a bet ter-than -average
oatuner in the Eddie Dean scries.
Cayiise classic should find acceptance

most action situations.
Still operating as undercover investigators, Eddie Dean and pardner,
Ros.coe Ates, foil a stagecoach holdup on a line owned and operated by
Helen Mowery. " Stage's gold shipments ostensibly are the loot sought'

in

:

by the road agents, but Dean suspects something else is behind the
Suspense built up
by scripter Patricia Harper should
hold an audience even though the

frequent attacks.

denouement is rather obvious.
Climax Is reached with the law's

film's

rout of the bandits, led by

Bob Dun-

Latter's a tool of Ted Adams,
prexy of the local bank, who seeks to
gain control of Miss Mowery's stage
line. In the melee between the outlaws and a posse headed by Dean and
Ates, there's plenty of six-shootin'
before the badmcm are rounded up
and Adams bites the dust.
Thesping, direction and camera are
relatively good in view of the low
budget. Dean handles his chores in
forthright fashion while Ates provides
the comedy relief. Miss Mowery^xawinsome blonde, doesn't quite^rmg
true as a stagecoach operator.^Supporting cast composed of Duncan,
Adams, Ted French and others are
adequate. Ray Taylor directed at a
smooth pace.
can.

.

.

» (in Russian; Enfllish/Titles)
Despite usual good Russian photography, a powerful scorei a couple
of nice, performances and flashes of
original direction, "Ivan the Terrible"
will disappoint the average American picture patron. However, it is
fairly palatable to those who go lor
Russian productions and appears
gooc^ for sizable boxoffice in foreign-language and arty theatres.
Picture has so mtich that is tiresome, has so little action and becomes
so involved that the average history
student hardly will recognize this
glorified Ivan. Additionally, it has
the usual quota of Soviet propaganda
that is so obvious it screams its meaning. Such blatant mes.sage material
might have been forgiven if the result was outstanding entertainment.
This isn't. These heavy-handed propaganda slugs include bows to the
common folks, the merchants and
tradesmen, pleas for a strong Russia;
united to face the world and halt
»
foreign intrigue.'

:

Amy

.

Tales of Palesiine
(BBtrlSH-MADE)
(Documentary)

.

.

production.

tValter Greene;

.

,

.

.

the Bine

Thomas

With plenty of gun'play, a fair plot
and okay songs spotted in the right
places, "Range Beyond the Blue"

.

.

Jerry

music,

,

Nozvanov
Prince Andrei Kurbaky
Alex. AbMkosov
prince Pyodor Kolyehov
Vsevolod Pudovkin
Nikola
Mikhail Zharov
Malyuta Skuratov...
Alexei Buchma
Alexei Ba«mah6v....
.....
.Mikhail Ku-nietzov,
I*ljpdor

Richards.
Tom Conway; features
Frances R.'ifferly.
Clarence Kolb,
Una
O'Connor, Winston Severn.
Directed by
Leish Jason. OriRinal .•screenplay, .Toseph
Iflelds; camera, L. W. O'Connell: editor,
Xoi-man t-olbert mnslc. Irvinpr Friedman.
Victoria. N. Y.,
time. 71 MINS.

Blair';

(I.
'4T. Running time, 9« SUNS.
Ivan IV. ...... ....... .Nikolai Cherkassov
Anantaaia. ........ .Ludmila Xsellkovskaya
The Boyarina Starlfi!kaya..'?eraphima Blrman
Vladimir Andreyevlch .Piotr Kaflochnlkov

Ann

Johnny Cray

intents.

Artkino release o£ Central Cinema produC'
Hon. Stars Nikolai Cherkassov; features
Seraphlroa Birnian, Nazvanov. Directed by
Screenplny, Elsenstein
Sergei Elsensteln.
camera, Kdward Tlsseii Andrei Moskvin
music, Sergei ProkofleK; tenglish titles,
Charles Clement. Prevleivefl N. Y., March

Eagle-Lion release oi: Bryan Poy (T.ee
Marcus) production.. Stars Franchot Tone,

At

film's, farcical

Iv»H the Terrible

,

deals with a young
returns to the Matterhorn

where

velopment of young man's reluct-

-:.

.

...^

Richards is effectively pert and
likeable in her role as the unexpect
ed visitor from across the seas. In
slighter parts, Tom Conway, Prances
Rafferty and Clarence Kolb amply
Wit.
meet the requisites.

ance to try to climb the mountain
himself but overall effect is okay for
sustaining some Strong moments of
suspense and action. These are aided
by the good music score by Lud
Gluskin, which, helps to build excite,
'
ment.
Story is taken from the James
Ramsey^-*Hteian novel of same title,
as„scriBtgd by Max Troll. As producer-director,
Irving Alien has
made a nigh-perfeet 'hiatch bet-»*eett
footage filrned 'in tlje Alps and studio
sequences. Exterior shoots are compelling in showing the rugged,-i&ic:
turesque country of mountainous
Switzerland and the peaks that annually attract human conquerors,

,

.

...

Ann

fathep-was killed many years before,
Story is' not always clear and its de-

Home

*

.

.
,

tuned to the

Plot, briefly,

man who

ing well.
Malcolm Gadby......
„. ....Michael Dyne
......Joan Wlnfield
Picture has been given excellent r.ucy,
.. .lilltatt Fontaine
lensing by Sidney Wagner, and other Mr.?. Gunner
technical functions are of"high stand'
A galaxy of Paramount's top name
Broo.
ard.
players lends this pic a-. lustre that
will pay off nicely at the wickets.
:BiS^k •l*'riV<«f«s Coine
"The Imperfect Lady," however, fails
to measure up to the full b.o. possibilities afforded by its starring batHollywood, March 8.
tery of Bay MiHand ^and fetesa
UnlversaWnternatlonal relea.'sfv o£ Robert
Arthur production. .Stars Bud Abbott and Wright chiefly because of a stunting
Lou Coatello; features Tom Brown; .loan screenplay and loose direction.
Fulton, JIat Pendleton, Donald IfaoBrlde,
Pic is handicapped severely by the
Ewerly SInunons. Directed by Charles Barton.
ScreenBlay, John Grant, PYederlo t routine treatment given to fhe alBlinaiao,' Robert fcecs; baaed on story by
ready familiar theme of an obscure
Richard Maoaulay and Bradtord Hopes; showgirl .surmounting obstacles of
camera, Cftarles Van Enget, David S. Hors- Inferior
social status and sullied repleyj niuslc, Walter Schumana;^dltdr. Jld•ward Curtlss; „ Previewed March 6, '4T. utation to win the love of an upperRunnil!gHme.WSnMS.wust English nobleman. Even the
Cpl. Slicker sfiiith,.
Bud Abbotf venerable melodramatic contrivance
Kerbie Bro*i). ................ .Lou OOstello of
a murder trial ^t the climax faUs
Bill Gregory, ................. ..Tom Brown
rouse any tension due to director
Sylvia Hunter.,..'
.v........Toan Fhlton to
Sgt. Collin.i..,,i...,.....,,.,?«at Pendleton Lewis Allen's consistent habit of teleYvonne tieBru (Biv«y)
Beverly Simmons graphing far in advance every twist
Mr. Roberts
Don Beddoe and turn in the plot;
Captain
Don Porter
Police Captain,.
Production mountings that have a
Donald MacBride
1st I.,icutenant
Lane Watson solid mahogany illusion and a superb
Snd 1st Lieutenant
..William Chini? cast of lead and supporting players
Steve
Peter Thompson
counteract somewhat the
CrX...,.
...George Beban, .Tr. tend to
Whitey
...Jlmmle Doda negative effects of the inferior script.......V
Bank.........
.Lennle Bremen ing. A period drama localed in EngMur(4iy....
:.:. A1 Murphy
lalia circa 1890, film gives enough of
Stan
Bob Wilke
glimpse
into the life of the upper
a
Husband
Wlliam Hande
wife.
,, .,
.Janna de IjoOs clawses which, together with the
Kew Tork Cop.......
'.Buddy Roosevelt elaborate costumes, fancy dress balls
New York Cop...
Chuck Hamilton and
romantic heartaches, should
.

•

.

The

i

in the cast are expected
prove stronger boxoffice now
than before. [20th is reportedly
planning a new series of pix for
Miss Faye and hopes to revive
public interest in her via "Band."]
Film will not be cut as a reissue, running the same 105 min-

to

Wilton Graft
.Maurice Cass
Fritz Leiber
Eddie Parks
,Minerva X7recal

.....

. .

Waiter

.

Merman

Mathews

.

Good
John Vesper

Pastor.

,

.Louis Mercier
Plato
de Rosner

.

. ,

........... .John
... ,.

Don

big films), Alice Faye,

Ameche, Jack Haley and Ethel

...Geisa

,;V,1.,

Steward
Miss Woodley .......
Traveler.

first

lley«iiel
(SONGS)

releafie ot

Hugh Winn; camera, Robert Cllne. Previewed N. X. March 7, '47. Running time.
S3 MI3SS.
Eddie Dean
Kiddle Dean
Soapy
...... ..Boscoe Ates
Margie Rodgers...
......Helen Mottery
Bob Duncan
l,ash Taggert.
.Ted Adams
Henry Rodger*....
Bill HaTnroona
Kyle
Bragg..,.
George Turner
....Tea FreniiUSneeaer.
.........Brad Slavin'
Kli*
Steve' Clark
Sherltt
Themselves
Sunshine Boys.

first released. Names of Tyrone
Power ("Band" was one of his

....... .Richard

;

,

Hal

and has allocated
a special ballyhoo
campaign, much more than was
spent for publicity when it was

Mickey Kuhn

.

.

.

..

.

PRC

Deanl features Boscoe Ates,
Helen Mowery, Bob Duncan. Directed by
Ray Taylor. Screenplay, I'atrlcia Harper;
songs, Eddie Dean, Bob Dean, Pete Gates,
Stars Eddie

picture
$500,000 for

.Alan JJapIet

i

Range

the

. ,

.

.

.

Century, there must have been mo.
ments of levity. Apparently Eisenstein should have confined his efforts
to directing because his script fails
Wear.
to be interest-sustaining,

.

'

London, Feb. 24.
Produced, written, and directed by Joseph
t-eytea.
Stars Abrahain SoCner. Alexander
Sarner. Music, Mlscha Spoliansky; cameria,
Llpinskl. At British Council, London, Feb.
'47.
2-1,
Running time, SO MINS.
This is the best short yet made on
and dignity. Not one reference is made to
the troubled political situation, and
can therefore be shown to ahy audiPalestine. It has heart, soul

Few people will remain unthis simple story of coix-^
verting sand and swamp and stone.
into a land fit for unwanted humans

ence.

moved by
to live in.

.

.

Tieup with present-day situation is
given by visit of few Palestinians of
Jewish Brigade (including AbrahaVn
Sofaer) to Belsen. In conversation
with a Hitler victim (Alexander
Sarner), bereft of any hope, they

him of Palestine. One soldier
relates what his recent leave was
like in his communal settlement; antell

other

tells

how

displaced and unsettled in Pal-

wanted orphans were

speaks of the River
Jordan and the promise of harnessing the waters to bring life to the
dead deserts of the South.
Most moving of all the episodes is
that of the children, played by
Yarn makes Ivan virtually a saint, youngsters, of a Palestine settlement.
and at least the final saviour of his Brilliant is the performance given by
people. Story hardly depicts him as the unnamed child playing Tamara,
the man known in history, and sel- a girl more animal than human,
dom as one of action. Film starts out transplanted from a concentration
like this was to be the first of two
camp to a home In Palestine. This
or three super-productions. It never part of the
film alone is worth mymeasures up to its initial premise or riads of pamphlets and volumes of
even its opening colorful coronation speeches. Commentary is at all times
scene.
simple and dignified.
There's an impres-sive final scene
Production reflects greatest credit
where thousands of Ivan's friends on Joseph Leytes, onetime ace difollow him in the snow away from rector in Warsaw. Spending six
Moscow and his scheming enemies. weeks in Palestine with a hand camBut that sequence, like the battle era, raw stopk of all makes collected
scene and several others, never quite from odd places, and recruiting locals
rises to its potentialities because of
from the settlements, he has made a
flighty direction or cutting, or a comgrand moving picture. Sofaer and
principal fault
bination of both,
Sarner vvere the only professionals
seems to lie in the fact that the pro- and they are admirable.
ducers fail to make up their minds
Spolianslty's music matches the
to
whether
it is a spectacle, a hisas
mood of the picture and is some of
torical opus or a character study of
the best he has composed. His "Jor•
Ivan,
dan" theme has all the quality of a
Another "Ivan the Terrible" pic notable tone-poem. Camera work by

bracket, In' it some neat pieces of
business, cannily designed, are strung
on. a machine-made .story. It should
earn a respectable profit all around..
It's the icing on the cake
that ture 'was made in silent version
makes "Lost Honeymoon" despite nearly 20' years ago. Understood that
Eisepstein originally planned making
that familiar pattern the man afflict
ed with amnesia who has (or has this story in three pictures, «ach as
he?) married the gal while under long or longer than this one.
On the credit side is a splendid
its cinematic; if unmedical, spell. The
in
sugar is
such gad,gets as Franchot score b,y. Sergei Prokofieff, fairly
Tone struggling futilely to unwrap good if spotty direction by Eisenstein,
the cellulose packaging o£ his shirt; ^ne camera work by Edward Tis.se
or seeking a return to amnesia by and Andrei Mo.skvin. and the superb
clunking his head against a street character portrayal ct Ivan by Niklamp, or, then again, pajama-clad, olai Cherkassov. Besides Cherkagsov's

estine; a third

,

—

—

Llpinski

(who

also

won

laurels in

former Polish film industry) is
worthy of highest praise.
Distribution has riot yet been set
here and political situation may militate against wide showing, but it
should have nationwide screening in
America and deserves it on its merits.
Cone.,

.

HCte aETS 'HIDEOITT'

Hollywood, March 11.
performance. Ludmila Tselikovskaya,
Seraphima Birrtan and Nazvanov
Republic handed Sidney Picker
contribute the best thesping work, producer responsibility on "HideChaxles Clement's English titling out,'' a suspense yam, to be directed
often is more vivid than the action
by Lesley Selander.
on the screen.
Picture follows "City Slicker," the
I
finish.
Aside from the extreme wordiness
His tongue-in-cheek portrayal of and minimum of action, vehicle lacks Al Pearce starrer, on the Picker
the harried swain and father is nicely humor of any sort. Even in the Ifith agenda.
chasing along the midnight highways
in quest of advice from a friend.
These gather laughs and keep things
lively. Poised against Utese creditable direetbrial foibles is a farce
which fails to build up. into punch

MiSiiiiiiil

Of course, we
and happy about

"THE EGG

AND

the Radio City Music Hall by Mr.

arc extremeiy excit^^^

I" being

Gus

booked into

Eyssell, President

and Managing Director.
This

is

a fitting tribute to this fine American

^iliiiiiiiiiii

comedy

based upon the peretyiial best-seller by Betty MacDonald.

Wc extend our appreciation to Gus Eyssell and to all exhibitors throughout the country

to the same degree the

^^^^^^^

of **THE

^^^^^^

EGG AND

"THE EGG

AND

box

I."

who

At

this writing it is estimated ^hat

I" has been read by twenty-fiVe million

persons. This indicates that;"THE

of the best patronized pictures of
Naturally, U-I
tising

Frod-u

campaign in

WrHtoP

will ultimately appraise

and entertainment quality

office

is

its

for tho Screen hy

backing

it

EGG AND

I" will be one
i^^^^ililliiiiii

all

time.

up with the biggest adver-

history.
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•Safes Tai; Sets, Aflanlic Citf

Indiseriroinate distribution of

16m

thoroughly
luxury
of directors
blasted
and general membership of the
of New
Owners
Theatre
Allied
Jersey held in New Yorlt, Monday
(10).

in

the

New

Jersey

State Legislature the same day by
the Atlantic (County delegation, tax
ineasure,:^ which if approved by
the lawhvajcers would authorite a
permanent S% sales or luxury impost, was firmly opposed by Allied.
Organization emphasized through its
prexy, Edward Lachman of Boonton, N. J., that "we are prepared to
use every means at our disposal, including the screens of more than 400
motion picture houses tivoughout the
state, to inform citizens vi the latest
threat to theiif pocketbooks and

NX Theatre Execs

Trek to Albany To

K.0.|ew5^^^

mer

Tagged

illegal in

.

"

of

New

York; 'Harry Brandt, Independent Theatre Owners Assn. prexy;
Robert Coyne, executive secretary
of American Theatres Assn.; and
Oscar Doob, Loew's Theatres exec.
Exhib groups are considering
an appeal to the public via trailers,
•lapsed.
"Legalization of bingo," ads and pxiblicity should the direct
tischman said he personally felt, approach to Albany prove fruitless.
"brings gambling to children and the Np move along those lines will be
aged under the guise of charitable attempted at the moment, it's underpurposes
. it's
a constant drain on stood, because there's a desire not
to antagonize state officials so long
the finances of the average home
(Continued on page 30)
Conclave also fixed the date of its
annual convention. Allied huddles
thi.<! year
are slated for the Hotel
Ambassador, Atlantic City, June 24- ATT'Y
B6. An internationar flavor will be

duqed Feb. 10 in the legislature
"gets beyond tht scope of. entertainment." According to procedure
amendment must first be published
in at least one newspaper of each
county and thereafter does not be^
some law until three years have

•

to front for the theatre operators were Fred Schwartz,
of

Lachman said, and the Century Circuit exec and prez
amendment as intro the Metropolitan Theatre Owners

state,

constitutional

.

MILTON KRAMER

lent to the meet inasmuch as Allied
will be sharing the Ambassador with

the United Nations,
Before adjourning, the possibility
Of sponsoring anti-ASCAP legislation was also discussed. Idea, howfver, was merely mulled and it's
believed that were such a bill
drafted, it would be modelled largely after .the anti-ASCAP measures
now pending in the legislative bodies of Indiana and other States.

SRO'S B'D CHAIRMAI
v.p.

and board

chairman of Selznick Releasuig Organization will not interfere With
his legal practice, which will continue tb occupy the major part of
his time, Milton

A. Kramer said this

week. Kramer's firm. Paine, Kramer
3c Marx, is counsel for David O.
Selznick.

Sk

Goldwyn field exploitation stait last week to handle opening of "Best Years of Our Lives ' in
Philadelphia. He's olie of seven additions in the past week to the special "Years" field force, which is

Brisk Pix

:

IPhiladelphia,

March' li;

Activity in. virtually every film
stock was brisk during the rnonth
a raft of unfavorable reviews, has
ending February 10, according to
proved one of the boxci?fice cham- the report made public yesterday
pions of the laSt several months,
(Mon.) by the Securities & Exwith much of the bofi grbss atchange Commission. Largest hold-tributed fo' the special publicity
report was made by Barney
injsf
handling given the fiWi; ;.
Baiaban who disclosed to the SEC
Metro, W'ith exploitation cliief that he possessed 2,000,000— 2,% "'a
William R. Ferguson at the helm, conversion notes in Paramount.
showed what ballyhoo could do for
Activity in Paramount stock ina modest-budgeter with the cam- cluded, sales of 900 shares by Barpaign staged for "Gallant Bess," in ney Baiaban; sale of 300 by Henry
which the equine star of the film Ginsberg, Hollywood, and a report
was taken on a nationwide p.a. tour. by Leonard H. Goldenson, New
Entire campaign cost alx>ut $100,000 York, that he sold 300 shares jointly
and the film grossed nearly $2,000,.i with his wife, leaving his holdings
000--at least half of which Metro at 2,100.
attributes to the ballyhoo. Ferguson
Frederick L. Ehrman, New York,
has also conducted special :Cam- disposed of 2,.W shares of

HKO

(Continued on page 31 )

(Continued on page 22)

.

From

Briefs

Hollywood, March

the Lots

Steven Geray, currently on loanout
Alexine Brune shifted from Ed- to Warners, returns to his home lot,
ward Small's organization to become Columbia, April 14 for "Double
.
Ann O'Neill femme lead
associate story editor for Michael Take" .
"I I<Ove
My Mother-in-Law.
Curtiz. ..Jb Ann Maflow draws the in
moppet spot In "Keeper of the Bees" But. . . *," Pete smith specialty at
... W. C, Boyd, Canadian
at Columbia.. .Jay C. Plippen makes Metro
"The Calgary
film bow in Mark. HeUinger's "Brute producer, to make
signed
as Stampede," picture of big' game in
Gerson
Force.".. .Hal
representative
of
Kanm Canada, for. Meridian Productions .
eastern
Productions, with headquarters in Benedict Bogeaps announced $:^S0,Harry Franklin shifted from 000 ballyhoo campaign for '.'The
N. Y
Eddie Davis
.
Enterprise to Universal as produc- Macomber Affair"
assistant. .Sol
M. WurtzeVs in from the east to collaborate with
tion
"Deadlock" has a new title, "Second Guy Bolton on screenplay of "Follow
11,

.

.

principally to fiscal affairs
guard, Selznick p^ducing unit.

lead in numer-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

|

.

'

city treasury

by

|i53,000

.

.

Starred.

Prize

for

the

oldest

story

went

Warners, with, this year's producof "Humoresque.'* Film was
produced from the same
Fannie Hurst novel back in 1920 by
the old Cosmopolitan Productions
and starred Vew Gordon, Gaston
Glass and Dore Davidson. "Rupert
of Hentzau," which David 0. Selznick plans to produce tliis year, was
originally turned out by DOS' father,
Lewis J. Selznick. That production,
in 1923, featured an alKstar cast
Blaine JHammerstein,
comprising
Bert Lytell, Lew Cody and Claire
Windsor,
"That Way with Women," on
Warners' current release slate, has
been termed by the critics a remake
to

tion

oi-iginally

.

of

year.

MacNamara

(Selznick)

Continues Gillham Talk
He's

still

hopeful of corraling

'

.

|

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

m

.

.

.

.

Bob

Gillham to head up David O.. Selznick's eastern publicity and adver-

.

.

.

:

and Marilyn Maxwell starred, was
done twice by Paramountv in 1926
and 1929, and was made once before
by Metro. Spencer Tracy and Madge
Evans starred in that production, in
1934. Other forthcoming M-G remakes include "Summer Holiday,"
turned out originally under its title
of "Ah, Wilderness" in 1930; "Merton
of the Movies," produced by Famous
Players-Lasky in 1924 and starring
Glenn Hunter and Viola Dana;
"Black Oiteh," turned but by First
National in 1924 with Corinne Griffith and Conway Tearle starred; and
"If Winter Comes." originally done
by Fox in 1923 with Percy Mtomont

j

.

.

the pictures years ago will be almost
certain customers for a new version,
and 2). each year sees a new audience of several million customers in
the younger generation, who will
also go for new films based on bid
properties.
Metro leads tfle fteisurgence to lire
oldies with at least five scheduled
for the present season. "Show-On."
first on the list with Red SIsellon

.
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ous Roy Rogers westerns at Republic, is climbing oft her horse to play
dramatic roles, starting with "Trespasser.'' formerly titled "The Finger
Michele Morgan sails
Woman" .
for England in June to make three
"Let's Sing
.
pictures for Alexapder Korda
Grandfather's Favorites" and Let's
Jack Natteford and Luci Ward asSing a Stephen Foster Song" .
signed to- screenplay "Black Burt,"
to be produced by Paul Malvein for
film bow in "Swing- the Western
Ray Hyke hikes from How- Way" at Columbia ... Universal lined
UI
ard Hawks' "Red River" to role in up special ""the Egg and I" trailers for
"The Man from Colorado" at Colum-i
t„u;„«^the American, British, French and
J—
taking
Seymour Friedman
bia
p^^j^^^^^^ markets, in addition to
inoculation shots for ,^ t;rip to Egypt ^ ^^^^^^^
^ ^^3^^,. Lantz
as director of a location troupe for
Albertson draws role of a
Columbia's "Assigned to Treasury. L^^jp^ writer, in "The Hucksters" at
new n^™'^ <>" Metro . . Screen Guild inked Ar'Counterpoint
"Memory of Love" at
•'mida to star in "Brazilian BombRKO borrowed Gloria Grahame from shell," produced by Jack Schwarz .
Metro for "a key role in "Crossfire" Diana Lynn second femme lead in
RKO will world preem "Trail "Sainted SLsters," Betty Hulton starStreet" March 25 in Liberal, Kan., rer, to be pioduced by Val Lewton
Max at Paramount.
actual locale of story
King production. "Killer Dill." got
Jay Dratler screenplaying "Noththe gun at Nassour studio, Lewis ing But the Night" on U, S, Pictui-es
Collittgs directing ahd Stuart Erwin. program at Wameirs ,
Shotting
Ann Gwynne and Frank Albertson of Howard Hughes' "Vendetta" reAnne Re-vere sumed on Goldwyn lot after week
«.
heading cast
washed up her term contract with of idleness caused by Stuart Heisler's
Gertrude Astor drew
20th and shifted to Univer.sal as a illness
"Indian Summer"
freelance in "Secret Behind the Door" featured role
Adele Jerttens joined
.
Martha Stewart plays femme at RKO
lead opposite Dan Dailey in "Off to Janet Blair and Janis Carter as one
Buffalo." prdueed by Walter Uotos- of femine leads in "Double Take,"
co and directed by Lloyd Bacon at S. Sylvan Simon production at Col.

Kussell on CoMt
Hollywood, March U.
sales
general
Kussell.
Milton
manager Selznick Releasing Organization, arrived yesterday (10) from
N. Y. to spend week organizing the

IS
I

.

,

.

femme

W

"The Millionaire," which the late
George Arliss and Evalyn Knapp
starred in for Warners in 1931.
Warners also did a «emake last year
of "Of Human Bondage," starring
Paul Henreid and Eleanor Parker.
Original version, produced In 1934,
starred Bette Davis, and the late
the Girls"
B. B. Ray signed to
LesWe Howard. Universal*Internadirect "Western Barn Dance," to be
tional has only nne such film oh its
produced by Jack Schwarz for
euri-ent scheaule, "I'll Be Yours," a
Screen Guild.
remake Of "Good Fairy" which was
Joan Loring featured in Wanger's
turned out originally by U in 19.S5,
"The'Lpst Love," at Universal, MarOf the majors, RKO and 20th-Fox
tin Gabel director ...
Warners winds
are the only companies not planning
up this year's Memory Lane series of
to l-efllm any old properties this
six musical shorts with

.

Chance."...
Dale Evans,

augmenting Goldwyn's regular staff.
Other
newcomers are George
Minneapolis,
Weissman,
handling
He will
division of SRO.
Who's new to the pic biz. having western
offices here. Seattle. San Franformerly worked on fund-raising open
cisco. Salt Lake and Denver prior
drives; Saul.Sjiniek, in Washington
to returning east next Wednesday.
and later goinig to Cleveland, likestated 21 key city offices
wise new to films; Jack Leewbod, Kussell
next week in the east,
plugging the Atlanta opening, for- win open
tlie "Duel in the
merly with Warner Bros.; Gordon first chore being
release.
Sun"
Berger, doing the Canadian preems,
Montreal publicity man with no
film background; Harriet O'Brien, Hollywood Park Hit
working Boston, a former indie p.a.
Inglewood City Tax
there, and Alexander Stoller, opHollywood. March 11
erating in Baltimore, who bad preInglew^ood city council takes a bite
viously worked on "Year.s" canfiordinance
at hor.>ieracina in a new
paign in New York,
Of pub-ad chief Lynn Farnol's calling for a .^c. tax on all amuse40c.
regular stafif, Bill Ruder is in De- ment tickets costing more than
April
10 When
effect
troit: Shirley Strickler in Cleveland. Tax sot'-s i"l'>
20th-Fox.
Llewellyn Miller in St. Louis, and the steeds start running at HpUyBelltu will .star in "The Hunted,"
'"
Ben Washer is traveling with Har- wood r-ark.
,
which Jack Bernard will produce for
Under.ftood the bite will fatten the
old .Riipsell, one of the players in
Allied Artists, starting April 1 . . ,
year.
the picture.

Stox

Tradinp Solar

the most intensive
pre-selling campaign since the war's
end .on "Razor's Edge," spending

more than $600,000 for ballyhooing
the film. As a result, "Edge," despite

.lit

can pay Qflf in^ two different ways:
1 ). Oldtimers who saw and enjoyed

Discfeses

.

His election as exec

Kramer, who returned to New
York over the weekend from twoweek trip to Cuba, succeeds Ernest
Stoltz Plus
Others
L. Seanlon, exec v.p. of Vanguard
of the board
To Bally Years' in Field Films, as chairmanremains
on the
Seanlon
Arnold
former pub-ad of SRO.
Stoltz,
board, but will devote himself
chief and special sales rep for PRC, SRO
of 'Vanfoined the

Illustrating
the
ballyhoo boom
are 20th-Fox and Metro, who have
set the pace to date in selling their
product via concentrated campaigns
at each opening situation. Under the
supervision of ad-pub chief, Charley
Sichlaifer, 20th
mapped out what

was probably

'

resorts, et al.

For years bingo has been
tiie

SD

territories.

.

Demand for the studios to turn
out pre -sold product tliat will garner
that required extra playing time on
the nation'* screens has spotlighted
the trend towards an increased
number of retnakes of ftlms that first
gained popularity years ago. Some
forthcoming product from several
different studios was filmed for the
first time as long ago as 1920.
Majors deny that the increased
number of remakes indicates a
original
story
paucity
good,
of
properities. Instead, the studio toppers aver that refiiming th* bldics

Torme

Quartet of New York theatre exfecs
are •traveling up the Hudson today,
(12) in a desperate effort to head
off the proposed 5% admission tax
which would be superimposed- on the
existing 20% Federal bite. Trek to
Albany is being made so that the
delegation, repping N. Y. metropolitan theatre owners, can put the bee
that where such pictures were in on the legislature's leaders before
competition to the exhibitor, Allied the tax bill, proposed by Governor.
will recommend that its members in' Thomas E. Dewey, comes up for
corporate in their film contracts a vote. Exhibs have asked for a hearclause stating that no picture of that ing before Dewey but, so far, have
company be released to hotels, sum- received no word from him.

'

Emph a size

Trend to

PRE-SILES

II

II

Remakes Keyed

Constant clamor by most film industry toppers for a return to oldMetro Inks
Maurice Chevalier's picture he time showmanship techniques to
Hollywood, March U.
made in France for RKO release maintain top boxoffice levels has
Mel Torme. current here at
under the title of "Golden Silence" apparently paid oft', with almost
Socage, has been sijgned by Metro,
will be released in the U. S. as "Man every company figuring that hypoed
forthcoming
specifically
for
its
About Town."
While Chevalier ballyhoo campaigns have added con- 'Good News," and with options for
speaks English in the picture, other siderably to th^r grosses. Concenmore films within a year.
trated handling of each picture in two
players speftk French.
As a consequence, "Tomie's bookThis gap is covered for American each situation will become even ing into Copacabana, N. Y., carded
market by having Chevalier narrate more important, however, when the to commence May B, has heen postthe story and vital passages in Eng- anti-trust decree swings into effect, poned four weeks to enable Singer
as grosses raked in by a film in key
lish,
to fulfill the "News" chore.
situations are expected to figure
heavily in bids turned in by subsequent run exhibitors in the same

;;pleasures."

Pointing to a gaudy Ifim brochure
Erepared by one of the majors,
ischman also stated his organization
"viewed with alarm" the use of 16m
films by camps, summer resorts and
hotels. He declared that New Jer
sey Allied does not oppose the ex.
hibition of narrow-gauge, pix in
schools or .tor shut-ins but added

IRE

Flock of

CUE

Chevalier' s Bilingual

were
taxes,
at a meeting

Introduced

Meet

+•

Alms, a proposed mnendment to the
New Jersey State Constitution providing for the l9|»lisciti0n of bingo
and a bill permitting municipalities
In th^s State to impose sales or

«

I

tising,

Paul MacNamarji,

DOS

pub-

ad head, said in New York yesterday (Tuesday). Negotiations have
been going on for weeks with Gillham, who heads the film and television department of the J. Waller
Thomp.son ad agency, and is former
pub-ad chief of Paramount.
MacNamara said he hoped to have
a definite ansvuer from Gillham by
the time the latter returns froni a
Florida vacation at the end of this
If the reply is negative. MacNamara said, the search will tie on
again for a man to fill the post,
Selznick flack chief also was in
New York to huddle on a new ad
agency to replace Foote, Cone
Beiding, which resigned the Sccbuht
last week.
He said one of the major agencies, undoubtedly one with
Coast offices, would get the account,

week,

&

umbia
Harry Davenport drew
top male character role in the' John with announcement in about two
Haggott production, "Keeper of the weeks. MacNamara planed back to
Bees," at Cplumbia.
the Coast la*t night (Tuesday).
.
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'Boomerang' Strong At
$13,000 in Mild Balto

I i Loadd With H.O.'s, Pace Slower;

M

No Atom

at $50,000 in 3 Spots,

Kid' Oke 28G, 3; 'Boomerang' 556, 2d
Los Angeles, March 11.
Firstrun biz is lagging this week
with the new entries no help in
bolstering numerous holdovers. "Beginning or End" started off slowly
and looks like no rnore than fair
$50,000 in three theatres. "Michigan
Kid" shapes as okay $28,000 in three
lair-sized houses.
"Boomerang" is pacing the holdovers with nice $55,000 in Second
week in four houses. "Red House"
is heading for neat $31,500 or near
for second frame in four spots.

"Dead Reckoning"
second week, t*o

li§ht ,$29,000 in
locations. Fourth

Broadway Grosses

is

session for "California" is okay $26,000 in two houses and "Nora Prentiss" looks only $29,000 in third in
Third week for "Song of
Scheherazade" is satisfactory $24,500 in five spots.
Estimates tor This Week

'Qnentin'^Vaude

Belwont (FWC) (1,532- 50-$l)—
"Michigan Kid" (U) and "SweetOkay
heart Sigma Chi" (Mono).
Last week, "Housekeeper's
$5,000.
Daughter" (SG) and "One Million
B. e." (SG) (reissues), slow $3,300.
Beverly (FWC) (1,352; $1-1.80)—
"Best Years" (RKO) (Uth wk).
Last week, good
Steady $11,000.

-

$12,200.

—

$9,500.

(Grauman-WC)

(2,048;

"Boomerang" (20th) (2d
80-$I)
Last week,
Smart $15,000.
wk).
Stout $18,200.

than hoped at

week,

Last

$12,000.

.$14,600.

better

.

Downtown Music Hall (Blumen55-$l)— "Red House"
(872;
feld)
(UA) (2d wk). Okay $16,000. Last
week, below expectancy at $17,500.
Egyptiani (FWC) (1,5318; 50-$l)—
"Beginning or End" (M-G). Fair
$14,000; Last week, "Lady in Lake"
(M-G) (3d wk), fair $7,000.
.

(FWC)

Bey

El

50-$l)

(861;

—

"Michigan Kid" (U) and "Svjeetheart Sigma Chi" (Mono). Nice
Last week, "Housekeeper's
5,000.
f)auih.ter" (SG) and "One Million

B.G?

(reissues), dull $3,100.
(1,504; $1.20-$1.8q)
(SRO> (9th wk).
$12,-

(SCI')

'Pursued' Big 19G, But

12a

Pittsburgh, March M..
hasn't had such a surfeit 6f
big fihns in years ahd it's hoomidg
Golden IViangle ifeBcrally.
(^
attention is being iixed on the 'tvinr
"Best STearis Of Otu? Livfes" at. Fulton
is playing At hdce^ prices with firstcoiije, first get. the best $e<its, but
only four shftws daily,' JiOoks like
it's catching oil.
Big first.,stanza assur.ed althoush the idea's still a little
confusing to those Jbroi^ht up on
either roa(i-show. or strictly grind.
"Hejfty V" is getting Heavy sugar

Town

Key

City Grosses

800.

tres, chiefltf first runs,

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 2060)— "Smash-Up" (U); Starts today
(Tues.) after third week of "California" (far) at fancy $9,700.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-60)—
"Calendar Girl" (Rep). Strongly .sold

N. Y.)

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
•Boomerang" (20th). Strong $13,000
Last week, second of
.spot.

My

including

Total Gross Same Week
$3,267,600
Last Year
(Based on 22 eities, 187 theatres)

BlizBopsLCBui

'

im-!^^

on

tthy

Art

Cinctha and (>«ihl^t^
a run.

for this

Only major disappointment is
"Miss Pilgrim" (20th), $8,800.
Return to vaude-film policy, with
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 24-75)— "Nora
"Beginning Or End" at Penn. Got
King Cole Trio and Sue Ryan on Prentiss" (WB) (2d wk). Mild $12,terrific campaign but they're, just
first bill, teamed with "San Quen000 after solid $17,400 opener.
not going for it. Stanley is doing
Kansas City, IVtarch 11.
tin" will boost the Palace up to
ToxifYt (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)—
well
with "Pursued," which got fine
Weather continues to nick biz here
smash biz again. "Dead Reckoning"
Sinbad the Sailor" (RKO) (Zd wk). with a heavy midweek snow slowing notices and would have done better
also is big at the Hipp to top Maintaining
pace at $13,000 after sock boxoffice take all over. "Sinbad the against less sturdy competition. "It's
straight-fllmers "Beginning or End"
$17,300 initial iweek.
Sailor," at the Orpheum, is standing A Joke, Son" was a bust at Senator
is disappointing at the State, "Sisup well in face of the storm and will and came out after three days.
ters' Secret" is doing well at the
hold. "Beginning or the, End" ui at
Estimstos for This Week
Ohio.
the MicJland on a special preem was
Estimates for This Week
Art Cinema (270; $1.20-$2.40)—
I'vie lively on Break
slapped down by the bliz, and looks
Allew (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)— "I'll
"Aogel "Henry V" (UA). Off to great start
to. be in for a mild week,
Be Yours" lU). Good $10,000 or
the at around $5,500, very big for this
with
suilering
Badmah"
is
and
lhWealher^'Calif/^^H^^
near. Last week, "Swell Guy" (U),
day- exothers at three theatre Kox-MiflWest tiny-seater. Playing two S
$8,500.
cept' on Mondays, WecJnesdays and
day-date combo.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)—
Saturdays when extra shows are
Estimates for This Week
"Dead Reckoning" (Col). Showing
(Fox- tossed in at 5:30 p.m. Never such
Esuttire - Uptown - Fairway
Louisville, March 11.
plenty of punch at $29,000,. and may
for
picture,
and
Student
trade
a
(820, 2,043, 700;. 45-65)— raves
Downtown houses got a break: on Midwest)
hold.
Last week, "Humoresque"
"Angel and Badman" (Rep). ^Moder- from schools and colleges is figuring
the weather over the weekend, and
(WB) (2d wk). $15,000.
Last importantly. Last week, rfot firstate $13,000, looks about all.
Lake (Warners) (800;: 55-70)—Su- ar« perking up nicely. "California" week, "I'll Be Yours'? (TJ), slower at run..
moresque" (WB)'(m.o.). Nice $4,000. at the Rialto is doing great biz, six $12,000.
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 90-$1.40)—
Last week, "Man I Love" (WB) shows a day helping' it to top coin.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 65)— "Best Years" (RKO). Trade here is
"Beginning or End" at the State
(m.o.), oke $3,000.
(2d wk). keeping a close eye on this date..
"Brief Encounter" (U)
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 55-70)— didn't fare too well with crix, and Holding up fairly well at $4,000. Last Limited to four showings daily at
"Sister's Secret" (PRC). Surprising about same at the boxoffice, "Pur- week $4 500
.*
twice the house's regular. scale, but
at $6,000 or close, Last week, "Daniel sued" at the Mary Anderson looks to
Midland (Loew's) (3,500': 45-65>— no seats reserved. Only the number
Boone" (RKO) (reissue), phenom- land a smash total.
"Beginning or End" (M-G) and of seats in the house are sold for any
Estimates tM This Week
enal $9,000.
Spot" (Col). Opened in bliz- one showing. However, there's only
Brown (Loew's*.Fourth Avenue) "Blind
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 95c)— "San
take. been a complete sell-out at a few
slowed
weather
has
zard,
and
Quentin" (RKO) plus King Cole trio (1,200; 40-60)— "Miss Pilgrim" (20th) Mild $14,000.
Last week, "The scattered performances, chiefly over
and Sue Ryan on sta^e. First mid- and "Strange Journey" (20th) (m.o.). Chase"* (UA) and "Return Moiite the weekend. High admission is a
winter vaude show giving house a Neat $5,000. Last week; "Nocturne" Cristo" (Col), $12,000.
big factor and first 'week should hit
big shot in arm and great $42,000. (RKO) and "Vacation in Beno"
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45- around $31,000, plenty » sweet but
Last week, "Sinbad" Sailor" (RKO) (RKO) (m.o.), light $3,500.
Prentiss"
(WB.) (2d wk). doesn't prove the efficacy of this
"Nora
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40) 65)
(2d wk), sock $18,000 at 55-70c. scale.
Last week, $15,000, policy, Last>week, "Brasher 'DoubSlight $9,000,
"Blue Skies" (Par) and "SiOux
State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70)
good
in face ol weather.
loon" (20th), (2d wk), weak $2,500
"Beginning or End" (M-G). Slow City Sue" (Rep). Brisk J3,200. Last
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)— in 4 days.
opening and definitely disappointing week, "Show-Off" (M-G) and "Lady "Sinbad the Sailor" (RKO) and
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—
at $17,000. Last week, "Affairs ol Bel Luck" (RKO), $3,000.
"Dangerous Money" (Mono). Fancy "Jolson Story" (Col) (4th wk).
Mary
Anderson
(People's)
(1,100;
Ami" (UA), thin $14,000, despite An)—"Pursued" (WB ). Joining in $15,000. Last week, "Humoresque" House had figured on this beuig the
gela Landsbury's p.aj and helow ex- 40-60
<WB) and "Blonde for Day" (PRC), last stanza, but doesn't look that way
b.o. upswing to lafld smash $10,000.
pectancy.
$9,000,
now. Holding stoutly at probably
Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-70)— Last week, "Nora Prentiss" (WB)
Toweif (Fox-Joffiee) (2,1(10; 45-65) $16,000, Last week, sock $19,000.
"Perfect Marriage" (Par). Well liked (2d wk), $7,000.
-,"Home Sweet Homicide" (20th)
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40,-70)—
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60) and "Magnificent Rogue" (Rep) with
at $11,000. Last week, "Lady in
—"Song of .Scheherazade" (U) (2d vaude. Average $8,000. Last week, "Beginning or End" (M-G). Just
Lake" (M-G) (m.o.)',- ditto!
wk). Okay .$7,500, after last -week's "Thrill of Brazil" (Col) and "Pil- not buying this one, despite expensive campaign and a big night-time
satisfactory $9,000.
grim Lady" (Rep) wiUi stage show, preem with trimmings. Crix give it
Blalto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 4060)—"California" (Par). Frequent $7,000.
lukewarm notices, and only may do
Last week,
audience turnover, six shows a day,
$12,000, pretty, woeful.
spelling big $21,000.- Last week,
"Love Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G),
'Begiimiiig' Leads Pro?.,
ST.
$14,500 "Miss
Pilgrim" (20th) and "Strange
$12,500.
Journey"
(20th), strong $16,000. and
Bitz (WB) (800; 40-70)—"Love
St. Louis, March 11.
Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G) (m.o.).
Mixed reviews and a snowstorm m.o.
Solid $23,000, locket'
40-60)—
State
(Loew's)
(3,300;
greeted "Beginning or the End" and
About average $3,000. last week,
(M-G) and
natives are not taking too kindly "Beginning* or End"
Clouds Roll By" (M-G) fourth
Trentiss' 18C "TiU
Big
Conto this opus. Many holdovers, this "Secret of Whistler" (Col).
week of downtown run was almost
siderably less than terrific at $17,stanza, most of them big.
Providence,. March 11.
$5,000, best house has done in months.
000.
Last week, "Johnny O'Clock"
Estimates'for *Shis Week
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
Hypoed by preem night program,
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75) (Col) and "Susie Steps Out" (UA), "Beginning or End" spurted to, solid "Stanley and Livingston" (20th) and
—"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (2d wk). modest $14,000.
start at Loew's State andi likely will "Dangerous Millions" (20th) (reisStrand (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; 40Smash $18,000 after big $20,000
lead town. Also big are RKO AILooks good $3,000. This bill
60)—"It's a Joke, Son" (E-L) and bee's "The Locket" and Majestic's sues).
opener.
Was shot in at last minute when "It's
Neat "Nora Prentiss." Metropolitan has A Joke, Son" (PRC) did a folderoo.
Fox (F&M) a.OOO; 50-75)-^''Song "Devil on Wheels" '(PRC).
Last week. "Stella Dallas" switched from name band to straight Despite p.a. of Kenny Delmar (Senof South" (RKO) (2d wk) plus $6,000.
"Santa Fe Trail" (Col). Nice $17,000. (FC) and "These Three" (FC) (re- film policy with "Shocking Miss Pil- ator Claghorn), "Joke" was very
grim" coming in at pop prices.
Last week, with "Out California' issues), fairish $5,000.
thin and in 3 days got less than
Estimates for This 'Week
Way" (Rep), $21,000.
$1,000
Loew's (Loew) ($.172; 50-75)
Albee (RKO) (2,200;. 44-65)— "The
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-70)—
Locket" (RKO) and "Plainsman and "Pursued" (WB). Not much fanfare
"Beginning or End" (M-G) and
Lady" (RKO). May hit great $21,- but crix went for it and word-of."Betty Co-Ed" (Col). Modest $14,000. Last week, "Wicked Lady" (U) mouth is helping.
500. Last week, "Jolsoh Story" (Col)
Likely will hit
and "Beat Band"
(4th wk), $14,000.
(RKO), nice nearly $19,000, not bad considering
f7,O0O
„
$14,000. '
Missouri (F&M) -<4,500; 50-75)
unusual first-run situation this week.
Omaha, March 11.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400*44-65) Last week, "Nora Prentiss" (WB),
"Ladies' Man"
(Par)
and "Easy
Boxoffice
still
is
slow
currently.
—"Mighty McGurk" (M-G) and n.s.h. $14,500.
Come" (Par). .Good $19,000. Last
week "Angel and Badman" (Rep) Lent, cold weather and a flu epidemic "Cigarette Girl" (Col) (2d run).
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)—
all are hurting,
"San Quentin" is Brisk $5,500.
and
Last week, "Chase'.'
"Afltairs
Geraldine"
(Rep),
doing best comparatively in town at (UA) and "Mr. District Attorney" "Nora Prentiss" (WB) (m.o.). Won't
$15,000.
do mudh more than $6,500, mild.
Brandeis. Biggest drop is at Para- (Col) (2d run), $4,500.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)— mount
Last
week,
Dorseys"
"Fabulous
with "Beginning Or the End"
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-fi5)— "Bring"Jolsoii Story" (Col) (m.o.). Stout
(UA),
finished strong at $10,500, conwhich is way off.
ing Up Father" (Mono) and vaude
$7,500.
Last week, "Wicked Lady"
Estimates for This Week
on stage. Lively $7,500. Last week, siderably over hopes.
(U) and "Wild West" (PRC), $7,000.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)— "Heldorado" (Rep) and
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-60)-.
vftude, nifty
"San
Quentin"
(RKO)
and
"Brennan
$8,000.
"Swell Guy" (U) and "Ghost Goes
Girl"
Majestic (Pay)
Wild" (Rep) (2d Wk). Okay $6,000 week, (Rep). Okay $7,000. Last
(2,200;
U-BSy- 'Jolson' Sockeroo 30G
"Sinbad the Sailor" (RKO) "Nora f^entiss" (WB).
after neat $8,000r opehei".
Nice $18,000.
and "Betty Co-Ed" (Rep) (2d wk), Last week, "Humoresque"
For 3 Denver Houses
11.

'Sinbal Sock 1S6

:

^

,

Downtown (WB> (1.800; 80-$l)—
(3d. wk).
Prentiss" (WB)

"Nora

Good

Cleveland, March

'Henry' Great 5y2G,

$31,000,

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ........ .$3,273-400
(Bosed on 22 cities, 213 thea-

$5,400.

42&aem

on 4-a-Day

•

Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S"Red
Blumenfeld) (824; 65-$l)
House" (UA) (2d wk). Good $5,000.
week, fine $7,100. _
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; $11,80)— "Yearling'* (M-G) -(llth wk).
Finales at $9,<H)0. Last *eek, nice

ta.<!t

—

Great

Twrid

Hippodrome, (Rappaport) (2,240;
25-70)— "Dead Reckoning" (Col) plus
vaude. Leading current parade at big
$19,000. Last week, "Beat Band" (Col)
plus Sammy Kay orch, 'strong $17,-

and above average at $6,000. Last
week, "Scandal in Paris" (UA), fair

three.

Chinese

.

lives'

1947

lift

$9,200.

Estimated Total 0rogs
$712,000
This Week
^ ,
(Based on 18 theatres)
Last Year .......... $726,000
(.Based on 16 theatres)
,

New PiK Boom Pitt;

Baltimore, March 11,
in business with better
weather here but trend generally is
a bit offish. Best currently is "Dead
Reckoning" at the combo HippodroHie and "Boomerang" at the New.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loevv's-UA) (3,000; 2060)—"Beginning or End" (M-G).
Thinning out after big preem with
only $15,000 Ukely, modest. Last
week, "Mighty McGurk" .(M-G\ sad
Slight

l.a»

(FWC)
—Fairfax
'Duel in Sun"

Steady $12,000. Last week, good

.

—

— —

.

'

200.

.

Poor

(UA-WC)

Stet'

(900;

•

$1.50)--^"Staiiway to Heaven"
(7th wk). Smooth $6,000. Last week,
fine $6,200.

Guild (FWC) (868; 50-$l)—"Song
(Scheherazade" (U) (3d wk). Slow
$2,500. Last week, lair $3,400.
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956;
50-$l)—"Red House" (HA)' (2d wk).
Active $6,000. Last week, fancy
$8,000.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)—
"Nora Prentiss" (WB) Oct wk). Just
$8,500. Last

week, i&it $10,500.

Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen"
50-85)—*'Red House"
(475;
(UA) (2d wk). Neat $4,600. Last
week, smart $6,800.
Iris CFWCl (828; 50-8S)—"Sqheherazade" (U) (3d wfc). Only $3,500.
Last week, good $4,800.

feld)

•

(Loew-WC) (2,404;
—."Boomerang" (20th) {2d

Loew's Slate
50-$l)

wk). <Sood

Last week, stout

$20,000.

$29,500.

Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;
50-$l)—"Beginning or End" (M-CJ).
Fair $24,000. Last week, "Lady In
Lake" (M-G) (3d wk), light $10,200.

Loyola

(FWC)

"Boomerang"

—

$50-$l)
(2d wk). Nifty

(1,248;

(20th)

$9;000. Last week, sturdy $11,200.

Million Dollar (D'town) (2,420; HQ.
85)— "Open City" (Indie) and "Se.
cret Whistler" (Col) (2d runs). Good
$9,000. Last week, "City Without
Men" (Indie) and "Prison Without
Bars" (Indie) (reissues), okay $7,
400.

Orpheum (D'town-WC)

(2,210; 50

—

."Michigan Kid"
(U) and
"Sweetheart' Sigma Chi" (Mono)
Nice $18,000. Last week, "Housekeeper's Daughter" (SG) and "One
Million B.C." (SG) (reissues), slow
$1)

$12,000.

Palace
$1.80)
vsfk).

—

(D'toWn-WC)

(1,237;

week, steady $22,200.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812;

50-$l)—

(2d wk)
(Col).
Down
Last week, with "Betfer
(Col), slow $20,3()D.

and "Cigarette
to $13,000.

(Col)

(Sirl"

WNOTATOMICl

•

.

2K,

,

—

MAHA
BUT

—

000 on finale. Last week, good $7,500.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$l)—
"Scheherazade" (U) (3d wk). Fair
$3,000. Last week, nice $4,400.
united Artists (UA-WC) (2,100; 50$1)—"Scheherazade", (U) (3d wk).
Good; $
Last week, jttifty $12,,

'

•

.

;

Co-Ed"
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)—
ijptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$l)—
"California" (Par) and "Ghost Cjoes "Boomerang" (20th) (2d wk). Smart
Wild" (Rep) (4th wk). Closing with $11,000. Last week, bright $14,000.
$16,000. Last week, good $19,500,
Vogue (FWC) (885; |l;20.$1.80)—
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,- "Duel" (SRO). (10th wk). Steady
451; 50-$l)— "California" (Par) (4th $12,500 on close. Last week, smooth
'
wk). Near $10,000. Last week, neat $12,600.
$12,400.
Wilshire (FWC) (2.296; 50-$l)—
RKO Hlllstreet (RKO) (2,880; SO- "Beginning or End" (M-G). Fair
SO)— "Dead Reckoning" (Col) (2d $12,000. Last week. "Lady in Lake'!
•wk) and "Cigarette Girl" (Col). Fair (M-G) (3d wk), closed 'with- light
$16,000. Last week, with "Betty Co- $7,000.
Ed" ^Col). okay $24,900.
Wiltern
(WB) (2,300; 50-$!)-^
Kitit (FWC) (1.370; 50-$!)—"Sche- Wora Prentiss"
(WB) <8d wk). Thin
herazade" tU) {3i wk). 'Ok»y -$6,- .$8,500.-. Last weelt, okay $U,300,

•

.

LOUISAT

$1-

"Best Years" (RKO) (7th
Holding up to $21,000. Last

"Dead Reckoning"

:

-

mi DRAGS

'QUENW

fine $7,300.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; l«-65)—
';California"
(Par)
(m.6.)
with
"Lady Chaser" (PRC). Great $10,500. Last week. "Man I Love" (WB)
and "Accomplice" (PRC), $8,000.

(Tristates)
—Orpheum
"Cro.« My Heart"

(3,000; 16-65)

(Par) and
"Plainsman
and
Lady"
(Rep).
Slender $9,000.
Last week, "Verdict''
(WB) Plus Charlie Spivak

orch, just got

by

at

$18^0

at 20-85c

scale.

Paramount (Tristates) {3,000: 1665)— "Beginning Oif End" (M-G).
Below average at ,$9,800, Last week,
(Par), smash $15,000,
way over hopes due to spurt near

"California"

(WB)

(2d

wk), fancy $13,500.
Denver, March 11.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44Holdovers predominate first-runs
)'~
66) "Miss
Pilgrim"
(20th
and here currently but Ijiz is soaring over
"Hard-Boiled Mahoney" (Rep). Spot recent we^. Standout is "Jolson
reopened Saturday (8) with switch Story" in three spots. Best holdover
frotti name band weekend policy to
looks to he "California" which stays
first-run pics.
Opened fairly welL at the Denham for a third week.
Last week, dark.
Estimates for This Week
State
(Loew)
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—
44-65)—
(3,200;
Beginning or End" (M-G) and "Ramrod" (UA) and i'Betty Co-Ed"
"Millie's Daughter"
Last
(Col).
Fine $6,000.
Given (Col) (m-o.).
nice sendoff on preem which was at- week, "13 Rue Madeletae" (20th)
te«ded by the governor and his staff, and "Rolling Home" (SG) (m.o.),
press and radio of Rhode Island, good $5,500.
scientists from R. I. Colleges, judges
Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35-74)
and military gentry. Solid $23,000 —"Love Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G)
or near.
Last week, "Mighty Mc- and "Caravan Trail" (PRC) (2d wk).
GurV' (M-G) and "Cigarette Girl" Good $6,000. Last week, fine $9,000.
(Col), $21,000.
Denham (CockriU) (1,750; 35-74)—
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) "California" (Par) (2d wk). Smash
My Heart" (Par) and "Lone $17,000 and holds. Last week, bi^

—

_

end of run.
State (Goldberg) (865; 15-50)—
"Undercurrent" (M-G) and '"Neath
Canadian Skies" (FC). Opened today Wolf Mexico" (Col). Started yesterCTues.). Last week, "Shanghai Gesweek. "Jolson
.i'^Sf',^^ , ii^st
ture" (FC) »hd "1 Met a Murderer"
(FC) (reissues), fair $3i200,
after $13,000 for fifth.

w

,

$18,000.

Denver (Fox)
son

(2,525;

35-74)— "Jol-

Story" (Col), dqy-date
(Continued pn page 30)

with

Mardi 12, 1947

Weiltiesday,

On

1^

OK

Not Lush; lockef

Indpk

$16,

Biz Off Albeit

Weather Ups N.Y.; 'Boomerang -Regan,

/Humoresque'NicelSG

'Marriage' Neat 17G, 'Begimiii^'
March

Chicago,

Same

11.

is far from lush, with
entries failing to come up

Loop biz
four

new

Grosses

any fancy opening frames.
with two oldies, "Last of
Mohicans" and "Kit Carson," did

with

Film gross estimates,

Bialto,

Kslimates (or Tbis

ApoHo (B&JC)

Week

65-95)—"Jol-

(1,200;

ChioaffQ (B&K) (3,900; 65-95)—
"Dead Reckoning" (Col) (3d wk)
Connee Boswell headihg stage.

plus

Sturdy

Last

$45,000.
.

week,

re-

below normal
at first-run spots this week, Lenten
influence
being
blamed partly.
Humoresque," at Indiana, is the
best grosser. "The Chase" at Loew's,
"Nocturne" at Circle and "Sheherazade" at Keith's all are below hopes.

Lent,

Week

Estimates (or This
Circle

(Katz-DoUe)

40-60)

(2,800;

week, i'Black Angel" (U), with Clyde
McCoy orch, Michael O'Shea, others,
on stage, okay $18,000 ait 48-72c scale.
Indiana (Katz-DoUe) (3,300; 40-60)

—"Humoresque" (WB).

Solid $15,"Song of South"
"Blondie's Big Moment"

^ee'^'

(RKO) and

•

is

(U), tepid $7,000,

11.

.

Major new pictures continue io
Garrlck (B&K) (900; 65-95)— "Beginning or End" (M-G).
Strong arrive only in driblets, reissues and
"Wicked hoMovers still predominating., Lent
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 65-95)—"Sin- and Sncome tax payment time apband the Sailor" (RKO) (4tb wk), parently are exercising a restraining
Tidy $14,000. Laist week, nice $16,000. influence on bookings us welLas the
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 65-95 )— boxofflce.
"Nora Prentiss" and "Be"Tlie -Chase" (UA) plus Slate Bros,
topping stage (2d wk). Mild $33,000.- ginning or End" are the lone important entries and both look' fairly
Last week, $38,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 65-95)— "The good. Reissues are at
RKO-Pan and
Locket" (RKO) and "Sweetheart Gopher again. It's the fourth
Si?ma Chi" (RKO). Tasty $16;000. for 'Shocking Miss Pilgrim" week
and
Last week, f'Spng of Scheherazade" "Jolson Story," third for
"Califor(U)-and "Ghost Goes Wild" (Rep), nia and second for the roadshow
fine S18.000.
date of •«emy V".
Kliilto
(Indie)
(1.700;
65-95)—
Estimates for this Wee.ls
"Last of Mohicans" (PRC) «nd "Kit
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)
Carson" (PRC) (reissues).
"Last
Sock
$20,000. Last week, "Bow«ry" (20th) Mile" (FC) and "Let 'Em. Have It"
(Indie), (reissues). Okay $2,200 in
and "Stanley, Livingstone'' (20th
5 days.
Last week, "Blondie's Big
(reissues), $15,000.
Boosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 65-95)— Moment" (Col) and "Tracy Vs. Cue"Humoresque". (WB) (5th wk). Stays ball" (RKO), $2,500 in 5 days.
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)
healthy at $15,000., Last week, trim
"California" (Par) (m,o.). Here after
$17,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 65-95)— two very big weeks at Radio City.
"Yearling" (M-G) (3rd wk). Prime Still rolling nicely at $7,000, Last
week, "Boom Town" (M-G) (reis438.000. Last week, strong $43,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 65- sue) (2d wk), good $6,000,
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)— "Shang"Pertect
P5 )
Marriage"
(Par )
Neat $17,000. Last week, "'Till Clouds hai Gesture" (FC) (reissue). Okay
Roll By" (M-G), $16,000.
$3,500. Last week, "Come, Get It"
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 65-95)— (PC) (reissue), $4,000.
$17,000 or better. Last week,
Lady" ,(U) (4th wk), $8,000.

.

Loew's

(2,480; 40-60)—
and "Return Monte
n^fe^f,
Cristo"
(UA). Mild $11,000 or over.
Last week, "Lady in Lake" (M-G),

helped by fine crix praise.
"Blaze of Noon," another important picture opening on Broadway, is a bit disappointing at the
Rivoli with $30,000 on tap for first
seven days ended last Monday (10).
"Years Between," at Park Avenue,

'Lady in Lake

.

—

—

—

Lyceum (Murray) (1,900; $1.20$2.40)-"Henry V" (UA) (2d'wfc).
Hasn't

come through as

well

as

heavy advance sale indidated. But
winds up this week at nice $8,000

Degmmng Paces
Hub, Bright 44G
Boston,

,

^' Beginning or End,"

March

11.

at State

and

Orpheum is leading the town this
week Willi weather continuing mild.
Iincome tax deadline, both State and
Federal, is blamed for general downward scalinjg of takes everywhere,
but biz is fairly good considering

•

Lent

weak product

and

most

in

spots,

^

Estimates (Or This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—
Sweetheart Sigma Chi" (Mono) plus
orch, Pat Henning,

,

Jimmy Dorsey
on

others,

>stage.

Moderate

Last week. "Beat Band"

$31,000.

(RKO)

Others,

iS?,.^^^''^'^^
^do.OOO.
,

on

plus

stage,

Copley (Shubert) (1,000; $1.80)—
Stairway to Heaven" (U) (5th wk).
Neat .'Se.OOO. Last week, $7,200.

M, Loew)
— Thief(E.Bagdad"
Ceiitci-

after solid $15,000 openef.

—

Lyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70)
"Miss
Pilgrim" (20th) (4th wk). Surprising stayer, satisfactory $4,000. Last
week, good $5,000.

28G

in

Mild

Del

Detroit, March 11.
at Uie PalmsState IS doing top biz In town this
week, with "I'll Be Yours" at Fox
in runner-up spot. Latter is disappointing. Rest of town is largely
«r
_'Lady
,

Diamond

la.ii

holdover.
Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
^^^^-y"
(Col) (10th wk).
$7,500. Last week, about same.
Broadway-Capitol
(United
D e-

70-95)—"Chase" (UA)
and "Calendar Girl" (Rep) (2d wk).
Fair $19,000. Last week, strong
troit)

Lively

$11,000

after

ftlth
$11,500

45-66 )—
(1,300
•Portiait ox Woman" (Indie) and
Wantod for Murder" (Indie) (2d
wk). Socky $6,000 class after about
$8,000

c

t

e r

(Indie)

$18,000.

Downtown (Balahan)

70-

(2,683;

^'^rr^l^ic'^^'* Lady" (U)
(2d wk)
and "Queen of Amazons" (SGP), A
weak $7,000. Last week, solo was
okay $12,000,

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95)
Be Yours" (U) and "The 13th

—'I'll

Hour'
Last

(Col).

week,

Not so good at
"Miss Pilgrim"

$22,000.
(20th),

$25,000.

>

—

ish),

Both Big; 'Song' 13G, 2d

$2,200.

Buffalo,

March

"The Loclcet" looks to lead the

;

7ime, Place'

13fi, Mont'l
Montreal, March 11.

"Time, Place and Girl" and "Love

fir.st.

Fenway

(3,309;

Madison (United Detroit) (1,866;
50-60)— "That Brennan Girl" (Rep)
Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-70)— and "Plainsman and the Lady""Jolson Story'" (Col) (4th wk). Neat (Rep), okay $2,000 in 3 days. Last
$9,000 after nifty $12,000 previous week, Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA)
week.
and ."Mr. District Attorney" (Col),
Radio City (Par) (4,000;'-50-70)
$2,200, in 3 days.
"Nora Prentiss" (WB). Mixed crix „ Michigan (United Detroit) (4,039;
opinions on this. Looks only $16,000, 70-95)— "Humoresque"
(WB) and
not smash. Last week, "California"
Pilgrim Lady" (Rep)
(2d wk).
(Par) (2d wk), dandy $14,000.
Solid $21,000.
Last week, strong
BKO-Fan (RKO) (1,60(); 50-70)—
"Pennies Prom Heaven" (Col) and
Palms-State
(United Detroit)
"Sister Eileen" (Col) (reissues). Sec(2 976; 70-95)-"Lady in Lake" (Mond successive week that house used G) and "Out California Way" (Rep).
reissues, and again successful, with
Strong $28,000. Last week, "Man I
trim $8,500 in sight. Last week, Love" (WB) and "Affairs Geraldine"
"Destry Rides Again"
(U) and (Rep), nice $12,000.
"When Daltons Rode" (U) (reis(United Detroit)
m'
sues), $8,000.
70-95 )-"Beginning or End"
State (Par) (2,300: 50-70)— "Be-- (M-G) and "Vacation Days" (Mono).
ginning or End" (M-G). Heavy ex- Moderate $15,000. Last week, '"Sister
ploitation helping this to lusty $1^- Kenny" ^(RKO)
and
"(3inger"
000.
Last week. "Lady in Lake" (Mono), $14,000,
(M-G) (2d wk), proiitable $8,000.
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 50-55)—
"Wonderful Life" (RKO). First nabe
showing. Great $5,500. Last week, lockef Leads Buffalo,
"Song of .South" (RKO), $3,500.
World (Mann) (350; 50-99)
11 7,590, 'Prentiss' 17G,
"Specter of Rose" (Rep). Critics no

se.ssion.

EX

.

Lake"

—

(RKO)

wk).

.

in

Good

(1,600; 40-80)
(Indie) and
Row" (Indie)
(2d wk).
Just $5,000,
slightly better over last week's $5,300.
t s q « i r 6 (M-P ) (1,200; $1.80)— like but climbing to fine $3,000. Last
week, •'Appassionata" (Indie) (Swed"Be.ql Years
Lives"

Murder.

(reissue.'--)

11.

city

with rousing session at the Century.
is only a step be'hind
at tlie bigger Lakes.* "Beginnihg or
End" shapes as di.sappointing. "Song

"Nora Prentiss"

(M-P) (1,373; 40-80)— Laughs at Andy Hardy" look top of Scheherazade" will do okayon
and "Susie Steps newcomers this week.
second frame at the Lafayette.
Estimates for Tliis Week
Here after a week's

'California'" (Par)

Out

(UA),

from the Met, strong $11,000.
Last week, "Ladies' Man" (Par) and
Devil on Wheels" (PRC), $9,000.
layolT

Maicslifi (Indie) (1,500; 40-80)—
l^ast of Mohicans" (PRC) ahd "Kit
Car.<!on" (PRC) (3d wk). Looks like
$5.000- after nice $6,500 for second.

Memorial

(RKO)

(2,900;

Razor's Edge" (20th).

Si'' today

40-80)—

Third week
Second, big

(Tues,).
$28,000 while first was fast $34,000.
!)IctropoIitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)

.

.

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 35-63)— "Love
Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G). Weak

Last week. "Temptation"
(U), okay $13,000.
30-50)—
Imperial- (CT)
(1,850;
"Singin' in Corn" (Col) and "Blind
Last
Spot"
(Col).
Fair $4,500.
week, "Africa Speaks" (Indie) and
"Sons of Desert" (U) (2d wk), so-so

$11,500,

$4,400.

.

Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-67)— "JolFine
son Story" (Col) (4th wk).

$16,300.
;-;Angel and Badman" (Rep) and $14,000. Last week, big
Palace (CT) (2,300; 35-63)— "Time,
Sister's Secret" (PRC).
Not too
husky at $22,000. l,ast week, "Nora Place. Girl" (WB). Okay $13,000.
"Undercurrent" (M-G)
Prenti.ss" (WB) and "Calendai- Girl" Last week.
(2d wk), $12,300.
(Eep). $24,000.
Princess (CT) (2,300;, 35-63)— "GalOrpheujtt (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)—
lant Bess" (M-G) and "Tracy Vs.
Px-'.inning or End" (M-G). Best in
(RKO). Good $8,000. Last
wvu at solid $29,000. Last week, Cueball"
week, "Never Say Goodbye" (WB)
•T^'lson Story" (Col) (5th wk), $22,and "Great Day'' (WB), $7,900.

Estimates for This

Week

$16,000.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—
Prentis.<i" (WB). Nice $17,000.

Nora

Last week. "California" (Par) (2d
wk), big $15,000,
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70 )--"Hu-

moresque" (WB) (m.o.). Fancy $10,000. Last week, "Lady in Lake" (M-

G)

Teck (Shea)
dine"

(

1

,400;

,

'

week

ending next Friday (14). "Stairway
to Heaven," which just wound up 11
profitable weeks at this house, opens
next Friday (14) at the Winter Gar-

(14)

Continues. In
of "Stairway"

night.

final (11)

week

closed at $8,000,
Rlvoll (UA-Par)

(2,092;

60-$1.25)

—"Blaze .of Noon" (Par). Initial
week ending yesterday (Mon.) went
to nice $30,000 albeit below hopes.

den.

40-70 )— "Mighty
"Affairs GeralTrim $6,000

(Rep) (2d wk).

Title is figured as

Koxy

(20th)

(5,886;

8041.50)--

"Boomerang" (20th) plus Ed

Sulli-

van, Katherine Dunham. Phil Regan,
Ernesto Lecuona, Sid Caesar on
stage (2d wk).
First week ended
last (Tues.) night soared to terrific
$129,000.
Nice reviews helped. In
ahead, "Miss Pilgrim" (20th) plus
Peter Lorre. Evelyn Knight, Gil
Lamb (3d wk), $55,000, below hopes.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$l.l(r)—
"Perfect Marriage" (Par) (2d run)
plus Molly Picon, Eddie Peabody
heading vaude. Mild $21,000 looks

Another new entry, "Thief of
Bagdad," at the Victoria, is doing about all, with film blamed. Last
not bad for
a reissue. week, "Mr, District Attorney" (Col)
$22,500,
"Hou.se of Seven Gables," another (1st' run) with Max Baer, Maxie
reissue, is only $7,000 at the Hialto. Rosenbloom topping vaude bill, $23,"Sea of Grass" and stageshow 000.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)~
likely will be down to $120,000
second week at the Music Hall, and "Pursued" (WB) with Louis Prima
will be supplanted by "Late George orch, Jane Wynn, Frank Marlowe on
Apley" and Easter Show either on stage. With biggest Saturday ever
March 20 or 27. "The Locket" is at this house and great weekend
due at the Palace on March 19 al- helping, this should easily top $80,*
though "Sinbad the Sailor" hit $24,- 000, one of best non-holiday weeks
for theatre, Crix praise for film and
000 on seventh week.
,
"It Happened in Brooklyn" and appeal of band splitting draw honSammy Kaye band opens tomorrow ors. Last *eek, "That Way With
(Thurs,) at the Capitol. "Beginning Women" (WB) with Claude Thornor End" and stageshow shapes as hill p.rch heading stageshow (3d
only $55,000 for current (3d) week wk), only $28,000, sad.
Victoria (Maurer) (720-70.$l,20)—
while second also slipped consider"Red House" opens at the "Thief of Bagdad" (PC) (reissue).
ably.
Globe next Saturday (15) after Teeing off fairly well at $22,500.
three nice weeks with "Strange Last week, "Bedelia" (E-L) (4th
wk), got $13,000 in final stanza.
Woman."
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60Estimates for This Week
$1.20)— "I'll Be Yours" (U) (3d-final
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300: 95-$2.40) wk). Down to $12,000 on finale with
—"Best Years of Lives" (RKO) modest $16,000 for second. "Stair(18th wki. Holding to recent gait, way to Heaven" (U), which origweek;
with $39,000, fine, likely this
inally played at Park Avenue, comes
last was same.
in next Friday (14).
...
„.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)
—"Beginning or End" with Johnnie
Paul Regan, Kathryn
Johnston,
Grayson. Nat Brandwynne orch (3dfinal wk). Dipping to around $55,000
on blowoff, not big, after $61,500 for
second, considerably under hopes.
"It Happened in Brooklyn" (M-G)
with Sammy Kaye orch heading
stageshow opens tomorrow (Thurs.)
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)
Philadelphia, March 11.
(3d
wk).
(U)
—"Scheherazade"
City is nearly 100% holdot^r this
Third stanza starts today (Wed.), week. Top coin among newcomers
Second frame held fairly well at likely will go to "Pursued" at the
$20,000; first was good $31,000 albeit Mastbaum, but "Boomerang" is only
way below expectancy.
a bit behind in the much smaller Fox,
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)— and is making the best showing. Big"Strange Woman" (UA) (3d-final gest money in town will be snared
wk). Weekend spurt helping keep by "Jolson Story," in second week
this to okay $17,000 after good $24,- at the Stanley.
500 for second. "Red House" (UA)
Estimates for This Week
opens next Saturday (15).
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 50-94)—"Lady
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)— in Lake" (M-G) (2d wk). Okay $18,"Angel and Badman" (Rifp) (2d 000 after good $20,000 last week.
wk). Not far from opening week
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—
pace with fancy $18,000 likely. Last
Perfect Marriage" (Par) (2d run).
week was big $23,000 Tsut not up Fair $4,500. Last week, "Secret
to expectancy, two offish days hurtHeart*' (M-G) (2d run), fine $6,000.
ing.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)—"Song
Golden (UA) (767) ($1.20-$2.40)— of Scheherazade"
(U) (2d wk). Fair"Henry V" (UA) (28th wk). Perking ish $17,000 after nice
$23,000 opening
a bit to land $8,500 .for 27th week
week.
ending last Saturday (8) night; hit
Earle (WB) (2,760; 60-99)—"MUUe's
$8,000 in 26th week. Continues, with
Daughter" (Col) (1st wk) with
no closing set. British opus is now
Lionel Hampton orch
(2d wk).
in its 39th week flrstrun for downGreat $32,500. Laist week, Hampton
town N. Y.. including flrst'll wfeeks band
with "13th Hour" (Col), sock
Center.

m

.

'Boomerang' Hot

33M

Hollywood (WB)

—"Nora

Prentiss"

(1,499; 70-$1.10)

(WB)

(3d

wk).

Not panning out as well

as hoped,
to $18,000 this stanza
after okay $19,500 for second. However, both mean profit here. "Two
Mrs. Carrolls" (WB) due to open

being

down

on April 5.
Palace (RKO) (1.700; 60-$1.20)—
"Sinbad"
(RKO) (8th-flnal Wk).
Staying up nicely, seventh round
concluded yesterday (Tues.) being
fine

"The

(m,o.), $7,000.

McGurk" (M-G) and

looks excellent $15,000 on .first

at the City

Buffalo
(Shea)
40-70)—
(3,500;
'Beginning or End" (M-G). Passable
$12,000, but hot up to hopes. Last
week, "Humbre.'ique"
(WB). fine

$24,000 after $25,500 for sixth.
Locket" (RKO) comes in

Mai-Ch

19,

—Paramount
"Suddenl.v

(Par) (3,664; 70-$1.50)
Spring" (Par) plus

It's

Philly

.$37,000.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)—"Boomerang" (20th). Hot $33,000. Last
week, "Miss Pilgrim" (20th) «d wk),
$14,000.

Goldman (Goldman)

—"Dead Reckoning"
Slumped

(1,300; 50-94)
(Col) (4th wk).

to $10,000 after big $21,000

week.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)
—"Johnny O^Cloek" (Col) (3d wk).
Fine $10,000 after big $1S,()()(» second
in third

,

frame.
Keith's (Goldman) (1.500; 50-94)—
"Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (2d
wk) (2d run). Fair $7,000 following
nifty $9,500 in first stanza.

after stout $7,000 opener.

J'aramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—
Ui Vornia" (Par) and "Susie Steps $15,000.
Out' (UA),
Strong $18,000 after Cristo"
70-$2;4O)— "Sea of great $7,000 lor Sun. Earle showing.
»Oth Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; fellers)
(5,945;
week's layoff from first run at Met, light" (Col), $14,000.
(WB) (1.475; 50-94)—
40-70)— "The Locket" (RKO). Rous- Grass" (M-G) and stage show (2d
Stanton
Vanslmt (TransluxV (900; 30-74)- ing $17,500
Last week. ''Ladies' Man" (Par) and
Continues nicely at $120,000; "Fabulous Dorseys" (UA) (2d wk).
or near, L.ast week, "Sis- wk).
"Black Friday" <Indie) and^"Payoff
DQvil 0)1 .Wheels" (PRO. $14,000'
Opening week hit bright $129,000, but Down to good $18,000 or near. First
(RKO) and "Criminal
Kenny"
ter
$5,000.
Moderate
•
St4te CLO«Sw> (SiSOOS ;40-80)--''Be- (Indie) (reissues).
itot As big as expected,
LikAlj; stays hit fine *17,SO0.
Court" (RKO), only $11,000,
Subsequent-run,
week,
.

.

Friday
ahead,

Mastbaum (WB) (4.350; 50-94)—
Johnny Long orch, Joan Edwards,
Buddy Lester in person (3d wk). "Pursued" (WB). Solid $35,000. Last
Lafayette (Basil) (3,100; 40-70)— Third round starts today (Tues.). week. "Humoresque", (WB) (3d wk),
"Song of Scheherazade" (U) and Second week was solid $72,000, lower $18,000.
(Col)
"Crime Doctor's Manhunt"
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)—"Jolscale
being held responsible for
(2d wk). Dipping to good $13,000 steady pace; first was fancy $84,000. son Story" (Col) (2d wk). Smash
Last week. "Rettirn Monte after smash $20,500 initial stanza.
Kadio City Music Hall (Rocke- $46,000. Last .week, hug^ $47,500 plus
(Col) and "Alias Dr.: Twi-

,

•

terrific business.
Top coin of this
pair goes to the former with $129,000 likely for "Boomerang" and

Heaven" (U), initial picture
new management and
Looks to strike excellent
on first frame ending next

to

here under
policy.
$15,000

no big help to this
stageshow headed by Ed Sullivan, one despite elaborate ad campaign.
Katherine Dunham dancers, Phil Last week, "California" (Par) {7th
fancy $15,000.
Regan and Sid Caesar. Strand is wk), $18,000, fine.
,;„I«yrtc (Katz-DoUe) (1,600; 40-.60)— comparatively as sock with "PurBialto
(Mayer)
35-85)—
(594;
'•Song of South" (RKO) and "Blon- sued" and Louis Prima band as prin- "House of Seven Gables" (U) (rePassably good $7,000 but
die's
Big Moment" (Col) (m.o.). cipal stage attraction. Looks to go issue).
Nifty $6,500.
Last week, "Darling over $80,000, one of best non-holiday doesn't hold. In ahead, "Michigan
weeks at this house. Both "Pur- Kid" (U) (2d wk), slipped to $8,860,
Ctementme" (20th) (mA), $5,500.
were but okay.
dnd
"Boom«rang"
sued"

'

«K0) (12th wk).
«^^.f' J,fSSf
Hefty
$30,000. Last week, $33,000,

.

i

(Loew's)

'

-

the shot in the. arm that N. Y. deluxers needed over the weekend.

.

Only}16,()0O,WlSG
March

weather proved way

rival of spring-like

Without this lift from the weather,
chances are that the current session
would have been almost as spotty as
last week.
Brightest spots with new bills are
Secret" (PRC) and "Wild Beauty" the Roxy a-nd Strand, both (Joing

DayltMpkjtreitiss*
Minneapolis,'

'Puraied -Prima Hot $0G, 'Noon' 30G
Despite near proximity of Fed- one or two more weeks additionally
income tax day, often a sour with "Late George Apley" (20th)
in theatre operations, and with and Hall's Easter Show due to open
new product, much better March 20 or 27.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $l,20-$2.40)
weather is proving a real hypo to
Broa'iway
this
stanza. —"Years Between" (U). Shaping np
flrstruns
Much milder temperature and ar- comparatively as strongly as "Staireral

(Col), hefty $16,000.
(Indie)
40-60)—
(1,300;
„ Keith's
"Song of Sheherazade" (U). Moderate ^9,000.
Last week, "Slsteir's

Froxbity of Tax

iihe

Sullivan-Dunhani'Caesar Socko 129G,

—"Nocturne" (RKO) and "Vacation note
in Reno" (RKO). Thin $10,000. Last little

9S?tV„J^^^*^

•

$50,000.

as

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net, l.e., without the 20% tax.
Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, -hence the estimated
figures are net income,
•The
parenthetic
-admission
prices, however, as indicated, include the tI.S, amusement tax.

"Perbetter than usual at $20,000,
fect JVIarrlage" bowed at United
Artists with jl^at $17,000, while "Beginning or End," at Garriclc, with
$17,000 or near, is strong.
"The Locket,*' at Palace, looks to
"The
do about $16,000, not big.
Yearling" looks prime •$38,000 at
State-Lake in third frame, "Jolson
Story" is steady at $21,000, about
same as last week.
son Story" (Col) (llth wk). Fancy
Last week, about same.
$21,000.

Are Net

Indianapolis, Maro'h 11.

Film biz largely

.

.

filnnmg

\o^v-5fad''-: :(Sjfj.6y.

.

Ejtcfenent

Last

THE GREATEST CAST
EVER ASSEMBLED
IN THE CHAMPION
MUSICAL OF ALL TIME!

BACKED ALL THE WAY WITH 20th CENTURYFOX SMASH SHOWMANSHIP -PLUS THE
GREATEST RADIO CAMPAIGN EVER ACCORDED

A MOTION

PICTURE!

ByFopularDemand/
DAY-AND-DATE IN HUNDREDS
OF THE NATION'S GREATEST
THEATRES LED BY THE ROXY,

NEW YORK

CITYi

WeJnraday, March 12» 1947
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New Trend on

m Feet

Newsreels Finally Back

Prewar tendency by

U.

have

Navy,

finally

feet abroad, almost
the war's end. All

regained

-their

two years

after

reels

cur-

five

Ivinry

Trans-Lux Biiliig

Its

Tkalres larger aii May

in the near future.

IHustrative of the tremendoufi
tasks that confronted the reels followihg V-J Day is the case of Pathe
News. Jack Levien, editor, sent out
more than 500 tracer letters to

Jid for Future Prodid

Original postwar expansion plans
of the Trans-Lux theatre circuit
cameramen who had worked for have been altered to include buildPathe before the war— and received ing of larger theatres than oiriginaUy
to chain topabout 60 answers. Rest came back blueprinted, according
said that first
with the notation, "address un- per Norman Elson. He

Levien, conseiiuently, was
forced to coritaet RKO foreign managers in the various countries to
round up new men and also obtained them through fbreign consulates in New York.
Similar difficulties were encountered in rebuilding the domestic staff,
which had been cut to the bone
knowii."

.

of the cameramen went
into service. Efforts to hire some
of the, Army Signal Corps leasers
were stymied by the unions, who
refused to license the vets because
they are allegedly afraid of new
blood.

when most

.

plans called for the addition of a
number of relatively small theatres
but that these had been enlarged to
give the circuit a stronger bidding
position under the competitive buying provisions of the court decreeHe pointed 'Out, as an example, the
proposed new house in
circuit's
Washington, which will irun to
around 2,000 seats, almost double the
size originally proposed.
Circuit head returned from Mex
ico yesterday (Tuesday) where he
finished final arrangements for the
opening ot the new Trans-Lux
P r a d o government-owned house
leased by the web which will have
its preem Friday (21) with "It's a
Wonderful Life." Trans-Lux has a

in

South

Czechoslojvakia,

Africa,

Holland, Turkey, Italy, BraziJ, Canal
Zone, Australia, ' Coliombia, Cuba,

Denmark,
East

and

Pinlancl,.^.Chile,

Peru, Russia,

Iridies,

Hungary,

Sweden

Vetiezuela.

Pathe also has a roving man In
Latin America and has its own cam-

eramen in Palestine,
gary, the Levantine,

Greece, HunZealand,

New

on the new theatre
ojjtions.
Jack Lament will be
Mexican manager, while house
be run by AUredp Fernandez
Hinde.. Third of the new theatres
ready 4p go into the works is slated

midtown New York, giving the
wholly owned,

four of which are newsreel houses.
Elson said' that Trans-Lux would
welcome bidding as a means of procuring topgrade product, something
they've been unable to get in their
Boston house. Theatre, which only
seats 900, will even have difliculty
bidding against bigger houses, but
will probably fare better than now,
he said, when it's "playing sloughoff
product like 'Notorious Gentleman'
and Columbia and Universal horror
.

pictures."

,

strong in building biz^because people
would drop into the houses between
trains.
Quality jpf the hews shows
has also dropped, he said', although
length has picked up.
"Trans-Lux,
unlike other newsie chains, has no
plans for producing its own short
in all cases transmitting editorial subjects,
despite current cutback
notes for the homeoffice to work general in shorts production which,
from. Of the 25,000 feet deceived Elson said, will hurt if it gets any
from abroad weekly, only about worse.
1,500 feet is used (750 feet per issue). Rest of Hie film goes into stock

Once the

fihn

is

in the can,

'

,

,

WBWasbedOutofSaG

libraries.

In Suit Ysi Los
Los Angeles, March 11.
lost a legal battle with
River in superior court
the
studio's
suit
$33,750
again.st the Los Ahgelfes Flood Control District was dismissed, Plaintiff declared the flood witers of the
'Los Angeles River were diverted by
control
devices,
thereby causing
damage to the studio's back lot.
Case was tossed out because the
studio failed to file its claim within
a year after the flood, which hap-

Stox Trading
Continued from page 15

,

common, bringing

Warners

Old

;

hfo holdings

200.

Daniel M. Sheaffer, Philadelphia,
sold 2,100 shares of Universal commaking his total
mon,
18,307.
Charles D, Prutzman disposed of 350
shares of Universal, leaving him

with

20,550.

Nathan

J.

Man

where

to

Blumberg

reported the November sale of 200
J. Cheever Cowdih reported pened iii 1938.
holding 11,637.
liUniversal Pictures Co. filed a peJack L. Warner reported holding tition with the city council for im429,000 shares of Warner Bros, com
proved drainage conditions to premen. His trust acquired an addi vent several of the studio buildings
tional 700 shares making its total an from foundering.
When the studio
even 20,000. Albert Warner holds was built years ago, the surrounding
430,000 shares.
His trust holdings earth absorbed the rain, but now the
also rose to 20,000 shares with an street pavements divert, the water
addition of 600, Samuel Schneider, into the lot. An additional threat
is the proposed extension of Holly
New York, purchased 500 shares.
Norton V. Ritchey exercised his wood Parkway, which means more
option rfnd purchased 2,500 shares of seepage.
Monogram common bringing his
SCHTOBERG'S BOOK TO EKO
holdings in this security to 7,754
shares.
Mrs. Ad Schulberg has agented
J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Fort Lee, re- her ^on Budd Schulberg's new Ranported the acquisition of 17,092 dom House novel, "The Harder They
shares of Associated Motion Pictures Fall," to RKO at a reported price of
Industries, InCi, in a stock splitup, $100,000.
making its total holding.-! of AMPI
Deal also, calls for Schulberg to
atand at 34,184.
Work on the screenplay.
shares.

Exit

Hart

Department's

members

of its

"The Beginning Or the
plugs here this Week when
Metro picture as the basis
attitude toward the Baruch

For

March

il.

film 'section,

New York

staff,

it

last week by Herbert
Edwards, who heads the section,
which comes under the Office of International Information & Cultural

Head -loppings become

j

j

for a double-truck lead editorial

on Russia's

Plan for atomic control.

of all ScrippsiHoward newspapers
as guests of the local dailies.

when they wer? here

recently

*

;

Heading its editorial page for Satiirday (8) with the title in quotes, '"tjntt
Beginning Or the End," the Commercial Appeal said '"By ComWning fact
with fiction and romance with reality; Metro-Goldwyn-Mayeif has done
a creditable job in producing the first full-scale motion pieture dealing
with the atomic bomb, and currently showing at Loew's Palace.
"Its title is credited to President Truman, and its sponsors claim both
White House and War Department blessing. As entertainment it meets
most Of the requiremehtSj but its chief value, as we see>it, lies far beyond
in that it is very plainly an appeal to public conscience, and as such is
worthy of comment. ..."
,

ef-

Answering the query raised' in 'Variety recently as to how Hollywood
could put a lid ott the alleged loose morals and multiple divorces in the
Rabbi Sidney E. Goldstein replies: "Eric Johnston and the
presidents and producers in the motion picture industry have the same
power that the heads of many coiitorations possess. Because of their social
With a number of execs in key responsibility they have the right and the duty to demanJi decency of Conspots among those released, cuts are duct in their associates and the members Of their organization. They can
expected to slice materially into the and! should dismiss those who violate the common codes of decency. This
output of films. Section is a combo "they have done in flagrant cases. It is the only way to end the hypocrisy
of staffers from the old office of War of preaching one standard upon the screen and practiciiiig another standard
Information
and Coordinator of in life."
,
Inter-American AAairs film diviDr. Goldstein, chairman of the Jev^ish Institute on Marriage and Family,
sions. ,As did its two predecessors,
wfeis one of three religious leaders, including Dr. Kariy Kmerson Fosdicfc
the State Department's section has
been workmg on a slow and. bela- and Msgr. Fultpn J. Sheen, who launched the iUitest .attack upon Hollybored tentative basis, always fearfiil wood's off-screen immor,allty,
of the screams from congressmen
Dissatisfaction by Metro homeoffice and studio execs over the title of
who might construe the films as
Cynthia's Secret," latest in the Dr. Kildare series, has forced an indefinite
propaganda.
Resultant lack of a forthright pro- postponement of the exhibitors' t'radescreening for the film, originally
gram and much interference from scheduled for yesterday (Tuesday). Release date for the picture will also
higher-ups in the State Department be set back until the studio chiefs make up their minds on a new title,
*
since no' film, can be released until after it's tradeShown.
have made the job tremendously exMetro homeoffice spokesmen this week confirmed reports that the film
pensive for the number of effective
will be the last of the series, in line with the company's policy of cutting
This may be reflected
films issued.
out as many modest-budgeters as possible to concentrate on A product.
in the squawks from economy-minded congrcssmerl when the State De- Metro is expected, however, to continue with the "Maisie" and "Andy
partment's budget comes up shortly. Hardy" series, which will be used as a proving ground for new talent,
As a matter of fact, the future of the both thesping and directorial. Company may also continue the "Lassie"
series, all of which have been very good grossers despite their comparawhole film, press and radio division
tively small budgets^
of the OIICA, headed by John Begg,
appears precarious when the boys on
Anita Colby's deal w-ith Paramount, which will be inked this week,vcalls
the Hill get to work on it.
for $1,200 a week, not the $700 which was originally reported. One of her
principal assets— which Par figures makes her worth that coin— is her
ability to convince femme stars that the roles offered them by the studio
are good' for them and should be accepted.
Miss Colby will also see that the femmes are dressed correctly for pubContinued from jpage 9
they can make distributors see the lic appearances, handle specialized publicity on them and have other duties
as aide to Henry Ginsberg, studio production topper.
light.

fective April 4, and are said to be
an effort to reduce' expenditures by
$12,000 between that time and the
end of the'flscal year, Juntf" 30.

film colony.

•

'

;

Weekly CtiangiS
;

.

Abe Kaplan, who operates three
Twin City houses, says that fewer
changes reduces their weekly grosses
all right, but the independents are
still money ahead'at the end of the
year.
Distributor " "unreasonable'
ness" is
charges.

hitting

a new

high,

he

most

cases, already

have earned

substantial sums for their producers
ahd distributors and the only ex
pense involved in reissuing them is
the cost of new prints and the adverti.sing.

President Bennie Berger

of North Central Allied declares this
amounts to "profiteering."

Rocky Mt.
Orgahizational Meeting

Allied Prteps

Denver, March
Col,

H.

president
president

A.

Cole,

regional

11.

'

'"ii -^-

Exhibs eripe
Continued from page 9
that

way

Artists

a

demands for reissues.
Many of
these reissues are being sold at much
higher prices today than they did
when first released, it's pointed out,
In view of the fact that the pictures,
in

......

1.

in

is

many

"Henry

situations.

United

MARSHALt€KANT,£X^
HEiy)S OWN INbl CO.

doing the same thing on

much more

.

Kaplan and others are especially
wrathy because of the "excessive'

]

j

End" nabbed one of those once-in-a-lifetime
the Commercial Appeal took the title and the

Editorial of such stature about a film, virtually without precedent in
staid old morning daily, came primarily as result of a special screening
which Col. Cecil E. 'Vogel, of Loew's Palace, arranged for the managing

I

|

currently in Hollywood working on his first script written diHobson's hovel, "Gentleman's
a screenplay oic Laura

Agreement."

was disclosed

Affairs.

is

rectly for the films,

ediitor?

•Washington,
State

N«ws):eel biz, policy of the maPortugal and Finland. In none of
the countries is Pathe confronted jority of theatres iri the circuit, has
with governmental censorship, dropped about 25% from wartime
according to Elson, who
levels,
although milifary authorities in such
hotbeds' as Palestine prohibit the blames it on lack of war interest and
newsreel lerisers from taking shots at slump in travel. Latter factor was
times.

by it"

which makes and adapts l6m product designed to sell America abroad,
has hanrfed their notices to some 20

with

however, it's permitted to leave the
country with no trouble.
Most of the film received from the
native companies is bought on a
footage basis, with the cameramen

What's he doing in Hollywood then? Hart explains: "I am like the
the incurable alcoholic— and is sure she can reform
I think the motion picture a magnificent medium and I'm^ tempted
Hart said that he sold most of his plays With no strings or squawks
attached'.
"I took the dough," he said, "and spent it, 1 don't hold with
those authors who got a great deal of dough for the screen rights and then
complain afterwards. If their work is really that precious they might as
well lock, it in a drawer for a year, take it out and look at it, and put it
back again."

woman who meets

him.

M.Pix-Press-Raili©ites

their
will

for

Cie

letoiits

five-year lease

circuit a total of 10

givers -as well."

State Oept/s Film Dept.

,

Today, however, Pathe's foreign
coverage is complete. Company has
exclusive exchange agreements with
Pathe News in Britain and Pathe
Journal in France, which cover all
«f Europe, In addition, John Dored
serves as a roving reporter for
Europe, "Servicing -both Pathe and
Paramount New*
Dored spends
most of his time currently in Germany, figured the hottest news
source on the. Contihent. Pathe also
has exclusive deals with native firms

Indicative of the

reels.

then. Current one shows French
troops landing in Indo-China
from the He de France, carrying
Amterican-made equipment for
use against the native insurgents..

;

-

S.

Moss Hart didn't like Hollywood in 1931 when he wrote that classic
lampoon, "Once In a Lifetime," with George S. Kaufman. Putting it mildly,
he still doesn't like the town— and he's pretty grim about it this time. In
a recent interview printed in the Los Angeles Times, Hart said: "Holly,
wood is as tight as a military system— and it has the same evils. It is a
totalitarian town and a very corrupt town; its people are the most frightened of those in any industry next to radio." Here's the reason: "Here
everything is i^oft arid luxurious—and dangerous. Here people have cars
and homes and swimming pools. Deep down they know "they don't deserve them but they're, damn glad to have them. To hold on to them, they
knuckle under. This corrupts not only them, the receivers; it corrupts the

reports to communiques issued
by the French government.
Newsreels, however, have sent
men into the field so that almost
the only eyewitness reports from
the country have been found in
the reels. First film story was
carried in newsreels on Jan. 28
and they've had two issues since

Lansing, Mich., in a private car to
join Polack Bros. Circus for the 1947
season, on rental from 'Whitbeck,

and Japan— have been maintained,
purely for economic reasons, and
these are expected to^ be dissolved

news-

postwar attempts to bring theatre audiences news of top importance is the reels' coverage of
the present Indo-China fracas.
Despite the fact that an actual
war is raging in Indo-China between native troops and French
government soldiers, most U. S.
ijewspapers have confined their

Pip

Hollywood, March H.
Frank Whitbeck is not going to
have any elephants on bis hands,
even though he recently bought three
used pachyderms from Metro,
Trio of ponderous thesps left for

rently have correspondent^ or tieins with native companies in almost
every foreign country, except the
Russian-controlled areas of Europe,
from which they receive individually
£^tout 25,000 feet of film weekly.
Only two pools remaining— in China

'

Wlrilbeck>

the

reels to emphasize fashion shows,
beauty contests, etc., to the exclusion of important news .has
become a thing of the past, according to editors of the five

Abroad; Retsp Pools in Far East
com- 4XS. S. newsreel firms, cut off
pletejy during the war from foreign
coverage except for pooling arrangements supervised by the Army and

Coverage

'V."

UA

limited basis with
is also discussing

doing the same thing, however, with
"Carnegie Hall" and "Arch of Triumph." If they should go through
with the idea, exhib threats on
squawking to the Dept. of Justice
might well take more definite shape.
Two deals being worked for "Best
years" in Philly are pretty typical
of method of exhibition being used
on the pic. One house, the Fix, is
being taken over on a straight fourwalls basis with the owner, Sam

Cummins, getting $1,500 a week for
the house. Arcadia is being taken on
an alternate plan by which the
Sabolskys, who operate the theatre,
are getting $2,500 for rent and overhead, plus a supervising fee of
around $400 a week, plus a cut of
the gross that starts at 10% and
can go Up to 12%%,

vice

of National Allied, and
Expands Hospital
of Tekas Allied; Sidney
Samuelson, general manager, Allied
Hollywood, March ll.
of Eastern Pennsylvania, and TrUeMotion Picture Relief Fund is
man S. Rembusch, president, Indiana spending $500,000 on a clinical unit
Allied and owner of two Denver as an addition to its Country Home
theatre.s. will be here March 24-26 hospital
for an organizational meeting. It is
William Pereira, MPRF trustee, is
hoped to set up a Rocky Mountain donating his services as an architect
Allied.
and building supervisor

MPRF

Chicago,

March

11.

Latest entry into the indie pro-

duction arena

is

the newly formed

Marshall Grant productions which
isreported to fiave heavy coin backOutfit is backed by a group of
Chi financiers, most of whom are

ing.

personal friends at the Company's

board chairman, Williarn Di. Saltiel,
local attorney and secretary of the
Chicago Civic Opera. Included are

Maxwell Abbell, owner

Arrow-

of

head Springs Hotel in California,
and A. Ronald Button, theatrical attorney.

Grant, an ex-Universal producer,
has inked William Wellman to direct
"MOonrise" as his .first picture,
Vladimir Pozner having just finished
scripting it.
Grant also signed A,
'

H. Griffith, Arthur Lubin and John
Rawlins to the direction staff. Company is arranging. shooting facilities.
RKO or Universal may. distribute.
In addition to "Moonrise," company has three original stories
which are being set for production.

Two

of them, "Gainsville, Texas"
"Donfiino Parlor," have been
by Lynn Riggs. Third is a
local story called ''Loop.''

and

'vvritten
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Oh, Frankie!
Red Kann, of Quigley
tions says your picture

Publica

is:

"A

tip

top package of entertainment!

Boxofficc Magazine says your
is: "Great! One of those

picture

pictures that bulges theatre jvalls."

r

Oh,

Oh, Jimmy!

Peter!

Variety says your picture

is:

"A

star-studded and sock box-office

entry!"

p Oh,

"IT
Screen

Plajr

by Isobsl

Lsama

RICHARD WHORF • Produced
by

Leol They^re talking about

HAPPENED

Based on aa Originai Stoiy by
Joha McGowara « Directed by

JACK CUMMINGS

•

A;

Metro-Goldwj'n-Maycr Picture

Hollywood Reporter predicts for
your picture: "Box-office returns
and enthusiastic word-of-mouth/'

W^ttch

first

IN

v

iiOOI^LY

date Capitol,. N. ^^

;

TAHIETS'S' tONDON OFFIOB

IHTmHATIOMill.

24
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Hamy in Zurich

Lilian

Metro, Gaumont to Pool in Bnying

New

No. Africa Film

Zurich, Feb. 25.

English

actreiis Lilian

made many

pictures in

Harvey, who
Germany and

Bk

here from Paris. She is in SwitzerShe was last
land on a vacation.
Metro International, seeking to 4'
here in 1941.
After her stay in Switzerland, Mi.ss Par Int'l Toppers
"buy back the old Gaumont-Loew- Bromberg to Supervise
Harvey will go to Strasbourg and
Metro circuit in France which jt
in Aussie Soon
XJA Latin-America Setup then return to N. Y. via Paris.
formerly owned, will not pick up the
Sydney, March 4.
Oscar Brombefg, United Artists'
current Gaumont-operated houses,
Albert Deane, who is coming here
general manager in Mexico, has
with George Weltner, head of ParU's been learned. Metro execs are been promoted to regional superamount International, and Clem
reportedly wary of antagonizing the visor of the northern Latin AmerCrystal, topper of foreign theatre
French government by attempting to ican countries, comprising' Mexico,
division, early this month is making
take over native theatre holdings, Cuba, Puerto Rico* Canal Zone,
his first reappearance here after 20
in light of the current squabbles Colombia, Trinidad, Venezuela and
years.
„
French industry
the
by
raised
the Caribbean aiea.
FiliH
Local Par execs "are getting out
against alleged U. S. monopoly of
Urbina

Due

%im Hike For

Instead

mont

of

in

outright,

to

Gaumont
for
playing time
product in Loew's theatres in the
U. S., with Gaumont reportedly
holding out for the Broadway firstrun showcase.
Arthur M. Loew, Metro International prexy, is slated to sail to Europe next week to consummate the

in

ensuing

are over the
I

new

Duby Pix Don't

films

Both

last fiscal year.

Total

Click

salaries are sot at $162,002.
Increases in production expenditures include animated films, films

schools,

to

Zurich, Feb. 25.

ference of the administration in the
operation of their business.

Then facilities must be
settled.
found for mixing and synchronizing
music and color printing the Agfa
Understood only plant
process.
capable, of the

latter

work

is

in

Prague.

U.S.

STUDIOS BID ON

NEW MAUGHAM BOOK
British

^

Condon, March 4.
and American studios have

Mei

R^d

Tokyo

Subaru-za Cinema, leading flrstin Tokyo, announced it will
number its seats and adopt a reservation policy, which will be revo-

Filmers Cast Eyes

On European Market
London, March

5.

William Karol, general representative of UFAj for 12 years before the
war and now with Pelibulas Mexicahas, is here planning to enter the
European film market. With his com-

pany owning three modern

film studios, Karol maintains he is in a position to supply Europe with 25 pix
annually.
He has with him five films for
showing,
They are "Portrait Of
Maria," starring Dolores del Rio and

considerable interest. Maugham has
been hinting that this may be his
book before he retires from

writing.
in his

Villa

near Nice,

France,

lutionary in Japan.
Toho theatre's business

manager

declared that, although

spending

a huge

crowded

it is

amount

to repair its overshows, it has not found in-

troduction oi the reservation system
possible "under the existing circumstances."

Reparations

and

restitution

mands may deprive the

deestimated

GIs who attend Tokyo's Ernie
Pyle Theatre weekly of hearing the
35,000

house's huge organ. Dr. Edward
Quisumbling, of the Philippine Mis
sion on Reparations and Restitution,
now here on a survey, declared the
organ was stolen durintt the war
from tbie Philippines, and believed
it to be the one bolonging to Mrs.

and "Mujer de TOdoss," intro- Manuel Quezon.
ducing Maria Felix.
Showing of thpse films is held up
CheTaliet Faots Lopez

artists,

here due to fuel shortage.

Paris,

March

11.

Francis Lopez, French Basque
composer whose current operetta
hit, "La Belle Au Cadiz," is slated
Melbourne, Feb. 27.
tion, Maugham is now putting the
finishing touches to the book.
It's
Lambert Ballet company v,?ill for October prodiiction in New York
"Catalina,"
name of its come here from London this year by Lee Shubert, has been commiscalled
The setting of the story under Dan O'Connor management. sioned by Maurice Chevalier to
heroine.
is
Spain in ibe days of King It's understood that the Fullers may write special songs for his current
American tour..
Philip UI.
be interested in venture,

%hich was looted
and
bddly
damaged during the German occupa-

:

Lambert Ballet for Aussie

Shortage

actual busi-

reported reduced because of

The

first

Now

Relieved

Berlin, March i.
American feature film to

be synchronized with German voices.
You Can't Take It With You,"

opened recently at the Schauberg
Cinema in Munich, capital of
Bavaria, and despite lack of heat, is
showing to record audiences. Film
has been retitled "Lebenskunstler."
The former UFA Film Studios at
Tempelhof, in Berlin, and the oneSpyros Skouras Plans
time-Bavaria Filmkunst Studios at
Visiting Native Greece Geiselgasteig, near Munich, which
have been under reconstruction durHollywood, March 11.
Spyros D. Skouras is here visiting ing the past year, are soon to be
the studios for "week before return- available to the 10 U. S.-licensed
ing to New York and his home in producers recently given the green
Greece. He's the nephevir of Spyros light by Military Government.
P. Skouras, president Of 20th CenSince both studios are former
turyrFox.
Reich property, they were, seized by
Revealed U. S. films have top Property Control Branch of MG
playing time in Greece and al- pending liquidation of the Germanways -Will have because natives pre- owned and controlled UFA film
fer them to other countries' produe- cartel. Studies are now being made
tions.
Approximately 90% of the to smash this as well as a host of
playing time, according to Skouras,
other combines which were keyprexy and .genei^al manager Of the
stones to the Hitl'er -War inachine.
D. P. Skouras circuit, which controls
off
"Dangerous
Synchronization
eight theatres in Athens, Port of
Journey" is being readied.
Piaeus and Salonika, are given over
The current monthly report of MG
to ,,,American pictures.
Skouras is states that the critical shortage of
also head of Slfouras Film Co., disU. S. film features has been relieved
tributor in. Greece Of 20th-Fox, BKO somewhat by the arrival of negaand Paramount. He states films are tives in Berlin several weeks ago,
shown during two seasoii in Greece
—during winter indoors and during
summer outdoors, with former the- Par^ 50-50 Poli(^
atres closing during summer because only one house is air-cOndi
Dub Vs. Subtitles Abroad
tioned, leaving the way for open air
Following t^sts overseas with 20
theatres to
operate during four
dubbed pix distributed between one
months of warm weather.
Superimposed title, or separate and two :3rears''ago, Paramount has
on the quesfilm, projected below the regular reached a compromisO
tion of dubbing vs. subtitles. Hencescreen, carry the dialog.
'

On

Price of admission is about 2,500 drachmas or
approximately 30c because black
market prices have hiked the
drachma from official 5,000 to about
8,000 per U. S. dollar value.
Skouras is here with his wife and
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Argyros.

ruri

started bidding on Somerset Pedro Armandariz; "Las AbandoMaugham's latest book. With "Razor's nadas," "Flor Silvester," "BugamEdge" in mind it likely will draw bila," latter three also starring same
last

And

For Production; U.S. Pix

dialogue.

,

moiiey makirig pictures."

films locally.

lerman Slidios Ready

understands English and prefers subtitles in German rather than German

—

New

is

track.
Chief objection to sync versions
is that the majority of the population

ifiennliy^^

is

opposition with the governof refusing to alter

ment policy
ceilings. Top

.

German sound

•

65c Top

dub

ness

Up

a long way from release.
First, question of ownership
ef negative presently iii litigation between Forst" and Wien Film, is to be

•

when the local administration insisted that admission prices, instead
of a 5% cut as in continental France,

foreign

OK To

"Maidens"

narrowly avoided two months^ ago

Swis

M

Wane

'45.

'

in Algeria is 2Sc. compared to Morocco's 50c.
In Tunisia, although no strike is
current or loomingj exhibs aje also
suffering from unduly close inter-

Dubbed films are definitely unlanguage pro- popular in Swit^erland^specially
grams and French-language produc- in the big,itowns, it was revealed
here
recently
when a Germaninclude
NFB's 1947-48 plans
tions.
dubbed version of Noel Coward's
introduction of color in its theatrical
"Brief Encounter" had its Swiss
Canada Carries On series.
preem. Actually the film did fairly
well at the boxoffice but consensus
of opinion here is that it's a mistake
In
Mex. Pix Union
for

Rush of dozens of neophytes to
Metro's acquisition of new climb onto the foreign film distribudeal.
theatres is expected to set a pattern tion bandwagon since the end of the
for most of the other U.S. majors, war also happened at the close of
which are prepping their foreign de- the first world war, J. H. Hoffberg,
partments for new theatre buys. industry old-timer, recalled last
was
Basic idea behind the foreign expan- week.
"Then the country
sion is to lower company faxes in flooded with foreign silents," he said,
the U.S. by having the majors sink "and the situation is largely the
Politics Seen in
their excess profits into new theatre same today,"
holdings abroad.
Surveying the b.o. possibilities of
'Ninotchka/ 'Breakfast'
George Weltner, Paramount Inter- foreign pix, Hoffberg placed U. S.
Mexico City, March 11.
national" prexy, is scheduled to leave art houses, in the strict sense of the
Seen as indication of waning politfor Europe April 15 to decide on word, as amounting to only eight or
of the Confederation of
strength
Practically all of ical
Par's theatre policy and Joseph H. nine theatres.
Mexico's largest
Workers,
Mexican
Seidelman, Universal. International these are centered on both coasts
labor organization controlling most
'In the midwest," Hoffberg noted,
chief, is reportedly also on the lookw'orkers, is the
industry
amusement
out for possible theatre buys during "with the sole exception of Chicago
long la.st, of
at
here,
exhibition
his current trip to Paris.
there are no art houses at all. For"Ninotchka" and "He Stayed for
eign films don't go in the west and
Breakfast.*'
south. The midwest's conception of
both pix preexhibit
to
Attempts
a French picture is something a
Litigation Holds
viously failed. The CTM refused to
sailor shows you iw a doorway," he
members to have anything
declared.
"As for the south, it's allow its
of the films,
screening
the
l^![^>fligii^lotited
almost impossible to sell 'em there. to do with
iilexican censors had apEven" New Orleans with its' large though the
contended that they
French population- won't go for proved them. It
are
therefore
communism
and
jeer
Gallic films.
Vienna, March 5.
"Why, recently we booked a offensive to a friendly nation.
tTncwt a^d largely \insynchroiiized French picture in one of the BluCTM called a stHke On, the eve of
the
at
'''Ninotchka"
Forst's
"Vienna men:&al houses in South Carolina. the opening of
sections of Willi
ended the
Maidens," recently privately prefew weeks later our siiare of the Cine Palacio and only
viewed here, reveal film- as living gross was forwarded a check for shutdown when the exhibitor promsubject.
the
exhibit
to
up to chatter naming" it as best as $8.37." Citing an example of the ised not to try
well as most ambitious German lan- perils of foreign film distribution, Like action banned "Breakfast" from
Most Hoffberg declared that after the the Cine Alameda.
guage production to date.
"Ninotchka" now is playing simulstriking to U.S. viewers was amaz- average foreign film distrib pays his
ing realism and depth of its Agfa- advertising and overhead and the taneously at the Gines Magerit
is on discolor (German) photography.
exhib takes his cut, he has "noth- and Lido and "Breakfast"
play at the (jine Chapultepec. Both
Forst piece is iavish in iack- ing left but buttons."
in with Melvyn Douglas'
Humor
ground,. inusic and color.
Italian and Scandinavian films are are tied
Town"
"Our
legiter
department is provided by Hans also difficult to' sell, Hoffberg pointed starring in the
theatre stock at
,Moser, who props Forst's lead as out, since the habits of these peoples by the American
(4-9).
Michael Ziehrer, Viennese military are to attend weekends. Business is the Teatro Iris, fifth week
cinemas.
the
Story deals with strong then but it falls sharply on Douglas peirsbnaled at
band leader.
Ziehrer's failure to make a dent Monday and at the week's end the
against Johann Strauss' popularity as' exhib and distrib usually come out
Seats
and
waltz king in the 1860's. But the owing themselves money. Weekday
youngster hits solidly in brass band slump: in grosses happens everyPix Ideas in
work and competes opposite a crack where in foreign language situations,
U. S. brass band (patterned after he said. He emphasized that -there
Tokyo, March 4.
SouSa) in a battle of music at are very few "Open Cities"' and
Jap Price Board officials are
Vienna World's Fair in the '80s. iFin- "Welldigger's Daughters."
frowning on the recent tendency
Discussing the "product shortage," among first-run cinemas to raise adish, the battle of bands, is ^citingly
Wonder ,is how Forst got Hoffberg, whose firm, handles be- mission charges to 10 yen (65c.), and
done.
away with shooting Sousa marches, tween- two and three hundred oldies are expected to take action in the
including "Stars and Stripes," with as- well as a hundred-odd foreign near future. The raise has already
U. S. flags in background, while un- films, said there is no lack of films. been introduced in Osaka, and is
der Goebbels supervision in 1944 and "What is neededj" he said, "are sorhe contemplated in Tokyo soon.

A

Paris, March 4.
Alexander Stein, Columbia chieK
for French language "territories on
his return of a North African survey claims the situation there is
suffering from the different treatment the industry is getting in the
various territorial subdivisions, In
Morocco, an exhibitor strike was

direct

term.

distribution.

and $862,000 for

Foreign -Pix

flscal

rharked for production of

Hinterland Cool

To

work with

NFB's appropriation for 1947-48. announced by Finance Minister Howe
is $2,078,874 of which $766,000 is ear-

.

tee

Bear

Can.

France.
over the Gau-

taking

theatres

From

Suffers

be trimmed 10%.
the red carpet for the toppers flying
In Algeria, exhibs struck for a
Ottawa, March 11.
in. Deane will be wined and dined
few days because the government
Dominion government estimates by his home folk.
would not permit them to tilt the
gets
Board
Film
Show National
admission
scale, claiming this is in
year
last
than
more
nearly $820,000

has been named to
J. B.
succeed.'Bromberg in Mexico. Urbina
resigned from UA in 1942, when he
Metro held the same post, to become sales
and Gaumont are expected "to pool manager of Clasa-Films Mundiales,
their interests in acquiring new Mexican production-distribution outtheatres in France, which are to iiit.
serve as showcases for both Metro
and Gaumont product. In addition,
the deal calls for Metro to guaran-

playing time

TniM|Mr 8«niM

Uneven Local Roles, Sez Mst Stein

Austria before the war, has arrived

French Houses for Showcases

St. MiMrtin's Pl««>.

Cirreit London Skows
London, March 11.
"Between Ourselves," Playhouse,
"Born Yesterday," Garrick.
"Caste," York's.

"Caviar to General," Whitehall,
"Clutiterbuck,"

Wyndham.

"Dancin^r 'Tears," Casino.
Two Heads," Haymarket

"Eagle

"Fifty-Fifty," Strand
"Fools Bush In," Fortune.
"GulDies Pig," Criterion.

"Jane," Aldwych.
"Lady Frederick," Savoy.

"Man From

Ministry,''

Comedy.

"No Boom

at Inn," Winter Garden
"Novr Barabbas," Vaudeville.
"Pacific 1860," Drury Lane.
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp.
"Piccadilly Hayride," Wales.
''Romany Love," Majestys.
"She Wanted Cream'' Apollo.

"Shop Sly Comer," St. Martins,
"Songf of Norway," Palace.
"Sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
"The Gleam," Globe.
"Truant in Farklane," St. James.
"Under the Counter," Phoenix.
"White Devil," Dutchess.
"Winslow Boy," Lyric,
"Wizard of Oz," Saville.

company will earmark subproduct for foreign hinterlands,
rural sections and small towns while
dubbed versions will be aimed for

forth,
titled

metropolitan centers. With this in
mind. Par has ordered dubbing of
its next five films in Spanish for
distribution in Latin America and
Spain.
Survey was made mainly in the
Carribeans during the 1944-45 and
1945-46 seasons. Field
reports disclosed that patrons in the stix were
totally unfamiliar with the voices
of American stars and players. Consequently, there were no gripes over
the variance of dubbed -in speech
with the remembered voices of stars.
Added reason for a nix on subtitles
in these spots is the fact that many
of the patrons are unable to read
or do so slowly, making dubbing a
more satisfactory method of conveying meanings.
Situation in metropolitan areas
calls for dubbing for opposite reasons, it's said. Patrons in leading
cities are familiar with the players
and their voice mannerisms. Any
substitutions of voice which vai-j'
from the original have frequently
touched off beefs and demands for
subtitling. Moreover, city dwellers

are considerably advanced in education so the illiteracy angle ^loesn't
apply.
Trend lately has been away from
dubbing. Metro, formerly its leading expononi, recently slashed its

dubbing program substantially and
substituted subtitles which it had
abandoned with much ballyhoo.

s Seiddnian Preps U.S.

(J-I

Votion Cancels U. S. Trip

For(^

Paris,

Day-Date Sbwings on New Product

markets, whether British, the Norse
Gallic
orbit
or
the
countries
(France, Belgium, etc.) are now attuned to the new stuil. Their fan
inags and columns bring them up to
dite and they've not only become
satiated with the bacfclogged stuff,
since war's end, but ar« now getting choosey in their film fare, just
as in the States.
Seidelman will by-pass what's left
of the older product which, as a
matter of reality, has been pretty
weU exhausted by now, and will
merchandise Tj's eight top pictures
abroad simultaneously with AmerThese include 'Tiie Egg and I,"
ica.

Out

"Time

Mind,"

of

the

"Scherehezade,"

A

spe-

cial multi-lingual trailer is designed
"to hit the European theatre owners
right between the; eyes with all our

latest product, just as if we
sfeUihg the Skouras, Loew or
Itouses," as Seidelman puts it.

were

mally they'd get these a year to 18
months later, but Se^elman and his
chief aide, Al Dalf, and the foreign
publicity chief, Furnat Baronet, who
sailed with him. wiU exploit the idea
give-it-to-'ern-hot-ofl-the-produc"Singapore,"
now in

of

tion-line.

work (Fred MacMurtay 'A Va Gardwill be stressed along those
lines, plus the others now editing
or awaiting U. S. release.

ner)

"The Egg and I" may well be dayand-dated in London and Paris with
Radio City Music Hall world
its
preem April 24, according to present Outlook. And as the releases in
the States fall behind through mction-selling, etc., Seidelinah Visual-

•

European markets more
quickly absorbing U. S/ films. One
thing is certain: just seeing Ameri-

izes

the.

can pictures

is

now

dated.

Right

V-J it was something else
the hunger for Yank films
was such that the Europeans ab-

after
again;

sorbed almost anything in the back-

Not so now.
U's new Champs-Elysees offices
are equipped with projection rooms,
log of product.

etc.,

for the

new

sales ideas.

-

FOREIGN EMBASSIES GET

LOaRNO

FESriVAl BIDS

Berne, March 1.
V. S. and other embassies here
have received formal bids from committee organizing the Locarno Film
Festival for ,1947 for this year's participation. Diplomats here are passing the invitation on to Washington
l0r action, Iibcanio dates are June
26 to July 6.

really beginning to hurt.
Example are the Fat East exhibs
currently hoisted with their own
petards. With lawlessness rampant in Hong Kong, Singapore,
Shanghai and other points east
of Suez, theatre operators are
almost uniformly paying out
heavy sugar to the mobsters to

Entries

"protection." Standard rate
for many theatres in Hong Kong

$100 weekly, according to
Seidelman, Eagle-Lion and
foreign h«ad, who's -just
returned.
Irony of the situation is that
American pix are being blamed
for giving the Oriental hoods the
idea of levying insurance premiums. Situation is so bad,
Seidelman says, that authorities
are threatening to slap a stiff
ban oh all Yank gangster films.
is

PRC

All critical

Lcmdoii Legit

buy

Sam

March 11.
writing in Hanno-

Berlin,

is expected to be favorable
to artists from here pn in. Otherwise, it's expected that most of
the Hannoverian theatrical and
will
fourth-estaters
musical

over

London, March
Legit
five

is

new

spend considerable time working on that townS' rubble-clear-

m Wl

ance squad.

Klaus Wagner, music

11.

perking here with some
last week. New

entries

James Parish play, "Truant in Park
Lane," bowed at the St. James
Wednesday (5) under the banner of
Henry Sherek in association with
Gilbert Miller. Roland Young was
especially imported for the starring

Offering was generally conthe press with little
emanating from the aisle"Truant" played the provinces for several weeks to hefty
grosses but its chances' in the West
End are unlikely.

role.

demned by

critic for

Woes Easing
Paris,

March

4.

After another week in Switzerland
to complete his European survey.
Jack Segal is leaving for a few days
in London before returning March
15 to the U. S. Contrary to most
execs who consider specific types
was enthusiastically welcomed by
of films for the continental market
the first-night audience hisre. istars
as a most important factor, the
Columbia pix official says he finds Melville Cooper and Helena Bliss
augmented curtain calls with speechbusiness good all over no matter
es.
Piece looks set for a lengthy
what type story is used for a picture.
rim, with MiSs Bliss a welcome visDespite the" current trade hurdles itor.
due to the increasingly nationalistic
"Now Barabbas," a grim prison
trend In Some territories, Segal play transferred from
Bolton's new
thinks most difficulties are of a miniature tryput
house; preemed
temporary nature. Europe, he finds, Friday (T) at the Vaudeville. Excelis getting in better shape than right
lently acted and produced, drama
after the war.
received an ovation but its morbid
Cdlumbia, with Gregor Rabino- subject with a realistic death house
vitch as local production exec, has scene is too heavy for general contwo pictures set for production in sumption. However, the universal
Italy.
First
"Traviata," which acclamation by the press is likely to
is
is currently rolling
with "Faust" result in fair success for the show.
to follow.
Final entry of the week, "Dancing
Italian production was
considered first on account of fa- Years," starring. Barry Sinclair in
cilities
provided by the govern- the Ivor Novello role, should enjoy
ment there which is anxious to pro- a healthy revival until the next Tom
mote business. The Italo government Arnold-Emile Littler musical by Eric
Maschwitz and George Posfdrd is
is striving to get the negative cost
quickly out of the returns. Columbia ready in the fall.
now considering production in
is
France.

bit Mas 26 From

Eabinovlich Plans 2 in Paris
Paris,

March

11.

Producer Gregor Rabinovitch sailed
Saturday (8) on the America for
N. Y. where he will huddle with Columbia toppers on production schedules previously discussed here with
Rabinovitch intends
Jack Segal.
shooting "Faust" as a musical with
French and English versions. He
would import an American cast to

handle the

latter.

5 Ui.

Indies for Holland

-Land PRC Set

New Foreip HQ
Eagle-Lion will swing into Latin

American

distribution

with

the

opening of nine offices below the
border by June 1 and an added five
before the year is up, Sam Seidel-

man, foreign chief for both E-L and
said this week.
New Latino
handle E-L product only,
he added, while PRC continues its
of selling pix outright or
through agencies.
Choice of toppers for the new offices has already
been made and announcements of
their selection is in the immediate

PRC,

h.q.s, will

policy

offing-

Expansion into the Latin American countries is dictated by the E-L
deal with J. Arthur Rank for whom
the Yank company releases a number of British pix in the western
hemisphere. Terms of that deal require E-L to maintain offices in
every country in which the majors
customarily have them, according to
Seidelman.
First nine h.q.s. will
be in Mexico, Panama, Lima, Santiago, Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro,
Trinidad, Puerto Rico and Cuba.
Hot for Color
!

Seidelman, who recently returned
from a four and one-half month
trip through the far east, said that
exhibs in those coiintries were hot
^'The first question
for color films.
out of their mouths is, 'How many
color films have ydu got?'" he said.

"They want contracts which call for
two tints for every black-and-white
sold."

is

planning expan-

sion of both his distribution and theatre operating activities. Strengholt,
prez of the Dutch Distributors Assn.
and v.p. of the Bioscoop Bond, who
had been in the XT. S. for about a
mOnth, returned to Amsterdam two
weeks ago.
Ambrose Doskow, of the New York
law firm of Weisman, Grant, Nova
Doskow,
representing
Strengholt,

&

Top
good

added.

Launder, except Two Cities (Denham) and Gainsborough, which are
owned outright by the parent company.
Launder has two pix on his schedule when he returns to Britain in
early April.
These are "Dulcimer
Street" and "The Cloister and the
Hearth," a proposed adaptation of
the classic by Charles Reade. For
the latter pic there'll be a probable
expenditure of $2,400,000 but Launder doesn't intend going ahead with
it until he can get Laurence Olivier
or someone else of his caliber for
the lead.
Rank has already greenlighted the
"Cloister" project but Olivier has
informed Launder that he won't be
available for the part until he completes a planned junket to Australia
on the heels of his present commitment in "Hamlet," now being
readied for the cameras.
Launder
entrains for the Coast March 20/for
a two-week stay and then retttices
to Britain.

compared with
$10,000 in returns in pre-war days.
But generally, P. I. biz has fallen
off .badly and the small pix are the
chief
sufferers.
With the easy
money tightening, February returns
in Manila had dived to 40% less
than that of December, according to
distrib,

he

fi-MEXICO TIES

Man" and "Kid from Brooklyn";
Howard Hughes' "Outlaw," "Vender

Paris

Tax Cut Likely

detta" and "Sin of Harold DiddleParis, March 5.
bock"; Morros-LeBaron's "Carnegie
Though nothing is settled yet nor
Hall," and Selznick's "Duel in the
"Shice You will be iintil the French budget is
"Spellbound,"
Sun,"
Went Away," "I'll Be Seeing You," finally voted through, it looks as if
taxes on pictures may be lowered
and 'Paradihe Case."

MEX BORDER BUY
•

Mexico

Manuel Espinoso

City,

March

IglesiaS

5.

cinema

operating here and in the
provinces, has increased its chain
with the purchase of theatres the
Rodriquez Bros, operated in Monresponding period of 1945, when
terrey, eastern Texas border indusfootage added up to 5,563,967 and '"^New^deal will give unit a complete
trial center.
value to $433,812.
Aussie coverage.
circuit,

substantially.
The National Assembly has agreed that they were too
high, resulting in French producers
being unable to compete efficiently
enougji with imports to prevent their

WEL

TIGHTEN, SEZ CDNSUL

said,

Hollywood, March

11.

Closer cooperation between Holly-

wood producers and the Mexican
government in the making of pictures south of the border was promised by Francisco Villagran, newly
appointed consul general for Mexico
in the Los Angeles territory.
Villagran said he hoped to establish a plan to "integrate a close
spirit of cooperation for the benefit

of Hollywood, Mexico and
people of both countries."

RKO

.

Bri.sbane; March 3,
land
Fullers are abeut to close a
coverdeal, here for theatre erection

tribution in the U. S.
Rank is already fostering the indie
for much of his product,

setup

'

pictures in the Philippines are
for $100,000 to an i^merican

Three

House,
of play date, be set down. Likewise
startthe spot where Sir Ben Fuller
that screen and lecture time must be
commg
ed his first Aussie show after
equitably and firmly proportioned to
from New Zealand over 50 years
prevent windy diplomats and surprise last-minute entries from bollixlegit
^^S witch from commercial to
ing pre-set plans.
government
will begin as soon as
now
okays plans. Mayfair, Sydney,
year
Eire Imports Slip
on lease to.Hoyts for another
vaude
or so, formerly Fullers, ace
Dubin, March 5.
lease
Ireland's film imports during the house, will return to flesh when
first nine months of
1948 totalled expires. ,
5,515,879 feet with a value of $370,vl6, according
Fullers' Brisbane Spread
Industry

That's the opinion of

Under the Rank system which the
other two may adopt. Launder explained, the British tycoon bankrolls
a film in toto without questioning
the amount requisitioned by the, indie, providing the sum doesn't exceed 500,000 pounds. Mdreove , Rank
exercises no control over the choice
of story or the production techniques
employed by the indie. While theoretically. Rank's managing director
of indie production is overlord of
activities, actual duties of that pest
are confined to administrative work
such as allocation of studio space.
Detailing
the
system
further.
Launder said that standard arrangements call for the IndCe being compensated by a percentage of the net
profits of a film plus a fee in advance
from Rank for fixed overhead and
salaries of top studio personnel.
Pact's provisos grant Rank ownership to pix made under this arrangement with the indie's interest restricted to the cut on profits.
All
units in the Rank organization operate on this basis, according to

five indies for distribution of 26 of their pix

Dutch film man,

the system.

Frank Launder, British writer-diWho's here for the preem of
"The Adventuress," J. Arthur Rank
pic earmarked ifor Eagle-Lion disrector.

Krasselt left town.
City
authorities
ordered a
week's detail clearing debris to
give the critic time "to atone for
his mistake" and as penalty for
disrespect to his elders.

in Holland, Frits Strengholt, leading

Having closed a deal with

in
tech-

Launder said, and Sir Alexander
Korda is adopting the same system.
Lpndoil reports have Associated
British Circuit also planning to embark on indie production scheme, he

praise

Moving in Thurday (6) at the
Duchess, "White Devil," a sordid
Elizabethan drama, was well acted
and splendidly received. Its advance
bookings are already big and show
should enjoy a fair run. Following
night "Romany Love," Jack Hylton's
version of Victor Herbert's "Gypsy
Lady," debuted at the Majesty's with
several American importations in
its cast. After several weeks of capacity houses in the provinces, show

production

where the

Hannover paper, was ordered
to work one week on the clearance squad because of an unfavorable review On an operatic
performance. As a result of the
criticism, guest condu6tor Rudolf

sitters.

Europe Distrib

Growth of indie
Britain to the point

nique will become the norm for
filmmaking is a likely development
with the United Kingdom's trio of
top producing outfits said to favor

a

talk in,,J!uropean offices of
In addition. Rabinovitch is con\S. S. studios
of an industry-wide templating a filmization of Henri Baagreement to lay off all the increas- taille's play, "Naked Woman," to be
ingly large crop of "Film Festivals." made in Paris, followed by another
In addition to the Locarno show, musical, "The Tales of Hoffman."
Seidelman. Importance of the P. I.
similar events are already announced He intends to star Danielle Darrieux planed to Holland last night (Tues- market is indicated by the fact that
for Brussels, Canqes and Basle dur- in latter.
All pictures,, including day) to work out with him'^his ex- it was the second largest foreign
ing coming season. Feeling is that "Faust," will be made bilingually if pansion plans. He'll be in Amster- market
(excluding only Britain)
of the majors,
festivals are staged mainly for tour- Columbia okays.
dam, London and Paris about three last year for ..several
*
he declared.
ist shilling purposes.
weeks.
Furthermore,
Yank part of last year's Cannes and
In making their deal with StrengNative distribs In the far east are
Locarno festivals was considerably
holt, indies from whom he got pix beating the majors to Hhe punch on
fouled up, mainly by mismanage- Fullers, on Buying Spree,
followed their avowed plan of selling 16m product, Seidelman said.
In
ment on part of local officials and
away from the Motion Picture Ex- several countries, they've made
Aussie Sites port Assn., which services Holland deals with Universal and
manipulation by Bussiansj with help
lor
Pick
Samof local commies, to get biggest play
Indies
are
majors.
for
the
eight
product
are
curnarrow-gauge
and
3.
Sydney, March
<ind prizes.
Goldwyn, David O, Selznick, rently distributing these pix in the
Suggestions have been
The Fullers have gotten a new uel
heard that if America is to particiintimate thea- Howard Hughes, Edward Small and hinterlands. He saw very little evisite in Sydney for an
pate at all, conditions, including final
Morros- William LeBaron.
dence of activities in the 16m field
It was formerly a Boris
seat 650,
Danny by atiy of the majors in -tjhc orient.
and unalterable setting of aU exhib- tre to
ihfcluded Goldwyn's
Pijc
commercial project known as Leigh
iting country's programs weU ahead
features, "Up in Arms," "Wonand within a few yards of Kaye

to Dep't. of
fnd Commerce statistics just issued
here.
Total is slightly less than the cor-

System Adoirted

Asswiated^^^ M^^^ Ditto

Out of Tune, But Def
are

Some

'

By Kofda;

Producer was suddenly called to
for adjustments on RKO's

Capone Influence
Those gangster pictures

RKO
Nor-

hie Prod

"White Tower."

"Ivy,"

new Deanna

Durbin pictures and others.

Rank's

11.

Rome

+

Joe Seldelman, head of UniversalInternational foreign sales, is inaugurating a day-and-date sales idea
§uring his next week's Paris convention of all European sales executives, which may be a pattern for
the other tf. S. picture companies,
idea is to hring the foreign exhibitors right up with the U. S, theatres
in showing the latest product in-"
stead of trying to milk the oldies.
European film fans in the better

March

Jack Votion, RKO European production head, has cancelled his proposed junket to U. S.

U.S. Films

the

on Quota ^sis

Copenhagen, March 5.
Reports are current that by Sept.
importation of U. S. films into
Denmark will be placed on a quota
basis. Move, it is said, stems from
an attempt by the Danish govern1

ment

to

divert dollar exchange to

more, important American products
such as machine tools, oil and other
necessities.

However, independent film buyers,
in some cases have been able
buy U. S. pix for a fixed price in
English pounds, have been given a
friendly nod by the government,
American films fcrr years have led
all other picture imports,

who
to

London Opera to Austria
reaching $4,000,000 yearly.
ViennS, March 4.
The tax cut won't eventually reManaging director of I/ondon
from a 'desire to relieve the inmuch as from the desire to Covent Garden Opera is here to talk
protect the franc agains-t the necessi- over possibilities of an Austrian
tour ill September this year.
ty of: foreign retnittanqes.

sult

dustry so
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PICTURES

BritainV Heavy Feb. Snows

M

H'wood Farewells Price

Chifl

Hollywood, March

Retnrns to

London, March II.
on British
The
theatre hwlnesw caused by the
relaxed yesterw*»
pinch
coal
the
soyernwhen
(MOW.)
day
ineiit permitted both London and
provinolal film houses to resume
opening.
Legit
o*
hours
normal
Iiouses are expected to do likeIn effect, the
wise this week.

Film Distribs

-t

Theatre Bldg.

OK?

Washington, March 11.
Lid would cpme off commercial

under a bill to be introduced in
the House by Rep. Jes.se P. Wolcott (R., Mich.), chairman of the
Banking and Currency Committee.
Wolcott said he migiit be
able to start hearings on his

limit ot two performances
dailyi lieretofore imposed, which,
along with a lack of heatitig,
caused show bise losses running

the

measure

before

the

.end

'Callous Indifference

unusually
wintry conditions brought on the

power shortage.

Million-Dollar

February blizzards in England
which snowed under the British
amusement biz caused a sharp dip o£

House for Denver

returns tor the month to

companies and a reflected
wprldwide drop of 10% in rentals
over the corresponding stanza of

Denver. March

Two more new

In coin of the realm, the blizzard-cau.sed power pinch in Britain,
meant a loss of some $3,000,000 in the
actual take of the companies meas1940.

ised

11.

prom-

theatres are

Colorado as soon as materials

are available.

|

Amusements showed a remarkable
Staying power in Britain considering
the terrific handicap of unhealed
theatres, foreign dept^ execs aver.
While the drop In returns of 20%25% is Sizeable, rnajor company toppers had feared a much more disastrous dip, it's stressed.
An added
harrOwin.g 'factor besides the piled
up snow banks and the frigid theatre
interiors were government regula'tiohs which limited performances to
two daily in theatres throughout the
land.
Metro, for 'Instance, reports that
."Till the Clouds Roll By" which
preemed at the Empire, its London
showcase, during the worst stretchi"
of weather did better for its first

by the British public to forget
its troubles even if it required sitting in unheated theatres, huddled

sire

i

Cockrill,

managing

Max

row

film

Holden,

Cosmetics Firm Sues

Oiicago,

$350,000

filed

Ruthrauff
aftermath

tween

11.

damage

& Ryan
of

ad

against

agency,

as

be-

tie-in promotion
nail polish

and

Chen Yu

'•Duel in the Sun," which failed to
jell because of late release date ot
pic'

^

Cosmetic outfit alleges it was sold
by R&R, which handled its biz
through 1946, on idea ot promotion
for special poli.sh shade tabbed "Sun
Red," which was put on market last

Ro# Soon
March

Petition claims firm lost
$100,000 in profits when pic vwas not
released at that lime.
Paul Watson, ad agency exec veepee in charge of western operations,
said; after suit was filed in Circuit
court here. "There is absolutely no
Suit names
basis for the claim."
R&R and Norman Phelps, ad agency

11.

summer.

Eviction
approxinotices
for
mately 500 basiness men and residents of Vine street, including PhilFilm Row, affected by the state's
widening project are expected to be
•lailed soon by the State Department of Properly and Supplies.

ly's

The department has set June 30
as the deadline date for the evacua-

The

March

suit

state

now owns

title

veepee.

to

with tenants continuing
occupancy under motith-to-month
land,

WB's SthBVay Buy

'

leases.

With

'CROSSFIRE' BOBS UP
Hollywood, March

Hollywood. March 11.
Warners' purchase of the

screen rights to the

Broadway

legit

"John Loves Mary," studio
play,
11.
Three Roberts^-Mitchum. Young, currently has five New York legilers
and Ryan— were assigned as co-stars on its program. They include "Life
in the forthcoming R-KO picture, With Fatlier," "Christopher BlaJ<e,"
"The Voice of tlic Turtle" and
Cro,s.sfire."
Fan."
^
Jacqueline White draws the femme "Lady Windermere's
iead( with Adrian Scott producing.
Jerry Wald wiU produce "Johu."
|
|

i

'

i

would have any

are trying to
to use too

i

counter this
foreign

many

and spend too much on them

films

!

I

;

j

newspapers to adopt "voluntary
censorship," pa.s.sed by house of
representatives after tough measure
providing for a 5-man board of
censors in every county of the state
had been allowed to die in com-

Charging it was wrongly advised mittee.
on advertising campaign. Associated
Resolution stated that General
Products, cosmetics firm, last week Assembly "is not desirous of passing

ToidloittfeeRoad

the

$350,000

In '0ueI^Tie-in Snarl

February, 1946.

tion.

for

U. S.

area last week. Night
by improving our output and stimushift thugs made a $500 haul when
lating our own exports of films,"
Ihey entered the Parkway theatre
Cripps continues. "In both these
in nearby Stowe township, forcing
'directions
we are having very conto the moral, mental and emotional
open a rear door and taking the
siderable success, so that the net
development of American child- dough from office's cash drawer.
'loss of foreign exchange on films IS
hood," Mrs. Meyer told the 8,000
A
few
nights later, robbers held falling."
delegates present.

said
Indianapolis, March 7.
Announcement of the agreement
Biennial censorship threat while
Indiana General Assembly is in ses- with Jarhes Roosevelt a few weeks
sion was toned down to a resolution ago called forth some surprise beCalling on films, i-adjo stations and •cause of Mrs. FDR's objection to

executive, is ntanager.

Ad Agcy.

"We

j

tendency

this

•

unu.>=ual feature of

the Britentertainment situation is the
faot that 16m business continued to
advance during the month. Thought
of foreign dept. execs on the sub.iect
is that the narrow gau.ge houses, located in the isolated sections of the
country, remained as the sole amusement available outside the home to
local inhabitants.
Western fringe of Europe 'maintained its precipitous climb in revenues.
In this sector, France, Belgium and Italy were strongest with
one company citing a 50% advance
in Belgiuhi
for the
month over

of

director

in overcoats.
ish

m

importation

that policy

if

•

week, at two performances daily,
than the predecessor "Sea of Grass."
"Secret Heart" and ''Undercurrent."
all' top-bracketed pix playing four
and five performances.
Partially
accounting for the remarkable buoyancy of grosses was an evident de-

Philadelphia,

I

Dope

year's record.

Film

I

day

year

next

act

result in further restric-

the

declared that "films are an important factor in providing people
with relaxation in the.se difficult
times." He noted that expiration of
the present quota act in 1948 necessitated the introduction of a new bill
but stressed that "we do not feel
that we should embark upon any
hurried policy of cutting off imports,

even
Robberies 'effect.

up the cashier of Mario Batliston's
"To be sure," she added, "radio is Export, Pa., spot and got
away with
already compensating for its vicious the day's
receipts,
amounting to
of the Denham here, will build a
programs with many constructive $170. A week
ago Art Cinema down$1,000,000 first-run theatre at 15th
ones.
But the film magnates show town suffered
a $155 loss when an
and Walton, property for which has a callous indifference
to the nation's
been acquired. Escalator stairways welfare. Only recently the largest armed bandit stuck his gun through
the boxoftice window and ordered
to live balcony, television in lobby, combinaj;ion
of motion picture magand germ-proof and bunion-proof nates deliberately modified their girl to hand over the money.
spacing between seats, are some of own code against the use of narits features.
cotic themes in order to exploit that
Gibralter Enterprises, Denver, will dangerous and suggestive field for
Pix
build a 600-seat $85,000 house in the 'benefit of our children.
So
Continued from page 3
Loveland, Colo., where it already notorious have our films become the
operates one. This will give Love- world over that they are endanger- reau ,^nd acknowledged world leader
land three theatres.
Site for new ing our foreign relations.
in fight against dope addiction.
theatre has been bought.
""Many of the nations protested at
He has no fear of the film's being
the last meeting of UNESCO against condemned by the Legion of Dethe baneful influence of our films cency, as has been threatened, KenRebuild Texas House
and expressed Indignation because nedy said, since he's sure the objecMarshall, Texas, March 11.
they were powerless to exclude tions are ungrounded and will be
Con.slruolion has started here on
them from" their Countries.
The changed after the fllnv is reviewed.
rebuilding of Lynn theatre which
stranglehold which these powerful He made it as an indie venture with
was gutted by fire early in .January. moving picture magnates have
upon
W. L. Gelling, local manager of East the domestic and foreign market is Sidney Buchman as producer. He
and Buchman share equally in the
Texas Theatres, Inc., vvhich operates a worldwide cultural menace."
profits, with Col holding a half inthe house, says rebuilding job will
Mrs. Meyer suggested a remedy. terest
in return for distribution, stube fireproof.
"You could start a nationwide de- dio and other, services,
mand for education over the radio
Kennedy is a moneyed Wall
700-Seater For Miss.
and through the films," she told
streeter and New York real estate
her audience. "Adult ediicatiofi has
Memphis. March 11.
operator who went to Hollywood 14
CPA granted A. J. Tilghman per- made great progress but we must months
ago because he decided he
mit to build a $100,000 modern hrick now broaden such endeavors by
Such had by that time amassed sufficient
700-sealer at Louisville, Miss., to be nationwide mass education.
coin to pamper a long desire "to
called The New- Should be finished programs should be thought out by
write."
He did the original and
our leading educators and should be
this summer.
translated into real entertainment screenplay of "Treasury" and will
by the most expert scriptwriters. do the same on the series of features
N. C. Small-Scatcr Opened
on
Franklin
D. Roosevelt's life,
And however the problem ot conCharlotte N.C., March 11.
tent may be approached, it should which are next on his agenda.
Morris Field theatre has been be bearned at the stabilization of
Roosevelt Pic in 1948
opened at former Army base located family and community life."
Initial Roosevelt pic will be reseveral miles from Charlotte. Apleased in 1948, with Kennedy strikproximately $20,000 was spent on
ing out oxi his own as producer, he
Ind.'s Voluntary Censorship
former
improvements.

Dave

ured by what February, ,'46, had
brought in.
Total world biz, outside the U.S.
and Canada, amounted to a little
over $15,000,000 in rentals to the maThat reprejors, survey indicates.
sents a 10% drop over the dose to
$17,000,000 which the American com^
panies garnered outside the U, S.
borders for the year before. Declinewas almost entirely of Anglo origin,
it's reported, with most other countries continuing to gain over last

PMly

Loss in 3

Pittsburgh, March 11.
Picture house bandits had a field

London, jiarch iL
reenactment of

quota

were offered yesterday (.Monday) by Sir Stafford Cripps, president of the Board of Trade.
Speaking in Parliament. Cripps

If same ratio is maintained
amount of loan, Britain
will have expended $262,000,-

far better than I that
the killer-diller radio programs and
the vulgarization of life convej'ed
jby 90% of the films are a handicap

on

tions

000 slice on film purchases.

Pitt

British

films

for full

S.

"You know

U.S. film

One

'

that

indications

Would not

$1,600,000,000 in this country with
7% gomg for film imports., .

Atlantic City. March 11.
Present day motion pictures and
radio programs, with the men and
women responsible for them, came
in for a verbal blast here last Wednesday night (5) as Mrs. Eugene
Meyer, wife of the Washington Post
owner, addressed the eighth general
session of the American Assn. ol
School Administrators.

D. C. e-stimates are that prying
the lid would give the "go"
for about 300 projected
film houses about the nation.

off

signal

.

the

In the nine months since Britain negotiated the $3,750,000,000
loan from the U. S., it has spent

Welfare Hit by Mrs. Meyer

ol

when

February

Ratio of Film Imports

Of

Film Magnates' to U.

March.

to millions of pounds.
PIx houses will return to their
usual four and Ave shows daily.
That schedule was out during all

in

in '48

On U. S. Pk Imports Cued by Cripps

Secretary General of United Natioius.
Speakers at a te.ttimonial dinner
tossed by the Independent Motion
Picture Producers Association were
Donald Nelson, Jean Heirsliolt, Joseph I. Breen, Roy Prewer and I. E.

Chadwick.

construction, opeiiing the
to new theatre building,

way

lilting of strict regulations erases

20%-25%

Culs

BritisI

to

'jitr^nslehold

of

No Fiftkr

11.

Hollywood said a formal farewell
Byron Price, who has left the
Johnston office to become Assistant

27

if agencies can
be made to see the gravity of the
problem and voluntarily cooperate
in meeting it."
It calls on responsible parties to

restrictive legislation

'

Alien Prop. Custodian

Get

Into

Over German

'Bel

Ami'

Washington, March 11.
Austrian-made
version of "Bel Ami" rapidly becomWitli Willy Forst's

ing

a

minor cause celebre

in

this

country, Justice Department's Office
of

Alien Property has sprung into ac-

tion,

has been learned, to see

it

can't get 'into the act, too.

if it

nOw

Pic,

being exhibited in New York's Germanic Yorkville sector, already has
two claimants to American rights
and the OAP thinks it may possibly
be a third.

As

a

result

of

the

surrounding the film

coiitroversy

— heightened by

squawks from the Frencli^'embassy
that

the

picture
is
anti-French
propaganda of 1937 vintage^the
OAP has set its investigators to work
in Germany^ to learn if there was
any German interest in the fllm via
contractual tieups. If there was, the
OAP will resolve the entire cohtrover,sy by seizing the picture.
As far as Department of Justice
records reveal now, film v/as pro-

duced

by an Austrian company,
Willy Forst Productions of .Vienna,
which would take it olit of OAP jurisdiction, since the government of
Austria has been recognized now
and dealings can be made with its
nationals.
Situation becomes entirely different, however, if there Is
'

a

German

link.

"Bel Ami" was bought troth Forst
and is being distributed and exhibited in the U.S. by Joseph Sehein-

man.

Copyright, however,

is in the
of
Levinson-Finney Enterprises of Los Angeles, which is also

name

portrayal of her husband in Metro's
"Beginning or the End." It was believed she also objected to the Kennedy-James Roosevelt project, but
she made a statement last week that
that was a misunderstanding. She
said she preferred no pictures being
made in the near future, but she has
given her consent to this series.

Hollywood-made version of the de
Maupassant yarn produced by David
Loew and Albert Lewin an4 being
distributed by United Artists,

Kennedy said the films will not be
biographical in the ordinary sense,
but will be an effort to show how
and why Roosevelt became the

Sears and
Legal Aide
Warn of Becree's Teeth

claiming

it.

Further

complicating

the situation is the fact that the film
interfering with release of a new

is

UA

humanitarian and world figure he
Chicago, March 11.
Producer got to know the
"be particularly careful that movie.s, was.
United Artists salpsmett, branch
news, stories and other entertain- President while serving as an econmanagers and district managers; con*
ment coming under the attention of omist for the Treasury Department
juveniles" should be scrutinized to in arranging the Brettbn Wood.s ciaving at a regional meet here last
It
was also through week, were warned that any violaremove "obscene or, o.tlier matter agreement.
these Treasury .activities that he be- tion
which tetid to glamorize, crlipe."
of the decree would make them
Clerk of ;house was ordered to carhe familiar .with the department's personally liable before the law;
narcotics activities.
.send copies to Indianapolis radio slaViolations prior to July 1 will open
He also has plans in work -for a them to civil contempt proceedings
tions, newspapers and film distributors ,to the Federal Communications picture on thei u. S. penal system in
and after July 1 to criminal conCommission and president of Mo- an effort to show that the obligation tempt, sales reps were warned,
of a pri.son is not punishment but to
tion Picture A.ssociation.
Grad Sears, UA distrib chief, and
send its inmates out into society as George Raftery, of the company's
decent and nbrraal human beings. counsel, went over the decree in
C. American Prisoii. Assn. is cooper- open forum with the delegates. They
Collins Joins D.
were told that bidding methods
Kenneth Collins, former general ating.
Kennedy, now in his early forties, would go into effect Immediately in
manager of the European edition of
is
a fonner bricklayer arid N. Y. competitive areas.
the N, Y. Herald-tribune, has reGold cup was awarded to the Chi
signed to join the Donohue & Coe longshoreman, who determined that
ad agency as a senior exec. Agency his fir.st step toward becoming a branch, headed by Sid Rose, as top
ac- writer should be his own financial prize in the Grad Sears sales drive.
preseritly handles the Metro
count and recently took over ad ii,ecurity. Ho parlayed his earnings Midwest district, topped by Rud
snagged district honors.
in the stock market and then in- Lohrenz,
matters for Enterprise.
Collins was formerly a.s.'^ociated vested them in real estate, becoming Sears and the h.o, party, including
with Macy's and Ginibel'.'i in N. Y.. head of the Jay Richard Kennedy sales chief J.,J, Unger, pub-ad head
Lazarus, Jr.,
and Edward
serving aii, a veepee with both- firms. Management Corp. in New York. _Paul
As a colonel during the war, he wa.s Outfit is now run by his assi.stants, Schnitzor, eastern and ClanadSan
procurement officer for the air force while Kennedy works in Hollywood salesmanager, left for New Yotk
Sunday (9).
and finishes a novel.
in Europe.
;

,

i

|

i
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• • • • t^e picture that's doing

tremendous business wherever

it

plays

is

.

ABIFS IRISH ROSE"
from

UA!

March 12, 1947

-

;

'
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PICTIJRKS
Screen Writers Rap

PhO Reisman Advocates Common Film

H'wood 'Glamor' Films

New method

of

expediting

the*

booking of films in foreign countries,
involving a common depot to service
prodLiot of all the mwors, has been

With squawks increasing from
subsequent-run exhibs
current product

on the
shortage in
demand on preshot sky-high. Dish
people say that exhibs, with the
necessity for playing second-rate
films whenever they can't flU
playdates with good product,
have increased their premium
expenditures to pick up the slack
in attendance resulting from bad
their situations,

miums has

could service the entire country and

save each of the majors the heavy
expense involved in maintaining
their owii elaborate vaults, shippers,
cutters, etc., at every
inspectors,
branch. "Branch managers in any
foreign Icey city under such a" ar-

of

RKO

changes in Latin America, Reisman
averred such a system is necessary
in most foreign countries today to
help get the foreign market back on
its feet, and at the same time keep
costs down. With building materials
and manpower in most countries at
a premium so that it's even difficult
to build housing, it's 'practically imppssible for each of the ihaioi-s to
set up again his own fihn Centre,
Reisman consequently sees the pool
system paying off with early returns
In fact,
if other ma}ers cooperate.
he sees why such a modus operandi
couldn't save plenty for the majors
in domestic distribution. [David 0.
Selznick and his sales chief, Neil
Agnew, have been mulling the possibilities of such a system in the U. S,
-

:

for their

own

Reisman

operations.]

believes

the

common

depot: could also have & common pro
jection room, available to all cobipanies utilizing the film centre on a
scheduled basis. If the system works
out in foreign countries, he declared,
it's bound to set a pattern for re-

vamping exchange centres domestically on a modified basis.

St.

of

HitsPW

Prom weekend, Susan Palmer,
of Wellesley,
a
Conover

blamed his fear of violence oh the
beating up dished out to Sorrell recently.

Statement was given to the committee by H. W. Steinkraus, chairman of the labor relations committee

of his theatres in the
institution.
The celebration was in
commemoration of Wehrenberg's 25
years as a director and v.p. of the

M

See

n

Bill

Diok Walsh's Optimism
claiming that

Optimistically

'

the

screens.'

000,000 since April, 1945.

•

lA'topper made his victory claims
British have not yet taken the
where he catepains to groom their product fop the at a press conference
beU. S. maieket that Americahs have gorically denied charges made
taken to please the British, Reisman fore the House Labor Committee in
or his union
said. He pointed out that RKO rec- Washington that he
ognized that there's a difference be- were conspiring to foist a labor,
He
tween English and American accents "dictatorship" in Hollywood.
when flhning "So Well Remembered" charged the "Communists with
in England. With much of the cast spreading the story" and made sperecruited from among English ac- cial referehce to Oscar Shatte, a
testified betors,
had a man on the sot with Hollywood unionist vfho
supreme authority transcending the fore the House committee on SaturBritish execs on the picture. As soon day (8).
WaLsh also denied any complicity
as he noticed some semblance of a
Herbert
British accent creeping through, he in the recent beating up of
immediately ordered that particular ,$on'eH, Conference of Studio Union
head, and pooh-poohed the publicity
sequence reshot.
from
"This illustrates," Reisman said, given the incident. ."Judging
^
he said. "Sorrell
picture.s,','
"that when the U. S. producers make the
a picture in England for the Amer- wound up only with a black eye.
ican market, they're careful. British That's not violence. I get these regWalsh pointedly rejected
people have no. trouble understand
ularly."
the
iijg an American acceril, but the Brit
allegations of racketeering in
ish don't work that way. Let's put lA, stating that if "anyone can prove
them on the defensive for a change." that Willie Bioff or George Browne
.

,

$300,000

Moose in Reeina

Regina, Sask., March 11.
building permit has been i.^sued
Ciumda
ito Odeon Theatres, Ltd., of
E!!le-Lion.
downFii'sl task under the new pact will lor con.stniction of a $300,000
will seal
be
starring town house here. Theatre
"Corkscrew
Alley,"
'1,300.:'Richard Basehart.
i

A

been liquidated, they
claim, because exhib in most cases
grew leery before the schedtiied

I win

Minneapolis, March 11.
cut in admission prices is in
With
prospect in this: territory,
grosses running only slightly behind
the similar record-breaking period a
year ago, Minnesota Amus. Co.
(Paramount circuif) heads see no come to them for dates,
reason for tipping the apple cart.
Loew's Own Theatres Ayin' 'Em
These heads also point out that the
Loew's theatres also haven't given
tilts in the territory have not been the foreign pi.x a chance, internaso large as in many other sections. tional
spokesmen
charge,
"Laist
,

The last jump for the "A" down- Chance," Swiss-made film which
town first-run houses here was from was the first of the scries, was well55c to 70c, including tax.
received by exhib,s tliroughout the
A survey shows independent ex- country but the Loew's circuit in
taking a. similar attitude. New York, apparently afraid of it
independent exhibitor leaders because it was a foreign film, slotted
see no reason for a reduction now it for the lower half of a double
or in the ijear future, especially bill under "Guest Wife" -(United
with business holding up so well and Artists), "Portrait of Maria," they
the ^rfutlook considered favorable. claim, was treated the same way.
Under any oircumstanceS, it's pbihted In addition, when the international
out, the independents, are prepared company wanted to test audience reto take whatever lead Minnesota action to dubbed versions of the
Amus. may decide upon.
films via "It Happened at the Inn,"
the theatre chiets booked it into
r.oew's 72d Street, N. Y„ as a "Hoilywood Preview." Ciustomers, expecting to see a Hollywfood-mad©
film, derided the foreign picture
Contimiea from page 9
wheh it flashed on the screen.
is replenishing the number of films
Loew's International still has big
circulating in theatres is a develop- plans for the imports and believes
ment which industry biggies have the dubbing process will make them
predicted for some time. Objective sell, de.spite the pannings given
of the lopsided ratio is to reduce "Inn." Future test runs are to be
the number of high cost productions held at Loew's nabe houses but will
stored in company vaults while both be presented straight, without the
grosses and admission scales are at attendant ballyhoo about a "new
their peak,
picture." so that tlie audience won't
and
Lead Move
WB,
be necessarily a preview audience,
and United
Warner Bros.,
Instead of handing out the usual
Artists are leading the downward preem cards, reps of
both Metro and
movement, Metro and 20th-Fox are Loew's International will be spotted
not affected particularly by it since in the audience to detect any ridineither company eyer had a backlog cule. Film will then be taken
back
in excess of five to six pix.
Para- to the labs for changes
to meet the
mount will soon join the parade situation in.lighf Of audience reacbecau.se current of three films is a tion, so that
nobody oh the Metro
low ebb for the company while its staff can be accused of trying to
be a
releasing schedule call for distribu- "supreme critic,"
Imports will contioii
of two to three pix monthly tinue
to be sold cautiously and
for the next nine months;
Loew's International reps emphaSince the beginning Of October, '46,
sized they would not try to jam
has lopped off five films bringing theni
down exhibs' throats.
its
total to 13;
has slashed
hibitors

The

;

on Ad

Backlog Thins

;

ure.
It was still at the Assembly
index clerk's desk more than a fortnight after the Legislature voted enactment. A printing tieup, due to a
jam of bills introduced late in the
session, was given as the reason an
engrossed copy had not been made.
UA
RKO
Engrossing is necessary before a bill
RKO
can be sent to the Governor.
Normally, the Governor would
sign or veto the controversial measure within 10 days of its receipt on
the second floor o£ the Capitol, The
30-day period follows adjournment
of the Legislature,
Effect of the delay in transmission
might be to take some Of the steam
out Of the drive by the Motion Picture Association of America, the
and other
Civil Liberties Union
groups to induce a veto by Governor
Dewey, It is very difficult to mainRKO
tain intense opposition to one meas- a like number and now has 18;
ure, among hundreds Which the
and UA has brought down its figGovernor considers, during the 30- ure from 24 to 16. Par and Columday period. A new record for introat 19 and 15
bia are stationar;,duction of bills was made by the
respectively while Universal has
a

WB

i

result,
Legislature this year. As
the Assembly and Senate desks were

literally

three (exclusive of British pix),
20th four, and Metro, fivci
Industry toppers say that the ma-

swamped with paper work.

The impression, however, prevails jors will never reduce their backon Capitol Hill that the chances are
log beyond the safety point though
50-50 or better that Governor Dewey
what that may be varies with the
may veto the Wilson-Condon meas- different companies,
fair accumuOpposition by publishers is
ufe.
lation of completed and unreleased
believed likely to have a potent
film is essential to protect distribs
effect on Mr. Dewey,- who, many
from a sudden shutdown of the
here think, will be the next Hepub.studios because
of a flareup of
lican candidate for President, Cathstrikes or any other reason.
Conolic support for the bill, expressed
,sequently. the reverse tilt ultimately
in an endorsement by the State
is expected to break a 100 but to
Catholic Welfare Committee, is probhold just short of that mark.
ably the strongest factor in its
time,
it's
important
At the same
favor.
many execs feel, that the companie.s
unload their costly producti
productions behas anything to do With any lA lofore a nationwide recession sets in,
presical I'll resign as international
Hearking back to 1929.
named
ea.-;tif
it doe--.
Hal Gershon has been
dent."
Kanin
Proindu.-ilry
topptn's
are
leery ot being
for
ern representative

MG for E-L

have never

Domestic sales staff, according to
Loew's International reps, are used
to getting dates on "some of the
most saleable product in the world"
and so have become complacent.
Foreign pictures may be of equal
merit but have no star names to
help sell them and so they olTer a
new problem to the srles force. Latter, it's claimed, sit back for the
most part and wait for exhibs to

No

when he offered to personally guarantee the deposits of the crowd they
became mollified. The grateful officers of the bank invited Wehrenberg to join as a director and six
months later made him a v.p.
He
has held both positions since.

Wilson-Condon

"Tough road ahead for most foreign pictures, in the general U. S.
is spotlighted by the situa*
tion at Metro, where considerable
intra-company squabbling is going
on behind the scenes over who's responsible for the slow progress being made by Loew's International's
importation prograin.
Spolcesmen for the international
company, under whose aegis the
films are bought in the Idreign mar^
ket for the hoped-for release to regular Metro accounts in the U. S.,
concede much exhibitor antipathy to
the films. They charge the domestic
sales staff with being prejudiced
against the pictures, consequently,
and sloughing thejti off as 'too hard
to sell," Bepresentative of the domestic staff, on the other hand, claim
their field salesmen have gone out
of tlieir way to sell the films and'
have obtained plenty o£ playdates
for them.
Most of the contracts

market

dates and cancelled the pix before
playing them.

Cut

bank.

Of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce.
Censoring C}«ts Stalled
Steinkraus opposed compulsory arbitration of disputes for favored
Albany, March 11.
voluntary arbitration.
The Wilson-Condon bill authorizIn this he
differed from Eric Johnston, former ing the censorship of motion picture
C. of C. president, who told the com- advertising has been so long delayed
mittee earlier in the week that com- in transmission to Governor Dewey
that it may become a 30-day measpulsory arbitration was necessary.

worst was over in the Hollywood
F.
j urisdictipnal labor fight, Richard
Walsh, International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees prez,
disclosed yesterday (11) that several
important crafts unions, including
the electrfcal and building, service
workers, were preparing to return
to work before the end of this week.
Walsh stated, however, that he did
not foresee agreement with the carpenters and painters in the immediate future. Cost of labor disputes to
Hollywood were estimated at $50,-

first prize,

RKO

two

HpUywood, March 11.
It was 25 years ago that Wehrenwindup of th» United Ap berg arrived at the bank with the
by th» Permanent Charities theatre receipts and found a crowd
outside clamoring for their money.
Committee for 1947 disclosed a total
The' run had started when a bank
of $1,317,037, donated by workers in and trust company, with a similar
the motion picture industry.
This name, had been made defendant in
year's total established a new high a receivership suit filed by stockfor the average of individual con- holders of a trust company that had
tributions. Per capita gifts through- offices in the bank building.
out the studios amounted to $83.75.
Wehrenberg grabbed a box, told
At the final meeting of the drive, the crowd he was a depositor in the
M. C. Levee, chairman, was awarded bamk ai)d he was so certain the bank
a scroll of approval, presented by was solvent that he was going to deEdward Arnold, representing the posit the receipts that he exhibited,
He also said that if the depositors,
Permanent Charities Committee.
many of whom he personally knew,
insisted on drawing out. their money
it probably would ruin the bank, and

tils

copped

modeling contract
screen test. Besides
HoUister, judges were Russell
Patterson, Harry Conover, Candy
Junes. James Montgomery Flagg,
Max Shulman, Russell Janney
aiid Richard Aldrlch.

and an

Official

might do well for the British
examine their own pictures," he

Hollywood, March 11.
Chuck Reisner moved off the
Motro lot after seven years as director and signed a similar pact with

finals

peal

maintained. "If they want their product to sell in the American market,
the burden is on them. It's not right
for them to focus attention on the
screen by claiming there's a conspiracy afoot against U.S. playing
time for British pictures. Reisman
declared that the strong sales power
effected by other British products in
this country, such as textiles, Scotch
whisky, china, etc., proves there's no
anti-British feeling among the U.S.
people and that if British pictui'es
don't sell, it's simply because they're
not made right for the American

Reisner Quits

Prelim selections from leading
colleges
competed in
here as a feature of Yale

25tli Anni
March 11.

Louis,

Fred Wehrenberg, national prez
MPTOA and owner of a chain of
St. Louis and St. Louis

ceipts of

RKO

V

on

County,
recently
was presented
with gifts by fellow directors, officers and employees of the JeffersonGravois bank, which he saved from
a run 25 years ago when he announced he was going to deposit re-

"It

to

Yale

homeoffic); executive, as a
stunt to unearth a candidate for
the role of Olga Treskovna in
"Miracle of the Bells,"

nabes in

Continued from page 3

grained truth.

at

week to help the Yale
Record, Eli humor lyeekly, in
putting over a combo beauty
contest-talent hunt. Affair was
engineered by Paul HoUister,

femme

Cited

Film Appeal Coin

Labor

met

o£ celebs

11.

last

Bank He Saved

lii

items.

Attacks on American Pix
Reisman, who's slated to leave next
month for Europe, declared that he's
"fed up" with what he termed the
scientific
Russo-British attack on
American films, which has resolved
itself into a "constant campaigji of
ridicule," Terming the attacks "deliberate propaganda," Reisman averred that it's now accepted as gospel
and decried the fact that American
film critics have picked it up as full-

Croup

Haven, March

RKO

time shortage, still holds in most
dishware, although it's easing up
in cutlery and novelty kitchen

ex-

New

Estabroofc' presided.

pix.

:

+

RKO-Yale Talent Quest

Wehrenlierg^s faith

Right now virtually all of the
premium companies are booked
to capacity in sales, with more
demand than they can fill. War-

Reisman
declared,
rangement,"
"should be able to service his entire
jei i'itory wfith only his desk space as

an exchange ceiatre."
Just back from a tour

Howard

^

General U.S. Resistance to Foreign Pix

the American scene were demands
voiced by the Screen Writers Guild
at a round table talkf est over ways
and means to sell U. S. pictures to
the postwar markets abroad.
Pictures that poke fun at minority
groups, immigrants and citizens with
foreign
accents
were also condemned by the meeting, at which

DUh Demand High

broached by PhU Reisman, BKO
veepee over foreign sales.
Two or three such pooled depots
cities in each country
in the top key

House Pividei Wiiiii Metro Typiies

Honiywood, March 11.
Deglamorization
Hollywood
of
films and more honest portrayal of

DepotsforU^.Distribs,OverseasMarts

29
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Gershon Aides Kanin

ductions.

Gershon, wlio was Garson Kanin't:
assistant at RKO, will handle deals
for the company on story properties,
talent and general business connected with his ehief's film and legit

|

i

!

'

plans.

I

A

Brandts to Appeal Again In
N.Y. jNix on French 'Amok*
Long court fight waged by Dis-"
tinguished Films, Brandt Theatres'
subsidiary, to reverse a ban by the
N. Y. State Board of Regents on its
French- fihn import "Amok." came a
cropper last week when the Appellate Division of the N. Y. Supreme
court upheld the Regents' ruling.
Brandt attorney^ Melvin A. Albert
said he will cai-ry the case to the
court of appeaLs. the state's highest
court.

Based upon the book by Stefan
Zweig, "Amok's" theme deals with
abortion. Board of Regents; it's understood, recommended some 18 cuts
finding the original version as "inde»
cent and immoral." Attorney Albert
pointed out that "if you cut the film.

you emasculate

A

it.'

pre-war picture. "Amok" was

produced some eight years ago in
caught with their backlog up when France by Now Realm Pictures, and
Their was acquired by Distinguished about
the economic level slides.
.sentiment is that it's better to start a year ago'. Starring Marcel Chantel
hedging on inventories now while and Jean Yonhei, film had previously
the market can absorb them at peak been "exhibited in London. Boston,
rentals than to gamble, on contiiiued Los. Angeles and Cleveland, ac<M>nl«
ing to a Brandt spokesman,
sizeable grosses for years to conie.

Wedneflday, Afarok

8f»

1:2,
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tRENTO

FANCY
$17,000 TOPS aNCY

Picture Grosses
Continued from pass

DENVER

Big $6,000. Last week, "Ramrod" (UA) and "Betty Co-Ed" (Col),

ber.

$4,000.

Orpheum (RKO)

35-74)—

(2,600;

"iSinbad the Sailor" (RKO) and "Vacation in Reno" (Mono) (2d wk).
CSOod $11,000. Last week, big $21,500.

Paramount (Fox)

35-74)—

(2,200;

"Man I Love" (WB) and "Mr. Hex"
(Monoi Nice $11,000, Last week,
(PRC), nice

in Heart"

(Fox) (878; 35-74)—"Rue
(20tli)
and "Rolling
Madeleine"
Home" (SG), after week at Denver,
Fair
Webber, Aladdin.
Esquire,
Last week, "Open City"
$4,000.
$5,000.
good
(Indie) (2d wk),
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"JolDenver,
Esalso
(Col),
son Story"
quire. Big $4,CI00. Last Week, "Hamrod" (UA) and "Betty Go-Ed" (Gol),
'

'

$3,250.

wk)

(m.o.), $10,-

—

United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,207; 55-85)— "Red House" (UA) (3d
wk). Pleasing $10,500. Last week,
$12,500.

Stagedoor (Ackerman) (350; $1.80$2.40)— "Henry V" (UA) (24th wk).
Steady $5,500. Last week, fine $5,500.

Tai;

Paces

Seattle,

Hiige23li'BeasnOG

$11,000.

Elalto

good

(2d

Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 55"I'll Be Yours"
85)
(U). Fair
$14,000. Last week, "Mr. District Attorney" (Col), thin $11,000.

"Wicked Lady" lU-I) and "Larceny

March

Seattle,

11.

Standout here currently is "Caliwhich is enjoying an extra
week at the Paramount.,
Estimates (or This Wceb
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"Cross My Heart" (Par) and "7 Were
Saved" (Par) (m.o.). Fair^4,500. Last
week, "Stanley, Livingstone" (20th)
and "Frenchman's Creek" (Par) (reissues), mild $2,900.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
"Perfect Marriage" (Par) and "Big
Town" (Par). Slow $9,000. Last
week, "Song of South" (BKO) (28
wk), great $11,000 in 5 days.
45-80)—
Liberty (J-vH)
(2,349;
"Jolson Story" (Col) (11th wk). Big
$9,500. Last week, immense $10,800.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
Song of South" (RKO) (ni.a.). Big
$7,000 for third downtown week. Last
week, "Verdict" (WB) and "Betty
Co-Ed" (Col) (2d wk), good $4,100.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
"Beast with Five Fingers" (WB) arid
"Mask of Diijon" (Mono). Swell
$10,000. Last week, "Cross My Heart"
(Par) and "7 Were Saved" (Par), $9,fornia,"

big

'

—

^':,Frisc@;'Be YoBrs' 14€
San Francisco, March U.
-

;

ttWdovers- and loiigruns are slowIiig pace here this stanza and new
product is far. from smash. "Beginning or End" is on disappointing
side at the Warfield, while "Love
Laughs at Andy Hardy" is barely
okay at the Paramount. "Ill Be
Yours" looks in for a mildish week
at the Orpheum. Ace holdover is
"Sinbad the Sailor," with vaude
•t the Golden Gate.

"

A

firstrun

downtown

(H-E)

—

.

Roosevelt (Sterling) (808; 45-80)—
Paramount (FWC) (2,646; 55-85)— "Man I love" (WB) (2d wk). Good
"Love Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G). $4,500. Last week. "Magnificent Ddtl"
week, (U) (3d wk), $3,300.
Satisfactory
Last
$18,300.
"Cross My Heart" (Psir), scant $14,Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 25^
50)— "Always Loved You" (Rep) and
600.
State
(FWC) (2,133; 55-85)— "White Ties, Tails" (U) (3d run). Pair
"Prison Without Bars" (UA) and $3,000. Last week, "Killers" (U) and
"City Without Men" (Col) (reis- "Bachelor's Daughters" (UA)
(3d
sues). Scant $8,000. Last week, "Nora run). $2,800.
$14,000.

•

Scheherazade"

(RKO)

Palace

(2,600;

Nora Prentiss" (WB). Great
(Col), floppo $8,500.
Siiubert (RKO) (2,100;
"Bedelia" (E-L) (m.o.).
$4,000..

$17,000.

55-70)—

Sluggish
Last week, '"Sinbad Sailor"

(RKO), third downtown week, same.
(Ind)

151ft

$1.90-$2.50)—

(2,500;

"Henry V* (UA) (2d wk). Exceptional blurbs by three dailies prodding this to $13,000 for close of twoweek run. Last week, favoraTjle
$12,000 despite weather handicap.
.

Sinasli

133^0 in Waiii
Washington, Mai'ch

11.

Big news here, in a generally
bright week; is ."Sinbad the Sailor"
initial feature under Metropolitan's
new policy of all' first-runs. Business is at least 60% better than record for the house in the past year.
Capitol also Chalking up a sock week
.

Sammy

thanks to draw of

Kaye's

band plus "Bachelor's Daughters."
"Nora Prentiss" looks in for a fine

week

at the Earle.

'

Estitnatss for This

Week

(Loew's) (3,434; 44-80)—
"Bachelor's Daughters" (UA) with
Caiiitol

Sammy Kaye

Sock

orch.

$33,000.

Last week, "Perfect Marriage" (Par),

mid-week to $25,000.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)
in Lake" (M-G) (2d run).
Nice $9,500.
Last week, "Andy
Hardy" (M-G) (2d run), $'?,000.
Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)—"Nora
Prentiss" (WB). Fine $24,000.. Last

fell off at

$18,000.

*

MMm

Raberf

In

with

Dean Jagger

Judith Auilerson

ANN SHERID/IN
Warner

For Warners

Braca

BENNETT

ALDA
WARNERS'

LOUIS PRIMA
iEda

•

Directed by Vincent Sherman

In Person

And

SMITH

Reberl

States Flctares

tTnlted

Hit

Co-Starrbtg:

Kent

John Bodney
bjr

New

"NCmA PRENTISS''

Alan Hal«
And. Intradnclng

Produced

Bros.

B'v/ay of 5 1 Sf .

Orcbeetia

HOLLYWOOD

SUA Hi

«rsWET

OF THE YEAR'

N. Y. Film Criiks
UHWlti

"The

i;i;s'

of Our
t*rf<mm»

ii

It's

Spring

.i\o^"

XXJ JL \Mm%.

DANA ANDREWS

in

Metropolitan

(WB)

(1,513;

?Oth CentulT-Fox Picture

Plnii

date.

Enterprise is spending $150,000 for
improvements on its newly acquired
Providencia Ranqh, to be used as a
location spot for outdoor filming.
"Wild C,alendar". will be the first
production to utilize the ranch, although most of the filming will be
done in Denver.

Continued from page

,

:

$10 annual tax on each vending machine; 2% sales levy* on tangible
property, excluding food and food
ed with much too long a shooting products, drugs, medicines and eyescript.
A three-and-one-half-hour glasses on a doctor's prescription,
picture was made instead of a two- newspapers and periodicals and ci.and-a-quarter
or
two-and-a-half- gars; a $S Impost on non-commercial
hour. It hadn't been possible, Loew and $10 on commercial cars; a 25%
stated, to cut the shooting script levy on state detail liquor licenses.
sufficiently inasmuch as studio had
Congress Beiatus
to hurry "Arch" into production to
Tax
fulfill player commitments.
Warfiingtoh, March 11.
Bill to extend indefinitely the 20%
Loew followed the "Arch" negawartime
tive into New York last week.
*lte
on
theatre
admissions
It
had to be removed from California and niteries was sent to the White
to avoid the 5% tax that goes on all House over the wekend. The meas-;
sary, however, he declared.
Loew said that "Arch" had gone
so far over budget because it start-

,

^%

negatives as of March 1 each year. ure in final form was apprCfved by
remain east finishing up about both the Senate and House.
two weeks of scoring and editing
The. bill continues such high exrequired on the film.
cises as those on furs, cosmetics,
He'll

Studio will shut

down

44-70)— weeks, when shooting

"Sinbad the Sailor" (RKO).
Sensational $20,000 especially big for
this small-seater. ikst week, "Beast
Five Fingers" (WB) (2d wk), slim

is

in a couple

jewelry, etc.

completed

on "Body and Soul," fourth pic,
said. It will resume .operation
around mid-May, when Miss Rogers

Adds 2. More
Hollywood, March

.lesser

Loew

and an untitled

2 IKO

Their Preems in
is

KC Area

Kansas City, March 11.
due for couple of area

don't show earnings, we won't
be
able to. So it looks like there
won't

be any changes."
$2,900,000 lor

"Wild Calendar"
Hollywood, Match 11.

WANTED
INTERESTING SUMMER JOB

presentation at the Tower beginning of the picture will be filmed
in DenBy resrularly licensed New Xorh CU y
April 5 at a top price around $1.75. ver, with Wolfgang Iteinhart
rlenieutory tlchaol teacher; youiiK.
prol>erlenced ohlldren'B dramatic i>l»,v;
Tower's durrent policy is double fea- ducmg, from a screenplay
hy AbrawlU travel: excellent wforences, Write
tures with vaude at eSc top, but ham Polonsky.
Box 1019, Tarlety, 15* West mti St.,
house
has been used once or twice
New York ID, N. If.
.RADIO CITY MUSIC KAtU
Budget is the highest on the Enthe
in
past for roadshow attractions.
Rockefeller Center
Booking is an innovation bringing
IS|ien<«r TRACY - Kolhorin* HEPBURnI
an RKO release into a Fox-Midwest
[Robert WALKER - Melvyn DOUOlASl house
instead
of
STAGE
the Orpheum

THE

DOiLASFMBBA»KS,Jr.

m-WMe SLIM
Si NBA!)

THE

SAILOR

W

"THE SEA OF GRASS"
A

Metro-Ooldwyn-Milyer Picture

aPECTACULAR STAfiE PRESENTATION

(RKO).

I
Similar switch of an RKO release
^ into the Fo3c-Midwest trio of. first
I run houses.
Esquire, Uptown and
Fairway, will be made on "Trail
Street"

m

SCBEEN

fThurs., ilar.'lS

YOU and ROBT.
MONTOOMERY

IN PERSON
MichoaO'SHEA
J.

C.

|,Audroy TOTTER

'lADY IN

THI LAKr

HE ARD
Tho

WItOE TWINS
|>lu<i

OXUDBtllii

11.

Sol Lesser adds "Crazy to Dance"
original to ^lis proPalace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-70)—
Loew said no refinancing of En- duction slate via Thalia Productions
"Boomerang" (20th). Disappointing
during 1947.
terprise
was contemplated. Only
$20,000.
Last week, "Beginning or
Both films are light comedies,
$1,000,000 was paid in of the $5,000,Knd" (M-G) (2d wk), thin $12,()00,
slated for a start late in the year.
000 at which the corporation was
capitalized, he stated, adding: "If
the
company shows earnings When „ we
Releases Switch
begm to liquidate our pictures, we
won't need to sell stock, and if we
puts her "Wild Calendar" before the
cameras.

;

PALACi

—

IS

as there's a chance of a reversal on
the tax project.
While action in Albany may be too
rapid to mobilize public sentiment
against the measure, exhibs figure
that the opportunity will present
itself in the fight at local levels.
What with pressing financial problems on teachers* pay and other
mounting civil service costs, upstate
towns and cities will find the temptation overwhelming. So far as New
York City is concerned. Mayor Wil-

lianj O'Dwyer several weeks back
indicated he
opposed the levy.
pation off the top.
Whether he will stand, bit that stateA variety of difficulties in getting ment is problematical, however,
started, plus generally rising HollyAlbany's New Tax Bill
wood costs, created the present cash
Albany, March 12.
shortage, Loew said, since budgets
Every branch of show business
were considerably exceeded on- the
first four pix.
The $10,000,000 re- could be affected by a permissive 5%
volving, credit Enterprise got from tax on amusements that counties
Baiik of America, plus the |l,000,QpO might levy, un^ter the terms of an
paid-in capitalization of the com- eight-page bill intiroduced Wednespany, were expected to finance six day (5) to carry out Governor
pictures, Loew e::fplained, but actu- Dewey's reconimendations for exally will only provide coin for the panded taxing authority to localities,
He estimated in a message to the
first five.
Expenditures, he said, were "Arch" Legislature that the amusement tax
$3,750,1000, "Other Love" $2,250,000, would raise $8,900,000 annually, with
"Ramrod'. $1,500,000 and "Body and an additioniil $14,900,000 yearly in
Soul" #1,700,000, a total of $9,200,000. New York.
The measvffe, expected tb pass deOn this basis, Loew said, Enterprise
still had some coin available to it spite opposition, is very detailed as
out of the Bank of America credit to "cabarets and roof gardens" and
and also was privileged, under its cover charges. Another tax which
distribution
deals
United counties and New York City could
with
Artists and Metro International, to impose is a 3% on meals and drinks
call on those companies for advances costing, more than $1, in restaurants,
of cash.
That hadn't been neces- bars, etc. Other option levies are;

Charles Einfeld announced a profrom the regular exhibition policies. duction budget of $2,800,000 for the
Goldwyn's "The Best Years of Our Ginger Rogers starrer, "Wild CalenLives" has been set for a roadshow dar," slated to start April 22, Most

Si

.

in previous weeks.

premieres within tiie next month
through deals set with Fox-Midwest
Amus. Corp. for its first run houses
here, both deals departing widely

"BOOMERANG
A

ERNESTO lECrONA
En SUIXIVAN SID CAESAB

44-80)-

'

Town

AMttt.^

on Stasre—PHU. BECAX
HATH3BRIKE DVNHAM

(1.838;

"Wonderful Life" (RKO). (5th wk).
Satisfactory $14,000 after last week's
fine $15,000.
Little (Miller) (285; $1.20-$2.40)—
"Henry V" (UA) (17th wk). Slipped
to $5,000 after near-capacity $6,000

$7,000.

WABNBKS'

'THE BEST PICTURE

Keith's (RKO)

iiage 3

terprise lot since "Arch of Triumph,"
which has cost about $4,000,000 to

55-70)— star Joel McCrea getting a partici-

Last week, "Return of Monte Cfisto"

week, "Jolson Story" (Col) (2d wk),

'TURSUED"

em-

(U) (2d wk), litoe fteld, respectively, with Enterprise
days, swell $8,500.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-70)— "Beast liolding no stock, Loew said. Comwith 5 Fingers" (WB) and "Tracy pany merely gets a percentage of
Vs. Cueball" (RKO).
Socko $9,000. profits and a fee for providing its
Last week, "Madeleine" (20th), third facilities.
In "Ramrod," producer
week on front line, $5,500.
Harry Sherman has an interest, with

—"Lady

Teresa WrigbJ

Continued from

,
regular stands being ploye.
Loew took the occasion to deny
hypoed by new product, with better
weather helping.
"Nora Prentiss" Hollywood gossip- anent overly-large
and "Beginning or End" look top percentage participation to players,
straight fllmers.
directors, writers and producers. In
Estimates (or This Week
none of the four pix now almost
Aibee
(RKO) (3,100; 55-95)— complete, nor in any that are conand templated, does Enterprise own less
"Magnificent
(Rep)
Rogue'?
All
Vivian Blaine, others, on stage.
than 50%, Loew declared.
right $27,000.
Last week, "SweetIn "Arch of Triumph," Loew sai'd,
heart Sigma Chi" (Mono) and Bob
Crosby orch, others, on stage, wham l^iss Bergman, David Lewis, the producer, and Lewis Milestone, tjie di$32,000.
Capitol
(RKO) (2,000; 55-70)— rector, together have a 50% interest,
"Abie's Irish. Rose" (UA). Moderate in addition to which author Erich
$10,500,
Last week, "Till Clouds Remarque gets 10% up to $500,000 of
Roll By" (MG) (4th wk), pleasing the net and 15% after that. In "The
$7,000.
Other Love," explained the Ent
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 55-70)— "Be- board chairman, the only stockholdor
ginning
End" (MG). Excellent
$14,000.
Holds.
Last week, "Be- ers arc Barbara Stanwyck and Remarque, who authored the story.
delia" (E-L), plump $13,000.
In "Wild Calendar" and "Body and
Keith's (UP) (1,542; 55-70)— "Stairway to Heaven" (UI). Sttirdy $14,- Soul," the units are owned by the
000,
Holds.
Last week, ."Song of stars, Ginger Rogers and John Gar-

45-80)—

(2,600;

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-95) "Temptation" (U) and "Singin' in
—"Sinbad the Sailor" (RKO) plus Corn" (Col). Thin $7,000. Last week,
vaude, headed by Bob Evans and "Man X Love" (WB), nice $9,600.
Paiomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)
Art Norkus Trio (2d wk). Nice $24,-'
—"Texas" (Col) (reissue) plus stage.
800. Last week, nifty $34,500.
rox (FWC) (4,651; 55-95)—"Cali- Okay $6,000. Last week, "Rolling
fornia" (Par) (2d wk). Okay $17,- Home" (SG) and "Hotel Reserve"
(RKO) and vdude, $15,100.
600. Last week, showy $34,000.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—
WarfieM (FWC) (2,656; 55-85)
"Beginning or End" (M»G). Not so "California" (Par). Strong $23,000.
hot $18,000. Last week, "Till Clouds Last week, "Clouds Roll By" (M-G)
Roll By" (M-G) (3d wk), steady (3d. wk), $9,300.

Ent Exees
Schaefer was a straight salaried

seven

the

400.

Orpheum

thu Week

Gstiniates (or

Cincinnati, March 11.
fiesta for Cincy has
biz on the bounce, six of

;

(WB)

200.

Esquire, Webber. Great $20,000 and
holding. Last week, "Ramrod" (UA)
and !'Betty Co-Ed" (Col), also Esquire, Webber, nice $16,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "Jolson Story" (Col), also Denver, Web-

good

18

Prentiss"

PARAMOUNT'S

which

will

show

in

^RKN

REGISTER

,..er„a.l«™.^>U.»^^^^^

those

houses for an area premiere begiaing March 28. The K. C. showing
will follow the national preem in
Liberal, iCans., March 26.
Deal is
currently in work to bring a bevy
of RKO players on a trek to Liberal

March 26, Wichita, March 27 and
K. C, March 28 to boost the iftim.
It will show at regular prices.

Kegl-t*^
To the Hecret«ry>Ue^«reeo
Aveaue, W.C. 1.
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FICTUHEIS
noted that the merchandise thus sold
was purchased by the theatres from
local wholesale stores, not owned by

RKft films Gel Pit Ireal As

Randel-DasUdns Foolproof Film

the film people.

Spot Goes 1st Run; Other

News of Keys

Decision settles a question which
had bothered every showman in the
state.

As

Minneapolis, March 11.
W. R. Frank's
suburban theatre, which runs its
own restaurant in conjunction,
started recently to play up its
pies over its screen attractions
in newspaper ads. Bally for the
pies has gone so far it jiow
stresses chocolate, ooooanut and
banana cream pies in larger typie
than the screen attractions.
Amusement display ad for the
theatre this week a.sserted "We
are being simply amazed at the
talk of people from all over the
Twin Cities who are driving
here to eat the most delicious
pies they have ever eaten anywhere. Be the judge and then
walk into our theatre, under the
same roof, with your family for
an excellent motion picture

West Twins,

Bitz will be

„
the small-seat
.,

only

result,

a

moveover

a

and

site

m.o.
until WB-Loew pool dissolves,
runs will go to the film making the

showing at Penn or Stanley.
Pool has had RKO product all along
best

company had trouble

land-

but the
because of conxitiL» nreferred time
mitnients to WB. Metro, UA and Par
When pool dissolves; Ritz will get
Stanley moveovers exclusively and
Loew's will be without sub.sequent
spot for Penn pix. Loew's have
been trying to pick up a downtown

m 0.

spot.

'

port Arthur House Opens
Port Arthur, Texas.
Charles E. Brent opened new
here.
theatre
Village
1,500-seat
Brent also owns and operates the
Sunset at Dallas
^.
Jack Chalman, publicity director
tor interstate Theatres at San An-

New

,

,

tonio elected

commander

Adkins

of

Lenoir theatrical post of American
L«gion. Post is composed largely of
theatre and radio men. He succeeds
Lynn Kruger, manager of Majestic.
Ernest Hauser, former relief manager of Interstate Theatres at San
Antonio named manager of the new
nabe, the ' Josephine, operated by

Muel-Den Enterprises.
, James H, Sollock named manager
of Uptown Theatre, Interstate nabe
in San Antonio replacing Robert
Kelson,
dLsrecently
Douglas Naylor,
charged from Army, named skipper
of Laurel in same city.

Charlotte.
theatre here, one of
city's largest playhouses, will be redecorated soon, according to H. F.

Broadway

Plug* Pies Over Pix

_

,

operates.

Plan Penna. 900-Seater
Northampton, Pa.

is
j^^. ^^^^

^^^j^^^^,,

manager

New PRC

Antioch^

Selznick Releasing Organization
has started here with Alfred Delcambre in charge as southwestern
manager. W. G. Thomp.son and

exec was grabbed by

MPA

MPF

with

Allies

MPA

Laemmles Buy

its

fii'st

two Chicago weeks and

switch to foreign pix, effective
in
the
company's
,H4),
theatre.
Circuit is also currently conducting a noil, directed by

suit.'

;

.

.

Friday

Vogue

Organist Named Ohio Mgr.
Columbus. O.
Roger Garrett, former theatre or-

new

research dept., to determine
the popularity of the changeover.
Idea behind drive is to Create an
all-borough patronage for the house,
which is figured to draw on a wider
scope than its previous nabe opits

named manager

of University
theatre, soon to be opejied as the

ganist,

seventh house

in the

tre group.

Kraska Back

eration.

to

I

during the current Gotham tryout,
with orders for over 300 bo.xes already contracted for.
Box, which operates on principle
of establishing continuity of collected tickets on a wire stretching
from spindle on top to bottom of the

has been dubbed, approvingly,

by visiting exhibs. as the mechanical "private detective" long needed
in the trade to stop employee cheating.
Execs of several major-affiliated circuits, including Paramount,
are also displaying keen interest in
the box's operation.
Number of
theatres ultimately installing box in
this country is expected to total
over

5,000.

Inventors, who are* also handling
manufacturing and distribution end
of business, are currenlly mulling
range of rentals to be charged ex-

Schlaifer believes. Since exhibs are
hep to the fact that a top-grosser in
New York will not necessarily have
the customers lined up at his boxoffice in the sticks, each territory
must be handled individually and

days.

in

Seattle

H-E

pictiire

must be

e.stal5li.shed

during its first run in that area.
Conditions call for a decentralizatioh of operations back 'to the field,
so that the maximum of information on each territory is extremely
necessary, Schlaifer sa.vs.
•

George Kraska. vet Hub showman
who piloted the Fine Arts here for
years and built up an audience for
foreign films, is back in show biz
With exhib bids for product exagain after a year in the toy business. He will manage and book the pected to depend on what a picture
Kenmore theatre, 700-seater. House does first-run in each territory, the
has been subsequent-run but now onus will be on the distributor as
goes first-run.
seller, and it will be necessary for

Circuit Chances

Elliott Ticket Co,, which has been
collaborating with Randel and JJashkin in printing specially perforated
stubs for the Gotham experimcntai
run, is preparing to switch over to
manufacture of new type tickets de-

pending upon demand.
Randel hit upon idea of using a
wire thread for holding tickets in
order of their collection by watching a curtain hem being fitted onto
According to gena curtain rod.
eral exhib opinion, new method of
they'pft
checking
while
tickets,
strung on a wire like a Hawaiian
will revolutionize boxoffice operations from viewpoint of accuracy

lei,

and

facility.

him to reinspect the various zones
Barney Joffee on Coast Junket
First change in
and get a closeup of new houses
Kansas City.
at local Hamrick-Evergreen houses
Barney Joffee, manager of Tower where his product might play. Balain some time followed resignation of theatre, is off on a two-month trip ban & Katz circuit in Chicago, for
Don Geddes as manager of the j'ifth which will take him to Arizona, San example, which presently runs most
Avenue. Geddes was a veteran man- Francisco and Hollywood.
20th product, may be outbid by anSeattle.
managerial staffs

Bolinger joined Dickinson
a house manager and is
handling the Kimo theatre here in
the absence of James Chapman, vacationing on the Coast. Bolinger re-

chain, .such as the Essaness, so that 20th must observe
Essane.ss operations to slant campaigns that way also.

cently sold his State, at Billings, Mo.,
to Buford Lowranze before joining
Dickinson.
Jack Tiernan, Orpheum exploiteer. is doubling in bra.ss as man-

Further proof that old-line show-

Otis

other

circuit aS

Box.

Chi

,

More Showmanship
man.ship pa.ys

off

are results of the

Wilson Suit
Cnntiniied from page

damaged by

Steinberg.

Floyd Klingensmith. Cor the la.st
year Main Line and West "Virginia
rep for Republic, placed at local
office as city salesman, replacing

Lew

Lefton, resigned.

Michael Karolcik, Perryopolis cx2.5 yeJirs and former Fayette
county commissioner, convicted of
malfeasance in oilice as county official, exonerated when attorney-general asked for a nolle prosse.
hih for

discrimination against independent
theatre operators.
According to the complaint, the
operate
exhibitors
a
defendant
chain of approximately 15 theatres,
known as the Graphic Circuit, in

world preems staged by 20th in vari- Maine, New Hampshire and Verous key cities throughout the coim- mont.
try.
Preem of "Dolly Sisters" in
Defendants are alleged to have
Chi, With personal appearances of entirely eliminated competing inth^ stars, drew more people than dependent exhibitors in every city
came to See the late President and town in which they have theaRoosevelt in the city and Chi exliibs, tres In Maine, Vermont and New
according to Schlaifer. have repeat- Hampshire with the exception of
edly written in a.sking for more such Millinocket. Beltort and Bridgton,
affairs,
Exhib.s. Schlaifer reiterates, Me., and Middlcbury and Brandon,
Meetings are set for March 28-31.
must also work harder in the future Vt. It is further asserted by the
South
Down
Breckeen
incl.. but site is yet to be selected.
Charlotte, N.C.. March 11.
by full cooperation with the distrib complaint that even in these five
Joe Breckeen, RKO branch man- exploitation staff.
Decree in itself places the exhibitors are unable to
Fay's Fete April 21
ager at Washington. D. C. here on rules out any possibility of a dis- contract for an adequate supply of
Providence.
business with B. and L. Enterprises tributor kicking back part of a film's
films to meet their liceds.
Golden testimonial dinner is be- and Sjra Graver.
.
„.
repay him for
the
to
an
exhib
a.sking
damages,
gross
to
Besides
Glen Allvine of the Motion Picing tendered to Edward M. Fay by
of tures A.ssn.. N, Y., on visit to Char- money laid out for publicity'. Exhib plaintiff appealed to the court for
Exhibitors
Independent
the
branch
of
Biltmeeting
tafke
prepared
to
on
such
the
a
must
be
an injunction to prevent continuaat
called
21.
lotte
Rhode I.sland, April
tion ol the alleged monopoly and
more-Sheraton hotel in Providence. managers, and circuit owners at the expense himself.
Variety Club about Kid Shows on
Other companies have also'hypoed an injunction to rfestrain the deHe sought co-operation
Saturdays.
No Film Candy Tax
enter into
their ballyhoo campaign's 'with pay- tendantJi from refusing to
in keeping horror features off these
Memphis.
Eagle-Lion's "Bedelia" contracts with the plaintiff' for theiiing results.
supreme court has shows,
Mi.ssissippi'.s
Har- films.
Walter Titu-s, division sales mana- did outstanding business in
ruled thai theatrc^i don't liavc to pay
confab
he^e
for
due
risburg, Reading and N, Y. dates via
the state chain-store tax on then- ger for Republic
manager of
IM|tls. Suit Poslpohed
candy counters. Ruling is a victory with Cy Dillon, branch
special publicity drives. RKO. with
Chicago. March H.
for tlie Richards-Lightman Theatres Republic.
the :modestly-budgeted "San QuenJack Sims, manayer of Midway
Triple damage anti-trusl suit for
Corp.. operating at Tupelo. ColumMidway Park, N. C, re- tin" to work with, arranged a series $2,6.50,000 against nine distributoj-s
bus and West Point and owned part- Theatre,
of special campaigns that boosted
„
Minnesota Amu.s. Co. was
ly by the Lightman organization of signed.
and
the
Badin Thoati-e. Badin. N.C., is the film into the top boxoffice poMeniphis and Saenger Circuit ol
postponed in the U. S. District Court
closing. March 29.
Universalsition in several cities.
New Orleans,
here to give the defendants time to
Irving Beck of Metro's office
International gave special treatment
Corporation had sued Ciiairman
Milwaukee, sent here to work in to "Killers" and "Canyon Passage" file an answer. Suit was originally
Alf Stone of the state tax commi.sdeiiarlment,
instituted Jan, 20 by the Middle
txioking
on
collected
sion to recover $2,000
with excellent results and its camBro.s, opening Rose TlieMcSwain
s
States Corp. and the River.side Ojjstate
under
sales
candy
their lobby
atre in Hamlet. N. C. soon, and paign on "Egg and I" has already erating Co. on the joint behalf of
tax on chain stores, A Huids County
Theaf re Booking Service will handle done much to pre-sell tlve film, de- the Minne.sota theatre, Minneapolis,
Circuit Court ruled asainst the ihespite the fact it won't open for sevactually all bookings.
atre.s. decldin.a that "stores
which claim!? a loss of $900,000 and
Morris Nuger. owner of Grand era] months.
w^rc maintained in the lobbies of a
the Riverside. Milwaukee, for $1,theatre, reported doing satistactorily
llioatre chain,
Warners has also hypoed its bally- 750,000,
week ri-vcrsoci alter an eye operation at John Hop- booing,
last
court
Hisih
the current craze line
with
Baltimore,
The Minnesota ca.se will be heard
hospital.
kins
advanthat 'edict, holdina that the
William II. Bowcn. manager of for "Nora Prentiss" "would you before Judge Michael lgoe. who had
facother
and
buylnii
ta"es- of ma.s,-;
could Vet'.Admini.slration oltice liere. pre- keep your mouth shut?''-~getting al- rendered the Jackson Park theatre
tors in a chain-.store operation
city's three
the- senting award.s to roti.s of
most
as much radio lime as "Open verdict, and the Riverside case \\-i\X
not l)e prcs<'iit in the cases of
tlieir
po- radio broadcasting .stations for
the Door, Richard" aiirl indicating be tried before Judge Philip L. Sul*
atre candv counters becau.sp the
helping World War II vet'

I
'

To Fete CUas. Boasberg

:

Charles Boasberg, recently appointed head of RICO'S newly created sales division in the metropolitan, southern and Canadian territories,

he

will

testimonial-lvinch-

eoned March 27 at the Hotel Astoi\
N- Y,, by theatre owners of the
N. Y. exchange area.
Heading a
committee composed of toppers of
Mnic 1,5 metropolitan circuits, Harry
Brandt is serving as chairman.

it.'j
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New

Sask.

Gxhib Head

:

Regina, Sa.sk.
chairman of the ReyiJia.
Sa.<k„ Motion Picture Exhibitors i.<
I. Rcinhorn.
Ho sucof the Roxy.
ceeds Jack Wateon. of the Rex. who
IS now ads-dohations man. Harold
Gray, of the Mot is seeretary-treas,

New

urer.

:

\

Background
Dunn, industry wloinn

Hal' Dunn's
H:u'(iUI S.

Who

.served a stretch

Centration

camp,

has

in a

.I;\p

been

cmi-

lat;;;i'ti

9

inability to obtain first-

run pictures as a resiUt of alleged

ager and as.sistant, while Lawrence
Lehman, manager, and P. T. Kelty,
F«x-Midwes«o Convention
assistant, both are bedded with sickKansas City, March 11.
Manriie Feldman. former WB manness.
ager who recently joined PRC as city
Charles Skouras. prexy of National
Mike Cullen, division chief of
salesman, resigned and will be re- Tlieatres, due here at annual spring
Loew's theatres, was confined to bed
placed by Manny Steinberg. It's a ijowwow of officials and managers of with a strep throat last week and
return to PRC for latter. He quit I'ox-Midwest. Upwards of 125 rhan- missed out on midwest preem of
town
several months ago to take over A. & agers and execs will Come to
"Beginning or End" at the Midland
S. Steinberg theatrical supply house from the surrounding five-.state area
here.
upon death of his brother. Sam in
which Fox-Mid west operates.
Pittsburgh.

'

"Sea of Grass" pulled $10,000 its first
eight days in Lincoln, where the
film preemed, setting a new iiigh for
any Metro picture in the city.

Academy Thea- each

Hub Show Biz
Boston.

policy continues the
present trend to foreign language art
houses in the metropolitan area.
Step was taken, according to Joseph
R. Springer, general theatre manager, in response to the rising demand for foreign pix by Century
patrons,

Mu.'iic

Feldnian Quits PRC's Pitt

manufacture.

,

Laemmle brothers bought

inglewood.

15

box has been

Savoy theati-e, Jamaica, L. I., lias
been the cynosure of dozens of indie exhibs and circuit operators

bo.x,

Boom

new Stub-Rod Con-

immediate

hai.
He was then acting as foreign George Wood were named exploitaWarner Bros, for whom tion men.
Suit has been filed in the District
he worked since 1925. In August,
hibs for use of box.
Probability is
Schlaifer's Swing
1942, he was repatriated via the court at Waco by five residents for
Gripsholm.
Upon repatriation, damages and seeking an injunction Schlaifer, who instituted the tliat rentals will vary for dift'erent
Dunn was hospitalized forja pro- against Lone Star Theatres Inc., policy of malting periodic trips into theatres, depending upon size and
tracted period and later recuperated owners and operators of the Waco the field to huddle with exhibs and type, and will be in neighborhood
DriVe-ln Theatre.
in Florida.
^,
theatre ad chiefs, is slated to leave Of $5 per week. Box is being built
Plaintiffs claim noise of the theatre
out of a combination of aluminum
loudspeakers disturbs them in their for a swing through the southern and steel, which is the only modifiIt Houses Plur Poreien Policy
homes. They seek $1,000 actual and territory next Monday (17), With
Century Circuit is throwing the $2,000 exemplary damages each, and bid selling to take effect July cation made upon the wooden bo.x
weight of a trailer campaign in its damages for $50 a night for each one 1, such trips will become increas- used for the inventors' model. First
units will be available in 45 to 60
17 Brooklyn ( N. Y.) houses behind the house operates after date of filing
future,"
ingly
the
necessary
in

House
ager.
Los Angeles.
Shift places Jack Hamacher as
the Los manager of Fifth, being transferred
Feliz theatre, a 7SQ-seat -de luxe
from Orpheum, where Del Larrison
neighborhood house, from Herman moves in as manager, Larrison had
Lewis.
been in charge at Coliseum. Jack
The Laemmles also operate the Dudman nioviis over there from
Pale, Park and Franklin theatres in'
Mu.s'ic Box.
John Bardue moves up
Huntington Park, and the Ritz in
from assistant at Orphfeum to run
L. A.

in

sales

dept. rep for

Switch

Motion Picture Associates holds its
t8th annual dinner and danee May
16 at th<fc Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., the
affair marking the joining with the
Motion Picture Foundation.
Move is on to make MPF the
parent charity organization within
the industry, with
administrating the metropolitan area of
Kew York.; Usual award for service in the industry will be made at
the dinner.

Baity

Dallas.

when they captured Shang-

the Nips

it.

paigns for openings of Metro pix in
key cities, with the residt that
"Yearling" grossed a record $100,000

Selznick Starts In Dallas

,

in

is

Continued from page

built.

^^^^^^j ^^j^^

PRC. Dunn

will run in
terference for Ralph H. Clark, who
was named to the chief sales job
of I^RC several weeks back.
of

Dinah Shore

into

Steal-proof
gadget,
invented
by
Henry Randel, N. Y. Paramount
branch chief, and Irving Da.shkin,
manager .and 2.5''; owner of the

time.-

Inc.,

will build a new 900-seater theatre
here as soon as government regulations permit. Company now operates
the Roxy here and it's planned to
operate it even after the hew house

program."

,

works for some

First half will be "Mickey and the
Beanstalk," based on the "Jack and
the Beanstalk" fable, with Edgar
Bergen, Charlie McCarthy and Mortimer Snerd,
Second half will be
"Bongo," from the Sinclair Lewis
short story about unicycle-riding circus bear born in captivity and which
wants to go back to primeval living.

'V.,

trol ticket collectihg

put

tion

seci-etary.

Co.,

theatre, N.

Next Walt Disney feature release
is being slated by RKO for distribuin August.
Pic. now nearing
completion, will be "Fun and Fancy
Free." Ii'^ actually a combo of two
films the cartoonery has had in the

Bulterfleld Elections
Detroit.
Laurence E. Gordon was elected
president of Butterficld Michigan
Theatre Co.. and W. S. Butterficld
Theatres, Inc. operating companies
for 117 theatres in i}6 Michigan
cities. Gordon succeeds E.-C Beatty,
who, died Jan. 21,
Other officers elected were William A. Ruble, v.p. in Lansing; Olive
M. Cox, v.p, in clmrge of theatre
operations here; E.K.;- Ells worth,

Northampton Theatre

On basis of its smooth performance during the first two weeks of
its 60-day test run at; the Gotham

Disney's 2-In-l Conies
Out Tun and Fancy Free'

Kincey. head of Wilby-Kincfiy which

its

Antioch Gets New House
Los Angeles.;
George Stamm started construction on a new 1,000-seat film house,
to be known as the Stam, in Antioch,
Theatre will be of the staGalif.
4inn» typfi- with 400 loge seats.
Stanim also owns the CasUio and El
in
theatre,
Gampanilj vdudefilnt

Stub Box Widely Eyed by the Trade
Charlotte House's Facelift

Pittsburgh.

RKO is anally to get a downtown
break lor, its product when the Warner theatre switches on March 21
from a moVeover to a flrst-run_ spot,
months the house
fror flrst couple Of
an RKO
will be almost exclusively
"Song of
siie with films including
South." "San Quentin," "The LockBobby-Soxer,
and
"Bachelor
et."
and others.

SI

I

'

i

'

'

.

I

—

i

ti'utial

cha.scr.<

elientcle i.s limited
of tlicatre tickets.
.

to

J)ur-

Justices

part in
erans.

how

it's

served to

pre-sfell the film.

Hvari."-.'

.

Mouse

MEVIfilWS
make

Strand;

Wednesilay, March 12, 1947
for one of the better piimics
here,
Presentations are

I|«xy, M. V.

play

to

smooth, with standouts Bing Crosby,

•47.

Kaltenborn. Topper is his lam- rang" (20tli), reviewed in Variety,
pooning of Churchill. Had to begofl:. Jan.
29, '47,
Ben Dova purveys his pantodrunk bit for healthy palm-whackStage layout currently at the
ing,
the hiz with the lamp-post
Roxy has all the earmarks of a sock
garnering plenty laughs.
and
variety,
color
show pace,
Comedy hoofing and singing of laughs.
With Katherine Dunham's
Buster West, plus Lucille Page's ef- troupe of dancers leading the bill,
fortless acroantics add zingy pace to show sustains a high level of enthe proceedings.
Trapeze worlT of tertainment value through a full
Mary LoUise with an able assist by snappy one-hour run.
Charles, brought gasps.
Ed Sullivan, emceoing the proLes Rhode and house orch back ceedings, warms up the house by
show in nifty style. Biz good when teeing off with a film short containLxiry.
caught,
ing shots of the cinematic greats of
yesteryear including Theda Bara,
Charlie Chaplin, Pearl White, Val•

Strand show overall packs nice
entertainment even though there
are lulls in the 50-minute or so
Louis Prima, the uninrunod..
hibited

trumfieter,

have cooled

off

who seems

'

;
!

—

to
]

somewhat

in -his
most ot the
big assist by

;

stage antics, carries
load, but is given a
» new comic, Frank Marlow (New
One other turn is a terp
Acts),
routine by Jane Wynn.
Prima, who worked up a white
b.o. heat for ., while via his recordings, is just a bit ahead of himself
here at the Strand. He has another

I

!

|

:

i

State, N. V.

|

warming

up ("Biacigaloop")
been a few weeks
might have gotten a
stronger b^o. push (although the
jammed house Friday (7) evening
was everything anyone could want).
Leading a combo of.iSeven brass, five
sax, three rhythm, which is far superior to the giroup he has led in
the last couple years (don't misundisk

and had
later

•

it's still

Sullivan supplies the
entino, etc.
background narration, synchronizihg his gags with the film's action.
but is it
It's an interesting item
vaudeville?
'No question, howevei', with Miss
Dunham's troupe on the stage. Featuring two numbers, group switches

Molly Picon, Eddie Peabody, The
Herzogs (Sf y Johiiny Woods, 41p/ionse Berse (7), Marfels & Mignon
(3), Lou Bffsil House Orch; "Per-

this date

'

he

derstand,

New Acts
THREE

Kathertne Dunham &Co. (10). Sid
::aesar, Ernesto Lecuono, Phil Regan,
Vaughn Monroe, Inljspots and satiri- Ed Sullivan, emcee; Gae Foster CONNIE
SAWYEB
zations on Gabe Heatter and H. V. Roxyettes, Paul Ash Orch; "BoomeComedienne

viitu
Louts Prmia, Orch U6)
Kathv Alien, Jack Powers; Jme
Wyrm, Frmk Morloio, "Pursued."
iWB) reviewed in VARHarr, Feb. 19,

:

fect JWflrHftffe"

(Par).

diversifying entertainment in current wqjsk's bul at the
State with each of the sextet of acts
regi-stering With their respective contributions. It all makes for a snap-

Plenty

not a crack band),

of

a low-down
colorful Latino

from
a

ganza

Harlem

ballet to

Cafe Society Downtown, N. Y.
A pert, attractive blonde making
her first pitch for the bigtime in
Barney Josephson's downtown bis-

tro, Connie Sawyer depends more
on facial and body expressions than
on material for her comedy. Material- is funny enough but strictly
As a result, she draws a Herman Chittison trio which prepar.
steady stream of snickers but not ceded them, their unique vocals and
the full-bellied yocks that mai% a zany comedies more tlian mak'S up
'

top comic.

for this,

More effort to project her personality to the customers would also
aid the act.. As it is, ringsiders get
the impre.ssion she wants to rush
through her lines and get off the
floor as quickly as possible.
Singing in a deep, throaty voice like

Trio

:

.

ual buildup in the snicker volume
indicates she's a slow starter."
With better material, she has the
stuff to move uptown for either
similar
nitery
chores or vaude.
Sht's the only white act in the current Cafe Society show, with .Tosh
White, Olivette Miller and Gene
Sedric's orch holding over.
Stal.

'THORSON

I^RIC

Songs
9 Mina.

Latin Quarter, N. Y.
Eric Thorson, coming to the Latin
Quarter on short notice as a temporary substitute for the ailing Arthur
Lee Simpkins, does comparatively
well.
Impressing with highly polished bary pipes, he's able to get
hefty mittings with his straight numbers, but special material depending

on his

ability to satirize

contempo-

rary baritones doesn't come

off

as

desired.

'

.

Gae Foster

vefy entertaining,
Miss Wynn works right after the
cptinipg. She seems able enough as
a tapstress, but too ordinary routines, too much' makeup, a costume
thal^ does nothing for her. combine
to .make the turn just another fillMarlow, other added, hits the
in,

all

The

H'erzOgs,

femme quintet of
click with their
Johnny
acroantics.
his songalog

girls,

a session of

lead the house in

community

singine.

on bass and Roy
piano.
They open
with a hilarious "Nicholas, Don't
Be So Rldic-less" and follow with
the
inevitable
"Open the Door,
Richard."
Overplayed as the tune
is, the boys do a bang-up job on an
arrangement that's as. original as

Testamark

.

Jean Arthur's, she opens her current stint with a takeoff on femme
nitery
photogs,
slipglng
a
prop
camera around at the customers.
Parody on fashion models, titled
"Sellmg Sex at Saks," gets more
snickers and a takeoff on "Okla-

•

comprises Tiger Haynes on

guitar. Bill Pollard

dance extravathroughout a homa!" in which Miss Sawyer struts
around the stage bow-legged in unrestrained fashion, is best.
Grad-

maintaining

steady pulsating sensual beat. ParPrima does an immease job of satin
the
opening
piece
isfying the audiences he gets here. pily paced stanza.
However, it's ticularly
Miss Dunham is paired
Strangely enough. Prima doesn't Molly Picon, songstress, and Eddie Where
perform one of the arrangements Peabody, topflight ban joist, playing against two male dancers; the cooch
which have made hini' It's a com- his first ,N. Y. vaude date after a gets elevated to the status of a clasSophisticated
mendable thought not to inflict aged four-year hitch as Lieut-Comman- sic dance gesture.
stuff, this modern ballet sells the
ideas on the public simply because der in the
S. Navy, \yho garner
patrons with its suggestion of abanthey have been successful, but in the greatest applat^^e.don, yet is in exceptionally 'good
this case the lack of even one seems
Picoii, recently returned from taste.
Miss
Lighting,
costuming
and
His
show.
to leave a hole in the
abroad, whams choreography first-rate.
workover of "Sing, Sing, Sing," a tour of D. P. camps
dialect
Ernesto Lecuona, South American
which is alrnost entirely a drum them with her parodies and
stories With the same astute sales- composer, is on for a brief turn with
solo by Jimmy Vincent, could ea.smanship that has long sinte made brilliaintine pianistics on a series of
ily be displaced by one Of the band's
more outstanding arrangements of her a favorite of both Yiddish and his own standout numbers including
the past Vincent is fast, but he's regulation vauders. Teeing off with "Siboney," "The Breeze and I," and
Lecuona earns a
not accomplished enough to hold "Jingles Sell," a satire on singing "Maleguena."
such a spot, not to -mention that commercials of radio, she segues good aeighborly hand and serves as
drum-solos went out with the Japs. into an improvised version of "Last a live trailer for the Roxy's next
Prima opens with "Chinatown," Time I Saw Paris," an impression attraction, "Carnival iu Costa Rica,"
a wild, noisy arrangement that ac- of a French chantoosey on a French for which he wrote the score. It's a
complishes nothing but getting the song, and a dramatic number, "We good showmanly booking.
Sid Caesar, a solid number in the
Only other 'Prima- Still Are Here," for solid returns.
sl)o* started.
bamd bits thereaftet aj:e, "It's So Songs are interspersed with dialect nitery belt, also packs a laugh walBrought lop with his vaude routine. Young
!Nice," a typical two-way lyric by stories that also register.
Prima, "Smg," "BiacigaldPp," and back lor an encore, she responds personable comic gets away fast
the ftnale. '^'Brooklyn. Boogie." Not with "Hands," a number with which with his familiar burlesque routine
on a typical Hollywood air-war pic«nough.
The "Sing" arrangement she had been, identified for years,
should be replaced .by a back-numPeabody also has them in the palm ture. Wizardry in mimicking meber fave.
of his hand with his expert ban- chanical sound effects and the corny
Jack Powers, vocalist, who oc- joistics. They couldn't seem to get cliches Of film dialog pay off to
talent,
Winds up with a
ca.-?ionally shows flashes of
enough to him, and was kept on for solid mitting.
but too often reverses that thought, seven
numbers.
Opening with cleverly executed skit of an officer
works up front. His "Sorrento," "Sweet Sue," he swings into a commanding a group of soldiers in
with an Italian-lyric interpolation, nostalgic medley ranging from "Star- an over-the-top charge as performis
very ordiiiary.
-SO's
"Liftda." dust" to "Some of These Days," ed by first a group of English ac"What Are Ya Gonna Do" is better. which has the house jumpin', For tors then by the Moscow Art
Kathy (Kay) Allen' Is the femme changfe of pace, he follows with players.
Phil Regan closes the bill with
finger.
She's oti late with "Mana"Dark
After some tricky some
nifty tenor warbling of a
gua Nicaragua" and "Don't Wanna stuff on Byes."
"Little Sir Echo" and "See
group of pop tunes 'and Irish balBe Loved," both of which Prima You in My
Dreams," he socks Over lads.- In a nice finishing
works into with gags, and "Apple torrid version
touch,
of "St, Lpuis Blues" Sullivan and Regan,
Blossom Time" with Powers. It's
assisted by the
and o£fs to terrific response.

FLAMES

Instrumental
15 Mins.
Village Vang;a»rd, N. Y,
"Three Flames" impress as one
of the top Negro trios to come along
in years. Already known via their
recordings, the boys are making
their nitery debut at this showisase
spot and. although not jsuch good
instrumentalists as the excellent

12 Mins.

His impressions of Crosby and Nelson Eddy have little resemblance to
the originals, but his operatic bit,
"Largo a Factotum," indicates that
he could do well for himself in the
straight vocal vein.
More concentration on straight
numbers and some better, writing for
his introes, could put him in the first
line of cafe and vaude singers. Also
impresses as likely for legit. J'ose.

which earns them a bogThey come back with some

possible,
off.

ultra-blue blues and a hot boogie
huihber featuring Testamark that
has the customers jumping. Haynes
carries most of the vocals and gets
plenty of laughs with his audience
asides.

,Stal.

MAtTBICE

AND MABXEA

Dance Team
12 Mins.
Cotillion
t

Boom, N.

Y.

Young, good-looking dance team

come east after an extended
stay in the Chicago nitery belt for a
return engaement at this class dining room. Duo, displaying a liolished
and versatile style of ballroomoloijy,
can fit into any date, particularly
into the smart spots.
She is nicely
has

o

accoutred; male pard in conventional

white tie.
Pair are featured in a series ot
"dance portraits" covering the most
popular dance forms. Cleverly designed routine opens with strai,ght
fancy waltz piece, then segues into
stylized impressions of the rhumba,
'

'

polka, etc.
Splicing their stint into
this variety of dance forms, all of
them replete with difficult acroturna, sustains high eyerappeal to

hold patron interest.

Herm,

,

NIKOLAI, PAUL & SHABI
Dancing:
10 Mins.

Club LuMarba, Pittsburgh

.

„

Here's an act with cla.ss written all
it that will go anywhere, in theatres or niteries/ and the tonier the
better in the latter category.
Two
boys and a girl make a flashy showing, and their mixture of baUet,

over

and modern dancing has

Balinese

HAL.BAYWIN

on

intelligence in design and execution.
Trio's different than the usual run
of cafe act and doesn't fall into any
given category, although there will

Instrumental-Dance
7 Mins.
Latin Quarter, N. ¥.

Hal Raywin offers a terping vioturn -which can hold up as a probably be some comparisons with
novelty interlude in production num- the Chandra-Kaly dancers, *whom
they somewhat resemble, and not
bers and on the family vaude time.
In Hungarian magnifico garb, Ray- unfavorably, either.
Boston, March 7.
Men are nice looking and the gal's
Jimmy Dorsey Orch, Fat Henning, win shows a set of fast-folk dances got a sultry appeal, and all of them
film and other personalities for nice
to
tunes
of
country
that
while
Iptey- have
Babs & Bobby; "jStoeetHearf Sigma
'Wood.
reception.
jaek-poti
striking authority on the floor.
ing the fiddle.
Their costumes are smart-looking
Alphonse Berge does okay, as Chi" (Mono).
During
his dances the fiddling isn't and ^jumbers have a dazzling brilusual, with his draping act, w,herein
Jimmy Dorsey orchestra, still one of the Menuhin calibre, and tune liance that will appeal to. the balhe drapes a sextet of models "in the
Baltimore, March 9.
of the best in the biz, provides sock needs
orchestral
background
for
letomaines
and still not be above iiie
latest mode of fashion^.
The Mar- show
T'le PitcftTncn (3), Milton Dougfor the customers here, offer- complete identification. However, he heads of others. Threesome should
tells and Mignon, two men and gal,
ing plenty of variety along with its -shows a good brand of straight cat- go places in the proper setting.
las (2) Dorothv Cloirc, Joe, Lou &
close
their flashy adagio disMarilyn Caits, Felice HUi House play. with
hep music making.
gut scraping when he solos the trickv
'
Cohen.
Edbo.
Dorsey fronts the band and takes "Hora Staccato" during a production
Orch (12) ; "Dead Meekoning" (Col)
aerialists,

nifty

open and

trapeeze

Herm.

Woods follows with

linist

RKO^ Boston

and soap
operas, ,and winding with satires on
ribbing, radio commiercials

:

.

,

'

.

..

.

'

Fast-moving layout plays in good
succession from opening slot of Joe,

Ap«lll<»,

•

N. V»

of

Earl "Fatha" Hines Orch (17) with
Essex Scott, Dolores Parker; Holmes
Jean, John Mason, Ford & Horris,
"The Whistler" iCol),

Lou and Marilyn Gaits to sti-ong
closer allotted the Pitchmen. Gaits'
opening packs considerable appeal
via legit hoofery starting out' with

&

younger mixed twosome and winding
Apollo auds get something new in
up with a strong assist from Older
member. Precision stepping is still a their stage fare this week and seem
bell-ringing highlight,
Dordthy Claire In the deuce is a
smartly-gowned vocalist with original material wrapped around ar-

rangements

Of "Reuben, Reuben,"
"Cotlee in Brazil" and "I Can't Say
No." Talking interludes are smartly
handled and straight rendition of
"Glocca Morra" is a nice pace
changer.
Milton Douglas follows
with comedy cross-fire with unbilled
femme who foils nicely. Material is

okay and

re'gisters.

has the Pitchmen
with their kazoos .and comedy musical
impersonations.
Swift patter
keeps customers laughing aind interpolated Xi-ipressions of instruments
in solo and combination take hold
mightily. Props are funny and timing iS sure. Alan Par'ado gives good
assist on the ivories.
Biz big.
Burin.
Closing

sl9t

:

.l^lyinpia.,

Miami'-'

to like it. Bill is short of the usual
talent lineup, with entire closing pe-

riod taken up'by "Fatha" Hines and
his orch in a George Gershwin concert.
Medley of standards brings
great returns.

Dance and chatter

act

Ford

&

Har-

ris open the bill with a stereotyped
stint. Comedy is only so-so, terps are

much

a few licks but remains mostly -well
in the background, using a number

better.

John Mason, nee Spider Bruce,
joins the ranks of fathers; Of the Richard vvho wouldn't open the door,
Claiming to be one of the originators.

featured

band

and vocalists

to

the stage,
laughs.

but

it

still

gets

hefty

:

Miami, March 7.
Boiuiic
Bafcer,
Buster West & good return.s, Both do a sioftshoe
Lucille Pace, Ben Dova, Lou Vogle, sUht, after which Holmes moves info
Mary, Louise & Charles, Les Rhode eccentric and acro work, then some
preltj' funny
House Orch; "California" (Far).
comic chatter, and
closes with a magic stanza.
Easy
Good mixture of standard vaude projection and personality get over
and novelty adds up to a satisfying well.
Hines' band makes only sporadic,
appearances until the
"concert,"
when they really blow. Medley insults.
Opens with "Managua Nica- cludes just about everything Gershragua" and includes "Specialty For win ever did that became popular,
You" and "Good Little, Bad Little from "Fa.scinatin' Rhythm" through
Lady" a newie for her, plus the "Liza," 'Lady Be, Good," "Someone
familiar.s .she is identified -with. Adds to Watch Over Me." right .through
up to neat blend of comedy angled to Clifton Small's nice pian.oing of
songs.
"Rhapsody," Between these numbers
Sockiest of supporting acts is Lou Essex Scoff, ^ husky tenor, comes
Vogle and his impreshes. Guy is through for |iice miffing on "It's
BOfisessed of good voice as well as Wonderful." and Dolores Parker is
Melligent handling of takeofls to sock in "Man Love."
Tomm.
Jiarlay,

Bonnie Baker

toplines with her
shy-style of Ihrushing for solid re-

.

•

He's apparently been around for

Band does productions

like "Aces
Up," 'Outer Drive" and "John Sil
ver' 'to whip up audience enthu

sjasm.
^Instrumentalist!;' featured are John
Frigo, fiddling "Tea for TWo," and

Karl

KifCe,

drumming "Drums Are

G6ttwg Better All the Time," while
the sax section tears through "Holiday for String.?."
Vocals are
handled by Bob Carroll, singing
"Glocca Morra," Linda" and "Where
or When," and Lee Parker, warbling
'Anniversary Song," "Rainy Night
in Rio" and others.
They combine
for a duo on 'Quien Sabe," registering well. It's a good musical show

along conventional

lines.

Babs and Bobby supply standard
and Pat Henning, comic wows

terps

the

pew

PETE SEEGEB

'
•

"'Cf:

'.
'

Songs

instrumentalists some time, but he's a stranger to 13 Mins.
carry the show. Variety's New Act file.
Jose,
Village Vanguard, N. Y.

in a patter routine involving imperMason goes through the tune with sonations
and gags. Finisher with
a ladder, a backdrop and a cop, a an
imitation of a buzz saw achieved
fairly elaborate mounting for this
m a unique manner as the item
perpiece.
ended formed
It's all precipitately
only once, this being Boston.
with the law blackjacking Mason off But
the

Holmes and Jean are one, of the
top acts on the sepia circiii'k and
could be booked well into any kind
ot a spot. Their routining is tight,
entertaining and original and brings

number.

gag-— and other.s— floored
holders, of which, for Lent
many at opener. Eiie

there were

JOE COOK,

JB.

Comedy, Dancint:
Mins.

8

Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
As with all sons of famous
ers,

Joe Cook,

Jr.,

fath-

has both advan-

tages and handicaps when he walks
out on the stage. There's a desire
inevitable

coupled with
comparisons with the illustrious

to like him,

Here's the newest of the current
crop of folksingers, and, from the
reception accorded him in his Village Vanguard preem, the lad should
follow far in the footsteps of Josh
White, Burl Ives, Richard Dyer-Bonnett and others who preceded him.
Unlike the others, who accompany
thAnselves on guitars, Seeger strums
the almo.st extinct long-necked banjo,

on which

he's

a veritable virtuoso.

Young Cook particularly sufthe comparison angle,
his routine is essentially an
effort
to
duplicate that of his
father.
Without ado, it can be said
he doesn't succeed.
Lad is pleasant looking, but lacks
the warmth and pixie charm of the
elder Cook,
Result is the most
matter-of-fact sort of turn consisting of a few gags (n,g.), a bit of
vocalizing and some terping, latter
pere.
fers
since

His voice is ijiothing to rave about,
but it's got a certain infectious quality and good range that'sell his particular type of songs remarkably.
After opening with an old mariner's
ditty, he swings into the folktunC!,
most of which originated in the old
southwest and are unfamiliar.
Ostensibly fresh ofl' the farm, Seeger's
apparent
and
nervou-sness
scrubbed-face appearance add to his
appeal. The lad, with a little more
while flailing a brace of Indian showmalnship technique (which he
clubs.
It
lacks
spark, although can gain at the Vanguard), .sho'dd
.Cook has a basic showmanship that make out okay.
appears might shine with a better
routine.
Herb.
FRANK" MARLOWE

from

Comedy

adds novelty and zip to an already 15 Mins.
well balanced program. This audi- Strand, N. Y.
ence participation stunt is one of
Frank Marlowe's first appearun.'i'
best seen here, with would-be ma- at a major New York house will u';Betty Barclay. Mary Marloio. Don estros and
galleries getting equal doubtedly be followed by other topCornell, Johnny Ryan; Olsen & Joy,
fun out of it.
line bookings when bookers glom his
Canfield Smith; "Bachelor's DaughVocalists do well in solo .stints, as turn. The guy's a howl. He is very
ters" (VA).
well as in chorus with Kaye Choir, reminiscent, somewhat, of Red Skclcomposed of band members. Stand- ton in the latter's vaude days not
Name bands always earn their outs are Don
Cornell and band trio in material, but in delivery.
iHe
keep in this town. Ti-ue to form,
take-off of "Ink Spots" and Betty was in "Toplitzky of Notre I5ame").
Sammy Kaye has the customers Barclay.
Ironically enough, Marlow does lit"swinging and swaying" to the point
Numbers lean towards the sweet, tle that anyone can put a finger on;
whe«;e he may top the record set by rather than
swing, with special in restrospect one Wonders what was
Vaughn Monroe and Stan Kenton, audience appreciation for "Anniverso funny.
He tells no gags, docs
his moist recent predecessor.? here.
sary Song," by Johnny Ryan.
prattfalls, dives into the aud).encp,
Though fugitives from town's-and
Kaye introduces other two acts has a ball with the band,
ad libs
outlying towns-classrooms jam the on bill, both of
which ai'e wedged (.seemingly), and caps it all with a
matinees, Kaye seems to appeal to in as part of the
package. Canfield split on two chair tops, dropping io
more mature tastes than do the Smith gets solid returns
for a really the stage in that position. And the
strictly hot bands. Gets appreciation hep ventriloquist
routine.
Wooden customers fall over.
•yjroughout for his showpian.ship, as partner has a
Charlie McCarthy-like
Guy wjjrks hard, is young, fresh
well as lor his very .smooth Ijatoning. cockiness, and
a routine which is in and very earnest in his efforts. And
Kaye's speeialt.v, "So You Want to character. Olsen and
Joy please in a he's funny. That's the sum.
He
Lead a Band,'; -a la his radio sho^vic, novel acro-terp o#erlng.
LoU'e,
should get itiuch work.
Wood.

Capitol,

Wash.

Wa,sJii)!,gton,

Sammy Kaye Orch

March

(16),

7.

with

.

—

m

14th

ANNUAL

SURVEY OF

By GEORGE BOSEN

And

in Siloam Springs

Out in Siloam Springs, Ark., they got to talking about the UN General Assembly and the
hopes for an atom geared to decent, peaceful
living.
Up in Boston the Puritanical Fathers
and their inhibitions were cast aside as a different kind of bomb hit the Back Bay waters
and burst the age-old tabus that kept basic sex
guidance from its juveniles. Down Georgia way
an Atlanta station dared and got away with it

all angles.
If tradition-bound Boston shut off
newspapers, its lecture platforms to certain verboten subjects, it
couldn't shut up radio. If Steubenville was past
caring about its rampant iniquities, it thought

—to

better after radio excoriated the town's apatliy.

—

take its stand on the side of humanity as
democracy crashed through the Mason-Dixon
Line. The school kids in the hills of old Ken-

—

tucky are talking about other school kids

^those

USSR—for they know now that their
Soviet cousins are just "regular kids." In Steubenville, 0., they had one shooting too many,
in the

and it blew the lid off a modern Gomorrah's corruption. And Little Old New York had to come
back

to the people as its

issue-in

which they

all

Mayor fought out an

had a

stake.

headlines, radio fought the good fight. If Siloam

Springs took the

UN

Assembly for granted,

it

was only because it didn't understand it very
well—until its local station told the story from
its stage, its literature, its

Obviously,

all

radio didn't take

its

task so se-

To many, the lucrative spot announcement was still its reason for being. And many
riously.

failed to see beyond the song-and-gag payoff.

But there were more than enough

stations aware

need to distinguish their medium in such
a way that they would become a vital cog in the
everyday life of their listeners.
of

ttie

Yes,

it's

a heartening story for radio, this

story as reflected in the response of American

That was radio

in 1946.

A radio that had its

say in a community way. And strange, the way
of one community proved the way of all communities. Little or big, they were just people, and
what affected one, affected all. Radio in the
first full year of peace was quick to grasp its

new

line of vision,

and transfer

the world community to

its

its

scope from

own.

and Canadian radio stations
tation of entries for

to Variety's solici-

SHOWMANAGEMENT

Awards. From Maine to Texas, from N. Y. to
L. A., and into the far reaches of Canada, they
had a story to tell and they told it well. A story
of initiative and aggressiveness in commercial
and promotionaT know-how, as well as serving

—

the public interest.

A story, too, that bodes well

for radio's future, as evidenced by the zest and

Radio's pretty smart. It kinda figured that
these people that had a say about the air might
want the air to say for them. And there wei-e a
Radio could
lot of things the people wanted said.

So in 1946 radio took up the cudgels
people on their own front line. And
when, as in Atlanta, prejudice cropped up in the
say it best.

for

its

own

enthusiasm with which the new brood of community stations hatched by the FCC have been
helping the industry recapture that daring, pioneer spirit which characterized the early days
of radio. Revealing parchments all, a blackand-white documentation of commendable con-

—

tributions to

American

life

and

culture.

Wccbtesdny, Mardi 12, 194?
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Citatiovss
M
gaio

leggers now deal bi vjrboten books,
successfully dofled Boston's compounded bigotry, prudishness, and
Comstookery to do its youth a gen-

uine service.

Station

KCOM

]

wmmi,

polio plague that struck Minneapolis last summer, health authorities begged parents to keep their

Boston

Since its graduatWn last year from
the status of a network stepchild

an

to

NBC

I

Striving desperately to stem the

WNB€, New York

kids

home, away from crowds.
indie
Minnesota
of
understanding parental difrestraining vacationing

at

University

autonomous operation, the
flagship station in New York

KUOM,

ficulties in
has achieved a broadcasting pattern
converted
promptly
youngsters,
that's been remarkably geared to
schedule to
community needs. But above and solid blocks of its

the

Irtyohd

recognition

that

"KUOM

local

Kids,"

for

air

the

filling

needs must come ftrst, the entire with fare calculated to keep chilmodus operandi of the NBC key dren busy in their own homes.
station under the know-how tech- When the epidemic continued unnique of manager Jim Gaines has abated past schoolrstarting time,
vividly mirrored the finer qualities "KUOM for Kids" gave way to
Variety went in search of in its bid "School by Air," A greatly enlarged
stag of educators and technicians
for SHOWMANAOE£M£ENT «itries;
WNBC'sMetropolitan News Round- turned out shoWmanly programs
up, an innovation in kilocycle enter- carefully slotted for the various age
prise, was a reflection of the new groups, seized the opportunity to
postwar pattern in news program- plug racial and religious goodwill in
ming, putting the emphasis on a colorful series of social study
Brooklyn and the Bronx in place of programs. Back in school at last,
Shanghai and Capetown to hetter 38%
schoplkids
elementary
of
serve the needs of its listeners. The proved to have heard the programs.

KUOM

tostitutiijg of a cbntiriuih^ calhpaign

is

now

sifting

experi-

its

of saluting the cities,' towns and ences, drawing conclusions, preparneighborhoods in its listening area— ing to meet some Unforeseen future
with an enviable publicity-promo- emergency with the, seasoned knowtion payoff thus far in Bayonne, how
of having brtUiantly met this
Yonkers, Jersey City, Paterson and
again demonstrates an.
Brooklyn
awareness of how sock promotional
campaigning can also translate itself
When Oklahoma City took stock
into real public service by highother
lighting the community's racial prob- after the war, it found, among
lems and their solutions, their, in- things, a considerable increase ih
count.
Alarmed
its
spirochete
dustries, educational facilities and

—

the

WKT

health officials, civic leaders, and
programs fearful parents initiated the now»
fall—before well-known Oklahoma City anti-

of the people.
series of daily

life

WNBC's

in Rockefeller Plaza last
led
am estimated audience of SO,000-^to Vt) campaign. Radiowise,
promoi;e a better imderstanding of the way. In a memorable series of
the nations that make np the United dramatizations of. VD case histories
bright
young
three
Nations; its continuous integration —written by
put the facts of VD
of discussions of specific problems ladies—
and topics—such as labor-manage- before the public in compelling and
ment—into the regular broadcasting showmanly form. Tiranscriptions of
pattern; its ability to blend show- the shows were offered to all who
maijship W4th public service these would use them, were siccepted by
were the achievements that gave 54 other stations and 16 health orVS-NBC a character and individuality ganizations.
Though perhaps not
that merits citation.
menace
the first to tackle the
via radio, WKY's handling was the
best of '46, and in any year an exAnybody who wondered what the ample of clear-thinking, publicBoston Herald-Travelle]; would do Spirited showmanagement.
with a radio station when they finally got one now knows the answer.
Plenty smart, the nev^ owners pried
livewire Bill McGrath loose from
ftssponsflilllti
his 10-year berth at WNEW, made

—

VD

WHDH

T®

him manager. McGrath wasted no
tinie in commencing a clean-up of a
Stagnant situation. The station was
completely re - programmed, with
emphasis on music and lots of it,
plus hourly news and plenty of
sports. Choice time was set aside
.

Tht Sonimunlty
**** * ***

In nine months of McGrath,
Hooper rose 113%,
with the end not yet in sight. WHDH
now dubs itself "New England's
Fastest Growing Station," and industry wisenheimers, gaping at its
meteoric progress, flatly admit that
for once a slogan really fits,
sults:

station's overall

f************ ***********

i* t^**^

WM¥C, Mew York.
Stenliesnville
WAVK, l«alsville

Hugh
tion

Terry's Rocky Mountain stawas quick to realize in the

postwar year of 1946 that new problems faced humanity, that new fields
of opportunity for service challenged
the ingenuity and effort of the

honest and intelligent understanding of the issues involved, and
it's significant that about t^o-thirds

of its non-commercial programming
in the public interest which the station assumed on its own responsi-

»

Soeial Usefalness
>

»

WKEI, Boston

MIJOM, Minneapolis;
W]K¥, Hblahoma €ity
Puritan

Boston,

Watch and Ward

home of the
Society, reticent,

Yankee,

and embarassed, found a
its postwar youth the
of life: its Columbia-owned

voice to
facts
outlet,

tell

WBEI.

In a series <Jf nine
sjg^mertime programs at the accessible hour of 5:30 p.m. on Mondays,
yoiing people heard an intimate, dignified, friendly, scientific exposition
of juvenile sex problems. Carefully
jyrepared and seriously undertaken,

*

WNTC
in

WBEi's "Sex Guidance for Youth"
tooke through radio's self-imposed
inhibitions, proved that even the
T^^st
conservative
audiences .are
rgady for intelligent open discussion
«tf

^^cate

social

subjects.

WEBI,

operating in a city where ex-lxQot-

WLS

inflammatory
books.

fare

had become the most
civic

» »*

''j

sub.way

the five-cent

New York

issue

on

When Mayor O'Dwyer

*

the
an-

nounced open hear Ingi on the fare
question with the public invited to
participate, WftYG sensed drama,
threw lines intb the hearing hall,
broadcast every word uttered. For
two days and nights the people of
New York listened fascinated to the
point-counterpoint of democracy in
action, 'in one of the greatest mass
civics lessons in the history of radio.
For this, capping a year of other
notable services to the citizens of
New York, a Variety Award to
WNYC, the most intelligently-operated non-commercial radio station
in America..

The shooting that ended the life
of a war hero in a Steubenville seraglio failed to dent the weary disgust of a citizenry long since gone
sour on hope for improvement. But

In Prsmstifin
* * ******* * *******
K§TP, Bfinneitpolis
KSTP put on the promotion stunt

to end all promotion stunts during
1946, its Tagged Fish contest prob-

being

the most sensational
ably
thing of its kind in radio annals. If
there was a better one. Variety has
still

to hear about

For. the fisher-

men who

caught them, there was a
merchandise
meant publicity by the freight load, and pictures in every imaginable type of
publication.
Probably without re-

total of $567,000
in
prizes.
For KSTP, it

to

crusade

WAVE

WAVE

took cream time (9:30 p.m.),

»

*
»»
WSB, Ailailta
WINX, Washington, B.C.
«

»

Emory

Loomis,

Jr.,

Burke and Homer
momentarily find them-

iti* legal hot water, the decent
people Of Gebrgia— and Of America

selves

—can thank WSB and

staff scripter

Brand Grandall for having helped
Actually, WSB's
put them there.
fight for tolerance is older

than the

WSB turned out a special
"Harbor" script which made history

to light,
in

southern radio.

'

cabal, aroused Georgia listeners to
a realization that the outright death
ot democracy was the stake for
ing,

To

*

*

* ***** * ***

* *

KMA, Shenandoah
Homer

Croy

has

gone

KMA

the Negro-hating, Jew-baitwere
Columbians
pro-Nazi
With an outspoken courage

uncommon below the Ma.sonDixon line. Where certain statioris
would prefer to consider- the whole

TheFacmer
*

.

playing.
all

*

Slashing at the

Columbians as "the juvenile delinquents Of the Ku Klux- Klan, the
program poUired wisath arid indignation upon the whole Columbian

which

Seryice

on a
Shenan-

writing jag about
in
he's got something. This
rube watter is the farmer's stationbody, soul, and gaiters. It serves up
daily farm fare as hearty as noonday dinner at harvest time, starting
With plenty of newscasts,, weather
and ma'-ket reports, interviews,

too

question of tolerance as somehow
"controversial,"
did lofty ser-

WSB

vice not only to its own li.stener.s,
but to the total community which is
America.

WINX

doah and

In the southern city of WashingC, listeners were treated to
some strong words about an organization more powerful, more seasoned',
probably more dangerous,
specialized scientific (arm info, fea- than Homer Loomis' Columbians: the
tures for the JEarmer's wife, and Ku Klux Klan; As one program of
human interest material in abun- the noteworthy dramatic series,
dance. Meantime Merrill Langfitt "Bright Tomorrow," devoted to the
travels 3,000 miles a year to broaden furtherance of better racial underthe farmer's viewpoint with first- standing, WINX commissioned staffhand
reports from the field, this man Sol Panitz to gather first-hand
year getting as far away from documentary material, turn out an
Shenandoah as Greece and Italy, authoritative expose of Klan aims
„

WAVE UNRHA

•

'** '* **

»

Columbian scandal, In the dramatic
series, "The Harbor We Seek," Crandall and' WSB's enlightened management strtick out forcefully for better understanding between the dializing what it had' started, the staOur
tion snowballed the stunt iiito a wave verse groups which compose
of enthusiasm that hdd millions of country. When the shocking activimidwest Waltons agog, lending a ties of the Columbians at last came

Vaughn Monroe's Camel show and got labor, management and governLucky iStrike's "Hit Parade"),'to pre- rnent partisans to thrash it out be- where
fore a mike. Four, day's later
repeated with a well-balanced panel
on the President's drastic proposals
for
labor
regulation.
Teen-agers
meantime said their "say in a continuing
serie.s
called
"Juvenile
Round Table," tackling hot ones like
"Socialized Medicine," "The Atom
Bomb," and "Juvenile Delinquency;"
Topping these and other good deeds.

**

Understanding

If

lakes in Minnesota.

Ministerial Association appointed a

committee

i

Fostering Racial

it..

One thousand fish were taken
from the State Conservation Department pools, tagged with a number,
and thrown into >the myriad fishing

benville's underworld instinctively
began to leave toWn. Encouraged
by the WSTV initiative, the local

twelve-man

* * * ** * * * *

***** *

lure to fishing in Minnesota beyond
the thrill of the sport itself. Imagthe next day they had reason to inative writers
were soon calling it
take heart.
In an unprecedented the biggest
fish story since Jonah
broadcast, Harry Cochran, WSTV and the
Whale. They weren't kidnews chief, devoted his entire 6:15 din'.
p.m. news period to a scathing blast
**** ** * * ** * ***** ** *** * *
at the apathy, corruption, and venality that had made Steubenville
the Gomorrah of Eastern Ohio.

WAVE

rado Speaks" (sandwiched between

WLS

*

Hotted up by years of ding-dong
debate,

for a clean-up.
City, county, and
bility was launched prior to publistate officialdom is now aware that
cation of the Fee Slue Book.
the taxpayers of Steubenville expiled up impressive billings during
pect action. For lighting the fuse
'46, yet one-seventh of its total prothat exploded into a communitygramming (or a full day of broadWide movement for civic decency,
casting) involved CBS network pubVariets Salutes WSTV.
lic service sustainers; it earmarked
$40,000 of its own coin to render an
invaluable service to its farm public
Provincial Louisville, pride of 01'
with its daily noontime "Farm Re- Kaintuck,- but hitherto a whistleporter," originating the show from stop On the Showraanagement cirwherever farming or ranching had cuit, emerged from 1946 with a
an interest, sending engineers and broadened viewpoint and a better
its farm editor to Chi, Kansas City,
radio station. Commercial hotshot
etc., for live pickups to satisfy the
diverted some energy to loneeds of stockmen and' rural audi- cal enlightenment, came up with
ences.
It preempted
choice time some winners.
At the height of
segments for such shows as "Colo- the railway walkout last spring,

sent (sditoirisl opinions chosen from
the state's daily and weekly newspapers. Its safety educational campaign was slanted to the kids in
school assembly, spiced with a showmanship hypo in terms of a quiz
show. It lifted the veil on Colorado's health problem with a sock
job on cancer, another on tuberculosis, again on polio at SR-time when

1
Best known to national audiences
for its commercial network productions and its enterprise in promoting
hick talent,
in its workaday
local efforts remains one of the most
consistently importan* aggie voices
in the U.S.A. This part-time but
muscular radio arm of the Prairie
Farmer, oldtime hayseed gazette, is
situated in the meat and wheat
center of the wbrld and makes the
hits the air with
most ot it.
Mow-by rblbw livestock reports di-

WLS

KLZ

Eipinding Radf®'s

management.

WAVE

American system of broadcasting. While respectable citizens
rejoiced
As such KLZ geared its operation to in an unexpected champion,
Steuan

KMA

wins a bow for knowing
exactly what audience it wants, and
serving it with solid cornbelt showdoes,

rect from the Chicago yards twice
a day, supplements with four other
stock broadcasts as vital to the
nary every-day people make toward eradiciiting this un-American
farmer as feed to his hogs. Grain
.blight.:
reports get similal- attention, likewise poultry, rabbits, butter, and
took a deep breath, cele- ^ggs.
the state was the fourth hardest hit
Not content with official
in the nation, and it spoke out brated United Nations Week by im- weather
forecasts
alone,
station
f/ankly on the subject of syphillis. porting from the Museum of Modern maintains its own meteorological
It brought the Governor and assorted Art in New York an exhibit of crystal-gazer, talks about weather
the mike for its paintings by Soviet schoolkids. Hun- constantly and actually devotes a
legislators
to
"State's Problem" series; vividly dis- dreds saw the pictures, went away whole quarter-hour to prognosticasected Atomic Power even in the with a warm one-worldly feeling tion on Saturday nights for the week
pre-Bikini days, and took time out that Russian- kids wei;e not much ahead. Digging deeper into Midwe.st
to help solve the returning GIs prob- different from bur owri, For cour- grass roots,
this past year
lems on housing, etc. It was an. op- ageous showmanagement iii the piqked Up good down-home chatter
AVS .shows direct from counties scateration, too, that reflected radio's Bourbon belt, salutations to
increasing stature in community af- from VAaiKrr.
tered
through
four
mid western
fairs, with Terry and the station's
states,
took its famous noonday
»
»» »
>
»
key personnel projected prominently
Dinnerbell Hour out into the field
into Denver's civic and cultural enand put it on remote from all .overImaginatioiE
deavors.
the map..

WSTV

*****

Benver

WSWj

—

for community service ^nightly at
8:30 for a bright "and showmanly
roster of local interest features, and
lSi;95 p. m. for a New England farmand-food show. Full page newspaper
displays and other promotion were
employed to get chary Boston listeners to try "the new WHDH." Re-

* * * *

MJLW,,

stray calf, a new bell for the church,
or a school teacher lor a remote
New York, rep Lew Avery
takes around one of the soundest
pieces
of station promotion yet
turned out, a brochure titled "A
Rep's Day on an Iowa Farm." Premeditatively aggie in everything it
village. In

WNEW

WKY

WKY

We Forget—

'%est

record of broadcasting aimed at mass education on democratic
principles would be complete without taking official cognizance of the
notable contribution made during 1946 by the Institute for Democratic
Education. As programming designed Ixi combat IntoleraMce and promote better intergroup relations, the Institute has irfeached a high
water mark of achievement over the past seven years, during which
time it has produced 10 series of transcribed dramatic programs, each
i?
broadcast Ijy a minimum of 500 Stations.
Particularly notable was the Institute's 1946 series of 15-minute and
half-hour dramatic shows, "Lest We Forge^-These Great Americans,"
which were offered without charge to stations for broadcast as a noncommercial feature. As "many as 750 stations grabbed them up; they
went into 1,900 schools in America, for use as auc^o-educational aids,
an accomplishment matched only by the Institute's pioneering iii the
use of spot announcements utilizing commercial techniques to promote
better intergroup relations,
Ite Institute cooperated with
(N.Y.) in the development of its one-minute "Keep Faith With America" tolerance spots, with transcriptions currently being distributed on
a cuffo basis to more than 250 stations throughout the country. Quasiofficial civic bodies such as the Chicago Mayo'r's Commission on Human
Relations, the Connecticut Interracial Commission, the Detroit Interracial Committee, etc., have also undertaken sponsorship of the spots.
Ins^tute currently has in production a nfew transcribed seriest "Lest
We Forjget—The American Dream," featuring such top-flight stars as
Ralph Bellamy, Frederic March, Canada Lee, etc., dealing specifically
with the problem Of prejudice and emphasizing the contribution ordi-

No

he

checked

up

on

ton, D.

practices.
Panitz's script, "The
Triple K," told a factual story that
produced inore horror and shivers
than fancy eould ever concoct, a
story based on eyewitness reports

what and

was doing with good Iowa
produce.
Come gradusitlon time,
will hold its annual radio
graduation for the hundreds of
crossroads schools whose graduation
classes are too small to have special

KMA

by pro-tolerance agents who had infiltrated the Klan as a means of
thwarting its purposes. "The Triple
K" faced up to all the ugly hatreds
and spoke them out so that Washfarmer's service whether to find a ington could' hear and squirm.
,

ceremonies of their own.

KMA

pub-

lishes and distributes its own radio
listing bulletiti, and puts itself at the
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WWBC, New York

Radio Station

WHDH. Boston

Expanding Radio's Social Uselulness

KUOM, Minneapolis

£EI, Boston
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To The Community

KLZ, Denver
WSTV, SteubenviUe
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WNYC, New York
WAVE. LouisviUe

Imagination In Promotion
KSTP, Minneapolis

Outstanding Seime To The Farmer
WLS, Chicago
KMA, Shenandoah

Fostering Racial Understanding
WSB, Atlanta WINX, Washington. D. C
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WCKY, Cincinnati: L. B. Wilson's
SO,000-watt station created quite a
flurry when in 1946 it adapted the
block programming technique into
the metropolitan-urban-rural Cincy
area, raised havoc with the local
Hoopers, achieved a 33-state (and
two foreign countries) mail pull, and
demonstrated how a little daring
could be translated into a r^al job
to the advertiser.

Wedsiesilayi MfflreHi 12,

1947
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Good

Were

Both

Plentiful,

*

M
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1 0

:

piaign as result of circus holocaust
enlisting support of all civic and
state agencies; buttressed efforts by
spurring anti-conflagratipn work by
Boy Scouts, school children, etc.

Adapting Station
Resources to a Peacetime Era and in

Ideas

in

Overall Showmanship

,

WIND, Chlcaco: Ralph Atlass'
sports-minded indie was that in
Spades during 1946 and gave its listeners
some notable on-the-spot
news

coverage.

KFWB.

Los Ancelec: Shock-proof

Hollywood got its top exhibition of
showmanship, thanks to the razzle^azzle techniques of the Warijers
station. When you can get 40,000
people to turn out for the unveiling
«f an electric sign; when you can
corral all of Hollywood's top talent
for a spectacular

show and

March

of

Dimes

another 40,000,
you've got something worth forag-

ing

attract

about

the year with his time buyer-slanted^cartoon series. .Station can also take
a bow for its Fred Riobbins <''1280
Club"), one of the fresher air personalities of the year.

Barbara:
KIST,
Santa
Harry
Butcher's new' outlet has brought an
alert

showmanship hypo

Santa

to

Barbara. Lost no time getting, rolling, with 13-week series on juvenile
delinquency {juves themselves told
the hows and whys) highlighting its
realistic programming agenda.

CKAK,

Montreal: Station prepping
for elaborate celebration oi quartercentury of broadcasting.
Canada's
pioneer French station caters to an
unusual clientele; is itself an unusual operation. Boasts musical library of 40,000 selections.

the Dixie backwater
Station in McComb, Miss., continued to bat 1,000 during 1946
as the mule's best friend.
Station's "Missing Mule" service is one of the oddities in
broadcasting annals. For seven
has been
years the station
emergency
anbroadcasting
nouncement about mules straying away, asking listeners to be
On the alert. A farmer .without
a mule around McComb is bereft
of his most valuable asset. To
the station's credii there ain't

been a mule permanently

lost in

the seven-year period.
Station won a Vamett plaque

back

oSicialljr

tied

in

with

cam-

WISR, Butler: This 250-watter in paign.
WSiKV, Symcuses Col. Harry Wil- Pennsylvania
has been making a
dug into his pockets for one of
real public service items of the

—

concerted drive to

make

became

Another new

.

United Nations

Week

observ-

WHAM,

obligations seriously.

ance, station made a noteworthy effort to slant established local shows

toward the

UN

topic

.

'

ployers.

ated

with

WGY,

Schenectady: Old Graybeard

among American radio st-itions. Under new management 6f G. Emerson
Markham there's been an increased
emphasis
upon- locally-originated
programs of public interest.

WIS, Columbia, S. C: Educational
program service directed at 'teenagers, highlighted by "Youth Speaks*
student forum.

WGAR, Cleveland: In addition to
sports coverage, station
diemonstrated breadth of scope in
giving Cleveland CIO 15 minutes
weekly to do a series on their work
in the community, and also in the
"V for Veterans" series.
first-rate

WGAR

Other sound

local programming in
"Weppons of Peace^' series and "You
and your Government." A many-

sided radio, operation close to the
heart of the Cleveland audience.

WHCU, Ithaca: "Radio Edition of
the Weekly" press now has the cooperation of 74 local newspapers
within station coverage area, and
has stimulated a healthy' spirit of
rivalry between the various communities for preeminence in democratic
attainments.

Rochester: Station did a

hangup job of augmenting its news
facilities during three-month newsand produced
C|[CW, Moncton: Station's promo- paper strike, covering virtually
"United Nations On the March" of tion symbol of "Lionel the Lobster" everything that would be the provto disseminate info of general inter- documentary ince of the press.
\
actuality
character has been an eye-catcher. "J'obs for
est about various educational, indus- which included
choral music and Joe'V series has analyzed returned
trial, social and civic organizations
talks by everybody from bank prexy Canadian vets' individual capabiliin Pittsburgh.
to local rabbi.
ties, making a sincere pitch to em>
WTAM, Cleveland: Station cooper-

segment Monday through Thursday

yoice of agriculture. Broadcast average of three farm programs a day
during 1946—1,100 in the course of

and has emerged much more alert
on all fronts, particularly in regard

Rochester: Turned out a
mighty Useful handbook on mike
technique for speakers, new actors,
announcers, etc.

street cross-

ings safer.

ing

KMOX, St. Louis: Station, between
CBS shows, is projecting itself as a

WHEC.

.

Pittsburgh:
Station
set
aside its 6:45-7 early evening time

Aggressive,

a year.

.

WCAE,

York:

WOR

WHBF, Bock Island: Did big sales
promotion job themed around its
four-city market of Rock Island, MoWOL, Washington: Reflecting asline, East Moline and Davenport "as
tuteness of Cowles Bros,, station has
close together as the boroughs of
undergone facial uplift in past year
New York."

WLAN, Lancester:
CJCA, Edmonton, Alberta: Daily
station, in operation since August, aggie show, "Here Comes
the ALC"
'46, and went right into action, get(Alberta Livestock Cooperative"),
KICA, Clovis, New Mijxico: An- ting local padres together for round- aimed at station's S-to-2
ratio rural
swered the FCC with its own Blue table
"Pastor's
discussions
on
audience.
Book No. 2, reflecting an alert op- Forum,'* with no holds barred.
eration in terms of public service
WSM, Nashville: Fabulous broad- and entertainment programming on
casting colossus in the heart of the a local level. ^
WONS, Hartford: Manager Ralph
CKPR, Fort William, Ont.: Station Kanna doubles in brass as performer
Jhfll country listened to NBC's bluehas been making a concerted effort and salesman, doing a show from
ribbon aggie program, the Farm and
to reflect, local life and business.
Home Hour, found it wanting so far
his own home with wife and baby
KVFD, Fort Dodge: Did a notable
as "WSM- farmers were concerned.
participating.
It's
called
"Deep
Result was a $30,000 annual .appro-, job during the paralyzing snowstorm
Purple."
priation for a special farm show, of Jan. 29 and 30 of this year.
WMAZ, Macon: Does outstanding
spotted at the choice noonday hour
news .job, hitting parity with the
and prominently tagged "Not For
CKNW, New Westminster: Compress in the eyes of police, city of«ale." :.
WCBI. Columbus, Hiss.: Part of a ficials, etc. Did own coverage of mercially alert station is setting' the
four-station state net, this ambitious lynching investigation in Athens and pace in Canada for block-time operation. First Canuck station to set
outlet
made a deep impression Battle of Governors in capitaL
up block time to index listeners.
yVSAX, irankton: With an au- among public service-minded listendience 84% rural, station sent farm ers.
chief Chris Mack to Guatemala to
WHNC, New Haven: Another vicReport on the work of the Tropical
WOW, Omaha: Station's "Operatim of New Haven's radio-hating
Plants center, established there by
KSD, St. Louis: This staid old maid
tion Big Muddy" show explained
Iowa State Agricultural College. of St. Loo radio continues to do newspapers, station staged an "Ex- Army's reclamation
and flood-control
position for Better Living" in State
Loaded down with color film, inter- the most conscientious news job in
Armory which got the brushoff treat- plans for the Missouri river.
American good wishes, and a wealth the city. It cost the Pulitzer manment from dailies but succeeded in
«f fascinating new aggie info of im- agement a pretty penny to send- its
packing, 'em in.
Iporfance to Midwest farmers. Mack special events chief, Frank Eschen,
WSAV, Savannah: Station has
returned to his home grounds with to Rome with the late Archbishop,
made a laudable habit of preempting
Tadio talks and personal appear- Cardinal-to-be Glennon.
good time for public service and reances that brought a colorful note
WCMW, Canton: Six-month.?-old fusing
to sell it
into the more prosaic workaday
station held its own "UN" on local
ferm world of WNAX's less sensa1VSJS, Winston-Salem: In addition problems, presenting everybody in
tional latitudes.
city government.
Taking its local
to riding on the NBC coattails durthe "Weekend In London"
free trip being more than a giveaway, but an honest effort to help
solidify U. S.rBritish relations.

year

New

Tofk: Bulova-owned

transcribed tolerance spots
well produced. Station
a showcase for -le jazz

terrific stuff,

also
hot.

WOB,

stunt-minded
tugged hard at
the promotion-publicity traces during 1946, like the city desk of
a
Hearst paper in the old days. Was
first in N. y. to hire Nielsen audi,
meter.

to news.

was

the

WNEW, New
indie's

in 1940.

Webster, "Night Mayor" of Charlotte,

«ler

KSAN, San Francisco: Station's
thrice-weekiy auction of articles
fetched tidy sum of $10,000 to fight
juvenile delinquency, with Mutual
Business Club of S. F. enlisted to
distribute coin in the right places,
.

Donkey Serenade
WSKB,

every

organization

in

KMBC, Kansas City: A great radio station that doesn't stint on anything.
Promotionwise, last year, it
came up with a hook, "The First
Quarter-Century of American Broadcasting," which recounted the great
deeds of the pioneers and aroused
in those still living a warrn nostalgia for those early and somehow
carefree days of radio development

Cleveland from the Zoological Gardens to the Jewish Committee for
Russian Relief,
which preeraed in July of ''46 has
WIBG, Philaaelpbia: On theory
March of Dimes on "Ladies Be been working hard to
N O X, Knoxville: Station's
pay the bills that if disk shows sell goods
Why not
Seated" origination from local thea- and grow.
'Forum of the Air" was well preHas been battling it out the public good, WIBG has
tre.
jock Dick
with a Detroit biggie on the basis of Mabry
WBBC, Birmingham: Promoted pared, well publicized and featured
devoting his platter -spinning
recorded music and local service.
the best people WNOX could lay its
benefit
football
to public service efforts.
game for Cripple
Children's Clinic, bringing Bill Stern hands on.
WBBSf, Chicago: Did a headsup
down for play-by-play description,
Job on behalf of Negro culture and
which
in $100,000 from gate
WTAR, Norfolk: Attention FCC:
KGVO, Missoula: A. J. Mosby, sta- receiptspulled
their Contributions to America and
and
Here's a station lyith statistics showcontributions.
WHBC, Canton: Promoting the
tion prexy, is a man of action. Coven behalf of Negro-white undering 3,680 programs, 4,059 announcetheme "Your Good Neighbor," staered Bikini in person, .sending radio
standing.
ments for public service projects of
tion adopted a cartoon "Good Neighreports back daily. Instituted profitone kind or another.
WMOX, Meridian:' Another '46 bor Mike" and followed the "open
sharing plan for station's 25 ei»baby and quick to take the lead in door" policy with regard to all ef.t»loyeeis.

WLAW,

Lawrence: Grabbed itself
a flopk of publicity and $1,200 for

CHOK,

Sarnia, Ont;

New

,

station

W

:

:

,

.

WGAL,

•

:

Lancaster: Effort

on be-

two-way pitch to industrialized and
agricultural sectors.
CKWS, Kingston, Out.: When you
can claim 70 to 90% of available auWBTM, Danville: Piedmont-belt
dience despite competition (as based
on EIliott-Haynes report) then you've station's spotting of high school and
WHBQ, Memphis: Wifti its motto
junior college students on own shows
W12E, Springfield: Used letters got something to crow about
"Heeds the Needs Of Future Citiis one for the books. Kids haVC carte
'P. S." in teaser campaign that had
blanche to do what they win on the zens," Station put on a nicely coWhole town itching to know answer.
ordinated,
well-rounded campaign to
programs, with no attempts to censor
Proved to mean "Promote Springreach, teach and entertain Memphis
KNX, Los Angeles: CBS' powerful them.
field," pointing up WIZB efforts to
juVes,
Coast station went Hollywood in a
promote welfare of community.
big way on sales promotion, giving
it all the trimmings, worthy of a Sam
Goldwyn production.
WMB. New Vork: Showed com- WILM, Wilmington; New station
KMPC, Los Angeles: This 50 kw
mendable sensitivity to life-and- doing fine work to give
Delaware
indie has been put through intensive
dieath issues of the day, with im- city a real
local station.
Seems to
promotion grueling by aggressive
WBT, Charlotte: The dharlie pressive roster of important names, be fulfilling purpose for which FCC
Richards ownership.
Station
has
politics-wise.
handed out these 250- watt commuveen able to impress local advertis- Crutohfield-managed station did a
hangup job in its safety driving camnity licenses.
ing g(e«try strongly.
paign, cued to the thousands of new
cars hitting the road, enlisting civic
WWL, New Orleans: With stock
leaders, police, governor, mayor, etc. breeding lagging
Louisiana,
WTIC. Bartforia; Station owned by
W^V, New »«rk; Ralph Weil did Even the station's "Midnight Danc- has been plugginginday-in-day-out
for Travetos Insurance Co., pulled
out
»f the foaqgup promotion Jobs of ing Party" show, emceed by Kurt improvement
of livestock in state.
all the stops on Are jprevenllon
cftmhalf of

was

Community Chest campaign

energetic, forceful,

;

WWL

•M

fort in the public good.

:

original.

WJLS, Beckley^ W. Va.: LocaJ
beauties made life brighter for returned veterans in the "Blind Date
For GI's" show. With spbnsiir fotiting
the bill for dinner, dancing, etc.

KKNT, Des

Moines:

Pioneering

television in the farm belt; made
farmers at State Fair video-conscious with International J3(arvester

picking up the tab.

.

;.

CKEY,

Toronto: Privately-owned
hiapleleaf shot the works for every
public interest effort that came down
the pike. >Uid^as oh the b£|ll showmanWise^ giving its publife* service
V

(Continued on page J$)
.

JACK BEMIVY

essential

Currently in his 15th consecutive year as a network headliner, the "Kid from Woukegan," through
his Sunday night NBC program, perhaps best reflects the development oi comedy on the air as we
faxiow it today. The story of Beimy is the story of

and

because Benny himself has always given full
credit to these cfomponent parts to the degree of
minimizing his own role; because he has been quick
to grasp the value of situation comedy as the basic
concept of his approach to the problem of presenting

cast;

programs that consistently pay off in
and because he's in a class by himself when
comes to kidding the commercials, as evidenced

fresh, live

laughs,

anew this year with his "Sportsmen" quartet. These,
perhaps, best explain why Benny climaxed a 15year career by bouncing into the No. I Hooper spot
early in the season and has been smack up with

Top

15 leaders

week in-week out.

constont

and

CO.

Sunday evening ABC network
Story Ever Told." the Goodyear

Goodyear

these notable Biblical presentations,

is

waiving

all commercial plugs, content with a mere
back-and-front identification. As an unselfish endeavor toward utilizing radio in the public interest,
it's a gesture that well nigh stands alone.
For Good-

year has nothing to gain but the satisfaction derived
from spreading the gospel of universal brotherhood
into several million homes weekly; the satisfaction
of knowing that its money has made possible a
series of dramatic presentations that integrate into

When.

last

wholesale wave of criticism against the medium, it
represented a courageous step. It was a "let's-putour-house-in-order" note of caution that would inevitably invite a field day for skeptics unless Paley's
own CBS took the initiative and did something about
But perhaps they didn't reckon on Paley, for
it.
already a noteworthy chapter has been written into
Paley
the Primer. In a precedent-shattering move,
prime time in
off commercial shows at

knocking

documentaries,
order to program a series of vital
potential audience
thus exposing the shows to a

numbering in the multi-millions. Further, he
understandmoting the improvement of international
techniques
ing by experimenting with new program
in reportmg
realism
of
note
new
and by injecting a
is

pro-

the events of the world.
voice such as
The presence and continuance of a
American broadcasting, is
his, within high places in

some

vigorous, forceful indict-

of intolerance, prejudice

the satisfaction of
superlative radio.

October, Paley stood before NAB convention in Chicago
and tossed off his Paley Primer On Programming as
the most effective means of injecting a constructive
hypo into the radio pattern and combating the

is

of the

.

PALEY

cooperation.

of

show, "The Greatest
Rubber Co. has transcended the role of the everyday
radio bankroUer. For the privilege of paying an annual time-and-talent cost fee in excess of $750,000 to
spread the brotherhood-of-man motif that underlies

"Variety" this year presents a spscia! award to
the Columbia Broadcasting System's Chairman of
the Board for being foremost among industry leaders
to invite public criticism and suggestion in a spirit

and genuine

a source

articulates are

encouragement.

GOO0YEAH RUBBER
As sponsor

ments

of sincere

reneviring

the religiose format

WILUAM

To

brightest promise.

chang-

"Variety" salutes him because the program represents the acme in smooth
cooperation between scripters, production crew and

the

is to fulfill its

which he most clearly

ing techniques, in radio.

it

radio

of practitioners in radio, in the creative
technical fields, the traditions of American radio

the whole transition, in radio comedy programming
through the years; of a comedian who, thanks to his

own particular savvy, has grown up with the

if

thousands

knowing

CUFF0RB

and

that

*l.

it

bigotry.
all

And

adds up

BURR

.

:

to

;

one of the few Commissioners in
the history of the FCC who has been able to see the
viroods for the tr^es. By contrast with the lawyers
and engineers who have usually been liis colleagues, he has insisted that the decisive criterion of
radio^ service is not primarily the coverage pattern,
the balance sheet, or the subtleties of a practitioner
before the FCC Bar, but what comes out of the loudClifford

J.

Durr

is

speaker: the program. It is preeminently Durr who
has refused to lend his assent to Commission decisions which might tend to corrode the foundations
of

a

truly free

who has

and unmonopolized

radio.

It

is

Durr

struck out sharply against inflated sale

prices for facilities

which are primarily the property
who has not

And finally, it is Durr
of the public.
hesitated to state his position publicly

and

terms, stumping the country from end to
preach the gospel of democracy in radio.

in lucid

end

to

To the Great Dissenter of the present FCC; the
guardsman of the American people's stake in the air
they nominally own omd the most showmanagementminded Commissioner on the FCC, "Variety" extends its esteem and its 1946 Award.

.
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Highlights: 1940 Sh©wiiianagemenl;
K0IN>

(Continued from page 36)
that extra
tenable.

that

filip

makes

it

Excellent

Portland:

SHOWMANAGEMENT
by WPOR,

York:

Station,

cal activities of all kinds.

call letters to

usual,

entry

station in Port-

program, nor a
Merely an idea.

as

was on the beam on clever
ads and promotion, with particular
emphasis on switchover from old

ABC

was not based on a

Me.,

land,

New

WCBS,

WOWO, Fort Wayne: This Westinghouse property worked hard to
be a re^il "good neighbor" to its au«
dience by keying in closely with lo-

KQV,

They Also Serve

well-

rounded community seiyice job in
Portland and surrounding territory.

lis-

may

Station

promotion.

Station sold the renting agent
of a 14-story Portland business
(quite a skyscraper for Portland) a daily program to prom'ote the businesses located' in

new.

Pittsburgh:

have something of enduring quality
in its new "Opinion-Aire," gimmick,
which has already been tested via
Mutual's "American Forum."

WMCA, New York: Was alerted to
the full meaning of Atomic Energy
via its "One World or None" series.

that building.

KWK,

Took a forwardestablish a

St. liouis:

moving step

to

KWK

creed "to strive to dissipate the darkness of intolerance and ignorance
tlvough the advancement of true

WSAI, Cincinnati: Out on its own
(without WLW) station fought
hard to win Cincinnati with nightly
symphonic music, commentator on
local affairs, liberalized policy with
regard to discussions, labor, etc.

The

at last

tising

businesses got the adverAnd the renting
free.
will, solidify-

agent got the good

ing the building's position with
against the possiits tenants
bility of leSs lush, times than

Americanism."

Review
WCPO, Cincinnati: Developed
"Teener Quiz" for local Ford dealwhich turned out to be a redhot show.
Tied up good public
service theme: "Return to SchoolFinish Your Education,"
ers

KOA, Denver: Self-styled "Colossus of the Rockies" has a versatile performer in Hal Rennolet and
in general is continuing its sock job
amid the crags and 'peaks

WCAU, Philadelphia: Continued
guidance
laudable vocational
"Career Forum" project and used
its power for good to combat civic
ills with "It's Up To You."

of

the

Colorado uplands.

its

WHO, Des

Moines: This whopping

SOkw

station conducts bigtime operations in a coverage area which
blankets a good chunk of territory.
Work is particularly
good on soil
'
conservation.

these.

WHK, Cleveland: Celebrating
WHB, Kansas City: This roistering
Norfolk: Still doing a good 25th anni on March 5. "Memo To
WINS, Binghamton: Station did sluggei* in Kansas City butted ahead
You" a neat framework for public a live job getting employment for in 1940 to force industry and audi"
interest promotions of all sorts.
ence attention and more than its
veterans.
share of new business. Fishing hard
WTNB, BirminKham: Sports,
sWing-pluson the familiar
ICCKN, Kansas City: Brought busisex trade promotion theme, station stunts, audience participation, hillWGKV, Charleston: On the ball
ness men and civic leaders before
WENB, Chicago: At a time (prior integrated same Idea into its audi- billies, ,interviews, politicans and refor business and public interest in
the mike as personal participants in
to Bikini) when there was still a ence! promotion, now publishes a' motes.
the coal valleys.
community broadcasts.
about Atomic lively digest dubbed "Swing."
cloak of secrecy
its

WTAR,

sports public service Job.

.

•

WHB

..

WHP,

Harrisbors-*

Station's

new

program, "The World's A Stage"—
the show about show business—
uniquely integrates the One World
i^ea with a solid showmanship hypo.

WLACj

community

with

energy, station hit hard with its
four-part series of. "Man and the

Nashville: Integrating well
life,

what

Atomic Energy" programs.

with

cups for public schools on
occasion of Tennessee's 150th anniversary and close cooperation with

CHEF,

silver

munity

civic activities.

WMPS, Mempbis: Hep

months

and

old,

cleverly.

hitting all the high spots
interest as well, via
daily wire recorded broadcasts. At

WtiW, Cincinnati; Jim Shousa
again demonstrated bis alertness in
the commercial management field
by cueing his advertising and selling, techniques to new and different
marketing conditions. His Triple-A
Plan on station promotion aimed at
audience,
agency and advertiser
could well stand as a model for on-

the height of the Smuts argument,
it snared an Indian labor leader from
South Africa; a Brazilian journalist
on the Spanish question, etc.

the-ball iterators.
Public servicewise, station in '46 sent party to investigate and report on famine conditions In Europe.

KUOA,
WTMJ,

on special

Milwaukee:

"Grenadier"

events angle. IMd good wotfc in the novelty band used as station's proHazleton: Tackled in seri- field with wire recorder, catching motion vehicle, with series ot perous manner problem, of returning LaGuardia passing throii^ town in sonal appearances in sIk key Wisvets and readjustment to civilian his UNRRA days, Jimmy Doolittle consin cities.
lite; also put emphasis on j^orts.
and landing of the Memphis Belle.

Kd

^is Quebec com-

tion.

WAZL,

a boft Job on
KQY, Phoenix:
juvenile delinquency; with the aid
of- civic and social agencies brought
about a 20% decline in delinquents.

Graiiby:

station, 10

its
general manager, Jacques A.
Thivierge, reflect an optimism and
Boston: Station's Cpm
faith and a go-ahead spirit remarkmunity" Plan projected ever-closer ably in cohtrast to the melancholia
integration with community activity Of our
soothsaying economists.
with particular emphasis on educa-

Dayton: Went to 24.thoui*
servce with "Swing With Wing" allnight platter show, promoting it

WNAC,

WARD, Johnstown, Pa: Opened
WBRC, Birminrham: Hard at work
Aug. 1, '46, and vitMn short space reducing traffic and other accidents.
of time had won the accolade of
"The Friendly Station."

•

WING,

Siloam Springs:

UN

Gen-

Assembly coverage was of top

eral

calibre,

and human

WQXR, New York: Demonstrated
WPAT, Paierson: Aggressive indie anew that good music builds a
keyed carefully to Jersey audience. specific^ loyal radio audience all its
CKWX. Vanesuver: Hard-hitting WEBR^ Builalo; Station's "StandHad mayors of the many Jersey own.'
promotion effort for allocation ol ing Rodm 'Only" show marked an
communities in state area kick probpromotion equitable to all programs eager attempt to develop local live
lems around.
programming.
on station.

KI^C, lio* Angeles: Under di
WRVA, Richmenel: Show-hungry
of sports director Sam
rection
Richmond finally had its dreams
Station's
Sacramento:
KXOA,
station has
WQVA, Moline: New station put
KADA, Ada, Okla.: Located in the
come true when station took over lamplighter Campaign urged house- Baiter, ex-commentator,
swinging the sports circuit, heart of grazing and stock-breeding on "Community Hour" five hours a
the Lyric theatrer changed its name holders to bum their porch liglits been
Also boasts Al Jarvis, top moolah country—the "Hereford Heaven." week to probe into all aspects of
to WRVA Theatre^ and started boofc at night to protect women who
hound in the Coast disk jockey field. They fed a Hereford auction to ABC community life.
ing Broadway shows into town.
worked late and came home at late
last year in which somebody finally
hours. Result was sharp decrease in

WWSW,

PittsbarKh: Non-partisan

mugging, with - idea
through California.

now

paid

spreading

WIBX,

politfcal broadcasts designed to get
voters to know candidates better,

agencies.

WHN, New

for

a Hereford bull

Zento."

WMBD, Peoria:" Has developed
high regard of obligation to community. -V^hen bus operators' strika

Francisco: Scored beat

was called in early morning hours
after newspaper had gone to press,
station did alert news job with ride-

.

York: Station's "Book

On Trial" continued to carry the
Evansvllle:
When fire literary torch, taking up where
the plant of the Mt. "Author Meets Hhe Critic" left oB
Vernon Democrat in a neighboring when latter moVed ovaf to' another
city, station sought the paper's good- station.
will by offering free time to the
Vernon news
daily to broadcast
until publication could be^lresumed.
CJOR, Vancouver: Really blew the
lid off last April for inauguration
of new 5 kw transmitter. Station's
KFEL, Denver: Made conscientious production manager, Dick Diespec->
forensic efforts, rel^on and sports. ker, a man of considerable talents.
^GftF,

destroyed

$51,000

named "Del
Fine work in co^
Red Feather welfare

Vtifca:

operation with

'

KPO, San

when they took a mike right into
Alcatraz for the first time in history
Did yeoman and interviewed the warden right
work during newspaper strike to after the famous prison break last
local,
naon
keep public informed
May.
tional and world hews picture,

WMAS,

Springfield:

sharing
advice
which otherwisa
might have stymied all business, industrial operation for lack
ployees.

of

em-

Mt

W0R(M.)1

'iRMA'

From

Personnel

•

EYED FOR BORDEN

Stricter

Activity;

stricter

'

regime

all

the

more

startling

because of its suddenness. Changes
started only after station's 25th anniversary was passed.
Since March 3 receptionists have
been instructed to record "in" and
"out"

for

all

timeclocfc, with

members, a

la

everyone due in

at

staff

promptly. Memos float through
the station calling attention to need
of paring budgets, economizing on
materials, etc. Last week a memo
was posted from the Executive Comtnittee, stating that hereafter all outside activity of staffers would be
prohibited, except by special permission of department heads, who in
turn had to get .the committee's ok.
Outside employment which already
exists, said the memo, is to be terminated as soon as possible.
Ukase has staffers on all levels
worried, as several Write ihagazine
airticles, books, qplumns, make recordings, or act ih shows to sUpple9:15,

WNOC,

Norwich: One of the itsiehatched by the FCC during
Fighting the anti-radio press by

bitsies
'46.

dlstribtftfng its

own program

Met Rate

€INNY SIMMS CIS SPOT
There's

Personnel at WOJR, N. Y. are variously worried or upset over the new
reform or disciplinary wave that's
swept the station. Tightening up of
rules, surprising new regulations,
economy drives, etc. indicate a

KSO, Des Moines: Goes

a strong

likelihood

that

when Borden
Simms Friday
it

will pick

drops the Ginny
night show on CBS,
up as replacement the

new Cy Howard situation comedy,
"My Friend Irma.". At least CBS
pitching hard with

its

aged comedy and there

house-pack-

may be

a

decision shortly.

Meanwhile it's a tossup whether
Young & Rubicam retains the Bor-

&

billings or Kenyon
Eckhardt
in on it.
Latter currently
share Borden billings with the CBS

den

moves

"County Fair" show,
"Irma" i« femme-to|^ed by Marie
Wilson of Ken Murray's "Blackouts"
on Coast, and Kathy IjCWiS, a forthright

ment

AFRA
their

actress.

WOR

one department

listings.

ikes

right into
parochial schools to pro-

public and
duce "This Is America" and giving
school kids chance to do a real radio show.

e.

OF DENVER TO ADD

NEWm RADIO COIISE

Nkei

Boston:

Station's

"Open

which attracted 23,000 to
on opening day, was an

studios

example of spcl^ listener promotion.

NEC Takes

'Ellery

Queen'

Oi Smnmer SuMease Plan;

Bet Def

,

:

upping the rates at this time.
network brass, it's
of
is Jthat any such boost would
probably invite a mass exodus of
ity of

Feeling

incomes. A clerk in clients to other media, no w that the
a waiter outside competitive sweepstakes are on in

is

widowed stenog clerks in a earnest
weekends for supplemental

Mettiphis

Difficulty ot getting

a

controversy

trated

store

WMPS

MlliS ADDS TO 'HYMNS'
Chicago, March 11.
has strefigltiehed
"Hymns of All Churches" oh ABCJ
with the addition of four singer^,
bringing the choir Up to 10 voices.

General

Mills

One^Way Blues
Memphis, March

hours; a

sought.

new

Denver, March 11.
The Univ. of Denver, which has
Sensitife i@ Criticism
just raised a $2,000,000 expansion
NBC and American Home Prodfund, will add a new four-year raA hike in network rates to adver- dio course at the spring
ucts Co. have effected something in
quarter.
tisers is definitely not in the cards
Chancellor Caleb F. Gates said R. the nature of a compromise on movthis year, despite the increasing tenover
sion around the four webs over re- R*)ssell Porter, co-ordinator of ra- ing the "Ellery Queen" show
cent Cancellations, mounting operat- dio at the university, had been from CBS to the 6:30 Sunday evenamed
head
of
the
new department ning NBC slot being vacate^ June 1
ing costs, etc.
"you
Course
will
says
include training in by Bob Burns. NBC now
NBC had been considering the
matter of upping its rates for some announcing, continuity writing, ra- can bring it in strictly as a summertime, and the general impression dio joutnalism, radio production, time program, but out it goes in the
was that if that network took the radio advertising, radio law, con- •fall."
trol
room
operation
and radio
NBC is particularly sensitive,
lead the others would fall in. However, a committee that had been management. There will be oppor- about spotting a whodunit immedistudying the matter, sounding out tunities for specialization in an- ately after the Catholic Hour program.
nouncing,
Aside from that, the network
writing, sales, advertising
sentiment, etc., has just turned in a
doesn't relish the thought of exposreport pointing out the inadvisabil- and management.

known,

income. Point of the ukase is confusing to staffers, some.; thinking it
an answer to receht iihion activity
of members, others seeing it as club
agaihst those the station doesn't like
or to be used as excuse if firing is

WCOP,
House,"

here

11.

both sides of
ethered was illusSaturday
(8)
when

ing itself to criticism by taking on
an additional mystery show at a
time when social organizations and
other critics of that type programming are letting loose with barrage
after barrage.

carried ABC's portion of National Assn. of Manufacturers broadPOST
lAWDAU'S
cast, but went into program of recNewly - revamped indie WINS,
ord music when time came for CIO N. Y. has set another department
to have inning in rebuttal.
head in Irving Landau, who becomes
Left local iiiipressioh that thete Station's musical director April 1;
was only one side to the labor-man- He succeeds Bert Shelter, who has

WINS

agement

fracas.

'resigned.

,

WcsdiMSlby,

WbyiA

12,

—

.

m

1947

Boxseore on '4 7 CmualtyList

Xlkan Up Air Drive Cains

Following is the list of shows that have either exited ftom the
network sweepstakes Since the first ot the year or have been put

k bidptry^de^^ R

on the cancellation list:
E4di« BrMkeo- Texaco disappointed with Sunday higljt CBS show
and replacing it with Tony Martin-Evelyn Knight musical.
JBUrns. American Home Products dropping the comedian June
1. keeping NBC Sunday time and putting "Ellery Queen" in spot.
Lcv^r Bros, dropping the $17,000 Monday night CBS
Jfoan D»vls.
package as "too expensive," Keeping time but has set $4,500 citing
,

Cued by the passing of wartime
gravy-trSih network shows and resulting efforts by the webs to bulwark revenues against leaner bill-

for new show.
Hildesarde. Campbell Soup replacing its "Campbell Room'* with
a reprise of the lower-budgeted "Corliss Archer."
"That's Finnegan," Household Products Corp. dropping CBS show
and picking up "The Whistler" as replacement.
"BoHywood jMkpttt.^' Kefiny JQelmar's afternoon CBS strip getting
the heavc'-ho Irom Ainericaii Home Products. Sponsor relinquishitjg
time.
"Hollywood Players." Cresta Blanca has gone out of radio, giving up
its Wednesday night CBS time franchise.
»^I|oHywood Star Time;" Frigidaire has gone cold oii pix dramatizations and is picking up "Man Called X."
"It's

giving

Op To

T«ul*,'V Seventeen

mag dropping Mutual program.

Also

up time.

"Miilste."

teeth in

CBS

NAB

week

"McGarry and His Mouse." Monday night Mutual show being
dropped by General Foods. Client giving up time.
Frank Morsan. American Tobacco (Pall Mali) dropping NBC program. Retaining time anji has bought "Feature Assignmeftt" dramatizations «s replacement.
"Pot P' Gold." Tums-sponsored show checks out latter pairt of
March. Client giving up ABC time,
Old Gold parting company With Parkya"Meet Me At Parky
.

V

NBC

and giving up Sunday night

time.

month, developed into a triangular fray in the past fortnight

when CBS unwrapped blueprints to
give the two webs new competition

m

This leaves only

this field.

NBC

Still aloof from this form of "programming, without any separate coop department and with fewer co-

'

Buck Rogers. "Another General Foods program (on Mutual) scramming with time being turned bagk to network.
"Boy Rosers Show." Miles Labs is joining the exit parade of clients.
Giving up NBC time.
Kate Smith, Singer dropping out of the General Foods roster. Her
$14,500 nlghttinie package still for sale. Daytime show, goes co-op on

'

CBS

Affiliates

dio,

LoweU

Result, as reported last
week, was setting up of a new coop
division
headed
by
Ralph

and Waring

AFRA

sees things his

CBS' hour-long documentary,
"The Eagle's Brood" for which
the network knocked "Information Please" last Wednesday (5)
grabbed a 6.4 Hooperating, in the
face of opposition from Bing
Crosby (with Al Jolson as
guest) and Henry Morgan on

way he

forcee^.to give up his
times-a-week morning show on

flve-

NBC

and scramout
Meanwhile, in vie* of the tapped
costs entailed in keeping his 67piece aggregation together on a sustaining basis (show is only sponsored two mornings a week), Waring
has asked NBC to hike his fee. He's
currently getting $10,000 a week, although When band airs under sponof radio.

sorship auspices the
are swollen.

Waring

The 6.4 compares with the
previously-rated 7.8 for "Hollywood Players" in the 10-10:30
CBS period and 11,1 for "Info"
in the 10:30-11 slot.
Crosby -ating Shot up the
night "Brood" was on, but that's
attributed more to the fact that
Jolson
was doing a repeat
guest shot with the Groaner.

coffej-s

Waring has proposed an amendAFRA regulations which
him to pay an annual
to his singers and
Choral members, who come under
AFRA jurisdiction.
Under such
terms soloists would get $10,400 a
year minimum and choral members
$7,280.
However, AFBA has rejected the Waring terms as not parguarantee rate

the

basis
pay-ori-a-daily
for AFRA negotia-

Inles

used

In

%m

In

gotiations.

With

American

Meat

Institute

sponsoring Waring two days a week,
Minnesota Canning Co. picks up the
tab for a third morning next month,
checking out again after four weeks,
»«t returning for 26 weeks in July,
Meanwhile, NBC is negotiating a
deal for a fourth morning sponsor
With likelihood that American Meat
Institute will close the gap by taka third morning.

(2) to develop and recomstandards of practice for
broadcasting;
to
(3>

commercial

formulate a program of continuing
research into public acceptance of
broadcasting.

CBS Impasse

Shuffles

P

Face Shutdown

billings

affected

in

move.

the

,

taneous deadlock in negotiations between the stations and two unions,
AFRA and the Ititernational Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFRA
has already taken initial steps towards a walkout by passing a strike
vote at its membership 'meeting

I

I

:

March

I

6,

division,
still

(Continued on jpage 48)

but Oxydol
any such

for

They Want Smith

to

stay

(Continued on page 48)

REPRISE TUNESHOWS

FOR SUMMER FARE

Meanwhile, NBC has been auditioning staff newsmen as a successor to Thomas for Sun Oil Co,, with
a selection reported as imminent,
Thomas switehes— either to ABC
or
in the fall.

Station Sale In

WUB

CBS—

There's

the musical shows that are
getting the summer reprise bri comIt's

Poses Spnsor Problem

Simon was brought in to the station less than a month ago. And with
Simon taking over it's reported that
Mrs. Thackrey is now devoting con-

I

demand

.

'

:

:

;

speculation

her WLIB Station, The off-the-cuff
queries
became accelerated last
week when Mrs, Thackrey upped
her new sales manager, Arthur Si'
mon, to general manager.'

Shadow on Coast Airing

,

stations

Shifts?

mounting

around Manhattan radio circles as to
what Dorothy Thackrey, publisher
of the N.Y, Post, intends doing about

Lucky Strike's 5 O'CIock

mercial network programming.
Fred Waring, who wais bankrolled
by Johnson's Wax last summer to
fill in for Fibber McGee & Molly in
the NBC slot, looks .set for another
13-week Tue.sday night ride under

So far there's been no order to
And Brown &
area of disagreement be- the same auspices.
for a "Hit Parade" Coast reRaleigh) has already NBC
and AFRA is latter's Williamson
with many in the trade wonSigmUnd Romberg to go in peat,
for staff announcer mini- booked
dering v/hether American Tobacco
Skelton—same a.s last year.
raums ranging from $78. to $90 per for Red
will be happy with a 5 o'clock airstaing out west after daylight saving
week, depending upon class of
Stations have countered with
sets in April 27.
tion
IBEW, Chandler Whodunit As
"Parade's" switchover from CBS
a scale from $62,50 to $72.
also
to the 9-9:30 Saturday night segment
covering the studio engineers,
Sub?
Summer
agreeHope
Bob
reaching
in
stymied
on NBC also means dropping of the
have been
salary.
over
this
Hope
New
york midnight repeat on
stations
Bob
for
With
Replacement
ment
Key CBS outlet in New
summer may be a whodunit based on WCBS.
the Raymond Chandler sleuth. Philip York has been carrying the show
Benny Signed for 3 Years
twice
charthe same night, picking up
package,
new
Marlowe. It's a
American Tobacco Go. has just acter never having been on the air a nice piece of change on the repeat.
contract
sighed a new three-year
With its abbreviated format from 45
next fall, for before.
„ .,
With Jack Benny, as of
Decision by Foote, Cone & Belding, to 30 minutes, it wi'l mean cutting
Lucky Strike
his Sunday night NBC
agency on the Pepsodent accpimt, is down on the top tunes of the week
The 7 o'clock spot, of course, expected in a few dayfrom Id to six or seven.
.;how.
v
\
goes with it— it's Benny's.
Basic

tween

i

Oxydol

put.

I

I

& G

dealers won't hold

_

Y&R

1

Week-two-hour-daily-rehearsal formula works a particular hardship on
him because of the unusiial time
required for rehearsals; that the
Waring arrangements some time require as many 'as nine soloists in a
single half -hour program; that because of the peculiar setup of his
aggregation, he Icses money even
when sponsored cross-the-board.
AFRA says It has made plenty
Of concessions to Waring, going so
far as to equalize his losses; that
the question of rehearsals has always been a sore spot in Waring ne-

mend

liotnar^^^

It's known, for example, that the
advertisers are concerned over commercial abuses on the air; that they
favor such forward setups as elimiaged station relations, will spend
nation of unsavory, tasteless comseveral weeks propping for his new
mercials and other "plus uglie.s," as
assignment and getting his departBecause CBS refuses to give well as cutting down on chain break
ment organized, then hit the road to Lowell Thomas the 7 o'clock cross- plugs from '30 seconds to possibly 17
personally push sales.
His plans the-board slot for his upcoming or 18, seconds, etc.
call for him to spend the better part Procter & Gamble neWs program,
The ANA-inspired proposals come
of a year at this, calling on every P & G has taken an option on the on the heels of steps already taken
CBS station in the country.
6:45
period flve-times-a-week on by the NAB to translate into conMeantime,
Nancy
Cook,
who ABC and may move him over. If crete action the setting up of an
learned co-op promotion at ABC, deal goes through, it would also in- Industry code of standard practices,
(Contmued on page 48) »
volve a Coast repeat, with Thomas long promised by the official broadthus exiting his CBS Rocky Moun- caster association, with the Broadtain-West Coast program. Which has casters' Advisory Council being set
already begun.
up by the admen, agencies and netThat throws the whole thing works designed to implement the
back in CBS' lap, with a "take-it-or- activity of the NAB.
leave-it" proposition, but from all
Optimistie Note
indications CBS won't yield on its
On top of this cOmes a hote of oprefusal to give Thomas the 7-7:15
timism as the top brass of NBC emsegment, which would spot him
barked this week on a cross-country
Rubicam
young &
radio dept. ap- back-to-back
with
Bob Trout's
(Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Los
pears to be having its troubles these Campbell Soup news program heard tour
Angeles, etc.) for a series of station
days, and there's an air of tension in the ft:45-7 slot
Campbell Soup
and worry at the agency that seems refuses to put a different type pro- meetings in which chief emphasis
programming deeven more pronounced than around gram, in the 6:45 period, as P & G will be put on
probthe networks.
It stems, of course,
would like, asserting, in effect, signed to tackle community
from the current overhauling -of "we're very happy with Trout" and lems. NBC chieftains cue their accommercial programming, which has in recent weeks has backed up its tion to the fact that the network,
has "come of
hit a number of "V&R production
faith in Trout by splurging coin now in its 21st year,
age"; that the time has arrived for
spots.
There are some reports that promotion-wise.
the 'y&R personnel is due for a
CBS wouldn't be averse to spot- radio to assiane its responsibility of
shakeup but with the exception of ting Thomas in the 7:15"7;30 time adulthood; that stations become
the boWQut of "Sandy" Stronaeh, now occupied by Jack Smith of more integrated into the community

who has since moved over to Wm.
Morris agency, as yet there have
been no changes,

ie Frisco

San Francisco, March 11,
tions.
Shutdown of the six indie stations
looms
It's
Waring's contentibn that a serving the San Francisco area
simulmortal-to-mortal-day-tb-day-2.5-hour as a serious threat followmg a
formula

serve

Y&RFeek Pinch

'

ABC.

ment to
will permit

alleling

attitudes

to

.

'Eagle's Brood': 6.4

threatens that un-

may be

(1) to inforni

public

MayGoM

Hatcher, under general supervision
of station relations director J. Kelly

:

less

powwow proposed:
the broadcasters about
and their obligathe public interest
through improved service to radio

agency-network

tions

i;

harder.

May Cue Waring SGramming NI^ Show
tract

-

listeners;

also

affiliates to

Smith.
Hatcher, brought in from
the Central Division where he man-

Fred Waring is at a stalemate lyith
the American Federation of Radio
Artists in negotiating a new con-

.

Want 'Em

CBS, with more time open, has
been getting calls from its
develop and push co-op.s

Mutual.
"Sparkle Time." Canada Dry dropping the Meredith WiUson CBS
musical this month and giving up lime.
Rudy Vallee. Dropped by Philip Morris and replaced this week by
Milton Berle.
^Vox Pop," JLipton Tea is dropping the Parks Johnson CBS show
and has picked Up "Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts" as replacement.

only last

an entertainment me-

also

dium.

Particularly within recent weeks
been a flurry of constructive
as reflected, for example,
week when the As.sn. vsrf
representing
i^atibnal Advertisers
the top spenders in radio^resumed
talks with the presidents of the four
networks and other web and agency
execs and came up with a threepoint program which may have farreaching repercussions.
Designed to "improve radip's service to the public," the advertiserthere's
action,

-

ops actually on the air than a year
ago.
With its time still well sold,
the net Isn't bothering to push its
seven co-ops at all.

'

long needed,

with Joe

.

to this

:

Holly wood

In

Breen, who has admitiistered
tHe fllm code for 'the past IS
yearsi first as part of the Hays
office
and now under Eric
Johnston, Breen, backed up by
Johnston, invited Petty to come
to
Hollywood to learn from
Breen all the headaches that the
screen had to face in enforcing
the code.
Petty said the film code is
only one of several he has studied in' detail. It is looked on as
particularly significant for ra-

is definitely looming,
for the multi-million
dollar co-op biz, mainly, a tWo-way
tug between ABC and Mutual up

period.

It,

Don Petty,
general
counsel, arrived in Washington
Sunday (9) after spending a

The batUe

in

industry annals has there been such
far-flung activity aimed at elevating
the standards of broadcasting.. Advertisers, the agencies, the networks
and the small radio stations as represented by the National Assn. of
Broadcasters are buckling down in
earnest to tackle the problem of
"cleaning up the air" and to give
radio a stature which it's felt it has

Hand

Washington, March 11.
The film industry is extending a helping hand to the National AsSh. of Brbadcasters in
building a new radio code with

co-op dollars

Eyersharp dropping the Ann Sothern Show and giving up

the Friday night

karfcas

Perhaps at no previous time

Pix Lending

overaU programming picture.
With the four major wehs now
devoting more than 40 hours per
week to tliese "syndicated" shows
and with new programs of this type
in the worlcs which would up their
total air time to well over 45 hours
weekly—heightened competition for

'

|6wwowsr

Ttree-Point Opiift' Program: Set

cooperatively sponsored programs are experiencing a comeuppance that's injecting them into
steadily greater prominence in the
ings,

'

Moi^

siderably less time to the station,
although a couple months back during the drastic 'WLIB overhaul she
stated that henceforth she'd be sitting right on top of the operation.
Some reliable quarters say that
Mrs. Thackrey wouldn't be averse to
unloading the station "to friends,"
with a $500,000 figure kicked around.
Further, it's reported that the old
east side (cifl Third Ave.) church
recently leased to house the sta|tion has contributed to the 'vexa1

•tlons,

Wcdnedday^j Mareh 12, 1947

MAWS.®

40

WOV Te

BnioTa Delayed Pass Plan on

GE

Flll^oKeep%(Hf(x«nTToe^^

Bro-in-Law Doe To Set Fireworb Off
It

looks

WOV

the

like

(N.Y.)-

+

rejected the offer made for purchase
of the station by attorneys for
Charles Narins, N. Y. businessman
And lawyer, and Richard O'Dea,
and WNEW,
stockholder in
Buloya's "other Manhattan station.
Ihstiead, the watchmaker-station
owner, who is confronted with the
problem of getting rid of one Of his
stations under the FCC duopoly rule,
has completed negotiattofis^frith
bis brother-in-law, Harry Hensh^l,
whereby the latter would take over

Buck-Free Benny
Hollywood, March

Well

Herishel filed with the FCC Monday (10)— and now the O'DeaNarins counsel wiU spring into action. They've got a couple aces up
their sleeve which they're keeping
tinder wraps, but which they ac--

knowledge are calculated to create
sOMething of an industry tempest.
Meanwhile tension^ runs pretty high
between the two factions.
Bulova said the sale would separate
ownership
WOV and
of
WNEW. Taking a page from the
grief he's had with disappointed
buyers,
Buiova's

Uke the Mester

brothers,

with

Henshel

cpntifact

may Jack Benny

the other. The application also points out that the
sales contract is contingent on a final
court disposition of the Mesters'
suit to Upset an FCC decision that
they were not qualified to run WOV.
New YOTk court recently ruled
against. Uxe Mesters, who are be-

AFRA

tive

actors,

who teamed

up when they heard Benny was*
looking for a cheap cluartet
The' cheapest around and doubt-

Demy

flies

Blow,
and Greater

Milton
Corp.,

the

New

construc-

its

biiilding operations

construction projects.

KLZ's Chief Newshawk

Under new setup, C. R. Jacobs,
formerly acting head of the C&BO

EARL McCAIN

Japan

m

KJjZ gives
Denveir region its mbst conaoleritlotis
news coverage.

of state correspondents,

KLZ, DENVER.

'Mew WorW;

WiCA

Otiiers Exit

I©

Make Way

With advent of the baseball seaWMCA, N. Y., which is airing
full
home-and-away
Giants
the
schedule, is yanking a flock of pubAt the end of
lic service shows,

May

March,

Eepartnieht will

V. Denny,

fcom wiiatever
assistant director, as associate
In brief, GE proposes that educadirector of operations. Henry Grossman, director of technical opera- tors operate smaller "campus
tions, becomes assistant director of stations" in conjunction with "School
operations, supervising the newly Radio Workshops" rather than wait
created division as well as techni- months or years for the $20-25,000
cal operations. Walter R, Pierson, necessary to put up a fuU-blowtT
station. Instead of trymanager of sound effects division, 250-watt
moves over as building operations ing to get fifty-mile-or-tnore covermanager,, and Davidson Vorhes steps age possible with a 250-watter, GE
up from assistant manager to man- recommends that schools content
themselves
with
buying a 'moduager of the sound effects division.
lator section of the
line" for
merly

FM

FM

FM

fly

Jr.,

BMI Prexy

Post:

"New World A-C6ming," and
Congress" go off to make

'Halls^ of

room

War

for broadcast of the pre-season exhibition gamis which the indie is carrying for the first time this
year.
At the end of April, when the
regular season gets under way, "Inquiring Parent" and "Adventures
Into the Mind" will be suspended.

CUFFOSTARIX

TO 1

democratization of the Japanese.
If the War Dept. will let him,

Goes-iegging'-As-

So^tmMay
Walk in 2
Chicago,

Wk

March

11.

Strike talk is heard, among writers
here, as a consequence of network
stations ignoring revest for discus-

^om

with fiamo Writers Guild concerning salary rates. On Feb. 5* the

former were asked to meet with latter by the 28th, but only one an-,
swered and that reply was described
as "confusing" by the Guild. Walkouts

may

start in

two weeks.

Sariiyblers
on the whole are
steamed up because of indifierence,
.SteWBgA- that CWcttgftans are.?l!B^
.

poorest pSid penmen iii country,
comparatively speaking. They add
that this applies to all types, freeiance,. continuity and news.
Hot beef is on over the freelancers' stipend.
One 15-minute web
show across the board is being
rapped out for a century. Fee of
iSSi per program is said to be too
low for a local cast, let alojde a chain
release.
It was estimated the national strip shdUld pay at least $300
•

.

.

for five scripts.
As for continuity and news,
scribes making less than $50 a week
note that their meagre cash is much
lower than dished out in Hollywood

New York, yet they are doing
Job to' those In a similar
capacity In either coastal city.
Sorry reward to freelancers is

itnd

Ail e^tfal

'

mostly on chiselers. Some
advertisers are paying plenty for
writing product, but only a part of
it, it's claiifted, reaches author.
In this i!egard, Orin Tovrov, head
of the (Suild, said that large concerns ar«i' not gulliy of mistreating
Writers, tout small agencies, local
!j»lamed

and some advertisers are
aware of the paramount importance of scripts.
stations,

Denny
tent

of

doesn't yet
activities

know

exact ex-

The

prexy of
appears to be
Tlie prospects of

$35,000-a-year post bf

Broadcast Music,
gping a-begging.

Inc.,

Paul Porter, ex-FCC chairman and

OPA administrator, accepting the
BMI job has- practically faded away.
SHINS' They say that porter didn't want it

'

liot

Ruth Miller

NBC Axes Fkckery
Saft Francisco,

March

11,

NBC

has pulled in the purse
strings here and first to feel it,
Aaturally, is the press section.
heavy axe has been wielded in the
dijs^otion of its overall public relations setup.
The publicity, news and special
•vents

departments'

have

been

io

WCAU

A

er's

which means that should the
Commission go for the GE plan, it
would have to amend its rules.

tJE officials laid their blueprint
for school broadcasting before a
committee of FCC'ers last month and
said they were going to test out the
idea on some of the would-be school

(Continued on page 44)

CBSkAbIn

week.

the latter know that they'll still be in
business in competition with ASCAP.
.There's one report that the BMI
board committee entrusted with the
gardless of the number of free task of finding a president has profplugs the movies get in such inter- f erred it to Paul W, Morency, gen.
views. Although this will affect our mgr. of
in Hartford, who has

He -wrote NAB: "Hereafter radio
stations must pay any time they
want to interview a movie star, re-

program

department

more

me

than been

to think of the
number of stations that still faU for
the chisel deals by the movie people
who ask us to run free platters and
various other kinds of 'sustaining

sales, it 'burns',

WWC

closely identified with BMI
since its inception. Whether or not

Packapig Biz
Like

NBC, which

is

romancing

agencies with 30 of its own package shows, CBS has a flock of 'em,

which it hopes to channel into
Morency wants the post is another commercial avenues. These include
shows that are already plattered
story.
It's recalled that his nameand up for, sale and others that are
was projected prominently into the
.

too,

currently being aired -on a sustainlimelight a couple of years back as
ing basis.
programs.' ,
a candidate for the post of NAB
Plattered shows (which have not
"Yet, the movie big shots don't
prexy, but at that time he preferred
hit the air as yet)
hesitate to kick radio in the shins
include the
to continue with the 50,000-watt ConMarie Wilson-Kathy Lewis halfWhen they find that a few stars have necticut operation.
hour situation comedy, "My Friend
been interviewed on the air withIrma," developed by the CBS Coast
out being paid for it!"
staff;
a 15-minute song program
built around Harold Arlen; "Time to
Remember," a 15-minute cross-the-

WJZl®l-Ray*M.Y.PMyic

M'w'kee Joumallximnds;

New

board show with Milton Bacon; a
System ia
new "Goldbergs" series by Gertrude
Berg aimed at bnce-weekly halfhour slotting daytime or nighttime;
Laimching
a
new
weekly
series,
"Counsellor-at-Large,"
15 - minute
Mili^aukee
"Your
Children
Your
and
Schools,"
cross-the-board daytime serial writWTMJ, Milwaukee, last week bought
WJZ
(N.Y.)
will
inaugurate
the
first ten by Johanna DeWitt, ex-meraber
WSAU, Wausau, Wis., from Northobjective treatment of the N. Y. of CBS program writing division,
ern Broadcasting Co.
public
schools
undertaken
by radio and a reprise of "Hawk Larabee"
Northern execs, who -plan retirement, selected Journal as buyer from Saturday, March 22. Series Will be and "Theatre of Romance," both of
among several prospects who had based pn original research by the whieli had previously been aired.
The CBS-built "Arthur (Godfrey's
been trying to swing deal for niany Public Education Assn.
Presented
by
WJZ
and
the PEA, Talent Scout" show has just been
months. Application has been made
the 15-mlnute program will drama- sold to Lipton
Tea. The web is also
to FCC for approval of ownership
tize public school problems and pre- peddling
such sustainers as "Once
transfer.
sent interviews with parents, stu- Upon a Tune,"
currently occupying
dents and educators.
the
Columbia
Workshop niche;
Describing the extended series, "Give
and
Take,"
"Oklahoma
High Court Lea Act
Robert Saudok, WJZ-ABC's director Roundup,"
"Sweeney and March,"
of
public
affairs,
stated:
"It
is in the the John
Hearing
Aprtt 28
Gueldel package "House
interest of all citizens for WJZ and Party"
Washington, March 11.
now on a co-op basis, "VTinPEA
to
present
a
thorough-going
Oral argument on the constituner Take AUj" "Bouquet for You"
X-ray examination of the largest and
tionality of the Lea Act will come
the Philadelphia Orchestra,
public school system in America so
before the Supreme Court April 28,
that the city's population will be able
it was learned this week.
Union's
Chicago, March 11.
Journal, operator of

School

Extended Drama Program

'

•

Due

Philadelphia, March 11.
to evaluate its educational efforts for
Mrs. Ruth Weir Miller has re- case is being handled by AFL gen- the sake of improving the
system for
signed her post as first radio assist- eral counsel Joseph Padway, but our futiire American
citizens."
ant of the Radio Committee of the Justice Dept. has still not assigned
Philadelphia public schools to join counsel to the case here.
Meanwhile, Rep. Fred Hartley
as assistant to Robert N.
Hint Hunt's Audience Hunt
Pryor, who has taken over 'addi- (R., N. J.), chairman of House ComChicago, March 11.
tional duties as publicity director in mittee on Labor, said the commitIn order to build inter^t, CBS'
addition to being director of adver- tee may deifer testimony from James "Hint Hunt"
will take to the road,
tising, promotion and education,
C. Petrillo until the Lea Act is ar- visiting
all parts of the country.
Mrs. Miller will concentrate her gued before the high court. Should First stop
will be Worcester, on
efforts on education.
Miss Patricia Petrillo try to aVoid testifying, how- March 17, followed
by Hartford on
Curry becomes Pryor's assistant in ever, he will be served with a sub- the 24th.
publicity a&d promotion.
poena.
Many other towns lined tfp.

A WCAU

merged, oonsolidgtion resulting in the
jelesise of several persons, including
Iioulse 'Landis, puJMici^ head.

officials said several protests
The BMI is anxious, to. get rolling
their offices on the on a new prexy. Its contract expires
ruling.
typical broadcast- at the s«Hne time with ASCAP, but it
reaction was published in the wants to complete its negotiations in
Association report to members last advance of ASCAP, primarily to let

AMPP

educators'

watts,

NAB

MacArthur will have reached

want, him to undertake, but knows
the Army last year was sponsoring
weekly airings via' the Japanese
Broadcasting Corp. of "hoso toron
kai" (Japanese for "radio debate
meeting"). Denny last spring supplied technical info to the Army on
the staging of such forums.
If it can be arranged, during his
visit to the Far East, Denny will
visit Manila to offer advice to the
sponsors" of "Town Hall Philippines"
which went on the air la$t fall via
the U. S. Army radio.
During benny's absence, guest
moderators including Dr. Gregor
Zeimer,
educational
director
of
Town Hall, will handle "Town
Meeting" broadcasts (ABC network,
Thursdays). Forum is starting its
annual spring tour next week, originating from Washington, March 20;
Purdue Univ. at Lafayette, Ind.,
March 27; Chicago Civic Opera
House, April 3; Washington, April
10; Tulsa, April 17, and Oklahoma
City, April 24.
From latter city
Denny will go to Coast to take off
for Tokyo.
Itinerary from April 24 stand is
undetermined at moment, except
that "Meeting" will originate from
Baltimore May 8 and will tour
Coast during July and August fol
lowing Denny's rietum to U, S.
Denny this week anhotinced he
had brought William B. Traum from
Rockford, 111., where latter did outstanding job as promotion manager
of WROK, to be business manager
of "Town Meeting" because of the
forum's activity as a cooperatively
sponsored program. As of this week,
TIVl has 64 local sponsors, including
N. Y. Herald Tribune on WJZ, N. Y.

wOuld have to
junk any ambitious plans for statewide FM networks for the time beLater, on, when they have more
funds and more savvy in radio
techniques, GE recommends they
merely add amplifiers to their lowpowered units and increase their
potver aha coverage to compete With
commercial operators.
Power of 2.5 Watts
Midget-sized FM unit which GE
hopes to market to schools will have
a power of only 2.5 watts. FCC's
standards of good engineering practice for non-commercial FM stations
require a minimum power of 250
the

ttiat

,

PdrterDealla^

under conditions laid down by the
BMI board and the latter wouldn't
accept Porter under the. terms he
proposed. Porter repOrtedly wanted
an arrangement whereby he could
also occupy himself with outside enpearances
big
name
stars, NAB gagements on behalf of President
of
hopes to originate a TM session from
Honolulu on the topic of statehood men said here last week. The ban Truman, etc. He's currently in
applies to interviews of stars only. Greece on his Governmental mission.
for Hawaii.

.

This is strong enough to
$4-5,000.
cover a five -to- eight - nule radius
froih the school studios, but means

,ing.

York Broadcasting Corp. (WNEW). Denny hopes to stage, two transWashington, March 11.
This was filed in 1941 by O'Dea^ pacific "T9wn Meeting" broadcasts
Radio station sales managers are
"Siiring his stay in japan, with two
(Continued on page
speakers on each from Tokyo and plenty griped about a move by the
Association
of Motion Picture Protwo from San Francisco. Also, the
.Army permitting, the forum expert ducers forbidding free broadcast ap'

-

director of
with experienced Staff of news- department) beconies
new comipetition
men, AP and INS wires, and string construction, with I. S. Becker, forsource.

son,

To

'

WODAMM

its

newly-created division
and leaving the original department
to concentrate on the net's postwar

For Baseball Sked

George
moderator of "AmerA
ica's Town Meeting of the Air," to
ported ready to go to .the Supreme Japan in May to spend two months
conferring with Geh. MacArthur
court for a final ruling.
Application notes that another suit and his staff on the development of
Is pending
against Bulova, WOV the Town Hall plan as an aid to
st'ockholder

ment, shifting
activities to a

the worst."

less

liabilities against

'

reshuffled

and building operations depart-

,

Dennis Day.
Last Sunday's search for a
double brace of harinonizers tp
"mollify the client" turned up
"The Beat" tTp Four," namely,
Harry Lang, Arthur Q. Bryan,
Dick Ryan and Ken Christy, ac-

approve the sale,
have any claims or

shall

CBS has
tion

Dollar Quartet" he calls them,
the them being Bing Crosby
Dick Haymes, Andy Russell and
,

not

does

neither

low

InWholesaleMts

shriek

when he adds up the cost
of his quartet on March 16
broadcast. Even though he may
get them cut-rate because of
the brief tenure of their visit
it'll be no peanut item. "Million

specifies in black-and-white that if

FCC

casting

CSSBnildingl)epL

11,

"yikes"

WOV

WOV.

Washington, March H.
plan to hypo educational broadby outfitting educators with
powered,
midget - sized
FM
transmitters at a fourth the price
paid for regular FM installations has
been laid before PCC by officials
of thfi General' Electric Co., it* was
learned here this week.
The proposal, according to its sponsors at
GE, has the added merit of .cutting
the coverage of non-commercial FM
stations to the point where they
won't be competing with commercial broadcasters—who, at the moment, aren't looking too kindly on

A

Arde Bulova fireworks are about to
pop any minute. Bulova has flatly

.

Offers Sdhools Oieai^ Midgel

'Digest'

To Go

Streamliiie

Sans Stars for Summer
When Hallmark's "Radio Reader's
Digest" goes' off this summer, it will
probably be replaced by a streamsimilar-type "Digest" show.
However, it'll be sans stars to bring
it in under the summertime budget

lined

'

limitations.

Foote, Cone and Belding agency is
currently mulling the replacement
format.

.

'
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WtnlnesJay^

in Uttsburgfa

KQV

Smokes Out

FGGMElEiiSSEE

Iteed Parenthood Controversy
March

Pittsburgh,

11.

Hush hush topic of birth control
had a public airing

la.st

Friday niyht

KQV

threw
Pittsburgh, when
of planned parenthood
the question
the ring with two controversial
in

,7)

into

Now

It's

& Maggi

Herb

New York may get a Broadway
ver.sion of Tom Brenneman's "Break-

almost 3,000 fast in Hollywood" with Maggi Mctelephone their votes on Neills and Herb Sherdon confer"Do you favor planned enciering a luncheon show at the
tlie question,
Latin
Quarter.
Program to be
parenthood," by way of Opinionaire,
KQV 26 called "Luncheon- .With Herb and
radio poll inaugurated by
Maggi" i.s slated to have an audition
weeks ago.
tonight (Wednesday) at WNBC, and
lin a bold strike which defied the
usual timidity of radio, KQV made if picked up by station will be
active staged on a Monday througli' Friday
birth control the subject of
public controversy during the two basis for a half-hour starting 12:30.
Plan is to open Latin Quarter for
half-hour programs.
From 8:30 until 11:10, the station luncheon from 12 to 2, serving a
was flooded with local and long dis- pop-,priced dish to entice the femrae
tance telephone calls and telegrams. shopping and tourist trade.
Telephone company reported an additional .5,401 couldn't get through

provoking

m-ograms,

mm

and two newspaper

a priest,

tor,

men who

and

unrehearsed

fired

in favor.

As a result of these two programs
letters have swamped the station
commending KQV's courage.
Reports that announcements were made
in churches, and religious guilds to

stimulate
votes,' have
persuaded
Pete Wasser, veepee and general

manager of station, to repeat the
performance in several weeks. This
time planned parenthood supporters

story.

M

And

Deal v^ras worlced by Shore-Reyes,
which helped p.a.'.s organize Ihoir
gi'oup, with station manager, Harry
Maizlish. They got a flat fee for the
two-month campaign, in addition to
office space on the KFWB lot. formerly original liome of Warner
Bros, studios

.

and where there

:

V«ng

installed

St«dios

.week..

is

"

.

Labor

WENR-ABC

recordings and transcriptions and
the devotion of considerable time to
the broadcasting of horseraeing information."
WAIT, is 84% commercial. Commis.sion also pointed to a contract
the station ha.s with the Christian
Catholic Church of Zion which holds

counts.

was
to Balaban & Kalz
contingent on a favorable
by the .lastice Dept. in its
pending anti-tiust suit against Para-

.

,

Washington. March II,
birthday of FCC's

statement to Variety.
Declared the FCC chairman:
"During the first ffear the Blue
Book has proved to be the most
salutary document on broadcasting ever published. It has given
broadcasters a clear outline of
their responsibilities to the public, yrith facts which they need
for an intelligent understanding
of what they have a right to expect of the men who. are acting
as tru.stees of publicly owned
in a short

channels.

"The Blue Book has aroused
the liveliest and best informed
waves of discussion of broadcasting ever witnessed in this
country.
"The Commission, of course,

continue to be guided by
the

the principles set forth in

Blue Book."
cense renewals have been set for
hearing."
Commissioner Paul C. Walker put
in another plug for the report; "The
broadcasters themselves," he said,
testify to changes they have
their program^ formats
in
since publication of the Blue Book.
stimulating
It has definitely had a

"will

made

effect

and

on public service programs
public service responsibilities
the
throughout
.

broadcasters
of
country."

Commis.<iioner Rosel Hyde told
Vaiuhtv he believes the Blue Book
"has stimulated but not revolutionized" radio program standard.s. "It
has," he concluded, "undoubtedly
been respon-Sible for airing of more
public .service programs and the

WAIT

religion
grams, some commercial
Proits
and generally revamping
bid
gram formed at the time its FM
station
Chicago
AFL
was filed.
H
out,
ruled
been
would al.<;0 have

its
indicated, had it not changed
pubpolicy to permit broadcast of
opindiscussion programs and
lic
the
ol
those
ions at variance with

was

management.

CHUECH MILITANT
Chicago. March 11.
stimulate conPlatter designed to

Luther^
Uoitcd
been cut b,v Evciett
Central Divi.>.ion farm

t/:

Churches

M

l

•hell,

ha.«

NBC

direccommeniator and agriculiurai
tor..

.

:

It must be said that the "matrinrchs of the microphone," as they
wove dubbed in a pre-convention
Radio F.xecutives Club skit, paid

:

much more serious attention to their
trade-talk sessions than do their male
counterparts at NAB^ outings. The
gals arc good listeners as well aS
''
ready gabbers.

In resolutions adopted in their
closing session, the women broadcasters pledged support of the United
Nations and deplored "the present
wave of criticism -leveled at American radio," declaring that a major'^ity of U,S. listeners are aware of
"the great benefits derived from the
Amcric.in system of broadcasting as
supported by. free enterprise." The
Columbia.
The court will hear Thursday (13) women agreed, however, to give
protest from station WJR, Detroit, "serious and due consideration <to
against FCC grant of a daytime sta- criticism by) a construetive articulate miinority" of listeners.
tion in Tarboro, N. C, on the
wavelength, 760 kc,
The Detroit
WJZ's Alma Kitchell, pre,sident of
station earlier filed a similar appeal AWB, and Dorothy Lewis,
coagainst FCC's approval of another ordinator of listener activity, guided
daytime operation in Clanton. Ala.
(he nearly 700 radiowomen attending
The clears' gripe is that the day- through the tliree-day schedule. H.q.
time stations will cut into their serv- was the Roosevelt hotel. Theme:
ice in the hours around sunrise and
"The Woman Broadcaster Looks
sunset and may preclude the domi- Ahead."
nant stations from ever getting the
Looking ahead, the femmes heard
750 kilowatts power which they are
speakers urge them to teach democseeking. The big stations want FCC
racy, to, fight for equal rights for
to hold off such grants until concluwomen, to support the ITnited Nasion of the clear channel hearing but
tions, to aiif more educational and
since FCC has already twice turned
inspirational programs, to uplift the
down petitions to this effect, the housewife's status, etc. They heard,
clears are going' to court to require
from J. R. Poppele, Television Broadthe commission to hold hearings becasters Assn. prexy, of many new opfore cutting the little stations in on
portunities awaiting them iu video;
the favored channels.
"A pretty face on a television screen
WGN, Chicago, last week filed suit is much ..more appealing to a teleagainst an FCC grant without hearviewer than a mustachioed romeo
ing to Radio Virginia, Inc., Richwith a soft voice."
mond, for a one-kilowatt daytime
channel.
Dewey's Warning
operation on the
WSM, Nashville; WLW, Cincinnati
They heard N. Y.'s Gov. Thomas E.
and WHAS, Louisville, are expected Dewey, speaking via phone from Alto file similar court appeals to force bany, warn broadeasters to look out

Washington, March

On

the theory that

if

FCC

11..

won't

halt licensing of daytime stations on
the favored clear channels the courts
can at least delay such grants, a halfdozen of the bigtime operators are
now in the process of appealing recent FCC station grants to the U. S.
court of appeals for the District of

|

i

WJR

NAB

WGN

to accept testimony on interference caused by recent grants to
wee-watters. These appeals must be
filed within the next 20 days.
Meanwhile, however, if the D. C.
court of appeals acts favorably on
the WJR request, the other clear
channel suits can be dismissed, since
FCC would have a precedent on future grants.

FCC

for groups

"who want

radio and manipulate

it

to take over
for political

and economic purposes" and who
would put "the iron curtain of government control over wliat our people .shall hear through the air."

NAB's executive vice-president
(Je.ss)

Willard,

Jr.,

speaking

A. D.

in per-

son, joined Dewey in defending the
American .system Of broadcasting:

There

waisn't

anybody who

didn't

think radio did a lot of good. Or anybody who didn't think radio could be
improved a lot. Author Margaret
Culkin Banning, keynoter of a "Radio Serves the Public" panel, beHollyw6.6d, March 11.
"Of course,*' he said, "I can t
tion.
lieved the public, "like a child, fm-of
After upping theif counter offerssay personally this is the result
gtits what is being done for it." The
It may be, as some i^^,j(,g_ y\^f, networks here, stiffened in
the Blue Book. it
critici.'ims, she said, "are really ba.sed
out,
station owners have pointed
their attitude to the musicians uiyon
back and flatly rejected Local 47's con- on flattery and appreciation." She
that their good men are now
urged the women, however, to di.spel
from the wars and doing a better tinued insistence on a 3'i\:;'"c pay
the notion that public service proin
job than the chaps who were
hike for commercial cleffers and the
gramsi"ate inherently .dull," bill .-he
charge during the war years."'
union's demand for a two week paid
warned against letting them "be hanDurr was less sanguine about the vacation for staffers. A.s the matter dled by the amateur, the bigot or the
-permanent" effects Of the Blue now stands the nets appear adamant humorless person."
charge in countering with 25'o for commerBook. When quizzed about a
Betwoon sessions the oncr.gotic laany .sta- cials and 15',;. for staff.
that FCC had not revoked
was therefore
Previously last week the union's dies of the airlancs breakfasted with
tion's licenses and
Durr board rejected tlie foregoing net the American Soap & Glycerine Pro.
"bleaching" its Blue Book.
.speaks for proposals and sent negotiators back ducers, went to theatre as guests of
said merely: "The record
with renewed demands for 33':i';. J. Walter Thomp-son, wcreWined by
it'-^elf."
FCC ."fafters. who have made a and the alternate proposal on staff- all four major networks, the Grocery
prouram ers of 15"i with the vacation of Manufacturers of America, Malchacareer of peru.siiig .Mtations'
Blue Book 20' without it. However, they were belli PerfiiiTios. the Millinery Fashion
logs point out that the
Institute, and
may not have incrca.'-ed anybody's met with equally .stiff front from Bureau, the N. Y. Dress
resulted the net.s and are now again taking the Greeting Card Industry, among
Hooper and may not have
msist the matter under advisement.
It's ^hers; had tea with the American
better listening. But, they

said he

as

,

To Daytimers

greater percentage of local, live
broadcasts now on the air."
FCC member Cliflord J. Durr.
whose name has always been closely
with the Blue Book,
associated

made

WAAF

port transpired in the sessions, which
(9). But the occasion
served once again to give the giris
an opportunity to survey their advances and obligations in broadca.sting, to exchange notes on the jobs
they do, and to hear eminent outsiders tell what lliey think about radio, especially women in. radio.

wound up Sun.

On FCC Grants

first

noticed here by radio and government men last Friday (7) but

finding

mount for alleged attempts to monopolize television patents.
FCC opiiiibn pointed out that
escaped the same treatment
by dropping its racing pro-

Clears Appeal-

Book passed almost im-

FCC chairman Charles R. Denny
commemorated the anniversary

will

—

contmercials they like most.

•—We'll Continue'
Blue

made

am-

Phon&s, desks, etc are
in
one of*"enipty
and boys gel to work this

ple space.
;

station);

Grant

.

,

Inc.;

FCC Commissioner Ray

.

gram

that isn't all.
In addition
to the 24 p.a.'s, recently out of work
until fovraing their Hollywood Associates group. Block will have the
support of station staff p.a., Irving
Hamblin. Topping that, the Lock.Wood & Sliackleford Agency will
handle all advertising and the Mike
Shpre-Benn Reyes office (responsible for "Mad Man'' Muntz)
will
handle exploitalion and promotion,

.

of

hours of time a week. FCC said
temthis is the reason WAIT is on
porary license but the FM request
solely on prois being turned down

Hollywood, March 11.
There is something new in publicity.. Warner.s' KFWB has hired 24
press agents to herald the premiere
of Martin Block on the station, June

,

tele

five

WbrkoitMartin^U^

2.

.

•

24PressAgentsPirtTo

^^^^^^^^^^

WBKB

held some of the 10 winners
should have been turned down.
He did not specify which but announced he would release a separate memo opinion later on.
In turning down WAIT on FM,
FCC said: "This applicant proposes
to duplicate completely the a.m.
program schedule of WAIT, which
schedule indicates a high percentage
no
almost
commercialization,
of
sustaining public service programs,
no sustaining religious broacJcasts, a
minimum of local, live programs,
with accompanying excessive use of

one of their opponents.
Pittsburgh Sun-Tciegraph, newspaper affiliated with rival station,

column

'

Federation

and WSBC.
Three of the 10 are unions, two are
Only newcomers
foreign language.
to radio are the two CIO permittees.
Comm. Clifford J. Durr dessented
the
FCC majority and
with

WJJD,

tions at

a full

of

(WCFL); Drovers Journal Publishing Go. (WAAF)r UAW-CIO Broadcasting Corp.; WMAQ-NBC; WGES;

will be ''off the spot" and sitting
in the drivers' seat throwing ques-

it

Bids;

Nothing of industry-shaking im-

—

warbled product plugs at, no
charge to the sponsor only reof

quirement being that the s.c's
conform to good taste. Listeners
will be invited to report which

purpose

In a "proposed finding, commission
permits for Amalgamated
Broadcasting System (CIO); Balaban & Katz (Paramount subsidiary,

KQV

gave

Declared

conclave of the National Assn. of
Broadcasters' articulate Siisterv the
Assn. of Women Broadcasters.

daily for a program called "Sustaining Commercials."
Program will consist entirely

—

Wakefield: "The Blue Book has
already accomplished much of its
in raising the Jevel of programming and checking excess commercialism and, it will accomplish
more. Its results should be measured in this light and not that of
the number of .stations whoso li-

11.

—

—

K.

C.

okayed

Chicago

20%

was

March

Singing commercials
have
found a friend! Lee Segall likes
'em most of them, that i.s ^and
when he puts his new stations
KIXL and KIXL-FM on the air
here, in about six week.s, he's
going to set aside 15 minutes

The

of FCC members exChairman Charles R. Dennypolled here last week.

Reaction
cept

WAIT, as "least calculated
to meet the needs of the listening
public in the Chicago area."

licensee

hear.
Commissioner E.

.

station

system

now

Service" report.

Washington, March 11,
gave the greenlight to 10 of
11 bidders for Chicago FM stations
yesterday (10), but turned down

rhythm

and

sterilization,

—FCC

WAIT Loses Ou

came in for heated discusLater that evening at 10:30
Opinionaire, which was developed
and is broadcast, weekly by
under the supervision of Doctor
Arthur L. Rayhawk, research expert,
ivent into action. Opinions from the
man in the street, preliminary reports of the telephone voting and
transcribed portions of on the spot
were broadcast during the half-hour
Opinionaire. At fl:15, Dr, Rayhawk
reported that of the 3,000 calls, 76%
were from woineri, with:80% of the
total against planned parenthood,

ception,

Dallas,

Jett— said he personally had not observed any change whatever in
overall programming that could be
attributed
the FCC's "Public
to

FCC

sion.

listeners

sixth

The

KQV

spontaneous questions at her for half
an hour. On the spot moderator Bill
Burns, allowed all participants to
light into the controversy.
Long taboo, subjects like contra-

FM

Distaff side of broadcasting had a
New York. It had a
few grave moments and many gay
ones. It was cajoled and counseled,
kidded and kudosed. It displayed the'
latest in miUinery and discussed the
latest serious concerns of the feminine world. It was the fourth annual

big vi'eekend in

Sustaining Comm'ls

'

programs

'Eii-iiM

Bless

.

£ Greenlights
10 Chi

Lales-GoJ

Ralo Rdindup and Find the Air

EFFECT

Washington. March 11.
Five out of six FCC commissioners are outspoken in their belief
that the Blue Book has had a definite salutary effect on the radio

listeners to

because of busy signals.
The quest of planned parenthood
w a s introduced to Pittsburgh
through a campaign launched earlier
in March by a local organization\
Only one othe- Pittsburgh station,
gave the campaign time on. the air,
and even then future, broadcast time
promised to the organization was
yanked because of public pressure.
program director Ben
When
air
the
to
suboffered
Kirlt
ject both sides seized their opporLast Friday night, Mrs. Jotunity.
seph Shuman, member of the local
planned parenthood committee, was
put on the spot by four men, a doc-

Tk

a

tongue-in-cheek reply. Durr

NETS LEVEL OFFERS FOR

had noticed a .swing fc^r the
better in some of the radio station
attenlogs which had com? to hLs

MIISPRS' PAY MIES

|

in
it

local, hve
has meai'n .that: more
tContinued on pa^e 51)

po.^sible that a .special board session
will be held this week on impasse.

i

1

Women's Voluntary Service.'-.
toured UN at Lake Success.

..

and

•

t

I

I

.
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WjMjM Billings on Tap For Radio
Luxs

1947 Frendi Programining

Radio LuxembQurg—with its postwar i-cins back in private hands
(Compagnie Luxembourgeoise de
Radiodiffusion)— started its French
commercial programming schedule
Jan. 1, '46, and did $200,000 business
on French programs during the
In 1947 it expects to' do
year.
$1,000,000 biz on the French side

Company,. acc<>rding to liouis Merlin, prez ot Informations Et Publisales
cite; Which handles Radio Lux
and programffiing, had 10 French
sponsors its first month, and now has
Billings now run $50,000 a
45.
Station has one full-hour
month.
spontored program in Cadoricin's

»4

« «

t

I * »

M

«

»

^

(Brilliantine) variety show
Mele." which was the top program
on the non-commercial French radio
network- before Radio Lux took it

away. Show costs $3,000 weekly for
time and talent.
coca-Cola has a half-hour weekone-minly music show, as well as
ute news headline spots twice daily.
Longines has its Symphonette program, same as the U. S. program
anFrench
with
(transcribed)
nouncements subbed, this being wfst
time an American sho;W is used
commercially same as here. Other
important "sponsors include Margarine Solo (Lever); Imedia Oreal;
Kleber Colombes (Goodrich), with
Suisses,
a half-hour quiz; Les Trois
a
ditto quiz; and Roja, which plans
starring Maurice
half -hour show
Chevalier in October.

GM's Man-of-All-Work
Chicago,

March

11.

actor.

outlet in the world, blankets 82% of
its
all radio homes in Europe within

appeal„ ^ .
English Froffranis Sustalninf
English commercial programming,
Merlin admitted, presents a probWith the exception of two
lem.
British sponsors picked up since
October, all English programs are
sustainers, British advertisers CMi't
export sterling, so they can't buy
time. The exchange control situation has made it impossible for
Radio Lux's prewar British adverThe two exceptions
tisfer.s to return.
Piopax, a patent medicine, and
William. Hill, football pool tradersare buying time through a devious
further com.continental tieup)
plication is the fact that British
commodities ate tightly rationed,
which also militates against adver.

—

A

numerous

for

roles.

ZIQGY ELMAN

CBS, Collarites

Sgn Wage Pact
Hollywood, March 11.
Concluding flvfe months of negotiations on March 6, CBS here and
the pffice Employees

Union signed
affectitig

Ticket

;

a:

International

new wage agreement

White

collai^

in effect, the union's

is,

first

.

MBS

fellow v.p.

INC.,

M

March

11.
,

Because so many high school students insisted they could study just
as well while listening to their
favorite radio programs as upstairs
in the bedroom where it was quiet,
J, H. O'Neill, principal at nearby
Maumee High Sehopl, conducted a
series of experiments

%

determine

whether the students or the parents

Were

right.-

groups ot 17 students eachwere given tests,
all sophomores
one group undar conditions of controlled quiet, tht other to the ring-

Two

Baity Gray

—

AlMlto

Revamp Of

WOR

being mulled by WOR brass.
Original show was on for about a
month, with both Gray and the stais still

tion

disappointed

Meanwhile Gray

WOR

in its ratings.
also fades out of

all-night jockey-gab stanza

PALEY DROPS' LIBEL
ACTION

VS.

DAILY MAIL

London, March 11.
William S. Paley, CBS board
chairman, through counsel here has
a

libel

action

home from

headed'

against

with

Coca-Cola, now buying time on
out, has
nothing to Self in France, due to
sugar lack. Yet it's been advertising
'

for a year, to create goodwill. It's
be.i;inning to pay oB', according to
Merlin, since Coca-Cola is starling to
sell aHain
Belgium, where sugar
'

is available.
Interesting point about postwar
Sponsors, said Merlin, was their

change of type. Biggest prewar advertisers were drink, food and medicine manufacturers.
With today's
pi'oducts rationed, biggest sponsors
are beauty preparation people, will)

women's wear, in furs, wool. ne.\t.
U. S. ad agencies, in prewar days,
had- brap.ches throughout Ein-ope.
Tlie.-'e haven't been resumed since
war's end. so that a visit lo top a.yenCies in N. Y. is another Merlin aim.

"Cavalcade

new

spouse.

Jean Lawlor, ex-Compton, now a time buyer for Sullivan, Stauffer,
Bayles... .Lipton and its agency, Young At Hubicam, presented
Colwell
with the Aftnual Advertising Awards medal- last Friday (7) for airing
'commercially Sponsored' program which contributed most to the. advanceShow was the one-shot
iri'eht of radio adveMi^ing as a social force."
"Hunger Marches On," broadcast in cooperation with March of Time last
June 25 over CBS. .Grace Matthews, who plays "Big Sister"'in; soap opera
of that title, and Margo in "The Shadow," doing a leading rol6 in set of

&

.

.

Waxed
15-rainute transcriptions for N.- Y. h.q. of Community Chests.
designed to promote understanding of Chest activities, will be disElsie Dick, Mutual
tributed to stations throughout U. S., Canada, Hawaii
director of education, a patient at Park East hospital following minor operation. ...AUen A. Funt Productions prepping a summer replaceatrient offert
ing, "Y'our Guiding Star," with opera tenor Frank forest as emcee andpresenthtg opera and' concert stars with their proteges. .. .A lot of Man-'
hattan radioites wondering why that otherwise smart indie operation cian'i
hold on to its flacks. Another hep one checked out last week.
E. 39th street with
Radio Writ«»» Guild to unveil new quarters at
housewarming party Friday (14) afternoon. .Mrs. Irving Berlin and Jim
Ameche to be guests on Vivian Delia Chiesa Mutual program Friday (14)
for Girl Scouts' 35th anni party. , .Bert Lee, WfiN sportscaster, will be one
of three selector* for winner of this year's Calder Memorial Trophy, annual
award glve|i to outstanding flrst-yeair' National Hockey League player ot
season; . . .Howard Claney, announcer on ''Xhe American Album of Fa-'
miliar Mitisio,''' «urrentIy has one-man show at 20 paitltingg exhibited at
the Manor elufo, P«lHati>. ,, .Sid Eiges, NBC press chief, oil today (Wed.)
On flve-week tour with stopovers in Chi, Attanta, Dallas; Houston, New
*
Orleans, Los Angeles, Frisco and Denver. Back April 18.
just upped four -account execs to veepees in Bill O'Donnell and
Thayer (Tax) Cuming* in the N. Y. office; Dale Caston, in Buffalo, and
Elmore Haring, Cleveland
Jay Burton, local gag writer, is newest member ot Bob Hope's staff, flying out to his Coast assignment Friday (7). Deal

—

series,

.

BBD&O

was handled
liv

hy^ Bill

Maloney.

ir^^^

To men who know the situation best, Frank Sinatra will be pushing
fall for a sponsor other than Lctrillard (Old Gold)
Failing
Jane Powell for the Tony Martin-Texaco series, Mike Kirk is
wooing Evelyn Knight West. Teenish Powell stays put with Sinatra after
quite a hassel Involving Metro's L. K. Sidney, Sinatra, Kirk, MCA and
Mann Holiner of Lennen & Mitchell
Jack Benny couldn't find a suitaijle
auditorium
Cuoamonga or Azusa for his April 20 broadcast so he'll do it
in a high school aud at the other equipped-to-national-prominence small
town—Anaheim.... Charlie Lung, who has been arOund radio for 20 years
with his "100 voices," being tested by Monogram as Charlie Clian. ...
Walter Lurie headed back to ft, Y. With his sample case bulging with Coast
shows for Mutual and ABC's Adrian Samish checked in to see what's still
left and what goes with those he corralled last trip.
He'll stick around
until his Hollywood program head, J. Donald Wilson, leaves the hospital.
Mebbe it's justa coincidence but it has happened twice now; soon after
Samish arrived or departed Wilson betook himself to the infirmary
Glenn Hardy started his 14th year as Alka Selts;er newscaster on Don Lee
skein, which last, week added its 42nd outlet, KXOB, Stockton, Cal
There's talk around that Horace Heidt iwill reorganize his baiid if the
up tunes next
to deliver

m

of the
London Daily
MailCourt was advised the de
fendants had publicly apologized to
Paley and paid him an undisclosed
sum of money, which he had turned
cision yet.
over to the Rritish Red Cross and
Likelihood that the all-night show St. John's Organization.
will be sold as a pacl?age to a
Apolo.ay cabled to the CBS exec Turns deal goes through.
single sponsor, which will make its
said the Mail's published report of
Henry Taylor whipping up the "ad libs" for Phil Baker. .. .James Melown disk jock'ey selection. Show July 9, 194,'i, "erroneously stated
ton's "Harvest of Stars" airs from Hollywood April 8 and 27
will revert to its old title of "Moon
Benny
that Mr. Paley had taken time off
light
Goodman's option was taken up on the Victor Borge show with considerSaving Time"
inSteacl ^ of from his official duties
(as a colonel
"Barry Gray Varieties."
with tile Army's psychological war- able rewrite of his contract. Compton agency has the last say on his parGray wants to give up the all fare branch) to negotiate
ticipation to give the format more flexibility, . .Carleton Alsop will cut a
a private
night grind, says that "with a wife
agreement for the right to exploit show around Danny Thomas as possible summer entry for ipifene. .. .Eddie
and kid it's another story."
the Luxembourg radio statiori" in Cantor entered a Pabst team in the American iBbwling Congress meet here
Bob Orr felled by the fiu and conducting his business bedside; He's
behalf of CBS.
opening up a small office for his agency in Beverly Hills.
Gabbers Elect Bill ienry

urday afternoon stretch as his solo
WOR pitch.; Meanwhile, station is
mulling
a
15-niInute
cross-theboard show for him, but no de-

.

ple.

French programs, he pointed

the Everglades

—

Mix
Toledo,-

Bob Schmid

of America" will broadcast a scrip£ called "The Man With Green Fingers"
next Monday (17). St. Patricks! Day. Script, however, has nothing to do
with the Irish holiday. Concerns tuther Burbank; naturalist.
Another exBeverly Chase, ex-CBS, lolling in Florida with mama
CBS secretary, Gloria Manes Sharp, goes west via Navy ship and Panama
ComposerCanal with oflicer-husband. They'ire expecting in August
April
and staying
in
for
Hollywood
out
conductor Fred Steiner hitting
there. .. ,Four' weeks after director Richard Sanville left N. Y. for Holly.Marriage
will
remove
east.
Lesley
..
wood his father died suddenly in
Woods from femme lead of "Crime Photographer." She's going to Europe

ing of bells, pounding of hammers,
and alternating classical and jaaa
music.
-The group studying in quiet outclerks, in foUr -brackets, respective- stripped the distracted group in
three parts of the five-part test,
ly, $35 to $43; $30 to $39; $30 to $38
and $26 to $32.50;' secretaries, $34 while the distracted group did betThe
to $42.50 and $30 to $38, in two ter in the other two parts.
classifications; stenograph»'.»-s, $30 to group in the quiet room excelled in
telephone operatoia, $28 to ta.fks requiring attention, recogni$36;
receptionists,
$37.50;
$26 to $34; tion and concentration. The group
script typists, $26 to $34, and mail in the noisy-'room excelled in recollection and working a syndicated
clerks, $25 to $30.
puzzle, "The Wishing Well."
General conclusions- drawn from
the test were: tasks requiring fully
in
conscious effort demanded undivided
attention for maximum performFold Soon;
ance; tasks requiring vague awareness coupled \yith mechanical skill
in
can be pei'forfhed with divided attention; and tasks iof routine nature
Barry Gray's Monday night
fN. Y.) show will be completely re- can 1)6, performed with little attenvamped starting Monday (24), to tion.
follow the "This Is Jazz" format of
In other words—it all depends.
his
current
Saturday
afternoon
show. Whether Gray will continue
in the Monday night slot, however,

the

or otherwise connected with
U. S. firms, Merlin believes that
American organizations have a big
s ake in continuing to advertise in
the British market, in order to keep
their brand names alive until prodHis U. S. visit is unuct eases.
doubtedly tied up with idea of impressing U. S. producers and their
ad agencies with need of keeping institutional and similar advertising
alive in a market of 49,000,000 peo-

ABC

ThatThere'sNoTeslWliere
fids,

.

NBC

Toledo Scliool Test Froof

But because 65% of products sold in the next fortnight, which will withdrawn
prewar Britain were made, leave him with the two-hour Sat- publishers

owned

,

.

.

.

—

LA NG: WORTH

.

Ernie Otto transferred from
newsroom to
publicity correspondent
nightside publicity. , .Horace Schwerin to Chicago March l5 for presentapersonnel.
Ed
tion of his Reactocaster to agencies, sponsor? and
''bosses'
night"
banquet
of
a
prexy,
addresses
the Gahtbri,
Mutual
Kobak,
O., Junior Chamber tomorrow (Thurs.), then hops on to Chicago on net
program
resigned
a
producer
recently
as
for
Bergmafm,
NBC's
biz. . .Ted
International Division, has checked in at Allen A, Funt Radio Productions
Phil Carlin,
program veepee,
where he'll create radio packages
ducked out Friday (8) for a week's fishing off Florida. En route he passed

GrBBtasi Trumpeter Since Gabriel!
D.
Ijong a national favorite with T.
and B. G., Zisg:y lOIman signed nls
.sensational new' band to LanS.exeluslvely.
Service—
Library
Worth
of 15 tunes (imFirsi; group
mediate release) cut March 6th in
Liederkranz llall. New York. After
New York
play-backs.
hearing'.'t'^eatest
Z i g g- y
rate
critics
trumi>etev since Gabriel!"

workers.

with any network and the. only one
Last
in the radio industry here.
year it assumed the two-year ticket
formerly held by' the Screen Office
Employees Guild but insisted on reopening '"poor" agreement on the
basis of wages only thereby effecting
its own first agreemeht.
Union gained an average increase
of 26%%, although some of the hikes
range up to 60% from a low of
20%. Top ones were duetto their
being -some new .iob classifications
created. Agreement runs untii^Dec.

:

tising.

.

'

Before the war, Wallace put in
lour years in radio. Then, after a
two-year stint' in the Navy, he reentered the field to grab the record

Paramount, RKO and French film
companies take 10-week or shorter
periods on the French side to plug 31, 1947, and is retroactive to Jan, 1,
new pix with programs of excerpts 1947, .continuing otherwise on the
basis of the "SOeG's two-year ticket.
from th§se pix.
^Merit raises will boost the pay of
Merlin, who arrived in N. Y, J*^*
some over the basic rninimums due
week for a fortnight ol confabs with to longevity, etc., but following table
bis U. S. rep G«y Bolam, revealed
the hikes in the olfder of imlists
that Radio Lux's Ftench evening portance: Administrative
assistants,
time is all sewed up, but some time .$36 to
$50; editors, $36 to $57.50; asand
is available during morning
sistant
editors, $36 to $40 (new clasThe 200,000 watt
noon sessions.
sification); teletypists, $30 to 4^0;
station, mo,st powerful commercial

primary area (600 miles). Its evening weekday programs are in
Sunday afternoon and
French.
evening programs are" in English, to
catch the audience to whom the
serious BBC Sabbath programs don't

Jack Parr mentioned as possible summei^ replacement for Dennis Day's
show for Colgate. .Electibn of Joe Ream as exec veepee of CBS has cued
the old bromide, "It couldn't happen to a nicer guy," but the boys really
mean it. ,. .Margaret MacDonald and Jack Orrison added to cast of
"Strange Romance of Evelyn Winters".,.. Ann Burr and Grant Gordon
join "Lors ^awton" players.,.. John Raby new to "Rose of My Dreams"
.Mason Candy Products, Brooklyn, has Preview Records cutting series
of kiddie disks with commercial pitch at the end. Albums of platters will
be distributed as merchandising ginunick in cities where product is sol(i
.Miarion A. Parham has moved from Kenyon & Eckhardt, where she was
.
a spot radio time btiyer, to Audience Surveys, Inc.
Domingo Guide, staff copyist in ABC's music department, convalescing
Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald,
at Columbus Hospital after major operation
WJZ's breakfast banterers, claim to have foimd homes for 4,782 cats and
Evelyn
152 dogs since first of '46— an(| lately got a home for a horse!
Byrd, formerly of Compton's radio department, now the agency's Coast

Myron Wallace is taking part in
22 shows weekly, all acquired in the
Hia chores
brief span of one year.
include everything from announcer,
interviewer, newscaster, narrator to

"Pele-

in

»

« «

'

This is only half its time
alone.
available, other halt of Radio tUx's
programniing being in English;

.

#

4-

.

Washington, March 11,
Radio Correspondents Assn. today
Henry, CBS com-

(11) elected Bill

mentator, as president for the ensuing year, succeeding Rex Goad.

Scbeuer Named to Direct

WFIL Program

Operations

Philadelphta,

March

11.

John D. Scheuer, Jr., production
Washingtoh bureau chief of Trans- manager ot WFIL since August, 1945,
has been named director of program
radio.

elected
were Albert
Warner, news chief of WOL-iSiutual.
vice president: Elmer Davis,
ooniineiuator, secretary,
and Bill
MoAndrew, news chief of "WRCNBC. treasurer. New officers, plus
Goad aiKl Pete Tully, D, C- rep ot
Yaiilice Network, will serve as ex^
ecutive committee.
Othei-s

ABC

operations for the slatioin.
Among other chore.'!. Sctieuer pi-oduccs "Within Our Gates," station's
prize-winning tolerance show which
he was instrumental in originatihg
two years ago.
Charles J. Keys, formerly of the
Philadelphia
Record,
has
joined
WFIL as exec secretary to -Roger W.
CliiJp, general manager.

CHICAGO

.

.

.

Claude kirsalmer pinch hitting for Bob Elson while latter takes vacation from "On the Century". . .Nancy Martin, former "Breakfast Club"
ohirper, takejs her songs to Ambassador hotel Buttery ... W. Raymond
.

Fowler, Needham, Louis & Brorby veepee, elected to board of directors of
agency... .McJunkin agency changes name to Gordon Best Co..
.Larr}'

White

.

m

.

new sOng show via WIND. ...Sh^p Chartoc. CbartoC-Colcnian
Productions, in from Coast for look-see.
.Benne Alter leav^ WM't. Cedar
Rapids, to become program department staffer at WHBF.
Olan Soule adds part in "Captain Midnight" to "Grand Marquee" choro.-!
.

....Johnny Coons

is

.

new guy on "Wax and Needle Club"

FredJSniilh

in new disk joc-Rey role at WOWO, Ft. Wayne. .. .'WBKB talcing Oi) exicnsive poll of televiewers to determine best liked video
Martinique niiiM-.v
switches from CBS to Mutual net for band remotes, .. .Dr. Lee DeFuiftst"''oa'fflot directors of Army Signal Association
Don KcHcy.
wit'i flack
topper, back from 10 days in Wa.shitigton. ..;.Studs X-i-k!-;
guest speaking before Chi Radio Management club.

WBBM

UTe^neBdayV

1^7

March 1%-

rden Matches

Show

to Product;

VWT Preps New TsJent Showcase
Borden's series on WNBT-*
N. Y.), tees off Sunday (16)
.dramatic hsow titled
with a one-act
8:30-9 p.m. slot.
''Florist Shop." in the
Program is the first to be produced
Eekhardt ad
bv the Kenyon ft
of Young
agency, after six months
Hubicam productions. Borden execs
jlidge the two series
are expected to
which agency
and then decide on
should handle the teleshows:
"Florist Shop" was selected not so
muCh because it will make lor a good
because it will fit
tele production but
product. Lady Bora new Borden's
Ice Cream, which is to be

New

/NBC

&

den's

plugged for the first time anywhere
Bruno Wick and Ifydia
in the shov(^.
Westman will appear in the threecharacter cast, with the star yet to be
Fred Coe produces for
selected.

NBC.
Next show in the series, for March
may be "Little Brown Jug."
23
Psychological comedjt-drama played
starring
a year ago on Broiddway
Percy Kilbride and did 9 quick foldo
five

perfoWnances.

"Show

for

Comfort

FCC

chialrraan

Charles R.
Denny, Jr. spoke at the Institute
of Radio Engineers banquet at
the Hotel Commodore, N. Y.,
last Wednesday (5) night, with
the event being televised by
(NBC, N. Y.). Before
leaving Washington Wednesday
morning, his wife had warned
him to get a haircut before -appearing in thfe banquet hall.
Knowing that Mrs. Denny was
Watching the proceedings via
her television set in Washington,
Denny stopped in the middle of
his speech;, turned around so
that his head was to the video
cameras, and pointing to the

WNBT

back of his neck, remarked
an aside to his wife, "Look!"

WNBT

in

Glass," first'blgscalc

show

was pulled

Scljdules in

M

week

last

Aid of

to

domestic

and

vision program director.
Tele broadcasters offer a fertile
field for short stories and one-act
plays, Feiner declared, and a one-

Oklahoma

"I

am

shot video show based on alreadypublished Story properties repre"found" money for the author.
Feiner conceded that the average
paid for a script running
$40-,'ii75
20-40 minutes isn't high but pointed
out that, besides giving authors extra mbney, it also offers them a
chance to break Into video now
with the assurance that the medium

hillbilly declai-ed:
direct contact with
by way of brain communication and eye television. I also

.sents

in

NBC

know

this was caused by radioactive elements that formed at
the base of
brain, containing
enough phosphorus fof eye television and direct contact with

my

extensive service to tele broadcasters
than the broadcasters can provide
for themselves. Utilizing its present

both

the

air

waves by

ear.

I

know

Most broadcasters have found,
Feiner declared, that radio scripts
with their strictly aural requirements do not offer much for video.
CBS staff, he declared, recently
went through some 500 radio scripts
and gleaned only 10 or 12 suitable

,

this matter,"
NBC execs haven't figured out
yet whether to answer the guy
by straight mail or beam him
a television answer.

Pathe already has a television affiliate established in
Television,
headed up by Ralph B. Austrian.
Originally intended as a film production outfit for video, the company
could be converted into a newsreel
outfit without too much
trouble.
Films would be sold to brbtidciasters
on a footage basis and flown to the

HoUywoqd, March

11.

Los Angeles Times took its readtele
spon- ers—rand other papers here with
after
which it has a radio-verboten agree-

for

teleshbws.
Radio scripts, he
noted, are slanted towards the human imagination, with its qualities
of acceptance or rejection of the
mind pictures conjured up by what
the ear hears.
Since tele presents
a visual picture, however, such mind
pictures are ruled out, so that even
the most adaptable radio scripts
must be torn doWn and reconstructed to get the maturity of dialog,
action, etc., required for video.
"Television is unique," he said,
"and can't borrow its pattern from
other jnedia. If we can't do something as good or better than an-

N.f. Realtors Faftr

TBA Tele Aerial Plai
ill. Ask Further

Data

N. Y. apartment house tenants may
be permitted to install television sets
sooner than originally thought. N. V.
Realty Board, meeting with the special Sub-committee
on apjartment

WNBT

house installations of the Televislbn
Broadcasters' Assn., looked with
favor on an interim plan suggested
by the TBA pending the develop-

other medium can do it, then we
should lay off the subject."
Attempts by CBS and other bi^oadcasters to develop a unique pattern
from pre-tested material is carried
out all along the line, Feiner said.
Instead
of
merely training the
cameras on an event for a remote
piokftp, and transmitting whatever
comes Within ttieir range, for example, CBS has recently attempted
to develop a documentary type of
remote show, building a compact

ment

of a suitable multiple-antenna
Board asked for further details on the proposed plan, however,
and will withhold its final decision
until another meeting next week.

system.

Details of the plan are being kept
until the
strict wraps by

TBA

under

board

realty

TBA

makes up

efforts to hasten

its

mind.

development

multiple-antenna
system,
meanwhile, have brought results,
with RCA; Telicon, and Amy, Aceves
& King all devoting full time to
whipping their systems into shape to
pass TBA approval.
of

the

program around the event.
At track meets the producers now
hypo interest in the show by interviewing the winners at the trackThis system will also be carried out in baseball, Feiner said,
predicting that giving baseball fans
a closeup interview of their favorite
players will add much more to the
side.

.

PAR TELE LIES
HIT BY LIGHTNING

game than they could get if they attended a game in person, Feiner
has also attempted to devise a new

whereby radio logs are limited to which has been advanced by several
Hollywood, March 11.
key stations and key programs only tele chiefs, involves the piping In of
Even astral television isn't safe
FEATHEES IN A GAtE
in stamped-out standardized form.
to theatres by tele broadfrom nature's freak-of-freaks. LightWith Maxine Stttart, WiUiam Post, Last fall the Times also bowed out newsi'eels
casters on a closed circuit, so that ning twice
different times struck
Oraee Coiiptni AUiin Hale. Oyrilla
at
So,
charities.
theatres would get their news flashes Hollywood's television on the afterDom, Ben Lackland, Ed Nannery, of some cooperative
this looks like cuYtain& while the at the same time the home televiewBarbara Townsend, others
noon of March 5, temporarily silencsheet goes all out for video.
System is considered un- ing and darkening Paramount's
Director: Ed Sobol
ers do.
Writer: Pauline Jamerson
feasible, however, since it would re- KTLA, atop Mt. Wilson.
The only
Sets: Bob Wade
quire all theatres In a single locality station operating, and at that mereS5 Mlns.; Sunday (9), 8:35 p.m.
to run on the same schedule in order ly for dealer demonstration in conTELECAST TRUiAM'S
Sustaining
to leave tteie open in their pro- nection with "T-Day," it was I;owWNBX-NBC, N. y.
grams fbr the news.
ever, back on the air after Only a

TALK TO CONGRESS

WNBT's presentation of "Feathers
in ft Gale" Sunday (9) night offered
Telecast of President Truman de^impeachable proof of something
Will Shakespeare expounded on 300 livering his message on the Greek
years ago— that the play's the thing situation to the joint session of Conand no matter how much you try gress today (Wed.) will be handled
a
to dress up a weak play with good
by NBC, CBS and DuMont under
acting, production, etc., if it goes
Show will be
pool arrangement.
in bad to the cameras, it will come
three
aired by N. Y. outlets ol all
out bad oh the^receiving screen.
p.m.,
An original three-act play by networks from 12:30 to 1:30
Pauline Jamerson, "Feathers" might transmitted from Washington to
nave done okay as an amateur high N. Y. Via the Bell System's coaxial.
school production but certainly had
nothing to offer television, or any '^^Broadcasters are slated to install
other professional medium. Tale retwo Image Orthicon cameras inside
volved around three destitute widchamber, where the Presows in a New England fishing town the House
Another I.O. will
of the last century, where the town ident is to speak.
to lens
laws required them to be sold into be stationed atop the Capitol
servitude to pay their debts. Situ- preliminary shots of the Washingation offered possibilities for a good ton skylinfe
comedy but it emerged as a tired,
hamstrung production, full of cliches
fan hardened
and not much else.
much even for a videoidio.syncracies.
Apparently still trying to find a to ali the producers'
the^ cast,
way to bridge the acts in these fuUOn the credit side was
in the lead role
Stuart
Maxine
length shows, the
with
production
she's done
paralleling the fine work
ftefl came up with a new idea for
William Post
Breathers"— and it was probably the in other video shows.
the
worst yet. Since the play was a sea and Allan Hale were okay
NamieiT, as an
story,
malQ quartet garbed in male leads but Ed
^caricaWhat probably were supposed to re- old sea dog, offered a pooi
and
semble mariners' costumes of the ture of the role. Grace Copgmtheir
for
nods
rate
also
Dorn
century gave out with sea ditties
vvidow
Between the acts. First time they w^rk as the other two
and duecpri Sobol's production
appeared wa.sn't too hard to take,
two
nut being-iorced to watch them at tion was oka/and Bob Waders
every break
was too sets were good.
the
:

.

.

:

:

NBC

m

'

^

&a

in

show

.

form fpr televised fashion shows,
getting more action and movement
is to be found in film shorts
same event.
"What we'rc^ trying to do," he
said, "is empl'iasize taste and quality
now when the medium" is still
young and so avoid the charges of
poor taste and over-commercialization that have tteen levied. against
radio recently."
than

of the

brief shutdown, demonstrating alertness and preparedness of the crew.

Comes

the Cheesecake

Tele to Ogle

much higher terms

will pay off in
in the future. «

I

should be in N. Y. in NBC but
cannot go there until I have
information from NBC regarding

foreign,

time for broadcasters to start

agents to think along tele lines, according to Ben Feiner, CBS tele-

shows.
In a letter to the network chiefs,

Pathe News, for one, sees a new
and fertile field in television. Rea,soning behind ;tliig is based on the
belief 0 Pathe execs that they're far
better equipped, through experience
and top personnel, to provide more

staff,

it's

stimulating publishers and literary

further worries about how soon
the coaxial cable will network
their shows to the hillbilly states
in the south, They've come up
with a character who claims he's
in direct contact, via "brain communication," with alj NBC tele-

a year on the air.
ment—by surprise yesterday (Mon- key stations in each web for net"Showbusiness" will follow a vaThose
riety format, servjng chiefly as a day) with the publishing for the .working to their affiliates.
program showcase for sponsors via a first time of television program stations not tied in to the network,
trial spot for package shows. Until listings, tagged to its limited radio it's believed, could be serviced by
having the film reduced to 16m stock
has revised schedules.
the show is ready,
night
Paper first announced its inten- and flown in, through which means
its schedule to fill, the Thursday
spot. Present setttp includes a stu- tion in the Sunday edition \ and fol- any station in the country could
dio fashion show at fi-8:15 p.m.; ski lowed through in Iilondays, coinci- have news films on the screen within
hews (fito), 8:15-8:20; "In Town To- dent with "T-Day"— and not only 24 hours after the occurrence of an
day" (live studio), 8:20-8:35; "What's because of the advertising "T-Day" event.
One question left unanswered,
Kew to N. Y." (film), 8:35-8:40; "You generated. The Times, be it known,
Aye an Artist," studio show featuring is also in video up to its ears and however, and one which tele chiefs
John Gnagy, 8:40-9 p.m. Of the line- will have its own station here, too, believe the newsreels will ultimatehave to take into consideration ^is
up, thft Gnagy show is the only com- for which a CP has already been ly
what market there will be for newsmercial program, sponsored by Gulf. granted with others.
Those to be logged will be Don reel product once video sets become
As a temporary filler for "Dancing
common as radio sets. Public aton Air," another Standard Brands Lee's experimental station, W6XA0, as
tending a film theatre, it's believed,
sponsored show, which was pulled on for full week of extra programwill balk at being forced to sit
out <d; the Sunday night 8-8:15 slot, ming, though normally limited to
through the same newsreel pictures
Bristol-Myers'
afternoon
weekly
and
up
night
moved
WMBT has
one
they saw on their home tele screens
"Tele-Varieties" and lengthened it, so testings twice weekly, and Paraseveral days previously. If the newsit now runs from 8 to 8:20. Ten-minmount's KTLA on for six nights
reel companies hope to compete with
ute film short follows, with the reg- weekly, but now augmenting with
television newsreel coverage, they'll
startpresentation
afterin
ular NBC theatre
regular weekly schedule
have to work out a system of feeding at 8:30.
noons in cooperation with RCA.
ing theatres daily film releases .nEvent probably will precipitate a
stead of the twice-weekly issues now
break of the Times from the liool in order. Otherwise they'll continue
end agreement worked with the to be scooped as they presently are.
Newspaper Publishers Association
One method of overcoming this,

-

1ideo-Feiner

a crying need for video writers and

RKO

fir^^

commercial

undM Standard Brands

sorship,

Cood^^

All

Brainstormer Delujce
NBC television execs have no

facing increased competition from
the l-apidly expanding television
newsreel sBryices, are finally taking
steps to combat the threat—but not
by fighting video. Apparently recognizing merit in the old slogan, "if
you can't lick 'em, join 'em," several
of the reels are presently mulling the
possibility of setting up separate organizations to service tele broadcasters with newsreel film.

Pathe believes it can; service the tele
nets With Svorldwide coverage, getting the film on tele screens as fast
as the broadcasters now get their
own materia] before the cameras.

Tillies

Listings

BOB STAHL

Commercial newsreel companies,

Television's got a new value
for wives to check
their errant husbands.

Up on

"Show Business, mc," original new

Ihow. devised by Warren. Wade, NBC^
television production chief, is exnected to replace the defunct -"Hour
(NBC, N. Y.) in
Glass" on
the Thursday night 8-9 slot. "Hour

To Come

COIIIT THREIT
By,

now—a way

IJL

Bniibiess, Inc,"

Now's Timeior

TD

Television industry today presents

Too Close

.

lUEter

iEiS

EST

No damage was sustained by the
transmitter.
Only the power and
and telephone lines were
light
knocked out, the latter last, when
struck. The station got its auxiliary
Hollywood, March 11.
Diesel power in operation in a
A thousand •Vfell-wishers of showmatter of minutes and with the aid
of radio relay atop its Hollywood biz and local Industcy at a "T-Day"
quarters got its image and voice to luncheon here yesterday (Monday)
heard a recorded message of RCA
the peak, 18 miles distant.
veepee J. B. Elliott that Hollywood

r

J®®

It

TAKE LEAD SPOT IIILI

television has signed for exclusive video rights to the fotthcbmlng photographic carnival in the

NBC

Regiment Armory, N. Y., May
Sponsored by U. S.
15, 16, 17.
Camera mag, carnival will be the
consumer photog show ever
first
7lst

with the public permitted to
take as many pictures inside the
Life Tells of Tele
building as it desires for free developing and printing by the variHollywood, March ll.
ous photography firms represented.
Life magazine is going to a teleTelevision angle comes in via the vision pai-ty here. As a matter of
top-name talent, cheese-cake mod- fact Life has been video-partying for
to
els, etc, that the sp.on.sors hope
past' few days at the Edgar Bergenline up to serve as subjects for the Patrick Cunning studios, rounding
amateur photogs.
up a photo essay on Coast live tele
production.

will

held,

Break was ordered from New York
Producing Pix for Tele
Premier Pictures has been formed headquarters and will take approximately nine days to round up. Being
in New York by Joseph Ornato to
used are Cunning's live production,
produce pix for television.
Will begin immediate production "Paper Moon," a mood dramatization, some of Bergen's dolls and
on a .series of novelty, musical and
comedy Sboi-ts.both on 35 and 16m ininialuie.s, plus all writing, costumroalce-up,
direction and
series also plan- ing, set,
fllffli with a similair
other activities glommable.
ned expressly for television.

television's

programming

climate,

mountain peaks, signal
etc, abetting and making
the Coast the centre.
Stores reported orderly crowds
likened to Saturday trade instead of
Monday and the public has seemingly been sold on video. Set orders
are expected to flow after today.
.strength,

I

,
'

Approximately
!

I

_

be

centre of the nation. Statement was
supported by Harry R. Lubcke, of
Don Lee, who sees the proximity of
pix biz and the natural attributes of

j

:

,

j

1,000 sets

have now

arrived here and the figure is ex-,
pected to double by the month's ertd^
RCA has reported $4,000,000 worth of
orders, with General Electric and
other manufacturers reporting a
shower of orders also.

Wednesday, March 12, I947
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FM

GE's

11

1

Offer

Continued from page 40

Witli

On

FCC Chairman Charles R. train radio operators, program men,
Commissioner Clifford ets., in the schools for later jobs in
Jr.,
And establishDurr, Chief Engineer George commercial "radio.
Adair and PM Broadcast Chief Cyril ment of school radio stations is the
Braum were let in on the plan. But best way to do it, the company's

stations.

benny,
J.

FCC it is pointed out, is not likely
to take the initiative toward lowering the standards for educational FM
\intil the educators themselves coiwe
forth with formjil petition to that

proposal

effect.

price.

points

So-called

out.

Workshops" can be dovetailed
neatly with operating
"Campus FM stations" such as GE
proposes at the special $5,000 top"Radio

ME

Indde Stuff-Radio

Aylesworth. Agenda

'

>

1^^^^^

As GE sees it, the public should
no secret, however, that FCC
has been disappointed with the slow- be spared the necessity of listening
ness of educational institutions in to "the mistakes and growing pains
Colactually putting stations on the air. of new educational stations."
The GE brochure, which will be lege and school stations should propeddled to schools, makes much of gram for their own school and localthis point. To date, only six educa- interest audiences rather than comtional FM outlets are actually broad- pete with commercial FM'ers for the
permits
have been attention of the public, "which is
22
casting
granted, and another 23 applications primarily interested in recreation."
are pending at ''FCC, although edu- In fact, the GE brochure concludes,
cators have talked of spotting at "low power and limited coverage"
least 1,000 FM stations throughout is a definite advantage for the eduIt is

the U. S.
The 20 channels FCC
has given them would permit even
more than that numj^r.
GE's pamphlet reminds educators
of the 177 stations they once had on
the standard bands and warns them
to start out with a smaller investment and their feet-on-the-ground
in FM or they may forfeit a second
opportunity to break into radio.
GE's proposal is two-fold. In the
first place, the company says educational radio has an obligation to

Willi

Expanded Awards

Fred Allen may do a one-Wme flll^ln for Irf»well Thomas on latter's CBS
stanza during the gabber's current swing through the west. Stint would
be return favor for Thomas' guest shot (with H. V, Kaltenborn) on Allen's
An effort will be made to interest seasonal teeofi last fall.
Thomas, who spent most of last week skiing at Sun Valley, is hitting the
the National Assn. of Broadcasters in
taking over the Alfred I. duPont western trails to give radio listeners a look at him. (His fairly new CBS
audience is west of the Mississippi, while his long-standing NBC hookup
Radio Foundation Awai'dSj and posis east of the river. He'll hit most of the major Coast cities, where he
sibly to introduce awards in telealso has lecture dates, before windup of the tour in mid-April, On his
vision as a new category, starting
way back to Manhattan he'll probably stop over long enough to do one
next year.
air shot from Cineinnati, home of Procter
Gamble, his CBS sponsor in
This was disclosed by M. H. the west.
Aylesworth, former NBC prexy'and
Nelson Case, CBS announcer, joined the gabber last week
member of the Foundation's fifth' an- flying out after Thomas heckled the net and agency (Cotnpton) into jetting
nual awards committee, following Case ."come on:;out.".,.;;,
the presentation of 1946 honors
Saturday (8) at a dinner at the St,
A one-time haPpy association of two midwestern announcers that turned
Regis, N. "Y.
forcibly sugared-up here thanks to the motion picture busii
Station awards for,, "outstanding sour has been
publie service" went to WHO, Des ness and the bedfellows it can make. Pair were once coldly aloof, followMoines (in the 5,000 watts class) and ing a brushoft scene here not too long ago but are now associated on the
WKY, Oklahoma City (in the under same motion picture, a disk jockey story. When they worked in Chicago
one was a local armouncer only and the other was the top disk jockey
5,000 watts class).
As reported in last week's Variety, thereabout, a person of consequence. The struggling gabber was plainly
award, impressed' with his pal and basked in reflected glory. Then the jockey
the
commentatoris
radio
carrying a $1,000 cash prize went to took a Hollywood indie station offer and became one of many jockeys,
Elmer Davis for his "distinguished" himseU a struggler, though more recently .climbing. Shortly thereafter
public service in reporting and the unknown gabber also attained recognition, got a national commercial
analyzing the< news.
and his star started to rise-^but right .over his .former friend's. When the
Awards were accepted by B. J. nouveau. riche gabber shifted to Hollywood he, of course, ignored the jockey
Palmer, president of the Central gone local figure. But when a studio (E^gle-Lion) bought the screen story
Broadcasting Co., for WHO, and by penned by the jockey they also decided to feature Mr. Big in it. And
E. K. Gayloi-d, president of the Oklathat's where the story ends, or begins again.
homa Publishing Co., for WKY.
Awards are given by Alfred I. Du
Story in Variety in November that AFRA was investigating dismissal of
Pont Radio Awards Foundation.
ABC aired the dinner ceremonies, Si Mann, an announcer at WJAS, Pittsburgh, stated that station execs said
with Mark Woods, net prexy, speak- spieler had a persecution complex. Nobody at local CBS outlet said any
such thing and iifoplication has since been traced to malicious gossip
ing briefly.
about announcer. No investigation by AFRA took place since whole thing
was strictly a matter between IVIann and the station. Since then announcer
has been .'dievoting all his time to a highly-successful school for training
radio ""spielers which Mann and his brother,- Joe Mann, of
staff, have
been running for some time.

;

cational station in

its

,

early stages.

Whatever merit the GE plan has
means of speeding construction
FM school stations has been outweighed in the educators' eyes by
the brochure's snide remarks at eduas a
of

broadcasting

cational

generally.

With the result that the U. S. Office
of Education hasn't gone to bat for
the GE proposal and some of the
government men are frankly burned
up,

KQV

.

,

—-

»

,

Child Study Association of America wants writers to thinlc more about
the importance of juvenile radio programs and, .to encourage them to do
so, has set up a Robert Maxwell Award carrying a $1,000 prize for "the best
idea or concept for a new and original children's radio program" sub-,
mitted before next June 1; Award! is named for creator and producgr of
several current jttve shows. Winner's program wiU be biroadcast ^over
Mutual network and aWhor will get Continuing royalties if program gets
sponsor or is continued as a net sustaining feature. Judges Of the entries
axe Eleanor Roosevelt, Helen Hayes, Mrs. Mary Fisher Lar^gifluir of Vassar,
CSA president, and Ed Kobak, president of Mutual.

Mutual gabbers Gabriel Heatter and Fulton Lewis, Jr. are the subjects
of a mag parlay this week that has the net's flackery cooing^ Heatter Is
profiled as the "Great Gabbo" in a piece by. Jack Alexander to appear in
the Mar. 15 Satevepost. Heatter, it's pointed out, once peddled this mag in
Brooklyn. Lewis is being bioged by Look.

—
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Rejects Scripps'

Cleveland Bid, Givss

Perndt to

Town Group

Washington, March 11.
Friday (7) handed a
standard broadcast station permit to
the Cleveland 'Broadcasting Co. and
turned down the mutually exclusive
Scripps - Howard
of
application
.

FCC

P«l»er hanger

is

last

The facRadio, Inc. in Cleveland.
tors of local residence and greater
familiarity with hometown affairs,
FCC said, weighted the scales in
favor of the Cleveland company and
against Scripps-Howard. Both were
competing foi- use Of the ISOOkc
wavelength with 5kw power to give
Cleveland a new day-and-night radio
service.
Officers
and directors of the
Cleveland Broadcasting Co. (which
include the Democratic and Republican bosses of the town, railroad
labor leaders Alvanley Johnston and
Alexander P. 'Whitney, and former
;

Th*

ptoverbiallyr

busy one-armed paper hanger

is

» gen»

tiCman of leisure Ounpared to Roy Battles. This lanky,
(5-foot-2-inch Midwesterncr is "WVi^'s Farm Program
and one of the hardest-working, most
Director
'
.

.

.

conscientious

An
tles
still

men

in radio circles.

don't

know how he does

it.

in

Ip'f i

.

.

.

and

w«

and appeartng on the daily broadcasts of EvTime" and "Everybody s Farm Hour,"
Roy conducts two highly popular Sunday morning farm
Up and 'Farm Front' ;

erybody's Chore

IS

'

.

,

responsible largely for the format and content of all 21

programs

Roy

of' rural

appeal originated by

WLW each week.

supervises the activities of assistants

Bob Miller

and Betty Brady Whe--aloag with Farmer Earl Neal and
Outdoorsman Boss Johnson help him tailor all farm
programs to the interests of agriculture in the

—

WLW

area.
tical,

He

also supervises the operation of

WViV's

ptac«

non-suhsidized farm, answers countless letters from

listeners,

body

s

and greets scores of

Farm.

party

on

people

daily

visitors

to Every-

last

a

year

—was

a speaker before farm

WLW's

all

types

famine

—even

investi-

weeks' tour of Europe's worst

six

He

year.

last

as

and meetings of

clubii,

so since he accompanied

gating

spoke before thousands of

forced to turn

down more

speak-

ing invitations than he was able to accept.

For example; besides

directing

shows, "From the Ground

more

demand

in constant

IS

famine areas

experienced farmer and former county "agent, Bat-

took over his present duties

BattUs

groups, schools,

How

does he do it?

We

family?

away

m

but

love

I

When

does he get to see his

asked him and his answer, as he pulled

the mobile unit, sounded like, "I don't

know,

It!'

Which IS probably why WLWs farm programming
won 'VARIETY S award for "contributing to the world s
breadba.sket"

BOARD'S

.

;

,

was

cited as "outstanding"

poll of radio editors.

is

caster

(and

WLW

the

over-

whelmingly dominant station)

among

rural listeners of

Indiana,
Virginia,

WLW

It's

the favorite farm broad-

Battles

Ohio,

Kentucky and West

in

BILL-

also the reason

why

U.
all

S.

ARTHUR BORAN
Ace master of reTcmony,
caxtlns

Ills

comedy

rntllo broiid-

Impersonation))

for taitltONK Al;ii extolled by ontstuiKlInK crltlrN ol theatrical tnlcnt an
Aineriea'ii mo«t 'v«r8atil« «ntert«lner.
Dir.: Miittonal dmiMrt Artist* Corp.

Senator Robert Bulkley)

local residents.

Ray

are
T; Miller

and Donald Hornbeck, partners in
the law firm of Miller & Hornbeck,
will control 60% of the stock. Henry
Tremmel, president of North American Fibre Products Co., is president
of the broadcasting company; Paul
Aiken, an attorney, is vice-president
and Ray Lamb, a partner in Merrill,
Lynch, Pierce, Penner te Beane, is
secretary-treasurer.
At the same time, the Commission
turned down two separate petitions

ANNY ROS
SOLOIST

MEMPHrs SYMPHONY

MARCH

1

1th

from Scripps-Howard to reopen the
record for more evidence on the
local residence and familiarity with
local affairs of Scripps - Howard
stockholders and directors.
Commission said the testimony Scripps-

Howard wanted added to the record
dealt primarily with activities of
persons in Cleveland connected with
the Cleveland Press.
FCC said it
didn't
consider the info helpful
since Scripps had eairlier testified

the Cleveland Press would b«! run
independently of the proposed radio
station,

CAS 1 M
I

Ithaca—Michael R. Hanna. general
mriviger of WHCU. will he state
lacVo chairman for the 1317 camof
the American Cancer
'
Society,

uai' n

HQLLYWOPD

^€a/t
p^^ecl ,4 M/Mw, oiwi£ ^CMJu cJLmm**

'd^S^M'

tluCt

Ifulrv jSiMt

for a radfo program

i+ is

remarkably credible*
delicate handling

the series

is

very well cast and beautifully paced

How eve<>b MmMvdtd

gentle

tkat

Alun*r

and human as the program

ovw

is^

[

^

It's

i<y

surprisingly -f^nny.

t<r

top-iwCti^

povnt out tkait

Akmu

WiSIUlju

A^^ jfUws* -^k^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

ii.

alUcr

Kff

jjgy
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Jove Problem (the Nations Ca^er)
Unveiled by

CBS m Notable

By GEOROrE ROSEN
First

in

series

a

of

Broadcast

,

hour-long

THE EAGLE'S BROOD

documentaries which CBS plans to
present in prime evening time at
the expense of Icnocking off commercial programming (in itself an
imprecendented and laudable gesture), "The Eagle's Brood," as put
on last Wednesday night (5), proved
to be an indignant, forceful and
highly dramatic indictment of juvenile delinquency as it exists in the
country today.
Robert Lewis Shayon, who wrote
and produced this memorable document, turned out a script that was
conceived with deep feeling and un-

With Joseph Gotten, L

derstanding, the result of his own
personal cross-country survey, and

(one shot)
Sustaining

ti

t

h

e r

Adler, Jackson Beck, Walter
Greaza,
Randolph,
Lesley IVopas, Richard Wid-

Amanda

mark, Juano Hernandez, Karl
Swensen, Eric Dressier, Lucille
WaU, 'Hester Sondergaard, John Sylvester, Patsy
Campbell, WUIiam Harriean,

Don Whitakeri Tedl^aryen,
Edwin Bruce, Alekander Scmler's orch
Writer-Producer: Robert Lewis

w

i

t

mins.,

Wed.

(5),

lO-ll

p.ih.

h

production that held, fascinated, repelled and incited the listener to a
full realization of the extent of the
inroads that juvenile delinquency
has made in our democracy.
But above all It demonstrated
conclusively that, when wrapped up

blight.

,
. , ^, ,
In any event, Shayon feels deply
the injustice done to these unloved,
unwanted delinquents; he sees further the harm that this vast army
of oastofi huiflahity can bring upon
our economy and progress, and with
sincerity and integrity he tries to
make all this clear and important
to' all that he can reach.
Joseph Gotten bore the brunt of
the 60-minute sfanza in the role of
the narrator-reporter going forth
quest of the facts.' Never dramatic,
but always forceful, he was a splendid choice for the role. Luther Adler
and the others assembled to put
across the documentary were equally

w

Alexander Semlers
bridge and background music yvas
an integral part of the production
and quite noteworthy.
effective.

as

Shayon
60

WCBS-CBS, N. Y.
voluminous facts.
Translated in terms of radio the
capsule portraits and narrative confrom becoming public charges; the
tinuity were woven into a 60-minute
backed

all its vast

courts that try these flrst-Oflfenders
and that are mostly concerned with
punishing, not correcting, and the
institutions for incarceration which
he portrays as a black mark on our
civic and national honor. The whole
picture is dark in the south and
in the nortbv in the small towns and
in. the 'cities of; which WB are so

—

in terms ot fine radio, vital issues
can be jiresented without' sugar* proud.
coating, canlterous sores can be exJust when the problem looms
posed, national weaknesses can be
aired and important problems can overwhelming, insurmountable, and
despondent
be projected and find eager, listen- the reporter-narrator
ing audiences. When an expertly- beyond hope, Shayon gives his workwrought and showmanly job such ing solution for a plan of action. He
brushes aside the leaders who "break
as "The Eagle's Brood" hits the air,
it,
of course, rates thei inididle-of- their necks with their .ongues" and
the-evening spotlighting given it oy presents a community plan for at-v
CBS. The combination of ,the best tacking the problem from the botwriting, production and time, tom up, by the individual, by one
in
which exposed to a multi-million neighbor talking to another and dosSudlehce the pressing problem, rep- ing something, by each small street
resents a forward step in radio an- or neighborhood combining the efnals in which CBS merits Its fUH forts of its own people, each doing
"the little that they can to contribute
share of praise.
Shayon was brutally frank, or to understanding and eliminate some
tather, his facts were horrible in of the worst stUfnbling blocks.
Shayon's
plan is a good plan.
their reality. The .story he told was
Whether it is good enough to stem
backgrounds
proone of home
that
duce- a constant stream of delin- the tide and start turning these usequents,
rotten
both
because of less .tens of thousands who never

GIRL MEETS BOIT
With Ed Cooper, Jo Hippie,

Tom

Moore, 'Venita Jones, organist
Producer: Allen Fishburn
Writer: Ken Houston
30 mins., Fri. 9 p.m.

SCHUTTER CANDY
WGN, Chicaffo

CO.

(Scfituijnmcr & Scott)
Three girls and three boys, wantmeet members of the oppo-site
sex and go out on a date, are selected from the.audience. They are
plied with questions by Jp Hippie,
femme interrogator, and by Ed

Cooper, bringing out the personal

.

economic want and lack of under- had a chance into worthwhile citistanding; the agencies grossly under- zens is another point, and one upon
many may, diifer with
staffed and pitiably equipped* that which
try
The causes are so deep
to quell the ever-increasing Shayon;
number- of misunderstood children rooted that th^ nation could con-

and dislikes of the six.
jury of five, chosen from out
front, weighs the reactions, then
pairs off the lads and lasses in its
estimation of the most congenial
couples. As a spur to stimulating
them toward closer friendships or
the altair, sponsoir affords them an
evening out in one of the pop niterlikes

A

ies.

Quizzers dig right in, hitting on
personal stuff, which draws plenty
of response from the audience. Gals
try t'o be aloof of course, thereby
giving openings that were pried
to

the

titters

of the

listeners.

Show should have wide

appeal.

Only debatable point concerns the
of commercials. Each subawarded a box of sponsor's
candy accompanied by a short spiel
on the merits of sweets. .Opening
and closing commercials bring the
number to eight. Program should
improve greatly if it halves the

number
ject is

number

of plugs.

Jolsott has the right l(iea

•

nh«n Latr4 William L. Shlrer
'
Everett Uollei;, Allan Jackson
Super vi«ori Ruth Ashton

about not bothering with the
headaches Of Ws own programs
if he can continue doing as he
did with Crosby and Cantor two
nights in a row last week. Just
guesting around should be nice
$5,000-a-crack

America's No.
tainer

1

whom

.

.

Producer: Robert Heller
30 mins., 'Sun. (9), 1 p.m.
Sustaining

WCBS-GBS, N.r.

.

-

.

With the Big _Pour Foreign Minis-

for
pin-money
one-man enterLarry
Parks

ters meeting In Moscow Monday
(10) on the momentous question of
settling the problem of Germany

"brought back;"

and hence the problem of world
peace, the CBS Documentary Unit
in
cooperation with CBS News'

Such is the transition of time
and space that it took a newcomer's mimicry of the original's

skedded

this

show Sunday

(9)

as

the conference's curtain-raiser to
sketch in the background of the

crack soundtrack, in a film biographical, to bring Jolson back
from a place he never went to,
for the simple reason he's never
been "away."
As Jolson ad libbed with Cantor he has enough years left for

problem.

In a brief half-hour CBS tried to
highlight the problerr in short headline discussion, bringing in its experts on both sides of the Atlantic.
If the material was necessarily fa*
miliar, or the presentation a little
general or even superficial, the program was nevertheless important. It
was a needed refresher on the Ger-

two more pictures in view of
Parka ending "The Jolson Story"
at 35. Incidentally, Cantor even
topped Crosby by perniitting

man .problem,

important

in

Im-

presahg the world, and certainly
CBS' American-listening public, with

Jolie to garner all the' toppers.
let Jolson bounce everything on them but a connonball.
The challenge between Jolson
and Cantor was natural Jolie
doing Cantor's "Susie" and the
on Jolson's
latter
takihg-off
"California Here I Come." Jolson's salute to Cantor's 'flda"
and the tetter's tiSbiife to "the
world's
greatest
entertaitter"
made this—iike the Grosby show
the night before one of the top
half-hours in radio.
After all,
where could you get a better
parlay than Jolson and Crosby,
unless it might be Jolson and
Cantor, Thpt reads like a benefit.
It was—for tlie radio listener. It made it worthwhile for
them to listen a1)oiit the "33 fine
brews in Pabst's Blue Hibbon"
or the Groaner and the mammysinger dueling the Philco commercial.
And Jolie gets in his
own commercial the plug for
"The Anniversary Song," writhimself
teh by
and Saul Chap-

-

.Witit Churlw CiMlilHgWood, HewarA
'K. Smith, .RJohara .Hottelet, Ste^

Both

ing to

into deeply,

AX

1947
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PRELVUE TP MOSCOW

wealth in trying to
cure the ills, whereas nothing short;
of basic ehanges could eradicate the

sume

the awesome consequences of this
meeting. Hence the progran- was a
notable public service, in keeping
with CBS' high tradition In this

'

—

field,

;

'

—

•

With Gharles Collingwood acting
as narrator in New York, program
shifted to Berlin, to London, to N. Y.
again, picking up expert findings on
the state of Germany, opinion among
the Allies, and feeling for thfe future.

One expert followed another

with-

out fanfare, to get to the point ot
the
discussion
in
sharply-etched,

'

documentary fashion.
'

Program ran

smoothly.
Richarcl

Hottejet,

from

Berlin,

(Gontinuea oh page 50)

Making

,

the best

—

lin,

which

he

on

sang

both

(Incidentally, it may be
fitting to answer
here those
captious
to
correspondents
Varibtt about the tune being a
"lift" on a PD (public domain)
tune, "Over the Waves," when
it's
reprised that Jolson, fpr
years, has instructed
to
automatically mail his dividend
checks to the Will Rogers Sani-

,

better r:':"^'

shows.

ASCAE

tarium at Saranac).

'

.

Abel.

LUNCHEON AT SARDPS'
With Roger Bower, emcee; George
Hogan, announcer; Vincent Sardl,
Jr.; Harry HershBeld, Roscoe
Karns, Jan Murray, Paula Lailrence, Johnny Long, Judith Evelyn, Bert Wheeler, others
Writer-Director: Gary Stevens
Producer: Marlowe Lewis
30 mins., Saturdays, 1 p.in.

Sustaining

WOR,

N. Y.
If this new Saturday afternoon
feature maintains the pace it set in
airing (8), it ought to be
good run. Opener was click
Roger Bower, presiding at a
mike set up in 'Vincent Sardi's seeits

NOW—

:'V\":V:::;:v

preem

in for a
stuff.

and-be-seen

bistro,

"a

**The Texas Rangers**

heartbeat

away from Times Square," corraled
a bevy of the Broadway limelighters

who frequent the place to give the
series a ifood sehdoff.
With dishes clattering faintly for
background) Bower introduced the
stanza ^"a sort of vocal Varirty, I
guess you might call if'T^with a
brief description of Sardi's, its history as a gathering place of theatrical folk and its locale. 'Vincent Sardi,
.rr., came up and told how, as soon
as he returned from the war,*h:.s
father turned the place over to him
and hiked out to see the country.
Then followed, for the better part
of the 30-min. cycle, a swift parade
to the mike of show-worldly, habitues of Sardi's, led off by Harry

—

HershBeld.

Roscoe Karns reported he was re"Heyday," in which he
wears
nightgown throughout.
a
Bandleader Johnny Long said he
thought the pop trend is to sweet
music JUdith Evelyn, star of "Craig's

A

sure-fire give-away or

self-liquidating

Ai-

offer!

tractive48-page8 of On^i/K'/

Songs The Texas Rangvrs

5in^and scfap-book alhiiiii.
Provided spousors of "yhc.
Texas Rangers" at cost!
Write for Ml deNils.

The Texas Rangers.
AN ARTHUR

B.

CHURCH

hearsing

PilODUCTiON
PICKWICK HOTEL, KANSAS CITY A, MO.

Wife," said she didn't see the orig-

•• T HE R E'S

inal production of this play. Jan
Murray, comedian appearing at "Van-

P lEN

J Of

\ BUS HESS IN
I

remembered a video performance he did which '-held back
ity

Fair,

television about 20 years." Paulai
Laurence, of the cast ot 'Cyrano de
Bergerac," and an outlander, Mrs.
Richard Ash, in town to see some
shows, described each other's hats.
Bert Wheeler told how he had been
pinch-hitting for ailing Jackie Gleason at Billy,Rose's boite.
Tempo of the banter mounted as
the period progressed, everybody
sticking around to toss in another
two bits' worth, the chatter heightening at moments to an everybody'sin-the-act
pitch.
Bower, having
adeptly set the repartee in motion,
liad only to slam on the brakes
as
the time ran out

OH\Q
t

S

U

WEEP & CO.

ih

s

Your

a r e B y
•
.
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SOUND
As mariners place confidence
'

in

-and

are

This confidence/built

upon twenty-five years

of

in

broadcasting good entertainment, purposeful

America's Third Largest Market place con-

community service and prestige advertising

guided

fidence

by- a beam
in

-and

of

light,

radio listeners

are guided by-the

sound they know as

beam

of

can be your guide
course

WCAU.

in

the great

in

charting a successful

WCAU

coverage area.

WCAU
30,000

PH tLJtD B IPH AS
I

WATTS * CBS AFFILIATE

IE

ADI N GRAB 10

I

N STITIITI 0 N

We^am^t
Harold Day, w-op program sales
manager.

U

Time Hits Tiie Big Tins

;®-o|i

Honrs' of

tationBreab

i

Washington,

FCC spokesmen
the commission
,

is

Iiiarch

It

admitted

today
considering re-

laxing its rules to require station
breaks and identification on the hour
rather than at 30-minute intervals

m

.

191,7

FCC May Ease On

ABC Time

ABC's 12 co-ops, paced by Bauka Continued from p»t» 3t s
hage with 100 sponsors on 9<| stapattern. As such the meetings wi"
tions, are currently consuming 14
has moved in to do a similar job now on the ether, and Kate Smith's hours of the net's weekly air time, be held on a new plane, minimizing
June
concern over tratstanza
set
to
teeoff
Sve-a-week
heretofore
tor CBS and already is whipping up
topping the other nets from time the
like and
a full kit of merchandising aids for 23, addition of the contemplated cor standpoint. A new co-op show will flc dept. snafus and the
use in hypoing co-op sales. Net at ops would up the net's total to 18 be added to ABC's sohedtde shortly, spotlighting attention on achieving
well
over
16
hours
running
shows,
an adult point of view in programthe same time has announced an inDay reported.
sales
sho-w
weekly.
eo-op
Mutual
ming.
centive cash bonus plan for local
Success of "Town Meeting" in
station" salesmen and repriced co-Oj) have hit an all-timfe peak of 720
TO carry out the advertiser agency
snaring an impressive list of sponshows to stations to compensate for (compared with 513 a year ago), sors in a few weeks is oeing cited network proposals as formulated at
in New
differenceB in time zonfts arid station Hauser reports, and this doesn't infrom several angles, chief one being last Thursday's (6) meeting
"more
stations
which
clude
than
150
market sizes.
that YorJc a committee on organizaUon
have either sold or have options" on the proof it's felt to represent
to define
local advertisers are not adverse to and finance was appointed
Co-ops have been steadily taking the new Kate Smith stanza.
bankrolUng public service offerings the brganiz»tion*s Structure and deon -added significance in recent
Heavy promotion barrages, "from of top caliber. Also that the local vise an equitable plan for its supmonths as result of the addition of
F. H. Laduardla, "Town Meeting of blotters to 24-sheet posters," are cur- department store or bank or news- port.
the Air," Kate Smijih, Elmer Davis rently being mapped at MBS for paper (seven of latter are sponsorNamed as members of this comand other "name" properties to the Kate Smith's debut as well as for ing "Town Meeting") can be inter- mittee were Edgar Kobak, president
net's co-op headliner, Pulton Lewis, ested in an hour-long co-op, with a
list of offerings under this heading.
of Mutual, as chairman; Nileg Tramcount correspondingly heavier tab than mell, NBC prexy's Clair B. McColStill more high-calibre fare is in Jr., whose latest program sale
the making; Mutual, which claims stands at 254 stations. Mutual, in
many co-op items.
lough, president, WGAL, Lancaster;
No. I position in the co-op stakes cidentaliyi despite its accent on. coCBS, like NBC, has only seven I. R. Lounsberry, exec, veepee, WGB,
(but doesn't air quite as many co- ops, holds to the claim that it "does stanzas
the co-op category, all of Buffalo; Thomas D'Aircy BSopby,
op hours per w0eK as ABC at pres- not aim to make money, but rather them news 'or news analysis features president of Kenyon & Eckhjadt;
ent), is angling for two ."really blfi- to serve the affiliates" through this with
the exception ot "House Partyi" Sigurd S. I>armon, president of
name calibre" shows to bill c6op- type of prosramiriirig:.
Ijjtter, biggest article on the co-op Yomg tt Bubicam;! Robert F. Elder,
eratively alongside Miss Smith and
At ABC's New York co-op offices bloqic (running 25 minutes across the liever Bros, veepee, and IWnovan
LaGuardia. y:-:
they're happily pointing to a record board), may be yanked out of this B. Stetler, ad director of Standard
Mutual "is definitely two-month (Jan. and Feb.) volume classification if Armour picks up an Btands.
In fact
option on the show before April 11.
thinking and talking of five new co- of new 178 sales, including 64 spon
Also named were two advisory
op shows," reports Bert Hauser, di- sors for the hour-long "Town Meet If Armour grabs it, a new show "of committees.
Frederic R. Gamble
It's mainly atequal quality" will be placed on the chairman), president of the Amerirector of co-op sales. Besides the ing of the Air."
sales
they
say,
to
the
tributable,
co-op list, CBS officials say. Pro- can Assn. of Advertising Agencies;
two top-notch items, still very much
recently
which
award
plan
set
up
sponsors.
under wraps, the additions would
gram presently has 24 local
Justin Miller, NAB proxy, and Paul
points
toward
gives
station
salesmen
are
In any event, "more co-op shows
include "Meet the Press," "AmeriB. West, president of ANA, will
can Forum" and "Alexander's Me- merchandise prizes (iceboxes, furni- under serious cmsideration," they function as an advisory committee
/diation Board." . With 13 co-op ture, radios, etc.) on all local co-op admit, "and one may be a 30-minute on association' and industry rela"It really works," beams sho*."
shows running 12% hour& weekly sales.
tions.
NBC, while professing little interThe Second advisory Committee
est in the field, admits one new co-op
will function on legal questions. It
is in the offing, but declines as yet
composed of Isaac W. Digges
is
to say what type of show it wUl be
as chairman; Gecutge Jjink
(ANA),
or where it will be slotted. Net's
Petty (NAB), and
present co-op lineup— all news or (AAAA); Don E.
Ashby, Julius F, Brauner, and
A.
L.
news comment except the Saturday
McDonald for the net
Joseph
A.
afteirnoon "Veterans' Advisor"—has
works.
aggregate total of only 150 station
Continued from paee 39

Mfweb 12,

.

as is now the case, No proposed rule
has yet been drawn up, however,
and the industry will have full op«<
portunity to protest sucb a move,
it, was pointed out.

FCC chairman Charles R. Denny
has publicly stated that the halthour rule is dated, since it was put
on the books in the early days of
broadcasting to insure that stations
stayed on frequency and} to aid FCC
monitotfi

in

checking,,

individual

Now with better
equipment artd receivers there's little chance of Stations drifting oft

transmitteris.

frequency.

Relaxation of the half -hour rule
being opposed by several network
who now pick up plenty of
fitted in with the
station breaks,
The affiliates say
that the networks might take it
in theb* heitds to program 45 minutes or one-hour straight, which
would cut down the numbersof spots
fitted into the high Hooper network
programs.is

affiliates

dough with, spots

The MUTUAL program

'

tint pulled

Year ago NBC had nine co-op
shows sold on a top of nearly 200
sales.

outlets.

1,000,000 letters
hl25*ns
1947

Mum on the dollar-volume of their
co-op billings, the nets toss out their
competitive claims, lor what they're
worth, in percentage iSains or total
station sales. CBS reports 533 co-op
"pro(^am units per week" presently
sponsored; last summer the figure
was somewhat below the 100 localclient mark. ABC claims a 25% increase in number of sponsors and
20% gain In co-op biUings since last
Sept. 3. Mutual puts its local sponsor «!ain at 40% and its billings increase at 83% for the past year.
Incomparable as they are frojn a
competitive standpoint, these cladins,
added up with other developments,
clearly indicate the co-op is emerging into the bigtime as a factor in
broadcasting.

¥ & i

.

wholesale

wave of program

shifts

and cancellations .include the Bor^
den account. Padeout of the Ginny
Sinims show at the end of the sea'
son puts the account in jeopardy>
with Kenyon & Eckhardt making a
bid for the billings.

Also affected will be the Lever
Bros, account, with client dropping
the $17,000 Joan Davis; show at the
end of the season and cutting down
to a $4,500 program. Agency's Upton
Tea (also Lever Bros.) program-

ming

is being overhauled, too, with
the Arthur Godfrey show replacing
"Vox Pop." And
recently lost
billing^ on the .General Electric

*Wft0ttJDtMn ami
Tirttdittwei'meei

Y&R

"House Party" show when GE
dropped sponsorship of the crossthe^board prograaa. Agency also is
aflfected in General Foods' dropping
of "McGarry and His Mouse" on
'-^V'/.^,
Mutual.

Bulova
CODtlntted

itvm paee 49

\

O'Dea claimed a change in Calf letters and assets of WOV and WNEW
Was done without his knowledge

"Heart's Besire''--the new day^^
iro]i[>meibit'-'procluced by America's top originator
of daytime successes including Mutual's "Queen."

T^be pro|pram
"

"Heart's Desire" started on Mutual on September

9 and immediately the
October 19, the program liad reioeived over 100,000
letters; on November 15 it was over 250,000. By
that time (with no attempt to reach a record mail
pvdl) there was no stopping it. On February 27th the
1,000,000th letter came in. They're still flooding
in— the record for one week being 126,000 letters.
That's audience response that an advertiser— i/iof

^u-^(»n convert into bigger sales figures—because
the program

is available for

sponsorship.

with intent to defraud.

damages of

10%

of

$500,000.

tion.

Application explains that Bulova,
Sanfard Cohen, Harold A. LaPount
and Morris Zimmerman will immediately seven, all connections with
if and when FCC approves the
sale.
At the same time, Henschel
has contracted to give iip his Jobs as
vice-president and secretary with

WOV

the Bulova Watch Co.
authorized to buy WOV.

Gross profit of

A
^'

'tlus>iifiytdo).-'.\

--"Heart's Desire" has a loyal, growing audience. Its rating trend is aintost an exact duplicate of "Queen's'' rating

patt6^

•^"Hea^'s IDesire" has
..

sti'Otig emotioiial appeal
.and exceptional merchandising possibilities.

—"Heart's Desire" is not only a moderate cost
'-^
;^;8how-it'sa6io'.:
'

O'Dea also has

WNEW.

notice of his intent to sell WOV.
O'Dea has 60 days from Feb. 26, to
exercise his option to buy the sta-

given

-"Heart's Desire" has the strip a half-hour following the high-rating "<^een For Day." In
between is "Hjuflem Hospitality Glub" (catch

asks

WOV

if

he

is

for the six

28,

1947,

was

$105,610 and net profit,
Total assets of the WoDaam
Corp. are set at $241,212. B«lova's
net worth was quoted as in excess
as

$3,346.

of $2,000,000 and buyer
scheVs at $715,854.

Harry Hen-

Sales application was accompanied
by endorsements of Henschel from
veterans administrator Omar Bradley; Brigadier General R. G. Moses;
General McCormack/ of the Atomic
Energy Commission, and Eugene
'Meyer, owner of the Washington
Post.
The former knew Henschel

as

a

Lt.

Col.

in

World War

11.

Henschel had worked as secretary
for

Meyer

in

1913.

,

Henschel told the FCC he proposed
no immediate change in the service
given by WOV. He intends to use
the call
to symbolize "World

We wiU be Iflad to i^h you the

WOv

Mdual

of Veterans."

Bnadcastiiii!

System

WORLD'S LARGEST NETWOIIIC

Meanwhile,, there's some' doubt
about the future of the agency's

Alan Young show, with reports that
Bristol-Myers may let
end of the semester.

In accordance with an earlier contract, Bulova gave C)'De» 60 days'

months ended Feb.

And here are additional facts:

He

Columbiis—Frank N. Jones has
been appointed sales manager of
wcoi*.;.:

of

it

go at the

KaiiSM City—City Commissioners
Kansas City, JKan., granted au-

thority to erect a radio antenna at a
near central location to the Sun-

RADIO PRODUCER
OR DIRECTOR
with (trong agsncy or network conMinimuRi S yecir>' •xperianco

tacti.

flower

plus thorough talent

week.

tion

Broadcasting System last
Firm was formed by Harry
Butler and Harry Scherzer, jr,, and
has filed an application with FCC
for an FM license with the call letters

KSBS.

Picturo

knowbdg*. Mo-

oxptrianc*

als«

helpful.

Salary, $7,500 up.

Apply Box 201, Variety
154 W(83l «6fli St., tisw York 19

,
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Ah yes,there's
good news toni
rOH YOV POST BEADERS!
In the new issue

now on

pulls

sale,

Asso-

Jack Alexander

ciate Post Editor

no punches in

his intimate

clbse-up of radio's sentimental

swami— the

perpetually optimistic

Gabriel Heatter.

You'll learn

(among other things) why he's a
far-from-happy

man

makes $400,000 a

(although he

year),

why he

uses six typewriters at once,
his wife talked

ting suicide— and
is filled

with

how

him out of commit-

why

his fan mail

letters firQm listeners-

who say "Thank God

for Gabriel

Heatter— he makes

possible for

it

us to go to sleep at night." Don't
miss a single word about

. •

.

;

WeJneijtlay,
lt:l«

Froducer: Murdoek Pemfcertpn

J«ck Kahan«..
_
Prodoeer-dlrectar! te* Bjyi
SO mlns., M:on,-*hrii-S»t» UsW
Sustaining

With Ted Boot, 4Ade« MnVbAmik,

With Ed »na Pegeen FltigeraW

Continued Irom page 46
describe the Germany of today, in chaos, its juve delinquency
rate appaUing, its whole situation a
from
Bnena«»: Howard K. .Smith,
London, followed with a summary
stressof the Potsdam Conference,
ing tha Potsdam blueprmts of crushing Naziism. cartels, etc. He menan
tioned conflicting suspicions—of
entente against Russia, of a Sovi-

how

it

had promoted

dis,

.

WiUiam L. Shirer, in N. Y., pointed
out what was most disquieting—the
sorry
fact that de-Naziflcation was a
a
still
is
that Naziism
failure,
menace, that Germany today if per-

cow

A

iheet.
listener

bei iirlefed,

;

„

,

,

began to understand, or
on what the Moscow

about, the terrible^ complex piroblems involved, and the
Bron.
vital iieed for its success.

was

HABOLD

L.

ICKES

about

15 mias., Tuesday, 5:30 p.m.

CHEVKOLET
WGAT, Silver

Spring,

Former Secretary of

Md.
Har-

Interior

old lokes' teeoff broadcast as com-

HoU.

it.

BREAKFAST WITH BINNIE AND
MIKE
With Binnie Barnes, Mike Srank<>'

vitch

mentator for WGAY was full of Farticipating
good hiiinor'and replete with per- 39 Mina.; Mon< through
Los

ii'ri.,

8:30 a.ni.

sonal references to the Ickes' farm, KFVB,
Angeles
His reasons for going on the
It remained for one of L. A.'s
ether and reminiscences of his tak- smaller indies to have a go at the
tog oath of office as Secretary of burnt toast yackety session so popuyears
the Interior for F.D.R. just 14
lar with easterners. The family Subago last Tuesday. Broadcast through- jects in this matutinal stripper are
6ut was free of the barbs and hard- fairly well known to the mine run of
hitting epithets with which Ickes' dialers, the hausfrau being a cinema
his emoter and the breadwinner a sportbelabors the men-in-the-news
newspaper columns. As a result, it caster and film dctor. of soirts.
brobabw was dlsappointtaa to many There's also the hoiise pOoch, Zesto,
of his Jatenew who want Ickes with who gets talked- about but is allowed,
meat 6r not at all.
.
,
,^ nary a woof.
Format of the show is strai^t
The gamut of topics, fashions, garrunning commehtary, with no dear- dening, weather reports and a dash
of Hollywood gossip get a light runover with ,Mike Frankovitch leading
most of the way. His is a mike perIt's
sonality; Binnie Barnes isn't.
adlib all the way, with occasional
reference to notes, and easy to take.
It's kept informal and catch-as-catchcan, and smartly avoids getting too
acty or stilted. .Sports being his
oyster, Frankovitch couldn't resist
flipping a few baskets for the UCLA
casaba athletes.
"Binnie and Mike" might work up
a fair sized audience for their lipand-larynx didoes and a few more
participating clients but there are
odds to surmount. fStatioii is on few
push button seta and is popular
hereabouts only with devotees of
recorded miisic and the running
ponies. It's okay for a breakin but
to really get going they'll have toflndi a station of greater acceptance

wGAY

m

.

:

'

Helm.

generally.

—

Jean Gose, rfecent
Lonis
of the radio department of
the) Anfenger Advertising Agency,
has been named Education Director
St,

member

KMOX.

of

l)arting

fM,

Here's a novel switch on disk
jockeying that's not been heard be-

anyway. Up-andcoming CJAD, never afraid to try
something new, has come up with
something that, according to local
hooperaters, is the second most
listened to airer on the station.
Ted Root is the jock, and Andee
Muhlstock, works opposite him in

—

mitted would stni vote„overwhelmEverett Holies, from
ingly Nazi.
Chicago, just back from Europe, discussed the industrial paralysis of
t>resent-day German industry. Allan
Jackson, from London, reviewed the
work of the preliminary qonference
of deputy foreign ministers the^past
lew inonttis, preparing for the Mos-

trieet

Listeners,

.

etized Germany—and how these
seeds could poison the future. Stephen Laird, also from London, reviewed the zonal scheme ta,Ger-

sension and suspicion.

WJZ

who

dialed to
cut divisions
(N.Y.) at 6:45 p.m. Monday (10)
treatment. The Ick has a good voice heard the mike cut in on a man_ in
and a vigorous presentation, but not the middle of saying something
enough of either to gloss over lack about ". . . in a positive sort of way.
of any "exclusive" angles on the She's rich and he's poor, , ." There
news, Some, but not all, of Ickes
were some faint voices in the backspecial flavor got over the air last ground.
Then the man suggested
week, though it was plainly an in- that "Mrs. Fitzgerald, speak up."
troductory broadcast to set the scene .And the woman spoke. And New
rather than wow his audience the York listeners who tune in mornings
first
time around. Ickes made it recognized the voices as those of Ed
clear He would say what he pleased and Pegeen Fitzgerald, WJTZ's inover the air, sponsor or no sponsor, defatigable breakfast-table banterers
and that as a political independent —but what were they doing chathe would snipe at renegades in both tering over the dinner table?
parties. In his initial broadcast, howIt was not until after five or six
ever, he had an unkind word only minutes of the standard "Fitzgee"
for Bilbo and across-the-board re- topical repartee
about Chevalier,
ductions in income taxes as proposed Mainbbcher, the Postoffice, Vanity
by some GOP'ers.
Fair nightclub and other ..things—
Otherwise, he praised Truman's re- that listeners got in on the secret.
cent appointments—'beginning with During a coinmercial for Laundernomination of MarshaE as Secretary all, Mrs. F. said the nice Laundprall
of State—and wound lip with a plea dealers were sponsoring this, A new
to aid Britain in the present coal five-evenings-a«week series by the
and power shortage. .
happy F's.
Since lokes has announced he inThen talk of sundry subjects retends to peddle platters of his shows sumed, with no deflhite commercials
other stations throughojjt the further injected save one for that
to
country, it is obvious that the con- wonderful San Benito sweet vertent of .future broadcasts will have mouth. It seemed as though no marto be less personalized and more ried couple lived who so eidoyed expunchy, Washingtonians who have changing pleasant tidbits of Informabeen watching and admiring Ickes tion with each other.
in action for the past 15 years can
At length, however, Mr. F, combe expected to be a sympathetic and plained that Mrs. F. wouldn't let
consistent audience. The 'folks in the
iim finish a subject, and he "never
sticks may not feel' the same way
got to talk," etc. "Is harmony dein subject matter or

tried, to

inany and

WJZ, N, V.

fore,

in Canada,

hi®

Island Possessions

Frank Lamping, representing the
Broadcast Relay League, has completed a five-months inspection visit
to Trinidad, British

West

Indies,

and

weelc returned to 'London on the
to report to his
principals.
This group of British
capitalists operates a "hired radio
set" service which has hundreds of
thousands of subscribers in Great

last

Queen Elizabeth

the f emme spot. Airer has as its
format a train, with varied disks
being heard in an iniaginary walk
through the cars. Starting with the
engine you get hot mHSio; baggage
(Spike Jones);
car, novelty items
Refrigerator car, advance pressings;
Club car, small combos; Pullman,
dreamy stuil; etc., right through the
.

Itself.
The syndicate conexpansion into various
British ipossessions.
Before the war Lamping was assistant general manager of Radio

Britain

templates

Normandie, operating from London.
During the war with the rank of
Also'on the program are inter- R. A. F. Wing Commander he was
views of visiting celebs. On airer attached to the William S, Paley
caught was Jack Kahane, m,c, at wing of army psychological warfare,
House.
Manor
The
It's all ad lib and show caught
showed Miss Muhlstock to have the
Hearing Die
ideal voice for this program; a cross
Washington, March 11.
between a bobby-soxer and young
ingenue. Root has a natural ad lib
FCC today (U) set down for comapproach and sock tonal quality. petitive hearing, at a date to be anBantering with Kahane clicked. nounced later, the license
renewal
Root plays it straight, easy on the
Toledo, one of the seven
gagging, and avoids the sarcastic of WTOL,
stations lambtisted in the FCC's
approach of some w.k, disker§.
Show is good bet for any sponsor, 31ue Book for program deficiencies.

train.

.

,

WTOl

Another conipahy, Public Service
Broadcasters, Inc., has put in a competing bid for WTOL's: channel.

taza.

FIRESIDE THOUOBPrS
With June Merrill
Producer; manrlce Murr»y

from our midst?" asked Mrs,

But before the man could answer,
Mrs. F. remembered reading about 30 Mln5,;Mon^ througli fri^lOtdiiiglit
a town named Harmony, and about Siistainer
towns named other ways, like Tran- WENE, Chicago
This is a new show, caught on its
quillity, and about something her
mother used to say. By this time premiere, and pointed up for the
the Fitzgeralds' new quarter-hour males; Since title, "For Men Only,"
was Up—or almost up. Mr. F., get- already is in use, the program is
ting in the last word anyway, said, introduced as Fkeside Thotights. It's
"We'll be back tomorrow morning for men, with June Merrill, mistress
of ceremonies, in soft and subdued
at 8:15. Good^night."
/
tones, making strong bid to enchant
the masculine listeners. In whispery

Bernard J. Prockter, whose radio
outfit is propping the
Pall Mall show, "Feature Assignment," to replace Frank Morgan, has added a pair of execs to

production

new

his staff.

Everett Rosenthal, formerly general manager of Rockhill Radio,
moves in as veepee. Jerome C.
formerly
with
Blow
voio?
asks the lads to relax, sit Robinson,
back: and take it easy, watch the agency, returns to Prockter as treasglowing flame from far away, to the urer.
tune of lovely music.
We*
A platter follows, "Dancing in the
Sustainlnir
Dark," also subdued, fitting the
"(irLW, tlinctaUDiiti
Merrill. She returns
mood 6f
Celebrating
jubilee with more chatter between disks,
its
silver
March. 2-8,
topped curtsy re- using yarns and comments on stories
minders between station and net- in the dailies.
Idea has "definite p<>ssibilities, parwork programs with a full-hour
salute at the midway point, on time ticularly in view of the marked suc-

WLW

35th ANNIVEBSABX
Writer: Bave Brown.
Producer: Kenneth Smith
Musical Director: Joseph Lngar
»
60 Wtlns.;
(5) 7 p.m,,

;

.

Wm

WNBF SALES CHIEF

WLW

waived by Chesterfield ana Pure
The special show touched
OU.
scantily on the station's outstanding
record of firsts in power and services to listeners via varied programs,
and included .voices or mentions of
not nearly all of the former staffers
who have climbed in other radio
pastures..
Peter Graiit turned in his, usual
good performance- of dramatizing
the heavy narrating end of the progrSin. Scripter had Crosley getting
into radio by building a receiving
set for his son as an economy measure, then going into the thing commercialfy and later branphins; into
broadeasting to provide niore air entertainment for purchasers- of his

cess

made by male

platter spinners.

Apparently, station feels that as
jockey's strong appeal is to the

femme

audience, a gal may accomplish similai- results with: men listeners.

:

and growing up with the broadcasting phase of the. industry.
Reaching from the crystal set era
the present, ex-WLW people,
mostly entertamers, were heard
from or referjred to in yearly stages.
They included Fred Smith, the sta-

» » » » # 4H»4>4-t
Milton Berle, Whose new show for
Philip Mortis preamed last night
(Tues.)
on NBC, grabbed, himself
and his sponsor a Brstrate buildup
in a guestar iShot Sunday (8) on Fred
Allen's progranj;
Skit had Allen
trying out for" a crooner spot as

sets,

"another Rudy Vallee" on the Berle
show, but winding up as Johnny
calling for Philip Morris.
Click
clowning of the two ad-lib aces was
topnotch listening fiin,'. And Philip
Morris grabbed itself more plugs ifr
the 30 minutes than Allen's Tehder
tion's first studio director, originator leaf Tea.
of the toarch of Time broadcasts and
It's
regrettable,
that
now an exec of the Cincy College there isn't some wayhowever,
of- laugh-testof Music; Little Jack Little, Singin' ing a studio audience
before it is
Sam, Mills Bros., Hink and Dink, seated. This stanza had
Tony Wons, Fd Byron, Jay Jostyn, laugher somewhere near atheraucous
mike
Bob Brown, Jane Froman, "Fats' who had spasms at the slightest
Waller, Red Barber, Red Skelton, quip. It happens
on a lot of shrfws,
Tommy Riggs, Diane Courtney, Lar-* and
gives a listener the'jmpression
ry Wellington, Louise Massey, the that the act, no matter how -funny,
Charioteers, King, Jack and Jester
must be terribly funnier--to see.
(now the Ink Spots), Smilin' Ed
McConnell, Norman Corwin, Jack
to

<

• • •
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dn Brit. Radio EipMoR.

-

F»riicipating

\

March

Frank kmpingRepwIs

,

IS Mlns.j Iffion.-throvcb-'FrLi, 6!*S »>»•

Radio Reviews

EXPRESS

THE FlTZOEBAtDS

•

STANLEY N. HESLOP

•

National mIo« on WNBF (Blnahointon,
N. Y.) or* in -Iha capable hands of
Stanley N.' Hotlop. This month h«
>««-!& hU 18th 'year on tke Miition't

soIm

staff.

Jack Berch and his ivife
(now Jack and Jill), Bob NewhBlI,
Salt and Peanuts, Seger Ellis, Ford,
Gene and Glenn, and many others.
Speaking as president of Crosley
Broadcasting Corp., James D. Shouse
Zoller,

predicted

fHli

MOMIH

far-reaching

changes

in

American radio for the near future
and stated that WLW, now a part

'

MARKS:,!***

:

of Aviation Corp., will invest several
million dollars in television and FM.

KoU,

TALES JFKOM FAIRYLAND
With Lucille Byan, narrator
Writer-Producer: Lucille Ryan
IS mins,, Saturdays, 1:45 p,ni.
Sustaining

Trif

VOICt OF THE

SOUTH- ATtANTA

.

WINS, N, r.

WINS

•
Tb* ofdesr rodfo »fo»i»n

Dixie,

W$« wos

:

herewith offers a quarter-

hour designed to keep the

little

tikes

bemused while 'mother cleans up the
lunch dishes and prepares the kiddies for their afternoon nap. Lucille

^wfVn/tVM

*o" l9»o'*«

Viia

fiOKC • S6,0OO WAftS
•

NttpAffillot*

EDWAM) WTKV l>CO..iNC
^Notional RfprannMiivW:

ATUNTA
lOURNAinAtlON

Ryan, as "the story lady," devotes
each stanza to a favorite fairy tale,
spinning it simply and quietly, but
with skflUul pacing and eflective
modulation.
In program caught (8), Miss Ryan
did a click stint on the tale of "The
Sleeping Beauty," unraveling the
oft-told story of the wieked fairy,
the slilmbering princess and the
rescuing prince in a manner to keep
wee listeners glued to the family
radio. Script was well built for narfatioh and an organ accompaniment
pleasantly backgrounded the reading.
•

OM TARGJET
The novice soon discovers
thai
more to a "ttrik»" :thciri tii«iit

ihere'i

»h* eye*
Perfecr timing, impact, ond
teiiow-through
-^marks of thr expert
distinguish 'e^^^ ex-

-

penenced

Weed and Company
.

p EE D
N|WyORK.BO$TON.CHKftC^^

representative.

STATi0N
REPRESENTATIVIS

,

WcJiMigdgy* marcfe IS, 1947

m.Amm
General Mills Set to Air

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Entire
rwalotte- Plans

beginning

tox

at the new WAYS
days" were anin "about 30
Goan, manager,
J^imced by Walter

permanent building

^•bmdcasting

Son

Baseball

Webster Choice Seen Putting FCC

La Blue^

Kansas
{'®j.^j;«P^a'=««

City,

broadcasts

March
are

11.

coming

On

Safe Side of Political Fence

back

Boston-D. A. Myer, former

chief

in a big way for the 1947 season with a contract for one of the
most extensive coverages In the his-

Washington, March 11.
His term- expires
cratic vacancy.
bench will pick up its sec- June 30, 1S49, Nomination, however,

FCC
have been worked out engineer for
WBZ and WBZA
who (NBC J upped to top enginering
job tory of horsehide airings being ond engineer and political indedelivery and instal- for Westinghouse. Myer
gets newly signed
here. General Mills is footing pendent when the Senate confirms
WAYS FM trans- created post of technical field
directhe
appointment of ex-Commodore
the bill to broadcast the entire 154tor of all Westinghouse
'jnitter.
stations,
George Haggerty filling his vacated game schedule of the Kansas City E. M. Webster to the Commission
Blues of the American Assn., with vacancy created by resignation of
WHBQ'S sked of local post of engineering manager.
ulemDhis
former
Chairman Paul Porter. The
the pitch going for Wheaties. Deal
"Wha's New,"
includes
feSures
White House sent Webster's nominaarrivals to .MemChicxgo— In an effort to help was worked out with Lee McPhail
which salutes new
tion to Capitol Hill last Friday (7).
from listings obtained from adult femmes grasp the international of the Blue, Ben Ludy representing
iJhis
Webster,
retired Coasit Guard comthe station and the Knox Reeves
Names of parents picture, WLS is presenting
local hospitals.
"The agency for
modore and present chief of telecomGM.
read on the air, and A B C of World Aflairs,"
«nd baby are
with Lois
A major switch sets the airings on munications for the National Fednew citizens well Fisher, author and illustrator,
advice on keeping
deeration
of Shipping, was the perKCKN, Capper 250-watter, brin.?ing
background of suit- scribing events in
and liappy, to a
terms familiar to
sonal
choice
of
FCC Chairman
women. Series will be on the air the broadcasts over from KCMO,
able music.
ABC affiliate, where it has been the Charles R. Denny, Jr., Commissioner
Fridays, at 3:30 to 4.
past couple of seasons. Larry Ray, IE. K. Jett and Senator Wallace
Two new additions

ffi

details

manufacturers
iith equipment

represents a compromise move by
the White House which had planned
to put a Democrat in the FCC and
bluntly told the GOP'ers to stop
tub-thumping for appointment of
Miss Marion Martin, former head of
the Women's Division of the Republican National Committee. White
originally supported Mi.ss Martin but

had guaranteed
.^ttn of the new

—

—

Elmira' N.X.
WELM, Elmira's new station, are
annennis W. Bussard, formerly
Sioux
nouncer af KSOO-KELO,
Minneapolis, to
Falls, and WDGY,
Don
director and
be Continuity
Cleveland as salesman.

to

pHlshurgh

—A

Sunday evening

newscast has been added to Dick
Cook's daily schedule at KQV. It'll
'
be sponsored by local newsmag
Bulletin-Index, of which
•wfeeklyi
His other
Cook is the publisher.
a flour
airers are bankrolled by
company, Helen Harding has joined
WCAE traffic department, replacing
Patricia Steeb, who becomes secretary, to Leonard Kapner, head of the

She

sfMibn.

succeeds

is known to have settled for
ster because of his long-time

ill

com-

fitness for the job.

Webster will be the fourth career
man on the FCC bench, having

.served as an FCC assistant chief enDenny,
sports director of KCKN, has been [White (R., Maine) who occupies the rgineer from 1934 to 1942.
signed to spiel the games, supplant- all-important po.'sitions of Senate Jett and Commi.ssioner Ro.sel Hyde
up_ the hard way.
ing Walt liOchman, who originated majority leader and chairman of the also worked
the play-by-play broadcasts here, Senate. Interstate Commerce Com- Webster will flank Jett as technical
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample and vee- and
has been a fixture at the base- mittee.: While once before boosted communications expert on the Compee with Erwin WaSey agency, has
Webster for an FCC post. His en- mission.
His background closely
ball mike for a decade.
joined Frank Small, manager of
Both are
dorsement is regarded as clinching parallels that of Jett.
"Professor Quiz," in a partnership
indeGOP approval of the nomination.
residents, ' political
D.
C.
deal for a radio package agency.
Louisville WKYW, town's newest
Webster's appointment' is being pendents, apd former military men
Outfit will be called Fitzgerald airer, will' commence daytime oper- plugged as
a merit choice placing who were exposed to Navy comAssociates. They're currently pack- ation on St. Patrick's Day (17). In- FCC on the safe side of political munications training.
aging
"Gasoline Alley,"
Chicago teresting angle on the station's exec fences. A political Independent and
Webster's chief contribution to
Tribune Syndicate strip and another stalf is that five of the seven are resident of the District of Columbia FCC is reported to lie in intershow for Simon & Schuster children's ex-marines. Station is licensed for who has never voted in his life, national radio and communications
books.
daytime operation only.
Webster is being named to a Demo- affairs.
j

FITZGERALD-SMALL TEAM UP
Ed

Fitzgerald, former partner in

—

Jacqueline

who

health,

pare for summer season at Harbor
Playhouse, Marion, Mass., which he
will direct.

Lynehburg

— WWOD,

with

Mutual

KNX

.''suspense'' originates at

1.000- waller

Hibeduled to hit air here

g^ed

;

Web-

munications experience and general

resigned on account of
eiiflord Edge, known on
the Stage as Cledge Roberts, a Pittswent to the Carnegie
who
.biirgher
Tech drama school, has re.signt'd
from a directorship with CBS Television Studios in order to head a
new television course at Hunter College in New York and also to pre-

.Dodge,

51

May

so does ''Romance of The Hanehos"

has

1,

Tem-

web.

^po?aty studios being readied in
*4oW>1Wllvn Office building, and will

Blue Book
Continned from page 41

more sustaining programs
•xs^ I^S back-to-back commercial
.{htkWs ate shown in logs and applishows,

cattpas filed currently with FCC
iTms at' any time since the depres-

Without a sound man

to give the scuffle, the shot,

thud of the body, even the best radio

thriller

—

and the

Columbia's

;

years.
13l6y point out that the

Suspense, of course

—

might be no more frightening than a

ti'Oft
'

now have

Klatibns

,

to

very fact

file

program

Jogs for a composite week in which
program promises are specifically
fheeked with performance has put
ih4 Sndijstry on guard that Blue
Book Criteria are being invoked.
With the heavy competition for
B.ew frequencies and even heavier
competition among existing licensees
Who are seeking to better their facilities

and coverage,

FCC

has been

able to use the Blue Book to advantage, despite industry and

NAB

protests as to its legality.
plicants coming before
point to that report and

Most ap-

burned out

night under the sponsorship of the

backed by

acting,
effects,
.

.

.

can send a

each Thursday

Boma Wine Company.

KNX's ingeniously equipped, capably staffed sound depart'
ment is typical of the support KNX gives the 37 transcontinental programs it originates for CBS. Local programs
enjoy the sanie unstinted use of KNX's network-caliber production accessories and engineering skills. For timebuyers

KNX can

deliver your sales message to

the moral

gear their

Southern California with every advantage of network pro-

plain:

is

duction.

performed

By way

cording to log analysts at the

KNX program

by the Blue Book, accomits
requirement that
comreport
their
mercial-versus-sustaining quotas on

*11.

sound

shiver from coast to coast. Suspense does

FCC now

testimony to tie in with its program
Jtecommendations.
One of the most useful services

misMon,

But superb

jack-o'-lantern.

carefully timed, deftly executed

Romance

of proof, take

of

The Ranchos, a

that relives the days of sleepy mission

local

towns

is

stations

the basis of uniform, definitions' set
forth in the report.
Beforie the
Blue
Book came along, many
broadcasters were tabbing as sustainers

programs laced together
with a string of paid-for spot nnnouuceraents.
Since stations now
know they are being measured in
terms of uniform standards, the
number and frequency of commercial slots
has- been cut down noticeaoly, the
FCC men say.

and dashing

caballeros.

Month

month

after

it

Hooperatings of shows designed for Los Angeles

leads the
listeners.

Small wonder the Title Insurance and Trust Company, in
fourth year of sponsorship,

given their program by

is

its

enthusiastic over the boost

KNX prestige

and power.

A KNX program is ready to underscore your sales impression
on Southern California
us, or

Radio

the West's richest market. Give

Sales, a call.

LOS ANGELES

•

50,000

WATTS

CBS

COLUMBIA

LQU CLAYTON
ONITED nEK&lji. OUVG CO.
5j??^M"y— CBS—3:30 p.m.. EST

ji^-S-J?—"This

Represented by Radio Sales,
,

Klme for K«ii|)«i"
"It BttlppaMd In BMoWyn"

0
tlie

OWNED

SPOT Broadcastins

Division e<

CDS

—
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ORCntiSTItAS-IIIITSIC;
Mnzatt's 'Name' Showcase

JockSf Jukes and Disks
By George
M-G-U RECORDS—with

II Best

Feeling thaf it could do a better
job by its subscribers, Muzak last
week signified that it had corraled
Boris Morros, Leopold Stokow.ski

and Vaughn Monroe as members of
Advisory Committee,"
a
"Music

Frazier

two-iifty,

But

if

we were running

record company, we'd covet

a

its

Suggested Programs
"Heartaehes''-Tj;imihy

Dorsey

M-G-W);
"Tea for Two"^oe MoOney
Quaret (Decca).
"What Good- Would the Moon
Be?"—Freddy iVIartin (Victor).
"I Can't Give You Anything
Love"
Ethel
Waters
But

—

(Brunswick).

Lecuona Cuban
"Maracas"'
Bojrs (Majestic).
"Linda"—Ray Noble, and Bud-

dy Clark (Columbia).
"In the l\ioffd"-^lenn Miller
(Bluebird).

reached us, but they would seem to
augur favorably for the company's
future. We tfdund one thing about
especially impressive: their surfaces are unusually good tot a new
label.

This,

by

practically

standards, must be
considerable asset.

wired music service.
While the corraling of such per-

with customary respect for the being paid for the chore.
melodic line. And it's O. K, dansapation. You'll be bearing it on the
Badking—"Moon-Paced,
diskboxes.
number
Starry-Eyed''-^is another
from "l^treet Scene.'' Sung by Murray Arnold, it's faster, but still

"Heartaclies," which by now is a
revival of major consequence, is
given an engaging treatment by the

Dorsey band and its two vocalists.
Bob Carroll and Dee Parker. On the
whole, Dorsey has managed to invest the tune with a certain buoyancy that is quite welcome after, a
flood of lachrymose interpretations.
Arrangement Is intelUgent and executed with aplomb. $inging leaves

danceable. "What Good"
winner, though.

something to be

but
This
"Heartaches" pould become a sub-

a

little

It's

far-

from

ness aside, there can be

denying

no'"

desired,'

disagreeable.

on tlie jukes, and it
remains only for M-Q-M to accord
it the proper exploitation and distribution.
"No Greater Love" just
doesn't sound very exciting.
Sy Oliver's band has a good many
stantial factor

virtues in ^'jSlow Burn" and "Hey
lWddy-0." Of the two laces,, the
latter, with .solaie pleasant group
singing against a nice trombone bit,
shapes up as the bigger commercial
possibility.
Its
overall appeal is
probably limited, but' race locations
and hot fans will probably go for it.
Everything considered, M-G'-M has
succeeded in compiling a pretty respectable average its first time at bat.

fine mu4cianship and its
listenability.
Cocktail lounges will

Best Bets.
Hillbilly— "The

My

That

Letter

Heart" (Texas Ruby
Fox and jfiis Fox

Curly
Hunters).

Eddy Hojvard Album; "Roses

in

(Lecuona

.

Cuban
'

—

"Magenta

Haze"

arid

"Tulip or Turnip" (Duke Ellington) and "Ace in the Hole"

and "Peg

o'

My

Heart"

(Red

McKenzie).

~

Yours" (Mel
Torme), "Ace in the Hole" (Red
McKenzie), "Paradise"
(Eddy
Howard), "Heartaches" (Jimmy
Dorsey), and '.'Roses in the
Rain" (Frankie Carle).
Novelty—"Tea for Two" (Joe
Mooney).
Ballad

Tilings In Glocca

5.

I'll

Close

My

Morra

(3)

Buddy Clark

(Crawford).

Tommy

,

(Oxford).

6.

Sonata

7.

Open Door, Richard

(10)

*

•

.

.......

(6)

(Duchess)
|

Guilty (3) (Feist)

the

"I'm

give both' sides—particularly

"Warm

Freday Martin has been turning Kiss"—a more than moderate play.
Eddy Howard's Majestic album
6ut hit disks for so long nOw that
there is a certain monotony in men- includes some fragrant nostalgia
"Once In a While,"
tioning a new Martin release. His "Paradise,"

.

Coming Up
Old Lamplighter
Oh, But

(17)

(Shapiro-B)

I

do

Sammy Kaye
.

.

I

(Witmark)

(8)

\
(

Gal in Calico

(13)

MPCE

That's Beginning of

Bing Crosby

Mammy

.

. . .

.

iDecea

. .

.

|

Victor
Perry Como......
Capitol
King Cole
Victor
Perry Como
.
Capitol
King Cole Trio .
Harry James. . . .Columljia
.

|

, ,

.

. ,
.

.

.

. .

Herbie. Fields.

|

Sammy Kaye.
|

.

Victor

,-.

,

Victor
.Capitol

.; ....

Johnny Mercer.
Jan August. ...
Al Jolson.
Frank Sinatra
.

-

(Jefferson ).........

.

.

.

,

. .

.

.Diamond
Decca
Columbia

Andy Russell ....... .Capitol
Vaughn Monroe. .... .Victor

You Can't See Sun (Simon)......
Easter Parade (Berlin) ....... >
Bel Ami (Bourne )...........

bh

.

..... .Decca
Louis Jordan
Louis Jordan . ...... .Decca
Prank Sinatra ....Columbia
Bing
Crosby
.Decca
|

End (ABC).

(Bourne)

W Night

...

.

Hoagy Carmichael. ...Decca

.

the network in-

Victor

...Columbia
Kay Kyser
Harry James
.Columbia
Margaret Whiting... Capitol

Tex Beneke,.... ...... Victor

(Remick)
|

This

Bing Crosby
Dinah Shore

.

In Chi

Decca
White

.

Johnny Desmond
Victor
Ted Weems ... Decca-Victor

takes in the matter, if any, is. as yet
unknown, since the organization's I Want To Thank Folks (Oxford)
Council has not yet met on that and
•••
other questions: Placing the offender Jalousie (Harms)
oflE-limits for publisher's contact men
is not likely to accomplish anything,
Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah (Santly-Joy) ..........
it's felt, so, if any action is taken,
..
it's likely to be in the way of a forMisirlou (Colonial)
to

,

,

.

.

.....

Huggin' and Chalkin* (10) (Hudson)
sentatives who approach him for Texas and PaciBc (Sun)....... -i --'>"'>
performances of their recorded songs
Nobody Here But Chickens (Sun) .........
have become so strong that numerous complaints have been made to That's How Much I Love You, Baby (Vogue)
the MPCE, and it's to be gone over

mal complaint

..Victor

&

.... ..i,. Victor
.

Heartaches (1) (Leeds)

10.

•n

Publishers Contact Employees union
involves a disk jockey occupying a
slot on one Of the major networks.
His demands on publisher's repre-

by that "body.
Exactly what course

Como

Count Basie.

Clark-Noble
.Columbia
Charles Spivak
Victor
Margaret Whiting.
Capitol

(

(Morris)

Linda

9.

..... .Victor

,

Carmen Cavallaro
Jack McVea. .Black

|

8.

(2)

Columbia

Dorsey,

Dinah Shore. ... .Columbia
Johnny Desmond. ... .Victor

(3) (Maurice)...«....|

Eyes

I

of the complaint cases being
considered for action by the Mu-sic

—

Hot

4.

One

the Rain" (Frankie Carle).
Latin- American "The Breeze
and 1" (Jose Curbelo) 'and

"Maracas"

,

(16) (Leeds),.

volved.

Dance—"What Good Would
'the Moon Be?" (Freddy Martin);

Boys).

For Sentimental Reasons

Al Jolson
...Decca
Dinah Shore...... Columbia
FreSdy Martin
Victor
Kay Kyser
Columbia
King Cole Trio
Capitol
Charlie Spivak
..Victor

|

Perry

For Disk JcHikefi

fourSonie's wonted softness,
is given a new lyric that has considerable humor. Its backside offers
Mooney whispering a ballad that
may become big. All arguments as
to the Quartet's le jazz hot righteous-

with

3.

Coin-Machines

(10) (Encore).

the big

is

Joe Mooney quartet's newest Decbrackets, "Tea for Two" with
"Warm Kiss and Cold Heart," from
"The Corpse Came C.O.D." Both of
them sound like strong Wurlitzer
stuff.
The 'Vincent YouHians standard, played easily and with the
ca

Broke

Managua, Nicaragua

Oil

|

Cde;

Wanted: a

any the group's

regarded as a

2.

label.

Mooney

them

Anniversary Song (6) (Mood)

|

"What Good" is sonalities for such a committee seems
an extract from the Kurt Weill- more like a publicity stunt than a
~Paddy-0" and "Slow Burn"— have Langston Hughes score to "Street workable idea, since these men are
Scene," and probably the prettiest almost always on the jump around
Martin, with the country, Muzak asserts it's all
tune in the show.
Stuart Wade chirping, handles it on the level and infers that each is

name on our

Mm

1.

|

spring- musical value of the recording, for Their job will be to help audit the
the band, is, and always has been, types of music, talent and tunes intake-me-home-for-twenty- scribed on Muzak I'ecordings for its
strictly

yellow-and-black labels—this
weelc make a promising, if not altogether •spectacular, debut. Only two
disks-T-Jimmy Dorsey's coupling of
"Heartaches" and "There Is No
greater liOve" and Sy Oliver's "Hey

like

.

,

Area Growing My

Decca
Colum'ijiia

Chicago, March 11.
First three weeks of new Broadcast Music, Inc., performance licensing office in Chicago found an excellent beginning.
Over twenty cafes
are signed to the roster. List in-

ASCAP MEET, WNNEE

British Songwriters,

Want BBC

ATMI.RITZMARCH27

Composers,
American Society
cludes the Harding Restaurants, Airliner Lounge, Band Box, Chicago Authors and
Publishers has set
Casino, Duchess, Duffx's Tavern, Flo
Maich 27 as the date of its annual
S Walt, dibby's, Grace Pine and Rip
meeting and dinner in New York.
Tide.
Also 909 Club. North. Star,
Affair is again scheduled for the
Singer's Rendezvous; "rin Pan AUey,
Ritz-Carlton hotel, afternoon and
Casablatica and the Cameo. Hotels
evening.
are already covered on a national
Prior to the meeting, Society wiU
agreement.
have oonicluded counting ballots in
Joe Gates, local rep for firm, is ofthe annual election of new members
fering contracts binding to 1950 with
of tha boatd. Ballots Weht out last
of

clauses against rate hikes. He will
establish other regional offices , in
Cleveland, Detroit, Minneapolis and
St. LoiiiS in the near future.

week and are returnable before the

London, March U.
songwriters Monday
resulted in the election of a

Meeting ot
(10)

temporary committee of seven
submit, the

tentative

title

of

to

the

British Songwriters Protective Assn.
to the

Board of Trade for approval.

Geoffrey Cooper outlined the songsmiths' platform,

'Asserting that the av?i:age broad*

meet.

easts of British songs

Isham Jones
Kirk

Local Song

Uses

is

headed back to

by the

British

Broadcasting Corp. are only 19% of

Bollywood, having sold Ws Denver the total the remainder American
ranch to E. W. Kerr, Des Moines and Continental, the British SPA
Moon Be?" however, is an- excepRichard Kirk arrives shortly to li- theater: owner, for $25,000. He will
tional job even for Martin. It sKould Happened to Me," and "Till We Meet cense Coast niteries for Broadcast record for an undisclosed firm his intends to force the BBC to raise
be made clear, of course, that this Again." All of them have Howard's Music, Inc. Kirk formerly wa: with own "There Is No Greater Love" the airings of home-grown tunes to
has nothing to do with the intrinsic
(Continued on Page 70)
BMI's New York office.
and "My Best to You."
50% of all musical numbers played.

Good Would the

Victor of "What

"Heartaches," "Goodbye, Girls, I'm
Through," "Don't Tell Her What's

to Coast IUMtI'«pot

Hollywood, March 11/

'

GREAT SONGS MEMT GREAT RECORDINGS

*

I

Hollywood—Allan Ross

General Prof. Mgr.,

N$w York— Sherman

CHARLES ROSS

Brqnde, Jack

Schiffrtiati,

Frank Abramson

ChicagoVic Angle

^

#tidneBday»

March

1947

12,

ISCAP §bpt
*

OnCHlSSTIIAS-llIITSlC

imkr

UmiSial

•

Of State

Another biU popped up
the House at South

In

tMt

gross tax
Dalcota, calUng for a 5%^
paid out by state
on all receipts
copyrighted ^muslft Howcitizens on
tabled
by the
was
bill
ever, the
Assessment Commitstate's Senate

With the Dalcota

bill,

Indiana

BiU
Bill

Burton,

manaffer
manager

nf
of

Di,
Dick

ton held

_

on

St.

State

Louis,

Shain has a piece of the company
with Haymes, who holds the major

11.

slice.

a Tulip," "Sail
Silvery Moon,"
etc.,
has
dipped his oar in the current
mOve
to legislate a song for the
State of
Missouri.
From New York, where

MGM

now resides, Wenrich has contributed a ditty tagged "Missouri,
My State" arid it will toe tossed into
the state legislative hopper
along

enough to become laws. Closest
the Indiana item.
Reason for so many bills popping
U} halter or
UP all at once designed

far
is

with others;

Whole
members

thing

when

the

Buys by

three

2li-kew

March

11.

Indiana bill slapping at the American Society of Composers, Authors
Publishers cleared its last legis-

lin4

hurdle
at

(6). It

Gates's

E.

.

when passed by the
a night session Thursday
has gone to Governor Ralph

lative
jseriate

desk

for

final

life

or

death action.
'

BiU

in

flhal

form

provides

a

penalty of $5,000 fine or year in
prison or both for anybody playing
miisic for which he pays royalties
to any combine controlling copy-

included amendmerits exempting radio stations frotti its provisions and putting burden of dam-

rights. It

ages on film producers and distributors in event state exhibitors are
jUed for copyright infringement,
taw «ays producers and distributors
must pay exhibitors sum equal to
any damages charged against them.
Bill hit snag in senate when radio
amendment was eliminated by conference committee and (its defeat
geemed Ukely due to opposition

.

,

Bui amendment
broadcasters.
restored
con
by^ second
ference rgjort, paving way for final
of

was

Chief backing came from

Bassage,-

tavern keepers, with theatre men
lending support after their amendment was introduced in house.

Governor Gates
Sot yet havin{|
on the bill.

is

represented as

made up

mind

his

MGM

State."

parallels the segueing of Metro's film

names onto the new Metro disk
label.

Since 20th-Fox got into the
Robbins-Feist-Miller Music empire,
through acquisition of Jack Robbins'
26% share, that company has still
other expansion ideas. The Bregman,
Vocco & Conn dicker is one of them.
Santly-Joy and Edwin H. (Buddy)
Morris' firms are others. However,
Will Von Tilzer (Broadway Music
Corp.) states that only the late Harry Von Tilzer's film biog is being
Songwriters Protective Assn. mem- offered in Hollywood but that he
bers, in meeting with the Music doesn't advocate his deceased brothPublishers Protective Assn. commit- er's catalog being sold Out, and that
tee to set up a new contract between goes for him too. It's known, howthe two organizations, is looking far ever, that the directors of the film
ahead in endeavoring to arrange a companies have formally expressed
new deal. Two of the items dis- themselves favorably regarding any
cussed at last Wednesday's (5) day- of the Von Tilzer deals. Harold
long meet, was (1) the possibility Gumm, attorney for the late songsmith (and also for Broadway Musthat the American Society of Comic ) is on the Coast for his health,
posers,
Authors
and Publishers
would some day be broken up and' and supposed only to discuss the
HVT biopic phase.
the consequent effect on the songMetro-20th's expansion music
writers, and <2) the possibility that
some day the compulsory license plans also may take in the B. Feldclause in the 1909 copyright law man catalog, in London, which hasbeen discussed. Theory, as part of
would be eliminated.
Music men can't see the latter the new scheme of things to preidea.
This would mean that pub- selling picture-s, especially filmusiUsher's and/or writers would then cals, is to assign this or that music
have the privilege of restricting the publishing plant to plug the respecrecording of their songs to which- tive scores.
ever disk company or companies
they selected, in contrast to the current design of the law, which allows Will Eossiter's SUtli
anyone to record a tune after it is

-MPPATalks

Bin To Governor
Indianapolis,

Show-Me

Kaye, Nidorf Near

"Mam selie,"

based on the background music to "Razor's Edge")
because of a misinterpfeted

word
the

in

the French portion of

lyric,

which

might

have

made

of the lower body introOther ramifications in the 20thduced a bill to make official a state
Fox and Metro film companies* exsong composed by Mrs. Idele Hillestate legisbar ASCAP, is that 43
brand and her husband, H. B. Hille- pansion of their music empire take
in the usage of the former's film
latures meet only once every twO brand of
Vandalla,
tagged,
"Mis- personalities on
Records. It
years and there's always a flurry of souri,

Much of it dies in
such activity.
committee. Next year only five state
bodies will be in session.

new Columbia Records

a

contract. One of the tunes Pastor
cut was a new Leeds plug titled
"Get Up Those Stairs Mademoiselle)" (not the Feist tune
i

Disk Angles

In Music. :W.::C^^^^

.

started

into a unique situation last week
after it made its first four sides

arid

he

Raiar Than Reiuce

:

*Kis»' the Coin Ooodbye
Tony Pastor's orchestra ran
on

"When You Wore

Along

separate

:':

shares of stock in the

Burton.

Song

March

321,2

company, but recently turned 22%
shares over to Manes and the remainder over to his sister, Ada S.

Up

Percy Wenrich, formerly of Joplin, Mo., composer of
"Put On Your
Old Gray Bonnet," "Moonlight Bay "

and others

(see

by Larry Shain arid Sy Manes. Bur-

Can't Malte

mnd

T,

nending in
Iowa and Monstory), Connecticut,
has been hit fairly
tana the Society
hard by state legislatures, although
the bills have gone
as yet none of

Ind.

the disk a collector's item,
Pastor had to remake it later
in the week.
'

It seems that Clift'ord Jackson,
Royal Brent and Lester Melrose,
writers of the tune, had used a
word in the lyric meaning, or
.

so they thought,; "to klss." Apparently, the word is obsolete'
insofar as that interpretation, is

concerned and it
something entirely
French- speaking
Columbia caught it

now means
different.

A

engineer at
and Pastor

recut the disk. It all cost
bia extra cash.

Colum-

Ddhre Far Into

/^yt and Mike

Nidorf,
the manthe Inter*rtg of the latter and the maestro,
|re no longer on very good terms
gid it's quite probable that sonteme- in the near future Nidorf will
$ut away from the combination, No
details of the hassle that must have
Recurred between Kaye and Nidorf
|re forthcoming from «ither, but
that the split is there is definite.
Nidorf joined Peppe and Kaye
ibout two years ago, following his
resignation from. General Artists, in
WWch he held stock he is supposed
io have sold back to the organization
for $80,000.
Nidorf joined Peppe
and Saye originally due to Peppe's
ilhiess,
which temporarily forced
i>hn to rest as much as possible. He
an interest in the organization
iet ttjo by the leader and his manfgeir, including stock tn two music
««mpanies.
(jtand-iu for Jiim Peppe in
ligem^ttt and operation of

'

I

.

AMf MOONEY'S 2-YEAR

METRO DISK

:

DEE

Art Mooney's prchestraj which has
Weated quite a bit of ixsnversation
among one-night bookers recently
'dtjring side-trips

FirtiireofMimc

d

2,5iPerigli

Hus^lhis^l^^
Hollywood, March 11.
Harry James, when he goes East
next month, will be sold to onenight promoters at a guarantee Of
$2,500 with the usual 60% privilege,
a sharp drop from the $4,000 plus
he asked last summer and which,
combined with bad weather, helped
make his tour a sour one. James,
now beginning the formation of his
band here, the instrumentation of

which hasn't been definitely settled
(he wants 26 men, it's sa'd, with
Music Corp. of America arguing for
18) will open in Texas, Apiil 21.

He

work up out

will

of that area

into southeastern dates where he
never has played before. He plays
B.aton ftoUge April 26 and Jumps to
the Auditorium, Birmingham, on the
28th.
Latter date is not definitely
signed and none of the others he
will play beyond the Texas area

licensed to one company by
the pub, so long as subsequent diskings pay the full statutory royalty
Cliicagi Radi0 Salute are set,
rate of 2c.
Subsequent recordings
James will play no locations or
cannot be prevented.
For some 87 years Chicago music
Though the idea sounds far- pub-songsmith Will Rossiter has theatres this trip.
fetched to publishers, the writers been publishing hit songs as well as
apparently want the point settled writing the 2,000,000 sheet-seller
as to their equity in the mechanical "I'd Love to Live in Loveland with Jurgens Nil a Straii
"small right" in such ah event. It a Girl Like You." Laid up for the
was discussed at length and no de- past t^vo months due to « broken
MI., Idatioas;
cision arrived at.
arm sustained in a fall, he celebrates
There is another SPA-MPPA meet his 80th milestone Saturday (15).
Brooks
Reportedly the oldest music pubscheduled for today (Wednesday).
lisher in the industry, Rossiter is to
Randy Brooks' orchestra, recently
be the object of a week-long radio cut to 12 men plus Brooks, goes into
Capitol
salute which his friends have organ- the Pennsylvania hotel. New York,
Program is slated to begin April 7, following the current
ized.
tomorrow (Wed,). His top tunes will Frankie Garle, This spot is the poForeign Market Bid;
be featured and it's all to be in the sition supposed to have' been occuof a surprise for British-born pied by Dick Jurgens' postwar orPacts Sanilor Porges nature
Rossiter, who shifted from a drafts- chestra, playing its first major loCapitol Records is planning to go man's career in 1890 to the music biz cation date in New York.
into the recording business on an as a means of earning a living.
Failure of the Penn to use JurLast week it
international scale.
Catching a performance of Billy gens has created somewhat strained
snagged Sandor A. Porges from Co- Scanlon, Rossiter was moved to relations between the hostelry and
lumbia Records and inslalled him in write "Sweet Nellie Bawn," a ballad Music Corp. of America, which had
alongside
offices
New York
its
similar In theme to those in Scan- had a commitment on the band for
branch hsad Walter Rivers as man- Ion's repertoire. Rejected by the months. James McCabe, Penn genager of a new International Division. pubs of that era, Rossiter published eral manager, withdrew from the
He had been head of Columbia's For- it himself. It became his first hit. deal due to his opinion that current
having
years,
eign Department for 28
Along with another hit "The Cat b.o. conditions made this particular
started in 1919 with the old Colum- Came Back" by Harry S. Miller, time inopportune for finy attempt by
bia Gramaphone Co.
"Nellie, the songs assured him a per- Jurgens to play the Penn's Cafe
Capitol at the moment has no manent niche among the music pub Rouge. Brooks is handled by Genaffiliaeral Artists; William Morris had
plans, it claims, for foreign
fraternity.
conbeen hot after the open period, too,
tions, but figures to develop such
Rossiter is credited with having
Columbia
offering Hal Mctotyre's drcliestra.
tacts in the future. DOcca,
hit upon the idea of printing song
Originally, MeCabe had ideas of
and Victor have a strong hold on vir- lyrics in book form as early as 1892.
comshuttering the room, but has comtually all foreign recording

first

By

MCMenn.,

te§ Nod

Randy

Rumk

may have been

and
panies, pai-ticularly in England

He

on

he appeared

South
the Continent and in
also inAmerica. Capitol, however,
tends to make disks abroad.

BarnrtckWithaM
Charlie Barnet,

who

is

also

his

pan

own

pub

changed his mind.

pletely

Mempliis Ringers
Memphis, March

11.

Slickest longhair trick of the year
have demon-strated his own tunes is that of the Memphis Symphony
Orchestra in arranging schedule and
behind department store counters.
Among the many tunesmiths Ros- making plans so that 22 key musitheir first cians of Strong St. Louis Sympliony
siter aided by publishing
Jlttimie can join 80 local clasisicistS for all
efforts are such eleflers as
concerts.
Billy Jerome, the late Fred th? major
said to

winding

tin

song plugger for in 1898,
at Tony Pastor's singing
Another first was
songs.
the practice of dressing up orchestra
music with fancy covers. He is also
alley'.s first

have been the

first

to

took him to
UP a vacation which
Orleans, is
spotting at the Rustic Cabin, EngleFlorida, Cuba and New
wood, N. J., has been signed by reorganizing his band to 'eoP^" «^
M-G Records. Deal calls for two- the Avodon ballroom, Los Angeles,
Monaco,
years with an option.
Result is tremendously improved
WenFisher, L. Wolfe Gilbert, Percy
last disk affiliation
Yellen, Victor Arden, ork under baton of Vincent de
^ Initial recording date for Mooney ^Bainet; whose
Cosmo abe rich Jack
Frank.
hasn't been set yet, but his first was wUh the defunct
Bobby Crawford, Shelton Brooks,
sides for National
Lanny Ross guested Tuesday night
act has also
vaude
a
Many
fatch of disks, will be made within recently cut two
two-shot et al
strictly oria
'ne month.
known "Uncle Will's" helping hand. (11).
M-G's initial dislcs ap- Deal was
basis.
.*^e# on the market last week.

but of

its

location

,

-

Baiid
It

Sb

in

Ziggy Elman is junking his newly
organized orchestra at the end of
this month, and to the bahdsnien
who know the complete story, the
circumstances in back of it explain,
more than anything else why high
operating costs, which are crushing
much of the life out of the band
business by setting high coin quotations, havent come down too much.
Elman flatly refuses to reduce the
size of his band, which consists of
eight brass, five sax, four rhythm.
He'd rather break it up.
•

^

Since orga»i?irig and starting work
early in Jfanuary, Elman haS worked
consistently on one-nighters and one

two-week

and

Yet

locations.

he

hasn't made any money. Music Corp.
of America, which books him; his

and
Michaud,
others interested in Elman's welfare
have argued thenjselves hWe in the
face endeavoring to get him to re-,
duce the bainds complferaeht.
But
Elman simply states that his current
instrumentation plays the way he
has always wanted his own band to
play; -that he couldn't achieve the
same results with fewer men; that if
he can't "make it" with his current
band he'd just as soon settle for a
manager,

Arthur

sideman's salary as continue as a
leader. Yet, Elman admits that the
with
greatest band he ever heard
wiiich he played) was the Benny
Goodman band of Camel broadcast
days, which consisted of three trumpets, two trombones, five sax, four
rhythm, an instrumentation that
Goodman used for years while cbntempOraries were coming up with
four, five and six trumpets, four
trombones, six sax, etc.
(

James Asks Only

Hi

Parting of Way:
.

New

Ziggy Elman to Junk

B8

Haymes, has given up his shares in
the latter's Beverly Music, operated

Legislatiires; S.1

4•American Society of Connposers,
seems to be
Authors and Publishers
S,« obiect of more than the usual Missouri
legislation
«iimber of antl-ASCAP
Its

"

teonGiftsBeTShares-

,

.

When he breaks up, Elman will
toss aside three weeks of one-nighters set by MCA, which averaged a
return in guarantees of between $4,000 and $4,500 weekly. While his
handlers respect his attitude toward
playing the way he wants to play or
workin|{ as a sideman again,
can't figure the attitiide. others who
know of the situation point it out as
a prime example of what's wrong
with the band business, without
meaning to criticize Elman for bia

MCA

stand.

If
II I J
TI^
.u. Kemp Marked

'Unfair'

by

AFM

T. D. Kemp, Charlotte, N. C, talent booker, was placed on the "unfair list" of the American Federation of Musicians last week.
All
agencies in New York and elsewhere
were 'advised by the
that they
could not do business with Kemp,
but did not mention the cause of the

AFM

action.

Kemp
move
that

himself,
explaining
the
to business associates, asserted
"unfair" listing stemmed

the

from cracks he had taken at APMhead James C. Petrillo in a
column he writes in a Charlotte
paper.
And on Monday (10)
he asserted that the ban had been
lifted. Bookers in N. Y. know of no
reason for. the ban; they all disclaim
having had any trouble of any sort
recently.

He

pays

off

via certified

check.

AFM

executives, as usual, are unavailable for comment.

JOAN WHUIiEY/KRiyillER
SET

IIP

(wm ra^^H^

Joan Whitney and Alex Kramer,
writers of a number of top hit songs
in the past, have set up their own
publishing company through which
they will market the majority oi
their future collaborations. Firm is
called Beaux Arts Music Co. and is
being backed by an undisclosed
source of coin. It •wiU apply for membership in the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers.

Kramer and Miss Whitney have
been writing together for six years.
They authored "High On a Windy
their first, "It's Love, Love,
Love," "My Sister and I" and the
current "Ain't Nobody Here But Us
Chickens" and "That's the Beginning
of the End." New firm Will have no
staff for the present.
Hill,"

Leslie (lUUrjorie) Long, originally

from Pittsburgh, leaves Eddie Stone
band at Belmont-Plaza, New York, to
join Carmen Cavallaro at
hotel, N.y. :

BUtmorc

,

—

.
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Music Notes

(Weefc Ending, March 8)
,Mood
Anniversary Song
Crawford
Gloca Moraa
Managua Nicaragua. . .Encore

Jack Kapp, Decca prez, in Hollywood for periodic confab with Leonard
Joy, plattery's COast rep... .Milte Gould', new Hollywood rep for Bourne,
inciv. .Ted iUttelfleld has left Capitol to become art director of Exclusive
Jack Leonard be'ing accompanied by 50- voice cowboy choir in
Records.
Lee
scerite for Columbia's forthcoming "Swing the Western Way"
Halperin, former general manager of Mutual Music, in Hollywood for a
stay. Murray Lazar last week joined, the pub firm as its Coast chief
.

.

. ,

,

.

Second 10
Lampligliter .... Shapiro-B

.

Old
Remick
Oh But I Do
Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah .Santly-Joy
Always Be One I Love .Sinatra
..Witmaric
Galico
Gal In
.

.

.

Wyoming

at Hotel B.iVs
IVcvks

Weeh

Hotel
Played
Kami
Waldorf (400; $2 )
21
Emil Coleman*
4
Frankie Carle.,.. Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)
Chuck Foster". .New Yorker (400; $i-.'(!1.50)
10
Guy Lombardo... Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2). ......... 18
Eddy Howard.... Commodore (400; $J-$1.50). .. ..
5
Johnny PincappJe.Lexington (300; $1-$1.50)
17
.

.

.

,

i

.

.

.

* Indicotcs

Revue

at

Floor iShoto at Waldorf toith Jane PicJcens, Riwsell

New

56,050
9,22?
15,000
43,975
7,525
17,725

New

Hollywood, March

will get $3,000 per
plus one-third of

11.

Survey Week of February 88-March
Gal in Calico— t"Time, Place, Girl"
Rainy Night In Rio— t"Time, Place, Girl".

Peggy Lee

the

take

Souvenirs
'Anniversary Song—-fJolson Story"
At Sundown— fFabulous Dorseys"

the Bocage, opening April 15,
along with husband, Dave Barbour.
Date will be first for the guitarist
since his recent operation,' from
which he is still confined to bed.

Solid 2,600 tabs.

Louisville Merchants Back
Local Symph Music Fiesta

„

(CMcnffo)
500; $2-$2.50

.....Shapiro-B
Bless You .... .... ..'.
Duchess
For Sentimental Reasons
For You For Me Porever-r-fShocking Miss Pilgrim". ... .. .Chappell
.'^Feist
Guilty ...... ......
Leeds
Heartaches
Crawford
How Are Things In Glocca Morra— ""Finiari's Rainbow"
Huggin' and Chalkin'
Hudson
I Tipped My Hat'and Slowly Rode Away ................
Robbins
If This Isn't Love— *"Finian's Rainbow".
.. ..Crawford
',.....,
.Maurice
ril Close My Eyes.
.... .Capitol
It's a Good Day. ;.
.v. .................
,...BM1
It's All Ov.er. Now.
.
., ...
..
.Encore
Managua Nicaragua. ,.
.
..
Oh, But
f'Time, Place, Girl"..'.
.. ...Witmark
'

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

1 Ever Leave Wyoming?. ...
So Wottldl—V'My Heart Goes Crazy".........

.

.

.

Sonata..

—i'"Song

Sooner Or Later
This

Is'

the Night.

.,

Feist

...Burke-VH

.......

Oxford
of South".

..

.Santly-Joy
.....Jefferson
..... .Dorsey Bros.
...

.

.

.

To Me — t"Fabulous Dorseys" ......
......
Too Many, Times
........ .......Advanced
Uncle Remus Said— 'l"Song of the South".
............ .Santly-Joy
What Am I Gonna Do About You? — t"Ladies Man".. .... .Paramount
.

. .

,

,

.

weelt.

.

.

.

'

'

'

Cares What People ;Say. ............................ iHarms
Zip-a-De-Do-Daib— f'Song of South!'.,. ..
.«antly-Joy
.

. . ,

.

Remaining 23 songs of the vieek, u>/iic/i did not
credits to rate inclMsion in the first 30.

And So To Bed

have enough perjormmce

....................... .Famous
........ .E; B. Marks
Love— i'"Duel In the Sun". .... .Morris
I Can't Believe It Was .All IVIalce-Believe, ................. .BVC
I Gotta Gal I Love— t"Ladies Man'', .-v.. .................... Famous
It's Dreamtime,
...
.................. .Santly-Joy
Let's Go Back and Kiss the Girls Good-Night Agaip..
... .Stept
Linda
.Morris
My Adobe Hacienda
...
......Southern
.

i

Another Night Like This
Gotta Get Me Somebody To

.

i

.

'.

My

.

.

.

—

.

;

(Los Angeles)

'Oenny Beebner and Sterling Young (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 2d wk).

.

Pair of orchestras drew' satisfactory 5,800.
Boliby Sherwood "(Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 9th wk). As long
stand draws near end, solid -7,100 admishcs.
Xavier Ciigat (Giro's" N, Hollywood, 2d wk). First full stanza, slick

. .

Hollywood, 5th wk).

Still

doing the biz festival chorus, representing
churches.
than 35

OUR NOWEITY RHYTHM SONG

PRESENT

1st for
Tony Martin

TAKES TIME

IT

By ArthMr Korb.
.

'

CAWTOL-BiNNY ©OODMAN AND JOHNNY
COLUMBIA-DORIS DAY

MERtEft

'

.

'

.,

-

-

^

Dec.
10.

3,

I

.

.

Commodore
'

Hotel,

Pirst session will call for four

spngSi supervised by EU Oberstein,
Victoi"s artists and repertoire head,
-vrtio wiU be to Hollywood at that
time.

Disks will be ready for release
about May 1 as per an agreement
made with Mercury Records, Mar-

former

tiisk

affiliate.

Lattei:

summer with
Eddy Howard's
its

decision.

the expiration of
run, has reversed

Spot

remains

open

for at least another four weeks. With
the J ack Edwards orchestra,* which
opens tomorrow night (Thursday>i

succeeding Howard,

,

Edwards, handled by Jack Marsha.rd,

who

also

directs

Vaughn

still

Stinson Records is releasing a new
of "Jazz at the fihilharmonic"

album

Guy Lowbardo's home at Freeport,
I.,
was looted Wednesday night
(5) by a thief who got oil with two
wrist watches valued at $2,500.

L.

HAD MY LIFE TO LIVE OVER
Mac Ra«

StMriMR
Sinilli

dork
Blifftltitlit

In

has some disks by Monroe, hails from 'the Boston area,
the singer to market, which will be which also spawned the latter. He's
on «ale by that date so as not to also a singer-trumpeter.
conflict with Victor's releases.

NEW YORK

MOM" 'KciNi

FoM

Of Bands; Edwards
Commodore

by Jaffe, Vincent and Tobias

AiM»tt»»-Oonlon

K Y.,

.Reverses Self on

his first

hotel.
New York,
company last
on the Coast, around April which had been set' to shutter its
name-band Century Room for the

disks.

IF

make

tract signed with that

company

...

ALL MAtERIAL AVAILABLE
CORP., U\9 B'WAY,
JOi SANTLY. &m. MGR.

Make

RCA' April 10
will

sides for RGA-Victor, under a con-

tin's

>ECCA-JOE MOONEY QUARTETTE
VICT0R-«>UIS
ARMStRON©
',,'

LONDON MUSIC

.

more

Toiiy Martin to

Wf ARE PROUD TO

.

.

'

3,200 covers,
'
Va,U£bnt'Aloitroe (Palladium, B,
the btirg; I'T^OQO adimishes.:

.

Who

.

Sol Klein (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.). Ted Lewis into third month
with healthy 4,00'p.
Georgfe Olsen (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Surprising 17,500.
Benny Strong (Trianon; $Q.90-$1.1S adm.). Getting a fine play; 16,000
*
last week.
.

'

'.

.'

.

.

Heart Goes Crazy— f'My Heart Goes Crazy"
Burke-VH
Louisville, March 11.
There Is No Greater Love
...World
Town's industi-ies, retailers, civic Old Lamp-Lighter ... ........
v. .Shapiro-B
...
.........
clubs and churches are cooperating Open the Door, Richard
....... .Duchess
with Louisville Philharmonic Society Roses In the Rain,
Barton
,
in promoting the Kentuckiana JubiThat's the Beginning of the End.
ABC
lee of Music, April 28-80, the first That's Where I Came In
Robbins
t,
city -wide music festival since 1914. This Time
Dor.sey Brofi.
....
Most of the town's choirs and We Could Make Such Beautiful Music.
BMI
choruses will take part, including What Good Would the Moon Be.,.,,....
.'...
Chappell
...
childi'en from city and county pub- When Am I Going To Kiss You Good Morning. .. ... ..... .Martin
lic schools, -private and parochial. Years and Years Ago
.
.Bourne
Met' stars Rose Bampton, Herta
You Can't See Sun When You're. Crying,
.......
Simon
Glaz, Mack Harrell and Frederick You'll Always Be the One I Love— t"Song of South". ... ....Sinatra
Jagel have been booked; 300 more
local voices will compose a special
Legit Musical.
t Filru'usicol.

Strong 3,900 in third

min.).

Wilmark
T. B. Harms
.Feist

.

Russ Carlyle (Blacldiawk;

...Remick

....Mood

,.

over

will precede Cole Trio

at

Strong 8,000 covers.

location Jobs, Not in Hotels

1947

6,

Among My

week guarantee,

$5,000.

non-

Los 'Angele&.
$1-$1;60>.'^'

A
A

IDo—

King Cole Trio will return to Coast
for a pair of bookings this spring,
going into the Lincoln- theatre week
of May 20 at a 50-50 split from the
first dollar, and immediately after
opens a four-week stand, at the
Bocage nitery here, for which act

Ice

,

Riiss Moreatt' (Biltmore; 900;

Director.

.

.

Swmm;

Hereunder are the top 3D songs oj the week, compiled bp the Audience
Coverage Index Survey Musie Broadcast over NBC, CBS, ABC a^id
Mutmi networles, hosed in New Tork on tabulations by Accurate Reporting
Service. Ptiblished bj; Office of Research, Inc., Dr, John G. PeaUnan,

Oh Whv Did

.

900; $1*$1.50>.

Capitol

For Spring Dates

Chicago

Freddy Martin (Ambassador;

Simon

Good Day

King Cole Coasting

Ramos (Mayfair Room,' Blackstone; 350; $2.50-$3.S0 min.).
Only 1,,880- for this swank room.
Ted 'Vyeesa.s (Panther Room, Sherman; 950; $2-$3.50*min,). Second week
of Weems and ice show good 4,000.
Joseph Sudy (Walnut Room, Bismarck; 465; $2-$2.50 min.).
name' revue opened Friday (7); 'strong 8*400 on full week.

.

Ralo Aulences

Songs With largest

.

Yorleer.

RayiUDndl

.Remiolc
....Berlin

.

Covert

825

•.

I

On Date

2,250
1,975
1,250
1,650
1,200

.

. .

It's

'JCtttal

,

.....

Marry.,
You Can't See Sun
Girl

.

................ .Peist

Rainy Night Rio

Cover*
Past

.

.

Ralph Harris, who moved over to Harms, Inc. .Mac Green bedridden for
week as result of motor smashup,... Lena Home cutting new album,
"Classics dn Blue," for Black & White. Phil Moore supplying arrangements and leading the backing combo. .Ted WaUersteipi^and Manie Sacks,
Columbia Records' topdogs, back in N. Y. after Coast jUnket.

Bands

.Leeds
.Oxford

.

Close My Byes...... Maurice
Sentimental Reasons. . . .Duchess
.Mayfair
Linda .....
Duchess
Open Door* Richard.

slicing last sides of his forthcoming "Emperor Waltz" album
this week for Decca. . .Hans Salter will mu.sically direct U-I's "Singapore"
and "Jeopardy",... Mickey Goldsen, general-manager of Capitol Songs,
Inc., in Hollywood from N. Y. to choose sj^Coast rep for Arm to succeed
.

Sonata
I'll

Bing Crosby

.

....Feist

Guilty
Heartaches

—

.

Best Sheet Sellers

tfrfiH

TAANSCMinrfON)

.

^iency: WILLIAM MORRIS, IHC.

•

Personal

Manager:

BILL

BURTOM

•

Exploitation:

BAVIS-WEISS, IHC.

WetbieBday, March 12, 1947

'Sweethearts' Miss Date

liep Segue Backio Fre-War lame'

Lynchburg, March

a!k for Marcli 18

ew'-wiirac'

policy Trial Balkii Vs. B.O. DiMmiiis

Initial liaeeting of the radio committee representing the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers and members of the Music Advisory Committee representing
the networks has been scheduled for
next Tuesday (18) in New Yorlc.
Confab will occur at a luncheon at
the Waldorf.

I

New

Sammy Kaye

Tax Forms Worry

Sm

Purpose of the meeting, of course,
is the writing of a new contract to
replace the agreement now in-euistence, wWch expires at the end of
1949, Before that is done, however,
there are nmnerous tletails tlJat botli
sides want to iron out,

Music Pubs

Wiis

;

Herkck

.

ASCAPs

tnemberis are

conifliiittee

John O'Connor, GUs Schirmer, Lester Santly, publishers; Fred Ahlert,
Otto Harhach, Edgar Leslie, Deems

AFM

:

'

-Ealo Committeei-Scliedile

11.

Failure to pay union dues is reported as the reason for cancelling
out of International Sweethearts of
Rhythm—girl band at City Armory
here. Spectators, not told in advance
When he begins his 19,47-48 season wheo a top name did come iri, It of switch, arrived to find door barred
in August, Frank Dailey, operator of took two weeks or so to warm it up one night last week.
Sets
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J., again. By that time, the band was
City already had been paid rent
will ti-y another track to combat the ready to leave. Trade he once got on building, so it had no beef.
&O.MarkatCai»itol,^
b.o. doldrums which haVfe beset the from Philadelphia,. Trenton,_ Connecband business in recent months. He ticut, New York, etc., stopped comWith theatre business all over the
will revert to his pre-war method of ing for medium-name combos, and
country showing comparatively little
operation, which entails the use of didn't resume immediately with the
spark, at least in so far as those
only the best band names available advent of a good b.o. band. It meant
houses using stage shows are confor runs of from six to 'eight weeks, the difference, he claims, between a
cerned, Sammy Kaye pulled a rabbit
plus an occasional new name for good weekly gross and a lair or losout of a hat last week at the Capitol
He set new
buildup.
This is in contrast to ing one.
theatre, Washington.
all
Daileys current; plan of Bodking,
attendance records both Saturday
which Hses non-n^me, luedivini and
Many small music publishers have and Sunday, in company with
top names for a maximum of four
been quite bothered during the past "Bachelor's Daughter" (tfA).
Ciimiiish
Morris
weeks each, some for two and three
Bill lured 14,550 people Satui'day,
few weeks oyer one of the terms in
^-weeks.the U. S. corporate income tax re- who paid' J8,167 and 11.171 admisFroiii.
Bates
He
which they , figured sions Sunday, totalling $7,300, both
form,
IJaileys reasons are simple.
turn
figures, under the plan worked out,
wouldn't allow them much financial new b.o. marks for the individual
Hassle leeway. Apparently, most have con- days.
After Hot
to use a maximum of nine bands a
year, two or three of which will be
Hollywood, March 11.
strued the item referring to the diembryo outfits; the building up of
American Federation of Musicians vision among stockholders of at
which he feels is essential to the has awarded the William Morris least 70';{ of cash surplus (after Capitol Songs in Fade
band business overall. That nymber agency $1,650 in commissions stem- taxes) as directing that this must be
of bands oVer a 12-tnonth period con- ming from the recent five-week done.
They- felt that such comHoldsen Feels Stuff
tracts with the 22 he has used and booking of the Ray- tterbeck band pulsory division of Most o^ the
the
Meadowbrook Gardens profits would leave them With little
^ has scheduled from last July 1 to the into
Hf Cap. Records Rivals
coming end of June. He points out here, and from the current stand of reserve cash to coirjbat a period
Capitol Songs, publishing fu-ni set
that frequent changes of bands puts like duration at the Rainbow Ren- wherein they had no songs selling;
an unnecessary load on his adver- dezvous, Salt Lake City. AFM de- that a long lull would eventually up several years ago by Mickey
tising budget, since numerous local cision was made to still the con- put
them out of business, with Goldsen, will become an inacti-(?e
24 -sheets must be changed, newspa- troversy over the 10% commish, everything going out and nothing firm due to the fact that it's title and
per copy revised, etc,
suspected connection with Capitol
which both Morris' and Frederick coming in..
*
Too, he feels that consistent use of Bros, claimed,
Accountants assert their fears are Records has been like a "red flag"
to
top ijames will keip his spot con
Last October. Herbeck signed a unfounded. Tax fotm item is sim- to recording firms in opposition
Hereafter, all tunes pubstantly in the public inind. He fdutitl year's pact with Morris office in ply a question by the goveriiment as Capitol.
in recent motiths that too many low- Chicago then canie here and inked to whether TOVt Of cash surplus has lished by Goldsen will be tossed into
Criterion Music, or, if owned by
priced, and consequently medium a parallel paper with FB.
It's
Latter Keen disbursed, if not, why?
b.o. outfits,- in a row this season set the crew both here and in Salt claimed that any reasonable reason Tex Rittcr, King Cole, Stari Kenton,
cooled his spot off SO much that. Lake at $1,850 per week.
held, for failure to distribute the cOin is etc., into their respective publishing
however, that Morris pact was both acceptable, such as plans for build- outfits.
Goldsen originally used the Capivalid and ante-dating and conse- ing, etc. They feel that the uncerquently to that agency would accrue tainties of the music business is tol title for want of a better one.
aU commissions. Union also sternly valid rea.'?on for withholding surplus His only connection, with Capitol
warned that it would tolerate but cash and that such an explanation is Records is the fact that the latter's
one commish nick being taken from acceptable to the Internal Revenue founders, Glenn Walliclis, Johnny
Mercer and Buddy DeSylva, are
Herbeck.
.
Department.
Situation docs not disturb' large also officers of Capitol Songs. This,
Morris has said that it will pocket
rival dislsers felt, wa-s enough of a
the fees covering these 10 weeks' and publishers. They have the sort of
reason to slufT off the publisher's
sellthat
keeps
catalog
background
henceforth will let FB have the
To combat this, Goldsen
ing (there are many publishers' who tunes.
combo
would show a heavy profit year and some time ago set up Criterion
year out if they never had another Music, but had continued dropping
song into Capitol.
an
occasional
with
hit).
It's
the
pub,
small
pop
Overflow Forces L'ville
skimpy catalog, who must depend That practice will cease immedion day to day efforts to keep rolling ately. All future tunes go into Cri-

Taylor (ex-offlcio). writers. Radio
committee is chairmannerl by Ted
Streibert,

president

WOR, Now

of

York.

As

A

special meeting ol: ASCAP's director board has been called for

tomorrow (Thursday).

'

Presumably,

this out-of-turn confab was signalled
to disciiss and lay out for the ladio

.

dommittee a course of action to be
taken at the meet with the radio
men.'. ''V ;
'

;

AFM

Wiiitey Worth, wlio put together
a new band last fall and subsequently disbanded, has reorganized
and opens at Post Lodgei Larch-^
mont, N. Y., March 25.

A ©eSAT BALLAB

MY

THAT'S
Racorded by

DESIRE

FRAKKIE LAINC (M«n

S0D7)

A GREAT NOVELTY

,

2-Day Romberg Eookin^

Louisville, March 4.
William
local
G. Meyer,
impresario, finding seats for patrons at

who -would be hurt by a forced division of profits annually.

premium on previous one-night Uliioli Setback, Inability
appearances of Sigmund Romberg,
his orchestra and soloists, was able
Booking

a

To Delay Coast

book the Viennese composer for
Saturday and Sunday (1-2) at the
2,400-seat Memorial Auditorium.
All seats were sold out days in

to

Crimp les Brown Oreh
Hollywood, March

11.

terion.

799

Inc
BOURNE. YOPK
SEVENTH AVE

ST*

:?

Philadelphia,

ABE OLMAN
9j n

Local 77, American Federation of
has completed arrangements with the U. of Pennsylvania'
and most of the fraternities on the
campus, providing that only AFM
musicians will be used at dances.
Student orchestras, however, will

T

Mil sic by

«

e

,

JIMMY MeUVGU
ROBBINS

band.

11.

from

I

not be eliminated 'entirely; thev'll be
allowed to work so long as they
don't do jobs normally demanding
paid musicians.

AFM

Special rates set vip by the
for school hops vary according to
hours, sessions, etc. They will not
apply to school dances put on off

the campus.

problem was that

who are renew outfit had
become mem-

filed transfer cards to

:

1

bers of Los Angeles Local 47 of the
American Federation of Musicians,
_
u j . * ^-r j transfers
e
soon
.

^^''^

J

by Altt6B«-Prake-Shirl

For Proser Spot on Coast

.

OXFORD iUSie CORP.

Joe Mooney quartet, which has
much excitement in the east
its stand at the .Club Dixon,
New York, was signed to open

men Monte

his old orchestra

joining him in the

MILLS MUSIC, Inc.
5**w '^e* ^'
Broadway

SONATA
fiisrge Joy, Pres.

created
during

.

Brown's

Musicians,

SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

ME

March

JEALOUS
61 9

Joe looney Quartet Set

forced to open With substitutes replacing some regulars of the new

AFM

Reaches
Accord at U. of Pennsy

Philly
N

A GREAT STANDARD

1

Goldsen has been leaning backward trying to take himself out oC
the middle between Capitol and its
rival recorders. As a matter of fact
last week he refused Capitol's plea
to move up a release date of one of
his new songs from April 15 to
April 7. Other diskers have the former date and Goldsen wouldn't take
chances.

advance, making it necessary to inLes- Brown's attempt to set back
stall chairs in the orch pit to ac.the debut bt his reorganized orchescommodate the customers, setting, a
PaUadium Balh-oom here"
precedent in this town for a touring tra at the
has fallen
from March f« to April
orchestra aggregation.
through.
As la resuit, he will be

BACIAGALOOP
(Mak&i love on do Stoep^
LOUIS PRIMA (MaJ. llt(S)

Resorded by

-

Proser's
wood. ''when the

Trocadero, Hollynew club gets going

mid-June, Date is for six weeks
with Options, at a reported $2,5()0
weekly.
Proser's new spot may be called
the Copacobana, but the title is riot
in

OUR DREAMS
TOGETHER

yet clear.

!

i

|

enough and thus will not be eligible
by March 18 to work as Local 47
members.

,

IVIajestic

Pacts Farney

RECOftOfNGS
CHARLIE SPIVAK

Majestic pacted Brazilian baritone

Dick Farney Monday

(10)

Victor;

.shortly

Cohmhitti

Brown

tried to switch dates with
Pastor's orchestra, which opens

after crooner's arrival from south of
the border.
Palladium April 29. At first
Farney will have a feature spot in
looked like he might succeed, but the new Milton Berle show. Comic
last week the-deal fell through, and tossed a party for the new import
he must now debut March 18..
at -Toots Shor's yesterday (Tuesday).

Tony

man

Diamond:

at the

UWRENCE

JOAN BROOKS

Oilier releases to follow

—

it

IVY
Wf^rds and Music by

HOAGY CARMICHAiL

fpaturpd

PAULI PIONEER MUSIC CORP.
165:'

in

Broadw:iY

ond

New

th«

YorK

19

N. Y.

Theme

ot

Univertal-internationars

'IVY

Stoning - Joan Fontaine, Pat"
Knowies, Herbert Marshall.

Rkhord Ney

BURKE AND VAN HEUSEN, INC.
16t9

r.MlCA6>0

iROAOWAY, NEW YORK
HOLLYWOQI}

:

SAM FOX

fakes pride in announcing
publication of the
'

front

ffte

NEW MUSICAL

lyrics

by

liii^BiHIIililE wt

JAY LERN

uutk

THE HEATHEIt

ALMOST

kcU

tUedj&

LIKE

ON THE

HILL

BEING IN LOVE

COME TO ME, BEND TO ME
WAItiN' FOR

MY

THERE BUT FOR

DEARIE

YOU GO

I

BRIGADOON

DOWN ON MacCONNACHY SQUARE
I'LL

60 HOME WITH BONNIE JEAN
FROM

THIS

DAY ON

THE LOVE OF

MY

LIFE

RCA BUILDING RADIO CITY NEW YORK
CHICAGO LOS ANGELES
•

SAM FOX

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

•
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Lack af Work Induces Local 862

On

Membersto
With

work

high

knocking

scales

the patli of

out

favor with the

jneii in

American heads of hotel catering departments,
Fedetation of Musician members, who, it^s claimed, get a kickback.
the latter apparently are casting At virtually all hotels there is no
about for ways and means to open open competition for work. It's said
up bookings for individual members. that people running aSfairs who
want specific non-name bands often
week
opportunities

for

During the past

or so, meetings of New York local 802 and the
Newark branch of the
have
been in deep hassles over one phase
o£ musician-buying, the conduct of
the heads of catering departments at
various major and minor hotels,
who, it's asserted, virtually force the
buying Of musicians for all types of
functions through a favorite, usually
the
contractor for the spot.

are told that they cannot use outside men because of some vague
rule, that they must use musicians
supplied
by the hotel catering
groups.

AFM

Newark men

802 and

Mw

Depts.;

Joe Glaser to Coast later this
week for next Tuesday (18) opening
of Les Brown's reorganized band af

€o Kg

Liaison between books and records, shops, accustomed to conservative
viewed as a "natural tie-up" by In- patrons, havt created special facili.
dustry execsi is becoming thpf evities for th« youngsters where it
dent with scores of booksellers addmakeg 'em happy and spreads word
ing disk departments' to complement
Record of 'liiiouilh.':
their
customary wares.
manufacturers' major problem, acBearing out Hallstrom's

Ballroom . , . Tommy
Palladium
Dorsey, the yachtsman) joined .City
Steve
.
Island, N.Y. Yacht Club .
Harrington, former singer at Totem
Pole Ballroom, Auburndale, Mass.,
joining. Glen Gray's orchestra in
Con.
place of Ronnie Dayton
tinental Records setting up new dis.

•

sales views
cording to RCA-Victor's general
is the comparativdy new policy of
merchandising manager Jack Hall- the Womrath chain bookstores
which
strom, is to find new dealers, and
have added record departments to
tribution points in various states
bookshops are a "perfectly logical five shops in N.Y. City the
past eight
Etaric Madriguera signed recording outlet."
or 10 months. Its disk -buyer, Wilagreement' with National Records
Idea is not new, Hallstrom said, for liam Perry, characterized the setup
Musieraf t releasing old Boyd
as early as 1934 he saw that records
Raeburn disks made lor Guild label and books go hand in hand and re- as a "natural" and said platter sales
were encouraging. He said Womwhich Musicral!t bought some time called that he had prevailed upon
rath's would ultimately have beGross,
concert
Walter
ago
Chuck Traver, proprietor of Tren- tween 20 and 25 combination book
pianist and Musieraf t recording diton's (N.J. ), largest bookshop, to in- and record shops out of a to.tal of 40
rector, works with Buffalo Philharstall a disk department at that time. retail outlets.
monic next week (21) . . , Art
Traver found it profitable ever
Most sales, a survey showed, were
Weejns, General Artists exec, plays
since, he said. He cited the Lesserin albums since it's the packaged
the solo trumpet on Ted Weems hit
Goldman book store in St. Louis as job that offers the most sales apdisking of "Heartaches." He worked
another outlet where a substantial, peal. The location also
with band then.
determines
adequate display .of both records and the nature of the sale—
whether
books has proved advantageous to classical or pop. Doubleday-Doran
Eileen * Wilson tabbed
as Les the retailer.
already has five record departments
Brown chjrp when combo opens at
While Hallstrom was unable to es- in its book stores in New York, DePalladium, March 18. : .Charlie Bar- timate the volume of disk business troit, Miami Beach and is adding
net back to Coast for four weekends done by book shops, he ventured to two more in suburbs of St. Louis and
say that it was large in proportion Detroit.' Company exec pointed to the
it Avodon ballroom, starting April
II... Bob Dawes, exrsax with Tom- to the number of tome shops handl- many tieups that can be made citmy Dorsey forming local crew. Bar- ing platters. As far as teen-age jive- ing Hoagy Carmichael's tome, "Starbara Hill set as vocalist... Frederick sters are concerned, he said, 'some dust Row," among composer-author
works as an example of what can be
Bros, has inked Don Palmer into
"
stimulated through joint sales proAdams hotel, Phoenix. , .Skitch Henmotion.
derson .will do 88 dubbing 'for James Musicrafl Defers 'Meet
Stewart in forthcoming "A Miracle
Can Happen". ..Henry Busse set for
Of
four" frames at Flamingo, Las Vegas,
March 27... Edgar Hayes' combo
TOP HITS OF YESTERDAY
Reorg to Next
back in town for a stretch at the
MUsicraft Records has deferred
black - and - tan Downbeat. Harry
James this week reorganizing a until next Wednesday (19) the stockcrew. here. .Don Reid, who formerholders meeting, scheduled lor the
ly led a combo in midwest, putting
past Monday (10) over its developtogether a combo for local dates.
Reason
ing reorganization plan.
given for the 10-day delay is that
.Chicago
certain itenv in the plan had not
ffiM Ik* (ImIh R. il«|«n fi*fittl<M
Phil Levant booked for 3 weeks
been completely worked out, preWilson num- sumably those involving the buying
at the Blackhawk
"TMfi rABULOUS OORSEYS"
ber due in Kansas City for two
of stock by outside companies.
,

,

.

.

,

.

a

Local 802 members devoted quite
bit o£ time during a meeting at
Palm Gardens, N. Y., Monday
problem. Last week the

the

(10), to the

Newark bunch

AFM

What

Mwe Chain BiNik Stores Adiqg

the Uplieai

New York

discussed

it.

ob.iect

Beverly Hills Country Club, Newport, Ky., reopening March 14, has
signed Benny Fields, Frank Libuse
and the Kathryn Duffy dancers for
the preem show.

is
that they as individuals or
the ease may be, cannot
get jobs for weddings, company affairs, parties of all types. These opportunities are all channeled into

to

leader.s, as

,

.

.

Hollywood

'

.

.

:

Hit Tmmes fmr Meutith:

\\

(On

ANOTHER NIGHT
HaymM~B«.

.]

StQckkMeri On

Rttcords)

LIKE THIS im.m)

Week

• D«i Arnaz-Vic. 20-2052
Hal Darwin-^Cciik 334 * H«rb Karn-Ueyd $leep--T«mpo 934
^al WinfaivJoM Morand—Apollo- 1034 • Tommy Tuckor—Col.*
•
Dan Alfredo— Pan.-Amer. 076 * Urry DeU9lfn->Sig. 1 5035
Dick

23731

MAN, THi

BEST

(Vanguird)

3708i
'8»i»s Vincent—Dsc. 23749
tes Krowii—Col.

*
•

MY

EV'RYPODY LOViS
Tax B*n*ko-Vic.

King Col* TrioTCop. 304
Sunny Skylsr- Mercury SC04

20-im

Thro* Sunt—Mtaj. 7IS0

*

BABY,,

Haword-Mai. 1071

f!lzi^rald-DM. 23670 •
KMg. Ct^b Tri«--Cqp. 304
Wf^rnn— Coimo SI4 •

Ella

Fran

'might HAVE BEEN
20'2m

•

(c.mpb.ii forgu)

indicated in last week'S'VARiBTT,
the plan involves the issuing of 470,518 shares of new common stock,
which along with an application for
loan of $250,000 from a bank, would
give the company a total .of $838,147
with which to meet current obliga-

AT

.

.

tions

.

and

start

SUNDOWN

anew.

Among

other items, meeting wiU
purpose the authorization
of Musicraft directors and officers to
pledge or mortgage any or all of
th* company assets to secure debts
arising from the refinancing plan.
Company is operating with a net
working capital 'defic\ of nearly half
a miUion dollars, exclusive of, $251,650 in loans made by officers.

have as

its

nwiwri

(Encora)

(CoIoiimI t

.

.

.

ton Augutt^^KilmiMd 3009 • Harbia Fialda-Vic. 20-2138
Handanen—Cap. 351 * Nichaila* Matthay— Dac. 35045
Frank Knight—Stondord, 5010
• Jot* Morond— Dac. 50005

Skitch

.

.

.

.

(p*.r)

Cosmo Beorr Deferred, Too

Cosmo federal court reorganization plan, which is vastly different
from Musicraft's in that it is a
legal affair, whereas the latter's is
an attempt to avoid legal entanglements, was due to be presented to
the court in

New York

has

too,

It,

May

i'ittsbuirgh

mi

SUGAR

.

Freddy Mortin—Vic. 20-2026 • Guy lombardo—Vac. 23782
Kay Kyser— Col. 37214 * Gordon Trio- Sonora 3032
Two Ton Bakor—Marcvry 5013 * Dick Paterton— Enfarprita 251

'MY ADOBE HACIENDA

As

.

.

.

Mai DafWin--«i»p.' 377

MANAGUA, NICARAGUA
MISIRLQU

.

.

DIFFERENT STORY
Y«x ianoko-Vic.

.

Harry Babbit, from Mercury to cut
several sides for Columbia
Tom
.
Kettering, v.p. of Frederick Brothers,
in town from New York
Dusty
Fletcher mopping up with one nighters, theatre dates, before h.is three
weeks at the. Strand* New York,
beginning April 4 . . Charles Fiske
takes over the Plantation, Dallas,
March 18
Leighton Bailey, MCA,
to Omaha and Kansas City . .,
March 7 sees Peter Higgins In the
Skyline Room, Flint, Mich
Cab
. .
Calloway repeating at Savoy Ballroom, May 9 . . Andy Kirk due in
town after stage stint in Downtown
Theatre, Detrbit
Bob Strong
opens at Mary's, Kansas City, Mo.,
March 14
Buddy Moreno trying
out his new band at the Casa Loma
Ballroom, St. Louis and the: Indiana
Roof, Indianapolis.
.

'

A

.

.

•

Hal Wil>t«r«-l9» Merand— Apollo 1034 • Dan Jom—Gotham 3003
Xaviar Cogal— Col.*
• lobby Doyla—STj.*
J®hn Paris— Vic*

'if

\

.

.

'~'

'

'

.

.

.

Dou—Mamr tMI

Skip Strahl— Enwrald 103

.ILLUSION

.

Jack Tea^
at the Plamor
garden sitting in for a few sets
around town ...
Charlie Hogan
vacationing, on the Coast ... Ray
McKinley dipping into college dough
with a string of one nighters next
month
Kay Kyser- borrowing
.

(Duch.s,).

Dinah Sh«r«-Col. 37133
Art .Kanal-pVoipra 781
l*u<ini

STANDARDS TODAY

weeks

Charii* Cpivok-Vic. 30-1981

<•

GREAT POPULAR

.

.

(Sood.)

• Piod Piport-Cop. 27*
Cana Krupa— Col. 37078

.FOR SENTIMENTAL REASONS
flfdy

. .

been

Friday (7).
deferred until

18.

Presumably, the delay was caused
Erskine
Butterfield
into
Oasis
Tropical Bar . .
Don. Metz' Club by the investigation into Cosmo's
resuming week-end dancing; has past history by the U. S. Security
and Exchange Commission. Latter
signed Pee Wee Lewis band
.
Meade Lux Lewis into Mercur has been digging into the Cosmo
.

Billy

latM

•

Willianu-Vic. 20-2150

Eddy Howard— Moj. 1117
^

Mclaan— Cootl 8001

Coffman Si«lar>— Ent. 147
Frankia Carl*— Col.*

An

Kasial- Vogue*

*

Kanny Bak*r-Dac. 23846
Eiquir* Trio— Sh«iptody

102

* Bobby Tru*— Marcury 3057
• Hammsndvirt— Man 1037
• Dinning Siitari- Cop.*
• Dove Dennay— Music*

OPEN THE DOOR, RICHARD

(Duch.n)

Thraa FlcmM>»-Col. 37268
• Count Basia— Vic/ 20-3127
Jack McVaa-B &
• BHI Samuals-Marcury 8029
792
Louis Jordan— Ofic- 23841
• Charlie Spivak— Vic*
Sid Catlett— Manor 1 058
• Pied Pipers— Cap. 369
Dusty Flatcbar'-Nat. 4012
• "lips" Page- Ap, 1041
Chan'otaom'-Col. 37240
• Marry Mact-Ma{. 1113

W

RICKETY RICKSHAW
Eddy Howard— Maf. 7192, •

MAN,

THE (p„r)
Two Ton Baker— Mercury 3047

BEAUTIFUL MUSIC

WHAT MORE CAN

I

YES, YES,

ASK FOR?
•

Jack

(London)

McLeon— Coast 8003

HONEY

ich.u.a)
Danny Ryan— Diamond 2062 • itordustcrs- Swan 3002
Gen* Krupa—Col.*
*

Soon fo ba released

BROADCAST MUSIC
;ss titTh svENue

NEW VOBK

.

•

new york

CHICAGO

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

%|isco for several weeks how. and
has been questioning various voluntary witnesses and others being
subpoenaed.

Lea

•

J.

rector of

Cobb has been namedKeynote Recordings.

is

INC.

n y

HOLLYWOOD

As

a diTJor-

man Corwih and Paul Robeson
two other directors of

PROFESSiONAl

SONGWRim.

POKMIMe CLUB. WEEKLY MEETINS. NEW YORK CITY.
ALL
THOSE INTKRiSTED WRITE iOX
558$. VARIETY. VS4

New YORK

are

firm.

W. 4iTH

ST.,

19.

AMATEURS WELCOME

.

Aft

Mooney (and Orcbestfo)^

Bobby Weiss Checks Out

(bmd
• Frank!* Carl*-Col. 37222
G*org* Town*— Sonora 2002
Blue Barron— M-G-M 10005

Guy tombarde.^Dacco 23782

.

Music Bar, March 24 for two weeks
Tommy Carlyn band opens Monday (17) at Vogue Terrace, replacing
Lee Kelton'^and WJAS staff orchestra. Latter will have hung up a
month's run then
Herb Russell
.
doing vocals with Bill LeRoy's band
now that Janie Knight has retired
to have a baby
Lawrence Welk
opened Friday (7) at Bill Green's
at. higliest price that spot has ever
paid a band
Rita Boll has been
,
added to Piccolo Pete band as featured vocalist.

WE COULD MAKE SUCH
Vaughn Monro*— Vic. 20-2095
Monica Lewis-Sig. 15068 *
•
Billy Bun»rfield-Cap.- 371

,

Musicraft's Coast

Rep

Hollywood, March 11.
Bobby Weiss, former Musicraft
Records exec who left that outfit
to set up his own publicity and
exploitation business on the Coast,
at the same time becoming Hollywood representative for Musicraft
has given up the latter post. He
feel.* that exploiting Dick Haymes,
Margaret Whiting, Helen Forrest
Pied Pipers, et al. all of whom are
tied to other recording outfits, would
interf«fre with his work.
Weis.*! has set up hi.s business in
partnership with Molt Davis, another Musicraft refugee.
He was
a V.p.

Ins switehdio

:

Aiiodnted Booking Corp.

.

V

''

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP*
JOE ©LASii,

;

745

iifth A**..

New

Y#lli-

22

P'rss.

54

W.

Rcmdol|»h

St..

Cbieaga

Wednesday, March 12, 1947
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Inside Stidf-€rchestras-Music

Donaldson Active

Newc(Hn^ to Maestrouig CiK

^Walter Donaldson, recently giavely
on the Coast, has recovered to

lU'

the

Whose jurisdiction numerous nitery performers fall. In past, due to C^p
agreements arguments have ensued between the unions as to
which con!
Decision now has been reached that
trolled what.
AGVA will not spS.
to corral any performer with act consisting largely of plavine an in.ftr?i
ment; he will be allotted to musicians' union. AGVA will cover,
however
member
who
does
a comedy routine or any member
any band
of a cornhn
who does more singing than playing. Heps of each union hereafter
will meet weekly to compare notes, so that between them they can
account
performers
on
Coast and see that all belong either
for all
to one vv
or th«
me

other organization.

reports to the contrary,

Despite
American Society of Composers. Authors
and Publishers has no intention of aligning its own campaign for
revenue
from com machines with that of Maurice Speiser, head of the
National
""^^"^ ^''^

i"t<=ntion of doLg
^''"•.c^^^p
^"It 'l'"^
ASCAP is using its own methods
so.
of lobbying for a change in the
copyright law so as to permit a collection of performance
rights moneys
from diskbox operators. It is watching SpeLser's moves and that's all
Speiser's bill, introduced weeks back into Congress by
Reo Hueh n Sr-ntt
seeks to permit performance rights collection, but also seeks

MM

to nrntPPt

the royalty rights of the artist making disks used in diskboxes.
•
them to be paid by d;skbox operators, too.

Sherman
for

He wants

hotel, Chicago, which dropped its
baiid policy late
an ice-revue headed by Dorothy Lewis, all Lrkefby

la-!t month
T^d Weems^

orchestra ironically enough, drew a hot band
when it took on Weems
During the period between the time Ernie Byfleld, Sherman
talent buy^r
took on Weems and his opening, the leader's old
recording of "Heartaches began rolling again and worked the tune up
into the hit cla^rfnr
Leeds Music, publisher. As a result, Weems, who

orUtaally

4s

bouSt

Overlooked in all the hoopla over the Ted Weems
revival of "Heart^«'^'''"»«»«" ^ass arrangement, which really makes
the

pomt where he is again writing
He did words and music to
•Let Her Fool Me," being published
songs.

TrendToward Vocalist-Leaders

by Bregman-Vocco-Conn.
Donaldson, one of the top members
of

the

posers,

American Society of ComAuthors and
Publishers,

Plans

Z

'

UNLESS

IT

By BERNARD BIERMAN

-

in the direetiori of vo-

take

to

payroll at the lat-

in

Czechoslovakia, ter's
Casino
Gardens Ballroom,Sweden, France, England and RusOcean Park, Cal., while T.D. makes
sia.
up his mind about his own future).
Songsmith-showman states there
Another
vocalist
leader is Jack Edwill be no No. 2 company of "Finwards, who opens at the Commoian's" because of casting difficulties
dore hotel, N. Y., tomorrow (Thursplus the fact it costs almost as much
day).
Edwards,
however,
like
to put on a second production, so
Vaughn Monroe, handled by the
the idea is to wait until the Broadway run ends and then tour it. In- same people, also plays an instrument.
cidentally,
Louis
Dreyfus
(with
Ray Eberle, former singer with
Prince Littler) is putting on the
Glenn Miller, has been a leader for
London "Finian's".
months. He's handled by General
Artists and is claimed to be doing
Pity England, *Eichard'
well enough to warrant his role as

.

Copy

drijtting

Name

Met, leading the orchestra.
Met
turned idea down, because the time
was too short to weigh the matter
properly. Then in December there
Music Publishers Contact Employees union apparently
appeared ads in N. Y. papers anis headed for a
more lucrative take from this year's annual "affair" than
nouncing appearance of (tie albums,
any it
in the past.
Bob Miller, prexy of the MPCE, already has has run off ads containing the statement: "fearoundPri ?m
113,200 for this year's journal, which is more th'an
turing the Metropolitan Symphony
$1,000 above last Sar^
final figures
And the affair isn't until May 5. This year it
Orchestra."
will take the
torn of a showing of "Finian's Rainbow." Some
In its suit, Met produced affidavits
$4^200 Irth of tUel
pledges have already been made for the
showing that in a shopping survey of
performaLV iwiiw ,.,yl
nually beats himself to a pulp on the affair,
25 retail record stores in New York,
the profit" oi wh h goTnto
MPCE's benevolent fund, recently got back to
13 carried the albums in question,
Y. from Te Coast.
and in 70% of the cases the sales
clerk said the recording was made
by the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra.
Justice Bernard L. Shientag, in
holding that this confusion would be
obviousj agreed in his opinion that
the name "Metropolitan" has become
"uniquely associated" With the opera
company and that its use elsewhere
was "misleading."
Believed the matter of the albums
will be settled before case comes to
*
Brunette" and "Easy Come, trial,
Easy Go."
with change in name on the
albums.

Here's Your

be

March 20, Phillips 7th calist-leaders arid away from the
"My Blue Heaven," "At
Sundown," "Yes Sir, That's .My
British songsmithoJimmy Phillips accepted
instruKienlalist - maestro
Baby," and many others, hasn't returns Friday (7) on the Queen theory, which
has prevailed virtuwritten much in recent years.
Elizabeth, but Peter Maurice, his
ally ever since the band business
London music publisher, is prolongbecame
full-scale
a
industry. At the
ing his New York stay until March
20. It's the latter's first trip in lo' moment, there are three new bands
Met Opera Action Vs.
years, but Phillips was in the States being prepared
by vocalists— one by
over a year ago for a quickie.
Buddy Moreno, formerly with Harry
Disker Over Illegal
Peter Maurice, Inc. is the only
another,
the
latest,
British pub in company in ASCAP, James;
by
Use of
Upheld being an American - incorporated Marshall Young, singer oh the
firm,
just
like
Leeds Music, Ltd., Arthur Godfrey radio show, and
Metropolitan Opera Assn. last
just
formed,
is
a
British
week was granted a temporary incorporation combo
recently formed by one-time
junction in New York supreme court of an American publisher. Maurice
are com- Sammy Kaye vocalist Tommy Ryan.
against the Pilot Radio Corp. and and Lou Levy (Leeds)
Young is building a I2.piece outIsidore Goldberg, forbidding the lat- mitted to the idea of interchange
of
copyrights
fit
in
through
50-50
New
York. He's being backed
partnerter from using the name "Metropoliby an uncle, Moreno & currently
tan Symphony Orchestra" or the title ships in the respective countries.
gathering a group to Open next
"Metropolitan" on recordings of a
month
in
Chicago,
a territory where
.series of nlbums of symphonies
and Yip liarbiirg Sails
he's widely known due to his days
in.May
operas.
with Dick Jurgens' band. In addition,
Group had approached the Met last
there
has
On
been
a
some
Year's
talk of a band
October, requesting use of its name
European 0.0.
m connection with 12 albums to be E, Y. Harburg, librettist of "Fin- headed by Stuart Foster, ex-vocalist
with Tomntiy Dorsey <althOugh that
issued before Christmas, with Eric ian's Rainbow," sails on a year's
ex- doesn't
seem
likely
since
Foster is
Leinsdorf, former conductor at the tended European trip early in May.
still bn Dorsey's
writer of

recor'^ing.

N

Tiend of new-band building may

Peter Maurice Sailing

Is Just Starting There a
London, March 4.

"O0h

First to broadcast

maiestro,.

,

\yKiteman in Albany

the Door,

Richard,"

American hit, handled
A^iany. March n.
«
i
here by Leeds Music, which is conPaul Whiteman's orchestra will
trolled by Peter Maurice Co. over give a concert in Fabian's Palace,
here, will be the Tonuny Handley here April 15.
show "Itma," March 8.
bate will be Whiteman's first in
'Richard" has also been recorded Albany since ha
Worked HarmanuB
by His Master's Voice by the Four Bieecker Hall sometime before
fire
Revellers.
destroyed it in 1940,
.
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¥Ai7ii»:¥ii.i.i:
solid round of howls. All of it adds
up to a draw for the track mob, of
wliom there are still plenty in

Night Club Reviews

«

Nostalgia, always a valuable show
biz eommocUty, gets top billing at

L&K's this session, with Gus Van
(& Schenck) topping the lineup and
joe Cook, J*,, on the lengthy roster
Even in Narda, the dove
of acts.
dancer, some of the lads are going
to find a trace, of nostalgia for the
Gaiety and Minsky's, while the Amory Bros.—most impressive feature
of the bill, incidentally—bring up
memories of the Mills Bros, and

Golden Gate Quartet.
With biz weak, as it has been at
most niteries recently, Leon Enken
and Eddie Davis are apparently trying to hypo things with the nostalgic
names. While Van retains some of
the spark and personality that
brought him and his late partner
to Broadway in 1912 and kept them
ia top hits for years, the show as a

MLille&SJie
MENlALlSIS.-yAWOICAL MASTERS

aiarcti 3rd to IStli

STATLER HOTEL

Vet. R«p.!

and
terping), and the Amory Bros. That
leaves Narda, her doves and .the line,
Worst of all, each of the singers has
an uphill fight all the way against
Art Waner's ban'd
which buries
them under the volume ol horns aiiid
drums.
Van, recently seen on Broadway
their

ilddle

playing

—

in

the

short-lived

"Toplitzky

of

Notre Dame," runs through a gamut
of standards and specialties, plus a

Broadway

ami

CM

BARItt CKKEN

'i

cavalcade.

It's

pleasant

and gets good results all the way,
with Van showing a nice, easy-going
brand
of
salesmanship
without
knocking himself out.
Amory Bros, is a foursome of

'

•

$2.50

.

Machito Orch, Jose Ciirbello Orcli'
'
$3.50 niin.

The latter day La Conga which
bowed out last week to become the

Rio Cabana,

'

Y.

Working on a lower entertainment
hut than usual, Dario and Jimmy
Vernon have wisely channeled a
good portion of the $10,000 weekly
expenditure into production ideas
and music. Outcome on the floor is
a show where brightness and originality are underlined, and overall
quality emphasized^ at the cost of
any single big name draw. It's a
switchback: to the girl show idea
after accenting names.

9.

Lo.f

Al
(7);

rriiri.

To counteract the expected postseason slump expected at this time,
most of the top clubs have been
•

APf'ROXi 5 FiiT 10

>
;

,

Miatiiii

.

BOTTOM- MAN
FOR ACROBATIC ACT

Elie.

'

Itio Calsana, N. IT.
mis T. Granlund (NTG), Biliu
Vine. Iris Carroll, Gaye Dixon,

'

'Minimum.

Miami Beach, March
Joe Frisco, LilHan RotJi,
Hernandos Trio, Elisa Jayne,
White, Jtfichoel- Selfcers Orch

m

"

nice fashion, though obviously
more in the way of material.
showing the lack of enough rePhyllis Arnold is an Al Siegel hearsal.
On the dance side the
entry, whose attractively contoured, smooth-swing essayed gets the
but otherwise doesn't count for dancers up in goodly numbers.
much, singing in a mixture of styles,
Larj/.
of which none is either distinctive or
distinguished. Narda's turn with the
Martiniqiie.
doves is a bit unusual, especially in
a number in which the birds, as
Alrtn Gole, Joan Barton. Bret Morwell as her costume, are treated to rison, Chris Kerrigan & Lee hindscy.
gleam fluorescently in the darkened Martiniqueens (7); Ernie Stetoart
room. Line of eight gals, directed by Orch
(8), Marcelino Gmrxa OrcJi
Frank Shepherd, goes through its (U), Production bj; Catherine Lit*
routines With the requisite verve.
tle^ld, music by Irvin GroJiom; $i,56

5 <^'€l®®k €Mi,

With Straight talk, and gals do kicks
various costume motifs. Commurtity singing and other gags fill
out the bill. Customers love it.

etc.,

is starting out exactly
as it did a little more than 20 year's
ago when the same site held the
ness Like Show Business" to open, after an absence of several years in Frivolity dub. At that time,
Nils T
follows with a special, "Everything films. Tall red-head wears an open Granlund (NTG) was called
to
Happens To Me" for sock reaction, black lace dance costume with sev- rescue the club from financial in
woes
llien a nostalgic cavalcade of the hits eral skirt attachments
which she and had a run of 66 weeks.
she was associated with at the height cJianges with her numbers. She carCoincident with the change of
of her career. Sequence, which in- ries a special dance mat to amplify name and policy, spot's management
cludes, "Sing You Sinners," "If I tho tap beats.
Ably assisted by has undergone a revamping. Jack
Could Be With You" and "Vagabond pianist, Dave' Gussin, she does a Greene has bought out Monte GardKing" medley is artfully presented scries of boogie, soft shoe and rlium- ners share, and is operating with
and arranged. Encores with an old ba to start and then calls for the Charles Maybruck.
song "Something I customers' preferences which leads NTG's basic theory of giving the
"Scandals"
Dreamed Last Night" and "Stone ofl' to a waltz beat of "Blue Danube." mob a galaxy of undraped femmes
Cold Dead In The Market" with some Follows with a rhumba to good re- which he says is conducive to repeat
tr.nde hasn't changed in the internifty new lyrics. Had to beg off.
sponse to score solid hit.
vening 20 years. He's operated for
Projecting their balancing ^and
Carl Ravazza in his first solo ap- many
years on that theory at the
flips to the Latin musical back- pearance in Chi also clicks.
Singer
ground, the Los Hernandos irio knows how to sell a .spicy ditty as Florentine Gardens, Hollywood, and
some healthy business for some
earned a series of gasps and palm well as a pop tune. Opens with "In did
time at the Greenwich Village Inn
Control Acapulco," follows with "Glocca
whacks in their stint.
dancer Elisa Jayne, a looker, elicits Morra" and segues into a calypso, N. Y., prior tq coming here.
As the club is presently operated
with her two routines' in which she "Always Marry a Woman Uglier
success of the venture will hinge on
displays her flexi-muscles.
Than You."
After "Anniversary whether NTG's basic
premise is cori.
Al White emcees nicely enough, Song" he rings the bell with "The rect. As currently constituted, show
but could well eliminate thoiie tired Begat" from "Finian's Rainbow."
(Continued on page 62)
gags and cut down on the songs. In and winds with "Battling Suit Never
Got Wet" to hefty palm- whacking.
dance spot he gets by okay.
Larry Storch takes a long time to
Michael Selker's orch backgrounds

youngsters vocalizing spirituals in
the manner of the Golden Gater.s
and pops as the Mills Biis-. do them.
In both departments they're excellent, as evidenced by the fact that
they're a holdover here. To really
make. a mark, howevei-, they're going to have to discard those carbon
arrangements and evolve a style all
their own.
The lads have really
solid voices and a nice manner, albeit they sell a bit too hard and'
enunciation is ofttimes sloppy.
Cook, Jr.' (New Acts), is a pleasant-looking chap, but needs lots in

WANTED

Eleanor

Larry Storch, Boy Foy, Adordbles
Frisco is still a funny guy, with (10) with Billj/ hawence, Wally
that perfect timing and unpredictable Sands, Gay Claridge Orch
(10), Don
routining. That he's lost none of his Chiesta
Orch (4) toith Comen
evidenced
all
ease with an aud is
Ratieli; $3.50 min.
the way. Tops with his hoofing in
the Frisco style.
Present show just doesn't jell and
Miss Roth, throughout her stint, draw wiU depend completely on
had them pounding. Voice is still marquee value of Eleanor Powell.
vibrant and she gets full value fi-om For spot regulars and the convention
the smart arrangements of the songs crowd, show laclts
cdmie which has
Looking as good as been the mainstaiya of this club for
she purveys.
ever, and with that same sparkling years.
smile, she zings across "No BusiMiss Powell returns to the bistros

La

BuSiilo, N. X.
thsmks to

HARBY -rnVSH

young Cook, Phyllis Arnold, Graham
Sisters (who work the chirping in
between

Chicaoo, March
Powell, Carl Ravazza,
7.

town.

whole Is ma?Jted by too much length
E(IiUe's» N. V.
and too little talent. It's unhappily
Gvs Vm, Amory Bros. (4), Sonny planned and routined, with far too
King, Joe Cook, Jr., Narda, Phyllis much emphasis on vocalizers when
Line
Arnold, Graham, Sisters (2),
a good comic is most needed.
Orch;
minimum,
Art
Waner's
(8),
Pipe department includes Van. of
$3.50 weekdays; $4 Saturdays.
course, plus Sonny King, the m.c;

Leon

€helE Pairee, CItl

warm them up to his satires, His
study
of
Winston Churchill in
speech following the Dunkirk defeat,
while neatly done, is not nitery material.
However, he scores with his
sketch of a femme bar fly, and walks

AnENTIONI
M.C/s>^Performers

I

off to solid applause.

Boy Foy,

juggler, does amazing
stunts atop high unicycle, juggling
four Indian - clubs in his sweep

across the stage and then balancing

and hoops while pacing back
and forth on his high perch. Solid

balls

have

just

complefed 30 n*w, topi-

cal parodlei on, difiFerailt lituoHons.
Th!( It

fredi material

own work.
type

and

Hit

standard tunei only.

Parade
I'll

hit.

Lino has two numbers backed by
Wally Sands, production sinner., who
does a nice job with his baritone.
First
number, ala "Li'l Abner"
features Billy Lawrence, ballerina.
Second is based on Gordon Jenlcins
"Manhattan Towers."
Gay Claridge's band has dropped
four violins that he had in the last
show and combination sounds ihm
v, ith only lo pieces in this big room.
New rbiimba band
Don Cliiesta
which features Carmen Ravell on
Loop.
macaccas and vocals.

my

all

They, can be used to any

audience.

and

guarantee

that each one has a funny, (ocko
ending. These 30 complete parodies

are each printed on 8 x

and

sell

paper
Sample

10

for $15.00 for all.

$1.00 each.

Another thing,

if you
have an idea of your own I'll write
you a punchy parody for SS.OO.

Nuff sed.

i.s

Manny Gordon-

keeping their name attraction policy,
819.W North Avenue
with some operating on a no miniI^Imeties, Il<^st«»ra
mum or reduced price policy to lure
Line, with its alumna, Cliris KerMilwaukee 6, Wise.
the payees in, with, in some cases, rigan, singing, ..opens the bill with a
Boston, March. 2.
Concord 4732
Moe Murray with Billy Vaux:
unexpectedly good biz. In the case tune about sliowgals called, approEDDIE SMITH
of the Bve O Clock which has had priately, "Can't Do a Thing But Look Annie Kent Jack Goldie, Yojinfl
an in^and-out season, the minimum Pretty." Bret Morrison, ducking his Steve BrodSc, Florodora Sextet.
1501 iroodwayii H. Y, C.
C comparatively
normal) has been usual "Shadow" (radio) 'role. i.s spot- Johnny Cain Orch (7); $2-$2.50 min.
AL BQRDE PRESENTS
kept on, with a neat brace of top- ted in the next stanza with Miss
This elaborately corny joint, about
liners installed.
From the manner Kerrigan and Lee Lindsey, Morrison
The S«HsatioHal
in which Joe Frisco and Lillian Roth pipes nicely in "Come and Get It the only nitery .in town making
Parotiiesl Special Songs! Bits!
clicked opening night, they should Day" and "Girl That I Marry," mak- money, works every Gay 'SOs gag
i( Biat! fima owt Hbmiy, one ot the
draw a goo^^ measure of the nitery- ing a definite musicomedy pitch. and turns them away most of the
largest,
comprehensln is
niost
However, his blondined good looks week.
Showbiz!
goers still in town.
Cntoloe FBEB!
k
Frisco hasn't been seen hereabouts somehow don't sit too well with
Has about a dozen singing waiters
i( Exflnslra mnterinl ©op specialty I
in many seasons.
He returns with male segment of payees.
shirtsleeves,
in
suspenders
and
J. & H. KLEINMAN
the same horse-room routine, plus a
High point Of the show, on basis mustachios, who relieve the band
laughable sesH of stories ~on race of returns at least, is with produc- and chirp old-time songs. Keystone
25-31-K 30th Read, I.. I. City 2. N. Y.
Telephone: Astoria 8-6909
track characters which sound fresh tion number titled "Women." Mor- cop on the door, red-checkered
and garner the vet,, comedian a rison sings with Miss Kerrigan, then table cloths, hard-dropping curtain
narrates from ringside table into on the stage, and Other gags mainhidden mike while Lindsey, hand- tain the atmosphere. But it turns out
some youngster, dances and pan- good meals and doesn't cut corners
tomimes the story of a young man's on drinks, so gets plenty of reaffaires d'amour. Line members take peaters.
parts as cheap hoyden, chorus girl,
Mae Murray, of "Merry Widow"
actress, etc.
Costumes are beauts, fame, is star of show
but fails to
while ideas and execution garner mipress
mainly because of faulty
plenty from the crowd.
routine. Appears with a partner less
wir® artist, does a thrilling
Introed as a Columbia starlet, than half her age who, though very
Joan Barton gets by on the basis of good, serves only to heighten the
ballet in the air on th« Masls
very cute personality and only a contrast. Also wears a knee-length
pleasant voice.
Chirps "Columbus, black dress looking like a slip, which
Hall stage, as on@ of th@ highOhio," "Sentimental Reasons," and a doesn't help her at all. Should
wear
couple of, special numbers. "Abou tight, bodiced gown with
lights of ilusseli Markerl's new
Ben Adam" and "Passport From flare in the skirt. She plenty of
does two
show." ICat® Cameron, News,
Georgia." Latter tune's race prob- numbers, finishing
with the "Merry
lem
SIOO Aleda Club, Chicago
significance
and
lampooning
of
Widow"
waltz,
Feb. 28th, 1947.
unknown to most of
the title state brings laughs.
the customers.
As she Is, garners
Allan Gale puts out plenty - of only mild response.
energy during his headline-biUed
Annie Kent, Eep old timer, wows
stint and keeps the payees with him
with pseudo-naughty material and
throughout. Routine can be hypoed songs,^ catching
a begoff. Filled in
with tightening and move attention for Ed Jameson
arid Nettie DeCourto sequence of comedy bits. Opens sey, both
stricken with pneumonia
with a femme takeoff on Harry Rich- during
engagehnent here and curman
for
hefty
yocks
but
in
questionPublic Relotions Counselors
rently in City hospital. Other act is
Direeflon
able taste. Another of Al Jolson is Young Steve
S iO West 4»«ia St., New STork J«, K. V.
Brodie, clever acrobat
good but best mime job is on Louis and tumbler.
Jack Goldie m c 's
Armstrong. Monolog of "Mr. Anthony" and another pf man on first
153 W. SOth Sf.
plane ride also register well.
Final production is "Saints or Sinfork
ners" with line, Morrison and the
••«>
dance team for a sock finish. Showbacking by Ernie Stewart is okay.
while
Marcelino --Guerra's
Latin
"SEDt4M IW THE
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tunes keep bistro's regular clientele
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USO-Camp Shows
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Enlists Bookers' Aid

More U.S. Acts Set
For Campoamor, Havana
Bookings

for

the

Miaii Bistro Hois Up Jane Russell's

Campoamor

theatre,

In RecruitiDg Talent for Hospital Tonrs
TTSO-Camp Shows is seeWnjg to
entettain the
T^ruit performers to
GI wounded Stm

consisting
Volunteer coramitt^
vaude cirSwkers ot the various
circularizing acts
Zits has been
as much time
devote
Hrting them to
hospital
the
playing
"j possible to
circuit.

_

Committee
Sidney
Snoker

is

by

chairmanned

Pierniont,

Loew

circuit

Arrested in Los Angeles
Minneapolis, March 11.
Ruben Shetsky, former manager of
the Casablanca, loop nitery, -who shot
and killed Albert Schneider, union
organizer, during a quarrel over la-

members com- bor's part in electing the present
Mayer, Warner Bros, reform mayor, has been arrested by
mising' Harry
Harry Levine Para- the FBI in Los Angeles.
talent scout;
Friendly,
Shetsky disappeared in 194.'5 durmount booker, and Dan
with

other

similar committee is oper"tingon the Coast to get personaliAdministration
to play Veterans

RKO A
ties

Committee will attempt to get pervolunteer basis,
formers to play on a
reimbursement being $10-$16 per
transportation; or
day expenses, plus
work at nominal salaries. Letters to
various acts assures them that work".
will in no way
inK at cutrates
prejudice their regular salaries.
Among the acts that have accepted
Barfar arc Joe and Jane, Shiela
so

rett,

"bumped oflf," his trial proceeded
and he was convicted in absentia, A
nationwide search was unavailing

Beri,

Hal LeRoy, Carr Bros.,

Jack Powell, Hal Sherman, and
Navara.

Leon

functioned
committee
Booker's
"during the war to get acts :to perform overseas.

USO

Troupe's 6-Month Swing

Hollywood, March

Aleutians and the Caribbean. Company consists of Carlton Cowen,

Sunny Chambers, Vicki and Nicki
Darby & Ardell, Martin
Frank Davenport and The
Collins,

JlQbertSi

Blanchards.

Maxie Sosenbloom and Max Baer
have been tet for McVanns, Buffalo,
starting April 28.
:

;

.

Miami, Maireh

hotel affair

11.

BOOZE CREDIT BILL
The
the

state

Albany, March 11.
assembly today post-

a vote until

Brook

tomorrow

(12)

on

permitting the. sale
by special permit of liquor on credit
if
incidental to the sale of food
consumed on the premises. Hotels,
only, are now permitted- to extend
bill

credit.

Richmond county and

cities

of 100,000 population or more; and
$800 elsewhere in the state.

night

before

had not appeared in garh similar to
that which brought her nationwide
attention in "The Outlaw" despite
requests to do so, thus hurting her
"popularity" and that she appeared

Sub-Teenagers to Act

Under License System

Albany, March 11.
Sen. Walter J, Mahoney, Buffalo at a hotel public function "in ordiRepublican, and Assemblyman John nary street clothes.'^ Hotel incident
S. Finch, Rensselaer County Repub- r'eferred to occurred on the night
lican, are pushing for passage of a before her opening (2) when she
bill which would permit employment awarded a cup to the winner of the
of children under 16 in theatrical Miss Miami Beach beauty contest.
performances, motion pictures, cirMiss Russell, who left for New
cuses, radio and television broad- Orleans Sunday
(9), unpaid, said
casts, and other forms of entertain- that officials of the club had not
ment, under a licensing system asked her to expose herself further
handled by local boards of educa- than she had duHng her engage
tion or off icers designated by them.
|ment,.
Pointed put that she had
Youngsters could: participate in worn "five gowns,' two straple;-s and
school and church shows and ama- cut low enough to please anybody
teur programs without a permit. Per- but the censors; two neck high
mits, for which applications would jerseys with high necklines. .revealbe necessary a specified number of ing; one black job with a net top."
hours before a performance, would She claimed the real beef arose from
be issued if the board or officer her appearance at the. Lord Tarleton
deemed participation not injurious
to the children.

prosecuted to full extent down here,
with a hearing set for Friday (14).

HARRY ANGER TO AIDE
LEN ROMM AT GAC
Harry Anger, for 12 year.s district
and production manager for the
Warner Bros, theatres in Washington, will join General Artists Corp.,
as executive assistant to Leonard
.

Romm, GAC theatre sector chief.
Move represents an expansion
by GAC
produce

I

,

I

j

i

inasmuch as Anger will
and
act
band
GAC's
packages. Max Tishman, currently
working with Romm, is expected to
remain in the office.
Anger left Warner Bros, two years
ago to enter the agency business.
He's currently booker and producer
for the Club Cairo, Washington.

The bill, believed to have been
prompted by the desire to facilitate

the appearance of kid performers
Senator Faulk has a companion
in legitimate productions in Buffalo
bill on the senate calendar awaiting
and other cities, was on third reading
arrival of the assembly measure.
calendar in the Assembly today
(Tues.). It had been put over from
the previous week.
I

Rosen-Romm

Deal
Somewhat similar measures have
Deal ha? been set for Jerry Rosen been introduced for several years,
to represent Harry Homm's act list opposition
Y.
Mayor
by ex-N,
for cafe dates.
Romm will handle Fiorello H< LaGuardia and children's
the acts for other

fields.

Both agents will continue to
tain seperate offices.

main-

aid societies in the metropolitan area
led to a veto by Gov. Herbert H.
once.
The bill was later

Lehman

meet New York City opThe Buffalo children's so-

amended

to

position.
ciety has

favored the measure.

WIFE MELD

1 SLAYING

OF TEXAS NITERY OP

SAYS I

Houston, Marclj

11.

Richard L. (Dick) Wheeler, 44,
night club owner, was fatally shot
in his apartment here, March 5. His
Viite, Ercell Brown Wheeler, 38, was
charged with the murder and released under $10,000 bond. Preliminary hearing has been set for

March

14.

In a statement, Mrs. Wheieler said
she and her husband had quarreled
early in the evening While at dinner.
They went on to the Plantation,

^^-'^o^

nitery which he owned, and reAfter
mained until closing time.
they returned home, they quarreled

r-«v»'^YCv* .-,ott-v**^:

Later,
violently, sh? said.
she went to his room to patch up
the quarrel and he pointed a gun at
In a struggle, the gun went
her.
off.
He was shot once through the
head, and died instantly.
again,

„ io< Mil^

YOU!
ov

„.

^e^cc'

Wheeler came to Houston in 1940,
-when he opened the Plantation,
Houston's best known night club,
featuring name hands. He was also
part owner of the Plantation clubs
in Dallas and in San Antonio.
,

JACM ©R@0D
IQU COHAN
TONY $mm%

Allan Jones* Sore Throat
Brings Wayne to Mpls.

MOLLY
PICON
IfiteriiaiidiiaHy

Famons

Gimiefliiiiiiie

Minneapolis, March 11.
Allan Jones cancelled the second
week of his Hotel Radisson Flame
Room engagement because of laryngitis and, on his physician's advice,
returned to New York. He was suffering from the inflamed throat
when he opened Feb. 28, but went on

net

nevertheless.

Wayne was brought in by
management to replace Jones,

Jerry
the

GEORGE

Chi Nitery Robbed
Chicago,

CURRINTLY

TIC Toc;

her

:

.

State Liquor Authority does not
object to the measure. Bill fixes
annual fee of $2,000 in New York,
Kings,
Queens,
Bronx counties;

the

Climax to a season which saw local opening.
more expensive acts,
Johnny Greenhut, Music Corporanitery ops paying out the highest
Maurice Rocco has been set starttion of America rep handling Miss
sums in cafe history in a scramble
ing March 17, while Chester FredRussell's engagement here said the
ericks, formerly in the legiter "Show for "name" attractions came Friday entire matter has been turned over
Boat" started Monday (10). Eileen (7) with a petition filed in circuit to the American Guild of Variety
O'Dare has been set for the Rocco court by E. M. Loew, owner of the Artists main office in New York for
show.
disposition.
Latin Quarter, to void payment of a
Bookings are by the William
One of the Latin Quarter execs
contracted $15,000 for a week's en^
Morris agency.
said that no additional bond had
gagement to Jane Russell; claiming been posted for the Russell engagebreach of contract. However, sal- ment, despite the high sum inary was put up in escrow with court. volved, nor bad any been asked
Bill Mulled to Permit
Petition stated that Miss Ru.ssell for.
Insisted that the suit will be

;

$1,200 in

11.

Troupe of 10 USO-Camp Shows
entertainers left on a six-month tour
of military camps in Alaska, the

week,

ACTION FOSIPONED ON

Wynn Murray, Walter Dare poned

Wahl. James Barton, Jan Murray,
pave ApoUon,. Sylvia Froos, Roy
Smeclc, Al Bernie, Arthur Blake,

Ben

ing his trial for murder. Although
some circles believed he had been

until last

15G Salary, Oaimiiig Nitery Stint a Bust

trade. Policy has apparently caught
on, and theatre is starting to book

A Labor Leader's
Slayer
of

hospitSls.

in

Havana, are increasing.
House started booking American acts
out of Miami, several weeks ago in
an effort to entice American tourist

March

11.

Two bandits got about $3,000 in a
robbery of the Shangri-Iia hltery
here March 3.
Robbers entered the accounting ofbeing
as day's receipts were
fice

that
checked. Management believe
information
the gunmen had inside
because of their tiiilini

LOEWS STATE
NIWYORK

vmmwwuiM

«8

Wednesday, Rfareh 12, 1^47
Shirley Kichards
ing the vocal.
chirps "Spring Is Here," composed
by Weems' pianist, Bill Walters, encoring "Doing It the Hard Way,"
applause,
to hefty

Night Club Reviews
Itio 4

ahana, N.

around NTG and a dozen
But apparently a little
that is needed since Billy
Vine has been brought in to buttress
built

is

femmes.

more than

The other talent is
for stage waits.
Withal, there's a good amount oi
enterlainmeiit in the session. NTG's
gimmick ot parading his lemmes
hasn't changed much since the ProThe lemmes are
era.
hibition
alternately,
insulted
praised and
with comment on their corny rouShow has a fati number in
tines.
which the girls show a greater ex-

the proceedings.

of nudity than in any other
Such a layout, autonitery.
matically provides a blue undertone,

panse
stem

which NTG helps along.
The major entertainment chores
are by Vine, This capable comic has
the knack of getting on familiar
footing with his audience, and inimmediately.

gratiates himself

magnum
Gang"

opus

tit,

his

is

but

it's

clowning that sets him solid.
ing current run, he's doing takeoffs
on the current crop of yOvjnger
comics, but inasmuch as the voices
and mannerisms of the latter-day
to all save

funnymen are unfamiliar

extremely hep audiences, piece isn't
as applause getting as jt should be.
He could salvage more response by
accenting the gag instead of the
ctiaracterization.

Others on the
roll,

bill

include Iris Car-

a fairish hoofer,

who winds up

with a good set of spins and, and
Gaye Dixon whose rhythm tunes sre
effective, but falls doWn on the ballads,

The club's decor has been changed
slightly.
A change Of color
schemes makes it more subdued than
the La Conga.
The Machito band does a competent job on show backing while
Jose Curbello orch does the rhumba

only

Jose.

relief.

His

famed "Old

his general air r[

Continued from page

,

1

Ray Tanguary, guitari.st, and
drummer Joe Grace get together on two-season contract, the Theatre
Dur- a novelty called "Humdrum," which Guild will be fequired to pay his

Continued from paee ta

I'Atillion

RAont^

Y.

(HOTEL PIERRE)
The Modernaires

(4)

with Paula

Kelly, Maurice & Maryed, Eugene
Ettore, Charles Reader Orch (9),
Joel Shaw Orch (5); miri. $?-$3.
.

too long. Paul Steel, trumpeter,

Is

steps

down

to

sing

salary,

"Anniversary

understood

be

to

$1,000

weekly, as long as "lueman" is lighted
season and next. Digges is leaving because he's unable to travel.
He is said to have been getting the
same amount, plus a percentage of
Police."
Carl Marx has added skating to the gross.
his panto clowning for usual crisp
E. G. Marshall, who replaces BarLoop.
returns.
ton, went into the part late last week
to become accustomed to it, the replacement
being made at the author's
Y.
katin Quarter,
insistence.
Frank Tweddeil takes
(FOtLOWUP)
No matter what changes are ef- over Digges'' assignment, as indiBoth Tweddeil
fected in "Manhattan Masquerade," cated previously.
current show at Lou Walters' hos- and Marshall have been in the cast
pice, layout provides maximum en- from the start, the latter's part betertainment. During it's run show ing enacted by Earl Larimore. Edhas achieved a pace and glibness that ward Harvey is the replacement for
equals anything spot has had prethe first named. Treva Frazee sucviously. It's a show that continues
to entice out-of-towners and a' great ceeds Iluth Gilbert, also leaving.
"Iceman" opens in Baltimore Monportion of natives as well.
Comedic spot Is currently held by day (17), with two weelcs each in
Archie Robbins, making his first Washington and Philadelphia to folBroadway cafe appearance since his low, but no fiurther dates are defl*
return from service. He's on for nitely boofeed at teis time.'
more thai) 20 minutes during which
time he makes a deep indent upon

Song"

addler,

to boff reception, and bass
Bill Blair, who reminds of

this

Fatty Arbuckle, garners salvos with
"Ding Dong Daddy," and "CaU the

.

audience

Start,

risibilities.

however,

is slow, because of material that's
long outlived its usefulness through
long usage by many comics. His bit
; Continued froin paee I
on radio commexcials, and sortie ©f
tainment than usual but this de- the GI cracks come, under this cafe- never called upon to do s6„ since Dparture is kept within, bounds of Rory. but during his long disserta- day went off
as schesduledplush surroundings and quiet mood tion he comes up with a sufficient
The story came out last week,
of this smart east side dining room. amount of fresh stuff tQ_ get him
"
when General Elsenhower forwardDimensions of the latest show have across nicely.
ed a portrait of himself to Rank
been reduced to a smaller but highly
There have been some other bearing the inscription: "To Mr. J.
tasteful layout withi Charles Reader
executing a smooth job in the emcee changes in the layout including sub- Arthur Rank, whose generous and
stitution of Hal Raywin (New Acts)
chore.
practical cooperation was so helpful
Maurice and Maryea (New Acts), for the Craddocks, and the excellent
lead off with an effective dance stint Negro singer Arthur Lee Simpkins to SHAEF in preparing ifor D-day ^
comprising several phases of ball- in the chief vocal role. However, on with best wishes, Dwight Di, Eisen^
Delivery of the portrait
roomology entitled "dance portraits," night caught, illness forced Simpkips hower."
out
of
the
layout
with
Eric
Thdrsdn was made by Jock Lawrence, warEugene Ettore, accordionist, features
standout technical virtuosity in a (New Acts) substituting.,
time chief of IT. S. Army public reCecil Lewin, ballerina, has been
pair ot selections including a classilations in the European\Theatre and
cal piece by Jan Gart and elabor- integrated into the production and
currently veepee of the U. S. Rank
ately arranged "Tea for Two." Fit- her numbers in conjunction yith regting in with tempo of this boite, ac- ular Chick Gladke, are applause win- organization.
As it's now told, Eisenhower, and
cordion artist commands respectful ning items.
attention during this instrumental
Others in the show include the Montgomery were worried how to
interlude.
Chandra Kaly dancers, Francis and dispose of the mi^B on assault craft
Modernaires, male quartet for- Gray and the lush-looking line, Vin- if bad; -weather caused a delay.
merly with late Glenn Miller's orch cent Travers contmues with his exEisenhower then pounced on the idea
and augmented with Paula Kelly, a cellent showbacking, with Buddy
of taking over all flicker houses from
personable femme warbler, register Harlowe providing relief,
Jose.
Dover to Bristol, keeping only the
with a breezy and snappy turn of
projectionists, and entertaining and
vocal harmonizing with a mild overtone of comedy by-play. Lead off
rebriefing the men through films.
with "Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah," then folHence, Rank was approached on
(FOLLOWUP)
low with "How Are Things in Glocca
Now that comics have become ac- June 5 by an, officer, let in on the
Morra," "Three Little She?p Who've customed to partially
filled cafes, secret, and asked to handle the job.
Lost Our Way" and "La Cucaracha," many are finding it difficult
to ad- British film magnate immediately acBest number is their "Juk«fl)bx Sere- just
themselves
to
overflowing cepted the responsibility,
assured the
nade" in -which group carbons vari- houses. The SRO crowd at
Lenny officer of his cooperation and
ous dance orch styles and does amus- Kent's opening night
prom(4) at the Eming version of the Ink Spots.
Fact
bassy, was one intent oh being ised to guard the top secret.
Reader cuts the show in firstrate heard as well
as seem It -was a that the story only seeped, out now
style and furnishes highly danceable
handicap too difficult iOr the audio indicates that he guarded it well.
rhythms for the diners before and acts oh the bill.
after.
Alternating on the bandKent
making
his first N.Y. cafe
stand. Joel Shaw's five-man rhythm

With

Rank's p-D$y

Modernaires

Cotillion
slightly more
bill,

toplining the
is featuring a
bouncy type of enter-

room

Screen Writers Guild (which came
rather as a shock to the- SWGites),
*
Gallup declared;-f"The average American movie
audience is predominantly a young
•

iartoii!s Boiiaiiza

:

audience. The 19-year-old contributes
more to the boxoftice than any other
age group. Regular movie attendance
seems to begin at around the age of
12.

goes up steadily' through the

It

age

of 19. After that it falls oft
sharply. Relatively few persons attend the movies with any regularity
after the age of 35."

That seems rather clearly to indicate to the filmmakers where theii
additional income lies. Problem, of
course, becomes One of attracting the
non-theatregoers. Generally, it is
thought, more adult 'themes in pictures are required, but that's a lot
more easily said than done. Likewise,
more effective advertising in media
which .might reach the 25,000,000 who
don't attend is thought possibly a
partial solution,
.

COMEDY
PATTER
Ml

For

Branches of Theatricals
'

PUN-MASTER &A<& FILES
Nos. 1 thru 22 @ %iM each
"BOOK ©P BLACK-OUTS"

@

$20.00 P«r Vol., or
3 Vols.
$50.00 for 3 VoK:
•

"BOOK OF PARODIES"

,

-

"UmNOlY

YOURS"

10 Sock Parodies for $10.00

"HOW TO MASTER
THE OEREMONIES^'
(Hnw io B«

an, |5bm:«*>

$3.00 Por

'

^iM

>

f

If cn
C.O.D.'B on any imnterlnll
route, ai»a send permanent nadress.

No

PAULA SMITH
200 W/S4Hi $tn

New V«rk

19. H.Y.

-

HAL

FISHER
lOU WALTERS'

fill

in

with Latin numbers on

Herm.

a solid beat,

HEW YORK
in April
Dir.:

appearance in some time and his
on the eastside, was rattled to
the degree that he didn't show at
his best. Once the Embassy's regular patronage returns, Kent should
be able to keep customers interested
(SHERMAN HOTEL)
with little difficulty.
Cdieago, iWarcJi 4.
Kent shows a "new line of mate"Donsafions on Ice" with Doro- rial which contains some
inherent
thy Lewis, Hayes Carlin, Jr.. Leary laughs, but it's his reliables
such as
Bros. (2) Line (6) Ted Weems Orch his delineation
of the gin rummy
(13), Shirley Richards, Carl Marx; game and his
"Honeysuckle Rose"
$2-$3.,')0 mi'n.
that show up best. MOst of "Tiis .stuff
is for the family trade,- but there are
Whether or not this show will be lapses into indigoisms which
could
a success will depend on elevating be easily eliminated.
Kent ordinarthe ice rink for the revue portion ily isn't the eastside type,
but he
of the show. At present only those can fit this spot
once he settles
at the front tables can see any ac- down.
tion.
Others on the bill include the JolDorothy Lewis Ice Revue and Ted sonesque songs
Larry Marvin
Weems band are first headliners un- and the holdoverbydance
team, the
der room's new policy.
Paysees.
jose.
Show- tees ,off with a rumba routine by the chorus and leads into a
Russian rhythm with the Leary
brothers,
in
Cossack hats
and

combo

LATIN QUARTER

WILLIAM MORSIS AGKNCY

,

,

'

STEVE EVANS
Wecinit

HAPPY

Tlil/rES
«

& JOLLY MOMENTS

CBBKENTtr

LATIN QVABVEIC,
DIR.:

Cliirinnntl

MATTK ROSEN

blouses, twirling and twisting to
Raehmaninoflt.
Miss Lewis, sexy in a white bead
and sequin co.stume, applies ballet
background to her solo skating in a
somersault routine, aided by male
partners. Comic of the revue, Hayes
Carlin, Jr., does neatly in 'his drunk

routine.

.

With lights dimmed, company dons
orange fluorescent capes for a fast

"Carmen" number for flashy finale.
Weems orch numbers remain the
same, except for some comedy routines;.
Baud made up of five sax,

.fliiToOfflC

four

139

E.

S7th

SK

rliythm,

trombone, tees
U. ¥. C.

PL. 9-7470 Spanish

Town,"

three
off

trumpet, one
with "In a Little

with^embws

lucasta' Cast
Continued from page

I

Continued from page

1

couple, Harold and Joan Stone.
Ingram testiBed that alter he
joined his wife at a table in the
tavern the night of Jan. 31, they
were denied further service, and
were told by Hudson that "you've
had enough." Mrs, Ingram had ordered a soft drink and her husband
a rum.

ILL.

Direction; M>C.A.

5^

generally admitted, present a
formidable wall that even the most
optomistic of producers see little
prospect of breaching. Which leaves
the problem one of increasing income. Since personal incomes may be
expected to decrease or remain
static, at best, in the next five years
or so, not much can be expectec^ in
the way of increasing frequency' of
attendance of those people who are
already regular theatregoers. Via
this process of deduction, many industry toppers see as the only solution the tapping of the seservoir represented by that 30% of potential
wicket-spinners Who aren't spinning

any wickets.

lEENE and HOWARD
'Comedy Dance Amies'
Currently

RKO PALACE
CLEVELAND

"Say, art you tryint ta tn funny?"
Comics.

tINES

83,000,000

have

the

Out of
that 83,000,000, only 56,000,000 are
buying tickets. Additionally, a top
,A feature is seen by only aibout
18,000,000 people.
pitals, jails, institutions, etc.

Dr Gallup
at

disc

3

ii

Jockeys,

PUNCH

etc.

Contains

roadyl

over

100

PUNCH LINES—

vfftt(;«^5
276 W. 43

to go tO theatres at least
once a week. That eliminates small
children, aged, infirm, those in hos-

ence

MCs,
No.

introSpeoial
brand-new oaos— $1.
value to the few who haven't yet
benefited by
Nos. I or 2
only $t each (oontains over 200 sock gags in
each IsSuc) . . , 50 sure-fire Comebacks to
Hecklers written by top gagman $2.

grand

ability

statistics

UA,XTK fiOSKM

bit.!

ductory

Ballots of Gallup's Audience Research Institute show that of the
143,000,000 people in the U. S. now,

Ne- economic means and the physical

and the crowded courtroom included virtually the entire cast of
the play and many of their friends.
Witnesses and signers of the warrants charging violation of the Pennsylvania Equal Rights Law were In-'
gram, his white wife, Rose; John J.
Proctor and his wife, Doris Block
Proctor, both of the play's cast; lit.
James H. Lyohs, veferain of the
European war theatre, and a white
gro,

CHICAGO.

Through March 20th

is

approximately

JMagistrate Joseph H, Rainy, a

CABANA

RIO

Fix Addicts

first

^

FRANCES

revealed

some further

09 composition of the audia reqent meeting of the

unumiTED
New York

SI.

City

DWADE RAE PERRiN COOK
Wife gf U. Frank e. Cook,

who married him
will find

cots

it

with Mayer

Avenua,

New

Jr.,

A.A.F.,

at Lubbock, .Texos,

to her interest to
L.

Halff,

York %T,

Now

communi501

Fifth

York.

.

Two weeks
testified,

VrUAGE VANGUARD, New

mm

York

(Indefinitely)

RADIO: $Hiidaya^>3iir^
.'

oraonol

Manogemenl

lEUERt TERRY

birediori;

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

the

later, it was further
party of seven went
,

"^fc^^ ^***f^**f 2$mMi^

THE INK SPOTS

to the tavern in a group and were
refused ^service.
Issuance of the

warrants followed. Hudson and Ferguson did not testify at the arraignment. Ingram and the others were
represented by Raymond Pace Alexander, promlrjent Negro lawyer of

opening March 13

:

Philadelphia
civic circles.

and

well-known

In

R-K-O KEITH
•OSTON. MASS.

M8*--UNIVEBSAL AnRACTIONS
S«S HfHt Avcnui ttow Yaik

+

'

Mmsh

y^iiicfldgyr

12, 1947

Dclmonico, D. C, Folds

lost Honda IteriesDr^^^

Delmonico

vacationers sportWhile returning
tans are resuming nitery

SfJS
Beach

in

TreneloiiWayFr^^
For Delayed Nitery Date

and

Charles

cafe values of-

Indicative of the
at the
f.r^d is that

Trenet,

French

From CRA

Si

SSr

transportation to the U. S. in time,

to follow suit.

caused

Bill

Miller,

spot's

N.Y. Nitery Op Held

On Amus. Tax Rap

KKMSK.MEST

former

N. Y.
Hall,

.

$2,500 British Producer Due In
coipedian long
U. S. on Talent Quest

is

England.

Duo are slated to return April 2.
They're dickering for Larry Adler,
among

others.

Gardner, who bowed out of the club
last week.
In addition to Greene,
Charles Maybruck, an attorney, is in
on the club.

getting $2,500.

ETHEL SHUTTA'S CAFE DATE
Ethel Shutta, songstress long inis again making vaude and
She's been booked for the Colony
clubi Dallas, starting April

7.

U.S. Acts to Play

By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N, Y., March 11.
order
Birthday salutations are
Margaret Dougherty, Mabel Burns,
Joseph Lowey and Samuel Schul-

m

man.

'

,

Tom (lATSE)

Curry,

who

,,

recently

mastered major operation, upped for
pix and visiting privileges.
"Dinner at Durgans" is a new halfhour broadcast from the nitery of the

same name over WNBZ, with Eddie

"Vogt emceeing.

A.
ite

tiac

iNCY DONOVAN
"Tlie Thrlllf«g

Vaice"

Currently Beadltniugt at the

COPLIY PLAZA, Boston
KxelnnlTC
.

:

M.

e. A.

ManBeeMcnt

ABTIS'IS, ltd.

blame the singing commercials on

B "Tony" Anderson,
now manager of

and

theatre,

,

ex-colony-

local Ponnominated to succeed

himself as Mayor of Saranac Lake
Elizabeth Mounsey, M-G-M publicity staffer, in for rest and observa-

.

me

in a

me up

in little pieces

room with a

and feed

radio and

a round I have pink toothbrush
me for a football, put your thumb in
a peep out of me.

You

I've got it cominr.

There! I've

saiil

S«c, I

me

\

Lock

to the lions.

my

eye^^you won't hear

invented the singing commercials!

I know it puts me in the
who dreamed up billboards and tight

and I'm glad.

it

.same class with the fiends

But

me

make me Usten to it. Whisper
and five o'clock shadow. Use

a 40-pound rock of! my heart.
For years I've been walking around with this secret, mingling
with people who are kind to small animals and bathe every day.

shoes.

telling it is like taking

got so I was afraid to talk in my sleep. Now I've come clean
and I'm prepared to take my medicine.
But before you put those matches to my feet, hear me out.
When you know the whole sordid story, you may find it in your

Vaude Agents

Shopping for Fop-Priced

England

agents are now
of smaller cafes
and vauderies in an effort to sign up
lower-priced talent for dates in
England, Realizing that the top talent agencies are submitting established acts at prices the British traffic cannot bear, the visiting percenters are hobnobbing with the lesser
agents to find suitable acts that will
play at the prevailing English rates.
According to Michael Lyons, head
of the Universal Variety Agency,
Ltd., of London, and brother of Alfred M. Lyons, Phillip Morris Co.
head, a large purchaser of radio talent, currently on a talent foraging
expedition, British grosses are exVisiting

to

.

It

British

British

making the rounds

SaranacLake

.

C;hop

aptive,

*'

Ro s e

of that year.

Hearing held before U. S. Commissioner Isaac Piatt was prosecuted
by Assistant U. S. Attorney Edward

at

many years on the Lucky Strike airPearl assumed the
tKow, when
Baron Munchausen role.
Act

December

London, March 11.
Harold Fielding, British producer, H. Rigney.
director Blake BickerLoew's iState, and his tour
Last week, Greene, who has been
to New
staffe, are slated to fly
Comic will work With Cliff York Friday (14) tc line up vaude- in on the operation for some time,
purchased the interest of Monte
who straighted for him for ville and concert attractions for

March 27

Bil 1

•

AT

from vaiideville,: will play his
important variety Engagement

first

in years

working under Harry Mayer, talent
sector head in New York, will cover
shows out of the Chicago office.

Schooler resigned from Gamp Shows
two years ago to do legit prioductjon.
N. Y. office past few months ip
Arnold Hoskwith, formerly With
effort to build up the outfit to David O, Selznick and Sara Goldwyn,
its former status. Among those who
joined Mayer's staff last week to asrecently joined were Tom Kettering, sist
him in New York. Selma
FB veepee who tran.<;ferred from the Brookove is Mayer's other N. Y,
Coast office to head the talent'sector. assistant,

C

Jack Pearl, dialect

WAR»mEl!n'im

its

on to such
Jack Greene^ one of the owners of
Siae club to hang
operator, to clamp a $5,000 suit on
Copacabana, which is
the new Rio Cabana, N, Y., was held
phaJEe is the
because ol its the Gaul.
«naWe to cut prices
Miller subsequently sold the spot in $2,000 bail for the U. S. grand
topped
WBh talent nut for the show
to Mr. and Mrs. Morris Schwartz, jury on charges of withholding the
getting
Mickey Kooney, who's
20'b amusement taxes collected from
and suit was dropped.
j
$16,500.
Singer, who's slated to get $1,500 customers when spot operated as La
However, Copa is slated to drop weekly, had an extended run at that Conga. U. S. attorneys claimed that
the end of ROoney's run, spot last year, and is credited for approximately $50,000 is due iJie
that fee at
the most profitable run club has had. Government.
March 18.
Count on which Greene was
Jrenet will follow two weelt
Season is beginning to fieter out in
cafes are staying engagement of Lehny Kent, who flagged on is the June, '4(5, returns
Florida, but most
high-priced talent, was sold on a deal calling for $750 on which it's charged that Greene
nnen, some with
as that Mvhich pre- base pay plus a 50% split on gross withheld $4,308.40 out Of the $7,374.15
'-jj^t not as high;
over $14,000 weekly. Jerry Rosen, collected on patrons' checks. In adthe
Kent's manager, claims fir.st week dition,
Goverment
charges
produqed a $20,400 take which gives Greene with making fraudulent returns on July, August and Septemthe comic 'a salary of $3,200.
ber of last year, and making no returns for October, November and

JACK PEARL'S ?AUDE

0AVES(lOClERJOiNS

FB Agcy.

an

•

:.:;;,:COiliBACK

to

given her release by Charles Greene,
Even with the omission of talent, CRA head, inasmuch as her pact
expenses were to<j high to pay off as with that firm wouldn't expire until
•
end of April.
an eatery.
Frederick Bros, has been enlarging

singer,

Beachcomber will arrive Saturday (15) on the
S.S. America' to complete his ComBeach, which has dropped
of Sophie mittment at the Embassy, N. Y.,
m Sums during the runand;
March 18.
starting
Trenet was
. Harry
Mile?
Jackie
club was first to slated to have started this date
This
Sman.
and sometime ago, and failure to get
the usual $S minimum,

S
S

AltM Switdies

Hattie

Washington,

mer Club Duet, first attempted to cut
Hattie Althoff has resigned from
Dave Schooler, former head of
down expenses by running shows Consolidated Radio Artists to join USO-Camp Shows' overseas booking
three days weekly ( then dropped tal- the Frederick Bros, agency theatre dept., joined the Warner Bros, talent
ent altogether and ran as a straight dept. Miss Althoff, last week was department Monday (10). Schooler,
eatery.

New Yorlc, Miami ana
cafes are starting what

war by elimKamount to a price
minimums.
inating covers

club,

closed after a siege of bad business.
Spot, operated on the site of the for-

Sice Prices to Snare Waiung Tradf
i«rSida

V

'

pected to drop approximately 20%
Coupled with the
over last year.
tion.
.
..
Louise Barnes is perting up and fact that the English vauderies give
flashing nifty clinic reports.
only 12 shows weekly with corre"Hank" Hearn, ex-member of spondingly smaller takes, makes it
colony and now manager of the Ex- impossible for English operators to
hibitor's Service, Charlotte, N. C.,
match American salaries.
returning for checkup.
Lyons said. that the only way that
Benny Ressler, ex-vaude perplay the Britformer, was again appointed chair- top American acts can
trip
drive.
Cross
Bed
the
ish houses is to- look upon the
man of
(Write to those wbo are ill.)
as a "holiday" and take salary cuts.
Lyons saw only one possibility of
top names, such as Bing Crosby, Bob
Hope and Frank Sinatra being able
earn the herculean salaries.
to
route,
That's through the one-nighter
where large concert halls would be
•

hired for recitals at top prices.

In

hea^rt to forgive,

A

music. Professor,

little soft

To begin with, I didn't know what I was doing. It was 1924.
was a simple-hearted little bloke when I first hit Broadway. My
ambitions were to make a million dollars, marry Mary Fichford
and get elected President. I believed what everybody believed,
that V, S. Steel would hit 50«, nice gtrls didn't kiss the first timi
you took them out, and Heaven was not for Democrats.
Then I fell in with evil companions, t met a songwriter.
He introduced me to other songwriters. Soon t wa^ sitting around
with these wonderful loonies in underground delicatessens, eating pastrami sandwiches and rhyming June with macaroon.
Though our world was bounded on the noi'th by Columbus
Circle and on the south by 42nd Street, most of our ditties conI

mammy down in Alabammy. Their
money inflamed my imagination. They showed
and diamond stickpins until yon
hanK a derby on my eyes. I got myself » pencil and the

cerned themselves with that
easy talk of easy

me pawn
eoifld

tickete for watches

back of a menu and said, "Willie, you're in business."
Late one night I was chewing the fat and a couple ol biintzes^
with two poets named Ernest Breuer and Marty Blooni, I reached
for a pickle and came up with an inspiration. The earth stood
still for a moment.
"Fellows," I whispered. "I've got an idea for a song."
Two hours and six cups of coffee later, we dotted the last "1'*
on our masterpieces. It went like this:
"Does the spearmint lose its flavor on the bedpost overnight?
If you paste it on the jleft side will you find it on the ri^ht?
When you chew it in the morning will it be toft
Does the spearmint lose {ts flavor: on the bedpost ovenUgbt?"

was

It

piiblished

by WatersOn, Berlin and Snyder, and the

dethat manner the $25,000 salaries
manded by performers of that calibre

crystal radio Sets of that era smallajoxed the air ivith

could be feasible.
would be
If such salaried names
booked into the usual vaude house,

talked bi^ about the possibilities of singing their advertising. A
tone-deaf executive drop-kicked me into the alley without so

,

Lyons said, managements would
have to raise prices considerably.
Should that be done, public goodwill
would be sacrificed, he declared.

Lyons said that American acts
salhave frequently started at low
themaries and have often worked
selves into the lop

money

brackets,

lARliWAiE'MAY
RETURN TO WM. MORRIS

get a

I tried to

much
aged

as a pack of

me from

little

gum

money from

for

my

writing

my

the

Ifc

chewing gum company,

trouble.. that

was what discour-

next inspiration, "Commonwealth and

Sonthirn; I Love You."

The

tinie

bomb

I

had

lit

exploded in 1939 with the

Cola'' jingle-jangle-jingle; i iindeirtta»d%

named

"^'"^

"JPepsi-

of peflple«*«i*r»

and Johnson are aathoring uiost of the

singin|r

said to

Johnny,

"Money you

get that

From PM. January

Sth

way

-will

.

pianist

and

film

player.

Wagner,

is
resigned as Iturbi's manager
negotiatmg
currently in New York
Morris banner,
to return to the
resignation
his
Wag*er, prior to
agency for 32
had been with the

who

lie took
during which time
concert tours,
charge of one-night
routes for barnstorming

years,

and mapped

cowboy

film stars.

READ

another Rose column in
I,

F. Stone's facts

dynamic

from

PM

by

1
today

Palestine

different ... stimulaling

the newspaper

p^^

.1:

Billy Hose

return to the

Martin Wagner may
anjBWilliam Mprris agency after
during which
sence of two years
Iturb), concert
time he managed Jose

I

I

do you no good."
Copi/risilit 1947

I

tma-

you hear these'days,:^; /"^
With a contrite heart, may I repnind them Of what ^rankle

niercials

W«^bu»dsy,
sential interest there is in any given
product, trad* shows can lose money
good
laclting showmanship or
if

ISills
"Vaipi^ty
WEEK
MARCH
OF

Kainenilai

ballyhoo, This year's airplane show
in New York tailed to come off
successfully because of these factors,
Promoters displayed the "flivver
planes for family use, with insufficient exhibitors coming in, and only

12

connection wltl> bills below indirate openinr day ot •how
whetlwr full or spUt week

in

•

Iietter In parenthesis Indiento eltcnit:

*OKK

M4\V

OiXV

Capitol (14 IX

Sammy K»>e

Ore
M^rlSeth Old
Harvey S(ane
3IU8l« Hall (I) 1»
Harol4 Barnea
R(»l>ert Marshall
l.os panphos S
Pansy the Horse
t'»ri»s de Ballet
Rocltettes

sym Ore

Srnesto Lecuona
Bid Sullivan

Sid

Caftsar

State

IS

(14

J & B Paysee
June Lorraine
Wilde Twins

Michael O'Shea

J Heard Bd
Strand (W) 14
Ore

t^ouis Pi'ima

Wynn

Pranlc Marlowe

BRONX

Windsor (I) lS-16
Mdiida L»n^

» L Raymond

Barbara Barrie

Han-iett

Don Hooton
Sen WonKs
Yvonne Mora>'

Steeh & Titsher
Michael 0urSo Ore
Fernando Alvarez O
Oiamond Aorscsboe

Helene

Sirl

St Howard
COIil'MBVS

State

MUlon Douglas.
The Pitchmen
State <1) IS-IS
Sis

Cass Harrison Ore
Hotel I'laza
Hildegarde
Hal [Canner Ore
Alonte Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lotnbardo Ort
Hotel Tfltt
Vincent Lopez Ore
Waldorf-Astoria
Tito Gutxar

KANSAS- ,C|p
Tower (I) 14
Glenns

3

St

Maryea

Chas Reader Ore

15

Eddie Rio

Peters Bros

Olympia (P) 1«

P & E Sarry

Reddingtons

Del Casino
Arthur Blalje
Kochelle & Beebe

Doria

Day

BEDtORl) Cass Harrison 3
Rofers Corner
(I) l»-ir.
& Josette Don Baker

Walters
I^esslis

Marione'ts

Morey St Baton
Pat HoBan ^

Blackhnwk

lS-10

& Rose

Charles Masters
carter & aordon
Hlehols & Penny

BOSTON

Boston (R) IS
lofc Spota

Johnny Otis Ore
jane Richmond

colea & Atkins
(one to flU)
_^

BOIIKO BROOK

Brook (I) IB-ie
Ross Mack St. PaKiB
CMirad & Perrono
flll>

B0FFA1-0
BnCTalo (P) 14
.Hal Mclntyre Bd
George Prentice

CAMDEN

Xowers (1) M-l«
O £ M Ohorch
Iitnda Parrlsh

4

0'I'(eal

&

Claire
Oriental (I) IS
State Bros
Ijucienne St Ashour
Ladd T^yon
Betty J Smith
Bay Lang: Ore
ICesal <P) 14

Golden Oale
Eddie 'Vinson

Bd

Jelly Roll

Zuzu

Sc

4

14

Palace
Radio ROBues
Bobby winters
Malo 3
J & J Vey
Juddy Kelly
Paul Walker Ore

SAN FRANCISCO

Golden O'te (R) 1«

Bob Evans
Karr
Mage
Lane Bros
Court Sd (I) 1S-1«
Pat HUl Co
Perry & Wray
Lavere & Hand an

(DoWntowa)

Gene Kardos
Makula
Janczl

Bela
Paul Arnold
Sinclair St Atda
Helen Wenzfel
Olga Orlova
?:3!ga

Preston. T41 m'bert

Betty Gray
flatel

Dorothy Xewjs

Ruby

Hotel Stevens

Don McCfane Ore
The Whirlwinds
Dennis Kelly

Bob Hall
Boulevar-Dears
Trudy Marsh
I.atin Quarter
Ted Lewis Ore
Geraldine Du Bole
Paul AVhite
Elroy Peace
Corwin Sis
Sol Klein Ore
Sky Riders (4)

WOONSOCKET
<I) 16
& Josette

New Park

Don Cbrye
Mory St Eaton
Trumpet Twins

Esquires

Gus Van
Sonny King
The Amorys
Joe Cook Jr
Narda

Graham

Phyliss Arnold
WilliK

Sla

Wonders

Shepard Chorus
Art Waner Oro
Monte Onrlo
Olcu Gasparra
Roberto
Maya Ore

Rio

Cabana

Prances .Paye
Jack Carter

Nancy Doran
Ifob

Hotel Congress
Joe Vera Ore
Sam Barl
Hotel Continental
Za Bach's Ore
Marianne Fedele
Sheldon Reed

Cee Davidson Ore
Vine Garden*

Beach
H Edgewater
Kisley Ore
Stephen

Lee
Copsey & Ayers

Don

Bradfleld

Tiie Lovelies (6)

{

Al

Zlmmy

Oeunirie
I

Moore

Jos Kish .Ore
Mel Cole Ore

1

show. Leader Enterprises, Inc.
(Jerry Finkelstein) are expecting to
get a $2 tap, much Cif IJie proceeds
gohig t6 charity. The huge grosses
of these exhibits is indicated by the

some displays clock 250,000
admissions in a 10-day run and
$1-1.50
admission.
With
charge
charity tie-ups, it's possible to hike
the ante to the $2 mark.
Remarkable factor in running
these industrial Shows is the fact
that the huge admission take frequently represents full profit. Exhibitor fees often cover the expenses
of running the enterprise. II a sufficient number of exhibs come in, it's
possible to open doors with the nut
entirely underwritten.
Indicative of the fee& charged to
exhibitors is the scale set up for
the Fashion Show. Under the sponsor
group, costing $6,500, a fabric manufacturer gets 300 square feet of
salon space. The exhibitor category
pays $2,000 for 200 square feet of

fact that

Waniter Lino
Leon gi Eddlo's

8

Palmer Bouse
Grin Williams Ore
Dorothy Shay
F & B Barry
Acromanlaes
Abbott D'ncera (12 >

Continued from page

Johnny Woods

Connie Sawyer
Cliff Jackson
Josh White
J C Heard Ore
Cafe Society

,

Trade Exhibits

.

4

Weems Ore

Ted

•

O

•

Carnival
Olsen St Johnson
Beatrice Kay

Old BonmnlHB

'

coHtfmiedi

'

.

nalistic instincts.

Owners to Be Exempt On
Dirt Shows in New Bill
Albany, March

11.

Senate Rules Committee last night
(10) introduced for MacNeil Mitchell,
Manhattan Republican, a bill amending the rental law extending the
present exemption on indecent, immoral, impure shows for actors,
musicians, and stagehands to include
theatre owners.
Section 1140 adds: "or the owner,
lessee or operator of theatre unless
such owner; lessee Or operator has
financial or beneficial
interest in such performance other
than th6 right to receive rent or
other compensation for the use of
premises in which such performance
given, or permits use of such
theatre for purpose of such drama,
play, exhibition^ show or entertain^
raent moire thah 24 hours after there
has been coriyic^ion in violation ot
this section."
proprietary,

Bill would take effect immediately.
Under present law the violation is

misdemeanor.

It

licensing authority,

authorizes

also

where violation

occurred on premises, to fevoke permit and refuse iSsiie new license
for year.

Nazi fix
Continued from page 1

nocent

thing

as

a

Strauss

i

opera

up Germanic pride
said, and thus the
British, by their policy, are sowing
seeds of further European troubles.
Evidence of the popularity of
serves

puff

to

tremendously,

it is

homegrown pix

forthcoming airshow for Texaco, ing been skeptical from moment it
forced him to cut short his date at was first offered him, but feeling he
the Chez Paree, Chicago, which might be able to do something with
released him earlier -SD that he could it. ' Those close to the situation say
veteran actor chiefly resented light
play the C(>pa for thre$ months.
in which O'Neill had placed the
Irish, and, furthermore, he''s sup
poSed to have told friends, Kerrigan
couldn't stomach the profanities he
had to mouth, claiming he's never
Continued from page 1
before cussed from the stage.
"Moon for the Misbegotten" was
for 1945. The size of the take indiaround 15 minutes shorter here than
cates' that the i^ght club is a bigger
it had been in two previous stops at
factor nationally in

Niteries' ^Peak

the entertain'
ment field than had been; heretofore Columbus and Cleveland. Author,
who is fiercely reluctant to cut any
conceded.
of his texts, readily agreed this time,
As expected, Broadway was far
and phoned in the deletions from
out in the lead, doing about 11% of
New
York only the afternoon before
the total nitery business of the entire
local opening.
3toey went in that
nation.
The tax collections for the 3d In- night. d'Neill was to have come here
to see "Moon" for the first time, but
ternal Revenue District of New York,
decided against trip at last minute,
all of Manhattan above 23d street,
What 'Variety' SiUd
reflected a gross business last year of
.

Reed

t

,imikc

mechanism, untU a dipsomaniac discovers she is a virgin with mater-

,

exhibition

'Moon'

O'JIeill's
from

Hiranda's Oat@

Jackie Phillips
Sadie Banks

:

1

1^ 1947

1

a hot $39,041,805 for last year, contrasted with $35,955,205 for 1945.
space; and participating
Despite this record-shattering togroups pay $750.
tal,
the Broadway bonifaces who
These exhibits and^ shows seem to have been
howling the blues that
Nina Dover
Salicl Puppets
profitable
inasmuch
be
all around
Joe La Ports Ore
business is falling off are not kidC & T Valdes
R'iricb VlllaKP Inn as the average show chalks up $5,- ding
Blackburn Twiiis
themselves. The 1946 business
Sally Rand Show
Michael Edwards
in
losses
derived
000,000
sales. Any
Chavez Oro
ran well ahead of 1945 for the first
McManua Ore
sell
by failure to
enough goods,
Ned Harvey Oro
beld Ore
three-fourths of the year. However,
Cliina Doll
would naturally be chalked up to during the last
Havana-Ttlndrid
Ke.ve Luke
quarter, business was
Aurora-Roche
advertising expenses. However, gain
John Tio
Carlyle Dcrs
more than $1,800,000 below the same
Embassy
in prestige in being part of a naLuis Del Campo
l^trv Marvin
period of the preceding year.
Carlos
Varela
Ore
tional exhibit, is generally worth the
Lenny Kent
Beimont-Plaza
Cheio Viliareal
difference between profit and loss^
Kay Vernon
Jose Mellls Ore
8 Hotel Dates
Bob Hopkins
Presently, interest in trade shows Susain
Kallth Font Or
Pierre & Boland
Iceinnrt
and exhibits is at its highest peak in
Susalft Iteedi ballad singer who's
isadie Stone, oro
Milt BHtlon Unit
Kino Bd
many years. Most display shows Sus- become a name through long incumMartinique
Hotel Biltmore
Alan Gale
pended during the war years be- bency at Cafe Society Uptown and
Carmen Cavallaro
Bret MorrUson
cause of lack of goods and display Downtown, N. Y., has been signed
Hotel Commodore
Joan Barfon
.Tack Edward Ore
Bluie Sluart Oro
space. In the meantime, wartime de- for the Statler hotel, Cleveland,
Hotel New Xorker
l.ulln Onnrtcr
velopments incorporated into new March 17, and Palmer House, ChiChuck Poster Ore
A Lea Simpkins
Marian Spelman
Archie Robbins
products has heightened public in- cago, as foUowup date.
June Arnold
Francis & Giey
terest, plus greater customer reBarney Josephson, Miss Reed's
Chanrtrii Kaly Dcrs Bissell & Farley
Jaydlne Li-Sun
Hal Rayn'in
ceptivity.
personal manager, is booking her
Tai Sinirs
Cecil lipwiu
However, no matter how mueh es- through the William Morris agency.
Pran Tangr
CWc Oladko

^ave

•
'

editorial writers and civic leaders as
well. It's been a long time since any

play has ever taken such a drubbing
locally, especially one written by
71,285 admissions were chalked up.
Last year's show had the Army run- such a distinguished author.
Critical opinibn ilseM Was that
ning a display and carried greater
have never seen the
interest, with result that 150,000 paid "Moon" would
light of day had it been written by
their way in.
O'Neill.
But
Because of the increasing necessity anybody other than
from the reviewers were only
to use show business methods, new blasts
they were comorganiziations to handle and promote the beginning, and
shows are cropping up. Among them paratively mild to what loUowed.
Leader Enterprises, Inc. which Couple of days after the opening,
is
conducts
handles the Antique show and the Florence Fisher Parry, who
Fashion show. Former started its a column in the Press under the title
tore into play
third annual display at Madison of "I Dare Say," really
was
Square Garden, Monday (10); Out- with both barrels, stating she
shocked "at this evidence of deterifit includes Lester B. Stone, execuwho for over
tive secretary to the former Mayor oration in a playwright
La Guardia. Current show is ex- 20 years has maintained an indisputpected to outgross last year's, dis- able place as the greatest dramatist
play when 107,000 admissions at $1 of our time."
Concluding that 'iviilgarity is a bad
were clocked. President of Leader
Jerry Finkelstein, enough dish," Mrs. IParry wound up
Enterprises; is
Service her opinions about "MOon'* by adding
Civil
the
of
publisher
Leader, trade paper for civil em- that "corn added to vulgarity makes
ployees. He's the bankroller of both slop."
Chamber of Commerce later in
the Antique and Fashion shows.
Successful shows held since the week^ and for no apparent reason,
end of the war -in New York in- took up the anvil chorus when Wilclude the Flower, Motorboat, Auto- liam B. McFall, C. of C. president,
shows. attacked the obscenity of "Moon"
Sportsmen's
and
mobile
Latter is one of the most sucisessful and called on the "Theatre Guild,
because of the wealth of sports which produced it, to "give some
talent and terrific amount of pub- consideration to public manners and
morals." Although McFall admitted
licity.
Newspapers are finding it ad- he hadn't seen the play, the civic
vantageous to tie in With those dis- leader said he had received an unbiased report on it from reputable
plays.'business leaders, and was shocked
at what they reported.
"We look askance at any entertainment feature that does not conforir.
to good manners br good morals,"
Continuea from page 1
said McFall, "and the people I have
co-prbducer. Finale will be the tune, contacted have characterized 'Moon
for the Misbegotten' aS having the
"Let's Do the Copacabana."
Nitery show thus will have the plot of an old ten-twent-and-thirt
novel function of serving as. a live melodrama with a heavy loading of
dragged-in obscenities, the only reof
with
lots
picture
trailer for the
exploitation possibilities seen in the deeming feature being ah abl^ d'ast.
"The local theatre management
mutual tieup. Film publicity men,
cannot be blamed entirely, but it
exmoreover, who usually go to
tremes to get plugs for their product, seems to me the Theatre Guild,
which
selects these plays, should
Copa
this
will get a windfall during
show with the Latin comedienne give some consideration to public
using full score which she sang in manners and morals. Such disregard
gave rise to censorthe
movies
in
the picture.
ship, and unless we want to bring
Bnth Ettlns: At $4,000
Latin comedienne will succeed the about a return to the Blue Laws, it's
Upon
us, without being
incumbent
run of Ruth Etting, who opens March
prudes, to give these matters serious
23, at $4,000. It's her first important
cafe appearance since her retirement consideration."
nearly a decade ago. She started her
'Moon' Found Anti-Irish
comeback trail in two radio guest
Pittsburgh, March 11
appearances and 'has caused conRhys Williams, whose last Broadsiderable comment since then. Joe
appearance
way
was in "Mr Peebles
Glaser's Associated Booking agency,
Mr.
Hooker,"
was here all last
and
submitting Miss Etting, says that her
week rehearsing J. M. Kerrigan's
$4,000 salary is considered "show"
role
new
Eugene
O'Neill play, "A
in
coin for her, because of the Copa's
the
Misbegotten."
He was
Moon
for
publicity value. Glaser will as!k
to replace Kerrigan in the cast last
$7,500 henceforth.
night
(Mon.)
in
Detroit.
Tony Martin, incumbent headliner,
Kerrigan
has
disliked
Understood
who leaves March 22, was originally
slated to come in for a longer run. role of boozy, profane Irish farmer
However, change of dates for his from Connecticut, right along, hav-
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Reviewing "Moon" in Glewland,
VARnsTr's Glenn C. PuUen observed
(Feb. 26) that the "profane dialog
is often bitingly pungent or arrestingly poetic... The profanity that
studs the dialog is bound to excite

comment, but one should expect
that in a work by O'Neill."
Reviewer observed that the 140'
minute piece was "overloaded with
repetitious verbiage" and that the
"second act and parts of the third
lag monotonously^ due to lack of
physical action", so that

is the fact that theatre attendance in the British zone
averages about 84% of all Seats at
all times.
In the American zone,
where German pix constitute only
about 15% of screen time, attendance
averages aljout 69%. Efforts have
been made in the American zone to
use pix of other Allies, rather than
Germaiij for time that can't be filled
by U. Si produeti Amount of that
time has been increasing lately, incidentally, because of Inability of
various tl. S. War and State Dept.
agencies to agree among themselves
and with' American prodttcers on
choice of additional films.

,

' Other Gripes
Likewise burning some observers

of U. S.

and British

denazification

efforts is the encouragement being
given to building up German and
Austrian production. This has al-

ready given rise to a bitter dispute,
well-publicized in film circles here,

between U. S. War Dept. officials
and Irving Maas, general manager of
the American Motion Picture Export
Assn., consisting of aU the major
companies.
War Dept. execs denied Maas' contention that too much speed was heing encouraged in building up feature picture production. They said
that up to that time— about six

weeks ago-^ot a single script had
been approved. Check here, however, reveals plans for 15 pix in the

U. S. zone this year and 25 for 1948,
while the British likewise are planning 20-25 for the current year. Inasmuch as in the best pre-war year,
1938, only 138 pix were made in
Germany, that doesn't put 1948 production too far t>ehind.

Maas in War Dept. Huddles
Irving Maas, v.p. and general
manager of the MPEA, declined comment in New York this week on the
charges he had previously made of
over-rapid development of the German and Austrian film Iridustries.
It has "been learned, however, that he
was in Washington last week for
'

War Dept. on that
and on film problems in

huddles with the
situation

general in the occupied areas. Some
results of the talks are expected
within a few weeks.
Eric Johnston, prez Of the Motion
Picture Assn. and the MPEA, also
participated in the dlscuiasions With

the audience
Maas.
"yawned and coughed impatiently.
Yet none could deny the strange

'

.

beauty of the 'Moon' mood of bitter
disillusionment, nor the heart-hitting
fervor of the emotional tdashes
created by the three lead Characters
as they futilely try to buy their lost
dream."
Play is saga of a lonely Ama
zonian farmgirl who poses as
trollop
to
create
a
defensive

GME

TffiBlEY DIVORCER
Hollywood, March

Geiie Tierhey

won

11.

a divorce here

from Oleg Cassini on grounds

of

cruelty.

Actress was awarded two homes
West Los Angeles, a home in
Westport, Conn., and custody of
their three-year-old daughter.
in

,

ESSlflMAIS
Helen Menken Recuping
From Second Operation'

Pedkhands Urge Caution As Author^

6S

Money Hypo Faik toPep Up ART;

Helen Menken

issue for some +
After delaying the
Guild advised
*imP the Dramatists
sublast week tllat it would
against
movement
the
to
so far as
Washington
!peregation in
the
admitted
to
being
Negroes not
i""'* house n
regular legit
National, only re""'»was concerned. Guild
fhe
the capital,
such
conservative
smears to be
for the
participation and spoltesmen
that they advocate
authors explain
persuasion" rather than

John Golden

the

is

first

due-to-tour
Cometh" yesterday
"The Iceman
protest at
<Tue ) sent out Written
to play the National because
in

able' to appear professionally for
the balance of the seasbn. Miss Menken, who has devoted herself to
radio since she conceived the Stage

its

concede that their asso-

wi, Not

members

in

from appearing

Agents and Man-

its own, not with the assent
tabled a proEquity move for
That union
consideration.
further
years ago
some
resolution
adopted a
from
to the effect that it desist
extraneous
issues
for
torch-bearing
organization,
of
the
purposes
lo the
regardless.
acted
JiUt the p.a.'s
understood that the stageIt's,
hands union, a much larger organization than any of the taltent groups,
which is opposed to participating in
any segregation argument, has intimated that Equity proceed with

acted on

ATAM, which had
to join the

support

on

counted
from the deckhands in the future.
Beported that the stagehands will
oppose Equity if one theatre is
it

forced to eliminate stage shows and
the musicians union always stands
by the deckhands. RecaUed that it
was the stagehands Union that was
the deciding factor in Eqiiity-s winning strike against the producing
Managers in X919.
;

packages back to England for relatives and friends in fact, it's been
almost a daily must. Same applied
to the Wolfit

bunch and

last

summer

when the Old Vic players were here,
they sent as much food home as
Elitttiieienieilts Seen
they were able to pay for. They
evidenced that those who are
also went on a fruit-juice binge,
.pressuring Equity to take drastic
another item unobtainable overseas.
action are not aware of the possible
London "OWahottia!" Set
entanglements that the actors would
Regardless Of conditions in Lonface.- Conservatives in Equity there"Oklahoma!" with an American
fore are hopeful that a campaign in don,
to follow "Pacific, 1860"
Washington will be decided upon in- cast is due

.

A

for orderly
be introduced at E-quity's
(Continued on page 67)

resolution

,.cedure WilJ

Ted Shawn Headed For

clude Betty Jane Watson, Harold
Keel, Walter Donahue, Mary Mario,
Dorothea MacFarland, Erik Kirsten
and Geraze de Lappe. Theresa Helburn co-director of the Theatre
Guild, will accompany the company
as will

From Dancing Chores
On what he terms

Oscar HanJmer-stein,

II,

co-

author of the musical with Dick
Rodgers, and Jerome Whyte, who

Aussie in 'Sabbatical'

"sabbatical
Jeave" from his chores at Jacob's
where he's
Pillow,
Mass.,
Lee,
headed a combination school and
dance festival for the past Ave years,

,

some

dark.

a

take him to Perth, Australia
a summer season of lecturing, teaching and performing.
Juiiket will be the first time he
not
has ever gone ^ abroad alone
even a pianist with him. Footing the
bill, according to Shawn, are Ida and
Edward Beeby, who direct "Patch,"
att Organization similar to the Theatre Guild. Dancer, who'll remain in
.Perth from April 26 through Aug. 1,
Will be accompanied by Mrs. Beeby

—

.

'
.

for his classes
Aussie.

and solo

recitals

in

pending designed to tax off-track
whereby bookies would operate legally provided they paid the
proposed taxes.
Gov. Dewey's proposals include additional, nuisance taxes also on restaurants,

bars,
trucks.

liquor,

motor

cars

correspondence

grew out
with

Who had urged Shawn

w

»

the
to

of a long

Beebys

come

to

Perth for a whole season.
Shawn has also written a 650,000
Word tract on his experiences in the
dance field. N. Y. Herald-Tribune
ballet critic Walter Terry, according
Shawn, is boiling it down to 100,WO-Words. Replacing the dancer this
Rummer at Jacobs Pillow will be
Arthur Mahoney and Thalia Mara,
fong associated with the Shawn ven'ture,

;

.

.

ducer,
dently

own

GOOD SALARY

TIFF

Chicago, March 11.
Jack Good, light opera star, lost
the first blow when Philip Mitchell,
master of chancery, recommended
that Good be ordered to pay Select
Operating Co. $3,244, due them for
of salary.

critics

the general partner, evinot putting up any of her

is

coin.

Jack

Seidman. an ac-

S.

countant, is lifted as having invested $65,000, which sum probably
represents other backers,
"The

IN

investments amount to
Cheryl Crawford, the pro-

listed

$285,000.

$15,000;

SHUBERTS WIN $3,244

seas.

Two Al Fresco Operas Set
For Mining Town Festival

total

others are: Harriet Ames,
Carroll Case, $12,000; Bea

Neuman,
Lester
A.
Hirschfield,
$8,000 each; Irwin Shapiro, Terry
Allen, Charles R. Alien, Ellison B.
Greenstone. Sadie C. Annenberg,
Evalyn

Simon

Friede,

A.
P.

Wendy Meyer,

Herman, Michael Grace,

Cowles,
Chandler
each;
William H. Weintraub, Mary Schloss,
$4,000 each; Marion H. Sanderson,
$3,000; Harry Fromkes, Paul Ames,
Gerald M. Loeb, $2,500 each; Evelyn
Unger, William R. Biggs, Udall J.
Salmon, Beatrice Herman, Ethel G.
Troper, George Schreiber, Newell
Bowen,
Elizabeth
Crawford,
P,
Arthur Rapf, Dan Michalove, Lillian
Boscowitz, Margot Johnson, $2,000
$5,000

$1,000 each.

It's the second show this season
Period covered by the action was
that opened to an abnormal advance
from March, 1945, to October, 1946.
"Martha" and "Fidelio" will be
.sale on word-of-mouth, other being
produced at the Central City Opera
"Finian's
Rainbow," alsd a iriUSical
House Festival, Central City. Col.,
t'anta.sy. When Tatter show opened
68-year-old
to open July 4-5, the
Negro Rep Troupe Set For in Philly it .started slowly and built
Colorado
theatre is pride of the old
After the fir.<;t performance
steadily.
ot
mining town. 45 miles west
Long tour Next Season there a backer reputed to have inDenver.
vested over $60,000 .sold his interest
National Concert & Artists Corp.,
Frank St. Leger, assistant to Mhas been
Opera which sent out the Negro Drama for $25,000. "Rainbow"
ward johnson, Metropolitan
sinco it arrived on BroadFrank Group through the South last season capacity
manager, wiU again direct.
way.
another
propping
is
Inter- in "Claudia,"
Ricketson, Jr., president^ Fox
reperdo
to
troupe
head of the all-Negro pro
mountain Theatres,
tory next season on a coast-to-coast
'Birthday' Darkened
opera house drgianizatioii.
,
Group, to be known as the
basis.
Helen jtay«s?
American Negro Repertory Players,
with MilLegit
will consist of six actors,
"Happy Birthday" is dark at the
N.y. Coin for Coast
figure,
legit
^nA
radio
ton Wood,
Broadhurst, N. Y., comedy's star,
Los Angeles, March Ulead roles.
Helen Hayes, being forced abed with
Swoverland as actor-director, playing
Ed Lynn and Harold
two plays skedded are laryngitis and a touch of pleurisy.
First
a
"Baby Darlene,
will produce
Street" and "Private Lives." Expected that the show will relight
California next "Angel
faU, doing
rtage musical,' in
the
in
start
will
Group
a budget of $250,000, one-nighters in the main, with book- tomorrow <Thurs.
New York
Miss Hayes managed to appear
centers at colleges,
lareelv financed
Sachs ings set in Negro
fe^authored by Raisa
Tlrganiza- Saturday (8) night but entered the
or with civic or religious
.'y"!
NCAC's lecture Doctor's Hospital immediately after
sponsoirs.
and Dahny Jackson,
Sam Fried tions as
the performance.
troupe.
music by Jules fox and
circuit: will also see the
man.-

Denver, March

11.

'

,

By

SniTith

^

).

m

$7i00p. half

supporters questioned its Choice.
Preparations for "Alice in Wonderland" will proceed regardless of
"Jack's" fate, show having gone into
rehearsal last week. It's to finale
ART'S production schedule. For
"Alice"
will have a partner,
Rita Hassan being associated with
the presentation. Miss IJassan has
long planned the show and her participation is another life-saver for
ART so far as that attraction is concerned. Understood that Miss Hassan,
who was secretary to Burgess

ART

,

Meredith when he was temporary
head of Equity, has raised around
$80,000 for the "Alice" production.

Plans for the rep outfit to tour
next season are. more or less nebART said to be counting
on the Anierican Rational Theatre

ulous, with

and Academy to aid the touring. It
was through ANTA that Equity and
the Anierican Theatre Wing channelled $10,000 to the drained
bankroll, with a.s much privately
contributed,
mostly
from
name
players enthusiastic for the repertory idea. It appears problematic
whether
will be given funds
for touring purposes, however.

ART

ANTA

An

ironic angle to

ART'S

financial

the expected click of "Brigadoon" which arrives on Broadway
this week tagged a sure thing out
of town. It was produced by Cheryl
Crawford, one of the three femmes
Who head ART. Her associates are
Eva Le Gallienne arid Margaret
Webster, both of whom Will appear
in "Alice," the former alsO doing the
staging. The rep venture represents
an outlay of more than $300,000, the
only possible way this can be recouped being On the roadi
fizzle is

.

Civic

love

Lawrence. Ludwig Lederer, Nathan

claims that $3,244 represents excess
each; Francis Levien, $1,500; Florof what he would have gotten from
Miriam Cooper,
them and amount that he received ence Vandamm,
after breaking his contract.

Equity assented to
Takings for the first

week approximated

ART

The measures; were Spon- listed among the 38 backers. Underby Senator Harnmond and As- stood that Rose and John C. Wilson
semblyman Marble, bills being of first planned to produce the show,
wider scope by stipulating seven but dropped it for 'some reason.
types of taxes, whereas Gov. Dewey's,
."Brigadoon" is Said to have had a
plan calls for four. There is also a
production cost of $165,000 but the
betting,

(15).

ART layoff.
much needed

had made another unpopular play
selection. "Jack" was not a success
when originally presented a dozen
years ago and when it was announced for revival even ardent rep

sored

Not inwill stage the show there.
dicated whether Guild co-director
Lawrence Langner will also go over- overpayment

.

•Shawn further deseribes his Ausjourney as "not primarily a
commercial venture on my part, but
rather in the nature of a paid vacawon during my sabbatical year."

tralian

Trip, incidentally,

Talk af Skw^^

tention^

bill

than

for an even break.
(6) last week takings at the
International, N. Y., were only $400
and again it was indicated that

With liG Advance

effect that theatres

Mitchell claimed that Good had
"Earnest" was hailed by the N. Y. broken a contract with Select (Shuand its original date of seven bert owned) through J. J. Shubert
weeks
has been extended td at least on the ' claim of illness and then
Ted Shawn leaves New York March
will play well
10, with chances it
shortly after accepted a role in "Rio
27 on the first leg of an air trip that
into May.
Rita" at $150 more a week. Select
for
will

.

Saturday
the

Is

of

whom made

Drury Lane in May. Com- and
will inpro- pany due to sail April 9
into the

•

5%

'dbubtfiil

Thursday

\

iz

more

is

ART will cancel the last two
weeks of "Jack" closing the play on

as

IrigadooiT

Rehearses

ever.

m

-

.

Showmeii,

on Broadway

caustic commelits to the
might as well go
Earlier this season it was
Appearance of English unit com- hoped that the 20% federal tax on
What seems tO; emphasize the lyric
tickets would be halved and the
sagacity of Irving Berlin's theme,
panies
Broadway
on
recently
White House favored the moderation,
aroused plenty of interest in show but that expectation was clipped. 1£ "there's no business like show busicircles, John Gielgud in comedy im- Gov.
suggestion
goes ness," is the a'dvarice sale for "BrigaDewey's
mediately following Donald Wolfit's through the tax on tickets would doon," new musical fantasy which
heavy repertory outfit. Booking of total 25%, and it may eventuate. opens at the Ziegfeld, N. Y., tothe visitors partly; j"efl*<=ts the wan- More than a dozen states now tax
morrow (Thursday). Early this week
ing London seiason, principally due admission tickets.
it was stated that there was more
to the worst weather that Britain
If th^ legislature adopts any such than $400*000 in the bank and for
has suffered in decades and also the measure before the rush to adjourn
10 days there was a constant line
severe food stringency. It is a fact (it's due Saturday (15) but the ses- at the boxoffice. 'The enormous sale
that both outfits welcomed coming sion may be prolonged) it Will not is regarded as amazing
in light of
over because it afforded an oppor- actually become law. The proposed the fact that the new tuner has no
tunity of obtaining substantial meals. bill would be an enabling act, giv- names.
When Gielgud and mates went to ing the city the right to make the. Explanation for the boxoffice
Canada to open "The Importance of ticket levy and other taxes. That activity is the show's out-of-town
Being Earnest," which arrived on would put the issue up to N. Y. City reception and the business it atBroadway last week, the visitors Council and it is there that show tracted in Boston and Philadelphia.
surfeited themselves with eggs, a business would argue it out. Theatre
First week in the Hub was not exrarity overseas except in powdered and picture intierests have huddled
ceptional but grosses were sturdy,
similarly on the threat and it's almost certain
form.
Wolfit's
troupe
while
Philly the draw typed
satisfied its hunger over the bor- all amusement groups will oppose "Brigadoon" as: a good thing.
more
reported
further
ticket
taxes.
der, where food is
Included in the advance count are
York.
than
in
New
easily available
Almost two weeks before the Gov- no less than 31 theatre parties, with
A/ith
beef,
That goes especially for
ernor "advised" New York politicians more to be added. Billy Rose, who
prices more reasonable.
how to raise more money, two bills booked the musical into his Ziegfeld,
Since the Gielgwd troupe arrived were introduced in Albany with was one of the first to earmark it
the T)layerS haVe been sending food .«;imilar intent without attracting at- as exceptional, although he is not

It's

stead.

Broadway

'Alice'

assistance
to
Outside financial
the
American Repertory
succor
Theatre was apparently of little
avail, certainly so far as the "Yellow
Jack" revival is concerned. Nor was
the power of the press of much aid
either. Although the drama got laVid'
able notices from all reviewers except one, the customers have been
absent and the destiny of repertory

full

on tickets of admission to supply
more money for the city of New
York, resulted ill voiced disapproval
of

%i!pst0lip¥ork

Na-

at the

AssP- of Theatrical
agers came out against racial disctimination, stating they "condemn,
protest and will iight it." The group

if

creased taxes, particularly that of

Draws liiglisli Rep

of consequences.
iibnal,
aSked the counA Washington group
such action last week.
cil to take
chapter of the
pressagents
The

caution,

Moiiey,

matters

regardless

pose

to Carry Fight

Albany last week Governor
Thomas E. Dewey's ideas about inIn

hours and working condiof wages,
Equity's involvement in the
tions
to aji indiNegri) question is traced
element in the council,
radical
cated
of whom are for preventing

flf

•

Plan to N. Y. City Council

was mouse-trapped into the
segregation situation and that the
Ljion'S proper function is supposed

soine
actors

highly-

Lerner-Prederick

Plot idea recalls a similar
story contained in Friedrich Gerstaecker's "Germelshau.sen," fiction piece used as advanced high
school reader in German.

:

riation

its
to represent

"Brigadoon,"

Alan

Ix)ewe musical which opens at
Ziegfeld, N. Y. tonight (13), concorns a mythical Scottish town
that comes to life every hundred
years for one day.

On Gov. Dewey's Tax Hike

race policy.)

Eqliityites

Scotch and Seidel
Plot of
touted

surgery was .required last
June, the actress partially recovering and being able to appear on two
Theatre Guild tadio programs. •
First

Showmen

as
t

Door Canteen airer, was slated to
appear on Broadway this spring, but
Was forced to withdraw.

man-

having
of

'Jack' Closing

be

ager to pay his hat-check fee for
life in advance.
Noting that Renee Carroll
marked her 20th year as Sardi's
checker last week, he slipped her
$20 and said that: woiild be all
he'd ever give her. Miss Carroll
had been handing out 25c to
regular customers that day to
celebrate the annj, instead of accepting a gratuity.'

m

"Passive
militant action.
(Group of actors

tion,

Lifetime Pass

Sty
Se

is at her home after
an ear infecbut the dramatic Star may not

a second operation for

Agents Join Equity on Race Question

Legii

to

Small

to Ering

Wisconsin

Town Pays

I-a Crosse, Wis.,

March

Off
11.

Readiness of people in smaller
cities to support good professional
theatre has been proven by the La
Crosse Civic Drama League, which
has just sold out its second-season
membership, at an upped ante,
without solicitation and without announcing what plays would be offered. Only promotion was radio and
newspaper advertising reminding
first-year members of renewal date.

Drama league, formed last summer
by theatre lovers in this town of
47,000 to bring professional legit to
after absence of many
years, offered season diicats at $6
and sold them out in three weeks.

La Crosse
League

presented
"Dear
Ruth,"
"Philadelphia Story" and "Therese,"
all produced by Stanley Wolff, in
the Vocational School auditorium
(1,220 seats). Additionally, the Shubert production of "Student Prince"
was presented Feb. 11.
When books for next suinrner'a;
series were offered at increased pHce
of $7.20, members snapped them up.
After federal taxes and fixed expenses, league will have about $6,500
spend on three productions.
to
They'll

be booked thToujgh United

Booking

.

Office.

Miss Anderson
'

in

'Medea'

Hollywood, March IL

Robert Whitehead, eastern producer, signed Judith Anderson here
for a lead role in "Medea," to be
staged on Broadway.
Producer will round up the rest ol
his cast in New York.

.

:
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Chevalier's A.K.

ART Grant Coes Other Cuihin-Haiiden^^

of mail orders
to Maurice Chevaperformances came

tickets
solo

lier's

sought similar sustenance
This City's new "anti-scalping" orwere TheatrCi Inc., and th^ Barter dinance will be enforced by special
theatre of Abin|dorii Va.police squads of liand-picked men,
Both supplicants were referred to
by
the American National Theatre and it was disclosed here Friday (7)
definite

indications

James F. Ryan,

'34

that neither request would be acced- tor, following a. letigthy confab with
ed to by either Equity or the Wing. police officials.
Their ART donations were unAt the same time, W. Frank Marprecedented and may never be re- shall, receiver of taxes, said his ofpeated, being made after urgent ap- fice was prepared to confiscate the
peals by leading players.
books of ticket brokers, if necessary,
TheaThat a request was made
to keep choice theatre and sports^
tre, Inc., was especially surprising, tickets from going into the mitts of
The two-pronged drive was
as it recently announced the raising Specs.
of $100,000, one-half of a iiew fimd begun after city officials received
it seeks for activities next season. numerous complaints that scalpers,
Theatre, Inc., also announced that in open defiance of the new law,
had
were continuing to victimize the
revival of "Pygmalion"
it's
$1,000,000,

show

play called "The Big, People,"
With backing from the iutside.
Theatre, Inc., is set up 'as a nonproflt group, and it was stated that,
while the backers of "People" would
benefit from the profits. Theatre,
Inc's share of the net would go Into
"People" was
the general fund.
called off andls now slated for next
the conunercial angle
have figured in setting back the

season,

may

but

show'.

Theatre, Inc., also postponed a re,
vival of "The Changeling" until aext
fall, annouricmg it was through for
the season, Only revival this season
outside of "Pygmalion's" tour was
"The Playboy of the Western World,"
which ended in red. It also sponsored an experimental play. Last
summer, however. Theatre, Inc.,
sponsored a season of Old Vic from
JUdndon. That higUiighted iteporta
tion was imderwrltten to the extent
of $100,000 by five wealthy New
Yorkers, and the money was prompt, „.
ly remitted, with profits to Old Vic
and Theatres, Inc. Barter Theatre is
subsidized for 410,000 by the state
of -Virginia.

iBudklders Try

t© Stick

Guild With Theatre Debts

Duke

ElUngton'is

once

band

in

night; regular scale,

first

$4.80 but

it's

$6 Friday and Sat-

CC Meets

Way

Understudy to Mary Welch, who has the only feminine role in Eugene
O'Neill's "A Moon for the Misbegotten," calls herself Elizabeth Williams,
but she's really Maria Manton, daughter of Marlene Dietrich, film star.
Name change was at Miss Manton's own insistence because she was sensitiW about receiving so much publicity when her identity became known,
and most of it to the exclusion of Miss Welch. The Dietrich offspring ajipeared on Broadway couple of seasons ago with Tallulah Bankhead ii»
"Foolish Notion" by Philip Barry.

"Moon" has two other fairly Impoj-tant players spelling the'two remaining leads. Edmond Ryan, who has scored personal hits in several Broadway shows, notably "Hope for the Best," with Franchot Tone and Jane
Wyatt, is understudying James Dunn and Jack Sheehan, who co-starred
with Helen Twelvetrees on road a year ago in "School for Brides," has
been dittoing J. M. Kerrigan, However, Sheehan was scheoltiled to depart
with replacement of Keirrigan by Rhys Williams.
In legal actions the ShubertS are alnaost invariably represented by Klein
and Weir. But they've retained Charles H. Tuttle for a damage suit against
Columbia Pictures in the matter of "The Jolson. Story." Tuttle was for*
merly tl. S.: attorney in New York and Condtitited ah investigation of ticket
agencies arid' legit boxoffice men some years ago, on the grounds that gratuities or "ice" was offefed and accepted in violation of the federal statutes.
At least two agency men were incarcerated, one clerk making a poverty
plea and spending 90 days in the pen. Case waSflnally discontinued after
heavy fines were meted to others, Tuttle stipulating that the ticket people
not appeal Tto the higher courts, because of an adverse Supreme Court
ruling under diriitar circumstances.
'

A

hearing

Y<)rk

today

Scheduled in
(Wednesday) before

is

the Interstate Cominerca

Commis-

value, or $1, whichever is the lesser sion to hear protests from theatrical
figure.
Theatregoers have griped interests over the proposed 25% tilt
that scalpers buy tickets from legit in the cost of "free" baggage cars.
agencies, paying , the legal inarkup,
If an increase is granted it will not
and then adding whatever Uie trafbe effective until Aug. l, ICC having
fic will bear on a second reside;
so decided some weeks ago, so shows
on tour this season will be unaffected.

film violates their rights beShuberts claim tiie Al Jolspn bio
cause of reference to the Winter Garden, so ask $500,000 damages plus all
the picture's profits-. Tuttle is rated one of the highest priced attorneys in
New York.

lO-wieek season,
Detroit's Civic tight Opera Assn., In ite
has completed half of the 194T schedule of b(>erettas a* this 4,400-seat
Masonic Temple. It's claimed to be $48,000 ahead of last year. First at-*
traction was "Firefiy" which grossed $55,549, said to be a new record for
"Rio Rita" was quoted getting $37,252, with
that operetta indoors.
"Countess Maritza" easing to $33,271 but "Desert Song" drawing $55,082.
Last week "My Maryland" approximated $30,000.

This is Barrie O'Daniels' first season with the Detroit outfit as managing director, after he attracted attention on the Coast last summer- with
similar activities at the Greek theatre. O'Daniels featured young Negro
having written in a jpart for
to require 23 first- pianist Sugar Chile BObinson in "Maryland,"
class fares for a baggage car instead the child.
Miicli
C@mnieiil- of
the present regulation which calls
Inipression that Variety, in its seasonal rating of hits, moderates and
for 20. Showmen objected, pointing
cifU.S. Bookings. out that with the increases in pas- flop uses 100 performances as a yardstick, is in error. John; Chapinoian, in
Jlii
Approaching return of Kirsten senger rates per mile, touring at- Sunday's N. Y. Daily News, accented this misimpressiori, that if a
Flagstad, former Metopera soprano, tractiens might be subject to abnor- show doesn't last for three ponth^ it is an also ran^^ but because the engagemal increases in transportation costs. ment is of that length or Ibriger, does not necessarily indicate it's on the
to this country after five years in
Rail lines base, tlielr case ujpon the right side of the ledger.
her native Norway, has caused con- boost of freight rates granted -them
Shows must have earned back the cost of production and register a
siderable comment.
Visit has also by ICC last year, managers counter- definite profit to achieve success rating. Some attractions 'go so much overwhispering
started
a
campaign ing by claiming no such percentage board in production outlays that they fail to recapture their investments,
against the diva, as well as unsigned should apply for passengers on com- especially when operating costs are excessive. One such instance was the
revival of "Show Boat," Which played a year and still ended In the red.
letters and reprints of newspaper mon cai:riers.
being
anonymously
stories
sent
Southern Pacific, which attempted
through the mails to various music to boost its requirement of 100 fares
"Mary Had a Little," which folded in Boston around the midyear holieditors, bookers and managers in
to 150. for special trains, which was days,, is slated to relight on the Coast, with San Diego the probable startrgndeavor to prejudice them against rejected by ICC, has moderated its ing stand. Show had
a flock- of backers who expected to "get rich" after
the singM's return.
application. SP aims to get 125 fares unexpectedly good business at the start, but they only got around 70% of
Meantime, however, George En- for special, the sam(. increase sought the pioney invested. "Mary" was a farce comedy presented by Al Rosen,
^es,
president
of .Consolidated by the other railroads.
based on- an old French play owned but never produced by Arch Selwyn,
Ai'tists, who is booking Mme. Flag
who received a share of the gross. Muriel Herman, Arthur Herzog and
stad for recitals in the U. S., reports
Roseri were billed as authors. Cast was beaded by Edmund Lowe and
having signed her for 12 dates this
Mary Brian, who wiU probably be replaced when "Mary" resumes. Alspring, all that she had time for.
though toured to the east, it v/as npt shoWn on Broadway on Selwyn's
Diva will sing in Boston, April 6,
advice.

Hagstad Barrage^ By

.

Proposal

is

Adverse

Eve

'

BROKER'S MANAGERIAL

and finish her tour May 2. She then
Legal tangle between the Theatre
leaves for opera appearances in
Guild and bondholders of the 52nd
ZoiriGh in June^.fpllowed by London,
Street theatre currently in Ni Y.
Paris, Milan arid ot^ier Italian operaFederal court is an attempt by the
Engles states
diates this summer.
bondholders to hold the Guild resinger wiU be in the V. S. all next
sponsible for the debts of the theatre.
season, and he's starting booking
vPlaitt is made by Handejman & Ives,
dates now.
Sondholdets' attoraeyl, that the
Singer returned to Norway in 1941
Guild is legally aad morally responsible for. some $360,000 which the to be with her husband, who was an
of
Nazi-puppet Vidkun
theatre still owes. Guild on its part intimate
denies any liability for the house, Quisling and who was to go on trial
having terminated its lease in April, as a war profiteer when he died in
;

BOW SET FOR NEXT FALL

first Broadway
Should "Toplitzky of Notre Dame" fail to secure another- theatre in New
broker to announce entrance York, after its forced closing at the Century recently because of the Donald
Wolfit troupe's commitment there, negotiations may send the musicomedy
to Chicago. William Cahn, the producer, is currently talking it oveir with
from Hollywood last week and said Chicago interests,
his first play, "The Stars Weep,"
"Toplitzky" played New York and out of tOwn without ever achieving
would be produced gn Broadway an operattaig profit, which dissipates at least one claim that "operating
early next season. It had been hjs profit" from the show was used to help finance "Darling, Darling, Darling,"
another
Cahn show that folded recently out of town, pre-^Broadway. Cahn,
intention to do the fantasy on the

Louis Schonceit, the

ticket

into the managerial, field, returned

;'

.

Coast, but, because of a current in fact, dropped $85,000 personally «n "Toplitzsky."
booking jam and other problems, he
scratched that idea.
Choice of a
When it was stated by a group calling itself the Associated Playwrights,
director and the casting will be made Inc., that new plays gpresented downtown on Grand street were for charity.
early in the. summeK
Equity and other stage unions decided that minimum pay and working
"Stars" was' authored by Harry conditions should not apply.. Clairiied that any profits were to go to the
Morky's 'Shoulders' Ends Segall and was slated to be pro- Henry Street Settlement, a welfare project. The actors are said to be produced this season, but the rights fessionals, appearing without salaries, a practice that Equity has frowned
Brief
Legit Season lapsed with Schonceit taking over. upon, on the grounds that nothing is to be gained by the actors and this
Segall has revised the script at the could lead to tryout abuses.
Atlantic City, March 11...
request of the ne^ shov/nian.
"Winners or Losers," the ftf St show, is said to play five performances.
A series of eight plays offered by
"Deputy of Paris" was slated this Week.
the George Spelvin i*layers in Haddon HaU's "Theatre of the Sky" Berlin in
Members' of the Lambs are aroused over Emil Friedlander, the fabrics
Huddling
here was brought to a .conclusion
magnate, who did so much for USO during the war, having left the club,
with performance, of Christopher
Legit Mnsial although his resignation had not been, accepted up to early this week.
Friedlander Was angered when an applicant whOrii he sponsored for pieraMorley's "Soft Shoulders," Saturday
Irving Berlin

prison last year.

1944.
TiflE harks back to a drive by the
Guild to raise $500,000. in 1928 so that
it Could Kjove uptown into a new
house. Actually, bonds were issued
in the name of the Guild Theatre

Co., Inc., as owner of the new
theatre. Theatre Guild itself assumed

no

"

Charles Dillihgham,

$9.60,

having public.

new

late

with*

urday night.

W

grossed

under

on

appeared

in concert in 1930 and
the management of the

back of him, ticket top being
Chevalier opened Mon$2.50.
day (12) at the Miller with
lower floor tickets priced ttt

assistant city solici-

scored on Broadway and believed
The new ordinance became effecnow to be prospering on the road. tive Feb. 22 arid limits the markup
The outfit is also slated to produce a on resale of tickets to half the face

star

Parisian

Broadway

that

Academy, with

it's

indicated, as nearly all insisted
that seats be located in the first
When remitor second row.
tances were returned with a note
that the desired locations were
not available, there were no responses.

Wholly unlooked-for reaction of*
the grants of $5,000 each made by
Equity and the American Theatre PHILLY SPECIAL COPS
Wing to help the American RepSPUR SCALPER DRIVE
theatre,
was to attract
ertory
Philadelphia, March 11.
two unwelcome "customers;" Outfits

,

from middle-aged matrons,

Request a Surpnse

Theatre, Inc's

brnde Stoff-Les^

number

Quite a
for

Draw?

liabilities. Subsequently, according to current pleadings. Guild obtained a moratorium on rentals for
the theatre on a promise to renew
payments of interest when it had
$100,000 in working capital and payprincipal when the capital
iaents
,

m

AX.

NI.

On New

is east for a fort,:.„;
(8).::; -^^
night huddling with Rodgers & HamHotel management had sponsored merstein on the
second legit musical
the plays iri its small theatre on the
he'll tUnesmith neit season for that
13th floor for three nights each weekteam which produced his current hit,
end. Attendance had been only fair, "Annie
Get Your Guri." Berlin will
amination of Guild, assets ordered
but the hotel let the merits of the
by Federal Judge John C, Knox last shows sell them, failing to boost the hq -west until Metro's '.'Easter Parade" starts rolling.
week.
only legit in town either by splash
Mrs. Berlin and the children plan
Theatre Guild disputes published
in the newspapers or by beating the
to join him later at the Santa Monica
reports released by bondholders that
drums at civic clubs. „
beach house he has rented for the
"Oklahoma!" are
rights
to
film
Morley, whose daughter Helen had summer.
carried on their books at $7,000,
stating that actually they are not directed the first four shows, was a
Berlin's i Tunes for 'Parade'
valued in the Guild's books at any guest of the hotel. Biere to put the
finishing touches on a
book, he
Hollywood, March 11.
price.
started and completed a play which
Irving Berlin has completed four
had been intended as the vehicle new tunes for the Metro picture,
for the final offering. Plans were "Easter Parade," which he will coin Rehearsal
changed when it was found that produce with Arthur Freed, and will
"Ihe Barretts of Wimpole Stireet" juveniles would have to be used and turn in four more ditties in addition
"Soft Shoulders" was substituted.
to a number of his old hits.
(road)—Katharine Cornell,
Studio aims to start production in
Those who appeared with the
"Jfflessnee For Margaret*—Stanley
stock company included Mark Wood, September and wind up in time for
Gilkey, Barbara Payne.'
•'AUee to WonderMUBa''—American Betty Egan, Ruth Phillips, Ann a New York premiere which will be
Bepertory Theatre.'
Arden, Pat Worthington, Walter tied up with the 5th avenue Easter
"TeuifBg tonlsW?—Judith Abbott, Meserole, James J. McCormack, parade in 1948. Slated thus far as
Wade Dent, Arthur Cahn, Jean Orr stars in the picture are Judy GarMary Mason.
"Vke Great CampaiKn"— Experi' and Eileen Dent. AUen Porter re- land, Frank Sinatra, Gene Kelly, Red
placed Miss Morley as director.
Skelton and Kathryn Grayson.
mental Theatre.

reached $150,000.
What bondholders are now attempting to prove is that the Guild had

amount

in assets before it
terminated the lease. Hence, the ex-

that

'

Shows

bership was rejected. There ate -indications of a racial angle. The candidate was okayed by the admittance committee arid that is usually tantamount to election, but the council called for a vote and two black balls
were found in the counting box. It was "explained" that the candidate
was turned dPwn because he's a business man and"we want more actors
and authors to join the club."

Backers of "Another Part of the Forest," of which there are many, received cheeks for their investments in full recently, which is unusual as
such refunds are generally made in two or more payments. That the
angels will materially benefit from the Lillian Hellman drama, produced
by Kermit Bloomgarden, is assured by the sale of the picture rights to
Universal for $250,000 plus a percentage.
Understood that "Forest" was budgeted for $70,000. Whether any part
of the film right coin figured in the refunding was not indicated.
Richard Maney, handling "Whole World Over," made his first trip to
Cleveland in 21 years last week to beat drums for the show as well as its
Russian playwright, Konstantin Simonov.
Gagsters presented Maney with a compass and a city map, which the
p.a. promptly lost at the first bar he visited.

The public is welcome to the American Theatre Wing's 9 o'clock SUpper
6, when tha flurst of the Antoinette
Perry awards will be made. An accompanying entertainment is being
arranged by James E. Sauter. Tickets cost $7.50, which includes gratuities
and are avaUable at the offices of Brock Pemberton.
at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., April

)

;

'

1
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Sti Lush; 'Born

(|i Overall Biz

IJorway' 27G, 'Ready' 23G,
far ahead of last
Hi, in general is
Good
Lent season.
. HpsDite
y .uhpr Dlus conventions, are helpgrosses at most houses

Sl'lush

new show

'nnp

n bow

^"?t»=t of These,"

if^h

Los Angeles. March

Weakness"

here

due

is

^""^

Estimates tor Last Week
Opera
Civic
Time,"
"Rinssom
wk) (3,800; $3.60). Pretty
$20,000.
dee going with
Yesterday," Erlang^r (2nd

House™
"Rom
•kwi 334;

wk)

(900;

S^*"'^^"''

Br^^^taann
?'K7y," HafJif ?31st wk)

<«)

$3.60).

« 60)
'

steady- at $18,000
Studebaker (7th

U

St

(1.000;

'iLute sons."
$4.20).

wk

11.

the

In

stretch

Boston, March 11.
"Heartsong," debuter at the Wilbur, didn't fare too well at the hands
of the crix and failed to make a bid
first week here. "Chocolate Soldier,"

Current Road Shows

I

<4)

:

stone (4th
like this

(17-19).

wk)

one

Lucasta" Locust,
Philly
(10-15); Opera House, Newark (17-

Iteady,"

Black-

(1,358; $4.80).

Looks

22).

bur

—

UrgeXaution

Cheek"

"Bathsheba"— Forrest, Philly

—

run since initial "Rose Marie"
1923 of 29 weeks is current.
"Cliocolate Soldier," Colonial

(10-

500;

22).

"Blackouts

Continncd from paee 65

of 1947"-'E1
(10-22).

Hollywood

of

Capitan,

n

i

.

j

—
—

j

1

1

j

\

Waterloo (19); Orpheum,
Davenport (20); Aud., Des Moines
(21); Music Hall, K. C. (22).
"Born Yesterday"---Erlanger. Chi

in
the color line would be lifted
schools, hotels and cafes there.
Council of the Guild adopted reso-

mount,

which read:
the ense of this council
that any policy on the part of any
theatre management which tends to
exclude anyone from admission to
creed or
a theatre because of race,

(10-22).

the

lutions

detrimental to the theatre
whole and to the intere.sts of

(10-15); Erlanger, Buff.

playwrights

"Dear Ruth"—Parkway, Madison
Parkway. Fondulae (11); Aud.,
Paul (13-15); Shubert-Lafayette,

(10);

Det. (17-22).

.

.

Add.,
(12)
Aud., Na-shville
,^
Evansville (13); Aud., Memphis (1415)- Aud., Little Rock (17); Temple,
Birmingham (18-19); Aud,, Mont(22).
Knoxville
Bijou,
gomery (20);
"Harvey"— Harris, Chi. (10-22).
"Heartsong"— Wilbur. Bost. (1015); Walnut, Philly (17-22).
"Heyday"— Shubert, N. Haven
(13-15): Wilbur, Bost. (17-22).
^
"Lute Song" -^Studebaker, Chi.

11);

En-amatists Guild
2,/'That The
cooperate with Equity and other
organizations in their efforts to end
racial discrimination in the legitimatp theatres in the city of Wash-

(1,-

200: $3.60). Second week fine $19,000, estimated. Final week is current.
Heartsong." Wilbur (1,200; $3.60).

„

„j,,,r^t

'ollnwinp liike.
notices, with estimated $6,000
Final week current.

,

warm
n.s.h.

'Bloomer' 24iG^iont'l

week's pace around *17,be quite profitable.
bcvivAie
»«,.viv«ija
„
"The lmpor.ince_^ of^ Being Ear"est." Royale (C-1,025: .'fc4.80). After
gettingji fine press, Wilde play with
John Gielgud drew capacity; first
^^jth

Well received by the

;

.

'Blbome.M4G

(4),

"'The.

|

1

week are "The Iceman
Cometh," "Yellow Jack" and "Pres-

Clo.sing" this

Keys: C ^Comedy);
(Comediz-DroTOO),

CD

M

Bel
Bondio and Hans
score by Oscar Strau-ss;

I

1

|

Week

;

D

(Drdmi),

R

(Rerue).

Bernauer

Rudolph

Jacobson; big
tonight (12).

press.
Revival of "Yellow Jack" is
di awing
disappointing
business.

ent Laughter."
Estimates for Last

$22,000.

Chocolate Soldier," Century
Pre.sented by J. H.

(M-1.712; $4,80).

in too,

out. of

Bartsch;

"

book by
and Leopold
town; Opens

"Burlesque," Belasco (11th week)
Faring very well
(C-1,077; $4.80).
and rated among the revival winners;
pace approximated $20,000
again.

"Lady Windermere's
week) (C-1,064;

<21st

Fan,"

Cort

$4.20).

Has

but making

(Musical), O {Operetta)
"All My Sons," Coronet (6th week)
(D-1.095; $4,801. Did very well again
by approximating the same takings
as previous week; aroimd $16,500.
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
(43d week) (M-1,427; $6.60). Attraction's in high demand; except for
standees not affected in any oftish
going; bettered the $45,000 level
"Another Part of the Forest," Fulton
(16th
week) (D-968;. $4.80).

ea.*d off with

Slipped like many other!?' la.st week
with the gross around $14,000; is on
velvet with production paid off.
"Beggar's Holiday," Broadway ( 1 Uh

$29 000,
"Craig's
Wife," Playhouse
(4th
week) (D-865; $4.80). Hasn't caUgUt
on, as indicated by count around
$8,500; sponsors plan continuance,
liowever.
"Yellow Jack," International (DFirst full week ap1,172; $4.80).
proximated only $7,000; will stop:

week) (M-1,900;, $4.80). Has been
slipping; listed to play until; March
29 and then to Chicago; $20,500.
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (58th
week) (C-993; $4.80). Exceptional
laugh play hardly ever deviates from

which

capacity,

close to $21,000.

is

.

field,

cellent showing and well
front; $15,500 estimated.

ejc^

Out

in

"Cyrano de Bcrgerac," Barrymore
An(22d week) (CD-1,096; $4.80).

week

go before starting on
tour; and also made good; picked up

other

to

to $16,500.

"Sweethea.rts,"
(M-1,382;

week)

affected

Shubert
$4.80).

by weather early

(6th

Sonjewhat
last

week

but excellent takings apprdximated

Saturday

(15);
house dark:
"Alice In 'Wonderland" opens,

until

ADDED

"Brigadoon,"
Ziegfeld
(M- 1,626;
Presented by Cheryl Crawford; book and lyrics by Alan Jay
Lerner; music by Frederick Loewe.
Lines at boxolfice long before premiere, with out-of-town business in$4.80).

Maurice Chevalier, Miller. Oneman program of songs and talk;
nightly and one matinee on Satuirday; opened Monday CIO >; $4.80 top.

good thing; $6 top applies

ti

row (Thurs, ).

Me

"Call

Irigadooir

Mister," National (47th
week) (R-1.104; $6). GI revue still
one of the top draws but eased off
last

week

for first time;, $30,500.
(99lh week)

"Carousel." Ma.iestic

Spgnd:

March

now

week approximated

an enor-

Friday and Saturday; Opens tomor-

11,

"Bloomer
The
Court Square house record.
three evening and one matinee performances here last week under
Girl"

to

Bowing

sale.

"Chocolate Soldier" and Maurice

Chevalier, solo. "The Importance of
Being Earnest" was hailed last week
but "Parlor Story" drew a doubtful

pre'ss.

Springfield, Mass.,

.

1

jre

la.st

OOO; said to

|

mous advance

SKows Out

Dipped further as expected with
Said
takings approximating $8,500,
to malte some profit at that level.
Mansfield
(14th
..years
Ago,"
Ea.<!ed off,
^pel^) (C-1,001; $4.80).

|

dicating

11.

"Bioomer Girl" rang up a socko
$24,500 for week's run at His Majwith house
esty's, an 1,850-seater,
scaled at $3.98 top.

^

Eagle Has Two Heads"—ShubertLaf ayette.^,,Det^a^^
Hamlet'

,

specifically.

$4.20). Second and final week
this local hit jumped to esti"Barefoot Boy
$27,000, SRO.

other month.
"Glass Menagerie," Plymouth

St.

color is
•a,, a

Bost.

(17-22).

,

(1,-

With Cheek' here now, but "Chocolate Soldier" could have stayed an-

Montreal, March

Me Mister"— Shubert,

"Call

,

in

mated

it bemg conBlackslone— Con. Hall, Tulsa (10-!
next quarterly meeting,
a
Aud Okla. City. (12); Aud
);
tended that such means will have
Wichita Falls (13); Plaza. El Paso
resitiPtt^r chance to influence the
Washington, who should !' 16); Temple, Tucson (17); Biltmore,
5!;Tc
nf Washington
dents of
problem !L. A. (19-22).
segregation
the
clarify,
Alex.,
Girl"
Royal
"Bloomer
Wlher 'than outsiders' such as actors Toronto (10-22)
If the latter were
American. St.
"Riossom Time"
alid dramatists.
playing the Louis (10-15 ); Palace. Rockford (17);
to pi^Svent shows from
Cedar Rapids (18); Para
there is no indication that Iowa,

"It is

Week

I

(22).

"Barefoot Boy With
Colonial, Bost (10-22).

h

(31).

Estimates for Last

—

dena

capital,

tees

"Call Me Mister," Shubert (1,590;
"Anna Lucasta" Biltmore, L. A.
i$4,80). Jumped back 14th week to
(10-18); Aud., Long Beach (19); Loestimated $23,000. Final week of this
bero.-S. Barbara (20-21); Aud., Pasa- phenomenal run
longest musical

here for long time.

is

—

"Anna

with $10,000 yield for

*'«,^ree'^'t'o"Make

Boy With Cheek"

off
tonight (11),
at the Colonial
others ahead being "The Red Mill"
at the Shubert (17). .'-Heyday" at the
Wilbur same night; "Tenting Tonight" at the Plymouth '25) and
"Message for Margaret" at the Wil-

(Period Coueririg March 10-22)

"Accidentally lEours"--Aud., Sacramento (15); Mayfair, Portland

Pre-Broadway ahown
Opened
in'rnot doing all it can,

m 7; Three
|

"Brigadoon" which opens

Hub

'Mister' 23G,

"Barefoot

nnn- $4.20).

Tuesday

mM,

song

however.

$27,000
^nd folding up with
Sclwyn
.'Wie Greatest of These."

7^26

Legit show attendance sagged further la.st week. Fir.st two days were
affected because another snowstorm
ushered March in and thereafter]
federal income tax returns occupied
the attention of 9 considerable percentage of playgoers.
Deadline is
Saturday (15) and it is likely that
better business will be had next
week, unless Lent is more a deterrent than in recent seasons.
Advance sales into and including Holy
Week indicate an upturn to come.
Current week sees the arrival of.

j

/•

Norway." Shubert (13th
$4.80).

'Parlor'

(10) night

I

No signs of weakenwith staunch $23,000.
of
(2100;

Monday

in

'Sol(hV$27m

n MB™lt'V

bowed

usual two-week run, with
Theatre Guild bringing in "Iceman"
March 24 for a fortnight.

Ken Munay'.s "Blackouts of 1947"
tripped through the 246th frame at
El Capitan with .standard $17,000.
El Patio's sepia show, "Sumpin's
Jumpin',"' took a boxofflee lacing,
collecting a mere $4,000 for the second stanza. "Charley's Aunt" opened
to mixed notices Thursday at. the
Musart but had no great return to
report as yet.

Everybody happy

$3.60).

With i^O-W(3rd
..Front page." Civic

starrer,
for the

Week; 'Jack' 7G;

•Earnest' 22G, 1st

Take for the final
$26,000, topping first

two semesters.
"Fatal Weakness," the Ina Claire

"Anna Lucasta" is the league-lead
er for grosses this past week, rack
ing yp $24,500 in the second frame
at the Biltmore.
However, "Pygmalion" got away to an SRO start
at the Belasco la.st night (10). snagging over $40,000 in advance coin
for the fortnight, with a third week
extension announced.

satisfactorily.

WeaAer, Taxes Cramp B'way ^z;

till.

week alone was

lUCASTA'24iGINL.A.;

Sel''Front

hiz

«Fatal

$75,000 in the

at

hot. while
^.ttwi too.
Civic after extremely
VJ> leavesOther
shows, however,

^Jfdoing very

23G

'Lute'

Washington, March 11.
"State of the Union," with the
Chicago
cast
headed
Erin
by
O'Brien-Moore, Neal Hamilton and
James Rennie, wound up its threeweek stint at the National with over

'BLACKOUTS' STEADY 17G

The

week,

this

20G,

+

March U.

Chicago,

Union' Strong 26G,Dl C.

the

holds

Long stayers are
(M- 1,667; $6).
likely to be affected in offish periods
and that goes for this one; $2,5.000.
"Finian's Rainbow," 46th Street
(9th week) (M-1,319; $6).
One of
the exceptions, with standees augmenting the takings at all times;

'Anna OtPlilf

Philadelphia, March 11.
Birthday,"
"Happy
Broadhurst
"Brigadoon" took the spotlight
week)
(CD-1,160;
$4.80).
Record, made in a 1,500-seat house, (19th
away from the '"Red Mill" revival
was all the more remarkable be- Among the comedies favored from here last week. In fact, with aU the
strikethe start but dipped to $28,000 last musical sjjnashes Philly has had Jlhis
cause the local newspapers,
bound since Sept. 26, were not avail- week; dark first half this week due to season, "Brigadoon" proved to be
Helen Hayes' laryngitis.
a,ble for exploitation.
tops as far as standees and turnaways
"Harvey," 48th St. (123d week) (C- were concerned. In its second and
(10-22).
920; $4.20). Visitors to town still go- final week at the Forrest, show didn't
lowa.
CeYankee"—
"Magnificent
16G, Pitt ing for laugh show which holds to have a vacant seat at any of the eight
Droopy
'Moon'
Moines
Pes
Radio,
(10);
Rapids
dar
highly profitable gait; $16,000 esti- performances. It got nearly $34,000
Pittsburgh, March 11.
(11); Omaha. Omaha /(12); Music
and would have soared far more, if
"A Moon for the Misbegotten" was mated.
Hall, K: C. (13-15); Geary, Frisco
"Icetime." Center (38th week) (R- it had not been on ATS subscription.a little woebegotten at the Nixon
Slated into spring and
2,994; $2.40).
"The Red Mill" was still great* in
"Moon for the Misbegotten"—Cass, last week, doing only around $16,000
after layoff will again be a summer
has
town
the
fifth week at the Shubert with
at $4.20, stiffest.top
Det. (10-22).
attraction; ice revue around $29,000. its
„
L
„
„
non-mu.sicaI.
for
time
a
Houston
some
in
had
"Oklahoma"—Music Hall,
"Joan of Lorraine," Alvin (16th $33,500. Revival figures are zooming
Eugene O'Neill play week) (D-1,331;
(10-15); Texas. San A.itonio (17-22). At that, new
Drawing re- again in this, its fifth local week, with
$4.80).
musical opposition. "Anna Luno
"Pygmalion"— Belasco, L. A. (17- was lucky it came here under subpeaters right along and business
it
otherwise
au.spices,
scription
proportions; casta" went up deeisivel.y in its 11th
capacity-plus
22
holds
to
would have done a terrific nosedive.
week at the .Locust, to get a solid
San Carlo Opera Co.— Opera House, As it was. window sale was pretty over $32,500.
$13,000.. It's currently in its final
(5th
Loves
Mary,"
Booth
"John
Fri.sco (10-14).
grim, due to critical and civic blast- week)
weeks constituting a
Succes.sful stanza— 12
(C-712;
$4.80).
Shubert. Chi.

ington, D. C."

A .Guild oft'icial stated that the
did not mean that plays
ot members would be prevented
4rom- playing Washington, although
there are 36 dramatists supposedly
pledged not to permit performances
^resolutions

there.

Conference on Negro Question

auspices

Playgoers'

netted

$14,126,

$42,000.

after taxes.
-

!

'

tee Sabinson, producer of "FinRainbow," and Sam Wana"Joan of Lorraine" cast.
Will be leadofiE speakers Sunday (16)
afternoon at the Murray Hill hotel,
N. Y., at a conference to examine
the position of Neigrosis iii the theatre, not
only .from the aspect of
their admission to certain theatres,

.

lan's

I

Jnaker, of

'

1

'

) .

"Song

Norway"—

ings.

"State of the

Union"—NiXon,

(10-22).

Clevf

Pitt

— Hanna,

Union."
the
of
(10-15); Aud., Cincy

"Slate

work.
|

(10-22).

Scholar"

O'clock

"Ten

I

— Geary,

(10-2.!).

Frisco

!

Nat-'l,
"The^^ Fatal weakness
ersture and music and dance, held Wash. (10-.!.!».
pivmouth
-Plymoutn
"The Glass Menagerie
under the auspices of the National !
i

1

Negro Congress..

"Show Boat,"

in

Man

River,"

«ne theatre

will
panel,

j

"The

who appeared
_ "Old
singing of

Seattle

be "chairman of

15);

Sabinson and

in

addition

Wanamaker,

it

is

Met,
-„

(10-22).
jsi. KXK,-^^,.
Bost.

'

Kenneth Sp,;ncer,

Menager

Glass

e

vic
V^^ctoria
(10); Royal
(ll-V/S); iviayxau, J^""'"-,,„

Metropolitan, Seattle (K
21-22).
Strand, Vancouver
"The Greatest of These"-Selwyn,

to

ex-

Alfred Harding, assistant to the president of Equity, will

Chi.

*iSO

Balto (17-22),
,..„
Philly
"The Red MiU"-rSi™be''t.
(17-22).
(10-15); Shubert, Bost.
I

CBS

presided
Mpore,
of

Columbia

University,
™«h. Artie s;,aw principal .speaker.
.The question
of

™

fle

legitimate

^' ?^

Negro admittance

theatres

;

|

The music panel Will
over by Prof. Douglas

will

be disunon the

A'.

-c,

-Masonic
"The Vagabond King"

Aud., Detroit (10-16).

"The Whole World Over"--PlayCleve.

house

Wil.

(17"22)

"Three to

(14-15);

LOO

Loui-s,

"Oklahoma!",

week) (M-1,505;
money:

Hanna,

Town
Iceman
March

Wis

Shubert, N.

22)

S

Haven

'

(14-15); Ameneai),

St.

i,T

dir"'at"

"State

I.

on

(12

>:

State,

Tygmalion'SOGy Frisco,
San Francisco, March 11.
Fay Bainter and Thomas Mitchell,
starring in "Ten O'Clock Scholar"
at the 1,550-seat Geary, hit a poor
second week's gross of $11,600.
"Pygmalion" concluded Its four-'
week run at the 1,776-seat Curran
with a fine gross of $30,000. "The
Student Prince," a Shubert Production, opened at the Curran Sun-

(1st

Plymouth

of

week)

tlnion."
the
Hudson
(CD-1.0.57; $4.80). Some

$6).

[

March

struck pay
Park strucK
rtntral
Central Park"
he'SHanger all :^M_^weefc
npak newspaper notices

.-oLmi's

.

.

|

,

..
.

^

t
|

.

.(9>.

'Boy'

Smart 20G,

Broadwayites

"The Iceman Cometh," Beck (D-1.
week;
23rd wcck;
Final
rinai ana
and 2,ira
$.5.40).
213;
213; $.').40).
t ,he «
closing annmrncemen^^
House goes oarK
much; $14..500.
briefl.v. to ootn with "Barefoot Boy
With Cheek."
"The Voice of the Turtle," Mo^j^^d week) iC-939: $3.60).

11.

day

;

New

Havc'n,

March

H.
11,

Friendly notices, coupled with a

$30..500.

,„ti,iu

day...

Laughter,"

Week) (M-1,434:

Buff.

banner biz,
A,'
marker it climbed to kingoiu.^" " opening
f
•^^^oiilrriesDite blizzard
.mze $24,000 despite
•.'IJ

(69th

'

nn^'Riiou Battle
1^1
Parkway, Madison
^i^'r'^A''
Kalamzoo
(17-22).
J'Ur Louis
«
tm is (k
li'?'

"tT,,

(17-

Biltmore

figured this musical to slide but still
very profitable: last week around

Peak 24G,
Buffalo,

ford

suspended

James (204th
Not surpris-

fluctuation but .s-fill iiig and netting
plenty moola; $23,500.
Scene,"
Adelpbl ' .(9th
"Street

The

17.

'Park'

$23,.500.
Stfliry,"

"Present

.

.

St.

Final and 20th
(M-1.063: $4.60):
Week; cased off to around $12,500:
about even break. "Eagle Ha.s Two
Heads" in next week.

^

,
,

_

Forrest last night (10) with a terrific
sale, including a mail order
almost unprecedented. Biblical piece is in for two weeks and
will do very big biz regardless of
crix or flrstnight comments.

advance

busiiiess

Drew mixed
(C-i920: $4.20).
notices, mostly on the doubtful side;
around $7,500 in fir.vt seven limes.

.

,$lfi.pOO.

"Bathsheba." with James Mason"
making his American stage debut,
opened a two weeks' stay at the

week)

11.

with
is currently dark
Cometh" set to open

three-.season longrun record.

$4.80).

"Parlor

WeakIna Claire in "The Fatal
" in as the fourth of five plays
ness
Theatre So-;
slated under American
camO:
subscriptions.
cicty-Guild
.week
fhrough nicely at Ford's last
with a goodly

to $17,-

ing for musical record-maker to dip
now and then but it always makes

BALTO

16G,

Baltimore. March

goodly

week

twice.

(9).

'WEAKNESS^^OOD

score

$23,000; great for play that

Louis Calhern in the top role, wound
up a profit-taking one-week stand at
The
the American Saturday (8).
1700-seat house, .scaled to $3.66,
Mmi
approximately $18,000.
s
^ onea
^^^^^^^
^
wee1i'"engagement at 'the American

Sunday

la.st

500.

March 11.
Although the crix were divided
in their reviews and the burg was
beset with almost continuous snow,
"The Magnificent Yankee," with
St.

Make Ready"— Black-

limitation.s

Which. Negroes work
and their absence from pit
stage crews, ranks of
mistresses, etc.

— D oros,

Cometh"

Iceman

'

,

Chairman of the radio panel will
He Robert HellOri
Script-writer

™

(10-22).

"The

contribute to the discussion,
and. that representatives of other
tHeatrical unions and
guilds will

»nd- director.

'YANKEE'

18G, ST.

should

entry

run; slipped a bit

"Life With Father," BiJOu (379th
week) (C-613; $3.60). Off early last
week like most others; storm reflected in dip to around $8,000.
"O Mistress Mine." Empire (44th
week) (CD-1,082; $4.80). Affected
one night and takings were around

1

.|iscted that

.«ttend.

opened

night (Mon.i to big advance.

(17-22).

Frisco
"Student Prince"— Curran,

discassion will be one of
various panels in a conference being called by 175 prominent people,
Jfegro and white, in the fields of
Iheatte, radio, moUon pictures, lit.This

winter

company)
two-week engagement last

"State of Union" (Coast

(10-22).

but also in relation to their employment in various departments of
theatrical

of

,

|

substantial advance, shoved preera
of "Barefoot Boy" into the SRO
i5-8).
cla.ss at Shubert la.st week
„
j
„tan()
five oerformanees
^ou^
da^^^^^^
,._T_._,

-r;

...

;

^

.„.,„:

Another breakin unfurls here
week, with "Heyday" on deck
last half

(13-15).

this
•fiir
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Mm

\k«m
Its

to

Qm(k Proving

Wwth As Relpous

Offering

sity vocalist;

By ED fcUTSBiNG
by religion, but takes some of the
The prodigal son has returned to onus from the theatre, which has
the bosom of the family' and may been in none too good grace with
well turn put to be one of the fair- churches since Elizabethan times.
haired boy?. In other words, the This return of the "bad boy" of the
theatre, aitter wandering into some arts to its cradle is not only a healthy
devious pathways during the past sign, but is an indication that the
400 years, has returned to the church, delinquent has grown up and is
bringing along the trappings of able now, in his own way, to help
modern theatre writing and produc- out around the house.
11.

.

It

is

not

a

sterile,

fatuous

drama, either; rather it packs all the
for
needed
dynamite
dramatic
popular consmnptioh with the teachings demanded. 'for inculcation by

.

the church.
"If The Light Be Darlcness" is the
title of the play being offered here
during Lenten season, initially, by
the First Congregationail Church of
Los Angeles and then in other local
parishes. The play is set within the
church proper and is played in front
of the' altar, employing only such
props ais a piano and public address
system, with lighting effects and
^'otind tracks employed offstage.
Play, by Phyllis Benbow Beardsley, is, in classification, a morality
play, teaching the story of man's
flght with the devil. However, the
latter is nO fugitive from 'Taust" or
a brimstoneTbreathing' Beelzebub in
reel ^i^tsf cloven hooves and forked
tail. Instead, the devil is represented
as the portion of man that, through
ignorance and lassitude, fails to develop any spirituality.
Briefly the story concerns a choirmaster an<J. composer who has been
discharged from the Army after
four years as a psychiatric case. Believing in Christianity with a deep
iervor, the young man. had gone to
war and had been disturbed, by the
difficulties in the Holy Land. He
"points- out that the people- are still
living as they had in the time of
Jesus Christ, yet, by their actions,
they would still erticify Him, although claiming to tollow His teachings. In returning. to his congregation, the choir-master sees the falseness of his own 'congregation, which
regularly, but is
goes to church
still too imbued with material things
to care about developing a true

New

Ij iiis, Sjlvlu Dee; acpneiT and llghtinf;, Jo
Mlclzineri chafeogrophy. Kichara Baistow;
costume*. Alvln Com vocal arrapBements,
Martin; orchesi rations. Ehlllp Lang;
musical fllrector, MUinn Roscnstocki OPWiea

New

al Shuliert,
top.
l^lscal-

.Sli,\-Mtcr

cast

of

.

four;

Jane

Bjerr,

Aylswprth Kleihauer and John Cuthbertson, is of
professional calibre. Production by
Alyce de la .Vergne and music by
Warren Martin stands up to the best
in staging by professionals. Iii short,
the entire offering has none of the
amateurishriess,
of
usual bBght
whiclj might have impaired the story
and the lesson. Plan is now to put
only
in Los Angeles
on,
not
the play
Oglesby,

area, but to offer it to the Federation of Christian Churches throughotit

the country.

Bringing such an offering back
to the Church Represents not- only a
wholesome countenancing of drama

ll^USICALS
"Alloti

B«

"A Udy
Says Yei"

RADIO
NBC

2

Y««art

VINGmiRLIN

football

,

"Parlor Story" heeds a
sections.
other hypj to pull tt
Flash is the motif for costumes, bath or some
This is a comedy with
with bright Colors combining^ with out of its rut.
with long

moving

two few
trick patterns to give full play to col- all
stretches of dreary talk dividing its
legiate outfits,
gags or humorous lines, and
Abbott's staging has provided an few
.long a wait for a passable
ace first act that runs about 80 min- with too
third
act to make it worth the while.
utes with few dull segments. This
will hardly • do for hardened
It
record is not maintained in second
Broadway.
^
x „
frame, last half of this stanza in parThe play is slow and talky
bi-ightening.
It
ticular requiring
throughout, while in its ramblings
should be accomplished in show's
discussion tries to take In everythree-week road span prior to Broad- the
thing from fashions to. fascism. The
Bone.

Way.

.

;

.

.

•

Nolile.se Oblige.

.

- '

...Patrick Kingdon
.....Billy Eedfleld
...Benjamin Miller

*
r

.*.
.

.

.

,

.

.Blllle I.OU

Watt

Ellen Hanley
fothllde Ptefterkorn
.....Nancy Walker
yetta Samovar....
Professor KcliuUz ...... ....Philip CoolidKe
Shirley Van
Pmsy Hepi
.

.

^

.Jerry Austen

Kermit McDermolt

.
... . .Solen Burrj'
Bcir]$ FIveyearpla n
Martin Sameth
.
PlfiywrlBht
..... ..James Lane
Bartender.
.Tommy FarreU
.f
Muskle Pike
First Band Member.,...',. ..Harris Gondeu
.Nathaniel Frey
.Second Band Member.
.

,

.

.

,

;

. .

.

.

.

.

.

Princeton,
Becker and

Maximilian

,

March

7.

K, Holland

don; aettin.t?s, costumes and li.ifhting by
Stewart Chancy, Pi-oduction supervised by
Opened at McCarter,
Miss Friedlander.
l>rinceton, .Match 1, '+"; ?S lop.
.Martin Ashe
....

Gerahoum...
Hiram.

.,...Cftrleton

.

Pau

.......... ...........

Dona h
Parks

Ijcnoi-e

Rae

Biamlie Zohtir

James Mason

David

Agreb.
Bathsheha... ....
..

Micale. ..... .....
Bahtln.. .........

Orphle
Laay-ln-Wattini:,

Messenger

Young

1

Hildy

Phil Arthur

.-

Niziah
Aroussia

Soui-ab. ....

Scott

.Rusty l^ane

Joal). ............
Manasseh. ......

Shari.
T'riah

Ghazil

should stick iaround A while as
good entertainment; The fact that it
is pretty much of a standard campus
musical may well he an item in its
favor, in competing by contrast with
such unorthodox tune shows as
"Finian's Rainbow," "Street Scene"
and "Brigadooh." "Boy" is cut to the
somewhat familiar pattern of collegiate co-ed concoctions but it digresses from that pattern enough to
make it interesting in the main. It's

r.ee

presentation, In assn. with Sylvia FriedStars
lander, of pla.v by Jactuies Deval.
Staffed by Kobert H. Gor-

James Mason.

It's questionable whether "Barefoot Obram.
Nathan..........
Boy" will reach the smash class, biit Hanoufatl.
it

dialog dbes

flower

M.20

...... Betf Murphy
...... Ijoren Welch

....

.

Asa, Hearthrug
Kino Ft'llilllUiinnenn

occasional neat

...i

Horace Brahnm
...Mieliael Sivy
Iliomas Chalmers

.......... .Miind Scheerer
Toiiies
. ...... . . . Joseith
............ Pamela KeUiho
....... . .PnlrlelK Kobblns
MMdlcton
. . . . . ..... .Taiie
.. .. . .Barbara Broolts
Peter.son
.. .Lenlca
............. .Vega Keane
;

,

Christopher Smith

moments

fine

in the last act (the
best),
but it's not nearly
to weigh the scales favor-

play's

enough

A

good deal of . the dialog
irrelevant and far-fetched'
the discussions of sex, divorce deably.

seems

mocracy, yellow journalism, politics
whatnot cover far too much ground'
and the characters drawn seem im-

The

unreal.

plausible,

parlor

gets

very overcroyvded, indeed.
The story concerns a former newspaper editor, now a college profes-

sor ot journalism, who yearns to be
university
president, An unscrupulous publisher who wants the
prof back on his sheet tries to keep
him out of the proxy's job by threatening to "expose" the prof because
one of his bright pupils wrote a
smartalecky college paper editorial
on marriage and sex. The prof's wife
tries to win the governor's aid in the
matter of the proxy post through her
former soronty relations with the
governor's wife.
Some politics, more chicanery, several lectures on young love, sex and
the dfcmocratic way of life are further involved, as the prof finally
gets his coveted post.
Walter Abel, who always does a
nice job when given half a chance,
gives a persuasive portrayal as the

ing that will keep this entry spinning. Even the morally captious will prOf.

Edith Atwater is charming
as his loyal Wife. Paul
Huber, as the governor, and ROyal
Beal, as the publisher, do well in
their parts, but come close to caricature frequently, entirely through
fault of playwright or director. This
In the City
is particularly true of Dennis King,
Cleveland, March 2,.
Cl^'veland Play House iirodiicl.lon (by ar- Jr., as a gun-happy state trooper.
rangement "With Byron McGratli) of comedy Richard«*foyesj even^ though far too
in three acts (six scenes) by Vlctbr, Wolf- young looking
to be editor of a colson.
Directed by K. Klmo Iio\ve; .3et by
Kdward Heam. Opened»»tr..*i»yv/ House.. lege paper, handles the role of a
cocksure youth with surprising skill
Cleveland, Feb. 28, '4T
Osc-ar Sorgum
.I*!rederlo MoConhell
and assiwTOce. Joan Vohs and Carol
Mutilde Sorgum.,
.Harriet Brazier Wheeler are an attractive
pair aa
Tonna Sorgum...
..Carl Santa
find his

David so beguiling,

they'll

and witty

happily string along.with him, right
or wrong.

'

.

Kone.

'

Love

. . .:. , . . .

.

Mr. M'Grath
..Jesse Jlolman
Flora M'Grath.
..Adeline Hlatt
Adele M'Grath... ........ .Efeanor Persche
lira. BuUer
,.
.Ruth Feather
Harold BuUer:. .. ........... .George Grimm
Mrs. Clooze...... ....... ....Kll/.abeth Ayers
Mr. Under....... ........ .Walter Thomson
Mrs. Tjinder
...Dorothy Pasch Kteiner
Mr. Dangler
Fred Vacha
Frieda Dangler;
Lois Kuntz
Back-yard Singer
John Beeman
Rusty Magoon
Burt French
Gorumunus
Noel Leslie
Salvatore D'Amlco.
Max Ellis
. .

'

For sheer artistry of performance
there have been few in recent seasons to match, or even approach, the
'Victor Wolfson's new play virtucompelling magic of James Mason in
ally follows the same format he used
a potential can«iidate for celluloidia "Bathsheba." Its premiere here gave
every indication of a moneymaker- in "Excursion" about 10 years ago,
clicking.
There will be those who will label just as long as Mason stays with if. and with the same results. He again
bites off too big a mouthful by
it's definitely his package all along
it a second edition of Abbott's "Best
Foot Forward." Actually, the prin- th^ line; so long as he has it under attempting to merge earthy tenecipal analogy rests in the similar his actorial wing it wiU draw. And ment-section comedy and a saga of
background of youthful zest that this despite the story's Biblical back- frustrated young love with fantasy
ground
may
be,
comprises a .major portion of cam.which'
for many, a and a social sermon deploring the
pus life. Production, which opened deterrent factor, especially as a film dishonesty of the human race.
Brooklyn -horn- author catches
to an extremely smooth preem, boasts prospect.
Although slow-spaced and garrulous some of tlie color, movement and
plenty of snap and dash, coupled with
a freshness of talent which', while not in its start, once ."Bathsheba" gets heartbeat of his birthplace but he
outstanding individually, adds up to rolling under the spell of Mason and blends his ingredients crudely. Sima good diversion score. No doubt cer- in a superlatively effective exterior' ple emotional reactions of his broadtain members of this cast will go on by Stewart Chaney, it is a delight. ly-sketched eccentric characters have
from here to bigger things.
Fears for Its limited appeal are some- as much a synthetic ring as the
Book, which is Max Shulnaan's what brushed away as the story un- vague symbolism of play.
Rather naive little romance set in
libretto
baptism, introduces com- folds. There is little doubt that the
munism on the canipus as a satirical star, with his grace, compelling a treeless Brooklyn park ambles
prop for Some good comedy. The idea charm, lyrical speaking voice- and around a dreamy butcher-boy, who
is elaborated in both song and ballet, completely poised assurance will jus- needs $300 to buy a boathouse Uvery
with amusing results. Basically, the tify all advance praise that has been in Sheepshead Bay, and his impatheme is the traditional one of the spoken for him; his mastery of the tient girlfriend who threatens to beshy guy from the sticks who triumphs exacting role of King David leaves come a dance-hall hostess unless he
earns more moola. Caught by cops
over the campus blowhard, mean- little, if anything, to be desired.
while getting himself romantically
Much credit for the smoothness trying to loot the till, lad ailmost alentangled with three co-eds. Per se, should go to the staging of Robert lows himself to be railroaded into a
the book can be filed in the "Plots- H. Gordon (who withdrew from di- marriage with boss' vixenish daughWe've-Had-Before" cabinet, but it rectorial chores alter the premiere); ter to solve his headaches.
Boy-girl troubles, in. which idealserves well as a good framework for the supervision of newcomer Sylvia
the song and dance coihplemehtary Friedlander, and most certainly the istic angle needs to be strengthened,
elements of the production. Dialog dazzlingly effective" King's terrace set merely serve as a clothespole to support social indignations of the greedy
contains some Wit sparklers arid and its deft lighting by Chaney.
oldsters.
They gang up on the lad,
major laugh, sequences are- capably
Jacques Deval's script, like his
scripted.
"Tovarich" of seasons ago, has mel- when he is made executor ot $3,000
Score represents versatile writing, ody in its wordage and many strik- estate left by an old poetic streeton nifty notes and neat phrasing ingly beautiful passages which the singer, who wanted it spent on a
alike. Spanning the scale from rous- strong cast, with- few exceptions, park statue dedicated to the memory
ing college chorals to a lilting lul- makes the most of. It's Deval's ver- of all nanieless, unknown people.
laby, tunesmithing has forged a sion of the story of King David, sur- Youth's chiseling father has statue
pleasing lineup for vocal as well as feited with the beauteous charmers made of plaster which, like most
instrumental reproduction. Unfortu- of the palace ensemble, who falls in things based on deceit, promptly falls
nately, singing of the ditties is weak love with and seduces Bathsheba, apart under first rainstorm.
in the solo field. With exception of wife of Uriah. The latter, a youthful
That's what Wolfson endeavored to
femme lead, but comes up strong in officer returning from battle, is so express but his symbolical dramatics
ensembles. "I Knew I'd Know" tops staunch in his loyalty to King David are maChine-made and pretty hokey.
the romantic numbers; "Lots of that he naively refuses to believe Nebulous climax wherein honesty
Things You Can Do With Two," and the latter when he blandly confesses miraculously blooms in hearts of in"1*11 Turn a Little cog" are good intimacies With Bathsheba arid
their dignant citizens, who strike silly
Comedy tunes; "Alice in Boogieland" plans for deception. Whereupon Da- poses of ecstasy when they hear anis a first-act heater-upper; "Story of vid, conscience-stricken lest he furgelic music emiting from a rebuilt
Carrot" is the appealing lullaby. ther humiliate so unwavering a fol- legit monument, is- dreadfully ham"After Graduation Day" rates on its lower, arranges for Uriah to be killed my in fantasy. It will have to be
ballad fnerits.
in battle during a siege of a city.
sliced and recooked considerably by
Choreography on the jvhole has
With a two weeks' polishing pe- Byron McGrath, new Broadway procaught the student spirit. There's a riod, especially the pacing of the tent ducer, who says he plans to stage
lot of action in the group numbers, scenes, producers Becker, Holland play in New York.
reflecting typical youthful abandon and Friedlander should have a highMcGrath, one time
of
of script background. A Russian me- rating parcel to unwrap in Manhat- Play House's jcting staff, collabochanical ballet is particularly good. tan.
rated with K. Elmo Lowe in staging
Although individual terp spots are
At the opening the major weak spot tryout here. Performances on secgiven a fling, as yet.no solo standout was, oddly enough, portrayal of the ond night were still overdrawn, inhas been developed in this depart- title role by Pamela Kellino (Mrs. dicating that several overwritten
ment.
Mason). Quite inarticulate in many roles will have to be revaniped,
Once again, Abbott stands forth as important scenes',, her lines were
Role of the crooked sculptor who
a refutation of the theory that it scarcely understandable beyond the eventually reforms, pla.yed bombastakes names to ptit a show across. front rows; she lacked the sparkle, tically and with Ubelous Italian acHis present troupe, some of whom warmth and seductiveness one ex- cent by Max ElUs, is a major weak
are virtually cutting their show teeth pects- from this historic lady of bou- point. Frederic McConnell, theatre
on this particular musical rattle, doir charms.
director making orie of his rare
gives a good account of itself. Nancy
Outstanding in support are Thomas stage appearances, keys his portrait
Walker, as top featured member, re- Chalmers as the high priest Nathan, of the incorrigiblQ father more acpeats the click she registered in prior whose admonishments fall on un- curately.
Harriet Brazier, best as
efforts.
As Yetta Samovar, femme mindful ears; Phil Arthur as the va\- his wife, actually is dramatist's main
commy, she garners laughs via dia- falteringly trustful Uriah; Hildy mouthpiece in sounding his plea for
log, action and song.
It's a good Parks as Shari; Horace Braham aS more
honesty in this imperfect
role for her and she takes care of it. Ghazil; Maud Scheerer as Hanoufati; world. Dialog
generally crisp and
Billy Redfield's naivete is just what Patricia Robbing as Sourab; Jane amusingly tangy.
Given more sinthe male lead calls for, and Red But- Middleton as Micale, and Barbara cerity, realism and' a more plausible
tons fits as a fraternity 'membership Brooks as Bahila,
climax, there's soriie hope for this
But it is largely Mason's spellbind- comedy.
solicitor. Others rating mention are
pwll.
,

something appealing with some

into
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Hoger HaiKellow, ..... .....Jack AVilliams

Van

•

a

5, '47;

numb-

Ked .Buttons

,

.

Varaity.
Charlie Cunvertlbie.
i'^i-eshnl.-ia

seeks out a giti «hofr member
and the minister and asks them to
exhort the' churchgoers. Both of
them realize the truth of what the
young man asks but are not strong
enough to move the congregation.
It is only after the boy -leaves forever,- the minister is moved to speak.
SuddenTy, the audience watching
the play becomes the congregation
of the church. The minister tries to
deiiver a sermon but fails, concluding with merely . "I have no sermon for you. All I ask is that each
one of you looks iiito his own heart."
The message, punching dramatically as it cfoes at the finish, is unjKilstakeable. It ts- a lesson, not only
* for any one creeS or religion, but
a|l types' of worship. It points up the
one fact that the letter of the religion
of not always the spirit.
Lighting ladeouts, use of the
church 'choir and organ, both for
integral parts of the play as well
as backgBDimd scoring, plus the setting of the play within the church
itself are sound dramatics. Acting

Charles

Haven, Majch

. .

Miller,

laughs;

5.

Hugh

He

by

Haven, March

Oeurse Abliolt proiluction o£ musical pom13 scenes, prQfluctton
pciy
In tviu. ai'ts,
Features Nancy.
slagpfl b.v (".eorKe Abljptt.
Wiilker. Billy Kedflela, Red Buttons. Boolj,
Max Sliulmiin; music, BMney Llppmanj

spiritual side.

.

Koy With

Barefoot

Benjamin

M Brimdbiray

fkys
Parlor Story

Paul Streger production ot comedy In
three acts by William McCleeiy. Fe.'itures
ataged J>y
Walter Abel, Edith Atwiiter.
Brctaigne ^^|ndust: set by Raymond Hiivey; costumes by BInncn, Ktrmick. At WiU-

hero; Solen Burry,
Murcti i, •iX; $4.20 (|U OT>en
more, N. Y
campus publication editor.
-Technically, production seems 'to lug night).
.7."^.Kdlth Atwiiter
Marian Burnett.......
have buUt a Satisfactory array of K«ty....
Joan Vtihs
.,
.......Walter Abel
high
budgtoo
a
visual assetii without
Charles BMrnett...*..
Carol "Wheeler
et. Sets are comparatively simple but Christine..,.. .........
Klohard Noyes
derive added novelty values through K<ldle West...........
Frank Wilcox
Mike. ......... ...•<•
a moving central platform which Lainson ..............
...Dennis KlnK Jr.
....Dorothy Knton
rolls various scenes into place. Said Jlrs. Bright. i. ......
Paul Hulier
to be first instance of this partic- Governor Sam Bright.
Royal Beal
,.
ular mechanical setup, with rollers Mol Gsanlte..........
inverted on fracjis rather than On
'bedroom,
skull

Los Angeles, March

tion.

Ellen Hanley, top solo vocalist of the
troupe; Philip Coolidge, laugh-getting professor; Billie Lou Watt, soShirley
cial-climbing
romanticist;
Van, dancing co-ed; Jack Williams,
frat president; Jerry Austen, campus
loudmouth; Tommy Favrell, smalltime bandleader; Loren Welch, var-

the prof's daughters.

-

.

Raymond Sovey's set has the
charm and authenticity of a midwest college town parlor. Bretaigne
Windust's direction seems hit-andmiss.
Bron.
.

A» Wff" Forgive ©nr
Ilelitors

,

"

'

.

,

member

Theatre

Rx|ierinient(il

Preaenta^on

of

Ferrer's production ot plaj' In Ihrea
acts by Tillman Brelseth.
Staged by Fer-

.lose

scenery and costumes, <!arl Kent;
llfthting,
Herbej*. Broakln.
At Princess.
N. v., March ». '47; $S (subscription),
Mrs, Torvlk
Mary Fletcher
Mrs. Ness
Sara J'loyd
Uuilick Sturkelson
....'..Somer Alberj?
'
~ -.
Mollft Htui-kelson,
Jennette Dowling
Mr. Svensrud.
t!yrus Staehle
Oscar Kvensrud
Kenneth Tobey
Agnet Benstad Foss .......... .Sylvia Ktone
Chistina Benstad.
Joyce Ross
Odin StUrkelson
'William I.ee
l.ars I'oss. .......
Joe Ashley
Honda Slurkelson.. .Dorothea MaeFarland
Pastor Flaten
Paul Ford
Mr. Torvlk
.Graham Velsey
rer;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

For

its

third try in

its

five-play

the Experimental Theatre
of the clouds with "As
We Forgive Our Debtors." It's an
eaithy opus with homespun characters, entertaining in spots, draggy in
others, which would need herculean
working over before obtaining commerical stature. However, direction
by Jose Ferrer is expert and several
of the cast register in good perr
*
formances.
Yarn is spun around a group of
friendly-enemy relatives who gather

series,

comes out

-

'

in ^a Minnesota farmhouse to pay
their last respects to their departedaunt. There is much speculation as
to what the, lady has left in an estate

An avaricious niece, whose husband is beset by the charm of her
younger sister, adds to the confusion,
but at tag the younger gal gets most
of the legacy, with the farm going to
another niece and husband who had
maintained

it

in the aunt's. declining;

Only cash left was $800
cached in a parlor stove which gets
burned when the meddlesome gal

years.

makes a

fire in

it

despite protestahad not been

tions that the stove
used for years.

Author has pitched most of the
proceedings in a comedy vein and
has achieved some laughs, but these
are too widely spaced to count- on
overall.

Among outstanding performances
are those of Paul Ford, as the town
Dorothy

minister;

MaeFarland,

as

the hoydenish sister; Sylvia Stone as
the avaricious one, and Joe Ashley
There
as her flirtatious husband.
are several other showy bits contributed by Somer Alberg, William
Edba.
Lee and Graham Velsey.
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FOE A PBODUCEE?

500 Names and Addresses of HolLiwood and New York Producers, Motion

Picture

Studios

Complete Prepaid

A.

F.

nndl
fi,

ONW

ANTKISD COKKIfiCT.

LIOOTTI. Dept.

ao« Sth Avenur,

New

Agents.

OUAK-

V

IForlc 17.

N. Y.

APARTMENT
J'et, rnllego grad, offers hennlifuHy
furnishcil 2-room mid-town apt, flM
» month, miild service, new one or
Iwo-year lease, *or job as assistant
to-tlieatrlcnl producer, company or
general mannger.
Write BoJt *'*•
Varlet}', 154 West 4«il» St., New ITork
11),

N. Y.

—

€9

"—^

'

chain now includes eight
15 weeklies, six radio stations and the Western Newspaper

Perry

dailies,

Union

Ximw Aided Daily Worker
"impossible of description."
Tliere
V, Times, which recently lent were so many references to women's
The Daily Worker 16 tons of news- bosoms and other anatomical parts,
print, ivas hopped pn by some of its the prosecution said, he had not
feadwii—and by Walter Winchell, bothered to summarize them for the
aHtong others. The Times' editorial court.
Vfliy

%

"We would remind them

fltjswer:

(th« critics) of Voltaire's ringing
declaration of what free speech
means in a democracy: 'I disapprove

what you say, but I will defend
the death your right to say it.'
pf

to

"Deadline Delayed" Plenty

OK

As W. W. Chaplin, president of
the Overseas Press Club states in
his introduction, "...Every reporter,

and perhaps particularly the foreign
*'We are not afraid of free discus- correspondent, has many stories that
to the United States'," the were never tojd, in print or on the
Tim^s continued. "Nor are we in air waves. There are numerous reaiavor of using the Russian method of sons for that. The commonest, pspethe Iron Curtain to prevent discus- ciaHy in time of war, is military
We think democracy in this censorship. .even in time of peace,
sion.
country, is strong enough to with- there has been political censorship.
stand any verbal blows that can be Available space in newspapers, availdelivered against it by The Daily able air time on the networks. .and
Worker, and we thinlc that proof of sometimes, too, a reporter realizes
this strength can besit be provided by only in retrospect that he had a
permitting The Daily Worker to good story on a certain day, and
keep on talking."
because he was so close to the event,
failed to recognize it as signiftcant
Toledo's 22% Boosts
news at the time."
Salafy increases of 22','o have been
I for one am certainly glad that
given to 330 editorial, circulation, the Overseas Club had these stories
advertising, and business office cm- put together in book form ("Deadpioyees of the Toledo Blade and line Delayed"; Dutton; $3.50). It is
Times under recommendations issued a book written by guys and gals thai
by the Toledo Labor - Mahagement- know their reporting like Jim BarThe increase ton knows his "Mad Dog" story, like
Citizens Committee.
establishes a top minimum of $80.50 Al Jolsoh khOws his mammy sorigs,
a week for reporters and display ad- like Bill Robinson knows his stair
vertising employees after four years. dance and like Smith & Dale know
edmpany bad 'offered $'?8 a week their "Dr. Kronkhelt."
sion

.

.

for these classifications and the
Toledo Newspaper Guild had reUnder the previous
quested $8S.
contract^ Mtihimum for these groups

was

$66.

More Memphis Ad Space Cuts
Cramped for newsprint again, the
Memphis Commercial Appeal and
iPress-Scimitar have clipped another
10% from the space available for
amusement ad purposes. Beduction
also applies in Other fieldsNashville papers are in the same
Recent Saturday edition of
'boat.
ifa« Nashville Banner was down to
fyiu pages, with no ads.
'

Miss Thompson-Post PhfFt
Fundamental editor differences on
the Palestine,' German and Russian
duestions are reported to be the
prime qause for the dropping of Dor
<)thy Thompson's ccflumn, "On the
Record;'* from the N. V. Post.
Official piretext for the yanking,
after seven years, was stated by editor T, O. Thackrey to be a tight
space situation.

which

services

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
»*
By Frank

practically

every
weekly in the U. S. I
Largest paper, circulation-wise is
«
Scully
the Jacksonville Journal. Also owns
a A&ily in Frankfort, Ky., and a
Dublin, Tex,, March 10.
weekly in Owenton, Ky. All adds
Deep down in their hearts the Irish must be a sad people for nothing so
up to largest chain of state-owned weighs them down as success. Since the Irish Free State has become a
newspapers in the nation.
Dailies solvent and going concern you see little evidence of the hUarity which was
in setup are Jacksonville Journal. their chief characteristic as an oppressed people.
Pensacola News, Pensacola Journal,
New York may still parade and the Friendly (and unfriendly) Sons of
DeLan Sun-NeWs, Ocala Suti-Ban- St. Patrick together with the Ancient Order of the Hibernians may be
ner,
Panama City News-Herald, among the Irish eyes still smiling but those in Hollywood and' in the money
Palm Beach Times, Palm Beach are not notably happy. Exception may be taken for the Crosbys and
Post.
Weeklies are Delray Beach O'Briens, Pitzgeralds, O'Haras, Tracvs, Harrigans, Fords, Cagneys and the
News, Fort Walton News, Lake City like, but having attended some of their shennanigans I have frequently
Reporter, Melbourne Times, Lees- f ownd more fun at an Irish wake— especially in the kitchen, with a bottle
burg Commercial - Ledger, Eustis on the table.
News, Gadsden Times, Highlands
One of the saddest of Irish parties which comes weeping down memory
News, Jackson County Floridian. lane was featured by such outstandihgly successful Irish names as John
Palmetto News, Avon Park Sun, MeCormack, Winnie Sheehan and Jirn 'tVUy.
Like most of the.se St.
Ocean Beach Reporter, Kissimmee Patrick's Day parties, it was a stag affair. The host had done wonders
Gazette, Pernaninda News-Lieader,
with what he had on hand, but Mcciormack kept bellowing, "Where's the
Radio
chain
includes
WTMC. champagne'.'" Wine, it seemed, barely touched the surface of his latterly
Ocala; WCOAv Pensacola; WJHP, acquired taste-buds.
i

i

;

1

I

Jacksonville;

WlJLB, Panama

V. H. Bell

Award

Wine Without Women
Finally I fsaid, "Listen; Master, if you can't survive the night without
champagne, let's pack up and go over to your place. I'm sure there's
plenty in your cellar."
His wife being out of town, MeCormack accepted the inyitalidtt to transfer the party to his place and all I recall now is that the champagne ran
like Water and the party ran down like a clock. MeCormack tried to pick
it up by giving a $4,000 concert, for free, but the bloom was off the wild

City.

Set

Davidson College has establi.-ihed
the Vereen M. Bell Memorial Award
for creative writing in honor of the
Georgia author who was killed in
World War II. It will go to the student whp produces the best piece of
original writing during the year.

j

;

1

'

Xi'ish

:

rose.

.

Finally at 4 a.m. he stretclied his hulk on the floor, or as near as his
$20,000 oriental rugs would let him get to the floor, and gazed sadly at
ated from the North Carolina school the ceiling. Others sprawled around in postures which indicated only too
in 1932. His first novel, "Swamp well they wished they were back home and in bed. Not long afterward
Water,'' was a bestseller and was MeCormack pulled out of his Hollywood chateau, returned to Ireland and
made into a motion picture. Both never came back.
O'Flaherty Sans V. G.
"Swamp Water" and his second
I recall another occasion when the literati threw a party for Liam
novel, "Two of a Kmdj" depicted
It's
inside
stuff
that
hasn't outdoor life around his home in O'Flaherty who showed up in an open-nocked orange shirt la fighting
cooled off since it was taken out of Cairo, Ga,
Irish color) and busted the get-together wide open before anybody could
the hot news-ovens of the world. It
even pay anybody a tribute. After that he starved so badly in Hollywood
reads like a bunch of showfolks get
that he left the place to write "The Famine." He got nothing out of "The
together and recall stories that hapBen Ames Williams on vacation Informer," as he had sold picture rights of that one to B. I. P. and the
pened to them in Lancaster, Ne^v in the Bahamas.
RKO Academy award item was really a remake of the old British flop.
Orleans, Frisco and the paper mache
Even the liveliest St. Patrick's Day party 1 can remember had an ending
Jack Conroy editibg a tftidwestern
theatres they have played.
as sad as Hamlet's. Leo McCarey. Jim Tully, J. P. McEvoy, Pat Casey,
humor anthology.
There are stories about General
Milton Raison's fifth novel, "No Frank McHugh, Barry Fitzgerald, Pat O'Brien and at least a dozen of like
Patton's version of the
Sicilian Weeds for the Widow," will be pub- talent were present. The dinner feature'd the best corned beef and cabslapping incident, flash bulbs in the lished in Australia.
bage to be found west of Mike Lyman's. This was permissible feasting
Vatican, Atoms Aweigh, Laughter
Not generally known that West- March 17 almost invariably comes in the Lenten season, but the Irish
On the Lam, and many more stories brook Pegler has his Phoenix, Ariz., enjoy a special dispensation from fast and abstinence on this day.
written by gifted and practised house floodlighted at night, with an
Praise Before Hangovers
story tellers, not by just gals and armed guard on constant duty.
After dinner, without benefit of m.c, came the show. It had all the
guys loaded with a typewriter and
Franklin D. Schurz, editor of the qualities of old-fashioned Irish parties where talent used to leap with
foreign
correspondent credentials South 'Bend TribtmiB and president delight like youug goats in Glocca Morra. They all sang, they all danced,
topped by a bad passport picture. of Midland Press, in Hollywood they aU entertained. I recall Tully's telling everybody while under the
They know the questiohs and most visiting David O, iSelznick and spell of vino Veritas, that Barry Fitzgerald was the greatest coJfiic to come
of the answers. 'They make words Donald Nelson.
to Hollywood. "I'll regret having said this in the morning," Tully added,
Airline passengers surprised that "but It's true."
obey their commands on stories
ranging from comedy to drama and the same popular mags they read
The host stood on the threshold, a gla.ss of Irish whiskey in his hand,
straight reporting. It will give you from Paris-to-N. Y. and kindred smiling benignly.
plenty of conversational ammuni- flights are aboard their clippers beI spare you his name because not long afterward he committed the Dutch
tion for use at the club, drawing fore domestic distribution in the act. This in itseU produced as great a shock on me as if Winston Churchill
room and cocktail lounge. Topflight U. S.
should ditch the Conservative Party for the Communists. In fact it cured
Screen Actor, official monthly me from playing either host or guest to any more St. Patrick's Day partieis.
writers like Bob Considine, Gretta
Palmer, William ?lu«k«nnan, Henry magazine of the Screen Actors Henceforth; 1 Shall employ the day in prayer and fasting.'
Guild, folded with the February, isJ. Taylor, J. P. McEvoy, Irene Kuhn,
Temple Fielding, Edgar SnoW, Ruth sue, to be succeeded by a monthly
'.The' Green Years In Belfttist;
Cowan, Thomas Morgan and many news letter, titled "Intelligence ReSeeking relief in pictures from a melancholy Mother Maehrec is hardly
port to Members."
others whose names On foreign corAl Hirshberg, sports expert for the answer. The synthetic Irish jobs which Metro and Warners used to
respondence is what sterhng means
the Boston Post, has written "The give us at this time of the year are not being manufactured any longer,
on silver. I guess by now you know
Red Sox, The Bean and The Cod," and an import, called "Odd Man Out," though it got applause from outYou will too
I enjoyed it.
being published by Waverly House siders, left the Irish in me decidedly dead-pan. F. L. Green the original
/oe Laurie, Jr..
with a foreword by Ted Williams, author of this import seems decidedly greener than my vaUey. He has an
the home run slugger.
eruptic prose which hits the screen like a lot of extinct volcanoes. All
DbrAuiin's Stage Column
Ethel Paige, literary agent who you get is an Irish mob, which robs a mill, kills the cashier, gets Its leader
Nat Dorfmah has been doing a by- opened new offices in New York badly wounded and plays cops and robbers through slippery ill-lit streets
lined, bi-weekly Broadway column recently, has completed
a book: on for seven reels. You get nothing of a world described by Green as "crammed
for 21 newspapers (including Wash- Queen 'Wilhemina of HoUahd in col- with such plenty and so fruitful that it is the simplest thing for the cunning
Toledo Blade and laboration with Coleman Kamile of to gather immense harvest and reap cruel profits." You get nothing of
ington Post,
Column, the N. y. Netherlands office.
others) the past month.
British black and tans giving Ireland a pretaste of what all Europe was
containing feature stories, comment
Andre Maiirois is currently finish- get under the Nazi storm troopers,
on recent shows and summary of all ing writing a "History of France,"
Formula For Phoneys
N. y. legits, is a boildown of some in Paris. Book ends with 1939. Two
"Odd Man Out" is hot a fair picture of what brought Ireland to revolt
of the departments of Dorfman's
of Maurois' novels are being readied but if Metro can hop ahead 800 years and present to generations yet untemporarily suspended mag. Stage for Paris filming, "Climats" and
born, its version of the rise and fall of the atomic bomb, I don't see why
Pictorial, and is being offered gratis
•'Thou Shalt Not Commit Adultery." a British producer cannot present the Palestine Issues to people of 2447
Show business pieces in current
would like to have it presented, Briefly, he would
Column ends With line, Copyright mags: "The Great Qabbo" (Gabriel A.D. as his government
reduce the whole Palestinian mess to a handful of lawless Jews, accom*
by Stage Pictorial, as means of keep- Heatier), by Jack Alexander, in Satpanied by one shicksa in a s'iveater, robbing a payroll to keep the undering name alive until paper shortage evepost; "Santa Claus With a Horn"
ground in funds, being run down by the British poMce and liquidated in
ease brings about inag's resumption. (Petrillo), by George Frazier, in Colthe last few feet of film, thereby proving that crime does not pay any
lier's; "Man of Enterprise" (Charles
better in Palestine than it does in Belfast or Chicago. At least it doesn't
Price of Fame
Einfeld), by Elizabeth Wilson, in Libpoor, though the rich seem to still make plenty out of crime.
Ever since Richard Harrity, p.a. erty; and Richard Hlmber (magico) pay the
The fact the constabulary in the Palestinian pie would be British (forfor publishers Duell, Sloan & in American mag.
eign); that the payroll would be Standard Oil of California (foreign); that
Pearce, socked Fulton Lewis, Jr.,
Entertainment for the annual By- the subsidiaries would be financed by Shell (foreign); and that the chief
after a "Meet the Press" broadcast, hne Ball, of
the! Toronto Women's
foreigners, Arab sheiks, would be censored
Arm and p.a. have been subject to Press Club and the Toronto Men's beneficiaries asidte from these
bodily out of the script as irrelevant and biased on the sides; of the facts.
trade ribbing.
Press Club, June 7 in the Royal
Really, if the history of underground workers in this long war for the
Wags now refer to Harrity's outfit York hotel, will be arranged by
liberation of humanity is going to be written by scenario writers, history
as "Duel, Slug & Pierce."
Andy McDermott, radio talent agent; is going to be as phony as a circus barker's spiel. Normally, anybody with
Jack Mosher, nightclub impresario, a drop of Irish blpdd itt his veins should be vei-y sympathetic toward any
Wakeman Vps Fee
and Gordon Sinclair, newscaster and play, novel or picture which deals with the Irish. But this "Odd Man Out,"
Frederick Wakeman^ who sold former Toronto 'VARiEiy mugg.
starring James Mason and over-starring Robert Newton, reduces 800 years
"The Huekesters" to Metro for
The first of gagman S. J. Perel- of revolt from oppression to a gangster picture, a chase and three refined
$200,000, is reported asking $300,000
man's round-the-world stories for rubouts.
for screen rights to his forthcoming
will appear
the April
novel, still untitled and still un- Holiday
F. L. Green, R. C. Sherriff and Two Cities Films tell us that they arc not
It will describe the circumissue.
published.
taking sides in the issue, merely presenting a story, and all I say is, "The
which
You're definitely taking sides, and damned
Galley proofs of the new book, stances of the assignment, on
hell you're not taking sides.
artist Al
about a Broadway producer, will he is accompanied by
well better, or you'll get no release for pictures like this throughout the
beginning— "the
be sent to Hollywood in three weeks Hirschf eld, from its
British Empire!"
day 'Sweet Bye and Bye' closed in
"
No Teeth In It
for perusal by film 'studios. Ririe
Philadelphia like a 10c mousetrap,"
hart .& Co. publishes again.
Aside from observing how leisurely crime doesnt pay in Belfast, my
Formerly circulating as a national
chief interest in "Odd Man Out" was in Kathleen Ryan, a new 23-year-old
monthly, Dance Mag is suspending
Peri-y Chain Spreads Further
sweater girl, discovered by Carol Reed, who directed this footnote to lawJohn H. Perry's newspaper and its present format and is slated to enforceuient. I stayed to the end to find out if she had a.fvfll set of teeth,
radio chain now girdles the state of resume in May on a limited sub- I tteVer did find out. She hevev smiled once throughout the entire picture.
Florida with heaviest holdings in the scription basis, Publishers said to be
northern section. Latest acquisition convinced there is no general readerAnd If "You Do, I'll Sue!
came with purchase of the Palm ship for a publication on the dance
"Publicity stories written around your name and planted in Hollywood
dancing
Beach Post and Times from estates despite interest in theatrical
Mag has been publishing columns—all for $5. For details ^vrite Box P, S. Daily Varjeiy."
of Col. E. R. Bradley and Barry of all types.
Five will get you ten you can't get a certain namejijiJ^jiiljj
years.
25
for
to
$1,050,000.
ran
Cost
Shannon.
Bell, son of Justice R, C. Bell of
the Georgia supreme court, gradu-

'

i

.

j

'

CHATTEB

'

Owen Appt. gets O. O.
Much raising of eyebrows among
^ories at the appointment of leftyriafiet ex-Liberal Member of Parliament Frank Owen to editorship
^f Lord Rothermere's conservative
For some
London Daily Mail.
months Owen has contributed signed
articles to the Mail and has been
deputized as editor.
Owen was for many years whitehaired boy of Lord Beaverbrook;
wrote leaders in the Daily Express
and was editor of the Beaver's Evening Standard. It was Whilj» he was
'^ere he wrbte in 1S40 (in co-authorship with Michael Foot) "Guilty
Men,^ a pamphlet lambasting ConBervative leaders who- had been ap<
{teasers before the war.
When Lord Mountbatten took over
South East Asia Command he moved

Owen from

ROyal Armoured Corps

to run Seac. a' daily, and Phoenix, a
picture paper for the troops.

Before her marriage Mrs- Owen
was Grace Stewart, an American
aitery

artisfc

Where Was Earl Wilson?
Trial of "Forever Amber," under

new

Massachusetts

law

making

rather than publishers or
booksellers the defendants in cases
involving censorship concluded in
Boston last week in Suffolk superior
coiU't. Judge Frank J. Donahue declared book not obscene, in decision
Monday ao), saying it had put him
to sleep in 10 minutes.

books

The prosecution, struggling to
overcome the mass of evidence supplied by the defense from many of
psychiatrists,

edi-

tors, writers, critics, librariao.s,

edu-

the nation's top

cators and physicians that

"Amber"

wouldn't corrupt anybody, cited 70
tefereriCes to sexual intercourse, 39
illegitimate pregnancies, seven abortiijns,

33

bedroom

scenes, three ref-

erences to birth control, 10 descriptions of women undressing, eight
references to perversion, five references to miscarriage, five instance^
of incest, 11 references to VD, 55
blasphemous expressions, 13 passages
ridiculing marriage and 40 passages

.

W

m

'

,
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Wednesday, Marcli 12, 1947

TO
"Roses,"
rise

for Musioraft presents "Tulip Or
Turnip'' and "Magenta Maze." Former has a qlever lyric which Hay
Nance sings beautifully. Race spots
Rewill hear a good deal of it.
verse is a tone-poemish job featur-

Vernon, N. Y., Feb. 6. He visited an
JANSIiES'
August Jansley, 51, died in Chicago associate there and was .stricken
M«rch 8 after an 18-month Illness. with a heart attack after dining.
this
Stanton was well knpwn in show
Born in Germany, he came to
Country in 1916 as a member of the circles when he specialized in theFive Jansleys, aerialists, who played atrical transportation, Swviving is
Europe
his widow Mathild» (Goldie), who
before the crowned heads of
•nd were a feature of the Ringling was formerly secretary to Florenz
Ziegfeld and now gehcral martager
Brothers Circus for many years.
and
for Michael Meyerberg.
Since 1937 he had his own act,
was credited with performing one
show
3L0TTIE LENNOX
of tlie highest aerial acts in
^
Lottie Lennox, 74, former headbusiness, doing a free lieadstand
liner in London music halls, died in
atop a 210-foot pole.
Survived l>y 51 widow, two sons, London, March 9.
in
show
still
and father and brother,
She had been on the stage since a
business.
child and recently came out of retirement to appear in a television
ARTHUR SCOTT BROOK
show of old timers in London.
organist,
Brook,
78,
Arthur Scott
composer and designer of organs,
Father, 84, of Julien Bryan, direcdied in Atlantic City March 7.
tor of the International Film FounBorn in New Zealand, Brook, early dation, died recently in Titusville,
devoted hiihiself to music, and be- Pa.

AUGUST

'

Serenade" can hardly miss.
Ellington's Second Release

Dnke

OBITUARIES

[

"You Are There" and "Sun-

Johnny Hodges on alto saxophone, As always, the band plays
with immaculate taste. Jocks \yill
devote attention to both faces and
ing

there

be

will

sale

respectable

a

among the jazz fanatics.
Ruby Smith, a fine blues exponent,
is out -iiOn Victor with two faces—
"You Satisfy" and "Port Wine
Blues." They have a lot to recommend them. Accompanied by Gene
Sedrio's small band. Miss Smith
sings with feeling, humor and, what

very important, fairly good enunAppeal is obviously rebut uptown will dig the
on this shellac, with
"Satisfy"' due for more than oris

ciation.

stricted,

lowdown

dinary enthusiasm.

Wax

Facts

Mel Torme's Musicraft

*Bisl

furs' J-S, in Aeai iise
Continued from pase 3

Whispering
voting deals," whereby "you cast
of "I'm Yours," the Johnny Greenw^nt to Sydney, Australia, in
nr. Clarence W. Coak, 71, father of Yip Harburg standard, is replete your votes for our picture and we'll
time becoming municipal organist John Cook; flhn publicist 4ied March with
the boy's talent and S.a, If we
in. Centennial Hall.
1 in Hollywood,
-Were more certain of Musicraft^^
Brook's compositions have been
Bleachers for Fans
distribution setup, we'd tmhesitatplayed both in- this country, and
Hollywood, March 11.,
ingly wedict a vast success for the
His best known work is
abroad.
Academy expanding onlooker
disk.
Sonny Burke provides the
the
(praise
"Laudate Dominum"
Vicki Washington to Dick Hanna,
activities this year by building
accomp
here an"d on the reverse,
Iiord).
Groom is a
Las Vegas, March 3.
bleachers to accommodate 1,000
;
Cares
What
People
Say?"
"Who
two
and
widow
iSiliwivliii are his
radio producer.
across from the Shrine audisbns.
Mary E. Webstesp to Grant Kobert from "Nora Prentiss."
Previously only 200
torium.
l,atin-American field has two acHollywood, March 8. Groom
^

ciime organist in loeai church.

.

.

He

later

,

MARRIAGES
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F, MclMAHON
F. McMahon, 48, until recently sales promotion manager of
and before that the station's

JOHN

Keats,
is

John

makeup man

at Columbia.
to Jack Fredericks,

Mabel Gregg

Pasadena; March 7. Groom'is manager of Sunset Badio Center.
editor, died at his home to
Virginia Smith to Bob Evans;
Pittsburgh last week.
Bride, was a
Chicago, Feb. 15.
McMahon
death,
of
his
Ai the time
former model;- groom is a ventriloSun-Telegraph,
the
was working for
quist.
to
return
to
radio
up
having given
Sylvia Sidney to Car leton Alsop,
A
ago.
months
several
that sheet
Hollywood, March 12. Bride is a
brief t^rm with the radio depart- screen lictiress; grOom a film-radio

news

ment of ti»e Ketchum, McLeod and
Grove agency led hint to KDKA.

WAE tOCKWOOD BtAOK

June Haver

March
actress; groom

yegas,

James

to
9.

Zito,

Las

Bride is screen
musician.

;

BIRTHS

New

Mr, and Mrs. Dean McCoy, daugh-

York.
Survived by husband.

Mother's
Pittsburgh, Feb, 23.
the former Gladys Delmar, nltery

ter,

VICTOR POTEL
57,

37 years.

Among

features in which he ap-

peared were "Contraband," "Below
the Line," "Special IDelivery," "Cap"The Virginian,"
tain Swagger,"
"Call of the West" and "Dough
Boys."
Survived by widov^
•

'

'

Hillbilly

offers

field

Texas Ruby

with Curly Fox and His Fox Hunt
ers in a Columbia of "The Letter

That Broke

My

Heart."

The

letter

would hardly do that to us, but it
might make a deep impression on
the range. There is Some first-rate
jazz in

Red 'McKenzie's National

"Ace in the Hole" and "Peg
Heart."

It

is

o'

among

supplied by,

FRANK

STILLEY

A.

Frtak A. Stilley, Pittsburgh
radio figure in the early '30's with
his "Cheery Chatter" over KQV,
died at his home in that city last

Dave Tough, Max Kaminsky
and Peanuts Hucko. In rereading
our review of McKenzie's first faces
for National, it seems to us that we
were unduly harsh to McKenzie. He
has certainly, sung more effectively
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Mark, son, in the past than he does on either
New York, March §. Father is with of these faces, but he does have a
VAMETr's ad-vertising dept.
quality .that is rare among the presMr. and Mrs. Peter Badrich. son, .ent crOp of singers. "Ace in the
Rochester, N.Y., Feb. 28. Father is Hole," for example, is done with
»
a ventriloquist.
great feeling. It's a ballad, by the
Mr. and Mrs. Rex W. D. Smith, way, that could become a real reJr., daughtep, Washington, Feb. 16. vivalulu.
Juke boxes should in
Father, former editor of Newsweek vestigate thfe McKenzie rendition.
and Chicago Sun, is American Airothers,

'

lines

He had been an

more

invalids

and

film actress

Robert O'Connor, retired legit actor, died in Chicago, March 4. After
early training in stoclc companies, he studied singing and in
later years had been almost exclusively identified with musicals.
Among productions in which he

were
.

"Blossom

Prince,"

"Artists

Time,"

and

Models" and others.

LIONEL. HEIN
.Lionel Heln, 73, retired theatrical
agent and manager, died last week
in Brooklyn, N. Y. He was brother
of the late Silvio Hein, musicomedy
composer.
Since, retirement from show business he had been prominent in politics.

Mn,TON LOWE

Diilc

a westward movement.
Continued from page 53
No More Handshaking
pashy voice highlighted against a
The decision to insist upon written
soft background. His present popu- employmenj; pacts is a reversal of
larity guarantees a big coin box form made on the insistence of
play. Most likely possibility in the Rank's cabinet, spokesman for the
batch sounds like "Paradise."
organization said. With the outfit
Frankie Carle's latest Columbia spending piles of dollars and pounds
backs two Instrumentals—-"Sunrise to build up the b.o. potentialities of
Serenade," which used to feature new stars in the U. S. and Britain
Carle when he was with Horace Rank execs are naturally averse to
Heidt, and "Carle Boogie." The com- depending on verbal understandings
bination of Carle's name and the Point in case is Kathleen Ryan, new
wide appeal of "Serenade" practical Irish actress who appears in "Odd
ly

assures

this

face

of

plenty

of

theme

"undercurrent'—shOuld do
on its o-wn. Melody, which
George F.
is tasty, is piped by Gregg 'Lawg«n«ral paaseitgei: agant
the New rence, Record business- is a notoriToi* Ceatral i^ftUroiult died th Mt. ously impredictable affair,, but
F. SVANTON
Stanton, 96, assistant

M

Man

whom

Out," for

for

available

fans.

estimated 10,000 to 15,000
it's
be on hand outside the
building to look at those attending awards- program. Sidewalk
broadcast will be presented
from, 8:15 to 8:45 by KFWB, followed by ABC net carrying
show from inside auditorium.
Preceding announcement of
best song of 1946, five stellar
will
Frank
singers
appear.
will
Sinatra
do "You Keep
coming Back Like a Song,"
Judy Garland "Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe," Dinah Shore
"All Through the Day," Dick
Haymes "1 Can't Begm to Tell

the organiza

of

all right

-

'

verbal understanding with him. In
dicative of his attitude, it's said, ar
his relations with Universal. That
company has already started distrl
bution of three Rank pix in America

on nothing more than a shake of
the hand. The contracts embodying
terms of the arrangement are in the
portfolio of Robert Benjamin, prexy
of the U. S. Rank organization, who
last week sailed for England to have

them inked.

^

v

';'
:

—

Best written screenplay Talbot
Jennings and Sally Benson for
Anna and the King of Siam"; Rob;

Sherwood for "Best Years";
David Lean, Anthony Havelock-Allan and Ronald Neame for 'Brief
Encounter"; Anthony Veiller for
"The Killers," Sergie Amidei and F.
FeUini for "Open City" (Italian).
ert E.

Best

mond

—

screenplay

orieliial

Chandler

for'

Ray.

"The

Blue

Dahlia"; Jacques prevert for rChildren of Paradise" (French); Ben
Hecht for "Notorious"; Norman

Panama

and Melvin Frank Ipr
'Road to Utopia"; Muriel and Sydney Box for "The Seventh Veil"
(British).

.

You," and Hoagy Carmichael
"Ole Buttermilk Sky," latter
his

own.

Best original picture story—Vladimir Pozner for "The Dark Mirror";
Jack Patrick, "The Strange Love of
Martha Ivers"; Victor Trivias, "The
Stranger"; Charles Brackett, "To
Each His Own"; Clemence Dane for
"Vacation From Marriage" (British).
Best scorini); ot musical picture-

Robert Emmett 'Doian, "Blue Skies";
Alfred Newman, "Centennial SumLennie
Hayton,
"Harvey
mer";
Morris
Stoloil,
"Jolson
Girls";
Story";
Ray Heindorf and Max
Steiner for "Night and Day."
Best scoring ot a dramatic «r

—

comedy picture Bernard Herrman
"Anna and the King of Siam";
Hugo Friedhof er and Emil Newman

for
cast ours for your entry as best actress" or best actor, or camera work,

or what have you. And, as usual,
there doesn't seem to be any great
amount of evidence to support such
speculation.

The weight
of course, is
studios which
of the votes.

of the voting power,

with
have,

the Big Five
roughly, 60%

Metro heads the list
with 290. Twentieth-Fox has 230,
Wartiers 205, Paramount 170 and
RKO 90. The remaining 625 ballots

for "Best Years of Lives"; William

Walton, "Henry V";

Humoresque"

Piraiiz

Waxman,

and Miklos

Rbzsa,

'

Killers."

'

Remaining

competitions are for
best original song and for picture
displaying best film editing; best
special effects and best sound recording, best art direction in black
and white and in color, and for best
documentary, best one reeler, best
two-reeler. best cartoon.
;

are cast by freelancers and representatives Of other studios.

So

far,

nobody seems brash enough

Slate Censors

to predict how these ballots will be
cast for best actor performance and

—

actress performance the two
other main-event Oscars besides the
best pic. Fredrlc March is believed
to have a slight edge for his per.
formance in "Best Years." Laurence
Olivier is certain to garner a nice
sheaf of votes for his work in
"Henry V" and the other three nom
inations—Larry Parks in "The Jol
son Story," Gregory Peck in "The
Yearling" and James Stewart in "It's
a Wonderful Life" all have their
following, with Peck probably the
most likely to give March a run for
the Oscar.
Name of Jennifer Jones is most
frequently heard in Oscar discus,
sions around the studios, but she has
stiflf competition in Olivia de Haviland, Rosalind Ruissell, Jane Wyman
and Celia Johnson, British entry for
Vork in "Brief Encounter," Miss
Jones is making her bid on the
strength of her performance in
"Duel in the Sun." Miss De Haviland did standout work in "To Each
His Own" and Miss J^iissell in '"Sis-

spinning on the mechanicals. "Boo tion has set an expensive buildup
ter Kenny."
gie," taken at a frantic clip, may not campaign.
She's been tied on
Sapporting Players
be the authentic idiom popularized seyen-year deal.
Competition is even keener for
by Lux Le-wis, Albert Ammons, and
Rank, his assistants say, is inclined
supporting-actor Oscar with
other boys in the backroom, but it'll to take the word of those he deals the
doubtless impress the general public with and it's further claimed that Charles Coburn, William Demarest,
as such and, consequently, sell sub- Miss Calvert, for instance, had a Claude Rains, Harold Russell and

-

.

s

influence on native production and
that many of the yarns filmed were
strictly dogs. Rank organization has
also taken a beating from the defections of Rex Harrison (whose contract

expired) and Lilli Palmer along -^ith
a number of others said to be talking

Reviews

Milton Lowe, 59, who had been an stantially. As strong as this disk is,
electrician for Shybert productions though, it'll have to go some to outtor the last five years,' died in New sell Carle's biscuit of "Roses in the
York, March 8.
Rain" and "You Are There." "Roses,"
Survived by widow and daughter, sung by Marjorie Hughes, sounds
latter a dancer known as Delia like a terrific buy for the juices, but
the backlnft-rwhich Serves as the
Lov/e.

OEOBOE

Rank Contracts
1

tvere

will

best

S5 Continued from page

Scott.

shut-ins.

seme

appeared

Kay

Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Coy, daughMarch 8. Parents

Los Angeles,
are dancers.

ter,

ROBERT O'CONNOR

^'Student

Izetta

Mr. and Mrs. John Nerney, daughMother
ter, Hollywood, March 10.
is

invalid for

than 20 years, but used to go to the
radio station- daily to broadcast his
program, which was slanted to other

is

Jewel, actress.

'

week.

mcfther

piiblicist;

seats

Loudspeakers on p.a. system are
being rigged to be heard a block
away from Shrine, inasmuch as

of

My

performer.
pioneer film actor
Mr. and Mrs. 'Jackson Lowe,
who had been one of the original daughter, Feb. 27, Washington, D. C.
Keystone cops, died in Hollywood Father is announcer for radio staMarch 8. He had been in Mms f or tion WWDC.
Victor Potel,

:

.

,

exec.

BBBS,
Is
Mrs. Mae Lockwoad Black, vetvaudeville actress, died in Chicago
after a lO-year illness March 10.
member
For many years she was a
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Bannon, daughOf the Chaney & Lockwood team.
ter, Hollywood, March 3. Mother is
Mrs. Black was actively engaged Bee Benaderet, radio actress; father
in welfare work for the theatrical is a radio announcer.
profession and was- former member
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Scott, son,
Father's an
of the National Vaudeville Artists Pittsburgh, March 6,
Assn. and Professional Entertainers announcer at KQV.

in

complished records this week. One
a Victor couis by Jose Curbelo
pling "The Breeze and If a slow
rhumba without a vdcal, and
Nicaragua,"
in
sung
"Managua
Spanish and English by Bobby
Ramos. They are both very good.->
Other disk is a Majestic by the
Lecuona Cuban Boys of "Maracas"
Both are
and "Rumba-Bomba."
from, the Ernesto Lecuona-Harry
Ruby score to "Carnival In Costa
Rica."
"Maracas" has a beautiful
melody; "Rumba" is a frenzied
rhumba. We can't be sure abovit
this, but both iaceb sound pretty
authentic South-of-the-Border stuff,

—

KDKA

i

result. Webb seems assured of a heavy vote
for his "Razor's Edge" performance.
It is estimated that at least 90% of
the 1,610 ballots were cast.
Contestants in the supporting acLocal betting during the past tress division include^ Ethel Barry,
of
majority
the
week has been that
more in "The Spiral Staircase"these ballots will be cast for Samuel Anne Baxter, in "Razor's Edge";
Our
of
Goldwyn's "The Best Years
Lillian Gish,.ln "Duel in the Sun";
Lives," released through RKO, and Flora Robson, in "Saratoga Trunk,''
Metro's "The Yearling," with the and Gale Soodcrgaard, in "Anna and
former proljably having a slight the King of Siam." Outcome of this
edge. There's a certain amount of done is anybody's guess.
support, also, for Frank Capra's "It's
The British again offer sharp coma Wonderful Life," also an RKO re-, petition in the matter Of the Oscar
lease, and 20th-Fox's "Razor's Edge." for dii-ecting with
David Lean, who
The British picture, "Henry ,V." re- megged "Brief Encounter," entered.
leased by United Artists* is defi- William Wyler, of course, for
his dl.
nitely in the running as a dark rection of "Best Years" and
Clarhorse, but the general impression is ence Brown, for "The Yearling."
that it would have a better chance look like the ones they have to
beat.
for the Oscar if it were a home Other entries are Robert
Siodmak
town entry.
for "The Killers" and Prank Capra
.Poliiios Played?
lor "It's a Wonderful Life."
Nominations for the other major
The film village, as usual, is rife
with whispering and surmise over Oscars include:

them counted and know the

Clifton Webb all nominated. Rating
the most current conversation are
Coburn for his job in Metro's "The
Green Years" and Bains for his por
trayal in RKO's "Notorious." There
is a strong sentimental pull, too, for

St

Continued from page 3 a

was later objected to by the Catholic
Legion of Decency. Footage involving Walter Huston, as a preacher,
on the make for Jennifer Jones, was
and should
"obviously immoral"
have been deleted by the PCA as
contrary to the code.
Code itself
is

probably at fault in this case, state

censors declare, since it rules only
that "ministers of religion in their
character as ministers of religion
should not be used as comic characters or as villains" which is indefinite for the case in question.
PCA chiefs, on the other hand,
banned the "chamber pot" scene in
"Notorious Gentleman," which state
censors would have passed as an
amusing students' prank. Original
footage, included when "Gentleman"
played in England under the title of
"Rake's Progress," had Rex Harrison as an Oxford student climbing
to the top of a steeple to cap it with
a chamber pot.
When Universal
brought the J. Arthur Rank-produced film to the U. S. and changed
the title, the PCA forced the scene
to be reshot with Harrison carrying
a top hat instead of the pot.
If the code were revised to bring
it Up to date, the censors believe,
films like "Abie's Irish Rose" would
not run into so much trouble because they would not be made.
"Abie," it's pointed out, was accepted as a comedy when first produced on the stage. Late war, however, has changed the moral views
of the public in regard to minorities
and the film version of "Abie" received much opposition, consequently.
It the code is to function properly, according to tha atate chiefs,
it- rtiust take suoii tWngs into con-

Harold Russell, tht l)andless youth
brought to films by William Wyler
for one of the chief roles in "Best
Year.s." RusseU, appearing as a film
actor for the first time, la conceded
to have done standout vrOik. And sideration.

—

-

-
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Cn^TTER

American-Soviet Music Society eon-

London

Hollywood

show at Terrace Room.
Mary Martha Briney's "fourth Friml
George Shearing back from Amer-

Edgar snow to Frionce.
of
Consolidated Retail Stores, and
sec
The Bob Swezeys (Mutual) holiJoan Kenley Blouse Cwp„ ica but expects to return shortly for album, with Al Goodman orcli, ,iust
in Cocoa Beach, Fla.
released by RCA- Victor.
^director of Federation Bank nightclub work.
Ed Perkins' 102 flying hours f
& Trm Co., according to Thomas
Peter Cox here from England on a
Jack Hylton negotiating West End

Meredith Willson divorced.
Beulah Bond! to Honolulu on vaca«

daying

around the globe getting
jyhoo.
.

TWA

bal-'

.

Beatrice LiUie, due to return to
England soon, prolonging her stay in

New york

for a while.

Don Wilson

resigning Vabistt ad

dept. to beconie advertising
of Milady of California.

Geist

.h.T.^l"^''^"'

,

Robert Holley ad agency staffers
in the clouds over their new 55th St.
Offices.

.

manager

Dorothy Stewart, Williamson's
Theatres (Aussie) N. Y. rep, to Key
west for 10-day vacation.
The bUUt of Grace J/Ioore's estate,
in will filed March 6, left to her
.husband. Valentin Parera.

is

w.k, in

rights

for

revival

of

"Burlesque"

especially during the war with Bonar CoUeano in the lead.
Gregory Ratoff expected here
Not generally known that
soon and may produce his wife's
&hor is a director oj Majestic Toots
Rec- play "Caviar For the General" on
^* ^^^'^^ °i *e late
SJ"ml?u*°
Jimmy
Walker, prez of the company. Broadway.
The Shors and- the Joe Nunans (InGovernment expected to permit
resumption of greyhound racing but
ternal Revenue collector) to
the
Coast today (Wed), the .-Slst street hours will be altered from evening
boniface s first trip to Hollywood!
to afternoon.
Bands of Vic Lewis and George
Imperial hotel, iSO-y^ar-old N. Y.
landmark of days when theatre and Evans folding up soon because unBroadcasting
night life centered below Herald able to get British
square on Broadway, undergoes Corp. airings,
Gillian Webb, 21-year-old blonde
reconstruction
starting
effort

,

March 31, Owners are undecided to television announcer, off to U. S.
shortly to marry U. S. Air Corps of"Song of Norway" What use building will be put when ficer
Arthur Wilson.
reopened,^ but it will definitely
in "Carmen"
not
Jack Waller lined up Richard
be a hotel.
for N. Y, City Opera Co. April 10,
Hearne for his new musical "He
Jr.,
addressed group
Sam Dembow,
Saw Virginia" by Fred Thompson,
and
insurance
financial
men
last
of
and is trying to get Irene Manning
Miami Beach
week on economics of the film indusfrom America, and Bonar Colleano.
try.
By Larry Solloviray
Jack Hylton, who threw i)arty to
Harry D. Squires to the Coast next
Jerry Lester at Lord Tarleton.
Maurice Chevalier when he passed
week to be with Sigmund Romberg
Brook Club called it a season Sun- through here on way to America,
during the letter's concert dates day (9).
hopes to star him in a new musical
there.
Charlie Barnet and' wife at Lord in London or use him in vaudeville
A. Pam Blumenthal planes for the Tarleton.
at the Victoria Palace.
Coast Thursday < 13) to attend CineLisa Kirk at Ben Gaines BlackaLong-hair music audiences have
color board meeting at end of the moor room.
dwindled, with percentage down
Colonial
Inn and Club 86 due to near 30%, according to Thomas Rus_
Hinaldo
quit Xeblang's fold this week.
Willie
sell, head of London Philharmonic
agency after 27 yejrs to join ticket
Mrs. Wolcott Gibbs at Case Ma- Orchestra. He attributes drop to
general depression brought on by
staff for Ringling, Barnurn & Bailey nna, Key West.
^.Bill Robinson partied at Kitty lack of fuel and too many orchescircus.
tras.
Ed Browne now supervising pub- Divis' Monday (10),
Jan Bart grossed close to $1,500
licity of National Concert & Artists
Claude Langdon, owner of Hamdivision,
in
addition
for
pop
to
concert
mersmith Palais de Oanse. is selling
staged
Corp.
here last week.
Joe Frisco-Lillian Roth show at 50% of his holdings to City finance
f8du) sales duties.
William Forest Crouch has pur- Five (D'Clock club doing heavy biz. house, Standard Industrial Trust,
Nat Kahn,- Variety staffer, here for netting him profit of $^00,000. Deal
fihased an original Bcre«nplay, "Disk
jockey," by Charles Currfth for pro- vacash at Grossinger Pancoast hotel, carries with it seven years contract
Louis Bromfield and Charles Fran- for Langdon as managing director at
duction in New York.
Harry T. Murdock and Sydney cis COe doing the Palm Beach late $12,000 per annum.
Chicago Sun and News spots.JIarris,
Barney Ross at Grossinger Pan*rama critics, respectively, in town
Irra Petina, of

cast, to sing title role

:

.

,

gand«riag the shows.

coast for rest, also Milt Slackstone,

William Geggenbach, of N. Y. Cenaccompanying the Metropolitan opera on tour, in place of
the late C5eoi'ge Stanton.
Miltop Berle cocktail-partyed at

the ad man.

Toot* Shor's by Benjamin Sonnenb«t8, on behalf of the Blow agency,
Eversharp radio debut.
Leonora Corbett celebrated her

town

Monte Proser planed back

tral lines,

pitior to his

Saturday

(8)

after

By Florence

S.

DeMarcos currently a hit at StatSam (WiUiarn Morris) Bramson in ler, with Ted Straeter's orch Sharing
for end of season arrangements honors.
Edward Cheyfitz, Eric Johnston's
with niteries,
Jose Iturbi cancelled Havana con- assistant, latest member of local Vacert when taken down by flu. He's riety Tent.
around town.

day of American citizenship by

Equity Library Theatre production
of Philip Barry's "Hotel Universe"
opens a three-day stand at the HamUton Grange branch library today
(Wed.) with Rodney Hale directing.
William Hosie resigned from N. Y.
flack staff of Walt Disney to return
to the Coast. Currently honeymooning in N,0., Hosie returns to N. Y.
this week before proceeding to Hollywood.
Charles Levy, chief Disney flack,
entered the Bronx hospital Monday
(10) for an operation on his knee.
Expects to be in the hospital two
weeks and back at his desk week

at

New

an

extra- thrill

from the

$1,500,000

Paris
By Maxinie de Beix
Harold L. Smith
for a quick trip.

to

Switzerland

and

motion, picture
correspondents on State Dept. lists
include Mr. Liridsey Browne, for the
Sydney Morning Herald, (Au.stralia),
and Mrs. Ann Gun, for the Brussels
paper. La Cite Nouvelle, Both headquarter in N. Y.
legit

Jack Segal and Lacy Kastner to
liner, 4ohn Ericsson, which was razed Switzerland for a week.
Louis Laiar living at the Claridge
by the blaze,
Pittshyrgh
Morton Downey, who opened until he can find an apartment.
By Hal Cohen
French actress Cqrinne Calvet
Monday (10) at the Town Casino,
Buffalo, has been named honorary prepping to report on the Coast.
Sonny Miller's cafe on Liberty
(Sharles Trenet and torch singer avenue has been sold.
mayor o£ that town lor St. Patrick's
en
the
Vie
pay only. He'll lead the town's Leo Mar jane together iat
Jackie Heller back in show at his
Rose club.
Hibernian parade.
Carousel after siege of laryngitis.
Southern Music's Ralph Peer here
Frank McMullan, formerly in
Jon and Sondra Steele and Callain charge soldier shows at Army at Societe Generale de Musique In- han Sisters into the Bachelors Club.
Special Services, Eldon Winkler, Ed- ternationale.
Tess Oardell (Aunt Jemima) into
Isabelle Kloukow.sky off to Lon- Lou Abrams' Club LUMarba for a
ward C. Cole and Oharles Rogers
to teach and direct at new Wellesley don for story huddles with Sir Alex- run.
College summer theatre.
ander KOrda.
Eugenie Baird, network thrush,
Dancer Axelle Ney to get a screen here spending a few days with her
Walter Jacobs, boniface of the
Lord Tarleton hotel, Miami Beach, test. She is also a law student and family.
flew north to o.o. his Lake Tarleton Caroline Reboux model.
Frank Serra's $5,500 verdict in an
Carmen Gallone. director of "Tra- automobile crack-up has been apClub, Pike, W. H., but found the
©lanes couldn't get through because viata" in Rome, conferring in Pans pealed.
George Jaffe has shoved off for his
with Gregor Ra'binovitch.
the jsnow, ?o back to Flia.
Hot
winter vacation in
Elias Lapinere, after a week's rest annual
Mort Blumenstock, Warner .pub-ad
Chief, left for the Coast last week- oh leaving Par, now heading the Springs.
Blanche Mysels, sister of song«nd (9 ) for studio huddles, Also will RKO continental fiackery.
Henri
revival
of
in
Popesco
Sammy Mysels, singing at
writer
Elvire
t>articSpate in war dept ceremonies
Madame
De
"Amour
Club.
Verneuil's
Canoe
Medal
at March Field attendant to
Phyllis Ann Love gets only femme
of Merit citation to Jack L. Warner. Ouval" at Bpuffes Farisiens.
John S. Nathan off to Spain and role in next Playhonse show, "The
"Mulligan's Snug," Robert E. McEnroe's iriah comedy, originally ac- Italy, where Par has building proj- Basty Heart."
offices in Milan and Torina.
The Dave Tysons, of WWSW, celeSuired by Kollmar St Satenstein for ects for
edibrated their 21st wedding anniverHerald Tribune continental
ddie DowUng's direction, has been
tion devoting plenty space to even- sary last week,
.
released and is now going
Charlie Gaynor has amyed in
rounds of Broadvvay for the first tual reopening of the brothels conrevue Playhouse will
nre on the next-docked maritime

M

Me

.

Mister")
ian's

and Dolores Martin( "Fln-

.

town

troversy.

Albert Willemetz, ctirreptly in
to be relinquishing' part of his interest in Bouffes
Parlslens and thinking of producinjg
,

North Africa, said

Rainbow"), will be heard at pictures.

•

»

-

•

do

to finish
in the spring.

Otto

WEDO
;

Thlnk^A-Drink

up with bron-

laid

Carnegie Tech's Scotch and Soda

New York

for

Robert Peoples changed his name

club musical, a war-time casualty,
will be revived this spring after six
years.

to Bret Hamilton.

B. Id^n iPayne at Carnegie Tech
drama school's annual
"King
production,
Lear."

14th .wedding anni.
Frank Sinatra to

Rosalind Russell cited by the
Kenny Foundation.
Robert Youngs celebrated

rehearsing

Shakespearean

Sister

their

Palm Springs

to

recuperate from flu.
Extension of "Macbeth" run at
Edgar Bergen visiting th'e Hearst
Playhouse will shut Out contem- ranch at San Simeon,
plated production of "Late George
Alto Mowbray in town after loca*
Apley,"
tion work in Mexico,
Orson Welles and Rita Hay worth
Playwright Lawrence Riley and
his wife came up from their home in planed to Mexico City.
John Strauss upped to special exWheeling for Opening pf "Moon for
ploitation at Enterprise.
the Misbegotteh."
Samuel Freedman, Canadian exBill Household, who owns Vogfle
hibitor, visiting Warners.
Terrace, to Florida and Henry Lewis,
William F. Rodgers and Fred
operator of Belvedere, back from
Quimby to Palm Springs,
there; Ditto BUI Green.
William Dozier and Joan Fontaine
in

By Maxwell Sweeney
Fuel conservation orders have cut
out all front of house display lighting on theatres.
Louis
Napoleon Parker'.s "The
Cardinal" to be produced heise by

McMaster.

County)

(I^outh

Town

Hall Cinema burned out in 2 a.m.
blaze-up; cause undetermined.
Irish film goers to vote for first
time in London Daily Mail's national
film

award

Mama

ballot on British pix.
1946
Dawn

Kenneally,

Beauty Contest winner, planing

New York

for

RKO

to

screenlest.

Eddie Byrne likely to play lead in
London production of Sean O'Casey's
"Oak Leaves and Lavender" in May.
Alice Delgarno and Royalettes
terp troupe returning to Theatre

Royal after two months at Gaiety in
mantomime.
Micheal MacLiamraoir, whose "111
Met by Moonlight" will be seen on
Broadway in September, is working
on new play.
Ballet Rambert now playing Opera
House, Belfast, under arrangement
with Council for Encouragement of

Music and Arts.

Copenhagen

biggest provincial cinema, the Regina in Aarhus.
Raising funds for a Danish iilm
museum, newspaper "Politiken" ran
off some old u. S. sllents, French
arty pix and Chaplin's "Dictator" at
the Starekassen.
Korda Films mulling setting up its
own branch in Denmark. Former
dim critic Ejnar BlaCk, husband of
actress Bodil Ipsen, mentioned as

branch manager.
"Joan of Lorraine,"

with

Inge

Hvid Moeller, a

b.o. flop at, the Alleteatret despite good notices.

Composers Eric Christiansen and
Vilfred Kier received annual Koda
Performing Rights Society award for
their score to the color cartoon film,
"Fyrtoejet" ("The Tinderbox").
Picture about Greenland will lae
filmed at the Danish possession U»$s

summer by Nordlsk Film Kompagnj.
Knud Sonderby scripts while Bjarne
will

handle

directorial

chores.

'

Hew Haven
By Harold M.
Harry Taylor Into
Room,
Mickey Wren busy

'otel

Garde

Fiesta

"Sports

Apr

Folliifes

of

iHl"

setting his
for Arena

9-13.

Yale

Anita Ellis planed to Mobile to be
Queen of the Azela Festival.
George Tobias to Palm SprihiS to
rest after a hospital checkup,
Charles Nelson, Canadian exhib,
gandering the Paramount lot.
Lou Smith to Seattle and Portland
on busines.s for Liberty Films,
Maria Elena Marques, Mexican
star, luncheon guested at RKO.
Dr, Herman Lissauer returning to
Eagle-Lion after a heart attack.
Fire in the Beverly Hills Club
wrecked the Scotch Plaid Room,
G. A, Richards in from three
weeks of Eastern business huddles.
Dick L'Estrange out of the hospital after three surgical operations.
M&rle Windsor awarded an annulment of her marriage to Ted Steele,
Wally Vernon and George Beatly
opened Charley Foy's Supper Club.
JO.seph Miskinis, Michigan theatre
owner, visiting the Paramount studio.

George Oppenheimer
around after five weeks

up a n d
in the hos-

.

pital.

Paul Kelly celebrated his 47th
birthday and his 40th year as a film
actor.

Northern Ireland members of N.n
tional Assn. of Theatrical and Cine
ma Employees re-elected Isaac Patterson as chairman for 1947.

Henning

from a Caribbean cruise,
Eddie Mannix out of the hospital

and back to work atMtetrO.
Buddy Rogers returned from vacationing in Florida and Cuba.

Dramat staged revival of
Prom play, Boh

"Fashion'' as annual
Costello directing.

"Henry V" copped an approximate
net of $10,000 on five-week roadshow

„
Krenn, former WCAE and stand at the Lincoln.
Thornton wilder, spendWig much
announcer, has joined staff
iime at lOG^ home, has caught «
'
Hoffman. Deine flock of legJt'here tbl« season^

of George Held office.

Dorn

chitis,

ZaSu Pitts in from
a brief vacation.

pital.

.

time.
First concert performance of Alex
North's cantata, "Negro Mother,"
Jeatwring Bruce Howard ("Call Me

Philip

-

By Victor Skaarup
Old Strauss operetta "The Bat" is
the biggest stage hit here and has
played to sellouts at the. Norrebro
Vagabonds, current at Clover Club.
Sam Wheeler skedded to
guest for months.
Copacabana renewed Mickey of honor at a Variety Clubbedinner
Despite mixed notices,
Rooney for another week. Spot will marking his recent promotion to Kanin^s "Bom Yesterday'' is Garson
a b.o.
stay open through March, with new
sales
for Film Classics, hit at the Ny Teater With fiOatrice
show being set by op Murray Wein- whose manager
D. C. exchange franchise he Bonnesen starring.
ger,
still holds.
^.
Orson Welles' "Citizen Kane"
of
'Wolf,
chief
dough
guy
Mark
Robert Brennan, minister from (RKO) drew a favorable press at
Variety Clubs teed off organizational Eire, retiring shortly to handle
'Grand. However, some observers
meeting for proposed Variety Tent broadcasting for Radio Birann in the
of Greater Miami. George Hoover Dublin. Diplomat also has a num- felt "the story was difficult to follow.
Retiring as a stage director, Svend
(Paramounl chain) named chief ber of plays, produced by Abbey
Gade celebrated his 70th birtday by
barker with Mitch (Wometco) Wolf- Players, to his credit.
becoming
operator of Denmark's
son first assistant chief barker.

after that.

Show biz bon-voyagers seeing off
the Queen Elizabeth last Friday got

studying

college theatres.

tion,

Maria Montea laia up with eye
Jackie Dodge, secretary to Leontrouble,
ard Kapner, headman at wCAE, has
William Hackel hospitalized for
resigned on account of ill health,
surgery.
Evangeline Drake, wife of Albert
Lynn Bari recovering from major
Heschong, the scenic designer, named su.rgery,
director of Butler, Pa., Little theatre.
Mack Gordon hospitalized for a
Lewis Blumberg, assistant gen, checkup,
sales manager of Prestige Pix and
William Thomas back to work
Nate Blumberg's son, here on busi- after illnes.s.
ness.
Henry Fonda to SuB Valley for
UA district sales convention marred winter sports.
Al, Lichtman
recovering
from
by illness of Ira Cohn, local manager, who had to be taken to hos- major surgery,

Dundalk

Lowe

Arch McDonald, sports director for
Roney Pl^za.
Paddock Club sold last week, with GBS here, covering spring training
Partei-vpusing like mad at Le Pavilof Washington Senators in (5rlando,
ion at a" gala luncheon Monday (10). small show policy installed, headed Fie.
Irving firecher back to the Coast by mimic Lou Vogle.
WOL-MBS producer HoUis Seavey
B,
S.
Pulley
and
H.
6.
Gump,
with
to personjlly superviie his "Life of
currently in Uruguay as guest of that
Riley" iBill Beftdix) package. Has a ; Cleaned up act^, a click at Bon republic for inauguration of its
been wicationing ^st several weeks. Richard's Famous Door.
Daoita, rhumba brch leader at President.
Stein, MCA board chairJ. q.
"Flight Into Past," new AAF band
man, due back eaist in 10 days, fol- Colonial Inn, rescued from Ever- airer over Mutual, is the brainchild
lowing huddles with Lew Wasser- glades after plane cjrash.
"Carnival in Costa Rica," new of Capt Mark D. Meranda, e*-Hollyman, prez, on the Coast. Stein' left
20th-Fox musical, will preem at Lin- wood screen and radio scripter.
Friday by plane.
Algot Bergstrom, correspondent
coln
theatre
here
in early April.
Abe Lastfogel, William Morris
for Expressen, of Stockholm, and the
Latin Quarter holding on, with
g.m., to return from the Coast for
Swedish film trade paper, Film
the Sophie Tucker dinner tendered current setup including Jan Bart, Journalen, leaves this country homeHal Fisher, Gloria LeRoy and (Jon- ward
by me Jewish 'theatrical Guild, at solo & Melba.
bound from-N. Y. March 16.
the Hotel Astor, May 4.
Homer
Cummings,
wife
and
Beachcomber raking in the dough
Mack Millar returning to Hollywith new no minimum policy, hold- friends, guests of Fox Movietone's
wood today (Wednesday) via Chi- ing
Tony Muto at a special screening of
over Sophie Tucker -Harry Richcago, where he'll stoi> over on a tie"Boomerang," pic for which the forman
-Jackie Miles click combo.
W) for "My Favorite Brunette," starSophie Tucker scanning screen mer attorney general supplied the
idea.
ring Bob Hope, his client.
adaptation of her book, 'Some of
Martin Hersh, film financier, on
Nicki Galpeer, N. Y. soprano, sang
These Days."
Scripted by Jack here
the Coast for two weeks, arranging
at Fan-American union past
Yellen with several bids already out.
distribution of a combo feature and
Johnny Greenhut (MCA) in town Sunday (9) in program of works of
ihorts on Stephen Foster, which he
Carmafo Guarnieri. Brazilian comto handle Jane Russell's Latin Quarposer, imder aegis of League of Combacked for 16ni production.
ter setup, and to set pic deal for
posers.

:grst

community and

Anew

Washington

to N. Y.

gandering acts

Fellowship

Rockefeller

71

new

Carroll and Christine Forsyth in

Town Hall Sunday ml
„«ving Geist, v.p. and director

cert at

Joe Pa.sternak returned from a
vacation in New York, Florida and
Na.ssau,

Hunt Stromberg,

Jr,,

in

town

to

scout talent for his next stage production,
William Castle back to work at
Columbia after a Siege of amoebic
dysentery.
Hedy Lam arr home from the hospital with her new son, Anthony
John Loder.
Bea Allen and Clarence Johanss^oYi
announced their intention to
wed March 16.
Bob Hope was presented with an
Oscarette by Dorothy Lamour, a

figurine of herself.

Dan Michalove, National Theatres
rep, in town to discuss legal phases
of the consent decree.

Jean Pierre Aumont elected prexv
of the Free French World War II
Veterans of California.
Charles Goldstone and Lou Ranee
quit the Nat Goldstone agency to
open their own offices,
Ted Nagel inked as general manager of the Nardoni agency, handling
band and hitery booking.

Leo

J,

McCarthy

from

in

Kansa.«!

City where he arrahged distribution
American Eagle.
Spyros D. Skouras, theatre circuit
operator, in from Greece to visit his
uncles, Spyros and Charles.
Joan Caulfield recovering from
injuries sustained in a fall on "The
deals for

Unsuspecte" set at Warners.
James Stewart and Frank Capra
in from Texas personal appearances
with "It's a Wonderful Life."
Errol Flynn, sued for an $842 grocery bill, declared he had no knowledge of the alleged groceries.
William Wyler cited by the American Legion for his work in behalf
Of handicapped war veterans.
Jack Cummings to Mexico City
'With a print of Metro's "Fiesta" for
President Aleman's Inspection.
Chili Williams. and Tom Conway
planed to Atlanta for the preem of
"Eagle-Lion's "It's a Joke, Son."
Linda Darnell returned to work
after a week's lUhesis Which delayed
final Scenes in "Forever Amber."'
Paul Mantz returned from New
York after plugging "Blaze of Noon"
with a transcontinental plane recprd.
June Clay worth committed to an
eight-theatre tour of the New England strawhat circuit next summer.
John Shanks opened an office on
the Goldwyn lot to handle details of
Sir Alexattd«r Korda's U.A. busi-^
ness.

Allen Jenkins, Lester Allen and
Arthtuf Johnston put on a show for

wounded wn; Veteswns
HospltiJ!

*

'

>

at

Sawtwe

'

'

fi-

'

p^^B^f.

•
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TEEVISION'S FULL SPEED AHEAD
loom Ikp
&
m
Sees Over For RinHf-Mill COLOR

'

Y^ikee

and $20,000 salaries in Miami
Beach this winter to the Kayes,
Rooneys and Jfane Russells, the Nudit^f
rank-and-file boites thrive on modiest checks from niass trade who
don't "pay" for these headliners

Washington, March

Too

Commercial
its official

Noted

any l>ackdoor casinos.
The fbinking actors and agents,
*ccordinglyy are propagating a new

thfDttgh

Color battle, which had been
raging since before the war be-

;

ANSWERS JIBES

iTH'WOODINNEWPIC
Hollywood, March 18.
aimhig at critics o£
the purchase of a

'

-

path to present monochrome standards, roost of the confusion in the
set manufacturers, sponsors, broadcasters and the public
is
expected -to be cleared away.
heretofore
undeManufacturers,
termined as to the number of black
and white sets to produce through
fear that the FCC would back color
by pushing tele to the higher frequencies and so make their sets ob-

Naturally," which
debunks the notion that youngsters
pattern theif behavior after actions
on the screen.
Story Was originated by Julius

Comas

yarn, "It

Evans and

Thomas

St.

Uilcle

ScssEg After

Capital-Gainers
Washington, March

18.

(Continued

^Bureau of Internal Revenue ha.-!
begun sending out bills to collect
additional taxes from Hollywooder.s

who have cleaned up

•

Goldwyn,

the

first

one

Wuch
tates,

higiier peirepiial

for'

incOine

Series

BMift.f*^

on WQXR
,

the

.

rival

WINS

carrying

is

play-by-play

under

ship of White

Owl and

the

joint" sponsorBallftntine.

This will be no- "Take

Me

Out To

(Continued on page 20)

Malta Abba Contesiing
Pirandello Royalties

down from jig time to, say,
Paris. March 18.
moderate waltz tempo.
Royalties on plays of the late Luigi
of the boys who operate the Pirandello are being disputed in the
amusement enterprises
liectic
more
Pirandello
Civil Court in Rome.
closed
Anita
is
Santa
that
opine now
died in 1939. and in 1940 his former
the producers, directors, actors and star and friend Marta Abba disstudio execswho like to trifle with closed a will dated 1926 in which Pirfortune in the fenagle frfruras will go andello bequeathed her the royalties
back to roulette, chcmin de fer, to four of hi.s early plays which she
blaclt.iack. craps, and such. The idea
had made famous. Royalties of his
being that they've been getting thenother 14 works went to his two sons.
action at the norseti-ack.
Latter are not contesting the will,
maybe the
;

a

Shakespeare

Memorial

Some

Tour
Theatre

group of Stratford-on-Avon. EngJahd. will tour North America next
fall with Six of the Bard's play.s.
opening in New York in October.
Company of 50 Will also piay Chi-

i

I

;

and Canada.
Tour is sponsored by Jack Hyltoii
and has semi-official overtones, with
t)u'
British government indirectl.v

ca,i;o

aiding as sponsor. Stratford-on-Avon
Players, cue of the groups which
comprise the Memorial Trheatre orStaiuzatiOri.
the parent
will
join
group lor the tour.

I

that
figure
Othor.s
but Mia.s Abba claims that she is also
hor.seplnycrfi have retired to gro.w a
lo a cut on the ro.valties
new fleece, thai the bluojays arc 'entitled from all Pirandello's play.s,
accruin,^'
laving mils for the winter rtml the
besi'los ti'e four n;imed in tbc vvill,
tiieu
sciuirrcl.« have ti-i-iM-tl to \iv v.n
^'-0 inspired liim in w-riting
own ncsls, In slwrt. that there jusi :ll|o«in^
of thoni.
i all
on pa,tic 50)
.i

.

(Continued

Prom Time For
ExHSIJ^oUegktes

Mr. and Mrs. team of Tex McCrary
and Jinx Falkenburg, already
through the throes of a long-planned
incorporation, is rapidly shaping into
one of the top radio-television package agencies in the business, with
themselves as the prize plum in most
of the programs. Couple are set to
start two sponsored television shows
within the next month and have
several radio programs in the plan*
ning stage, with * green light imta
station exec* at WNRC to get .'eitt
ready for airing.
Home-built video format 6f th4
McCrarys has been picked up .by
Bristol-Myers, through
Young
Rubicam, for one-shot showcase
sponsorship over NBC arovmd the
first of March. Deal, pacted through
Selma Lee at the "William Morris
agency, repping McCrary, calls for
B-M to continue sponsorship if the
show garners initial approval of ad
execs there. Otherwise it'll probably
continue Sustaining and stay topda

&

Kansas City, March IBfor sale.
Some of the music-buying comprogram will utilize ooth films and
mittees at collages in this area have live action, with a set built as a
their own reasons for the failure of
name bands to araw the pre-war

facsimile

of

the

McCrai-j'

living

(Continued on page 22)

crowds to school proms. Thiey point
out that a goodly portion of male
enrollment in local larnin' institu-

And

m. A. P. aANNINI BiOO
MAYBEBOraTFORPIC

Nation's "filmgoers will get another inside peeK at what makes
Hollywood tick With the biopic of
A. P, Giannini,
cbairman of
Similar reports, have drifted in
from schools in bther area^. in the the Bank of America, which is one
of the largest financial backers of
midwest territory. And if the exHollywood product.
GI's ain't fathers oir even married
At least four of the majors are
they're much too matured, via their
known to have put in bids for
wartime experiences, to fool around
Julian Dana's biography of Uie
with the once 100% collegiate Satfinancierf titled, "A. P. Giannirii-Turday night hop.
Giant in the West," but Dana i$
U. of Kansas is one school which holding off to see how book ?ales go
it recognizing the lack of lure to its before
making any commitments.
Attendance at dances Book is scheduled for June 2 publienrollment.
semester
was
decidedly
for the first
cation by Prentice-Hall, but a special
lukewarm. As a result, only two advance edition will be issued on the
rescheduled
for
the
have been
Coast May. 7, date of Gianinni-s 77tli
mainder of tlie year.
birthday.
,

.

'

minute seven-days-a-week "Symphonic Matinee" program to Col.
Larry McPhai!. prexy of the N. Y.
Yankees. Program will be spotted
during game time, from 4:05 to
5 p.m, during the same time that

slowied

Co.'s II. S.

Little

consists of ix'Gl's, who in
cases are married— and faththey no longer care' for
the occasional fling at school hops—
the main attraction hf tfte' Jwarth-

One of the unique Sponsorship
deals in radio annals has just been
set by the New York Times-owned
WQXR. Station has just «)ld a 55-

the
the
hi'sn't ceased, by any means, but
tax tinkle a-s they drop into the traps has

^

Avon

WivesJabies Leave

eris.

Bat-and-j^ton

The siilgle picture corporation boys rently seem in danger of sanding-in
have paid a 25% capital gain.s tax on for lack of u.se. The adventuring of
their earnings, and the Government the dollars along the gaming trails
contends they are responsible

picture is clicking so well at the
boxoffice that a sequel is logical,

side,

catch the ioo.se walk-around money
of the film colony high rollers cur-

brought.

88).

N.Y. Yankees 2I)G

picture, corporation,
gan the latiest dtiiining drive about
Lament lusfrLool loss
two- weeics ago, and the letters have
Kblly wobd,; March 18.
been going oyt ever since.
Ginpitfalls set within easy airThe cas^ are similar to those of transport distance of Hollywood to

^amuel

self.

many

Wheel ^Eiiritel^Em Boys

via the single
Uncle Sam be-

Hollywood, March 18.
FollOWHp to "The Jolson Story" is
under consideration on the Columbia
lot,
following huddles by Harry
Cohn, Sid Skolsky and Jolson, him-

tions

md

being screenplayed by
George.

Sam

(Continued on pajfe

fairly safe to display more femme
forin in the cafes. Besides it means
a great deal of savings on costuming which in some cases runs as
high as $400 for a single gown. Cafe
owners, except those catering to the
family trade, are for it, inasmuch as
figured that considerable outit's
of-town trade can be lured into
cafes by the flesh disidays.
Many cafe oWners hope that it

is

%

'
^

minds of

draping in Gotham spots.
Some bonifaces figure that the
cooling off period in effect since the
it's
La Guardia edicts are over

Sol Le.sser is
in

llpUywood

Midi 'Jolson' Seqnel

tween CBS and the RCA-led black both from an artistic and -flnancial
and white proponents, was consid- standpoint. Jolson, Who registered
ered
the cbief barrier in the vocally but not visu»lly in "The
With Jolson Stpry," m»y appear in the
medium's path of progress.
the FCC having finally given aclear cOnteniplated sequel;

NiK^ssarytoHy^

"

"

today

Many New York cafe operators
are determined to offer something
lor the bo.ys in an effort to entice
For the first
increased patronage.
time since former Mayor LaGuardia
put burlesque out of business, nudity
is re-appearing in N. Y. Cafes. Sally solete, now have a clean-cut assurRand's, negligible costuming at the ance that their tets will remain useGreenwich Village Inn and abbre- ful for at least Hv* year*.
viated garb in Nils T. Granlund's
The. public, jnbst vol which hai re•(NTG) Mne at the Rio Cabana in- frained from buying sets through
dicate a trend toward femme un-

at mixing- with the cusTotjievs; no more crying about that
third (2 a.m.) show—they're grate(Contintied on page 49)

LESSER

signal

(Tuesday) when the Federal Communications Commission settled once

'

„^!fticle'

Meet Selves Coming,

18.

received

television

go-ahead

and for all the color television controversy by turning down CBS' bid
for the Immediate establishment of
commercial color standards.

$15,000

Rte

Jinx

iSSSETM.

eoncern among the-f
actors,about the night ql^b
Jjong a 'bonanza field, the
Gal
Gallic
tude awakening is here. Business
Oinny Davis, songstress-daughter
is off; $350 acts Which skyrocketed to
of maestro-producer Meyer Davis,
fl,000 and $1,500 in the wartime
went
Paris
to
to
in
cafes and
sing
boom are not only not getting that
kind of coin but find that they'll be concert abroad, and returned with
so topheavy a French repertoire
lucky to find enough $350 dates.
that
for
her
Blue
Angel,
N. Y.
Attitude has switched by act and
nitery, audition she was requested
tgent alike that it's again a buyer's
to "learn a few Aineriean songs."
tnarket aad the lutefy boss ba^ betIt will mark her cafe debut in
ter be given plenty oi consideraForgettfiij^
those screwball America.
tion.
Th.ere is .1^^

Ihittiitig

luture.

Tex

GU

bwd

,

Wc4la«B(layy

iiss Tropan

Sbws 15-M3fa

debut with the Detroit
Symphony Over ABC, attd the gal
showed her neighbors from MisBouri. True, Miss Truman will probably never throw a scare into liily
Pons, nor is the Met likely to bench
Patrice Munscl in her favor, but
she displayed pipes with color, appeal and personality which effec*
tively overcame her nervousness.
Nervous and scared she had plenty
c»i right to be, because if anyone
ever piit herself on a spot, it was
Miss Truman Sunday night. There
were plenty of political and musical
snobs among 15,000,000 listeners
ready and waiting to jump on her
slightest misstep, and they never
had a prayer. Publicity from the
previous week's postponemout ber
cause of her laryngitis heigbtened
the tension ain4 h(>pped tt»6 show's
regular listehing audience flve'-fold.
In the faee of some rough edges
which indicate the need for a lot
more training. Miss Truman's voice

Between

in

To

June 15, returning to America in
September when he'll do a tour.
Chevalier still has to make up his
mind on several film and recording

oif

page 22>

20tli-Fox jii Middle Of

Gene lierney's 'Family
SpaWble'

Litigatioi

Hartford, March 18.
Contractual troubles of film actress
Gene Tierney are headed for Federal court trial here.
Judge J.
Joseph has denied a motion Sor a
summary judgment by one ot the
parties to a civil suit InvoI'ving the
contractual relations of the fllmster.
20th Century-Fox is defendant in a
$50,000 civil suit brought by the
Belletler Corp., a Tierney family
holding company which promoted
the career of the actress. Suit was
instituted on the grounds that the
company owes the corporation
wages for the actress'. work and that
it was responsible for the- disaffirmation by the actress of her contract
with Belletier Corp.
At a hearing held before Judge
Smith on Fob. 17 the suit was said
by the film company's attorney,
Frederick Pride, to be the result of
a "family squabble" involving the
actress

and her parents, Howard

a

fcatter flrni claims
to

commitment from the singer

do the narration for "Man About
a Rene Clair production
made in Paris. Narration is necessary so that film can be released
without subtitles.
Chevalier expects to; start his picture work around Dec. l5 upon Completion of his

American concert

tour.

/H/
LI
ocMs M tor juds
f

If

1"

I/* 1

&

1/* 'P

—he's

K^n Murray

Mrs. Roosevelt Okays

dead.
year.

last

m FIE

IB

late President,

also
It

was

intro-

picture

ARB COMNNEI^ CURB

NEGRO DISCRHATION

HI

My

Rales

man and John WeXley; radio, Robert Heller; legit; 'Xee Sabinsbn; literature, Walter Bernstein; advertis-

to Aid

i

N.Y. City CJege Fund
Show biz moves Into the fashion

Walter Moss.
Guest speakers were Dr. Alain
Locke, philosophy professor and
ing,

Saturday (22) at the WaldorfAstoria (N. Y.) grand ballroom with
an auction for City College's Centennial Fund.
Luncheon wUl have

field

(Continued on page 27)

The clergyman was haranguing
his congregation. ^'O yes, brotliers
and sisters," hte orated, "there
came that day when Jonah had
his momentous adyentuve on
the high seas. Let me ask you-ir
was Jonah's encounter with the

many-armed,
r-t

e

c*

.

'

holocaust and other disasters,

established.

"

pulsory arbitration.'
He declared the belief that the
fact of his testimony would lay him
open to reprisal, particularly by
James C. Petrillo, and explained that
one labor leader had predicted tiint'
Carroll "would bo sorry." The veteran impresario of the Hollywood
Theatre-Restaurant also
disclosed
that because of worry by his niece
and a close friend, he had hired a

effected due to secret Governnient films being lensed on the lots.
Later, with war's end, labor difficulties served as the means whereby

was

outlanders were shunted away from
the studios. However, a heavy influx of travellers is seen for this
summei-, with transportation eased
'
and the first real "peace-time" vaca- bodyguard after it was announced
'Pii
Kennedy's
tion in years for Americans who get on the Coast that he would plane
Hollywood, March 18.
that Hollywood .gleam in their eyes. east for the Congressional hearing.
Carroll's specific complaint was
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, James
Sightseeing tour deals with the
are that "Spike"' Wallace, president of
Roosevelt and Jay Richard Kennedy companies for rubberneck busses
no longer in effect and visitors, who the Los Angeles Musicians' Union
yesterday
reached an agreement
get through the cordon of guards (Local 47), on March 4 "arbitrarily
do
(Monday) that "theatrical range" and regulations; are now rushed determined" that the house orch
and "dramatic values" were to be through, not by studio guides, but should go up three musicians. Asked
emphasized in the first of a series of by office boys, flacks, mailroom if he paid for the men, Carroll said
full-length features to be made on clerks, ete., indicating studio's lack they did no work and that there were
no parts for them, but that he did
the life and career of President of desire to encourage guests.
pay them each $120 per week.
Roosevelt.
"If the musicians walk out of the
Neither Mrs. Roosevelt, who was
pit," he explained, "you're a dead
"unavailable" to the press, nor son
pigeon."
James had any comment to make on

duced as a result of the Hartford
circus fire, Boston's Cocoanut Grove

S.

_

SliowBianship Values In

would be announced at this
time by Kennedy but he did state
the film would be completed by 1948.
It was stressed by the producer that
Mrs. Roosevelt had no financial or
business interest in the venture, but
merely is cooperating in seeing that
the producer makes the necessary
contacts and gets necessary material
for the story. Further conference
Foundation for a concerted drive between Kennedy and the Booseon all facets of show business to velts will be held either here or in
reduce discrimination against Ne- New York.
groes and other minorities was laid
Sunday (16') in a special meeting of
ED SUIilVM
the Cultural Division of the National Negro Congress.
Charges were
Ed Sullivan, N, Y.. Daily News
laid, backed in many cases by figcolumnist,
is
seriously
ill
with
uresi that producers and unions uremic poisoning.
He was forced
were discriminating against employ- out of his engagement at the Roxy
ment of Negroes In films, legit, art, theatre, N. Y., Friday night (14).
literature, radio, music and adver- There's been no replacement for
tising.
him in the show.
In each case a panel of adminisPhil Regan assumed his emcee
trators was formed to follow recomchores.
mended 'steps to break down discrimination and segregation, using
wherever possible, economic boycott and pressures, Heads of the
Favorite Story
panels were: films, Herbert BiberliOuis Sobol

passage

.

Flagstad Statns

Shadow

To Act

Albany, March

•

l

Richard Waring, Florence Desmond, Koyer Late oOCiety
Renee DeMareo, Jicftin Kieran, Tex
Date Extended to June
McCrary and Jinx Falkenburg,
.Engagement of Lucienne Boyer at
Harry Hershfield and the Cdpacabana line with Milton Berle auction- Cafe Society Uptown, N. Y., has
ing off liats by John Frederics, been extended until June 30 at an
Walter Florell, Sally Victor and upped salary. French importation,
who started at the Barney JosephBragaard.
New styles by Florence Lustig will son spot at $2,500 has been upped
be shown. Hats auctioned will be lo $3,5()0 and will get $4,000 when
modeled by Mrs. Berle. Money will she reopens al that spot in Septembe used to finance a living memorial ber.
Meanwhile the chanteuse is dickto CGNY vets, in the shape of clds.srooms and new living flUartpr,"! I0 ering for dates in San Francisco and
«ileviate crowded campus Conditions. Hollywood after her N, Y. stand.

Was

it

shark?

dread
octopus?
with the sharp-toothed
it
with some in-

Was

describable, sea-monster?"

A

little

old lady in the front

"pew stood up and .said in a sweet
voice, "Why, reverend, wasn't it

|

.

a

|

action. "In
Los Angeles," he said, "all policies
are laid down by Chicago. I don't
Kirsten Flagstad afiair is think 'Spike' Wallace takes a step
sometlnng of a cause celebre now without Petrillo."
In response to questions. Gar2.
because her own country doesn't
want her and the U.S. is uncertain roll said the California Legislature
how to take her. The former Metro- was not doing anything to protect
politan Opera stalwart arrived in him from alleged union racketeer(Continued on page 22)'
N. Y. Friday (14) after' six years in
her native Norway, and next day. declared her intentions of becoming
an American citizen. She had de- Vatican Choir Signed For
i:ended herself boldly to the press on
her arrival; had disclaimed any medFirst Uii. Tour;
N.Y.
dling in politics, or any singing for
the Germans or for occupied NorTops
Concerts at $5,
way. She had gone home in 1941 just
to "be with her husband (Henry JoThe 400-year-old Roman choir,
hannsen, accused of being a Quis- popularly called the Vatican Choir,
ling and a war profiteer).
will make its first appearance in
Famed Wagnerian singer claimed America this year. Group lias been
the Norwegian people treated her granted permission by the Pope to
badly during her stay and that she tour this country and it's expect ed
was glad to be back in the U.S. She that a group of 63 people will arrive
had a testimonial from the Chief Jus- in the V. S. during 'the summer.
to her Choir will be under direction of Rt,
atte-sling
tice in Norway
proper conduct during the war. But Rev. Msgr. Licinio Refice.
the Norwegian Ambassador in WashAmerican Touring Enterpri.ses Co.
ington, Wilhelm M. Morgenstierne, is arranging the tour, which will inclaimed the singer had connived with clude two New York concerts. One,
the Germans to return to occupied at the Metropolitan Opera Hou.s'e,
Norway after being refused aid by will have a $25 top; other, in Madithe Norwegian authorities here, and son Square Garden, will have a .fS
that the testimonial didn't carry the

ACauseCeldMre

•

Two

|25

limit.

force attributed to

it.

Waldimar Lubarsky,

Reported that Mme. Flagstad got a
visa in Lisbon and that the
Norse daren't criticize for fear of a
tangle with the U.S. State Dept. She
came from London, where she was
invited by the London Philharmonic

dent,

Orchestra. She did only two conShe
certs, both drawing capacity.
could have stayed longer, but her
U.S. comiflitments prevented.

Ballerina

U.S.

Singer

was booked by

George

Engles, head of Consolidated Artists,
for 10 recitals'in the U.S. this spring.
Over the weekend he announced another booking, one in N. Y^ at Carnegie Hall April 20.

Kirsten Pldgstad was here recently
with the London Philharmonic for
two SRO concerts. Harold Holt, local
biggie agent, who handled her (incidentally, he is Jewish) claims he'd
"have her back anytime she wishes

Eenlamino Gigli, Italian tenor accused of Fascist s> mpathie-s, did several concerts here for Harold Fielding la.st year all oyer England and
proved a boxoffice draw everywhere.
In London's Albert HkII, where a big
Jewish element was present, he got
a treinendous reception.

,

—you

white-haired,
toothless, whistle-voiced, pointkiiling: witch!"

presi-

Who Can

Act

Wanted for Brit

Pic

Michael Powell, producer-director
J. Arthur Rank, is on an inter-

for

'

to return."

—

ATEC

started .negotiations to bring

group to America 12 years agOi
is being arranged by Frances
Foster, ATEC's general manager.
this

Tour

national hunt for a femme lead who
must be a ballerina to play in his
projected film "Red Shoes." Rank
exec is currently in New York, arriving by plane Sunday (16) and
returns to England tomorrow (2p)
London Indifferent
after a fa.st look at possibilities in
London, March 18.
U. S. ballet companies and elsewhere.
Part calls for a looker, a dancer
Collaboration taint seems something of the past here. Londoners and one who can speak English well,
figure those who were guilty have Powell says. He's also eyeing several
been or are being tried, and the rest prospects on the Continent.
must be okay. Visiting artists formerly under a cloud have been well Lauder's Final 'Farewell'
received here.

whale?"

was a whale

was back of Wallace's

Tlie

The preacher leaned over and
slarcd at the obliging old lady
for a few seconds. Then, fn
honeyed tones, he exclaimed;
"Yes a whale! Yes, indeed, it

of PetriltD

Other- highlights of the tesimony:
1.
Carroll charged that Petrillo

;

|

',

'

"

:

ROBERT young:

the conference, although Kemiedy
revealed that the first film would be
based on a favorite saying of the
"There is nothing to
18.
With the legislature rapidly wind- fear but fear itself." Kennedy stated
ing up its session today, number of that incidents in Roosevelt's life
show bti bills suffered various leading him to arrive at this confates.
Mahon«y>-Finch bill allowing cept would be used as the basis for
children under 16 to engage In thea- a film which will be factual with
trical performances under permits "no dream world people" for charissued by local education boards or acters.
their designated offices is heading
Another element was the Presifor passage.
Identical measures dent's contact via correspondence
passed the Assembly and Senate but with "hundreds of simple people
crossed paths, making substitution throughout the nation, both in the
impossible then.
It's expected to
Kencity and country districts."
obtain final approval before legis- nedy said "his letters to these people
lature adjourns' today.
and the details of his association
The Condon-Wadlin bill, spon- with them are being made available
sored by the State Labor Dept., re- to me. From among them, persondelining places of public assembly, alities will be selected for the film
include hotels less than 50 rooms, story, which will show how tlieir
"structures of unusual character" lives were aft'ected by their contact
and reducing from 135 to eight the with the President and how his life,
number of agencies enforcing special in turn, was affected by them."
requirements on public assembly
No financing or release lor the
places is
It
failed of
•

llBoar 16

Miss Tierney worked under her original contract has not been clearly

Biz

RKO.

Chew

Town,"

and' Belle L. Tierney of Westport,
who with J, Kenneth Bradley are
members of the" management corporation.
Judge Smith denied the summiary
judgment motion in regard to the
pay issue because the length of time

Show

as is

Horn Sehatolf Joseph H. Ball
(R., Minn.), of the Senate tabor
.committee,
In the couirse of" his' testimony
Cai-roU recommended elimination of
the closed shop "knd adpption of comlation

KEN MUHRAY'S

i

18.

to prevent featherbedding
biz, particularly the stand-

the Coast to charge that the AFM in
L.A. had put the squeeze on him,
forcing Jiim to jup his pit'orch from
12 to 15,..-Ms6 requested such legis-

will

-

24&h

deals offered him. It's expected that
decision will be reached this week.
When last in this country' Chevalier
recorded for Victor, but new affiliation is still up in the air.
United States pictures (Milton
lier,

18,

studios

continue viVii greater stringency
than at any time Since Pearl Harbor,
with movement to keep any and all
except most important visitors off
the lots. Newspapermen and exKibs
WEEK'.
still have freedom . of the studios
because they are considered "busi\
but others, jncludinig the
ness,"
"BLACKOUTS OF 1947"
friends of the press and exbibs, are
El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
being given, the thumbo.
"Yes, It's true what they say about
During the war, the visitor ban
tops."
.

Montreal four days later. After the
Canadian tour, accompanied by
his American manager Arthur Lesser, Chevalier will sail for Paris

was, nevertheless, full-bodied iii all
registers, showing some strong high
tones and a nice coloratura quality.
She was a little bold and pushing) A
t«sutt of nervousness that was fairly
well hidden; and was «vien oH pitch
jihd uncertain in voice placement at
times,
But. while not sensational,
she was certainly no worse than the
average preem soloist, and for a debut before one of the largest radio
audiences ever to hear a first appearance, Miss Truman's performance was certainly a success.
Everybody knew who the soloist
Was, and jplenty assumed tbat, she
couldn't have gotten the bid if it
weren't for the White House angle',
all of which may or may not be. But
she didn't let anyone in the audience
down, which is all that can be asked
of any trouper^
Musical Pigest sponsors were cute
with the intro, too, smartly laying

(Continued

Hollywood, Jilareh

CUampdown bn the

Washington, March

law

show

by musician,- was demanded Saturday (15) by Earl Carroll in testimony before the House Labor committee.
Carroll, who flew in fiom

Get Sbo-Fly Bruskff

Pix, Disk Bids

Sellout grosses for the Maurice
Chevalier engagement at the Henry
Miller theatre, N. Y., may extend
the chanteur's original lour-week
stand at that house until May 18,
when he ttiltes oft on a tour of
Canadian onenighters starting in

Sperling-WB)»,has been after

FranUy

ll%ry

A
Rilikriiecking

Knnning

radio

'

'

yuToU Testines

h D. C. on Labor FeaAerbed^g

Pips; No Met Ureal Ye

Pronfising

Even the Republicans pulled for-t
Margaret Truman Sunday night (.16)
when the President's daughter made Chevalier
her

Earl

19, I947

U.S. Tour Again Discussed
sir Harry Lauder, the Scotch
comedian now in his 76th year,
would like to do one grand farewell
tour of America before he really
retires.
Lauder has expressed ins
desire to make one more trip to
America in the form of a vacation
and concert series.

William Morris, Jr., who hanLauder's
many "farewell
prewar, has been tn-giiig the
Scot to appear in the United Stat«:,
but .so far hasn't had any definite
dled

t'lurs"

commitment,'

'

,

.

WeimitsS»y,

WmA

1%

.,
...

.
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km l-MAN
Wanted:

A Prez for United Artists;

Annid Sweqistakesior^^M^
Annual sweepstakes is on to find a
successor to Ectward C. Battery as
piexy of United Artists. Search Is lofee'
a regular thing- at this time Of the
year, preceding the stockholders'
as
Pic
meeting in May. It has resulted in
London, March II;
the past five years in the enforced
Production of "The Robe" may be
holdover oi Battery—who as UA's
counsel was asked in 1941 to serve transferred to Denham, with J.
on ait interim hasis—because of in- Arthur Rank considering this posahility of the owners to locate or sibility at the present time.
-

lay Be Moyei

To Oenkip

Frank Ross

agree on a permanent prexy.

Mary

Owners

it.

Rank

reputed to have in-

and vested over

Picfcford-

Charles Chaplin are determined this
year, however, to settle the" issue,
since they feel it imperative to have
a permanent president as part of
their effort to stabilize the company's future and end the rumors
and opt-boilihg which has for years

been associated with

is

$1,000,000 in the Lloyd
Douglas novel. It's five years
since Ross first skedded the book for

C.

production, in Hollywood (RKO was
then to ^ distribute, and Mervyri
to direct), and under present
Conditions the picture likely would

LeRoy
cost

Rank around

$3^000,000.

With David

O. Selznick no longer the third
and
Pickford
Miss
stockholder,
Chaplin are sure they can come to
an agreement on a successor to
Kaftery, who has long since notified
them of his desire to retilrtJ to his

law practice.
Problem, as observers see it, however, is greatei? than that of merely
getting agreement of the pwnei:S.
in finding the right man for the
job. Type of exec Miss Pickford and
It's

Chaplin want can hardly be lured
with coin, since his present net earnings—under present high tax brackets—are probably almost as great as
tlA could; possibly pay him. Secondly, most top execs of other companies consider the tJA presidency
an uncomfortable job of sitting on «
seething cauldron and few Of them
desire to take a chance on being
"
(Continued on page ip)

MASOfS mDAVir
H!S2D«Cf«aK0RDA
Second film .in which James Mason
Will star under his two-picture deal
with Sir Alexander Korda is "The
Life of King David," it was disclosed
yesterday (Tuesday). First pic will

No

Cost Cits

U-I,

A

Ob

Universal-International will not
join the current economy drive in
Hollywood to cut production overhead costs, William Goetz, U-I's
studio chief and executive veepee,
Action taken by
said last week.
other studios such as Metro and

Caused by "oversaturation" of top personnel, according to Goetz, which made the

20th-Fox

necessary.
Business of trimming down overhead was taken care of when International Pictures merged with
Universal last year, he added, and
the Company sees no need for further action at present,
Goetz, in New York on a twoweek visit, is favorably inclined
towards pacting for indie production
and has set no ceiling on the number of pix which the studio will con-

own

Daphne du Maurler

(Continued on page 12)

novel, to

which

outside

its

walls.

JKorda owns rights,

eral resemblance to "Bathsheba," legiter in which Mason will open on

Broadway next week, although it is
on the biblical King

likewise based
David legend.

Stevenson Sailing Sat.

To Direct

1 For

Korda

Director Robert Stevenson and
^is wife will sail Saturday (22> on

Queen Elizabeth from New
York to London under the exchange
agreement between David O. Selz'nick and Sir Alexander Korda.
the

Stevenson, under contract to Selznick,

is

to

direct

David Niven

"Bonnie Prince Charlie"

at

in

Korda's

London studios. Niven will leave
Hollywood for the chore early in
May.
Also aboard the Elizabeth will be
Sir C. Aubrey Smith, and hi* wife
and Carol Beed, Smith andi Beed
are likewise under paot to Korda,
,

.

Reed, who arrived In the U. S,
about a month ago, has been going
ovar plans for Universal'* release o£
"Odd Man Out," which he produced
and directed.

DOS-S on

in Fla.

David O, Selznick
currently in
son,

Jeffrey.

been in
lett for

is

Vacash
vacationing

Palm Beach with
Producer,

his

who had

New York for several

The one-man control of Republic
exercised by Herbert J. Yates since
founding almost 30 years ago has
come to ah end. Tiie Harry and
Ben Goetz and Jules BrulatoMr,. in^
terests in Rep's ownership, which in
the past have allowed Yates full
sway in running the company, are
dissatisfied with earnings and progress during the lush war years and
have stepped in to exercise partial
control, it was learned as a result
of, disclosures in proxy statements
sent out last week.
Yates will continue as prexy under the five-year pact into which
he entered March 1, 1946. However,
his duties very likely will be split
up, with the return perhaps of Moe
Siegel (recently exiting Metro) or
some other top studio exec to help
on the production end. Goetz-Bruiatour interests which have no formal alliance so far as present Rep
moves are concefned^feel "^ates is
an extremely capable exec but that
he has been trying to handle diverse
duties beyond the physical Capacities

*Amber' Sets Record For
^

U'S SEIDELMAN

MAY

Hollywood, March

ACCOMP RANK TO

U.

J. Arthur Rank arrives in New
7- and, in all likelihood,
will be aceompanied by Joseph H.
Seidelman, Universal's veepee in
charge of the foreign dept. Seidelman is currently in Europe presiding ovBi- ti's first international convention in Paris, since the beginning
o£ th« war.
He's expected to journey to London following close of the convention to meet Rank and sail to the

U, S, with him.

iPA Skws

M6

:

feet of
tinted celluloid.
Length of the finished picture,
when released in November, will be
approximately 15,000 feet.

Pending deal b| Liberty Films
with Metro, by which latter wOuId
distribute "State of the Union" and
loan Spencer Tracy to star in the
Frank Capra film, is understood to
Ivave a number of unusual angles invoked by Metro. Studio's aim is said
to be avoidance of a clamor from
its producers that it is handing participation deals to outsiders while
steadfastly refusing them to its own
people.

.

:

Johnstonio Hos

indnstry Dinner

NX for Rank

In

$15
Waldorf-Astoria,
load of Hollywood glamor will
function, with arrangements bein^ made for attendance of
top players, company chieftaiiis and
every other iniportant name associated with films. Rankingrttovernmental execs of England and the
U. S, also will be invited.
V.p.s of most of the companies
will hold their initial meeting to
plan the dinner at the
of-

the

Skouras, Silverstone

A

is

Off on So. Am. Survey;

By

Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy,

and Miirr^ Silverstone, head of
20th-lnternational, planed for. Mexico City yesterday (Tues.) on the
first leg of a six-week Latin-Ameri-

MPA

Expanding South and
can trip.
Central American markets are

New York

understood being accepted b^"
as one of the pix under th*
(Continued on page 18)

RKO

mark tha

okay

Against 371 in '45

on "Abie's Irish

financially

Rose," although

it is

highly unlikely

today (Wednes- the unit will see any profit on its
Harmon, v.p. <Jl the $550,000 pro'duction nut. Remake of
(Continued on page 27)
the Anne Nichols story ran into a

fices in

day). Francis

first-hand visit by
Skouras, being one of the few American film company top executives to
make this trek although several forthis

JOHNSTON TO TESTIF?
Washington, March

18,

Eric Johnston is one of a number
of leading Americans
who have
been invited to testify before the

House Un-American Activities Comon proposed legislation to
curb and outlaw Gommunism.

America,
Charles

Schlaifer, pub-ad head,
is delaying his planned
(Continued on page 25)

mittee

accordingly

Hearings begin March

storm of charges of racial caricaturing which severely hurt its bookings.
Pie has been doing pretty well in
small towns, which may serve to get
it off the hook, It fails, however, to
click in larger cities. In addition to
the.se b,o, characteristics, film is suffering from Refusal of a number of
top circuits to book it.

24,

National Boxoffice Survey

exhibitors in several
these

cities.

IM West

adverse factors, several

Spring"

(Par), in only two
spots this stanza, was just outside
the best 10 classification. Same applies to "Lady in Lake" (M-G) alIt's

Despite

new

pictures are pushing ahead just as
though conditions were normal, and
the overall total is not bad, con-

week.
by publicity on Academy awards.
Other Source material for ap- It's edging out '•Pursued'' (WB) by
proved films was divided as follows: a small margin, "Years" is in only
radio eight keys covered by Vahieiy but
95 novels, 22 stage plays, 10
plays 10 published short stories and big in all of them. It is top grosser
14 cartoon strips. In addition, PCA in both Cincinnati and Washington,
rejected 91 book.'', play treatments setting a new high in former spot.
and scripts as violating code pro- "Pursued," in just seven keys, is
The PCA staff read »28 giving a good account of itself
visions.
wlierever playing.
scripts, or 56 more than in 1945.
PCA announced that Hollywood
Others in Big 10 this stanza, in
purchased 897 features last year, as point of coin and play-dates, are
^'Favorite
(20th),
compared with 371 in 1945; 'and 549 "Boomerang"
1945,
Blonde" (Par), "Sinbad" (RKOi,
short* compared with 521 in
Melodramas ranked first in number "Jolson" (CoU, "Beginning or End"
(WB), "Scheduring 1946, with horse operas sec- (M-G), "Prentis.s"
herazade" (Ui and "Happened in
ond.
;
Last-named is
Brooklyn" (M-Gt,
showing only in N. Y. but is giving
East
ample evidehce of its strength on
Sidney Buchman, Columbia, pro- first week.
"Brvmette" also barely
this
New
in
Xwk
expected
is
ducer,
got started during the past week,
week from the Coast,
adverse factors in sevon and ran into
He'll huddle with Col execs
eral keys.
distribution of "Assigned to Treasinde,
producing
he
'S
which
ury,"
pi^^Ji: r!^''S:^.^X\'L
oendently in assooiatioh with Jay
mav do better after getting out into
Richard Kenned.v.

St., New York
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"It's a
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Binyon Sliifts to U
Claude Binyon, recenjy resi.sjned
from Paramount, was signed yesterday (18) by Universal-International
to a long-term contract as a writerdirector;;

m

!B Cents

Vol. 166

leading in Louisville.
"Bel Ami"
(UA) rated moderate in same city.

Buchman

N. t.

:9,

ForeJsi)

$10

Slnglo Copicj

Privates Come Home" (U), new
Abbott-Costello comedy, also doing
well in L. A, "Adventuress" (E-L),
which is due in N, Y, soon, is big
currently in Boston, "Apache Rose"
(Rep) is having a strong session in
Chicago, aided by stage layout,

:

Keslstcrea

FOUNDED BX SIMB Sir.V33RMAN
^ASmTS, Inc.

Pobltslica Weekly by
Sia Silverman, Prduiaent

Top Big 10

rang,' 'Brunette,' 'Sinbad'

Mark

Troflo

Income Tax Blues Hurt^'Years,' 'Pursued,' *Boom&>
Income tax blues and mild prod- the territory.
It
opens at the
blamed this week by Palace, N. Y. this week. "Suddenly

In

ABOUT GET OUT

JIIST

Present indications are that Bing
Crosby Productions will come out

uct are being

397 Pix

™r WILL

LOOKS LIKE

though playing in only four cities.
Washington. March 18.
Among the new entries, "SmashMore than 62% of all feature films
Up" (U>, playing mostly in fairly
approved by the MPA Production sidering.
Code Administration last year came
New leader this session is "Best small houses in Los Angeles, is
"Buck
from original stories, PCA reported Years of Our Lives" (BKO), aided shaping up strongly there.
last

;

"Union" pact, therefore, is nnderstood to call for a flat loanout fee
Tracy, plus a percentage of
profits, with the latter clearly to be
for the actor's services and not tied
for

up with distribution. Release would
be oh a straight percentfige basis,
as in indie pacts by otlier companies.
Liberty deal with Metro, plus
George Stevens' acceptance a few
weelcs ago of a,directorial chore from
RKO on "I Remember Mama," is
seen as adding strength to repeated
reports recently that the unit might
change form by being absorbed into
one of the majors. Plan is Said to
envisage an exchange ot stock be*
tween Liberty and the studio, with
the latter talcing over Liberty employment contracts for the unit's
Eric Johnston will play host in
May to J. Arthur Rank at a lavish three producers, William Wyler, Capra and Stevens and executive Sam
industrywide dinner in New York'
which will also iliark the 25th anni Briskin.
Liberty has a distrib pact with
of the Motion Picture Assn. About
BKO for three films and an optional
1,500 guests will be invited (they'll
pay
a head) to the shindig at fourth, Stevens' chore on ^'Mama"

•

weeks,

Florida Friday (14) for 10fln.v visit,
following the clearing up
or difl-iculties on
"Duel in the Sun"
the Legion of Decency.
He'll return from the south to
New York for an indefinite stav to
look over sliooting of "Portrait of
Jenfiy," being made
on Manhattan
locations. Xounjj Selznick will return to school near Boston.

18.

which exposed about 200,000

eign department toppers have toured
the teri'ilory. Skouras has been to
S. Europe two or three times in the
past couple of years but not tO South

York May

Teclinicolor Footage

Total of 229,000 feet of Technicolor
film was exposed in the shooting of
"Forever Amber," the highest figure
ever used on one picture in the
history of 20th-Fox. Previous record
for the studio was held by "Wilson,"

Brulatour ownership is dissatisfied
(Continued' on page 25)

prompting

0

Cues &i. s PossiUe iiit in

of any one man.
Knock - down - and-drag-out battle
for control of Rep was avoided by
Yates' willing submission: to G-B
demand for six reps on the 14-man
board.
Fight might still impend,
however, if there are serious clashes
in the directorate or the Goetz-

Stands

Mm

'State of

(Capra-lkcy), Stevenil^

its

Schlaifer

on

IN

move

for

"General," according to present inmay be made in Hollywood
next fall, with "King David" following in England. Latter is from an
original story based on biblical material.
It bears nothing but. a gen-

lit

was

be "The King's General," from the tract

dications,

GOETZ

—

Says Goeti;

<h^erliead

liberty's M-C! Deal

BiLITOUR, liC,

.
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He

reports to U-l in the middle of

April with his
i

first

(Publisliea In llonywood
Pally Variety, T.lfl.)

assignment to be

^i-otion of an original stOry wriUeh
by himself.

$10
1

,1

t>y

Tcar~-$12 Forcigm
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National Film Carriers (Triickers)

To Physically Distrib|low OK'd 'DneT
Selznick

Organization

Releasing

week decided

against physical
tliiJtribution- via United Artists and
will go aiiead on pending deal with
National Film Carriers. Contract for

last

UWP Post

Dickinson's

Edward T. Dickinson, Jr., has been
named as veepee in charge of de-

the latter is now being drawn and
probably will be signed within a few
weeks. Extremely detailed, it calls
lor payment on a per-i)iece basis tor
shipping, inspecting, splicing and
whatever other processes aire required. Carriers, an asssoclation Of

EntV$13^MH)Qior6
Kudlywood, March 18.
Enterprise announced a budget of
$1^00,000 for «ix films during the
coming year, as part of Its first anni-

Sears

New Qnimck: Non-Auctim

Sale of

versary celebration.

UA

Product to

XSnitm plan for selling certaJn
United Artists' pix under the decree
without the necessity of following
competitive bidding regulations ^
being considered by Grad Sears,
UA sales chief, who's voiced his
for the past year, was named asidea in hush-hush fashion to pro.
sistant to distribution chief Grad ducers. Plan, which Sears
belicyes
Sears yesterday (Tuesday).
Orn- meets the decree's requirements,
stein has been touring Latin Ameri- would, be to offer films to
all comers
ca and served for several months in
on- hon-ekcjusive runs at prerset
the Panama and Havana branches. terms bracketed according
to both
During the war he was a transport run and the size of the hou.se,
pilot for TWA and test pilot for
Distribution operations would be
North American Aviation,
under sec. 8 (a) of the decree,
Ornstein is husband of the former which provides for licensing films
Gwyne Piclcford, daughter of Mary in any competitive area by offering
Pickford's late sister Lottie.
Miss pix "to the operaltor of each theatre
Pickford arid her husband, Buddy in such area who desires to ex-

velopment and distribution of educational films of United World Pictures, 16m subsid Of Universal. Dickinson" last served as one of the American representatives on the Emergency Economic
Committee for
Sim trucking concerns, are to set up Europe, attached to the U. S. Em•lepots to handle the SRO product. bassy in London.
Prior to the war, Dickinson was
Part of the ^reement when David
O. Selznick and UA recently split research asst. to Irvijig S. Olds, U. S.
Opposition among some of the Big
up was that consideration would be Steel's board chairman. During hos- Five to stay of the decree's competiglveii by the distributing company tilities, he held the post of execu- tive bidding features, pending appeal,
ifo handle SHO prodiict. UA board
tive director of the planning com- is. so strong that there is more than
took up the question at two meet- mittee of the War rtoductipn Board a chance of theatre-Owning de- Rogers, visited the brnsteins in
ings recently. It agreed to handle and later served overseas with the fendants actively fighting the post- Havana a few weeks ago, Ornsteins
"Duel in the Sun" only, but set what U. S. Marine Corps.
ponement when the question comes arrived in New York last Thursday
it admitted was a high fee providing
up before U. S. Supreme Court (13).
a substantial profit margin. SelzJustice Stanley F. Reed next week.
Mickites apparently felt this out of
In lawyers' meets extending over the
reason and therefore are going
past two weeks, the thorny puzzler
through with the truckers' deal,
was mulled by Big Five reps without
Meantime, with the Legion of
any decision being made.
Decency Okay on "Duel," SRO prez
Should Big Five members oppose
Neil Agnew and sales chief Milt
the delay being sought by the LitKusell have called a huddle of disThree, they
be alone
tle
will
trict managers in New York today
since the Governinent has already
(Wednesday). Two-day sesh at the
announced a hands-off policy On the
Waldorf-Astoria will be attended by
subject. Strategy of some of the Big
Sam Horowitz, Chicago; Edward
Five members, led by attorneys for
Fontaine, Washington, D. C; A. J.
20th-Fox, is to swing into full-scale
With thei 'aiin of eliminating antiBelcambrae, Dallas; Tom Duane,
bid selling operations long before
Toronto, March 18.
So^on; Henry Krumm, Atlanta; and trust danger spots throughout the the high court passes on the decree,
country, Paramount has launched
John Howard, Los Angeles.
Paul Nathanson, former 50-50
it's reliably reported. The idea is to
Actual selling of ,"Duel," SRO's into a new but limited policy of make that method of selling a suc- partner with J. Arthur Rank until
Snitialer, held up by failure of the competitive selling before the decree
the
former
recently
resigned the
cessful substitiite for theatre divorceJi. of D. to approve the pic, will now makes action mandatory. Company's
ment to head off any Government presidency on grounds of ill health
go ahead full scale. Also on the distrib toppers are selecting the arguments that divestiture alone can of Odeon Theatres of Canada, has
agenda for the sales conclave will be worst test spots and in those situa- rid the industry of monopoly viola- filed an injunction in the Toronto
jplans lor Sept. X release of SRO's tions have thrown, open the .market tions.
law courts to prohibit Rank and
"The ParacHne Case" and later re- on its product for conipeting oflfers
Attorneys for some of the Big Five Canadian associates from distributlease of "Portrait of Jentty." Like- by rivaj exhibs. Action is predicat- are allergic to any delay because it ing eight British films in Canada
wise, reissue this summer of ."Inter- ed on Par's desire to mollify theatre
Nathanson's
would deprive them of documenta- and Newfoundland.
operators in localities where the
mezzo."
tion of their propoiped argument 'that projected court battle names Em4e Cuts
charges of unfafr runs and clearance competitive
jKlliftf has ts^en ott the pire Films of Canada and Xinited
Personal confabs by Selznick and have been hottest and to thereby
curse of anti-trust violations. Of the World Pictures Co. of Canada, Eagleliis
chief flack, Paul MacNamara, forestall any more anti-trust actions.
Lion Pictures of Canada, and Rank,
(Continued on page 25)
with Legion officials in New Yorfc
Among the bigger situations earalleging- conspiracy to break and delast week resulted: in breaking the marked for pre-decree bid selling
feat contracts to the exclusive and
deadlock which had left "Duel" un- are Chicago, Dallas, Memphis, Oklasole rights to distribute the eight
LABMEFI
classified by the Catholic Chureh homa City, San Francisco, Los AnRank films in Canada and New«,o.ers for move than four weeks geles, Seattle and Portland, a comfoundland.
Hon. J. Earl Lawson,
Hjter ii TwaS; reviewed. Pinal award pany spokesman said. In other sites
KC, president of Odeon Theatres of
(of a B rating—meaning "objection- such as Philadelphia, where William
Negotiations between the film lab Canada, and Oscar Hanson, presiable in part"-*was obtained by Goldman is vying with Warner Bros,
technicians, Local 702, and the 18 dent of Monogram in Canada, will
jnaking 46 cuts. By reediting and re- for Par product, the distrib has enmajbr" New York labs, which were immediately caU board meettogs and
jtlacing other sequences, slicing re- tered competitive negotiations as disresumed last Thursday (13) follow- retain counsel to fight the injuncsulted, in chopping on^ two minutes tinguished from bid sales.
ing a temporary breakdown, have tion.
(Continued on page 18)
Distinction between the two methbeen continuing through the week
Background of dispute vvas formaods, it's said, is that bid selling folwith no progress towards, a settlelow? thfe decree's strictures in that ment being recorded. Richard F. tion, late in 1945, of Eagle-Lion
1056 the distrib places a minimum rental
Films, with announcement that UniWalsh, International Alliance of
on its film and then asks for bids Theatrical Stage Employees prez, in versal would^ produce in the U. S.
SUIT YS. SCHINE by exhibs. Competitive negotiation^ declaring full support to Local 702 and -Eagle-Lion in Canada. Both of
these organizations are tied in with
method employed iri some localities'
Washington, March 18.
in its effort to reach an agreement, United World
Pictures, a company
Civil anti-trust suit has been filed by Par starts with no minimum. The appointed James Brenna»r lA vicethat never went into active business
In the U. S. District Court here by company merely allows competitors prexy, to assist the union's commitin this respect, and is now devoted
to
meet
rivals,
or
beat
bids
made
by
Milford,
Inc.,
Amiisemehts,
of
j^hore
tee in the negotiations.
to 16m distribution.
With Nathanand
this
in
effeci;
progressive
injuncis,
an
plus
Del.; asking |I05,1)00
Another meeting of the com- Son owning Empire Universal in
tion against "threatened loss and bidding.
In the main, Par has confined .its panies and union has been scheduled Canada, plus United World distri'damage:" Named as defendants by
for today (Wednesday).
Although bution in Canada, Nathanson's claim
conipetitive
selling
nabe
to
situations,
Theatre,
the
Shore
ttoe bjtierator of
the old pact ran out on March 11, is that eight pictures should still
at Milford, are Paramount, Loew's, the company exec said. In cei'tain
lab owners have agreed to make all have come to him through the
20th-Fox, Warner, RKO, Columbia, spots where it's felt conditions do not
settlements retroactive to that date. United World Pictures agreement,
the Schine Chain Theatres, foe, warrant a switch to decree methods.
Union's basic demand remains wage with Monogram of Canada as physi*
Par
nixed
has
exhib
requests
for
an
Theatres
Corp.
ftnd Chesapeake
parity with Coast lato workers in all cal distributors.
early
start
in
competitive
selling.
can
Complaint says that no one'
classificationsi.
One
is
Minneapolis,
such
situation
fcperate a theatre properly without
where
the
coinpany
win
continue
NEY'S HUREY-UP CAIL
Adequate product, and asserts that
the Schine interests have tied up the Under its old method despite exhib Coslow-Frank-Proser
Richard Ney -Constellationed back
Set
pleas to the contrafy.

Big 5 May Fight

Bidding Delay

.

Par Tests Bid

Panl Nathanson

SoesU-Rank-E-L

Theatre Aeras

b

SLOWLY

mm

Distrib 8 Fix

PROGRESS

MI.

iElAWARE

WAOEEMENT

:

TRUST

.

distributor

defendants

completely.

IBince prior to 1939, it is charged, the

Schine group has maintained an "unlawful combination anionfe themiselves arid have monopolized leasing
(Df motion picture films in certain
STUDIOiTES
cities and towns' in violation Of the
'Hollywood, March 18.
fiherman Act."
Major film studios are offering
Complaint adds that "the great
wage
tilts of 11:17% "'to studio guilds
*lm leasing power of the Schine defendants has been exerted to obtain and unions to coincide with the re-

COST OF .UYIG WAGE"
HIKES FOR

special preferences and advailtages.

Beginning in' January, 1946,
Schinei dominating figure
Scjiine' defendant.'?,

made

J."

Myer

in

.the

persistent

and determined
Management of

eflorts to take over
the Shore theatre."

ATA HQ

NX Far IMg.

in

Burgled, Cash Box Loss
.

New York
Theatres

h.q.

A.ssn.

in

of

the American
the Paramount

building was buglared Friday (14)
%vhen yeggs picked the loclc to the
©iSce after hour.s and then jimmied
=Hie cash box.
The raidei'S walked
,

«ff with several

hundred dollars in
ca.sh.
What they overlooked was a
taft of checks and some coin collected by tbe theatre unit for both
the Greek.. 'War Relief and the
Brotherhood Drive.
Both collections were cached in
fhe same metal till as the ATA ca.sh.
iiosis is

insured.

AD Comer

Pictures slated for lensing will be
"Wild Calendar," "They Passed This
Way," "The Black Hat," "East of
Ornstein Aides Sears
Cairo" and two other properties, one
to star Norma Shearer and' one to
George H. Ornstein, member of
star Barbara Stanwyck.
.
United Artists foreign department

'Copa' Aides, Music Pub
Sam COslow, producer of '.'Gopacabana"

(.UA)

to

the Hollywood anient, who also owns
20 '^;> of the filmusical, return to the

the

cpoast

on a hur'ryup

yesterday
call

(Tuesday)

from 20th-Fox

to

work On "Poxes of Harrow."
Ney had been vacationing in New

go into

and George Frank,

York for three weeks.

He'll

fly

back east April 10 for a one-night
Coast tomorrow (Thurs.) after hud- radio stand on "Radio Reader's
dling with the distributors. Groucho Digest."
Marx, co-star of the pic with Carmen
Miranda, is also east with his wife
N. Y. to L. A.
cent rise in the cost of living. Ap- but extending his N, Y, stay three
Irving Berlin
proximately 15,000 employes on 10 weeks.
Sid Blumenstock
major lots figure to gain more than
Goslow was bedded most of the
Sam Coslow
$1,000,000 by the adjustments. Oft'er time with virus infection. He "set the
was made to conform to the agree- song publication rights to the "Copa"
Arnold Deutsch
ment signed last July, providing for score ?wlth Max Dreyfus who promMr. and Mrs, George Prank
reopening of the labor cbntrScl in ised him two No. 1 plugs, either
Marcel Hellman
accordance with the advance in liv- consecutively via Chappell or coinJonas Rosenfeld
ing expenses.
cidentally with Crawford Music aS
Silas F. Seadler
Sterling Sillipharit
Adjustments, retroactive to Jan. 1, the alternating publi-shing house.
Benay "Venuta
are equivalent to the uppage in the This plugging exploitation by-passed
deal Coslow had with Irving
Ralph Wonders
co.st-of-living index; as reported by a
the Department of Labor in the Los Berlin who, meantime, will concenN. y. to Europe
trate on exploiting hi.5 O'wn "AlexAngeles area.
ander's Ragtime Band" (20th) reRupert Allan
iissue. Berlin, incidentally, also reAnnabella '
turns to Hollywood this weekend
Da Fron Tops Terpmen to continue scripting on Metro's Maria Bklanchine
V. Duckworth barker
Hollywood, March 18.
"Easter parade."
John Davenport
Dance Directors Guild, at its anVernon Duke
Coslow-Frank appointed Skip
nual meeting, elected Louis Da Pron Weshner eastern rep for their inMarcelle Lamy
president for, the coming year.
Loui.s Lober
terests and Sir Edward Villiers their
Other new officers are Stanley London rep. "Copa" pic may be
Nikita Magaloff
Donen, veepee; Nick Castle, secre- previewed at the N. Y. nitery of the
Alan Melville
tary-treasurer; Jack Gole and Jose- same name, owned by Monte Proser.
Carol Reed
phine Earl, senior board members, Latter owns 20% of the film alsoi beJoseph Siritzky
and Francis Grant and Audrene sides having collected $25,000 for the
Mr. and Mrs. C; Aubrey Smith
Brier, junior board members.
title rights.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stevenson
.

;

'

.

-

hlbit it on some run (other than
that upon which such feature is
to be exhibited in the theatre of the
licensor) selected by such operator,
and upon uniform terms." Sec. 8 (a)
Is
the alternative to competitive
:

which

selling,

in turn

''where a'run

is

only applies
to be

desired, or

i.'s

upon terms which exclude

offered,

simultaneous exhibition in compet-"
ing theatres." Sears figures that by
giving non-exclusive runs he won't
have to follow Competitive bid

method under

How

sec. 8 (c).
It Works

UA

The
system, applied to certain of its product, would work as
follows:
Company, itself, would
liandle first-runs on a four-wall
lease operation. This
would be
done because
wouldn't be able
to obtain a high enough rental, norii
competitively, from outside exhibs.
On second-runs,
would fix a
rental scaled according to the seating capacity of houses in an area
so that larger theatres would pay
more than the smaller for playing
.

UA

UA

the film.
Any and all exhibs ill
the area would be told that they
can__)iave the film, day-and-date,
providing they're ready to meet the
set rental.
This offer would hold
regardless of what previous policy
an exhib had set for his house, providing, of course, he signified a
readiness to pay the terms applica*
ble to his particular house.
Once second-runs were played
off, day-and-date, a pre-sct scale for
third-runs would be offered to exhibs in the area who would akcj
screen the pic simultaneously and
non-exclusively. And so down tlie
line until the pic has completely
.

.

played

off.

Alexis Smith** Next
Hollywood, March 18.
Warners assigned Alexis Smith to
femme lead opposite Dane Clark
;

the

in "Whiplash," tale of the prize ring.

William Jacobs

Lew

is

producer and

Seller director.

L. A. to
Demes Agay

N

Y,

Donald Barry
Millen Brand

Donald Buka
Alfred Burt
Setty Comdett
Richard Conte
Gary Cooper
Sandra Cooper
Benjamin Davis
Irving Davis

Douglas Dick

Howard

Dietz

William

Elliott

Tom

Farrell

Bryan Foy
Irving Foy
Leonard Goldenson
James R. Grainger
Adolph Green
Sterling. Haydett

Kal Kirby
Otto Klemperer
Milton Kusell

Canada Lee
Mary Foy Littel
Anatole Litvak

Norman Lloyd
John Loder
Ronald Millar
Mrs. Bob O'Donnell
Frank Partes

Ralph Polk

Byron Price

,

William F, Rodgers

Monty Shaff
Nigel Tanya
Joiiie

Taps

Phyllis Thaxter
Martha Tilton

Ann Todd
Lamar Trotti
Frederic

UUman,

Evelyn Waiigh
Franz Waxman
Stanford Zucker

Jr.

'

.
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Out

20th Sells

Its

50%

38-11iratre Etel
Mexico City. March

EiGiE-Oll Oscar-Hypwd Tears Guiig After'
'GWTWV Hiiili Doinsticlecurd

Interest In

(Mex)^U

N^te

8.

•With

move

by 20th-FOx,
Surprise
Subsidiary.
through its wholly owned
company
has
Matlonal Theatres,
the 38-theatre
in
interest
its
seUing
circuit to Credlto
Norte
Del
of
chain
Cinematografico, Mexicano, S. A.,
new outfit controlled by Theodore
Move by 20th takes the
Gildred.

U

entirely

company

S.

from the

of eixhibition in Mexico after
years
having eriteted it about two
ago with purchase of 50% interest
field

in Federieo

Rodriguez's Del Norte

'

wheel, which operated houses in
Coahuila,
of
states
northeastern

Nuevo Leon and San

TamaUlipas,

Hollywood, March

Unless
Hollywood's
individual
Daniels to E-L
film producers adhere to ProducHollywood, March 18.
Hollywood, March 18.
Paramourit has lined up two tion Code rules with more stringBebe Daniels, after eight months
ency,
state
censorship
of
motion
comedies for Bob Hope to follow
on the Hal Roach lot, is shifting to
"The Road to Rib," Which wound up pictures looms more than a likely Eagle-Lion under a three-year propossibility!
State
censorship
bills
before the cameras Saturday.
jjucer contract calling for three feaare already before legislative bodies
First of the pair will be "Pale and can
make Hollywood's prob- tures annually.
Face," to be succeeded by "Clown lems
Currently Miss Daniels is supertougher than e\?er, according
of Fortune," a tale of a court jester to the message
Eric Johnston will vising the cutting chore on "The
in the 16th century.
take around to individual producers Fabulous Joe," her last -production
during this week's round of studios. imder the Rpaiph baimer.

had

there

Although

been

Anodier Church

Attack en nims

below border, deals never became
Reasons for 20th withsolidified.

drawing from Mexican theatre picture iinderstood primarily because
of union regulations and requirement for native and not foreign
management. Another major factor
is high film rentals did not leave
.margin of profit necessary to duplicate type of showmanship and de
luxe operations the company emits U.' S.

setup.

the deal, which puts
Cinematografico in powerpicture-wise and With
expansion planned, B. V.

In settling

Credito

ful position

further
Sturdivant,.

who went

to

Mexico

two years ago as N. T.'S Latin
(Continued on page 25)

Hollywood, March

In addition to threat of state censorship, Johnston, in huddles today
(Tuesday) with Paramount in the
.;

tallc'

several times of further expansion

ploys in

Bebe

'

Luis Potosi.

Chicago,'

18.

of that city declared

showed actors
in scanty dress, with over 60% of
He also
women.
being
these

75% of

the pictures

in

43%

in

65%.

of the pictures

billboards and' display ads at a the- .Ed.)
atre in Madrid Where "Kit Garson,"
a
release, was being screened.

UA

Hndies §n 3 Projects
Carl

Leserman

is

due in

New York

from the Coast this week for huddles
with United Artists execs on distribution of a number of films. They
include "llacomber Affairs"
and
Christmas Eve," made by Benedict
Bogeaus, for whom Leserman handles sales; "Bel Ami,"
made by
Loew-Lewin, for whom he likewise
IS sales
chief, and HopalOng Cassidy westerns, of

which he

is

part

owner.

Leserman will be in

New York

three or four Weeks.

by Bogeaus,
this week.

who

He'll be joined
is expected later

A

PAUL

.

RO^'S LABOR

PEP TALK BEFORE CSU
18.

Paul Robeson spoke Sunday (16)
night before a CSU mass meeting,
urging members to continue fight
He wound
for democratic unions.
up his pep talk with a labor song
and was cheered to a standstill. Two
and
Schatte
Oscar
other speakers,
Father George Dunne, failed to ap-

$6,604. pic is in its 13th
and, as at the Astor, the tilt
resulting from the Acad publicity is
noteworthy considering the length
of the run.

week

Bob OrrAgcy., Adding
1%e Sdznick

Ac^

Robert Gillham, head' of film and
television department of J. Walter
Thompson ad agency, is understood
set to Join Robert W. Orr Associates,
new agency. He'll take with him the
David O. Selznick account. He had
been earlier reported joining the
Selznick Releasing Organization as
eastern pub-ad head, but with SRO
and the Fopte, Cone & Belding
agency recently having split, the
new setup is, being worked out,
Orr, who heads the new organization, was formerly an exec of Lennen
& Mitchell. He is taking the Jergens
account with him to his own outfit.
JPossibly joining Orr and Gillham
will be Carl W. Clawson, budget ad
exec of Paramount, with whom Gillham was associated when he headed
publicity-advertising for that company.

Friday, $3^00; Saturday, $6,600, and

Sunday,

aecretary-treasurer.

$B,80O.

day's,
at an

additional house, the Guild.
of the Palace, Guild

Combined take

(Continued on page 18)

iOMHED

CAIN PLAN

BEING SENT WRITERS
Hollywood, March

17.

Modified plans for James M.
Cain's proposed Ahieritah Authors
Authority are being sent out to
members of the Screen Writers
Guild in a 64-page supplement to
the Guild's magazine, the Screen
Writer.
would become an integral part of the Authors League
of America and would be set up as
a non-profit cprppratipn: tp admihister overall leasing program.
In the proposed articles of incorporation, a specific provision would
prevent discrimination against any
piece of literary material by reason
of content or because of racial, political
or religious affiliation of
those 'connected with it. Only material violating libel, obscenity or

AAA

SAG, Producers Open
Negotiations April 15
Screen

—

—

—

Studio Techs Unite,

OK

for

Melody Anyway

Form

Indie Pix Co.

Hollywood, March 18.
New film producing outfit, Filmu"The Swordsman" will get an
Oscar calibre score it Columbia has sic. Inc., was formed here by 15
studio technicians with George E.
anything to do about it,
Morris Stoloff, who was (Jsicared Marsh, music editor, as president,
Company bought a building which
for "The Jolson Story" score, and
Hugo Friedhofer, who won Acad, will be remodeled as the Highland
nod for "The Best Years of Oiir studios which will be used tempo-

Hpllywood, March

Lives"

cleffing,; Will

background
man."

m"Sic

18.

collaborate on
for /"Swords-

record

piled

"Gone With the Wind"

in

do-

up by
its

first

tres.
It "is admitted by both Goldwyn
and RKO sales toppers that there
has been insufficient experience with
"Years" yet to make any kind of accurate estimate.
Film has played
only a handful of spots so far, but

will

have opened in

all

key

cities

by

May

4.
It opens Easter week Or
before on Fox-West Cpast, BJC0» In-

terstate

and Odepn (Canada)

Cir*

All engagemenlts are at Upjiied
**
admissions.
Increased prices and top terms
being obtained via theatre-leasing'
deals under which "Years" is being
exhibited give Goldwyn execs th^
hqpe that they can beat "GrWTW."
cuits.

;

Admish

scales

have gone up coa-

(Contihued on ^age 25)

MPA Recommends

i^rrey

On Fibngoing tastes
Washington, March 18.
A comprehensive survey of the
motion picture audieiice was reeommended today (Tuesday) by the
MPA research department in its

statistics

on foreign production, dis«

and

exhibition.

"In the sale of any product," said
report, "the first question •

the

manager asks is 'who bays' my
although "Years" had opened product?' and In the same Breath

50%

used.

gross

mestic

time around.
More conservative
estimates give "Years" a $10,000,000
gross, based on present indications.
If
the pic fails to crack the
"GWrW" mark, it appears certain
anyway to take the runner-up spot.
Top execs of RKO, which is distributing "Years," base their estimates on comparison with "Bells ol
St. Mary's," which they handled last
year and which garnered $8,000,000.
"GWTW" garnered a total pf
$21,000,000 in domestic rentals in *
number of trips through the thea-

tribution

At the Palace, Los Angeles, Saturday's take of $5,347 was just about
equal to that of the previous, Satur-

Hollywood, March 18.
Actors Guild will start
pear.
negotiations April IS for a new
Schatte, recently before the Sen- agreement with film producers in
ate Labor Committee in Washing- all studios. Current 10-year contract
ton, was advised by counsel to make ends May 15, and the actors figure
no further Hollywood labor talks it will take aboUt 30 days to agree
for the time being, while Father on a new pact..
Dunne reportedly cancelled his
SAC appointed a negotiating comspeech at advice of church officials. mittee consisting of Ronald Reagan, literary piracy laws would be unGene Kelly, WiUiam Holden, Geprge acceptable. Writers using AAA for
licensing trustee would be able to
Murphy, fibuise' Beavers, Joseph
Cut in 6 Calleia, George Chandler; Harry withdraw material on 30-day notice.
$11,911 and
In the AAA analysis, articles both
Cording, Joseph Crehan, Paul Harfor
by Cain
Negro Fix Claimed in Suit vey,
and against
by
Cliif Lyons, Kermit Maynard,
are included in
Two N. Y. federal court suits for Fred Santley, Larry Steers, Regis Louis Bromfleld
to
present both sides to
$11,911 and a share of profit in two Toomey, Tudor Williams and. Cornel order
writers.
Negro pix were filed Monday (17) Wilde.
by Wallace Thorsen and Thorsen
Associated
against
Organization

Washington, March 18.
Lindstrom, director of tiie
motion picture division of the U. S.
"apartment of Agriculture, has been
Motion Pictures,
elected chairman of
the Washington Producers of Negro
*um Council. Other officers chosen: Inc. Actions claim the coin is due
vice-presidents, Walter Evans, Navy lor publicity and exploitation on
production man, and Gale Starnes, of six pix and a 50% share of profits is
me Library of Congress. Executive owed for getting financial backing
'
committee, Wm. H. Wells, TJNRRA; for two films.
Herbert T. Edwards,
State Depart- ' Thorsen asks an accounting on
ment; Floyd
Brooker, Office of Edu- the pix in which he claims 'profitcation;
John Bradley,' Library of sharing interest and .also on a Ne^ongregg_ apj, Ltiias
savage, Cana- gro adaptation o£ March of Time,
dian Film
Board.
which he declares was his idea and
Mrs. Marian
Jarnagin was elected which APNMP, he states, illegally

^
Chester

"Best Years of

Here are figures for the Capitol,
Cincinnati, from the day the film first annual! report to Eric Johnston.
preemed last week: Tuesday, $3,100; Agency also recommended for this
Wednesday, $3,600; Thursday, $3,000; year, as highly timely, a study of

—

Lindstrom Elected

Lot Via Oscars

to

of the Goldwyn forces is to
the
modern-day
$14,000,000

$6,251" to

Bob Gillham Joining

and vulgarity

Hollywood, March

Leseniai's i. Y. Sales

Tears'B.OJpped

tions

claimed that intoxication tOok place

some

Demonstrators said that the film,
Which revolyed around the Mexican
war of 1848, was insulting to Mexico,

and Columbia

out as

ous to the junior set the fact that

In an analysis of ll5 ilictures it
that 84% portrayed
of the scenes were derogatory to 'was discovered
with an average of four
lUexipo, but the federal government crimes,
Only 20% of
crimes per picture.
decided otberwfeie.
the crimes depicted were punished,
he averted. (Under the film Indus.*
Antl-Mexioan?
try's self-regulating production code
Madrid, March 16.
pay,
Evidence of mounting anti-Amei-i- a must is that crime-does-not
can feeling in foreign countries as a and no pic can get a Production
if there is
result of oflfending characterizations Code Administration seal
In Hollywood films are given here any deviation, hence the above
when a gang of young men tore up statement about 20% -seems awry.—

Mayor

RKO

Commercial value#which attaches
and ridiculous situations might
to the award of an Oscar for "Best
have a poor reaction abroad, pointPicture of the Year" was clearly
ing them put as fit subjects for the
evidenced over the past weekend by
cutting room.
the tremendous spurt in business of
sistant exec director of the Legion of
It
was indicated by the MP A "Best Years of Our Lives." AcadDecency in New York City. Speech prexy that what
he had to say about
made before National Catholic Wel- the foreign film market was a direct emy's bronze statuette may mean as
much as $1,000,000 at the b.o. for
fare conference claimed that mo- result of his recent
talks with Presithe Samuel Gpldwyn production,
tion picture was the most potent in- dent Truman and Secretary
of State
based oh the Upped take siijce it
fluence of pui; times and that there Marshall.
The responsibility of hiked 'Off with seven of the kudos
has been a steady decline of the American films to present a true and
family picture and a constant rise of honest picture pf the Anaerican way last Thursday (13) night.
Astor theatre, N. Y., is typical.
the objectionable film. Lovemaking of life to audiences abroad is one
scenes occurred in 90% of last year's which cannot be sidestepped, ac- Pic, in its 17th week there, did $8,films, and what makes 'the pictures cording to Johnson.
Emphasis on 700 on Saturday (15) as against $8,influential
the drinking and sex offends not only 100 the previous Saturday. It., hit
dangerously
to
adolescent is the majority of scenes moralists, but it -gives a bad impres- $7,100 on Sunday against $6,600 th*
take place in autos and bedrooms. sion abroad, the MPA chief stated, week previous. The Saturday figure
He pointed put that illicit love is the pointing out that the Russians, for was tlie largest in seven weeks.
goal of the leading characters in example, never permit scenes of diAt the Woods, Chicago, Saturday
20% of the productions.
gross jumped from previous week's
(Contmued on page 27)
$6,751 to $6,914 and Sunday's from
dangeralso laghed
Charges -that the picture industry
"was increasing the tide of immorality and indeney" were issued here
by the Rev. Patrick J. Masterson, as-

Priest

18.

Warners' diplomatic staff smoothed
out an international misunderstaijding with the Mexican Department
of Interior, occasioned in the filming
of
background footage for'
"Treasure' of the Sierra Madre" in
Tampico.

March

morning and

execs in the afternoon, urged studios
to be careful in their scripts of anything which might oifend foreign
customers.
He treated not only
moral angle of films, but that of
nationalities, wherein characteriza-

hypo resulting Jrom
awarded last week
Our Lives," aim
break

big

string of Oscars

18.

2Laffers

rarily as a rental lot and later for
the outfit's own piroduction of shorts
and features.

sales

the question is posed, 'who are my
non-customers?' not only are we
without a supportable figure for the
total number ol people who do and
do not attend ^ovies, but we have
very little information about the
composition of both groups.
Who are these people? What is
their background? Education? Income level? Sex? Age? Marital and
family status? Occupation? Where
do they live? What are their likes
and dislikes? Answers to these qtteS'*
tiohs should be elementary, yet tbqr
are lacking today»"
Of the projects launched in 1946,
the survey of film theatres in th«
U. S. is expected to be completed by
simlate spring or early summer.
ilar survey of foreign theatres ia
under way, but no date can be set
yet for its cpmpletion,
.

A

Nelson to Rep Indies

At lINCnliinral

Powwow

Hollywood, March

18.

Donald Nelson will represent the
Society of Independent Motion Pic26-27 at the
United Nations Educational, Scienture Producers

March

tific and Cultural Organization gathering at Philadelphia. Nelson wffl
assume a leading rple in the study of
the motion picture industry in reUtion to world problems, with indie
producers rated as one of 50 key
American gi-oups helping to formulate V. S. policy on education, science and culture throughout the

world.
Topics

to be discussed include
methods of international exchange
of films, effects of commercial fllms
on people of foreign nations, and the

formation of a V. S. Film Gouncil
for the purpose of cooperating with
UNESCO. Milton S. Eisenhower,
chairman of the U. S. National Commission for UNESCO, of which Nelson is a member, caUed the meet

,

March 19, 1947

Weilneeflay,

Sam Goldwyn

Replacing
Setter on 'Bishop's Wife'

Majors Up Prduction To Plug Gap

Freelaoce layers'

$75,(i)-$125,il)

Hollywood, March 18.
William Seiter will be replaced
as

yiBySliriiildiigExteiiyRuii^
Un-Sisterly

ule from 24 to 32 pix for this year is
expected to cue an industry-wide
boost in the number o£ films pro-

duced at almost every

studio.

Old

between
and her

Joan Fontaine, brolce out
again as an aftermath of the
Joan, the
1947 Oscar Derby.
winner of the femme acting

siiiter,

Chief
|

is the fact tliat top features
are no longer holding up for the
ultra-extended runs enjoyed during
Consequent speed-up in
wartime.
the release slate means that more
pictures will be needed and, with
Ihe thinned-out backlog now available, only answer is to produce more

reason

|

"The

imder-

is

t-

Foy's Title Bowout
Eagle-Lion has

and Monty Wooley stays on.
Picture had been shooting about
two .weeks- at the time a hiatus
was called.
.

pix.

P. A. Vs.

Fik

Moot question

|

j

March, WylerJeH,

u.sing

fluence of Alms is
the reverse took

Friday

over

another

when

(14)

drastically on
previous practice of pacting indie
.players. "We've hired a lot of them
its

at per-picture prices running any-

ances unless they'll take a good deal
less,"

for his pic, he said.

Bergman,

'irniversal's

publicity

chief,

B'way Sbwcasing

>

New

York

U

Easier;

critic

;

Pic Into

pany

'

Cap, RKO Int0 Ri?

"There's
sider,"

.

we don't want to continue to
operate as expensively. Of course,
we were a new company and had to
seek outside talent but things are
Changing for tis rapidly."

I

M

.

Illustrating

company

high cost to the

Franchot Tone $100,000 for
in
"Repeat Performanee."

:

his pait

Other
cases in point were Dennii^ O'Keefe
who asked f75,000 for work in one

.

•

George Brent, who received
HOO.OOO; and Sylvia Sidney (under
contract to James Cagney), whose
asking price was $7S,000> Competifilm;

•

tion

among

indie producers fer tal-

ent on the loose, Foy opined, has
driven up the nut to approximately
double that of a year or two ago.

'

'

Labor, Too

K

Commenting

,

^

another p'hase of

ballooning production costs, Foy declared that since the first of the year
when retroactive labor boosts went
into effect, it has been virtually impossible to make a picture for less
than $l,ciOO,000. "It's a Joke, Son!"
cost the studio $650,000, he said, but
every E-L picture since then has hit
the million, mark and more.
"Red
Stallion," recently completed Cinecolor pic, meant an outlay of $1,*
'

.

I
I

the"

stemming from outside
Foy said that E-L p.nid

actor deals,

'

(LOEW)

,

ness)

^

(SMITH) WINS

thing to concontinued.
"When you

that sort of money for an actor,;
he or she should throw enough
weight around to pull up the b.o.
.singlehanded.
But we've been taking on two and three players at
those prices for each film and
though we're doing excellent busi-

•

'

another

Jhe

pay

I

I

actor.s

best interests of the company, however, lies in the buildup of our own
players and we're doing that »s
rapidly as is humanly possible," Foy
added.

j

OYER

production ,topseven month.s time

the
in

Sam Goldwyn and H«l
have loaned the new comand directors.
"The

Wallis

Bosley Crowther tussled over the CBS network's School
of the Air. Bergman, registering in
the aye column, maintained that the
contribution of pix to U. S. culture
easily stood comparison with that
of the radio end book publishing
With slackening Broadway biz
industries. Crowther countered with
currently, the tight situatio'n that has
the contention that of the 350 enprevailed during the past Ave years
tertainment films turned out. yearly in
getting first-run New York playonly
20
Hollywood,
Or
so
"are
by
"*! achievement;
was acclaimed the
ing time is showing the first signs of
r""*'"
advance.
substantial as serious^ drama or as
cracking.
A double-sbutne angreatest film ^'ferame of 1946, and
truly creative diversion."
.Number of program changes at,
nounced last week that will put a
IBreadway showcase theatres during FredriC March, in absentia and in
The public's respect for signifi- Universal pic into Loew's Capitol
("Years cant pix ''has been very meagerly and an RKO film into the Rivoli,
the last several months points up the a Broadway legit play
obtained
for{/^<,"),
r«ss
now
being
shorter
was heraided the best male indicated," Bergman argued,' after showcase stronghold of Paramount
top pied'uct HCtore films used to thesp in the celluloid realm. To the conceding that many vital questions and i20th-Fox, lent a bit of encourconfront the U. S. and that film pro- agement to harassed theatre-seekers
play iix «*ight v«eks with no;
clustered in 'huge
...
'trouble, only a very few have been
.^^ ducers should be inspired to put among both majors and indies.
numbers inside and: outside the
four
weeks
at
any
these ideas on the screen.
than
"With
held for mere
is
going into the Cap With
Shrine CiViC Audtt^iniHin in At/vunYears.
no apologies for what is being done "Smash-Up" following 'the current
New
Br«adway house... since
these awards
town
Angles,
in
motion
and
pictures,
I
must
cite
the
IF^ramount, Warners' Strand
were Ijie butstsndittg events in the fact that this is a comparatively "It Happened in Brooklyn," while
lioew's Capitol, for- example, have
RKO preems at the Riv with "The
Oscac. Derby, .but In the professional new form of expression/'
he addeid.
haet a' consistent change recently
and'bu^ess sector of the Derby it "As the public itself becomes more Farmer's Daughter" next Tuesday
every three, we^, with such top
was a sweepstake for Samuel Gold- aware of the screen's possibilities <'25)w Product shortage is held reproduct' as Metro's ^Be^nning or the
indie producer galloping and indicates it^ pleasure in seeing sponsible for the unusual bookings,
wyn,
.an
End" not holding up ariy longer.
since, the. con^panies that normally
against M> major studios.
motion pictures of a naore revoUiTlieie have beea exceptions, of
keep the pair of houses occupied
Goldwyn not only won the Irving tionary nature, Hollywood will be" cant do so now- with Broadway's
coarse, such as "Best Years of Our
Lives," "Yearling;" Jolson Story," Thalberg Award, for a long sti;etch the first to recognize this."
sagjgiAg b.o.s cutting dowii length of
the
film
indusof
endeavor
in
high
"it's a Wonderful Life." etc., but
Most of Hollywood's turnout' is runs.
Years
picture,
Best
try,
his
'"'The
but
most «f tbese have been Academy
the "routine paraphrasing of old
Theatre 'situation has considerably
award' contenders, indicating their of Our Lives," was Qscared as the and conventional plots, some' a little casled for Universal by the fact that
life
and
the
best
Of
his
own
best
o(
better ,than others but all in the in addition to the Winter Garden,
superiority.
crop.of 1946. With it went seven standard
aciiftciil
mood,'*- Times which.it conttols, it has two bookings
ivend away from long forced runs
those to critic held. "A little more logic and coming up
awards,
mcludmg
other
at- the Music -Hall, "Egg
in the key city showcases implies
best director; proportion in, writing and manufac- and I" and
"Great Expectations,"
that the majors have realized they William Wyler, as
Sherwood, best screen ture of films and a little more hon- plus the -Capitol date. Indies are
can gross more with a new film than, Robert
playwright; Hugo Friedhofer, for the esty in detail could eliminate many still, having a rough time, however,
ttiey <gXL by takiiig .a small gross at
of the faults," the pundit claimed. with little in the way of houses avail(Continued on page^S)
long run,- Exhibitors.
'the:'ipqd ctf
If
filmmakers
had a "more compli' able to them on Broadway but the
moreoT/er, arc "no longer impres-sed
meiitary opinion of the public," .bet- small-seater Brandt operations and
by the fact' that a .certain picture
ter films would' result, Crowther City Investing's Victoria.
nui^ht have played a long time in a
^ARK-IN
,
argued.
Among major pix for, which
sisowcase spot 'one of the main reaA case can easily be built that houses are needed are David O,
sons iieretofore for tlie ''majors forcDRIVE-IN
films contain a moral since they're Selznick's "Duel in the Sun"—^reing their runs; .Host-flcMTun exhibS'
subject to' the strict production peatedly reported going "into the
Providence, March* 18.
today s/es all product at trade^reenings and can' judge for themselves
Litigation to
determine patei^t code which compels producers to Riv-^nd United Artists' "Carnegie
demonstrate that the HaH" and"Arch of Triumph,"
how much value a certain feature rights to the drive-in theatre was constantly
jj^^'
are puni.shed and the good
holds for them. Subsequent run ex^^^"^ when a U. S. Dis- triumph, Bergman al.so contended.
hibs watch the first *runs in their
own territories to judge what the trict, court held that E. M. Loew's Continuing its argument, he said:
Drive-Iii' Uieatre had infringed upon "Tii those Who charge that it is the
picti^re'WillVdb for theni:
the' patisnt of Park-In llieafres. mdvies' obligation to devote its re- f25-402
Oiitdoor sources to changing the
Inc., of Camden, N. J.
public
Toronto, March 18.
method of .exhibition was devised taste to this degree that the movies
*The opening wedge in increased
will have more influence in raising
some eight years ago.
shipping boys is the conpay
for
the
According to Park-In's prexy, the standards of entertainment, I tract which Toronto Film Exchange
C(M:ALIS
Smith, his firm holds the first merely ask this qustion: Who caUld Employees Union Local 73 (lATSE;
W.
decide what is good and what is
In a deal completed over last drive-in theatre patent ever issued.
AFL), has signed with Empire-Unibad?"
•weekend (16), nine New Jersey the- He claims to have opened up a new
versal Films of Canada and J. Armarket
"non-existent"
film
atres formerly owned and Operated and
thur Rank, which calls for increases
by the Cocalis circuit- were trans- among small children and the. aged
ranging from 25 to 40% retroactive
ferred to management of Alden who previously did not attend picto Jan'. 6. 1947, and continuing to
DEPT.
Theatre Corp. on a 12-year leasing tures. Company also states that it's
contemplating reducing fees for old
]

declared.

E-L

Columbia,

adr

eastern

and

'

Times

said,

has so established itself that producers such as Metro, Paramount,'

•

j

Foy

Fortunately,

going-

Maurice

it

where from 175,000 to $128,000 but
we dont plan any re'peat perform-

pcr

whether the into the good or

pt

whose com-

pany will cut down

registered two aiid three years
ago but never used.
In one instance, label "Mon>
tana" had been registered by
eight others but Foy intends

Critic

CBS Debate Pros-Coos

:

tion chief of Eagle-Lion,

after _ his
company had
found
itself
stymied" several
times on titles which had been

(BergDiaa Vs. Crowther)

Iriteation to becst the production;
were children."
fcbedule is a direct refutation of industry thlAklng early last year in
the effect that upped production
costs demanded a slash in the num-'
bcr of films turned out, with a drive
fer longer playing time lor each
film in eacii .situation. While there
are no indications ol a lowering in
costs, the majors now beUeve the
almost certain end to the labor strike
In
will ease praductioa methods.
addJtiOTi, those findke such .as Metro
and. 20tb-Fox, which Tjad carried out
a reireBchment in personnel to lower
.Holly wpod,. March 18.,
costs, have now- completed the ecoar
Olivia <le :HavIijiand, in person and
«my wave so that personnel is static.
This malces it .posnble for the majors ,in a gorgeous .»gown of Technicolor

on pix without pre-

said,

.

Rc

labels

liminary registration, Bryan
Foy, E-L "studio chief, has disclosed. Decision was made, Foy

Grant, Xoretta Young, David Niven

Her press agent explained:
"The girls haven't spoken to
each other for several months.
It's one of those things that goes
back for years, ever since they

Assn.'s

title registration bvireau''and will

fix

Cost of signing independent player
talent on a ,per-picture basis has
risen sharply recently and a pro.
ducer can do better by closing loanout deals with the majors. That's
the opinion of Bryan Foy, produc-

withdrawn

from the Motion Picture

as yet for Seiter but «ast of Cary

prize in 1941, declared she got
the sisterly brush-off when she
oifered congratulations to Olivia.

Higb-^an Foy

Per-PKtiD'e Fees Too

Bishop's

in about 10

lensit.g

Samuel Goldwyn

dissatisfied with rushes he
saw last week o£ crowd and street
scenes.
Minor changes also expected to be made in Robert E.
Sherwood's script before shooting
starts again. No replacement named

Team

feud
family
de Havilland

Olivia

when

director

Wife" resumes
days.
stood

Revelation last week that Wiipt
planned to up its production sched-

,

I

300,000.

Foy,

,

TORONTO MCKROOMERS

i

now

reunion

in

New York

Thursday

(20)

for a radio
with his

'

GET

'

mmtim%m
?

brother, Eddie," Jr., and his five
other brothers and sisters, recently
completed a swing through the
southwest featured by meetings with
E-L salesmen 'and exhibs. It's bis
opinion that producers should get
out of Hollywood from time-to-lime
to find, out what exhibs think of
product last turned cut by the
Hollywood mills and what this theatremen want in the future.

INCREASES

j

|

.

Ei

HOUSES

W

'

i

TOAWARE

STATE

amoigemeni

AUen

is

headed by

and new

Snl^e'

Horne-DeUtech In

Jaeoeks,
former 'Warner
Bros, theatre circuit manager in New

licensees.

,„

,

,^

$60 to flOa and will see film shippers'
weekly wages jtmjped from -"^
$23 to
-^^
-

,„

^"'

«
c State
«
i°^*°"'. '^T^
U. S.
Dept. officials have re-!
cerved nTSnda? wTrd''o^thrb^" ifo'^s"'

°

-

NY For

"There are too many producers
who are too old and tired to hit the
road and learn what salesmen and
exhibitbrs are thinking," Foy assertedv "You can't sit back in your
""ang"^-^
'---^
mg tastes. For my part, I've jiist
completed one tour tlirbugh the
southwest and I'm planning another
into the northwest when I return to

mmk m ban f^tpiv^i^^sn

OF ANY

Donald

''

.

"^'^"^ '''^

^

-

While the Empire-Universal deal

«ram

in collaboration

with a group

of his former associates at

Jersey, -if cu^nfly^^estt^^^^^^

Board -meeting of Story Produc-'
|

'

Monday

(17),

prez,

is

-

,

specific
industry: If

In Nejv; York,; *^fl«estj;JS.jn*ae by- the
Swedefl's ^cHori was taken because 'the .poOhttgr lacks the currency
S. .DeutSfih, for
the iijipdrts, one official said,

with Hal Horns', 'li«a]Pcl

chairman, and
j

ranly

.'..,,

,

{q<..t^k<s.?«q.,*etion...tinless a

^

Was held

WB.

CocaUs Enterprises, in past years
one of the big indie chains in New

,

.

|

!

'

Armand

coming east

last

week to

i

at-

the

first

of several to go through,

Columbia, Warner Bros., and Regal,
Canadian distributors, for Metro
product, have already signed up
with negb4Sation.^ under-«ra^^
other Canadian exchanges. EmpireUniversal deal was
Perry. Signing for the union were
Thomas Sharp, president; Larry
Lewis, secretary; W. E. Shild^, busi-

the Coast."

E-L
the

is all set,

1946-47

production-wise, lor
with two pix

season,

then nothing could be done because
prodHction and nine scripts ready
the ban would: not J?e considered
for filming, Foy said. Studio topper
improper.
later this week.
intends I'emaining in New^'Sfork unSwedish Board of Trade anWhile
York,
Horne
also
Elizabeth;
in
New
Strand in
Park in NewnOuncetl that it would not grsuit aiiy nesE agent; W. .jPi CoyBrt^. iiiterna- til Arthur Krim, company prexy,
ark; Empire and Rahway in Rah- has been huddling with Leonard? import
returns next week from his eurrent
licenses ifor Yarik pix while tional v.p, lATSfi.
way; Roslyn in Ro-selle, and Park in Bercovici, who is doing the screen- the government's decision to curtail
trip to London in order to huddle
—<
Eoselle Park.
J.
Thompson, play of Story's first pic, "This Side imports remained in effect. That
J.
on studio Plans for the 1947-48 sea
V#»r{i
'^^'^^ Cst^tvarv Qicrnc
treasurer -for the Cocalis estate, of Innocence." Bercovici was east action
sop.
followed a warning by the:
negotiated the transfer of manage- polishing' script of "Portrait of national bank' that its
sfock of gold
E'-L is definitely decidetl on 12
lO-Year
'E-jb
PftCt
ment to the Alden company and is Jenny" for David O. Selznick.
and. foreign currencies was dangerCoast productions during 1946-47,
Hollywood, March 18.
f)lahning; to disciose a new field -of 1
Home sai^ he hoped to get into ously low.
Eagle-L'mn signed Vera Caspary, Foy, said, with the budget fixed at
operations for Cocalte in ttie near production by summer, but wouldn't
Its reported here that the film, novelist to a 10-year scrintina cOn- $15,000,000
factors
barring
any
ifulure.
put the $2,500,090 budgeter .Ijefore companies may retaliate by clamp- tract calling for
one story annually which might cause a further hike;*
With acquisition of new theatres the cameras until perfectly satisfied ing an embargo on raw stock sent at a fixed price and 5% oif the prof- •Studio will also turn out 16 films,
.Jn New Jfersey, Jacocks is opening with the screenplay. Meantime, Tayto Sweden fpr native production, its on each picture
for PRC, each of which miist t«.«t
headquarters in New York. Alex- lor Caldwell, author pf "Innocence," Ample stocks of Hollywood fllm.s
Authdr's "Out'Wf th^ Blue'* 'is cur- minimum of $300,000 under the
ander C. Kilpatrick has been named is going abroad on the Queen Eliza- are presumably in Sweden and wiU|rcntly in work on the E-L lot and raised standards for that company,
treasurer for tlie Alden corporation beth Saturday '(22) for a three fore-stall immediate disappearance of her "Bed^lia" i.s in release. Her fir.«it B'oy declared. PRC pix may go as
'With Monroe Stein retained as legal months' tour, of EuropS. She'll plug American pix from that country's assignment under the
new pact is high as $500,000 in certain in.stances,
the book and picture.
rep.
v flicker houses.
.;
i "Madeleine."
'he added.
,

tw6 houses

in Kieahsbtiirg, N. J. The
involved in the transfer include the Elmora, Royal, State 'and

tend.
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The

late george apley"

started life as a best -selling

novel that
ted public and

won unpreceden-

acclaim

.critical

.

•

.

md the

Pulitzer Prize!

"The Late George Apley" was adapted to the stage and became a siiiash
success that ran two years!
.

Now "The Late George Apley'* comes
to the screen

.

.

.

topping both those

triumphs as a magnificent motion picture

achievement

WfdneBday, March

.

19,,

9

l!Mr7

!.)^.

;

GEORGE
.

I

VANESSA BROWN RICHARD HAYDN
CHARLES RUSSELL RICHARD NEY
•

MILDRED NATWICK
NYDIA WESTMAN^

EDNA

BEST

PERCY

WARAM

•

PEGGY
lOSEPH

L.

MANRIEWICZ • FRED KOHLMAR

^^l^SSilSilililiiiliiiiiiiip*^^

i:lNrURY"fOX
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—

'

iMaeBday^

Omaha

NewPixPepLA.;i&CLofty $36,000,

'Sma^Up

4 Spots;

53^^

Sloul

But

'Bedelia' $9,000

5;

'Sinbd'

3;

53G, I

liOS Angeles, March 18.
Firstruns are looking up currently

Broadwaf Grossly

mainly because of sturdy new bills
"Pursued" is
and good weather.
sighting' smart $68,000 or better in

"Smash-Up" loolcs.
three theatres.
to do near fine $53,500 in Ave houses.
"Easy Come" and "Ladies' Man'
heads tor very light $26,000 in two

Paramount

operations.

.

.

.

.

.

(Col)

m

(2,000; 16-65)—
and "Sing While
Dance" (Col). Okay $9,000 but below
average for first-ruhs: Last week,
"California" (Par) (m.o.) with "Lady
Chaser" (PRC), good $10,800.

'BnoMitte'

Snmrt

Week

.

.$3,197,000

.'

(Bose4 on 21 cities, 198 theatres, chiefly first runs, inclttdins
N. Y.)
Total Grot* Same Week
$2,981,000
Last Year
(Based ori 22 Cftfes, 194 theatres)
.

Orpbeum

biz

18.

this

is attributed chiefly to better
product. However, it's still well below average -with Lent and income
taxes blahied. "My Favorite Bru.
nette" is doing best on solo basis at
the Met, "Love Laughs at Andy
Hardy" shapes as good day-date at
State and Orpheum. "Adventuress"'

is off

",

to a big start at the Majestic,
Estimates for This Week

Boston (P.KO) (3.200; .50-$i;iO)—
"Brennan Girl" (Rep) with Ink Spots,
Johnny Otis, others, on stage. Okay
$29,000. Last week, "Sweetheart Sigma Chi" (Mono) plus Jimmy Dorsey

(Trlstates)

"Bedelia"

four

"Best Years" is feeling trade upsurge and now is roadshowing in
three houses with outlook for great
"Sinbad the Sailor" also is
$51,500,
big at $53,000 in two locations.
Estimates foi This Week

Tlhis

March
in

week

City Grosses

Estimated Total Oro>«

and "Blondle's Big Moment"

Omaha

.

is

Boston,

Heartening upswing

Key

(Col).

.

Wmner,

Award

Academy

.

.

Come Home

"Bucic Privates
beating out a smart $36,000
spots.

.

first

Brandeis i(RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
"Return Monte CrJsto" (Col) and
."Singin' in Com" (PRC). Yanked
after five days, mere $3,500. Replaced
Sunday (16) by "Dead Reckoning"

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
.;. ..... .|112,9««
(Boscfl on 18 theatres)
Last Year
$726,000
v . . .',
(Bosed oh 16 theafres)

'Brennan,'

-

picture
the Brandeis has pulled in nearly six
years. "Dead Reckoning" replaced
on Sunday (16). Other spots are slow
"Bedelia"
Omaha's
to moderate, with
doing Comparatively best of the lot.
Estimates for This Week

was

1947

Ink Spots 29G, 'Adventuress' Big 14G

to" and "Slngin* in Corn" when the
Brandeis yanked program last SaturIt

Bfarcji 19,

Hope Fat $32,ii, Hnb Ace;

Omaha, March 18,
The bearish tendency still prevails
Top indignity
was accorded "Return of Monte Cris-

at all theatres here.

day (15) night.

Tursued' 68G,

Bearish

Still

(E-L)

^

.

i
i.

orch, Pat Henning, others, $30,000.

*Soiilli'

Copley (Shubert) (1,000; $1.80)—
"Stairway to Heaven" (U) (6th wk).
Good $6,000 level on grind policy;
about Same last week.
Center (E. M. Loew) (1,600; 30-74y

(Tristates) (3,000; 1,6-65)

—"Wake

XJp Dream" (20th> and
"Dangerous MilUbnis" (ZOtK).. Moderate $10,300. Last week, "Cross My
Heart" (Par) and "Plainsman and
Lady" (Rep), $8,900.

.
'

Louis —

t.
"Th'lef Bagdad" (Indie) and "Mur.
der Diamond Row" (Indie) (reisSt. Louis, March 18.
sues) (3d wk). Third week under
Several weeks ago Panchon & $5,000, ditto last week.
Paramount (Tristates) (3,000; 16Esquire (M-P) (1,200; $1.80)— "Best
65)—"Nora Prentiss" (WB). Light Marco booked "Best Years' of Lives"
Years" (RKO) (12th wk). Hypoed
'Last week, "Beginning or
for its local preem at the St. Louis by Academy awards back to ..stout
this
week with "My Favorite $9,000.
Jjast week, .subsequent-run. ^
End" (M-G), $9,500.
; Belin«nt
(FWC) (1,532; 50-$l)— Brunette" at Penn, with this new
on March 20 not knowing it would $12,000 after $11,000 for last week.
Heavy
"Buck Privates" (U) and "Devil on
award.
45-66)—
Academy
the
Exeter (Indie)
(1,300;
cop
running far
Wheels" (PRC). Neat -$6,000. Last Bob Hope comedy
bally is now under way. It will be' "Lady Surrenders" (Indie). Smart
Week, "Michigan Kid" (U) and ahead of anything this house has
shown at $1.50 top. Currently "Lady $8,000. Last week,
"Portrait
"Sweetheart Sigma Chi" (Mono) (9 had in some time. It's a cinch to
Lake" looks top favorite at Woman" (Indie) and "Wanted for
in
days), okay $5,100.
Loew's. "Song of jSouth" also is Murder" (Indie) (2d wk), $5,000.
„„^
for another stanza. Terrific
Beverly (FWC) (1,352; $141.80)— hold
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)
big at the huge Fox. "Tne Locket"
"Best Years" (RKO) (12th wk). imjpetus given to "Best Years" via
also is okay. Biz generally is sturdy, "Nora Prentiss" (WB) and "CalenLast week, its Academy awards will hold the
Climbing to $12,500.
dar Girl" (Rep). Here after week's
Estimates for This Week
second session to nearly the same as
$11,000.
^
from Met, 'ftiedium $9,000.
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75) layoff
Beverly HIHs Music Hall (G&S- the first. "Henry V," at Art CineLast
week, "California" (Par) and
"Red ma is picking up a little over open''Locket" (RKO) and "Falcon's A-dBlumenfeld) (824; 65-$l)
"Susie iSteps Out"
Louisville, March 18.
(UA) (m.o.),
venture" (RKO), Okay' $1«,OOQ. Last '$10,000.
House" (UA) (3d wR). qpod $4,000. ing week's gross.- Another hardy
"It's a Wonderful Life" at the
Harris,
one
Jolsoh
Life"
(RKO)
is
"The
Story"
at
Wonderful
week,
"It's
smart
$5,900.
Last week,
Majestio (Indie) (1,500; 40-80)
Rialto looks topper this week. Only
50-$l)— in fifth week and still strong. Only other new entry is "Private Aliairs (2d wk), fine $15,000.
(876;
Bruin
(PWC)
"Fa- "Adventuress" (E*L) and "Born to
Wax (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)
"Smash-Up" (U). Neat $5^0. Last other new picture in town, aside of Bel Ami" at State, and it shapes
Speed" (PRC). Irish background
from "Brunette" is "Ladies' Man" as fairish. Balance of houses down- vorite Brunette" (Par) and "Seven plus Deborah
-week, subsequent-run.
„
Kerr promotion big
Saved" (Par). Opens tomor. for Hub, with big $14,000 in sight,
Oartlwy Circle- (FWC) (1,518; 50- at Warner, not doing so well..
tovra are just loping along with re- Were
$1)—"Magic Bow" (U). Fair $6,000.
(Wed.). Last week, "Song of
Estimates tor This Week
Combo of Lent row
Last week, "Last Mohicans" (PRC)
issues and li.o.'s.
South" (RKO) and "Santa Fe Trail'^ and "Kit
Last week, "Yearling" (M-G) (llth
and
jbicome tax time seenus to haveCarson"
(PRC) (3d wk),
Art
Cinema
$1.20-$2.40)
(260;
run.
roadshow
(Col) (2d wk), nice $24,000.
wk), nifty $9,200 on
(Grauman-WC) (2,048; "Henry V" (UA) (2d wk). Likely put a crimp in spending.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172;, 50-75) — $5,000.
Chinese
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)—
Estimates for This Week
"Boomerang" (20th) (3d to. develop into a long-runner. Pick"Lady in Lake" (M-G) and "Bloft50-$l )
ing up over opening stanza to
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue) die's Big Moment" (Col).
Socko "I'll Be Yours" (U) and "Sing While
wk). Nice $9,500. Last week, good
around $6,000, terrific at this small- (1,200; 40-60)—"California"
(Par) $25,000. Last week, "Beginning or Dance" (Col). Passable $25,000. Last
$14,300.
week, "Razor's Edge" (20th) (2d
Last week, big $5,800.
Pair $3,500.
Last week, End" (M-G), $17,000.
(m.o.).
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$!)-,- seater.
, wk), $23,000 in 8 days.
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 90-$1.40)
"Miss Pilgrim" (20th) and "Strange
Missouri (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
"Pursued"- (WB). -Smart $24,000.
Metrojtolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-8())
"Best Years" (RKO) (2d wk). The Journey" (20th) (m.o.), fine $5,000.
"Boomerang" (20th) --and "Strange —"Favorite Brunette"
Last week, "Nora Prentiss" tWB)
(Par) and "7
Academy
awards
helping
this one,
Kentucky
(Switow)
(1,200; 30-40)
Journey" (20th). Neat $11,000. Last Were
(3d wk), $13,800.
Saved" (Par). Bob Hope
it's heading for another $30,000, —"TUl Clouds Roll By" (M-G) and
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen- and
week, "Ladies' Man" (Par) and strong here and will hypo
Lent biz
Last Week, sock "Blondie
Knows
(Col),
Best"
55-$l)— "Red House" or near, great.
"Easy Gome" (Par), $10,000,
feld)
(872:
to nice $32,000, best in weeks. Last
$31,000.
Mediunv $3,100. Last week, "Blue
Orpheum
(Loew)
(2,000; 50-75)—
(UA) (3d wk*» Only $8,000. Last
week, "Angel and Badman" (Rep)
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)
Skies" (Par) and "Sioux City Sue" "Jolson Story"
(Col)- (m,o.) (2d wk).
week, fair $13,900.
and "Sister^s Secret" (PRC), $22,000.
"Jolson Story"
(5th- wk). (Rep), $3,200,
(Col)
Fine $11,000 after Heat $12,000 last
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$l):rOrpheum
Staying
Anderson
(People's)
(Loew)
40-80)—
Mary.
(1,100;
(2,900;
powers
this
of
one are
week.
"Beginning or End" (M-G) (2d wk). amazing, and
"Love Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G)
could stay longer but 40-80)— "Pursued" (WB) (2d wk).
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-60)
Dull $5,000« Last week, Slow $11,400. product's getting jammed up.
Prob- Holding up to good $7,000 after "Swell Guy" (U) and "Ghost Goes and "Mighty McGurk" (M-G). First
El Key (FWC) (861; 50-$l)—"Buck ably
initial week's str6ng $10,000.
Hardy film in some time proving
.will shift to Senator.
Looks
On
Wheels"
"Devil
^od
and
Wild"
(Rep)
(3d
wk).
$7,000
Privates" (U)
surprise at $28,000, good. Last week,
Nq^tional (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)
fancy
on final stanza. Last
after $8,500 last stanza.
(PRC). Good $6,000. Last week, week, $14,000
"Destry Rides Again" (U) and
"Beginning or End' (M-G), failed to
big $17,000.
"Michig*! Kid" (U) and "SweetPenn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70) "When Dalton's Rode" (U) (re^
deliver at $22,000 and below expectSigma Chi" (Mono) (9 days),

28G, Boosts Pitt

(PWC) (600; 50-$l)—"Buck
Come Home" (U) and
Good
'•Devil on Wheels" (PRC).
$5,000 for new Abbott-Costello film.
Apollo

Privates

_

Pittsburgh, March 18.
Sock pictures are sharing honors
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—"Favorite

heart
nice $5,100.
Fairfax (FWC)

Few

Brunette" <Par).

issues).

Satisfactory

$6,000.

Last

of crix liked this, but Bob Hope week, "Song of Scheherazade" (U)
(1,504; $1.20-1.80)
boosters are coming just the same. (2d wk), fancy $8,000.
—"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (10th wk). Fancy $28,000,
Eialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40best here in a long
Okay $9,500. Last week, $11,600.
time.
Holds, natch. Last week, 60)-r-"It's 'Wonderful Life" (RKO).
$1-1.50)
Four Star (UA-WC) (900;
"Beginning or End" (M-G), a bit Looks standout at healthy $16,000.
(8th

—"Stairway

to Heaven" (U)
wk). Finales at smart $5,000. Last
week, ahead of sixth frame at $6,300.
Guild (FWC) (968: $1.00-1.80)—
"Best Years" (RKO). Lifted to huge
$15,000. Last week, "Song Scheherazade" (U) (3d wk), slow $2,400.
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956;
50-$l)— "Red House" (UA) (3d wk).
Good $5,000. Last week, bright

higher than estimated but
appointing at $15,000.

(WB)

still

dis-

;

Washington, March

Last week, "California" (Par), solid
$19,000.

40-70)— "Begin-

ancy.

TORS' TEERIF^ 50C,
DX lADELiNE' 261?

State
(Loew's)
"Affairs Bel Ami"

18.

With all the cards stacked in its
40-60)— favor, from precedent breaking apf

Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—
"Nora Prentiss" (WB) and "Calendar Girl" (Rep). Here after layoff
of week from Met, okay $15,000.
Last week "California" (Par) and
"Susie Steps Out" (UA), also m.o.,
same.

—

,

(3,300;
State
(Loew)
40-80)
(3,200;
(UA) and "Lone pearance of President Truman at "Love Laughs^ndy Hardy" (M-G)
(m.o.). ^Very
Wolf in Mexico" (Col). Moderate benefit preem, to news of Academy and "Mightisr McGurk" (M-G). Exlittle interest in this. Maybe $2,500,
awards, ''Best Years of Our Lives"
Last week, "Beginning or
sluggish. Last week, "Love Laughs $12,000.
cellent $15,000. Last week, "Beginis
off to a smash start at RKO
ning or End" (M-G), disappointing
Andy Hardy" (M-G), also on second End" (M-G) and "Secret of Whist- Keith's.
Utiusual
advanced
angle
of
ler" (Col), fine $17,000."
week moveover from Penn, $3,500.
$11,000, far below hopes.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,200 prices with grind policy toeing
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
Translux (Translux) (900; 30-74)
hurdled by terrific publicity breaks
"Shanghai 6»stJlre"- (20th) (reis- 40-60)— "Queen of Amazons" (FC) the film is getting. Otherwise biz -"Alibi" (Indie) arid "In Old Cal$6,500.
and "Renegade Girl" (FC) (resue) and "Millie's Daughter"
here is some notches off last week's ifornia" (Indie) (reissues). Average
HoUywootl (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)— Away to fast start and doing(Col).
issues).
Fairish
Last
week,
$5,000.
well
strong returns because of so many $5,500. Last week "Black Friday"
"Pursued" (WB). Sturdy $22,000. at $3,500 or better.
"It's, .loke. Son" (E-L) and "Devil
(Indie)
and "Payoff" (Indie) (reisLast
week,
holdovers.
on Wheels" (PRC), $6,000.
Last week, "Nora Prentiss" (WB)
'Stanley and Livinestofte"
sues), $5,000.
(20th)

(3d wk), $8,600.

Hollywood Music Hall (Bluraen50-85)— "Red House"
(475;

feld)

(UA) (3d Wk). Steady $4,000.
'week^ neat $4,800.
Iris

Last

(828; 50-85)— "SmashFancy $9,000. Last week,

(PWC)

Up) (U)

.

"

"Song Scheherazade" (U) (3d wk),
oke $3,600.

toew

State

(Loew-WC)

(2,404;

50-$l)— "Boomerang" (20th) (3d wk).
Near $13,000.
Last week, okay
$18,700.

Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097:
50-$l)—"Beginning or End" (M-G)
•(2d wk). Slight $13,000. Last week,
slow $22,700.
50-$l)—
Loyola (FWC)
(1,248;
"Boomerang" (20th) (3d wk). Good
$6,500. Last week, nea). $8,300.
Million

Dollar

(D'town)

(2,420

50-88)— "Bedlam" (RKO) and "Game
of Death" (RKO) (both 2d run)
with "Asylum of Horrors" on stage
Fair $13,000. Last week, "Open City"
(Indie) and "Secret Whistler" (Col),
good $9,100.'
Oi-pheum (D'town-WC) (2.210: 50$1)— "Buck Privates" (U) and "Devil
on Wheels" (PRC). Trim $20,000.
Last week, "Michigan Kid" (U) and
•Sweethearts Sigma Chi" (Mono) (9
days), nice $19,800.

Palace (D'town-WC)
(1,237; $1
$1.80)— "Best Years" (RKO) (8th
Last week,
wk). Up to $24,000.
,

$20,300.

Pantages

(Pan)

(2,812;

50-$l)

—

(RKO). Stout $25,000. Last week, "Dead Reckoning"
(Col) (2d wk) and "Cigarette Girl"
'iSinbad Sailor"

(Col), slow $13,800.

Paramount (F&M) (3 398; 50-$l)
—"Easy Come." (Par) and I<adies'
Man" (Par). DuH '$16(000 in 6 days,
week, "California" (Par) and
"Ghost Goes Wild" (Rep) (4th wk),

liast

nice $15,300.

Paramount Hollywood
(F&M)
50-$l)—''Easy Come" (Par)
(Pat). Slow $10,-

<1,451;

and "Ladies' Man"

Bitz

(800;

ning or End" (M-tt)

and

"Dangerous

Millions"

(20th)

(reissues), $3,000.

$13,500

as

against

big

$22,000

last

H.O/s, Tax Pay Slow
Frisco

week.

Warner

Aieit

Up

fiirsaed'

40-70)—
Nice 26C/Song' Mot
"Ladies' Man" (Par). Last-minute
booking when "Beginning Or End"
San Francisco, March 18.
didn't, develop ^nough to rate move
Holdovers and tax day deadline
here.' 'Not bad at $9,000. Last week, has exhibitors singing the blues this
"Nora Prentiss" (WB) (m.o.), about week. Biggest coin at pop scale will
same.
go to "Pursued" at the Fox. "Best
Years of Lives" looks to do terrific
$30,000 in five days at the United
000.
Last Week. "California" (Par) Nations at $1.80 top.
Estimates (or This Week
(4th wk), good $9,900.
Goldeil Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-95)
feKO Hiilstreet (RKO) (2,890; 5080)— "Sinbad" (RKO). StronP $28,- —^"Sinbad Sailor" (RKO ) plus vaude
headed by Bob Evans and Art Nor000. Last week, "Dead Reckoning"
(Col) ^2d wk) and "Cigarette Girl" kus trio (3d wk). -Gooth-^W^OOO.
Last week, nice $24,500.
(Col), fair $16,700.
Fox (FWC) (4351; 55-95)— "PurBUz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)
Neat $26,000.
Last
"Smash-Up" (U). Hefty $12,000. Last .wed" (WB).
week, "Scheherazade" (U) (3d wk), week, "California" (Par) (2d \vk),
okav $17,500.
okay $5,900.
Warfield (FWC) (2.656; 55-85)—
Studio City (WC) (880; 50-$l)—
"Beginning or^End" (MrG) (2d wk).
"Smash-Up"
("U).
Sturdy $7,000. Thin $8,500. Last week, disappointLast week, "Scheherazade" (U) (3d
ing $18,500.
wk), okay $3,400.
Fai«monnt (FWC) (2,646; 55-85 )-i
United Artists (UA-WC) • (2,100:
"Love Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G)
50-$l)-r"Sfnash-Up" (U) and "Gen- (2d wk). Only $10,000. Last week,
tleman Joe Palooka" (Mono). Fancy oke $18,500.
$20,000.
Last week, "Scheherazade"
Slate (FWC) (2,133; 55-85)— "Cali(U) (ad wk), good $8,700.
fornia" (Par) (3d wk) (m.o.). Oke
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$l)— .1!10,000. Last week,
"Prison Without
"Boomerang", (20th) (3d wk).: Good Bars" (UA) and "City Without Men"
$7,500. Last week, neat $10,000.
(Col) (reissues), scant $8,000.
Vogue (PWC) (885; $1.2a-$1.80)—
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 55"Duel" (SRO) (llth wk). Fine $10,- 85) "Scheherazade"
'ID.
Fancy
500. Last week, $12,400.
.1:24,000.
Last week, "I'll Be Yours"
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l)— (U). fair $13,500.
"Beginning or End" (M-G) '<2d wk).
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1.Weak $5,000. Last week, slow $10,- 207: 55-«5)— "Reri House" (UA) (4th
800.
v/k).
Steadv $7,500.
Last week,
Wiliern
(WB). (2,300; .50-.$l)
nlpasinw I610..'i0n
"Pursued" (WB). Hefty $22,000. Last
Slagefloor (AH-pTP'pn) (.350: $1.80week, "Nora Prentiss" tWB) (3d $2.40)— "Henry V" (UA) (25th wk),
wk), thin $8,600,
.Sturdy $4,500. Last week, $5,500,
,

,(WB)

Estimates (or This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (3,434; 44-80)—
"Rue Madeleine" (20th) plus vaude.
Routine $26,000. Last week, "Bachelor's Daughter" (UA), hypoed by
Sammy Kaye orch on stage, rang
bell with a near-record $36,000.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)
,

Stanley
(WB) (3,800; 40-70)—
"Pursued" (WB) (2d wk). About
usual drop here for holdover at

(2,000;

24G

—

—

—"Beginning or End" (M-G) (2d
run). Thin $6,000. Last week, "Lady
in Lake" (M-G) (2d run), nice $9,000
for third downtown week.
Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)—"Nora
Prentiss" (WB) (2«1 Wk).
Modest

Fk

leit,

Blamei For

hdpls. Dip;

lif

ladeleine'

12G,

IM 1%
March

Indianapolis,

18.

Film biz is mostly off here this
due to Lenten dip and"wide«
spread flu. "Crime Doctor's Crime
Hunt," sparked by Bob Crosby band
Keith's' (RKO) (1,838; 90-$1.80)— on stage, is the biggest grosser. "13
"Best Years" (RKO).
Roof-raising
Rue Madeleine^" at Indiana; "Begin$50,000, with five shows daily and
six on Saturday. Last week, "Won- ning Or End," at Loew's, and "Sche.
derful Life" (RKO) (5th wk), oke herazade," in second week at Keith's,
•
$14,000.
are only fair.
Little (Miller) (285: $1.20-$2.40)—
Estimates for This Week
"Henr# V" (UA) (18th wk). Still a
$17,000- after

disappointing

stanza,

$20,000

'

,

winner at
enough for
last week.

which is good
Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,800; 42-72|
marathon run.
Ditto —"Crime Doctor's Manhunt" (Col)
With Bob Crosby orch on stage. Neat

$5,500,

Metropolitan (WB) (1,513: 44-70) $18,000.
Last
week, "Nocturne"
Sailor" (RKO) (2d wk). (RK(5) and "Vacation in
Reno"
heavyweight at $15,000. Last (RKO), thin $10,000 at 40-60c scale.
week, terrific $19,000.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40-60)
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-70)—
—"Rue
Madeleine" (20th) and "Pil"Boomerang" (20th) (2d wk). So-so grim Lady" (Rep).
Mild $13,000. Last
$15,000 after opening at mild $19,000.
week, "Humoresque"
(WB), Oke
'

—"Sinbad
Still a

.

$14,000.

Seattle

Slow Albdt

r

40-60)—
Keith's
(Indie)
(1,300;
"Scheherazade" (U) (2d wk). Slow
$5,000 after
stanza.

passable

$7,500

first

Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)-^
"Beginning Or End" (M-G) and
First warm weekend is cutting into "Mighty McGurk" (M-G). Tepid $12.biz this week. "Beginning or End" 000. Last week, "Chase" (UA) and
looks good, but "HumoresiQiue" looks "Return Mortte Cristo" (UA). slugeasy coin champ.
gish $10,000.
Estimates for This Week
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600: 40-60)^
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)— "Humoresque" (WB) (m.o.). So-so
"Perfect Marriage" (Par) and "Big $5,500. Last week, "Song .ol South
Town" (Par) (m.o.). From Fifth (RKO) and "Blohdie'.-! Big MojneSt"
(Continued on page 12)
(Col) (m,b.), big $8,000.
-Seattle,

March

18.

;

'

ladies' Man'-Melntyre

Gii Revarses Trend; 'Brunette Plus

Buffalo,

Biz is sluggish
Biggest eoin will

RoBsiiqi SOG, Yursueir Big at 24G

Film gross estimates, as rapof ted herewith from the various key cities, ar« net. I.e., with-

'My
with
th« Chicago
.
Worffe Brunstte,'' hU latest, and
«ta?eshow, to
mny 0'NealeaAto|!
"Apaohe
*6S,000. Oriental, with
Chile Robinsoh feaiMfi" and Sugar

out the
tax.
IDlstributors
ihara on net taka, when play^a
percentage, henca the eitliiiated
i|gu{ei ara net |)}com«,
TE* paiinthetic admission

week

isfh

beiM

after

S

^^'f'J^h imay

on stage,

Xmo

"Puriued*^

is

—"Nora

(Mono), Looks $9,000
better,
Last week, "HumoreSque"

prlc«S, Ijowevep, as Indicated, infiliid* the U.S. amusement tax.

big $54,009 ft

Roosevelt.
Holdovers in all the other loop
$22.O00 ."Jcjlhouses are led by the
its
Story" is doing at Apollo
he'

qlwy.

(WB)

,

m

the $28,-

12th week. Also strong
at State-Lake In
000 for "Yearling"
frame.
its fourth
Estimates for This Week
is.

Teck

'Locket'

**lw?ick (B&K) (900; 95)-*'Be8infine
ning or End" (M-G) (2djvk).
SlrtOO. Last week, $18,000.

(HKO)^ (1,500; 95)-"Smbad" (RKO) (Sth wk). Trjm
*

Grand

m.

Last week, $14,000.
oriental (Essaness) (8,400; 65-95)

—"Apache Rose" (Rep) and Sugar
Robinson topping

Chile

.Stage, bill.

Itrong $50,000. Last week, "Chase
(UA) plus Slate Bros. (2d wk), only
$30,000, and below hopes,

Br^it

'

Mohicans" (PRC) and "Kit Car<PRC) (2d wk). Way off to
«,000 after big $20,000 last week.
son"

(1.500;^ 95)Koosevelt (B&K)
Rousing $24,000.
"Pursued" (WB).
(WB)
week, "Humoresque"
(Bth wk), $15,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 93->—
Still
"Yearling" (M-G) (4th wk).
$37,big
jMd at $28,000. Last week,

Last

linitea Artists (B&K) (1,700: gS'*—
"Perfect Marriage" (Par) (2d wk).
Neat $16,000. Last week, fine $20,000.

Wooas (Kssaness) (1,200; 95-$1.20(RKO)
Years"
41.*0-$1.80)— "Best
Almost like opening
(iSth wk).
week with spurt up to $35,000 or
on Academy awards.

better

week, fancy

Last

$31,000'.
.

DetPidiingip;'Sinbad'

—

Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)
(Col) and "Cig(Col).
Strong $19,000.

Johnny O'clock'
rette Girl"

mPhilly

week, "Song of Scheherazade"
and "Crime Doctor's Manhunt"
(U), lusty $11,500 for second week.
«Oth Century (20th Cent) (3,0(30;
40-70)— "The Locket"
(RKO)
an(3 "(3ueen of Burlesque" (RKO)
days)- (2d Wk)
(4
split
with
"Shahghal Gesture" (20th) (reissue)
and "Tracy Vs. CuebalV' (RKO) (5
days), Modest $12,000, most of coin
coming from last five days. Last?
ist

()

Philadelphia, Mayc'^
Holdovers continue to ngg the
this stanza with "Jolson
itory" taking top coin. New product IS getting mined reception with
''The LOckef' making Comparatively
the best showing with Areat session
at the jmall Karlton. ^S^^ell Guy"
paired with Tommy Tuok<>r band pn
stage looks only fairish at the

W

werif, "Locket" (RKQ) stod "Queen
of Burlesque" (HKO).
fl7,W)0.

larle,

Estimates tor This Week
Aldin* (WB) (i,S03,'rO-94)— "Lady

(M-G)

wk). Mild
tk's okay $14,500.
$10,000 after last week's
Arcadia (Sablosky) (TOO; 50-64)—
...
in

Lake"

"Nora

(a&
(3d

(WB)

Prentiss"

(2d

run).

Nice $7,500. Last week, "PerMCt
(2d run), fair
Marriage"
(Par)

95)- $5,000.
(2,500;
(EKO)
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)- "That
"Locket" (RKO) and "Sweetheart Way With Women" (WB). Modfeit
Sigma Chi" <RKO) (2d Wk). Mild
week, "Sohg of Scheheof

—

$6,500,

'fatoie

$12,000 after tasty $16,000 opener.
Btalto (Indie) (1,700; 65-95)— "Last

(&.p.), $10,500.
(Shea)
(1,400;

40-70)
"Mighty McCurk" (M-G) (3d wk).
Around $4,500. Last week, nice

spotlight

Last week, "»ead
ftriat
Reckoning" (Col) plus Connee Boswell healing stagesho* (8d wk),
$65,000.

at

$21,000. Last

razade"' (U)

(2d wk), nice $14000.

Earle (WB) (2,760; 60-99)—'^well
Guy" (U) with Tommy Tuckgr orch.
Fairish $21,000. Last week, "Millie's
wk) with
Daughter" (Col)
(1st
wk),
Lionel Hampton orch
(2d
bright $28,500-.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)— "Boomerang" (20th) (2d wk). Neat $22,000
after huge $32,000 last week.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 5094)— "Dead Reckoning" (Col) (Sth
wk). Oke $14,000 or near. Last
week, trim $19,000,
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 80-94)—
"The Locket" (RKO). Great $20,000.
Last week, "Johnny O'clock" (Col).
v
(8d wk), good $10,000.
^
Keith's (Goldman) (1,500; 50-94)
—"13 Rue Madeleine" (20th) (2d
run). Okay $7,000. Last week, "Till
Clouds Roll By" (M'G) (2d run), "Wife Wanted" (Mono). Only $4,000.
ditto.
Last week, "Her Sister's Secret"
Masthanm (WB) (4,360; 50-94)— (PRC), mild $5,000.
"Pursued" (WB) (2d wk). So-so
Palace (RKO ) (8,300; 95)—"Ver$19,500 after opener at big $38,000.
(WB) plus Tex Beneke band
50-94)— dict"stage.
(2,950;
(WB)
Stanley
Surprising drop in first
on
"Jolson Story" (Col) (3d wk). Hot two days is being overcome by late
$28,000 after super $41,500 last.
pickup. Fancy $38,000. Last week,
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)— "Be- "S.ia Quentin" (RKO) plu» King
gimiing or End" (M-G). Nice $15,500. Cole trio and Sue Ryan on stage,
Last week, "Fabulous Dorseys" (UA) about same.
2d wk). down to $11,000.
55-70)—
Stale
(Loew's)
(3,450;
"Favorite Brunette" (Par).
Slugthrough
fluctuating
ging
way
weather and income-tax worries for
'Reckoning' Eugged
husky $22,000. -Last week. "Beginning or End" (M-G), weak $17,000.
12iG StlUman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-70)—
Prov.;leart'
.

Detroit,

March

18.

"Siobad the Sailor," at the Michtopping current lineup with
chief
coming from
competition
"Boomerang" at the Fox. "Lady in
the Lake" at the Palms-State is leading the holdovers during the Lenten
igan, Is

•

lull.

Estimates for This

Adams (Balaban)

.

Week

(1,740;

70-95>—

"Jolson Std&'l (Col) (IMh wk). Still
steady at $7,50tf. Iiast week, about
same.-,

Broadway.Capitol (United Detroit)
70-95)—"Plainsman"
(Par)

(3,809;

and "Jungle Princess"
issues).

CJood

$15.08».

(Par) (re-'
Last week.

'The Chase" (UA) and "Calendar
Gii-r (Rep) (2d wk), $10,000.
^^Dowfttown (Balaban) (2,683; 7095)— "San Quentin"
(RKO) and
"Death Vallfey" (SG). Solid $14,000.
Wst week, "Wicked Xa*r" (U) and
^Queen of Amazdhs" (SG) (2d wk),
.

(Fox-Mifchigan) (5,100; 70-95)

jfox

Boomerang" (20th) and "Devil on

,

wheels" (PRC).

week

"I'll

Hoi,r
i

1
i

Be

Last
Vtim
Yours" (U) and "13th

(Col), $22,000.

and "Plainsman and Lady"

(Rep), $2,300 in 3
days.
,„*|'<;Wean (United Detroit)
•

"Sinbad
?M5)—
Fall

(4,039;

Sailor" (RKO) and
Solid $39,000.

Guy" (Mono).

Last week,

"Huraoresaue"

(WB) and
"^'l

^o'ng^^tooo,'^"''''^'"^^
0'jp*l'5I';^*a*»

S

(United Detroit)

(2,-

in Lake" (M-G)
California Way" (Rep) (2d
$",000 after big $26,000

Vr.n^-\^ir"'^^y
Out
Opener

Ice

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)— "The
Locket" (RKO) and "Plainsman and
Lady" (RKO) (2d wk). Very good
$14,500.

stanza

First

was

$21 000

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)

(M-G) and "Cigarette GirV (Col)

(2d run), nice $5,000.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—"Ctin;
ftdential

Agent" (WB) (re^sne) and
peppy *V.O00,i,Last
Up father (Mono)

Fairly

week, "Bringing

and vaude,

$7,500.

-Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
"Nora Prentiss" (WB> <2d wk).
Stout $14,000. First sesh .was trim
$18 000
44(3.100;
(Snider)
Metropolitan
"Miss Pilgrim",, (20th) and
65)
"Hard-Boiled Mahoney" (Rep)_ (2d
wk). Sweet $12,000. Hit surprising

—

-

$15,000 in first session.
44-65)
(3,200;
(Loew)
State
and
(Col)
Reckoning''
"Dead
"Blonde for a Day" (Col). Bright
Last week, "Beginning or

$26(000.

End" (M-G) and "Mil

ie s

paugh-

nice
ter" -(Col), slipped slightly to
..
,„ „„„
(Silverman) (2.200; 44-65)

.$20,000.

„

Q?,'H^

„Ajf«sts

(United

p!!V '0-95)-"Suddenly

Sctl

^S5^
^l^'OOO-

Spring"
Guilty" (Mono).
Last week, "BeginIt's

&,,°r,fnd'; (M-G) and

Wi>

IJetroit)

''Vacation

(Mono), good $15,000.

Strand

-'cross My Heart" (Par) and
"Lone Wolf Mexico" (Col> (2d wk).
was
Started yesterday (Mon.V FiMt
nice

$ia,800.

Last

weak,

"Ladies'

Man"

".Jolson

Oke

(Par),

at $6,500.

Last week. "Perfect Marriage"
good $9,500,

$73,000 for second.^

Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-

—

"Sea of
70-$2,40)
lers)
(9,945:
(Srass" (M-G) and stageshow (3a
wk). Off to $110,000 in final stanza;
second was $119,000, good. Goes out
"Late
after
today (Wed.) with

have failed to hold up on
George Apley" (20th) with Hall's W*
extended runs.
Easter Show" coming in tomorrow
New important entries are topped (Thurs.),
Happened
in Brooklyn" plus
by "It
Park Avenue (,U) (583; $1.20-$2.40)
Sammy Kaye's band heading stage —"Years Between" (U) (2d wk).
show, at the Capitol. This combo Not holding up, $10,000 in prospect
for initial holdover frame; first ex«
nlnis that

will land a big $90,000 or close.
likely to stay three weeks,
possibly longer. "Red House" is doing fairly well at the Globe on first
stanza with good $32,000 in sight.

Looks

cellent $15,000,

—

35-85)
Elalto
(Mayer)
(594;
"Dangerous Millions" (20th). Looks
modest $7^000 and goes out after one

week. "Devil Thumbs Ride" (RKO)
opens Friday (21). In ahead, "Ho«is«
"Stairway to Heaven," playing its 7 Gables" (U) (reissue), $7,500.
first week at pop scale after long run
Eivoli (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)
at Park Avenue, is looking for a —"Blaze of Noon" (Par) (3d-fln4
Garden.
wk). Not holding up any better thafl
strong $38,000 at the Winter
"Best Years," being boosted by pub- first week, with $22,000 done in se&
ond week ended last Monday (I'TJ
licity over getting Academy awards,
night. "Farmer's Daughter" (RKO)
is doing about $1,000 better daily
than last week at the AstOr. It likely replaces, March 25. i First wiaS
strong $46,000 in

Will hit
session.

current $30,000.

Roxy

(20th-i

t5,88B;

80-$1.50)-:-

"Boomerang"

(.Par),

rially,
take running about $1,000
daily over last week. Hence, great
$46,000 or near looms. Last week,
$39,000/ Continues.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)
"Happened in, Brooklyn" (M-G)

—

with Satamy Kaye orch, Harvey
On initial
Stone heading stage.
week ending' today (Wed.) getting
big $90,000 or close. Stays on, naturally. Last week, "Beginning or
End" (M-G) With Johnnie Johnston, Paul Regan, Kathryn Grayson,
Nat Brandwynne orch (3d wk).
$53,000, below hopes.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)

Denver; 'Erf Fat 17iG
Denver, March 18.
Academy
Years,"
with
"Best
award bally, is packing the small
Aladdin this week at tilted scale.
third
it will be held a
"Begiiming or End" looks

strong in

fourth.
fine at the Orpheiun.

its

,

Estimates i[i»r. liifs weel^
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 90-$I.80\'Big $20,000.
"Best Years" (RKO).
Last week. "Ramrod" <UA) and
"Betty Co-Ed" (Col), afteri week at
Denver, Webber, Esquire, fine $6,000.
,

Broadway (Ctaema) (1,500; 35-74)
—"Love Laughs Andy Hardy"
(M-G) and "Caravan Trail" (PRC)
(3d

good

wk). Nice

$7,000,

Last

week,

(1,750;

35-70)

$6,000.

Denham

(Cockrill)

—"California" (Par) (3d Wk). Fancy
Last week, big
Holds.
$12,500.
$17,000.

—

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)
"Jolson Story" (Col) (2d wk). DayGood
date with Esquire, Webber.
$1 5,000. Last week, big $20,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "Jolson Story" (Col) (2d wk). ^ Ateo
Denver, Webber. Trim $4,500. Last
•

week, big $6,000.

Orphcum (RKO)

(2,800; 35-74)

—

"Beginning or End" (M-G) and
"Freddie Steps Out" (Mono). Fine
$17,500, Last week, "Sinbad Sailor';
(BKO) and "Vacation in Reno'

(Mono) (2d wk), good $11,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74 >-•
"Swell Guy" ,(U) and ''Bringing Up

On

week

first

(Thurs,)

will

ending tomorrow
be strong $38,000 or

close. This is Initial N, Y. date at
scale, film having had long rua

pop

at

originally

Park

Avenue

roadshow prices. Last week,
Y-oms" (U) (3d wk), $10,000.

Cincy i®t; Tears'

Igli at

wiA

"I'll

Wk

New

WOO, 'Mi'

Coi@ Trio Smasli $33,000

-"Show-Off" (M-G).- Starts today
(Wed). Last week, "Scheiherazade"

Cincinnati, Marjch 18.
"Best Years," setting a new hjglt

to $20,000, while

for current operation ^at the Capitol,

(U) (3d wk),

off

second was trim $23,000.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500;

70-$1.20)
fairly

well at $32,000 for first week finishHolds. In
ing next Friday (21).
ahead. "Strange Woman" (UA) (3d

Tears' Great |20,000,

Dunham

•

—"Red House" (UA), Doing

is so
wow "California"
week at Denham

—"Kit Carson" (WB) and "Last of
Mohicans" (WB) (reissues). Sturdy
$6,000. Last week, "Mighty McGurk

vaude.

(United Detroit) (1,866:
Place"
(WB) and
Glass Alibi" (Rep). Good $2,500 in
? days. Last week, "Brennan Girl"
rn'!??''^""
M-80)—
"Time,

Rep

1

Providence. March 18.
New town topper this stanza is
Loew's State's "Dead Reckoning."
Metropolitan, big on new straight
film policy, is spurting in ."iecond
week with "Shocking Miss Pilgrim.
Also solid are "The Locket at RKO
Albee and "Nora Prentiss" at Majestic, both in second sessions. Biz
is generally nice.
Estimates for This Week

Louis Jordan Tympany Five. Opens
today (Wed ). Last week, "Suddenly
Spring" (Par) with Joan Edwards,
Johnny Long orcli. Buddy Lester
(8d wk), slipped off to $50,000 after

(20th) with Kathsriiie
dancers, Phil Regan, Eirnesto Lecuona, Sid Caesar on stage
(3d wk). Second week ending last
(Tues,) night did nicely at $103,000
while first was big $126,500. Ed Sulgiving the Roxy a fine $103,000 in livan, featured on stage, was forced
initial holdover frame. Ed Sullivan out by iUneSs last Friday (14).
was forced to drop out last Friday
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
(14) night because of illness.
"Lady in Lake" (M-G) (2d run) plus
Cleveland, March 18.
"Favorite Brunette," with Jimmy Michael O'Shea, J. C. Heard Fiv»,
Dorsey band topping stage layout, Wilde Twins, others, on stage. Mere*
opens today' tWed.) at th» Para- ly $21,000. Last week, "Perfect Marat State. "Verdict" tied up with the mount after three sizeable weeks riage" (Par) (2d run) with Molly
Tex Beneke-Glenn Miller orch on with "Suddenly It's Spring" and Picon, Eddie Peabody heading vaudS,
ftage also is doing nicely at the stagebill. "Show-Off," new Red Skel- $22,000.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)—
"Boomerang" is catching ton comedy, opens today at Criterion.
'aiaee,
smart biz at Allen.
"The Locket" tees off also today at "Pursued" (WB) and Louis Prima
Palace following eight strong weeks Orch, Frank Marlowe heading stage?
Estimates for This Week
bill
(2d wk). Staying up in tall
Allen
(RKO) (8,000; 66-70)— with "Sinbad the Sailor." "Sea of brackets with strong $63,000 for cur"Boomerang" (20tli). Bright $16,000. Grass," which slipped to $110,000 rent stanza. Opening week was sock
Last week, "I'll Be Yours" (U), oke this current (3d) week, is being supplanted by "Late George Apley" and (78,000 but a bit below hopes. Stayff
$9,500.
indef.
Hipp (Warners) (8,700; 55-70)— Easter Show at the Music Hall toVictoria (Maurer) (720-70-$1.20)—
"Dead Reckoning" (Col) (2d Wk). morrow (Thurs.). "Fai'mer's DaughVery satisfactory $16,00^9 after smash ter" moves into the Rivoli on March "Thief of Bagdad" (FC) (reissue)
(2d wk). Off to $15,500 albeit satii.25 after only three weeks of "Blaze
$29,000 last week.
factory; first fairly good $19,000 hut
Lake (Warners) (800; 55-70)— of Noon."
not up to expectancy. Stays on,
"Sinbad Sailor" (RKO) (m.oj. Swell
Estimates for This Week
"Adventuress" (E-L) due to come liBl
$4,000 on third downtown round or
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 85-$2.40) April 5.
near.
Last week, "Humoresque"
—"Best Years" (BKO) (19th wk).
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312;
(WB) (m.o.), same,
Academy
awards boosting this mate- $1.20)— "Stairway to Heaven" (U),
95-70)—
(Loew's)
Ohio
(1,200;

'

'Boomerai^'

Continued mild weather until yesterday (Tues.), new product and the
added business gleaned St. Patrick's
day (Mon.) will enable Broadway
runs generally to overcome
ftr.st
the Income Tax Blues. Most film
theatres in N. Y. midtown area
consequently are sporting sizeable
exceptions mainly betag
grosses,

"Pursued," with Louis Prima band
heading stagebill, is solid $63,000
for. second
week at the Strand.
"Boomerang" plus Katherine Dunham dancers, Phil Regan, Ernesto
Leouona and Sid Caesar on stage is

.

H^h

mammTursued'-^

not up to par

(M-G) only $13,000.
Qreat Lakes (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)
Prentiss" (WB) (2d Wk).
Fast $14,000. Last week, great $20,OOfi and over hopes.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40»70)—"Perfect MarJiage" (Par) and "fieCOy"

M%

SnI

Wyn'-KayeTaUSWHouse'SZa

here currently.
go to "Ladies'

it's

Estimates for This Week:
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 40-70)
"Ladies' Man" (Par) and Hal McJrilyre prch on stage. Nice $22,500.
Last ,Week, "Beginning or End"

Grosses Ar« N*t

touted in

it,

18.

—

OhicaBo, March 18.
Lentea slump ,|}Jt..lJ«^, i".
with "B®st YwEJ «t
f|l»i'al house*

B way;

Mild Weatkr, St Pat's Help

March

Man" and Hal Mclntyre band
the Buffalo, but
for combo bill,

11

BeU22,500

Best Buff.

O'Neil Great $65,000, 'Rose'-Roblnson

Ht^nniB CBOSSES

'

is
topping the town currently, at
couple paces ahead of the combo
Albee, hotsy with the King Cole Trio

and "Beat Band," Palace is abov*
par on "Johnny O'ClOck."
Hold"
wk), okay $17,000.
overs are spotty.
Downtown bill
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)—

"Angel and Badman" (Rep) (3d wk).
Staying up nicely with $14,500 after

generally is fatsO;
Estimates for This

Week

Albee (RKO') (3,100; 55-95)—"Beat
Band" (RKO) and King Cole Tri&
Cole combo
others, on stage.
magnet here for smash $33,000. Last
28th week ended last Saturday week, "Magnificent Rogue" (Ren)
being $7,800, still profitable for and Vivian Blaine, others, on stag*,
hopes.
oke
but
below
$24,000,
stage of run; previous round

$17,500

for

second.

Looks

to

stay

here five weeks.

Golden
V" (UA)
biz,

(15)
this

m

(767) (1.20-$2.40)— "Henry
(29th wk). Doing steady

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 90-$1.50)-was $8,000. Stays until May or June.
Latmchihi
Hollywood (WB) (1,499; 70-$1.10) Best Years" (RKO).
—"Nora" Prentiss" (WB) (4th wk). indef stay of four-a-day showhigs at
Off to $15,500 for current session but uppcd scale by setting new moderii
continues since okay profit; third record here at titanic $34,000 or nea*;.
Last week, "Abie's Irish Rose" (Ua>,
hit $17,000. Continues.

Palace

(RKO)

(1.700;

60-$1.20)— $11,000.

"The Locket" (RKO). Opens today

Grand (RKO) (1,430; 56-70)—"!
(Wed.). Last week, "Sinbad" (RKO) ginning or End" (M-G) (2d wJi
(Sth wk), stout $18,000 on blowoft; Slow $6,500 trailing fah?i*h $ll,f
starter.
seventh was $24,000.
Paramonni (Par) (3,884; 70-$1.50)
Keith's
55-70)—
(UP)
(1,542;
—"Favorite Brunette" (Par) plus "Stairway to Heaven" (U) (2d wk)»
Jimmy Dorsey orch, Pat Hcnning, Solid $10,000 on heels of hotsy flS,'*
000 preem.

Father" (Mono). Modest $9,000. Last
week, "Man I Love" (WB) and "Mr.
Hex" (Mono), nice $11,001.
Blalio (Fox) (878; 35-74)—"Ramrod" (UA) and '''Betty Co-Ed" (Col),
week at Denver, Esquire,
after
Webber, Aladdin. Fair $4,000. Last
week, "Rue Madeleine" (ZOth) and
Rolling Home*' (Ski) (m oiV^ same,
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"JolAlso
son Story" (Col) (2d wk).
Denver, Esquire. Good $3,000. Last
week, big $4,000.
•

Lyric
"Raider"

(BKO)
(Indie)

55-70)—
(1,400;
and "Down Mi.s&.

Way" (Rep).
Thin $4,50ffi.
Last week, "Beast With 6 Fingers?
(WB) and "Tracy Vs. CuebaBr
(RKO), sock $9,500.
Palace
(RKO) (2,600; 55-70)—
"Johnny O'Clock"' (Col). Pleg
$15,000, Last week; ^^fora ftei
ouri

(WB), about
Shubert

saine'.

(RKO)

(2,100;

55-70)

S.^ifsf^'eeWJf/'-^^^'
(m.o*), $3,500,

no

dice,

'

.

.

.

_
Road

$t«illi«n
Stars

Pattl

\.

Jjaiifs

liy

l)lvoi;ti-il
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Hollywood, March

.I.tovd i'nn'i».in
Ah'iirailo

Introducing

Huntress"

new PRC

a

II. 'i-l.er.-

iiiio'liie,

terest fo ttcket-bvorers will lie in the
proud horseflesh displayed.
Strong interest is accounted for by
liorse-jiunping scenes, each packing
a thrill. There is al.so a socko fight
sequence that rings with realism, and
is well worth, seeing although events
leading up to it are hard to follow.
'

Plot premise deals with Eonald
Keagari. horse doctor, who is visited
by Zachary Scottv successful novelist.
The Saddle medico and the writer
jtell in fov«! with Alexis Smith, femme
horse breeder. Romance for Reagan
goes smooth until he nixes help for
his girl's prize horse to save a herd
of cattle from anthrax, this gets all
horseWJen in the valley down on him,
but there's a turnabout .when anthrax hits the Hags and the doe's
serum saves them. Reagan falls, ill
Irbra anthrax. Miss Smith injects him
with- his own .serum and love wins
out.
James V. Kern's direction packs a
lot of punch in the few action seciuences offered by tho Longstreet
script, bvt falls short on ypderstand'

is

Tarzau amd ilie Himt^
release of Sol I,e.iaer (Kxirt Neupcoduetlbn, dlreeted hy Nenmann.

Johnny VTeissmulIer, BvenOa Joyce,
Johnny SheffleldV reatnres Patricia Morison, Barton Maeljane. Orijjinal story and
Stavii

screenplay, Jerry Gruskin. Ilowland Leigh,
based a[>on (diaracters created by I'Msar
Stout;
-Archie
Uice Burroughs: camera,
editor. .Merrill White; music. Paul Ka.w"'"

. . .

,

;

'

Chela..............

production has
given the picture top technical appurtenances
and realistic backgrounds. Camera .work of Arthur
Edeson is fine and score by FredBrog.
erick Hcfllander is a help,

Some
,cro'und

jRaludp': features

Uy

.

Mddie

I.eo

All)ei-t,

Steoliensoii,

Rlnkciiey,

Olive

Janet Mha^v.

noii,

llnrrj-

Hneeiiijliiy,

Abem

Kate

Fei'nald. ....
ChristoxdiGr "Fortune.
Fortune, ......
aako' Ballmtl..... ...
«^apkaln Fortune. .
i>orii I>raUe ..........

literate

Car-

HrMii-y

Iforaelf

,

Sh.'iii-

.....Mlia
.I^diiie

.

.

.

.

Captain Rogers.
JPenny
Alfred .'lern.,..,
fcr.

Weber......

Aunt Jlelindn...
Cleorge.
Annie

Ilnines

..Olive Blakcne.y
Ita rry Shtinnon
. . .
...... .Janet HHaw

MacLane, along with sinister Ted
Hecht as Prince Ozira, a nephew

Kmil Ha mean

of the King, arrange for the potentate's elimination in a hunting "accident." When it obviously appears
that most of the .jungle's fourtooted inhabitants are well on their
way to new homes, tarzan saves

.

..SaiiuKd
jl'iuOs
... Lilian l-'ont!iine

.HonsiMcy Stevenson
.Maiidie Prickelt

the day, aided by an elephant herd.

The expedition

is put to flight and
King's rightful heir. Prince
Suli, is restored to the throne.

finally

the

Story's modeled after the countless plots found in any juvenile's
library.
Acting is, also singularly
undistinguished. Weissmuller's lines
are confined to monosyllabic utterances and his still striking physique
remains his top asset. Brenda Joyce
is .appealing as the apeman's helpmate while Johnny Sheffield as the
youthful Boy is an adept vineswinger. Miss Morison's talents are
wasted in this tropic tal
As arc
those of Barton MacLane who's
overly bombastic as the safari boss.
Support of Warburton. Trowbridge,
Hecht, et al, is adequate while
thesping honors are chiefly carried
off by the chimpanzee, Cheta, an
exceptionally clever simian.
Jungle scenes are well lensed by
cameraman Archie Stout who's realistically caught the flavor of the
forest primeval. His aninal shots
are standouts. Prodaction values of
,

Abem

Finkel-Arnold Phillips script
to back strong physical production

end Camera values given the plot.
ail American film debut for Phyl-

As

Calvert, it doesn't display the British actress, to advantage. Role could

lils

have been better in hands of a suitable Hollywood femme and would
have meant more at the b.o.
Worthwhile standards in screen

(MEXICAN-MADE)
T'''ilme.v nroduction and release.
Directed
by ..Vntonio Mouipiel. Features Armando
Calvo, tlioria Marin, Patricia Moi'an, Kniilia
Uuiu and Andrea Palma. Based on the
Cruy de Maupassant story. At Oine Metroporilan, Maixh 8, '*7. Bunhinl: time, 10*

^

MIXS.

(In Spanish;

no English

,

ttme,

,

H»

but dorfe in Spanish
with the Latin touch visible both
in the directing and acting. Chief interest here attaches to the excellent
performahce contributed by Armando
Calvo, who is shaping up in Mexican
pictures much the same as he did in
films and on the stage in Spain, his
native- land. He hais the lead in the
Guy de Maupassant story.
Also U. S. picture patrons likely
will pay considerable attention to the
attractive costumes and beauty of the
sets.
Four fenjmes, Gloria Marin,
Patl-icia Moran
CEthel Clark), an
Americi^ji; Emilia Guiu and Andrea
Palma, are nice choices to wear the
beautiful garb, and are the most
fetching bits of femininity to be seen
Artists' release

in Mexican pictures for a long time.
Their thespian' ability, however, does

up

not measure

to Calvo's.

Antonio Momplet is reminiscent of
Lubitsch with his direction.

Ern!5t

Camera work and sound are excelGroh.

lent.

"T.a ISosc

houses.

la .Met" ("The Sea Iloso")
Sirius production and rcFernand Lodoux. Roger Piby Jacaues de Baroncelii.

Stars'

Dli-ected

M-arc (lllbert Sauvageon. iiascd
on novel by Paul Vialar.. Reviewed in Paris.
Running time, H.'i .WINS.

With Pet'nand Ledoux contributing
an outstanding performance in a
Wallace Beery.-like role, film is a
nautical melodrama which deals with
the tough captain of a freighter on

which most

of the action takes place.

bumped Off' by Rogert Pigault
with the aid of the shady crew who
He's

had wind of the skipper's plot to
scuttle the vessel aiid collect the in.surance. Too crudely made in every
respect for top bookings in France,
film has no femme appeal and is of
no interest to the U.S, market..

Vn\

"Brevet
tlio

Dead")

flucllon

/Vtilodc"

("1. el tec

from

(l).\>il.Sll>.
PaJladiuni proStai's Son.)a Wl.gert.

and release.

Kyvinil Jolian Svendscn,
lures Inge
Ivid-Moilf

l>!,

1

Karin Xeltemose,
Woidii.e.
St I'eciiiitav.

Anijej'.soi;

Ounuar
r.

Axel

T.atiring
Ii'ri.sche,

Bendi.v. Povl
OiT-ccled
i>y
Johan .Tacobson,
Arvid Muiler; camera. Karen
Li.scietle

music. Kai .Moeiler,

I'opcnluigen.

llunning lime,

Vt'i

Reviewed

ill

MIN'H.

Good

drama introduces Norwegian-born Swedish actress Son.ia
Wigert in her first Danish film. Here
she

plays a girl who's a cocaine
Doctor Eyvind Svend.sen attempts to force her to make love to
him. When she, refuses he tries to
strangle her taut is killed by Gunnar Lauring. Melodrama is nicely
addict.

'

'

'
slow $8,800.
Liberty (JvH) (1,650; 45-80 )—-Jol.
son" (Col) (12th wk). Fancy $10,000
after wonderful $12,000 last stanza
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)-i
"Song of South" (RKO) (4th wk)
Nice $4,500 in 6 days. Last week!

I

Star Kllni release ot J. A. liiilder-Kahla
productnon.
.Moser,
ICarl
Stars
Jlans
Skrnup, Alfred Neugebaur. Marianne Schonaner; dii-eded by Hubier-lvahia. .\t A.pollo.
llunnlng time, 90
Vienna, Feb. 1", '17.

Onncn

"1?.vtf«

("I,ave

Olijalfsiesa"

and

Fighting") (FINKISH). Penno Pilmi reKuva production. Slats Slrkka
Esko Kaha; fcatnres Kiillervo Kalsiie.
Ralne, iria Ronoikn. .Hnnnes llayDirected bv yr.io
rlnen, Joel Asikaiaen,
ReMoi'ta; screenplay,' Tex Wcsierherg.
Running time, 90
v,ifiwe<r In Helsingfors.
lease ot Bio
SIpila.

Aesl

Good Finnish comedy about
fighting

,

and

love.

Cast,

prize-

WB

(

Ovpheum

Sirkka Sipila, turns in fine performOkay for Finland and film

fans and Scandinavia in general, but
chances in the U. S. are small.

.Goilz-Ui
Continued from page 3

"We're operating on flexible rules
which permit us to invest cash in
any proinising independent setup
and we'ir go into as many as look
good to us," Goetz added. Company
only recently closed a deal with
Robert Montgomery on a profitsharing basis and is now dickering
with Robert Buckner, Warner Bros,
of his
producer, who's informed
impending, walkout.
Goetz is in New York for a look-

WB

see at Broadway legit attractions including Lillian Hellman's "Anotlier
Part of the Forest" which U-I recently picked up for filmization.
Topper will also .talk New York
preem plans for "The Egg and I,"
U-I's big property, which opens at
Radio City Music Hall April 24.

U. Should Have Merged
A Year Earlier— Blumberg
Nate Blumberg. Universal prexy,
expressed himself Monday (17) as
highly pleased with the manner in
which U's merger of production facilities with International last fall

•

(H-E) (2,600; 4.5-80)—..
(WB). Big $13,000.
"Temptation" lU) and

"Humoresque"
La.st week,
"Sin,gin' in

Corn" (Col), thin

$7,100.

Palomar (Sterling) (1,350: 45-80)—
in Oklahoma"
(Rep) and

"Home

stage show. Oke $6,000. Last week,
^'Texas'' (Col) (reissue) and vaude.

'

*

Paramount -(H-E)

(3,039: 45-80)—
(2d wk). Good
marvelous $22,500 last

(Par)

"California"
$11,000 after

week.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800- 45-80)—
"Swell Guy" (U). Northwtst preem,
and looks $4,500 or over. Last week
"Man I Love" (WB) (2d wk), down

'

'*

\

to $4,500.

Winter Garden (Sterling)

'

(800; 25.

California"
(Rco) and
"Girl from God's Country" (Rep) (3d
run). Mild $3,000. Last week, "Al-

,

,•

ways Loved You" (Rep) and "White
Tie, Taihs"

(id run), $3,100.

(,U)

MiPEM

K.C.;

mUNETTE'TAU
Kansas City, March 18,
For third straight week, adverse
wpather continues to hold down
gros.ses. Town Was soaked with three

:

,

.
'

days of rain midweek with colder
weather and snow over the weekend. Despite this, biz is. somewhat
better because of a trio of new.

"My

comers.
the

Newman

Favorite Brunette". at »
appears probable leader.

and looks in for a strong week de*
spite small capacity, "Dead Reckon.
ing," heading bill at Midland, and
"Boomerang," in three Fox.Midwest

headed by houses,

ances.

•

'

RAIN
production
small-scale
Pleasant
loaded with Viennese humor but
With limited world appeal due to the
broad Viennese dialect of Hans
Moser, the Austrian W. C. Fields.
Story deals with Moser's alcoholic
reminiscences of the good old days.

-

great $6,900,
Music Hall tH-E) (2,200; 45-80)-,
;'Wiqked tady" (U) and "Blind Spot"'
Slow' $6,500.
(Col);
La.st
week,
"Beast with Five Fingers"
) and
"Diijon" (Mono), neat $8,700.

50)— "Old

"Tile
"The World Turns Hiiekwnr<l"
Welt Dreht Slch Verkehrt") (ATSTRIAN).

<lc

(KIIKXCII).
lea.se.

gault.

1

in five 4ays.'

fancy .$6,900.
Splendid film version of Margit
Soederholm's
prize-winning
bestmay prove as great a success
as the book. Sentimental love story
is helped by Gustav Edgren's perfect
direction, latter wringing plenty of
entertainment out of his own script.
Enhanced by Ctisp acting, pic shapes
up as a igood pro^pedt for U, S. art

seller

Titles)

This is another Bel Ami story, reputedly much the same as the United

.

entertainment

expected of, Robef't
Siodmak, who has some top credits
on hi.s list as director, do not come
through. He apparently has made an
honest effort to spin a tale of frustration against a New England seafaring background but characters
portrayed fail to arouse interest.
Sol^iS haye a vagueness that prevents
imdlencc* understanding of what is

heroine, Mary Scott is sufficient, as
are others in the Cast, including such

.Screjuipla.v.

prospects.

escapes his seafaring
family.
It has technical achievements of Academy Award standards,
particularly the photography, but
.falls short on entertainment.
Little interest is generated by the
,

interest to the more
of
the picture-

members

Lane and John Warburton. Fauna
quota set by native king Charles
Trowbridge 'dampens the hwiters'

.Vll)crt

<!.
Carroll
lleiena Carter

Uiis is a draggy celluloid version
«f ftachel Field's novel of a musician

who

the comic side, Al St.
few laugh moments
for the kiddie trade. As the shy

title

...Jolnl Abbott
!Max l,.Ieherman.',;,,
Wellington Prake........ .Hi'nry Stephenson

>frs. Fernald.

since

With Johnny WeissmuUer in the
rdle per usual, apeman this
time flexes his muscles to repel the
depredations of a zoological expedition which seeks to capture scores
of animals for various zoos. Huntress Patricia MorLson is a leader of
the safari along with Barton Mac-

l^'inltfl,

..1.eo

.

the hopper

have

hinterland and abroad.

...Phjilis Culvcri
....Robert llutlon

Jtissa.

films

going fraternity, shapes up as a
moderately entertaining adventure
film whose Commercial appeal rests
largely in subsequent runs,- the

Arnold I'hiHipK; based on novel by Itiiclii".
Field: camera. Maury (lort.sman; .^peciiil
HorMley;
iiuisic,
Hhotography, David .S,
Milclba Uozsa, Mario ('jtstelnuovo-T'^tleHco;
editor, 'I'l.'d ,T, Kent. Troviewed Mart'li 11.
'4T. Bunninfr time, 86 .>IINS,

'

through

offering little
15.'

il.

Tarzan

"Tarzan and the Huntress." while

Mind

Helena Cartpr, John Ablmlt,

roll,

16

First National brbhfe the iice in
1918 with "Tarzan of the Apes." Sol
Lesser, releasing through ItKOi has
turned out five of the jiingle epics
in the past four years.
His latest,

tJnlvfi'sal-intM'natlonal i'i'l»as!> (it Koiicrt
filioHnak iimluoUon, <lh-ecti>il by Hiimmak.
Btaw I'liyllia Calvert. Itulwrt Hutt-fm', Klla

HuimtnK

settings

,

«f

Kcreenplay by l!ldi!rren and
baaed on novel by .Margit
SoBderholm; camera, MfatUn Bodln. At Palatookholm.

ladinra,

Ami

KKd

the

(larilar KahlherK,

injects a

Brog.

mann)

f'Wheu

tru.staf I'ldgren.

by Maury Gerts- heavies as Jack O'Shea, I«ee Roberts
man. It is camera work of the higb- and other.s.
Production, lensing and other face.st artistry that, unfortunately, isn't
matched by story worth. There also tors are standard for the minor
budget.
Brojif.
is an excellenf musical score by Miklos RoZsa and Mario ©astelnuovo!i<^l
Tedcsco that is on the credit side.
sterling

.

Out

"Drlier DnKK FftUer Keen"

Rain la Pallinif") (SWMI>I«H). b'riherss
Filnibyrn, production' and release. Stars AlC
KJellin. Mai ZotterllnK; feature.s Sten IjindKron, Anna Undahl. Hilda Borgslroem, iUKa
I.andsre. UlC Paline, Tov.iten IlevK-stroem,
HisKo Itasslo, Ivnr JlUllbeck. DIrectetl by

On

the Lash."

John

Seattle

Fifth Aveniie (H-E) (2,349: 45-80)
—"Beginning or End" (M-G) and
"Lone Wolf In Mexico" (Col). Good
$9,000.
Last week, "Perfect Mai^S
viage" (Par) and "Big Town" tPar)

.iiavia.

of

'

Avenue. Fair $3,600 in G days, La.st
week, "Cross My Heart" (Par) anri
"7 Were Saved" (Par) (2d wk
$4
'

t)00

paced by director Johan Jaeobseh.
Other technical credits are also
good. Picture's okay for Scandi-

Slitvlii

Ray Taylor havC burdened "Law

,

Hollywood, March

Brail

"Law Of the Lash" is spotty we.stern program fare that will have a
varied effect upon its moppet ticket
The idea of a hero who uses
as much as his sixguns is
Okay for the Saturday matinee trade,
but the in,icction of corny psychological overtones fails to come off. It
reads corny and is eveti more corny
in the celluloid. Strictly for the minor kid trade in the western houses.
Plot spends a vague tale about a
disguised U. S. marshal who is trying
to clean up an evil-ridden western
town. He works undercover as a
prospector with a bearded pal, Al St.
John. It takes no psychiatrist to
know that the hero will triumph.
He does and the town settles down
to a dull life free of colorful outlaws.
Al "Lash" La Rue is a good prospect for the western film market.
Only thing PRC has to watch is the
psychological overtones with which
.scripter "William Nolte and director

,

'

liVeneh
t'VJimer

PlGture Crosses
Con(inn«d from page w -5

place alongside the best British

tl-I is distributing in America.
opens at Radio City Music
Hall April 24.. Running time
thfee minutes less. U is tradeshowing it next Monday (24).

bliyers.
a whip

the servant girl and
does'iiot make a distinguished Hollywood debiit. .ffeither docs Ella
Raines, the sistef, come through with
character clarity. Hutton tries hard
with little success in his role. Eddie
Albert, featured, has only a few
minor scenes, 'all of which fail to regAmong femrae" continge'nt in
ister.
supporting cast, Janet Shaw and
Helena Carter make their footage
count. John Abbott, as a music critic,
also figures to advantage.
Standout tensing is given to the

.

'TiUI©

.-'red

.Htehai'rt

19, 1947

p i e t u r e s now being made."
IWhen released abroad film ran
Cast includes
i 1« m i n u t e s.
John Mills and Valerie Hobson
It

Mally Houbert
John KUidtt
Charles Whilaker
.,

company's 'Brief Enand it may take its

as stars,

Ht'oLl

O'SKea

....Charles King
Carl Mathews

^iani..

ing necessary to develop chai'acters.
that people the plot. Reagan, Miss
Smith and Scott are as good- as the t.'ll. Tradeshown. N", Y., March 12,
script allows and even add a lift to Uimning time,
MINS.
...Johnny Weissrouller
the readings., Peggy Knudsen spots a 'l:Ir:^an.
Joyce
Tlrenda
bit of sex as the banker's wandering .Tane.
Shef Held
J olumy
Boy
•wife, who's interested in the doctor. Tanya
.Patricia Morison
Patti Brady, moppet sister of Miss Weir.
iiacTjine^
...... ;Biii'tQB
..John' Warbtirton
Smith's, and Angela Greene, who Marley. ...........
-....Wallace
Scott
.Smitbers
makes a brief, unexplained scene as King
.Charles TrowbrldKe
Favrod.
.
a girl of light love, stand out. Harry Prince Kuil.......
..Maurice T.'iuKin
Ted ITeeht
Davsnport,' Frank Puglia and Fer- Prince Oiilra. .....
jiandoJVlvaradp also make their foot- Mnnak,. ........ .. ........Mickey Siittpsoli

:

Mary
..laeJs

i...

.smltly.. .. ..
llfirtender..,.

ho

Itlle

Koherls

,l.ee

;

..

.....

.,;
l>Hd IllllOIT..
r.ift.

tepidly unfolded.

age count."
Alex 'Gottlieb's

.Al 'T.ash" iJl

..M "Kuzsiy" HI. .lobn

.

fee Wee.

mal destiny in life. That eventually
he makes it, after a period of unhappy marriage and dipsomania, is
Miss Calvert

.

.Marin. ..>

sympathy.
Robert Hutton is the musician -son
of a .New England sailing .family
whose composing complex is frustrated by his father's insistence he
lake to the sea. In the household is
a .servanl girl who, with the boys
sister, pushes him towards his nor-

,

counter'

53

time,

JiuvmiuK

'M.

3,

. .

Plizny
,
I. etly
,lane ItiUotl.

cowpoke; filler material
Saturday matinee trade.
"Bel Ami" (Filmcx). Mexicanmade version of de Maupassant
tale, strong for Mexico market
and a possibility in XT. S.

'

March

rhej enno.

Based upon the Dickens classic, Cineguild's' production was
praised by Variety's Cone who
reviewed *the filni in Londo.ii
Dec. 25, '48. He wrote "this
screen version of the Charles
Dickens novel should equal in
artistry the

MINS.

film
for

transpiring atid characters carry

is:

l>ltl' release of .lervy Tlnan is nv(id\a'tion.
.stars .VI "l.a.sli" l.a Hue iinil Al "Fvwity"
Si, .lolin; features l.ee Itoberln, Mary Seolt,
Direetor, Hay Taylor. Oriii.laeli (I'Slici,
iiKil .«ei- .eniilay, William 1.. .Nolle; eainera,
I'l'elioberl fllne; editor, Austin lieilell.

Moderately entertaining adyejntu re aim in the Tarzan seriesi
"Law of the I,ash" (PRC).

.M?tHln-w nolfltiui

l^ash

K.a%r of

(RKO).

•'Stallion Road" manages to generate considerable interest for tho general theatregoing public Ijy virtue ol
its tale of a "Pa.?;tour of the pasture.
It's the story of a veterinarian who
practices his trade among the wealthy
Southern California horse-breeders.
Horse 4octor angle is sometimes a bit
tediously developed and the dialog is
strictly typewriter and not ton*<ue,
but overall, film has okay prospects
in heading double bill situations outSide of de luxe runs.
Main script faiilf is author Stephen
Longstreet's indulgence in soporific
speeches about horses and life.
Speeches read oltay in print but are
cuthbersoine when spoken and strong;
Cast tiev^r quite overcomes the monologs. Sex angles in the Longstreot
novel are reduced by film censorShip to minor items so principal in-

.

good

and

faster, pace,

. '

^

Cireat Eii^peetatiQiw

higli

\i<'wed

"Tarwn

.l'^-r«:ii)ilo

ciil<-(r....,...i.

'-

, ,

,

Kinnlson

I'iiui \\ri\'\y
.llillT.V Uini'lll""'!
tlrl'fiH'
. . , AhiriHli

....... Fi-niiU IMislla
..wlUilliH W>'il

•Pi'lon.

nichmond

.

photography

tiptop
music.

...Wi'xU Mnilll!

TpDov

Iloi'j-

Lesser-Neumann offering larc
for an action film, Neumami,
however, .could' have directed at a
the

Ren«ws

"Stallion Boad." (WB). Drama
of love and hor.ses in Southern
depend
will
that
California
largely upon cast names to sell.
"Time Out of Mind" (UI).
Dull dissertation of life and
music of the Maine coast, despite

-M'-sis Kmilli,

Ri'ttfia".

Ili-Biiy,

Ansela Uivwif.

11(1,

17.

AUix XSotlHcli iirnam-

ot

Hiinfllil

Hmi,lscii.
Rcuiti fojiiurfs l^'KK^
liaray Unwnport, I'^miik PuK-

imMrary

March

We<lneB«lay,

)

lUBiitire

Hollywood, March
Wnrnffs rrtwsp
tloii.

.

,,.

also look satisfactory; but not

»

.

•

holdovers.
Estimates for This Week
Esquire - Uptown - Fairway
(Fox

like.ly

Midwest)

(820, 2,043, 700; 45-65)—'
".Boomerang" (20th). Likely will 6fi
okay $17,000 in 8 days.' Last Week,
"Angel and IBadman" (Rep), neat
$15,000 despite rain and snow.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 65)— "Brief ,
Encounter" (U) (3d wk). Fancy .$4,*
500. Last week, about same.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
"Dead Reckoning" (Col) and "Susie
Steps Out" (UA). Bogart name holding this one up to $14,000, not so bad
in face of severe weather. Last week,
'Beginning or End" (M-G) and
•Blind Spot" (Col). $13,000.
NfewMian (Paramount) (1,900:45-65)'
—"Favorite Brunette" (Par). Heavily plugged by radio and contests and
lilcely will get strong $17,000. La.st'
week, "Nota Prentiss" (WB) (2d wk),
mild $9,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
"Sinbad SaUor" (RKO) and "Danger-,
ous Money" (Mono) (2d wk). Oflt
to $9,000, but okay.- Last week, trim

$15,000;

'

•

Tower

(Fox-JofTee)' (2.H0; 45-65)
—"Secret of Whistler" (Col) and,
"Boston Blackie and taw" (Col) with

stageshow. So-so $8,000. Last week.

"Home Sweet Homicide"
"Magnificent
vaude, dittsi.'

Kogue"

(20th) and..

(Rep)

with
":,

'Woman' $14,0(l§, IotII

Montreal, March 18.
City is mostly holdover currently,.
"Strange Woman" looks best nevi?
entry at the Capitol.
Estimates for This Week
working out. Blumberg said it
is
35-63)—
Capitol
(CT)
(2,7t)0;
had taken production chief Wil"Strange Woman" (UA), Nice $14,liam Goetz a little time to reorgan000. Last week, "Love Laughs Andy
ize the setup, eliminating all of U's Hardy" (M-G), so-so
$11,300.
low-budget organization, but now
Imperial (CT) (1,850; 30-50)— "I
and
that had all been completed and a Met
a
Murderer"
(Indie)
flock of important product is in the "School for Husbands" (Indie). Fair
$4,000. Last week, "Singin' in Corn'
works.
(Col)
and "Blind Spot" (Col). $4,700.
U prexy said he was "Sorry we
Loew's
(CT)
(2,800; 35-67)— ".Toldidn't merge a year eattier," inasson Story", (Col) (5th wk). Trim
much as it has. been repeatedly $14,500. Last week, solid $14,500.
proved that low and -medium-ccst
Palaee (CT)- (2,300; 35-63)— "Time,
pix are not profitable, while top Place" (WB) (2d wk). Neat $13,500.
budgeters are 'doing big at the b.o. after good $14,500 last week.
35-63)^
Princess
(CT)
(2,300;
One of the designs of the merger
was to get rid Of the B product in "Swell Guy" (U) and "Wild Beauty'*
(U), Average $7,700 or near. Last
favor of concentration on top A's.
week, "Gallant Bess" (M-G) and
Program of acquiring showcase "Tracy Vs. Cueball"
.(RKO ), $8,000.
theatres throughout the U. S., on
which U proposed to embark last
Charlotte Quarters Get Facelift
fall, has been temporarily shelved.
Charlotte, N. C, March 18.
Blumberg said, until the situation
Quarters in Hotel Charlotte
clarifies.itself under decree selling. the 'Variety club here will be done
U topper plans to stay in New over, according to Cy Dillon, chief
Yqi-Ic the entire spring.
Goetz rer barker of club. Remgdeling will oe-^
'
turns to the Coast Friday (21).
gin within thfe neit SO days.
"
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LOOK AT THE SENSATIONAL
PRE-RELEASE RECORD TO DATE!
NEW YORK, Astor.
CHICAGO, Woods
BOSTON, Esquire

.

.

LOS ANGELES, Beverly.
Palace
Guild .
MIAMI, Colony
JACKSONVILLE, Si. John.
ST.PETERSBURG, Playhouse
.

TAMPA,

State

^.

Palma Cela.
CINCINNATI, Capitol....
DENVER, Aladdin
.

,

WASHINGTON/ fCeifh's,.
MINNEAPOUS, Poh

SAN DIEGO,

Mission....

Adams ....
SAN FRANCISCO, United Nations
FORT MYERS,

18th
14th
14th
13th
9th

10th WEEK
3rd WEEK

2nd WEEK
2nd WEEK^
2nd WEEK
2nd WEEK
2nd WEEK
2nd WEEK
2nd WEEK
2nd WEEK
2nd WE^

IstWEi

Lee.

IsiWEtt
WEli

SPRINGS, Trail
PROVIDENCE, Albee
LONG B£ACH, Santa Fe..
;

//

.

Town

.

..;

Cabart
SPRINGS, Plaza.

.

El

<;ammpi

WEEK
WEEK

2nd WEEK

COLORADO

PALM

WEEK
WEEK

WElk

.

.

1st

1st week!

1st'WEi|
Is! WEi^:
1st WEi;'

Paseo.

1st

weIK

riomwYM
presents

The BEST Years of
STARRING

wm

m

Loy- fflffli

MM

OM iDEws •ira iighi

.

IstWEH

•
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RKO Sets New Managers
Austrian Mii»c Chief Jailed As

RKO

Nazi Informer, Collaborationist
A

to
Vienna
from
VAniETY states that Bernhard Herzmansky, music publisher, head of
the old Austrian house of Ludwig
Doblinger, has been jailed because
he denounced a former employee to
the Gestapo for having told an antiHerzmansky, who inNazi joke.

dispatch

Paris,

AKM,

Protesting taxation, the producers have officially voted to stop
producing until further orders, except on previous contracts, which
will i>e filled. Nevertheless, they are
all prepping material against the.
time when they resume business.
But the general situation, which
first resulted in the government here
cracking down on bank credits, has
created a general depletion of availProducers still find
able money.
backers for only a' fraction of what
they want to produce.

Performing
Au.strian
the
with
affiliated
Society,

news

of the arrest is
tho.se curious stories about
pre- and post-Hitlerism which emmany a member of the
broils
of the

middle-European

Herzmansky

lively

At

arts.

was

anti-Hitler
and pro-Schuschnigg-^in fact, for a
time, he was monarchist, believing
that to be the salvation—but after
months in the notorious
eight
Dachau concentration camp in 1938,
as a Nazi political prisoner, the music ptiblisher came out more than a
Herzmanwilling collaborationist.

first

..

not .Jewish but unlike
others who got the Hitlerian concentration camp treatment he didn't
have to go overboard, as was reported, including the fact-that, after
the Liberation, he published the
This news
"Horst Wesscl" song.
came to Viennese in Ahierica via
the Russian-controlled Vienna newspapers.
believed that the Kussians
It's
•were instrumental in curbing Herzmansky's trip to the International
Congi-ess o£ Performing Rights Societies, in Washington lasf fall, since
visas must be okayed by all four
occupation authorities U. S., Brit-

was

sl<y

'

•

.

,

Pampa
("The

adapted from Jeanf
Gilbert's operetta, with Mirtha Le-*
grand and Jiian Carlos Thorry. The
pictlu-e was objected to by the Spanish Secretariat of Popular Education,
Susaii'*),

after the distributors had paid '110,000 pesetas for importation dues,
38,000 in customs duties, 25,000, for
dubbings tax and 25.000 in royalties
(for total of $15,000)i
This is looked on' as rank ingratitude on Gch. Franco's' part,' 'iw view
of President.' Peron'jJ defiance of the
United. Nations and refusal to accept
the resolution against Fraiico. Whe»

the local industry heads interviewed
Peron some weeks ago, to ask for
protection of -the local industry, they
especially brox^t'up the question of
Spanish, treatment of Argentirie, pictures, and they .were promised action
by 'the Ministry "ot Foreign' Affairs^
The' recent Argentine commerciW
treaty -with Spalri included a clause
guaranteeing equitsble'^:lre'atment for,
Argentine pix in Fianeo's purlieus.

is

raw

istock.

approval of the

whether
merely

Farce, Scores Hit

Ami Theatre

in

Mexic®.

holdover:

.

..

j,

the

theatre.

reported to have

is

hit

.

IFwentiethi'Fox srevious]^ had donf.
inated iSdttth AMca because it had
a tieup with Schlesinger which the
Britisher and his 'Yank partner have
displaced.

Rank and U-J, by buying into
Schlesinger's theatre and di.stribu.-;
lion interests, will now have virtual
control and preferential playiiij,' time
in Africa. Rank's continued expansion into all parts of the world exPt the U.^ S^ exemplified by the

:'

latest

move",'

other than

Yank companies
considerably worried.

has

U

He can now use

sterling for pur-

chases in British imperial areas and
is able to match dollar for dollar
with Americans elsewhere because
of his own personal wealth and almost unlimited credit.

Three-cornered alliance will be
completely clinched at a projected
meeting in New York in May in

which

Nate Blumberg, U's prexyj

Rank and Bobert Benjamin, head

of'

S.- organization; and I. W.
Schlesinger will participate. Pact
provides for exhibition of U-I aiid
Hank films in the over 400 theatres
controlled or serviced by the Schlesinger group in South Africa.

Rank's U.

Both Hank and

U

acquire an

>
'

in-»

terest in African Consolidated Th«>.
atres, Ltd., and African Con.solidaicd
B'ilras, Ltd., the distribution branch,
with
control
remaining in the
Sclllesinger group. Latter group as
°a result of l£e deal plan to acquire
interests in -both Britain and- the
U.. S.'-to widen the scope of their

'

.

[

'

"Peace.COmes-taPeckfaam,!' opened operations,
Schlesingers have plans for future
yesterday (17) at the Prjnce. It was
.'Resnmes. After
well received at its original pres- development of film production in
Mexico City, March 18.
entation at the Embassy, but the South Africa and are blueprinting
Theatre
American
.the.
Though
subject is now .tmtopical with the erection of large studios at Parkomitted scheduled shows, the week
theatre too vast for this type of more and Johannesburg and it's constarting today (Tues.), which would
templated that U and Rank may behave been' the seventh of its 11- week play. It's an, unlikely bet.
come interested in that phase of
season of plays in English at Teatro
South African activitifes.
Ids here, Melvin Parks, who along
Large theatre building operations
With'Sam Pearce and Martin S. Hol- Que. Premier's Csrious
are. also
marking time in the
raan, produces, assured "Variety that
Dominion owning to restrictions still
this was entirely for reorganization
t§ Ban Outdoor
in force. Suitable sites have already"
purposes.' He said definitely that- the
been acquired and as soon as limienterprise,- first of its kind in Mexico,
Pix ou Morals Grounds tations are- lilted, which is expected
has not flopped, and that presenta'
tions will resume on l\Jarch 25 with
within the next five years, SchlesMontreal, March 18.
Pearl Pincus in "Dark Rhythm,"
ingers will proceed yith their ex*
Premier Maurice Duplessis of
first musical the the'atre has offered.
pansion plans.
Quebec puUed. a Riplej; Thursday
"Dark" will hold until March 30.
Understood that the case of Mar- night i(13) that tops anything he's
done yet in the flicker censorship
go's laryngitis, forcing cancellation
'

l

.

Week

.

'

.

Hove

-

OO

I

1

4.

to

consignment of 5o6,00O feet
and then the Economy
stepped in and held it up. Negotiations are being backed by the U. S.
Embassy to make it available, but
so far without result.
Oddly enough, Belgian raw stock
(Gevaert) ordered by Ujiivcrsal has
not been subjected to such interfer-

'

UA

March

iij^^

'tofer,' 'New.firit

here

.•

Vienna,

Ministry

religiousness or a reflection of the
general business letup all oyer,
One vital factor is the silver price
at present. Frozen bank credits also
are' blamed for slowing up biz.
Decline in the silver market is
world's -.greatest
hitting
Mexico,
white metal piroducer, so badly that
tondon, March .18.
there is to be ah emergency session
'IThe Anonymous Lover," which
of congress to okay the government's
plan to resume minting silver one- opened at the York's theatre, March
peso and five-peso coins.' It's hoped 13, is an amusing raucous farce that
Its Ipw
that this will provide the badly is .suited for this theatre.
needed outlet for silver,, which .is a overhead should give it a lengthy
The International.. Ballet,
lifeline for mining, Mexico's basic run.
which went ihtd the Adelphi for a
industry.
six weeks season on March 12, jvas
splendidly received and- iook« like" a

The Doblinger firm was a siAall
house when Herzmansky, Sr., took Major -EW, Intel .llie
it over and built it up into a worldfamous establishment, owning the
European Assistant
basic copyrights to Franz Lehar's
Harold Willian* Auten,
«Malpr
"Merry Widow," hiany of the Oscar
Army officer, has been
Sti:aus
classics,
including "Waltz British
Dream" and "Chocolate Soldier." named assistant European division
In fact Only recently Straus, now in manager for United Artists by Wal-,
America, received a congratulatory ter Gould,' company's foreign man**
wire from Herzmansky on the 40th ager.
Auten will' work In cooperation
anniversary of "Waltz Dream."
with -William -M. tevy, divisionmanager for Europe and the Near
East. He is the son of Capt. -Harold
Auten. personal rep of X Arthur
in the U. S.
As captain in
UNION Rank
British Navy, he .headed the work

MARIA ROEKK
BY AUSTRIAN

the equator

waiting ence.

are

executives

current trade slump

and

African

which gives right of way to
both U-I and Hank product below

First
arrived,

-

Picture

Chaste

11.

among

deal

Ifniversal

South'

Interests

not to be paid for in -dollar export,
and then ordered 1,000,000 feet of
Most of its

Fur

until after Easter to decide
the-

Aires, -March 10.

ntiich

March

Schlesinger

That company, it's
tlistrlbs are now 20th-Fox hard.
understood, -was battling for the
acWon of the Na;
same deal that tl-I and Rank won.

ing witlj the Import of

Mexico City, March 11.
biz here is not cheerful over
This
is
the
conditions.
Lent season, traditionally
bad here because Mexico is intensely
experienced in several
religious,
years.

Irk$ Argentine
is

Ecowmy

20th-Fox got -the

MeiPixSInmp

ftHjrities.

'

Paris,

wqrrie<i oVer the.

Rank,

Arthur

American raw stock.
was positive stock.

i

—

-

Dip. Blamed

I

There

Mrd

indies' in Raw Stoel

Some American

poorest

over the banning in Spain of
Film's "La Casta Susana"

French

dinema administration and blessing
of the Exchange Control office, since

pi-esent

French and USSR.
When Leo Hitter, general tnanager of STAGMaI tHe German' -authors and composers ,so(9etsr, «arae
to Vienna and lR[erznian$ky signed
over all official dociiments' to- the
German, that same day he was
Austrian songtaken to Dachau.
smiths have held their opinions in
reserve about Herzmansky, on the
laconic premise that it's "very difficult not to agree with the Nazis
after eight months in Dachau," "but
latter ' reports
about the "Horst
^esitel" episode— and now the news
of " the police arrest for- informing
the Gestapo— has put a new complexion on things. Ritter was last
heaM in Leipzig, presumably oh the
lath" from the allied occupation au'

;

S3?er Market

|

,

ish,

'

tional

|

ihdignation

Long-percolatiiig

t"

NowJew

Film

Buenos

Souilfrie

'

tree.

ASCAP.Back
one of

charge ef foreign

in

•

.

Current tightening of banks on all
credits has the film producers up a

herited the Doblinger Music Pub.
Co. from his father, is president of

Rights

11,

veepee

Nylund, who will make headquarters in Oslo, formerly handled
RKO pictures in Finland via his
own company. He's been in the
film business since 1916.

Prod

Mardh

foreign managers were
week by Phil Reisman,

He placed Rene Beja
Spain and made Kurt
Nylund company manager in Finland. Beja formerly was company
manager in Portugal and Brazil,
and will headquarters in Barcelona.

Bank Creits

Halt French Eii

last

distribution.
in charge of

4-

Tighter

Eaiil-U-ScMesinger FinaBy Cfucliidi

For Spain, Finland
Two new
named

shipping all supplies to Britain
All that Marika Roekk, film and during the war.
$tagc player, needs now is approval
of the Allied authorities to the judgment handed down by the Honorary
Doyie
by 20th
•Court of the Artists Union, presided
Three changes in the forWgtt setup
by Felix Friedlaender, and. she may
20thappear again on the scrSen. The film were annouriced last week by
Doyle,
-former manFox.
Arthur
G.
section of the union decided at a long
aging director of India-, becoiines dismeeting that Miss Roekk is okay.
lor India, China,
trict
manSger
Miss Roekk never .belonged to the
party and aejrei; played in Nazi tea- Philippines Sndilndp China, jffeirljert
from managing
dencjr fUro.s, it< .yitas '|h'£*'W«i at the Whiter moves over
Cuba to succeed Doyle.
irieeaag. ,4he sltowed her old passAndrew Jaegar was made manager
port, i^rovliig that she had only
of
Puerto
Rico.
been five days in Portugal in 1943,
and thus contradicting some of the
charges in the book "Spies and Trai- Music
in Stockholm
There is
tors of World 'War II."
Stockholm, March 11.
now a libel suit before #ihe courts
Annual musical week was celeover this. Miss Roelck was accepted brated here last week, with the
us a member of the union,
greatest event being 20th , anni of
ICprt Singer's "Spies" devoted a Swedish Composers of Popular Music
chapter to dcscribhig her as the Mata (SKAP) held last night. Mo.st popuIlari of the liate unpleasantness, and lar orchestras here appeared as well
Miss Roejtk filed libel suit against as Outstanding male balladists. Anhim here.'
other big event was the jam session
at the EriksdaLshallen last Saturday (8) when five Swedish orches'Cnrie' tras played.
French
Included among classical music
Paris, March 11.
Board that passes on .product when was the great State Choir of the
pictures are show^x at the Opera, So-t^iets, now cbntiriuing its successwhich ii inlreiiuentJy, iroted in tovor ful tour of Sweden.
of

Upped

,

Week

Ash Duhhed

of the dublied version of "Mme.
IN PAKIS
.
Cyri^,'' Metro production not released ift France previously because
Col.
Frank MacCarthy, Laudy
of the war.
Lawrence. Richard Antschuler, Fritz
Board looked at both the French Streijgholt. Marlene Dietrich, Rudy
and dubbed versions, and Sieber, Max Colbef, Robert Lantz,
titled
stated
they wanted the FTench Samuel Lee, Betty Stern, .Jaek -van
eynced version.
Allen, faul Graetz, Samuel 'Victor.

.

.'

V

•

of a performance of "Angel Street" field in this province. Legislative
(Feb. 25-March 2), is reported' as Assembly, controlled by Duplessis'
nearly killing the. venture. .However, National Union party, gave unani.some' comeback was made the next mous approval to a mea.sute banning
"

week

(4-9)

with Melvyn Douglas in open

film

air

.

Just as

and added that
good trade was done with pleasure to sponsor a
zations,

.

Roddy MacDowell
ley" in the week

in

"Young Wood-

ending' March 16.
clicked and there was
excellent support.
The lost week
will be made up with a .show later.
It

definitely

Current

hnim

-'protects the
tion."

circuit of over 35 theatres reputedly
being worth about $10,000,000. J,
Arthur 'Bank is reportedly anxious,
gave him to acquire an Interest "in thesebill which houses, but the owners are not in»

it

morals of the popula-

Reason for the action is probably
the fact that there's no way of prohibiting minors from attending openair showings, whereas Quebec law
keeps, all those under 16 from getting into nioving picture houses.

Slows

London, March 11.
Sam King (Shipman &) sails for
on May 2.- Shipman &
King are the biggest indie picture
theatre owners in England, their

performances on the- America

Town,'; some perforjnanccs grounds that they are a contributing
grossing better than some of the factor to immorality. Bin was sponbrilliant opener. "Pygmalion" (Feb. sored by the- Premier himself.
Duplessis said the mea.sure had
4-9); though there had been a price
slash. This pulled biz back into the been requested by numerous brgani*

"Ouj-

black.

Sam King to Give
HoUj^ood Once-Over

tere.sted

in selling.

King, who has
production

fllnj

many

interests itt
financed

having

Sydney Box In- his early days, expects to be away for five weeks.
Most of his time will be spent in
Hollywood looking over production.
He will be accompanied by his
-

Under-16 ban was* invoked inany wife.
years ago after the Laurier Palace
theatre fire where over lOD children
were burned to death. With most
Better
of the flickeries being made fireproof
"Caviar to General," WhitehaU.
in the intervening years, there have
Paris, March 18.
"emtteebttck," Wyndham.
Laudy Lawrence, who fell critibeen strong campaigns to have law
"Dancing Tears," Casino.
changed to allow the kids to enter, cally ill after arriving in France 1ft
"Eagle Two Heads," Haymarket.
at least when accompanied bji adults. days ago, is recovering fast.
"Fifty-Fifty," Strand
These attempts have been fruitless,
He made Ms trip over for an o.«>
"Fools Bnsh In," Fortuae.
however, and it's a w.k. iaet that of distribution outlets.
f'Guinea Pig," Criterion.
morals issue" is not the real reason
•''Jane," AJdwych.
behind the ban.
"lAUy Frederick," Savoy.
Harris to Irfindou for N,S,S.
Showings of feature pics are still
'^jMtan From Ministry," Comedy.
*
"No Ro'diii »t Inn.'' Winter Garden. permitted by priva|j! organizations
London, March II.
and schools. Bill also, provides for
"Now Barabbas," 'Vaudeville.
James Major Ell, who carte over
exceptions on the outdoor ban in here from U. S. for National Screen
"Pacific 1860," Drury Lane.
teligious, education and patriotic in- Service, leaves for Hollywood early
"Peace to Peckham," Princes.
.stances at the discretion of the At- next month to get married.
His
"Perchance to Dream,", Hipp. '
torney-General. Duplessis also holds place here will be taken by Lou
"Piccadilly Hayride," Wales.
A. G. portfolio.
"Eomany Love," Ma.je.sty.'!.
Harris, who also comes from Holly"She Wanted Cream" Apollo.
Other wji instances of the Quebec wood. He, too, will specialize oA
"Shop Sly Comer," St. Martina.
Censor bails are "The Life of Emile trailers.
"Song of Norway," Palace.
Zola" .(Zola is oil the "forbidden"
"Sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace.
list of the Catholic Church), the
Must Turn in Ali Nasi Keds
"Sweetest and ILiOwest." AnabaSB. March of Time flicker on the 'Vatican,
Vienna, March
"The Gleam," Globe.
and recent red light to French pic
Government orders have been is"Truant in ?arkl»ne," St. James.
"Les Enfants du Paradis," which sued for all owners of German dtic"Under the Counter," Phoenix.
caused the French ambassador, to umentary and newsreel films to
"White Bevtl," Dutchess.
charge that the ban was in effect an surrender them within a time limit
"Winslow Boy," Lyric.
"act of discourtesy."
to proper authorities.

London, March 18.
"Anonymous Lover," York's.

"Between Ourselves," Playhouse.
"Boi'n yesterday," Garrick.

1

i4wrence Mucb

_

'

i

We've got
them both!
[

RAY MILLiND

aad

TERESA WRIGHT

Star of the 1945

Academx Award

of the 1946

Academy Award

Picture

"THE LOST WEEKEND"

Sir Cedric

"THE BEST YEARS OF

Hardwicke Virginia Field Reginald
•

Produced by

Karl Tunberg

•

Owen Anthony Quinn

Directed by

Screen Play by Karl Tunberg

Levvis Allen

•

Melville

Picture

OUR

G>oper

LIVES"

'

.
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"

'W^Mcaday;

l»I€TlJltE$
MacDoiigall Into SadJle

Pushing-Around Gven N. Y. Exhibs

March

1 9, 1947

Inside Stiff—Pictiiei

lioUywood, March 18.
upped Ranald MacIn its second editorial within a few months on "Best Years of Our Lives"
writer'
screen
young
the N, Y,. pmes went aU out in lauding the Academy of Motion Picture
brought west by Jerry Wald Irora
Arts and Sciences for awarding Htoold Russell ah "Oscar" for the best
producer' status, with
radio,, to
supporting actor of the year in the Goldwyn film. "Editorial, inspired by

Warners

Dougall,

Men

In Tax Fight Arouses Theatre

"Christopher Blake," based on the
play, as his first execu-

Moss Hart

Ta Need

for

More Aggressive Org

stung by their own lack of standing with politicos denxonstrated during the fight against New York's new
admission tax bill, and alarmec^ over
the havoc that its example may set
throughout the country, exhibs are
finally setting themselves for an SiJgressive campaign to head ofl the
fast^Klovlng wave of state and local
raids; In that campaign which exhib toppers now have marked as a
must, theatremen will be asked to
think and act politically while exhib
units and big circuits will move cooperatively to turn out film shorts

new

hitting at the

taxes;

MacDougall's screenwriting credits
Pierce,''

Hollywood, March

include
"Possessed," 'The Unsus''The Hasty Heart."

and

18.

Addition of John Klempner to the
contract writing staff at 20th-Fox
makes a total of 49 on the regular
scripting payroll, the highest in
more than a year, and an indication
that the studio is building up its
writing mill.
At this time last year the studio
had only 36 scriveners under term

Budget

Series of

contract.

Minn. Anms. Taxes

<)ne ol the ideas currently being

1^ Fix

In the biggest splash into the educational pix field to date, Louis de
Rochemont, former March of Time
producer, and last Under conteSct to
20th-*'««, has Jelled plans to make
86 short subjects on geography in
color with an overall budget of $3,-

pushed which will probably be
adopted is to have the industry produce a nuinj)er of shorts which can
Coin is being put up by
200,000.
be played broadside through the
United World Films, 16m -non-theMinneapolis, March 18.
U. S. One or two briefies would atatrical wing of Universal-Interna
Instead of going to the dogs, as tional, which will also handle dis
tack theatre taxes generally as a
in
biz
been
predicted,
show
depredation against the' poorman's had
•tribution.
pocftetbook. These would be ayail- Minnesota still is in uptrpnd, if FedProject consummates an iclea tliat
able for all situations and eiher- Mai admission tax collections are de Rochemont had originally forany _ criterion. Those for February
geticies.
mulated With Harley Clark in the
for
new
high
the
mounted
to
a
At ihe saihe time, thought is to
late 1920's under the old Fox Film
of
increase
month
of
an
$513,000,
turn out a number of shorts which
Corp., but' which was Shafued by
could apply to particular purposes $139,000 over that of '46.
Idea
1929.
According to iigures made public the economic crash of
of the added nicks. With this in
was revived five years' ago by de
mind, exhib leaders are suggesting by .the Internal Revenue Collector, Rochemont-itr postwar execution.
collections
come
moire
than
80%
of
one to cover taxes aimed at paying
Technical and educational contaxes.
However,
from
theatre
ticket
soldiers' bonuses; another for added
dropped from $83,000 tent of the films will be supervised
school teachers' pay; and still an- cabaret taxes
presifor February, 1946 to $69,000 last by Dr. Wallace W. At^d,

Inlcata Peak

.

when the tax is for general
purposes. Shorts would be kept in
sort of industry armory and
rushed to danger spots as part of a
Jb'attle which' would spread to the
radio and newspapers.
/Their own inatoility to thro\y any^ih'g^but powderpull punches in the
^^^ction of the New York tax has
exhib topiJers particularly- aroused.
Oae' theatre unit exec who played
an active part in the recent showdown put it this way:
"We took a bad licking because
of organization and we'll
of:- lack
continue to be smacked down as
long;' as we're weak.
We weren't
eVftn able to get a hearit^ on the
•fit*.
Can you imagine a bill affectjing radio being put through without
otb^r

some

the: l^i^atioiial 'Assn. of Broadcasters
Toeing heard, or one relating to

newspapers without the American

Newspaper Publishers Assn. demanding and having a say? Not on
your life!
These politicos know
vf^^!xU- unorganized' and they'll treat
'as though we were sideshow operators until we- show our strength;;
:

m

"When we
was already
tax,

pointed out that there
20% Federal

existing a

ope Albany leader expressed
,

the 'Opinion that the Federal govright to bp .levying
it should

ernment had no

t^at sort of a tax and that

be i a purely

Aao&er.

local maj:ter.

he was in favor of a tax
directed solely against theatres."

altatttted

month,

revealing,

a

trade

nitery

in Worcester, Mass.,

The Collector says individual and
corporation earnings, judging by returns, are holding to a high level.
He regards this as encouraging and
gives no hint of the predicted recession, let alone depression.

and

„

.

Hobert

M.

Weitman, managing
director of the Paramount theatre
(N.Y.J, has been nominated for president of
'!i:i|>dge»'

ve<jpeiB

the B'nai B'rith,

Cinema

to succeed Jack H. Levin,
and general manager of Con-

fidential Reports, incumbent. ' lAdge's

election of offices will be held at the
Hotel Astor, N. Y., Tuesday (25).
Nominated for veepees are Julius
Collins of ASCAP; S, M. Chartock,
theatrical
producer;
S.
Arthur
Gllxon, attorney; Bernard Goodman
ci' Warner Bros.; Leo Jafle, Colum
bia; Marvin Kirsch, Radio Daily;
.

Martin Levine* Brandt Theatreis;
Milton Livingston, Universal; Nat K.
Lbder,
Republic,
and Louis A
Paramount.
Renominated for troa.surer is Max
B. Blackman o£ Warner.s; nominated
for secretary is Malvin T. David-'^on,
attorney; Dr. Morris K. Silberman,
for
scrgeant-at-arm.'i:
and Rabbi
.

Ifovins,
'

Ralpli 'Silversteiii, lor first chaplain;
Rabbi Bernard Birslein of Actors'
Temple for second chaplain.
todge will honor Gene Buck,

ASCAP prexy, during the
March 25 meet in a salute to. the
mu.sical world. Scroll lauding Buck
for his outstanding Americanism and
devotion to .songwriters
im.sellish
will be pre,scnted by Oscar Hammerstoin II. Another feature on the
agenda will be induction of a large
group of new members by Paraformer

mount prexy Barney Balaban
cluding his son, Burt,

.

in-

.

Howard Rusk,

consultant to the Veterans Admlni.strjj.

tion in its rehabilitation work, said: "Russell was a paratrooper who lost
both hand's in an accident in the line of duty. In the VBest Years,' Russell
rose to a superb opportunity.
"He revealed, as none but a crippled veteran could have doiu', the
spiritual agonies and possible triumphs of the mutilated. He illuminated
(Robert) Sherwood's poignant story with his. own courage. He di(i more.
In the film and in personal appearances in service hospitals he put courage
into other afflicted men. .Finally, he turned out to be a gifted actor. That

would have

awards."

justified the

Marriage Monday (17) of Richard Boris Morros, son of producer Boris
Morros, was attended by most of the musicians and concert artists appearing in "Carnegie Hall," on which the elder Morris 'recently Completed production with William LeBaron. New York Philharmonic Quartet provided
incidental music and Jan Peerce sang. Among the dance tunes frequently
heard Via Emil Coleman's band was "Beware My Heart," theme sons ot
"Carnegie- Hall." Execs of United Artists, which is distributing the film,
were among the hundreds of guests at the noonday wedding in the Hotel
Plaza, N. Y.
Bride was Diane Joyce Berman, daughter of Mrs. Aaron Berman, of
Hartford, Co'nn. Couple will honeymoon in Mexico before young Morros
returns to work with his father.
Biggest burn anen^ London Daily Mail's National Film Award is being
by R. J. Minney, producer of "The Wicked Lady," which has grossed
over $2,000,000 in England, which is biggest chunk of dough of any British
In two British Broadcasting Cprp/s broadcasts on popular British
films, this one wasn't even given a mention, despite fact that it ranks third
felt

film.

.
in popularity.
.
Producer Minney has registered big squawk -.to thtf Daily Mail and BBC,
particularly in View of fact that film stars two topnotchers in British film
names, .James Mason and Margaret Lockwood, Xiegal position as to whether
pr9ducer of "Lady", could sue BBC 11 pic doesn't win the "award is now
being explored.

i

Gabrielle Roy, w.k. French-Canadian author <rf; "The Tin Flute," will
have her novel produced in films by the William, Dozier-Joan Fontaine

Rampart Productions.

.

Montreal writer's book has done a little traveling since she first sol(i it
to Universal-lnfernational lor $75,000.
Deal was straight purchase with
Miss Roy reserving no rights as far as the film version was concerned,
Then Doiier' bought it from U-I at a reported $100,000, for Miss Fontaine.
Literary Guild has picked "Flute" as book-ol-the-month lor May which\
should insure a sale of at lea.<!t 500,000 copies. Story of "Flute'* concerns
life In St. Henri, one ot the poorer potions ol Montreal,
'

Foreign film distributor. J. H. Hoftberg last week was'Quoted zs saying
the Blumenthal circuit of North Cai'oliha paid his firm $8 and some (cnLs
on a percentage deal lor a French illm. Further check by HoflEberg discloses the deal Was aclu^ly made wittt iSI^rtiii Carolina Theatres, Inc.,

and not with

Bltmjieiithal.

•

,

;

B'klp Senator Say&

shq;!^ subject

wiU run between

14,

and

Theatre Biz Has

Own laiity

to

Its

Blame

IS miimtes and will be -both
rented to schools and sold outrigt^t
a-t $100 per reel. Producing outfit,
which , is scheduled to start actual

work

in April, figures 'that sale of

Filming of the How^d Hughes production, "Vendetta," wound up without using one loot of film shot by Preston Sturges before he bowed out of
the picture last year. Understood more than $1,000,000 was spent before
Hughes took over the refilming of the picture In December. Total cost will

run about

.^2,500,000.

Albany, March, IS.
only 500 prints, of each reel will
Morltt,- Bropkiyn, tneet the nut, a figure that is expected to pe surpassed by purchases
from the- education film-hungry
.

Senator

Fred

Vabibtt. Monday (17): "Tlie'
theatre business received a raw deal
in this session of the Legislature.
But it has itself to .blame. Failureto have representatives here, was
both careless and stupid. It does not
pay attention to bills or give support to legislators trying tp^ help' it,
"I did not receive a singly communication from any one of the
theatreis on toy biU providing Iftat a
licensing authority cannot elosie a
show pending a prompt jury trial in
Supreme com-t. I don!t think it wise
and realistic to try amending the
penal law. Mine proposed amendment to the Civil Practice Act. Why
should legislators be, interested in
aiding theatres, when they do nothing to biaek# yp?"
'.
Morritt stated he would have

told

15MASSPICKETERS

•

'

.

;

school systems,

De Rochemont

.

ConUnued

irbiot

'

)^ee 3

predicts that the
scalded.
On the Other hand, the
first set of reels will be available
owners are not interested in a man
by September and estimates that from outside the Industry.
around 35 will be completed by
A most Important factor, too, in
June, 1948.
Pact, which, is definitely set, is "slated for final inking' making the choice of an exec for the
within, a lew days between de spot will })« his relationship with
Grad Sears, v.p^ In charge ol distri!Ro(toemont and Matty Fox,
tsalter, whb also intends a bution, Since the owneris .are conp4ez.
fbray into the industrial film field, vinced they need a "str()ng" presid^nte^ plans to link up with JIWP dent and Sears is weU recognized in
the trade as an exceptionally strong
beyond producMon i>f this series.
personality, himself, problem arises
of who's- going to take orders from
whom. Since Sears has a contract
extending for at least four more
j'ears--and Si^sse Chaplin and Miss
Continned from page S
'

FINED $25 EACH IN

-

'

'

UWP

.

.

;

Fines of

Li,

Hollywood, March 18.
each were meted out

.$25

to 15 of 697 film pickets

day

who

yr^icitrial before

(Mon.) went on
municipal Judge F, Ray Bennett

'

in

Patriotic H«1I. The 15 pleaded guilty
to charges of disturbing peace and
were lianded fines or five days each

.

in jail.

Charges were result of mass picketing and arrests made at Columbia
last Nov. 15.

'9ueP Distrib

=

Beverly In L. A. was $11,000 lor Pickford.are aiQci^otis to k$ep him in
Continned fiosi page 4
any eyent--§they KaviS the jofe t>f loSaturday, and same 6>r- Sunday.
In San Diego, where '"Yeai-s" is cating alopnotch exec With whom. from the original two-hours-and-20minutes running tiriie.
playing the Mission and Adams, Sears can work.
Legion explaine'd the B clasiiidcafrained
because
marchers were figures from opening day were:
It thus becomes Clear that finding
tion as follows: "Immodestly sug"barred" from the Capitol, which Tuesday, $2,700; Wednesday, $2,500;
a man to meet the qualifications and gestive
sequences; glorification of
Democrats claimed is illegal, Moritt Thursday, $2,300; Friday, $3,000; then convincing
him that he should illicit love." Organization added: "In
thought film interests could chal- Saturday, $3,450, and Sunday, $3,400. take
the p6st bepomes a formidable
letige the constitutionality of the
Film opened Sunday (16) at the job. Miss Pickford and Chaplin leel effecting the revision, the producer
has responded with cooperation and
passage of the bill, should Governor Lee theatre. Fort Myers, Fla., to
certain it can be solved, however, understanding
to critical reaction
Dewey sign it.
$658. Last GoldWyn pic in the house, and are believed to have had preHe declared himself opposed to •'itid From Brooklyn," likewise liminary discussions with several subsequent to the trial engagi nnt
of the film in Los Angeles and Ims
levying a 5% tax on "working class preemed on a Sunday, but to $303.
prospective prexieg.
thus displayed an (^awareness of removiegoers patronizing neighbor- At Hie Pan theatre, Minneapolis,
sponsibility
lor the
moral and
Arthur Kelly's Stftns
hood theatres," but did not care "Years" teed off with a .$30,000 week
.What happened to "high priced against "Kid's" $17,000. At Keith's,
Return of Arthur Kelly to th^ social itttegri^ of motion pictui'Cs.
Selzhick's announcement- pointed
shows." He's the only Senator vot- Washington, it's hitting $40,000 for company presents another problem:
ing "no" to the McGowan bill ex- its initial -week vs. the Danny Kaye Kelly has held a number of top jobs, out that other pix with B ratmus
include "Best Years of Our Live,---.''
tending the law to obscene litera- film's $25,000.
including that of foreign manager,
"Blue Skies," "13 Rue MadcUini.'"
ture.
Colony theatre, Miami Beach, had and Chaplin
With whom he- has
and "Sign of the Cross." He said tne
its
biggest weekend gross in a been closely associated since he
cuts made "were of the same t.viie
month. Pic, in its ninth week there, managed the comic's first U, S. vaude
that i.o normally made in the pi-oci-ss
on Friday (14) did $1,116 Sis against tour— is anxious to see him back in
Filitis
of editing a film following pre\ ii'\vs
$898 pre-vious week; Saturday, $1,- the lineup, He's not being considor trial engagements,"
Continued from page 3
540 against $1,388 week before, and ered for prez, however, partly bedeal,
inasmuch as the company $2,551 Sunday in contrast to $1,719 cause of the relationship problem
•Duel' Jn Countersiiitbalked at putting ,up the required seven days "earlier.
with Sears.
Chicago, March ifi.
end money on a $2,500,000 pic which
"Best Years" is in a particularly
Pickford advisers are desirous of
Supplementary duel" that is takni.?
Stevens wanted to make as a Liberty good position to take financial ad- waiting until a prez is selected beplace over "Duel in the Sun" ni>t
production.
\
vantage of the prestige and public- fore deciding on Kelly's chore, since
another thrust when Ruthrauff ft
-Metro may put up end rnoney for ity that goes with the Oscars, since their whole desire is to get a harcounRyan,
advertising
agenc.y,
VUnion," but if so, contract will be the awards Came very early -in its monious w 0 r k i n
g organization, tered the $350,000 suit of Associalcd
clearly worded to make it a straigiit career. Goldwyn sales organization rather than make any appointmehts
Products Go. with one of its o>vn
loan.
Negative would serve as se- has been playing it off very «lowly, that might crefi1« future dissension. for $78,01'7 in
U. S. District to c.A i>r
'curity, although the bank putting up with the 'Acad .4ate well in mind. One guess Is that he may again becosts of ad campaign last wct-k,
first money would, of course, take' Producer is now set to go ahead come
v.p.
in charge of foreign.
Suit filed by Associated Fob. 25
precedence in payoff. Metro would with a hundred or more dates in Walter Gould currently' is foreign claimed
that
they had sud'tn-d
also subordinate its compensation the ne.xt few weeks.
sales head and has a contract until los.ses due to promotion of new iK:il
for studio facilities and overhead.
Very frequently the awards come 1949. If has a gimmick, however, polish in conjunction with 'propi!.--! d
If the deal goes through, it will after a pic has been almost com- that permits the appointment of a summer release of "Duel in
be the .first time Metro has released pletoly played off, with distribs topper over him. Not unlilcely in Sun."
Wlien picture was not rean outside picture since "Gone With limited to reissuing it to take ad any event is the return of Kelly to leased company claims that pol.i>H
the Wind,"
vantage of ih6 Oscar.
the UA board in Maiy.
failed to sell on the market.
i
.

Bob Weitman Nominated
To Head Cinema Lodge

dent emeritus of Clark University'
noted geologist
geographer whose texts are
now being used in- approximately
34,000 school, systems in the U. S.
and Canada. Shorts will be slanted
towards a one-world concept with
six camera crews to cover main
areas of the earth's land surface.
According to blueprints, each

slump.

a.ssocIate editor .Dr.

aloije

Fw ClasSFovm

.

buy radio

.

^'Mildred

Burbank

at

peptcid''

20th Pacts 49 Penmen

time to voice their views; and engage
in large-scale advertising and publicity.

tive chore.

afid

.voted against- Condon-Wilson film
advertising censorship bill, if Democrats balloted that day. They re-

-

•

—

Likrty

;

1

,

i

I
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Capitol, N. Y.
Snwmv Ko«8 Orcli (17)

W«dn<»(!«y> March 19, 1947

astonishing

Way

*>%

State, N. Y.

extracting

musid fr6m a mouth organ.
Major applau.se after Laurel and

classical

with

Kichoel

hmraxne,
Paysce, harry

June

O'Sftea,

Beferli/
Hardy was reserved tot Billy Cot- yvmmv & Wilde Twins, J. C. Heord
GristuoW,
ton's band, Tomipy Fields (Gracies
Hoppened brother); Jack 'Trajp, radio comic; Band, Lou Basil House Orch; "Ladu
in and Chesney. The Cotton crew, one in the Lolce" (.itf-G):
of the most popular outfits in vaudeVAWETY, March 5, '47.
ville, presents a nice assortment of
With presence of Michael O'Shea
clowning and music which gains and Wilde Twins, both with film
Through years of good showman- from his own amateurish attempts backgrounds.
State bill has a degree
developed
l.rs
Kaye
ship. Sammy
to sing and dance. Fields' easy-come, of marquee value, but unfortunately
around,
stage-bands
be.<!t
the
in
of
well
figures
-one
easy-go personality
entire setup adds up to regulation
outfit being a compact all-around patter and song limited in scope. He
Jack Train, vaude.
unit, routines of which are designed has a persuasive style.
Jimmy and Beverly Paysee pace
for presentation in vauders. In this known to millions on the air as Col.
tespect, he's virtually assumed the Chinstrap, has almost a ready-made the bill with their nifty ballroomHis ology. The youthful couple, doubling
cpot previously occupied by Horace audience before he goes on.
Heidt now in retirement until he quick-fire imitations of several per- from the Embassy, duplicate their
of
Their rouCorp.
Music
previous success licre.
faeals his tifiE with
sonalities were well liked.
out and they
America
The Lowe Brothers (Len and Bill) tines are well worked
land solid apKaye'.s turns =onta''J^^°"?'derable
^^^i.^^'^ famous "Gang work smoothly to

Don

Koydettes

t4),

Morlouie.

JoJinny

Cornell, Morv
Harvei;
Ri/on;

Meribeth Olds;

StoTie,

"It

reviewed

(Jtf-G)

brcoftli/n"

visual interest, sufficient to make
UR for any
though his^ brand, of^music^^is je^i.y

g^^^
terial

i

promising
i.s

not.

tout their

ma-

^j^^^^^j acrobats, open the bill with
much in demand. Other than his some rare gymnastics. Louise and
so-you-wanna-lead-a-band gimmick, her dogs, from the Bertram Mills
there's considerable theatrical in- Circus; and Richardo and Assistant,
terest in his wares. Comedy rou- a high-wire act, complete the .show.
tines with the band, plus the gleeThe Hightowers were unable to
club arrangements, including his
appear becau.se of a sprained ankle
leadins of poetry, make for smart
sustained by Marilyn. The Dolinoffs
presentation.
and Raya Sisters, mystery dance act
While -most of these routines -ar* put in as a substitute, make a clever
faimiliar to the majority of v«ude team and did well.
«udiences, they haven't lost their
Laurel and Hardy are to be refreshness, consequently there's hefty tained for a third week, instead of
audience reception. Vocal contin- the original .two, because of big adgent includes Mary Marlowe, who vance bookings.
Tommy Trinder
makes a fair impression with her show follows.
Ebet
single solo, "V\\ Close My Eyes" and
"

,

baritone with
his voice but
clieking in all-around presentation.

Don Cornell, robust
Eome rough edges in

Atide from his .straight numbers,
he does a good takeoff on the Ink
Spots with the aid of the Kaydettes,
ainging eroup from the bandsmen.

Ryan

Johntiy

in-

-an

reading.
poetry
of
terval
schmaltzy but effectiv.

It's

€bfe stert, conducive to heavy laughs,
he <loes his GI
jfcs an -afteroiece,
Utandby, which still briwgs yocks.
Altogether a good turn.
Bill is completed by Meribeth

comely contortion dancer,
eschews unbecoming

wisely

ims«s, infuses a great deal of personality in her work, and registers
wife her supple control antics.
*.

:

'.

"

•

his

band and

select

a solid hour of
well-lout entertainment this stanza.
highshow, but doesn't hog time,
giving plenty ot scope to specialty
These elide, too, in
acts on, bill.
acts give the Circle

Band provides background and
.lights for

etenerally, it's a well-playing and
nicAly balanced layout with Harvey
Stone supplying, the comedy spot.
In his second appearance in this
benijse, he shows new material at

who

Bob Crosby,

his

arrangement and Kaye in

-a

C3r®l«; Indpls.
Indianapolis, March 14.
Bob, Crosby Orch, Eddie Rio, 3
Town Criers, Roy Bauduc;
"Crime Doctor's Man Hunt" (Col).

bumfiills.

gets -an ornate back-

tenoring of "Annivorsary Song" with the glee club
to

JeiWtnid

Jose.

plause.

June Lorraine, mimic,

The Six Elwardos, con- lows through with

snappy routines.
Crosl^ opens impressively, taking
relaxed voeal ta toandts "Sioux City
Sue," Three DutthiUs beat^ut some
slick rhythms in taps,, then blow in
lavor of tiic Town Criers, who. register plenty Jn "By the-«ea," "Ole Bnttermilk Sfer" and "Open the Door,
with
inbcing.
besides
Richard,"
Crosby in "South America, Take It
Away*." Criers have a nice comedy
slant on their stuff, good -tor laughs.
Band swings into "Big Noise from
Winnetka," a bang-up concerto for
the druranner, Ray Bauduc, with a
.

satiric

fol-

impre.s-

sions of Lionel Barrymore, Roches-

Laughton, Bette Davis and
Durante. Best are the last

ter,

old routine here, but it
liked among the femmes.

was well

New Act

Johnny Woods plays a return engagement at the Capitol with a
satiric monologue on radio programs
and personalities although some of

GOfcE

In the Latin Itoarter session they
appear several times on the program
opening with a ballet of zoot-suiters
done by the male section. It's skill-

'

.

fully contrived with many commercial sequences to garner sizable returns. Entire company returns for
the East Indian jive ballet, which has
been Cole's standby for many years,
but there's considerable improve-

.

A

'

Stump and Stumpy

iV).

with their usual

close the

cfeattej?,

bill."

mugging

whistiiHR obbljgatto by tiie
The hand of ^Toaamy Tucker nwy and danca routine. Laughs, are
there, jind guys agm eituy. TcWnw.
dl*!. EdMe Bio urovides biJlSs hefti- orove- enough of a draw to make this
est comedy .'punch from a hag tsi run profitable, but Opening day .sesh
familiar ftut solid material Vocfl- gave no indication of overwhelming
Wnsimm,ists take spot again. Town Criers rush toward the cash. box.
clicking vrftft- Crosby in "The Girl
Boston, Morch 14.
With the exception of Paul Regan,
That I Marry" end maestro soloing mimite, wh^fcisegistered high on the
Ink SVoU, JphnnV Otis orch, Ceias
laclts ipark and
on "Gotta G®t BSe Somebody to applausft- miSNsr,
tmd Atkins-, £«eiei» ond White. "That
of
brand
in
satire
Tucker
gang
joins
the
Whole
Love."
zip, aHSfOugh
Bi^nnon GirF* (Rep).
of radio singing commercials, tor music rates- up to par and he -emcees
sock finish. Fast' pace, good timing the show^in a pleasing manner.
Ink SpotS) «till riding in high
throughout. Biz 0«y ^^fmn caught.
Regatt, who holds the next-to-clos- favor here, iiatcb a solid return for
ing ^t. put plenty of life into the their act as tops in current l^out.
proceedings with fast-moving mimi- Haven't added much in any way of
cry of a hx)st of screen personalities, change of pace to their stint, but
M^e8tle« jSgtn Jknt4MBt«» including
Eddie Robinson, Clark evidently the same routin'e each seaSan Antonio, Morch 12,
Gable, Lionel Barrymore, Ronald son is okay. With the usual cello
Franicie Masters Orch (14) loith Colman, Barry Fitzgerald and others. and guitar accompaniment, the Spots
Pht/Us Mples; Phil Gra.y, Hfoster*
His encore takeoff on Will-Rogers do "To Each' His Own," "Gypsy,"
Until "I Never Had a Dream Come "True"
Quartet, Masters -Voices (10); Franfc also pleased the customers.
The Regan's appearance audience reac- and "If I Didn't Care," all plenty
Payne, Nelsoii Sisters
(2),
Colstons (2); "The Vetdiict" (WB). tion to the bin was tepid.
suave. Goes big.
Johnny Otis band supplies backShow opens with a stepped-up
Frankje Mastee* and his band version of "When "ifou and I Were ground for show doing "Curtam
have heacHined Interstate Theatres Young, Maggie" by the Tucker or- Raiser," "Open Door Richard" feaseveral rs^o programs and now .iare ganization. EerwittSoraerviUe comes turing Lem Tally, and "The Needle,"
traveling the circuit in a fast-mov- down from the sax, sectiiim to warble \vith Otis handling the torrid diium
ing 60-minute Show whi(^ is click- "Let Her Go" and "SWmmy Like My specialty. June Richmond kids her,ing nicely at all stands. It's a nicely Sister Kate."
self in a burlesque version of "The
laid-out revue,
bftUoiced, with
Pryde and Day offer a comedy Man That I Marry," as vocalist with
three supporting ftcte that add to. routine of juggling tennis balls and band. She also does, "It's a Pity"
the overall results.
Indian clubs, followed by the band's and "Old Man River." Otis m.c.'s
Masters band is a well-rounded- medley of "Guilty," "Heartaches," the show nicely.
out stage outat, being not too blary, "Managua Nicaragua" and "Sunny
Other acts, standard, are Lewis
as. is the case of most dance bands. Side of the Street." The Two Timers, and White in a routine of old gags
It has five saxaphones, -three trom- four lookers in black strapless eveplus baton twirlmg and hoke dancbones, three trumpets and three ning gowns, aid with vocals on the ing, and Coles and Atkins in terps
rhythm. Band tees off with "It's a last three numbers, and Tucker in- routine involving a slow-motion
Good Day," giving members of the troduces a novelty idea in the dance. Both go big.
Flic.
band an opportunity to display their "Street" number when orch memwares. One of the trumpet players bers hold up Itiininous signs illtisbull fld-

Jfidnii, Jjf'orch 13.

'BA OasiMo, AriHitr .B'laki, Koch«H» ft Betbe, the ReMingtons,
JIfiarv Melsmium, hes fthtode Housx
'

Btveri^ified la:^out heue this week
edds ujp to neat'fefehd of'vaude.
ceotoBiiRBT' with ArJWt
JWake, clicKs sDlidly with his

C^no,

Vmc

•

Good

looking bary projects
personality on "Tempta*
a
tiea*" "What Is This Thing Called
Iiovs," "That's Where 1 Came In,"
"BeSinning -of the .End" and "Anniversary Song." Had to begoff
Blaisa adds zing to the proceedings viHh his sharp mimicry. Much
«£ it is bit!n& with the Xouella Parsens End Bette 0avis takeoSst- earnHjg heavy response. Otfaei; stsaideute are the Hepburn, Lorre, Laughton, 'Miiianda impressions.
Goed measure of laughs are
Crahhed by Rochelle and Beebe
with their standard adagio burlesque. The Reddingtons turn in a
jast-paced trampoline, sequence to
tee things off. Mary McLanahan
«ifliexs'. a smartly devised turn with

vecals.

wwm

-

the drums.

Rhode and house

ordi, back
tb« layout in neat fashion. Biz good

Les'

wAefn caught,

hary.

UK0?

'

MH

"

.

'

Ijondon, Jtfarch 11.

turns

in a nice rendition of the
"Hora Staccato." Band also closes
the show with a neat impersonation
of Spike Jones and his bapd doing
"Black Magic." Boys iise costumes,
bells, guns and general mayhem employed bv Jones for nice applause

Lm

trating high points of the song.

Steve Markert pleases with a
trumpet solo of "Finiculi Finicula."

Don Brown vocals "It Had To Be
You," and, in tribute to the Lenten
season, Gounod's "Ave Mai'ia," with
the Two Timers coming in on the

:

Laurel and Hardy got a reception
here even before they arrived on the

and laughs.
'Vocal
department has Phylis
stage.
The moment the signature
tune was played, whistles, yells and Myles and Phil Gray. Miss Myles
handclaps roared a welcome. Then turns in a nic.e job on the "Other
of a Kiss" and then is heard
the two comics stepped on the stage End
»
-iu
_i
^uto highlight the Palladium's second J^'t^ M.^^^'S'.Any^^^^^^^^
Do I Can Do Better." Gray doubles
•bill of the current season.
from the
section and lad does
There is no doubt about their neatly on sax
"Girl That 1 Marry" and
popularity here.
Only the firmest "Sentimental Reasons."
.

windup,
Bill closes with band rerrdition of
the polka "Let's Go Back and Kiss
the Girls Goodbye," with the Two
Timers and Somerville warbling in

•

the

when

I

«f

could have won over the
Palladium crowd to such a

favorite.^:

critical

GfsOntaneOus

demonstration.

Thei r

burlesque sketch, "Getting a Driver's
I.icense," contains nothing new, but
the familiar drolleries of the couple,
the ferocity of Ollie, the squeaks of
Stan* climaxed with the old slapstick, add up to a high-grade per.

formahce which clicked heavily lor
lalighs.
There is no straining for
Sags. It is a perfectly natural and
amiable piece of clowning.
The supporting bill is sound
«nough Without being outstanding.
It

introduces

a

new

artist

in

the

young

harmonica player, Ronald
Chesney, who recently played with

S

orchestra at the 6,(iO0-seater
Albert Hall. Tall and blonde, he
lias good looks and perisonality and
full

in-

the
his

larger troupe; MisS: Lessing is equally
as adept as Cole in the solo spots,
displaying the same energy and understanding of the numbers. A West
Indian- calyp^ offering completes
their {iresenptertion fi^ prolonged applause.
This is Cole's second cafe date
since- his film tasks, first being at'lhe
Chez Paree, Chicagp. With his expanded, dsacii teoupCj he's aiaking a
bid for the tall dougb. Current e»gagemmit is at" ^,860, but by the
calibre of work ev-ideneed here, it's
lilwly that jbbaequent! submissions
J'e»«wiU -be for superior coin.
;

'

:

i« BUns.
l4itiB 4|ai«tM', H. IT.
Xatest mtrant into the increasing
field of j^antomimists are Bedell and
Matson, fairly funny duo with a
good commercial routine that oan
go in vauders as well as top cates.
Th«f remind of simJlar turns but
diffe^nt enough fe get by on their

'

-

own.

Act does, its work in costume with
one wearing a femme sun-suit' for
takeoHis on the soprano pitches, and
other dressed in casual garb. @pen
41 Miranda tteotSing, and do a
Cmsby-Mary SEarUn disk «f
"lifeit Till the Sun Shines, Nellie"
an£ the Merman-Middleton platter
ot "I Can Do Anything Better Than

with

•Bing

Y6VL"

Thes« three numbers Jip»t a healthy
share of applause, but ehcoirtt spells
entire efiSect. To Spik» Jones' pressing of "Cocktails" for Two," -pair indulge- in -a s«$ion of water-^tuirting
and spitting that's an imposition en
the dinner trade, -flatter number
doesn't measure up to class cafe
standards and would
be better
Jsse.
eliminated.

ContiBiiad frotn page 1

i

the Ball Garnet musicai stanzaj but

-

t^awel & Hardy, Billy Cotton &
tMtId
Trnin,
(16),
Jocfc
RonoW
Chesney, Tommy Fields, DolinojQ's
& Bill LouJe, Louise Si her
<4),
do|)s. Sic Elioardos, Richordo.

.

ment over previous presentation
asmuch as Cole has broadened
basic sweep of the number with

-

-

l<ondon Palladinm

,

Ap«lt», M. Y.

Count Basic Orch (17) with Jimmy Rushing, Bob Bailey, Ann 'BoJcer;
Larry Griswald clicks with a Two Zephyrs, Stump & iStumpv;
switch on a trampoline act. Former "Doric Aim". <Mono).
diver rigs up his apparatus to make
Aside from
A short bill this week, with Count
it look like a diving act.
his acrobatics he incorporates a line Basie and his solid outfit carrying
The the brunt, Basie shows in a class
of comedy chatter that helps.
Wilde Twins, starlets from Metros by himself uo liere, and has toiied
blondes
down the brass somewhat to make
studio, are two personable
who harmonize well on "Other End himself a betteir bet for the- downof a Kiss," "Don't Put That Nickel town crowd; Band, with the maestro
"My Bill" and working at the keys, opens with
in the Jukebox,"
"Mutton Leg," then does another
"Three Blind Mice."
his jump number before stager Ann
making
O'Shea,
Michael
Gal has nice
periodic appearance at the, State, is Baker comes on.
smoky pipes in "It's a Pity to Say
a personality. Too bad he hasn't an
He tees off with "Stormy Goodnight," but could sell a little
act.
Weather," and then goes into a better.
neighborhood.
old
the
diatribe about
Two Zephyrs never fail to regisHis material could stand a hypo. But ter here with an act built around
For an a crap game with oversized cubes
the audience liked him.
encore he does a recitative on "That and a resultant fist, razor and knifeOld Gang of Mine."
fight in slow motion^ Moya are good
J. C. Heard, ftdept .drummer with
gymnasts and get over well.
combo, rocks the
five-piece
his
Bob Bailey comes on for "Danny
house, Opening with a jam session, Boy," standard nuniber with him,
they -segue into "Squeeze Me." Then High tenor wows the femmes. Cur"Bottoms
on
the
vocal
Heard takes
rent standard, "Open the Door,
Up." -Etta Jones vocalist, is okay on Richard," ia overlong here, with
"He's Funny That W-ay."
Sweets Edison and Bill Johnson
Lou Basil emcees -the «how and gabbing back and forth to set up
keeps things moving. And his pit the vocal riff background. Some
craw do their' usual good job of laughs, but could be cut
Edbii.
ba«Jtgt<WindiBg the :acts
Jimmy Rushing -doesn't get across
with ofay aud$,
-as well here as
singing "Lazy Lady" wid. "Bye, Bye,
'
Baby." Five-by-fiver draws most
»
Phtkdelphta, March 14.
Tucker Orch, Kerioin laughs for atteiripts at jitte^ugTornTOit
ScmerviOe, "Prvde t Dav, P""^ ging, but is^stin one Of the greatest
Regon, Oeii. Brouin, ,, The, Tt»o blu«s yodderfi in the business.
timers, Stwi MUrhert; "SwelUGuy" .fine performar.

Jimmy
two;

DANCIWS

JACK
(9)
the lines are a liwle rough. Woods
Dance
has the audience howling much of
IS Slins.
the time as he goes to work on soap Latin <tuarter, N. T.
operas, kid programs, Kate Smith,
four
years
dance
as
After
director
Walter Winchell, etc. He paces himfor Columbia Pictures^ Jack Cole has
self nicely to keepi up with the mood
returned to Broadway with one of
of the house.
the strongest dance groups in the
Leonard Barr, eccentric dancer business. I-eading a company of nihe
and comic, with a girl- partner, dancers, consisting of four males and
rounds out the show With some cute Florence Lessing and three of her
steps but a thin line of chatter. dancers, outfit shows, sufficient class
Ted Laurie, who plays- a return en- imagination and terp skill to outgagement as soloist witii the house distance any terp turn seen in cafes
band, sings from the pit but does in some time.
about as well as any ot th^ acts on
All his dancers dis|»lay considerLowe.
stage.
able dance skill aftd they're imag.
inatively welded into a cohesive unit
able to express -a vawiety of dance

concluding

Biz

stanzas.

fair

Shah

caught.

K«wso» Cittf, March 14.
The Glcnns (3), Peters Bros. (2),
Alan Bode, Gloria Small, JacJc Paries
Tot«er Orch (9) with Wonno Werner; "Secret Vf Whistler" (Col) and
"Boston Blacfciv ond tmw" (Col).
This lineup includes some nice entertainment but also some rough
Although the standard acts,
discovery night winner and house
band are fa? from spectacular, it
goes over nicely.
Carrying out the St. Patrick Day

spots.

Woshinfiifon,

Alphonse

March

Bersie, Johiini;
.

Barr & Ustes, the Shj/rettos
"Manugua Nicaragua" and "Anni- Rue Madeleine" (20fh).

versary Song."
The Colstons turn in a wellrounded-out bit of comedy ballroom
dancing for nice laughs. The Nelson Sisters eontrib a nifty acrobatic

15.

Wood
(3)

;

s,

"13

Capitol's current bill is on the
thin side. Top quality act turns out
be the curtain raiser, the cycling
to

with

Norma Werner doing

"Irish

Lullaby."
Alan Bode is the m.c.
and has the Glenn threesome' in the
deuce.
Pair of men With femme
go in for three-high balancing and
show five variations of the triple-

Beethoven,

Yarakee Iloodlle Brahms

WQXR

(N.

Y.),

whieh

has

pacted the N. Y. Yankees to a
symphonic hour, with Brahms
First as the signature, is expecting the inevitable once the
sports fraterfiity and weisenheimers get -rolling.
For years the popular radio
baseball gag has. been "Greenberg on Third." Look for a
Ewitcheroo, they say, to "Brahms

on

First."

mat in a pitch toward the Westchester County-lower Connectieut
femme strata to which the station
caters.
McPhail will use as the
Yanks "signature" the Brahms Fir.st
Symphony;

,

ttnorthodojc as the bal-and-baton
series shapes

rip.

It

stems from a

Edgar Bergen and his two dummy's^
Charlie and Mortimer. Follows with well. A crowd pleaser,
Fred Allen and some of Allen Alley
Alphonse Berge ha."! some of the
members, notably Senator Claghorn gals in the audience yelping with
and Ajax Cassidy. His takeoff on pleasure as he drapes lengths of
Soap operas is also well done.
cloth into gowns on the five models
Andy, t Who work with him. Berge has an

among

femmes who crave le'righair mu-'^ic
and could be won over to baseball,
too.

There weres" no squawks from J.
Walter Thompson 'agehoy, which
handles the Ballantlne- White Owl
accounts, because of the programming overlap, feeling being that the
enthusiasm engendered by WQXR
will win new adherents to the playby-play, which will be re'erred to
by WQ3CR. Latter station will also
wmner, follows with toe dance.
give scores between symphfi.
Final turn by the Peters Bros, is
Deal involves a $16,060 time buduneven. Their dancing is nimble
get,
plus another approximate
and draws nice response, but their
promotion, ahnouhcer,
$4,000 for
Singing is on the lightweight side.
etc. Sponsorship^tarts April H.
Quin.
deck pyramid.
.

:

Brahms,

in

Hode's own turn shows off the
Shyrettos who come up with conworit of a sound effects man in a
stint.
siderably better than the 'average
travesty
on
soap
operas.
He
Top honors of the revue are taken work on wheels. Best nilmber turns works the standard list of door
by
impersonator
Frank Payne. 0"t to be a jitterbug routine on high closings, kisses and scuftlings. Class"'thimoh the
th^ trio
w,n works
,.mrw.
Unieycles. although
Opens with a sock impersonation of """"^''''"'
es as novelty but registers only

I

from

Schubert, Bach, etc., with McPhail's
institutional plugging adhering to
the station's, recorded longhair for-

combined feeling by McPhail and
the stage setting, band station that there's an untapped
opens with a medley of Irish songs
Ihe
promotion market

theme

Marty, Pat, Kay and Jo make up
the Masters Quartet. Girls are nifty
lookers and harmonize well on

strictly

Wedneadjiy,

March

19,

1947
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HEAVEN FOR THE FAN
(And they're packing Broadway's Capitol Theatre!)

Leo's got a

new

Another big

sweetie

M-G-M

now!

*lt

Happened In Brooklyn"

Listen to those packed houses roar at the Capitol,
**It

Happened In Brooklyn"

Happy

is

is

an

M-G-M

Chicago records —biggest

N. Y.

the Happiest Musical that ever happened!

Happy songs
"The Yearling"

stars for the fan millions!

Happiness

is

Musical in the /'Anchors Aweigh" manner!

habit:

M-G-M

for a singing nation!
is

busting

biz in State-Lake history!

of Grass" Music Hail Masterpiece— plus "Till The Clouds Roil By*'
Plus ''Secret Heart." And "High Barbaree" coming soon!

'*Sea

Happy thought: An M-G-M

smile reaches from Y-ear to Y-eat!

'

-

UfBRATI

MH
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» n.
Campbell Soup daytime half-hour
buy currently in the offing. T-J is
setting up a new show, to be called
"City Desk," in which correspond- I
ents from the three U. S. news
«
By FrABik Scally »«« < in t
capitals, Hollywood, Washington and
Bridal Path, Mass,, March 19.
New York will telephone into McCrary with spot and feature news
Last Wednesday must have set divorce back to where even the lata
items. Gab will be picked up right
Nat Goodwin, not to drag in Henry VIII, would have felt he was slipping.
off a telephone line. McCrary emphasizes that the fllmtowh news will I guess 5,000,000 couples renewed their marriage vows that night. My
be angled away from shopworn bride and f were among these who swelled their hiimber.
definitely
the Hopper-Parsons-Fidler keyhole
It was the answer of us one-timers to the Hollywodd two-timers, and for
didoes.
Lolly did not Score a sceep on the rest of us. It's quite possible in
Pair has also been doing a series once
of book discussions transcription for fact that she was among those who renewed? their marriage vows during
the Literary (3uild, but that's been the' evening.
too
comttiem
as
beiim
dropped *>y
One of the few dissenters was an old goat, 71, I met that afternoon on
mercial a format for their flwH reps.

ship in the sweepstakes for the lush

Literati
the
Associated
and William Smith, AP
Press,
&
were
photographer,
Washington
named winners Sunday (16) of At- acid drawings.
"My Life Story," by Jpe Louis,
lantic City's Press Club National
Hea«rtincrs medals of merit for jour- selected by Negro Book Club *s April
Gil- selection; published by Eagle Boolts
valistic aohievemeht iii ISiS.
taete was cited for "consiistently ex- (Duell, Sloan ft Pearce).

Wescow bureau

the

of

:

.

^

cellent foreigii reporting based en
Nate Gross of the Chicago HeraldSmith's American and Irving Kupcinet of the
his coverage of Russia."
eward was for his photograph of Chicago Times in Hollywood last
a«bn L. Lewis in a Washington week for the Oscar Derby.
Proaie on Sherman Billingsley
hotel lobby during the coal crisis.
the late
With these awards judges of the (Stork Club), penned by
Damon Runyon as his last signed
conte.st, which met here a week ago,
work, coming out in May issue of
selected 20 others who will get
medals during the Headliners Frolic Cosmopolitan.
''Champs«ne
Dutton' ptibliShing
here in June. List includes KingsCholly: The Life and Times of
burSf Smith, of International News
Maury Paul" ("Cholly KnickerbockjServiee, and Arthur Gaeth, of Muwho won the drawings as only er"), by his ex-sec and aide, Eve

On

tual,

American press and radio reps at
the Nurnberg executions, and who
were cited for their covenaf* of the
Pbilly Bulletin Ad Cuts
Until further notice, the Philadel-

to

(tk<!COt'din;g

isage

"siiice the start of the
y/av newpapers have had to oi>erate
with>sraall newsprint inventories and
iply on regular arrival of shipments

plained that

Cmt^' tM

IDuring

Newfoandlaftd,

tlays these arrivals

teciegttt

have dropte* so severely «iat the
Evening Bulletm is £arced either to
iSrop advertising or face sus^nsion
of publication." The announcement,
-which

made

its

first

appearance

Miss

S tm&antA

oS the

the number of copies sharply res4uced. The Daily News, the other
Philadelphia newspaper in the evening fieW, has only a fraction of the
tarculationi epjoyed hy the Bulletin,

firm of publishers consultants, Forsberg, Merritt & Harrity, is
fceing formed in N. Y. with interest-.
Ittg Army background. Partners are
Fraiiklin S. Forstoerg, fM-mer commanding officer of Yank, famed
Army weekly; Richard Harrity,

Yank

manager,
and
promotion
Charles T. Merritt, ex Conde Nast
production
and sales promotion
exec. Firm will specialize on public relations campaigns for publishers.
(3ol. Forsberg, prior to becoming
Vank's chief, was general manager
cf Street & Smith. Harrity was with
Paramount and UA as publicist and
edited Yank's Pan-American edition
hefere becoming general promotion
manager.
,

Flynn Passes

Newspaper career

of Edward P.
executive editor of the

and the Bronx Home
News, was closed last Wednesday
<l2) when he leaped seven stories to,
his death while attempting to es«ape flames in his midtown New
York apartment. Firemen believe
Flynn may have caused the blaze

by smoking

in bed.

Prior to becoming' the Post's
ecutive editor, Flynn has been
paper's city and national allairg
tor.
In 1940 he reorganized

obvious,

from vage a

s

exthe
edi-

the
Pest's Washington bureau and was
its chief for two years.
He had also
-worked ffir the N.' Y. Journal and
the Baltimore Sun, among other
papers.
"

years.

find,

Carroll

claimed,

man Was

enabassy;"

these

that

best in "Cielito Lindo," a

"Unless some legislation

,„;

,

.

.>,.,.,-

\-,

"Not even the girl?" asked Mac.
"No, not even the girl."
For the rest of the day I kept trying

things werp all due to unreasonable
and .merely pre- demaml^ by PetrUlo.

:

.

to see

where the "news" could have

leaked out. By now 1 am all admiration for a reporter who can find out
what's on your mind before you have really made it upj but at that time
1

was

piu^led,,

V

.

''i;

,

.';

"Miirrtcid at

Leisure

'

Not to be completely scooped on my own splicing, I went to the mayor
of Neuilly to see. if he couldn't speed things up a bit. He sent me with a
letter to the Minister of Foreign Affairs. Once caught in the wheeLswithin-wheels of bureaucracy I naturally was in for a whirl. The American
and the French played me back and forth as if I were a tennis ball and the
Davis Cup was at stake.

passed,"
gave some said Carroll, "we shall be forced to
syiiagf tune to which
lift
"Chamaitt Oiseau" showed continue to pay these three musioff a promising, though unsteady cians as long as we stay in bMsiness.
colpratura, while "Last Rose of Furthermore,
now that I have
Finally, blowing my topper I let one deputy stuffed shirt have it. "Listen,
Summer" was, surprisingly enough, brought this condition to the attenmon vieux," I said. "I can understand why so many people live in sin on
least effective.
tion of Congress, reprisals will be
the Left Bank. They can't afford to get married. Even with the most
Magazine sponsor came off best in order .
There is no law to
honorable
intentions in the world, they can't hold back the cosmic urge
in the deal, with hundreds of sub- prevent him (PetriUo) from adding
tilf you make up your iaind^ Nobpdy lives forever, you know."
scriptions piioned and telegraphed three more musicians, six more, or
were in the bureau of the deceased at the time. The deputy looked
in during and after the program. even 60, and to Cfontlnue in business,
as
at
me
I've
seen marble statues look at'me. Finally, in anger I .said,
Obviously responsible lor this "wj^as I must comply or doie.
'"I believe some legislatipn should "If I'd slap 100 francs on this desk, a lot of these unsurmountable diffithe wave Of national publicity which
effectively penetrated the listening be adopted that precludes any union -culties would disappear in a matter of minutes. But I'm a Vabiety mugg
and
you're
not
getting a bfibe from me for a good notice no matter hoxy
audience for three weeks before- leader from forcing any employer
hand. Practically every newspaper to hire more labor than he really long it takes."
in the country gave the' show hefty needs."
I sent the bride-to-be out on a shopping tour to pick up a wedding ring,
troubles,
Carroll
Discussing his
while I shopped around for some sleep. Equipped with Scandinavian
space, arid the net plugged it for a
-said he had his place shut down for
thrift, my little Alice in Wonderland picked up a modest little job lor 75
week in station breaks.
Spectacle aside, the show introed two days once because he kept a francs $3 to you.
a performer with a promising voice union leader waiting for an hour.
Thus fortified, we entered the mayor's office, and he really put oji a
said
he
was
unable
fire
people
He
to
and appealing talent.
show for us. He dressed himself in most formal attire, with a big wide,
in his employ.
red band diagonally across'his chest, which in those days showed you wtie
"I have a head carpenter," he coma person of eminence, not a communist, and gave us every gracious brtafc.
plained, "who I feel is incompetent
After it was over he handed us a book which had 12 pages for recording
and disloyal and I can't get rid of the subsequent
histories of 12 babies. Such optimism in a country where
him. When I tried to. "Spike" Wal- the birth-rate
is lower than the death-rrate, shows that nobody can top
Continned from page 1
lace warned me to stop it or he'd
the French in bedroom farces.
musicians
the
out,"
pull
room. Home film pattern will be
'
Second 'lake
used to present various guestars live.
But I was not a married man by now. Not by any means. After the
Carroll's 20% Hike
While the films show Mrs^ MeCrary
civil marriage in Paris,, we had a church marriage in Nica. But there
Hollywood, March 18.
(Sfos Falkenburg) at varioUs interEarl Carroll met the demands of seemed to be a flaw in this one, as far as Madame Scully Was concerned,
views and meetings of news imAmerican Federation of Musicians because that $3 ring of hers could not be blessed as She was a nonportance. Emphasis will be. placed
Local 47 by granting a 207ej pay Catholic.
on the news angle of the program
increase and adding three musicians
This seemingly stuck in her beautiful craw for years. When year? Iidtr,
with name gue^, Interviewed live,
to the orchestra^ but the nitery she changed her spiritual stance, that
ring-blessing of which she had bK'A
as a fillip.
stated it was doing so "only under deprived still annoyed' her. She remarked
as much to a padre in HollyMeanwhile, option held on another
protest." New minimum for 16 mu- wood one day and he esaid,
"We con fix that. You come down some mornTex 'n' Jinx show by McCattnt-Ericksicians now in the pit is $120 weekly. ing, with your husband of course, and
we'll
son for Swift
Co, is on the verge
Indications
were that Carroll
When we got to the chapel the padre had laid out everything, but like a
of pickup, with preem airing set for
negotia-

^e

.

is

.

We

—

'

.

W

&

would attempt
but was

sometime in May,

CHATTER

The committee would

some

senting Silss Tianaan as "a promis4. He called lor legislation which
ing young American soprano' from would
mafel it an tmfkir I^r pracWashington, t). C." Someone less tice for art employer to hire, moire
shrewfd could have spoiled it with men than he needs (standbys) and to
further
identificatibh
with
her outlaw strikes which would require
father.
an employer to engage in an unfair
Of her three numbers. Miss Tru- labor practice.

New

Flynn, 40,
W.Y. Post

.

,

(11) further stated advertising will be resumed at the earliest
possible date. The Sunds^ Bulletin,
however, will carry aomal advertising on a restricted schedwle. with

Tuesday

Post's

is'

Eari Sirroi

of

due from manufacturers,
to a two-column box on
one announcing the curtailment.
The announcement further ex-

jifeWsprint

l^om

New York

;

amusement.
compelled by failure
and

shipments

local

^

Evening Bulletin, which dom-

action ^fis
receive contract

is

featuring

;

inates the evening field 'with apiiTOximately 800,000 daily circulation, has' eliminated from its daily
ditions all advertising excejpt ti'Olie

^

-

«vent.

classified'

H

m

a

agency

;

Jijgieus,

SCRAPBOOK

«

his way to court to get his 12th divorce. He stressed, however, not the
Ibhger-ruo basis, the, new
packaging a musical show divorce, but the fact that he planned to maiiry a^ht tor the 13th time. His
songs of all nations ftor was certainly the triumph of hope oyer expertence.
»
•
presentation in co.r
The O^Cs love-life was not d£ serious literary Import for the simple
operation with the various national reason that he was not a picture star, nor a -politician, nor even a balltoprogram,
clubs.
This
language
player. The view that "what a man does in private is nobody's business but
gether with a couple of other out- his Own is only true insofar as he is a nobody. Actually the private morals
line formats, is still in the conversa- of
a public man are of public concern. That is why picture contracts contion stage, but because the JMcerary
tain morals clauses. T think producers Include them even for writers,
Jinx!'*
program
ideas and own "Hi,
though what could be obscurer than the love-life of a Hollywood scenario
Brown, next month.
were largely responsible for the
Paul Kamey, of Metro's home- VARiETSf showmanagement award re- writer, short of an amoeba's, I can't Imagine.
Scbeol for Scan<tal
office exploitation statf, hitting the ceived by WNBC, station toppers are
freelanee jackpot with a short-short reported amenable to su^estion.
Scandal involving stars, however, is not ordinary scandal, and while
upcoming in This Week mag and
Strange angle of the McCrarys' divorce has become a matter "of regret (or relief) tO: most of the pictwe
short article; due in Pageant and plans is the fact that they're reported colony, to other elements in the community divorce is still a source of:
the SatevepoSt.
uninterested in putting any of their scandiil. It was these millions who decided to strike back last week by
Author Fred I. Raymond, writer of home-built shows oh the network, reafflrming thifeir marriage vows.
r
"The Limitist," tome oh smaU busi- but want to hold them for local New
For me it was just a character part as I have been married four times—
ness, is said to have shared in the York airing.
alwajw (Swit<*0 to the sanve gal.
purchase price of his family's pulAnd they'll have been oa just on*
HCavihg bnce had our love-life described by Tex McCrai-y in the Mirror
verizing business bought by big in- year next Wednesday (24).
as "Hollywood's greatest love story," maybe we are just the couple to
terests for a sum exceeding $1,000,bring some enlightenment to the confused love-life of Hollywood. In the
000.
first place, I did not marry until I was 38, and if you don't know what you
Whittlesey House (McGraw-Hill)
are doing by then you never will. In the second place, I married an angel.
to publish "Lincblh and the Press^"
In the third place we were married in France, the hardest place to .get
by Robert S. Harper, a study of Linmarried, and the easiest to get divorced' in the world. In fact, they put so
s Coiitinaed from p»gm i
coln's relations tjWith the press, and
He elaimed he wished the many obstacles in the way of an alien's marriage in France that if he goes
will Show bow the newspapers of his mg.
through with it he must really mean it.
day enraluated Lincoln in the light of Legislature would act but said the
Sime Scoops a Muei;
law would be stronger If it came
contemporary events.
I had been kicking the idea of marriage around for some time when one
lister Grady named editorial di- from Washington.
Attacking the AFlW, Carroll ui- day, riding down the Boulevard des Italiens with J. P. McEvoy, I stopped
3.
rector Screenland, Silver Screen and
Movie Show. He'll continue as Sil- vited the committee to seiid an in- to pick Up some mail at the VARiEtTf oftice. There was a letter from Sime.
check It wa; full of office chattier, but one line really Scooiped me. "Hear you're
ver .Screen editpE, ^hile Delight vestigator to Los Ahgeles to
there going to get married," he wrote, "O boy!'"'
Evans remains as editor Screenland on the Paramount Theatre
shows
and Ruth l^yler stays as editor-in- which discontinued its stage
"Are you?" asked Mac, who was reading. over my shoulder.'
in!l941 because "it'%ould not afford a
chief of Movie Show. IPaul Hunter
I seemed more concerned as to how iSimte got- that far ahead of the
15-man standby ordhestra." Carroll
pubUshes all.
^
story than answering Mac's question.
^
also suggested-, checkftifi with Harry
"Well, are you?" h<6 pursued!,
Arthur, operator of the Missouri
llieatr^ in St. Louis as to why that
"I don't know how the Old Boy sot the idea." 1 said, "I haven't talked
house had not had stage shows for it over with anyjjody, except the chief of police and the American
Trutnafl

,

jtiia

»

SCULLY'S

>

after digging up Hollywood
material for British trade papers.
George Macy bringing out a poppriced edition of cartoonist Arthur
Blood," collection Of
Syzk's "Ink

London

Gilmorc, Smith Kudosed
Eddy Gilmore, who heads

-

When

the contract

is

activated

tions
it

will run for two years.
Deal was
Frank Blethan, Seattle Times pub- wrapped up by M-E's tele rep, Lee
gandering Hollywood.
Cooley in Chicago over the weekBilly Rose now short-story writ- end.
Program, event to air durfag; his "Shubert Alley Serenade" in ing
daytime
hours,
will
be
Current Collier's;
called
"Homemakers^ Club" and
Bob Feller's "Strikeout Story" be- Will have a haiisfriiu format.
fog timed for release with start of Although the show hasn't been set
the baseball season.
for any outlet definitely ; it's figured
..Tames E. Farley* signed contract to preem over WNBT-NBC, because
•with Whittlesey Jiouse for his mem- of the McCrary tie-up with the net
eir.s in the spring of 1948.
radio affiliate.
Walter Annenberg appointed Mer^
In the Soupslakes
Jill Panitt Coa.st editorial represenFrom the radio angle, most imtative for Triangle Publications.
portant present activity of "Tex
Jock MacGregor heading back to Jinx, Inc." is their leported leaderlisher,

&

reopen
complying

to

wadding, We even had white satin pillows to kneel on.
Normally unconcerned about what people think, I nevertheless was a
little concerned about what they would think of Madame Scully, now the
mother of threa, qh the verge of getting married.

first-class

in the
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees handed the nitery chief
a demand for a 20% wage hike for

meantime

to "stay open."

.^

^'r*

A

few days after this third .•showing we met an actor at a cocktail
who talked without a script. "You know, my Mother mvist be going daffy," he said, "because she said she was sure she saw you getting
married the other day and I told her, 'Why, Mother, that couldn't be true,
they have three children'!"

stagehands but no formal talks have
been held on this .score yet.

party

PETE SMITH'S LATEST
Hollywood, March 18.
Pete Smith has added a second
of shorts to his production
program, at Metro, to augment his

"Oh, but it was," said Alice, and before she could explain the continhad been whisked away.
Thus you can imagine with: what calm I undertook reaffirmation ot the
mayriage vows. The claim that of 41,700 marriages in Los Anfieles. 33.ni
New series, on the audience-par- ended in divorce last year may be true, but if we keep at this thing ime
ticipation angle, will be known as enough, Alice and I may rai.se tho.<;e marriage figures back to 16 to 1 «'!
i"Do You Know What Time It Is?"
by Ourselves, and don't think we wouldn't be happy in doing it
uity she

series

.Specialties.

,
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There are
136

minutes
of the

world's
greatest

musical
artists

and

the

world's
greatest

music
in
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DlBADMi"

eiEWS "MEL

mighiily enjoyed

by

the

Gotham audiences

."
. .

John T. McMdnus-PM
"...

.

pleasant , . .difierent , . . refeeshmg."
Otis L Guernsey,

Jr.

NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE

John Wayne's

. . of!-!ormukt Western . . . hard-nding, lighting, shooting, and sdpolioed cussing... an excellent cast...

considerable entertoinmentfor the family trade."
Lee Mortimer. BiULY MIRROR
"...exciting sequences in the iiim and one particularly thrilling chase." Kale Cameron. DAILY

NEWS

"Superior to^ usual Western ... different from and a
notch or two*superior to tibe normal sagebrush saga."

The

Producer-Star

NEW YORK TIMES

"Evep a Western can

pull out some surprises, as
proves at the Gotham.
action ?f. plenty of worthwhile "stufL
Gail Russell.' excellent in her silent scenes."

ANGEL ANDJHE BADMAN
The accent

is

on

Eileen Creelmon.

Picture at

"Actor

Rose

Wayne

NEW YORK SUN

gives.a good performance..."'

PeMoktfNEW YORK JOURNAL. AMERICAN

"Good Western, entertaining comedy romance."

CUE MAGAZINE

Theatre,

New York
JOHN WAYNE • GAIL RUSSEU.

W

•iih

UADDV
fADCV BRUCE
HARRY CAREY
CABOT IRENE RICH LEI DIXON
rI
STiPHEN GRANT tOM POWERS FA.Ui HURST

t Ep y i

•

Written and Directed by

JaniesEflwaniOiit-A

JOHN WAYNE

Production

:

L

§

€

PICTURi

mctwmm
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Bis for AFL

Awards

*Osear'

Cantliiaed trom page C
yyith the

my tWnga

art run in th*

future.

Goetz and Brulatour Broups, by
interbanding tostether their larg«
own enough »hare» to overests

by Yatis and

ride those held

However,

asisociates.

his
Yates,

since

the Goet* brothers and
corporation "together cdhtrol fewer
shares
than 500,600 0* the 1,800,000
outstanding, a battle for proxies

Brulatour

from outside stockholders would be
feel cera certainty* G-B interests
they are
tain they could win. since
most other stock-,
of the Opinion that
holders naturally feel the way they

do in comparing Rep's earnings with
the skyroekethig statements Of other
companies these past. feW years,

G-B group hopes ji»at this addition
the new board members—and
somb outspoken opinions they have
expressed in recent weeks-^will provide the necessary cure so they; can
avoid a public wrangle which might

of

company. They feel that
the change will eliminate the situation of the past when, with G-B coninjure the

sent,

many members

were

in

Yates'
either

of the board

no position to be critical of
operation, since they were
company employes or personal

New Board

14,685 via
(also Yates

Of the

Antonsen Realty Corn,
and ffitus).

AMPI

33.782

Eastern

Goetz family
and Brulatour

To Support Coast
In a move to enlist financial and
moral aid from American Federa-

tion of Labor locals in the New
area, three reps from the Conference of Studio Unions in Hollywood launched the first of a series
of meetings in the east last Friday
Stair
fl4) to defend the CSU's role in
Continued from page t'jggi
the seven-month old West Coast
Big Five, only Paramount has ap- jurisdictional strike. Before a group
pealed from the new selling method, of about 15 N. Y. union officials,
it's noted, which the statutory court
the CSU members repeated accusaordered as a substitute for divorce- tions that the film producers; the
ment.
International Alliance of the Theatrical Stage Employees and Los
Bty K BisSuading C and Col
Angeles police were engaged in an
Objections to a stay have been
alleged Qpnspiracy to smash striking
so strong that Big Five lawyers have
AFL unions.
sought to dissuade the Little Three
A 20-minute fihn, taken by amafrom bringing their applications, it's
teur photogs on the picket Unes beunderstood. Those three insist, howfore the studio gates, was screened
ever, on pushing their pleas for a
during the meeting In' order to substay since they maintain that instantiate charges made by Csu reps
itiating the new method will cost
them heavy coin. Columbia, filing concerning "police violence, gangster terror, mass arrests, conspiracy
its application Monday (17), is ascharges for picketing and every
serting that its distrib expenses
form, of employer terror and inwould be boosted- $600,000 annually
timidation." J. L. Nisbett, heading
by competitive selling,
the CSU delegation including Walter
Colunibia will be cdmpelled to R. Scheibel and
Edward J. Smith,
hike its sales force to 140 or ihore announced that
further njeettngs in
salesmen from its present 100 total Brooltlyn and Queens
would be held
with an attendant increase of selling this week.
costs of $6,000 weekly or $300,000
Among unions attending the Friper annum, company's petition de- day meeting were the International
clares. Added paper work in ex- Assn.
of Machinists and Brotherhood
changes Would tack on another of Painters, both of whose
Holly$200,000 annually since Col. Would wood locals are part -of the CSU
be compelled to swlteh over to in- setup. Nisbett disclosed that the
dividual pic sales from its ourrent lAM had
been donating ||a,dOO per
block-booking methods. Additional week to the CiSU strike chest. Louis
cost at the company's h.o. where Weinstock,
.leader of the Painters
^duplicate records, are kept of all ex- union,
pledged $10,000 and recomchange operations would mean mended that locals, sympathetic to
another $100,000 per year, petition CSU cause," tax individual

York

Decree

.

:

Already named to the board in a
switch made last month and serving
on it are WiHiam M. Collins, Jr.,
and Charles T. Fisher, Jr., for the
and Thomas F.
Goetz interests
Brown for Brulatour. To be elected
to the board at the stockholders'
meeting April 1 will be Harry Goetz,
who contwls the Goetz family inteiest; Saiauei Becker, Goetz's attorney, and Harry C. MBls, repping
.

Brulatour.
Collins 4s' prez of Inlapd Rubber
Corp. and holds other directorates
Fisher is prez and director of the
National Bank of Detroit and served
from 1942 to 1943 aS B director of
the Reconstruction Finance Corp.
Brown is director and v.p. of Na^
tional BistiUers and director of Certain-Teed i>roducts Corp. Mills iit ail
exec in the buying department of
'

on Rep's direcforate since 1928.
Directors

who

jnonth's shuffle

ps,

retired

in

last

were John Petraus-

treasurer of Rep, .and
Parleton A. Connell and James E.
MacPherson.
i
Jr.,

Contlnuine on Board
Continuing on the board,
from the four replacements
last

and
ger,

aside

made
month (Collins, Fisher, Brown
Van Pelt) are James B. GrainRep's exec v.p. and sales chief;

Albert W. Xind, partner in Sterling,
Grace & Co., brokers; Frederick R.
Ryan, attorney; Edward L. Walton,
Rep v.p.; and Yates.
Proxy discloses that principal coniiol of the
company is exercised in
two ways- First
is through ownership directly
or beneficially of stock
:

") Rep itself. Second is ownership
«irectly or beneficially
in Associated
Motion Picture Industries, Inc., a
uelaware corporation. Of the 189,471

snares of

AMPl

outstanding, ~Goetz

'^oW between them
held by

*Ri,.

»«.138 shares,
against 51,340

^atcs

and

which gives
control of the 175,of Rep which are held
associates,

^jB group
by

AMPi^

.In

Rep

itself, G-B holds 175,157
shaies against
Yates and associates
°* 1*1'23S shares.
Goetz
fam',"^u
80.000 shares and
.
feiln
Yates owns 39,600
liW
tM -i «»d controls 86.950 via Ons-

"o.

inc.

(Yates and Titus)

and

1946.

split

to

;

among Charles

ways

three

virtue of its distribution Rosher, Leonard Smith and Arthur
"The Best Years of Our Lives," Arling, who tinted the filming of
led the studios in awards with a "The Yearling" for Metro.
Hollywood's yearly back-slapping
total of nine. Metro finished second

with seven; 20th-Fox ran third with jamboree,

and

Columbia

five;

officially

known

the

as

and 19th Annual Awards of the Academy

Warners

United Artists tied for fourth Place 9f Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
with two apiece, and Paramount, was held miles away from HollyUniversal - International, and the wood and Vine in a huge downtown
U. S. Department of War trailed in Los Angeles structure known as the
Shrine Civic Auditorium. It seals
with one each.
about 6,500 customers at one sitting,
English Entries
which was the chief reason for the
England barged into the writing removal of the Oscar Derby fr^nt
division with two out of three winits town track.
ners. Clemence Dane took the nod
Dressy Derby
for the best original picture story,
From a standpoint of attendance
"Vacation from Marriage," made by
London Films in England and dis- it was the most successful of all such
tributed here by Metro and regis- gatherings, and from a standpoint of
tered as a point for Culver City. The style it was the most dresscd-upi,
other British winners in the literary With tiaale white ties and tails lookset were Muriel ^nd Sydney; Box, ing drab beside the ermines, sables,
who collaborated On the best original coiiTures and jewels on the distajt
The production outside the
screenplay for "The Seventh Veil," side.
a J^ Arthur Rank-Sydney Box-Ortus theatre was in the colossal class,
production, released in the U. S. with batteries of searchlights surounding the whole block and giving
through Universal-International
Laurence Olivier, one .of the en- out with beams of varied tints, like
Inside th*
tries in the best actor division, was a Technicolor picture.
among the also-rans as a thesp, but house, the newspaper Writfirs i^^
won a special, award for his all- photographers didn't thinlt it was 8io
aroimd work in the uplift of screen gorgeous. Thie camera Boys were
drama, especially for the British herded deep down into the dungeons
filming of Shakespeare's powerful below the Stage and told to do
The
old drama, "Henry V." Olivier's their stuff there, or else.
members long-distance Oscar wa's the first on writers did their literary chores in
the Academy program, making him a subterranean room which they
shared with a' flock of musicians wh»
the leader in at least one respect.
-

.

alleges.

$1 to aid the strike.

U

:

to

seek

considerable.,

refinancing

ffom banks, it's said. Moreover, a
reversal by the Supreme Court Is
well within the possibilities and
would mean unnecessary expense of
tooling up for the new method and
then dropping

it

again to revert to

the old.
Petition was prepped
(Schwartz &) Frohlich.

Special awards held an important

World Preem

&

I

Becker and MiUs for G-B,
and Miller and Titus for Yates. Retiring from the directorate will be
John J, O'Connell, prez of Consolidated Molded Products
Corp.,
and Walter p. Stevens, chairman of
the board of Scranton Life Insurance Co., who Joined the board in
194B, and Walter W. Vincent, chairman of the board of Wllmer & Vincent circuit, who has been serving

work on

RKO, by

United Artists, this week, jjoined
Columbia and
in a petition for a
stay filed by its lawyers, b'&ien, 'Carnegie'
UA
DriscoU, Raftery
Lawler.
Far Afield to Porto Rico
asked delay on all provisos affectlnjf
While plans were set tWs week for
claiming it would- suffer "treit,
3. C. Penney.
At the same time G-B placed tlielr mendous hardship" if reversal of a world preem of Boris Morrosthree reps on the board, Yates added the decree requires it to undo the William LeBaron's "Carnegie Hall'
at the Paramount theatre, San Juan,
to the independent character oif his new sales system.
Porto Rico, April 8, opinion was
representation by naming Edwin
Under the decree, it's argued by
Van Pelt, v.p. of the Continental Columbia; PRC, Monogram and Re- still divided on policy for domestic
Bank & Trust Co., N. Y., through public are unfettered by selling reg- release. Morros and his v.p. in
Which Ripubllo does much of its ulations and, have been accorded charge of sales, Sam Dembow, Jr.,
flnancing.
Two earlier Yates ap- thereljy an unfair advantage over were holding out for roadshowing,
pointees are to be reelected to the Columbia. These companies, petition while United Artists distrib chief
directorate at the stockholders* meet. says, "produce types of motion pic- Grad Sears favored more experiwith
normal 'playoff
They are Arthur J. Miller, who tures which actively compete against mentation
heads the lab division (Consolidated) a substantial part of the product policy.
Deal for the Poftb Rico preem was
of Rep, and Walter L. Titus, Jr., who produced by Columbia."
set in New York by Ramos Cobian,
has held various top exec posts with
Slowdown on licensing pix be- operator of the circuit which inRep and Is now a divisional salescause of decree's "cumbersome" pro- cludes the Par.
manager.
cedure will tie up added working"
Starting five-year term* on the
capital of the company, Columbia
board in April, therefore/ will be
asserts. This will force the company
Goetz,

credited

best musical score of a dramatic picture; Daniel Mandell, best film editor; Fredric March, as top player in

of

:

'

^

Morris Stoloif, for his
the Columbia production,
"Jolson Story." Friedhofer romped
the Goldwyn picture, and Harold in with "Best Years" as the top
Russell, the handless war veteran scorer of a dramatic film, as abovewho scored twice, taking home an detailed.
Photography, without which there
Oscar as the best supportuig actor
and a special award on general prin- would be no Hollywood, offered two
Arthur Miller took the
Oscars.
ciples.
Anne Baxter, for her work in the black-and-white prize for his lensRazor's ing of the 20th-Fox picture, "Anna
"The
picture,
20th-Fox
Edge," won the other major Oscar and the King of SJam." Statuette for
as the best supporting actress ol the best camera work in color was

stock,

shares

82,356.
Yates has 46,918 through
3,872 through Antonsen, plus 590 owned by tales
and
hJS Wife and 260 shares Owned
by
Titus' wife, Elsa,

Onsrud and

2S

by

Louis

Briefs

spot in the Oscar shindig.
In addition to those handed to Olivier and
Harold Russell, a junior statuette

for inclusion in his indie picture,
"Killer Dill." . . . Republic inked

the kid who acted so much like a
kid in "The Yearling." The presentation was made by Shirley Temple who was a pretty good kid
actress herself in the not-so-old days
before she grew out of n>ihper$ into

formal gowns.
Music Masters
-Harry Warren and Johnny

S

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

is

to

showcase Hollywood tO

the world at large, and not to the
6,500 customers inside the house or
to the 5,000 non-paying guests who
crowded the bleachers, and adjacent
pavements to get a free ogle.

tMex

Mer

Chain

Continued from page 5
rattled into musical Oscaritis
with their railroad tune, "The Atchi- American representative? stays on
son, Topeka and Santa Fe," desig- under a 10-year contract as general
nated as the best original song for a manager for Credito, Atiother surmotion picture, "The Harvey Girls," prise element in sale was fact that
Best scoriiig for a tunefilm was ac- William C. Jenkins was expected to
be purchaser of 20th's interest,
which would have given him control of 85% of all theatres in Mexico.
At one time 20th had fried to
buy Jenkins' circuit but later cocked
an ear to his bid when sellout
loomed to unload Rodrigueis's chain
mento river. .-.
Harry Rosenthal
interest.
draws a key role in "The Big Clock,"
Credito, nOw a major exhibition
which John Farrow is directing for
firm, has capital of 30,000,000 pesos
Paramount.
Walt Disney signed
with sponsorship of production at
Bobby DriscoU and Luana Patten for
Tepeyac Studios and handling Of
featured roles in "Pecos Bill," animlarge distribution concern under its
action film starring Boy Rogers.
industrialists
wing.
Topflight
of
cer

the Lots
.

.

.

.

.

Brodevick Crawford, Henry Travers,
Blanche Yurka and Hattie McDaniels
"The Outcast," to be produced
First
and directed by John Auer .
Continued from page 5 sss
production by Triangle, the Mary
Pickford-Buddy
Rogers-Ralph Colm
since
the
siderably in the eight years
combo, will be "Sleep My Love,"
as
and
Selznick epic was released
being slated for an early May start-.
that was
against the $1
Victor Fleming and Richard checked
charged for it, Goldwyn is getting
into Hal Roach lot to start prelimin$1.80 in some n)ota and $1.80 in most.
ary work on "Joan of Lorraine,"
Lowest scale is Pittsburgh's $1.40.
with Walter Wanger producing and
Same Terms as 'Wind'
Ingrid Bergman in the title role
As for terms, "Years" is equalling Metro switched titles from "Cynthia's
those obtained by "(3WTW.'? Gold- Secret" to "Dark Illusion."
wyn has gone in mostly for deals by "That's My Man" is the final tag on
which he leases houses— so mini- the FrSnk Borzage production at
mum admish can be set—with re- Republic, variously known as "Galsult that he gets around 70% of the t'ant Man" and "'That Man. of Mine,"
In a number of spots he's
gross.
Barton MacLane inked by Warners
adopting a Selznick technique by for heavy role in "Treasure of the
aScing exhibs for 70%, but guaran- Sierra Madre,"
Mabel Paige
teeing them a profit on their opera- comedy role in the Lucille Ball"Her
co-starrer,
tion equal to 10 or n'&% of the Franbhot Tone
Husband's Affairs," produced by
gross.
the Raphael Hakim for Columbia. .Paralso satisfying
is
'Years"
loaned
20th
amount
Milton
Krims
to
pile
up
to
effort
factor
in
any
third
While pic has had to screenplay Kenneth Roberts novel.
playing time.
engagements only in small houses, "Lydia Bailey," for production by
Sol Siegel
the
go
sign
RKO
gave
accompletely
give
a
not
which do
to "Fighting Father Dunne," with
curate idea of its h.o. potential, lonj;
Pat O'Brien playing the name role
runs have prevailed everywhere it
Phil Ryan producing.
and
surpriswith
has opened, coupled
Mark Hellinger sent second unit
ing staying powers in that b.o. returns slide off very little or not at troupe to Sacramento lor three
Academy^ weeks' backgrotmd shooting for his
all from week to week.
feature, "Brute Force," part of
to
U-1
expected
are
awards last week
which is localed along the £iacra»
give a still further fillip to grosses.
for

photographers, who contended thai
the chief purpose of the Oscar

was bestowed Oh Claude Jarman, Derby
Jr.,

Prom

Hollywood, March 18.
Max King bought screen rights to
the song, "Any Time," cleifed by
Richard Loring and John Blackburn,

were timing up their fiddles. There
were gripes among the writers ancj

.

.

Robert Siodmak checked in from the country are listed on board of dieast to start production on the Joan
rectors and interested in company,
Fontaine starrer, "Thunder on the
including Luis Moptes, De Oca
Hill," at U.

Tom Morahan,

who

British artist

designed Old Bailey sets for the
Selznick
production,
"Paradine
Case," left for England, and his Hollywood chore as ai:t director on the
picture was taken over by Joseph M.
Johnson, production designer.
Robert Sterling checks in at
for key role in "The White Swamp,"
produced by Bert Granet. .
Mil.

.

Francisco,

Javier

Gaxiola,

Aaron

Saenz, Jesus Grovas, Miguel ZacaAlfonso Diaz, Garza Bernabe
ria.s,
Del Valle, Alfonso Cerrillo, Manuel
Echeverria and Juan F. Azcarate,
and General Abelardo Rodriguez,
ex-pre.sident of Mexico.

.

RKO

.

.

ton Rai.?on returned to Pine-Thomas
after 2,400-mile tour on motor truck
to colleef nt^erial for "Speed to
film aliout reckless driving.

^

ikeuras- Trip
Continued from page 3

survey the company's field
setup, standing by in New -York at
Lloyd Bac;on signed Ben Don- Skouras' suggestion. Rodney Bush,
nell to ride a bicycle on a tight wire exploitation chief, who was to have
stretched across a sector of the accompanied
iiim,
however^ left
trip

to

Spare,'''
.

.

.

Grand Canyon as a stunt for "Night- Monday C 17) night to meet exhibimare Alley"
Robert Golden tors, survey local theatre and ad
collected background shots in New conditions as applying to 20th-Fox'»
Orleans, San Francisco and Chicago new point-of-sale advertising, etc.
for use in "Eddie and Mike," to be
Schlaifer plans setting up the cam.

.

.

filmed by CrOlden Productions.

Paramoum bought screen rights to
"Jed Blaine*s Woman," novel of early
California, authored by Evelyn Wells
Alice Tyrell and Paul Lees,
newcomers,
draw top roles in
"Smooth Sailing," two-reel Technicolor musical, at Paramount.
Dorothy Lamour wound up her role
in "Bead to Bio," her fifth "Road"
picture with Bing Crosby and Bob
.

.

.

.

Hope

at

Paramount.

.

,

paign for "Gentleman's Agreement,"
Since this is being released this sea*
Iristead of next year as origiuo
ally planned. Besides the intensive
campaign on this film, he also will
map ad-publieity for "Alexander's
Ragtime Band," reissue soon to openat the N. Y. Roxy. Schlaifer originally planned visiting Atlanta. Charlotte, Jack.wnville and Miami, arid
will take this trek and visit other;

son

keys

later.

.

.

i'
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New

Brandt Leases

special

i

Union, N.

New

in the venture with Fred
New Jei'scy exhib. Berk
gold agented the deal.

Kn.uii-

Theatre Sold

ni.,

Evaiistan,

Falltnei-,

&

Chicago,
Stadium Theatre Bldg., Evanston,
which houses an indie 1,485111.,
sea'tcr.

000 by

was sold last week lor $275,Northwestern llniversity to

IWr. and Mrs. Theodore Brandt and
Mr. and Mrs. Leopold Fisher. New

will

own«r.s

remodel

ftot

as letter's new field
rep.
Replaced Pete
Bathory, who quit to join an
ad
agency on the eve ot his transfer to

exploitation

in 2

Penna. Towns

Easton, Pa.
for permanent injunctions to restrain theatre owners
in
....
„
Petitions

,

Tri-Statcs' $1,000 Safety Prize
Des IMoines.

Continued from page 2

Harrington

BKO

"T

Nashua

Dallas.

Lenwood Harrington, former north

Texas

man.

sales

Harold Wilson will

fill

Equity's

State's Facelift

tions

Na.shua, N. H.
With $75,000 earmarked for remodeling M. A. Shea's State theatre
here, facelifting already has started
with hope that it will be completed

Dallas salesman for RKO,
manager of local exreplacing C. J. Wheeler.
Wheeler returns to Houston where
he will become south Texas salescind

named

by April

Har-

,

i

RKO

publicity

man

that fi-eedom Of expression

Radio exchange, vice

Hugh McKenzie. now

is

Waugrh to

Bun Uempbis Park

RKO's New

Pitt Bide.

Pittsburgh.

RKO moved

into a new building
on Film Row that's bfeen under construction for last 18 months.
It's

Memphis.
all completed except screening room,
Howard Waugh, former zone man- which won't be ready for another
ager for Warner Bros., who managed six months. PRC
is taking over old
the Fairgrounds Amusement Park RKO headquarter.s.
last season for the city of Memphis,
Theatres at Carolina and Idamay,
has again been retained. A number W. Va., operated for several
years
of new concessions and improveby Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Warner,
ments have been added.
leased by D. W. Spencer, of Fairmont.
John
DeVaul,
recreation
Bob Snyder Out of FC in Cleve.
building manager at Idamay, and
Cleveland,
Don Shultz. manager of Lee in FairRobert gnyder resigned as branch mont. Spencer and Shultz also leased
manager for Screen Guild and Film the State in Grant Town, which has
CIa.ssics to handle road shows and been run for 14 yeSrs by John Urse.
foreign films for the Albert Dezel
Co. Replaced by Sammy Weiss, who
wa.s-

branch manager for

Louis and

with

al'so

PRC in St.
PRC in Cin-

cinnati,

Dan McGregor transferred from
Portland!,

pre., offi«ie

to

Cleveland

up

who continues in exhibition at the
Eastland in Fairmont.
Shultz. exmanager with
circuit, has joined
another exhibition enterprise.
in
With Mrs. C. Roy, owner, he has
opened the Allegheny in Harmon,
formerly a "portable circuit" house
operated by the Mountain State cir-
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BOB HOPE
DOROTHY

MMOUR

DANA ANDREWS

in

"BOOMERANG
20tli Cpiil

on

iii-y.J''lix

StiiK<

—

A.ssociation. will be in active charge
ot arrangements,

SISMRR

Significance being attached to tlie
designed in. part to reciprofor a siipilar; functipn tossed

dinner

—

X'Hll,

I'ii'lure

kh(;ax

j
!

national trade conference at Geneva
April 10. Jolinstun had atgreat importance to the
Geneva meeting asi a means of ber
laying some of the worldwide restrietions facing American pix.
Also because o£ the dinner, Johnslon will not issue the usual president's report at the annual meeting
of the
March ,31. The statenient ordinarily contained in, the repurl will be made at the Waldorf

l^P^JIf

j

•

Laraine DAY

May

PARAMOUNT'S

Rank

dinner.

Brian AflEfiNE

ON fjOBKKN
Gene Sheldon
in.Mi'UitKv

BOGARt

j
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introdutlng
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PEGGY CUMMINS

SOth t'futMpj-.irnv

Wutlii

H«»'»

l-ivtur*-

fiqjit, «>ii>tep

I

Vln>

OTHIiBR

THE

ACADEMY AWARD tlCtURE
9 ACADEMY AWARDS

WINNER OF
in

,

,

RECKONING'

St.

HAU

CITY MUSIC

Parade'

'DEAD

B'way &
I

RONALD COLMAN

7.

will bo, held a few days
later. Avith the date not definitely
John.ston, currently on the
sot yet.
Coast, will remain- there until next
week and then stay east until the

•

Robert

I

I

arrives in the U. S.

<'.VHS.%Il

lnnMOeneKMil
THE LOCKET' -XSAT

\

..starting

Rank

sio

PALACE

»t«»H»

i

by Rank for Johnston in England
last fall—is evident in the fact tliat.
because of it. the MPA prcz is abandoning liis plan to attend the inter-

Dinner

j.mton.a

i

cate

;

hi!.m:.st<»
,si:li.iv.\n

3

.e.^tiViHesi,

»'''•";

Robert Mitchimi

PURSUED
wUU

I2U

MPA

.\1.I

•

Teresa Wright

tached

greeiTregister

ne,gotiations

attorney for the eastern chapter,
met with Mabel Walker Willebi'ahdt,
SDG's Coast lawyer, to finalize paAttending that huddle were
pers.
George Stevens, Coast guild prexy,
and J. P. McGowan. exec .secretary,
Deal calls for the division of the
country, with the Coast outfit having
jurisdiction of all sectors following
mountain and Coast time, and the
eastern branch the balance of th»
U. S. Canadian meggers are. included
in the eastern chapter.
Present membersliip of the eastern
chapter totals 118 directors.

WARNERS'

pictures
screen, ac-

Continued from page

U

THE STAGE^

lengthy

K,\riri:Kixi': in nii,\m

was

Livingston, formerly with the
Arthur Rank, organization on
J,
has
Artists,
United
to
loanout
switched to Univer-sal's flaclcery with
.left'

SDG. Meet was

of tlie

in

which culminated over tlie weekend
on the Coast, when Irving Levine,

A

Milncr, PRC branch
Los Angeles, succeeds
district managership.

Jeff Livingston Joins

Inc.

V—Jlox

the

step

last

I'liiB

Milncr's post, in turn, will be filled
bv Geoisje Lefko. formerly on tlie
Warner Bros, sales staff,

outlets.

ACME SALES CO..

the

between the

ratification of affiliation

two branches

Rank 0mner

PRC

Sam
in

to

In the

Full ihembership meeting of the
eastern chapter was held last night
(Tues,) in New York for pro forma

Sobel's

franchise in San Francisco and became the company's Coast district

We uie disfributors for avery
(nd of firaworks; catering to

I

Sobcl

He formerly was owner

'^^^^

past year or two, test.-; liave grown
one-reel prodiiclion.s. costing
l.^-OOp-^^fO. »»d '-CQUiring expert
*
directorial touches.
into

Bmc* BENNETT

ALDA

B'way at 51 St.

can
of

^l"'^"^?

'."^^^^A"'"
which rah ^^''^'a'L
to 300-400 feet.

|

Hit

cording to Johhston.

PRC Spot
has been appointed
west coast sales supervisor for PRC,
Sam

Sam

.

^^"^

f^^^''^,

C«-Sfnrrlin

•
Robert

Trouble ahead, plus recent
outbreaks and attacks against Hollywood, indicate gravity of the position in which the industry finds it,selt and onl.y by getting at the root
ditticulties

j

Directed by Tlaeint Sburmnn

lots.

of

New

trot.

Kml SMITH

their

distribution,
is another reason for Johnitinerary
through
various

which

category for test dircctor.s, who
henceforth will Be entitled to the
fSay as regular meggers.
In this regard, it's pointed out by a
spokesman for the SDG tliat the

same

;

York Theatres

"NORA PRENTISS"

.

greenlight

will

Bert Stearn. head of Cooperative
Theatres, indie booking outfit, expected back on job here this month.
He's now convalescing in Atlantic
City after a heart attack suffered
while driving to Cleveland about
eight weeks ago. In meantime. Harry
Hendel. local exhib. has gone to
Hollywood to sit in on production of
first indie film .he. Stearn and Maurice Kohn are producing.

Now ${>ecialit>ng^

of

Showmen contend that there is
coercion on the part of some players with the idea of virtually tore
ing other Equityites who are hesi
tant about participating in the color
line campaigft to signature the petitiohs.
Managers think that actor.^
who oppose appearances in the
capital because of segregation can
not give their best- performances
there.
Despite picketing, business
at the National theatre in D. C.
continues to be excellent.

dustry attitude toward the public.
Johnston has guaranteed "freedom
of the screen" as long as h^ holds
fhe saddle spot with the Motion
Picture Association, but he does
feel that all producers are aware
of do's and don'ts in making film
fare which wilt not offend public
morals or tast^. The code, he believes, is still sound, but producers
must be reminded of tlie serious-^
ness of the situation. Several films
now up for PCA approval must be
cleansed before the Breen office

cuit of Elkins,

"Concessions for

is

is about 20% lower, while that for
educational films i.s slotted in a still

peti-

casts,

important how? than ever before on
tlie screen.
According to him only
St. IjDO Kefund Ordinance
about 10% of the potential forSign
St. Louis, Mardi 18.
market has been tapped, with great
An ordinance sponsored by the
possibilities for expansion- abroad.
Producers must always remember, National Assn for Advancement of
however, that films are the poor Colored People, making it a misdeman's entertainment and should be meanor for the operator of any theatre or similar amus, spot to refuse to
made with this factor in mind.
refund the price of ducats if such
Johnston will meet with prorefunds are requested 24 or more
ducers on the various lots to give
them a complete picture of the sit hours in advance o£ the performance for which the ducats were purnation
and the trouble looming
ahead unless good taste and ihoral chased, was passed by the Board of
Aldermen last week.
values aren't met more squarely.
The bill is aimed at the Amertcan.
Johnston's attitude understood to be
.sole legiter here, which has been
that the individual producer is gen
erally responsible for breaking of picketed nearly all of the current
sea.ion because of alleged discrimithe PCA code and it is the individwho
ual producer's .integrity which goes nation towards Negro customers
are not permitted oh the main floor.
into making
of

transferred to

Job
Cincinnati.
been acRay Colvin. head of Exhibitors'
tive in att'airs ot Associated Motion Supply Co.. spending a month in Hot
Picture Advertisers, has been' named Springs, Arfc., trying to relieve his
general chairman for AMPA's 30th arthritis.
anni dinner dance to be held April
J, B. Caracallfn
resigned as St.
23 at the Hotel Astor, N... Y.
Com- Louis cit.v salesman for UA and lias
mittee in (fharge Of the affair hud- gone to .Charlotte, N. C. He's been
dled last week with Rutgers Neil- succeeded by Chick Schuefler, who
son, AMPA prexy, who appointed also doubles as office manager.
Williams to chairman job. AIWPA
Phil WilliamiT
Phil Williams, who has

prepping a souvenir- journal to be
issued in connection with the dinner-dance.

in the non-theatrical fields, since it
is the first lime in the liistory of
that branch of production that directors are seeking union recognition.

'

'

for local

and

no opposition is
expected from the majors since- the
pacts are almost identical to fho-se
which the SDG has o'i the Coast,
.something of a baffle may develop
contracts.

groes.

Co.,

new air-conditioning system and
new type marq,liee among other ima

several

to

among

filmit

bargaining

While

lower bracket. Novel feature in the
shows protesting against appearing theatrical contracts wliich will
be
in Washington because ot the cus- adopted by both ea.slcni and western
tom of barring admission to Ne- chapters is a proviso creating a new

Operated by Jameshouse will acquire

15.

town Amus.

rington's former post.

attention

circulated

educational

standard^ collective

ink

Wage scales governing Coast employment of dircctor.s arc featured in
the pacts intended for the majors in
called- the east. The scale for industrial pix

Broadwa.y managers have

Dallas Msr.

and

makers, this week to recognize

:

provements.
V's New S«. Loo Offices
campgigp put forth in
St. Louis.
Iowa during the period
A three-way switch in quarters on
between April 1 ^nd Aug^Sl, 1947. film row
wift result next week when
The Junior Chambers of Commerce Universal exchange
moves
into
new
Jolmst0n*$*Orllse'
thnjiughout Iowa have agreed to
quarters here at Compton and Olive
spearh^d the campaign, not only in streets. Republic's
local exchange
ssss Continued from page 5
Uie towns in wMIi fhey are located will occupy
the quarters vacated by
but also in the sunrounding terri- Universal and
the PRC-Eagle Lion vorce or an unhappy home life to
tory, "the prize money which the exchange
be
screened.
will move into Universal's
winning, town receives is to be spent older
building.
On the other hand, Johnston said
for' improvement of safety in that
Lew Carroll, new

AMPA

commercial

Rhodes scholar from Howard University, Washington, D. C; Dr. Alan

best safety
any city in

particular city.

Winding up its one-year organization and ihembiBrship drive, the eastem chapter of the Screen Directors
Guild Will ask the majors, along with

negro ian

Reddick, curator of the Schomburg
Miss Kay Mulhollan^ acted as mancollection of the N. Y. Public LiNorthampton and Hellertown, near ager at Proctor's during Coweu's
absence.
brary; Henrietta Buckmaster. author
liere, from
operating Sunday film
snows were denied last week by
of "Deep River"; and Kenneth SpenJudge William A. Frack here. PetiBob Kaiitmann to New Haveii
cer, featured player in "Bataan" and
tioas
vvere
made by ministerial
New Haven.
groups In the two towns who conBob Kaufmann is now headquar- "Showboat." Sam Wananiaker. curtended that the elections held in tered at local 20th-Fox in charge of
rently opposite Ingrid Bergman in
1945. when Sunday shows were ap- publicity
for
New Haven-Albany "Joan
of Lorraine," emceed.
proved by large majorities were area.
Jllegal.
Judge held that he could
Morris Weinstein, former booker
find no illegality in the elections.
at 20th-Fox here, is now a PRC
'Coercion' on National Line?
salesman in this territory.

cliange,

G. Kajph Branton, general manager of Tri-States Theatre Corp..
announced a prize Of $1,000 will be
given by the corporation for the

Filmers After Membership Drive

New

Sun. Shows Kept

tlieatre,

but will alter rest of the building
to provide additional office space.

SDG to Ask Contracts From All

state director of publicity for
Circuit and manager of Proctor's,
Troy, afer six weeks' hospitalization
in
York City and St. Petersburg. Fla. He underwent an operation in N. Y. for a vascular ailment.
It started with an infected big
toe.

Portland.

27

syndicates

Cowen Back After Operation
Albany,
^
r
Larry
Cowen back on job as upFabian

RKO

branch of

in

exploitation forces with h.q, in
Dallas. David Susskind, another of
y s flacks, has stepped out to join
Century Artists, Ltd.

Deluxe House; Other Exchange Notes
York circuit
Harry Brandt,
operator, has signed a 21-year lease
with Cliestor Manor, Inc., for a now
1200-seat theatre to be erected in
building, in
Theatre
J.
Union. N.
addition to offices and stores, will
include a special television auditorium being constructed in the
lounge which will accommodate some
200 people. Special television equipment will also be Installed in the
theatre proper for special events.
Brandt interests will be associated

assignments

and news wire services. He replaces
Ralph Ober who's joined U's field

s<*«t V>0»i

Ihe BEST ^ears
of Our Ki\es"
ConfflMKHM
BBraSl!^("iiii

.
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NBC

is

and
last

pleased and proud that

citations

when

week. Like

its "affiliates

Variety passed out

this,

but clearly:

KSTP, Minneapolis

"Imagination in Promotion"

WAVE, Louisville.
WKY, GklaJioma City.
WNBC, New Yoi'k.

''Responsibility to the Community'''

.

.

WSB,

.

.....

. .

;

1

.

.

,"Hmv

to

Run a Radio

citations

went

to

U'hilc

American Tobacco's Mr. Benny took a

NBC

also salutes all otlier stations

NETWORK

were recognized

:'
I Sirvin

«'»<>•

(WM'illWilJlMllCl

Station"

"Fostering Racial Understanding"

And 26 vShowmanagement

RICA'S NO.

.... ."Ej-panditig Radio's Social^Use/ulness'^

........

Atlanta*

tions to radio

garnered 31 plaques

Shownianagenient honors

in

25

NBC

special

stations

. .

bow.

and persons whose

contribu-'

the Vatiety awards and citations.

the National Broadcasting

Company

Wednestlay, Mai^h 19, 1947

80
.

,
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FCCGivesHubbardSDaysTo

By CARROLL

b

Harold Fair
Harold

program

'

(Tiies.)

'

'

KSTP.
The

Director of

had

indigets the

Commi.s.'iion earlier

who
it woiild decide
station by Thursday (20) in order to
cated

,

Trio of Spielers

KSTP.
Effect of today's announcement is
to give Hubbard thijee days in which

Sun

Oil Coi,

which has been "audiThomas' successor

Do

slot,

That!'
18.

manager Stanley" Hubbard but was warned off by
FCC Chairmap Charles R. Denny, Jr., it was learned here Fristation's

make

(28).

and Putnam to Baltimore.
from
period
will
last
24 to April 25, at which time
decision based on Hooper tallies will
be made, for a falf tee-off.
to Detroit

Trial

March

AM

.

Hubbard

Obtaining

no

with

Hubbard

can.

5

o'clock

Sunday

,

afteir-

noon show, "The Shadow," got one
its three sponsors and the sponsor's agency to stir up a little hypo
and came up with the highest
rating in the show's history for an

Any

—

Washington,, March 18.
has yanked an FM bid in be-

exclusive

Mutual

its

0.

and

questions?

airing.

Injections- to stimulate the rating

were mapped in late January when
Prexy Kobak wrote affiliates in

NBC CBS

Classification Switches

o.

.

AVCO

groups.
Unless

top-rated

Set

NAB Committee Biisy Ifaiddbi

'

can swing the purchase, at $825,000,
without giving AVCO an option to
buy. Hubbard advised the FCC he
thought he could arrange the financing. Apparently FCC would have no
to

.

asked Mutual's Edgar Kobak. Not
So he took the net's
so he thought.

Blue Coal (Delaware, Lacka"wanna
& Western) Hooper cities detailing
EM plan to make, Feb. 16 and March 2
channels reserved tot use in the airings "two of the best showsf in
Washington, D. C. rhetropolitan area, 'Shadow' history"' and asking stabeginning July 1.
tions to give dates buildup with
The network made the choice be- courtesy spots and printed ads.
tween Minneapolis and the nation's Blue
Coal agency, ituthrauff &
capital to conform with FCC's ruling Ryan, Supplied mats and copy.
limiting one company to ownership
Result, reported Hal Coulter, asof only six FM stations throughout sistant director of MBS advertising,
the country.
promotion and research, was that
CBS has three FM's on the air" in '"Shadow" Hooper, in Blue Coal
New York, Chi and Los Angeles and cities climbed from 13.2 iFeb. 2, to
is awaiting FCC decision on "a re14,4 Feb. 16, to 16.9 March 3, a ratquest for an FM afliliate for WEKI, ing gain ot
Sliare-of-audience
Boston.
gained '7.6 in same period.
What threw' a monkey-wrench
"Shadow's" last combined rating
into the net's original plans, how- (|'eb. 16) was only 11.3— still tops,
ever, w^s a recent FCC 'decision that hi^wever, on the Sunday daytime

showing he

either an outright loan,
strings attached, from
loans from Twin Cities

"Is a 15.0 rating a 'never-never
land' for daytime network shows?"

station WCCO.
Minneapolis, in order to compete
next June for one Of the two

going to put a rule on the books
but six is the top number of
stations (as in FM) that any /one
party can have.
to 01e a -new application

-

on

..ilMEAPOLISFiW
CBS
half of

isn't

or
business

Washington. March

Inquiry Ousts

however,

financing deal within
three days which will meet FCC ap- the FM outlet run by WAPI, Birproval, he must compete with other mingham, had to be considered as a
applicants in an open hearing for CBS property. This saddled the net
with a sixth FM station and meant it
the station's purchase.
FCC wound up a two -day hearing could not bid in Washington unless
last Friday (15) on the two pending
(Continued on page 38)
>,.
bids for KSTP.
.„]
Principal concern of both FCC and
...the Twin Cities business men was
Hubbard's plan to resell KSTP to
AVCO between six and seven
months after he got FCC approval
to his own purchase.
A surprise
climax to the hearing was the aiinoimcement by the Twin Cities'
group that they would drop out of
Washington, March 18.
the picture if they could be sure
-4CSTP would remain in Hwbbard's
stations in New York, Chihands and not go to AVCO, FCC cago, Boston and other cities may
appeared to feel the same way about
have to s-witch frequencies if the
;

'

'

;

.

.

—

BBC

Prods.

London, March

With the House

of

Commons

18.

ready

On

the otlicr hand, Hubbard's deal
nets him a neat profit,

AVCO

without, as counsel for the Twin
Cities group brought out, his "putting up a penny of his own money
for KSTP."
Under AVCO's option.
Hubbard would resell to them for

up a $400,000
In addition, he would retain
three-fourths oE the profits made by
the station in the six month.s" interim,
would get tax claims held by KSTP,
a new insurance policy and a 10-year
contract to manage KSTP for
at an annual salary of $30,000,
lent Hubbard the $850,000 to finance
purchase of the station.
When both the Twin Cities' group
$1,200,000,

challdng

profit.

AVCO
AVCO

and FCC, jumped on the

AVCO

op-

tion as "trafficking in licenses." Hubbard did a quick about-face and assured the FCC he could finance the
deal on his own, if necessary. He

pointed to
•

$68,'1000

in

a.sset.s

which

he would have

in the 13 month.s benote falls due. By taking in a minority shareholder and

•foro

AVCO's

—

several^f his friends, Hubbard said,
wanted "Sl«»-he could swing. the deal
on his own.^
In answer tS'^ direct question from
coihmissioncr KSuy Wakefield. Hub-

bard

testified
<f

he Vould'accept

Contiiiued^on page 39)

KSTP

from active

to associate

membership

its investigation into charges in NAB and the effect of such a
several BBC producers have move On the Assn. kitty will highaccepting graft, rumors are light disciission of an NAB bylaws
flying here- that some .of the top
committee meeting here at the
producers are getting prepared to

befen

Statler hotel, Thursday and Friday
Several producers are known to (20-21). On Friday, the bylaws comhave already handed in their resig- mittee will huddle -with the finance
no names are availcommittee to decide whether NAB
able yet.
should hike its dues or leave thera

resign.

nations, although

in status quo,

parade.

Philly Stations Set

Test hypoing, said Coulter, "proves
once again that a low-cost program
can gain a large audience on Mutual
when the factors of time-programpromotion are carefully planned."

Co-op

Listing

Up

For Metropolitan Sheets
Philadelphia,

if

the netwoi-ks pull-

out.

Serfiee

March

18.

After years of talking about it. the
six major Philadelphia stations have
finally organized a central cooperative log-listing, service to furnish a

FM Frepeicy Sliakei

The Assn.'s bylaws now provide
that any change in the classificatiori
of membership (dues are paid according to station classification) must
be made by the membership itself.
But,

based on the classil-ications
which already exist, the board of
directors

lower

is

dues

empowered
as

it

to

seems

raise
fit.

or

Since

the network's shift in status— if it
daily mat of their programs to dailies
materializes— would be a change in
in their listening area.
classification,
it
would r-e q u i re
The cooperative is called the Phil- amendment of NAB's bylaws. Right
adelphia Broadcafiters Listing Serv- now the bylaws make no provision
similar
test's.
Cofhimission
has
ice with details being handled by for,
networks as associate members.
agreed to undertake the job but is
June Herder, former radio editor of
Other bylaws amendments in procwaiting for shipments of
rethe defunct Philly Record,
ess will define more clearly the receivers from several mianufacturers.
The mats are sent to 35 dailies sponsibilities which go with the new
The sets will be used in the experWithin a 60-mile radius of jPhilly job of executive vice president and
FCC foUo-ws recommendations of iments.
Meanwhile; the first Nev/ England with cost defrayed by the stations. other posts created within the tenure
industry men that Fm'
many
There is ho charge for this service of president Justin Miller.
Assn.
stations in most cities should op- regional meeting of the
to the papers.
Format is easy' to
If NBC and CBS withdraw from
erate two channels, rather than one, is scheduled for April 14, in Al^ ^'""^ schedules corrected up to
bany.
temporary chairman Leonard
apart, it was learned today. Maj,
as networks, it will rediice the
Asch
of
WBCA,
Schenectady,
anAssn.'s take by over $63,000 a year.
Edwin Armstrong,
inventor, and
^ll-out cooperanounced
Friday
(14).
'\
About
300
Last year the budget stood at
other
biggies are urging FCC
P^'^
°^
enthusiasts
have
.signed
up,
A.sch J"'''^^'^"'"'
$650,000.
to n»ake the move, which may re{ l«'«e:a-ml«.
One
ol the -i«a.m:rt».
said,
to
discuss
the
frequenallocation
sult in reallocation of
While NAB's membership has
and other problems of the New sons which spurred the action was jumped 20% in the past year and a
cies throughout the country,
that many papers in the metro
FCC. which is just starting to England area.
half, operating expenses and perMajor ArnLstroiig, leading a^ men politan Philly area would li.st New sonnel have also mushroomed, it was
make test.s of interference from
York stations on network shows.
and
manufacturers
set
are also
stations operating one channel
Outlets participating in the serv- pointed out. For example, the Assn.
apart to determine Whether to re- signed up to address the FBIA rejice are
(CBS);
(NBC); expects to announce shortly nanies
allocate frequencies in the FM-con- gional meeting.
of NAB's new program director,
'A«C); WIP (Mutual);
Concurrently, the Radio Manu- ^'^"^
ge.sted New England area, said the
owned by the Evening Bulle- director of public relations: and a
facturevs
Assn.
announced
last
week
te.sts
will require from 30 to 60
new director of engineering, alt of
WIBG,
also ;an mdethat
it has sent questionnaires to all i*'"
days.
them executive posts cari-ying sizP^""*"'manufacturers
to^ obtain accurate
Meanwhile. Arm.strong and others
able salaries.
set production this year.
are using this to plump for more info on
Other increases have come in the,
channels in hope of recapturing The data is being obtained for the
public relations and pres.s dept.. the
'Sound
Again
liai.son
the prewar 44-50 megacycle
use of the special
general counsel's office which hits
now allocated to telovisioh. Only C(3mniittee appointed to encoiu-age
taken on the job of mailing weekly
Its
Original
Lot
production in 1947— particularly
video Station thus far assigned in
members,
legisiatiye digests to
The
Recruiting Show, in the broadcast advertising dept.,
this band is in Riverside, Cal. ^pme output of low-cost table models.
president Roy Hofheinz had "Sound Off," produced by N. W. employer-employee relation and reset manufacturers are backing" the
Armstrong proposals because they asked
to compile these figures. Ayer agency, is checking off the search. To get top people NAB is
already
Tlie
committee on
-will
Mutual network next month and how putting out over $228,000 for
are
producing receivers
meet March 28 in New York to going back to CBS, where it -was some 20 men on its payroll.
which pick up both the low: (44-50
prepare iti!--report and will meet originally launched.
and high
bands.
J. Harold Ryan. Fort Indu.stries
Program will be spotted in the vice president, will chiiirmiui the b.vThe
Assri. recently reported early ill April with
rejw. The
194'?
MCdrift interfererice from alternate- estimatt?s on
Ch'ir
production Friday night "7:30 period Which is laws meeting, while
cluinhct
stations in the Syra- now vary from 2,000,000 to 5.000,000 being vacated by the Canada Dry- Cullough of 'WGAL, Liin-iifler. I'a„
....
Meredith Willsoh show*
heads the finance qoimniltce.
ciiso ^rea and asked FCC to make sets.

FM

it.

18,

to switch

to begin

j

Whofesale

Move by NBC and CBS

over from voting to non-voting and

that

,

make a new

with

'

•

hadow'-Siafes

of

This policy is in line with that
already reported in Variety but
never officially confirmed by the

objection

Mutual sSotkk

CBS WITHDRAWS ITS

>:

Commission— namely, FCC

special survey on each.
will go to Boston, prior

a

Banghart

Testifying at the Commission

on his bid to buy ICSTP. Hubbard
said he first made a deal with
iSfBC but didn't go through with
it on the recommendation of the
FCC chairman. Denny told Hubbard the FCC wouldn't look too
kindly on the network's moving
in on KSTP since NBC already
owned six standard brijadciast
stations.

has narrowed the field down to
men— Ken Banghart, Ale.\

Drier and George Carson Putnam.
In" arriving at a decision for the
final choice. Sun Oil will iarm out
the three gabbers in key markets for
a flve-week'trial period, with the C.
E. Hooper organization lined up to

was

interested in financing the purcha.se of KSTP by the

day

NBC

three

Washington, March

.

NBC

Ahva^•s a dose student of I'adio
teoIniitiuCH, Oharles lloberts came
up thi'iiuRh the 1-ank.s as announcer
and ,'iotori now directs moi-e than
score live KLZ programs
throe
KLZ, DENVER.
weekly.

tioning" Lowell

for the 6;45-7 cross-tlie-board

'You Can't

KLZ Programs

CHARLES ROBERTS

Siii Oil Saiipling

conform with a deadline on that
date of a contract between Hubbard
and the station's trustees giving him
the right of first refusal to purchase

ff

18,

devote much inore space to entertaining than informing, more space to
comics than to editorials. It also pointed out that the dailies give more
columns to sports than to international news_. It was very interesting,
particularly the statistics on the percentage of space the, rags allow
advertising as against editorial matter of all kinds.
It seehis the crusading spirit is disappearing among newspapers.
Syndicated features and boilerplate crowd out local news, A,nd lurid
sex crimes always get a bigger play than items of real municipal interest. In fact, crime news in all loca] papers invariably far outweighs
the amount of information devoted to the meandering cogitations of
the Senate and Houfee of Representatives, as our solons figure out Ijow
to do the greatest number good.
The dream was so. realistic it left me thinking. And, as 1 always do
when I think, I went right back to sleep and dreamed another dream.
I dreamed I went to the president of a network and told him about my
dream. I said, "the newspapers are always pointing- out how radio is
sidestepping its duty to the public. Why don't you put on a program,
15 minutes»a day at some good time, telling the people hffw the newspapers are failing to tell the .people the complete story of what goes
on in Congress, dull as it is? Or how they frequently don't tell their
readers both sides of a question, which radio is required to do?" Before
I could go on and urge that radio campaign for a limiting of sensational crime news in the newspapers so that our young.sters could not
read it and become delinquents, the prexy of the radio network fainted
dead away.
He was revived by a vice-president who fanned him with several
surveys. And as he regained consciousness he gasped, "do you realize
what you're suggesting? You're suggesting that wei criticize the me,dium that gives us. most of our publicity." •
Of course this was only a dream. But it is typical of the maaochustic
thinking that goes on in radio. Radio, the greatest single intelligence
force ever devised, remains in constant servility to the press and, of
all things, the motion pictures.
I wish I could have a dream sometime that would show me when
radio is going to act worthy of the place it holds in world intelligence
and fealize thai; the job it-s 4oing in
public wellare loolos very good
when placed beside tlie job b^ing done by newspapers, magjazines and
motion pictures. None te Jess devoted to any single cawse and more
completely dedicated to the will of the people than radio.

announced
was not going to approve the gram Department.
it
Fair has done several cliores for
pending applications either of Sta
or oC NAB in the past and holds several
Hubbard
Stanley
tion Man«^er
"
'
awards for excellence m program24 Twin Cities busmessmon to buy ming at WHO.

move today

prise

» "*•»>-»-•> 4
Hollywood, March

NAB?

long-time

Fair,

CARROLL
-

cKreetor of WHO, Des Moines, is one
of several nrSen prominently mentioned to head up NAB's new Pro-

Paul, the Commission in a sur-

St.

»«**«*<>« »4^;

I fell a.sleep while reading a tyii.ial
I had a funny dream last night.
newspaper. critici.sm'of radio in general and dreamed I was listeniiis to
a broadcast that said the American newspapers were not serving the
commercial. It said our dailies
were
public interest. It said they

;

Corp. to operate prize station KSTP.

«

in Rebuttal

New KSTP Bid-Without AVCO Strings
Washington^ March 18,
Letting it be known, in effect, that
the FCC does not want Aviation

>
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Comes

RAlNMi

the Revolution!

If the movement
now seems assured,

a working plan

is
it

own

Advisory Cpttncil Tvill outwardly "include"
the NAB, but as many see it the brainpdwer will not be with the
old trade association but the niew. The action of the big advertisers, big agencies and big broadcasters (lisimely networks) in

•

acting on their own initiative reflects an unwillingness in top
industry lead!ersliip to allow their vMues and hopes to be scuttled
by the ctotlnued. practices of the kind of station operators who
exercise little 0* iiO voluntary censorship of either the amount
or kind of advertlsirig they line up. As one broadcaster summed
the criticisms of the public
it up; "We cirt ho lb»ger laugh^
on the one ii^nd and the telling opposition of the newspapers
and magazines on the other, unless we break through the habit
dd-nothingism
which has always stopped public
of inertia and
relations organization for radio."

Most of the details and plans of the new Council are shrouded
In mystery, and since the scheme isn't a reality yet* the men
concerned with the preliminaries aren't doing much talking.
Nonetheless the auspices are so eminent and the respectful reaction in some quarters so evident as td suggest that, radiowise,
the revolution is here.

Despite the

'

.

Gov't-Indu$try Meets on Nafl Issues
Transcending

role as a broad- -casting organiziaition, CBS is stepping into a new phase of activity Cainpbell
that's unprecedented in character.
its

With authorization of William S.
Palcy, CBS board chairman, a new
project has been launched in which
CBS is undertaking to "sponsor" a
series of conferences bringing together representatives of the nine
top economic organizations in the
country and Governmental officials
for discussion of the critical issues
of the d^y.

Over

critical issues, etc.

Spill

iaytime Splurge

an all-out pitch for the business.
There's no decision yet, however,
as to show, time or network. Ward

under- Wheelock

CBS has no axe to grind in
taking the non-radio project. It has
nothing of a personal nature to gain
save that, with CBS reps sitting in,
the conferences may help crystallize
the thinking around the network on
vital issue? that may be scheduled
for ftiture airing.
Ini bringing the
economic experts and Government
officials together, CBS on, the other
hand hopes that the huddles may
help reduce the areas of disagreement, sound out public reaction to

Soup To

m

Campbell Soup is expanding its
budget for one of tiie biggest daytime splurges in months with a haUhour cross-the-bdard show. NBC,
CBS-and ABC are currently making

is

Ballin

the agency,

Tops

R
Hollywood, March 18.
Ballin,. v.p. in charge of the
Coast radio operation for Ruthrauff
& Ryan, is moving over to Foote,
Cone & Belding in the same cagac-^
He joined R & R five years ago.
ity.
Producer of the Jack Benny show,
he doubled between the two agencies when the American Tobacco
account switched back to FCB.

Bob

First of the CBS-sponsored conferences has already been held in
Washington, with Ed Murrow, network program veepce, and Bob
Heller, CBS producer, in attendance.
Up for discussion was the Pete Barhum, co-director of radio
wheat problem, with CBS reps tossfor R & R, will name Ballin's sucing the subject around .with the
cessor before he returns to New
representatives of the State and
York.
Agricultural Depts. and the ranking
Appointment of Ballin completes
tconomie organizations.
the east-west radio setup for FCB
operating under Hubbell Robinson,
Agency, meannational director.
while, has named Hilliard Marks as
.

12a CHRYSLER

SHOW

ass't.

producer on Benny show.

Chrysler Motor, absent from the
programming scene for

BOLEN EXITS COMPTON

so\-cral seasons, is reporte3*all set to

return in

,

the

fall

with

a

$12,000

IN

BORGE SHOW RIFT

Hollywood. March 18.
weekly package built around "junMurray Bolen, for the pa.st three
ior achievement" idea dramatizing
in
charge of coast
the efforts of youth to adjust them- years veepee
Agency, has
Compton
radio for
selves in the economic level>
asked to be relieved.
Program wilt involve investigawith N.Y. radio
hassel
Continued
of the
handling
over
tibn by field men in all parts ol department
prompted the
country of youngsters who have Borge-Goodmaii show
Ifs understood that Socony
ihade the best attempts to set them- move.
at
tirhe
and
show
both
will drop
selves up in business, with their
notification time in May. ^
^
stories to be dramatized wefekly,
Jim Andrews, onetime Coast radio
is
Mitchell,
and
Lenhen
pUis a lavish award payoff. Walter head for
Hampden and Allen Hoth's orch are coming out from N. Y. to head up
rcpoi-ted
Coast operation for Compton.
set for the

show.

its

ha."

to public service

"Jol.son

Story!'— a sure bet f9r a fiveHooper
the
point
taoftst
in
sweepstake.'} which puts "Joley"
in the No, 1 guestar spot for the
year.
Jolson's guest sliot reprise on
the Biiig Cro.<5by-Philco stanza
(5) jumped" tlie sliow's rating

and on

4.4 to 21.7,

tlie

following

night's Eddie Cantor -Pabst program, with Jolson in the guest

,

paid Qff with a 5,3
Hooper climb, giving Cantor a
19.7 for his high point of the

corner,

it

season.
Figured in terms of b.o. draw,
the agency boys say that $5,000
fee is the best buy in radio today
if you can get it.

—

Philly Stations

Share MGra
In Biietin Cut
Philadelphia,

This

March

18.

NBC

sponsored by General Motors. And
With Prudential Life, Equitable Life,
John Hancock and Metropolitan Life
already represented on the networks, other., insurance companies
are expected to take to the air next

season.
An easing in the sugar and fats
situation will also mark the return
of ex-bankroUers and the 50ft drink
market will also be opening-^ up.
Coca-Cola, for one, is reportedly
mapping its return to bigtime radio.
The flock of renewals over the past
few days by top spenders is cited as
further evidence of the renewed
faith important sponsors are manifesting In. radio.

.

—

with dismay and then
the radio bandwagon in
salvage as much business
Typical of the rush io

hopped on
attempts to
as

po.s.sible.

Soaps Back bi

the micro-

ship of the station's "Music in

$li|i§^plit
Foote,

Cone

&c

Belding agency and
have parted com-

client's $1,000,000 billings are exiting from the FCB fold.
Understood that the account is
being throyvn into the open market.
Of the $1,000,000 total billings inr
volved, about $700,000 is poured into

time and talent for the Friday night
"Highways In Melody" show on

NBC.

-

CBSIreetime?
Now"

still

undecided.

has

12

quiirter-

bility.

The "no soaper" edict was put
two years ago, at
a time when CBS was enjoying
.some
impressive
late
afternoon
commercial billings. But the wave
o£ recent cancellations has affected
such shows as General Electric's
"House Party," American Home
Products' "Hollywood Jackpot," etc.
Procter
Gamble, for one, it's
'imderstood, wouldn't be aver.se to
talking a deal with CBS for afterinto effect about

j
.

:

&

noon
iis

'

3

serial programming, although
to 4 'o'clock
parlay of

NBC

.soapei's
I

on the

'

&

tising.

CBS

hour afternoon segments up for sale
spanning the 3 to 6 o'clock period,
relaxing of the network's ban on
spotting soap operas after 3 p.m.
is seen within the realm of p6.ssi-

;

Good

Other radio spot buyers included
Lit Brothers department store, Snellenburg's, A.
P. food markets,
American Stores, York Clothing, and
Cerone, pljonograph record dealer.
WFIL, WIBiS, WHAT, WIP (the
Gimbel Brothcr.s station) also all reported increased sUlos activity due
to the situation created by the' Bulletin's curtaitaent of diiijjlay adver-

that

,

Taste" program.

would eliminate that hour

CBS

schedule.

Fannie Hurst, Hit By
Claustrophobia,

Scram

To

WJZ Program

Fannie Hur.st will review the Tallulah Bankhead legit opening on
Broadway tonight ('Wed.) and then
scram her WJZ (N.Y.) midnight
program. She had been airing the
program on a catch-as-catch-can Jjasis for three months.
Miss Hurst tipped her bowout
when she did a guest shot on Barry
Gray's all-night
program Saturday »15), giving among her reajsoas the fact that she wanted better
time and in general criticized the
lim itatibns of such a program-.
Station
execs say./MiSs Hurst
wanted her own progrfem; didn't like
the idea of being linffited to drama
.

ABE BURROWS QUITS
DINAH SHORE SHOW

.

,

NAB

ments, as well as contracting for
half-hour .six times weekly sp'onsor-

Cities Service Co.

NAB

;

Dropping of the account by FCB
Hollywood, March 18.
stems from failure of client and
agency to agree on program imAbe Burrows covered his typeprovementg. Undei-stood that agency writer and walked out on the Dinah
had come up with recommendations Shore show, of which he was chief
to inject a hypo into the program, writer,
(Ford )
Sponsor
wanted some
but that Cities Service, which recently marked its Zlist anniversary fchanges made on the program which
on the air, couldn't .see eyc-to-eye ran counter to Burrow's own ideas
and further, he resented their "inon the changes.
Exit of the account terminates a terference .nnd dictation."
Mannie Manheim, exclusive to criticism.
25-year tieup of Cities Service with
the
pi'edece!iSor agency. CBS. writes this week's show "on
its
So the station
at FCB and
He did a short haul as producer
loanout."
jiew reviewer,
Thomas.
Lord
M.
L
leaving
&
after
Faramouilt
;

WOR

i

.

,

,

I

,

/

,

I

Time and network for half-hour
package

Slap, at

As it now stands,; ttils pvovlsibn
of the White bill is a direct slat) at
the NAB, which has been urging
Congress to write a bill to make
FCC a mere technical supervisor ot
president
the radio spectrum.
shortage. The Bulletin is the largest Justin Miller has conferred with
paper in Philly, having a virtual White on the legislation. So far as
monopoly in the evening field. Only is known, White has not discussed
competition is the Daily News, with his plans With FCC inenibers,
Since the present draft, of the bill
only a fraction o£ the Bulletin's ciris inacceptable. White may be disculation.
from introducing legislation
On the threshold of 'spring busi- suaded
this session, it was believed. Indusness, especially fashions, leading detry men are betting the provision on
partment stores and specialty houses
(Continued on page 40)
learned the news of the curtailment

phones were Strawbridge & Clothier
and N. Sriellenburg & Co., two of
the biggest department stores in the
Reversing the current trend of city. S. & C. immediately purchased
slot across
cutting back on network program- the 6:30 to 6:45 p.m. KYW
featuring
ming, Proctor & Gamble, the na- the board, with a program
Ruth Welles and Stuart Wayne givtion's No. 1 radio bankroller with
listeners shopping hints.
annual time and talent biliings in ing
In addition, the store purchased 47
excess of $18,000,000, may hike its
appropriation next season. The addi- spot announcements covering the 11tional programming ties in with day period from March 11 through
P & G's expansion and entry into 22, with spots scattered throughout
morning, afternoon and night, Snelthe drug field with new products.
As the new products become lenburg's purchased a total of 56
available P & G will test them in spot announcements on KYW.
various markets by latching comWPEN, the Bulletin station, remercials on to its regular shows be- ported increased sales activity difore buying additional time and rectly traceable to the suspension of
programs, with likelihood that the display advertising in the newspacoast-to-coast sales campaigns will per. Strawbridge & Clothier placed
get under way within the next year; a large order for spot announce-

FCB, Cities Service

,

ten inte. a proposed raiaio biU which
Sehator Wallace H. White, chairman of the powerful Senafe Interstate Commerce Committee,' is considering introducing this session.
The draft of the bill is still in the
confidential stages and .subject to
change without notice, but the explosive hint that Senator White
would lift a page fronfi FCG's Blue
Book and nail down prografin standards in legislation has some NAB
and industry men most unhappy.
White, is was reported, shares
NAB's feeling that FCC should be
barred from jurisdiction over programs or the business practices of
broadcasters. However, he differs in
that he believes the broadcasters
themselves can't be trusted with
self -regulation without some Congressional guidance.
But industry
men are quick to point out that so
long as program standards, however general, are spelled out in legislation, the FCC wild be the enforcement agency. Such legislation, they
say, would, mere^jr affirm the principles of the Blue Book and get the
Government further into the program field— a result that 'White bins*
self does not favor.

radio stations fell into a

city's

18.

Specific
program standards'—obligating broadcasters to devote time
programs, sustainers and educational fare— are writ-

Buy

own

veritable bonanza of commercials
particularly heartened by
last week when the Evening Bulletin
the interest manifested toy the oil
industry and the railroads as poten- found itself forced to curtail all adSym-' vertising except amusement and
tial bankroUers of the
phony Orchestra, which was la.st classified due to the newsprint
is

pany and the

network

Radio

troit. Such outfits as the Minnesota
Canning Co. (which is buying part

of the crogs-the-board Waring show)
are expected to buy radio time in
increasing volutne.

Be Talked Out of It
Washington, March

Radio's Best

wave

bf wncellations
and the gloomy prtidiCtiohs for the
next six months, network executives
almost to a man are of the opinion
that next fall and winter will witness an upsurge in billings in which
new clients will be entering the
coast-torcoast radio picture.
There's ah air of encouragement
over inquiries being made by trade
associations such as American Meat
Institute which sponsors Fred Waring on NBC; by railroads, by the oil
industry, by the automotive industry and by insurance companies.
Among the auto makers, only Ford
with its Diilah Shore ;program on
CBS is- at present represented in
major programming, but the revival
of interest by other companies has
already set in and it's expected that
next season will see most of them
reestablishing "themselves in radio,
(Chrysler is reported already set.
See separate story.)
That goes, too, for the refrigerator
companies. By next fall the "heavy
goods" market will have changed.
From a business standpoint, the
John L. Lewis court decision has
been a factor in the fiock of inquiries for air time coming out of De-

NBC

CBS Steps Out of Character to Spcmsor

Standards, But May

By GEORGE SOSEN

defeinse aiid self -regulation.

For years there's been a hue and cry to "do something" about
the radio Industry's public relations problems. Although the
National Assn. of Broadcasters is 25 years old and amply
financed and staffed^ it apparently has been unable to do much
because of the split down the middle between big stations and
little stations, and between those who are anxipus to meet criticism with action and reform as against those who want no
"interference" with their right to take any kind of business and
follow any kind of trade: practices expediency and inclination

•

imm

adequately fthanced and blueprinted, as
promises to give radio, for the first time,

for its

1^^^

Sen. Wlute Mulls Bill Setting

LLIS

reason to believe that the newly-formed Broadcasters
'Advisory Council is potentially one of the greatest revolutions in
attitude ever noted in American radio.
Tliere's

SI

&

j

is

sow

jf'^

looking for a

.

We«lnes(l«y,

Television broadcasters hav? had things pretty much their own way
to date with censorship of their shows. Whep they pemit a program
to malign a. racial minority groupr as occurred! in WNB'T* presentation
of "florist Shop" Sunday (l6) night, however, it'*, definitely time to
~
take stock of their programming.
There could be Uttle doubt in the minds of viewers as to what racial
the show was supposed to represent,
froup the/'Slovgky" oharaoter
rith the producers and Bruno "wiok, who played the role, Imbuing him
with all the caricatured motions that recently brought a wave of resentment against the "Abie's Irish Rose" film. Instance presumably
was the first of its kind in television, but Ibat once vms more thai!

In New Tavern Set Tax; Gird to Fight
Intar-industry flght between NewJersey jukebox operators and television manufaflturers ioomed this
WQSlc as tele chiefs became convinced that the jukeboxers were rethe
20%
levying
for
«ponsible
amusement tax against bars and
tavernis in New Jersey with video
otherexplain
loss
to
nets.
At a
wise the reasons for what they
claim is discrimination against television, the video chiefs believ* that
tele lets were taking too much business away from Jukeboxes in bars,
with the resultant blowoff by the
music box operators.
To date, JNew Jersey is the only
state that's attempted' to slap the
Federal 20% tax on video-equipped
bars, but New York City also took
a crack at television this week by
seeking to reactiyate the admin^
istration's code's iiceiise fee of $5
per month for every bar with a tele
set.

Commissioner

Robert

Moses

Hollywood, March

who

made

television

its

18,
first

(Tuesday)

stab into politics today

.

KtLA

televised
when Paramount's
a tax protest meeting In the Hall
of Records.
Tussle, in which the City of Los

With both radio and films presently fifhting off attempts of outsiders
to gain a censorsh^ hold on their lii^io, television mu^t be careful If
it isn't to undergo the same battle.
Television Broadcisisters ASsn. bait
appointed a committee to draw up a codte of programming ethics and
establishment of that code must now be hurried through.

ing sides in a dispute of increasing
taxes, was aired for several hours,
starting at 2 p.m., vividly demonstrating the immediacy of the me-

TITO GUIZAm

dium.

Versatile

New York

He returns to
Tito!
to captivate debutantes

Cuff,

.

%m WAP ^wrats Cn Te

and dowagers In the "Wedgwood

Room

starttng

March 24th.
Meanwhile he will double In Grand
Opera (La Traviata) and U-anscrlbe
many additional tunes fqr Lang-

Makf Haste

To

(Waldorf-Astoria),

Worth—including his own

More Slowly Now
Mogtreai,

March

LANG-WORTH,

INC.,

NEW YORK

18.

'^i Preem Tele

Beat ScranUed

•

.

'

'

,

GENl FOODS PACB
60-MIR WNBT SHOW

'

WNBT

WARD

Coiifir^ By

-

.te

Eaids
"Resignations of

Hollywood, March

in'

Sam

J\im
Cufl! .and

WABD

OhYeah?-YeahI

versloii

the
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Irsiijuardia,
move/' Now, however, Moses ap- green light on television ha^ turned
parently believes that television has to amber.
Hopes that video had
reached big business proportions taken its first Btridea in .(Canada
and has warned all tavern opera- arose some months ago with the
tors they'll be subject to the fee if CBC statement tiiat a definite sum'
they install videqi^sets. This order had been allotted to itudy video
Hollywood, March 18.
Raoent indicawas modtaed yesterday' (Tues.) to possibilities here,
In the eyfes of television, tJnivertions are, however, that
is doinclude only. coin-operated sets.)
sal-Internatlonal's "Egg and 1" is
Assn., ing nothing in the way of video
Broadcasters
Television
an omelette. Don Lee's WOXAO
except
watching;
not
Canadian,
but
meanwhile, has taken the first step
was slated to telecast the curbstone
U. S. and British developments.
in ftihting the new tax by assignRecent statement by J. A. Quimet, doings of the premiere of the film
ing prexy Jack R. Poppele to
at the
Cacfbay Circle theatre,
huddle with top brass of the Bu- CBC assistant chief engineer, tends March ai.
But the word came
to
confirm
this
Quimet
said
view.
reau of Internal Revenue in Washdown froq^ company brass that the
TBA realizes at a lecture that the government- deal
ington this week.
'Was laid lo'nr for unexplained
operated
net
has
not
given
the
."go
that, broadly speaking, the federal'
reason.
ahead"
on
which
signal
television,
law (Joes -not exclude tele from the
The impression here is that protax, since canned music is the only was almost a iirect ^contradiction
ducer fears of exhibitor resentment,
exemption listed. Poppele is ex- to a previous CBC statement that plus the
always possible tejgal aspected to' point out, however> that it had.
pects of cameralng folks, Int^tlou"Our
Canada,"
Quimet
problem
in
virtually
the tax, if levied, would
aily or otherwise, without fUU rehalt sales of video sets to taverns said, "is to determine just at what
its evolution, the new art lease was too fraught with possiphase
in
and restaurants.
can most efficiently and economi- bilities—that might also lay an egg.
Tele leaders claim the so-called
Another film also bit the dust of
cally be fitted Into the broadcastamusement tax, when extended to ing
economic
patter
of television. This time it was Paraand
night clubs, was intended to be in
mount's "My Favoijite Brunette,"
Canadian Ufe."
the nature of « tax on luxuries. It
Experts admit that video progress slated for a telecast coverage preera
was never 'intended^ however, to in. U. S. and ftritain are being here, tomorrow (19). Par's own
extend to Uie mechiscaical or elec keenly watched,
but they're squally station, KTLA, was to do it but the
tronic reproduction of sight and
cautious .about its development and curb 'n' cuff deal fell through.
sound except in the case of thea- future. role in -Canada, ^ain reason
Reason this time was confliction
tres or SiAiUar amusement places,
for caution, according to Quimet, with the ice hockey championships
If the tax may be claimed to .be apat Fan Pacific Auditorium.
Having
Is that quick action would involve
plicable to taverns where tele proconsiderable risk since much of the covered the games all season, it was
grams are exhibited, they ask, why equipment might be obsolete within decided to follow through and not
'ttien. is it not applicable where raa few years after installation. Those incur wrath of watchers,
dio shows are received or juke- that
argue against this view claim
boxes jilayed?
a vicious circle, that
that
it's
niusttafive of the number of bars there'll always be equipment that's
and r«itaurants installing tele sets obsolete.
is the gross sales statement of U. S.
Indie ops are especially irked by the
Television for the last six months. CBC stand since there's nothing they
Company, which has emphasized a can do in the video field indeGeneral Foods, following through
large-screen, deluxe prbjection-type pendently until C:^C starts to go to
on its promise to plunge heavily inmodel, especially built for bars and work, CBC controlling aU radio ac- to television, has signed with
eateries, shipped $11,487.50 worth of tivity in Canada.
(NBC, N, Y.) for a one-hour weekly
receivers in September last year.
Quimet stressed that video costs show, which will probably include
Sales' climbed steadily, with the in U. S. are a lot less than they
a half-hour adaptation of "Juvenile
February figure reaching $167,080.75. would be in Canada with Its 13,000,Jury," radio show now aired SunSet, which throws a picture about 000
people.
Problem would be day afternoons over the Mutual Web.
the size of an average newspaper easier to approach if a single teleOther half-hour has not yet been
page, sells for $2,300, plus $85 for vision station aould be made to
formatted, with G-P execs giving
installation and service.
cover the whole population In one serious thought
to making it a vashot without networks, time zones
riety show. In addition. G-F will
and language difficulties.
PWUy Ops Fight Back
bankroll a one-minute weather rePhiladelphia, March 18.
port five times weekly over
Owners of two Philly cafes have
(DuMont, N. "y.).
challenged » state liquor control Surgery Edacatioii Via
Already signed to co-sponsor (with
board ruling that bistros and res
Ford Motors) all home games «f. the
taurants may not oiwrate television
yideo
Brooklyn Dodgers over WC!BS-TV
sets without a special amusement
(CBS, N. Y.),. 'the new lineup will
permit.
make the food firm one of the heaviThe taproom owners countered
est tele spenders, and the only one
Chicago, March 18.
with a bill in -equity filed Monday
with shows on all three N. Y. staHot On the 'heels of the teleview(17) in iJauphlft county common
tions.
No assignment of products
pleas court by Abraham J. Levinson, ing experiment of the blue baby has been made
for any of the shows*,
attorney for JaCob Stem and Philip operation at Johns Hopkins, the but
it's likely that Gaines' Dog Food
Sachs, who operate a West Philly Cleveland Clinic with the aid of a
will foe plugged on the "Jury" proChicago video service organization.
boite, and Jack Liss and Jack Lon
gram,
same
as
in radio.
don, owners of the Thirty-Six-O Television Associates, Inc., proved
G-F toppers also haven't yet
One bar near the Penn campus. conclusively tbs success of surgery picked
They asked the court to issue tem- education via television^ tielicate view ofthe time slot on WNBT. In
the
company's
announced
were
viewed
porary and permanent injunctions and complex operations
intention Of sewing up the be.st time
forbidding the board to issue its by up to 150 observers at a time in
available now, it's probable that it'll
television regulations or to try to an amphitheatre adjoining the buildmove
into the 8-9 p.m. spot Thursday
ing
housing
the
operating
room
to
enforce them.
The board's ruling was issued as better advantage "than was possible nights, recently vacated by Standard
Brands.
a bulletin to all holders of retail at the Operating table itself,
Reasons fOr this better observation
liquor licenses, except clubs, and
held that television devices are in were the au(!le atj wliich the super- WILDBEKG'S 'PASHIOir JPLATE'
sensitive
or):hicon
damera
imag.e'
was
the general classification of motion
John Wildberg is currently mullpicture exhibitions, which,' except mounted directly above the table
ing video production of "Fashion
for coin-operated film machines; re and the telescopic .effect of the
Plate," show he owns which was
quii*e "payment of a special amuse- lenses which magnified the subject
supposed to be set for Broadway but
from
10
to
some
50
times
that
in
so
njent tax.
cases an eye would appear about the never saw the light.
Producer has been dickering with
size of a football. The inverted triWlinaa'^O F-C-B TELE
pod from which the camera was sus- Candy Jones, wife of model magnate
Norman WiniSr has joined Poote; pended was equipped with a fiexible Harry ConoVer, to act as beauty and
Cone & Belding'w!*ew York offttce as mount, aud the ultra sensitive cam- fashion consultaiit for hfe tele prodirector of televlWn and commer< era, which oifiginally was devised duction t>utflt,
with first chores
cial motion pictur^
starting on "Plate."
(Continued on page 40)

rescinded

--'^^^:::fet

"Fiesta In

Santa Fe" p-nd a rlb-ticlcUns
ot "Choo Choo Ch' Boogie""

^

r.
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enough.

Angeles and County were on oppos-

had attempted

to levy the license
in 1941 but tele leaders at that time
complained to FCC chairman James
L. fly that such a move would hurt
the infant industry. Latter in turn
sent a tetter to then Mayor iP. H.

m

Coast Tele Stumps
Coast

Sf

Tele Males a

Tele Sees Jnkdbxers in Woodpile

March 19^ 1947

18,

New York and

points east, take it
•away- if you can.
In a challenging step, station
W6XAO, here, started calling itself
"the nation's first television station."
The Don Lee experimental station
has been on the air for 16 years but
just last week started billing itself

Anthe No. l video station.
nouncer* are instructed to tag their

as

station IdentificiitiQn announcements
with the historic line.

Lou

*

Sposa from the staff of
(DuMont, N. Y.) is expected to result iij
the first instance in television of one
station attempting to raid another
for top personnel.
With that caliof
personnel,
bre
experienced
enough to take over a top job, limited presently- to the number of stations in operation, the forthcoming
opening of new stations throughout
the country is expected to result in
a wholesale shuffe of tele execs from
one station to another,

.

With the resignation of Cuff as
station manager in the wind for several weeks, it's known that DuMont
had definitely approached Noran £.
television manager, to
Kersta,

NBC

LA. Oty-C(Hinty

him.
Although neither
replace
Kersta nor the DuMont chiefs would
comment, it's believed the price offered Kersta wasn't right for him to
iff
make the shift. DuMont exec veepee
Leonard F. Cramer will take over
Hollywood, March 18.
Cuff's chores temporarily but, with
Paramount's televising ot the tax
Cramer's other duties sujfiacient to
assessment fight via K'fLA directly
up most of his time, DuMont is
from City Hall has run into a politi- take
still on the lookout for a suitable
cal brickwall, indicative of what
Successor to
may be things to come during replacement for CiiSt. tnanager
has
Sposa as operations
video's growing pain years. Coveralso not yet been announced.
age Of t]i^ first Civic evept was to
Wabd, meanwhile, has been back
have been another "preebi" for Par
on the air with a modified programtoday, but was nixed at the last minming schedule of film and remote
ute by John R. Quinn, county tax
shows for- the last two weeks,
assessor, on advice of his attorneys.
Cramer and other station chiefs
In a letter to Klaus Landsberg,
and
KTLA director, late yesterday, were huddling Monday (17)
Quinn stated: "My attorney has ad- yesterday to set a date for the fullvised me that there is serious doubt scale resumption of operations, at
whether or not the attempt of the which time the station is expected
City Council Of Los Angeles to im- to press into use at least two of itS
pose tiieir will and opinion upon the four available studios for live pro^
county assessor may throw a serious grammtng on a hypoed schedule.
legal cloud upon the validity of the.
assessment roll now being prepared.
Consequently, I do not deem it wise
to dignify this meeting with a tele-

Stpuei

lele

,

.

vision broadcast,

My^

slncerest re-

Coverage For

grets."

Impression

is

showdown

that the

flght expected today might have excited eitiisen-taxpayer watchers and
created a "situation" via televising
of some surprising happenings.

KFI

PLUGS PIC

M-

mi VIDEO TMEEI
In one of the rare such occasions
for live televising Of a scene from
a forthcoming film, KFI, Earle C.
Anthony station in Los Angeles,
last Monday (10) previewed a 15-

LouBj^utinAir
Aimounoemetfi llohday (If) that
Joe Louis would defend hit heavyweight title again on June £6 in
Yankee Stadium, N. Y., left television coverage of the event up In
tlie
air.
agreement
Ttiree-*ay
among Mike Jacobs' 20th Century
Importing. Club, (Sillette Safety Razor
and NBC television expires June 1,
after one year of operation, meanip{(
the fortticoming Louis fight is probably open to the highest bidder.

NBC toppers have already begun
minute scene feom Howard Hughes'
"Vendetta," with two of the films renegotiating the deal with Jacob?,
Donald Bnka and Faith however, and it's probable they'll
Domergue, repeating their screen have the fight sewed up in the near
future.
Gillette has made no anperformance.
Film, which Preston Sturges orig- nouncement of intentions to bankinally shot for Hughes, and was re- roll the event but recently anshot in the main under Stuart Heis- nounced it would sponsor both the
World Series and the Army -Navy
ler's direction, was finished Saturday
(15). Buka, w.k. In N, Y. radio and football game on both radio and
legit, whose last Broadway appear- television in 1947 and, with its presance was in last season's "Live Life ent interest in all top flight, will
Agaip," returned to N. "Y. today probably take over the Louis bout
also.
(Wed.) for radio assignments.
Price that Jacobs will get for
leads,

video rights to the event is also indefinite.
Current deal called for
to receive $175,000 for thr year,
with at least $100,000 of that going
Henry Scheih, president of the for the Conn-Louis flg;ht last June.
TelesonlC -Corp., is slated to come Since it's flgured,there Will be alhere April 1 at which time Tele- most three times as many television
sonic will herald its own scaled- sets in operation by next June as
there were last year, however, it's
down "T-Day."
Firm head will be toting some almost certain that the promoter
SOO Telesonic receivers, plus two will hold out for a higher sum.

Scheitt Coasts

For

Telesonic Display him
Hollywood, March

18.

console models. The former will be
the $250 set of seven-inch screen,
six-channel, push button type. .The
Others will peddle respectively for
$35Q and $650, both 10-ittch screen

ABC Tele Staff Moves
ABC: television staff, headed by

Paul Mowrey, director, moved Monday (17) from the network's oversets and tlve most expensive one a flow offices at 33 West 42d street,
console combination of
and
N.Y.i to third floor of the headradio and phonograph.
quarters at 30 Rockefeller Plaza.
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Wednesday, March

[w
Seven shows in opposition io the
portals in the new
the 10-or-better

.

Top 15 manaaed to crash
(March 15) Hooperotings.

tfirpugh
'

TOP

Network

OPPOSITION

15
30.7
29.9
29.5
29.1
26.8
25.9
24.0
23.6
23.3
22.6
22.1
21.7

IfobHope
Fibber & Molly
Fred Allen ,
Jack Benny

•

Charlie McCarthy
Bed Skelton
l,vijt

Radio Theatre

Mr.D.A.

.

...

.

...

Andy

Apios
Walter Winchell
Screen Guild Players..
.
Bing Crosby
Truth or Consequences.
Phil Harris
Eddie Cantor ..........
'n'

BID

Total

.

.

21.4,

20.3
19.7

6.0

:

11.5
.

,

,,..>. 15.9
14.6

12.8

Sam Spade

11.S

Telephone Hour

19.8

,

Man. Merry-Oo-Bound
Contented Program

13.1

10.2

,

.

18.8
18.0
18.0
22.7
15.4

ment

'

of

To wn ...... .

BIdndie

.

.

,

,y k

.

him,

tion lock-stock-and-barrel
for them cheaper.

he'll

Hililegarde Likes Disks

FM

added in

thfe

said, stations will

New

England area,

web functioning

Radio Writers

as a regiir

network operation.
Man behind the web

lar

FM

is the
pioneer Everett Dillard, licensee .of
outlet in
WASH, only indie
Washington, and KOZY,
independent in Kansas City, Mo.
Stations besides
on the first
FM hookup are WITH-FM, Baltimore, and
and W2XAE,
stations of Maj. Edwin Armstrong,
inventor, in'AlplMe. N. J.
Dillard said the lite
programs
are an answer to the criticisms
leveled at
that it offers only
canned music.
Initial hookup, he
explained, is using an 8000 - cycle
line because the telephone company
doesn't yet have "terminal" equip-

FM

FM

WASH

W2XMN

FM

FM

FM

FM

ment and hasn't set rates for
transmissions,
a
which require
15,000-cycle
line
provide the
to
highest fidelity of FM.

Set StribPoil
Radio Writers Quild, which claims

more than 90% of some
network radio
writers
of
shows, has slated a strike poll of
in New York, Chicago and
Guild spokesHollywood April 7.
man said results of the poll would
be known a couple of days after the
voting, but he declined to predict
how soon a walkout would be called
if the writers approved the step.
Most of the top web shows, particularly In the comedy category and
those without a backlog of scripts,
would be affected and many forced
strike octo quit the air if an
curs. Indie stations would not be
to represent

1,500

members

A

Porter's term, which expires
30, 1949.
He is expected to
his oath within several days.

Webster
a

is

resident

political

a former
of

FCC

June
take

seriously aflfected.

engineer,
and a

Washington

independent.

His appointFCC Chair-

man Charles

Deniiy, Jr.

AFM,Coa8tNeb
Agree On

liM

Hollywood, March

18.

'After six weeks of haggling, the
networks here and Local 47, AmericanTederatlon of Musicians, reached
agreement on, a new wage pact for
staff

men and commercial program
The former get a flat 15%

all

day night period being vacated by
American Tobacco's "Hit Parade"
show, which moves over to NBC and
Show's
cut down to 3() minutes.
switchover will enable the network
to re-adapt its Saturday night schedule to half-hour programming, since
"Hit Parade's" 45-mlnute' span involved program switches on the
quarter hour.
Pet Milk, whose "Saturday Night
Serenade" show now bccupies the
9: 45-10: 16 slot, put in a bid to the
network to take over 9 to 9:30 but
the network turned it down, feeling
the show wasn't strong enough. It
was offered to Procter & Gamble for
Camay "This Is Hollywood"
its
show, now in the 10:15 to 10:45 segment, but P & G preferred to stay

medium."

put.

In

Add

of

New

ti(>

the disker

CBS

at

Type

,

PM Again
Mow That

With Its 'Queen/
A

Time Has Been Changed
couple months back Procter &

Gamble, which was sponsoring onehalf of the cross-the-board "Queen
for a Day" show on Mutual, gave
the network the alternative of moving the program to another afternoon time segment or face the loss
of P
sponsorship. Client, which
shared the bankrolling honors with
Miles Labs, felt that its spotting Opposite ABC's "Bride and Groom"

&G

show

wasn't

doing

anybody

any

good.

Mutual refused to change the time
and P & G exited. The network
had hoped that Miles would bankroll the entire 30
didn't pan out that

Soap outfit has built up an 8 to 9
Saturday listening audience on NBCJ
with "Truth or Consequences" and
"Life of Riley" and couldn't see inviting a tune-over to

itself.

IBS To Woo

minutes,

way and

utes of "Queen"' has been
taining basis since.

Now

—just

9,

:

York-originating shows joining in
N.Y.-to-L.A. migration.
and commercial work
Ayer's Brace of Filers
is the
On April 1 the Jerry De vine "This
boosted 25%, with cflintracts retroHal Hackett has set a summer deal
Is Your FBI," sponsored by Equltactive, respectively, tti Feb. 1 «nd
Pat O'Brien, with latter okaying
able Life, exits from Manhattan and for
It's
a dramatic series
March 1.
while it's said to be "for an indefi- the script.
goes into the CBS spot for
Under the ternis the union agrie^d nite period" report is that the show which
vPurante-Moore.
to drop its demand for. a two- week will stay on the Coast.
Another N. W. Ayer dog day set
Tlpoff as to the show's Coast
paid vacation for staffers^ and also
the fact that yesterday (Tues.) is a musical comdropped considerably from its orig- nermanency is .seen
Lee.
executive assistant, wholpri.sing Woody ' Herman, Peggy
inal stand for 50% for commercials DcvTne's
goes along and, Dave Barbour's orchestra as
casting, etc.,r ^
the cawii^,
and 331/3% for staff. Librarians and does tne
isJiimmer stahdin for Phil Spitalny.
workers.
hlte

,

but
15

it

min-

on sus-

Mutual

Is

changing the time

P &

G

had originally re-

as

quested. And the talk Is that MBS
execs v/iU be shuttling out to Cincinnati to bring their ex-client back
into the sponsorship pieture.

1

|

j

:

m

_

«opyists are included in the

tilt.

with the show.

measure

compcsite

—

clients will get the 9 o'clock Satur-

Weslward-Ho Trek
list

New

is

to

teeoff

—

Your FBI' Joins

another to the

announcer.

opinion of any group numbering up
to 120 individuals ii» less thaii 10
seconds, the GE opinion Meter
operates almost automatically. Persons being checked are given handsized device to hold, same being
connected with the meter, and each
person is asked to register the intensity of his reaction to various
subjects by pressing on the thingumabob. The meter picks up the coIt
lective intensity of feeling, com*
putes same electrically for an overall average, and the figure of that
average is indicated by the jump
to the corresponding
of a hand
number on a clocklike dial.

homes

CBS, for example, Is still having a
problem determining who among its

minimum

'This Is

staff

Designed

wrapping up an, wnusual
Kate Smith rehypo listeninterest for her network co-op

er

WSIVI,

sampled

fun begins.

.

ment had the backing of

It

national
Roy Langham,
executive secretary, said the strike
had been forced upon the union
by refusal of the four major nets
"even to negotiate a contract with
us." Guild demands, which include
by the
"principle of ownership
writer of the material he creates, a
Guild shop for radio writers, and
conditions,"
various
wouldn't cost majority of radio producers one cent, Langham declares.
Great majority of radio writers, he
contends, "contrary to popular belief. .gross less than $2,000 a year."
RWG's parent body. Authors
League of America, has endorsed the
strike vote and gone on record as
deploring refiisal of the broadcasters to recognize and deal with the
(Juild. Its proposals, the ALA council feels, "would not only help considerably to stabilize the radio industry but—perhaps even more importast— would also dfemqnstrably
raise the level of the broadcast

poll

Washington, March 18.
Senate today (Tues.) conSrmed
the appointment of former Coast
Guard Commodore Edward M. Webster to the Federal Communications
Commission seat vacated by Paul
Porter.
Webster will serve out

ii)

two-week
at

Much

BWG

RWG

SENATIE CONFIRMS

WSM

Dl^

station

.

GE

public reMartin King, of the
lations staff in Schenectady, flew
the device to NashvlH Sunday (9)
it out
trying
Airlines,
via American
on the airliner's passengers
first
with the assistance of Ernie Keller,

sustainer featuring

cordings as a trailer

just

Nashville.
•

As WOR Trailer'
WOR, key Mutual
York,

18.

opiiiion

At Peabody College, where one of
next June,
the first demonstrations was given,
the King and Keller assembled a jury
Singer is
cooperating in
unique promotion deal by lending of 12 from among the 150 faculty
the station 900' of her recordings for members and studeiits present. First
use on the program, which will question popped was:. "To what debe given Its initial airing Saturday gree do you believe the schools and
(22)
three months in advance of colleges are equippinij their students
pling.
the debut of her noontime co-op for active life?" Nine thought the
developed no station audi- stint for Mutual.
3. It
schools are doing okay and so regence information on listening before
Titled "Kate
Smith Serenade," istered strong approval. Three said
10
nor
after
8 a.m<
p.m.
the Ig-miiiute pUitter session will ''nix," no reaction. Result was »
4. Its use was restricted to urban
be slotted at 10:15 a.m. Saturdays high flgure, on the dial, revealing a
areas, and was not applicable to to start. Dan McCullough, WOR anheavy majority strongly affirmative.
small town, rtiriil, or county popula- nouncer and producer, probably Eleven of the 12 oh the second
tion groups.
will handle the Intros.
question, okayed coed schooling.
5. It was comparatively expensive
Possibility Is seen that the disk
One query harked ,back to Tenfor the more remote communities.
show may develop from a trailer nessee's famous monkey law, ask"Revised methods have removed status into a regular program fea- ing, "To what degree' do you believe
each pf the five liniitatiDns: (1) all ture, even expanding to a five- that the law forbidding the teachhomes are sampledr-the telephone time-a-week item. In this event, ing of evolution in Tennessee,' is
barrier having, been cleared com- the platter session might be brack- advisable?" Six thought it advispletely; (2) no cbmmunity is too eted back-to-back with the network
two
able, four did not think so,
co-op show, forming a Kate Smith were on the fence.
(Continued On pagie 40)
sings-Kate Srflth speaks combo for
To test the meter on all sorts of
WOR.
audiences, It was taken to the exAngle of the whole deal which clusive Ward-Belmont School for
Ado About Nighttiiiie adds
to Its unusualness is fact that
girls, to the "Noontime Neighbors"
WOR already has wrapped up a studio broadcast for farming folk,
Spot on CBS Keeps Network local sponsor (Manhattan Soap) for the "Dixie Niglitcap'' show for the
Miss Smith's co-op stint.
So the bobby-soxers, and then' was started
Fine
Pither
buildup
is
strictly
listener-wise.
ExStaffers in
on a round of civic clubs and other
Let a good half-hour nighttime cept, of course, that WOR might schools, both of Nashville and nearuncover a little sponsor money for by smaller cities.
spot open on a major web and tfie

Baltimore and the New York
New Jersey area.

with the

lUte Snuth

workout

introductory

incentive.

telephone homes,
in a community
2. It was restricted in use to communities where the telephone home
population was "adequate" for sam1.

and not

City-Nbrtheast
-be

it

techniques and whose oft-

BMB

FM

spokesmen

opera-

and do

subject, is being given a

'^Heart's Demoves March 24 from Don
Lee studio to Tom Breneman's
eatery where the tap will be put
on for the double feature.
Breneman's "Breakfast In
Hollywood" was first to establish
the dollar and a quarter bargain
special and its success must have
inspired both Breneman and
Morgan. NBC and CBS still
permit no charge to broadcasts,
with or 'Without the feed bag

sire"

a critic of

new

record a "Yes" or "No" verdict, but
the degree of pro-and-con
feeling in any crowd on a given

Raymond Morgan's

that he's convinced he is making
available "a better station listening
index."
Further, he says he has
already received a request to submit
a proposal to survey ope entire
large state. As "a rough guess" he
told Variety that an all-county Job
could be done oh a i^tation listening
Index basis for $250,000 less than
collected last year.
The five factors cited by Hooper
as heretofore limiting the significance of the Station Listening Index
as a radio measurment are:

it

Later,

BMB

who has been

Electric'S

gadget that doesn't

a

reflects

A. C. Nielsen's Audimeter technique,
acknowledged outright to Variety

Hildegarde is the latest radio perbegins airing a live series former hankering to get away from
live broadcasts,
Deal Is currently
of; weekly Army Air Forces symbeing
negotiated for her to head a
phony, concerts. The programs will
package for Dermetics, Inc., cosbe carried by the net every Wednesday from 8:30 to 10 p.m. for metic firm. Stymie, so far, is Hildegarde's
insistence
upon a recorded
seven weeks, through May 7, and go
show, while sponsor wants her live.
audiehces-v
exclusively to
Deal is being, negotiated between
in its pioneer venture, the liet
the
A.
W.
Lewin
agency
and MCA.
stations in WashingwiU feed
ton,

BMB

take over the

Meter,

18.

cafe
One
business is to toss in a broadcast
as a premium to midday diners,
all for the one price of $1.25,

quoted Hopperating audience measurement is vieing for survival with

(26)

With FMVFirst Use (tflandlines

when

Memphis, March

Hollywood, March
way to stimulate

made

22.0

(X s New M^^

General

The Eggs Are Free

Index surveys have

22.5

the

Washington, March 18.
Using first land-line FM hookup,
in radio history, the Continental
Network will make its debut from
Washington next Wednesday (26)

Out Opimons f(NT

in 324 different
there's
a none-tooveiled, unmistakable inference that,
if the stations will go along \vith

Hooper,

Continent WdhJPreeins Wed.

his

already been
communities,

18.7

May or

10.3
15.0

m mm

that

in Nadbville Squeezing

Everykdy

C. B. Hooper is getting ready to
"shoot the works" and tnove in on
Broadcast Measuremfettt Bureau. On
Monday (17) Hooper sent' out a release announcing that he*s found a
solution for each of the limitations
involved in his basic audience measurement, the Hooper Station Listening Index, but behind the announce-

Competition

Crime Doctor

12.3

mm m

\

'

NO. 14 FOE ISUMMEETS
Frank and Ann Hummert's 14th
daytime .serial hits the air on March
31

In

the 10-10:15

NBC

slot,

when

Sweetheart Sbap sponsors. "Katie's
„
Daughter."
It's the third soaper for Sweetheart. Diiane J'ohes is thie agency.
:

.

'-'•v.

,

of questions was, of course,

changed to suit each audience. The
rural crowd got farm interrogations, the Civilian Club responded
on politics and business.
WSM is giving the experiment a
big play and hai tied the Na.shville
Tennessean In as co-sponsor, so that
the paper Is also going for the
meter In a large way. The survey
is to continue through Monday (24).

'Silver Theatre' to

New

Have

Threads as Sub For

%im,

iarrief Prtgrtira

"Silver Theatre" is returning for
the third successive summer as the
replacement for International Sil-

"Ozzie and Harrifet" Sunday
night CBS show, but With an nhusual switch beiiig Worked out by
Subicani> agency on the
ver's

YoUng

&

show.
In the past "Theatre" had originated from the Coast, with format
built around six personalities and
characterizations.
This yeaf, however, it will emanate out of New
York and will be ah all-radio pack-

age based on characters from N.Y.originating programs.
Decision followed study made by

George Gallup, agency's director of
research, suggesting that the spotlighting of radiq characters (Mrs.

Nussbaum," "Portia,' 'etc.) would
have wide audience appeal.
Conrad Nagel is sch^&uled to emReplacement
cee, as in the past
bows in June 15.

wuLwm
VHB MOLTON

mmws

Vmm SHOW

Arthur
annanneera

With

Kiiy Black er«b. Pick J-arnny,
llM-y Shipp, Cliarles Irvine, Bolmd
Gwlilora, VmOt
jlnck
IVinter's,

Wtth

C»ty> J««k

ACADEIHY AWAKPS

PEtElt PAUL; SBtELL OIL

MENT,
C«Welta With Jack Benny, Ctuddy Twtai,
Frances Scully, Pat McGcehan, Witli John trdwurib, Mvdentor
Ken Carpenter, Hollywood Star» JO Mins.; Sat., I p.m.
Sustaining
B-til. Producer: Mervyn LeBoy
WMAL-ABC, Washington, 0. C.
Music: Leo Forbsteln'* orch

165 Mins.; «har«l»y (13),
WNPC-NBC,
ZiSt ttm,
(Duane, Jones; J. W. Thompson)
NBC, in interesting Peter Paul Suslainlng
Y.
Candy in sponsoring Ken Banghart WJZ-ABC, N.

N. T.

80 Mins., TueS.. 8 p.m.

PHILIP MOBRtS

U:«5 p m.-

a

number

"S.,..

,

^

Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays and

of hapless tries, is still far

from complete, but his new show for
Philip Morris which bowed in last
Tuesday (ID night on NBC shows
evidence that the comedian is on his

i@7iew

has a simple format, a plain, everyday delivery, a rapid style and clear,
dramatic voice to keep audiences
tuned in as well as posted. Banghart gives out with straight news,
with authoritative comment culled
around, and lets the facts speak for
themselves, without interpretation or
Simple language, clean
coloration.
'diction, good choice of items, should
appeal to the average listener.
Format has Banghart starting with
a lew brief one-lihers on news on the
domestic and foreigfi fronts; letting
announcer get in a brief commercial;
then resuming to dwell at length on
the most important news of the day,
before going on to other one-liners
snatched up from everywhere. So,

And this year, in the flacks'
terms, the turnout was more

names.

own

candidate for the
typically capital-flavored show, and
is well designed fo knock down prevailing attitude that all juves are
delinquent and that. radio has made
This

is

latest'

•

,

Annual Hollywood clambake that
goes with the awarding of "Oscars
(Milton Biow)
Shell Oil in carrying the freight
by the Academy o£ Motion Picture
The Milton Berle transition from a Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays, has Arts & Sciences never J^ils to^draw
nitery floor to the microphone, after sold a good bill of goods. Newscaster a great conglomeration of glamor
N..

Bfareli 19,

TOmCH ASKS TBK OOVEEN-

,

15 IHins., Mon. thru Sat., 6 mni 11

wnnouncer
Pri>ifi>«er: Faid Mttnroe
Wrtters: N»t ifiken. Awroii Rubin
Galls|i,

WNBC-NBC,

Wednesday,

KEN BANGHAKT

colossal than ever. With everyone on
hand from Claude Jarman, Jr., to
So it was nice
Lionel Barrymore,
judgment on ABC's piirt to match
Hollywood's own Superlatives by

them

WMh

Vlrsrlnla Smith, Nydia West.
man, Bruno Wiok, Ben Lacklaqi
Producer: Garth Montsomery

Director: Fred

Coe

Writer: Winifred Hawkridire

so.

Pitch of show,

which

is

the brain-

Robert Saudek, head of
net's public service unit, and John
Edwards, of the D. C. staff, is that
youth will inherit the (government,
and should be briefed early in its
problems.
Program is one which
child

FI.OBI$T SHOP,

of

Set:

Bob Wade

35 Mins-;

Sunday

(IC), 8:3S

BORDEN'S

9M.

,

WNBT..NBC, N. V.

(Kenvm &

Hckhardt)

After about six months of Borden's-sponsored tele shows produced
could originate only in the nation's by the Young & Rubicam agency,
where Govt, officials of Kenyon & Eckhardt took over Sun.
variety are available, and day (16) night for the first in its
turning over the web, for the first where schools' population is a cross- series of productions. With the actime in 18 years of Oscaring, to the, section of the U..S. and even the count presently split between the
whole two hours and 45 minutes of world.
two agencies, the idea is for BorFew of the
proceedings.
the
Format is typical forum type, with den's advertising execs to weigh the
fiearties who skipped their sack time
four to 'six Venior high school stu- work of the two agencies as far as
to hear the works— from one-reel dents interrogating as hilgh-rankihg
their tele shpws go and then choose
shorts to I'best actress"^an squawk a Govt, official as
and its ciggie client will probably
staff can
one to carry on from there. Judging
that it wasn't worthwhile.
have hit on the right, formula as the
garner. Teenagers,- both- sexes, are from the so-so results of "Florist
There were perhaps a few more selected by .local high-school staffs Shop," that might be a tough job for
'or
NBC's Tuesday
curtain-lifter
than the usual number of flulfs and and board of education, with selec- Borden's.
top-Hooper
of
Succes-sion
night
boners in the marathon sesh, and tions wisely made on, basis of incomedy programs.
Whereas Y&R experimented with
while they may have caused crim- terest, scholarship, radio know-how, all types of shows, K.&E, is appar<
opening
Halfway, through the
on Wednesday (12), for instance, son faces among the 6,500 who etc.
ently going, to stick to straight dra.<
broadcast Berle found himself as a
after mentioning President Truman's crowded the Shrine Auditorium in
On pfdgram caught (15), juves matic presentations. That's okay if
radio personality, extracting everyGreece-Turkey speech among other Los Angeles, they were just a fillip
Benton,
griddle
William
that
on
the
comedy
routine
had
the
play is good, but "Florist
thing from a
intro items, Banghart went back to to the dialer -inners, As a matter of
Asst. Secretary of State, in charge Shop," a one-acter penned by Winiregistered some boff laughs. That
the speech at some length, giving fact, however, the shortcomings of
of cultural and informational af- fred Hawkridge, was not.
Berle had a scripting assist from
It was
then giving ABC in its handling of the sbow
details,
its
fairs, one official big-wig who can
Fred Allen's chief writer, Nat Hiken, some of
another
one of those efforts that
Mervyn
samplings of Congressional reaction, were greater than those of
toss them back as fast as he receives would have been vastly appealing
in no way minimizes the fact that
and quotes from foreign reaction to LeRoy's production on the stage. them. Youngsters displayed poise, if done on the radio, but didn't
Philip Morris' new comedian knew
have
speech. Then he was back to Gabbers on the scene— Buddy Twiss
the
what to do with it, and, in sharp con- brief bits On Churchill's speech in the and Ken Carpenter were much too excellent comprehension of the the visual accoutrements necessary
functions in Benton's bailiwick, plus for video.
trast to the impression conveyed
It the tele producers
Briti-sh Commons; Jerusalein; G»eece; loath to intercede with visualizaa, complete
lack ol inhibition iii would only bear ,in mind that a
earlier in the program, channeled it
Albany;. North Carolina; New York tions of what was going on. They bringing up ticklish subjects.
A
play
video
must
suited
to the home listener— and not the
for
be
more
restricted their comment to an inCity; the weather.
Negro boy, for example, quite un- to the stage or films than to radio,
studio audience. Tlie closing routine
A listener got the news highlights sufficient minimum, with the stay- self-consciously
and
intelligently they'd make out okay, but they
about a guy who wants a library
(Banghart goes on twice nightly, six at-homes tco frequently wondering ask^ questions on handling of race
haven't- show'n that sort of wisdom
card so he can read Harry Butcher's
days a week, at 6 and 11, with differ- what was going on. Whole teildency riot stories abroad. Benton's flare too often yet.
"My Three Years With Eisenhower." ent
news,
of course; on each airer) in was just to air tbe proceedings as for showmanship added interest to
Production-wise, K.&E. producer
plus the signoff in which the coheadline fashion arid a- lairly succinct they came over the p.a. system in a 'generally lively give-and-take of Garth Montgomery's first job
median tossed around the credit as- briefing
was
the most impoitaiit hews the hall, without the^ necessary de- repartee.
on
good. Only drawback was the comsists, left the impi^ssion that Berle
scriptive setting of the scene or ad
Broh.
o£ tbe day.
Though the youngsters them- mercial, with a gal spelling through
could: well enteeach iimseU among
libbing in the gaps, A good spieler
selves
are
inclined
pretty
grim
to
be
an
'animated head of Elsie, the cow,
radio's top 4;omedians.
trewith an imaginative eye for the
mendous color and drama of the about it all, humor on this type all about the merits of Lady BorBut it wiij niean eradicating faults OLD LADY
YOSK
In denls Ice Cream
something too
spectable would have provided the of show arises spontaneously.
that were apparent in the opening With Paul I>nh«v, Ben Cooper
missing link so far as the listeners this instance, it was supplied by juvenile for adult audiences to aphalf of the show, as, for instance, his Writer: David Timmons
Benton, who was attempting to ex- preciate.
Cast was fine, doing as
were concerned.
byplay with announcer Prank Gal- Prcducer-Birector: iaiea Getlin
Nearest approach and it was plain the ba.sis on which the State good a job as possible with the talky
lop that frequently was directed IS Mins.; Xbarsday (12), ^:4S p.m.
Dept.
will
or
play
up
down do- and slow-paced play. Virginia Smith
only an approach— to the needed
everywhere, but into the mike and at SANITATION WOKKEBS (CIO)
color-provider was Frances Scully. mestic news in its releases and did a top job as the romantic salestimes became inaudible. Too, the WMCA, N. Y.
She gave about five minutes of de- broadcasts abroad, Benton's exam- girl in the shop, and Nydia West(Friend)
timing was oflf, and to the home
ple ran like this:
If Clark Gable
listener it was exasperating to catch
With this prograin in behalf of scription of what 'the gals were were to be divorced and get mar- man, familiar from her motion picture work. Was equally good as the
studio laughter that suggested Berle Local 333, Sanitation Workers Union wearing, interspersed with just the
again, we wouldn't use the item spinster who'd been engaged for 15
was going into his nitery-slanted (CIO), the People's Radio Founda- meagerest bit of who was with ried
at all. If Clark (Sable were to marry yeaVs and whom Miss Smith finally
grimacing and routine that must have tion made its debut' as a radio pro- whom. Inasmucli as Miss Scully's Margaret
Truman we'd probably say got married off. Ben Lackland, was
puzzled many a dialtwister. Berle duction agency for lal)Or groups of descriptive powers in an ad lib situsomething
about
If
Clark
it;
-Gable okay as her long-standing fiance,
must remember, too, that a Henny the Greater
York area. Show ation are limited to about two adjecto marry Mrs. Eleanor Roosebut Bruno Wick was just a little
Youngman gag will click with the was heralded by the PRF as "pub- tives, tlie whole situation cried out were
that would be. a different thing too explosive as. the 'florist shop
Broadway habitues, but this is licizing the union's work in the for an expert ad libber, plus one of velt
such as Hedda Hopper or entirely. There were laughs, but the proprietor.
coast-to-coast
programming with community with a new approach" the gals,Parsons,
who knows, or pur- question of taste is another thing
NBC director Fred Coe had an
many a smalltown detour. Nor were by telling "a simple story about Lou'ella
again,
easy job of handling his cameras
the opening-half Comedy contribs by little people." Primary motive, PRF ports to know, the inside of the inProgram should catch on as soon and lived up to his reputation as
Jack Guilford ana Charles Irving of declared, was "to entertain, rather side. When a star wasn't able to as it becomes
known-. Discussion is. one of the top directors in the busiappear himself to accept the award,
particularly laugh-provoking quality. than to inform."
the radio audience wasn't even ap- at an adult level, with added spon- ness.
Bob Wade's single set was
imfortunately
was
The show
The fact remains this is Berle's
prised of who the proxy was, al- taneity and lack of pulling punches good."
Stal.
show, and he clicked better here than neither very entertaining no ; very though the following day's papers as a result of ages of participants.
It consisted of a -drain an previous tries. Dick Farnay, a informative.
revealed that some oi the accepters Added gimmick is fact that young"
Brazilian singer, is a permanent cast matized depiction of the pitiable for those in absentia were as big sters are frequently children of
plight
of
the
city's
sanitation
workmember, and an asset, his rendition
names as those they were subbing Govt, officials themselves, Who are
of "Somebody Loves Me" registering ers,- who were pictured as over- for.
weaned on problems of national imgrimey,
nicely. Ray Block's orch does its worked, underpaid, tired,
While show understandably seem- portance, and .are being trained for
usual good job. but it might do well smelly, low-caste slaves of 'OH Lady ed to be characterized by nervous- service
this or their own Govfor 91ock to soft-pedal some of those New York. Sketch had one of these ness of the participants, and that ernments abroad.
GLORIA CABBOt^ ENTERTAINS
workers (played by Paul Dubov) was true of everyone from Jack
arrangements.
Moderator <John Edwards does a With Gloria Carroll, Three Embers
trying to tell his son (Ben Cooper
Philip Morris commercials were of "Joyce Jordan" and "Road to Benny to Eric Johnston. Apparently skillful job of pitching the first ball 15 Mins.
^er usual, with Gallop doing a com- Life" casts); who Was .ashamed of facing a theatreful of people on and then keeping it rolling while Co-op
petent opening spiel and in the raid- his father's lowly work, how vitally Broadway Is as nothing in an actor's staying as much in the background 18 Stations
way "Johnny-on-the-spot" "produc- the "Old Lady" depended on her life as standing up to an auditorium as possible.
Loiue.
(Kaspcr-Gordon)
loaded with friends, neighbors and
tion." However.
gets in its in- refuse collectors tor health and welPleasant unobtrusive distaff croonStrangely enough, how»
» *
* ^t ii
nings without the irritating trip- fare. Theme dn«timed throughout enemies.
ing, "Gloria Carroll Entertains"
it Wasn't anyone on the stage,
hammered iecfaniqtte of some rival wa;s that the g^iiaageman gets too ever,
So
is,
withal,
pretty
listening.
but a guy hidden away in the projecciggie sponsors.
little
too
much
work.
Rose.
money f*
6oniiiient| pleasant, in fact, that the listener's
tion booth, who pulled the prize
Pitch comes at close as boy asks, boner of the eve
liable to fall asleep Ijefore the closby tiireading up
"Do ya think the old lady will give' his machine to throw the montage ef
ing commercial. That seems to be
THE WHISTLES
you more money?" Father replies, past Academy winner on the screen
the drawback to so.me of these musiListeners who remember the heyWith Elliott Lewis, Cathy Lewis, "That's the question I'm asking her upside down and backwards. A long
cal transcriptions: they lack enough
Lurene Tuttle, Joe Kesrns, Gerald right now, and I'm waiting for an flu was necessary, of course, while day of the old Palace theatre were character to differentiate one from
led down memory lane by Joe LauMoore
answer?"
the other, which means loss of idenhe started over and the ABC boys
Net eifect was a rather embar- and .gals were content to allow Leo rie, Jr., "Mr. Vaudeville Himself," tification.
Script Editor: Harold Swanton
on
WJZ's
(N.
Y.)
"Echoes
of
New
feeling
the
of
an
rassed
on
part
Producer-Sifcctot: Cewree AUeii
Strength
Miss'CarroU puts
Forbstein's orch in the pit to fill the
York" last Thursday (13). During out a rapidor not,
average listener, coming upon the gap.
SO lUOas.; Wed., Ifl. p;m.
succession of listenahle
30 nostalgic minutes, Laurie re- tunes,
garbageman's plight for the first
SuKteinin;
including "Blue Skies," "I'm
Also in the boner department was
time and unaware that, as a tax- Benny's picking up and repeating of called dozens of names of Palace In the Mood for Love," "Don't Know
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.
payer, he was oppreissing the guys Sara Goldwyn's mention of "Hugo" headliners, some long gone, but Why I Love You" and the usual
This grade A mystery series is
who bang ashcang around his neigh- Carmichael in thanking a list of many still showbiz greats, and here quota of standard pops. She does
getting a deserved break.
stellar
borhood when he's sleeping, or try- those who worked on ^'Best Years." and there he broke into a bar or the' gab for ,the show very nicely,
item on the CBS Pacific Network
ing to. No direct appeal was made Benny's cut was unnecessary and two of a tune that one of them too.
since 1942 and aired last summer
Three other Palace
the listener to petition the City unkind. Grimmer fluff was the com- made famous.
Accompanists, Three Embers, with
as a sustainer in the Jack Carson to
Fathers in the workers' behalf. In- mentator's remark, as handless vet- standards also were on hand; Aiteen Sandy Sanford on the piano. Bill
time slot, "The Whistler" went on
deed, ho specific info at all was eran Harold, Russell walked to the Stanley, to sing "Chili Bean" with Tanner, bass, and Jack Pinna, guitar,
the full CBS net last Wednesday
given the listener to stir, him to platform, that he's "getting a -well- the same zest she did 20 years ago; form a workmanlike group, al(12) as a two-time sustainer to build civic
Smith & Dale (ex-Avon Comedy though hardly terrific. They grab
action. Granted that the dra- deserved hand."
up its preem March 26 under spon- mat format
usually is more effective
Various awards were handect out Four), to revive their fast-patter off a solo of
Room" to break
sorship
of
Household
Finance than a straight appeal for a cause, by a succession of stars, with John- Hungarian Restaurant act, and Gus the string of "Rose
vocals. There are; 78
(which is dropping "Tliat's Fln- hard
facts are still, necessary.
ston giving "best picture" Oscar. Van, to sell "Whatsa Gonna Be disks already cut with more to come.
negan").
Production itself was of accepta- Accountant stood on the platform Next?" and "For Me and My Gal"
fomm.
Jam-packed as the air is with ble quglity and the acting capable. with sealed envelopes containing the with oldtime sock.
whodunit.s, there is room for top- Script,
however, was somewhat winning names and there was conFAMILY ALBCM
quality mystery entertainment, and maudlin and unrealistic. PRF will siderable drama in the breaking xjf
the
Friends,
"Tlllie
Toiler,"
With
Gene
the
Russ
JoOes,
The
Girl
Westthis series qualifles for that bracket. produce two of these programs for the seals on these envelopes.
It over comic s-trip,
Don Hicks, Hal Freede
was given an air
It has the tough competition of Bing the Sanitation Workers, the second
could have been pointed up, how- preem on Mutual's "For Your Ap- 15 Mins.
Crosby's
show, but should skedded tomorrow (2Q), same time ever, b.y the commentator.
pioval" Saturday (15). Inherent in- Co-op
snare a satisfactory Hooper if it and station.
Considerable film footage
was terest in the strip is considerable and 14 Stations
continues to deliver as intriguing
used in the show, the radio listeners could be built into a hefty Hoopered
(Kasper-Gordon)
and deftly presented stories as that
getting a special pickup from the half -hour.
TOLEBO- TONIGHT
Offered on the full-net teeoff.
Boston e.t. outfit of Kasper-GorWith Howard Malcolm, Todd Brangoii projection machine sound head. This
However, presentation of strip for
don has cdme up with a neat little
went off fairly well, but here again radio purposes involves many
"Whistler" is not a whodunit, CBS Writer: BrBiisen
prob- song package in 'The Family Almore visualisation by ABC gabbers lems, foremost ol
points out, since its dramas "reach IProiacet: Malcolm
which
is the fact
bum" and one which has pretty genwas needed for the radio audience.
a climax rather than a solution ,
15 Mns.; Moil, tbrn Fri., S:45 ])|^.m.
that characterizations of tiie strip's
eral appeal for all markets. With 78
Despite these more or less minor
and retribution results from the Sustati^itS;
various personalities have long "been
segments already cut, some 260 more
shortcomings in handling the session,
criminal outsmarting himself rather WTOD, Toledo
established,
consequently
leaving are on the schedule.
ABC
scores a showmanly credit for
than from oleveif investigation by
writers tackling the job with too limTrend towards domestic news is
Ordinary singing format is given
the poUce" or a- private eye. Whis- put Into bold relief on this news airing it in full. It's a peculiar and ited a field.
a nice twist in this show, with Gene
entertaining bit of Americana.
tler (who.se identity is never reThat
fault
show which spotlights meetings of
was
evident on its Jones paging back through a "family
vHerft*'vealed) intros-the plot in a reminiSaturday audition, despite the fact album" to gimmick his way into a
neighborhood bridge clubs ahead of
scent mood and comes into the story
that scripters J. FrankUn Jones and tune.
the Moscow conference and other
Also gives producers a good
here and there, not as a participant, international affairs. Show, however, divided between Howard Malcolm Hector Chevigny attempted
a degree reason to stick to the standard tunes
but as, an observer of the charac- is intended
in
a
quasi- of departure from the static char- that have general all-time appeal
to accent local news and and Todd Branson
ters' actions and motives.
Stories does a first rate comprehensive job in dramatic fashion. Direct quotes from acterizations in the strip. Same ef- necessary
In platters
for
e.t.'s.
used in tije .series are bought fror"
etailing municipal and state news, persons in the headlines are handled fort going into a fresh set of char- caught some of the tunes featured
freelancers and scripted by "Bud'
from chitchat to politics. Latter by one, with the other doing straight acters would permit greater freedom were "Down by the Ohio," "For
Swantoh into the series' format.
oortion o'^ show concentrates on na- reportage. In a single news item, ball to the writers.
You," "Babyface," "No, No, 1,000
Direction, production and enact- Times No" and "The Bowery."
Production,, script and acting on iional and international highliglits, is bounced between the two gabbers
the reviewed ^tanza were first rate. nrt'senting a well-rounded news ses- as much as four and five times, mak- ments were generally of high calibre.
Production is smooth, with both
Two breaks sec up for eommerciaJi- .^ion for local consumption.
ing for high interekt .reigntion by But the radio show will have to go ends open for commercials written
were given ovftr to Red Cross and
Format is particularly interesting dialers. In addition, this news session beyond the Russ Westove- charac- in over a musical background,
war bond prombiiop
terizations if it's to catch on.
Tonm.
and effective. Announcing chore is is clearly written lor the ear.
,
i

Way,

|

i

not in the strictest sense an "air
show" Berle's premiere was, at least,
a funny one; certainly an improvement over the Rudy Vallee show
which it replaces. A little more concentration on integrating Berle into
radio technique, and the Biow agency
If
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RADIO

Steven, Mudge, formerly with D'Arcy in charge Of CocaSabbath (23)
Cola "Spotlight Band" shows, and before that with Mutual and' ABC,
has been appointed manager of the newly -opened offices of Ewell &
Ernie Martin in from' Coast for CBS proThurber Associates in N. Y
gram huddles.... "Strange Adventure," half-hour dramatization series, being auditioned by CBS for commercial presentation. . , ."Technique in Radio
.Rdbert Heller,
Writing" by Luther Weaver on the Prentice-Hall schedule.
head of CBS Documentary Unit, will be the speaker April 22 at the Radio
Washington, March 18.
Writers Guild Workshop. ., .Bill Ackerman of CBS and Earl Ferris were
Following through on an earlier
initial speakers at New School's publicity-public relations course maestroed
by Arthur Perles
Nat Halperin, exec sec to Prank Stanton, a father. appeal for the same info, FCC last
week informed' about 40 bidders for
Son was born in Doctors hosp last week.
Two-hour jazz show to be tossed at Town Hall next Saturday (22) as FM stations that if they didn't file
testimonial to WOV disk jockey Fred Bobbins, who marits seventh anni in three copies of a \yeekly program
radio that day . M. S. Noyijs, exec sec'y of the National Assn. of Educa- analysis with the commission by
tibnal Broadcasters, to be WAEB's delegate at three-day hationai confer- April 1, their applications wolild be
dismissed pronto.
ence of UNESCO opening next Monday (24) in Philly^^^
The commission Feb. 28 pointej
out that around 50 FM candidates
.
.
.
had still not filed this program info.
Just for a change. Bill Thompson used his own voice in the guest spot The program analysis is that spelled
with Joan Davis. Could be that he stays on rest of the season ..Donald out in the FGC's Blue "Book and is
O'Connor's agent- forced Ygung & Rubicam to revise his contract on the already required in bids, for new

FCC

From thePrdw^

.

Henry Reichhold, Detroit Symphony's <ABC) angel, arrives In N. Y.
today (19) to wrap up a deal that wtti malsfe news by the week-end....
Tom Lewis, head of y&B radio. In fbr huddles in Borden "crisis."
Charter Heslep, wartime radio •heail of the Office of Censorship, ap..Wells Church, CBS direci
pointed Washihgton correspondent of
tor of news broadcasts, down for talk before American Theater Wing's
John Bogus, WOR's music library direcradio workshop next Tues. (25)

WOH

Arthur Moore, Kenypn
newly-born girl, named Suzanne
& Eckhardt's producer of "County Fair," and Leonard Holton, writer Of
show, heading for Coast to cut some sumoier shows. Bill Lewis, K & E
tor, father of a

radio veepee, to join them theire after stopover in Detroit.
.B:. L. Mc(ilinton and Jim Hanna, radio vgepee and radio department chief respectively
of Ayer, in New Orleans for mfeeting on Ehctric Companies Advertising
trade news ed, upped
Program (Hour of Charm) ... .Bob Blake,
to assistant director of publicity ... .Bill Ramsey, radio topper for Procter
& Gamble, a grandpa for the second time Hobe Morrison moving up
from promotion manager spot at Young & Rubicam into Lester Gottlieb's
talent dept.
.Arthur Vinton added to "Romance of Helen Trent" cast
Jim Kelly and King Galder with "Our Gsil Sunday"* .Qwen Davis, petite
22-year.old radio veteran of CBS soapers "Let's Pretend'' arid "Aunt
Jenny," to wed Chemical engineer Lawrence R. Greenhaus March 30.
She'll continue her radio career.
.Tom: McDermott, Bentqn & Bowles'
director of "Whgn a Girl Marries," getting about on crutches. Snapped
an ankle in fall down Stairs at -JB&B ...Georgia Lee. Mutual newsroom's
Girl Friday, recuping in Washington after parting with her appendix.
Kenneth Fry, chief of State Dept.'s International Broadcasting Division,
skedded as' speaker next Tues. (25) on Arno Huth's international broadcasting series at New School for Social Research
Walter Haekett whipping up first draft of, a new full-length play, Another three-acter from his
typewriter, is in the bands of Theatre, Inqv i ;Phil Spitalny and'his Charmers ^who posed last week for th^ir first full-ehsemble portrait since '45)
oia: April 13 for one' night stands in Toledo, Grand Rapids, Pontiac, Detroit,
Wilkes-Barre, Newark and Worcester..:'.Shirley WoMFs WJZ program
picks up Unicorn Press via Leonard Adv. Agy. as sponsor starting next
. .

WOE

.

.

m

.

.

,

HOILYWOOD

.

of the Compton agency, has turned- agent to handle Don Sharpe's list.
froni all would-be FM licensees,
Bob Longnecket .installed a wire recorder in the CBS lobby to sample NAB president, Justin Miller issued
audience reaction to the Jack Paar audition. It will come in handy on the a separate statement to broadcasters.
.
.Larry Finley east to record a newbatch of "My rt and Marge'' He reiterated his stand that FCC
had
.

,

.

FMDala,OrElse

.

Ginny Simms show and among other things he controls what is written for standard station- and in license rehim in the 12-minute spot. Tom Lewis practically took over direction Of newal applications.
last week's show and the, results were far from gratifying, Ben Brady
As soon as FCC announced it
has been doing it much better. .. .Whila Wilson, onetime office manager wOuld require the program
data

.

.

.

Calls For

sales pitch.

.

.

,. .Artie Phillips' contract foi' writing "Maisie" extends six weeks
no authority to require the program
beyond cancellation of the show and when he insisted on full paymeht analysis and urge3 those who
filed

shows.

Milton Blow ordered' him to deliver the scripts for the show that isn't
He has also been allowed an assistant so he'll call in help to write
the ghost show. ., .Talk of the trade is what Al Jolson's guesting means to
a show's Hooperating. Bing Crosby and Eddie Cantor ar.e his chief rooters
and well they may be.. ..Eddie Pola is trying to resign as producer of
the Alan Young show," which has had more than its share of hasseis
Edgar Bergen's sponsor may yield to his plea for a Coast repeat ito boost
his rating next season. His contract expires Jan. 1 and what with all the
bids wafting his way his dictate can't be ignpredv

there."

it
.

to go on record t^ this effect.
was speculated that some of tlie
candidates who have delayed

It

FM

•

getting the

program breakdown

to

may be following the
president's advice. Others, FCC
niembers said, were probably not
too anxious to go ahead with
at
f hiig time, in any event.
Washington

NAB

FM
:

m

CHICAGO

Russ Young replaces Phil

Bowman

as director of Wing Cigarets "Fact
or Fiction", show with Bojvman planning to make his home on the Coast
after the first of the month, . John Bavenel new radio gtailer at McCannEricltson. ...Ed' iSkotch, ABC producer, to conduct second edition of radio
clinic, Practical Advertising Cliib, for Chicago Federated Advertising Club
and Women's Advertising Club
Last Thursday silver anniversary for
Chi's oldest station
C. E. Hooper indoctrinated about 100 local
subscribers to new national pro jectabte ratings. .. .Ed Kobak weekending
with Chi staffers
Biggie Levin denies that Dolph Nelson is staffing an
offlee for him in pfolly wood.
.

WMAQ

Meet Mr. RATINGS

—

Jack Brickhouse

fills ii^

.

—

for

DO YOU

HAVE

A PACKAGED

fOOD PRODUCT

Don Gordon on Tom Mix announcing March

17 thru 31. . . .New baby daughter last Wednesday for Mr. anS Mrs. Charles
of CBS Chi sales offtce....Angelyn Orr named radio council
head for Illinois Assn, for the Crippled
Gene Phillips moves from news
to publicity at
Bigtimers in sports bowed to Russ Winnie of
at testimonial dinner for him in Milwaukee for his sports casting and

Lymberg

of "Scotland Yard"

WGN

WTMJ

announcing of more than 7,000 programs in the last 18 years. .. .Geraldine
ICay added to cast of ABC's "Sky Kfiig" and WGN's "Girl Meets Boy".
ABC Breakfast Club's latest move to meet the people will be aboard ferryboat "Brooklyn" in New York Bay in- April, ...Kay Campbell another
actress to leave for the towers of Manhattaft.
.Jack Ryan, NBC pressmanager, to take a busman's holiday with family vi^Ung stations
radio
eds in Missouri, Oklahoma, Texas, Nebraska and j[owa....Jiin Mahoney
out in stix; station relatigning Mutual affiliates.
. .

^

WE Mr

CUIMS
SWni), ASKS 5006
Ghicago, March 18.
Half -million-doUar suit < was filed

week
New York by
in

last

Evans,

TJt.

S.

Nix on Commerciiik,

Courf of

iJistricrt

attorneys

announcer

local

yslenera' Poll pleat

.

BUI

for

and

disk

Kee|i

FM
Chicago,

/

;

March

18.

"Keep commercials but of FM"
was the almost united plea voiced

on WGN, against four de- In audience poll by WEFM, local
fendants for using the radio show, Zenith radia station. First 10 days
"Juvenile Jury," without his per- of poll among listeners showed 99
mission.
Defendants are Mutual's and" almost 44/100% in favor Of
station WOR, New York| the spon- keeping the present program setup

jockey

Broadviray has seen

him

in a dozen or

more smash-

hits. Movie audiences from Maine to California
have se6n him in scores of SRO picfcones.

sor, .General

Millions have heard him, as guest-star, on the topfifteen radio shows including AUen, Benny, Bums,
Burns Allen, Crosby, Hope and Screen Guild.

Barry;

the

Foods; the emcee, Jack
producer, Dan Ehren-

reich.

&

of recorded

ing.

Two

Attorneys for Evans
(Hinckle,
Horton, Ahlberg, Hansmann & Wupper) contend that Evans filed the
moppet show with the copyright office in 1944 and in 1945 presented it low to be discernible.
to Mutual in Chicago but it was rePoll wag result of aired requests
jected, tast 'May the show went on to and during prograr^is
and letters
where it is claimed- to be the sent to 4,500 sulwcribers of station's
idea of Jack Barry, same name and monthly log. Of first
1,500 replies
all. Show was originally a sustainer
more than 50% were not on log
ort
and the Mutual net, but is mailing list. Although a total of
now sponsored by General Foods.
5,000 replies is still an inadequate
check since there are approximately

Millions more followed him for tibutee years (May
1943 to June 1946) as "Slierlock Hohnes" on Mutual
v?here he was the big factor that made that show.
(His January 1946 National Hooperating was 12..2)

WOR

Oil January 21, he started on Mutual iaa new sIm>w
"Scotland Yard/* His first rating was 6.3. (His first
jS^mes raiBng was 4.4)

WOR

65,000

Bond Clothes to

Yes, Basil Rathbone is Mr. Ratings of "Scotland
Yard",, and with "Scotland Yard" be is going to repeat if not outstrip hisformeriSuccess, Why?Btk!ause
in "Scotland Yard" he has an even better vehicle;
in Peter Barry he has the writer (Barry also writes
Falcon, Shadow, Exploring the Unknown); and in
Carlo de Angelo (who prpdue^s Eno;
and other mysteries) he has ifeei produis^.

ED. firidC^^
Cleveland, March. 18.
First play-by-play airing of

was set
Bond Clothing
sorship

with

Why don't you call for tlie full story?

a

full

Notre Dame football schedule by a
Cleveland station under local spon-

This four-way combination (Mr. Ratings, sto:igr,
writer, producer) is the buy of the year for a ap>nsor.

^

I

last Fri.

(14)

when

Co. signed for deal

WJW.

cover

WORLD'S LARGESr NETWORK

FM

sets in use in the metropolitan area, station officials don't
expect; too many more in the next
few weeks and will, for the present,
continue to broadcast 14 hours daily
of exclusively recorded music sans
conimercials.

the

Notre

Dudley

Lions

Dame

sked

again

this

coverage will take

Los Angeles for season
closer against U.S.C.
Other games
on Irish sked: Pur'due, Oct. 11; Nebraska,

to

Oct.

Navy, Nov.

1;

18;

Iowa,

Army, Nov.

Oct.
8;

25;

North-

westeim, Nov. 15; Tulane, Nov. 22,

WAAT
because,

WAATIistmers

are big buyers of pack"

^ed foods^ and because

WAAT

produces cash

register resiiBts (our
present food advertisers

keep renewing and
renewing tbeir radio
advertising contracts).

WMBV mmmw tbat—
WAAT DELIVERS

MORE LISTENERS
!»EK DOLLAR IN
NORTH JERSEY
AND NEU^ yOR
BRENNER LOOKS SET
CitY THAN ANY
FORWORAIJJlte OTHER STATION
Deal

appears set for Paul Brenner,
-•WJW Sports Director Jim Dudley will dcf on-the-spot remotes on WAAT (Newark) disk jockey forgames, both at home and away, merly at WNEW (N. Y.), to sucBarry Gray on the WOR
starting with the season's opener at ceed
Pittsburgh, Oct. 4. Dudley, who did (N. Y.) all-night show. Gray does
play-by-plays on the Detroit Lions his swan-song on the 2-5:45 'a.m.,
games la.st season, also is slated to seveii - nights - weekly stanza next
year.

Mutual Broadcasting System

music and no advertisalternatives given to list-

eners -were: should the station go
commercial and sell advertising or
should the station discontinue operation as soon as there are enough
FM. stations to insure a variety of
programs. Both choices rated too

TUBN YOV NEBB

Saturday

(22),

with

WOR

currently

wrapping up a l5-minute cross-theboard afternoon program for Gray.
Station at same time liopes to
sign Alda Products, plastics manufacturer,

as sponsor for the allnight jockey-gab session. It would
be the first time
has found a
bankroller for the cODnplete show.

WOB

...INCLUBIMG ALL

50,®i@ WATTIES.

WMT

'WedncmUy, March 19, I94,7f
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Qose DedsieB Awaited in WJR Case,

SEEK iULTI-WEE

SiOW

-

unit Upheld

AS ARMY WEffi TOPPER

Portentons to Othor^
Washington, March

be

Day

Quote

when

the U.^ted
for the DisSates Court of Appeals
hands down a rulfrict of Columbia
spot daytime
on FCC'S righf to
the normally proStations outside
contours of the favored clear-

"public relations" campaign for
broadcasters by distributing to

chanael stations.

may

C

tSW

Detroit, and FCC clashed in
argument here last Thursday

•WrJB

court

(13)«n the commission's right to put
withdaytimers on the clear channels
hearing.
out going through
WJK ^wanted the
Specifically,
tajfee back a daycourt to malte FCC
iime flrant to the Tarboro Broadcast(WCPS). The
ing Co., Tarboro, N. C.
claimed WCPS would interfel^ witli its service in the cUtover

^

,

^on
reflipri

FCC

FCG'-^

own

the "most

lis-

where

of Michigan

Siirvey* show
tened'-to station

WJB

both day and night."

attorney Majt

Goldman

told

be

the court no interference would
suffered by WJR, which is entitled
te P^ote^ti"" 'incler the commi.ssion's

present

rules,

and FGC was

plainly

NAB

Washington, March
has
spearheaded

members
radio's

articles

prime

:

in

18.
its

defense of

serials,

as

they

affect yoiing listeners, and
the much-discussed daytime soap
operas.
In defense of the spine-chillers,
NAB recently sent out 5,000 reprints
of
an article in the
Women's Home Companion entitled
"Those
grams." Author

Dreadful

Pro-

is Josette Frahit,
associate
of
the
Child Study Association. Miss
Frank claims the crime thrillers
turn out to be a good thing for
the kiddies if the parent don't

educational

let them overdo it.
Last
week NAB followed
through with distribution of a
Coronet piece called: "I -Love
$oap Operas," written by an
"average housewife" nvrho does

within its rights in divvying
just'' that. -:
up the clear channel this way. Tlie
court commented that it never hurt
stantial an interest" it is not an ade•<te hear both sides" t»efore handing
qu»ie basis of appeal, the FCC's brief
•cit licenses.
WJI^ alsB argued that-by assigning declared.'
daytinaers on the dears FCXJ was
At the same time. Wt-W, Ciiicy,
.pnsjudgfag its owB'clear channel in- and WHAS, Louisville, also went to

.IflCtinf

'.'.'

'

making

WLW

'.^

that the

newly

%D£CoiitBasedonW(iODedsb

won peace will be .won lost if the
nation fails to maintain a strong
defense setup, is stretching Army

a-

appeals
other radii,

'

(^^

18.

close decision and one
implications for a half-dozen

It will

with

Army, convinced

into

an Army Week

this year,

Hollywood, March 18.

Red Skalton and hi? writers
went to bat with NBC on the
propriety of "diaper delinquent"
In the script.
However, it was ruled out by
headman Sid Strotz on appeal
from the censors.

Drura-beating to enlist support of
broadcasters .took place at a Waldorf
(N.

Y.)

luncheon

last

is

sponsoring the

FCC Slaps itwi

Clear

week

award

official citations tb

USO-

Camp Shows

for its contributions
morale. Broadcasrt. is
7, but the hour has
not been set.
There's possibility
more than one net will air the ceremonies, but which webs can clear
time was not determined up to
yesterday (X8)i

wartime

slated for April

it

f«r the bigtime stations to get the
7S0 k« power they, were seeking.

MBS

Show

Babe Ruth

Be

WOKO

oft
mission ruling to take
air for "deceptions" thoutih the
later affirmed by the Supi'cme Court.

this

FCC was

In the Calumet case last week,
the district court cited the Supreme

Court ruling on WOKO to the effect: "The willingness to deceive a
regulatory body may be disclcsed
by immaterial and useless deceptions as well as by material and
persuasive ones;" The lower court

vertising.

For .example, WGAY, Silver
Spring, Md., opjerates daytime oh
lOSOkc wavelength, a Mexican clear
channel,
For a time^ the station's
stationery plugged it as a "clear
channri station," indicating wide
coverage and top power. Clears are
the favorite meat of advertisers and
sponsors.
FCC promptly told the Silver
S:pring station tff cut tl» comedy
and to represent itgieU as a daytimeOBly waiter with local channel cov-

impossible oourt.
protested an FCC grant
to the Middle West Broadcasting Co.,
Special
St. Paul, and WHAS appealed » grant
Goldman's answer was that a dozen to Oklahoma A. ft M. College, Stillto
Aired April 27 erage.
other tiuestions were in debate in the water.
Mutual will knock 10 minutes oft
Other reports have reached FCC
char ciiannel probe and that the
Other clear channel appeals are in ^'Juvenile Jury" broadcast Sunday, of several midwest wee- waiters tryexistence of the daytime stations
process from KFI-, has Angeles, and April 27, to air a special "Babe Ruth ing to^apitalize on tiieir position on
weuld net make much difference
WSM, Nashville, WCKY, Cincinnati, Day" program i:i:50-2 p. m.), which the favored channels. The commis'
either Way.
also has protested a grant to Fatrick wiU be loud-speakered in ball parks sion says it will chastise eywy
The WJR argument was only the
Joseph Staiiton for daytime opera- throughout the country.
licensee who misrepresents itself in
first of a series -of appeals by the
tion in Philly on WCKY'g chanrtel.
The Babe: is expected to be suffi- this way.
clears. Last week, the commission
ciehtjy recovered fronj his recwit
.filed its brief in the same court where
KFI
Houstenrr-WitUam S. Newkirk, an- surgery to appear on the program.
WGHT, Chicago, as protesting assignHollywood, March 18.
ment of a daytime statioa in Rich- nouncer with KTHH prior to the Other scheduled speakers are baseRaan J. Tyler, formerly an acmend, ©n the
chsBnel. Com- war and since his resturn from over- ball czar "Happy" Chandler; Ford
mission's answer here is same as that seas duty in Nov., 1948, has been Frick and William Harridge, prexys count exec with the NBC-affiliate,
the
National
and
American has been appointed sales mana^r of
lor WJH, that interference is too named program director of KATL, of
He succeeds
synall to be considered in FCC's, pres- new station owned by Fred Weber Leagues, and Brother Gilbert, head 50,000-'watter, KFL
ent rules. WGN's desire for 500 kw of New Orleans, expected to go on of the Baltimore orphanage where George
who resigned
Whitney,
Riith began his ball career.
the air April 1.
March 1.
,iS "so obviously remote and insub-

*v«stigation anfi

on WOKO, upheld FCC in a unanimous vote. The same court had
voted two-to-one to upset a com-

Cknei Cl^s

Washington, March 18.
new dayUtne sfatioiis
Some
which have gone oh the air recontly
to share the daytime ether of the
big-time clear channel stations have
gotten in Dutch with the FCC for a
practice the commission claims is
definitely false and misleading adof the

^

nationally.

to

m Mew

Daytimers With False

Radio highlight of the week will
be the network broadcast from the
Coast, in which the Army arid Navy
will

stockholders were reluctant, evasive
and guilty of a lack pf candor, and
that they misrepresented and concealed facts."
The district court, quoting generously from the high court's ruling

Wednesday

(12> with James Sauter accepting
designation as entertainment chairman and announcing that the entertainment industry's War Activities
Committee Woiild be ?'reactivitated"
for 10 days to aid Army Week. Station and network reps were briefed
at the luncheon on general plans.
Host was Col. Charles F. H. Johnson
of the Military .Order of World

Wars, which

Washington, March 18.
Leaning heavily on the Supreme
Court decision in the .case of
WOKO, Albany, the U.S. court of
appeals for D. C. last week upheld
FCC's decision to refus^ a construction permit to the Calumet Broad*
casting Corp. of Hammond. Ind.
The company was turned down because its "offieers and principal

Red Complex

April 6-12, for the ftrst time, and
this
week was mohilizing civic,
patriotic, entertainment and information forces for a pageantry of
spectacular events, including possibly a
multi-netwoi-k show from
Hollywood.

declared the difference between the
gravity of WOKO's otfense and that
ot the Calumet officers was that
here "the concealment or failure to
disclose

hiaterial facts."

been evasive and given conflicting
testimony on the financing and parof stockholders in the
according to FCC's findings.

ticipation
station,

court slapped down
other charges against FCC By CalUF

The

.

.

district

met These were

that FCC's lawyer
had used "harassing tactics" and
had not followed "due process" in

The court
dismissed Calumet's charges
FCC had acted illegally in accepting for the record phonograph
records purporting to be a conver-

his quizzing of witnesses.

also

HKES Trail

thfit

WON

sation

,

WOR's

was of

Doris Keane and Dr. Geerce
Courrier, principals in Calumet, had

I

I

among Calumet

stockholders,.

D3itla»—New additions to anDouaeing staff of
include Buss HaH
jind John Mcliane.

WFAA

ace sportecaeter, Stan Lomax, is the low*cost nightbuy im New York. After fourteesi jmta o£

titae a«lvertisnig
sf^erli

coverage,

Lomax has an

audience of uaquesti<>iied

loyaity^Men inhis amiS^d xespeetiumtmt theyVe electedl
him president of the Sports Broadcasters Assomatif^ Saleswise his record is one to envy. In the hrief space of 7 wedb he
lisfenen into the siAe»roon«i of Bb%b «it»
sent 11,9^
dealers.

One Lomas announcement provoked 4,713 "Gimmra"*

lor a sports p^phlet. And what the Bronx County TrastO.
thinks of Iran can hest be sinnmed up in a qnot«^ '*He chaaseA
a slump into a period of great activity." There Will he aia

opening Monday, Wednesday aMlFridajf* on tfae 3fe«B l4»B>ax
6:45 p.m. time beginning April 1. Even in Winter monliis*^*'
sponsors of Stan l<omax on this same three ^ay a week sehedule are accustomed to reaching over 575,000 radio homes a
at a total cost of approximatdy 4me-third of o^ ealt
per home per week. CsH or write our sales office ti^aj. WOKj
2440 Broadway. PE 6^600.

week

ttU)

JmeeA Rttpptn Bradng Company, ftu

ttenim tMs |M««i«m c^ittlimiMMly for 9 years.

**And the

k^&oK «Ms«n is cmiiitgl

'

Wetlnesdiay,

DuMont Doubling

Losing no time in taking advantage of the boon to manufacturers in FCC's denial of the

Tsla's Full. Speeii Ahead

CBS

Continued ftom page 1

same "bogey of potential obsolescence, can also now be assured
that the sets will last for that
length of time, at least. With manufacturers, turning out more sets and
the public willing to buy them, consequently, it's expected that heretofore wary banlcroUers will be
ready to jump on the tele bandwagon and give the medium the
financial backing necessary to produce the top-calibre shows to bring
it out of its long-suffering rut.

thft

CBS

system" operates at- 24 frames
per second, same as the current
black and white standards, which
require a- 17-megacycle bandwidth.
Only 27 channels would be available
under the system, which the FCC
ruled was not sufficient for a true
competitive business. HCA's proposed all-electronic system, on the
other hand, would operate at 30frames per second on a 12.5 megacycle bandwidth, making more chan-

-

CBS* *No Comment'

iVIont announced yesterday that
it was "more than doubling" its
output of receiver sets for 1947
because of ttie decision:

Dr. Alleri B. DuMont, prexy
of DuMont labs, declared that
the importance of the ruling to
video's progress "cannot be too
highly stressed," at the same
time lauding the FCC for ruling
as it did.

any increase in brightness
meant an increase in flicker, with
the same situation holding true for
color breakup. If the CBS method
were okayed, consequently, the FCC
said it might be "forced to limp
along" under those unfavorable conditions for some time.
that

yesterday

(Tuesday)' that no comment
would be made until the web
chiefs had received- a copy of
the decision and had an opporit.

"We imderstand the decision
quite lengthy and it deals
with highly technical subject?,"
Stanton said.

is

cision entirely on the technical side,
stressing specifically that a feasible

system required more

field-testing,

In a surprise statement, the FCC
implied that the present black and
white standards were not the best
obtainable, pointing out that it
might be possible to get better pictures than those now transmitted by
incorporating' more of the .jwar-time
electronic developments. Present
black and white system, however,
affords an adequate service to the
public, the Commission said. Ruling
closed with a request that all manufacturers cooperate ill tilting the
cost of tele re'ceiyers to the lowest
possible price, declariiig that video
could only serve its purpose as an
educational and entertainment medium if receivers were available to the
average familyv

less expensive sets and narrower
Ij^nd-widths than the CBS system
presently affords.
"There has not been adequate field
testixtg {or the Commission to be
able to proceed with confldence that
the system will work adequately in
ptactioe," the ruling stated. "There
m?y be other systems to transmit
color that offer the possibilities of
cheaper receivers and narrower
banct-widths tliat have not yet been
fully explored." FCC pointed out 2
that all CBS field testing had been
done within range Of one city—New
York with only is receivers in
Boston, Ms^ch 1«.
Operation and all 15 in the' hands of
CBS personnel. When Commercial
Two new radio stations are ready
standards were established for black to go in eastern Massachusetts, one
sbA white video; on the other liand, on the air as of Sunday (16), the
ti^ere w^rie seve^ stations in opera- other set for about April 1.
'&<m and several' thousand receivers
On the air Sunday was WHAV,
to the hands of the pvbli);. Conimis- Haverhill, full-time outfit owned
sjion also declared it- would have
and operated, by the Haiverhill Gabeen advisable to have the system zette. Slot is 1490 kilocycles with
tested more for remote pickups and
250 watts behind it. The Other is
in public places, such as b^Ers and
WKOX, Framingham, a GI outfit at
restaurants, where television is cer1190 kc with 1,000 watts.
tain to becoine a big ehtertainment
WHA'V staff includes John T,
znecUum.
Russ, gen. manager; Al Taylor, forDecision also pointed out that the
-

V

NEW

MASS. STATIONS

TAKE TO AIRWAVE

^

'

merly of

WCAU,

and Willlaitt Mitten,
news editor. Announcers are Ken
Ash, Whit Clark, Paul Danuels,
Larry Howard and Roland DuBois,
WKOX, all-GI station headed by
Richard Adams and James Shoemaker, is located in Framingham, 20
miles out of Boston. Production and
promotion inanager is G. Ellis Mott.
LOU CLAYTON

CO.

Sviaajr—CBS—9lS0 p.m„ EST
IS-G-M "WMs Simo f«' Keeps"

—

"It

HaViKncd la BrooMja"

—^Felix

Cincinnati

mer program

Wins

four

Wa^

(CBS
let)

major

local

outlet);

KWK,

KXOK

and

KMOX

stations,

(ABC

Adams,

director of

Jr., for-

KOB,

buquerqua, has been added to
nouncing staff of WCKY.

Alan-

8 4

UTAH'S

7

CENTENNIAL

19

(Mutual outoutlet) and

.

.

from

letters

listeners in

Loo Tuo Yung's

strata of society, or

from the

butchers and bakers, housewives and shop girls who compose the largest
segment of the listening public, was not impressively high.

When news broke that Rep. Walt Horan had tossed a bill (HR. 81) in
win a similar joust from
Congress' hopper calling for an investigation of crime programs on the
outlet)
next month radio, Benton & Bowles, agency for General Poods' "House of Mystery"
(Mutual), dispatched a couple of agents to D. C. to find' out what the
expires.
Washington State rep had against their whodunit and how he would im-

figures to

KSD
when

(NBC

the current contract with that

station

A

threat of a strike at midnight
because of the in(2)
ability of the
exec board and
station execs to reach an agreement

Sunday

AFRA

over the wage demands was postponed at the request of the Board
of Education, then in the midst of a
tax increase campaign;. A. J. Hummert,

a

KXOK

federal
exec.

•

and a

conciliator,

In announcing the postponement.
Sterling Harkins, prez of the locBl
AFRA chapter, stated that unless
the organization's demands of $80
per week for jgabbers, an increase
from $59, and other concessions
were made the' strike would be
called Wednesday (12> at midnight.
Almost contiiiuous buddies were
held and- the. agreement was finally
John Hancocked just 15 minutes beforejhe deadline.
-

In addition to the increase for
gabbers now einployed at the three
stations the new pact will fix a $70

prove on
home and

it.
B&B'ers didn't find the congressman in, but called at his
left some material regarding the show for him to look over.
is now in receipt of a letter from Horan saying he looked over the
evidence (including kudos the show has won as i first-rate item in the
mystery category) and assuring B&B "that I did not have such a program
in mind when I introduced HR 81."
Amusing side on the affair was supplied by Mrs. Horan when the agency
people called at the, lawmaker's home. Day he pitched the bill in the
hopper, Horan came home and found his five children huddled in the living room. He was about to speak, but they shushed him. They were
listening to a mystery program.

Agency

^

,

Listener response via fan mail, wires and phone calls following U. S.
radio debut of FerrucCiO Tagliavini, Italian tenor, who arrived in this
country last fall and created excitement at his Met bow in January* has
resulted in his being lined ijp at least one. and possibly three more guest
shots on the "telephone iHdur" (NBC). Singer made hia air debut on pri*.
gram Feb. 24.
Definite date is May 19 airing of "Telephone Hour," preceding Tagliavini's takeoff on South American tour from which he'll return in fall. Two
possible additional appearances on "Hour*' would be skedded late in year.
It's possible, too, his wife, Pia Tasserini, lyric soprano, more famous in Italy
than her husband, will share spot w>th hiin on one of the stanzas.
.

Some of Washington's new daytime-only Bidles airft making capital of
starting salary for newcomers for their smallness and newness by talcing the listeners Into their confidence
the first y'ear and $75 for
second. about everything that happens at the station. Aiid, judging by the results,
In addition a 35% Increase for ac- the listeners like these "behind-the-scenes" skirmishes.
For example,
has a 15-minute "Talk With the Listener" sthit every Saturday
tors, singers, etc. was obtained; an
increase of 10% for out-of-sked afternoon. Manager Paul Martin introduces one or more of the station's
fees; the right to reopen the con- personnel or one*of -the- talent: men, chatS' about "the mail, discusses fluffs
tract, which runs for two years, if that have been pulled during tlie week, and some of the funny things that
the cost of living rises another 10%, happen in any radio station operation. Similar period called "The Man-The contract also prohibits the em- «?^*'l®,y*^**^^'"
Joseph Brechner, program manager of
ployers from reopening the con- WGAY, Silver Spring, every Sunday at 4 p.m.
tract for -the piwpose of , reducing

&e

WQQW

'

wages,

'

•

retroactive to concluding dates of
the old contract; Jan. 31 at KMOK,
Feb. 15 at
and March i at
KXOiEC. About 200
members

KWK

AfRA

are employed at the three stations.
KSD, which is owned and operated by the St. Louis Post-Dispatch (Pulitzer), and has been liberal with its editorial and other
employees, is not expected to delay
inking a new pact April 5 when the
present one expires.
•

D.C.

Memphis—Roy

Ad Ageicy Enys

star,

AcUff, the hillbilly
just gifted the iFirst Baptist
City, suburb of

Church of Fo'untain

Tim® ®i

FM

Stalioi;

Knoxville, with
.
organ.

.

ati

expensive pipe

-

:

,,Ifs/M»sl for Leasf
"Washington,

"

March

18.

Precedent was $et in Washington
week when an ad agency
here bought time to ac[vertise Itself
on the town's only independent" STM
radio last

station,

an»

Ih«ir»
r«<ilus

ton's

MiMWi';

— 4i^4«868 7S
In

mors in

Worc«st«r'ii

mfflk
rSwe«>

— 41A8li736 in Spring

WASH.

&

Agency was "WilHinkle, which signed

liams, Stark
a six-month contract with
for a 7:30 p.m. slot Monday nights.
enthusiasts here are cheered
by the agency's reasons for taking to
the
ether in preference to longestablished Standard broadcast stations.
Firm said it felt
offered
agencies the "most for th« least."
Since the few thousand
sets sold
in Washington since VJ bay all cost
between $300 and $600, the agency
said it is reaching the wealthier and
most successful audience segment,
who would be most likely to place
advertising in the first place.
At the same time,
evening
rates come at lesis than a fifth of the
charges for comparable time on local

WASH

FM

FM

FM

Continued from page

4

.

.

CBS--FM
1

Letters were all received over a 29-week
period starting Oct. 7, 1945, in response to an invitation to the public to
write in for free copies of 15-min. science talks delivered at intermissions
in the concerts.
Cleverly Itfeyed to one of these letters, penned by a Chinese laundry man
named Loo Tuo Yung in Birmingham, who described himself as a "regular
listener," the brochure contends the study of listeners' comments "helps
to scuttle a formidable body of superstition in the folklore of radio by es.
tablishing .".that a radio program can be sponsored and still be in the public
interest. .that the average American radio listener is capable of comthat the vast
prehending a program of substantial intellectual content
area of fine music appeals to an unsuspectedly wide segment of the- total
radio audience. .that radio, despite its function as a mass agency of communication, is not committed to satisfying the common denominator of
public taste, etc."
Booklet contains, however, a .seeming refutation of the conclusion that
Of the 5,000
this "intellectual" radio fare attracts the average listener.
letters, presumably selected at random, 3,500 came from "architects, lawyers, doctors, dentists, professors, jurists, students and clergymen." The
remaining 1,500 came from "big and little business, from Army and Navy,
from the embassies and consulates of foreign nations, from editors and
publishers, from the key industries of the nation. .and from seven prisoners serving time in assorted penitentiaries." Obviously, the percentage of

harmoijio-Symphony broadcasts.

Piiiladelphia, pro-

chief engineer,

immSD BBXAU. DBOa

hside Stnf-Radio
slickest of the nets in producing promotion brochures, has come up
with a beauty telling of an analysis of 5,000 letters out of more than a
quarter million written to U. S. Rubber Co. by listeners of its N. Y, Phil-

CBS,

.

i Lois IMA

',

yhe union originally asked for a
hike from $55 to $85 for the gabbers but later shaved this figure to
gram flireetor; James Dunbar, com- |80. The employers offered $70 and
mercial inanager; Bob Kimel, sales the situation was stalemated until
assistant to Dunbar; Herbert Brown, last week.' The new increases are

.

19, I947

.

.

tunity to examine

Du-

bid,

•St. Louis, March 18.
The St. Louis chapter of APRA
clinefl to state whether tliey were
last week won a resounding wage
bright enough for home use. Commissioners pointed out, however, demand victory f roSn three of the

Position that CBS will take in
television following the FGC's
nix of its color bid remains up
in the air. CBS prexy Dr. Frank

M. Stanton

television

RCA

enginels available. Although
neers stili predict it will take at
Compromise Kayocd
FCC's decision was clear and def- least four more years for their system to be adequately tested, the FCC
inite, with no hint of the rumored
compromise to please both factions implied it should at least be given a
chance.
in the fight. Commission paid little
Brightness of the color pictures
heed in the ruling to the economic
factor but, instead, based the de- under - the CBS sequential method
was only demonstrated for the FCC
at hearings and the Commission de-

declared

colo^

March

Prod.

FM

30-;

7
one of

its

other

applications

was

dropped.

FCC's ruling on WAPI was looked
on as significant since C^BS owns
only- 45% of that station and does
not vote the stbck. Yet FCC is pegging it as a network-controlled station for purposes of divvying up FM
assignments and apparently -will
treat other partially-owned net stations in the same fashion.

CBS had been urged by FCC men
and other broadcasters to bid for FM
in Washington. It

is

FM

AM outlets.

^

Wismer Confers With
Richards on toast

the only net-

work not yet represented in Washr
Hollywood, March 18.
FM.
Harry J, Wismer, sports editor of
CBS, it is argued, has more to gain ABC, and recently appointed assistr

[mm
"MIKADO"

ington

from

FM

here than most other
standard broadcast operators. The
net's 50 kilowatts power has never
given it comparable coverage with
other stations of lesser power because of WTOP-CBS' position at the
top of the dial (1500 kc) and a not
too good transmittet location.
will give it comparable coverage,
which is consistent during both day
and night hours. Right now, listeners
complain that WTOP-CBS Is blacked
out at night in many areas of the

FM

I

1.

IVMM

ti All

I,

Cfr

city.

.

ant to G. A. Richards, is here for a
fortnight of conferences.
Richards
is owner of KMPC, and partner in
WGAR, Cleveland, and WJR, De^-

DETROIT CIVIC OPERA

MARCH

17-23

troit.

Visit is for the purpose of discussing changes in the operation
policy
of KMP(i,
recently
to 50,000 watts. Wismer conferred with Bob Reynolds, v-p and
g.m. of
and Richards on arrival, thereafter going to Richards'
Palm Springs home for the remain^
der of the week.
.

and

OLAN SOUL!

upped

KMPC

Starring in

'GRAND MARQUEE"
NllG-rC,od(r to Ceatt
Itavv*

Ct*m* ShamitM

.

,
'

V^dttcwlay,

March 19, 1947

119

Zenith Prez Rips

Hubbard-KSTP

; Cohtbiued ttom page 30 5
with Fletcher MarKel, the Canadian
on the condition he not re.sell to writer-director-producer
AVCO. Denny asked him point- which may bring Markel on deal
into the
blank; "Do you want to own this CBS
operation as a director.
station or do you want to work
for
Markers satirization of Orson
AVCO?" Hubbard replied: "NatuWelle.s on his hour-long "Stage '46"
rally, I want to own the
station."
As the hearing progressed, it ap- Canadian series was reprised last
peared that two FCC members summer on the Welles CBS summer
(Hyde and Wakefield) were defi- Pahst summer, with Markel eventually joining up with Welles on his
nitely oppo.sed to lotthig AVCO
en- pi. activities.
X
However,
ter the KSTP picture.
AU FCC dian radioite has checked the Canaout 61 the
member;; in,sisted they were acting
Welles setup.
here only on Hubbard's right to buy

Govt-Shortwaves
.

Chicago,

March

broadcasting would make it irnposdemonstrate the
sible Ipr raSio to
Aiiierjean way of life to other naproposed foundation
tions and that a
.

—not

Department broadcasting

his right to resell to

Nutmeg

:

WCPO

did

ing to the trapped men, then picked
18.
up the voice -of 18-yoar-old Delnmr
proud last Rudd, one of the victim.s, in answer.
out on coverage That was at night and Rudd inditelling when
story that rated cated his position by
he could and could not see Kuhn's

,

of a

own

its

news station"
week by going

all

local disaster

I

national attention.
]

i

State

An

"Cincinnati's

billing

.

trouble on

its

had plenty

flood-dunked

bottoms

district

Jett and

Se t5

Itie

iape

litical

Hartford,

^ow

'

stations.

March

18.

Believed to be the only one of its
in the world, papers have been
with the secretary of state for

kind
filed

the formation of a publicly-owned

forum

the

gram

ing nioj-ning. Then 'WHEC operated
a line to the scene for live progyarhming.
These two stations are
affiliated with, rival

papers,

WCPO

WCPO

.

WCPO

Hyde

made it tiear that the experience of
parties and candidates would
William Johns, Sr., as publishers
other nations that demoeraey
represehtative
for
Ridder- Johns
is prevalent here.
MinneIn his Wast against the proposed newspapers .and:. WTCN,
foundation, McDonald said that the apolis did not compare with Hub20-year
management
of
State dept. already was spending $8,- bard's
Several other partners in
000,000 a year to broadcast in 25 KSTP.
languages and that such effort in di- the local group held 'minority stock
rect competition with private enter- in KTCN and WLOL, Minneapolis.
Before the A few others held stock in Northprise, was unnecessary.
war 14 internatioflal shortwave sta- west Publications, Inc., a 50% owner
tions were in private operation here of WTCN.
Johns, with his wife and son. held
and that numerous others were built
by the government during the war;
.$125,000 stock in the company and
McDonald feels that federal short- appeared to be majority holder. He
wavers should pass into the hands said he would immediately resign
"of private owners similar to other from the Ridder papers and give up
war surplus installations. It is his his stock in WTCN. Warren Bercontention that private operators ger, attorney for the group, pointed
did more to spread American ideals out that the dual holdings were
than could "any nuraber of pontifl- small, but FCC counsel Vernon Wilcar presentations of the unvarnished kinson said FCC wasn't licensing
truth such as the State .dept.'s much
any group that held part of another
publicized broadcasts to the Soviets."
station in the same town.
Zenith president also suggested
The local men ran up against anthat the Government pay for and
other snag when Hubbard's attorney
use privately owned facilities of
claimed they had violated Minneradio just as it uses telephone and
sota's Blue Sky. law by acting "in
telegraph service,' railroads*
and concert" to buy the stock. They
Ihagazines for
advertising space.
a techMcDonald feels that the solution to promptly replied this was
would incorporate,
the problem would, be to buy time nicality and they
oh international stations, just as on if nece-ssary.

Hospital.

A 250- waiter and on the air full
time,
I'eceived a flood of
congratulatdry phone calls and telov
grams from points as distant as
Detroit. Cleveland and some southern
cities
for keeping listeners
abreast of rescue developments, according to Glenn Clark Miller, pro-

:

All of Clncy's five stations carried news flashes and accounts on
the cave-in and rescue progress, but
was the only station to have
a direct line contact from five hours
after the start to 7 a.m. the follow-

principals.

FCC members

mission for ah. intervievv with him
in the receiving ward of General

'

grounds of multiple ownership and
lack of radio experience among its

Both

Judd was the first of the two to
be extricated alive. WCPO followed
through on him by obtaining per-

col-

lapsed Tuesday (11), 9 a.m.. trappnig four men under debris of
bricks,
timber, bar fixtures and
supplies of the occupying firm. Followed a perilous and tedious rescue
jot) of 35 hours which saved two
of the lives.
,
.V
'

of

own, however, on

flashlight.

old six-story building in the

:

local bu.sinessmen.
The local group

national networks and that it would
"be a revelation to countless impovIshed millions to hear commercial
announcers extol the plenty of soap,
He also
cars, candy, radios, etc.
pointed, out that airing opposing po-

dome.stic

m Week s Oiitstander

March

Cincinnati,

AVCO

/The tru!5tee.s of KSTP gave Hubbard first right of refusal to buy the
station but did not say whether or
not they would accept the bid. of the

said that the best medium for the showing of American
free enterprise and free speech was
the programs aired daily over the

McDonald

Scraps Cuiiierdak To

Caver Cave-Ii

;

be nipped in the bud.

WCPO

Cincys

.

18.

claims that Governinient-sponsored short wave programs
would be effective propaganda meMcDonald, Jr„ presidia Eugene F.
dent of Zenith Radio Corp., declared
that^lederal-controUed international

Countering

for State

Fletcher Markelto CBS?
CBS programming veepee' Davidson Taylor huddled on Monday fl7)

director of the station.

Moody

afternoon newsthe Scripps-

with

Howard Post and 'WdKRC With

s

Will

Times-Star.
In

a

WCPO

35-hour stretch

Entering

Race Tolerance

the

Lists

Chicago, March 18.
Bible Institute's

WBMI,

did

Moody

Tagged "Con- 50 broadcasts from the wreckage, .station, has entered battle against
necticut Forum of the Air Founda- for which 10 hours of commercial racial di.scrimination with a series
time Were set aside, along with sev- on
Carver,
Washington
George
tion." non-profit corporation is to
eral hovirs of sustaining time. Staf- adapted from Basil Miller's "God's
be supported by public mSHlbeKhip. fers Jack Fogarty, Paul Dixon and
Ebony Scientist,'^ by Peter Kirk, now
Principal objeetiye of thie founda- Paul Hodges did most of the de- writing for this station exclusively.
Show airs at 10:15 a. m. daily.
tion is the prbmotioii of free speech scriptive and interview work.
Kirk also is centering his efforts
Most dramatic piece of the entire
over the air of timely controversial
radio pickups was by Dixon.
He on a .strip called "Number Nine Elm
subjects, state and national, affectcrawled into a tunnel in the debris Street," which applies religious prining the welfare and happiness of the
with assistant fire chief David Kuhn ciples to problems and questions of
people of the state of Connecticut.
and caught the voice of Kuhn call- daily life.
of

air.

1

Foundation also plans establishment
of an annual "Award of Achieve-

ment"

to a high-school boy or gn-1
of this state.
Award will be in the
form of a scholarship in a Conn, col-

and will have a valuation of
about $1,000.

lege

Membership in the organization i.K
be open to general public with a
policy-making committee responsible for choosing of either topics. A
network committee of three, chosen
from among the station managers' of
Connecticut radio stations, will aid
policy
committee in determining
to

what is good radio.
Spark plug and main- organizer of
the new forum idea is Ralph della

Slow Beats Anlhony
Tot!iePuicli,Ai¥ises

Selva.

Originator of a forum- show.
"Connecticut Forum of the Air,"

in Time della Selva has for years been' aired
on practically every station in the
March 18.

Love Birds
Chitago,

New program, "Appointment For
Marriage," will either be aired live
over ABC or be plattered by Robert

state at one time or other. According to della Selva, forum .programs
are to be offered to- all stations in

Radio features.
with Sidney Summerfield, for-

the state, with foundation assuming
all costs involved except the ex-

Hanson
Inc.,

of Criterion

mer chief clerk for 21 years of the pense of the station's own facilities.
Cook County Marriage License Bu- Forum foundation will stand wire
narrator. Unlike shows
as
which prescribe cures ranging all
the way from reconciliation to divoreci the contemplated program is
unique in that it seeks counsel those
planning marriage to preclude the
divorce possibility, the broken home
Snd trial separations.
Endorsements of the program format have been received from parental groups as well as individual parreau,

ents.
also

Prominent Chicago clergymen
have given their stamp of ap-

proval to the show as a deterrent to
the rapidly rising divorce rate. The

churchmen who have indicated

''/Mark«t

their

approval are: Dr. Preston Bradley of
Charles
thei People's Church; Dr.
Commcrcialt are TWICE
Ray C3off of the Methodist Church:
Rabbi Louis Mann of Sinai Temple:
«» good on WDRC'i
Rabbi Louis Berman of Isaiah Isreal
Basket," with product tampling.
Temple, and Father Edward Daley,

Write for S-|>a{f» brochurt, describing thi«

editor' of

popular pcirticipatip9 ihow.

New, World.

ReprcseMed

the

Catholic journal,

the

"

by.R<iym«r.',

JAP,

FINNM RAM)

expenses and other broadoa.st costs.
Airing of forurns will be at discretion of staitions using same, either
direct or via e.t's, etc.

According to papers filed with the
secretary of state, della Selva will
be the only paid worker of the
foundation, which has an estimated
budget for period of April 1 to Dec.
'47,
31.
of $10,000.
According to
filed papers, proposal was to have
become effective with the receipt of
some $5,000 in- membership sub-scrip-

To

tions.

date

more than

been subscribed.
Radio trade tee
posal gets

off

to

Radio listening

W»RC-FM

to

ceivers.
i

I

'

mm®
'

;

1

'

HOLLY WOOB

I

j

I

1

?!

i

....

i.J>,!JM!.4l..

by,

licenses

Of

to

these

own

radio

12,000

were

in-

sued during November.

number

of receiver

In Japan
licenses increased from 26.1S)4 in
-April, 1946, to 105.603 at the end of

the

The number is
September.
last
probably considerably greater now.
Set production in Japan, which was
only 8,000 in January '46, jumped
It
to a peak of 75,000 during June.
lapered off after that but no less
than 66.000 receivers were produced
proin
The decline
in September.
duction was due to a

vacuum

tube.'!.

shortage of

o( Del rollers,

h WWJ,

when

first riidio
.

.

..

i

t

coracs

station id

lovers of

comedy, of
their thoiighls

NBC

hew.v, of everything cnterLtining,

and time

in Detroit.

their radios

It

ii

turn

/iViMo VVW|,

this sie.idfa.st

people wlio spend time listening to

devotion by

WWJ, and

spend millions buying WWJ-advertiscd protlurls

NBC FACE RED

Cl-

IN

BY COURTESY

dial has

local

at

NBC

offices

when

it

made

WWJ

the most forceful radio-selling

voice in Detroit— banner market of the n»li<Mt for

WMAQ

mi

Chicago, March 18,
Faces were a little red last week

the

re-

,OVe
10 r.idio si:ii!ons,

the nation, Lovers o( fine music

Lisled as spon.sors of the forum
are J. Kenneth Bradley, Republicim
national committeeman of 'We.stport:
Ojson Kilborn; former ambassador
to Yugoslavia, and della Selva.

on the increase

collected

U. S. Department of Commerce. At
the end of last November, Finns had
556,000

9

is

statistics

pro-

trade at the time.

and Japan, accord-

in both Finland

ing

18.

the

underway with a dinner

to slate's radio execs Wednesday
(19) in Hartford.
Purposes of the
forum will be outlined to ^radio

PRODUCTION UPSWING
Washington, March

$7,500 has

was

that WMAQ's courtesy
were not gratis but a paid
Plugs asking audiente
proposition.
to listen to certain programs dui itiH
he day have been given as a gesto .spurt listener inlcrture by
di.scovered

plugs

tetU
Aiiotiof*

NK AHiHal»

m

Sliflen

r*reW>bn Sfofton

WfNA

WWOr

I

NBC

est

not

in

NBC

(io<'s
spon.-^orcd shows.
for this service, bui
.<end a receipted bill to ad

charge

would
agency

showing

amount

of

tiii.i

950 KIlOCVClES
ySOOO WATTS

given.

Embarraslsment occurred when it
worth

wa.s learned that about $2,100

these receipted bills had been
paid by local ad agency which wa.-in turn collecting its 15 and two
from the sponsor.
Of

FIRST

M

KTItOtf

.

.

Ow»»il

md OpttiMd

1M omca

tUUli

RABIO

40

March

Weclnesitay,
'

''
'

IBEW, SF

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

"

approved the

saiy of

KCOR.

Pan American
owned and operated

is

at

Bennettsville.

Loys Marsdon Hawley

18.

International Brotherhood of

Workers and the town's
stations have reached, an

Electrical

local

Bennettsville Broadcasting Co.'s re- statioii which is
quest to operate a 250-watt radio by Batil A. Coi-tei.
station

Accord on Pay Hike
San Francisco, March

The
Baieijrli-^FCC. has

Stations In

six indies

Event will be agreement bn wage increases averaging a hike of 20% on a contract
that runs to June, 1948, retroactive

President staged here on Mareh 27 at the local
Auditorium.
of Flor- Municipal

to Jan.

Cincinnati— WCTS, FM unit Of
WKRC, the Times-Star station, inBaleifh ^Rare occui'rence of a augurated a daily 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Monady (17)
schedule
radio station transformer blowing operating
before.
at San- after warmup tests the day
has caused station
Cincy's second such Station,
It's
ford, to go oil air (or an indefinite
having branched into FM
period.
.several months ago. David G. Taft
is manager of WCTS. He is a brother
ence.

—

WWGP

The

1,

'

1947.

Pittsbureh-^Bill Ewing, ex-AAF
and presently newsca.ster at
in Steubenville, has been set
foi- announcing staff of Pittsburgh's
newest station, WPIT. which expects
to be in operation before summer.
Doris Hammerle, soprano, has been
added to "WCAE talent lineup, and is
being featured with tenor Billy

WSTV

Cover on

a

of

Hulbert

Taft, Jr.,

-

,

Cleveland

I

head of

proximating 6%,

ss

WMPS"Dsd

McMulIan.Philadelphia —.Claire
who left WFIL about a year ago to
take the publicity chore at WPEN.
comes back to WFIL on April 1 as a
special feature writer. She'll handle
stories for trade mags and. "general

Air ClO's

Show—Jast

Forgot

To W! Time Switch
Memphis, March

interest's) publications.

Igontinued frnm page 33

^

,

Friday night.

18.

WMPS

came up
Matty Brescia of
with a quick explanation in fhswer
Houston King H. Robinson, directo VARjKi'r's story last Week that the
tor of public relations and chief of
station had switched to a platter
studio operations of KTHR. has rec&^e on Satur,^
Signed his post here to become manager of
here soon, scheduled
the National Assn. of
to follow
to take to the air with 1.000 watts. pn
Manufacturers!' "Your Business."
1 590 kilocycles.
Brescia said the labor program
actually comos through ahead of

—

!

KATL

|

sparse in population to support a

measurement;- 13) listening is measufed by two-hour periods (one-hour
if desired) from 6 a.m. to midnight:
(4) any type of population un»t may
be measured (city, town, county.rural):

(5) the cosst for reports on
smaller or more remote communities, previously the most expensiAfcc
to produce, has dropped to twothirds that of the more restricted
telephone-based
Station
Listening
Index.
All this has been accom*
plished with no lowering of standards in significance of the resultant

measurements.

"The pro,iect now may be considered to have emerged fully from
the experimental laboratory, as the
Hooper organization has already accepted assignments to make studies
using its" new copyrighted procedurcs.

broadcasts, says are studied or when listening in
as live
carried
portions of cities is compared. I am
Hartford—Applidation for a fifth Brescia, so the switch in time was referring to the testimony from lisradio station in Hartford has been' made on the Saturday in question, teners regarding 'the
I
stations
made to FCC by the Greater Hart- with the laboPites coming on at 5:45 would like to hear better but which
capitalists at 6.
No
ford Radio Industries. Two broth- p.m.. and the
pi-ellminary announcement of the I cannot now hear well because of
ers, Max and Bill Savltt^ are owners
change was made, Br&scia concedes, static noises, interference with 'other
of the organization seeking a daylisteners
(including .stations' or fadiii.e.' Such testimony
time Station h^e, on 1290 kcs and so
Vaiuuty's correspondent)- who were will aid by', furnishing hitherto miss5000 waits.
accu.stonied to tuning in at 6 for both ing inforriiation on why listening
shows heard dance records at 6:15 has faPen off in areas where it is
San Antonio A three-hour stage instead Of the CIO program.
found at low levels, or in other
'reVue will honor the iirst anniver"We did broadcast both programs word.s, it is a self-intei"preting reand we are continuing to. do so each port."
time," Brescia Said, Checking with
official station records for confirma'Eaise Standards'—Trammel!'
tion. "We just lorget to tell the lisChicago, March 18.
teners about it in advance."
NBC prexy Niles Traramell told
approximately 100 midwest affiliate
chiefs here over the weekend that
NBC would not make another doFeller's Cola Disks
nation to Broadcast. Measurement
Cleveland, March 18.
Bureau unless
raised its standBob
Feller,
Cleveland's
ace ards.
Item still sticking in many
hurler has signed a series of Satur- craws is the "one or more" standard
day 6 p.m. 15-minute recordings for for measuring listeners.
General
Red Rock Cola which will be car- opinion is that the standard is inried for the baseball series over adequate and indefinite, bcin.e easily
WJW. Feller will give his intimate interpreted to .suit a convenience.
views on 'what goes with the horseDin-ing the three-{lay NBC meet
hide world.
at the Drakfi hotel. Trammcll exprominent guest connected pressed certainty that NBC's telewith baseball, will appear on each
'

many

;

Question: What effect will your niBW service have on BMB?
Hdoper: I don't think BMB is interested. We proposed a plan of
providing county-by-county station listening indexes to BMB when it
getting organized. As far as I could learn otir proposal wag not

was

Were the indexes you proposed then

Question:

—

similar to those just

announced?
Hooper: No. They didn't sample non-telephone homes but they did
obtain a record' which correlated perfectly with actual listening. That
is why we thought at the time BMB would prefer them to a record of
the sort they finally turned up.
Question: Do you consider a measurement of actual listening .superior to a measurement of listening once-a-week?
Hooper: The one thing that I can assure you everybody in the radio
business agrees upon is the answer to that question. It is yes,
Question: Your announcement doesn't mention the price. How much
more does this cost than a BxVIB Study?
Hooper: I don't know what the BMB Study costs. 1 merely know
they collected' $1,250,009. Our price for an individual county or city
study is $450 and there are obvious economies in doing a big job all at
one time. My rough guess would be that the all-county job could fae
done on a station listening index basis for $250,000 less than BMB col-

•

lected last year.

Question:

Would you take

amount

a contract for that

to

'

forBMB?^

do the job

Hooper: No, not before I did some figuring; but if the figuring came
out at $1,000,000, of course we would.
Question: Have you been asked to apply this method to any large
group of counties?
Hooper: Yes
Several, including a request- to submit a proposal to
survey one entire large state.
Question: Isn't this in competition with some of the other things you
are yourself doing?
Hooper: Yes, it may super.sede our week-long diaries, may supply
stations and networks with what they need tor projectable ratings.
Question: Have you approached
on this subject?
Hooper: No. All we have done is to announce the availability of a
better station listening index. The rest of these ideas are yours.
.

BMB

and

CBS spokesmen who

lobbied for

legislation but felt the investigation

,

—

,

Contacted by Variety at a dude ranch near Phoenix in connection
with his Station Listening Index, G. E. Hooper supplemented his trade
release with the following revelations:

"By not lowering standards we might turn into a "smear" probe, be
mean just one thing, the record 'is discredited and serve no purpose

San Antonio
A "cultural hour" the NAM broadcast on ABC, but still based on aclual listeiiing. Likeprogram to be aired" fOr a full hour WMPS for several weeks has been Wise, the record is provided by the
each Tuesday has been scheduled for recording the CIO session and pre- onl^ pe/son qualified to testify representation over KCOR to be spon- senting it, via transcription after the garding the fact of 'listening' or 'not
sored by the Spanish department of NAM stint because it already had a listening,' namely, the listener himOne feature we have added
St. Mary's Univ. here.
Broadcasts local' program going at the net time self.
will become important when broad
will be directed at station's Latin tor the CIO quarter-hour.
American audience.
ABC, however, wanted both shows geographic segments like counties

'

*

even considered.

nine months of the con20% raise. In its
second nine months the technicians
will get another flat $5 increase, ap-

WKRC.

,t
t.
j
4
Broadcasting
United

operators of WHK, awarded
Lustig Advertising Agency, headed
by Leroy Lustig, its account. Station
is celebrating its 25th anni this year
and will use outdoor, trade papers
and direct mail advertising in its
quarter-hourer every 1947 schedule.
Co..

,

Hoopers Q & km \Mmi^ Index

first

tract calls for a

WLW

officer

l^^ij

—19,
—

other

than

to

legislation.

•

House Committee on Appropriations.
Wigglesworth

Richard

(R.,

Mass.), a long-time foe of the FCC
and an economy-minded legislator
as well, opens executive hearings on
the Commission's budget request of
Wigglesworth is chair$7,300,000.
man of the Independent Offices subcommittee which has jurisdiction
over FCC funds' and has promised
plenty of fireworks. The $7,300,000
is
the largest peacetime budget
.

.

sought by

FCC.

IN

lAST-MlUTI ITCH
Chicago, March

18.

,

Meanwhile, the FCC is due this
week for a heavy drubbing from the
Rep.

€1 ALL-NEGRO SOAPEI

constructive

delay

Radio's

first

all-Negro soap opera,

"Here Comes Tomorrow," set
preem this week over Marshall

titled,

to

WJJD

Field's

has been held

outlet,

up due to last minute cancellation
by sponsor. Soaper, which is being
handled by Davis, Young & Powell
agency, was skedded to fill a 15minute afternoon slot with a dramatization

of the life of a

t.vpical

Negro family.
Program is keyed to appeal to
white« and Negro audiences and ha*
an anti-intolerance

flavor.

Casting Will feature Janice Kingslow, who had the title role in the
Chicago company of "Anna Lu-

.

'

casta." Writing is by Richard Durham, Chi Negro writer, prominent
in the Radio 'writers Guild here and
on

SyrgeiyTele
Coiittniied fromi -^jre 38

js

show, ."Democracy

anti-intOlerance
S. A,"

D';

facilities.

Examples of some of the delicate
operations performed under the direction of Dr. Albert D. Ruedemann,
who wore a throat mike to transmit
information and
give
directions,
were those for cataract, mastoid,
corneal transplantation and thyroid.
Similar surgery will continue being
televised the rest of this week. None
of these operations can' be viewedwith appreciable success from an ordinary surgical gallery because of
the distance and the fact that the
Chicago
station in
would be oper- surgeons and aides usually obstruct
ating early next year. By that time, the view.
he said he hoped that relay stations
Television Associates,- Inc., supand the coaxial hookup with N. Y. plied the video technicians and what
will bo completed so that NBC can they tjrm their
jeep show equippipe its N. Y. programs into Chi. ment, which is comparatively light,
The transmitter will be atop the compact and portable. This experiCivic Opera Building and the studios ment was the result of an idea
which
in the Merchandise Mart.
started about a year ago when Wil-

Bob

WBBM's

Scripter

for use. outdoors where no added
light was available, eliminated the
necessity for extremely hot lighting

BMB

A

program.

Bob Hope may be the
Hope has a part»in»

sendoff star.

terest in the. ball club.

,

.

"HIRiS
CBS.

Eddy, local video inventor
and exec, submitted to a special
head operation at the clinic.

liam' C.

Sen. Willis
Continued (inm page

I
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;

.

Ul E"E ID

RADIO
STATIOH
REPRESENTATIVES

NIW yORK*IOSTOR<HlCAGO>UT9tOir'SAN FMNCISCO'ATUNtA-HOUYWOOD

Lisf four ye*«
with national n»lworl< irl New York
at
Manager of Theitre Operahandling all biisiness ana
arrangements of four large radio

College Graduate.

,

orogram standards will not survive
and are taking the position that it
it does, no legislation at all is preferable. Both White and his com-

ReligioiS'

Programs On

The March

in Buffalo
March 18.

tioni,

Addition of Churchill Tabernacle
religious programs
to the
segments of the industry cool to demands for a new bill at this time. local lineup appears to be stirring
up
interest in similar programs on
The White bill does, howeiver,
other local stations.
Sunday (16)

tion!.

and other outiide locaCoordinated with production

nnen,

direcfori,

I

!

T© YA'"

FOR SECOND YEAK
eoAST-TO-COAST

.

mittee's

expert

radio

Buffalo,

conisultant,

Edward Cooper, have found some

(WKBW)

have provisions which carry the approval of both the FCC Bar Association and the NAB. These are procedural amendments which have
been carried over from the old

celebration
by Bishop John F.
O'Hara of the Buffalo Catholic diocese of high mass at St. Joseph's
Cathedral to signify opening of the
White- Wheeler bill of 1944 and have annual Catholic . Charities Appeal
the effect of making it easier for was broadcast over WBEN.
Trinity
Presbyterian
statioiw to appeal FCC riilingfi and
Church,
to be heard in protest to other FCC which has had the WBEN, Sunday
slot since 1930, stepped aside for the
actions.
The Senate committee has defi- occasion. Next Sunday (23).
nitely decided against an investiga- and the NBC network will carry
Elihu
Rickel
of
tion of the radio agency, whether Rabbi
Buffalo
or not legislatioi,! is forihcomln.g, at speaking on the observance of th«
This conclusion was centenary of Buffalo's Temple Beth
this
time.
El,
reached with the help of both

WBEN

NBC

theatres

talent,

sponsors

and advertising agency representa'
Desires position in contact
ai^ministrative work with motion picture, radio or other enterfives.

or

tainment

field.

ADDRESS BOX 317, VARIETY
W. 46 St.. NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

154
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Re;

Tanner Jtinks Maestroing;

Land

to

'Heartaches'

Not Worth

Memphis, March

Elmo Tanner,

American Society of Composers,
will soon
Authors and Publisners
effort to booiit
jaunch a determined,
Society from thearevenue to tlie
In the works for approxla yeai-, the Society's: basic
to be used in the
plan of strategy
attempt to boost the theatre seat

may be

tax

in

it

monthly

regular

tomorrow

meeting,
^iiat

before the organiza-

laid

board,

tion's

(Thursday),

entails is undisclosed.

Head man in the' Society's campaign in the direction of theatres is
Bichard Murray, assistant to general

manager John

Cr.

Paliie,

in as Paine's assistant Jan. 1, 1946, at a salary of
$35,000 a year expressly to work on
the theatre situation, which currently returns to the Society an
average of $1 per seat per year.

One reason

ASCAP

Judge

Is finally set-

ting about corralitjg niore coin from
theatres wais the objections of radio
during the ASCAP-radio
people,
battle of five years ago, that radio
was paying and was being asked to

pay, a far heavier proportion of its
income to the Society than the
theatres were asked to lay down.

Murray's plan has actually been
ready for several months, but it was
temporarily put aside.
In being
brought out now, it coincidies with

Ernest

Hammer

L.

last

filed by Song Lyrics,
against Charlton Music Publishing for unfair competition.
At
the same time, he gave Song Lyrics

Inc.,

leave to

as a

maestro and

club

work

on lease from popular.
bitter competitors in a

lyrics

Which hasn't been doing

Anti-ASCAP

Vetoed in Indana
Indianapolis,

March

Simno Prepares
Stockholders^^
fs. Big 3

(Loews)

Minor stockholder suit against
Loew's, Inc., will be iiled this week
or early next by attorneys for
Domenieo Savino, holder of approximately 11% of the stock in the
Big 3 music publishing group (Bobbins,
Feist,
Miller ).
Domenico's
suit, the details of which are as yet
unknown, will challenge Loew's
right to use Big 3 surplus to purChase the Variety Music company
from Metro producer Arthur Freed

18.

Those interested in the passage

of.

anti- American

Society of Composers,. Authors and Publishers legislation, were flabbergasted last Saturday (15) when Gov, Ralph Gates
vetoed Bill No. 21<).
And it's assumed that ASCAP's general manager, John G. Paine, who had been
here several weeks ago endeavoring
tOihalt passage of the bill, was also
sutprised at the veto. For the bill
had passed through the Senate without a dissenting yote and through
thk Representatives with only one
objection.

In explaining his veto, Gov. Gates
in his opinion antiA5CAP legislation Is open to "serious constitutional questions" and
deals in a subject which . . . can

for $150,000. after Freed had bought
it as the Walter Jacobs, Inc., catalog for $30,000.
.

Summojis and complaint in the
is being served by ZissU &
Marcus, Savino's attorney's, on the
action

,

SecretaJ-y

New

State,

of

York

an out of state corporation).
As soon as this formality is
completed, the action will be entered, probably in N. Y. Supreme
(Loew's

is

Court.

on the
declare a
dividend last year to minor stockiSavino's

action

based

is

Big

of the

failure

3

to

which he

is one of three.
time in four or five
years such a dividend failed to be

holder.<i, of

was the

ported out that

It

only properly be dealt with
on a
national level ... any legislation . .
should be by action of the federal
Congress."

It is Savino's contention
declared.
that it Was not forthcoming because
of the 150G payment to Freed and
that the latter was an illegal move
on the part of Loew's, since neither
he nor the other minor stockholders
were advised of the move or their
assent requested.

Hi.s

action is a sharp victory for
particularly the reference
to federal
responsibUity since his
opinion can and probably will set a

ASCAP,

precedent

heeded

anti-ASCAP legislation as a means
Of enriching state
coffers.
Most of
the anti-ASCfAP
bUls set up this
year were pointed
at collecting a
percentage of the Society's revenue

Columbia was forced into the price
move ^y ever-increasing cost of
materials and labor, particularly the
recently
latter. A new deal was
made with factory employees, it's
claimed, which rnade the fractional
margin Of profit (there are those
who. felt that at 50c. Columbia was
actually losing money) cut too close
to the bone. Hence the boost.
As a result of the retail increase,
Columbia must revise its contracts
with publishers. Going above the
50c. mark makes a fee of 2c. per side
to publishers mandatory. But, since
all pubs have awarded concessions
to
RCA-Victor, Capitol. M-G-M,
Mercury, bringing royalty quotations
down to l%c. per side, it's felt that
revisions of contracts to call for the
same price is sirnply a matter of
formality.
Deals with artists will not be
effected, excepting those with major
artists which call for a percentage
of the retail price as a royalty. These
will be automatically adjusted.
.

"'his

,

;

i-her

'ce
J
J

•

ni

and Jan August, and third,
show. Latest change will
commercial bands with a

Herbie

t^ilt
«ight-man
wmtaination.-

,

wellracer

wartime political affiliation.?,
Boca wants Lombardo to come to

latter's

•mer; first team set-iS jan Au. ropeatin,? since two months

Probablf

Boca,
speedboat

Erne.<!to

Italy
bont.

during the

Tempo

summer with

VI, in an

vi\c speedboat racing

Fields
1

tinent.

his
effort to re-

on the Con-

band who had.

ranks during the band's vacation

its

outfit

works dates

between the leadpicture work for 20th-Fox and
annual trips east, he wouldn't
have to pay "travelling band" taxes.
Local obviously feels that James'
move, made according to AFM
rules,
was. basically designed to
ch e at t h c loctti's coffers out of tho.se
taxes.
And they won't let him get
kwiay with it; he has been advised
that he will go east with a band
composed of 47 men of long standing, which would bar the leader's
key men because they recently
joined that* local,, or take out and
come bstck; with a travelling band,
in the L. A. area,

Riles Bandleaders
of

the American Society

posers, Authors

of

Com-

and Publishers, that

U.S. bands playing one-night dates
in

Canada must pay music perform-

which would be subject to those
on. a per-night ba.sis,
taxes if it then worked within 47
has precipitated two hassles so far. juri.sriiction.
As it .stands now;
And in neither of the cases did the James' eastern trips made each year
band involved pay the fees. One of
(Continued ori page 46)
the bands, Tony Pastor's, has requested the American Federation of
Musicians for advice on the situation,
but so far has hot gotten an answer.
Pastor went into 'Tororito, Peterance rights fees

Hammond Takes

boro, London, and Niagara FalLs last
week oh one-nighters. In each case
CPRS representatives demanded of
Pastor $25 for the privilege of playing his m'usic, although all of it is
published by ASCAP firms in the
U.S. (fee is ba.sed on halls with Capacity exceeding 2,500; for smaller
halls the charge is $15 per night).
Leader refused to. pay the charges
and so far as is known crossed back
into the U.S. without having done so.
Previously, Alvino Key's orchestra
had played one-nighters across the

Over

Keynote

John Hammond, who recently

left

a post at Majestic Records, took over
Monday 117) as president of Key-

note Records. He apparently is ot
will be an investor in the firm, along
with Robert McKinney, former executive v.p. of the Allegheny Corp.,
and currently on the boards of the
Chesapeake & Ohio and Missouri

border and had been dunned for the Pacific railroads. They have an
dough. He also refused.
option to buy the controlling interest
CPRS's idea in collecting perform- in the outfit. McKinney stepped in
ance fees nightly from U.S. bands is as seeretary-feeasurer. Hif wSH be
it's claimed, a dodge to lift that
active.
from local promoters. It's asHammond replaces as president
many of the latter are fly- Eric Bernay, who helped develop
by-night operators from whom it is Keynote as a producer of jazz
difficult to collect on an annual basi.s. records, a field in which Hammond
CPRS gets theatre, nitery, etc., fees is quite experienced. Coincident
direct frorh owners.
with Ws debut as prez, Keynote is
Soon after CPRS advised U.S. setting out on a policy of developing
booking agents several weeks ago a classical and kiddierdi.sfc line in
(as cite4 in Vametyj that U.S. bands addition to the jazz releases. Comwould be subject to the nightly tax, pany will loueh no pop material,
an idea was developed whereby however.
CPRS would ask the agents themHammond leaves this week for
.selves to take out blanket licen.scs Chicago and the Coast to look overcovering the fees. This the agents Keynote's fiitinre. Company's one
refused to do.
press plant is being disposed ot and
may be replaced.

biu'den

-sprted that

m Britain

Hollywood, March
Osborne will be the

18.

first

country

for

nearly

20

in
years.

FREDDIE SLACK MEETS

in

windjammers

uiiion northrof-the-

miDENT'

.

IN

READING
^

bordcr.

Reading,

Pa.,

March

18.

1

Before hooking up with Majestic,
Hammond was with Columbia
Records in New York, both before
and after Army service. During his
tenure with both companies, be had
been a member of Keynote's board

Though the British Musicians"
Freddie Slack, whose orchestra of directors.
Union has been nixing Americans played a three-day date at Rajah
regularly in retaliation to James C. theatre here, last Week, appeared onPetrillo's edict thafBritishers can- stage with a cOuple of patches on his
John Tyson to Become
not cross the blue and work in this forehead on the last day of his run
country, Osborne gets the nod be- as the result Of a mixup with policeEanilleader in love To
cause of his Canadian ties.
men in the lobby of a local hotel.
Throe policemen an.swered a call to
j

AFM

Hypo His

the hotel, on a complaint that Slack
''noisy," Officers tried to per-

Okays 10-Year

was

to go to his room, but a
scuffle started ahfl one of the police-

men, Sergt Lticten L. Grossman,
and Slack had to be treated at a hos*

To Disk With Members
Hollywood, March

i

pital for injuries.

18.

B.O. Film Vahie

John Ty.son (Englcr) 20th-Fox
contraclee. is pulling a switch on
the latter company via the formation of a 11-piece orchestra. He^ has
secured a leave of ab.sence from
2dlH Oti the theory that a stretch as

suade Slack

Old Drmimer's Plea

Slack, charged with intoxication, a bandleader may eventually inprofanity and obstructing an officer crease his b.o. worth to the filiM
in the performance of duty, was company.
He is rehearsing a comtaken to police headquarters, where bination in New York.
he posted $80 as security for his apTyson, a singer, was with the
vocal group with JjohnFour-Teens,
pearance
in
police
court,
He
failed
for Modern Music recordings.
war, and during
Due to age kiddie skinbeator is to show, and the $80 was forfeited, ny Long before the
period was signed by 20th.
tjut he appeared in the theatre as that
not a member' of the AFM. But per.
.»••-».
out of service, he was
getting
Since
SDeakin«
from
the
stage,
he
union
n isMon to make waxes with
"
"Guadalcanal
Diary," among
in
cast
.-:
he
'liked
R-adin".''
except
for'
members was granted because of

,Tocv Preston, 10-year-old drummcr. has been granted special dispo n.sation by the American FwtoraItalian
known
lead sextet of
whom he invited to this Country tion of Musicians tosix-sided
album
following ah investigation of the AFM musicians on

entertained

old

no that when the

Although he has been working
this

Following the meeting, Lombardo

the fourth policy change
months. First was dropof name bands; second was
-ing of b.o. acts,
such as Dusty
is

his

in 47.

Recent decree by the Canadian
Performing Rights Society, affiliate

Osborne is a Canadian national. He
has always maintained membership

vertising.

:-t'cent
'

.

during their three-month layoff, applied for and gotten membership

Performance Fee

bandleader in about a decade to
leave the U. S. for play dates in the
He sails from New
British Lsles.
York April 22, to form a ci-ow of
English musicians for three months
in London and the provinces, making .stands in 18 theatres.

3d

.

men from

mc."

his

Osborne To

Baton
Will

rights

feature, difficult.

against Harry

not,

Will

M^

Ji

move

er's

first

^ther Rop,

^

in a

Local i(ikcs the attitude that
James deliberately had hi.-s men join

possible.

Revolutionary legi.slation was introduced into the Saturday (15)
meeting of the American Powerboat
Assn. at their annual meeting in the
^vithin
Lexington Hotel. N. Y., by maestro
Guy Lombardo, 1946 Gold Cup WinLombardo made strong protest
ner.
against the current practice of u.sing
SheifHmn
racing boats as advertising media,
and introduced a ruling making it
Hotel, Revis0s^^^
illegal for a boat in the Gejd Cup
races to carry the name Of an outTime; Music Again side product.
Lombardo pointed out that it'ii. ilChicago, March 18.
Latest policy switch
name a racehorse after a
of the Fan- legal to
ner Room, Sherman hotel here, commercial product, and the only
which powerboat racing
^"iifis back bands ana names April way
in
»•
Present Dorothy Lewis Ice show could be brought to a level of
•lifi Ted
Weems' band is not being sportsmanship and away from it.'
to
is'
h' Id over due
conunercial plane
to fact that ice tank present
for adn
e
'
dancing, which
room's eliminate the use of boats
is

music
performance
each state.

like

CanadaV l-Nitef

Decca's output is virtually all
priced at 75c. minimum. Dealers
were advised of the move Friday
(14) night by Wire.
Company's boost was to be effective with disks leaving the factory
on Monday, which means actual retail increases were not to be put
into effect until those disks saw the
light of counters. However, it's assumed that many retail dealers will
kick prices up immediately to take
advantaige of the tbange as soon as

LOMBARDO WANTS AD
TAINT OUT OF RACING

by

other state
legislatures setting out to construct

irom

man

week

last

James. With no ruling on its books
covering the .situation, and no handy
precedent, 47 executives nevertheless citied Janies On "evidence - of
collusion" and refused him permission to move out of L. A. next
month for east with a reorganized
band compo.sed of 12 local i7 members of long standing and 12 key

al.

summer

Bill

ofTers

elevators weren't running. With
service restored at 6 a.m., Romberg caught two hours of shuteye and arose with the statement
"that's enough sleep for a young

Columbia Records, the only holdout among virtually all of the major
and
minor disk
manufacturers

•

last

still

who

Motoring intoi Chariotte* at
3 a.m., pair were unable to reach
their 10th floor hotel room due
to a failure of electricity. Hence

Disk Hike

Retail

publishing

Source of the action was Kngel'.s against raising its retail per-record
claim that the Charlton sheet was prices, succumbed to operating costs
"unfair competition" on the basis of Monday (17). It raised prices" from
its
front cover, which he asserts 50c. to 60c., putting its disks on a
resembles his own mag.
price par with RCA-Victor, the new
M-G-M label,' Capitol, Mercury, et

ASCAP

Murray at one timi

trouping

b.v
18.

found himself
stranded in the lobby of a local
hotei along with soloist Gene
Marvey with a soft bed 10 stories

loins Parade In

group.

negotiations between
and
rawo for a new contract, although
the current agreement doesn't expire until 1949;

approached Loew's, Inc., with preliminary discussion of a seat-tax
boos^ but ran into a tebuil.

Concert

C, March

plenty of hazards for 60-yearold songsmith -maestro Siground

well

Song Lyrics is owned by
Lyle Bngel. with a piece supposedly
held by Music Publishers Holding
Bros,

Charlotte, N.

field

lately.

Warher

Hollywood, March 18,
Feeling toward most name bands
various locals of the American
Federation of Musicians, despite the
fact that many locals are kept supplied
with coin from travelling
taxes by these bands, is exemplified
by Los Angeles local 47 of the AFM

60 Years Young

up- and: tetriporarily unattainable.

They

to

Planned Dodge of Traveling Tax

Col Last Holdout,

Song Lyrics action was in behalf
of
its
Popular Hit Songs mag
against
Charlton's
Screen
Songs
sheet, both of which market song

Corp.,

Harry James Band Reorg; Sees

going back to

Romberg

amended complaint.

file

is

bcal 4llnvent$ Ruk

as a singer.

formerly the Andy Andrews
band, at the Club Plantation, Na.shville, apparently aiming to cash in
on strength of revived Weems recording of "Heartaches" in which
his whistling plays an important part.
He jumped the band 'in the middle
of the date.

Supreme Court,

in

AM

Ted

outfit,

Pub

N. Y., a suit

Mur- are

moved

ray was

Lyrics

Suit Vs. Charlton
week dismissed

It

18.

erstwhile

Tanner was fronting an auRmented

Throws Out Song

tres.

niafely

the

Weems whistler, has chucked his
new band after only a few. weeks

ViarThealres

ifst

41

.

!

j

!

;

.

,

,

his ability.

I

a

little •'accident'"

he had hefe.

J

otljer films.

March

WinlneBtlay;

19, 19 47

CIBCMieSlltilS-MlJSIC
through with an item that should
keep the buffalodeons spinning. It's
"Don't Cry, Little Girl, Don't Cry,"
sung by songwriter Jaclc Lawrence.
Old ballad is chirped and de.'iaimed
by Lawrence with a schmaltK that
should mean big business. He invests
George Frazier
the proceedings with an earnestness
reduce the
will
doubtless
that
"Stars
the
standard
In
Vaughn' Monroe's two new RCA cheek humor.
womenfolk to quivering jelly. Backhowever,
he's
unAlabama,"
impress Fell on
probably
will
releases
side another oldie, "It's a Sin to
know
don't
We
get
ease.
at
certain people as a matter of na- able to

JockSf Jukes oi^d Disks

'

.

By

'

.

—

how

to

explain this beyond

quite
saying that he seems m6re concerned
with delivery than with the meaning
of the lyric. It's a fault, by the' way,

tional unconcern, but there are those
who will undoubtedly feel otherwise.
Paces are '"We Knew It All the
Tinie^' arid a revival of Allie Wru-

"As You Desire Me." As fairly common among Negro baribands go nowadays, Monroe's is okay tones. Scott has power, enunciation,
and it perforni? these sides accept- and occasional warmth, but like alwith most all his contemporaries (with
It is Monroe himself
ably.
whom we have no gnawing desire to the exception of Harlan Lattimore),
go steady. He and the "Milk MaiSs" he sounds completely unable, to apr
any
teal proach the casualneSs of a Crosby,
do "We Knew" without
rhythmic sensitiveness and a little, a Sinatra, or a Haymes. Among the
Negro male singers, the
it sounds to us. as if they were in a current
liearest ^proach to this casualness is
England
to
a
New
hurry to sit down
Monroe sings "As probably Joe Alexander, who waxes
boiled dinner.
for
Capitol.
Even he, however, has
just
he
if
had
Me"
,as
You Desire
an inclination to make histQiT' with
every note. Siich carpirigs aside, we
think "Baby Got Lost" will do well
Best Bets
in race locations and that "'Stars
Ballad— "Beside You" (Hope
Fell," on the strength of the tune's
& Lamour), "Don't Cry, Little
appeal, will get a certain play on
(Jack LawGirl, Don't Cry"
There should be a
all the machines.
Is'nt
"Spring
and
rence),
word, incidentally, for the pleasant
(Margaret WhitEverything"
muted trumpet in Billy Moore's ao

bel's titled

—

Tell a Lie"

in the

isn't

all

tute Betty Hutton's* latest Capitol.
Miss Hutton's vitality wears us out
merely listening, but there are never'
theless the most accomplished faces
she's made in ages. "Riimhle" is a
complaint about the iriaH upstairs'
who practices piano all night. It's
probably
less
commercial
than
the story of a young
finished the dinner. That, in short, is "Poppa,"
the way we feel about this disk, but American girl in Paris who asks her
we are nevertheless conscious of father to "let me fling until my fling
Part of the time. Miss
the something-or-other in Monroe's is flung."
voice; Whatever it is, it *lls aP lot Hutton puts on a French accent. It
of lacftuer. We suspect '.'As you should enjoy at least a modertCte
Desiare Me" -wiU A6 Very cpeditaWy wow on the Wurlitzejrs, however. We
ovei: the coimtets aiia;- oh the disk- cannot dismiss it without one serious
objection, though: lyrifc has a queshoxes.
VLeslie
Scott,
the Louis Arm- tionable line about the Rue de la
'

.

his Vica better

Paix.

I

YOUIt fltOeRAM

DON'T

Miller (Bluebird)
"Necessity"
Georgia Bibbs

—

(Majestic).

ME

"How Are Things

— Buddy
lumbia).
"Small Pry" —

Morra?"

Glocca

in

Clark

(Co-

Bing Crosby
and Johnny Mercer (Decca)
"Ain't. Misbehavin*"
Fats
Waller (Victor).
"Anniversary Song"—Al Jol.

son
..

.

WATCH

•

THIS BAS.I.AB!

DiSIRE
MY
VKAKKIK L.ilNE

THAI'S
by

(Mer, 6007)

TKs

Netien's Cemcdiy

Favorit*

BAClAGAlOdP
(Mulcod Love

o»

tli« at<iop)

Recocdfd by I.OIIS PRIM.*
1116)

MILLS
Wo'v* lagged a Novatty Hit

OSHKOSH/^IS.
MILLS MUSICine.
New

1619 Broadway

io

(Decca).

"Changes"

^ Benny

Goodman

(Victor).

McHirCH
JIMMYROBIINS

Kccmtleil

.

\ J ..

Guilty (4) (Feist)

9.

Linda

,r

(17) (Leeds).

'

•

|

'

(

•••

York 19

about the most
are Ray Evans'
"Beside You"
Brunette" and
ette" (by the

pleasant of all. Sides
and Jay Livingston's
from "My Favorite
"My Favorite Brunsame team), which
doesn't happen to be from "My Favorite Brunette." It should be said
right off
the
bat
both
that
faces should be disk hits.
"Beside You" is a swell melody which
Lamour and Hope sing and talk with
.

(

,

,

(Ducliess)

(7)

among them. "My Favorite Brunette," is a thythm novelty.
Jfs a
good one. Paul Weston's orch provides its customary superb accompaniment on both faces.
Rainbow label, new to us, comes

Announce the

Appointment: of

Count

"j

«

t
»x
You, Baby (Vogue)

How Much I Love

,.t,An

J

End (ABC);

.

Victor

BisSie,

.Columbia
Frank Sinatra
crosby ......... Decca
.

(

.

.

J gjj,g

(Perry. Cotoo

.

....

....Victor
Capitol

King Col6,

^

Perry

,

.

.

Como

...Victor
Capitol

arid I>aciflc (Pic)

Teias

. .
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.

.

.

.

.

•

•

• .

v

.

. *

...

^ ^ ^ ^ ,„ .,
Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dttlv (SantlyrJoy) ........

Louis Jordan
Louis Jordan

;

.

.

.

Bel

(Harms) i..., ...*....«*•'

Ami

••'

..Victor
.

...

This Is Night

V
(Jefferson)

;

>,

...

. . . . .

..<..

....

Santa Catalina (Spina)
I Do Do Like You (Harms).........,......

Preacher and Bear (Harris).;

..

.

.

.

vV.

..

. .

..

.:.

:.:yic(Mr:

.Decca
Bing Crosby
Dinah Shore .....Cotumb^^
TFrank S&aiia.y^. Columbia
.

.

.

|

Connecticut (Warren) ......
Thal^s My Desire (Mills)..........- ...;...

.

i

|;Hertjie Fields...
. .

(Bourne)

Dece*

.

.Gapitol
| jolmay Slercer.
.Columbia
I
( Hatty James. .
.

My

.Victot
.Deijea

.

Sammy Kaye

(

.

Easter Parade (Berlin)

. . . .

.

Nobody

^.ndy Russell ...... Capitol
Victor
Freddy Martin
.

Johnny Mercer
Herbie Kelds

Capitol
....Victor

Franks

Pl^

........ .Victor

.

AFM Ban

.

KLEMEBSEE KLOIKEI)

on Fsreign

Los Angeles, March

Miisiciais Causes Pitt

.

of the best things she's made for
With an
Capitol in a long while.
unusually literate lyric and a pretty

begins, incidentally,
a little like Rodgers' and Hart's
"Falling in Love With Love"), this
slow ballad may become one of the
hits.
Miss
springtime's
biggest

Sympli Mei.

Headacks

18.

Dr. Otto Klemperer, symphony
conductor, toured the slums of Los
Angeles in quest of new ideas oh

American jazz and was slugged and
robbed by two strangers who volunteered to show him the hot spots.
Next day he left for Vienna where
mui^cia'ns to this country by James
jive dives are practically unknown.
C. Petrllio, President of American
Mexico

March

City,

Ban on importation

18.

foreign

of

Federation of Musicians, is resulting
against
reprisals
continued
in
^

American

bandsmen.

stance of retaliation

Latest

is.

Sung by Deapna Durbih

in-

in

'TU 61 YOURS^'

the action of

Mexican Federation of Music,
which okayed a series of concerts
Whiting is backed by Frank DeVol's by the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchesband.
Other side is "Time After tra, but forced the organization to
Time," a Cahn-Styne extract from
pay a standby fee of $1,000 a per"It Happened in Brooklyn".
"Mary's formance for six shows during a reSignature's
releases
of
Guitar Boogie," "The One I Love cent stand in Mexico City'.
Belongs to Somebody Else," "What
There have been reprisals in other
to Do." and "Hoodie Addle" feature countries. British have banned imMiss Osborne's gifted guitar playing portation of American -musicians so
and, on some faces, her rather dis- long as the Petrillo ban stands. Don
mal singing. Of them all, "Mary's Redman, .during a recent concert
Guitar Boogie" is, if not the best tour, was forbidden to play in Engbet for the nickelodeons, certainly land. However, there's been excepthe most exciting musicianship.
tions for individual musicians coming in as concert soloists. American
concert artists have been able to
appear in England because Petrillo

(Universal-International)

the

•

.

.

.

Janney Tarns Tanesmith

Russell Janney, author of the best-

remarkable effectiveness. It proves seller novel "Miracle of the Bells,"
has turned songwriter. He penned
that Miss Lamour's assets are mere
than visual. Her voice has its ob the lyric to a tune by the same title,
vious shortcomings, but a lack oX to which music has been fitted by
personality and sexiness are not Father Joe Connor, composer of
'

Charles Spivak. .... ..Victor
Jack McVea Black & White

|

Open Door, Richard

"

.

.

.

|

(Oxtord)

(3)

Qjiarlje Spivak
Victor
Margaret Whiting.
Capitol
Johnny Desmond..,. Victor
Columbia
Clark-Noble

„
,
Want To Thank Folks (Oxford),..;...... j^j^g Cole Trio
Vaughn Mottrpe.
You Cairt;See itoi <Sim<m .v. . i .V. . . .

melody (which

—

;

.

I

and "Confession," a bolero. Both
Rosa.
Angel
vocals
by
have
Rhumba is performed .with immense vigor, the bolero with more
Fuzzy enunciation
sedateness.
spoils the Victor of "Who'd a Thunk
It?" and "Wyoming" by Helen GarStan
roll and The Satisflers.
Kenton, who leads one of the few
surviving swing bands, has a'^twoside Capitol of "Concerto to End
All Concertos," which will draw
some attention from jazz fans. It's,

-

MURRAY BAKER
SUGeiSK FOR

8.

.Decca

...

Ted Weeros
.Decca-Vlctor
Capitol
(King Cole Trio

.

.

For Sentimental Reasons

That's Beginning of

"Cu-Tu,-Cu-Ru," a calypso rhumba,

—

-

•

Carmen Cavallaro.
.".

(Leeds)

(2)

7.

Jalousie

.

'l

(Oxford)

(11)

Coming Up

,

!

Heartaches

'

C»pUoI this week releases a on the whole, an interesting perdebut this Week, has
formance, with some effective solo
voice than Monroe's, but they both coupling of duets by. Dorothy Lawork, but is the sort of tbing lifffiCM
betray the same stiffness in handling mour and Bob Hope and' they're just
Duke Ellington does better;
a lyric. This is not so apparent in a
"Spring Is'nt Everything," a Ralph
blues called "Baby Got Losft," which
Blane-Harry Warren number, proScott carries off with rather nice
Suggested Programs
vides Margaret Whiting with one
feeling and a pleasant tongue-in"Trixedo Junction"
Glenn
Ill

,

Sonata

6.

That's

the eaisterh jukes

,

.

.

.',

Victor's Continental label is putting out some highrgrade Latin
items. This week, for^ example, Pete Rivera's ork is out with

,

.

(

(

American

.

•

|

.

5.

10.

.Columbia

xommy Dorsey
Victor
Dinah Shore. ... .Columbia'
.Victor
j Jolinny Desmond. .,
(Perry Como.
.Victor

.

>

•

Wax

—

tor

(Buddy Clark

^
.
j\
(Giwlord)

(4>

(4) (Maurice)

Eyes

-

happens to be our favorite among
the boots»and-saddlers.
We'd feel
if

|

'

Travers, who produces an
easy rhythm and sings engagingly,

rather pleased

:

^

My

Close
.

stuff.

Frank tioesser's two -songs from and jocks gave these two faces the
Pauline"—"Pop- attention we think they .deserve.
"The Perils of
pa,
Don't Preach to Me" and
"Rumble, Rumble, Rumble"-rConstiFacts

makes

Things In Cflocca Morra

(7)

the whin-

connpanying band.

strong vocalist who'

3.

4. I'll

iness 4]esirable for sagebrush sales.
•Third iteriv^MCTle Traver's bracketing of "Three Times Seven" and
"Steel Guitar Rag" on Capitolsounds to us like superior western

Hillbilly—"Three Times Seven" (Merle Travers).
Don't
"Poppa,
Novelty
Preach to Me" (feetty Hutton).
Hot—"Concerto to End All
Concertos" (Stan Kgnton).
"Cu-Tu-CuLatin-rAmerican
Ru"— (Pete Rivera)
Dance—"Spring Isn't Everything" (Margaret Whiting)

—

,,,,
Managua. Nicaragua (H) (Encore)......

class
pat<^ern

ing);.

:

2.

«

(Continental), which will do profitably on the Strength of the song.
Another is Cooley's Victor of "It's

has

(Al Jolson. ........... .Decca
^^^ah. Shore
Columbia
(Freddy Martin
Victor
Columbia
| jjgy KyBer

(Mood)

Afinjversary

Overall
derives from Tommy Dorsey's vocal
inventions in "Marie."
Hillbilly Field has three items
more than passing interest
of
this week. They won't cause any stir
outside the Brill; bMilding, but out
where jiien are men arid women
like Spade Cooley, they'll get the
One is "Heartaches" by
big hello.
Ray Smith and his Pinetoppers

It

„

Song

1.

same

with "Don't Cry."

Dark Outside"

10 iest ..SePers cin Cein-Machines-

^

IT'S

DREAMTIME
fAHTLY-J©¥. ine.
TOMMY VALANBO
rnl. Mgr.

A MUST ron

¥©1111

lASTER PRp&RAM
A Nvvriiy Hit

permits foreign concert stars to play
here.

Musical acts are similarly permitwork in the U.S. An outfit,

ted to

such as the Lecuona Cuban Boys,
was able to work here, "because of
Los Anits classification as an act.
many hits of the past.
geles Local 47, however ruled that
Tune is to be published by Feist. the liecuona Boy t could play musical
Whether or not it will be- included stands if they indicated their willin Jesse Lasky's filmization of the ingness to become citizens.
These
book for RKO release is unknown at musicians, subsequently, have taken
the moment.
out their first papers.

By Mllt«n
and

l«rle,

9mA

Srwin Drakt
Martelf

'

All Motsricil

mrn^ HEMiGs
MMAGER
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A NEW SONG TRIUMPH
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1947 Hdrry
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Spring

Worren Mu«c,

Inc.,
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Biz Heads for

Evans Revi?es Jazz Untt

New Hi^r

Decca 8 $30,675^81 Net Saks
and classical recording*
sales, which during 1946 reached an
Priraa's
all-tlm^! pe^k, go roerrily op toward

in

1

Popular

n«w sales marks despite ihe general drop at the fe.o. in the nitery,
name band, sheet music and non-

Commodore,

N.Y.,

Date Foiiowing Edwards

Jimwy Evans is turning to jaiz
again. He has lined up a 10-week
tour for an all-star jive unit to be
billed the "Cavalcade of Jazz." Idea
grew out of a similar "Cavalcade"
unit which Evans tried out last December in- a few Eastern key cities.
He promotes the dates himself.
Combo tees oft March 30 in Dayton* 0., and thereafter will play in
Toronto and throughout the East.
Musicians involved include Jack
Teagarden, "HotiLips" Page, Georgie

Some Top Name Bands Go Begging

Louis Prima's orchestra' has been
hotel. Auld, J. C. Hlgginbotham, George
set to go into the Commodore
Major and minor
theatrical fields.
New York's Century Room follow- Jenkins, Red Rodney, "Flat Top"
sales
reporting
are
disk companies
Eddie Durham, Freddie
ing the current Jack Edwards, fur- Wilson,
band Washington and Morris Lane. Dinah
for the past January and February ther extending the hostelry's
against its original inten- Washington will handle vocals.
alone as greater than last year's season as
tion to fold for the summer last
peak three-month first quarter. And
orchesweek, when Eddy Howard's
in April
they ieel no slow-up as yet.
tra' move out. Prima is due
weeks.
Decca Records last week released 17 for four or six
a
It's not Prima's first shot ftt
earnings statement that
1946
a
major N. Y. hostelry. He played the
showed a total profiti increase of Astor Roof two years ago, sharing
figures.
X845's
agtiiust
about 100% 9S
the bandstand then with Tommy
And asseirts that, even with con- Tucker's orchestra.
tinued piroductijin problems equalSecurities St Exchange Commis-

Into

an inability to match demand,
sales ol the flrst two months of this
year indieate a still better 1947.

,

ling-

DecCa's statement

sh0W«l a net

sales figure of $30,675,381 as against
the. $16,570,930 for the previous year.
After taxes, which were of course
lower in 1946, the company's net
as
$1,944,538
profit amounted to

against $839,692 for '45. This turned
a per-share proffi; of |2.50 to
776,650 ticket-holders as against the
$2.16 accruing last yeer to 388,325
(the company
pieciBs of common

Hp

having gone through

a

two-for-one

deal late in '46). However, the above
figures include profits of World
Broadcasting, Music companies, etc.
In addition, Decca has been shifting
old 35c to 75e labels and has not
spent any money for new talent.

RCA, which

does not publicly
separate earnings statements tor its ECA-VicteiT irecording
knowii to
subsidiary/ nevertheless
have matched the Ibrward strides of
its rivals,
its royalty statements to
publisiier? last year were the highest iit the company's history, indicating the same healthy aura surrounding the activities of Columbia
and Decca. RCA, too, speaks of
constantly growing sales figures.

compile

'

which has been

ittyestigatihg

Cosmo Record set up out of
New York offices, is not fooling.

the

Gets ffim in Dutch
London, March 13.
in London, Paris,
Amsterdam, Stockholm,
Brussels,
Barcelona, Madrid, Milaikand Zurich,
Ralph S. Peer thought it his duty
when 'he came over to Europe in
December to stock his baggage full
of edibles and other commodities on
short supply this side of the ocean,
so as to augment the needs of his
many employees in Europe.
But when he and his wife arrived
in London with their stock, they
were held up at customs and almost
accused of trying to rim a blackmarket in England. Stuff was held
by officials for several months, but
offices

to Refusal

There

Crosby Research Labs

Now

Going Commercial

Laboratories,
Research
Crosby
which aided scientists during the
war in developing and producing
battle equipment, is being turned
Organiinto commercial liursuits.

finally released, after a lot of Cornell !).
convincing, early in March.
Peers unloaded to several of their
Concerts, Talks
staffs all over Europe, and with the
Jazz club has been formed at Corleft-overs held a reception in their
suite at Claridge's hotfel, with Tin- nell U. under Marshall Stearns with
of establishing a
to
ultimate
object
the
Pan-Alley turning out in force
guzzle the food, such as they have Cornell music foimdation.
Terming jazz a "uniquely Amerinot laid eyes on for some years.
Stearns
has set up a
art,"
folk
can
Peers depart for Ireland March
While the major companies work
18 to trace some of their, ancestors, series ot lectures by visiting writers
with figures that dwarf the talkingexpecting to stay a week, alter and musicians as well as a series of
point arithmetic of the minors, some
backed
jazz
concerts
by the club.
which they fly "back to New York.
of the latter are claiming increasing
Outfit has already begun a collection
strength at the same time that other
of rare records and publications on
Of their couteaiporaries fall by the
Paul Whiteman and Boston Sym- the subject, hoping to build a library
last
Majestic Records
wayside.
phony director Arthur Fiedler are to which jazz students can refer
month reached the point where' it set to record Percy Faith's "Snow from all over the country. Club will
could hold its head up; it erased all Goose" symphony following its in- also reissue old jazz classics under
Signa- troduction a few weeks ago on the
debts to music publishers.
•
its own label at cost to members.
ture Records, which recently went Carnation "Contented Hour." WhiteFirst of the talks was given by
into a stock deal, also claims a man records for Signature and Hub George Avakian^ with Duke EllingSymph for Columbia.
(Continued on page 46)
ton scheduled for April 19.
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of the bands asking big dough
'Vaughn Monroe, who rode upiward
year on several hit recoi-dings,

$15,000 weekly tor suck
things as the Steel Pier, arid the
latter is said to be quite' averse to
such a price tag. Monroe is also said
to be asking $4,000 per night guar-

He wants

By Record Maker For
(^ncellation of Pact
was filed Monday (17) in New

Suit
Yorlc Federal Court against Continental Music, Inc. and C. G. Conn,

by Mendaire Products Manu-

Ltd.,

facturing Co., asking $140,000 damages lor alleged breach of contract.

company, owned by Jacob
Tauba Goodman says that
was completed Oct. 9, 1946,
between Continental and Mendaire
under which latter was to supply
Plaihtift

O. and
contract

400,000 sets of "Picturime" records
for children in time to make the
Christmas buying season. Under the

contract the defendants could eancel
if samples supplied were not in good
cOnditioh. Goodmans say that on
Oct. 17 the samples were approved
and that 12 days later, on October
29, they received a form letter cancelling the order witbont explana;

tion'

Since the manufacturing was speorder Mendaire is asking
damages, with Mendaire owners
specifying that they were ready and
wiUing at all times to supply the
record.s. Also- claimed that Contincially to

ental

I5

a

owned by

dummy

corporation, wholly
C. G. Conn.
,

TRACEY GANDERS

L.A.

E. A. Tracey, prexy of Majestic,
for two
arrived here March
weeks.
He will spend his time checking
the operation of Majestic's local
platter plant and look-see the local
television situation with an eye to
Majestic situation in the national
receiver picture.

U

on one-nighters, a figure
which Harry James tried last season
and which he has reduced to $2,500
this year. Another asking high coin
antees

is

Charlie Spivak, who assertedly is
rough sledding snagging

having
dates.

James, hidden tally, doesn't seem
to be an easy sale even at $2,500 in
territories where he has played before, in the soHtheast, in Louisiana,
Alttbama, Tennessee, etc., where he
has never put in an appearance, he's
a push-over sale. One of tlie reasons
is that James lias had no hit Columbia recordings recently.
At the same time that some of the
top names are continuing to quote
high prices and maintain large bands
and staffs, which in turn force those
prices, the tendency to cut operating
costs -by medium level and bands
trying to get a toe-hold on popuLast week, Ray
larity, increases.
Anthony, who drew into New York
last year for the flrst time with 21
musicians and singers, is now in the
process of cutting to five brass, five
sax, three rhythm. With this instru-

mentation he claims he can take a
job at pre-war prices and come out.
Reducing the size of his outfit cuts
annual operating expenses by $26,000, a figure that ean mean the difference between profit or breaking
even and a heavy los.? over a 12month period. Randy Brooks had
preceded Anthony in cutting. He's
now working with 12 men plus himself

and

vocalists.

RAIN'

Old Gold Program

:

BARTON MUSIC CORP.
MACK

MARTIN,

Professional Mcinagi^r
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CHICAGO

DREAM, DREAM, DREAM
By

JOHN REDMOND and LOU RICCA
The

are asking

last

Wednesday, Morch H. ov«r CBS Network. 1 P.M., SST

NEW YORK

some

One
is

140G

FRANKIE CARLE'S New6^^

ROSES

in

one*night and seasonal location buyers seem to be lossing tlieir quotations right back at them. In at least

FRANK SINATRA
Sing

harae ba(id

and,

instances even boost, a.sking prices
for their services this summer, And

guarantees that can do nothing but
force aidmission prices up to wartime levels, aren't being sold too fast
for summer dates. As a matter of
fact the two in question liaven't one
genuity.
date' set while some of the, location
Most of the developments are due spots they usually play, such as the
to hit the markets shortly, others, Steel Pier, Atlantic City; Convenare being held until later in the year tion Hall. Asbury Park, et al.. are
for next Xmas season.
almost all booked for the season.

Its

'

a

is

of the best

zation will specialize in the production and marketing of mechanical
toys, many of which assertedly go
beyond items now available, in in-

its

following numerous complaints of
fraud from people who lost money
in the company's stock machinations, and the men assigned to the
problem are digging deeply into the
Ann's turnings and twisttags endeavoring to straighten it all out,
Cosm6*s affairs are in such a state,
however, that the task of determining what occurred with the company and how it was brought about
isn't easy. SEC is subpoenaing virtually everyone who would have
even the vaguest reason for knowledge of the company's workings.
More than $l,d(ro,()i0O has been lost
in the fiasco,- quite a bit of it by
small investors' in Cosmo stock..

To Cut
some

probe into the activities of the firm
and its originators was launched

Feed Foreign Staffs

With

Cosp^^^f^^

Due

.

sioh,

Ralph Peer § Wish To
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Sens(ttional Deectt Recording

By The MILLS BROTHERS
Will Be Released Soon

BE SURE TO HEAR THEIR VERSION

ON KRAFT MVSIC'HALL, THVRSDAY, MARCH

JOHN THOMAS MUSIC COBPORATION, 2S0 West

20

57th Street,

New York

,

y..ln^« aav.

March 19, 1947
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Dccca congratulates Louis Jordan

on

his

clusive

new membership

"One

With

in the ex-

Million Clubl"

the sale of over 1,000,000

mm

he
records of Choo Choo Ch'Boogk,
joins

fellow club

members Bing

Crosby, the Andrews

Sisters,

the

the
Mills Brothers, Ella Fitzgerald,

1^

Ink Spots and Dick Haymes.
You're in good Company, Louis,..
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J

.
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WetlwCTday, March 19, 1947

ORCIlESTIIAS-IlflJSIC
N.Y.

802 Logs Rules To

British Best Sleet Sellers
Week Ending March 6)
London, March 7,
Dash
Old Lamplighter

Curb Practices of Club,
Hotel Banquet Mgrs.
Membership of New York local

M
E

802 of the Americazi Federation of
Musicians, in meeting last week,
passed a resolution, which was given
the support of the executive board,
regarding the pratice of caterers
and banquet heads in N. Y. hotels
and clubs of favoring certain musicians for jobs at those spots. Fivepoint resolution laid out by the
membership carries penalties of
from
expulsion"
"recommended
802, for members caught in cahoots
with banquet people, and hotels
and clubs were threatened with being put on the "qnfeir lUt" for one
year.
Briefly, 802 members will not
brook the practice" of banquet
men pressuring organizations, individuals, etc. into hiring musicians
of their (the banquet men's) choice
so as to be eligible for a kickback.
Practice has been going on for
some time, and there have been
numerous epmplaints, but -until jobs
began to get scarce 802 didn't do
anything about it, until recently.

ABElYMAfSLA.-TO-N.Y.

ONMUSlCRAFIDMfiEAL
Abe Lyman

L
1

is

New York

due In

the end of this month for his first
His trip,
visit «inca last summer.
he has told friends in the east, is
concerned mostly with the Musicraft Record situation.
It appears
he and a group of friends are amenable to going into the company,
which is now in the throes of re-

Anniversary Song,

.Connelly
Chappell
April Shower.:
Sentimental Seasons. .Mawicti
Stars Will Bemember. .Feldman
,

.

.

,

.

To Each His Own..,. /.Victoria
Five Minutes More. . . .Morris
Sow Lucky You Are.. .Kassner
Yale
!
Go Home
Whole World Singing.F.D. &H.
.

May

.

I CallYouSweetheart.Dash

World Belongs

to You.Strauss-ia

Second 12

Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah
All Thru the Day
Pretending

.,

.

Sun
Chappell
.......Wood

You Keep Coming Back. .Berlin
You Always Hurt ..... Wood

virith
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Peer, 'larks §n Pr®wl

TOP HITS OF YESTERDAY

Bands

ested, still are not set for cutting.
Ella Logan, who has lead part, and

both on the prowl in

New York

Jack Edwards.

*

to

Growing Stable

at Hotel B.O.'s

Jloosevelt (400; $1.50-$2) .
Commodore (400; $1-$1.50)

fwdicates Floor

Revue

at

New

$how

at

Played
.
22
..
5
.. 11
19
.

0
18

(300; $1-$1,50)

Covert
Past

WecUs

Total
Covers

Week Ou Date
2,100
1,950
1,200
1,700

58,150
11,175
16,200
45,675

t700
925

18,650

700

Waldorf with Jane Pickens, Russell Swann; Ice

Xorket.

til-

"THE FABULOUS DORSEYS"

leaving! that post.

In 1946, the all-time record high
year, the industry turned out about
275,000,000 platters and had retail
sales of $166,000,000, says Commerce.

But, this will be nothing compared
with 1947, when production of the
disks should mount to at least 400,000,000, with correspondingly high
sales figures.

"Popular
records
account for
about 70% of current production,
with juke boxes creating the largest
single demand," reports the Department. "Children's records, which at
pre-sent are providing the industry
with a spectacular boom market, accounted for about 10% o£ the 1946
total production. .
Wire and tape
recordings have not yet been proved
practical for mass production.
Tracing the history of the record
biz, the Department said that in
.
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1900 sales amounted to $539,370, including cylinder type records, "By
1904, the figure had climbed to~$4,678,547. Platter industry went ahead
by leaps and bounds, reaching a
total output of 100,000,000 records,
worth $47,000,000, in 1921.
Then
there came a decline, « rebirth and

another dip during the depression
which was so bad that ia 1932 fewer
than 10,000,000 dislcs were produced.
Chicago
Current upswing began in 1934 with
Stephen Kilsey- (Marine Room, Edgcwater; 700; $1.50-$2,^0 mih.>. Last the coming of the radio=phonograph
week of old revue a not so good, 3,700.
combos and the juke boxes, plus a
Don McGrane (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 550; $3.50 min.). Three con- drop in record prices.
ventions in hotel ripped biz to staunch 4,500,
Baymon^ Sauos (Mayfair Room. Blaokstohe; aSO; $2.50-$3.50 roin.). Small
Freddy Miller, arranger has orroom took another beating with 1.700.
ganized an ll-piece band with Janet
Joseph Sudy (Walnut Room, Bismarck; 465; $2-$2.50 min.'). New .show Parker femme vocalist.
Outfit comseems to be catching on; pleasant 3,200.
prises four reed, four brass and three
Ted Weems (College Inn, Sherman; 900; $2-$2.50 min.'). Ice show okay rhythm.
4

:i»ii«U'^. •ijii.cni

ft

I

Tommy

Band

orchestra.

Johnny Pineapple, Lexington

STANDARDS TODAY

for

Deeca Net

Rana
Hotel
Emil Coleman'^'.
Waldorf 1400; $2)
Frankie Carle.. .Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)...
Chuck Foster*. .New Yorker (400; $1-$1,S0)...
.

GREAT POPULAR

Two of the most important
ates of Broadcast Music, Inc. ^PeerInternational and E. B. Marks— are

Recordings of "Finian's Rainbow," men to head professional staffs.
which have been a favorite football Marks' contact division is Currently
of the show's producer, Deeca and headed by Frank Hennings^ whose
ColumWa Records, and others inter- contract is Up to Aj»ril and who is

Imf

t

All's

listen

for given—please
the

to

BUDDY

CLARK-Ray Noble Columbia Record nvimbfer 37215.

Bays.

Hammond Novachord
FOR SALE
Condition,

Exe«ll««i{'
.

IS*

Writs Box

W.

46t*

St.,

184,

%nm

Tarlety,

Nsw Toxk

19,

N.

IT.

at 4.500.

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1*$1.80). Nifty 2,900 covers.
Buss jUorean (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1,50 ). Solid 2,300 tabs.

^Chicago)

Russ Carlyie (Blackhawk;

500: $2-$2.50 min.).

Kiddies count,

new kiddies' matinee bring.*! gate up to healthy 4,000.
Gay Claridge (Chez Paveo; e.'iO; S3.50 rain.). New show
a

very satisfactory 5,200.
Sol Klein (Latin (auarter;

700;-$2.i)0 min.).

Ted Lewis

Ruth Etting has switch^
Associated Booking Corp.
becauso fiisociated achiofii
to

Locatiou Job::, Not in Hotels

0

"

—

fflSW STILL SNAFU®

.

1

.

affili-

Chicago, March 18.
Newest band to be pacted by MusPastor Sigoed for Pic Art Corp is the Tommy Sheridan
Tony Pastor's orchestra
was orchestra, now current at the Mil-,
Russ Fasigned last week for its first picture. waukee Roof Ballroom.
Outfit goes into Columbia's "Three chine, midwest M-A chief, signed
Blondes and. a Redhead." Shooting the band, led by the former Lawof the band is set for April 23-26 in rence Welk pianist,
Hollywood,
Last week ,M-A signed Eddie
Booking will put Pastor on the Rogers and have two other bands
Coast earlier than he had antici- ready to join as soon as their conpated. He goes into the palladium tracts are up.
Agency also has
Ballroom, April 29, for six weeks.
Clyde McCoy.

Guy Lombardo.

L

.

musical director of Enterprise Records. .. .Bil} Lindsey joined Universal
Ralph Blane East for three months
Recorders as assistant sales manager
to complete music and lyrics for projected legit musical "Eight Cousins"
for which Sally Benson is penning the book, ,, ."Piano Score of Four,''
Album includes two jideg eaohl>y
Jewel album, will be released April
jaaz pianist Harold Bostwiek, Joe Bushkin, Hal Scheafer, and Bob Laiiie
...Ken Curtis will etch a new album of oatunes for children on Sjercury Records. .. .Olga San ^uan inked to cut a six-sided album for SJgnai
ture Records. .. .Louis Colona applied for membership in Coast branch of
MPCE. ., .Louis Catellucci, LOs Angeles County Ork conductor, signed by
Capitol for transcription work.... George Joy of Santly-Joy Inc., and
Tommy 'Valando, professional manager for concern, trekking Westward
on biz trip
Now 123 song pluggers i»_Hgllyw ood--an^
high.
—
....I —.-J^* —

For Professional Staffs

M-A

IS

.

request to permit excerpts from his score of "Pursued" to be played this
summer by the Albert Hall Symphony in London. ..David Miller named

,

.

•

E

,

Never Grow Old ..... Strauss-M,

'

11

.

Peer, who has numerous contacts
Columbia still have not gotten for with foreign publishers, particularly
gether on her demands and as a re- in Mexico and
South America,
sult no contract has been signed and wants to set up a staff that will put
no recording date is set.
his firms on a real active basis.
Lee Sabinsdn, who produced the
show with William Katzell, had
agreed upon a deal with Columbia
organizatioh, in an effort to straighten whereby he would deliver the cast
Its financial affairs, with both fresh
Continued from page 44
for a guarantee against royalties.
money and persoiinel.
Miss Logan, however, continues to
heavy spurt in sales -for January
Lyman, who gave up maestroing upset the apple-cart.
Previously;
more than a year ago to live in Cali- when the Decca deal was being and February.
fornia, where he has often been dis- talked and later dropped entirely,
Cow]ii*ra0 Dept. Substftintiales
cussing plans for a ballroom to rival Miss Logan also couldn't be lined
'Washington, March 18.
the Palladium, hasn't been east since up.
She almost made diskings of
Although show biz. generally aplast summer.
He's also said to be the show's tunes for Apollo Records.
pears skedded for a downward
interested in going into the operacurve in 1947, the phonograph rection of Glen Island Caslpo with Shep
ord field is still on the upbeat, U. S.
Fields, who took over the spot
Sheridan Department of Commerce reports.
Add
moijths ago and is due to open it

May

s

.

V

Till Then. ......... . .Chappell
.Morris
Things We Did.
Wright
Accordion
Wood
Don't Fall in Love.,
Box & Cox
Dream Again
Southern
Rickety Rickshaw Man.
.

Miidc Notes
Dave Blum Mst to take over as New York reprewintative of mvtf
Warren Music. ...BUd Oat«ly is now C&pltol Songs i>rof«ssional manager
., Jane Russall wax«d srtda vvrith Kay Kyser ork for Columbia.
.Nicfc
Denalo doing four sides lor Black &; White rewrdu backed by Phil Moore
and six-piece combo.,.. Les Brown waxed "Why Don't We Say We're
Sorry" and "Triskaidekaphobia" for Columbia. .. .Max Steiner received

in first
still

too,

and

week did

tho

ttliiiost

ia^to^

riding high

with 4,200 in last wijek.
George Olsen (Aragon; $0.90-$ 1.15 adm ). Fine 18,000.
Benny Strong (Trianon; $0.90-$l.l5 adm.). Fine 17,000,
•

M'SSETTINe Opens

Angeles)
Denny Beckncr and Sterling: Youni: (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 3d wk).
Pair last week lured around 4,900, okay.
Bobby Sherwood (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 10th wk>. Windup

of fh*

COfAC At AH A. New

York

(.Los

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.

V

stanza, satisfactory- 6,000 admi.ssions.
XavleJr Cugat (Ciro's, N, Hollywood. 3d wk). Excellent 3,200 covers.
"Vaughn Monroe (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 6th wk). Last frame fine
18,000 admissions... Les Brown opened last nite (Tues.).

JOE
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14
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10 Best Sheet

Seflers
(Week Ending, March 15>
Anniversary Song
Mood

Songs Witli Largest Raifio Audiences
Bereimder are the top 32 songs of the week, compiled hy the Audience
Survey Music Broadcast over NBC, CBS, ABC and
based in New York on tabulations by Accurate Reporting
Mutiml networks,
by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman.
^gfpjCe, PublisJied

Glocca Morra
Managua Nicaragua

rmme
Director.

survey Week dt March

Best

Man

{lless

'Von

..
•

.

. .

'•

••

'

•

'

.

Remick

Mqo<J

Vanguard
i -

I

Beasons.
For Sentimental

... .,

...

...

.

Heartaches

.......

and Chalkin' ....
My Hat and Slowly Rode

Huggin'

Tipped

My

Close

Eyes. ........

Takes Time

It
It's

.

....... i.,
• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • •

Managua Nicaragua

.Encore
Melrose

My Number One Dream Come True...
TTiore Is No Greater Love

.

•

•

••

'

Burke-VH

That's the Beginning of the End...... .....
Thisis the Night.,v/^i.......
TOO Many Times

.

—

......
...

...
.

ABC

....Jefferson

Advanced

,

Remus Sajd— f'Song of the South"
When Am I Gonna Kiss Vou Good Morning.

.

.

a dance being worked out by Arthur Murray, and th# title of teen-age
dresses being turned out by another firm. "Smile Right Back at the Sun"
will be tied

.Santly-Joy

however,

Simon
Remick

,

You Can't See Sun When You're Crying..
Yoii'U Always Be the One 1 Love
Zip-aiDpe-Doo-Dah— f'Song of South". ................

.Santly-Joy

I Gotta

Gal

Marks
H. Warren

.E. B.
,

I

Love

— t"Ladies

Berlin

.BVC
Famous

Man"..',

....Pemora

Illusion

Maybe You'll Be There
My Adobe Hadenda
t
JMOf Heart Goes Crazy— "My Heart Goes Crazy"
Oh Why Did 1 Ever Leave Wyoming?.

..Triangle

Southern

.Burke-VH
.Feist

Old Lamp-Lighter
On the Other End of a Kiss. .>*.........,. ...........
Open the Door, Richard.........:..,...........,
That's Where I Came In
...
To Me f'Fabulous Dorseys"
We. Could Make Such Beautiful Music
What Am I Gonna Do About You?— f'Ladies Man"
Who Cares What People Say
Years and Years Ago ....

,...Shapiro-B
Beverly

Dec. ,31, last, has been exagain for the fourth time.
now effective until April 30.
Last Wednesday's second all-day
meet didn't get one item Ironed out.
And there are so^many meetings at
the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, plus the
United Nations Educational, Social
and Cultural Organization meet in
Philadelphia
next, week,
which
many major publishers will attend,
there won't be time for SPA-MPPA
confabs.
Next one is not even
scheduled.

Robbins
Dorsey Bros.

t Filmviical.

;

*

BMI

NEC

Paramount

Woody Hennan drew

into

New

'

•

Ray Pearl

orchestra,

current

the Claridge hotel, Memphis,
of those rarities

—a

is

at

one

dance band with

a gal business manager. She's Gloria

Lynn, who had been chirper with
the Pearl outfit.

18.

Bldg.
Sid Strotz signed the lease for

and Hal Maag was the

RCA

NBC
func-

tionary.

I

Topper,

NEW

lyrics.

-

'

Rottiis Sit Vs. Effl.

James- '4?
Continned from page 41

I

ss^J

with his 12 key men and 12 others
from 47 wouldn't disturb the former's new cards in the local since
its rules allow a six month hiatus
each year.
James' moves with his men are
perfectly legal, according to AFM
rules.
Local 47 admits they are.
But it still won't swallow what it
feels is a deliberate method of dodging taxes and it is hoping that it
can launch a hassle that will wind
up in the placing of such legislation
on AFM books.
It
has invited
James to appeal to James C. Petrilio, head of the AFM, but if he
does 47 intends to battle the case
down to the wire the latter being
James mid-April deadline for entraining for the southwest where he
begins a one-nighter I'oute that will
work up through the southeast and
mid- Atlantic seaboard.

'Over

,

i

in
i

ly

for Riglts

Robbins Music filed suit last week
New York Federal Court against

&

Denton

Haskins,

publishers, for

alleged infringement of rights to the
j
!

—

Leon Wood tune, "Somebody Stole

My

Gal."

Claim
tune

Is

to

when

that

Wood

assigned the

Meyer

the

Cohen pubs, end
was renewed
by Wood's widow, she
to
Leo Feist, which

copyright

Dec. 3, 1946,
assigned it
turned it over to Robbins. Robbins
claims that after Dec. 4 Denton tt
Haskins infringed by publishing the
tune, registering a claim to renewal
copyright, asserting ownership, and

demanding payment for mechanical
rights.

Robbins lawyers are asking an in*
and an accounting ot

junction
profits.

BALLAD OF 1947

KNOW WHEN
THE

I

HoHywood

RCA-Victor moves into new headquarters on the far site of NBC's
squai'e block at Sunsef and Vine
Aug. 1. Firm will have 12,000 square
feet of floor space for the film and
disk recording departments and personnel, both sales and executive.
Two-story structure occupied by
Otto K. Olesen electrical and lighting outfit will be renamed the RCA

THF NO.

YOU'LL

Site in

Hollywood, March

Harms
Bourne

jPearFs Cal Boss

York J/^ohday (17) for his first visit
east since before b* broke up his
orchestra. He came east to be with
his family, which had left the Coast
severe weeks ago, and to talk a
radio deal.

R£A-Vict®r loves To

Legit Musical.

Woody Heiman East

glasses.

"As Long As I'm

Celebrating his 25th anniversary as an ASCAP member March 30, songsmith Harry Tobias has compiled a catalog of tunes for which he's written
Salutes his co-writers, publishers as well as musical directors, disk
jockeys, et al., in a folder tagged "An All Star Hit Parade of Popular
Standards."

It's

..Duche.ss

.

—

sun

lotion,

for the song

International Sweethearts of Rhythm orchestra, cited in Variety recently as having missed a date at Lynchburg, Va., emphatically disagrees.

last

tended

Girl That I Marry— *"Annie Get Your Gun"...;,...,...
I Can't Believe It Was All Make-Believe.
,

maker

pired

of the week, which did not have enough performance
credits to rate inclusion in the first 30.
Connecticut

sunburn

a

Wednesday (12) for Band's manager, Rae Lee Jones, points out that the band was ready and
three weeks or a willing to play the one-night,
but that the date, along with several others,
month, with nothing accomplished. was cancelled by the American Federation
of Musicians'due to an investiAs a result, the SPA-MPPA pact gation of promoters in that area who bad not lived up to prior obligations
which was supposed to have ex- to other bands.

Rmainino 19 songs

Another Night Like This

up with Pepsodent,

a tieup with a mattress

Current Collier's carries a story by Stanley Frank on disk jocks, under
the title, "Tycoons of the Turntable," which is perhaps the most accurately
written piece ever turned out on this phase of the entertainment world.
Taking the angle of the rise of the disk jock from man-of-all-work around
a radio station, back in the days when they were new and untried, to their
current exalted position in programming and income, Franks story dwells
on the more outstanding men in the racket, i.e., Martin Block, Al Jarvls,
Ted Husing, Arthur Godfrey, et al.

at least another

..Sinatra
...

is

Dreamy."

SFA-MPPA SERIAL

wound up

Santly-Joy
Martin
.George Simon

Uncle

"Welcome Stranger," are

film,

causing unusual tieups with national manufacturers by Burke-Van Heu.sen,
publisher of the score. "Country Style," one of the tunes, will be the basis
of exploitation of a new drink by that name being devised by Schenley;

New-contract talks between the
Songwriters Protective Assn. and
the
Music Publishers Protective
Assn., which are being drawn out
so long they're like a movie serial,

.Oxford
Santly-Joy

•

Or Later— t"Song of South"

Songs from the forthcoming Bing Crcsby

.Feist

ANOTHER DELAY ON

World
Witmark

But 1 Do— f'Time, Place, Girl"
So Would I— t"My Heart Goes Craisy"
Oh,

Sonata
Sooner

,

....Capitol
.Morris,

.

Linda

.

Uncle Remus Said.
You Can't See Sun
Rainy Night Rio

Robbins
....Maurice
.>,>.,,...,..,.............,... .. ..London
.

Good Day

a

Crawlord
Hudson

Away

Sliff-Orckslrai-Mesic

Oxford
,

Open Door, Richard. .. .Duchess
Always Be One 1 Love .Sinatra
Bless You
.Shapiro-B
April Showers
.Harms
Oh But 1 Do
Remick

.tecf's

Glocca Morra— *"Finian's Rainbow"

How Are Things In
I

Sonata

Wyoming

Shapiro-B
.Duchess
Feist

Guilty

I'll

Second 10

Harms

,

•'

Feist

.Leeds

Linda
Mayfair
Old Lamplighter
Shapiro-B
I'll Close My Eyes
Maurice
Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah. .Santly-Joy
Sentimental Rea.sf-iDuchess

;...Witmark
T.B.Harm.,

April

Inside

Jimmy Tyson, one-night booker for Music Corp. of America, was sched»
uled last week (12) to make a speech on "The Name Band Picture for 1947"
before members of the New England Assn. of Araiusement Parks and
Beaches, at an affair in Boston at which one of the speakers was Mas.-jachusetts' Governor Bradford, Tyson turned up ill and cancelled out; so did
Harry Kalcheim, of the William Morris agency. One of the attendees was
Bill Burnham, also of Morris. He wa.s pressed into service and got away
with a whole skin by turning the session from a straight dissertation on
what happens with the band biz, "into a question and Answer bee. He
parried queries from park and beach resort owners who use name bands
for 90 minutes.

Crawford
Encore

Guilty
Heartacheis

7-13, 1947

f'Time, Place, Girl"
A Gal In Calico—
Place, Girl",
AlteiW Night In Rio-^t"Time,
Among My Souvenirs
Anniversary Song— fJolson Story"
Story"
f'JoIson
.Showers—

'

7BRRIFIC

IT

HAPPENS

NOVELTY SONG

HAD TOO MUCH TO DREAM LAST NIGHT
A GREAT SONG

FROM LOeW-LEWIN'S
THE PRIVATE AFFAIRS OF SEL AMI
(SOON TO BE RELEASED}

IN

A GREAT

PICTURE

MY BEL AMI

ILISTEN

TO

DINAH SHORE'S SENSATIONAL COLUMBIA RECORD

THE CURRENT FAVORITE

THAT'S THE BEGINNING OF THE END
THE LOVELY SONG BASEB

ON

TOSELU'S 'SEmNADE'

YEARS AND YEARS AGO

¥Al»li¥IIAg

10% Settlement Bid On

NXUtiBQiiarterWaftoflt Halted

When Walters

$M

Posts

Ernbassy,

Bond

AGVA

|

time, as originally propo.sed.
The cash settlement will

•

LQ because of uer pnor
appearance at a benefit date at the

operation, so
^as" t been notified of any un
Lord Tai-leton hotel, Miami Beach, ^factiort against it, despite the fact
March 2, night before her opening. fair
was ready to pull out
that
owner
Loew,
addition,
E.
M.
In
the N. Y. show.
claimed that she wore too-modest
garb, thus disappointing customers
and creating unfavorable word-ofuiouth publicity.
'^"^

^j^^^^i

f<jr

solid results.
is a neat looking
brunet

Treu

•Esta

|

Lary,

WAY TO LONDON KUDOES Z.S^.!r''h^<Sy'1^^
probably earn her' high take

in this

London, March 18.
and Oliver Hardy,
opening at the Palladium here
last
week, clowned to a show-

spot.

Laurel

Stan

AHUAlUi CLOSE;

Miss Rand, making her first N. Y.
appearance since her engagement at
the defunct Folies Bergere, .has lost
considerable poundage and temperament.
She's quite an affable lady
who no longer insists on a funereal
hush during her performance. She

Comedy team,
stopping reception.
being presented by Bernard Delfont,

im REOPEN APRIL 1

Bond posting with Simpkins was a
compromise step taken aifcer a virtual rebellion by -the cast when asked

Her current engagement at the
Greenwich Village Inn' at $4,000
weekly, is showing the effects of her
Opening
tours of the provinces,
night, didn't get the usual Broadway
mob, but considerable tourist trade,
most of whom had seen her at vari-

s^ach

AGVA

LQ

terps

with a n'ice pair of pipes and some
nifty arrangements, Act is routined
carefully, continuing a good balance
of slojv and fast pops, with a special
number thrown in for good effect
Latin lassie Ardita Artigas sings
the familiar Cubano chants, while
the line walks to music as lull
fillers, Johnny Silvers unit cuts the
show in ace fashion and gets them
on the floor for dansapation.

turns.

in taxes.

was

originally

booked

for

^

.

•

recently filed a petition of arrangement which in addition to the unsecured debts, listed $(i3,000 in secured credits and $57,000 arrearage

j

witli Trocj/
(4); Trojans

has "been making
Sally Rand
theatrical history, even if only on
police blotters, since her appearance
at the Chicago World's Fair. However, she's always beaten such raps
in court.
Since then, she's enriched
the general culture with her demonstrations of the art of the fan and
bubble, usually with healthy b.o. re-

come

Schwartz who
from Morris I>.
bought the Embassy from Bill
Embassy
Miller two months ago.

j

cess at the

If OfAre,
Anatomies
(2), Lou
Ashe, Kurt Jam, Ned Harvey Orch,
Latinaires; $3.50 minimuvi.

cash payment in lieu of the 20%
payment extended over a period of

|

LQ

Kelly and a trio working in thn
sequence.
Rest of show is an in and outer
Jackie Winston is a hard workinc
emcee who gets slim laugh reaction
with a series of tired gags and bite
all familiar through long usage
b?
other comics.
The Robertos are a sraceful tern
Nice looking pair purvey a
duo.
group of waltz, foxtrot and Latin

M. V.

Rond

Sally

A

to

1

K-wieli VillJige Inn;

unsecured creditors, to whom $75,000
was owed, agreed to accept a 10%

walk out. Dave Fox, head of the
local demanded $15,000
N. Y.
in cash before he would negotiate,
but later consented to the parley.
Walters pointed out that the N. Y.
Treasury bonds with Arthur Lee spot shouldn't suffer because of the
Simpkins, who was designated as Miami Beach cafe Inasmuch as he
spokesman for the Latin Quarter was hired to put on shows there,
•
having sold out his interest to
.cast.
Action was a result of the Latin partner E. M. Loew sometime ago.
(Loew is also an owner of the Nf. Y.
Quarter, Miami Beach, contesting
Besides, he pointed out, Miss
ispot).
the $15,000 salary-, due Jane RusRus-sell's
$15,000 salary has been
sell for one weeK^s work at that
in lull with the Mn.mi court
spot. It was cfa^ed that^Mi:; Ru;>osted
''^"'"^ *°
0"'*=°"'^
^
ill .spoiled chance for 'financial sue- P«"<1"?«

American Guild o£ Variety Artwhich was set to pull out show
at the Latin Quarter, N. Y., Sunday
(ISj, didn't when Lou Walters,
bonitace, posted $20,000 in U, S.
Ists,

Migit CIA. Rtfiewi

NX, Acce|»ted

Creditors have accepted a 1D%
settlement Of debts incurred in the
operation of the Embassy Club,
committee representing
N. Y.

two weelcs

•Si!:!;

THE

m

m

Aquarium cafe, N.Y., which until but; is being held over for a third moves about- the room before and
stanza because of heavy advance after performances chatting, giving
a short time ago used top name
autographs and making the payees
bands such as Louis Prima, Lionel ticket sales.
Other hits in the show include feel at home. The six girls in her
Hampton and Gene Krupa, folded
are sltivilarly sociable
Fields, brother of Gracie, entourage
last Sunday (16) and may reopen Tommy
and quite a lure for the woU-trade.
around April 1 as .the Colonial play- and Ronald Chesney.' The HighAlthough it may not affect attendBen Harriman, who operated towers, booked into the hoiise for ance
land.
for the early part of her run,
the Aquarium, will continue to head four weeks, cancelled out after a at least, show accompanying her is
the new outfit, with. various conces- fortnight because of the femrtie part- sub-standard.
The 'big moment is
ner's twisted ankle, with the Dolin- the Rand terping witn a pair of
sions being rented.
offs subbing.
ostrich fans. She starts fully gowned
It's the second name band spot -to
and winds up in g-stririg. It's, the
The 400 club, closed shortly
close.
first bit of nudity sincg La Guardia
after New Year's.
put Minsky's out of business in these
Aquarium sometime ago dropped £1
parts. That's the height of th6 en!t
name policy for inexpensive laytertainment the rest of the show
j

|

COMEDY
PATTER
For

AH

Brcmcfees of tbe«?rieab

GAG FILES
fbni 22 @ $1.00 each

FUN-MASTER
Has.

1

"BO©K OF BLACK-OUTS"
3 Vols. @ $20.00 Per Vol., or
$50.00 fat 3 Vols.

Proser E^pattds

Kf>

an

Rmccv)
!

en

!

per-in:inent ndtlrc«is.

i

on any mnteriull

II

PAULA SMITH
200 W.

S^fth St.,

New

York 19.

NX

Bk

floldmgs;

11

iiiilis

Starring

'

Mi

HOPe • UMOUa

Mo«oD=n,ont-lOU LEVY

—

New Decor

isn't IS

day

»•

PICTURE-

A PARAMOUNT
CROSftY •

good.

•

HARRY
5^-"

'33 E

I

ROMM

A.

\

Yj<«

Na.-;

5''

I

^^"p''"'"^

rix

j

what

and lackadaisical,
while the costuming is fair- and not

outmoded

Bernie, comedian, with Willie Shore
l^^^f^
too revealing. Bulk of the line enMonte Proser is expanding his ac- to follow.
tivities and show business interests
Spot was recently sold by the Ar- tertainment. is left to the two ponies,
beyond the orbit of the Copacabana, thur Davidson Estate for $'100,000 to Tracy and Clare, who aren't too impressive in then specialties of reciN.Y., which bears his name, and it's a trio of Av.k Montreal sports figures:
tative special material lyrics and
reached the stage that his horizons Eddte Quinn, wrestling and-boxing terps.
are veering more to Hollywood. promoter;
Yvon Robert, former
The two outside acts, fail to butWhile the Copa liquor license, stock, wrestler; and Leo Dandurand, opera- tress the proceedings to any apprelease, etc., in New York, are in his tor of several swank restaurants.
ciable degree.
Lou Ashe, emcees
name, he feels that the Copa idiom,
and does a spot on his own which
•doesn't produce the desired yocks.
per se, may beco«w dated and he's
Moreknd-Fetchit Split,
His bit on the performance of an
extending hiroseli into pictures and
oldish
ingenue
should
have
other interests. For that reason he's
to Single been permitted on this never
Latter
sho^w.
He
calling it Proser's Trocadero on the
Mantan Moreland and Stepin closes with a George M. Cohan medCoast, bypassing the Copa tag.
Fetchit have split up their act, latter ley to mild returns.
Show lineup is completed by a
soing back as a single, while More»
,
T»- •
r»
land has added a new partner. Hey- four-minute appearance of the TroRlC'hman S Riviera
jans, a pair of hand-to-hahd balv/ood Jones. Morcland-Jones
^

$3.00 Par Cop y
C*O.I>.'^8

route» n1»a Kenci

,s

The six-femme detachment acEl Morocco, Montreal, closed Suncompanying her haven't- inspired
(16) for renovation and will re- routines, but a degree
of looks and
•'^P"' ^ ^'"^ ^ "'""^^ policy. nifty figures. The routines are some-

^aw
„a

THE €EREi\^ONIES"
tn

It
-

I

.^118.33

"HOW TO MASTER
(How

Closed for

outs.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
16 Soci Parotiies for

m

Jo»t complel""'

I

.

'

AL HORDE PRESENTS
I

|

.

.

,

Back

i

'

.

KetuVn

Harry Riehman will play his first
N. Y. date in several years when
he opens the Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J.,
for the season May 4. Riehman last
played in N. Y. at La Martinique.
Riviera, operated by Bill Miller,
will continue its name policy and is
expected to install a line of girls.
.

ST-EWE.

EVANS

TIMES & JOLLY MOMENTS
OmainK I^neK-*8 St«t«. N«w York

HAWy

Man-li i«th
IMK.: 1UATT1! KOSeii

BEBLE's

mrmY

Milton Berle

•

VJTHDraL

LEONARD GREEN AGENCY
n.
E. 57tk St.. N. Y. C.
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I

combo

1

I

I
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Ramirez's Repeat

dates

Carlos Ramirez, singer,

continuing mtery

appearances in conjunction with his
Philip Morris airshow on Tuesdays.
Comic is taking fiVe-day»a-w«ek cafe
dates.
First date is at the Town Casino,
Buffalo, starting April 2, at $7,500.
inc.
It's the same basic salary that he
9-7470 got at the Carnival, N. Y.

in their act last week in Mt.
'Vernon, N. Y., and will trek to Boston before hitting the Main Stem,
Moreland's former partner, Ben
Carter,, died when the two wer*
playing a theatre date
New York.

broke

appeared in films and

legit,

who has
has been

Signed for a repeat at the HavanaMadrid, n". Y., starting April 3.
Last date at this spot was for
$3,500.

Working with a low ceilthe.vi couldn't do the usual two
An act of this type is entertainment for the ringsiders only as
floor work and shoulder rolls can't
be seen bv majcrrity in the house.
Kurt Jons, slated for the production dance spot, performed for a few
minutes only because of a sprained

ancers.
ing,

highs.

ankle.

Jose.

Kitty Davis%

15^

SaranacLake

.

exercise are James
(RKO) McCarthy, Edward (Loew) Slagus, Arnold (20th-century) Coleman, Edna
(legit) Hagan, Helen LeClaire Carlson and Sam Schulman.
Yvonne Michalski shot in from
Lynn, Mass., and will reside in the
colony to be near her husband. Al
Michalski, who is progressing O.K.
Moe Gould is penciled in for an
operation.
Ben Schaffer is back in circulation
after spending time in bed with a
nerve ailment.
(Wcitc to Ujo.sc wko are ill.)

SALE

COMEDY

ON

MC's,

Comics,

Willie Howard still gets howls
with his French prof routine with
Al Kelly's double-talk heightening
the laugh effect. Sustains the palm
whacks with his impressions of
Jessel,
Jolson and Crosby, with

LEHS"
FIRE"
No.

I

MATERIAL!

Nos.

"COMEBACKS TO HECK"COMEDY TEAM CROSS-

$1 . . .
Jake ealleetion
.
eollection of jokes $1.

M

275

W

(ft

Jockeys. Gagmen, etc.)
fllos wrltleU
orijinal
I, 2. 3 nt %\ each . . .

Disc

"PUNCH LINES"
by top gagman,
New turenre

i

By Happy Benway

5100 Aieda Club, Chkacjo

HUami

Miami Beach, Morch-

WiMie Hoiuard loitfi Al Kelly,
Jackie Winston, The Roberto^, Estd
Treu, Ardita Artigas, Line (6); no

minimum.

Saranac Lake, N. Y., March 18.
Carlo and Helen Phelps, who
cured here, now working and doing
O.K. at their Orlando, Florida, home.
Ditto Margaret Dougherty, former
nitery entertainer, who is doing secretarial work.
Theresa Biviano is a new arrival
in the Will Rogers.
Among those Skedded for mild

I-

BENNY MEROFFI

43

.

.

"LAFFILE"

Hew York

St.

City

•"SENSAflONAL-TWO ACT RfVUF

Bach la Boogh

Lovely lady
of Song

Marimbist

GEORGi

JOHNSON
SHOW —

GUEST

ANNIVERSARY
MOOSE CLUB.
.PDEsiE mtVA AGENCY
Chicago Rep.:

New Yo.k

?.2.-5.:

ERIE
FHIL TYRRELL

MAXli\E

SULLIVAN
VILLAGE VANGUARD,

New

York

NOW (Indefinitely)
RADIO: SuHdays, 3-3:15
Personal

P.M.,

WNEW

Monagemanl

ClBEftT

TERKY

Dirociion:

MUaC

CORP. OF AMERICA

;

jiaini's Ripley Is

49

%

ffiz

at Seascm s

Mianu, March

Bart at the Latin Quarter; The
Vagabonds and DeCastro sisters at
the Clover; Joe Frisco and Lillian
Roth at the Five O'clock; and Willie

18.

time this season,
<lowp reservatoaitre d's. are turning
shows and "squeezlinns for dinner
th* supper sesfor
in
iM!" people
end of the
the
at
This,
Itertfi
Cpesed lush heights, with the
SituaUon can
Sney" «one north. installation
of
to
directly
vie traced
rno-minimum policy by the BeachLatin Quarter,
rember, with the
in
following
others
and
Ceaacabana
to take the
what amounts to a move
averaee tourist
nit-ries baclc to the
people
of
the
bulk
making up the
ffnr

first

the

Howard

Kitty

at

i

I

,

all

I

are

had been struggling along,

satisfied

they flUed the room for dinner
"fair" house for the second

;

canto.

What amazes most ops is the appearance of the natives who rarely
'''wttTsuch names as Sophie Tucker, go to the niteries. They make up a
Jackie Miles at good measure of the
Harry Richman and
payees, and
Rooney
at
Mickey
from tlieir reaction, continuation of
the Beachcomber;
Dunn and .Tan such a policy into next sea.son will
Cross
tbfe Copa;
see insurance ef an even break at
least, no matter what the budget.

&

]

I

j

I

I

j

^ome

ot^ the
I

into

spot.s

the profit

no more of

that'

Junctional

Hully, Cues

For' the

.side.

the

that

j

Policy

I'H-do-my-act-and-

reason

i.sts

Sophie

I

I

I

I

are rebelling at the parent na-

against the activities of the Fhfllsr
local secretary Dick Jones, which
wojild have forced out of the setup.
Jones was previously fired by the
national but refused to give up the
records.
Under the court fiecision,

Tucker keeps

tional union

she makes
customers, and they come to see her
on a personal equation. That goes
tor Joe E. Lewis, and others, Harry
Richman's .secret as a cafe attraction in years past was his mixing
with the trade out-front, conning
them with a fast 'TU be right ifcack,"
and so they'd order up and wind up
slaying into the second .show. Morton Downey did an unusually big
business at the Waldorf's Wedgwood
Room this winter, and for a very
good reason he's a great mixer.
They don't just come to see him; apparently the convivial goer-arounder.s. take
special interest in the
saloonantics of iheir per.sonal favor-

taken by the N.Y. office of AGVA in Jones remains at his post. Case is
Philadelphia, where the branch is now being appealed.
seeking local autonomy.
National office last week sought to
Soph's
S«t
pull out acts from the Latin Casino,
Date of the Sophie Tucker show at
Philadelphia, becau.se of its dealings
with the Philly branch. Strike was the Latin Quarter, N.Y., has been
averted when the Latin Casino's moved- back t» April 13, beeause of
owners told Dave Fox. of the N.Y. singer's holdover at the Beachcomber, Miami.
office, that it would deal through the
Jack
Cole
dancers,
originally
parent office only.
slated to bow with Mi.ss Tucker,
Contemplated
strike
indicates
opened .Sunday (18).
strategy the union's national office

rolling along is that
friends, mixes with the

and had a

bring

in Latin Casino,

-scram, which had become a prima
Forerunner
of
jurisdictional
donna wartime practice.
strikes in towns where branches of
Mixers Stay on Top
The boys ana girls are now re- the American Guild of Variety Art-

calling

the turnouts. Especially in the ca.se
of the bigger .spots, which had been
getting those $4-l(;7.i50 minimums and

will

AGVA Move

t

,

Davis',

solid amount of biz, with
majority of nitery ops wide-eyed at

Anomaly

irom page

C«ntiittted

there's enough business in the
joint to warrant a third frolic—and
ful

drawing a

if

Natl

Boom Says

TMb To 'No-Mminnnn' Hyp(

is

seen with the action

Back

Date

!

'

i

—

use to break the authority of
seceding locals.
Once most spots
dealing with the national office directly, branch offices will be
controllmg an area
which it will
will

start

m

that made dough. Ihey'l] ites.
They want them to sit down have no jurisdiction.
Step was apparently decided upon
up with a seasonal take far and have a drink, shake "em by the
after the national office lo.st a court
beyond their expectations. Most are hand, con 'em.
tiff in Philly two weeks ago, when
holding on with new shows coming
That doesn't mean a return to
Judge Joseph Kun refused to grant
in until Af>ril 1st.
that mixing by girls with the loners
the
parent union an injunction

several

I

wiiwl

I

To begin with, legislataboo in New York and

out front.
tively

it

is

HEIBIEandHOWAR]

many communities.

N.Y.

Vamty Fair's

But the stars
are something else again. And yet
Joan
Exils
it doe.sn't end with the stars either.
Joan Edwards, former Hit Parade
The in-between spots are the ones
who need the hypo the most. The singer, has broken away from Music
Hildegarde.s,
Brissons,
DeMarcos Corp. of America. Singer, who.se
ended March 1,
and Sablons can continue to stay contract with
aloof and they'll still SRO 'em. But has so far,, made no other agency
the intermediary spots now need affiliation, although she's admitted
that personal touch; that extra co- talks with Abe Lastfogel, William
operation between talent and man- Morris agency general manager.
At any rate it's expected that Miss
agement; that humanizing of the
customer-appeal, to keep business Edwards will take no. more dates
after her windup at the Paranlount

'ComciiSy-

MCA

Eilwar4

SGSmwNoMin.
I

New York

I

I

DIANE

ADRIAN
SONG

STYLIST

cafe business is hitting
bottom, observers claim, when a
nitery with nearly $15,000 entertain-

HAVANA. CUfiA
Just Ctosctf 6 Weeks
BAR OF MUSIC
Miami Beoeh
THANKS TO

MARKS

HERBERT

TALENT AGENCT

mAm

New YORK

THERE'S

ieach

ONLY ONi

fkAHCES
FAYE

budget drops its minimum
charge policy, and when one of the
top cafes gives its entire staff twoweeks' notice. Since the advent of
Lent, Broadway and East side takes,
with the exception of spots having
a top talent marquee, have hit the
lowest in recent years.

That precarious times are here is
in the fact that Vanity Fair
weeks after its preem, dropped

six

the minnies and adopted .a pay for
what's consumed policy. La Martinique, going through a critical era,
has told employees it will suspend
March 25 unless a strong enough
headliner is available. Spot has Gene

Baylos booked for one week starting
(Wed.). Future depends on

tonight

whether business picks up sufficiently or whether a headliner is
available.
However, at the Vanity Fair, it's
claimed a different situation exists.
Menus call for dinners from $2 and
prevent a couple
there's little to
from holding a table with drinks
for a certain length of time.
Most Broadway spots are not so

hit.

iireci-iosi:

The big exception appears

the Latin Quarter,

still

to be

doing good.

gros.ses as is Lucienne
Cafe Society Uptown and
Hildegarde at the Persian room of

is

RIO CABANA
CHICA^ IlL
U.C.A.

I

I

Many
;

As

It is

and more

Spots

hitting

Boyer

boom

in

many

Off

is oft 50"%
spots.
The top

ROSBM

Draiv from oar Itbrnvy, oiio of thm

most voniprehttiulr*
.Showbtc!
1»43 CatnloB I'^IiKEI
largest,

^
^

theatre, N. Y.. ending yesterday
(Tues.). Miss Edwards expects a
baby in July.

Plaza.

Mih

StHfiHf

Rood,

I.

notable trends are reported
in this week's issue. One is the possible return to nudity as a business
hypo, as evidenced in two N. Y.
spots; and the hypo being given to
the season 's-end' Miami with the
no-cuv, no-miniitium i[>olicy.
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EMBASSY CLUB. New York
*
Paysees are on «nterprisin§ smooth
baitroom ieam who qo over sfr0i]gly."
Vanefy, 3/5, Kohn.

'

CLUB CAIRO.

Wash., D.

C

show is a young damcc
team, Jatties and Beverly Paysee. whose
imooth ballroom teehaique bring them
top applause . . . Definitely a sprightly
net."
Lowe, Voriefy. 1/22/47,
*
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at

Versailles is okay at
dinner but off for supper. Takes at
the Blue Angel and Ruban Bleu have
declined as have many smaller cafes.

the

50%

now, business

spots in New York have all been
hurt.
The joints that cleaned up
15,000 and $6,000 profit— sometimes
up to 20G^ are now losing that same
It's axiomatic that
$5,000 a week.
in no business like the nitery business does- it come as fast and go
faster when business is off. "When
there is profit the taxes eat it up.
And when the spots «re tobogganingthey can't buy liquor on credit, just
as they can't charge it.
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Parodies! Spedai Songs! Bits!
if

|

rolling.
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MCA

The Diamond Horseshoe,
hot.
Havana-Madrid and even the highgrossing Carnival have been badly
The Copa with Tony Martin on tap
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Weilnesclay,

so
and who has since been doing the
best he can, which is generally very
Strong play
good.
the Hollywood

Flamingo
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from Bollywood, and the high quai-
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Movibeth Old
Harv*y Stone
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Sid Caesar
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George De Witt

Wagner

Sis

The Martinis

The

2J-23
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Ted

(1)
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Albee

Marionettes

Four Morrocans
Steve Evans
Frank & Jania

Bob

.

<}lenn Miller tn,

Helene * HoWflliS

lillis

•

Dann

NEW lOKK

Itoiisfft.i-lel.l

.

(Uo\viilo-vo>
Olivette Miller

Connie Sawyer
Cliff Jackson
JOsh White
J C Heard Ore
.rate

Soi-lety

(t'ptownl
,

Lucieane Boyer

Pave Martin 3
EdraOnd Hall Or*
Carnival
Oiscn & .iohnson
Beatrice Kay
Salici

Puppets

Micliael Bdwarrtt

McManus Ore
Reid Ore

^
Chini) Doll

Jadine- LI
Tai Si.liK.s

.

'

Don Bradileld
The Lovelies (6)
Cei^ Davidson -'if
Vin^ Garden*
Al 'Kimmy
Geiirgie Moore
.Too Kish Ore
Mel Cole Ore
.

the

father in
Criterion,

owner

-82,

management

Peggj^ Ryan to Jimmy Cross, BurKank, ,Gal.> March 17. Bride and
groom ate screen players.Fifl D'Orsay to Peter LaRicos,
Hollywood, March 16. Both screen
•

-

his

of the

IcelHild

La Martinique

eene Saylos
Bret Morrison
Joan Barton

Losa

Continued from page
isn't

too

much

playing

1

money

around.
Just what the situation may be in
Hollywood proper and in such places
as Palm Springs is more or less

cm

with Bessie Barriscale in "Girl of
the Golden West," and played in mra
version of "Mrs, Wiggs of the Cabbage. Patch."

from

son^

JOSEPH WALSH
Joseph Walsh, 62, died at
Rogers hospital, Saranac Lake,

his

Will
N.Y,,

He

illness.

ot the New-

Chicago Friends

JEAN R. BLOCH
Jean Richard Bloch, 63, playwright,
died in Paris, March 16, Bloch was
co-i'ounder of the evening daily Ce
Soir. He also wrote several novels
and authored the legiter,' ''Toulon."
Survived by widow, -son and

two:

daughters.

tion and a means to better international understanding. He was,, however, a conservative in the matter of
controversial subjects in films, having warned against their introduction into world's theatres.

SI

SEAMAN

Si Seaman, 49, who worked on
advertising for Ringling,
& Bailey tor -many years,
died In New York, March 10. He
was the brother of Primrose and

outdoor

Barnum

Maxine Seaman, former vaude and
WILLIAM BORIS
William Boris, 32, former circus burlesque performers.
Survived by widow and three
and vaudeville performer, died in
Evelyn -Bingley to Paul W. Moren- Youngstown, Ohio, March 16.
He children.
cy, v.p. of -Travelers Broadcasting also
had appeared in medicine
Co. and- general manager of WTIC, shows, concerts, and with dramatic
NERINO BIANCHI
at 0,ak Park, IlL, Feb. 27.
and minstrel companies.
Nerino Bianchi, 50, musician died
Beverb' Showalter to Fred VarPerforming under name of Bert in San Antonio recently.
nau, Cincinnati, recently. Bride and Durand, Boris appeared in "Uncle
He was a former cello player with
groom are ift- bookkeeping dept. of Tom's Cabin," and was well known the San Antonio Symphony OrchesFrederic W. Ziv, transcription com- on the Mississippi showboat circuit.
pany.
He was also a composer and poet.
Gwen Davies, radio actress on
IN LOVING MEMORY
Survived by sister and brother.
"Let's Pretend" and "Aunt Jenny,"
of a Devoted Htiiband
to Lawrence Greenhaus, ex-Navy
Who PaiKsail Away Moith 19, 1943
JOSEPH KELLER
Lieutenant, in N., Y., March 30.
Joseph Keller, president and busi'

BIRTHS

EDDIE MILNE

ness agent of local 140 of the American Federation of Musicians died
March 15 following a fall in his
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., home.
Keller was « veteran ot World
War I, and a member of the 109th
Field Artillery bAnd, the WilkesBarre symphony orchestra, and the

Tho flowora I ploc* in memory of you
May withar ond docay
But Lovo for- yoo doop in my heorl
Will novsr fad% away.

Sodly Missed by Your Wife

MOUA MllW

I
American Legion band Post; 132. He -'imnm^^^s^m^LXJi-jtmmrTT^mf^
was also deputy sheriff oI Lnzerne tra and was a member o£ the music
County for two terms.
faculty of the University of Texas.
;

BERNARD HIRSH

WILLIAM

E.

WING

though most of thetn deny ter, Burbank, Ciillf., March 12.
William E. Wing, 77, retireil
Bernard Hirsh, 48, acting president
man,
iti any way permanent Or
Father is screen star.
of the Hirsh Amus. Co. and active in scenario writer and newspaper
though (discernMr. and Mrs. Frank Gbodiaaan, Philadelphia's motion picture indus- died March 10 In Los Angeles.
wants to wander daughter.
In
the early days of Hollywood he
New York, March 14. try for the past 35 years, died March
Diamond norsCMhoi- through the desert village) that, the Mother is Arlene Wolf, A.P feature 14 in that city.
wrote several screenplays lor D. W.
Siri
nite spots on the outskirts are anyA native of Philadelphia, he at Griffith.
writer; father is legit press agent.
Herman Hyde
thing but crowded. Some of them
'i'urner Twins
Mr. and Mrs. Ricardo Montalban. one time managed a chain of 23 theFtosebuds
have folded in the past few" months
Mother, 68, of Agnes de MiUe,
son, Los Angeles, March 13. Father atres in Arizona. He was also assoBilly Banks ^
and still others are keeping the neon
Tables Davis
ciated
with his brothers in a com- dancer and choreographer, died "i
is a screen actor.
Ronald Si Rudy
light in the window more in 'hope
Mr. and Mrs; Jacques Leslie, son, pany which included .operation of the New York, March 17. In 1903, she
.Tack Mathers
than in expectation.
Noble Sissle Ore
Century
and
Fairmount
was
theatres.
married to William C, De MjUe,
Hollywood, March 13. Mother is a
Syd StrttnKe Ore
The Flamingo, latest and most radio writer; father a film execu*
playwright and motion picture P^Kl (.'hleo
elaborate and costly of the try-and- tive.
EMMA LOUISE' BONN
duCer. They were divorced in 1927l-.otfita
Rios
get-it c|sinos, is reported operating
Miguel j; AlbalclD
Emma Louise Dunn, 80, editor of Survived by two daughters.
Mr. and Mrs, Saul Perliman,
Alice i-'arrar
at a weekly loss. Place is understood daughter,
Pittsburgh,
March 2. Ea.stern Law Books, publishers, who,
Bob Turk
to have been in the red ever since it Father's a Monogram salesman.
Hotel Pennsylvunh
in spite of h.er years, had been daily
Mother of Jules' Drob, saxinan
Frankle Carle Ore
opened last New Year's and the
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ketterer, at her office until the day before with Luke Riley's houte orch at
Hotel Pierre
chances of getting back the heavy daughter,
Maurice & Maryea
Pittsburgh.
March 8. her death, died in Toro,nto March 22. Casino theatre, Pittsburgh, died m
Alodcrnaires
nut seem problematical at the mo- Father's on
Survived
by
a
son,
Murison
Dunn,
.staff.
that city last weeli.
Chaa Reader Ore
ment.
Cass Harrison Ore
Mr. and Mrs. David Tytherlelgh, USD company manager in Germany
Hotel PlH'<»
cor
This one Was started with Holly- daughter, Los Angeles, March 14. and the Middle. East, lipw manager
Father. 59, of Herman Levin,
Hlldegarde
Hal KannoT Ore
wood dough definitely in mind. It Father is Hollywood district man- of the California Ghildreii's 'Theatre, producer at "Gall Me Mister fica
Monte Ore
was
designed
as
resort
hotel,
a
huge
Los
ager
Angeles;
for
ASCaP.
and
Alice
and Violet March 14. Survived by son, widow
Hotel RoDseveK
Lawrence Welk Or with prices scaled to exclude. everyMr. and Mrs. Nat. Halperin, son. Dunn, N. Y. radio actresses.
'and daughter,
•Hotel Tnfl
thing but the lushest carriage trade. New York, recently.' Father is asVincent Loiiez Ore
n'nIdorf-Atiorin
So far, only the gaming casino is sistant to president of CBS,
GEORGE ATKINSON
Robert C. Mcllheran, 55. for 25
Tito flulziar
finished and in operation and that,
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Knapp, son.
George
Atkinson,
owner- years with Universal exchange ai
65,
P & E Barry
what with the scarcity of labor, New York, March 15. Father is manager of the Queen City Amuse- Dallas, died in a Wichita Falls. Tex.,
Emll Coleman Ore
MIscha Borr Ore
materials and such was WMCA newscaster.
building
ment
Co.,
and well-known c'arnival hospital on March 13.
Little Club
completed at an exorbitant cost.
D6rls Day
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick M. Pack- figure at fall lairs in the U. S. and
Cass Harrison 3
al
Project is headed by Benny Siegei, ard, Hollywood, March 17. Mother Canadar died March 15, in Toronto.
Miltott TPrnschel, 62, set director
Roeers Corner
i"
IQon Bdker
a character who came some years js daughter of J. Arthur Rank: father
Bbif n in England, he came to Metro for 14 years* died March 14
Esouiree
back
from
New
York
to
Hollywood
is
film
producer.
3!fti-onto 40 years ago to establish his Culver City.
Joe'fiatw Trio
that

it

is

serious.
It's fact,
ible to anyone who

r
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,
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I

Oliiirto

Lee Simpkins
Jack CoJe Dcrs
Francis & Grey
Bedell & Hats«n
Hal Eay win

j'

ington theatre, Newington, Conn,
Walsh was admitted to the Rogers
hospital last November following a
serious breakdown.

players.

in trade,

Raye & Naldl
Steen & Tasher
Michael Dui-su Ore
Fernando AlvereK O

,

Ernie Stuart Oro

A

il

HAKRY LAKE

16.

actress,

oj

associated with

Wyndham and New Thea.
tres in London. Prior to that he had
been in |he U. S. as a farm and
ranch owner and cattlc: dealer in
Wyoming and Texas.

Si-

Bea Allen to Clarence Johansson,
Hollywood, March 16, Bride is screen

'

Milt Brittbn tJnit

Cecil liewln

Wyndham was

,

Charles Trenet
Jose MelUs Ore

l.uilii

Howard Wyndham,

:

Balnh Font Or

'

Edward

two
survive

'

Sun

Embassy
-

Abbott D'ncers (121
Rio Cabana
Dinning Sis
Irwin Corey
Bob Lee
COpaey & Ayers

management by

,

C X- T Valdez
Blackburn Twine

Keye Luke
John Tio
Moo Song
Fran Tang

WilllamH Ore
Shay
Ambaasadora

Dorothy,-

its

three London theatres, died March
16 in London.

mon, Pittsburgh, March 15. Bride's
on WB exchange staff.
Gei;aldine Cohen to Jerry Velden-

of course,
Officially,
guesswork.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Johnston, son,
there is no gambling in California Houston, Texas,
March 16. Father is
and the only way you can figure the
pub director of Interstate Theatres,
reduction in the take is to count the
Houston.
crying towels in the alleys back of
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Weinreb, son,
the unofficial joints
March 14, New York City. Father is
Las Vegas Lament
staff' story analyst at 20 Century-Fox.
Up in. Las Vegas, which is in
Mr. and -Mrs. Edwin McDonald,
Nevada where, gambling is a legal son, Los Angeles, March 8. Father
enterprise and licensed by the state, is a casting director.
the boys admit a definite falling off
Mr. and Mrs. Errol Flynn, daugh-
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Chal * Somay
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Ellis Larktn 8
Joan Nichols
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Herbert and Roy, who
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Riders (4)
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Cabaret BiOs

i

Bach'a Ore
7,0.
Mnfianne Fedele
Sheldon Reed

a theatre broker.
Charlotte
Everstine
Frank
to
Woodrufif,
Pittsburgh,
March 16.
Groom's a WCAE announcer.

-March

.

March 15, after a short
was owner and manager

players.

Du Rols

(Icrnldinc

.ioined

Schmidt

Coi-win Sis

Boulevar-Dea'TB
Latin (iuarter

Ted Lewis Ore

20

New Park (T) 28
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I.ee Davis
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Jean March
(one to mi >

20
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Terrv & Ralph Rio
t.ow Hite & Stanlei
iTowntd O). 21
Fiarl Hines & Ore
Son & Sonny
Ford k Harris
Janet Ssyre
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Eddie Fens Oro
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Gavins Octette
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CoSrt Sa (I) 20-23 Joe Vera
Bari
Adams & Vauglm Sam
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Capitol
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Urientnl (I) JO
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Artif!

B

17.

Groom -is

to

in Toronto, died then.
xjre

15.

Born in Detroit, he opened
the
park 26 years ago and was later

Survived by widow and
Albert

Springs, March"

Helen Louise Blanton to Seymour
Fisher, Los Angeles, IVtarch 16.

zer, Pittsburgh,

WASHINGTON

I-atlnos

Al Bernte

,

(R> 19

Don & Beverly
Smiley Burnett
Sybil Bowen

Norma Warner
L & G Canaino

to

:Miltoii: J.

Paul White
lolroy Peace

,

and located

March

tor,

Shortly
tary of Foreign. Affairs.
Groom's, thereafter he was appointed to the
former owner of theatre supply Paris post and in 1929 was created
Baron.
house.
Lord Tyrrell regarded films as a
Barbara Farrell to Robert Lowery.
March 15, Las Vegas. Both are film powerful medium for mass educa-

,
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Claire

Kine Cole
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J.

-

Kelly

Sol
Solman, 76, president
oi
Sunnyside Amusement Co., largest
outdoor amusement park in Canada
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Groom

Richardson

Palm

A. Band,

Don McCrane Ore
The Craddocka (2)

Ruby

Itoi/'r

«1

(I)

Jacquelyn

Orlova

Olirh

'I'fd

Moss
Irving Bensen

KKAWlS't"
Rajah (1) «0-22
Johnny Loni? OicJr
Walter Walters

palace

t Bdwards Eros

Sinclair & AMa
H«len Wenssel .

Ice

Faye
Fuld

Milt

Canfteld Smitli

.

(121

Coloslmo'a
Ijet>

Don GummniBS
The Barretts

'

,

Van

AdoraWes
.loey

Whitaker
Tke St Claires

23-30

(K)

B&Shorue

Earle (^^>^1
Gene K"iPa„2''''
Sondra Barrett

Powell

Bov Foy
Carl Rsvazza
I.H! ry Storch
Ciav Clarldge Ore

a

Stimmy White

BOSTOS

Helen

i'":^
&
B wells Hanlon
Jr
Tommy
T.vos

Ijaddle Lamont
l\lUo. Nicole

KeltliB

&

I'lULABEl-Ylll ^

The

.

iSliieklmwk

l?lcjtT'OVe

Dean

MARRIAGES

.

CHICAGO

Wftliv

Allen

Bl!>i>oarome (1) 8'2
Ted & Flo Yallet
Minda Lanpc
Jsiok Carter
Hiplvory Nuts
State (I) 80-8a

Di l Rios
BtMJSrU

Chanteurs
Bros Ore

Russ Carlyle Oro
Joey Bishop
Pare*
Cite-/

Boyce

Bela
Paul Arnold

Agency partnership between Jack
Kalcheim' aiid.Del Cartier has been
dissolved, with all accounts being
taken over by Kalcheim.

fea

widow.

Harry Lake, 62, former screen acdied in Chicago on March 4.
He had been in silents, appearing

Kalcheim-Cartier Split

Janczl MKkulB

his.

of

Bros

Howell & Bowser
Eddie Hayward Oi
D Dickens Ore
Zlmmerniairs
Gene Kardoa
SSsiga

.

K'.arry

rioa^

cartel^

H

DunhUls
Eddie Klo

Btlly

'J'he

Carllon fe'Dell

?

'

Alomas Hawaiian*

Majestic (T)
Richards

Valaee (1) 80-2S
Bob Crosby Ore
The Town Criers

Fiances White

Farlev

A & B

Sis

Tile Fraseio

New Yorker

&

With fond
memories

a

ture of the midway at the
Canadkh
National Exhibition.
Survived

W

& Giv'm
Zanzibar

Ida James

*

TlissBll

until his death president of the British Board of Film Censors died
March 14 in London.
Until his retirement from the diP"
lomatic service in 1934, Lord 'Tyrrell
was known as -one of the chief ad-

D'CJuincey

Jmte Arnold

Frank Cook

Clayton «-. Phillips
ja^on &- Carroll
Bob & Irene Copier
G<-ori;e De Witt

Peggy Palmer

Edward Ore

.lack

Hotel

Chnck Foster Oro
Marion Spelman

Verdie

Nichols & Venny
Colcy Worth

.

I^ondon

BEHrORlJ
& Wrny

&

Kay

Hotel Commofloro

Jean March
l*\TI5KSO> „„

Mayo Bros
Bddle Lambert Co
Ji hnny Ames

A\airnfr

Ma<=''

there's
emporium
one
equipped with' one-armed bandits
that reach for pennies.

Carole
Stuart Ijanglcy

Mills

shows and games which were

William George Tyrrell, 80, First
of Avon, former diplomat and

vocates of Franco-British cooperation, and at the time of his retirement was Ambassador to France. In
the years preceding the iirst WorldWar, Lord Tyrrell was secretary to
Sir Edward Grey, Foreign Affairs
secretary, and was instrumental
building the Entente Cordial and
the Anglo-French-^Russian alliance.
After preparing Britain's brief 'at
doesn't' need to feel diffident about the 1919 peace conference, he came
malting a nickel bet; In fact, even to the U. S. on a special mission and
the chain stores and drugstores have in 1925 was appointed Under-Secreslot machines right, besides tt^e cash
register to accommodate change from
a dollar, four bits, or even a quarter.

And

I.ee

•

Hotel Rlltmore

Maldfi

Fave & Andre
Danny Shaw,

ut-^S

(l>

wmya

5

Johnny

Carmen Cavallaro

IVock

Hob

Kay Vernon
Bob Hopkins
Pierre & Boland
Kddie Stone Uro
Nino Bd

perry

1

Ginnle rowell
nvlvel

Carioa Varela Ore
Belniont-Plazn

Balls" Sq (« ««-«»

"

joale Thorpe

Alston & T.oung
HO Francisco Co

Boyd Raoburn

Campo

Del

I'air

NeilB Fisher
Gloria Gilbert

Ore

Ilavnnn-aTiulria

,„„
Frankie Fontaine

aa-isa

(I)

Herb Ijyiin
The Chcsternelds

•Vanity

Betty Norton

Moon

-

Flames
Don Frye

Gertrude Nieaen
Jan Murra,\

Aurora-Roche

•'^ll^EAPOl-lS
Orpheum (U) 20
Vaughn Monroe Oi

Bon Hooton
Sen WonpH

Pen- Seeger
3

Rand Show

Carlyle Dcrs
liUis

Blacker
VcrBalilu*

VillnKc Vansiinrd
Maxine Sullivan

I

Sally

Bowers

c;ooUle

Winilsor (I) 'gZ-%Z
Allen B & Shorty
Fielder & Harriet

Wally

Bernard Bros
Bob Grant Ore
Panchlto Ore

Nina
Jo* \a Porte OrrVillaee Inn

G & G Armstronis
Wally Boas
R & B Reyes

Sonarwriters .Parade

O

i>'llip8

llunhs
'over

liou A site
(.MiaveK Ore
>Jed Harvey

1»

(P)

Olympla

Ccdrlc Wallace 3

Trojans

Tower (I) «l
The Miamians

Harrison & Carrol
& Rosa
Prof BaclcB'arda
Qpne Sheldon

i

.

Ijewis

Dawn ^ Dusl'
Kirby Wailv-er
Marais & MIrnniiii
Sally Chapman

(i'n-icli

flll)

KANSAS CITS

.

"

2-i

Jim Wons Troupe

Lvn Shirley
Koxy (1) 20

Kalherlne Dunham
^nioHlo Lecuona

Riilian Itlen

Day,

RoinuBinn

(<

Stul.e

„

Valley Arena (D
Count Basie Ore

E

Henningr

pat

.

OM

Jjl

HOIiYOKK

Vine

Billy

Jose Curbello

Rol)eri»Mav.-i (in-

M

.

Kcvue

Anne

nnspflrre

DlcK

Connee Boswell
Joe Besaer
Al Trace Ore
Carnevale
R &

Roi'Ucttea

old established resorts, are
keeping pretty much the business
they've always had, being favorite
weekend spots for Hollywood and
Southern California pleasure-seekers geneirally.
Gambling take in
these spots, tliough, is understood to
have fallen off in the past month.
Most of the attractions set up in
downtown Las Vegas are still enjoying a fair business, with the Golden
Nugget, the Boul(ier Club and the
FrSitier Club getting the big play.
One thing" about these spots is that
a squirrel can take a whirl in them
for small dough or large, and he

Vegas,

Machito Ore

Monte rarlo

State (I) 21-28

entertainment being stressed.
Spots Feel Pinch

LORD TYBBELI.

The Last Frontier 'and Ranclio Baron

l.oewi

Klo Cabanii
.S'TG

Art

HAKTFOKB.

ity of

OW

KtMlo'i

Shepard Cinorua
Waner Ore

(Ji-nevieve T^orn

Ai'i'onvaniacs

Tho'as

&

eon

Will'p Wondeiff

pred Barll-.olomew
Micnnel O'Sn.-a

ZuIUeskI

Charlps

I.

Gus Van
Lionel Hampton Or Sonny King
<
Coculateers
The Amorys
Reds & Curli.y
Joe Cook Jr
roi.«AJ Ill's
Narda
l>»l«ee (K)
h Graljam Si»
1*h3lisa Arnold
Tony Pasto? Or;Palace (R) 20

19

<Jv)

hUow

of

flay

letter In narentUesIs Indicate eircult: (I) ludepeiulent; (•)
(£) runmolints (B) «KOs (W)

Ottpltol

-

swankiness of the,

setupf the 75-inioute plane time

Mnmernis In connection- with Mils below Indicate opening
whether full or split week

KKW

bally,
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OBITUARIES

being made
contingent in

is

for

WEEK OF MABCH

March

\

!'
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!
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'

flylton

i
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XCiaiTIMATB

and Ofimqis-Elysees

loon*

Ballet

Biz Causes Show's

Conthuiance;

May Sne Todd for CoBtract Breach
Bal»
Michael Todd's contemplated
has
des Champs-Elysees season

producer is regone haywire, and
prospective suit from
ported facing
British impresario, and
-Jack Hylton,
company, with their
ballet
the

papers.

Ifg claimed that Todd contracted
services of thcj
with Hylton for the
French troupe for six weejts at a
j

Troupe,

was te open in Bostdn March
in Philadelphia March

«wr

10,
17,

ap-

i

and

i

PfeW York March 20. Todd canthe Boston booking when it'
appeared that Lent and general balin

would mean

a poor

season. He's reported to have advanced the c6mpany $2,000 for expenses on which payment was originally stopped; to have tried cut
guarantee down to two weeks instead of six, after okaying a $.'5,000
indemnity fee;/and n<!W to be trying
to eliminate hims^f entirely from

last

in

;

verbally

to

i

menay payments.
Meantime six of the French group
arc already in the U. S., the company'* jowner Bnger Eude haying

j

j

\

ings.

!

it

Mte

-.-

started

'

Oh

toUr

from

words were changed

;

j

Balance of companir of 38 is still in
France,
although
costumes
and
scenery for all the repertoire have
already arrived by boat in the U. S.
It's estimated that from $10,000 to

Boost

i

is

explained

by the

fact

that the other "Iceman" players will
get two-eighths more for playing
two matinees and it was agreed that
Barton receive a similar percentage
$12,000 in expenses has already been of increase although he's laying off.
*
incurred by the company here.
It's
the first time for an actor
with a run-of-the«play contract to
It's reported, too, that when the
Boston booking, was cancelled^ com- get more coin than signatured for
pany asked to be released of its: but it's not unusual for players to
contract, Todd refusing then, feeling get increases when going to the
road.
Barton's case is unusual behe could still have a N. Y. season
Hylton claims he could have played cause the management sought to
the company in London instead o£ change his part but he refused to
here, while company also claims it enact another character, which is
his contractual privilegei
lost a season in Paris as well as an
Author insisted that Barton's part
icxtensien of its recent Lisbon enbe assigned another actor, a strange
gagement which was offered it.
demand in light of the length of
Latest development has company
time this actor handled it. Barton
endeavoring to salvage its season,
will be paid every week "Iceman"
to* prestige reasons— and with the
plays this season and during 1947-48.
French Govt.'s quasi-official bles-sAdvance sale in Baltimore where
with a fortnight's engagement
"Iceman" opened Monday (17) was
at the Metropolitan
Opera House, good, amounting to approximately
N. Y. House is pledged for
ballet $14,000 up to late last week. Most
.purposes solely to Sol Hur«^whose
of the tickets sold in advance were
Original Ballet Russe plays
a spring for night performances, matinees
*ere starting tomorrow «20) to being light. That was not surprisJ"" 29th.
tm
Hurok is being sought to ing since the drama is localed in a
;

1

j

i

!

a

Champs-Klysees

booking

cheap, waterfront saloon and never
figured to have a feminine draw.

there early in April.

the U.

"ever appeared

l"*"***

and although a private
company, was to appear here
under
semi-official

auspices,

French!
government having advanced
$32.-

:

engagement!
*T '^^^
"! ^'^^^'^ questions o£ flnanc-

n° "name" dan-'

cers familiar
to XT. S. audiences to

I JI^T-

^"^ ^'

"^^

Centl n ^"^'^
?"®'""^
this w^^'^
due Z fl

has had a
«t

lot

GAYNOR REVDE TO CLOSE

im, OPEN MASS; SKEDS
Pittsburgh,

'

k'"i«P„f

«1 /

,

.

representing two weeks
amounts to around *fl,500.
most of the rep actws
made sacri-floes by accepting Satairies
less than they usually reemve mak«s
.t^l"

P^.v which
F'sct that

.

'

their cancellation of claims all the
surptisinjtt.
Some of the coin
Equity covers a special contract

more
at

j

i

j

I

j

{

I

i

;

1

j

]

•

i

i

'

the

000 needed, for
transportation here
and back. (Coudert
Bros, is also the
mnch govt's attorneys in
N. Y.).

York.
Equity has around $19,000 on de,
guarantee salaries, the sum

'

'

S.,

New

P"'''* to
j

]

'

wg—

indicated that the original ca^lis
are willing to appear for ART if it
functions next season, on tour or in
it's

June Duprez, who came from the
Coast under a contract guaranteeing her 20 weeks per pea.son.
ART can hardly hope to recoup
its red materially from "Alice" be"Oklahoma!" will send virtually cause it owns but 30% of that show,
the- first week.
an entir* cast overseas, but onjy two The balance is corrtrflHed by Rita
players will go to London for "An- Hassen, who raised the bankreH fer;
nle"— Dolores Gray to play the name the production; Her name appears
part, with William Johnson appear- first
the "Alice"
pr<>duetieu
in
ing opposite her. Louis Dreyfus will credite, with AR-T taking the s#|!«n(i
present the show, under a royalty line.
arrangement with Rodgers and Ham I' Only four of the eight players
merstein. H. M. Tennent, Ltd., will originally starred by ART are in the
present "Oklahoma!" in association play, they being Eva Lp GalUenne,
w^ith tiie Theatre ^Guild. the two
m^hard Waring, Margaret Webster
firms being in on "The Importance
and Philip Bourneuf. Not appearof Being Earnest" (JTohn Gielgud),
ing but under contract are Miss
now on Broadway, (john C. Wil?on Duprez, Ernest Trqex, Walter Hampalso being on the managerial end).
Also given
After the unanimously favorable Originally it was. proposed to put den and Victor Jory,
stair billing in "Alice" Is BartiW tiim,
pro"Brigadoon,"
the London "Oklahoma!" on with
press accorded
_
.
young ballerina formerly in "Carou,,
tner of
ducer Cheryl Crawford could have Warren P. Munsell
^ Pf
^ ^p^^a, contract There
Dreyfus, but Prince Littler is now
was a bit of discord from an actress
booked an unlimited number of theassociated.
under ART contract who thought
atre parties at the Ziegfeld, N. Y.,
slie should have been chosen for the
but she shut down on making further
N» 'Ofcla.' BBC Broadcasts
"Alice" lead.
London,
March 18.
All the 31
ticket package deals.
Debacle of "Yellow Jack" was
Oscar
Hammerstein
II and cast of
parties were arranged for prior to
musical's
Broadway "Oklahoma!" are due to arrive in worse than first reported and busithe
Scotch
takings on the
premiere and all. are said to be at London March 29. with show ex- ness was so bad that
Saturday were stated to have
second
that
pected
to
open
in
Manchester end
the full boxoffice price, except
of
Estimated
gro.^s
been $180.
for a paid preview, night before the of April, and four weeks later at
fir.st week shrank to
for
the
$7,000
Drury
Lane,
London;
opening, which was held last "BiursMeanwhile iPrince Littler, owner P"ny figures for the final week of
day (13).
otie-halt
week
the
two
and
eneagethe
and
of
English
until
May
20
rights,
instructed
has
Parties extend
that
are dated for every evening but the BBC not to broi.dcast any "Ok- ment that was dated for twice
long.
Saturday on some weeks. Re.sult is lahoma!" numbers.
When the releases were filed with
there's terrific pressure at the boxtickets
the
the'
agencies
for
explained
that
Equity it was
office and
which aren't available. There are
actors couW not be forced to accept
timeFStein
supposed to be 31- different charity,
salary. Also stated that no such co•
n
i
ir'
I IW
i»
organizations
that
civic and church
Kine Variefl WVt&V KOOStS' operative spirit had ever been
(Continued on page 55)
demonstrated similarly by actors in
^
^
A
^
Appointment
of Oscar Hammerj^e history of the organization,
stem, 2d, as head of the Authors
...
League of America last week gives _____
,
^i,..^.™—
Great Cast Can't Carry
the author-manager team <,f Rodger.,
"* 'AWAI^'
*
' '"""^
« «~^ . »—,
and Hammcr.stein unique status i^
'Greatest'; Folds in
the legit field. Richard Rodgers is Ai^1!S pf AVfTltl 'R'WAV

htm Parties

,

:

in several lines.

both of which are due during May.
Instance of a brace of top American
tuners opening in the West End
about the same time is unprecedented for a generation or more, Whereas the importation of a British musical is .almcst as rare. That "Oklahoma!" and "Annie" will be heavy
opposition to each other is not anticipated, because the English metropolis and New York are comparable in
population, and there are 30 houses
lighted there with legit currently,
exactly the same as Brpadway.
However both shows were authored by Dick Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein, 2d, so. they will oppose
themselves in a sense. That is true
on Broadway now, the musicals running in theatres directly across the
street from each other.

!

,

'>

|

^

18.

Reaction- to the publicity is now
depressing business. Those who like
bold lines are unhappy and the
goodies still find the play objectionthat second
able, with likelihood
week busine.ss will fall far short of

i

ART

Wonderland," the sixth
revival which opens April 5, may span
the balance of the Season but not
those under contract are in that

Springtime in London Will see two cast.
Those who are, and the
major Broadway musicals in "Gkla- others, signatured the releases to the
homa!" and "Annie Get Your Gun/' effect that
they do not wish the
money that may be due thehi. Yet

Detroit censor ruled these changes
met his objections to profanity and
disrespect for motherhood. The above

I

was another

tinder the provi.'SiOBs of the actors"
Contracts which are for the run of
the play fpr two seajMSns, it the season does not continue through May,
two weeks salary is payable. "Alioe

all

to a gjrl as "a pig. of a woman," and
changing, the word "whore" to "tart."

Broadway

it

revelation of well-wishing accorded
the project.

in

Changes in the 0'Ne:iU play involved changing the word "bastard"'
to "louse," elimination of reference

James Barton will collect even
more- from
the
Theatre
Guild
than was indicated when Eugene
CNeill's
"The Iceman Gonreth"

authorship

foreign

of

them contractually,

&

ofiemLon^ii

'Moon' Takes Chiinees

March

plays

given the commercially incorporated
ART, but last week when the I'^p
actors signed releases for claims due

est after learning that the play's
local is Scotland.
.
Her husband is head of the
Haig
Haig whislcey importers in New York,

|

•

Detroit,

on Terms

despite its name-^the only American
drama being "Yellow Jack," its worst
flop.
Unexpected financial aid was

was

engagement, was evidently forced to
accede to the "Moon" cuts, to prevent shuttering by the Detroit police.
Drama received a terrific press
drubbing in Pittsburgh also from
civic bodies because of "Moon's" profanity, but the city authorities were

Jitter

i

five

which was acclaimed when opening on Broadway last week, is
Bea Lawrence. She may have
had a hunch in buying an inter-

who had consistently refused to, cut
or make deletions in his 'The iCeman Cometh" during its Broadway

.

arrived by:; boat,, five' lithers itwt^l over the weekend withottt him. Salprincipal dancers, th^- music direc- ary will be $1,250 weekly although
he got $1,000 during the five months'
tor, pres8«gent and artistic director
Boris Kochno) flying in from Paris, engagement at the Beck, N, Y.

of

"le City

March

18.

Original revue bejhg written by
Charles Gaynor, Vtiich will dose
director Fred Burleigh's Playhouse
season here, has been set to launch
summer schedule this year of Burleigh's South Shore Players, CohasShow opens here May 2
set, Mass.
for four weeks and will have its
strawhat debut June 30.
Playhouse revue was a wartime
casualty due to Gaynor's having
been in the service. He ca™e out a
captain in the Signal Corps last year
This Is the
after overseas service.
fourth show he has turned our for

Mi._;_

I

'

.

'

.

..

•

j

i

CM

PMVES

EtTS

|

i

;

i

WIJ

V W«l

tllUib
•president of the Draroatii!ts (Siiild, wWlliai
Chicago, March is.
English-Indian clash play, "The the legit affiliate of the League.
An Equity Library Theatre group
Greatest of These," by Max Wylie, Hammer.stein will .serve until the staged Clifford Odet's "Awake and
^""^
remuneraffon
folded here Saturday (15) after two next election, filling in for Elmer Sing!" }ast Tuesday (11), at the
the Met, and
weeks at the Selwyn following a Rice, who resigned because of ill- Hudson Park Library, and aptly
Hvltnn
S. agent Arthur
breakin two weeks in Detroit. All- ness.
demonstrated that the play, shaped
Leiser ft"?
It's understood that R. & H. instar east only got One rave review,
in the depressed '30s, still packs a
local community theatre.
the toughest critie in town, sisted on certain provisions in the respectable punch. While certain of
by
war,
While in London during
Casisidy, of the Tribune. revised basic agreement with the the colloquialisms and i^ieech. sioClaudia
of
Gaynor made the acquaintance
with minor exception, League of New York Theatres that gans which fringe the play shbti;
rest,
The
several
and
Gingold
Hermione
turned thumbs down on play, due were opposed by several showmen their age, the core of this treatise on
Oil
sketches and numbers he had writCast was who produce musicals.
long-winded lines.
to
R. & H. frustration in the Bronx burns as
ten for past Playhouse productions
heavy with names, carrying Mary wrote "Oklahoma! and "Carousel" fiercely as ever with a telling effect
were inserted .by British musical Bpland,
Bramwell and also produced "Annie Get Your on the onlookers. Broadway might
Jafte,
Sam
comedy star in her London produc- Fletcher and Gene Raymond. Ray- Gun," "Happy Birthday" and "John Swell reexamine it as fodder for reChicago, March 18.
"Sweeter and Lower." Miss mond had already- given notice,, say- Loves Mary." all on the current vival.
tion,
Hearlna
Bill Peck,
Gingold also plans to use at least a ing that play had been rewritten Broadway list,
Its
portrayal on the bdokwiorm
*'/^™*' «sainst National'
couple of" Gaynor's bits when she and was no longer suitable for his t
circuit is surprisingly pr.'.ifCs.'sional
Corp. for $100,000 !L
conies to Broadway next season un- talents.
These performers are
^"'i mature;
nji-ti
rremiere
rdelivering an expert ..nd compasder Theatre Guild au.spices.
Vehicle was directed by Eddie
sionate interpretation which captures
Millburn, N. J., March 18.
Dowling, and wa.s his third venture
case was referred by
Cirr^H. T
"The Love Wagon," new mu-'ical the Bronxian tang and color and
in Chicago since succe.ss with "Glas.s
Play
Bas«o-Kober's
Prystalsfci
after de*
lav, 'V'^"''^''
Menagerie." Dowling wan aho set with book by Frank Carrington. loses none of the overtones, 'While
;4^^PP'-o^f'nately two and a
Kermit Bloomgarden may prothe lyrics by Antoinette Scudder and the acting level in no instance sinks
ha-i
to take over Raymond's, part if
duce "Friends and Fellow Citizens'
Brpadway. This was Agnes Morgan and music by Harriet below competence, outstanding mimand Arthur play opened on
Ba.s.so
Nancy R, PoJJ^x^A ^f-^ originally filed on the by Hamilton
also the third venture in theatrical Ware, will opeh. hew paper mill ^ing is contributed by
^^^^ ^CAC broke its con- Kober. Lattel- is now east to set a
the- playhouse season here April 7.
lock, as the scheming yet pitiable
t'Jt with
l-act
field for Ed Luckenbach. yoimg
Peck and failed to pay lefilt production deal for the play.
Premiere will be fir.^t at this mother of the Berger family, Joe
shipping milconirnissions due
former Mrs. atrical angel and
Hellman,
him on sale of .Trhn
Lillian
Carrington-managed the"tre, which Bern.'ird as the .successful and iiisenlionaire,
'""^ "'^"'^ Gi'«=<^D to Metro Kober, whose "Another Bart of the
anrt *u
Wylie will do a rewrite job and is devoted to revivals of Broadway sato family relative, and Joe Silver,
the Dinning Sisters
Bloomgarden
to Capitol Forest." is a current
Dorothy Sandlin will be the World War I casualty who knows
on hits.
r'"
and play is expected to open in June
previously been hit, has already read the script
Wit
the score.
Broadway if a theatre is available. starred,
"flayed about 15
recommended it to h<T producer.
times.
edfv ? n'*

"^P"""-

«"sse due

^^s

,

Theatre!

""^ok

un-doubt-

tm\Z

;

!

definitely not scheduled for BroadCensor
way until next season.
trouble was not anticipated, O'Neill,

inert,

SMd office denies ajiy contract,
maintaining negotiations were informal .and verbal, and stites deal
fell through because parties couldn't
Also denies any
agree (in terms.

»

!

-

the deal.

permit

;

in doubt about further i'oad appearanceS but with goodly business
registered it was decided to complete the Detroit and St, Louis book-

Now Sabinson's pals are calling him "Socker." He's co-producer, on ''Finiah" with William
R. Katzell.

'

Hooch Hunch
;

Was

criticize the re-

In

Almost anything can happen to the
unlucky American Repertory theatre and did to the outni that chose

Among the numerous investors in the mu.sical "Brigadoon,"

off

Even before "Moon" opened

ART

Releasing i-Starred

moves next week. Early Detroit reporls that "Moon" had been forced
by cops because of objectionable
lines proved to be incorrect yet the
script was slashed pronto.
Theatre
Guild, which presents the drama,

"Finian's Rainbow,"

mark.
And oddly enough, at
the end of the act, the chap
who got punched apologized.

celled

let -indifference

its

At

Lee Sabinson was walking down
the aisle after the first intermission to his seat. Because he
didn't
move fast enough, a
much taller gent in back made
derogatory
a
racial
remark.
Whereupon short, chunky Sabinson wheeled and punched
him. Kelcey Allen, vet drama
Critic, who was nearby, joined

'

guarantee.

but

producer, packs a punch.
Wedne-sday's (12) premiere of "The Chocolate Soldier" at the Century, ff. y.,

respective attorneys, Wilzin & Hal-;
Bros., now reperin and Coudert
necessary:
potted drawing up the

SW,O0B' weekly

About-Face on Revisions

One-Hit Producer
Not only
'

Ador$ Prove They're Goidemen

In

Eugene O'Neill's "A Moon for the
Mi.sbegotten," now in its second Week
at the Ca.'ss, Detroit, is scheduled to
close March 29 in St. Louis, where it

-

let

O'NeiH
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Wednesday, March 19,

Dublin May See 'Finian* In

lleatre,

Ii€.,

Cives Explaiation Of

ifWG Fund & Donatieii Requests

^

When "The Big People" is pro-4'
dueed by Theatre, Jne, next season
Times Square Shuttle
it will be wholly financed by that
The Sroadway - to - opera
non-profit outfit. It was announced
bridge, linking legit to longhair,
that 50% of the backing would come
continues to narrow, The New
from the outside, but Theatre, Inc.
York City Opera Co., opening
was advised by attorneys that such

spring season at the City
Center, N. If., April 6, will
borrow Donald Richards, lead in
the musical, hit "Pinian's Rainbow," to sing the role of Silvio
in "Pagliacci" Sunday matinee
April 20.
Also, on opening night, VirHaskins, understudy in
ginia
"Carousel," will debut with the
opera troupe, singing" the role

a setup might imperil its status so
far as the Internal Revenue dept. is
concerned.
Its net is hot taxable because those
in the organization do not participate in profits, but the non-tax status
does not include tickets of admisRevised plans for Theatre,
sion.
Inc. now call for producing some
new plays on its own or to present

such attractions
outside, coin.

Inc.'s letter of
latter organizati<^ns,

tre,

of Zerbinetta
Niakos."

in

.

Rita Mooney, of the Irish group,
who found Albert Sharpe for the
N. Y. lead, has been trying to make
the deal on long distance telephone.
Louis Dreyfus has the London rights
'

to "Rainbow."

>

m

Groip May do

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

hits of these plays."
Atkinson said; "What the theatre

"Ariadne ayf

When

the

Experimental theatre,

y^, activities

were

originally

an

needs is not the suppression of opinion
but a sharp and drastic deflation in the cost of tickets and a sharp and
drastic improvement in the qdallty of plays." He also contends that the
fundamental trouble with the theatre is economic. Tickets cost "two or
three times too much because the costs of producing have become in.'
sandy high . . which is ... largely due to the fact that ireal estate and
craft unions take too great a share of the income in proportion to the
services they contribute
.. the great bulk of the public ... cannot attord
to go to the theatre."
.

Coastljoasta' Group For

which similarly

Show

•Pygmalion's' Profit
Beatrice Straight, president of Thewhich has Ifichard Aldrich
as managing director, concedes that
"Pygmalion" on tour has shown, a
She contends the
continual profit.
size of the revolving fund would amply protect Theatre, Inc. from occasional unsuccessful attractions, also
to finance such subsidiary activities
as its pUorwrights' seminar, actors'
auditions and a prospective chil-

'

.

.

.

Eiperimental

Equity Nix^sDenuuid Of

atre, Inc.,

.

.

,

aided the American Repertory TheaExira Pay on 5 P.M.
tre, it was set forth that, while $100,000 was recently raised for its reColored cast of "Anna Lucasta" on
volving fund. Theatre, Inc. aims to the Coast had its own ideas about
get more than $300,000.
getting extra pay for playing late
Outfit's revolving fund is so called
because none of the money is ear- afternoon matinees but Equity clarimarked for any specific production. fied the matter in the management's
It was decided to start the
favor.
capital
sought,
of
With that amount
the idea of getting $10,000 from Sunday matinee at the Biltmore, Los
Equity and the Wing seems rather Angeles, at five o'clock, whereupon
thte
actors
a^ed for an extra eighth
inagniflcant, however.

,

Brooks Atkinson devoted his Sunday (16) N. Y. Ttaies column to evidence refuting 'Maxwell Anderson's recent charge in the same spot that
critics control the destinies of plays. Under the heading "Not Guilty," the
reviewer was somewhat academic but submitted facts to prove his point,
Saying "l,am not much impressed with the common assumption that critics
favorable reviews do not send the public to plays
make or break plays
they do not want to see." Atkinson pointed out: "Despite the perceptibly
negative response (by the critics) to 'Present Laughter,' Mr, (Noel) CowAll the, critics saluted the revival of
ard's play ran 157 performances.
'The Front Page' ... but the public supported only 78 performances.
Four of the critics praised 'The Story of Mary Surratt' . . . but the play
had only eight performances.
"The record of 'Yellow Jack' provides the most illuminating evidefice
that the critics do not control the destinies of the theatre. Eight of the
about it
but it failed after
nine critics (on dailies) wrote favorably
There is one thing every critic knows to .be true: he
21 performances.
cannot make or break a play at the boxofflice. In my own case, this season
the public has shown a most unflattering disposition to go its own way," He
thereupon pointed out that whereas he liked "Temper the Wind" and "No
Exit," both flopped. Also that he wasn't so keen about "Lady Windermere's Pan," "Another Part of the Forest," "The Ftttal Weakness" and
"John Loves Mary," but "the public has had the lamentable taste to make

.

the

appeal to

edy to be done by Abbey.

its

Wholly ba(*ed by

That partly explains why "Peopled
was postponed and why Theatre, Inc.
applied for $5,000 grants from Equity
and the American Theatre Wing,
which were turned down. In Thea-

hade Stitf-L^t

Coals-to-Newcastle Stint
There's a possibility that "Finian's
will reach the stage in
with the Abbey Players
making the presentation. If a reputed deal Is consumtoated it Will
be the first Aitterican musical com-

Rainbow"

Dublin,

I94,f

'

pay.;:

:

[

Equity rules permit performances
to start at any time after two o'clock
and the "Lucfista" players were advised that they could not claim additional pay because the curtain rose
later in the afternoon. Actors figured that because they didn't have

much

npunced, five plays- were scheduled
and dbnations pf ;$15 eaeh wrere ob
tsined on the basis of $3 per play.
i

,

.

.

'

Three plays have been presented,
"Lute Song" has been flourishing in Chicago, where it returned after
the fourth is in rehearsal and the
being forced out through prior bookings last fall, but the novelty drama
fifth is slated to be cjhosen this week.
is still way in the red, much of it being the original cost of production.
ET will also decide on future pres Michael
Myerberg, 'who produced the novelty drama, is confident that
entafions, it being possible that there
"Lute" can be toured seaiionalfy.
»
will be one or more done during
Badfcers are not so confident, ncir did they agree with him when he sent
summer, probably in stock.
the show to the Coast after the first Chi date, they did not participate in
There has been a I'evision of the the expenditure required. Because of the long trip west, plus some crisssponsorship setup and two manage- cross bookings, the. tour went further into the red for around $45,000, all
2'
ments listed by the Amejican Na- assumed /by Myerbergs
tional Theatre and Academy, which
operates ET, will not be participants,
Coast company of "State Of the Union" now playing Nixon in Pittsburg
American Repertory Theatre which will fold after its. tWo-Week pinchhitting job lor parent troupe on Broad-,
was So credited says it failei^ to dis- way in May, Leads Conrad Nagel, Irene Hervey and Benry O'Neill plan to
cover a worthwhile script,, while the return to Hollywood immediately after.:
Playwrights Co. states that while it
Third cast was organized last summer opened in west the tag end of
lent its name to ANTA, no assurance July, and has been touring steadily ever since. OrigiiwI company is exof making a presentation was given, pected to last at least another season in New York so whatever road time
nor does it make outside produc- remains will be picked up by the Chicago company headed by NeU Hamtions.
ilton, Erin O'Brien-Moore and James Rennie.
First ET play ("Wanhope Build"Barefoot Boy With Cheek," George Abbott's new musicali: drew enthu«
ing") was sponsored by Theatre,
Inc., the second ("O'Daniel") by the siastic notices in Boston, where lt opened at the Colonial last week. BoxTheatre Guild and the third by Jose office business zoomed and ticket sale amounting to $10,000 in one day is
Ferrer, it being "As We Forgive Our claimed to be a record for the house. Show is an ^U-youth setup as to
Debtors," preseinted last week for cast and authorship. "Cheek" was adapted by Max Shulman from his
the usual five performances^ (one book of same name; score is by Sidney Lippmatt, and lyrics by Sylvia
Sunday night and the others on. off- Dee. Shulman is the son-in-law ol Lester Rees, Vmixxii's correspondent at
Minneapolis,
matinee, afternoon^).
"The Great
"Cheek" Will bow on Broadway at the Martin Beck AprU 3.
Campaign" in rehearsal, is dated for

time for dinner before the
night performance, starting at nine,
they should be compensated. Takings Sttnday (16) were $2,700 in the
afternoon and $3,200 at night.
dren's, ttieatre.
The five o'clock start was schedSet forth that Theatre, Inc. is the
only professional producing organi- uled on the theory that better atzation granted tax-exempt status by tendance would be drawn from
taking their leisure on the
patrons
Washington, Old- Vic having similar
Some Broadway Sunday
classification in England. Stated that Sabbath.
Its casting department hasj auditioned matinees start at thr^e o'cWck lor
the
same
reason.
"The Iceman
over J,pOO- actors, many being unCometh"
matinees
out of town Will
known, but who obtained engageMarch 30.
ments. "Theatre, Inc. hopes to estab- start at two o'clock on account of
It wiil be presented by T, Edward
length.
the
play's
lish a repertory theatre, too, one
Hambleton who has had some manWhich would present plays for eight
agerial experience. ET i4 quartered
to 10 weeks each. That is the plan '
ta
Switch in Ii^. at the Princess, a little theatre that
which ART switched to after failing
has been leased for films starting
with a schedule of three or four Returning to Indie
May 1, and another spot must be
plays weekly.
"Anna Lucasta," which finished a found, if there are to be activities
high grossing engagement at the alter that datf.
Biltmor^, Los Angeles, Tuesday (18),
will return to that stand April 5,
'

Do

Anna*

Scalpers Sent to Hiding

ByPhillyLaw;2States

ATAM Huddles On

House

NXSolonsPass

when it will start an expected run
at the Belasco,
Latter is. an independent house currently playing
"Pygmalion" (Gertrude Lawrence),
which attraction could not have
played L. A. otherwise because of a
The MacNeill-Mitchell bill as in- booking jam.
Both attractions ordinarily are
troduced in the N. Y. legislature last
week is a mucfii denuded measure routed through the United Booking
from that planned for Broadway, Office, headed by Marcus Hyman,
principally because provisions de- who operates the Biltmcre. Hyman
signed to curb censorship were op- assented to the Belasco booking
posed by the Catholic Welfare since the Biltmore would not be
League.
At least two prior bill available for the length of time
forms stipulated that the license of mapped Out for "Anna." A previous
a theatre could not be suspended or booking by a local group accounted
cancelled unless upon indecency con- for the colored-cast drama ending

Kiepura,

For

Thin Ceifis^

viction

mains

by

a jury

trial.

of the Mitchell

All that re-

measure

is

an

amendment of
would exempt

the penal code' that
the owner or manager of a theatre from responsibility.
Another censor bill drawn up by
Senator Prank Moritt, Brooklyn,
former vaude singer, is said to have

at

the Biltmore yesterday (Tues.).
play California Valley

Show wiU

towns further before returning to
•

L. A.

Ilhess lakes B'way Toll

been withdrawn.
Though leads Are Back
There were a number of confer*
ences between former jAjdge Ste"Happy Birthday," which susphen Jackson, representing the pended the early half of last week,
League, Civil Liberties people and
others interested in the proposed resumed Thursday (13) at the BroadJackson strongly op- hurst, Helen Hayes having recovered
legislation.
posed the jury trial provision, ap- from laryngitis. She appeared Sunparently on the ground that any one day (16) night when an
extra perpf ia jurors "might be reached." Untgiven for the Actors
derstood that contention brought a formance was
lUness^ accounted lor a
reply that it migbt be possible for a Fund.
Judge to be swaytd by religious namber of players being absent in
group influence.
other Broadway performances wlrich
Despite definite provision it's pos- were given with understudies.
sible for indecency cases to be
Nina Foch returned to "John
heard before juries, although JJew Loves Mary" when that comedy
York's judicial system provides for moved from the Booth to the Music
some cases being heard by one or Box Monday (18). Ella Logan was
three judges and in some instances out of "Finian's Rainbow" last week
;

defendants

are

aHi>wed to

Which type of tHbunaL

choose for the second time but has reported
bade, Kitty Kallen filled in. Hiram
Sherman is out of "Cyrano de Bw^gerac," reputed to be ill, but backstage differences are also reported.
Jerri Blanchard, of "Burlesque," is
in 'St. Vincent's hospital for an op-

Baru On Jean Dalrymple's Danbury, Conn., farm burned down
Sunday (16), destroying a car, terrace furniture, etc; Damage was set
lit

$5,000.

eration, Jeri

Archer replacing.

Eggeri Ink
Italy 'La

Eoheme'

Hollywood, March

18.

Copying

City's Edict
March 18.

Philadelphia,

Road Agent Sayso

Illegal ticket scalpers have been
Question of whether a manager
driven into hiding by special police has the right to define how and when
details assigned to enforce the city's the pubH^ty man for a road show
shall function or whether the union
new anti-ticket scalpShg ordinance,

may

dictate

in that direction was

according to Traffic Inspector Her- argued out before the board of the
bert J. Kitchenman, in charge of Association of Theatrical Agents and

Columbia International signed Jan foot patrolmen and detectives asKiepura and Marta. Eggerth to co- signed to theatres and sports arenas.
Meanwhile, state legislation to bar
star
in
a film version of ."La
Boheme," to be produced by Gregpr- ticket scalping has bee.i introduced

Managers

Matter 'will
last week.
probably go to arbitration since the
disputed issue is not definitely clarified In the basic agreement between
ATAiW and the League of New York

and the New Jersey Theatres.
For an unexplained reason ATAM
assembly Tuesday <U) passed a billPhiladelphia's or- questioned ,tbe presence in New
dinance. Assemblyman Emraert R. York of Charles E. Burke, who is
Wilson, who introduced the bill in advance man for Fortune Gallo's
the assembly, said he was confident San Carlo Opera Co., which is tourKiepurA'g Conoerts
the measure would pass the state ing. Union argued that a provision
Jan Kiepura is set lor a European senate.
in the basic contract states the road
concert tour this spAg by Jack
"The most lucrative field in the man must be the agent in fact but
Hylton International, Ltd., through
past for scalpers has been the im- it does not stipulate that he must
Sander Gorlinsky, English firm's
mediate neighborhood of the the- continuously Stay two or more
director now in New York.
atre or sports auditorium," said weeks in advance of the show.
Opera-legit tenor will do 20 conKitchenman. "They hoped to elude
Gallo contended that Burke had
certs in England, France, Belgium,
police vigilance and to buttonhole already covered the tour's territory
Holland and Scandinavia, starting
latecomers who would pay any and that he is more valuable in the
in May.
price for a ticket.
office
representing the attraction
"Strict police enforsement of the than staying out on the road.
new ordinance, however, has forced
Markova-Dolin Troupe
Burke, who booked San C^rlo,
these ticket racketeers to deal only spent six weeks on the road going
Central America Trek with known customers at points south and to the Coast, then north
The Markova-Dolin dance troupe away from the theatre district. The to Vancouver before returning. As
will do an eight week tour of Cen- purpose of the law was to put them the manager is satisfied that the
tral America starting next rrionth, out of business, and that's what we agent completed his job, it's not
with bookings set by Columbia Con- intend to do."
clear why A'TAM questions GaUps
certs.
Troupe is booked in U. S. by
The ordinance, which became ef- stand. Indicated there's professional
Sol Hurok, who is allied to National fective Feb. 22, limits the markup jealousy On the part 61 one or more
Concert & Artists Corp., Columbia's on tickets to $1 and provides fines other road agents whci complained.
rival,, but arrangement is amicable,
of $100 and jail sentences of 3() days
Galld's loth Anni
troupe still being under contract to for each violation.
Fortune Gallo's San Carlo Opera
Hurok for next season.
Co. will finale its tour with an enTroupe consists of about a dozen
gagement at the Center, N. Y-, with
Newport's 21 st Season
dancers, starring Alicia Markova
16 performances starting April 23.
and Anton Dolin, and including
It will be the 10th annual engageNewport, R. 1., March 18.
spot.
Rosella High tower, Marjorie TallNewport Casino theatre opens its ment of San Carlo in that
chief, RosZika Sabo and Geo, Skibine. .2lKt summer season June
Operatic: outfit is currently playing
23. Managing producer Sara Stamm has California stands.
Benefit ball for wardrobe mis- mapped a schedtiie of II weeks,
"Icetime," the skating revue at
tresses is scheduled lor Easter MonHudson PauKiett, who stage di- the Center, will shut down Apnl 12
day in the Piccadilly hotel, N. Y., rected at the R:h6de Island resort and is due to relight in revised form
with local name performers making strawhat for the past three years, late in May or early June. Underbe
Latin Quarter will return in the same capacity. His stood
the ice plant must
guest appearances,

Rabinovitch in
Puccini's

Rome

opera

late in spring.

will

be

ernized by songs authored

mod

by

ai

at Batrisburgi

paralleling

Italian composer, Bixio.

On

.

that

dreh will" play lor dancing.

assistiant vvilT

be Joseph Leon.

t

thoroughly overliauled.
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'Blossom Time' Neat 13G

Oii B.O. Sags Sfighdy; 'Ready 24G,

In N'th St. Louis Stand

Chicago, March 18,
catching up with

.

m
.

town, closed another successful
stand at the American

Saturday (.15). Eight performances,
with the l,7Q0-seat house sealed to
$3.66, grossed an apprOxfanate $13,-

LA. LEGIT TRIO SRO;

000.

lUCASTA' GRABS 24iG

"The Voice of the Turtle," with
Harvey Stephens, Louisa Horton'and
Los Angeles, March 18.
Prances Thornhill, is back at the
Three of four houses in Los An- Amer'ican for its second visit, for one
geles were SftO this past week, week, this season. First visit was a
something of a record for the tOwn. sock b.o. four^week engagement.

Other shows experienced no Biggest grosser was "Anna Lucasta"
except for a at the Biltmore, for a second week
|{i^ical fluctuations
at $24,500. Gertrude Lawrence was
Es&mates for Last Week
received with nifty notices in "Pyg(3rd malion" and sellout boxofflce for
"B«m Yesterday," Erlanger
complain, $24,000 at the Belascb in the initial
Can't
$3.60).
wk) (1,334;
here

S

a'pretty fine $21,000,
"Harvey," Hams (32nd

_

'Barefoot"

(1,-

permanently

a

23a

frame.

wk)

Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1947"
did capacity business at El Capitan
for the 247th week at $17,000. Even
"Lnte Sons," Studebaker (8th wk) the minnie-house Musart looked
Almost as strong as healthy with about
/1246- $4.20).
$4,000 in the till
ever in the stretch with $23,500.
^ for "Charley's Aunt" in its.ftrst full

Seems
$3;«0).
Kteadv $17,000.
OOO-

'Menagerie' ISG,

:

Norway," Shubert (14th

of

"Sone

^.SO). Still in the runwk)
ling for a healthy $27^0.
"The Greatest of These,'' Selwyn
Pifled out Saturday
(1.000: $4;2a).

stanza.

(2,100;

Ks) *iw

a poot $9,000 in

(Period CoueTing March 17-29)

'"Hiree to Make
stone (5th wk) (1,358: $4.80). Looks
time
to be running fast for some
with weeks like this; a healthy
$24,000.

Current Road Shows

sec-

its

Beady," Black-

-

—

"Accidentally Yours"
Mayfair,
Portland
(17-19);
Metropolitan,
Seattle

(24-29).

"Anna
Newark

l.uca.sia"— Opera

House,
N. Haven

(17-22); Shubert,

(24-29'):-\

TO'MOONVflS,§l»

DCTPT;

IN

'

ME' 15G
March

Detroit,

18.

After being temporarily suspended
joy the Betroit police dept. censor,
Eugene O'Neill's "Moon for the Misbegotten" went on to a $18,000 week at
the Cass. The play did not miss a performance and its "revision" consisted
Of changing exactly a dozen words.
The figure was based on eight performances at a $4.20 top.
At the Shubert-Lafayette, "The
Eagle Had Two H6ads" scored $15,000
.

_

.lor eight

performances

at a $3.60 top.

San Francisco, March 18.
"Ten 'O'clock Scholar," at the 1,B!50-seat CJeary, starring

and Thomas Mitchell,

Fay Bainter
djd » third

week's gross of $9,500. Show closed
llown here Saturday (15).
"Student Prince," a Shubert proat the 1,776-seat Curran, hit
tition
,000 gross for its first week. "The
jiUilcent Yankee," with I/>Uls Caln» opens at the Geary tomorrow
.

„.

Boston, March 18.
'Barefoot Boy With Cheek," opening at the Colonial Tues. (11), got
the best notices here since "Brigadoon" and among the best any
opener has got in town so far this
season.
Result was immediate upswing in biz with second and third
weeks catching big advance with
SRO possibilities. "Call Me Mister"
finished

"Blackouts 61 19*7"—El Capitan.
(17-29).

Blackstone

—Temple,
—

TuCson

Biltmore, L. A. (19-29).
"Bloomer Girl"
Royal

(17):

Alex.,

Toronto (17-22); Hanna, Cleve.

"Blossom

Time"—Palace.

(24-

lonial

Pittsburgh,

March

18.

-

many were turned away when show
played

;

n without niuch advance interest
but clicked from the outset, getting
raves in most (juarters. First week,
seven performances, got an estimated $23,000, big, and should do
near-capacity biz this week and

"Call Me Mister," Shubert (1,590;
Cedar Rapids (18); $4,80). Final week of second longParamount.
Waterloo
(19);
Or- est-run musical in city's history very
pheum, Davenport (20); Aud., Des sock $24,500.
Show took roughly
Moines (21); Music Hall, K. C. (22); $400,000 out of the town during its
Town Hall, Joplin (24); Electric, run here, averaging nearly $27,000
Springfield (25); Conv. Hall, Tulsa a week,
(26); And.. Pitts. (27); Music Hall,
"Glass Menagerie," Plymouth (ifK.C. (28-29).
Third week off a little
200; $3.60).
"Born Testeraay"—Erlanger, Chi. but estimated $13,000 excellent for
"Call

'

,

Final

class product.

:

week

Mister"—ferlanger. Buff.
Royal Alex., Toronto (24-

(17-29).

JButh"—Capitol,
"Dear
(24); Fox, Spokane (26-26); Wilma.
Missoula (27); Marlon, Helena (28);
Rainbow. Gt. Falls (29).

"Hamlet"— Aud., Little Rock (17);
Temple, Birmiogham (18-19): Aud.,
Montgomery (20): Bijou, Knoxville
(22); English, Indpls.

Hart-

(24-26);

man. Col. (27-29).
"irarvey"— Harris, Chi. (17-29).
"Heartsong"—Walnut, Philly (1729).

—

Song"

"Lute
(17..29).

>

.

_

;

,:

gross

over

$19,000,

"Lady Windermere's Pan," Cort
(22d week) (C-1,064; $4.20),
Expected to play into late May; busi-

profit,

ness dipped lately but

still

profit-

around $15,000.
"Gvrano de Bergerac," Barrymore
Final and 24th
$4,80).

able;

(CD-1,096;

pace

$21,000,

laugh

of

sales

and jnteniion

to stick.

is

ADDED
Maurice Chevalier, Miller (2d
week) ($4.80; $6 Friday and Satvirday).
Great business for one-man
performance and in six nights ana
one matinee claimed gross nearly

show;

,,

"Brigadoon," -Ziegfeld (1st week)
(M-1,626; $4,80). With a $7.20 first
and $6 Friday and Saturday,
takings in five times quoted around
$26,500, a preview included; looks

'

$24,000.

flight

like smash.

"Call

week)

Me

Mister," National (48th
Although
(R-1,104;
$6).

'Batlisiieba'24y2a

affected
week,
previous
business came back to approximate
capacity; $31,500.
"Carousel," Majestic (100th week)
(M-1,667; $6). Is off from winter

slightly

18.

'Lucasta'

$15,1

paee but should come back as it has
following previous slack periods;

and profitable.
"Eagle Has Two Heads," Plymouth
(D-1,063; $4,80), Presented by John
C, Wilson; adapted from original of
Jean Cocteau by Ronald Duncan;

$24,000

opens

"Blo.ssom Time" is booked in for
two stanzas within a week, PJays
March 22-23,
three performances
three more 28 and 29. Figured at
least the ninth time the musical has
played here,

^ Geary.
— Lyric,

C.

ing well into spring period;
holds to profitable margin;

(7th

'

'
.

capacity

current.

March

subscriptiohs
Wilson, co-pre»

Criiild

tJohri

(1st

tion does not materially affect the

Louis Calhern in "The Magnificent
Yankee" drew critics' hearty applau.se, but mild boxoffice patronage
in a four-performance stand in the
Music Hall March 13-15. Usual $3,60
top prevailed with take around $10,Previous weekend
000, moderate.
Blackstone played five performances
in the Music Hall and was heavily
handicapped by.blizzardy weather.
Take at $2 top totaled $11,000.

Chi.

Studebaker,

City,

when Theatre
expire.
senter.)

$20,000,

'Yankee' $10,000 in 4, K.C.;
Blackstone IIG in Five
Kansas

Ruth"—<Shubert-Lafayette.

REVIVALS
"The Importance of Being EarRoyale (2d week) (C-1,025;
Plans call for engagement to
be extended until May 10: capacity
pace of $24,000 and may go higher

nest,"

$4.80).

"Born yesterday," Lyceum (59th
week) (C-99aj $4.80). Slight Varia-

Me

(17-22);
29),

'

week; has fared very well and should
score on road, too; up, $19,50();
"Batlisheba" listed/ to follow next
week,
Dipped la.st week to around $12,000;
"Sweethearts," Shubert (7th week)
will probably improve,
however, (M-1.382; $4.80), Should play through
and span spring period,
balance of season; close to capacity
"Beggar's
Holiday,"
Broadway start and ea.sed only slightly; $30,000,
(12th week) (M-1,900; $4,80),
An(,5th
"Craig's
Wife," Playhouse
other week to go for musical that week) (D-865;
$4.80). Around $8,000
started well then slipped; around estimated; getting firomising advance

ford (17); Iowa,

(17-29).

Scene,"
Adelphi. (10th
"Street
$6), Couple theatre
gross
boost the
$32,500; musical is fairly
profitable at that level.
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
Held io
(15,3d week) (C-939; $3,60),
around same pace with takings of
$8,500, okay fOr small cast play,
Ago,"
vYearS
(15th
Mansfield
week) (C-l,00l; $4.80). Not as strong
as during winter but claimed to be
making operating profit right along;
$16,000 estimated.

week) (M-1,434;
parties
helped
around

"Annie Get Tour Gnn," Imperial
(44lh wee'k) (M-1,427; .$6,60). List's
top musical is expected to be lighted through hext season; betters
$45,000, which is capacity plus,
"Another Part at the Forest," Fulton
(17lh
week) (D-968; $4,80).

next,

Rock-

Yakima

"Stale of the Union", grabbed fine
at Nixon last week in first
natt Of a fortnight's engagement.
Started rather casually but got going about midway and wound up
pretty close to capacity. • Okay advance sale for concluding stanza and
will probably go above opening figure.
They've been waiting a long time
lor this one to come back since so

house getting goodly

too.

Opened March

(1,500; S4.20),

(Operctto),
Sons,"
Coronet

My

$16,500;

.

Hollywood

of standees at night but excellent takings, around $23,000.

O

(Mi(sicol),

"All

week) (D-1,095; $4,80). Drama is
making money and should make the
grade with takings approximi^ting

—

Det.

p2SM

M

"Heyday," due to open here tonight, cancelled out in New Haven,
Sacramento but "Red Mill," with big advance,
(26-27); Aud., Oakland (28): Civic, opened last night
(17).
Ahead are
San Jose (29).
"Tenting Tonight" at the Plymouth
"Barefoot Boy With Cheek"
(24), "Message for Margaret" at the
Colonial, Bost. (17-29).
Wilbur (31), and "Anha Lucasta" at
"Bathsheba"—-Forrest, Philly (17- the Plymouth April 7,
Estimates for Last Week
22).
"Barefoot Boy With Cheek," Co-

"Dear

File 2215, Pitt

(15)

Aud.,

(25);

5

number

"The Chocolate Soldier,?* Century
week) <rM-l,712; $4.80). Opened
Wednesday (.12) and after good
enough press, takings were c[lioted
(22).
around $18,000 in first five times;
Estimates for Last Veek
said to be profitable operation,
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
"Burlesque," Belasco Il2th week)
CD iComedy-Drama), R (Revue), (C-1.077; $4.80). Still figured on go-

;

Stockton

somewhat

are

perturbed over the impending 5%
.state ticket tax and it's possible that
other new levies will react unfavorably on Broadway.
But there alway.s seems to be goodly patronage
for the standout legiters and most
theatres continued to report ah upswing In advance sales for spring,
"BrigadOoiV was hailed with a
100% favorable p^,ess. In the first
five performances a paid preview
included,
takings
quoted
were
around $26,500, New musical can
get more than $42,000 and will so
register this week,
"The Chocolate
Soldier" drew mostly friendly notices and started promisingly, Maurice Chevalier with a one-man show
in legit house was welcomed by
reviewers and is selling out. Solo
premiere this week is "The Eagle
Has Two Heads," with Tallulah
Bankheadi "Parlor Story" will.close
this week and "Cyrano de Bergerac"
also concludes, too, oh Saturday

bero, S. Barbara (20-21) Aud.. Pasadena (22); Aud., Fresno (24); Aud.,

Philly (24-29).

'Slate'

Sat.

Showmen

stanza.

and "Glass
is now in
"Anna tncasta"— Biltmore, L. A, final week Menagerie"
of four-week engageLong Beach (19); Lo- ment.

"Cyrano de Bergerac" —^ Forrest,

ed.).

.wow engagement

jSGm

Chevalier 24G, 'Chocolate'
A few shows eased downward
further last week but With a better
weather break, grosses held to about
the same levels as the previous

(17-18); Aud.,

29).

Bad d'/zG, Frisco;
mident' Good $19,000

'Scholar'

W/^ 'm S;

'Brigadoon' Looks Smash,

"

this

Indicates a slight sluff-ofl
iirwhich
general at the b.o. Cop] weekend
eSAer couldn't he a deciding factor
lairly
noe most of the week was
^ar.
Ud for this time ofthe
"The Greatest of These'' threw
(15) after being
»Tii> towel Saturday
the
almost
for
ignored
Practically
ISirc week and a half that it was

Weather Keeps B'way Biz Steady;

one-week

•

is finally

Lent

OK

St. Louis, March 18.
Sigmund
Romberg's
"Blossom
Tinio,
a more or less perennial in

'Norway' 2IG, lute' 22G, 'Born' 21C

53

tonight

Bankhead

(19)
starred,

with

'Mill'
.

34G, Philly

Philadelphia,

March

18.

Business was exceptionally good in
all three legit houses here last week,
two of .the shows being in their final
local weeks while the other was bow-

Tallulah

"Finian's Rainbow," 46th Street
(10th week) (M-1,319; $6), No fluctuation and not liable to be any
for a long time; cluoted at $42,000,
which includes standees.

ing in for a two weeks' stay.
Last-named
"Bathsheba,"
was
"Happy
Birthday,"
Broadhurst which had a record mail order .sale
week)
fortnight's stay at the Forfor
(CD-1,160;
$4,80).
Bridgeport (29).
'Weakness' Strong 26G, D.C Forced to lay off first half of week rest its
and then ran into a bliz of adMet Opera Co—Lyric, Balto. (17weeks.
Waishington, March 18.
when Helen Hayes had laryngitis; vei-.se comments. The three Philly
18); Opera Hse, Boston (20-29).
With (he National soon to have relighted Thursday (13) to virtual papers raked the show fore and aft
"Mikado"— Aud.. Det. (17-23).
capacity final two days; bit over and didn't handle James Mason or.
its day in court on the racial dis"Moon for the Misbegotten"— CasS, crimination i.s.sue, b.o. is holding $14,000 in four times.
'HeTa«y'
4G, N. H. Del.
his wife (Pamela Kellino) any too
(17-22); American, St Louis.
steady. Ina Claire in "Fatal WeakNew Haven, March 18.
"Harvey," 48th St. (124th Week) gently either. Opening night comment
ness" rang up a -healthy $26,000 for (C-920;
Thanks to season-ticket holders. (24-29).
Management not also was not coraplimentai-y and
$4,20).
"Oklahoma;"— Texas, San Antonio its initial stanza here, with second
Who attend everything that comes
worried
about this long - runner there was little enthusiasm in the
week assured of at least as much w'hich approximated $16,000; week- near-capacity house.
preem of "Heyday" survived (17-22); Aud.. Dallas (24-29).
WM.
"Pygmalion"—Belasco, L. A. (17- biz.
critical thumbs down at Shubert last
lend attendance all house will hold,
Subsequent requests for refunds
weekend (13-15) to tune of approxi- 29),
"Iceman Cometh" arrives for the
"Icelime," Center (39th wof;k
(R- were unprecedented. Answer was inSan Carlo Opera Co,— Aud., San usual two weeks March 24, with
mate $4,200. At $3 (tax incl.) top.
Will call it a season variably "no dice." liocal crix com$2.40),
5Eure was n.s.h. Show closed here .lose (17): Aud., Portland (19-23); future bookings for house still not 2.994;
nietited in their reviews on fact that
in another three weeks l.'Vpi'ii 12);
Temple, Tacoma (24-25); Moore. clinched.
Sat (15).
expected to resume in revised form .show was being turned over to MaSeattle (26-29).
_
f^Jh'^ week is full stanza of "Up in
son, its star, for complete re-direcby June; $24,000.
"Song of Norway"— Shubert. Chi.
Cenlrgl Park" (17-22), with substan"Joan of Lorraine," Alvin (17th tion and latter took over chore later
(17-22).
'HAMLET' lOG MEMPHIS
I,\^i„«dyance sale. Next week is anweek) (D-1.331; $4.80). Still the top in week. In the meantime, attend"Stat* of the Union"— Nixon. Pitt.
March 18.
Memphis,
""^^ <24-29), with "Anna
drama gro.sser and will hold that ance remained big due jo mail-order
(17-22); Ford's, Balto. (24-291.
Xucasta"'
Maurice Evaiis in "Hamlet" did a position until early May when it surplus with followup, comments still
Cincy
Aud..
Union"—
the
"Slate of
goodish $10,000 in two nights and a closes; $32,500.
uiifriondly. Week's gross reached a
(17-22); Cas-x, Det (24-29).
matinee Friday and Saturday (14"Student Prince"— Curran. Fri.sco
"John Loves Mary," Music Box robust $24,500 and very little of that
*Unton»
15) at Ellis Auditorium.
22G, Cleve.
(17-29).
Moved was taken in after opening.
(6th week) (C-979; $4.80).
Cleveland, March 18,
Evans disclosed here that he's read- here from Booth and in somewhat
"The Red Mill"' zoomed again to a
"Tenting To-Nlght" — Locust.
.Return date Of "State of (he Philly 17-22 >; Plymouth, Bost. (24- ing a new modern comedy by an un- larger spot should top the better crackerjack ,$34,000 in its sixth and
union with.<!tood the Lenten op- 29)
di.sclOScd author but is still commit- than $18,000 pace there.
linal week at tile Shubert. Herbert
position excellently
Nafl. ted to Bernard Shaw's "Man and Su"The Fatal Weakness"
at the Hanna
"Life With Father," Bijou (380th revival did a Whale of a business
iast week,
production
Broadway
(24-29).
for
Pitt.
perman"
Nixon,
(17-22);
besides drawing good Wa.'ih.
week) (C-613: $3.60). No change for here in its .'<ix weekis; it had been first
notices for the quality
"The Glass Menagerie"— Plymouth. next .season.
of work done
run leader, takings approximating skedded for four.
"Anna Luca.sta," also shoving Off,
Jnf Neil Hamilton troupe. At Bo.st. (17-22); Locust, Philly (24-29).
$8,000 again.
W.BO top it clicked nearly $22,000
Metgot a fine, profitable $18,000 for ite
"The Glass MeWagerie"
m eight performances.
"O Mistress Mine," Empire f45th 12th week at the Locust. Drama with
ropolitan, Seattle (17-20): Strand.
in Rehearsal
Shows
Pace is
week)
(CD-1.082; $4,80).
advance sale was registered Vancouver (21-22).
all-colored cast didtt't have a losing
capacity
week
clcse
to
on
the
and
(MorFord.s.
Hjmna's current "Whole 'World
"Three Indelicate Ladies"
week here.
"The Iceman Cometh"
looks set into warm weather; csti-

here

nearly

originally

18

months ago before going to New
York. Nixon gets Ina Claire's "Fatal
weakness" Monday (24) and "Call
Me Mister" follows it in for two

-

"Magnlficettt Yankee"
Frisco (19-29).
"Message for Margaret"

(20th
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24-29 ).

alternate

title)^

gan's Murders,"
mulfd around $23,000,
"The Red Mill"— Shubert. Bost. Hunt Stromberg, Jr. and Thomas
(205th
"Oklahoma!", St. James
'17-29);
.
^
„
,r
» iSpcngler.
week (M"- 1,505; $4.80). Masical run
"The Whole World Over"— Hanna.
"Message for Margaret"— Stanley leader soon to celebrate by entering
(24Cleve. (17-22); Erlanger. Bulf.
Payne.
Barbara
ioilkey and
fifth year; rated around $22,000.
29)
Street''
Wimpole
Barretts
of
"The
"Parlor Story," Biltmore (C-920;
"Three to Make Ready"— Black(road)— Katharine Cornell;'
Final and third week in
;.
$4.20),
stone. Chi. (17-29).
".Mice in Wonderland"— Rita Has- house that has had unlucky season;
"lln in (;entral Park"— Shubert.
N. Haven (17-22); Shubert. PhJHy i.san and American Repertory The- jaround $7,000.
(24-29).
iatre.
"Slate of the Union," Hudson
"Voice of the Turlle"— American.
CaiJii»aig»"—Experl- (70th
week)
$4.80).
Great
(CD-1.057;
"The
(17-22){ David.son, Mil.
St. Louis
Slightly nffected at matinees and in
mental Thewtre.

Balto.

(
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Went,

Brst

Toronto,

MarcB

18.

advance sale of nearly
prior to fortnight's engage-

"Bloomer Girl" did

week

a

smash

at the Royal Alexandra
Ef^e with a sellout gross of $32,000.
mo 1.525-seater being .scalpd at $3.50

,y^«ona stanza also looks

i

I

1

'

,

!

I

like » sell-

j

:

I

i

(24-29).
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Looks an if legit biz will <'a.se off
sharply this week with "Miti." and
"Lucasta" out,, and two, try-outs,
neither of them boasting sizable advances, in.
"Heart.song," in at the Walnut for
two weeks, has the aid of the American Tlieatre Society subserilition.
"Tenting Tonight" is in at Ihc Locust
fur a -iingle week with nothing much
indicated since even if xhow proves
a surprise bit it will hardly have
time fot a rupid climb.

.

.

Wednesday, March 19,

Till

Plays Oit ef
T

to patriotic Ideals, are all okay. Play
enight
is a one-setter in three acts.
Philadelphia, Marcli 18,
Re-emphasls or rather great emJ«(H(;li Abbott and Mary Mosou iinjiliii'phasis on farcical elements rather
t)oii ot play in three acts by Fran!; Uonld.
Slaged by Hudson Faussett. FeatmeH IJi un than trimming or sharpening is the
Harens, Jean Mulr, Jackte Kellt, Joshua need.
water*.

Tenting

Sets Ijy John Bool:
Opened at 3joi-iisi,

lUeney, Michael Road.

?o!itume», ICermit Love.

W.

Philadelphia, Mftreh IT,

Peter Hoborts
Sldna Roberts

....Kiohard CInrW

,

teohi* Hoberta
Phil Alexander
Stanley Fowler......
Sue Fowler.
Theda. Henderson . •
Marvin Henderson .
Joe Wo}Unsltl

,

....... Michael Koiicl
,Tean -Miiir
>•.««.. 3>eai1 linrcns

......Robert 'WhllB
.Betty, Caullieia
.

. .

,,

.

Sllliot

Whole World Ovef

Tlie

,i*»,#.,,June ']>Mytini

I.ester Pringle.

.

.Ethel llemey
.William Wavid

. .

.

.Joshua Shelley
...... ..Jackie Keik
,,,.«. Henry l.uscoe

Smollena. .....

Ifoek JanowsSl
gheFmaii.....:
INancy.

; , . .

•.

,

,

Harry Naah

Michael
.Teah

.,

.FoiT63t

illy Hefternan
fainmy
Foley..,....,
,

l.e win

Jlos'an

'J'aylor,

...Edward de
.......James

,1r.

Void,I^'allon

Wilmington,

Del.,

March

14.

^^aner Fried and Paul F. Mossi producof comedy In three bcI» (Ave scenes)

ilon

Ifunstantlne Slpionov. EnKlieU adaptation by 'rhelma Sohnee. SettinK by Ralph
Directed by Harold Wurman.
AlsivanR.
I'rosented at the Playhouse, Wilmington,
March 14,
$3 top.
.Toseph Buloft
Feodor Vorontsov
Beatrice do NoefKuard
.Nady;ij
Uta HaBcn
Olya Voronbiov..
Saiitord Meisncr
Mergei Stnitsln..,....,
Elisabeth Neumann
Kasha.
liy

,

,

,

,

,

.....I'Vpd Stewart

Cheezov
Dmitri Savelev...

.siepan

.N'icolai

...Stephen Keltaasy
.....Michael Ptronpt

Nekln

George Bartenicff
Vanya ShpolyansW
liou I'olan
."Tenting Tonight," new play by Colonel Ivanov..r.,
Jo Van Fleet
Frank Gould and presented by new Atuia
ftvni oi Judith Abbott and Mary IVIason, which opened here at the Locust
If excellent characterizations and^
for a single week's tuning up, was flne individual scenes were the lone
Whispered in advance as a possible key to a play's succesij then Konsleeper.
stantine Simonov's ''The Whole World
The possibilities are there but a Over" would havfi little trouble on
But at present there's
little exaggerated in advance reports. feroadway.
Show is sharply trimmed for time something lacking. It shapes up as
with final curtain before 11, and cast an okay road show but it's not ready
in general knows its way around and I'or New York competition. There are
gets most of values from' script save too many trite passages between
for expected fumbling,
some of the really funny scenes in
ftowever,' main trouble so far is this Russian comedy.
a
A conventional plot and ditto diathat "Tenting Tonight" leans too
heavily on the author^ desire to put log aren't much help either. Thelraa
over some propaganda for a theme Schnee made the adaptation from the
that seems close to his heart-^the Russian and it could be that sometough break that many ex-Gl's are thing was lost in the transition. Hapgetting in their attempts to obtain pily Simopov has shunned political
higher education because of lack of significance in developing his plot.
roorti, facilities arid money in many The play's setting could just as Well
colleges and, according to the autlior, be New York or London.
The whole thing revolves around
the unwillingness of sonie institutions
the housing shortage. Moscow's most
to even try to cooperate,
.

tntiat's

a worthy thenie and Gould

hais developed it vyith apparent sinceiuty, but if "the soberer aspects of
it are unduly emphasized it's to be
doubted how
playgoers, eithej;
ejCrGI's or out-and-out civilians, will

many

care enough to fork up the requisite
CashJEor tickets. That may be a harsh
outlook but tonight's audience here
seemed visibly restless in the serious
stretches of the |>iece and obviously
wsiitlnis for the Coinfedy.
"There is quite a hit of that, some
of it pretty obvious, but some more
thM IS spontaneous and imforeed.
The dialog, When It's on the lighter
sldor is fresh and there- ate a few
piquant scenes including an amusing
heavy-petting scene which brings in
the required sex. Action all takes
place in honie of Peter Roberts, hlmaielf an ex-serviceman, and now a
teacher in a sniall college town.
His particular institution is overcriowded and in a moment of generO'Sity' his pretty wife inserts ah ad
in the town paper that! the KOberts
will board one of the student exGl's.fdr a semester. Hubby, who is
.

,

appearing later in spirit form. Impression Is that he took the script
with him on the way out and forgot
to bring it back. Story has less substance than a pail of steam and is
just about as elusive for the cast to
get Its hands on.
Theme has a Harveyish angle in
that Pepper, the smalltown merchant
of the last century, gets rid of his
troubleSjVla the bottle, which enables
him to see only the thitiss that make
him happy. He was roped intp an
unhappy marriage and he seeks to
prevent a similar fate for a likeable
lad who works in his store, and on
whom Pepper's own unattractive
daughter has designs. After his death
Pepper returns in wraith form to
guide the boy. The resultant mixture
of fact and fantasy is a complete vacuum as far as diversion is concerned.
A fairly competent troupe gets no
backing whatsoever from the script.
In this respect, the cast would bi^ jus-

h^ m
Brigadoon
Theryl C'lawJord production of musical
play in two acts (nine scenM) with boolt
and lyrics by Alan Jay Lonier nnd music
by ii'rederlck Loewe. Features .Marlon Bell,
SulliDavid Brooks, I'amela BrHton,

comes a regular dormitory.
Stuffy dean of college is incensed

and matters are made worse when
one of the "boarders" brings in a

crowd

of

gambhng

nightclub friends.

Idea is that site of a proposed night
spot may be turned into sleeping and
living guarters.
Roberts" reverses
himself and allies himself with boys,

which means he's ilired. However,
through another ruse, whole country
IS mad$ aware Of scheme and congratulatory letters pour into college
He's a vain old duck and is
over.
Hudson Faussett's direction has its
good t>oints but show can stand some
restaging by a topnotcher. Cast is
generally good throughout, although
opening night here was marred by
too muceh fumbling in early scenes.
Dean Hai-ens, Joshua Shelley and
Jackie Kelk are outstanding as the
ex-servicemen, June Dayton is cute
as the gal in the necking scene, and
Jean Muir and Richard Clark, as .the
Roberts cOuple, and Henry I,ascoe
as the nightclub ftromotSr won over
firexy.

Snaw won

David BVoolts

Albright

Jeff Douglaa,,., ............ .George Keane
Archie Benton. .........i... Blllott Bnlllvan

James Mitchell
Bunty Kellcy

Hurry Beaton......
FlBhmonger
Anms MacWuffio
tiaiiily Dean

Walter

Fiona JIacLaren,
Jean MacL.iren

Meg

TSrockie

.SchefC

Ifayes Gordon

Kdward

Andrew Maclinren

Marion Bell

,

,

Clullen

Virginia Hosier
ramela Brltton

,,

.

,

.

.

.

'

.

.

,

,

,

Boston liked "BrigadoQh," PhilaT
delphia did, too, in spades, and New
York will go all out for the new
m'usical fantasy that

was

r'ated a

good

thing befoi'e it entered rehearsals.
"Brigadoon" has no names but will
doubtless make more than ohe. Its
melodies were not outstanding at the
premiere but more than one hit will
develop from the splendidly orchestrated score that is integrated with
the book, which seems to glorify the
seer's palm With fhe wrong silver.
and the kilt. The cast and
Hugh iVanklin lends the play Its only heather
semblance of a comedy performance. ensemble are youthful and exuberant, making for a performance that
He's okay as a nervous medic.
offers one of the pleasahtest evenings
Settings, five in number, are be- in the theatre to
be presented this
famous and also most escentric engi- low par for Stewart Chaney, pos- season.
sibly due to budget influence. Only
neer, his daughter and sister are ocIf there is any one individual who
cupying the apartment of a colonel in one, a lake scene, has any real eye is the major contributor to the perthe Red armiy. The war is over but appeal. Staging is lacking in imag- formance, it is Agnes de Mille, who
ination and never strikes an interestits afleimath is evident in the broken
staged the dances and also the musihomes and loss of loved ones. The ing tempo.
cal numbers. It is Miss dO' Mille's
ChaUt up one more candidate for best directional exhibition since her
colonel returns, disillusioned by war
Bone.
and embittered by the death of his oblivion.
terpslqhorean adornment of "Oklawife
daughter from German
(Folded i»i New Haven Sat. <13). homa!,'' which started a hallet vogue
'
bombs.
in musical shows. For "Brigadoon"
The engineer's daughter also lost
she concentrated on the dances of
her fiance at the front and is now
Scotland, doing research and absorbAceid4»ntally
engaged to an engineer who thinks
ing that type of stepping thoroughly,
of blueprints rather than romance.
Sac,ramento, March 16.
as shown by the dances in the new
The father for some reason decides to
James S. Blllott and Herbert J. Freezer click. The dancing stands out espepromote a match between the colonel production oi; comedy in three acta by Pau- cially in the first act which is the
and the girl so he insists the officer line William.^. Stars BilHe Bnrlte, Grant best part of the musical, although the
Mitchell. Staged by Harry Kllerbe in assn.
share the apartment. Complications •with Elliott.
shorter second portion has its highSettinff by Ben Edwards. At
develop when two of the colonel's Junior College Auditorium, Sacramento, lights.
buddies—* hardened officer and teen- March 16, '47; ?8 top.
lAJcale is a mythical village in the
Billio Bijrke
age corporal—arrive for a visit. The Gladys Mosby.
.Leora Thatcher Scottish highlands, a town and its in,
romance follows the usual pattern Marietta
Olive
Betty de Cormier habitants that are supposed to come
of dawning love, misunderstanding, Vlvlenne
Barbara Billingsley to life only once every hundred
years
parting, then reconciliation in time Lawrence Conwell
Phil \A'arren
for
one day. Into the place come
Jean
Erwln..,.;
Kve MoVeagh
for the final curtain.
Mosby.
.....Grant Mitchell Tommy Albright" and Jeff Douglas,
The cast is tops. First honors go apencer
Alias Feafherby
Kathryn Sheldon American latls Who arrive on the
to Joseph Buloff, whose eccentric Llewellyn Johnson
Don Gruuso centennial day and its attendant
engineer
characterization
spreads Mrs. Bsterhazy
.Paula Trueman
Liam Dunn country fair. Then, too, there's to be
good humor oa every appearance. Wartin
Photographer
i
.Jack Wlitttnore a wedding between Charlie DalHe milks the dialog, for all possible Dr.
Field
.David Bond rymple and Jean MacLaren, Harry
laughs and sets them. Uta Hagen is Mr. CavendLsh
..Edwin Cooper Beaton
also wants the lass and he
competent and attractive as the
nearly spoils the ceremony, leading
daughter! Elisabeth Neumann's .peasIn another of her hilarious charac- to a bit of melodrama. Then there's
ant sister role is another ace comedy
Fiona, the bride's sister, who, with
performance, while Sanford Meisnef terizations of nitwit females, Billie
Tommy, carry on a fast romance, one
is properly stuffy as the unroma'ntic Burke and. her new play, "Accidentof the show's most attractive attribfiance. Stephen Bekassy is gloomy ally Yours," by Pauline Williams,utes.
but plays with authority as the col- Were enthusiastically received Saturday (15) by a first-night audience of
Marion Bell, from the film studios
onel.
An appealing performance is 1,400 in the College Auditorium of and Coast operatic circles, i.s Fiona.
She scores first with "Waitiii' for My
turned in by George Bartenieffi as the Sacramento.
"The plot rests on the improbable Dearie," and, with David Brooks,
teenage corporal who is amazed to
who
is Tommy, plants "The Heather
live in a'world at peace. Lou Polan foundation of a professor's belief that
is outstanding as the gruffl peasant ha has found another Aladdin's lamp On the Hill." which may be the
officer who Joyfully heads for home which miraculously seems to bring show's top number. But there are
despite the fact his family is living him a much-needed manuscript for other jingles that are very likeable,
in a cave. Michael Strong, as the his new book. Entitled "Did I Sin?" such as "I'll Go Home with Bonnie
colonel's aide; Jo "(^an Fleet, as a it seems to be the story of his mi- Jean," warbled by Lee Sullivan, who
woman ai-my surgeon in love with merous love affairs and almo.st breaks I.S Charlie; "Come to Me, Bend to
the colonel; Beatrice de Neergaard. vip his home until the last curtain Me," sung by him, too, and "Almost
Like Being in Love," by Miss Bell
as a woman returning from war. and explanations show his innocence.
and Brooks, who also give "From
Fred Stewart, as the janitor, ai»e all
Miss Burke is her usual zany,
outstanding.
amusing self as the professor's wife This Day On."
The party scene in the third act Grant Mitchell is the unworldly colThere's a lighter lyric by comeis a highlight of Harold Clurman's
lege professor, and there is a large dienne Pamela Britton (who is Ethel
sensitive, laiowing direction.
Ralph company of otjier skillful comedians, Owen's daughter), called "The Love
Alswang's cluttered up, styleless liv- including Betty de Cormier, Barbara of My Life," and an even mdre amusing room setting is excellent
Billingsley, Philip Warren and Eve ing ditty, "My Mother's Wedding
Klep.
Day,' during a comedy scene with
McVeagh.
"Accidentally Yours" still needs George Keane. Latter is the show's
some pruning in length but it is good, comic, getting a fair number of
clean fan -and just what Miss Biu-ke"s chuckles but "Brigadoon" is not a
New Haven, March 13.
admirers expect of her. It is likely to bellylaugh musical.
The dancing department almost
Howard Lang^ production oJ^ comely in have a successful;
cross-country tour.
two nets, 10 scenes, by Donald Jticliardwm.
stops the show in the first act, with
•Mita.
Veaiures
Kara*, Mary Wickey, John
^

aM

Yonrs

'

;

.

-

.

Kosoi>e

Craven, Timothy ICearse. Staged

MUSICALS
"Allah Be

aeis,
hei-l,

Soy» Y««"

a number by Lidija Franklin, a Russian girl, and James Mitchell, who is
the jealous Harry. Both Miss Frank-

authoi';

.!i;t

Kama

hn and Brooks were

.Ko.<(coc
li'ranulin

"Bloomer
ludlty fteturnS;
....Mary WIcUes
T^^^'^ » ^word dance led by
Mitchell, Roland Guerard and George
...Jcjliii Craven
V.riilns T.ovelaee, ,.
Continued from page 1
Drake that looks quite the real thing;
i'atrulinaji ................ .Andrew .UngKan
sinvn O'Plaherly,..,
Robert Keith. Jr,
a
ballet
led
by
Virginia
Hosier,
who
Kipper, ..,,..«•,«.........,. ,, ,,lobn .Marsh will bec'ome an accepted custom by
plays Jean (why the girls are ba»e-i
l'iiil(y,,,,.,...,,.,,j..,,,,.Ii{;Bi« Wollingtoa the summer because of the many
foot and necessarily show their soiled
Mmjorl*.
.Hai'Kot Klevclwon
conventions slated for that period. soles IS a directorial
liuij Ice
.KUisabelU Dewing
, ,,
mystery), and a
.\(,-ania.. ....
Patitine nrakiv Among the confabs coming to N. Y. wild
number (partly acrobatic),
)ium:i. Itafferty.
.TInioth,v.J{ear»e is
...
that of the American Legion called "The Chase," participated in
«l Bodyguard
John 1 Ix
mostly by the men. That leads to a
iiiil
Biid.vgHnrd
Shi Hinvyer which is never noted for decorum.
.HiiBlt

.

,

"A Lady

l>y

by ,stew«rl Ohaney. Opened at ShuNow Haven, Mawih 18, '47;
top.

Mr. Popper,,.
Duclor.
•Molly Pepper....,

t

S

Tommy

.

studb^ing for a degree, isn't pleased,
especially when the first candidate,
wi6o gets by on « ruse, brings in a
coi^e of buddies and the young wife
of ohe. The prof's living room be-

valuable factor as delivered
by Tm
Royal. Some tricky lightihK ii .i
fected by Peggy ClarkefcrX'!

S.

,

-

Broadway

illusjon of a town emerging from
S!
mists and disappearing that
WO
way
van, George Keane, WllUam Hansen and
There are two bagpipers on
once
.Tames Mitchell. Dances and musical nuui- but accorded billing.
"BrieadtS!
lier« staged by Agnci de Millej production
to
seems
be
the
product
Oliver
soltlugs
by
of
staged by Robert I,ewis;
Smith; costumes by l>avld Ffolkes; orches- work with Cheryl Crawford,
trations by Tod KoyoV; musical director, scored with "One Touch of
Venns"
Franz Allora; lighting by Peggy (Jlarke. coming forth again
a^ a skiUfui nrn
'i7; $4,(!lt
Opened Klegfcid, N, Y., March
dueer.
(?« Frldny and Sattirday nights).
ibeef

.Lee Sulllvaa
tified in tossing a non-suppdi't suit Charlie Dalrymple
... .Lldlja Franklin
at the author. Interminable passages Maggie Anderson.
.... .WlUlufn Hansen
i.undle
are about as illuminating as a tun- Mr,
Sword Dancers.. ..Koland Gucral'd, George
nel—-and just as windy. Laughs are
Drake
.John i'anl
practically an unknown quantity and Ji'ahk
an attempt to capitalize on the charm .Tane Aihton. ............. .Frances Charles
....Jamci Ma>?Faddep,
angle of fantasy gets completely lost Bagpipers
Arthur Korn
in the shuffle.
Stuart Dnlrymple. ..
.,.«> .Paul Anderson
,Karl Ucddinj;
Roscoe Karns is an actor, not a MacGregor.

magician, so he can't pull a satisfactory rabbit out of the Harvey
complex. This leaves him with nothing Hat, except a star for. trsring;
Mary Wickes suffers similar treatment and would probably appreciate
no further comment. John Craven
tackles the store-boy role valiantly
but it throws him for a loss, Timothy Kearse plays Craven's love interest. She is said to have left a part
in "Joan of Lorraine" to join this
troupe. She must have crossed the

l5i|7

in

. ,

TIm^ €lio«ol«te

S4»ldlct>

. J. II, Del l»on<tio and Hans Bortsch
(u.
the Delvan Co.) production ot revival S
operetta in throe act.'i. Features Blllv nii
nert,
Keith Andes, Erneat McChcnnev
Jlenry Oalvln, Francos Sli^t'aun,
Hamilton, Hhivy Mllett Moylan, i-raJS
Monclon.
Directed by Felix Brentano.
choroiigraphy, George Balancliine; sets !»
Allelislner; cratumes, Luclnda Ballard.
Musln
by Oscar Straus; book by midelph
nauei-, Leoptdd Jaoob.ion; American ve™i™
l.y
Slanlslans .Stange,
Book revised
Guy Bolton; lyrics and other revisions bV

gS

,

S

Bernard

DonlRhen,

Orclicstmtlons.,

mh

mnsioul direction, Jay Blacklon, At'rpn.
tur.v, N, y,, March I'J, 'i7| $1.S« top
Nadlna.
Vrancea McCimn
,

,

,

,

Gloria ifilK
Muriel O'itallcv
Bumci-li
,
Keith Andes
Massalirotf . .................... Henry (^uivln
ropotr.
...
.
. .Billy
Wtint
Alexius.
. . . .. . . . . .Krnest
McCliesnM•^j'']'","--'
'
.Michael Maim
Kntrliia
,Aima Winiuii
.Mremicic Dan.wuse
Mary Kllen Movlan
Premiev DuiU'er
, .l/'ranciKco Mun'cion
^'a«;l'"
Aurellii

.

.

,

,

•

.

.

,
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When it's old revival time on
Broadway, as how, "The Clwcolate
Soldier" stacks up
well enough
against other such refurbished musicals. It has good music, fresh voices,
something of a book and some color
If it shows its age, or rather if some

of Broadway has grown up since the
show's heyday in 1909, there stiU
seems to be enough patronage around
to go for

it.

Show

should

stick,

the dull side. It limps along to dated
dialog and feeble gags, coming to life
when familiar old tunes sound
out.
The book Bernard Shaw's
amusing "Arms and the Man" storyhas been mi.shandled. Show moves
faster in those moments when Bilty
Gilbert really gets rolling, but e*en
he bogs down more often than not.
But the trouble Is that this revival
is
done in the wrong style, burlesqued frequently instead of played

fitfully

—

straight, and somewhat badly cast.
The Bumerli of Keith Andes, for inStance, is brash and youthful rather
than sUave and polished. The Popoff
of Gilbert is jovial rather than pom-

pous. The
throughout.

show

is

badly directed

What attracts, of course, are the
flne tunes that still seem fresh on
rehearuig "My Hero," very well
sung by Frances McCann, and "Forgive" and "The Letter Song," as
agreeably handled by Miss McCann
and Andes. The amusing marching
song in the "Seek the Spy" episode
comes up to snuff in one of the

—

brighter'

humorous moments

in the

show, and some of the new songs
Straus has interpolated are catching,
notably "After Today." This one is
sung in fine fashion by Ernest McChesney.
Show is colorfully costumed, with
an attractive chorus to increase its
eye-filling

quality.

The

ballet bits

and sequences furnished by Balanchine are a little nondescript and disappointing, although dancer Mary
Ellen Moylan reveals herself the
graceful artist when she can. Miss
McCann and Andes are an attractivelooking romantic pair, and can sing.
Gloria Hamilton is properly perl as
a young cousin, and McChesney sulftciently starchy as the stuffed-shirt
Alexius. Muriel O'Malley is a SPiT
matron and Gilbert surprises wim
his amusing patter-sohg, ' Just a Connoisseur." Henry Calvin adds the
proper buffa touch as a sergeant.
Bro».
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Some

cafe

men

feel that retui-n to

o't'lMlierly
KaUilcfn Bolton nudity is the only method by which
some spots can get sufficient busi"Heyday," a fantasy about a char- ness to remain open. It's felt that
from' the Great Beyond, is the inavailability
of names and 'the
this world— which is
high price of talent, makes the
the best place for it. This opus about
a sjiectre hasn't a gho.*** of a chance. nudity a must, since they must have
To state that it misses the boat would a gimmick to lure the trade. At the
be to put it mjldly~it doe.sn't even GV Inn and Kio Gabana, policy is
arrive at the pier. Central character apparently successful.
.Mr.v,

SCENERY FQR SAU

1

.

clannish tuneral procession with a
number led by Miss Franklin, who

came up from

tlie

ensemble.

That

portion of the proceeding is
a bit
dour and too long.
Alan Jayv Lerner with hook and
lyrics, and Fi'ederlok Loewe with the
music, knocked on the door last season with "The Day Before Spring,"
but they laud solidly with "Brigadoon." Robert Lewis does an excellent staging job; that also goes for
plays the entire show in a sleeping
In addition to the increasing signs David Ffolkes with the costumes,
gown. They shoulda provided one
midity
is the fact that other Oliver Smith's scenery is most attracof
with each admission ticket.
tive, with some set pieces but plenty
cafes
are.
returning
the
to
line
Early in the play an ailing storeof painted drops which are easily
keeper departs this vale of tears, re- policy.
flown. Orchestrations are another

% coinplete modern «*t», tormerly osei'
at I'eekskill l'Iu.v]ious«; eteellent <!onilitlon;

J>avlit
St,,

rensoniibly
Clleiliermaii,

Write
Ho. »l>i«'""

Jirlcrd.

108

1'eeksklll, JSeiv \V,rli.

acter

strictly out
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"The Chocolate Soldier," however,
less the prized bonbon it appeared
while on its triumphant out-of-towi
tour, and more the tart lemon drop
now thsit it's wrapped up at the Century. Though great care was taken
in its revival, something has gone
wrong. The revival is lame and on
is

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
Exp*riinc«d young woman, formtrlv
aiiOdaKd with « thootrical produur,
wants potilion in proclo««r'« offi«Ouoliflfd (• t«k* charge *f any d*-

partmenl. Bex t760, Vori«ty, IS*
4i»h Street, Now Y*rk 19.
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-

;

,
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iaSeclw esJay-j
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Comedie Francaise, named tempo-

Broaiway,
Mrs

rS
Cffi

Ehys WilUams en route
after brief stay in

to

town.

Coslow, "Copacabana"
east, his wife is. in Sun

**mile Sam
pcoducer, is

Francis Kobinson ahead of Met
opened Monday (17)
opera tour that
,
at Baltimore.
,

^be

Goldberg,

the west after

in

town.
"Fourth Little

'

in

Iack

who recuperated
a major operation.
Show"

set back
for Boston

slated
afisin and now
debut in September,
Judith Evelyn bein< birthday-par^.

by attorney t.. Arnold Weisstomorrow (20).
Monte Proser may co-produce anconjunction with the Shuberts.
tied

berger

other "Ziegfeld Follies" in

Tamins gomg

to

London

to

"Annie Get Your Gun," with
Dan Nagrin her assistant.
Sonny (O') Werblin got a calce
from the MCA staff on his birthday
which falls on St. Patrick's day.
Toots Shor donated Itis $90 fee
for a guest appearance on "Duffy's
Tavern" to the Negro Actors Guild.
Ruth' Etting to be coelctail-partied
at the Copacabana lounge by the
stage

March

prior to
her M?rch 27 opening at the Copa.
Ziegfeld

club,

23,

Hugh Beaumont, British director,
who staged "Importance of Being

planed to London last
week. Returns May 21 to produce
^'tove for Love."
Abe Lastfogel and Irving Berlin
plan to be back from the Coast for
the Sophie Tucker dinner May 4 at
the Hotel Astor under Jewish TheEarnest,"

GuUd auspices.
Charles Heed Jones handling special publicity-exploitation for Jules

atrical

.

Las Vegas
Reta Ray a

room

in

click

the Orchid

of the Players.
.

Jack Martin orch into the Orchid

room

of the Players Club.

Romo

Vincent

headlines

the

Flamingo show March 28.
Club Mondoray being remodeled,
with preein -set for April 2.

The new KENO broadcasting stuwin be opened next week.

dios

Georgie

Rancho
Hall

Price.

Vega.<!,

currently

at

planning a Carnegie

concert.

from KBNE in Boulder City.
Hoot Gibson has started erection
new bungalows on his D-4-C

of 20

He

Ranch.

is

enlarging

also

the

air strip.

Harvey Bynum and associates
have taken over the Diamond
Horseshoe and renamed it the
Stork Club.
Loretta Young and Irene Dunne
are donating the land for the site
of a new Catholic ChurcTh in the

'

.

jnag section as

"Our Lady of the

E. W. Emo working on film "Es
Groueho Marx visiting with his lebe das Leben,". With Geraldine
Arthur Kober is another Katt.
Geza vori Cziffra film production
Who came east to spend Saturday,
announced plans to start
company
(15) at birthday of his 5-year-old
daughter.
His Wife (Maggie) re- work on "Danube Valtz."
Elfi Mayerhofer, film star, signed
CUoerating nicely in Palm Sprbgs.
Bryan Foy, head of Eagle-Llon up for picture to be made in Rome
jproduction, back Ih rehisarsals with by an Italian company.
Sievering '(American zope) studios
the reunited Four Foys fdr the Kraft
Music
Hall
broadcast
tomorrow announce resumption of work. Work
(Thurs.) night, on the Eddy Duchin- had stopped almost entirely by coal
and electric ciirreijt crisis.
Ecidie Foy radio program.
Metro's "Ziegfeld Follies" is a hit
Bill Boyd ("Hopalong Cassldy")
being profiled in- the Saturday Eve- -here mainly because Hedy Lamarr
Kiessler-Mandl),

Chapeau."

.daughter.

nmg

Post this .spring by Collie
Boyd and his wife, Grace
Bradley,, returned to the Coast over
Small.

(former Mrs. Hedy
Austrian born, is weE remembered

by

Austrians.

.

the

weekend from New York.
Dave Sebastian, who married Cat-

•

meii Miranda, is the cousin of Charlie
Weintraub, exec in "Copacabana"
<U A), which co-.stars Miss Miranda

where Sebastian, ^ iwoduction
met the South American star.
Weinberg, English-titlist

and,

aide,

totsai Parties
;

will

Contiiiuefl

benefit

Irom page

from

the

51

\

parties

by

prices four and five
"Well-Digger's boosting the
Daughter." "Carmen" and other for- times the boxoffice rates.
eign pix imports,
Benefit groups have four different
breaking in interN«w Yorker's "Talk of prices for the lower floor, front
be1.^1, ^i"^" . section. .'Also breaking rows being $20 per ticket, rates
French, British ing graduated down to $8 for the
t?^l
and u.
S. technical sheets.
rear section of the Ziegfeld. The
organizations benefit from the overage and patrons buying $20 tickets
contribute $15.20. which is the donaParis
tion over the established price. For
"'''^ ^' ^"^'^ ^'^er'ng from
a
a pair of benefit tickets the concoldf
Mezzanine has
tribution is $30.40.
Prepping
^'^y
a
legit
comDa^v'^lt
pany on a South
a $10 top. $5.80 of which repreAmerican tour.
-bedded with sents the donation, or $11.60 per
bi-nSnWt"**''
* * caught
on his Algerian pair.
trio
Theatre party practice has been
offering Liliane Cul- criticized because it creates a ticket
bpi?*^^,^"*^'^
Benoist d'Azy, a screen
test
shortage so far as general theatregoing patronage is concerned, ParWith
nervous
indfseltS?"*
aid shows
resulting
from over- ties are supposed, to
work
through such shortages, but^ tliat
Szbzyiv Hun- only goes when the attraction is not
iS^n'^tf-.^I^
"«"*=*''s, now in the Tabarin
in-bea hit. Increased prices for
revue"
tweeners are regarded as detrimento Alpes dTHuez
fo?a"^L?.'^"!'.
tal to the theatre in general by
lor

Open

City,"

^

to Ern^Iff'^Hnien?"^'

3
bSh
p

v?^"P''''"

airguesting

at

Champs Elysees on Ber-

,

Hilda's show,

two songs in
fS*J^^'''?°*
tml« *"tT?S Tino Rossi star*o|i™^^-" Unknown Singer."
Spain's territorial mnf=!lor. 20th-Fox, ganderin" (JS^'^^g^r
ASf^P^r^ly^ees for a few days.
Jacqueline Plessis, wife
to Mrf^",^**"'*' Bernadac, brought
test by Mo'nchablon.
Robirt i?-" ,*
the
rer

Wv"l^u' l^^y'i^ an^ Barbara Stanthe arrivals at
Ctt-in».
^.uies
with the Queen of Den-

•"Hsecond
ul'v
f-

-

of the Paris fac"oily wood for educational
While there will write

,:^ycral publications.

.

Arnaud,

formerly with
with Metro
fort««.®*i."*'w with RKO and her
Lapihere.
"^^^^^
~«»S Dines, oldest member of

J).
'

best,

?,^f'-^''0".

.

&

fla-i-^.?i„

Previou.sly

tan,

;

Australia.

.some showmen.
Figures first available indicated
that the backers of "Brigadoon" invested $285,000, a sum much in excess of the production cost, but
statements issued by Miss Crawford to the angels showed the actual
total

to

have been

$200,000.

Pro-

/

,

,

Annual week of grand opera will
open this year at Syria Mosque on

Mays.

Dick Hoovers spent a few^days on
Broadway catching up on the new
shows.
Jerry Manning has sold h^r nitery
in Meadville, Pa., and moved back
to town.
Max Shulgolds celebrated their
llth wedding anniversary over the

wyn
:

weekend.

Records

Benay Venuta aired

officials.

a

Edgar Bergen luncheon guest of
Aleman In Mexico City.
Paul MacNamara back at Selz-

nick's after business in

stage appearances, starting

Lon Chaney

WCAB

FM

new

in a

touring the provinces prior to
London production. He returns to

America

this

month.

Latest play by Mary Hayley Bell
(Mrs. John Mills) is titled "Angel."
but Mills will not appear in it "although he will stage it for H. M.

new

Army

Lamour

March

25.

ambulance.
with a

gifted

car by her husband, Bill

How-

ard.

Edward T. Cheyfitz in from. Wa.shington for huddles with Eric Johnston.

Roland Totheroh injured by the
branch of a tree in bis back

falling

yard.

Jose Iturbi back in :towh after a
concert' tour of Central Anaiericti and
;
Cuba.
Rachel Kempson in lErom I<ondon
to join her husband, Michael Red;

•

-

..

-

.

grave.

.

Abe Lastfogel and Johnn.y
vacationing
Arrowhead,
at
,

Hyde
Hot

Sprijjgs.

Clarence Brown heading for a
three-month V a c a t i q n in South
America.
Bill
Blowltz heading for New
York next week for the first time

Florence S. Lowe
Variety Club held a St. Patrick's

Day party on Monday

York.

to Mexico, on vacation

reconstructed

Dorothy

affiliate.

Stockholm to buy some
Eugenie Batrd plays first homeanimals of Carl Hagenbeck' circus town nitery efigagemesnt at Terrace
now being sold at auction,
Room beginning April 7.
Margot Fonteyn, premiere balHerman Bernstein came in from
lerina at Covent Garden, ordered not N. Y. for his first look at the Coast
to dance again for at Kast a month company of "State of Union."
because an attack of influenza deCampbell Casad in ahead of
veloped into smus trouble."Fatal Weakness" and Max Gendel
Biggest slump in Lbndon niteries here drum-beatittg 'MZIall Me Mister,"
in last 25 years, with several bands
"No visitors" sign still up on Ira
compelled to break up. Roy Fox is Cohn's room at Shadyside hospital,
trying to keep his aggregation of 24 where UA manager is recuping frxim
going by playing a vaude tour.
heart attack.
Ambrose band leaves Giro's Club
Konstantin TBakaleinikbff,
RKO
March 29 with Maurice Winnick' musical director, here for visit with
band replacing. Lew Stone leaves brother, Vladimir, asst. conductor of
the Embassy Club on the same date Pitt Symphony.
with Harry Gold band replacing,
Philip Barry, who came over here
to see his play "The Animal Kingdom," produced by Peter Cotes, is
Washingioii
in

now

New

Horace Sclimidlapp in from New
York to visit his wife, Carole Landis.
Lois Andrews booked for eastern

(26).

Boyd has succeeded
Lynn, as proxy of Pro-

fessional Model's Club.
studios and officps are being remodeled to accommgdate station's

in

,Pre.sident

Ellen

sister,

town

MacDonald and Gene
from New York,
Joan Tetzel returned to work after
week out with sinus trouble.
Jeahette

Raymond

the Bachelor's Club for a run

Mary

into

after a brief stay In N. Y.

Sheila Barrett, Danny White and
Dance Cocktails in new floor show
at Club LuMarba.
Barry Wood and Patsy Kelly come

her

praisery.

Lou Greenspan to Chicago *?here
his father is ill.
Prank Sinatra taking flying lessons from Andy Devine.
Hal Roach, Jr., piloted his own
plane in from New 'York.
Lew Ayres taking the baths at
Arrowhead, Hot Springs.

Jane Gibson, KQV commentator,
to N. Y. for her first look at her new
grandson.
Sid Dickler back from a home office conference in Chi with Mercury

next Wednesday

is

in six years.

Dr. Hugh Knox out of the Canadian array and visiting his brother,

(17).

"Trans-Lux, town's sole newsreel
theatre, celebrated its 10th anni last

Alexander Knox.
Paul Lukas leaving for Switzerland in May tp pljjy in "White
week.
/
Carter Barron, Loew's di.strict Towers" for RKO.
Tennent, Show expected to open in
Constance Bennett to Ma x,w e Vl
manager here, off; to Florida Keys
West End on May 12.
Field. Ala., to visit her husbtod.
Gino Arbid working out Interna- on vacation.
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO exec, in Col. John Coulter.
tional exchange by importing BerWilliam Cameron Menzies mulling
nard Hylda and Jane Morgan to the Monday (17) to address meeting of
a proposition to produce films for a
Embassy Club from the Club Champs American Public Relations Assn.
Elysees for six months, and ^sending
Latest gimmick on WWQW, town's syndicate in Brazil.
Claude Binyon guested at a parly
Lew Stone and band to the Paris newest daytime station, is broadcast
spot.
of local evening programs shortly tossed by his pals when he checked
off (lie I'aramount lot,
Celia -Lipton, daughter of band before sunset sign-otf.
Jimmy Starr ordered to pay $200
leader Sydney Lipton, was. operated
Earl Gammons, CBS veepee here,
on for internal trouble day after she feted Joseph Ream, newly elected monthly alimony after a- default
finished her run in Emile Littler',"; executive v.p, for network, at a divorce 'granted to his wife.
Robert Montgomery In from Washpantomime "Mother Goose" at the cocktail party last Thursday (13).
Casino.
Expects to be away for
New host on WWDC'a "Open ington to start work under his new
.seven weeks:
House," audience participation show, contract at trnlversal-Intemaflonal.
Byron Haskih- to Cuba and' the
Emile Littler's "Call Home the is Les Sands, ex of WNOX, KnoxHeart," starring Sybil Thorndike, ville, Tenn. replacing Ray Morgan, Bahamas on a scouting trip for the
which has been touring the provinces who goes over to station's baseball RKO picture. "The White Swarnp."
Paul L. Pease upped to the po.st
for 10 weeks^ is likely to. go to either broadcasts.
the Apollo or St. James' theatre in
Screen star Robert Montgomery, of treasurer of Walt I)isney Prothree weeks. Both houses are owned playwright Robert Sherwood, and duction.s after nine years on the
by his brother Prince.
Harold ("Best Years") Ru.ssell were lot.
is
Broadcasting
Corp.
British
Bob
Hope will make a tour of
speakers at American Legion dinner
.suffering from plenty of .seasonal and in
honor of ex-servlcemon who are Arizona -Array camps when he winds
extra work casualties. Rae Jenkins, now members of Congress.
up his current chore in "Road to
.

'

conductor Of the variety orchestra,
is still ill, with his place taken by

Another casualty is
Daines.
Standing, who is tempoby Pat Hillyard. with
Kenneth Wright taking the place of
Hely-Hutchinson, director of mu.'jfc,
who is convatescing from pneumonia.

Rio."

Pat O'Brien emceed the first dinner show of the We.st Coast Lambs
Club, with Leon Errol as guest of

Guy

Kansas City

Michael

rarily replaced

By

honor.

Qulnn
Jimmy McConnell back at the
helm Of the KMBC ArtLsts Bureau.
.John

William Ford planed to Mexico
City with the completed musical
score of the Argosy picture, "The
Fugitive."
Jack L. Warner was awarded the
Medal of Merit, highest award for
civilian war work, by Gen. H. H.
Arnold at Mai-ch Field.

"Ice Capades" set for 10-day run
in
the
Pla-Mor rink beginning

Miami Beach
By Larry SoUoway
Kay Vernon set for Clover Club
April

9.

Sammy

Fain

and the missus

at

Grossinger Pancoa.st.
Cross and Dunn into Latin Quarter
Jan Bart holds over.
Sunday (16).
New indie theatre being planned
by Herb Elisberg, former midwest
operator now residing here.
headed for Romany
Miles
Jackie

Room

engagement in Washington
weeks at Beachcomber.
Sophie Tucker and Harry Richman
held over at Beachcomber until
March 30, with Ben Blue added.
Walter Jacobs planning a permanent stock company for his Lake

after 10

Tarleton Club, New Hampshire.
Charlie Rapp, N. Y. booker to.ssed
a shindig for members of tlie Sulli-

van

County

hotel

assn.

Auditorium to seat 5,000 comes up
for vote soon, with prospects good
for passage. Will house conventions,
legits and concerts.
Jerry Lester hieads back to Chi
thi-s week to put finishing touches
.

,

Arthur

April 4.
Laurette

and

Clymas

heading

floor show ,in the El Casbah of the
Bellerive Hotel.
Legit schedule for . lu.sic Hall has
"Blossom Time" for March 22-23
and returning for MariCh 28-29-

Landon Lairds haive returned
from Chi honeymoon, and he's back
on the job as Star's legit crick.
Resident theatre casting "Joan of
Lorraine" a.s final presentation of
the season.
No date set for open-

•

i

I

|

By Sveii G. WiiMtnist
Actress Annalisa Ericsson on vaca-

I

\

tion to Oslo.

Marlene Dietrich slated for Swed-

,

ish visit soon.

State choir of the Soviet Union
has been touring Sweden.
Viveca Lindfors in town on two
month.s vacation from Hollywood.
Danish actress Berthe Quistgaard

i
'

-I

ing.

Philharmonic Orch off for dates
in Southern Kansas towns after
closing season here with diib of pop
concerts.
Annual Police Circus in the

'

mentioned for role in Swedish pix.
Sve 1 Age Larsen to Helsingfors to
direct an operetta at '*he Swedish

.

Municipal Auditorium last week
took it on the chin from a pair ef

Theatre.

Swedish orchestra 'leader arid
composer Povel Ramel to U. S. later

blizzards.

members

(50) in town,

duction nut is put at $170,000, including salary guarantee deposits,
on play he coMabed on with Sherso that there wa.H $.30,000 on hand man Marks, the radio wnter-direebefore the mu.sical opened, not in-, tor.
eluding the enormous amount from
Busine.ss booming for the no-minimum cafes, which now include
advance ticket sales.
The backing overage may be re- Beachcomber,' Latin Quarter, CJopaO'Clock. Bali and Kitty
tained as a reserve fund in part or cabana. Five
_
whole but could be refvmded if the Davis". lineupr kat Copacabana
openNew
investors insist. If profits are based ing tonight (19) includes Kenny
on the total inve.'-tnient rather than Youngman. Gracic Ban le. Radio
to
Blake and Ralph
the production co.'it. it will be
Aces.
the advantage o£ the producer un- Slater.
Miami niteries iiiider police prcsder the limited partnership setup
to ob.sorve 3 a.m. closiii« with
management.
in the "Brigadoon
"

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

into

being offered for
English vaudeville dates but asking
price <jf $4,000 is; deemed too steep
for here. He has an oflfer to open at
Circus Medrano, Paris.
'Mills Bros., who operate the Olympia circus annually in London, are

now

Ida Lupino to Palm Springs for'%
week.
John Fulton laid up with pneumonia.
Josephine Whittell injured in an
auto crash.
Michael Sheridan joined the Gold-

'

Paul Vincent Carroll's "The White
Steed" received a big reception at
tlie Embassy, Swiss Cottage, when
it opened with an all-IHsh cast.
"Worm's Eye View," temporarily
vacated the Whitehall theatre due to
internal, bickering, returns there in
nine weeks. It already has $6,000
advance.
Willesden Council is negotiating to
take over the Willesden Hippodrome,
which has been to turn a vaude and
picture theatre. It's been closed since

Hal Borne orch bowing' out of the war ended.
the Rancho Vegas due to previous
Chico Marx
studio commitments.
Players club is featuring an allnight broadca.st via remote control

Lyle Talbots. divorcing.

John McCormicks divorced.
Mike Todd in from New York.
Angela Lansbury in from Manhat-

undier proper license.

licenses here total 11,3,750 more' than last

Jack Harris in from Paris for a
Wolfgang
Schmidt
and
Jean few days and renewing his old assoDesbrosses back from London hud- ciations with
Harry Green.
dles with Sir Alexander Korda.
Shakespeare Memorial Theatre,
Former handles his releases here,
while Desbrosses is his local finan- Stratford-on-Avon, refused a liquor
license by th$ local magistrate.
cial adviser.
Lou Cooper, owner of Whitehall
theatre and comparative newcomer
to show biz,, may extend his activitties to

Hollywood

is

rent Clicks.

Levey on forthcoming "New Or- Huntridge district.
Rex Bell prepared to cash in durJones recently withpic.
ing the forthcoming
Helldorado.
March of Dimes campaign,
Florence Browning resigning Fri- Has his western toggery shop well
day (21) as assistant to J. Robert Ru- stocked with western attire.
Rudy Vailee gifted telephone opbin, Metro veepee and general counerators
the
Frontier
at
Last
hotel
sel, after .-25 years with Metro both
with perfumes and candy for their
at the homeoffice and "Oft' the Coast.
Irvine Berlin will do some more courtesy during his Ramona room
personal-appearing on bebaU of 20th- engagement.
Abbott and Costello opened at the
Fpx and his "Alexander's Ragthne
Band'' reissue, 'm which the song- Flamingo March 14. They will turn
smith own.s a 10 7o-of-f he-gross equity. over the $21,000 for their two-week
fienee Carroll, Sardi's hatcheck appearance to the Lou Costello, Jr.,
Youth
Foundation Fund.
siren, who was Widely publicized on
her 20th anni ,as the most famous
coatroom girl, further "profiled" by
Lucy Greenbaum in the N. Y. Times
Vienna
leans"

crackdown coming last week when
Clover Club, Jewel Box and Zissen's
Bowery managers were haled to
court and fined. Beach, a separate
community, allows 24 hour operation

Anglo-Polish BaUet opens Seville
theatre March 24 for four weeks'

American musicians in Paris becoming regarded as real artists. season.
Pianist
Julius
Katchen
at
the
Champs Elysees and fiddler Arnold 200, which
Eidus at the Club Feminin are cur- December.

,

Helen

'

recently.

Carroll here after testifying
Congressional labor commit-

tetqre

rary administrator of the theatre, replacing dramatist Andre Aubey vvho
resigned

this year.

Swedish-born Zarah Leander, formerly actress in Germany, recently
made a comeback in Swedish radio.
Danish actress Marguerite Viby
and actor lb Schoenberg returning
from successful Norway toitr to act
Pugo & Togo, local counterpart of in Swedish film.
Mai Zetterling back from London
Abbott & Costello, to appear ih
where .she appeared In British film
"There's Cash a Plenty."
Film actor Rudy Roble.s, who re- "Frieda." She'll appear at the Royal
cently returned to Hollywood, had Dramatical Theatre here.
"Nocturne."
M.
Glatte of Les Actualitees Frana role in RKO's
Ely Ramos moving from Sam- caiscs (French Newsreel), negotiatpaguita Pictures while Mona Li.sa ing with Nordisk Tonefi&n for showing news "from Sweden in European
left Palaris Films for Sampaguita.
Filipino film house receipts are and African countries.
Operetta "Lady Behave" to be
declining sharply following general
demobilizaticin of U. S. and Filipino mnfW hito Swedish , film, produced
armed forces.
Reflecting the at- liy SAG Svensson, with Egon Larstendance slump, cost of native films .son as male star. Swedish actress
has been pared to an average of Vera VaWor mentioned for a role
J .in a FwM-ich .film.« V
> . » . - .
$40,000 per film.

Manila

Premiere
Productions
filming
"Your Wooden Shoes, Ncneng," with
Rosa del Rosario starring.

j
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Clapg Goes Mpls, Trolley

Miss Truman Learns

THEATRE

About Life

(the

Detroit,

Wired for FM-Sound

Mag)

March

Minneapolis,

25.

WTCN

Life photogs, on hand at Margaret
Truman's radio debut in Detroit
March 16, to shoot pix for mag lay;
out, were refused permission to snap
her during broadcast, but were
promised five minutes for i^eenactment poses afterward. Broadcast
;
over, Miss Truman gave the Life
,Th6 U. S...win probably win the boys a quick minute of mugging and
-race to initiat6 full-screen television no more.
Burned up. the mag yanked the
While Yank tele execs
io theatres.
are predicting introduction o.t video planned layout and this week's ediinstead will carry a photo
-ill the flicker houses po.s.sibly before tion

-

.

Survey of major distribs, affili- way .hbroe,'
ated circuits, independent circuits
and scattered indie hotises reveals
the average of gross income a,t both Margaret Webster
the b.o. and in film rentals— on a
par with or better than the comWould Put Prama
parative first nine weeks of last
Unless there should be seriyear.
Reviewers on a iiet
ous adverse changes in tlie presMinneapolis, IVtarch 25.
ent general economic picture next
Before covering an opening. New
summer and fall, prpflts steuld come
critics should be redrama
York
close to the phenotiienal figures of
the public to refrain from
quired
by
1946.
well and unwisely, and
Not a little of the favorable dining too
their reviews they
writing
before
grosses and film rentals that have
compelled to sit through
been piled up have been accounted should .be
the offering from start to finish, the
for by an exceptional run of strong
here Was told by
Club
Woman's
They've included such powerpix.
Margaret Webster, of the American
ful b.o. product as "Jolson Story,"
Repertory Theatre.
"Best Years of Our Lives." "Razor's
critics are killing
York
New
'The
Edge," "Till the Clouds Roll By,"
too many offerings, something wrong
"Blue Skies," "Sinbad the SaUor,"
hE.s crept into the theatrical unions
"13 Rue Madeleine" and "Margie."
production costs in New York
and
WlUle the big pictures are doing have soared to a level that is gradu.(Continued on page 20),
the legitimate thea.

.

—

UNESCO Urges Ming

Lance, now in the U. S. to scan
Press-Radio-Piciire
large-screen advances, says there's
in the
iiotliing technical standing
rway ol the innovation in Britain. All
for O'seas
i the principles are known for instanPhiladelphia. March 25.
taneous tele techniques in theatres,
First 'national conference of the
'and' the British are now engaged in
Kducational, ScienNations
United
perfecting equipment to boost transand Cultural Organization in
mitting lineage to a count of 800 tific
session here today (Tuesday) urged
.'from the current British standard of
appointment of a "commission
485.
This is necessai'y,- Lance ex- the
needs"' to study and
immediate
on
'plained, to brighten the picture and
report the material requirements of
"clarify details, thereby making theawar-devastated Europe and the Par
tre video commercially feasible. U.S.
East with respect to press, radio and

-

c

Program

(Cgntinued on page 56)

Mayhem Assaults

The commission, it was sugshould determine extent of
such needs as printing presses and
newsprint, film and radio equip,ment. and personnel.
UNESCO, it was proposed, also

For
Spike Jones

Terrif

ally

on

one-nighters through the midwest
With his
"Musical Depreciation"
unit that there's a good possibility

Major Bowes Hour
Set for

that
expressed
agreement, was
UN
company may wind up on Broad- UNESCO should organize a
way next fall as a "musical." Gen- film board to coordinate film acall agencies in the United
of
tivities
eral Artists
books
Corp., which
A resoli»tion also was
Jones, has been tUking with the Nation."!.
international
Simberts about moving the show adopted callin.i; for an
to ex-

Comekck

•the

At 4G-&-Up Scale
The

one of the letter's houses almost conclave, as soon as feasible,
possible methods of interintact as a modern Olsen & Johnson plore
and goodwill via
''Hellzapoppin".
only a change of culture
It's
felt
Ime of gixls would be needed to films,
,
,
proposed
Feeling was that the
augment, the current setup of 16
clearing
musicians and four acts,
film board would act as a
proJones' road trip and the coin it is house for information on films
duced by UN member nations and
(Continued on page 56)
free flow of inio on
facilitate a
UNESCO shouldnt eninto

I

techniques,
gage in produfition ol fiJm.s

CContinued on piige

it

of the

was

•

demand

•

to

•

legaiiM,

de BrinOn. Vicliy Amba.-isaHitler.

The

court,

in

full

went to the Versailles Pal-

amateur hour.

by Warren Sweeney, who subbed
for the late major during the latter's
illness, was auditioned at the Long-

Mason's French-English

Paris, Mareli 18.
pictures figured in the
conviction on .collaboration charges.
^faulting in the death sentence of

Versions for Korda's 2

N, Y., la.st Friday night (21).
showcasing by
French Platter was cut for
Jameis Mason's fluency in
MBS pro.!iram execs, who claim keen
mav be utilized by Sir Alexander
(Continued on page 62)
anpolicy
a
out
Korda to carry
bilingual
of
week
this

i

!

i

Pa.

acre,

"
Cyclone rollercoaster had a special
ot 50c tickct.s Which they used
on weekends to offset the rush, he
Another op pointed out that
said,
the labor situation had ea.sed con-

'

MOUmATTEN

London, March
'Vi.scount

]

1

found, as chief of the
that
tory.

;

:

Commandos
of Burma,
unsali.sfae-

he

elude Frank
Mounlbattcti

Owen, who served
in

..

India; and .Ii)t--.
his ffhii"
ot

who was

Lawrence,

I

public relations in the
Ranf^er days.

,

,

Therefore,

,

'

I

word reports are

.

'

a..."

'

.;

IP.

Burma,

plans takii-i?
equipment to ur:e actual liUn reports
on conditions.
His theory is that
no one believed Gcnnatiy's treatment of prisoners until llns j.;uv
the films.
The Mountbattens are sivihi! *
.small, farewell part.v before tlu's,
departure, with those invited to ir-

'

initiyloft

'of

and Commander-in-Chief

roll

11

Mountbatteii

always fllm-minded, plans reporting
t-)
England on the India siluatiorL
via motion pictures.
He goc's to
India as new viceroy this week. He

[

.

'

TO USE

FIX FOE INDIA REPORT.

'

.

•

Mea.sure. introduced by Rep. Albert E. Beech,- Allegheny County
Republieah. provides for a fine ot
$25 to $100 for each offense, Each
day the sign isn't displayed constitutes a separate offense.

:

,

2.5.

last

'

aire.

War Peak's End

unveiling a
scant six weeks away, majority of
New York's Coney Island resort operators concede that this year's business ^^n't equal grosses reaped during the free-spending war years.
However, practically all ride operators state there won't be an ad:
"The crowds were too
mi-ssion cut.
heavy last year," one molorboat ride
op said, "and often we delibei-ately
hiked prices to discourage customour platforms became over
ers,
loaded, There was always a chance
of a iiatron being shoved -in:, the.
!

Tab

in the legis-

Harrisburg

weefe
which, if passed, would make it
tough for night club hatoheck concessionaires. Bill provides that a
sign be placed "in a proininent spot"
near the checkroom advising "patrons
that the pretty check girl doesn't
keep her tips that the gratuities
are the property ^of the concession-

season's

the

'

Up

March

was introduced
at

—

Despite

drink.

bill

;

Checkoom

Philadelphia,

Coney Won't Cut Pric(«
With

Would Warn

Smiles That

A

lature

thing. ..."

i

in mid-uinnii.n- for her

Bill

Against

strangling

ace and the
screening room of the Inounced
Morgan
information Ministry. There it picture production. Midiclc
Film
under the Flagstad's Par
• saw
German newsreols showins do will make the initial I'lhn
Bnnon on the Rusnnn front to- now setup, which calls for fiiv=l
sidcralily now that nio.st of their
ShopChore as Diva Gives
Korda's
at
gether wita other French traitor.s lenshiii a picture
e.K -employees bad returned from the
then
and
England
in
svievving a parade of French who perton Studios
"It'll be easier to handle
service.
n;une
.-^anie
The Brusheroo to Mpls. the ctr^tomers now." he a.sserted.
re,-;hooling it with the
^'"li'^litoerod to fight for Cermany.
cast.
support
m;;
native
The jury was aeoply moved and pla.yer.'i. but a
Kollyw"od. March 23,;
On the darlwr side is the threat
wiiatever de Brinori's lawvcf said in France or Ital.v.
Wagi'iTian soprano Kirston Flag- of aniusement ta.\ legislation pendlor
KorcUi
to,
pact
bow
after that fell
Mason is under
her Amcriran
niu hi tl'.p state legislature as well
on deaf ears. Moni..;1ad. wiio makes
torod radio
Daphne du Mauners iil'ter a lout; hiMu.s at C;n'iiCKie Hah.
pi,x.
revenue measures b^ng con.sidbroadcasts or rceorriod two
speeches had been previou.'ily u.sed '"King-.s Ckmoral" and a Kins David N y, i)i April, hnt- been signed Io (rod by the oit.v. Of pispecial artnoyw convict coUaborationi.'its, but this yarn, Another one may be addi t(. xin:;
coin-raising plan being
Wa:!neri:.n aria for Para; rnic" Ipirl,
bilinHMa'
t!ie
"Dreani
mulled bv the license department
» the first time newsreel.-; were in- however, fnr^
mouf.l'.- prcdiictinn of
f,""f.imland
.to
go
will
iroduced as evidence in a Fi-cnch
(Continued on page C2)
Mi^^s 'Moraah
.(Continued on page fill ; o
r
eoiut.

iristire

individtial sale, and a good season" is
usually assured. But this year, either
due to the fact that new sin.g^r3
created new interest, or that broadeasts heightened interest in' opera,
(Continued on page 62)

according to Miss Webster.
"The critics ruin .many produc"The extion.s," said Miss Webster.
pen.se o£ production is so tremendous
that what critics say decides if a
play will live or die almost in one
n^ght.
If the offering could go on
for E. little while, it might outlive
the critics' view until the public
might perhaps, find it worth some-

"Major Bowes Ama-

New version, witb practically same
hour-long format a."* the original
and with the iBowes role being taken

.26)

TO CONVICT DEBRINON
Motion

originE.l

teur Hour,'' big time radio show of a
decade ago, is set for a comeback
Cued by a revival of interest
try:
in this type of fare as evidenced by
Lipton's recent purchase of Arthur
Godfrey's "Talent Scouts" on 'CBS,
Mutual network for several months
has beeif quietly mapping a rebirth

I

•

rMordings—tp

pixj

additional income needed to
continue its operatic enterprises.
Finishing its 62d regular season
a week ago, the Met did all i-ight
at the boxoffice, according to Johnson. Unlike Broadway l^git or pix,
the Met biz held its own without
falling off this yet(r,
Pr|ces ware
even a little higher in the midollfe
ticket groups thtn a season ago.
Part explanation, says Johnson,
lies in the fact that the Met season
is built on a subscription basis, with
80% of its audience on subscription.
That doesn't Ifeave much for public,
itself

tre,

nations of trained instructors in the fields of radio,
films and .the press.
In a film panel headed by George
F. Zook, president of the American
general
Education,
on
Council

a string of

—radio,

'

Grosses UN member

Chicago, March 25.
has been so cxtra-

;

,

i

should encourage exchange between

-ordinaiuly successful

FRESH COIN

The Metropolitan Opera, Assn., according to general manager Edward
Johnson, is mulling ambitious plans
to step out into otiier show biz fields

.

films.
gested,

B.O.

FM

FM

the year is out, and certainly not later spread on Ralph Edwards' ("Trutb
•than 1948, Britain is still two to three or 'Consequences," NBC) already
.years awajK irom that development well publicized "Mrs. Hush."
in show biz, accorcling to T. M. C.
cinema researph
. Lance, head of tele

iiKe

25.

PM

BY1948

Arthur Hank.

March

will experiment with

reception in Twin Cities streetcars,
with; provision of radio entertainment for streetcar patrons the objective.
sets will be installed
especially
Rather than being a ySar of re- on new type of streetcars,
in operation on
cession for fllms, 1947 may well turn qiiiet, being put
lines,
for testing. 'WTCN
inter-urban
out to be the greatest or close to
outlet in
operates
only
now
the greatest b.D. year in industry
While talk is widespread service here.
history.
If reception is good, all streetcar
of a drop in iilrn grosses, a careful
rouser
to
listen
may
passengers
check by Variety makes it appear
to work, or to
the recession is considerably more shows on their way
late afternoon soap operas on the
psychological than economic.

TEEVISION

;.ioi^- J.

CENTS

25

ERK TO

Pie PROFIT
U. S.

PRICE

X947

26,

'

Connnando-

VedagsJay, Mwrcit 26,' 1947

JL

GimBiick I0 Create Phoney 'Bestseller
Lists Frauglt^

fii

Danger' for

Pifching Horseshoes

Pk

•

film

company

disclosed

week

this

SWAFF'S SALUTE TO

he bad been approached with
an otfer to get any book hs desired

on the

MARY MARTIN

nation's best-seller lists lor

the offer with an
f 5,000. He nixed
nothing sacr«d?" but admitted
himseli: shoclted by the tremendous
•conomic implications which could
amount to many, many times $5,000

-By

HANNEN SWAFFER-

''Is

London, March

—

can best

I

kill

18.

those stories that

have been circulated about Mary
—to film companies if any one of Martin around New York by dethem should be tempted to accept scribing a remarkable happening at
the offer for falsifying the literary
popularity tallies.
Former press agentj who propositioned the story ed, claimed he could
turn tlie trick by judicious use of
the $5,000 for purchase in about 10
Btrategically-located book
copies of the tome to be

stores of

hypoed,
best-seller lists are pubbut the two that carry the
most weight, by far, are those in the
funday New York Times and N. Y,
Herald-Tribune.
Herald-Trib readily admitted the
feasibility of the plan offered, stating, as a matter of fact, that the
Iwok could get on the list by someone's buying up copies in ju-st three
stores. System used by the Trib has
about 81 shops in 59 cities mail in a
eard each week listing six top fiption
and six top non-flction sellers. H
any thiree stores report a book, it
By buying up
goes on the list.
eopies at 10 stalls polled by the Trlb;
one of the editors opined, a book
eould undoubtedly be shot to 12th
or 18th place in one week. Once it's
there, the publicity and prestige a
volume gets from being listed might

pozens of
Ji-shed,

the.

jubilee dinner,

March

IS,

prevented her from letting London
audiences see, her at her best Admirable as is her Drury Lane performance, her part confines her.
Miss Martin was one of the prin-

249tlt

KEN

—^Dame

WEEK

t

WURilAY'S

"BLACKOUTS OF

:

1947"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Csl.

"Ken Murray's 'Blackouts' is a
knockout! The more I see of other
shows the better Hike it."
"

HUGH HERBERT.
Laurel

&

Hardy Book

South Africa, Aussie

London, March 19.
Laurel and Hardy, who came over
here for four weeks, have had their
time extended to September. They
After listening to speeches about
Sweden an^
50 years of first "nights in the gal- then go to Norway,

Empire

Dame

Lilian

Dame Edith Evans and
Vanbrugh.

Sybil ThornBraithwaite,
Dame Irene

Miss Martin was called upon Denmark, playing two weeks in each'
do a turn. She created a sensa- city.
Then Belgium for three
among a tough and hardboiled weeks, to be followed by four weeks
audience by an extraordinary bioParis, Pair ship for South Africa
graphical sketch in -which she told in
for
12
weeks after that, with 16
very readily result in a sufficient her life story and Illustrated it with
iQuraber of legit sales to

the

list

and even push

it

keep

it

on

higher.

N. Y. Tte*a' System
rimes* editor was dubious on the
success of the scheme ut its; tally.
Xttstead of poUing the stores directly,
it has correspondents in 32 cities
^eck them and wire in the results.
Correspondents are supposed to
query a large number of stalls in
their territories and the Times' ed
•was of the opinion that it would take
phoney, sales in more than 10 stores
to make an imprint on the list.
As far as can be determined, only
one story chief was approached—
«nd he, apparently, because th,e guy
-who made the offer had formerly
worked for the same company.
Story eds were disturbed, however,
because it means that the value of a
yarn could be falsely pushed up to
several hundred thousand dollars or

lery.
to

tion

song.
Arranged specially for the
occasion, it gave her every oppor
tunity for
displaying the whole
gamut of a singer's art. She darted
from archness to sentiment and

weeks in Australia following.
Return to London around Novem-

from humor

of

She
first

to abandon.
started her act by singing her

song,

"Co^ Cow

Boogie," a

that

ber in time to star in pantomime,
"Babes in the Wood," playing part

"The Robbers," at the Saville

theatre for Bernard Delfont.

liill-

used to sing when she
lived in Weattierford, Texas, where
she was born. It was her rendering
of this song at small entertainments
billy

she

first

attracted attention in the

surrounding towns. Then, going to
Hollywood, she tried to get into pictures.
She attended audition after
audition for so long that, as she
said, her name was "Audition Mary."
But as no one would give her a
chance, she got written for her a
song called "Les Filles de Cadiz,
half straight and half swing, and in

Ed

Perkins Signs Flock

Of New Concert
On

•

'

'

'

Dates OB Cielinent,

cipal guests at the celebration dinner.
The others were four of
Britain's six theatrical Dames of the

British
dike,

Their success this^sesffeon is a shai-p answeir.to the producers who've
bfeish
complaining there's no good new talent arouild.
Of course, these fledglings may not have the surefootedness and exner"
ence of a Danny Thomas or -a Perry Como. But what they lack in
au'
thority and wisdom,' they more than make up for in spirit and bounce
Take this boy Jolson. Six months ago I was cofltee-and-caking at 'Toot
Shor's with a quartet of young perfQrmers-*-fellows who didn't even
re
member Tom Mix. They were talking about today's great crowd-pieasers"
Sinatra^^ Danny Kaye, Dick Haymes, and such.
I piped up that a fellow named Al Jolson was pretty good. Jackie
Glea.
son patted me on the shoulder and said, "Take a cup of tea. Grandpa.
It'll
rest you." ttenny Youngman wisenheimed, "What does he do, catch
cannonballs on his neck'?"
I got a little mad, told them to eat their Pablum, and warned
them
against discussing things little boys couldn't understand.
As the discussion spilled over to the next four tables, applcfaced Toots
Shir put a period on it with, "Relax, you crimjbs. This is one of thein
arguments like could Dempsey lick Louis,"
And then "The Jolson Story" opened at Radio City Music Hall., Al's
voice on the sound track was a revelation to the bobby sockers who
had
been brought up on microphone-clutchers. The kids turned cartwheels
in the aisles over the newcomer who didn't sigh, s^woon, groaii;
grunt
gurgle or whisper through the right nostril.
Around Broadway, we heard that a certain highly paid minnun- merchant ran all the way from the Music Hall to his lawyer's office and
checked over his annuities.
Vabiety says the Jolson movie is outgrossing anything Columbia has
released in twenty year.s of pictui-e making.
Then the juke boxes discovered this up-and-coming kid, Jolson's platter
of the "Anniversary Song" is grabbing nickels faster than the mint
can
turn them out.
.
.
A couple, of weeks ago 1 heard Jolson on the air, clowning around with
Bing Crosby. Voom and double Voom! And when the child prodigy
leveled on a song, even the sponsors were happy. It was like the Twcntieth Century making up time on a straight 'stretch of track. For the
first
time this season, people got really excited about the Old Groaner's program.
The other boy wonder. Chevalier, is even younger than Jolson, Probably
still rides half-fare on the Paris Metro.
I was there the other night when he opeued hLs one-man show at
the
Henry Miller theatre. A thousand smarties paid up to $9.60 a ducat to see
the youth in the straw skimmer. Their cheers at eleven o'clock showed
they thought he was the nicest thing France had invented since champagne.
Just over from the old Country, Monsieur Chevalier didn't quite know
his way around. Instead of backing himself up with $200,000 worth of gingerbread and feathers, he appeared on a stage with nothing but some old
portieres, and a fellow named Irving at the piano. Poor Maurice missed
out on a lot of sure-fire laughs—seltzer in the face, breakaway su.spenders
cows faUing out of the ceiUng, and "the funny thing that happened to him

—

of the

Gallery First Nighters Club.
The stories blame Miss Martin for
the comparative failure of "Pacific
1860,"
the Noel Coward musical

which reopened Drury Lane after
the war.
She revealed by a remarkable display of virtuosity last Sunday how
Coward, by restricting her part to
that of a Victorian prima donna, had

1

*

"^""M

Maurice Chevalier.^

tliat

•

By Baiy Rose-

I'd lilce to give out a big holler »bout a couple of young
feiiow!
predict a great future 4n show business for them.
One is a juvenile named Al Jolson. The other is a whipnersnaDDer

Eastern story editor o£ a major-

Talent

his rourid-the-world flight in

quest of new personalities, just completed, Edward Perkins, California
concert manager, signed Carmen
Rosales, Manila's .No. 1 singer and
film star; Gitana Blanca, foremost
flamenco dancer now featured at the
Teatro Comico in Madrid; Frederic
Rey, Viennese ballet choreographer;
Nita Raya, singing star of the
the operatic style.
current Folies Bergere revue in
It was when she sang this at a
more.
Sunday amateur night at the Troca^ Paris; and Rolf Marbot, French composer, all of whom Will appear in
It's conceivable, for instance, for
dero in Hollywood that she was im^
a poor novel to be bought for films mediately offered contracts by three the United States under' his direclong before publication at some such motion picture studios. The accep- tion during the 1947-48 season.
Elapsed flying time slightly over
sum as $5,000 or $10,000. Theri^ by tance of another offer by Lawrence
expanding perhaps $20,000 more for Schwab led to her appearance in a 102 hours, from San Francisco via
buying up copies at the stores Broadway show, "Leave Jt to Me." Honolulu, Manila, Bangkok, Calchecked by the Times and Trib, In that she sang "My Heart Be- cutta, Kai'achi, Basra, Cairo, Athens,
book could be skyrocketed up the longs to Daddy." From there she Rome, Madrid, Paris and New York.
list.
As soon as it appears in -the went to "One Touch of Venus" and This is a new global record over
immediately played on Broadway for
its
value
boxscore,
two years strictly commercial routes. Total of
jumps and if it gets near the top, it and toured the States for six months, 14 special and transit visas required.
Invariably will bring anywherfe from singing "That's ilim''' and, as
Perkins flew from Paris to New
an en$100,000 to $200,000 If" it's filmable at core, a swing version
of "Tit Wil- York in 15 hours 30 minutes in a
Unscrupulous company— or an low."
all.
TWA. Constellation, covering Shanindividual, for that matter could,
The frankness of her stories and non to Gander portion of trip in
then unload the volume at a large the wide range
Ot her songs literally only 7 hours 25 minutes, by benefit
profit.
created a sensation.
of a strong tailwind. Hop from N<iw
Second danger, as the story eds
I said in my subsequent speech: York to Los Angeles also via
see it, is more subtle. It lies in the "Although one gwallow cannot make Constellation,
isreat store placed in the best-seller a summer it is obvious that even our
Wjre services and New "York
lists by studio execs, stars, directors
terrible winter would have been dailies gave flight
a heavy play, with
and producers. Very frequently, for worse if one Martin had not flown Douglas
Gilbert doing special interinstance, a name player will con- to England."
view for N. Y. World Telegram.
sicler a role iii a certain story uiider
no circumstances—untU he or she
suddenly discovers the book mountThen
ing the best-seller columns.
the player does a quick change of
In many cases a studio's
mind.
in
ittvestittent
or
$10,000
$5,000
phonily getting a book on the tally
Cheet would pay oft in this nianner
many titties over; System would
By BILL
proximately $27,000. Coin raised
likewise be valuable in interesting
Los Angeles, March 25.
from the air pitch swelled the take
producers and directors in doing
It took Damon Runyon to bring to close to $30,000.
properties they'd otherwise give the
vaude back to the Los Angeles ParaProgram packed 21 names that
go-by.
Publicity value to a company o£ mount stage. It was a show that he started into their acts at 10:15 p.m!,
after preview
screening of "My
having a book on tlie list is also would have enjoyed.
Honoring the memory of the vet Favorite Brunette," It was 1:13 a.m.
worth considerably more than a
newsman, columnist and author, a before the curtaia came doivn to
$5,000 expenditure, which story eds
see as another danger if there million dollars' worth of talent end flesh part of the show. With a
should be any spreading of the of- gathered at the Paramount to raise standout list of names, it was Red
fers to give tomes the fsilse needle. money for the Damon Runyon Mem- Skelton and Al Jolson who proved
orial Fund for Cancer Research. The to be the top acts of the evening,
program and sidelines 'raised clOsc an,d that's without talcing anything
to $30,000.
away from the other entertainers
It also was an entertainment suc- who donated time and talent for the
cess, an evening of variety talent event.
Hollywood, March 25.
that would be impossible to buy
Kickof* for the portion of the
Sol Leaser's "Tarzan's Desert Mys- without such a cause td proiript it. show broadcast over the American
tery" reports a gross of $174,000,000 Sellout. 6f the house's 3.398 seats Broadcasting Co. was Eddie Cantor,
for one week at the Metropole thea- came only a few days alter tickets introduced by Bob Hope. Cantor
tre in Shanghai.
went on sale for $10 top. A few out- brought on the Andrews Sisters,
P. S.— Chinese money is equiva- side appearances by Bob Hope plug- Burns, and Allen, Cary C5rant, Jerry
ging event brought total up to aplept to about" $12,000 in U. S. coin.
.(Cojitinued on page 561

on the way to the theatre." But, remembering his youth, we forgave him,
Chevalier tj)ok us on a two-hour tour of a picture postcard world, where
gentlemen wear flowers in their buttonholes and gendarmes kiss the nursentaids in the park.. He reimlnded us that despite the Big Four conference
there were still such things as love and Chanel No. 5.
At one point in the show he strutted out in a top hat, white muffler and
a blue coat. The audience applauded. For a change, here
was a man who
could really wear a top hat, white muffler and a blue coat;
A_ lot of actors I chum around with may not like this statement, but I
dont think there's a man in the' American musical theatre with half the
talent and class of this kid from France.
««8est
tal^^^
keep an eye on Jolson arid Chevalier.
T
I

thmk

%

these youngsters are going places.
eopj^rtsM, 1947, By BUly RoBe
.

'

Pagnol Made Member
Of Academle Francaise
Paris,

Marcel Pagnol will

member of the film industry to
be formally entered in the Academie
Francaise on March 27, when he
makes his initiation speech before
assembled members.
Pagnol was elected to the Acad-

first

.

emie on the strength of

film

Coast Friars Hike Fees
Hollywood, March 25.
Member.ship of the new Friars
Club of California passed the 200
mark, and the initiation fee was
boosted to $300. Ceiling on membership has been placed at 500.
Club, operating iinder the bylaws
of the Nejj? "if orjc Friars, will take
possesslbri " of its new, clubhouse
April 5.

A. Runyan Memorial Fund CoUects

minBorAli-Starl-NiteShow

.

BEOODON

.

OF 100 BERLIN SONGS
Irving
"outside"
Berlin's
first
publication, away from his own
music pub firms, will be the Simon

&

Schuster hook being brought

out

as a prestige item to commemorate
the songsmith's 40th anniversary. It
will
probably be simply titled
"Words and Music By Irving Ber-

i

TWA

L

his

s&s^TOPtJum

"Marius."
His "W e 1 1 - D g g e r's lin," with foreword and editing by
Daughter" currently is on release in Oscar Hammerstein 2d, coyeriiig
U. S. Pagnol postponed a trip to some 20,000 words in addition to the
America because it would conflict book of 100 oiE Berlin's roost reprewith his entry into the academy.
sentative songs.
Text v>ill give
biographical detail on some of the
tunes.
Book will be han<iled like

—

•

March 18.
become the

S&S' "Gilbert & Sullivan" book
which Deems Taylor edited. It'.'
primed for the Xmas holidays.
Berlin left Saturday (22) lor the
Coast to concentrate on "Easter
Parade," the Metro filmvi.'iical. m
production
the next six. weeks,
slated for September and due for
Easter season release in '48.

Metro's

Anne Ayars
As 'Traviata' Lead

Second opera-minded scrocn

Melchibr's Bloomer
Hollywood. March 25.
Lauritz Melehior pulied a Corrigan and wound up in Bloomington, 111., instead of Bloomington, Ind.,
where he was due for a concert

to hit

N, Y.'s high C's

Anne Ayars, Metro

pliiycr

thi.s .season is

cpntractee, wlio

,

;

s

been signed to sing lead role
Vioiefta in "La Traviata" for N. «.
City Opera Go. April 6. Pliiyer appeared in several "Dr. Kildarc' pi*

Anne Jeffreys, RKO player, came
Monday (24) night. His orchestra cast last fall to sing opera -ivith the
went on without him at the Indiana Salmaggi Co. in Brooklyn, aitti if now
imiversity auditorium.
Tenor notified school officials he'll
come April a instead.

a featured performer in the Broadlegiter "Street Scene."

Celeste's

Tarzan- Makes iiious

KUET WEILL

IN PALESTINE

New

Pact

Hollywood, March 25.
been inl^ed to

Holm has
Jerusalem, M^rch 18.
a new acting contract by 2(llli-Fox,
Composer Kurt Weill 4s here from which signed her for the ft'innie lead
N. Y. en route to visit hie parents
in "Nightmare Alley."
Celeste

who

live in Naharia.

Izbak Torkanovsky, young violinist
Palestine,- left for U. S. for a

from
I

series of .concerts.

|

way

Actress will have complcti' change
of pace from the stage ami screen
musicals in which she has appeal'^"
until, now.'

,

,,

|

\

...
,.
.

.

^6, 1947
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MAJORS'

4X10000

decree Firtnally Set to Start April

1

Unless intercepted by the Supreme court in response to the majors'
decree starts actual operations on most of its cylinders April
That date was teed by the Government under a letter recently forJ,
warded to the dompanles by special ass't attorney general Robert L

pleas, the

what comes

Tinaetaftle

WriSht.

first iind

what

applies later

as

is

...itoUows:

April 1, 1947
Price-fixing henceforth out.
1.
Joint agreements on clearance become illegaL
Z.
Excessive clearance agreements are void.
3.
Franchises existing ar« voided and no more can be made.
4.
Formula deals and master agreements are out.
s.
Block bqolcing must be discontinued.
6.
Ban on theatre expansion by the Big Five becomes effective.
7.
Ban jgaiinst operating or booWhg features through an agent who
,
8.
also represents another exhibitor indie 6r affiliate becomes operative.
9. Arbitration system no longer operative except to wind up already existing proceedings.
10.
Ban- against arbitrarily refusing demand oj an exhih for a run
»
selected by the ejthib becomes eflfective.
July 1, 1947
'

ConipetitiDe sellijic beco?jies maiiAaiory.
1,
All pooling arrAngemenU must be dissolved as of this date.
2.
April 1, 1949
Partial divorcement miist be completed. Big Five required to
1.
out
or seU to partners, Indie or iailiHate, with all relations in which
buy

a ma.ior owns

Wore

tlian

5%

and

less

than 95% at an end on

this date.

Goetz-Matour Want Republic To

TmilFlfPED WB

mmm
Fi.sca'

the film industry's
all-time profits year, will rack up a
net of $125,O0O>000 (or a shade
below) for all rnajors, except 'United
Artists, when the last two returns—
that of Paramount and
are
in. The smashing total, in the main
due to the lifting of tlie exces.s
profits tax last year and a general
in

b.o.

admission scales, grew
with the announce-

into a certainty

ment

of 20th-Fox that its all-year
profits totalled $22,600,000.

Paramount which has reported a
9-month takepf $33,877,000 is understood to be readying a statement
which will show ,;43,000,000 or thereabouts for the year, RKO's net is
estimated at $13,000,000 with the
company already reporting $9,963,906
for the first three .quarters. With
those iestimates, the exact total would
be $123,998,653 or a shade under
double the heretofore record sum of
$65,257,000 which the majors knocked
in

Ofl;

Universal

Sues Robt. Cummings
Los Angeles, March

25.

Suit for $240,000 was filed here
in Superior Court against Robert
Cuminihgs, screen star, by Oscar R.
Cummins, charging breach of contract.

Cummins
cancellable"

declares he has a "nonpact with Cumhaings,

Nov. 14, 1945, guaranteeing
his services for a, period pt seven
He contends he was 'disysars.
charged six years too early.
dated

Foreign

'45.

3.

Faramotthi . ..$43,000,000
20th-Fox ..... .$22,608,000
Warner Bros. .$19,424,000

4.

Metro

5.

RKO

6.

Universal

7.

Columbia

1.

No.

Subject Of

1

ducers. They feel that partially responsible for the failure of Rep to
run up earnings in proportion to
those of other companies during the

recent lush years, was a niggardly
policy toward available indies, thus
discouraging them from working
through the studio.
With the Harry and Ben Goetz
families atid Brulatour, Inc., who together own more of Kep than prexy
Herbert J. Yates and his associates,
poquiring six of the 14 places on
the board April 1, a set policy is expected to be established concerning
partieipatiOn deals. Goetz and Brulatour interests are of the opinion
that lack of a definite poliey has

Como Ankles

Hollywood, IWarch 25.
Perry Como asked for and received his release from 20th-Fox
yesterday (24) after six months
dickering with studio for his free-

dom.

$1,000,000

and higher

class.

However,

they feel that considerably more
care should be given to choice of
(Continued on page 15)

Joan Crawford Exits

USP Chore, Scriplers
Sue Sperling for

240G

Hollywood, March

25.

Suit goes on file in the state superior court today by
Anita Loos

and Joseph Than, seeking $240,000
frora_ United States Pictures
for alcontract.

Attorney Jacques Leslie, who is
suit,
stated the action
glows out of the two writers having
UH-ned
the final draft of "While
f'Jght,
Which USP chief Milton

m

opening wanted
to withdraw from
production.
Joan Crawford, who
was to have starred,
is understood
backed out, of the iilm because It called
for her to play a
teranie

addicted to sleeping pills.
Which She felt was
a bad followup
played the role of
,
an alcoholic
in

Harry m. Warner
Is expected in
^^'-'^
the Coast in about
H^'" be accompanied
if,fu
" Sperling, indie
pro,

'ir

bv

WB

Warner, may follow the pair
York the Succeeding week
from there to London. Trip
fiwges on
WB-s English production
«tuation at that
tiine.

l„''!i*

t„ f ^'i'
w
head

(Continued on page 15)

Sears Celebrates 'Henry'

$1,000,000 (irossi^

Withl^^
lease

Pkkford-Cowai
Claim $1

WO

New JProds.

In

first

iti

TJ,

vealed this week that the picture
had netted $1,018,000, as o£ March
This total was amassed from
15.
60 playdates, 37 in this country and
23 in Canada.
Becaiise this is the Wet profit, to
be split between United Artists and
J. Arthur Rank, it's rated the biggest ever done by a British-made
The
picture in the U. S. to date.
greater than $1,000,000 figure is after
print costs, advertising, rental of

,

England.
Other films submitted to Goldwyn
lot for consideration of space are
of Veniis," "Babylon
Beckoning Fair
Revisited," "The
One." "Sorrell and Son," "The President's Husband" and "Free Press."

"One Touch

Produce Palestine Theme
Hollywood, March

25.

Mrs. Frankie Spitz, wile of Univer.sal-International chief Leo Spitz,
is expected to finalize her deal this

week

to

screen

"Thieves

by Arthur

Night"

best-seller about
uation. She M^Mll

in

Koestler,
the Palestine

the
1946
sit-

produce the film
with director Irving Reis,
tr-I has jio interest or connection
with the deal.

Rank's

New

1 in

Canada

J. Arlliur Rank kicked off over
the weelcend on his postwar theatre
expansion program for Canada. First
of tlie chain of new liouses. the

Odeon

in

North Sydney. Nova

Scotia,

opened its doors Saturday (22), under
partnership of A. I. Garson and
Odeon Theatres of Canada, Ltd.
Attending opening bally were Jay
English, in charge of ovei-all
new houses in Canada,
and George W. Peters, exec ass't to

L

planning of

Odeons

prez, J. Earl Law.sNjn,

in New ybrk next Monday
(31). Ail company prexies who are
in the east at the time are slated
to attend the session, with v.p.s.

A.ssn.

subbing where necessary. Eric Johnston, MPA prexy, is returning to
Washington from the Coast this
week, in order to be on hand to
preside at tlM meeting.
Pre.sident's lengthy annual report,
customarily made public, will be
dispensed with this year in favor
of a short, informal review of 1946.
Johnston will save his major pro(Continued on page 62)

Helliiger, Bogart In

1-a-Year Long-Termer
25.

Hellinger

and

Humphrey
'

.

was

in

raid

by

end.

Race
of

top

to get into

grossers

the Golden Dozen
narrows down to

"Best Years" (BKQ) and "Favorite
Brunette" (Par) for top position.
"Years" is winning first slot by a
fairly narrow margin. "Brunette" is
playing in only nine keys covered
by V.iiUKrY— while "Years" currently
some 14. Both are smash, and
i.s in
way ahead of others this week.
Remainder of top 12 are. in order

"Stairway to Heaven"

(UJ,

and "Dead Reck-

an

movei
alleged

studio personnel.
coincidentally,
was

WB

WB

(Continued on page 22)

Be

U. S. Filmers Won't

Napping This Year At
Erosseis Film Festival
March

Paris,

25.

European managers of the Motion
Picture Assn.
of
America have
given their unreserved endorsement
to the World Film Festival, scheduled for the entire month of June
in Brussels.
flackery in Europe has been combined under the
supervision of Ellas Lapinere to
make certain Hollywood product
featured billing along with
gets
films from England and Russia. Latter two countries completely outshadowed- U. S. industry at last

MPA

Cannes

year's

festival.

Lapinere returned

week from
where

last

a three-day trip to Brussels,

the prize contest. Walt Disney,
Enterprise Productions are also expected to have
one feature entered.
in

Sam Goldwyn and

V
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Besides these in the Golden Dozen,
"Late George Apley" (20th), "Carnival in Costa Rica" (20th) and
"that Way With Women" (WB) are
new entries with one or two bookings this stanza. "Apley" is doing a
great $140,000 at the N. Y. Music
Hall on its first week. "Carnival" is
feeling the lull in L. A. and looks to
do only $53,000 in four theatres

N<»,
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there. "Women" is faring comparatively well in three key cities.
.

Another newcomer, "Devil Thumbs
Ride" (RKO) teed ofl: strongly in
N. Y. and Cincinnati. In latter own,
help of band is boosting it to sock
session. In N. Y. picture is strong
a

enough to win holdover.
Rapid rise of "Stairway"

was

standout, since in only five keys currently. Universal apparently has a
real

Angel

"California*' (far)

its

Viibllslirrt

gr6s.s'er in "Smash-Up," based
on the biz it is doing this frame,
"Brasher Doubloon" (20th >, an"Boomerang" <20th».
bu.siness,
of
•Pursued" (WB), "Lady in Lake" other new film, is rated as nice in
Showing
made
by
(M-Gi, "Locket" (RKOt, "Slnljad" Baltimore.
(RKOi, "Happened in Brooklyn" "Brooklyn" is entirely on busine.ss
in L. A. and N. Y.
"Apache
(M-Gl, "Jolson Story'' fCoI). "Red done
Rose" (Rep) is described as doing
House" (UA), "Smash-Up" (Ut and
and Badman" (Rep). Three well in K. C.
otlier.s.

on

suffering under exactly the same
action, and: Jikewise, for -what
Hariry and jack Warniir considered
an "uhfair" stadio raid. E-L, howC'ver, rather than threatening splits
for injunctions and damages was
taking a conciliatory attitude in endeavoring to get its product back
into Warner houses.
Negotiations by William Goetz,
Universal * International production
topper, with "WB producer Robeit
Buckner brought about the ban on
that company's pix, while the deal
set with Joan Leslie by Bryan Foy,
E-L studio chief, called, down, the
dra.stic Warner retaliatory rneasure
in that quarter.
Edict concerning E-L was handed
down to
theatremen Friday,

SiJlffla

the middlewest the first
rain along the Atlantic seaboard will cut into busincs's
the overall coin picbut
stanza
this
some key cities,
bright.
In
ture is
warmer weather is attracting patrons away from the theatre. This
of Los Angeles
true
particularly
is
and San Francisco. Despite the rainfall laiit Monday in eastern states,
are
Philadelphia
York
and
both New
showing big totals. Takings were
unusually fine over the past weekin

week plus

WB

457 theatres.
retaliation for

U

Eagle-Lion,

tember,

'Boomerang,' 'Pursued'

nette,'

Warners'

Bogart he implemented arrangements set
up diu'ing his first trip recently.
Present plans call for each of the
v. S. majors to enter one feature

calling for joint production in which
Bogart will star.
Actor's Warner
ticlcet allows him one film outside
the lot each year.
Hellinger's termer with the actor
will not affect his Mark Hellinger
Productions, Inc., which will continue to do three high-budgeters anUniversal-International
nually
for
Tentatively, pair plan to
release.
make their first film in early Sep-

Midwest Storm Hurls But Biz Solid—'Years/ 'BruSlorm

(Tuesday)

-

Hollywood, March

Long-term, deal, for one film annually, has beeri inked between Mark

National Boxoffiee Survey

of this

Mrs. Spitz Set to Indie

Consideration of the foreign situation tops the agenda for the annual meeting of the Motion Picture

anni of "Henry V" reSi-Canada, it was re-

Hollywood. March 25.
Guarantee of sufficient stage space
on Goldwyn lot to assure room for theatres, etc.
Grad Sears tossed a dinner last
seven films during next 18 to 24
months is being sought by Mary (Tues.) night at 21 Club in honor
Pickford and Lester Cowan of Artists of Capt. Harold Auten, Rank rep
the U. S., who's worked with
in
Alliance, who insist they will roll
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., in handling
$15,000,000 worth of properties in
on "Henry V,"; and first anni
that time. Demand for stage space dates
release in the Ui S.
picture's
of
guarantee needed, say AA producers, who are ready to start "Devil's
Disciple," when latter returns from

"Humoresque,"
former vice prexy of MiPKi"?
^t'/*^ Productions, which rethrough tvarners, as doe.s

Warner, Sperling East

Analysis of the '46 theatre biz reveals the sources of the $60,000,000
advance over '45. Of that sum, $35,-

With

nung the

.

$17,958,945
$13,000,000
$4,565,219
$3,450,489

.

with producer Fi*ank Bbrzage
having received an overly-generous
deal, while other important indies
Weren't offered enough to attract
them.
G-B agrees with Yates in that Rep
.
should handle a certain number ot
prestige films each year in the

.

-/

Singer,
who had been under
contract for about four years and
had made three films in that time,
had been reported very unhappy at
20th by his agent, Milton KraSny,
of General Artists Corp,

hurt,

•

20l!i

MPAMeetMon.

J

2.

yesterday

was reported mulling court action
against Warner Bros, as result 6t
the WB edict last, week baniijng; all
U product henceforth from any oJ
:

Report by 20th insures it the
runner-up spot for the year with
only Paramount ahead. Totals for
the seven companies are as follows:

Me kMwe Indie Pr(^

ch Court

iyieged'Eailiii;^

,

One of the changes to be sought
by the Goetz-Brulatour interests as
result of their decision to take a
more active part in the management
of Republic Pictures will be the
opening up of the company to more
participating deals with indie pro-

Piqw Over

1946,

RKO—

rt'^e

Cancek Haydales^ 0^

Atti-fogfeJjoi.Pix ii

.

(Compiefe Boxoffiee Report*
on Jfatrejf 1041)
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Not Always OK; Stance on Foreip Fix
censor boards havle both the +
right and responsibility to pass on
Sex,
Hollywood product whether or uot

Alky in Fix Okay
Sez Johnston, But—

been approved by the Produc-

tion Code Administration, according
to Dr, Ward Bo wen, acting director
6t the N. Y. Board of Education's
motion picture division, which serves
«s the state's censor body. Although
his statement was made in advance
of the warning issued to Hollywood
producers last week by Eric Jobn«ton, prexy of the Motion Picture
Assn., it's believed to indicate that
Jnost state boards will continue to
«xercise strict censorship whether or
«ot Hollywood takes Johnston's advice to adhere more closely to the

i>CA- code.-,

Bowen

pointed out that the
Dr.
jBtate boards are not bound by the
PCA. "N. Y. board, he declared, will
continue to respect and consider all
decisions made by Joe Breen's office.
But, he pointed out, the state boards
after all must carry out provisions
«f their respective state laws and
passed by the PCA still does
if a
ttot meet the requirements of those
laws, then the state boards can be
expected to clamp down on it,
(Johnston, in a series of huddles
with studio toppers last week,
warned them that unless they followed the Prpductioh Code to the

Hollywood, March

state

cenSoriship

of

•

Aide

tion

films

Cdde

to

Administration,

it

was

confirmed by Judge Jaclcson's office
yesterday (Tuesday). He leaves the
of Jackson & Pavarini next
Monday (31) and heads for Hollywood later in the week.
Jackson; 48 years old, was for 10
years a justice of the children's
court in New York, handling juvenile and domestic relations cases.
He is also a member of the Mayor's
Child Csire Commission, on the
board <rf the Welfare Council of the
City of New York and on the board
of the Police Athletic League.
Likewise extremely active in Catholic circles, Jacltson has served on

Such films as~ "Open City," consequently, an Italian-made producat Holy Cross and Harvard Law
tion with a decided lesbian theme,
and the French-made "Children of School.
Judge Jackson's appointment to
J^aradise." •which leave;; little to the
the PCA is the first important
iniaginatibh as far as adultery is
change in the top command since
concerned, Rave both been granted a
the
accession of Joe Breen as adN. y. state seal. Such films are approved mainly becau-se they depict ministrator 13 years ago. except for
such things in the light of a foreign Breen's brief term at RKO about six
years
ago. Breen is reportedly sufthe
atmosphere and not in that of
fering somewhat from ill health now
and additidn of Jackson is apparently 'designed to relieve him of
more Censor Bills
some of the top administrative
Washington, March 25.
duties. Jackson returned from the
Motion picture censorship bills Coast Monday (24), where he had
«re currently pending in Delaware been huddling with Johnston and
and loWa, with the industry keep- studio toppers.
ing an eye on both states and its
fingers crossed. Feeling here is that
>

"

VS.

the bill probably will die without
too much difficulty in Delaware, but
the Motion Picture Assn. is watching
the situation in Iowa closely.

THEATRES PLEDCE TO
'ADOPT' GREEK ORPHANS

Previously censorship legislation
was introduced and killed in Indiana
and West Yirginia duriiig their current sessions. Pita censorship laws
have existed fOr some time in New
York, Maryland, Pennsylvan i, "Vir-

Plans for each theatre in the
country to "adopt" a Greek war
orphan for one year were an^
nounced at a luncheon of the iilm
industry's appeal for Greelc orphans
at the Hotel Astor, N, Y., Monday
(24). Campaign is being conducted
in honor of Spyros Skouras, 20thFox prexy, with each theatre to
donate $80, 'Which will clothe and
feed one orphan for one year.
Si Fabian, co-chairmanning the
drive with Jack Cohn and Ned E.
Depinet, outlined his committee's
plans at the luncheon. Emcee Peter
Donald introduced Harold Rus,se}l,
Maurice Chevalier, George Skouras,
Greek embassy charge d'affaires
Paul Economou-Gouras .and others,
who pointed out that, with every
theatre contributing, niore than 15,000 orphans could be taken care of.
Fred Schwartz was toastmaster of

Kansas and •Ohio.
has also been watching tax
in various states. While

MPA

legislation

the general belief was the states,
hard pressed for additional revenue,
would pile extra taxes on theatre
admissions, this has not been happening in recent months.
Reason
has been that the Federal governbite in-

In few states ha. there
genuine pressure to up the

definitely.

been

levy beyond that mark.

Disney to Whittle Heavy
Overseas Cartoon Backlog

.

the affair.

Reports from the field, meanwhile,
Heavy overseas baclclog of Disney
Productions'
cartoon films accu- indicate the goal of 15,000 theatres
inulited through the war years will will be met. Allied Theatres of
te whittled down the rest of the Eastern Pennsylvania have pledged
year, according to Disney a.ssisfant $80 for each house and the Warner
International sales head Leo Samuels and Comerford chains have made
who arrived in New York. Friday similar commitments. Jay Emanuel
aboard the Queen Elizabeth has agreed to "adopt" one orphan
(21)
after a two-month junket abroad. for each o£ his theatres and George
He .said release schedules had been Skouras has already forwarded a
set up in mo.st countries that had check for his 50 houses. Other parts
of the country report similar rebeen affected by the war.

Academy

of the

15,

will

which 22 mem-

representing 11 branches of
the film industry will be chosen,
'fhese 42 will meet April 26 to ap'
point oiRCers for the next year.
bers,

MPA

to replace Casey. As a result of the
tumult thus set off, the whole business was temporarily allowed to die
out and nothing was heard of
Johnston's plan until Boren's ap-

pointment last week. New move, it
is thought by insiders, is likely a
prelude to Casey, easing some of
the load
scene.

in

the

Hollywood labor

aboard the
Queen Elizabeth in search of a
femme lead" for his forthcoming
(21)

Rank

release, "Then and Now," to
star George Sanders.
Film was
originally listed by United Artists,
in America,
according to Press-

burger, but the recent litigation with

Hedy Lamarr cued switching
film to Rank.
latter calls for

quirement "Now" will fulfill, and
after which Pressburger plans to return to Hollywood to make "Last
Year's Snow" to complete his UA

.

;

under way

to

computing Federal

profit taxes. Subi.

comes up for mulling by the T.
men in a petition for review of a tajs
agent's ruling filed by Romaine FiM

ject

Corp. (XMted Artistis' subsid), pro.
ducer of the oldie "To Be or Not tci
Be" which starred Jack Benny and
Carole Lombard.
The proceeding,
incidentally Involving some $70,000'
in disputed taxes, tests whether tli*-.
T-men can insist that the bite on
pix roust be paid off on an estimated
expectancy of profit basisi
Question is considered timely ahd
important by findustry tax experts,
it's said, because the entire problem
has been tossed into the arena by
the anti-trust decree's competitive
Under the estimated
bid selling.
expectancy method, heretofore the
norm in computing industry taxes,
profits are charged ofit and taxes'
accrui against a distrib from the
moment a pic is released on a standard scale of amortization of negaIt permits a revenue
tive costs.
agent to estimate probable profits for
the fiscal period, over and above dc.
ductions on negative costs, and
makes the ^ax bite payable at the ex-

.

;

Industry committee sponsoring the
dinner consists of Spyros Skouras,
Depinet, Jack Cohn, Joseph R.
Vogel, Claude F. Lee, John J.
,

O'Connor,
Harry Goldberg and
Bobbins.
Nate BlumberS, UniversaTs prexy,
has called off an elaborate dinner
by U's board of -directors intended
to fete Rank. Affair had been slated
for May 8 and Blumberg's «aneellation leaves Rank free to attend the
Johnston ceremony,

Herman

"Now"

L. A. to N.

will go into work in July,
exteriors and inside

Robert Armstrong
Mort Blumenstock
Sid Blumenstock
Benedict Bogeaus
Clarence Brown
Sidney Buchman
Donald Buka

with , Italian

'

Joe Glaser

David

E.

Green

Richard Greene

Gordon
Hollywood, March

Fred Kohlmar renewed

his

pro-

other characteristic Eastern spots,
with Henry Hathaway as director.

Tom Morahan
Dolores Moran

Gorham Munson
John Nesbitt

'

Herbert Biberman
Vern Caldwell

Joyce O'Hara
Helen Parrish
Louella G. Parsons

Gene Dabney
Armand Deutsch
Bryan Foy

Bill Peirce
Bill Pine

William Goetz

Robert Pirosh
Dirk Powell
Sam Prager
Quentin Reynolds
Jonas Bosenfteld
Robert Ros.>!en
Oscar Serlin

Si Seadler

Gries

Hal Horne
Benn Jacobson
Frank Launder
Jerry Mason
Dojiald Nelson

Ed Perkins
Monte Proser

HubbeU

film,

Romaine

stresses

Moreover, fact is cited that the
commissioner of Internal Revenue
has consistently permitted cost-recovery method for legit productions,
other stage attractions and wrestling
matches "and similar ventures whose
success or failure depends .solely on
the entertainment of the public.*'
T.

Leslie Mitchell

N. Y. to L. A.

Romaine used the cost-recovery
computing profits but was
overruled by a revenue agent who
fixed a penalty because the producer
failed to pay proportionate part of
the taxes during the period immediately following film's release. Petition declares: "If it. be remembered:
that this income tax is based on a
mere guess as to profits made four
months after general release, and not
on actual profits, the fiscally whimsical nature of the agent's actions becomes apparent."
Pointing to factors such as the
death of Miss Lombard and the

basis in

'

Edgar B. Hatrick
Sam Hayes
George .lessel
Eric Johnson
Gol. Jason Joy
Fred Kohlmar
Carl Leserman
John Loder

25.

ducer cnntract with 20th-Fox and
headed for New York to handle production on "The Kiss of Death."
Picture is being shot on actual locations in Manhattan, Sing Sing and

Irving Berlin

Griflith

Edmund Gwenn

pleted,

ture.

Seymour Friedman

20th Renews

UA itself and the distrib company
arranged the necessary financing. To
complicate matters. Miss Lombard
was- killed before the film was com-

of

the speculative features of the ven-

Richard Conte
Gladys Cooper
Bing Crosby
Howard DeSilva

budget.

over Wanger's interest in the pic
but subsequently withdrew in favor

theme of the

Edward Cheyfetz

makers now, since there's virtually
no. way to estimate costs.
The entire studio situation there is uncertain and no one can depend upon

Frank Satenstein

,

,

Ned

pact.

George Stevens will produce, following his current chore on "I Re-

RKO.

.

lensing scheduled for the Denham
Studios. Film's budget will run
around $2,000,000 and director will
be Tearle Dickens. Film is an English version of "Gaslight" written by
Simon Hartcourt Smith. It'll go into
release in the spring of 1948.
Pressburger said that France presents a bad bet 'to American film-

member Mama"

ing.

his

Contract with the
one film, which re-

latipns.

25.

John Steinbeck's "The Wayward
Bus," a bestseller, wa.s purchased by
Liberty Films for late summer Aim-

is

,

Friday

S.

Tom
'BUS'
Hollywood, iMarch

for Fibs

Thomas W. Lamont, Harvey Gibpiration of that period.
son and other top bankers from inBoston,
stitutions in New York,
Decree Angle
Cleveland) San Francisoo and Los
Contention of a number of tax
Angeles, which do film industry experts is that this method for indie
financing will be among the 1,500 producers, at least, has become outguests invited to the Motion Pic- moded because of the workings of
ture As.sociation's 25th anniversary the
decree.
It's
argiied
that
dinner, at which J. Arthur Hank bid
selling
makes estimates of
will be honored.
Shindig at the profits
entirely
iaa
speculative
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., has been set for
estimated
the
expectancy
for May 8, the day after the British method to be feasible for future
film and flour tycoon arrives in tax computations.
Consequently, it
'
•the U. S.
permits all income on a pic to he
.

sults.

UBERTY BUYS

im Rank"Fete

Cast

Bads

Important move

obtain recognition from the BureaS
of Internal Revenue of the cost,
recovery basis ior amortizing ntgi;
tlvc casts on pix as a method for

Boren steps out of current job as
Paramount industrial relations head
April 1, and will be succeeded in
that post by Ted Leonard, Boren has
MPA staff eommittefe, headed by charged to its cost until that's fuUy
been with Paramount for 12 years,
holding studio manager post from veepee Francis Harmon, is deter- paid for and then to charge to baU
1941-1945. At one time he was coun- mined not to spare the bosses in ance as net profits.
sellor of men and! assistant football getting a topnotch representation of
Petition by Romaine Corp. seeks
glamorous
and significant names at to establish that principle with tlia
coach at University of Southern
the dinner from Hollywood, business future effects of the decree in mind.
California.
and Government. TsiPK staffers as- It's alleged that Walter Wanger in
signed to aid on preparatiorvs are 194], while he had
a distribution
Arthur DeBra, IVed W. DuVall, pact with UA, became interested in
Pressburger in U. S. To
David Palfreyman, Ted Smith, (Slen "To Be" which was to
be produced
Cast Rank (Sanders) Pic Allvine, Dorothea Lutjens
and Dena and directed by Ernest Eubitsch.
Arnold Pressburger returned to Alexander.
Later, Sir Alexander Korda took
the U.

Citing an example of how Disney
product had mounted the past six
years, Samuels pointed out that his
company liadn't relea.sed a. single
film in Italy since "Snow White.'' He
visited Fi'ance, Switzerland, Spain,
Sweden and England and noted that
in. many of these countries company
will have to make dubbed versions
in each land according to local regul-

at

Next election
be Oield April

Breen

a large number of diocese committees and organizations. He Was born
in Springfield, Mass., and educated

garding such matter?.

20%

Hollywood, March 25,
The Oscar Derby is not the most
important event on the agenda Of
the Motion l*ictur« Acadamy of Arts
and Sciences, according to Jean
Hersholt, proxy of same. The hope
is that the Academy will take really
definite action toward the advancement of the arts and sciences before the next Academy Award, according to Hersholt, discussing the
large amount of work done during
the year by that institution.

Hollywood.
Union relations for
years have been handled by Pat
Casey, who 'holds no status in the
Former Judge Stephen S. Jacltson, MPA and thus is outside of Johncreated
outstanding New York authority on ston's jurisdiction, Jotmston
delinquency,
juvenile
been something of an uproar about a
has
named by Motion Picture Assn year ago 'When he suggested he
wing
prexy Eric Johnston to the Produc- wanted a man under his own

In reply to why the N. Y. board
©ften passes certain sequences in foreign pictures that would definitely
be nixed if they cropped up in
Hollywood films, Dr. Bowen pointed
out that some foreign countries are
more tolerant in what to present on
He atthe screett than is the tJ,
teibuted this not to the fact that the
code of personal conduct in those
countries is-looser than in the U. S.,
tout rather to a different way Of re-

its

Hersholt Urges Acad
jaioost to Arts, Sciences

MPA

EY.JudgeNamed

Cost-Recovery
^

Pat Casey's Job

bUity.)

ment has kept on

On

May Ease

loomed as more than a liKely 'possl- law firm

ginia,

bportant Move to Compte Taxes

Sex is okay on the screen, in the fluence..
opinion of Eric Johnston, chief of
the Motion Picture Assn.; in a talk
with film producers before his departure for Washington, but it must B(Hr@ni
be filmed in good taste,
QuzzHng of Uctuor, he added, must
be kept at a minimum required by
the needs of the story, in order to
avoid offense to the family, "the
Hollywood, March 25.
cornerstone of our economy."
Charles S. jSoren has been apJohnston will announce a succespointed manager of labor relations
sor to Byron Price as veepee of
for the AssodaHon of Motion Picthis week in WssKington.
ture Jtodticers in Hollywood and
will have charge of all contract' negotiations and formulation of the
group's labor policies.
Appointment follows desire exprexy Erie Johnpressed by
ston to have his o^wn labor rep in

Mm

lettejfi

25.

Hollywood, March 25.
Rupture is reported between the
Screen Writers OuUcl »nd the Authors League of America over the
proposal to license all literary material under the seal of the American
Authors Authority.
Proposition is backed by SWG,
but the Authors League is understood to insist on worlting out its
own. destiny without "outside" in,

IBtate

it's

Row Reopens

Writers'

OK

N. Y. Censor Oiief ExpiaiDs Breen

26, I947

Iffijaarch

coll,

Newman Lawler
Raftcry

and Romaine

&

(O'Brien. Dris-

Lawler) reps

for

UA

in the proceeding.

N. Y, to Europe
Lenore Coffee
Jack Kevin
Eugene List
Yehudi Mcnuhin
Arch Mercey
Fulton Oursler
Terence Rattig;.n
Eddie Sherman

Ann Todd

Europe to N. YRobert Benjamin
Arthur Krim
Jock Lawrence
Ericli

Leinsdorf

Reuben Rosenborg
Leo Samuels
Barbara Stanwyck
Robert Taylor
Jack W. Votion
Robert S. Wolff

Stirling Silliphant

Sam Spewack

Robinson, Jr.
.

Robert Sleven.spn
^

Hunt Stroniberg[
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HollywnoiVs Motion Picture Rtliif
Ftmd helped out 7,576 persons iii the
industry during 1946, the Motion
Picture Assn. has announced.
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SURESEAIBS NOW SUREFIRE B.
'

fliaplin's

And 'Arch' May Follow at Same Honse
rharles

ttS«e

\m

Sodden B^way Bow; 'HalT emiisH,

Chaplin's sudden comweek
ta United Artists last
that he wanted to open

American non-

25,000,000

theatregoers disclosed by industry
polls may be snared by pix originating outside of Hollywood's domain.
That, at least, is the growing feeling
Chaplin
of many top circuit operators as well
arrived from the Coast Monday
as more than a handful of nabe ex(24) and Miss Pickford is ex^
hibs who are swinging into surepecteid within a weiek' or so.
a
f
eel
execs
seater
operations as surefire b.o.
preem.
ceding the
Sentiment,
is
Chaplin* is in the east in qonnaturally
enough,
good campaign could add thousands
NewaTork run and
nectipn with Broadway opening
shared by the distribs ef British
of dollars to the
while
fihn,
of
the
and
product who
foreign-language
income
of
his
"Monsieur
Verdoux."
Miss
the ultimate
a
that
opinion
for
the
are
now
a
hot
race
Pickford
is
coming
engaged
in
be
on
of
to
said
Chaplin is
anjiouncing the
the rapidly increasing playing-time
"a shopping trip."
series, of simple ads
th« date
available to them in the States.
picture, the theatre and
The derby for screentime which is
are all that's required.
^
•
Broadthe
proving a major development of the
open
at
1
will
"Verdoux"
which
legiter.
current year
is. double-pronged.
Shubert
way theatre,
showas
a
There's
the complete' or partial conby
has been leased
as soon
version of established houses to the
case for the next 18 jinonths,
equipprojection
,new
policy
Universal, via
on
which
as
1
after April
Prestige Eictures, is concentrating;
pient can be obtained and installed.
and, on the other hand, the anijA takes over the 1,900-seater on
following
nounced
proposal
of
a number of
intends
and
that date
Despite that uncertain feeling as foreign distribs to build or buy
''Verdoux" with Boris Morrosto which way the b.o. bsirettieter will theatres for exclusive^ foreign prodWilliam LeBaron's "Carnegie ,HaU"
point ih the immediate future, the uct.
of
"Areh
Enterprise's
then
{uid
big circuits are showing no signs of
Latest to launch into the latter

Wicating

'Ssieur Verdoux"- on Broad.

<S*

Smv

as

as

soon

possible-^perhaps

a dif«hin two weeks-broughtnecessity
theference of opinion on
on a full-scale- pubof embarking
precampaign
advertising
licity i»R<i

will be-in New
the end of next week,

UA

Admish Prices

.
,
towards lower ad- policy are both French-Gaumont and
Whether holding "Garnegife" and being stampeded
mission scales because .of scattered Pathe Cinema (French). Pathe has
"Arch"' for the Broadway is feasible
action by competitors. Latest illustra- purchased a site in New York City
will depend on how "Verdoux" is
tration came last week when the at 58th street and Fifth avenue while
will
run
the
like
looks
it
If
accepted.
Colonial, 'Albany indie theatre, sud- Gaumont has made a similar deal
be too long, other plans may have
denly slashed its prices in that on 57th street between- 6th and 7th
to be sought for one or both of the
Fabian circuit stronghold. The cut avenues. They'll build because the
other pix.- However, since the house
in scales "will be ignored com- heavy influx of overseas product has
runs
the
flilm
large
and
moderately
is
pletely" by the Fabian chain which caused an acute pinch in flrst-ruh
considerallowing
122
minutes,'
only
will maintain its present prices of screen space in the metropolitan
policy
giflrid
on
the
turnover
able
according to topper Si area.
which win be used, a goodly number 50c.-65c.,
Fabian.
Pink Very Much In The Black
of patrons can be accommodated
Pink Circuit, which currently has
His stand supplements that of
^ach week and may preclude a run
operators who refused to 10 Coast houses operating on an exand
Broadway
"Carnegie"
block
would
that
(Continued on page 22)
"Arch." Top admish will be $1.80, follow the action of Robert Weitman,
managing director of the New York
(Continued on page 15)
Paramount, when he recently lopped
matinee levels at the Times Sq.
EXIT
FESSIEE,
showcase. Wiiile Par has been trumpeting a claimed major hypo in day:

FAaNO

ARTHUR W. KELLY TO

CONTINUE INDIE PR0D.
who

is superCharles Chaplin's
forthcoming ""Monsieur Ver(jloux" and is reported set for an
6xec post at United Artists, said
last week he is nevertheless continiiing his plans for indeii^ndent production. He de(dated ebhunitments

Required him to tiend his initial pic,
"Half Caste,!' befori the cameras Ih
about two months.
Kelly is partnered in an indie
Vnit with writer Barney Glaz«r,
Who is scripding "Gaste."

Levk Again Takes 0?er

InCcWidor

(Col.) Fead
Hollywood, March 25.

OYER mOOMER'

courtroom.

^

John's
blowout
J

explanation of the new
is that
"Colorado" is 13
days behind schedule after 22 days

Vidor declares
"! .shooting.
picture was originally assigned

the

a 60-

day program but was cut down to
48 days after he Was assigned as director.

Roster's

Goldwyn Loan
Stall Cagney Pic

Won't

Henry Koster's loanout from Wil-

Cagney to direct "Bishop's
'J*'?,,
Wife for Samuel
Goldwyn, will not
now up the shooting date for "Time
M. Your Life,"
Cagney production
wigmally slated for direction by
poster. Latter film
will roll in midf>Pril and
several directors are on
roe scanning
list at the moment.
named
replacement diroS
^,"'5^J>fter BiU-Seiter, Who had han"'7 ™e reins, checked out last week
shut
down
due to clash
v/iti, .

'"c producer over story line
weatment. Goldwyn
wanted dra. angles stressed' whUe Setter
f
Wored
comedy handling.

Synati

New gimmick
ihgenious

ties

Gimmick

Beirut,

March

20.

in the series of
devices

]?estrictive

:

,

that has been harassing the
American picture industry re-

ports,

Seen

Miriscli

in

Understood the pair objected to the
assignment of "Bloomer Girl" to

Proi

found

been thought up by the Syrian
and Lebanon exchange control

that was keeping its pictures
from Rumania— and was virtually
impossible to fight since the Rumani-

Hop

Is

This one's a honey.
requires distribs to pay an
tax—in dollarsH-to get
their prints put of ihfe two counr
tries after they have played oft
authorities.

ans politely insisted it didn't exist.
Unsubtle hand of tile Soviet Union
was seen behind the X5. S. industry's
troubles in both Sweden and Rumania. In Sweden it appeared that
thg government was forced info the
ernbargo on U. S. pix along -with
other imports—because it found itself rapidly rutining out of Joreign
exchange. Thit situation, after years
of perfect solvency by Sweden
(some of it admittedly achived via
cooperation witht the Nazi War production machine), came about as the
result of a tremendous loan which

It

export

all of their dates here.

U. S, cdmpanies wouldn't mind
the tax so much except for the
fact that coin has been blocked
for years in Syria and Lebanon
and the distribs get no income

—

their pix.
Which means
it would cost the companies
to play here if they wtot
their prints back,

from
that

money

the Swedes were sandbagged into
giving the Russians last year.
Rather than wait until its foreign
exchange was completely depleted,

government temporarily
on exports until
do-vsm
could survey the situation to
determine how much it could
Amejrican distribs are
be eased.
Hollywood, March 25.
therefore looking for some imVan Johnson's latest thesp con- provement. While Sweden accounts
tract with Metro, kept under wraps for nq great proportion ttt U. S.
since last autumn when it was
(Continued on page 24)
Swedish
clamped

7-YearMGPact

Herb
To

Rep

Meet

Eddie Bracken arrives in New manager Walter L. Titus, Jr., and
York today (Tuesday) via plane to eastern division manager James V.
set lensing

cast

arrangements as

members

pendent
Smith."

for

his

production,

-well as

initial

indcT

"SeyenrFifty
*.
,

Bracken will have most of the
shooting done in and around Ebbets
lensing
when
Brooklyn,
begins about May 15 on the base-

Field,

ball

yarn formerly owned by Harold

Lloyd;

it

.

signed

shortly

the

before

studio

into a policy of economy, -was
disclosed here as a document calling for approximately $2,000^01)0 oVer
a period of seven years.
The bobbyspxers delight, and a
chorus man seven yeirs ago, he will

went

'

COL LOSES

KQM ON

•

of $1,992,800.

ruth; appeal
Columbia's attempt to label NorKrasna's play, "Dear Kuth," a
piracy took another tumble .last
week when the Appellate Biyision
of the N. Y. supreme court, tmahimously tossed out the film company's appeal. Five judges, without opinion, ruled the dismissal af-

man

by Justice Samuel NuU to
Court's unanimous stance
makes further appeal to the Court of,
Appeals impossible unless Colombia
ter trial

be proper.

2 Newsreel Execs See

No

can obtain permission of eithS' the
Appellate Division or the higher

Tilt ii Adiiissioi,

But iaily as Biz Hypo
Agreeing with industry estimates
that grosses at newsreel houses are
off some 25% to 30% since the end
of the war, Milton Weisman, general
supervisor of Telenews circuit with
a dozen newsreel houses in U: S. key
cities, last week stressed _ that the
newsreel exhib must be constantly
on the alert to promote its programs.
Telenews is not considering admission cuts to stimulate business,
Weisman said; also that he was always on the lookout for "exploitable

court.

Victors in the suit, along with
Krasna, are Bernard Hart and'
Joseph Hyman, producers of the
vetsion.
The trio are
cleared of plagiarizing "Dear Mr.
Private," a story written by Joseph

Broadway

Hoffman, which Columbia bought.
Ruling also smooths legal tangles

Paramount since that company
has filmed "Dear Ruth" after buying
for

the rights for $450,000,

.

termined in the next few weeks by films." He pointed
to the upsurge in
outcome of negotiations for his business recently when the chain
making of "Macbeth" in Hollywood exhibited films of Hitler.'s Eva Braun.

independently. It is hoped to start
New
s h o otl n g on the Shakespearean
Indianapolis, March 25.
drama betw^een May 15 and May 30,
Keith's theatre here was sold this
There had been a previous de«ay
week by Sam Roberts and Nick
Welles' European jaunt by extra
in
Boila of Chicago, to Harold Mirisch,
time taken on "Shanghai- Lady,"
former picture buy-er for RKO, and
Welles just finished 'in Me*
which
Arthur 3. Steele, Florida operator,
for Columbia.
ico
for a ret)ortDd $250,000.«NeW owners
take Over the lease with 59 years to
run on April 30.
Yates, J. R. Grainger
Roberts and Boila acquired the
N.Y.
Tee Off
house in 1942, and operated with
combination policy until last sum
Series of three Republic regional
mer. Theatre then was extensively sales meetings will be held in April,
redecorated for fall opening with starting with an eastern division constraight film policy, featuring Uni- fab at the N. Y. Athletic club April
Keith's is old-time 2 and 3.
versal product.
Rep prexy Herbert J.
home of Vaudeville here.
Yates, Sr., will speak at each confab,
along with veepee over sales James
R. Grainger. Assistant salesmanager
Bracken's 1st Indie
Edward L. Walton, southern division
Keith's Deal For 59 Years

itself

rier

their schedule.

Duo recently finished the screenplay for "River Lady," which would
have been their next production
Their last completed picchore,
Mpls.Keitli'§f®r250G
ture on the lot was "Slave Girl,"
Harold J. Mirisch, who bowed out still awaiting release, "They will take
recently as RKO Theatres film a fishing vacation on Lalce Meade
buyer, met in Chicago over the before announcing; a new hookup.
weekend with Steve Broidy, Monogram prez, who was attending a
Mono board meeting there. Also
present was Maurice Maiirer, who Shakespeare Stpiies
operates the film holdings of the
City Investment CO,, N, Y.
Welles' European
Mirisch said recently that he plans
Orson Welles' plans for appearing
going into pic production and it is in "Salome" for •Sir Alexander
assumed that the confab with Korda in London this spring have
Broidy ties in with that idea. For- been pushed off until September or
mer RKO exec went from Chi to October. Exact date will be de-

Deal With Mott@; Buys

the U. S. industry suddenly
up sgainst a new bar-

cently throughout the world has

U-I
mainstem theatre
owners have been sticking to their
Hollywood, March 25.
draw $5,200 weekly, without opscales without compromise.
Producer-writer team of Michael tions, for 52 weeks per year. His
for
Fessier
and Ernest Pagano checked salary for seven years, in addition
need
Fabian said he saw no
lot
Universal-International
had
the
off
adjustments in price tags and
to a bonus of $100,000 for a new
contract,
their
of
-settlement
page
24)
on
after
(Continued
house for his recent bride, the forwhich had about eight months to go. mer Evie Wynn, adds up to a total
other

biz,

light

Old Columbia feud between Harry
Cohn and Charles Vidor has resulted in the replacement of Vidor as
director of "The Man From Colo*ado" by Henry Levin. It was the
^econd recent time Levin Was called
his home in Miami Beach and
jn as a pittch-Mtter tor Vidor on the
expected in New York April 7.

Columbia lot.
First occasion was
The Guilt of Janet Ames," several
months ago, while the president and
the director were
harsh
tossing
names about the studio and the

Tide of major and minor difficulfacing U, S. films on world
fronts continued to grow last week.
While there was some slightly encouraging clariflcatiott of Sweden's
move the previous week in cutting
off entirely all American fllra im.

York by

NPl

Arthtir \y. Kelly,
vising distribution of

^^^^^^^^^

Both United Artists' owners,
Charles Chaplin and Mary Pick-

ford,

UA

Triumph."

Adm

II wrtones)

PIXTiiiEli
Those

Both tJA Pards East

Sweish Massafe (Wii f®lia

As

far

as

showmanship

is

Weisman claimed one

cerned,

ample

where

Telenews

beat

conexthe
.

He stated
known that

newsreels to the punch.

that it was generally
President Truman's speech was to
deal With Greece. Hence, Weisman
lip 'short subjects on that country stressing Greek political problems for use in Telenews' houses.
Another proponent of keeping
newsreel admittance scale at present
level is Col. A. G. Budd, of the
Embassy Newsreel Theatres. He

dug

asserted:

"We

raised pur

prices

a

nickel last October*— the first increase in four years, -and this was
only done to get by." He also pointed
out that newsreel grosses have their
ups and downs according to the nature of the news.

ROY ROGERS TO DISNET

Film Version Blows

Up

Original Into a Nofel
of Death," now being filmed

"Kiss
in New York by 20th-Fox, will be
published as a novel by Penguin
Books, Eleazar lapsky, former Ss-

New York district attorney,
who wrote the 90-page original myistery yarn under the nora-de-plume
Blaine, is currently blowing the story up to full novel size.
sistaht

Lawrence

Ben Hecht did tiie screenplay from
yarn, which 20th bought last
Victor Mature is starred

the

November.

in ttie film. Aim is to publish the
book and release the picture simultaneously.

Wurtzel's 1,000th Pic,
30 Years in H'wood
Hollywood, March 25.
Sol M. Wurtzel registered his
1,000th film prodtiction With the
completion of "Second CJhance," his
eighth indie picture for 20th-Fox

Ijolb'wpod, March 25i
O'Gara will attend each session.
Roy Rogiers shifted temporarily release.
Second meet is slated for the Hotel
Windup of "Chance" also marked
Blackstone, Chicago, April 8 and 9, from Republic to Walt Disney for
top role in "Pecos Bill," a com- the 30th anniversary of Wurtzel's
to be attended by the southern and the
Hollywood as general
midwestern district and branch man- bination of Uve action and anima- arrival in
the
Third and final session is tion, with a wild Western back- manager and production exec on
agers.
old Fox lot. He remained with Fox
sched-uled for Rep's studios on the ground.
Cowpoke star returns to his home and 20th-Fox until November, 1945,
Coa.st the week of April 14, to be
his,
attended by western district and lot April 18 to ride in "The Heart when he checked out to organize
of Mexico."
own indie company*
branch managers.
.

.
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PICTVltES
Extras'

1^9

Theatres Facing Decree s Axe,

Pay Up 33%

Washington, March

Par's 33S Theatres Ihofly

25.

Paraimunt Likely to Be Hit Hardest
The Big

'

Par

l«t of a Series
Accompanying story which

ment

provisai of the decree if that
provision stands up under scrutiny
by the U. S. Supreme Court, analysis
by Variety discloses. With the need
for' millions of dollars within the
next two years to protect their interests,

theatre-owning

theatre
status under the partial divorcement section of the decree is the
first of a series which will cover
the theatre - owning majors.
Par's position may currently
vary in minor respects since the
breakdown was made available
several years back.
A number of its houses, such
as the three in San Francisco,
were operated under pooling arrangements in the Frisco case

defendants

in the anti-trust suit are already revamping fiscal policies in a drive t6
hoard ready cash.
By far the most aifected by the

Paramount
divestiture
facet
is
•which finds itself with some 1,050
theatres to dicker for outright control should that feature of the decree be upheld.
Of the other
majors,
has interests in 113
theatres (97 of which are Butterfield
circuit houses- in which Par also

tres,

and Warner

Despite

Bros., 23.

large partial holdings.
in a solid position in
many areas since it holds an interest
exceeding 95% in some 340 other
theatres. But there's no doubt that
its

Paramount

is

with the B&K top loop houses guar
must raise tremendous sums with- antee Par first-run outlets l-> tiiese
in the next two years if Par expects major showbiz points.
to Cling to a maximum of its partner^owned theatres.
Because of many complex situaittgent legs Sperliog Pic
tions arising from Par's hold through
Elliott Nugent has been signed by
a chain of partly-owned subsids, its
varied interests tun as low as 7% Milton Sperling, U. S. Pictures president, to direct "Ever the Beginning,"
in a few houses up to 100% in
others. In^a little over 700 of the play by Lucille Prumbs and Sarah
1,050 partly-owned theatres. Par has B. Smith. Film wjll be released by
an interest of 50% or more and it's Warner Bros.
likely that it will aim towards capNugent is slated to report to the
turiBg a good 'part of that lot.
studio April 20.
Dticree slaps. Far lightest in Chicago, upper New York State, Detroit, North Central states, Idaho
and Utah areas. In Chi, compjiny is
entrenched in 106 Balaban & Katz
theatres, where its interest is 97%
FoHoiuing ore theatTes of Paraand better, while only 23 other. B&K
mount affected hy partiol divorce-

Par's Hieatres

Katz

2
3
13
63

Pathe-Gaumont and Siritzky In-

•.:7

ment

I

Reptry ^poi^lds

Sisk Steers 'Brothers'

Assn.'s title registration service last

week was considered hasty and unHollywood, March 25.
warranted by Margaret Ann Young,
Robert Sisk draws production who heads the setup. She declared
enough for the American hiarket, reins on Metro's film translation of that E-L had belonged to the service
and the best a producer can expect the Dostoievsky novel, "The Broth- less than three months, had made
to gross with this number is, less ers Karamazov;" The Brothers Ep- application to
register only two
than $3,000,000,
stein are doing the screenplay.
titles and could easily have solved
Robert Taylor and Van Heflin are the difficulties over the label ^'Lost
Film exec said the partnership in
theatre buying which 'will probably assigned to th« fraternal roles;
Honeymoon," which inspired the:
be effected this summer is intended
walkout.
to release the 10-20 film backlog of
Foy's squawk last week was that
foreign product here. First houses brving Lesser's Roxy
almost invariably when an attempt'
would be purchased in N. Y. area,
was made to register a title, it was.
since more preem playdates are
found that another company had
DntiestofieAbsorlied;
needed here before films can go into
prior rights and often froze titles
continued on page 20)
for lengthy periods during which
JiHiinig 6ro. there was no indication of intention
Irving Lesser, who resigned last to use the ilame. Miss Young denied
week as associate general manager that the rules agreed upon by the
oifthe Roxy theatre, N. Y., will not MPA's 26 member ' companies and
be replaced, according to A. J. Bala- adhered to voluntarily by 29 other
ban, theatre's head. Duties, Balaban producers provided undue restric4Foy, she pointed out. by resaid, will be assumed by other mem- tions.
'

Proba%

Owind Le^ Thau §3 0
Par's

,

.

.

Not So Good in Dixie
Horse of a different hue rounds
the bend when Par's standing in

.

.

.

1

2r<

ae
22

.

*
2
»
8

Concord Operating...
Majestli: TUeatres.......

OWratlmr. ..<..••

RumfortI

A^jiuKOment.,., ......

P.UKseIl

18
BO
26

vii'toi-y AmuBemgMl
the south is considered in relation I'ttlnlix N«tca Xhentre* (New UnglanA)
60
18
to the decree. Here, Par tradition^ PuUUx Netco......
85
T'
Ro&lindale ...i.. ... ....
ally has been the strongest of the Waltham ,..,.....>....>.
2B
4
25
2
majors for many years b\it jts posi- .Tamaiea
25
2
Netco Blm...............
tion is seriously threatened unless .Cupltal
25
1
2S
Crotvn ..................
1
it can extricate itself with a lion's
28
I
.,.4*.>.....*.....
share of the houses now in the de- ]>ndle.v
45
1
Xallclt
cree's shadow.
It has a solic". piece lUvoli ....
37
1
...........
12
1
of the Wilby-Kincey circuit in that Bciicon
Mnlin ft PimiDtiht (New Bngland)*
40 of the 100 or so Iheatres are 100%
Allied
4
owned by Par. Credit rating on the KlKcli, Sc Churchill
4
8
ledger also extends tO; 12 theatres in Ilockland Amusement.
Amusement....
... 3
the Miami area; seven of the Publix- Kittland
Pl-ucTtton
2
Richards-Nace group; and three of Haverhiir
2
Biiyside
1
the Lucas & Jenkins (Ga.) chain.
Xowlon Amusement
1
Against 'this, Par's interest in
Minnesota Amusement Co. (North
Central area)
the Paramount'Richards (Saenger)
Theatre Co
4
group of some 60 houses is under Ihjchftster
Winona
4
fire as is that of the Sparks circuit Fairmont
2
.

.

.

it

.

—

. ,

.

(90 theatres in Florida) Interstate
150 houses in Texas and
Mexico; that of Interstate's afJefferson
Amusement
Co. (75 Texas theatres); and the
Lightman group of 60 houses in Mis;

Mudlson
Welworth

circuit's

New

filiate— the

sissippi,

Kentucky,

Arkansas

and

,

of Par's southern invasion.- Company's New England and Pennsylvania standing is also under decree
fire though to a somewhat lesser extent since Par. owns outright some
42 Mullin & Pinanski houses north
of the Connecticut line.

2

Theatres
Theatres

(.'iouth)

30
2

,

Texas

oif

KcnninKton-S5a6nger
Capital Theatres.

SO

Regent
Algcna

................

-.

3
2

Richards-I.ightman
14
25
Savannah Tlieatres (.Savannah area)
SavaniJah
(i
50
United Theatre Bnterpriseg
United Theatres
8
50
,

..........

Xot^qmiilofi

25

50
\50

51
38

2

•.25

»

interstate
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.

,

Adums
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.

.

.

Circuit

.

.

.

.

&
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^

(i

.v
3
(N. J.)

.

,

60

^
Nelj.)

.

.

80
BO
25

50
Co
3
Arkansas Amusement Co. (Ark.)
Amu^e.
8
50

.\rkanK't,s

.

.50

m
50
50
M
75

FrChio

.

Prelilo Theiitreis (Ohio)
.....
5

Par-Land Theatres

BO
BO
80

Ruteiflcld

W'i
7,5
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MPA

Charge that old members of the
service held overlong lists of titles
was refuted by Miss Young with
the explanation that rules prohibit
any studio from tying up more than
100 original labels. If they want to
add new ones, they must drop some
off to keep within the 100 limit.
On titles of copyrighted works,
such as published books, plays and
songs, there's no limitation as to
number. These are governed by the
copyrights office and only listed by
the
as a matter of reference.
'

.

MPA

Protection against anyone else using an original title is given for one
year. At the end of that time, a sixmonth extension can be; had by presenting evide^ice that

it is

intended

to use the title within six months.
At the end of 18 months, if the pic
is in production, the producer gets

t^je title.
Otherwise he must forfeit it if anyone else wants it.
Jack Kevan, former Universal
After a film is made, producer
majseup man, leaves Halifax Friday gets exclusive rights to its title for
(28) for Korda studios, under a six- four years from the end of the calmonth contract to teach American endar year in -which it is released.
makeup techniques.: Writer Alan When a distrlb decides to 'rei.ssue a
Melvilie, in the U. S. working with film, the fact is published in the
If no
director Carol Reed on a story in title service's daily bulletin.

which Korda
next

fall,

'will

planes

(31).

Cary Grant other company makes a challenge
England next for the title, exclusive rights are
automatically granted lor aijoUier
-

star
to
.

four years.

Rules were drawn up in 1936 and
London Wire have been found to cover far too
Lohdon, March 25.
few of the situations that arise,
"White Steed.' the Paul Vincent with the result that there is occaCarroll play whicli had a run in the sional: ::wrangUng.
There has been
IT. S.
some years ago, opened at talk sirice 1938 of broadening them
the Whitehall iSionday (24) after and making theat more explicits
.being transferred from the Embassy

BiiUerlleld Circuit
«fl

theatre.
Effort was well received despite
its religious background and is likely
to stay its allotted six weeks.'

HTCOHCOCK'S GKAJiT PIC
Hollywood, March

Cary Grant wUl

star in

25.

"Weep No

More," suspense melodrama to be

50

Par-lona
25
8
Kticndard Tiieuircs Corp. (Oltla.)
i>6
Standard Thcali-Ps
«
Fallon tCnlerprisrs
Fulton
1
50
Flaire AmiiHement Co.
Claire ......................... 1
80

1J5

in h.o. press departflients learning
the New York end of the biz, preparatory to installitig a similar setup at Korda's London headquarters.

conflict, Miss Young
over "Lost Honeymoon," but
since the pic had been started before E-L signed the title agreement
in January,
figured Foy had
the right to use it. It suggested he
register it and wait to see i£ any
other company squawked. If it did,
thejre then could be negotiation, possibly followed by arbitration, as provided for in the rules. Instead of
following the advice, Miss Young
said, Foy quit the service.

'Steed' Off

i?>sex .^iiiii.sement

,

Inlercknge

There was

said,

,

4
,

(Cot;

AiiglQ-l}.S.

Leslie Mitchell, chief flack for Sir

Alexander Korda, returned to New
York from the Coast yesterday
(Tuesday). He had been there for
the past three weeks making a
round of studio publicity departments to learn Hollywood bally
techniques.
He headquartered at
Harry Brand's flackery at 20th-Fox.
Slated to return to England April
9, heU spend the intervening time

Monday

2

f'trrnlt

.......

.

,

.

.

i...............

. . . .

.

.

71

Lincoln Theatre Corp,
J. H. Cooper Knterprtses.

,

BO

(Penn.)

Pulilix

4

.

.

J

1

Cooper Circuit

1

.

.

1
,

Xotopoulos
Alpenn

2
44

Chief circuits in which Par's hold- Cn.^ii.uia
2
2
ings are only partial are the Maine Wut-fiPld
Davidwin
2
Hampshiire group, the Publix r.. nofr ...... ..
2
2
Netco Theatres (34 .houses), some Twin Clfy....
RnarkB drctttt (Fla.)
20 Mullin & Pihanski flickeries,, 20
21
Centra) Theatres.
Western Massachusetts theatres and I"ubllx-.saenger-.Spftrlt8 ....... 13
71 houses of the Comerford circuit We..it Palni Beaoli Theatres... JO
tluval
a
.,....»....,..
(Penn.). Only other principal terI'lntllas
8
ritory where Par stands to be hurt, Dania
1
'S
unless it's on the buying end, is ('leal-water
2
Oraa^c
ihaX of the Central states. Chiefly (5ulf
«
1
affected is the Bla:ik circuit, extend- Tampa
«
Midland
ing through Illinois, Ohio, Nebraska Ihdiywood *
...
3
and Iowa. Approximately 60 of the Halifax
B

& New

25

.

,

.

25

2

Western Massaehiiaetts Theatres
Western Mass. Thejifrea.,/.;. 20

4

,

2
,.,

i

Peninsula
4

'.

....

J

Palace

30
25

25
Foarde
2
Vnited Detroit Tlieatres (Detroit area)*
Alger ........................ 1
74
Vnlted Artists Theatre Corp. (Cat.)
United Artists The-atre Corp.
50
I
Intermountain Theatres (Idaho & Utah)
Menmor
50
4
Paramor
5
50
Elg-htuMin Ciireuit .(Miss., Ky„ Ark, '*
Tenn.)
Malco Theatres
32
BO
MalcO'Memphls .............. ft
60
Van Buren
50
2
Ozark
4
25

Newport News-Perry.

(Snutb)

•2

Xorih Carolina Theatres,

25

4
3

Hunter Perry Cirenlt (Va.)
Domipion Thefltres..,,
ft

1

.

....... .....
.
.... ..........

Iiiu-lintiton

Wilmlnjfton

Cedar Amu.sement..*
1
Central States Theaties (Iowa). 22

Comerfiu-d

.

liimville

BO

Comerford Circuit

rulilix-Riehards-Nace .(.South)

Kton

'33

2

Pacamonnt Enterprises (Miami area)*

•1

Florf-nt'8

in

2

A-Mu«e-U Go

K®r4's Prsgram Of

M

4

'

3

Rludio
tVilbs'-Klncey Theatres
iVlaliuma Theatres. ....
Kin«-sul .................
.I<ihn..ifin
City....,
(Jieenw-ond
Iipswemer

25

5

Omaha

TlVoii 'Operating...

8

.ijick.ion

5fl

7

Ottumwa
Continental

Community

.4'

".

.-22

Central

B

Spetiger Ehrlich...
SulNn-han ............

Tennessee.

These chains as well as som'. other
loose ends represent the backbone

2

Paramount-Richards
.'^uenger
.Sjiengpr

Northio Theatres (Ky. & Ohio)
Publix WheclinK
1
30
Blank Circuit fill., Ohio & Neb.)

Trl-States Theatres
AffiUated Theatres.,.
.Stock & Pierce...

-

signing was giving up reciprocal protection to his titles.

,

.

^eau

Bryan Foy's abrupt withdrawal of
Eagle-Lion from the Motion Picture

Aitertsfc imiicotes
the circuit hos houses in luWch Pot

Augusta.

MPA

Foys Abrupt Bow-Out From

provision.

Capitol,

lOD
100
100

about 10% of the 60-70 films produced every year in France are good

B&K

solid in ^that sector.

100.,
.

40

Tftle

,

99
100
160
100
100

42

Number
% bers of the staff. Lesser, whose
Houses Interest
Operatinr Co,
resignation is to be effective April
25
Smyrna Halifax.;........:./., 2
8, may leave at the end of the week,
3
50
.,
holds more than 95%. The others Bustis
if he can wind up his affairs in time.
Jenkins
I.ucns
(Ga.)*
ft
percentage.
are indicoted hy
It's generally believed that he wUl
4
50
Augusta
NumberPar's% Publix T..ucas
50
...:i l4
join his brother Sol Lesser, indeHouses Interest Moultrles
Operating Co.
25
.
2
Upper New York State Is taken
pendent film producer. Lesser decBalftban & Kati (Chkago area)
Interstate Circuit (Texas & New Mexico)
care of via the *Netco chain (100%
48
however, he's considering
2
lared,
50
Intei-.state
70
8B
1
owned) with 12 flickeries in the big- B & K
He'll
other propositions as well.
5ft
......711
Texan Consolidated.
24
1
B & K
25
HorwU7.-Texan
3
1'
ger towns. Minnesota Amusement's Theatre Amusement.
48
make his plans known when he goes
25
1
Preston
48
1
Diana Theatre Corp..
totftl of 77 houses is only shaved to
to the Coast, immediately after ex48
Jefferson Amusement Co. (Texas)
1
Great States.
63 outright-held theatres should the Publixand
iting
Boxy.
the
48
16
B&K.......
PGS
-...22
50
Jefferson Amusetnent
company drop those hit by the deLesser has been with the Roxy
2S
40
Ba.st Texas
New Bngland (Maine and New
12
cree. Consequently, its standing in
Hampshire)
Cole Theatre-s
t
since 1933 when he- operated the
BO
25
2
4
Sullivan & Moore
north central U. S. won't deteriorate Me. & N'. H. theatres
Fox, Brooklyn as well as the Roxy,
BO
2
12
3
Yoakum
;..
Allied theatres..
substantially.
As for Idaho and ('abot Amueement
BO
12
Fain
1
2
under Howard Cullman. He reSO
5
Utah, Par's outright hold on 19 In- Cnion Theatre Co
Bamford Circuit (North Carolina)*
mained with the house when it was
4!>
1
Maine & N. H
teriaotintain Theatres will keep it .\u(f usta Theatre Co
75
8
Publix Karoford
BO
8
,
taken over by 20th-Fox in 1937.

houses" fall into the decree bracket
for divestiture. United Detroit Theatres Corp., with its 14 showcases
insure Par a firm footing in the
motor center since Par owns 99%
of the circuit's stock.

97.

100

m

•

French Need Yank Mkt

Blank chain is owned 50% or less
by Par.
Company's plush showcases in dented costs, how much they need
New York City, Los Angeles, San the U. S. market for amortization of
Francisco (3) and Kansas City are their films.
all 100% held by Par.
Those along
Siritzky added, however, that only

'

&

,

19

get better playing time for French
films, accordinK to Sam Siritzky, v.
p. of latter tompany, who just returned from Europe after a sixweek stay in France. He said that
French producers are realizing more
than ever, in the face Of imprece-

:

:

Balaban

ternational are planning a theatreowning partnership in the U. S. to

it

100
100
100

1

Siritzky-Padie Operation;

on

mn
lUU

1

3
12
106
2
11
14

Arty House Combine For

With the
break-up of pools, Par, however,

Par's %1b1,
ifln
iUu

,,.

Paramount "Theatres— San Francisco

.

by FDX..West Coast

will operate all Its theatres
its own again.

Houses

Northjo ItieiBtres (Ky. and Ohio)
United Detroit Theatres Corp. .

—

RKO

hold£ minority interests); National
Theatres, 97 houses; Loew's, 76 thea»

Paramount's

analyzes

therejQrt

Nomber

Operaiinc Co.
Hercules Operating (Paramount Theatre—N.Y.C.).

ported to the Motion PicturS Assn.
This was an increase of more than
41% above 1945, while the average
daily wage jumped 33% to $17.34 as
the result of the new contract with
the Screen Extras Guild.

Five's hold on a total oi

1.259 theatres throughout the U. S.
is threatened bj; the partial divorce-

Owned

95% and

Theotres owned by Par with on interest exceeding
not subject 'to parUtA divorcement:

registered with Central
in Hollywood grossed
61'4,154 last year," in a total of 268,065
placements, Central Casting has re-

Extras

Castirig

HEPBi&RiSf

TOE 'BATOHTEE'

directed
cock.

&f HKO hy AUred

Hitch-

Hollywood, March 25.
Metro handed Katharine HepRobert Sparks will produce the
burn the top femme role in "B. F.'.s film, which follows "Bishop'." Wife,
Daughter," to be based on John P. now shooting! at the Goldwyn lot,
Marquahd's hestSeller.
and "Mr. Blandings Builds MW
Film is slated for an April start, Dream House," HKO production, on
'

i

with Edwin Knopf as .producer.

Grant's

work agenda.

:

PIEEXHI6SINMIDDLE0NDECREE
Sears'

Rea^ for MoreDelays

Majors sre being swampefl with exWb totters, backed biy curbstone
down the law as "to what each exhlb thinks
legal authority, laying
ghould ye cOBlfe^itive areas under the decree. Things have rejched
guoh a point thai Grad Sears, United Artists' distribution chief, as an
added pitch lor a delay has filed a supplemental affidavit with the
court citing over 200 letters, many conflicting, received'
S. iSupreme
the move for a stay comes up Friday (28).
by him. Argument on
exhibitors from all sections
"I have received over 200 letters from
Sears' affidavit Bays, "demanding runs and clearances
of the country,"
and setting up their Own competitive areas which do not conform with
the rnles and regulatibns set down in the decree. It will be impossible
satisfy each and every one of these requests until more
foir ihe to
time is given to unravel this chaotic situation which has been created
by inany and varied interpretations of the decree."
Sears noted that the burden of reasonable clearance and of marking out competitive sectors is on the distribs, Unless a stay is granted',
he asserted, UA ^ould well be cited for contempt "when in fact we are

U

all that is humanly possibles" ;
Affidavit also asserted that the decree is inconsisteht becailse sec8 (a) con&iets with 8 (c). "An exhibitor can invoke subdivision

doing
tion

which does not include ^multaneous exhibition and then and there
an attempt to comply with the decree under (a) becomes a futile ges(c)

UA

Sears' plaint, apparently, refers to a hurdle to the
plan to sell non-exoluslvely to all comers under (a).
Affidavit has been subnjitted by O'Brien, DriscoU, Eaf tery
ture."

UA's attorneys.

topper's

& Lawler,

,

UA Issnes 'Decree Escape Kit' to Aid
SaiesCiefsflop (likAsBids Start
United Artists' branch managers
were warned- by the h.o. last week
that "it is probable you will find
yourself in the clink 15 minutes
after accepting the lBrst competitive
bid," but -they were also assured
nbat the company is hot abandoning you to your fate." In token of
UA's concfern, the branch managers

>

received a "Sales Decree Escape
Kit," containing such useful items
song "Guilty,"
as a copy of the
playing cards, cigarets, paper dolls,

N. Y. City

Breathing spell for

5% Tap
New York

City exhibs on any tax booston adjnissions became a certainty

William O'Dwyeir indicated that
he would not move immediately
under powers granted by the

mustache, steel file, poison and
rope—with instructions for use of

state to fix a 5% b. o. levy.
Hizzoner was asked at a press
conference whether he intended
to take advantage of the empowering act and replied: "Not

each.

at once."

false

is the idea of Paul Lazarus,
pub-ad manager. While the

Gag
St.,

"escape kit" was designed ostensibly
for laughs, its more serious purpose
is to reinforce the warning given

branch managers and salesmen at
territorial meets 'recently that they
must not deviate from provisions of
the consent decree in their SslltnSNote accompanying
"kit,"
the
states: "In time to come, you will
look back on this summer as the
hottest in your experience. *his is
not so much an advance warning of
the temperature, as a warning about
the decree.'^ In the basket with the
varied "escape items" was the following cardf

BRANCH MANAGEE'S
SALES DECBEE' ESCAPE KIT
Items

.

(in order of their use).

EXPENSE VOUCSBKR. You have

1.

bought

Joe Blow
on »8g«l 22)

Exhibitor

(Contintiied

$78

The mayor didlnot amplify his
views on the subject. It's been
reported that he is opposed to
raising
municipal
funds
via
added consumer nicks..

8,

LinilS

WasWhgtoh,

t/tareh 25;

Independent exhibitors will have
their eyes turned Washington ward
.

^

-

m

chinery, and from members of the
Little 'Three which don't like the
auction selling provision plus some
others. The inf'ependent exhibitors
are up in arms against auctionselling which they 'Claim would put
them at a terrific competitive disadvantage. Some of the majors are
starting to put this into effect without, at the same time, adopting other
portions of the decree which would
affect the defendant companies adversely.
Result is that the exhibitors are
being subjected to a squeeze which

has

them

howling

frOm

Maine to California and, although
they will not fca present at Friday's
hearing, there is considerable belief
(Continued on page 24)

backlog

GILLHAM'S PLANS AS
SRO'S EASTERN PUB-AD
Robert

M.

named

Gillham,

week as eastern head

last

of publicity

and advertising for Selznick Releas-

Vanguard
(24) .he
contemplates no changes in nhe
present setup when he takes over
Organization
and
ing
Films, declared Monday

next

Monday

(31).

He

denied re-

ports that he mij^ht add to the Selznick staff Al Wilkie and others of
his former aides during the 13 years

Paramount pub-ad chief.
Wilkie, who was publicity topper,
was

Despite mounting beefs from
of a threatening, if
already-present, shortage of product,
Metro veepee over sales William F.
Rodgers declared he has not yet
found any signs of the shortage.
Although many films no longer receive" the 6-8 weeks' playing time
they enjoyed in first run showcase
theatres duripg the war, there's
been no serious curtailment in extended plaj'ing time since the war's
end.
In fact, Rodgers declared, the first
run key city dates are still much
longer than the 1 or 2 -weeks suclv
films played before the War.
Even
theatres operating on a consistent

FILM ic -PER FOOT
Hollywood, March

25,

Price of Technicolor process was
hoisted %c. per linear foot for film
deUyered at its Hollywood plant.
New charge, amountinig to 6.72c. the
foot is retroactive to Jan. 1,1947.
Company notified all studios, that
they had the privilege of wlthdraw;ing from commitments within 14

dw

if

camera work has not yet

started.

Reason for the uppage, the company explained, is an increase in
«bor rates of 11.17%, based on the
ttse in the cost
of living.

•TOve to Jan.

1.

Other

It's

retro-

Iftboratories

deaUiig Jn color film

have hot announced any hike in prices to date,
i'ercentage of price hike is approximately 8%.

'

staffed

Squawk. to

Natl.
March

Up Tex"

lining up
by Nate Blum- previously holding off pending L. of Membership numbers about
allied entertaiment field.
D.'s decision on the pic's accept-

During the meet, regula- quarterly
dividend of 50c per share was defor the clared. It will be paid on common

Bill DANZIGEE EXITS

'

William Danziger, top flack
Arthur Bank division of Universal, has
stepped out from his post.
Maurice Bergman,
ITa head ad-pubn«ty exec in the
east, will nSme a
J-

Buck

1,400 in

stock April 30 to stockholders of
record April 13.

ability.

In reediting "Duel" to meet the
Legion's demandsi a prolog has been
added explaining that the character
called "Sin Killer," "played by Walter Huston, is not a minister.

Indiana Exhibitor In
Trust Suit Settlement

man between the Rank diviand the regular ad-pub forces
P Ug the void created by Dan-

™n

ROSSEFS

P.A.

Conclusion of the economy wave
at the studio and the general industry belief that upped' production
costs will reach a leveling-off point
in the near future are believed other
factors influencing the boost in pro-

ped
fort

off

costs has not been re(Continued on page 26)

to cut

COL TERMS SHUMIS'

Story"'

Broadway produoer

jpic.

did not expand On ^^e statement,
attorney Louis (Schwartz &) FrohShubert declared the only persons qualified to judge plays are
those who lay their money on the line
at the boxoflice.
Frohlich, attempting to point out that Burns Mantle^
former N. Y. Daily News critic, had
used six of the Shubert-staged plays
in his "Best Plays of 1943" volume
with no reaction from the \ producers, drew from Shubert the admission he never reads critics*
books.
Shubert also adnjitted that
the Winter Garden theatre is now
leased to Universal, which has all
rights to uSe- the name of the theatre in any sort of advertising.
Trial opened before Justice James
J. McNally Monday
(24) with depositions read into the record of
Jack Cohn and Nate Spingold.
Frohlich, answering the claims of
Charles H. Tuttle, Shubert's attorney, that Col. had misappropriated
a "valuable title property" by referring to the Winter Garden without permission in the picture, declared that the name was only background to Al Jolson's life and that
the film was the life of Jolson and
not the story of the Winter Garden.
He labeled the suit "fantastic" and
"ridiculous," pointing out that none
of the majors had been interested;
in a story of the 'Vyinter Garden
peddled around the industry in

lich,

1942-'43.

Trial continues today (Wednesday), with Col. slated to screen two
features,
''Rose
of / Washington
Square" and "When Irish Eyes Are
Smiling" for the benefit of the judge
on Thursday. Both films, produced

by 20th-Fox, used the name Winter
Garden in the scripts and Frohlich
will point out that the Shuberts
offered no objection to them.

Henreid, Chertok Go Indie
Hollywood, March 25.
Paul Henreid and Jack Chertok

Lana's 'Timberlane'

TREK

Number of employees lopthe studio payroll in an ef-

duction.

Chicago, March 25.
Lewis Philon, owner of -the Liberty theatre, Michigan City, Ind„
dropped hi.s anti-trust suit against

the major Aim companies last week
with
an out-of-court settlement.
Hollywood, March 25.
Hollywood, March 25.
Metro assigned Lana Turner to Suit was based on clearance.
Robert Rossen left last night (24)
Myles Seely, attorney for the film
"Cass
Tracy
in
Wger's walk.
Spencer
with
co-star
interfor New York for publicity
companies,
and Seymour Simon, atthe
version
screen
of
It's
Timberlane,"
for
understood that Bergman will views on his directorial debut
torney for Philon, will file a petition
Sinclair LeiVis novel.
^""^
publicity opera- Columbia's "Johnny O'Clock."
tin
u^'^^
Arthur Kornblow produces and (or dismissal from Judge Michael
°<=t«een the two' branches of
wrote the film's
also
Ro.'.scii
iIgoe of the Chi federal court.
George Sidney directs.
y s forces.
naison

basis.

AFL

berg, Paul G. Brown, Preston Davie,

M

meaning the company has been
working on almost a hand-to-mouth

'

:

Cinema Lodge

Cowdln and

a

mSON^OT^^^^^^R^^

And

Charles I>. Prutzman, Budd Bogers
Sheaffer.
and Daniel

-to

double bill policy, he said, have no
reason to complain about a product
shortage.
Second run product of
Declaration by 3". J. Shubert that
the majors, along with the films
turned out by the minors which are all New York legit critics are "subsidized"
highlighted
the
second
slanted for dual situations, offer
round of hearings in N. Y. supreme
(Continued on page 24)
court yesterday (Tuesday) in the
,$500,000 suit filed by the Shuberts
against Columbia Pictures for alick Followers in Si Leo
leged misapprapriation of the "Winter Garden" name: in Col's "Jolson

.

;TECHN1C0LOI BOOSTS

product

finished

.Product Shortage
hibitors

23.
St. Louisj
Six members of the Stagehands'
recently left Par,
Gillham, who recently has been in Union, Local No. 6, said to be folcharge of films and video for J. lowers of John P. Nick, ousted head
Walter Thompson agency, said he of that body and lATSE, Local No.
have appealed to national
expected to work in very close 143,
association with the new Selznick American Federation of Labor body
agency, Robert W. Orr & Associates. against the recent admission to |Ull
Albany, March 25.
He
also stated he intends to spend membership of 33 former permit
Counties and cities with 100,000
large amount of time in the field. men. The permit men, recognized as
or more population may levy an a
belonging to the anti-Nick faction,
amusement tax of not more than 5%
recently were granted full memberon admissions to amusements, under
ship by Frank Stickling, internathe Burney bill which Governor Sehnick Picking
tional union representative, who has
Dewey signed Monday (24). The
been in charge of affaits of the local
Governor, who threw the weight of
Cal. Bates on lie!' since last September.
his office behind the measure and
Stickling's presence as head of the
California and Texas dates for
had it overwhelmingly approved by
O. Selznick's "Duel in the local, which has held no meeting
David
the Legislature despite strong though
were cancelled early since that time, was designed to
generally hidden upstate opposition, Sun," which
last month, will be played the first prevent Nick and. his followers from
emphasjs'.ed the "permiss'""" nature
week in May. Eirgagements in ap- gaining control of this unlbn.
of the levies. They are designed to
125 spots, which were
produce a maximum of $11,000,000 proxunately
set before the fihn had a Legion of
annually, if necessary, to meet inDecency okay, were pencilled out
Cites
creased educational and other govallegedly because of inability of the
ernmental costs.
Gene Buck, former prexy of the
Selznick organization to provide
promised players for in-person ap- American Society of Composers,
Jersey's S% Tax Bite Idea
and Publishers, was
Milt Ku- Authors
Salesmanager
pearances.
Trenton, March 25.
Monday (24) that efforts awarded a scroll last night (TuesNew Jersey exhibs and distribs sell saidmade
to send the stars, but day) by New York's Cinema Lodge
under leadership of Allied Theatres will be
B'nai B'rith for "outstanding
that the dates -would be played one of
Of New Jersey organized here yesother. Houses include Americanism and devotion to the
or
the
way
(Continued on page 20)
interests of, America's songthe Interstate circuit in various best
Weitman, manTexas cities and a large number in writers."' Robert M.
aging director of the Paramount
central and northern California.
U's Slate Reelected
Following first sales meet of Selz- theatre, N. Y., was elected prexy; of
Universal'S board of directors last
He
Releasing Organization in New the organization at the meeting.
nick
week went through the formality of York last week, April 17 Was set as succeeds Jack H. Levin, v.p. and g.m.
reelecting all officers of the comof Confidential Reports.
the official release date of "Duel."
Barney Balaban, Paramount prexy,
pany for another year. Board also District managers at the conclave
named a seven-man executive com- were instructed to start immediately inducted his son, Burt, into the
mittee chairmanned by J. Cheever
bookings. They had been lodge, along with other neophytes.
.

of

minimum. Which would indicate a
substantial boost in releases. _ Back^
log today is no more than 'five or
six films, representing almost the
lowest figure of any of the majors,
Metro has boosted its release .glate
ex- since the first of the year, with 11 pix
not slated for i-elesuse through A,pril,

.

he

BeweySps

--

*

Metro production chief Louis 3.
Mayer Monday (24) confirmed reports that Metro would substantially
boost its 1947 production slate with
Hollywood, March 25.
the announcement the company will
Friday (28) when Supreme Court
Paramount claims a new record turn, out 44 features and 48 shorts
Justice Stanley F. Reed will hear for main, title billing in its forthcomyear. Number Of features more
argument on petitions to suspend ing "Variety Girl" with a total of 88 this
than doubles the 21 originally anprovisions of the New York decree names, including 33 stars, 27 suppending final decision by the High porting players and 33 technical and nounced for 1947, hut therie's.ho indication as to how rnany of' them
Court. Supreme Court will not hear five specialty credits.
will be released this year.
the case until fall and may not have
Highest previous record on the lot
Although no reasons for the hya decision iintil winter, or spring of was 63, in "Star Spangled Rhythm,"
poed production schedule were of1948.
filmed
1942.
fered by Mayer, it's believed that
Appeals to stay the order have
Metro will follow the pattern of
come from the Big Five, which obother companies in keeping their
jected to a lack of arbitration ma,

Week when Mayor

IJiis

lo' :44-

^^^^

BIG

already

No

Metro Boiisls %1 Prod.

CiEHT IIXT

organized a filming company with an

immediate program of two features,
both starring Henreid.
Pictures are "The Heaven We
Chase;" writte.i by Fritz Kortner,

,

screenplay.

and "Cartouche," by William Herizog.'.
.

1

I

I

-
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GEORGE APLEY
"THE LATE GEORGE APLEY". is
"A Treasure of a

FilmV'-Kate

\

Cameron, N, Y, Daily

News

So Good, AlidieECes Cheer ltl"—Lee Mortimer, N,

"THE LATE GEORGE APLEY"

is

Y.

Mirror

topping the

20th Cejatiiry-Fox Records of "Anna and the King of Siam"

THE RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL!

All

These Hits From

Century-Fox

GARNIVAL IN COSTA RICA /w Tccftmw^^
THE HOMESTRETCH I>c/»»»&^
THE GHOST Ai^P MRS, MUIR
BOOMERANG!
/fi

at

VcdniBflday,

PICTUHK GBOSSBS

10

12G
In Omaha; *Mirror' 13G

'Reckoning* Fancy

Omfeha, March 26.
upped generally with
and better films.
clefiring
at the OrDaughters"
"Bachelor's
pheum plus Carlos Molina band and
Allan Jones on the stage looks like
a big session. "The Dark Mirror" is
keeping the Paramount turnstiles
busy for $13,000. "Dead Reckoning,"

^meraiHi^lHinliam-Blaine Neat M,

'W

Business

S|M)ts^Mdp

4

3riiiU!tte'

Only SOG^k^^^^

BG in 2r'SW

Los Angeles, March

25.

Overall flrstrun grosses are not
top husky this rbund in this L. A.
area despite (otir new tills. Best

(.Based

showing on re-

"Fantasia,"

issue, is doing record-breaking $11,OiBO at small Marcal theatre.
Estimates for This Week

Apollo (I*WG) (600; 50-$l)— "Buck

Come

Privates

Home"

on

Last Tear
{Based on

(Col),
Big Moment"
Fancy $12,000 in 10 days. Last week,
"Return Monte Cristo" (Col) and
"Singin' in Corn" (PRC), only $3,000

"Blondie's

Estimated total Gross
This Week

in three houses.

tions;

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; l«-66)-and
(Col)
Reckoning"

"Dead

two Paramount theatres. "It Happened in Broolclyn" looks mildisb
"eawiivai in Costa Rica" is heading for $53,000, only fair, in four
spots. "Mighty McGurk" and "Gallant Bess" in one house will land
Second weeks for "Sinbad"
$9,S00,
and also for "Smwh-Up" are nice at
$36,000- each, Second frame for "Pursued" is hefty $53,0Q0 in three loca-

at the Brandeis, 5.1S0 is great
Estimates for This IVeek

Broadway Grosses

coin is being registered by "Favorite
Brunette," which is strong $53,000 in

150^00

skies

.$721,000
18 theatres)
$703,500
16 tfieatres)
.

D.C. Blue Albeit

in five days.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)—
"Nora Prentiss" (WB) (m.O.) and
run).
(Mono)
(1st
"The Trap"
Moderate $9,000. Last week, "Bedeiia" (E-L) and "Sing While Dance"
(Col)„ $9,500.
,
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20-85)
-^-"Bachelor's Daughters" (UA) and

Allan Jones plus Carlos Molina orch
Big $20,500 indicated.
on stage.
Last week, ;"Wake Up, Dxeam"
(20th) and "Hangerolis Millions"

.'Angerk
Washington, March 25,
Exhibs are crying the. blues here
week, with Lent plus pre-Easter
shopping making more than the usual

(20th), $10,000.
Faramonnt (Tristates)

(U)-and dent

RKO

$13,000.

(WB), thin

ond week at
tariff dropped from $1.80 to $1.50,
Belmont (FWC) (1,532! 50-$l)— still is riding strong. Closest runner"Buck Privates" (U) and "Devil up is "My Favorite Brunette" at
Wheels" (PRC) (2d wk). Pair $2,500 Loew's Palace,, not sensational, but
Last. week, oke $4,800.

Beverly (FWCi (1,352; $1-$1.80)—
"
""'UllKO) (13th wk).
"Best Years'
Last weefc,* hearty
Stout $10,500.
$12,100.

-Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S"Red
Blumenfeld) (824; 65-$l)
House" (UA) (4th wk). Down to
Last week, $4,100.
$2,500.
50-$l)—
Brum
(FWC)
(876;
"Smash-Up" (U) (2d wk) and "Joe
Palooka" (Mono). Okay $3,500. Last
week, nice $5,500.
Cartbay Clwle (FWC) (1,518; 50$1)—"Magic Bow" (U) (2d wk).
Slow $3,500. Last week, fair $6,000.
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; 50$1)—"Carnival Costa Rica" (20th).
• Good $1,500.
Last week, "Boomerang" X20th) (3d wk), $8,900.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50:$1)—
"Pursued" (WB) (2d wk). Brisk
Last week, $24,000.
$21,000.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumenfeld)
55-$l)— "Red House"
(872;
(UA) (4th wk). Mere $7,000. Last
week, okay $9,300.
.
Egyptian (FWC) (1.538; 50-$!)—
"Happened in Brooklyn" (M-G).
Okay $14,000. LLst week, "Beginning or Knd" (M-G) -(Sd wk). .disappointing $4,700.
El Eey (FWC) (861; 50-$l)-*"Buck
privates" (U) and "Devil Wheels"
(PRC). -(2d wk). only $3,000. Last
week, light $4,700.

—

16-

Mirror"
Solid
(U).
Last week, "Nora Prentiss"
$9,000.

in biZi "Best Years," in its sec-

"Devil On Wheels" (PRC) (2d*wk):
iSmall $2,000. Last week, ftir $3,3PP.

in 5 days.

(3,000;

65)—"Dark

this

Keith.'s,

and with

hameo laUx^

getting best, returns at that house for
recent Weeks.;
v
Estimates lor This Week

CapHol (Loew's)

Man"

"Ladies

(3,434;

(Par)

plus

M;'Anger 18G

44-80)—
vaude.

Detroit,

March

25.

with Stage show do"Framed" at the Fox paces a slow
ing little to hypo draw. Last week, week at film houses here currently
(20th) plus as the pre-Easter lull makes Itself
13 Rue Madeleine"
vaude, fancy $28,000.
more apparent. Spring weatheir tlsb
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)— has tended to slow down ljusiness.
"Kit Carson" (PRC) (reissue). Good In the second spot is a holdover,
Last weeki "Beginning or
$9,000.
Sinbad the Sailtir" at the Michigan.
End" (M-G) (2d run), $6,000.
Angel and Badman" shapes As ttint
Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)— "That at Palms-State.
Way with Women" <WB). Thin $17.Estimates for This Week
000.
Last week, "Nora. Prentiss"
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70,95)—
(WB) (2d wk), down to $16,000.
Keith's (RKO) (1,838; 90-$1.50)— "Jolson Story" (Col) (12th wk).
"Best Years" (RKO) (2d wk). Sock Steady $7,500. I^st week, $7,700.
Broadway - Capitol (United De$40,OOQ, as compared with opening
70-95)—"Beast Five
troit)
(3,309;
weeli's terrific $50,000.
Little (Miller) (285; $1.20r$2.40)— Fingers" (WB) and "Brute Man"
"Henry V" (UA) (18th wk). Nice (PRC). Sturdy $20,000. Last week,
and "Jungle
"Plainsman"
(Par)
$5,000. Last week, $5,500;
Princess"
(Par)
(reissues),
good
MetoopoUtan (WB) (1,513; 44-70)—
"Angel and Badman" (Rep). New $15,000.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 70flrst-ruh policy still paying off at
95)— "San Quentin" (RKO) imd
strong $14,00G. Last week, "Sinbad
Sailor" (RKO) (2d wk), great $13,000. "Death Valley" (SG) (2d wk). Okay
Last week, solid $14,000.
$10,000,
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95)
—"Framed" (Col) and "Cigarette
Fast 165, MoBfl Gift" (Col). Nice $33,000. Last
week, "Boomerang" (20th) and "The
Montreal, M£.rch 25.
Devil on Wheels" (PRC), $30,000.
Madison (United Detroit) (1,866;
Plenty of holdovers this session,
Falrfast (FWC) (1.504; $1.20.$1.80)
with "Secret Heart" best of new- 50-60)—"Rage in Heaven'' (M-G)
—"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (11th wk-3 comers at sturdy figure.
and "Never Say Goodbye" (WB).
Last week,
Only $4*00.
days).
Stout $2,400 in 3 days. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
down to $8,700. ;
35-63)"Time, Place" (WB) and "Glass
Capitol
(CT)
(2,700;
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-$l)
"Strange Woman" (UA) (2d wk). Alibi" (Rep), $2,500 in 3 days.
Nice $6,500. I^t
"Bedelia" (U);
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,039;
Down to $10,000 after sock $14,500
week," "Stairway to Heaven" CU) opening week.
70-95)—"Sinbad Sailor" (RKO) and
(8th wk), healthy $4,900.
Imperial (CT) (1,850; 30-50)—"San "Pall Guy" (Mono) (2d wk). PowerGuild
(FWC) (968; $1-$1.80)— Quentin" (RKO) and "Beat Band" ful $25,000. Last week, big '$35,000.
Big
"Best Years" (BK©) (2d wk)..
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2,Last week,
(Col).
Nice $5,500.
$14,500. Last week, great $15,800.
"Met a Murderer" (Indie) and 976; 70-95)—"Angel and Badman'"
Hawaii (G&S.-Blumenfeld) (956; "School for
(Indie)
(Rep) and "'Three on a Ticket'
Husbands"
60-$l)— "Red House" (UA) (4th wk), $4,000.
(PRC). Trim $18,000 or over. Ls-st
Light $3,000. Last Week, $3,700.
week; "Lady in Lake" (M-G) and
Loew's
(CT)
(2,800; 35-67)— "JolHollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$!)— son Story" (Col) (6th wk). Okay "Out California Way" (Rep) (2d
Neat
"Pursued" (WB) (2d wk).
Wk), strong $17,000,
$13,000 tfter big $15,500 for fifth.
Last week, good $19,000.
$16,000.
Palace
(CT)
3B-63)—
United Artists (United Detroit)
(2,300;
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen "Secret Heart" (M-G). Fancy $16,- (1,941; 70-95)—"Suddenly Spring'
50-85)— "Red House'
feld)
(475;
(Par) and "The Guilty" (Mono) (2d
000. Last week. "Time, Place" (WB)
(UA) (4th wk). Faint $2,000. Last (2d wk), $12,500.
Okay- $15,000.
wk).
Last; week,
week, slow $2,800.
35-63)—
Princess
sock $23,000."
(CT)
(2,300;
Iris (FWC) (828; 50-85 )—"Smash^
"Mighty McGurk" (M-G) and "FalUp" (U) (2d wk) and "Joe Palooka" con's Adventure" (M-G).
Fine
(Mono). Good $6,000. Last week, $8,000. Last Week, "Swell Guy" (U)
sturdy $8,400.
Buffalo i. 0. Dull Albeit
and "Wild Beauty" (U), $7,800.

Modest

$20,000,

.

'

.

.

learf

,

.

Loew State (Loew-WC) (2,404; 50
*1)— "Carnival Costa Rica" (20th).
Last week, "Boomer
ang" (20th) (3d wk), fair $11,400

Slow

"Ladies

Man"

(Par) (6 days), faint

Los Angeles (D'toWtt-WC) (2,097: $13,500.
Paramount Hol>ywood (F&M) (1,"H&ppened in Brooklyn'
Brunette"
50-$l)— "Favorite
(M-G). Good $22,000. Last week, 451;
"Beginning or End" (M-G) (2d wk)
(Par).
Great $21,000. liast week.
only $10,300.
"Easy Come" (Par) and "Ladies'
Loyola (FWC) (i;248; 50-$l)
Man" (Par), dull $8,900.

—

"Carnival Costa Rica" (20th). Fancy
»KO Hllistreet (RKO) (2,890; SO$8,000.
Last week, "Boomerang" SO )--"Sinbad Saiiof (RKO) (2d wk)
(20th) (3d wk), good $6,100.
and "Millie's Daughter". (€ol). Good
Marcal (G&S) (900; 50-$l)—"Fan- $19,000. Last week, with "Thirteenth
(RKO) (reissue). Record- Hour" (Col) (3 days), big $29,100.
tasie"
breaking $11,000. Last week, subB;ltz.(FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)—"Smashseftuent-run.
Up" (tJ) (2d wk) and "Joe Palooka"
ivnilion Dollar (D'town) (2,420; SO- (Mono).
Neat $8,000. Last week,

BS)—"Mighty McGurk" (M*G) and
"Gallant Bess" (M-G). Nice $9,500.
Last week, "Bedlam" (RKO) and
"Game of Death" (RKO > (2d runs),
with "Asylum of Horrors" on stage,
okay

$13,500.

Orpheum (D'town-WC)

(2,210; 50-

fl)—"Buck Privates" (U) and "Devil
Wheels" (PRC) (2d wk). Near $9,OOO in 5 days. Last week, heat $19,500.

.Palace
,

(D'town-WC)

(1,237;

$X-

$1.80)— "Best Years" (RKO) (9th
Wk). Sock $24,000. Last week, great
$26,300.

.Pantagcs (Pan) (2,812; 50-$!)—
"Sinbad Sailor"' (RKO) (2d wk) and
"Millie's Daughter" (Col). Pleasing
$17,000. Last week, wfth "Thirteenth

Hour" (C;ol) (3 days), hefty $26,200.
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)—
and
Brunette", (Par)
"Renegade Girl" (SG). Big $32,000.
Last, week, ','Easy Come" (Par) and
.

"Favorite
.

Hub;

lake

28G;

44G, 2 Spots

Boston, March 25.
Continued good weather plus bet.
ter product Ih most spots ig maSi.
tainfng nice levels of biz for Hiah
lenten season, always off, "My Pa*
vorite Brunette," in second at Met
.

Key City Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
$3,419,200
Thl» Week
(Bosed on 22 cities, 207 theatres, chie/lv /ir«t

runs, incltaltnfl

N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Sear ........ ..$3,105,210
(Based on 22 cities. 189 theatres)

leading the town. "Lady in
the Lake" big day-date at State and

is still

Orpheum. "Sinbad" fine at Memo"
rial and "Boomerang" plus stage
show okay at the- RKO.
'Estimate^ tor This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$l.l0)-.
"Boomerang'' (20th), with Sonny
orch, Vivian Blaine, others

Dunham

MiHiroe dps

l^d'

on stage. Good $30,000. Last week
"Brennan Girl" (Rep) with In|
Spots, Johnny Otis, others on stace
$29,000,

Ooptey (Shubert) (1,000; $1.80)—
"Stairway to Heaven" (U). Finished
final

mas
Minneapolis, March 25.

(6th

week) at

$4,000.

House,

dark now.
Essuire (M-P) (l,200r $l.80)-*-"iBest
years" (EKO), (I8th wk): Rematos
exceptional $11,000 level after
about $11,500, last.
£3ceter
(Indie)
(1,300;
45-66)—
"Lady Surrenders" (U), (2d wk),
Nic« $5,000 after better than $8,000,
at

Plenty of moolah is lacing raked in
by loop houses, with Vaughn Monroe
band on Orpheum stage boosting
"Beat Band" to smash stanza. Two first.
Fepway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)—
strong entrieSj. "Razor's Edge" and
"Angel and Badman" (Rep) and
"Love Laughs It Andy Hardy," both "Her Sister's Secret" (PRC). Provare clicking. "Edge" » getting espe- ing solid here following Met
.

session,

cially big play.
big $11,000. liast week, "Nora PrenEstimates for This Week
tiss"
(WB) and "Calendar Girl"
Aster (Par) (000; 30-44)— "13th (Rep), $8,500.
Majestic (Indie) (1,500; 40-80)—
Hour" (Col) and "Gentleman Joe Pa-- "Adventuress"
(S-L) and "Born to
in
5
Good
$2,000
(Mono).
looka"
Speed" (PRC) (2d wk). Fine $11,000
days. Last week, "Falcon's Adven- after $14,000, first.'
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)^
ture" (RKO) and "Over Santa Fe
Trail" (Col), $2,200- in 5 days.
Sinbad" (RKO) and "Great to Be
50-70)— Young" (Col). Strong $28,000. Last
(1,600;
Century (Par)
(m.o) week, "I'U Be Yours" (U) and "Sing
(Par)
Suddenly Spring"
Neat $7,000. Last week, "Nora Pren- While Dance" (Col), $25,000.
Metropolitan (MrP) (4,367; 40-80)
tiss" (WB) (2d w^), okay $6,000.
Gopher (Par). (1,000; 44)— "Each —"Favorite Brxmette" (Par) and "7
His Own" (Par). Brought back to Were Saved" (Par) (2d wk). Nice
take advantage of Academy A^afd. $25,000 after big $33,000 opener.
Satisfactory |4,QQ0> Xast week, "San
OrpheaUi (toew) (2,900; 40-80)-Quentin" (BKO), $4,200.
"Lady in Lake" (M-G) and "BlondLyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70)—"CaU- ie's Big Moment" (Col). Trim $28,Second 000. Last week, "Lave Laughs Andy
fornia" (Par) (5th wk).
week here after two at Radio City Hardy" (M-G) and "Mighty Mcand one at Century. Sturdy $4,500 Gurk" (M'lS), $27,000.
after healthy $4,500 preceding canto.
Patamottnt (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—
Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-85)— "Angel and Badman" (Rep) and "Her
'Beat the Band". (RKO) and Vaughn Sister's Secret" (PRC).
Here from
Monroe orch, others, on stage, Mon- Met after week's layoff, staunch $16,-

the real pull here. En route to 600.
Last -weeki "Nora Prentiss'
smash $34,000. Last week. "Humor- (WB) and "Calendar Girl" (Hep),
esque" (WB), disappointing $11,000. $15,000.
Eadio City (Par) ,(4,000; 50-70)—
State (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)— "Lady
Razor's Edge" (20th). Given huge in Lake" (M-G) and "Blondie's Big
campaign, and likely will hit terrific Moment" (Col).
Excellent $16,000.
"Suddenly Last week, "Love Laughs Andy
week,
Last
$25,000.
Spring" (Par), good $18,000,
Hardy" ( M-G) and "Mighty Mc-

roe

is

,

ItKO-Pan (RKO) (1,B00; fl0-$1.50)
—"Best Ye£.rs" (BKO) (2d wk):
Chalking up amazing $25,000 after
smash $29,000 first week. Both sensational in view small house capaci-

Gurk" (M-G). $15,000.
Translux (Translux) (900; 3,074)—
"Dark Water" (Col) and "Bride By
Mistake" (Indie). Okay $6,000. Last
Week, "Alibi" (Indie) and "In Old

ty and length of picture.
California" (Indie)
State (Par) (2,800; 50-70—'Xove
Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G), Sturdy
$14,000. Last week, "Bed House^'

Uptown

$9,000,
(Par) (1,000:

(reissues), $5,000.

Tears' Huge 3S€ Tops

(UA), mild

80-55)—"Till

Clouds Roll By" (M-G). First nabe
showing, big $5,000. Last week, "Rue
Madeleine" (20th), $4,500.

World (Mann)

(350; SO-99)— "Jol(Col)
(6th Wk). StUl

son Story"
plenty big at $3,000 after hefty $4,200
preceding session.

St.loo;Xalif/Hel20G,
'Marriage' lousing
St. Louis,

March

ypls

Slor, 'House'

IIG, trentiss* 126

22G
25.

Local pre^m of "Best Years" looks
to hit great figure for first

week

at

the St. Louis.
"Perfect Marriage"
and "California" are the other two
strong newcomers.
Estimates for This Week

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 150-75)
Indianapolis, March 25,
"Perfect Marriage" (Par) E.nd "Big
Film biz continues down from the
$22,000
normal pace here this stanza, with Town" (Par). Looks great
"Nora or near. Last week, "Loelcet" (RKO)
Lenten influence topmost.
and
"Falcon Adventure" (RKO),
Prentiss," at Indiana, looks best
$11,000.
grosser, but is not big. "SmashrUp'
50-75)—
"CaliFox (F&M) (5,000;
at Keith's shapes okay.
'

.

Tearsl38,000;THrsiied'

$21,000.

50-$!)

Mareh 26, I947

good

$10,600.

Strong $20,000. Last
week, "Favorite Brunette" (Par) and
Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,800; 40-60)"Seven Were Saved" (Par), $25,000.
ISG/Eoomerang' I6I1 "Perfect Marriage" (Par)
and "Alias
Loew's, (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
Mr. Twilight" (Col). Mild $10,000. "Lady in Ltke" (M-G) and "BlonBuifalo, March 25.
Biz is on the mildish side here Last week, "Critne Doctor's " Man- die's Big Moment" (Col). (2d^ wk).
this week,
only "Best Years of hunt," with Bob Crosby orch on Fancy $17,000 after sock $25,000
stage, sock $22,000 at 48-72c scale.
Lives"
showing
retl
strength.
opener.
Indiana (Katz-DoUe) (3,300; 40-60)
"Years" looks smash.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)-—"Nora Prentiss" (WB). Mild $12,Estimates (or This Week
"It's Wonderful Life"
(RKO) and
Buffalo
(Shea)
40-70)— 000. Last week, "Rue Madeleine" "Song of South" (RKO) (2d run).
(3,000;
"Pursued" (WB). Moderate $15,000, (20th) and "Pilgrim Lady" (Rep), Big $16,000, Last week, "Boomerang^
Last week, "Ladies' Man" (Par) and $12,500.
Journey?
(20th)
""Strange
and
Keith's
(Indie)
40-60)
(1,300;
Hal Mclntyre orch on Stage, jtout
"Smash-Utx" (U), Okay $7,000. Last (20th), $10,000.
$24,500.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; ,^0-75)—
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,500; 40-70) week, "Scheherazade" (U) (2d wk), "Jolson
Story" (Col) (3d wk). Trim
$4,000.
—"Boomerang" (20th). Mild .$16,Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)— $10,000 after neat $11,000 last week.
000.
Last week, "Nora Prentiss'
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 90-$l.Sp)
"Red House" (UA) and "Secret of
(WB) (2d wk), good $12,500.
—"Best Years" (RKO). Great $36,Brtpp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)—"Be- Whistler" (Col). Tepid $11,000. Last
week, "Beginning or End" (M-G) 000. Last week, "Swell Guy" (U)
delia" (E-L) and ''ItV Joke" (E-L)
(Rep) (2d
and
Modest $7,500. Last Week, "Perfect and "Mighty McGurk" (M-G), $12,000. wk), "Ghost Goes Wild"
$5,000.
Lyrle^Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 40-60)
Marriage"
(Pair)
and. "Decby'"
"Plainsman and Lady" <Rep) and
(Mono), fine $10,000.
"Brennan
Girl"
(Rep).
Neat
$7,500.
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)—"Les
(WB) 'Madeleine' Strong
Miserables" (20th) and "Stanley and Last week, "Humoresque"
Estimates for This

Week

fornia" (Par).

He

'

Studio City (WC) (880; 50-$l)—
"Smash-Up" (U) (2d wk) and "Joe
Palooka" (Mono), Nice $5,000, Last
week, good $6^700.
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100; 50$1)— "Smash-Up" (U) and "Joe Palooka" (Mono) (2d wk). Hefty $13,000. Last week, healthy $18,900.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$l)—
"Carnival Ccsta Rica" (20th). Good Livingstone" (20th') (reissues). Just (m.o.), thin $4,500.
week,
"Boomerang" $3,500. Last week, "Mighty McGurk"
Last
$9,000.
(20th) (3d wk), okay $6,500.
(M-G) and
"Affairs
(Seraldine"
Vogue (FWC) (885; $1.20-$1.80)— (Rep) (3d wk), trim $3,700.
Golman's 'Murder'
"Duel in Sun" (SRO) (l2th wk). Fine
Lafayette (Basil) (3,100; 40-70)—
Last week, gofld "Johnny O'clock" (Col) and "Ciga
$10,000 or near.
Hollywood, March 25
rette Girl" (Col) (2d wk). Slipping
$10,400.
Next starrer for Ronald Colman
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l)— to $10,000. La.st week, solid $19,000 will be "The Art of Murder,"
to
20th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000:
"Happened in Brooklyn" (M-G). Oke
be filmed by Kanin Productions for
"Best Years" (RKO)
$14,000.
Last week, "Beginning or 90-$1.50)
Sock $38,000. Last week, "Shangha Universal-International release.
End" (M-G) (2d wk), weak .$5,200.
Shooting starts late in May with
(20th)
Wiltern (WB) (2,300; ,50-$l )— "Pur- Gesture"
(reissue)
and
Cukor
directing
and
sued" (WB) (2d.wk). Brisk $16,000. Tracy Vs. Cueball" (RKO), $8,000 George
Michael Kanin producing.
at 40-70c scale.
Last week, good $18,100,

:
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Louisville, March 25.
Plenty of soldiers from Fort Knox,
and droves of high schoolers iiere
for the State high school basketball
tournament hypoed biz for the

downtown houses through Saturday

(22), helping to overcome the Lenten slowup.
"Stairway to Heaven
at Loew's State is doins fiT-':
wise "13 Rue Madeleine" at the
(C!ontinued on page 22)
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llonse'-Lester

Sock $6S,0i, dcago;

'Locket'-Vaude $15,000,
Balto; 'Years' $32,000
Baltimore,

'Smash-Up IG,
March

Chicago,
less flu threats
highways,
of ice-free

With

and

ladeleiiiem
25.

S

Grosses Are Net
Film gross

"Favorite Brunette,"

new stageshow headed by King

Tdo, l5>ks strong $60,000 for
Chicago.
second stanza at the
*^"13 Rue Madeleine," at Garrick, is
and
heading ior powerful $24,000,
"Imash-Up" at Grand, is potent $30,:

estimates,

Estimates for This

as

re-

XB&K)

Madeleine" (20th), Smash $24,000.
Last week, "Beginning or End" (M(2d wk), fine $i2;000.

mGrand (RKO)

95)—"Smash-

(1,500;

Ud" (U), Potent $30,000. Last week,
(RKO) (5th wk), fair
"Sinbad"
$16,000.

Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 65-95)—
"Red House" (tlA) and Jerrjr Lester
Great
and Jan August on stage,
$85,000. Last week, "Apache Rose"
(Rep) and Sugar Chile Robinson topping stage shaw, big $56,000. _^

^ *^ce (BKO)
'

(2,500;

95)—"Affairs

Bel Ami" <UA) and "Beat Band"
Last
Moderate $20,000.
(RKO).
week, "Locket" (RKO) and "Sweetheart Sigma Chi" (RKO ), $16,000.
65-95)—
(Indie)
(1,700;
Bialto

however, as indicated, include the U.S. amusement tax.

Philadelphia, March 25.
Biz is brisk this week with four
openings^ High sppt is "My Favorite
at Mastbaum. Also blue
chips is "Sinbad the Sailor," which
is doing sensationally at the smallseater Goldman, "It's a Joke, Son"
is being boosted by Gene Krupa band
to fine week at the Earle. Surprise
of current session is "Bedelia," which
getting the benefit oj^mart bally
iis
despite lukewarm crix reception.
Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 50-94)—"Bedelia" (E-L).
Neat $16,500. Last
week, "Lady in Lake" (M-G) (3d
wk), only $8,500.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—
"Humoresque" (WB) (2d run). Good
$7,500. Last week, "Nora Prentiss"

of

(WB) (2d run),
Boyd (WB)

Good

opener.

Town

$6,000.
(2,350;

50-94)—"That
(2d wk).
So-so $15,500 after $21,500 last week,
Earle (WB) (2,760; 60-99)— "It's a
Joke" (E-L) with Gene Krupa orch.
Fine $25,000 or near. Last week,
(U) with Tommy
"Swell Guy"
Tucker orch. thin $16,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)— "Boomerang" I20th) (3d wk). Okay $16,000 alter husky $21,000 last.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)
—"Sinbad SaUor" (RKO). Sock $30,000. Last week, "Dead Reckoning*
(Col) (5th wk), $14,000.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)
—"The Locket" (RKO) (2d wk). Nice
$14,500 after huse $19,000 last week.
Keith's (Goldman) (1,500; 50-94)—
"Wonderful Life". fBKO) (2d rUn).
Lively $8,500. Last week, "Rue Madeleine" (20th) (2d run), oke $6,500.

Mastbaum

Smash

"Favorite

tSG

ing.

(WB)

(4,360;

Brunette"

(Par).

50-94)Great

Sunday show-

Last week. "Pursued"

(WB)

(2d

wk), so-so $18,500.
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)— "Jolson Story" (Col) (4th wk). Terrific

$34,600 after $38,500 opener.
Pittshur|h, March 25.
Stanton (WB). (1,475; 50-94)— "Beall doing healthy biz ginning or End" (M-G) (2d wk).
looks like holdovers right Slipping $8,000 after big $15,500,
down the line. Warner theatre,
launching iSrSt-rua policy with "Song
of the South," is getting thuinping
play, "California" has what it takes
at the Stanley. Indifferent notices
aren't hurting "Smash-Up" too much
Denver, March 25.
at Harris. "Best Years of Our Ijves"
Playing three theatres, "Dead
is starting to droop a little at Fulton,
Reckoning" looks to land top coin
With stiff scale believed to be the here this stanza. Best showing, howprincipal reason, while "Henry V" ever, is being made by "The Locket"
is holding steady as Art Cinema on
£,t the Orpheum with a sock session.
toad-show.
"Best Years" is still strong at the
Aladdin.
Estimaies for This Week
Estimates for This Week
Art Cinema (260; $1.20-$2.40)—
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 90-$1.80)—
"Henry V" (UA) (3d wk). Doing all
"Best Years" (RKO) (2d wk). Big
it can do at night here, with only
Last week, record-breaking
$15,000.
the mats off a little. Should do about

Sims are

lEdOlNG' FAT
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.

same

this week as last, around $6,000.
Pulton (Shea) (1,700; 90-$1.40)—
"Best Years" (RKO) (3d wk). Need
fttr a puimotor obviously felt, for
picture drops reserved showings and

ticket

$20,000.

Broadway (Cinema) (1,500; 35-74)
—"Love Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G)
and "Caravan Trail" (PRC) (4th
wk). Fine $5,000 in 4 days. LE.st
week, nice $7,000.
,
^
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)—
Oke
"California" (Par) (4th wk).
Last week, fine $12,500.
$8,000.
35-74)—
(2,525;
(Fox)
Denver
"Dead Reckoning" (Col) and "Susie
Steps Out" (UA), day-date with
Good $15,000.
Webber.
Esquire,
Last week, "Jolsbn Story" (Col) (2d
wk), good $15,000.
^
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "Dead
Reckoning" (Col) and "Susie Steps
Out" (UA), also Denver, Webber,
Last week, '-Jblson
Nice $4,000.
Story" (Col) (2d wk), $4,500.
^
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
"The Locket" (RKO) and "Beat
Band" (RKO). Big $18,000. Last
OM-G)
week, "Beginning or End
f.nd "Freddie Steps Out" (Mono),

tomorrow

sale

(wed,) and goes straight grind. However, more than that stiff scale seems
nurtmg. Holding to about $23,000 this
week. Did $28,500 last stanza on
Oscar awards.
^Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—
tfroa^-Up" (U). Will be near nice
|»D,ooq, enough tb give it holdover.
Last week. "Jolson Story" (Gol) (5th
wk), $11,000 in 6 days,
(Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)=—
.nr
Favorite Brunette" (Par) (2d wk).
up
hopes, with modest
So
*i^000
hkely. Last week, fine $22,000.
'^^^
(800; 40-70
"Pursued"
n«mf
iWB)
(m.o.). Okay $3,000. Last week,
or
End"
(M-G) (m.o.),
flS.i?"",*"S
atomic dud at $2,000.
„ Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
Story" (Col) (m.o.). Sixth
??£5,uowntown and it's still sock at
r;™?' Last week, "Shanghai Gesture' (20th)
(reissue) anf^'Mfflie's
daughter" (Col). $3,500 in 6 days.
<WB) (3,800; 40-70 )—"Calit,iS7".!*y,

fine $17,500.

Paramount (Fox)

(2,200;

„
35-74)

"Return of Monte Cristo" (Col) and
'^Blondie's Big Moment" (Col). Trim
La$t week, "Swell (luy
$11,000.
(U-I) and "Bringing Up Father
(Mono), fair $9,000.
^
,
'Par). Strong $25,000, and
(878; 35-74)— Jolson
(Fox)
Bialto
tw'*
Story" (Col), after two weeks at
second ol "Pursued"
Record
Denver, Esquire. Webber.
(WB), $11,500.
'

)—"Song
nf f"?,"". ( WB) (2,000; 40-70
Of
South"
(RKO).

lev

$7,500.

(UA)

Long-time m.o.

"^H^s switches to
nft^

flr.st-rim

wk), Slid way Off to thin $14,000;.
most second was $21,000, Second and third
•

:

weekend brought big houses,are happy currently.

J

i

the£,tr'es

sessions

were as disappointing as

^

(m.o.), good $3,000.
.
^
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"Dead
Reckoning" (Col) and "Susie Steps
Out" (UA), also Denver, Esquue.

pol-

$19,000 or over.
Last week. "Ladies'
SSvi*
(Par), $7,000 in 8 days.

Holds. Last* week j;Ramrod
and "Betty Co-Ed" (Gpi)
'

'

this Disney feature.
Has
.'Winner to launch new polsmash

Jolson
Last week.
Story" (Col) (2d wk), $3,000.

Good

sticks.

.

$3,000.

(Rappaport)

(1,600; 90-$1,50)

stage, looks to hit great $110,000.
Hall, with "Late George Apley"

The

and the big Easter Show on the
is likewise smash at $140,000.
"Tlie Locket" is doing a good $30,000 bh first week ending last (Tues.)
stc-ge,

—"Best Years" (RKO). First an- night at the Palace. "Devil Thumbs
nounced for four or five shows daily a Ride," at the Rialto, is heading for
at $1.80 and then switched to grind strong $10,000 or better, and holds.
at $1.50 top.
Some confusion but "Dead Reckoning," playing secplidlooks cblossal $32,000 or hear, un- run at the State plus vaude headed
heard of here. Last week, third of by Gene Sheldon and "Songwriters
on Parade," will strike fine $26,500,
"Sinbad" (RKO), $10,200.

Way With Women". CWB)

(1,200; 95-$1.80)

"Boomerang" (20th), steady $8,900.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)— "FaBrunette" (Par) (2d wk).
$13,000 after strong $17,300

vorite

it

advanced

Since the past

Both the Paramount and the Music opening one.
He.11 are the bright spots, and each
Boxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50)
nade" (20th) (reissue), $5,600.
Former "Boomerang" (20th) with Katherine
will 'Show Sock sessions.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)— with "My Favorite Brunette," plus Dunham dancers, Ernesto Lecuona,
Nice" Jimmy Dorsey band, Pat Henning Sid Caesar, Phil Regan on stage
"Brasher Doubloon" (20th),
$11,000 of near. Last week, second and Louis Jordan Tympany Five on
(4th-final wk). Going only two days

.
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New

biz' period.

—

i

$36,000 plus $4,000 for

and

seven-day
-v.w-

]

—"Best Years" (RKO) (14th wk>.
Kand^onie $33,000. Last week, $34,$06.

'i^ash'llp' mice at

$15,-

j

week, great $28,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 95)—
•Yearling" (M-G) (5th wk). Trim
$26,000. Last week, good $30,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 95)—
"Secret Heart" (M-G). Tidy $20,000.
Last week, "Perfect Marriage" (Par)
(2d wk), neat $16,000.

'Sooth'

smart

25-55)—
Mayfair (Hicks)
(980;
"Abie's Irish Rose" (UA). All-right
$8,000. Last week, "Sun Valley Sere-

tot

%

to $10,500 after

•

400.

BooseveH (B&K) (1,800; 95)— "Pursued" (WB) (2d wk). Neat $20,000.

tkl

—

.

Up" (U)

"Darnel Boone" (Indie) and "Windjammer" (Indie) (reissues). Tolerable $10,500. Last week, "Last Mohi(PRC) and "Kit Carson"
cans"
<PRC,) (reissues). $8,500.

Woods (Essaness)

Last week,

$10,800.

95)-"13 IlUe Brunette"

.(900;

Week

With five new, strong bills open- last was only $8,500, below hopes.
"Love ing and holdovers continuing to House goes back to reserved-seat,
Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G), mild show a stout tone, Broadway first- two-a-day policy on April 5 when it
brings in "Time Out of Mind" (U).
35-85)
(Mayer)
(594;
Bialto
runs
shape up in healthy fashion
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
25-70)—"Locket" (RKO) plus vaude. this week". Rain on Monday (24) "Devil Thumbs Ride" (RKO). Getor near, and holds.
Reaching out for nice $15,000. Last cut into week's total take but preva- ting fancy $10,000
"Dangerous Millions"
ahead,
week, second of "Dead Reckoning" lence of favorable weather still is In
(20th), $7,200.
(Col) and vaude, $12,900,
contributing to the good overall picBivoH (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20- ture. Many Times Square deluxers
Daughter" (RKO Teed
60)—"Swell Guy" (U). Starts today are depending more and more on —"Farmer's
yesterday (Tues.). Last
off here
(Tues.) after two weeks of "Smash- strong weekends to make for a solid
week, "Blaze of Noon" (Par) (3d
exciting $13,000.

Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 95)—^'Jolson
Story" (Col) (13th wk). Steady $22,noo Last week, same.

^^Gai'r'iSk

at llflG,

(Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20-60)
—Century
"Stairway to Heaven" (U>. Un-

prices,

nno "Affairs Of Bel Ami" appears
SSderate $20,000 at the Palace. "Seis doing fairly well at
ca-fet Heart"
$20,000 at United ATHste.^__^
/
Estimates for This Week

Chicago (B&K> (3,900; 95)--"Favocite Brunette" (ParJ (2d wk) plus
King Cole Trio on stage. Still strong
at $60,000 or close. Last week, with
Danny 0'Neil p.a., $61,000 albeit be-

Dor^y Wham

just fair.

list is

ported herewith, from the vari»
ous key cities, are net, i.e., without the 20% tax. Distributors
share on net tSke, when playing
percentage, hence the esthnated
figures are net income.
The parenthetic
admission

WqusC" with Jerry Lester and Jan
with
August on stage at Oriental,
$65,000.

'Brunette'-J.

Hippodrome

five new entries
better currently as
toed off. Top newcomer is "Red

tfrsit

N. Y. Brisk; 'Apley' Great $140,il),

25,

Locket," tied to vaude, at the combo
also looks good. Rest of

-f

weelc
biz generally
first

fa

with

March

Business is on the off-side here,
with best action registered by "Best
Years of Lives" Which opened an
upped-price run at the Town. "The

"

"Farmer's
off
Daughter"
teed
yesterday (Tues.) at the Rivoli after
three disappointing weeks of "Blaze
of Noon."' Latter slid to thin $14,000
on concluding stanza.
Criterion
brings in "Johnny O'clock" today
(Wed.) after .a rather dreary week
with "Show-Off," which likely will
be near $19,000 for the single session.
Globe is doing well enough at $25,000 with ""Red House" in current
Kansas City, March 25.
(2d) frame to hold a third. House
Clothing startling about film trade has "That's My Mtn" set to follow.
in any house, and moderate is best
Roxy is opening "Carnival in
that can be said for the week's take. Costa Rica" Friday (28) instead of
Helped by a cash contest, "Locket" usual
opening
Wednesday.
day,
at the Orpheum will make best show- Switch was made because "Boomering.
ang" is set to play RKO houses in
Estimates for This Week
N. Y., this picture, coupled with
Esquire - Uptbwn - Fairway
(Fox stageshow headed by Katharine DunMidwest) (820, 2,043, 700; 45-65)— h{,m dancers, Ernesto Lecuona, Phil
"Swell Guy" (U). So-so $14,000. Last Regan and Sid Caesar, still being

WTrimlSG

Best Bet in K. C.

past third week to make way fot
opening of "Costa Rica" (20th) on
Friday (28). Third round held to
while second was
$90,000,
strong $103,000,
State (Loevc's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
"Dead Reckoning" (Col) (2d run!
with vaude headed by Gene Shele"
r
a
Pa
d
"Songwriters on
don,
Fine $26,500. Last week,
others.
"Lady in Lake" (M-G) (2d run)
with Michael O'Shea, J. C. Heard

stout

,

stage,
Five, WildeTwins, others,
stout $28,500, way over hopes.
(2,756; 75-$1.50)—
Strand. (WB)
"Pursued" (WB) plus Louis Prima
orch, Frank Marlo\j9e heading stageshow (3d wk). Continues big at
$56,000; second strong $60,000 but bit

from expectancy. Continues,
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)—
of Bagdad" (FC) (reissue)
(3d wk). Sturdy $12,500 after okay
$15,000 for second. Stays fourth.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60-

off

"Thief

$1.20)^"Stairway to Heaven" (U)
(2d wk). Still doing nicely at $29,000 or near; first was big $31,000 but
not

up

'

to hopes.

-

week, "Boomerang"

(20th), $15,000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 65 )—"Well(Indie).
Condigger's Daugliter"
tinues house on its foreign film policy. Nice $6,000. Last week, "Brief
Encounter" (U) (3d wk), fancy $4,500,

big.

stout

'YearsMerrif |48,000,
Prov.; 'Lake' Steut

will finish third week at
$90,000 and goes two days

It

'Sue'

more.

Connee Boswell and Jackie
Miles head hew stage layout start-

mi

Vaade Hoi 8G

Providence, March

25.

Albee more than doubled its scale
Park Avenue is bringing in "Time for "Best Years of Lives" and is do^ „
Out of Mind" on April 5, and re- ing sock bi^. Loew's is nice with
Midland (Loew's)' (3,500; 45-65)— verting to reserved-seat, two-a-day "Lady in the Lake." "Sioux City
"Thirteenth
policy.
(UA)
Current
plus vaudeville is givilig Fay s
House"
Sue"
"Red
and
film, "Yetrs BeHour" (Col). Fair $13,000. Last tween," is down to $7,500 this a nice week.
week, "Dead. Reckoning" (Col) and session.
Estimates for This Week
"Susie Steps Out" (Col), $14,000.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 90-$1.50)—
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45Astor (City Ihv.) (1,300; »5-$2.40) "Best Years" (RKO). Looks to get
65)— "Favorite Brunette" (Par) (2d —"Best
Years" (RKO) (20th wk). wOw $48,000. Last week, "The Lockwk). Good $10,000 or over. Last Climbing a bit over last
week via et" (RKO) and "Plainsman and
week, big $17,000.
Academy awards, and still great at Lady" (RKO) (2d wk), good $14,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)— $43,500; last week was
$42,000.
Carlton( Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
"The Locket" (RKO) and "Beat the'
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$l,50) "Kit Carson" (PRC) and "Last of
Band" (RKO). "Locket" in behind a —"Happened in Brooklyn"
(M-G) Mohicans" (PRC) (rfeiSSues) (2dwk).
cash contest for nice $13,000. Last with Sammy Kaye orch,
Harvey
was happy
week, "Sinbad Sailor" (RKO) and Stone heading sttgeshow (2d wk). Nice $6,000. First sesh
"Dangerous Money" (Mono) (2d Wk), Still stout at $69,000 after big $86,000 $7,000.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "Sioux
big $9,000.
opener, slightly below hopes. Con- City Sue" (Rep) and vaude on stage.
Tower (Fox-Joffee) (2,100; 45-65)— tinues.
"Confiweek,
Last
$8,000.
Bangup
"Apache Rose" (Rep) and "Over the
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25) dential Agent" (WB) (reissue) and
Santa Fe Trail" (Col) with vaude on —"Johnny O'Clock" (Col).
Opens vaude, $7,000.
stage. Traffic up a bit to $9,500. Last today
(Wed.) after disappointing
44-65)—
(Fay)
(2,200;
Majestic
week, "Secret of Whistler" (CoD and week with "Show-Off" (M-G). Red
Women" (AVB) and
"Boston Blackie and Law" (Col) Skelton comedy wound up with thin "That Way With
"Devil On Wheels" (PRC). Fancy
with vaude, slow $8,000.
$19,000 or near.
In ahead, "Sche- $16,000. Last week, "Nora Prentiss"
herazade" (U) (3d wk), $17,000.
(WB) (2d wk), big $14,000.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)—
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44"Red House" (UA) (2d wk). Fairly 65)— "Miss Pilgrim"
(20th)
and
'Rille'-Beiieke-Mier
nice at $25,000 after splendid $3^00
"Hard-Boiled Mahoney" (Rep) (3d
initial session.
Stays third frame wk). Snappy $10,000. Second week,
Big 131,000 in Cincy;
with "That's My Mui" (Rep) due to
$13,000.
open next.
(Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— "Lady
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)— in State
Lake" (M-G) and "Blondie's Holilake' 14C;, 'Locket' 13G "Angel
and Badman" (Rep) (4th
Stout $22,000. I^st
(M-G).
wk). 'WiIl do trim $10,000 or over; day"
Cincinnati, March 25.
week, "Dead Reckoning" (Col) and
Combo Albee regains the down- third was $11,500, both nice profit. "Blonde for a Day" (Col), strong
town biz lead this week with the Tex Stays a fifth.
Golden (UA) (767; $1.20-$2.40)— $26,000.
Beneke-Glenn Miller band on stage
(Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
Strand
and "Devil Thumbs Ride." Straight "Henry V" (UA) (30th wk).' Hold- —"Perfect Marriage"
(Par)
and
films are fronted by "Best Years" in ing..s.teady around recent levels. For
"Blind Spot" (Col). Oke $12,000. 1.ast
second week at Capitol after house- 29th week ended last Saturday (22) week, "Cross My Heart" (Par) and
record opener. New bills are "Lady hit $7,500; 28th stanza wtis' $8,000, "Lone Wolf Mexico" (Col) (2d wk),
in Lake," lush at the Grand, and both very profitable.
'
Hollywood (WB) (1,499; 70-$1.10) $9,000.
"Locket" okay in the Palace.
—"Nora Prentiss" (WB) (5th wk).
Estimates for This Week
Getting okay $13,500 this session
Alljee (RKO) (3,100; 55-95)— "Devil
$16,000 for fourth. Stays until
Thumbs Ride" (RKO) and Tex Ben- after
"2 Mrs.
5 when
CfarroUs" lockef-l^iide MiUisk
April
eke-Glehn Miller orch, others, on
(WB) opens.
stage. Sock $31,000. Last week, "Beat
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)—
23G, Frisco; '!4ike'2M^
Cole
Trio,
King
and
(RKO)
Band"
"Locket" (RKO) (2d wk). Looks to
others, on stage, $30,000.
San Frt-ncisco, March 25.
hit good $30,000 in first week ending
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 90-.$1.50)—
Spring-like weather here is being
„...
last (Tues.) night. In ahead, "Sin
"Best Years" (RKO) (2d wk). Plump bad"
for the dull business tone at
blamed
(RKO)
Wk),
smooth
(8th
$24,000 on heels of $32,000 preem, $19,000.
film theatres. All spots took a licknew high on present policy. Holds.
ing from the weather, even "Best
Paramount
(Par) (3,664: 70-$i;50)
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 55-70)— "Lady —"Favorite Brunette" (Par) and Years" tumbling from its terrific
in Lake" (M-G). Lush $14,000. Holds
Jimmy Dorsey orch, Pat Henning, opening week figure at the United
on. Last week, "Beginning or End"
Louis Jordan (2d wk). Initial stanza Nations. "Lady in Lake" is making
(M-G) (2d wk), itoW $5,500.
ended last (TCles.) night hit great a fairly good showing. AmOng^the
Keith's (UP) (1.542; 55-70)— "Stair- $110,000
or slightly better.
Last mild openers are "Fabulous DOPway to Heaven" (U) (3d wk). Good week, "Suddenly Spring" (Par) plus seys." "The Locket," "Boomerang"
$6 000 after swell $9,000 second sesh. Johnny Long orch, Joan Edwards, and "Betst With Five Fingers."
Lyrle (RKO) (1.400; 55-70)— "Kit Buddy Lester (3d wk), down to
*
Estimates for This Week
Carson" (PRC) and "Last of Mohi- $47,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844: 60-95)
Badid City Musie Hall (Rockefelcans" (PRC). Hotsy $8,000. Ditto
headed
lers)
70-$2.40)
"George —"Locket" (RKO) plus vaude Chuck(5,945;
last week on "Raider" (Indie) and
Burnette and
Smiley
by
Apley" (20th) and Hall's big Easter
"Down Missouri Way" (Rep).
Boys. Mildish $23,000 or bet(RKO) (2,600; 55-70)— Show on stage. Starting out in wagon
Palace
ter.
Last week, "Sinbad Sailor"
"liocket" (HKO). Okay $13,00(). Last rousing fashion with sock $140,000
(RKO) plus vaude headed by Bob
week, "Johhrty O'Cloelt" (Col), $15,- or over likely. Naturally holds. Last
week, "Sea of Grass" (M-G) and Evans and Art Norkus Trio (3d wk),
000.
fine $17,000.
Shuberi (RKO) (2,100; 55-70 »— stageshow (3d wk), $108,000,
F»K (FWC) (4,651; 55-95)—"BoomPark Avenue (U) (583: $1.20-$2,40)
"Johnny O'clock" (Col) (m.o.). Mild
(20th i.
Drab $22,000. Last
erang"
(3d wk).
$3,500 in » days. Last week. "Nora —"Years Between" (U)
(Continued on ptise 22)
Slipping to modest $7,500 this frame;
Prentiss" (WB) (m.o.). $4,500,
ing Friday.
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REVIEWS

The Egg and
UnivevBal

.

:

-Colbert explaining to a dining car

I
Krsklne-

iinialnre Reviews

waiter— who has dropped an egg and
refuses to talte it seriously— what

"The Egg and I" (U). Pleasing
comedy picturization of the best-

Vtei F. Finklehofto (Leonard Goldstein) travail lies behind each of those elreduction.
Stars Claudette Colljert, and
t'red MacMnrrays teatures Marjorle Main, liptoid shell-pieces. For the curtain,
,o«ise Allbrltton, ana Percy KllbrUe. Di- Miss Colbert turns to the audience
rected by Ersklne. Screenplay, Ersklne and exasperatedly and declares; "I could
Finklelioffe, tram the book by Betty Jlacbook." Which is, of course,
Donald. Editor, BusscU Schoengarth; cam- write a
exactly what Miss MacDonald did.
era, Milton Krasner; music, Frank Skinner.
Iradesliown N. Y., Mai-ch 21, '47. Running
Production as whole is plenty adetune, 108 SONS,
„
splashy, showing
^,
Colbert quate, although not
Claudette
Bettv..
-Fred MacMurray that Goetz was minding his budget.
Bob.
^Sr^ort?,.^?]" Tiiere's certainly no squawk about
Ma Kettle..
Louise Allbrltton that, however, especially in view of
Harriet PutnamPercy Kilbride
Pa Kettle
qualities
of the picture
pleasing
the
nichard Long
Tom Kettle
Herb.
Billy House as a whole.
.,
Billy Reed

sellihg

.

Sheriff...........
Jdrs. Hicks, i,...

Betty's Mother..

...Elisabeth Itisdon
Berke.s

.......John
Vic Potel
CpOTfkar.........
Fuzzy JCnlght
C!ab Driver......;^
IsabelO'Madlgan
3(»rs: Hick's Mother
.......Dorothy Vaughan
Maid

Oeoduck...--.-.

moderate boxoffice returns.
"Backlash" (20th). Fair whodunit for the duals.
"Apache Rose" (Musical-Color)
(Rep). Initial Roy Rogers musical oater in„c61or gives extra
value for marketing,
"Nicholas Nickleby" (GFD).
British-made version of Dickens'
story too slow, lacking marquee
draw for big U. S. boxoffice.
"ITntamed Fury" (PRC). Lightweight actioner for the duals.
"Turners of Prospect Road"
((3N). Greyhound racing meller
only good enough for dualers in
Itogland where produced.

Carnival in Costo Rica
(MUSICAL—COLOE)
Hollywood, March 22.
of William A. Bacher
Stars Dick Haymes, Vera-EUcn,
Cesar Romero, Celeste Holm; features Anne
Revere, J. Oirrol Nalsh, Leouona Cuban
Boys. Directed by Gregory Ratoft. Original screenplay, John Larkin, Samuel Hofcamera
Beinhardt;
Elizabeth
fenstein,
music,
Jackson;
Harry
(Technicolor)-,
20th-Fox

(WB).

Learn"

and

"Love

':;

'

\

Ida Moore
..Donald MacBrlde
...Samuel S. Hinds
Esther Dale

at

Lightweight musical slated for

• •

Old Lady.,.....,
Mr. Henty......

book shonld do well

the b.o.
"Carnival In Costa BIca" (Musical-Color) (2(lth), Bright color
and rhythmic Latin tunes make
for good entertainment.

release

production.

This picturization of Betty MatDonald's best-selling book is the inithe Ernesto Lccuona; lyrics, Harry Ruby, %vlth
tial big-budgeter to come from
added lyrics by Sunny Skylttr and Albert
Universal studios since the merger Stillman;
dances, Leonlde Masslne; editor,

carries extra' exploitation weight because of color lensing,
appeal
to
adult
less
•Ihere's
"Apache Rose" than expected in a
Rogers western but it contains plenty
of juve Interest. Tunes also fail to
be more than, adequate. Best song

^nnouncer, and has

times, and "Jose," sung by Sons of
Pioneers, complete score.
Rogers is an oil wildcatter in this
one and runs into some highly complicated skullduggery when he tries
to get drilling rights on an old Spanish landgrant. To make the plot modern, there's a gambling ship anchored
offshore, but that script concession
doesn't lessen fact that it's the old

Scott)

now

1947
returned

Directfbn by Cavalcanti. whof*
reputation rests mainly on doSi.
mentaries, is pedestrian.
Biggest draw for this film is Diek.
ens, for whom there appears to
Be
presentation comes from Dale Evans a strong vogue at the moment,
Cone.
with singing of "There's Nothin' Like'
Coffee in the Mornjn'." Rogers does
IJntoitaed
well by "Wishing Well." Title tune,
PRC release of Danches Bros. (Ewini
'Ride Vaquero," is reprised several

Vnry

production, directed by Stott. pmI
tures Qaylord Pendleton, Leigh WhinBeT
Mlkel Conrad, Mary COnwell, Althea MnJl
ScreeWIay, Taylor Caven and Pgii
phy.
Gerard Smith basea on Scott's story, "ni.
tor Bait"! eaiiiera, Ernest Miller; editor
Robert Crandalli music, Alexander Laszio
Tradeshotvn N. T., Marcli 20, '47. Run^
ning time, 61 M1N8,
Jeff Owen
Gaylord Pendleton
.

formula land steal. Gamblers know
about the oil and are seeking to take
over the land by virtue of I.O.u.'s
owed them by the ranch owner.
Dale Evans is a Tugboat Annie of
the west and does well by the assignment. Clin Howlin is in for prairie
comedy as Rogers' pal, Russ Vincent,
the ranch owner; Terry Frost, Sheriff;
George Meeker, chief hea\jy; Minerva
Urecal, Conchita Lemus, dancer, are
among those giving Rogers good sup-

,

'Gator-Bait Kirk
.........Mikel Conrad
Uncle Gabe
Leigh Whinner
Judie Kirk
............Mai-y
Patricia Wayburn. .......... Althea Murphv
Sam Kirk.,,., ...... ......Jack RuthevfOra
Crane Owen.. ............. ..Charles Keaue
Ligc
.Rodman Bruce
.Swamper
Paul Savage

CoS

Pompnno

•

B. Q, Marshall

John Bradbury

..Norman MacKay

Fairly writhing with alligator.^ is
this story of life deep in Florida's
Okefenolcee sWamp region.
Pro.
ducer-director Ewing Scott filmed his
own tale on location in the watery
Vera-BIlen
Luisa Molina...........
.Cesar Botnero
backwoods and while generating ocPcpe Castro. ..........
port.
.Celeste Holm
suspense,
casional
picture's
niche will
William Witney's direction of the
Anne Revere rich girl theme. Story brings two
Blsa MoYlna.
be found in the lower half of the
.^....J. Carrol Naish •angles together, romance blossoms, Gerald Geraghty original script spots
Rico Molina.....
...Pedro de Ciordoba gets a misunderstanding setback and some good action moments in the Ed- duals. With no cast names, exhibs
Mr. Castro
Barbara Whiting then moves into the expected finale ward J. White production. Color will have to rely upon exploiting the
1. ,
Maria
Father Rafael....... ....... ..Nestor Paiva
film's background to draw 'em in.
lensing
Jack
by
Marta
other
and
top
doesn't
have
a
clinch.
Film
Fritz Feld
Clerk
pact.
Told in flashback, footage resolves
Brog.
Tommy Ivo budget, but William Jacobs' produc- contributions are expert.
Johnny Molina.
itself into a feud between two swamp
Claudette Colbert and Fred Mac- Mrs. Castro
Miml Aguglia tion supervision has given It okay
Themselves
raised lads, Gaylord Pendleton and
Murray in starring roles are only Lecuona Cuban Boys....
Anna DeWetrlo physical appurtenances. Frederick
Mikel Conrad. College trained, formoderate boxoffice draws currently, Concha
.Severe Lopez de Cordova's direction makes the
Bell Boy.
stand
pretty
well
(BBmSH-MADE)
must
becomes a state engineer bent
mer
so the picture
Walter":. .... .... .. ..... .. .WllUaro Sidmunds best of the material and does endow
London, March 12.
upon improving the lot of the OkeSoledad ^Imlnez picture with good pace.
on its own feet, albeit plenty propped Maid
General Film Distributors release of
.Alfredo Sabato
toy the tremendous popularity of Miss Bartender, , . .....
"Tune lineup includes "Would You Ealing Studios production. Stars Cedrio fenokee dwellers while Conrad stays
. ... ...... .Martin Gafralaga
behind
and emerges from boyliood as
MacDonald's bestseller. Fortunately, Cab Driver.
Hardwlcke,
Stanley
Holloway;
K.
features
Tobias,
M.
Believe
Charlie
by
Me,"
Alfred
Drayton,
Cyril
Fletcher,
from that standpoint, most of the
Fay a typical swamp denizen. Balance of
Jerome and Ray Heindorf and "If Compton,
Bernard Miles, Sybil Thorndikc, story is rather obvious. Conrad at"Carnival in Costa Rica" gains conchanges that have been made in
You Are Coming Back to Me" and Derek Bond. Directed
by Cavalcanti. tempts- to prevent any change
adapting the yarn have been for the siderable from authentic footage "Happy Me," by Jerome and Jack Screenplay by John Dighton
in the
froln Charles
better and the bOok^s vast audience filmed, in the Central American cof- Schon. Numbers are sung by Jack Dickens' novel. Music by Lord Berners, Okefenokee and eventually realizes
fee capital. The tunes are gay, the
conducted by Broest Irving.
should turn out en niasse.
Camera, he had the wrong attitude.
and the story Carson and "Believe Me" is reprised Gordon Dines. At Tlvoli theatre, London.
Sandwiched in are some fair roScreen story devised by Chester Technicolor beautiful
by "Crudi Erwin in dancehall se- Running time, 108 MINS.
production
adequate.
appeal
of
Sight
mantic
scenes
contributed
by
tampers
Mary
Nicholas Nickleby
Erskine and Fred Finklehofle
Derek Bond
pace is sprightly. quence for okay results.
Nickleby
Cedrio Hardwicke Conwell and Althea Murphy. There
very little with the load of amusing is excellent, the
Martha Vickers is the rich girl who Ralph
Mrs. Nickleby
Three dance numbers are spotted
Maiy Merrall are also some okay underwater swim,
situations Miss MacDonald gets hertakes a fling at life by aiding the Kate Nickleby
Saily Ann Howes
with Vera-Ellen's terping a decided
Alligator
ming shots.
sequences
self into when her husband snaps
struggling tunesmiths, Carson and Newman Noggs
Bernard
Miles
should garner a fair amount of intert... Athene Seyler
her out of a Boston finishing school assist. She also appears to advan- Robert Hutton.
Her masq,uerade Miss La Crcevy
on vocaling with Dick Haymes.
Wackf ord SqueerS
Alfred Drayton est. Generally thesping is in keeping
and takes her oflE to the moderp-day tage
Gregory Ratoff's direction gets a causes boys plenty of confusion and Mrs. Squeers
Syblr Xhorndlke with apparently low budget. Scott's
frontier of the Pacific Northwest to
makes for misunderstanding between Fanny Squeers
Vlda Hope
lot of movement into telling rather
einbark on chickeh farming. Femme
gal and Hutton that doesn't get Waokford Squeers, Jr
Roy Hermitage direction is slow moving, while
Liatin
boy
and
ordinary
story
of
a
Alfred Mantalinl
Ernest Miller's lensing adequately
Cyril Fletcher
knows nothing of housekeeping in girl, betrothed to each other by their cleared up until the final reel. Trio Madame
Mantalinl
....Fay Compton captures the swamp atmosphere,
general, let alone under conditions
work hard for chuckles, as does Janis Vincent Crummies
Stanley Holloway
parents, but in love with someone
that taclude no indoor- plumbing and
Paige, girl friend of Carson.
Mrs. Crummies
...Vera Pearce
boy, Cesar Romero, has
no electricity^ so the flock of inci- else. Ihe Celeste
Otto Kruger, Miss Vicker's under- Ned Checryble
}
¥ispn@rs of Prospeet
Holm, nitery singer,
fallen for
James Hay ter
dents that enliven her life are hardly
Craig Stevens, her Charles GheerybleJ
standing
papa;
girl, Vera-Ellen, goes for
Prank Cheeryble
Rottd
Emrys Jones
surprising. Picture takes them up, while the
stuffed shirt fiance, and others in Tim Llnklnwater
Roddy Hughes
coffee buyer. Tliis plot,
(BEmSH-MADE)
one after the other, with light-heart- Dick Haymes,
cast are adequate to characters as- Smike
Aubrey Woods
moves
steadily
to
the
expected
which
London, March 13.
Patricia Hayes
edness and good humor.
signed. Trio of scripters on Harry Phoebe
Grand National release of Maurice J.
Brey
George Relph
Shortcoming is In an evenness of conclusion, is adequate framework Saiiber's story added little. They Mr.
Wilson , production.
de
Stars
Jeanne
Madeline Brey
dances
jiii Balcon
for
tunes
and
meshed
in
unwriting
treatment^tiartially in the
were Eugene Conrad, lYancis Swann Mr. Qregsbury
Directed by
Michael Shepley Casalis, Wilfrid Latvson.
Bacber^s production
Erskine's

with International last fall that resulted in installation Of Bill Goetz
as production topper. There was
naturally, therefore, every effort to
make if a worthy teeofE for U-I's announced policy of nothing but important A's. While the result is not
outstandingly auspicious, "The Egg
and 1" is a SoUd laugh-getter designed to lilt the b.o. with good im-

William Reynolds, Reviewed at Grauman's
Running time,
Chinese. March 21, '47.
96 MISS.
,Dlek Haymes
Jeft Stephens. ..... . . .
.
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der William A.
but more importafttljr in
direction—that fails to suck the guidance.
"Another Night Uke This," "I'll
drama out of the situations presented Know
It's Love" and "Mi Vida" are
In the book. Even the supposedly
standout songs, given strong presenbig scene where a forest flre licks
tation by Vera-Ellen and Haymes.
down at all' that the chicken-rais- Numbers
are by Ernesto Lecuona and
ing couple have in the world—their
Harry
Ruby. AdcUtiohal lyrics for
home, barn. and. henhouses—fails to
"In Costa Rica" and "Gui Pi Pia"
achieve suspense or deep-seated emo..
contributed by Sunny, Sky lar
tional drama. For all that can be were
Albert Stillman. There also are
seen of the flre in the picture, it and
might be nothing more serious than two instrumentals,' "Maracas" and
"Rhumba Bamba," played by the Lea couple boy scouts rubbing sticks.
Likewise, throiigh the film, all the cuona Cuban Boys.
Vera-Ellen
scores with choreogmishaps are treated from the light
and humorous angle, rather than oc- raphy, particularly in the "Bridal
casionally from the dramatic, with Night" production number. She is
given
an
assist oh opening' produchumor
is
the
never
result
that
the
pointed up and ,c6mes out as a series tion dance by Leotiide Massine, who
of chuckles instead of the belly staged dances. Celeste Holm sings
laughs that result when an audience "Gui Pi Pia," which is worked into
jumps on a bit of comedy as relief large fiesta production number. Rofrom a throat-gripping situation. mance between Haymes and VeraErskine and Finklehoffe seeiii to miss Ellen is pleasantly depicted and fares
completely— as Miss MacDonald did better' than the Romero-Miss Holm
somewhat in her book, toor-the faqt story sequences.
Anne Revere is excellent as Verathat great comedy must hew right up
Ellen's mother. J, Carrol Naish and
to that thin line that divides it from
Pedro de Cordoba spot some frantic
extreme pathos.
Miss Colbert is appealing but not antic comedy as the two Ijatin papas.
entirely believable as the City gal Ifestor Paiva is a believable priest,
Of the footage was taken in
who accepts so willingly out of wifely !^uchRica
and is a sterling tourist
love the rugged life husband Mac- Costa
Murray lays Out for her. MacMurray plug, displaying scenic beauty and
pageantry of fiesta time irj coffee
routine,
role
in
his
through
his
runs

and L A.

-

.

'

—

which is. unfortunately accentuated by .the impassive manner of the telling of the
story itself. Percy Kilbride and Marjorie Main, as the Kettles, the tobacco-road-like neighbors of Miss
Colbert and MacMurray, are literally tops as character players, accounting, by their feeling and understanding of their roles, for high points
in the film every time^ they're on
the screen. Billy House also scores
in the character department as an
superficial fashion

itinerant merchant.
Louise Allbrltton is telling in a
role that will come as-a bit of surprise td readers of the book. Added
part is that of a sirenish widow,
owner of a fancy farm down the
road, who is out to snare MacMurray.
Miss Colbert's suspicions: of what
goes on between Miss Allbrittbn and
MacMurray, as matter of fact, lead
her to leave him. The Allbrltton

land.

Ace camera work

by Harry

is

Jackson, who obtained full tint, values in his lensing.
Brofl.

Love and E^arn
(MtfSICAL)
Hollywood, March

2S.

Warner Brcs. release of William Jacobs
.Stars Jack Carson, Robert HutMiu-tha Vickers, Janis Paige; features
Otto Kruger, Barbara Brown, Tom D'Anpro<]u('tl()n.

ton,

droa, Florence Bates, Craig Stevens.
Directed Ijy Frederick de Cordova.
Screenplay, Eugene Conrad. Francis Swann, I. A.
h. Diamond; adapted from story by Harry
Hauber;" camera, Wesley. Anderson; songs,
Charlie Tobia.s, M. K. Jerome, Jack Scholl,
Ray .Heindorf ; score, Max. "Steiner; editor,

Frank McQee, Tradcshown Jlrrch
Running time, 84 MINS.

J.
Wilson. Screenplay, Patrick
Remage Maurice
ICirwan, Victor Katona; camera, Freddie
Ford.
At Hamer theatre, London. {Iun>
Dickens nIng time,
WNS,
..Wilfrid Lawson
be com- Win
Helena Fickard
pared with. Cineguild's "Great Ex- Lil
Betty
.Maureen Gyynni
pectations."
To make an enter- Grandma....
Baehlasla
Amy Veness
taining film of this Dickens classic Mrs. Webster
20th-Fo3c release of Sol M. Wurtzel (Cliff
..Jeanne de Casatis
J. G. Clarkson.....
Peter Bull
R^ Gana) production. Features Jean Bog- needed more courage than producer
Mr.,
ers, Richard Travis, Larry Blake, Jotm
Webster.
Michael Balcon has shown.
.Leslie Penina
He Terence 0'Keef8....,.,..,..Shamus
Eldredge, Leonard
Strong.
Directed by should have ignored the
Locke
vociferous
Nicky ;
Eugene Porde. Story and screenplay by rabid clique
DesMond Tester
of Diekensians and Magistrate.
,
Irving Sllman; camera, Benjamin Kline;
,..„,...«.',. .<%ristopher Steele
thought first of the millions who Jacqueltoe..
editor,
William F.
Claxton. Previewed
.a...... Giselle Morlalx
N. y., March l», '47. Running time, 68 care little or nothing whether any Ruby,.......,...,,.,..
Joy Prankau

Diamond. I«nsing and

L.

Broff.

.

.

Bob

W

.

,
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mm.

Catherine Morland
.....Jean Rogers
Richard Conroy.;......,i.. Richard Travis
Lt. Jerry McMullen....... ,. .Larry Blake
John Morland. ............. .John Eldredge
The Stranger.
Leonard Strong
James O'Nell
Robert Shayne
Marian Gordon.
J...... .Louise Currle

Red

Douglas Fowley

Bailey.

Dorothy.

.S&ra

Bemer

Det. Sgt. Tom Carey,... Richard Benedict
Pat McMullen.........
.Wynne Larke

Maureen.;.
it

'

.
'

'
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Ellmlst

I

particular character or episode is
missing as long as the picture does
no violence to the author and is enLong list of players known
here may pUt this one over in Bhgland, but in U.S. it will need a lot of
selling to get okay boxoffice.
The 52 characters of the original
have proved too much for the scripwriter here. Some minor characters
like Peg Sliderskew, Mr, Witterly,

drances, and lack of names is further indication of its slotting. It's
fair product for the duals.
Film is a slightly involved story
about a supposed murder, with a
half dozen persons as likely suspects.
Script is a succession of
scenes wherein a police lieutenant
interrogates the various suspects,
^nd slowly works his way to solution of tlie mystery. Story weaves
back and forth in brief flashbacks,
which device wears thin after a
time.

Larry Blake does a satisfactory
as a hard-working lieutenant,
but Richard Benedict clowns too
much as his 'assistaht Catherine
job

Morland
in

the

attractivte as the dame
case.
John Eldredge and
is

Douglas Fowley handle the heavy
roles okay, and Leonard Strong has
Br&n.
a good bit as a hobo.

2-1,

Apaehe Hose

.

.

.
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.
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-Andrew Carroll...,

Knocker

tertaining.

Modest-budgeted whodunit is a
fair mystery, with suspense susiained in large part. Slow action
and commonplace dialog are hin-

.

Jackie.

.Cecil

Second in the present
cycle, this inevitably will

.Jack Carson
V. .............
(Jrant. .......
Robert Hutton
(SONGS— COLOB)
Barbara Wyngate. ........ .Martha A'iclter
..lanis raige
Hollywood, March 22.
Andrew Wyngate...
...... .Otto Kruger
Republic relea.se of Edward J. White proVictoria Wyngate,,.
..... Barbara Brown duction. Stars Roy Rogers; features Dale
WelLs
.....Tom D' Andrea Evans, OlinHowlln. Directed by William
Mr..i. Daylfi
.. ...
.... .Florence Bates Witney.
Original .screenplay, Gerald GerStevens
......Craig
Willard
.,
aghty;
camera
XTrucolor),
Jack Marta:
Characterization is a very acceptable
....... Don McQuIre .songs, Jack Elliott, Tim Spencer, Glenn
Dplaney
S'd'Jition to the original yarn.
.John Atvin .Spencer: editor, r.es Orlebeck. Previewed
William.
Larded into the plentiful supply Pete
H(!r[)pvt Anderson
-March IS, '47. Running time, 75 MINS.
of chuckle-garnering scenes is at Receptionist.
.Jane Barker Roy Rogers
Roy Rogers
.t.flu Nova
BiHie Colby
.Dale Evans
least one that should not go un- Marty. .... ,...,...»..,....
-Mkali Elkins............
Clin Howlin
heralded. It's probably one of the
Reed Calhoun..
.George, Meeker
Moderately amusing musical com- Pete.................. ......John
truly funniest in any recent comedy
Laurenz
and direetor Erskitte should get his edy, "Love and Learn" offers little Carlos Vega .......... 4... .Russ Vincent
....M'lnerva tJrecal
full due. It finds Miss Colbert at plot originality but stays on the Felicia
Hilllard
T.eRoy Mason
her first country dance and under the pleasant side and has okay names for Rosa Vega.......... ......
....Donna DeMarlo
marquees.
Outside
of
de
luxe
situof
proffer
of
accepting
the
impulsion
.Sheriff Jim Mason...
.... .... Terry Jfrost
all-comers to a bit of terping, since ations, it should rate adequate busi- Dancer.......... ..... ....Cohcblta Lemug
,Tex Terry
that, she's told, is the polite thing ness as top side of dual bookings. It Likens. .... .....
to do. Assortment of partners and ha,s little to offer the de luxers.
Market value of color to a film
Songs are hung on a story formyla
the director's technique of pointing
up their idiosyncracies makes for a that is tried and true. On one side should be proven with "Apache
Of the plot is a songwriting team, Rose." First tinter for Roy Rogers,
load of real yaks.
Also clever are the prolog and trying to get a start in New York. picture lacks uiiual sterling action
Ibale lines. Pic opens with Miss On the other side is the poor little merit of bis Republic oatuners but
Jingles

Hawk

Sir Mulberry

other technical factors ate standard.

John Browdie and Brooker have
been left out, and Gride has become
amalgamated with Ralph at the end,
but the screenplay is more in the
nature of a condensation into
series of scenes.
And that's the
way it appears on the screen.
There's a constant skipping from
one character to another, from one
scene to another, without that essential binding thread running right
through.
Nicholas'

adventures

with

the

Crummies family has an old ham
actor grandly played by Stanley
Hplloway.
The stage scenes are

Andrew

Blackett

Gua McNaughton
u.. Charles Farrell

Jack

Greyhound

racing, a sport that
millions of followers in this
country, is the star attraction of this
homey picture. It might pay to indicate this in the billmg.
The Turner family comprises a
philosophical
grandmai a tired
housewife, taxi-driver father and a
nice schoolgirl. Father finds an unwanted greyhound pup in his cab
and presents it to his daughter. She
takes it to a track to "be trained
and it soon proves to be in the
Derby class. An unscrupulous professional backer who has entered
the favorite for the Derby, makes
an abortive attempt to buy the
girl's dog.
When her father refuses
to sell, there's a drunken driving
frameup with the usual payoff when
the taxi-driver's friends deal out
rough justice to the gang as the

has

•

girl's dog wins the classic race.
No frills and an unaccountable
amusing, but they do little to fur- lack
of humor. For some reason
ther the main story and, as an in- Jeanne
de Casalis, the featherterlude, they slow tip what action
brained comedienne who gave the
there might be. Scenes in Dothe- wonder dog away, is used only ii
boys Hall, which should have been two or
three scenes. Acting throughamong the most memorable, are out is competent
without any noteslovenly, untidy and cramped. For
worthy performance. Maureen
some reason, Alfred Drayton, who Glynne, the
18-year-old, who has
otherwise gives a fine performance,
done broadcasting, makes her screen
makes Wackford Squeers a brutish debut
in this and shows Some proinCockney thug. His forbidding con- Ise. Shamus
Locke looks a good bet.
sort, played by Sybil Thorndike, obPicture will fit in nicely here m
viously conies from a slightly betdualers but would not weather U.b.
ter family.
Cane.
market.
Casting
.

,

any Dickeiis

film

is

ficer, brings
title rolie, but

N@w
(

Foreigffi

film

Unlikely for Anglo-U. S.MatHei)

manly grace

to the
betrays inexperience.
Nor does Sally Ann Howes, sweet
and simple as Kate, rise to her big
occasion when her wicked und.e
uses her as a decoy to attract his

unmoral

,

an

unenviable chore because of the
preconceived notions of a vast audience, and Balcon has made as good
a job as most producers might have
done. Derek Bond, ex-Guards of-

clients.

Cedric Hardwicke,

who

.iourneyed

"KiiUainen Kyrttllnnjnlka" ("Golden
Light") (IflNNISH). Bio Kuva release

Fenno Pllml (Yrjoe Norta) production.
Stars Edvln Laine, Mirjam Novero; features
Mlrjoml Kuosmanen, Esko Saha.
Rinne, Paavo Jannes,' Bauha Punltl, Hilja
Jorma; directed by Edvin Laine: toreenplay, Tolvo Kauppinen; camera. Unko r«y"
ri.
Reviewed In Helslngfors. Running time,
o£

from Hollywood to play Ralph, has
the main role and gives whatever
semblance of unity there is to the 80 MINS.
His villain is well played.
Bernard Miles revels in his part as
the downtrodden clerk. An impressive screen debut as Smike is made
by Aubrey Woods, student of Roval
story.

.

Academy of Dramatic Art. An interesting debut is that of producer
Balcon's daughter Jill, who,' after
stage worki

Starring the promising actress Mirthis sentimental story
about criminals is built on a strong,
idea, but unfortunately is ruined by

iam Novero,

a poor script and inept direcuon.
Film has average chances in the Finnish market and elsewhere has noin-

became a broadcasting ing

to oir«f.
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START EXPECHNG
BEYOND-EXPECIATIONS BUSINESS

GREAT EXPECTATIONS
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Francis t. Sullivan
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Mid introduc'm^

Anthony Wager

•

Jean Simmons
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CINBGUILD PRODUCTION

A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATiONAL RELEASE

gy Fif

Ten months away from its starting
has completed all

point Eagle-Lion

production and releasing plans for
joint slate of American and

Its

'

Company's Hollywood

pix.

British

scripts waiting
studios have nine
Alms are in the
Isnsing while two
and another two
tans; two editing

production.

in

These represent

a

Anglo
hudget o£ nearly $11,000,000.
<iose to the wrap-up, it's
(Slid is also
since prexy Arthur
been
has
Krim' ending his London trek,
from J.
culled another six films
Arthur Hank's shelves from Which
will select three or four for

Anglo Confab

More 'Unusuar Weather
Hollywood, March 25.
Marquee of Loew's theatre here
gave way in worst storm of season
Monday (24) and sagged to within
five feet of sidewalk. Audience remained in seats while construction
crew was called in to place additional supports,

,

Manager Boyd Sparrow said house
wiU be open as usual today (Tues.)

learned,

E-L

Atomic-Age

Total of six Ranlc films will be
S. by K-L during
handled in the
duo 0t
leadoff
the
with
1947

"Bedelia" and "The Adventuress" already making theatre rounds. Krim,
having wound up a series of huddles
and screenings with the Hank forces,
today (26) leaves for Paris accom-

panied by Jock Lawrence, Rank's
veepee in charge of publicity in the
U. S.
E-L prexy is heading to the Continent to meet with. Alain Poire, head

Gaumont French, Bank's Erench
associate, regarding product. Bobert
Benjamin, prez of Bahk's U, S. orof

ganization, joins Krim Friday (28)
when the threesome will plane for

America.

Planned by EnL

expenditure o£ $1,100,000,

Foy

avers,

Foy, preceding his return to the
Coast Monday (24), opined that the
b,o, pull o£ radio-built names aren't
strong enough to carry a film solo.
Basing his belief on his experiences
with E-L's first release, "It's a Joke,
Son" which stars Kenny Delmar, the
"Senator Claghorn" of radio fame,
Foy said that he found many sections of the country where the Claghorn character was unfamiliar to
After some test runs, company
slapped on a foreword explaining
fclaghorn a.s a professional soutlierner. To soothe possibly irate re-

from Confederate sympapreamble declared that the

thizers,

Civil War "wasnt lost, It: was just
called off on account of darkness,"

Such b,o, boosters as Fred Allen,
Jack Benny, Bob Hope and even
Bing Crosby weren't made through
radio but came to that medium with
full-grown reps, Foy said. They,
therefore, don't disprove the rule
but merely show that radio added
legit,

recordings,

etc.

makes them magic at the

is

what

tills.

Rep's Indies
Continued from page

with portable rooms,

3

which

Eight stages, under the old system, have 32 walls, but under the
Enterprise plan they will have only
22, with each wall soundproofed and
fireproofed with spun, glass insulation, Gilpin declared eight stages are
enough for any film studio, and
pointed out that more than one
major lot is currently Overloaded
with stage space.

iajors' let
.

Continued from page 3

accountable solely to
is
Congressional action the erasure of

000,000

—

Report of
profits taxes.
is cited as illustrative of the effect of the repeal. Company paid
$14,650,000 in Federal income taxes
this year on a net of $39,900,000. In

-surplus

20th

while the higher liite was eflfective, 20th handed over $21,650,000 to
the Government on a lesser net of
'45,

Company,

$37,121,126,

therefore,

saved some $8,500,000 in added taxes.
Analysis of 20th Statement
Breakdown of 20th's report backs
the contention that the number of
paid admi.ssions actually increased
little or none during the past year.
Gross income from rentals and theatre receipts for the year toted to
16190,300,000 against $178,211,889 during the stanza before. That com-

common outstanding at the end of
the year. It compares with equivalent earnings of $5.29 a share on the
2,119,709 shares outstanding at the
close of 1945 wlien the company reported profits for the year of $12.-

and producer

coin goes into a

They want very complete

standpoint.

Super-specials.
G-B group believes, should be
very limited in
number, with Rep giving its greatest^

concentration

to

the

efficient

Continued product

shortage

withLthe Big'^Eight concentratins on
lop-budgGters leaves Rep a wide
"ield in

the thousands of hoiuscs
wnich require
four to eight features
a week,
it
felt.
i,i5

In

line

reels are exploring 'the possibilities
of using one of the monopack methods, such as the German
process, which requires the use of

with the

G-B: interests'
"KMte to see top
indies attracted to
their plan to get an
III
t.xecutivc
head for the studio, in
\° ''-"lieve Yates of some of
hL
""""'Ple responsibilities in riinijf ,.°^th the production and dis-

.

i^«iinaii.

746,467.
Net profits deduclable for minority
interests totalled $2,650,000 during
While
'46 against $1,724,659 in '45.
$1,000,000 was deducted in 1945 for

cbntihgencies. no similar action was
necessary for the ypar following.

•

wibution ends
of the company. One
" I le qualifications sought in
a pro"c ion topper
will be his ability
'"""1 0* indie deals
smmh!
"^i by the Goetzes
and William

who administers

"'"lalour holdings.

the

been mentioned as a

Blumenthal Re-Exits Far
Hollywood, Marcli 25.
Blumenthal, Paramount
producer, who returned to the lot
a year ago after a long ab.-.cnce.
.

Richard

washed up

for

fessions.

ppssibility

but most of the reels are averse to
it since it's a 16m process and it's

1

RANIIN

been found that too much clarity
(Continued on page 24)
-

his contract aiid cliecked

out again.

During the year Btumentlial produced no pictures but warked on
the script of a property titled "The
Eagle Has Claws."

Briefs

Prom

De-

and the Hollywood Citizens
Committee of Arts, Sciences & Proter,

Kodachrome has

only one Camera.
also

wore the Mobilization

tions

mocracy. People's Educational Cen-

AGFA

HEW JAB

AT HOLLy WOOD REDS
Washington, March

and B's on which it was built.' With
the majors backing
more and more
away from low-budgeters, it is felt
wat a vacuum is being loft which
nep can very
profitably fill via it.s
iow overhead and
produc-

director

much

that

planning to assure that Rep will
reap tuu benefits of the expenditure
from both a prestige and profit

Soon

Start

often

western.s

When

May

Both priests recommended in their
.Commercial newsreels, which have report the formula recently offered
concentrated exclusively on black by Fatlier George Dunne, who in
independent
action urged acceptance
and white film since their inception,
of the December, 1945, AFL jurisare expected to take the longdictional award, appointment of an
awaited swing into color photog- arbitrator and immediate resumpraphy as their first postwar major tion of negotiations as key point.s.
development. Several of tlie reels
Meanwhile, a joint fact-finding
are known to be making definite
committee on un-Amoriean activiplt,n,s for shooting in color, with the
ties, headed by State Senator Jaclt
only obstacle now being the scarcity
B, Tenney, Republican, from Los
of color equipment,
Angeles, reported formally to the
Because of the intricacies and ex- legislature in Sacramento that Herpense involved in Technicolbr pho- bert Sorrell, CSU chief, is "a secret
tography, that sy.stem is expected to
member of the Communist party."
be ruled out. As a sub.stitute, the
Also listed as Red Front organiza-

up production.

paratively light gain of some 6%
parallels b.o. admission scale advances of the same order. Consequently, it's felt that the minor gains
in gross receipts are attributable to
a rise in admission levels rather
than a hike in patrons.
Net of $22,600,000 is equivalent,
after deducting dividends for preferred stock, to approximately $7.90
per share on the 2,756,462 shares of

story, stars,

picture.

Color

'

the public.

actions

Rd Tinge, &nator Tenney Sez Yes

sary. The fact that the title was completely unknown to the public didn't
Hollywood, March 25.
mean a thing, he said, since Chaplin's
Enterprise,
currently
producing
name is known and audiences will
its pictures on leased ground, will
build its oWn "studio under one roof" flock to it, once they are apprised
of house and date. Teaser campaign,
in San Fernando Valley, with bluehowever, will be started this week.
prints arid plaiis calling for comKelly said that exactly the same
pletion Qf construction in 1949. 'Joe
technique had been used on "City
Gilpin, general studio manager for
Lights" and previous Chaplin films
Enterprise, disclosed a construction
program, to cost ,$6,500,000, based on with good results. Future plans for
the .picture, as to policy and further
ideas by Frank Lloyd Wright and
playdates, he declared, would hinge
Heirman Light, architects.
on the outcome of the Broadway
Project tails for the housing of the
opening.
entire studio in one building on a
UA toppers refused to disclose
25-acre tract
with eight sound
terms of the lease on the thestages and all' the' other departments
atre, but said the price was conhoused under the same root Idea is
siderably below the $1,000 a day
to simplify production by obviating
rent th*t Universal is paying the
the journeys of casts, crews and
execs from dressing rooms, shops Shuberts for the Winter Garden.
and pttices to the sets in the open Deal for Winter Garden was negotiated with the Shuberts by Grad
air and in varying sorts of weather.
Permanent dressing rooms, built Sears, UA distribution head, on behalf of J. Arthur Rank, who later
into the sides of the stages,- will be
turned it over to U.
adjacent to the sets and will do away

clutter

H'wMd Sfrle H^^ No

s Continued from page 5 5
with a scale similar to that of Goldwyn's "Best Years of Our Lives" at
the Astor.
UA is disturbed at Chaplin's desire
Hollywood, March 25.
to go into the house so quickly, since
Two reports on film labor strife,
the producer (also writer-directorone hurling charges of comnumism
Mitehum Takes Tair
actor) has Studiously avoided puband another discrediting any .such
March
25,
Hollywood,
licizing "Verdoux'' during the more
link, came to light over weekend
than five years he has been working
RKO assigned Robert Mitchum as in seesaw statements from r. CathOH it. Even UA exeCs had not seen one of the toppers in an all«s(ar cast olic chuirch Committee and a Iegi»*
the picture until this week. Publicity for "The Harder They Kill," for lature investigation committee. Spedepartment had absolutely nothing which Budd Schulberg is writing the cial labor committee appointed by
on it until last Wednesday (19) when screenplay based on his own novel. Archbishop John J. Cantwell reit received a batch of stills (no negaPicture, slated for summer pro- ported, after studying Hollywood
tives) and a few press handouts. duction, is one of the year's top budlabor situation, that the present
Even these couldn't be planted at geters on the BKO lot.
strike "is not Gommunist-inspired
once, however, since considerable
Communist-directed."
Report
nor
uncertainty prevailed until the end
continues, however, that it is; "unfortunate that the GSU has turned
of the week on plans foi' the picture's
again and again to left-wing sympreem.
lewsreel^^^^^^^^^^^^^
support."
Report was
pathizers'
Arthur W. Kelly, who is supermade by Rev. John Devlin, film invising distribution of the pic for
dustry representative for tlie Arch-,
Chaplin, declared Friday that UA's
bishop, and the Rev. Thomas Coofears concerning lack of time to do
relations.
gan,
labor
professor of
a campaign were entirely unneces-

'

Top Pictures
Top budgeted pic to date in the
works for E-L is "Repeat Performance," with Louis Hayward and Joan
Leslie, which is setting back the
company $1,300,000, according to
Bryan Foy, production chief, while
In K. Y. He left Monday (24) en
route west. Three other films, "Love
from a Stranger,", "Red Stallion" and
"Out of the Blue," each mean an

to

Stoifio

distribution.

Yank

(lurch Says

Bow

Chaplin's

ii i. Y.; Kriii's

25.

Rep. John E. Rankin (D,, Miss.)
took another jab at Hollywood last
as he demanded that State
Senator Jack B. Tenney. of California, be called to testify before the

the Lots

week
Hollywood, March

Charles Laughton bicycling between ParamOunt'S "The Big Clock" House Un-American Activities Comand Selzhick'S: "The Paradi.ne Case." mittee.
Columbia inked the Hoosier
"Senator Tenney," said the MisHot Shots to a four-year pact call- sissippean, "is head of the Commiting for four films annually.
tee of Un-American Activities in the
"Money to Burn" is the new tag on State of C£.lifornia, I have before
"Silver Creek, N. Y.," at Republic. me now a petition signed by thouWarners gave the green light to sands of citizens of California urging
"Whiplash," with Dane Clark and that we investigate Communistic
Alexis smith in top spots,
Sam activities in Hollywood and througli-'
;
Katzman's "Prince of Thieves," star- out the Pacific Coast.
ring Jon Hall, will be filmed, in color
"If we are going to challenge the
for Columbia release.
Stli'ft spread of Communism in Europe and
Holmes inked for a roled in "If You Asia, by all moans we should first
Knew Susie," Eddie Cantor starrer, drive it from every phase of Ameriat RKO.
James Gleason, cur- can life, and especially from the
rently working in "Tycoon" at RKO, Government payroll, from the radio,
draws a featured role in "The Bish- from the moving picture industry,
op's Wife" on the Goldwyn lot.
and ^ f rom our educational instituGloria Henry draws the femme tions,"
^

25.

Jeffrey Lynn's first film job since
his release from the Army Air
Force, is a featured role in "Whiplash," co-starring Alexis Smith and

,

.

.

Dane Clark

at Warners. .. .George
Tobias goes to Mexico City for a
role in "Captain Casanova," to be
produced below the border by
Eagle-Lion
William C, Erskine
in from New Yorlc to confer with
Fred Quimby. on the manufacture
and sale of novelties based on
Metro cartoon characters. .^Republic
inked Foy Willing and the
Riders of the Purple Sage for

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

oater.

.

.

.

acting and singing roles in "Along
the Oregon Trail," Ti-ucolor musical

.

Screen Guild completed filming of
"The Hat Box Mystery" on Friday lead opposite Ron Randall in "Bulland started production next day on dog Drummond Strikes Back,",slated
'•The Case of tlie Baby Sitter" with to start April 7 at Columbia. .Cagthe .same cast toppers. Pamela Blake, ney Productions picked April 14 to
Virginia Sale and Tom Neal.... start "The Time of Your Life," with
Walter
Maurice Conn, prexy of Fortune James Cagney starring
,

One

.

.

Wanger

"
borrowed John Archer
from Universal-International for a
key role in "The Lost Love,"... Roy

Films, ann6unced a, series of six
features to be pradiiced independently at Naissour studios for Screen

first

Ida Lupino moved into new offices
as producer on the General Service

Warner.s moved
Si;. John at PRC.
"Treasure of the Sierra Madre" into
the studio, after three weeks of lo-

Six Goldwyn Girls, Diana
lot.
Mumby. Lorraine de Rome. Karen
X. Gaylord, Mary Ellen Glea.son,
.

.

.

.

Treasury" units to Catalina Island,
Havana. Cairo and Shanghai.
Richard B.ior and George O'Hanlon
,

.

I

i

indicted,, were dismissed by Judge
in Municipal Court.
Arrest of the pickets grew out ot
di.sturbances outside the Columbia
stgdio last October.

Arthur Guerin
I

.

.

.

.

.

with Humphrey
Bogart, Walter Huston and Tim Holt
in top roles. .Samuel Goldwyn .shut
down filming of "The Bishop's Wife"
for a week of script changes by
Robert Sherwood. .Edward G. Robinson's next starrer will be "Loom
of Justice," a mystery fllm to be
shooting,

cation

Martha Montgomery and Alice Wallace, returned from a 25.000-mile
tour of South and Central America.
Columbia sent four "Assigned to

Row

of ma.ss trials of more than 1,000
pickets arrested on charges of violence during the film strike. Homer
L. Bartchy, studio technician, was
found guilty of blocking a studio
entrance illegally and of failure to
di.sperse.
The other 21, similarly

Taylor will direct "Pioneer Justice,"
of the 1947-48 western scries
co-starring Lash LaRue and Fuzzy

Guild release.

Conviction, 21
Freed on Strike

Los Angeles, March 25.
One man was convicted and 21
were acquitted in the first of a series

.

I

i

i

.

.

N.Y. COILARITES EXPANDINa
Screen Office & Protos.sional Emat Uiiiversal-Internalional,
Robert Theoron will double as a ployecs Guild. Local 109. has been
recognized as collective bargaining
"The Sea Hawk" and "The Sea .screen playwright and co-producer agents for white collar employees
with Jerry Bre.sler. .Albert Dekker
Wolf April 26.
at Sargoy & Stein (Copyright ProRobert Cumniing.«! had a fever linked to star in "Complex," to be tection Bureau). N. Y., following a
produced by V,'. Lee Wilder for Rebli-ster on his lip. causing a two-day
.Fortunio Bonanova cross-check of union cards against
delay in the Tilming pC "The Lost public ri'lease.
the company's payroll record for its
Lovo." in which he co-stars with will make a lour of South America 34 employees.
Susan Hayward in the Walter Wan- to piusj "The Fiigitive," in which he
Election is to bo held tomorrow
ger production for Universal-Inler- recently worked for Argosy . Lew (Thursday) at ConCidenlial Reports,
Lucille Bremer, Landers will direct "Son of Rlisty,"
nationai release.
'inc., homeoffice under National Laon loanout from Metro. Iciivcs foi- to be produced by Wallace Muc- bor Relations Board regulations, to
Mexico City April 7 to play oppo.«ito Donakl for Columbia. .Norman Z. determine whether SOPEG will
Arturo de Cordova in "Captain Mc-l.pod brought in "The Road, to represeiit the CRI workers in barRio" on the dot after 61 days of

"Murder

Horsethief." a
novel by Jame."; O'Hanlon. for indie
nimint;.
Warner.s will reissue
bnuglit

.

.

at

made

,

!

j

'

.

!

I
'

.

j

,

;

!

'

j

.

!
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'
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.
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.

.

MaCa.s.-uiova" for Eagle-Lion.
Kompinjky wa.' inked by Seymour Ncbenzal a.s technical adviser
.

.

sequences in "Atlantis."
Republic bought "Sons of the
Mu.-ilcetecis." a screenplay by Aubrey Wisberg and Jack PoUesfcn
based on the Dumas novel."*.

on
.

.

violin

.

.

.Tohn Ririgeley

drew

a

key

.

.

role in

to be produced by
Fortunio Boiianova in May at the
Cuautemoc Studios in Mexico City.

"Don Pancho."

;

.

nuel

Paramount. .Myrna Dell
lead opposite Pat
"Fighting J-ather Dunne"
at RKO. .John Emery signed for a
key role in '"fhe Voice of tlie Turtle" at Warner.s.
John Beal returas
from Broadway to resume his fllm
career in "Destiny" at Columbia...
Albert Morin'.s first choi'e since
leaving the Army will be a featured

.shooting at

drew

in
.

.

role in

gaining.
,

.

femme

tiip

O'Brien

.

"Tycoon" at

RKO.

ANOTBEB

INDIE. SOIJERSET

Hollywood. March 25.
Walter Colmes and Solly Ijovinson formed a new indie producing
company, Somerset Pictures, \vith
ea.stern bankrolling.
Outfit will concentrate on features costing between $150,000 »n«l

$200,0000.

,
:

16
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WORLD PREMIEUE
RIVOLI THEATRE, N.Yi
TUESDAY,

MARCH

25th

THE -§N-APPiiST STOiY

ABOUT THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER
-

SINCE THE PARMER'S

DAUGHTER WENT
•

T© T©

JOSEPH C
ETHEL BAR

NATIONAllY AOVERllSBD
and

black

and

white pages

in ail

with

ORE

hlUohr

the leading magazines, plus big'

co/or ads in the com/c or

magazine

sections of IIB important

Sunday newspapers. TOTAL CIRCULATION, 102,310,984.

V
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18.

Filmex, film producer-distributor
here is pointing Up a new trend in
the Mexican picture biz by entering
the exhibition field, thus having production, distribution

and exhibition

3 Documentaries Set
By Palestine Producer
.

Palestine

Jerusalem, March 18.
a: fully-equipped

now has

film studio. It is run by Palestine
under one corporate setup. Film Productions, headed by Norman
Filmex, which is headed by Gregorio Lurie, who during the war was
official war correspondent w^th the
Valerstein, with Oscar J. Brooks,
Jewish Brigade. It is located in
all

ex-WB manager here, as distribution
chief, has secured government coin

its plans to build and
cinema chain here and in
the provinces. Investment of $4,000,*
000, is bacic of the circuit, and the
house soon will open here.
first
.FJlmex plans three or four other
local cinemas. Chain hopes to be in
full operation by the end of 1947.
Azteca
the
Company
operates

Bpproval for
<>perale a

studios here.

Jerusalem.
Currently PFP is, working on three
documentaries for the United Pales*
tine Appeal. One of them is "Creating
Earth," 'which
shows the
alliance between science and labor in
making the land flourish; the second,
'•Room for All," which will deal with

economic and immigration possibilipnd the third is the story of the
."And They ShaU" Hear

ties,

Emek,

Jezrecl,"

London, March ,1?,,
J. Arthur Hank and his aide, John
Davis off to U. S. early in May for
confabs. Rank will be away six
weeks during which time he will
visit his daughter Shelagh, marri«fd
to Fred M. Packard, iilm scripter,
and living in Hollywood . Corinne
Calyet' given Hollywood contract by
Stage actress HerParamount
mione Baddelcy making her film
debut in Michael Balcon's "It Always
. During realBains -on Sunday."
istic fight in "Kanaima," in which
Sabu is starring for Archer Films,
.

.

.

.

also

is

ment, which favors an open market.

Aussie Sees Dual BiDs

Anssies Would

Sydney, March 18.
Fear that newcomers, trying their
hand at jTilm production, may be left
holding the bag if allowed to enter
local pix making haphazardly, is
back of .the report that the government will soon make a ruling against
fly-by-night

producers. Attitude of
officials is that some, of
are going to have their
bankrolls taken from them unless an

government

Shorts Likely New Order newcomers
Sydney, March JO.
General belief in key film circles
here is that dual bill", long the vogue
Down Under, will exit before the
end of this year because of Hollywood culdown on B's.

snowmen
place

the

are figuring what to rebefore-intermission pic

In. the keys

v-ith.

it's

figured that

vaude, stage presentations and top
bands is the answer to the single pic
But to do this, say managers,
bill.

.

would boost the overhead too high.
Managements also figure that, with
the hiring of a stage creW, labor
problems vwuld develop.

A
;

major point also is where would
come from? Cost would be

talent

terrific

for

any

single film loop to

import talent for stage shows. Current idea would be to tie in with a
local vaude-revue loop on a sharecost basis for headliners.

One exec told Variety that vaude
house% didnH mean a thing.
The Aussie pay^ec Mvanted pix only
when he passed his c^oin into the b o.
in fihn

Cutting out of dual bills would be a
fine thing for the industry generally,
whether by governmental decree or
Hollywood nix, providing there was
a strong supply of shorts to fill in
Aussie filmgoer
the vacant spot.
had been overfed a long time with a
rich celluloid diet via duals, nSwsreels and .slibrts, often running over
three hours each session, ex:ec said,

Suburban houses, mo,stly to blame
for the over-diet, aren't too happy
about a dual nix, fearing patrons,
already overfed, may turn away to
new fields of amusement. Suburbs
won't go for vaude and pix. They're
not keen, either, for single bills with
shorts.

Prmce

Sydney theatre like the
Edwardi Par^s showcase via the Garroll -Musgrave unit, and the St. James
and Liberty, run by Metro, play only

.

single bills. Setup has paid off for a
long time. Greater Union Theatres
and Hoyts generally play duals because of contract commitments.

New Wage
Spell

Hike Demands

Mex Summer Trouble

Mexico City, March 18.
Labor trouble is seen brewing by
American pix distributors and some
colleagues with the
their
Mexican
of
approach of the expiration in August of the pay-peace pact they made
with their help to settle the strike
in 1945. Feared that trouble will
begin in May or June, and it is re• ported
that labor' this time will demand a 40% pay lift. It asked 50%
rise in 1945 and settled for 15% to
SO';, depending on the ^ind of job
end length of service.

official

edict is

made. Pointed out

that the Aussie government Is ready
to finance recognized picture producers' since anxious to foster a new
medium of employment postwar^
but that' officials are leery of so
many newcomers into field.
Ever since Ealing did so well with
"Overlanders," there's been a rush
by many to find angels who would
finance their producing schemes
here. Government ralittg...would protect the legitimate flim-makers.
Just how native production will
expand this year is seen in the ambitious plans of J. Arthur Rank and
his interest in the Cinesound-Pagewood setup, the new Ealing production plan, continued interest shown

wage

say even a compro-

increase,

aroiuud
•

20%,

'Vienna,

Dutch Badio Singers
Bito Big MusicUnion
Amsterdam, March 25,
Dutch broadcasting talent, has be-

12.

.

largest musician union, Netherlands

.

.
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NOMA

.

,
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.

.
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Tinter

mayors throughout Mexico to do
they can to encourage and please

ized
all

Hi.

On

Life in India

Harassed by rising production
costs in India, Vijay Bhatt, prexy of
Pralcash Pictures Co. of Bombay,
now in N. Y.,.said that Indian film

drop in the number of
jvAmerican tourists is frankly worrying the government, according to report o£ the Ministry of the Interior,
which has direct charge of this trade.
Ministry learns that a prime factor in
this drop is the thrift trend among
U. S. people bfecause they are elimi-

Way

.

'

.

.

.

.

.
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Di^ib Meet

.

•

18.

Viennese Opera Paris

Salzburg festival committee for
.summer has announced that Sir

this

Thomas Beechen

is

signed up for a

.series of concerts.

Other artists who already have
agreed to come arc Charles Muench
and Ernest Anserraet.

Paris,

March

It
25.

Visiting Viennese Opera Co., offering a Mozart cycle at the Champ.s
Elysees theatre, is proving a sellout.
is

and former British army cap-

tain,

doubles as boss of British army

vmiform

of civilian

army employee and as Austrian rep
for J, Arthur Rank interests when
dressed in civvies.
Frerich, unable to obtain unanimity

among producers on

Austrian

distribution methods, oSer their studios choice of sales through their
present army film section or through
freely chosen Austrian civilian exchanges. Some of their .studios already have hooked up with the reconstituted Sascha. Film, revived
with Austrian state encouragement
as possible overall film production
and distribution moraopoVr. Othet
French interests %ave placed titles
with KIBA, a semi-political combination of exhibitors and minor exSocialist Party recently
changes;
revived KIBA from post-An.schluss
grave.
Soviet zone still remains clcsed to
U. S. product except to the extent
that Sovexportflhn is willing to take

individual films.
agreementis give

70%

over

new

However,

MPEA

of Austrian

•

access to
exhibitor*

Russkis,' hard pressed for product
and. finding difliculty in getting retui-ris from replays of seized German subjects, show increasing signs
of becoming reasonable on U. S. pix.
anticipates strongest competitive situation in British zone
where English have started price

MPEA

ad,iustments

designed

to

offset
pix.

Hollywood names and expensive

rentals throughout Austria
since war's end have been figured
against gross b.o,, including federal
and local taxes of as high as 35%,
British are now figuring percentages
for features as agidnst net take a***'

Whpre

taxes.

MPEA is considering renegotiating
contracts along same lines. Mt»ve is
likewise afoot to. trim rental of AlUed Newsreel lor which MPEA has
been getting 12%%.
Paris Producer to Sue

MissGarroH

.

.

Vienna, March

chief

film section, in

visitors.

Definite

,

'

.

Bombay Fik Producer
Mulling

Mei Tourist

Bk to New Peak

.

Qye

tivity picture theatres in Japan now
total 1,477, an increase of 340 in a
year's time.

n

March

Climaxing montlis of negotiations
started in 1845 when Yank film distribution in Austria wan still an
Army operation, the Motion Picture
Export Assn. started sending u. s.
product freely into all Austrian oj-

come organized with forming of proby radio sing- cupation zones except Russian
on
ers. New group has joined! Holland's
March 1. This cleans up the gen-

fessional association

Down

Two-thirds of the new outlets, according to a survey conducted by
would clean them out. Claimed that the Motion Picture Export Assn.,
average net profit of distributors are old' theatres reconstructed, with
balance being' new hqu^.
is mere V/o,
X>i.stributors

mise

By lOSEF ISSAEtS

producers are making a real effort
to invade the world market to in- nating superfluous expenditures, insure WgheE financial returns from cluding foregoing that trip to Mexico.
their films. As part of its own ex- Under par and congested sail service
pansion drive, .Bhatt pointed out is cited as another factor in Ifieeping
>
with the Americans from Mexldo.
he's" negotiating
that
Nevertheless, the government, asmajors to distribute three Prakash
films in the U/S. Market for Indian serts the Ministry, has not relaxed its
flilms at present is confined to parts drive for tourists. aniJ looldni; iifter
of Africa, Persia, Trinidad and a them whett fhey reach here.
by Columbia and the Chauvelfew islands in the Indian Ocean.
Greater Union-Universal tibup.
Noting that his homeland is woe
The picture industry is .anxious to
fully lacking in color process equipsee the local production field exMexico
ment, Bhatt declared his company
panded on a firm baiis this time.
plans to produce a picture ih HollyHence, the yen to CQ-operate with
wood with Technicolor on the life
the government in keeping' out the
Mexico City, March 18.
of Buddlia^ Cast ifor thie Buddha pic
fly-by-nighters.
A. C. (Giro's) Blumenthal readywould be brought from India. Bhatt ing
'an airline between here and
said, adding that it %ill jprobably fie
Acapulco with help from Mexican
in Hindustani and English.
associates , . . Luis Aldas, ArgenWritten by Sharindranadh Chat
Aiissies
tinian actor who is a hit in Mexican
topadhyay, reputed to be India's
pix, a papa
.
. President Miguel
greatest
living
of
poet,
"Life
li) ^nd' and
Aleman and wife attend local cineBuddha" would be a cross section of mas without
escort or bodyguard.
Sydney, March 18.
lite in India, Bhatt said.
India So
He's
the
first
president
in years to
Down Under pic patrons are can- ciety, group Which seeks to improve
mix"
so
freely
with
the public
ny with their pix coin, spending relations between
.
India and VS. S,
Cine Alameda, pioneer of Mexican
currently. Money is not so plentiful
will support the film but will not deluxe
cinemas, feted its Uth birthwith greater unemployment. The
have a financial: interest in it.
day witti special show attended by
Aussies apparently- don't want war
Indian production costs have .gone pic biggies
.
. .
stuff or pix themed on disease. Two
Life of Academy of Cinemarecent flops here w^r« "Beginning up about 30% over pre-war, according to Bhatt, and at the same tographic Art and
or End" (M-G) and "Sister Kenny"
'technique extime grosses on both U. S. and tended with continuance
(RKO).
of Ministry
Okay at the moment are "Blue native films have dropped 30%. of Public Education's subsidy
.
Skies" (Par), "Kid Prom Brooklyn" Sliding b.o. collections Were espe- Jesus- Grovas, big film producer
(RKO), "Place of One's Own" cially evident in the last six months here, to publish a picture mag . .
Malu Gatica, Chilean warbler-pic ac(GBD), "Lady in Lake" (M-G), he said.
In pre-war times, the Indian in- tress, broke sn arm when she
"Dark Mirror" (U), "Of Human
Bondage" (WB), "Seventh Veil" dustry used Cinecolor and Agfa slipped in a hath tub
Elvira
(GBD), "Spiral Staircase" (RKO), color. More recently, due to lack Pagan, Brazilian songstress who
"Overlanders" (BEF), "Rhapsody in of equipment, Prakash Pictures had works equally well in Spanish,
Blue" (WB), "Stolen Life" (WB) four color prints of "Ram Rayja" English, Portuguese or French, a hit
made by hand. Cost of tinting' each at Giro's.
and "Leave to Heaven" (20th).'
Sam Pearpe, co-producer with
frame by hand, Bhatt said, was 12c,
a foot. The picture ran 87 weeks Melvin Pprks and Martin S. Holat the Super theatre, Bombay, he man, of American Theatre at Teatro
Paris
stated.
This fihn plus "Gharat Iris, to N, Y. briefly on business.
Milap" and "Vikramaditya" com- Martha Eggerth readying appearParis, Miarch- 25,
Robert Vining, Motion Picture prise Prakash product slated 'for ance in a Mexican pic, opposite
Export Assn. Berlin topper, is pre- U. S. release.
Labor co^ts have Armando Calvo, Spanish actor,
paring a distribution huddle there. added to the boost in production with Alfredo Crevenna megging; It
He's seeking Loew's International overhead, and wages Of stars are will be done with both Spanish
and French versions . . . Rafael
prexy Arthur Loew to attend as especially high.
well
as
Universal - International
rated
Bhatt
Metro's
"Bathing Portas is new sec of film scripters
foreign head. Joseph K. Seidelman. Beauty" as tlie top U. S. entry of union . , Edgar Bergen and Charlie
However, latter'g not expeded to the year. He explained that Ameri- McCarthy hosted hand-picked asbe on hand due to a sales conven- cah jhusicals aren't so joopular be- sortment of scribes and scribblers
tion.
cause the Indians prefer their native at the Bankers Club. -Bergen says
music to the tunes in American pic- he wants to popularize U. S. radio
personalities in Mexico and Latin
MORE THEATRES IN JAPAN tures..
America.
Tokyo, March 18.
Indicating brisk construction acBeechen to Salzburg

MPEA

Haid Forced

Austria; Brit-French

erally unsatisfactory sales, delivery
Organization of Musicians and Artand accounting systems prevailing
was
Absorption into
ists.
French and Briti.sh areas where
the star severely sprained his back, reported to have been brought about in
until now U. S. pix have been hanfor
held
up
with film having to be
by musicians' prexy, J. de Waal.
dled through Allied army channels
10 days
Steve Miller in charge
Link of radio singers and
and
only in such quantity as French
London
office,
Lawrence's
of Jock
is one of first successes for this union
laid
up with acute attack of in Hilversum, the Dutch Radio City. and English wished to take on.
Wolfgang WoU, MPEA chief for
neusalgia.'
there are two Au.«t'ria, started talks with
Aside from
British
here
arrive
in
Joe Seidelman will
other musician unions in the coun- and French. (}n the subject while
he
time for General Film Distributors
try.
was still running local film operaconvention in March. Wijil go to
tions
for
the
Army,
After
January,
conseries
of
after
for
Paris soon
when the Army was pried loo.<;e
ventions whicii Universal is holding
from film biz in favor of MPEA,
R'eported that
early in April
,
Wolf hammered harder than ever
there soon will be a. big shake-up
for free competitive situation, but
in the J. Arthur Rank publicity secagainst opposition from local Paris
tion, of which John P. Myers is the
and London reps. Finally Britishplay
film
and
Henry
Cass,
head
EuroFrench hands were forced by the
appointed
has
been
director,
Bros.
dispatch
of Kmoe Morvai, MPEA
Warner
talent
for
pean
scout
sales boss, into various zones for
Two important American film
Mexico City, March 18.
execs laid up are Sam ECkman, Jr.,
Tourist trade hit a new peak in direct conversations with exhibitors
London head of Metro-Goldwyn- Mexico for -1946, with the visitors' on bookings and accounting diffiMayer, who has flu; and Max Milder, spending; $73,472,000 for transporta- culties.
boss of "Warner Bros., warned by tion, rooms, eats, drinks, entertainEventual result has been the clarihis medico to. take holiday because ment, souvenir buying, etc., reports flcation of the new setup for British
Walter the government's tourist department. and French distribution here. Beth
suffering from" overwork .
Fitzgerald, wlio is featured in Cine- Spending was nearly- double that in countries now go into semi-official
guild's "Blanche Fury," which stars 1945 when it hit $46,037,000.
and semi-Army operation with reStewart Granger and Valerie HobBecause visitor biz has started to spective military commanders keepson, is on loan from London Films.
wobble this year with the tourist de- ing fingers in the pix pie to a much
partment convinced that this trade is greater" extent than in case of the
important to Xexlco, it has circular- U. S. Harald MiUer, British film
.

Keqi Prod Oean

.

.

.

Grovas

Producciones

to add exhibition to its proFilmex
setup.
duction-distribution
and Gi'ovas figure that more film
theatres will help solve the problem of so many Mexican pix, which
now are kept from JSeing shown
in key spots by lack of screens.
Understood these new moves have
the backing of the Aleman govern-

moving

.

To

Supirfy of

Paris,

March

18.

Fernina is bringing
against Madel^in Carroll for
for allegedly refusing to act
in the film "La Revoltee."
Actress claims that she wa.i not
given a script in time and that she
never could get a chance to learn the

Productions

suit

.$96,000

Producers
dialog.
she Was given the
and after suggested altera-;
she finally refused tlie part.
Josette Day now has the role.
Salary Miss Carroll wa.s to get has
not been mentioned. Stars salaries
here, due to high taxes, are not only
locally high but frequently subject
Viviane
to special arrangements,
Romance is reported asking $80,000
per pix, of which one-half mu.'^t be
Mit'lH>l
paid outside the contract.
Simon is reported a.skinR Belgium
and Swiss distributor rights for pic-

ev^rehanging
contend that
script,
tions,

Despite $7 admission tab, theatre
turning away many applicants.
tures in

\iifhich

he

acts.

,

'

B

fit.
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Allan to Europe for

iPA

Rupert Allan, recently named asFrank McCarthy, European jnanager for Motion Picture

19

French Gov't TriKt Firm Promotes

sistant to

3dWk; Blip IG m 5tk -Iroellyn 15G
,

London, Mareh 25.
West End pic biz is just getting
over the slump it suffered from recent government ruling that theatres

'Cries of Dogs' Rights

stay shut daily till 4 p.m.', with trade
picking UP with order bemg rescinded. Despite, late opening, some
pictures managed to play to hefty
These were exceptions,
returns.

To Goodkrt

in

x.

London

London, Atarqh 25.
Geoffrey Goodhart, in association
with Jack Pemberton, lessee of the

however.

Among those that weathered the
storm are "Les Enfants du Paradis,"
French film, released by Alexander
Korda's London Films, at the Rialto.
Doing as high as $8,500 per lor several weeks, which is capacity, it's
no\V near $5,000.
Another hefty grosser is Bob
Hooe's "Favorite Wife" ("Favorite
Brunette" in U. S.), doing $10,000

Ambassadors' theatre, where he has
been operating the "Sweet and
Low" revue series successfully for
has

years,

rights to

acquired

Assn., sailed for Euroi)e las* *eek
to take over duties in Paris.
Allan was assistant to William
Gordon, public relations nian for
Universal in Hollywood, prior to
joining the assn. Previously, he had
been with the European office of
the State dept. During the war he
was in the Navy, in air intelligence.

•

with capacity
performance.

practically

at

producers, called by

liidget-&i¥ing

"The Cries of Dogs," new

Producing Plan

^

decides to produce
"
-'^V^'^!
|°" Broadway, Reginald Deiiham will
Warners.
direct.
Grosses at $4 to Pound
•
Favorite
"My
(Par)
Carlton
Wife" (Par) (5th wk). Has done the
'

'

—

,

'

.

usual big Hope grosses for first fewweeks, averaging around $16,000 per,

but

Folding
$10,000.
with "Welcoiiae Stranger"

Gapont Aims

now nearer

March

21.

(Par) replacing.

,

f

At

Int'l

Market

Paris,

.

to $3,200.

March

25,

—

Concerted effort to group all film
"Happened in
Emph'e (Metro)
production in France into one orBrooklyn" (M-G) (1st wk). Should ganization
has bieen started by Eddo around $17,000, which warrants mund
Corniglion-Molinier, Gaumont
holdover. "Other Love" (M-G) m
veepee over production.
Move is
next.
Gaumont (GB)— "Dead Reckoning" believed to be both an effort to
the obtaining of bank
(Col). Humphrey Bogart name still facilitate
pulling eood bi? at around $12,000. credit and to aim French pix more
replace.
set
to
for the foreign and U. S. markets.
Holds with nothing
Leicester Square Theatre (Gfi)—
Under Molinier's plan, all films
"Best Years" (RKO) (3d wk). Start- would be produced under the Gaued out smash, and rated best money- mont banner.
He's already roped in
taker in West End. Averaging $20,One of few iilms Pathe and Pilmsomer, latter the pro000. near capacity.
In for 12 ducing branch of the Loureau interwith big advance sale.
ests.
Financial situation for the
weeks and may stay longer.
London Pavilion (UA)— 'Bachelor French industry, meanwhile, is getGirls" (UA). Wot setting town afire ting consistently worse, with bank
in first

.

•

Staying

March

week, with only about ?8.500. credits practically out of the quesanother week, with "The tion for the present.

Widow"

Younpi

(UA)

replacing

28.

New

(GB)—"Magnificent

Gallery

Doll" (UK Rogers-Niven effort looks
only fair at about $8,000. Staying
till April 5. with "Wonderful Life"
(RKO) replacing.
Odeon Leicester Square (Odeon)—
Con"Nicholas Nickleby" (GFD).
sidering current Dickens vogue, this
Doing hefty
is rather disappointing.

Outlook Brightens For
Theatres

National

All Aussie

Key

In
Cities

Sydney, March

weekend biz, but remainder of week
is slow.
Should pull around $14,000
in first stanza, not good for this ace
spot. Expected to stay another two
iveelcs after being replaced by "A

10.

Pressure from cultural bodies in
Australia point to an early decision
on the part of the Ben Chifley Labor
government okaying the establishment of a national theatre in each

WoiTian Destroyed" (U).
Plaza (Par)— "While Sun Shines

key

city.

Considering the
(PatheV (2d wk).
Right now the City of Sydney
success of this Rattigan's offering as proper has only one legit
house,
a play, which stayed in the West End
Growth
for nearly three years, film is very operated by Williamson-T'ait.
disaopointina. Barely touched $12.- of showbiz interest here is surpris000 in. first stanza, with Second week ing even the oldest showmen. Teen-

Being replaced Mnrch
bv ''Trouble With Women" (Par)
and "Seven Were Saved" (Par).
Bialto (London Films)— "Les Enfants du Paradis" (LF) (15th wk).
Has proved real sock since opening

agers are keen to view grand ojipra,
.Shakespeare, Eugene O'Neill. Bernard Shaw, plus modern material.
There is plenty coin being offered
now to bring out the best talent
With intake at $8,800 for several from U.S. and England, problem beweeks, best taken in here for year.'? ing to date such talent. One legit
and practically capacity for the 700- house, excluding the out-of-town
seater. Now nearer $5,000. still profMinerva, for a population of one
itable.
Staving till March 30. witJi million, is unable to accommodate
* Welldigger's
Daughter" (LP) rethe talent awaiting importation to
placmg.
and
Rit7 (Metro)
"Till Clouds Roll Aussie, not only from U. S.
By" (M-G). Transferred from Em- England, but from Ru.ssia and
pire, where it stayed three weelw at France as well.
very good biz. with weekly averase
Understood that while the Au.ssie
around ,^20.000. First week's, intake
asked for a
here should be $6,500. exceptional government may be
subsidy to operate a national theafor this 403-seater.
Staying .second week, after which being re- tre by representatives of Workers'
"Happened in Bi-ooklj'n" organizations, general idea, is that
Tm'^gI
ample finance would bo quickly
Tivoii
(GB)—"Magnificent Doll" forthcoming from local wealthy folk

nearer SR.OOO.
21

—

.

«y)._ Doing fairlv -well at $1M0. to back a national theatre.
atayins till April 5. when beintr reGovernment is not being asked
placed by "Wonderful Life" (RKO).
theatres in the
Wai-iifers
(WB)
"Nobody Lives riglit now to erect
Forever" (WB) (3d wk). First week's keys, but to sanction the refilling of
gross- $13,600.
with second stanza certain properties owned by the govupped to $14,800 due to government ernment or municipal bodies for use
removal of fuel restrictions. Third
as playhou-ses tintil such time as
?™ l^'st week expected to be around new
theatre erection is given the
jil.OOO.
Being replaced by "Tempgreen lignt Schools of drama and
tation Harbor" (Pathe).
ballet woiild also bo covered in the
scheme, and noted directors would
ODEON HOUSE OPENED be brought from abroad from time

—

:

NEW

Toronto. March 25.
Group oj biggies from Odeon's
head oilice here went to Sydney.

to

Nova

New
last

by

J.

Arthur Bank inter-

theatre,

the Odeon, opened
It will be op-

Monday

®i'ated

in

a

local partnersliTo of
of Canada and A. I.

Odeon Theatres

W. Farr

as manager.

to

guide local talent.

PpDUCEES IN AUSTRIA

Vienna. March 18.
Sascha Film Distributing company
has opened it.s Offices here. It has
heavy financial backing from the
government bank.
This makes over 60 production
outfits here and two studio,s in oper-

(24).

Garson, with J.

time

60

Scotia, for opening of first oC
trans-Canada circuit of film houses
Pf".ieeted

now

in the experimental stage for

J.
Arthur Hank organization.
There has been some mention of the
metl\od, but little has been revealed

the

to date, The new process stands to
save plenty in production overhead.
Titled the "I.F," process, it precludes the po.ssibility of errors on
the floor due to indecision on the
part of the director, or misunderstandings prior to shooting as be-

tween

(Indie)— "Symphonie Pas-

Curr.011

torale" (French') (10th wk). Started
at canacity at around $4,500. all that
this 492-seater can hold. Now down

|

a ting condition,

18.

film

art directors and directors. It
sets in advance to a large extent what actually takes place before
the cameras, eliminates off-tlie-cuff
shooting and substitutes office wox-k
for studio action.
al-so

Secret of the method lies in the
way the shooting script is drafted.
This takes a new form that leaves
director;
actprsi,
scenic designers,
cameraihen and lighting experts no
opportunity for experimental timewasting or last-minute whims. It
does not insure a good picture, but
it removes the onus for indifferent
direction from the shoulder's of one
man and places it squarely on the
complete picture organization. Believed here that the method could
easily be taught to any studio staff.
No estimate is available as to the
percentage of shooting costs that the
idea

is

likely to save, but

it

can be

stated with some confidence that it
should make a satisfactory slice in
the
budget.
More important in
Britain, where studio space is at a
premium, the process cuts, time on
the floor to a minimum- and should
eliminate many retakes.
So far only one Rank subsidiary is
employing the method, but it probably will be adopted as the accepted
system throughout all the production
companies in the group.

RANK RESHUFFLINC;
LONDON PUB-ADMEN
London, March

London. March 25.
".\nonymous Lover," York's.
"Born Yesterday," Garrick.
"Clutterbuck," Wyndham.
"Oarif inff Years," Casino,
"Eagle Two Heads," Haymarket.
"Filty-Fifty," Strand
"Fools Rush In," Fortune,
"Guinea Pig:," Criterion.
".Tane,"

Aldwych.

'

Credit National which is the state
bank-aiding the country's rehabilitation. In the past, the state bjink has
faced requests for credit from private film companies with claims that
its cash reserves for such purposes
had been depleted to only $250,000.
UCC is skedding to bank roll a
$750,000 animated cartoon project by

!

producer of E. S. film, announced
tliat he is starting a picture calculated to help Austrian foreign tourist

"Son?

of

Norway^" Palace.

"Sweetheart ]«i«e," Vic PalaCe,
"Sweetest and Lowest," AmbasS.
"The Gleam," Globe.
"Truant in Parklane," St. James.
"Under ilic Counter," Phoenix.
"While nevil," Dutchess.
"While Steed," Whitehall.
"Winslow Boy," Lyric.

from

and Ainsler. 'Deal will go
through pro-yiding that Budiii and
Ainsler's initial production, "Alice in
is
released through
UFA'S local subsidiary outlet, formerly alien property but now to be

Budin

able.

Willy Forst intends to start production soon \Vhile Luis Zelnik,

trade.

Wonderland,"

Domaines' distributor. Domaines already owns SOGEC which is a
choice 42-theatre chain headed by
pix adminlstfation topper,
Philippe Acoulon.
Besides providing a porkbarrel to
pix administration toppers, this promotion of a state-controlled corporation just as private industry majors
were attempting to organize, evidences the significant Communist

former

Mex Exhib Group
Backs 50^ Quota
Mexico

March 25,
power to enforce
move started last large Segments

City,

Carrying out the

summer

for a law making it compulsory to give 26 weeks a year
playing time to Mexican pix exclusively, exhibitors, via their national
association here, have asked the
Ministry of the Interior to enact
such a measure. Exhibitors complain that foreign pix. niostly U. S.,
are fast crowding Mexican films off
But some
the screens of Mexico.
exhibitors admit there is currently
not enough good Mexican product to
be booked because production has
taken a big drop as a result of too
many dubs and less Coin for produc-

Some

natioiialiaatipn of

of

any

r

industry

through this type of goyeiShrtteht:
financing. If" appropriation of public
funds for
this
purpose engulfs
America's next loan, it will substantiate Herbert Hoover's recommendation that U, S. checkers must
be provided to guarantee no niisuse
of such funds lor nationalizatioh
purposes.

Maurice Ostrer Adds

6 More Films

tion.

For

producers, backing the ex-

to

Sked

British Production
London, March 15.

hibitors in their demand lor forced
exhibition by law, yell about some
50 frozen pix. But' info here is that
many of these aren't strong enough
Since there has been
for booking.
a dip in cinema trade, exhibitors
aren't sentimental enough to risk

Maurice Ostrer in addition to having signed R. ir. Minney for his new
film company. Premier Productions,
with first film to be produced by
Minney being "The Queen of Love,"
has six other film.s in hand. These
are D. L. Murray's "Enter Three
booking them.
Some observers in the trade don't Witches"; "Lady Eleanor Smith's
"Magie'Lantern";
"To Save My Life";
believe the law will be enacted be"Gamblers
Sometimes Win"; "How
cause, they say, as it is aimed largely at American pix, it would violate Frail the Threads," novel about present-day
conditions
in England, and
the U. S.-Mexican reciprocal trade
treaty made some two years ago. "Other Gods,", story of atomic age.
Stars under contract to Ostrer
These observers point that there's
are
Michael
Rennie,
who was in
no restriction whatever on the exhibition of Mexican pix in the U. S., "Wicked Lady"; Andrew Cruicksaying some southwestern U. S. -shank, who was with Lawrence
Olivier
in
the
did
Vic
shows and
cinemas screen Mexican pix; almost
:

appeared in "Corn Is Green" in
Y.; Elhne Dunn, Irish actress
from Abbey theatre, Dublin, who
is
due on Broadway in new play
next August; Beryl Baxter, playing
N.

French Newsreds Hit

Heavy Tax for Biz
Pc.ris,

For the
crowd is

first

March

time here,

fighting

its

18.

the. picture

battle against

high taxes via the screen. Some losuch as Actualites
cal newsreels,
Francaises and Eclair Journal, have
used a clip realistically showing how
the industry is affected by heavy
taxation.
This was quickly noted,
since virtually a slam at the government's policy.
Newsreels are considered as press,
and as such are not supposed to submit to censorship. But at the same
time the government is very careful
to see that what material they handle gets the "right" treatment.

.

Metro Journal, which the local
trade reels objected as beihg a postwar inception and hence against
regulations, is continuing while the
investigation goes on. Metro appears
likely to

win

its

c&^e.

"Lady Frederick," Savoy.
Ministry," Comedy.

"Pacific 18B0," Drury Lane.
"Pcaee to Pcckliam," Princes.
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp.
"Piccadilly Hayridc," Wales.
"Romany Love," Majestys.
"She Wanted Cream" Apollo.
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.

exhibition of films.
call for capitalization of

make better pictures, and a committee was appointed to work on it.
Karl Hartl, Wien Film, pointed
out that the "Wine, Women, Song"
theme should be cut down, it creates abroad the impression that
Austria loves pleasure, and that
alone.
One complaint was that
there are no good scenarios avail-

"Man From

"No Room at Inn," Winter Garden.
"Now Barabbas," 'Vaudeville.

and

tribution

about $1,000,000, supplemented by a
credit line of about $5,000,000

exclusively.

Current London Shows

promoting a new corporation tenta»
tively titled Union Generale Cinematographique, for production, dis»

Manager Lunin Blueprints

24.

Reshuffle of J. Arthur Rank's advertising and publicity forces here is
due for early announcement and it's
understood that Sydney Wynne, sonin-law of Ernest Bevin, Britain's
foreign minister, will be named chief.
John Dennet. who now heads the ad
dept. of Odeon circuit, becomes chief
of advertising for the entire Rank
group when the cards are riffled.
John Myers, present ad topper, is
slated to head studio and production
publicity.
The move is necessitated
by the rapid growth of the group.

Paris, March 18.
Domaines Administration, trust
company which handles govern-*
ment-owned properties, Is quietly

Rosenhuegel studios, it was
agreed that something must be done

to

play by

currently playing
big I lead in "Born Yesterday," will di-

..

to Start Prod.

meeting of Au.strian

a

of

Rank liys

ley

every

now _doing

It's

2 Ready

Vienna, March

RKO scripters Sloan Naband Caesar Berniei.
in fifth week at Carlton. "Happened
Goodhart Js trying to get Clifton
in Brooklyn" also is nice at $15,000
Webb
to star iii show either in LonLondoh, March 19.
opening week at Empire. Current
Hollywood is reported intrigued
too moneymaker is "Best Years of don or on Broadway. If in former.
over si new inethod of film-making,
Lives" (BKO), in its third week, Hartley Powers,

:

Film Prod.-Distrib Setup

Seek Better Austrian Pix;

At

world

the

moo

6 H'wood Folks
Flock

shoved

off

to

for

in

"Fifty

Fifty,"

the

o£ war in Singapore; April Stride,
currently appearing in film, "Crowthers of Bankdam," and a new find,

June Holden.

BRITISH LEGIT PRODUCER

BUYS HOLLYWOOD PLAY
Hollywood. March

25,

Geoffrey Goodhart, British legit
producer, bought "The Cries of the
Dogs," authored by Sloan Nibley
and
Peter
Berneis,
Hollywood
scripters. for late spring presentation in

London.

Play, based on an Arabian prov-

"For what cares heaven for
the cries of dogs." is leased on a
father's attempts to dominate the
life of his son.

erb.

Paris Court Reverses
Self,

London 'last week

These included
Barbara Stanwyck;, Robert Taylor,
Paulette Goddard, Burgess Meredith, Robert Lantz and Enterprise
veepee David Lewis!.

after brief Stay here.

Prior to returning to U.

lead

Shephard play; Frederick
Bradshaw, Who appeared in 40 films
in England before the war and recently returned after being prisoner

Firth

London

Paris, March 25.
Hollywood
filmites

of

femme

S.,

April

Haik Loses House
Pari.s,

March

18.

Recent reversal of a former court
decision that returned the Francais,
boulevard picture house, to Jacques
Haik now leaves him with only his
Olympia. Francais reverts to Domaines <S0.gec chain'). This does
not affect the booking combine be-

17. Lewis plans a junket to Cannes.
tween Haik and Philippe Acoulon,
Arthur Loew, Loew's International Sogee head, so that Haik still has
topper, is due to head back in N. Y. an in on film played at Francais.
about the middle of April, while
Haik is currently in Cairo buying
Miss Stanwyck is Slated to arrive a few Arabic piqtures lor North
there, on April 7.
[African distribution.
,

—

Yank Jazz,

Mareh 26, 1947

WtiNliiesday,

IPICTVAKS

to

Slick Chicks, C(K;ta

Temiws, BruDet linkers to

Hellman, Zannck Gab

Rb

Hollywood, March 25.
Marcel H«llman, who recently
produced ''Meet Me at Dawn" in
England for 20th-Fox is in tdWn for
three weeks of conference with
Darryl F. 25anuck oh the company's
future product In London.
While in town, Hellman will borrow a number of the studio's out-

B#

Inside Stuff-Pictures
Recently-adopted policy of distribs starting ads for the succeeding pic
ture at the Musl<3 Hall, N. if., very early in the run of the current film
George Apley,
Unexpectedly
proved' profitable, for present tenant, "Late
would have meant the
short three-week run of Metro's "Sea of Grass"
20th-Fox pie going into the M. H. with an inadequate ad campaign had not
the company started copy, minus the theatre name, in the dailies during
anticipated
that
the Spencer
the second week of the "Grass" run. It was
Tracy-Katharine Hephurn starrer would get the five weeks the booking per.
mitted. Fox, therefore, was just doing a sort of teaser campaign, which
was switched into the regular campaign when it became evident "Apley"
its
own
end, had started a
was going in before expectations. Metro, on
similar early-in4he-ruh campaign for "Grass," whUe its "Yearling" was
only in its second week.

Following through on its mten-.build
tions to hypo film ballyhoo to
Bar Food, Soda
up extended playing time for top
overseas.
exWise, Theatre Sale standing players for work
product, 20th-Fox has lined up
"Alexander's
for
tensive campaigns
Madison, Wise., March 25.
in
"Cariuval
Ragtime Band" and
A bill to bar the sale of food and
a
which
for
Costa Rica." "Alex,"
soft drinks in theatres has been inexpended,
$500,000 ad budget is to be
troduced in the Wisconsin legislaof the
will have the benefits of one
ture by Assemblyman Charles Westmost far-reaching radio promotions phal, Milwaukee Republican, It proSurvey conducted by Audience Research Institute reveals that publicity
ad20th
yet accorded a film, with
vides a fine of $25 for violation.
for Jesse Lasky's forthcoming "Miracle of the Bells" has received mpre
and
pub chief Qharley Schlatfer
There's some question if this covaudience penetration before the^start of a paid acl-publicity caflnpai|n
Kahn
Irving
'''y
'
raSio publicity head
ers the sale of popcorn, confection
'r,:::' ^-y- \-':-[^'\
any other film in history.
than
_
shows
lop
haying lined up six of the
and candy.
Situation is believed to result frowi the fact that the Bussell Janney
for special plugs.
.,,
„
No hearing has been scheduled lor
novel from which the film is to be made headed the best seller lists for
Campaign tees off April 7 with the proposal as yet.
addition, Lasky and Pcentice-Hall, publishers -of the
I»
months.
several
which
"Lux Radio theatre," in
book, received plenty of he'wspaper space and radio time through the conTyrone Power and Alice Faye. stars
After seeking them for the last 20
RKO
test still in session to find an unknown femme for the lead role.
Shore,
of "Alex," along with Dinah
Council
of
National
years,
the
will release the atoi, with Fred MaoMlurray set for the male lead.
Dick Haymes and Al Jolson, will
Teachers of English finally has been

Would
From

23 Pic Classics

'

do the

film's script,

Bob Hope show

MORTiWEST MEIES'
STMTOSPHEEE FEiS

guest
the following night will also
in a special tribute to the
Minneapolis, March 25.
Irving Berlin musical, with Bing
When regular Orient flights begin,
Berlin
Crosby singing some of the
Northwest Airlines here *viU follow
tunes on his April 9 show. "Duffy s
lead and have a
Paa-American's
Tavern" April 9 will guest Berlin
covtple of hours of films to break up
personally, wife the script centering
the monotony of one leg of nine
about the film. Cornel Wilde is hours over water. In order to avoid
slated to guest, on the Eddie Cantor
exhibitor opposition and be in line
show April 10 in a plug for the for new features, plx will be shown
picture jind Berlin will close the outside the boundaries of the U. S.
campaign April 14 with a special
The company hasn't decided yet if
guest shot on the Victor Borge- it will follow the Chesapeake
Ohio
Benny Goodman show. It's believed railroad's Ifead and sliOw feature
that every radio listener in the films or confine its programs ia
country will hear at least one of shorts
and educationar subjScts.
the programs.
First, of course, the experiment must
campaign Will pe be proved successful by test.
"Carnival"
highlighted by a goodwill tout of
three Costa Rican beauty queens,
selected' in a nationwide contest to
represent the country at the film's Jr. League Auspices For
world preera, slated for the Roxy,

jolsoii

given condensed versions of feature
pictures based on classic and modern literature by the fllroHndustry.
Teaching Film Custodians, the nonprofit corporation organized by the

&

major film conipanies, is the instrumentality which is making the pictures

Y., Friday (28). Gals will then
Prestige Fix Packages
tour the eastern half of the U.S.,
Junior League of Reading fPa.)
doing radio shows and newspaper
will curtain-raise in the campaign
interviews to help plug the film.
Pictures unit of UniverPrestige
of
and BaUy

N.

Beauty

Parfimourit and Universal-International have both teken to a modified iorm of beauty contest on a
national scale in hypoing bally for
Par is
early release of top pix.
staging a cross-country match in
which brunet lookers gathered in
New York, Chicago, Kansas City
and Los Angeles wiU be railroaded

to sell packaged product of J.
Arthur Rank to national organizations in concert series. League has
rented the Penn theatre in Reading
for a two-day engagement of "Brief
Theatre
Encounter," Marqh 26-27.
will also be used hy the chapter for
"I Know Where I'm Going" which

sal

is set for April 23-24.

to Par's studio, where Bob Hope
will choose bis "favorite brunette,"
U-I's
the pic of the same name.
stunt, which beats the drums for
"The Egg and I," went througli its
prelims last weekend when five regional "slick chicks" were designated in Chicago for a closeout contest on the Coast yesterday (Tues.).
Ur^s promotion calls for the
transportation by air Of the femme
owners and the contestants, hens in
this instance, in a tieup with "Egg,"
which preems around April 24 at
Radio City Music Hall. Hope's "Favorite Brunette" is current at the

W. Y, Paramount.

;

New York April
and ceturns from the Coast April

Bar's train leaves
1

Besides transporting the gals,
carry number of daily
While
columnists and press reps.
timed after preem of pic,' it's figured
to be ace publicity in the various
towns from which the contestants
will come.
11.

train' will

$30,040 Fot Guest Shots

20th-Fox

Reading branch has pacted the

two pix and in turn is selling tickets
to its 'members and the public.
Large number of other JL chapters
will follow suit with Prestige offering packages of two-to-five pix to

the organization. Lawrence Audrain,
Prestige's top flack, made a flying
trip to Reading over the weekend
to set exploitation and advertising
for the JL preem.
In another phase of the drive for
special sales of certain Rank films,
Prestige

last

week

pacted

with

Purdue University

for the playing of
a series of five pix in the school's

auditorium.
Deal was made with
implied okay of neighboring theatre
operators who Were offered the
films before the university's officials
wer& approached.

SPCA

Hollywood, March 25.
spending $30',000 for

25.

Giving away of baby chicks at a
theatre show here was stopped by
the Society for Prevention of Cruel-

radio guest shots to bally revival of
"Alexander's Ragtime Band." Studio
contractees and outside talent are
being paid full price by 20th to
stimulate .interest in picture via
singing its tunes or doing spots.
Talent cost of five stars on Lux
airing Of "Alex" April 7 is being

ty to Animals.

Herbert

M.

Baehman,

humane

agent, stepped into tlie picture after
the State theatre here advertised it

would give away, chicks

list

of

con-

23

the picture industry Wanted to make
the material available. Under the
direction of Mark A. May, chairman
of TFC, who is director of the Institute, of Human Relations at Yale
University, the initial array of features were re-edited and cut down
in lengtn to fit the classroom period
of 38-40 minutes. All of the features
treated so far have been cut db'wn
to four reels. In this way, the classic
film story has been made available
for cla.ssroom study at the usual
rental to TFC.
Now the pictures are rented to fit
into any particular phase of classroom study. Majority of the English
literature films differ materially, of
course, from the original feature
pictures. They are shown only to
students,
in
regularly
enrolled
classes, and for study and not entertainment.
The complete list of literature
films now available includes "Adventures
of
Huckleberry
Finn"
(Metro); "Alice in Wonderland,"
(Paramount); Metro's "Anna Karenina,"
"Christmas Carol," "David
Copperfield, the Boy" and "David
Copperfield, the Man," being two
four-reel subjects down from the
Original "Copperfield,"
and "Good
Earth"; "Great Expectations" (Uni;
versal) "Heidi" (20th-Fox) "House
of Seven Gables" (U); "Jane Eyre,"
"Kidnapped" and "Les Miserables,*
all 20th; "Light That Failed" (Par)
"Magnificent Obsession." (U); "Mu
tiny on the Bounty" (Metro) "Mystery of Edwin Drood" (U); "Peter
Ibbetson" (Par); "Pride and Preju-

:

is

A

Ea.st in the Dr. Kildare .series to be produced by Metro, heretofore titled
"Cynthia's Secret," has been retitled "Dark Delusion." Title switch necessitated a postpOnemeht of the film's tradtescreening, which is now scheduled
for all exchanges April 7 except Washington, where it will be tradcshown
the following day.
Delay' in tradescreening also forced postponement of the films' release,
since no picture can be released until after all exhibs have had a chance
to see it. Release date has not yet been set but the film is ext>ected to be
distributed some time ih April.

.

Balks Giveaway

Allentown, Pa., March

available,

densed versions for classroom use
has just been announced,
English instructors long clamored
for sorne adaptation or condensation of such classic screen stories as
"David Copperfield," "Great Expectations" and, "Kidnapped." But until the work of whipping these features into classroom shape was undertaken by Teaching Film Custodians this was only a wish, much as

to tlie first

500 persons to enter the theatre.

.

^ Amus. Tax

Harry Kosiner, Edward Small's sales rep ta .New York, has also been
to supervise distribution of Andrew Stone's product. Latter i.s not
his personal accWnt,' however, but will be handled via the Small office,
since Small's Motion Picture Finance Corp. on the Coast has coin invested
Both Stone and Small films ai^
in Stone's pic, "Pun on a Weekehd "
distributed by United Artists.

named

Republic's dropping of the "Red Ryder" series of westerns was the result
an oversight. One of the studio execs forgot to pick itp the option on
Owner of.-the property
the newspaper strip during the specified time.
immediately upped the price so high that Republic decided to switch Monte
Hale to another series.
f
of

———

Pi0 Profits Perk

— Continued

'

"Roineo

&

Juliet."

Island" and "Tale of
all

"Treasure

Two

Cities,

Metro; "Timothy's Quest" (Par).

Report On Juve Bookings
being made by reps of
the Motion Picture Assn. confabbing with exchange managers in key
cities to start a system of weekly
reports on bookings o£ pix in the
Children's Film Library. Object of
piling up the statistics is for public
relations purposes in order to demonstrate what the industry is doing
in the way of catering to moppet
Effort

is

audiences.

Continued from page 7 ;
CFL comprises 28 specially choWalter Thompson and
sen features on which theatres can
first Wnie Studio
terday (Mon.) to fight the proposed
draw for Saturday morning showhas paid its stars and outsiders to
state tax bill which, among other
ings.
exploit a picture.
Almost 5,000 such performthings, would impose a 3',i bite on
ances are believed to have been
theatre admissions. 7he group> was
formed at a meet iii t)ie Stacey- given since start of the program four
months ago.
Trent hotel at which representatives
Siritzky-Pattie
of more than 400 theatres attended.
Joining the united front were
Continued frnm page Q
Cities' 1st Drive-In
RKO, Warner Bros.,
smaller city situations, according to Paramount,

shared by

J.

20tbi

believed

It's

-

f

;

Himt

Siritzky.
Siritzky said there is strong agitation in France by film producers and
distributors to have the government
eflfect a rebate in l7'»; of admission

Loew's,

Atlantic

theatres,
cuit and

Fabian

taxes being paid by them. That bite
was added during the war as an increa.se over a levy of 28'.', making a

and he with George Gold of Newark
was designating as directing chair-

45'i total.

Marcel Carne, prodiicer of "Les
Enfants du Paradls," is set to come
to the U. S. in 1948 for a Hollywood
according to Siritzky.
projfluction,
Sirtiilar plans of Marcel Pagnol have
been postponed so the producer can
be formally entered in the French

Academy.

theatres,

circuit,

Reade

cir-

the Independent Theatre
Assn.
Edward Lachman,
Allied prexy, wielded, the gavel

Owners
N.

J.

1 j=i

.

^

RKOs Bu^ss

too healthy situation,

Takihg: a broad industry-wide
average, the facts are that b.o.
gro.sse3 are up a few percent over
la.st
year, although net income is
either off a few percent or about
equal to 1946. That's because of increasing costs in theatre operation,
principally payrolls and expenditures for house improvements.

There have been some interesting

hBrit9iiiyp40|
HKp'a
40%* in

busineiss in Britain jumped
1946 over the year before
and maintained its gain in face of
blizzards and power shortage.s this
winter which caused an over-all
slump of 35% in Britain's show biz,
according to Robert Wolff, com-

pany's

managing director

United Kingdom.

RKO

eIo.«ed that

,

the

for

Wolff also disnow pofced to

is

in characteristics of the
b.o.—-such as an 'unexplained drop in
children's attendance.^but averages
remain high in the affiliated circuits.
All but one of the five saw a rise
in gross income for the first nine
weeks. Important indie circuits are
about on a par with a year- ago,
while most indie houses checked
claimed a drop of from 10 to 20%.

launch into the 16m field overseas
and has already prepped three
groups of 12 pix each for UK con-

Attendance is generally off slightbut the fact that much of that is
represented by low-priced children's
makes it less Significant than
it appears.
In addition, increases in
admi.ssion prices during 1946 have
more than compensated in gross
totals.
Certain areas which had
.swollen wartime population.s, such
as San Francisco and Norfolk, are
considerably down from last year,
but that was to be expected.
B'wiy Down But N. Y. City Up
Broadway has slipped substantially with a drop in wartime touri.sm, but New York as a whole is up.
It has been going up for the pa.st
three or four years and 1947 is following that trend.
Matinee business is down, but evenings and weekends are holding up
well. There s(re some regional differences in this respect,- of course,
hinging on postwar population and

Wind," having displaced "Mrs. Mini-

changes

ly,

sumption.
"Bells of St. Mary's," an

RKO

re-

proved to fee the biggest
grosser ever to play England with
the exception of "Gone With the
'.ea-sc,

ver"
said.

for

that

spot,

foreign

Strong films continued

tickets

ernment

topper
to

do

Britain despite govregulations limiting play-

big business

in'

ing time to six hours daily during
the winter, Wolff added.

Strong possibility ef RKO dropits plans to produce "White

ping

tgwer" in England and the Continent was revealed by Wolff who
said an alternative story, now a\'ailable, was a more likely prospect.

"So Well Remembered" has been
completed under an RKO tieup -Vk-ith
Arthur Rank and the -Tower',

J.

substitute
the deal.

is

to

be made as part

of

Company will probably
continue turning out pix with Rank
since the terms of' their pact gi\'es
RKO that option, Wolff said.
Wolff, who's in New York for a
which will end May 9 when he
that

industrial shifts^

visit

Total domestic film rentals of the
eight majors for the fir.st nine weeks
are rather substantially up over 1946

returns to Britain, said

RKO

would not encourage fly-by-night.s to
which provided the heaviest cor- enter the 16m field in the UK. Comporate profits the industry has ever pany is encouraging exhibs to pi<^K
Twin
seen.
(Theatre circuits provide, a up licensing rights in the narrowMinneapolis. March 25.
Twin Cities' first drive-in theatre greater proportion of net to the Big gauge branch since BK<i intends
to
in prospect in consequence of the
action of Taxpayers' Assn. of Gol'Valley, local suburb, in approving $150,000 for such a project. Joe
Wolf,
Minneapolis
Film Clas.sics

i.s

den

man

und Screen Guild franchiseholder,
of the theatre federation.
Fight will be waged via publicity and Louis Gainsley, local jeweler,
and shorts which will be propped to are planning it.
Pair would pay license fee of
acquaint patrons and the general

public of the threat. The tax fixes a .$1,0(10 annually as against $75 for
Village council
3^0 levy on hotel bills, tobacco, regular theatres.
Proposed will hold a public hearing this week
liquor and amusements.
by A.iscmblymatt Richard MLschlich, •Tiid decide thereafter whether to
the
permit against which
the bill is currently in its second is.sue
;much opposition has appeared.
reading.
•

;

budget .apeciils which have been
carrying the load, adftilttedly a not

;

dice,"

from page

exceptional business, mediocre and
minor ones are very frequently
dying, Which means it is the big-

.

;

.

•

or Oissmonis.

—

than rentals do, however.) handling these pix similarly
Only a fe-w of the eight companies tho.sB of 35m.
have slippedi and then only slightly,
In the main, the narrow films will
while .one made a gain of as much go into towns which ordinni'ily
as 16''!' in domestic rental.s.
would have theatres but have been
Foreign rentals are likewise well barred from that development by
above a year ago. That's despite the current building restriction.s. About
fact that returns from
England. 800 installations for 16m pix are
which nomally provides 60'?, of now operating in Britain, he said,
overseas income, are off.
of -tivhich many are mobile units.
Darkening the profits picture for Other companies presently dislriluithe majors, of course; are increa.sed ting narrow pix are Columliia. via
costs of operation, plus the fact that Wigmore
Films; Gaumont-Bvin- IjPiye

•

i

:

j

1

|

I

^

I

j

i

they

will be amortizing heavierbudgeted pictures than last year.

,

\

Rank, subsid, handling bolli Hii"'<
and Universal .product, and Metro.
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RKCFs Newlarration

2 PENNSY BEXS

SystpS^^

Picture Orosses

AFFECT

gSi Continued from page IS bsb

HKO

further than the other majors in

Other houses are average

Rialto.
pace.

going a step

International,

its

NAT! REVIEW BOARD

attempts to provide saleable 16ra
product for the foreign market, has
«tevised a new system of narration

Estimates fo* This Week
(Loew's-Fourth Avenue)
"Wonderful Life"
40-60)
(RKO) (m.o.). Fair $4,000 on m-o.
Last week, "California" (Par) (m.o.),

Brown

—

(1,200;

TO INCLUDE 22 ORGS.
.Expanding

in which the entire English dialog

its

general membership

$3,500.

Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
to include some 22 organizations of
is replaced by the voice of a nar—"Secret Heart" (M-G) and "Jungle
Work national scope, National Board of Princes*" (Par), -mid $3,000, Last
rator explaining the action.
Roll By" (M-G)
done at the new .RKO-Pathe Review prexy Quincy Howe, re- week, "Till Clouds
is
and "Blondie Knows Best" (Col),
studios in New York and RKO for- vealed details of the Board's reor- $3,100.
eign sales execs look to the system ganization plan at the group's 38th
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
to make their 16m product accepta- anniversary
conference
Thursday 40-60)—"Pursued" (WB) (3d wk).
ble in almost every foreign coun-try.'

the Hotel McAlpin, N. Y.
Associations such as the Boy Scouts,
(20)

,.

at

Nice

YWCA,

utilizing the narration process for
time, with pictures translated
into about six different languages.
Instead of deleting the English dialog entirely, however, Metro leaves
it in, merely shading it down in vol-

some

i

rator often winds up a commentary
sequence with direct quotes, trying
whenever possible to start and stop
his .speech in synchronization with

the lip movements of the actors.
This giv^s the same results as complete dtibbing, but is far less expensive since one voice can be used
for the entire picture instead of having a separate voice for each character. RKO has already completed
a narrated version of "Tarzan and
the Leopard Woman" in three different languages and is currently
working, on ''King Kong.", About 12
features have been turned oyer to
Fathe for the narrated versions,

,

Benoit-Levy
emphasized
UN's
need of cooperation from the film
industry while Hicks traced the advance of 16m films overseas.

(FC) (reissues),

Continued from page 3
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SONG "GUILTY."

by the jury while

This is sung
you're being

hustled to the clink.
6.

PENCILS. You write

letters to

wife, mother, Grad Sears and Dorothy Dix. No one will help you. No

one
6.

CAN help you.
PLAYING CARDS.

The

jailer

a gin-rummy player. You are
sehneidered twice a day, day after

is

day.7.

;

CIGARETS. The

ci«arets.
ft

jailer

smoke

Gotta be nice to him.
iDOLLS.
fan lor busy little fing-

CUT - OUT, PAPfB

Some

^

cleian

ers.

Write your

"mouthpiece," Eddie
Schnitzer, for help. Hidden in a
crust of bread, Joe Uiiger smuggles

you
».

now

pending.
As a matter of fact, E-L could find
itself in a rather embarrassing situation if it went forward with the
Leslie film should it find later that
the appeals court had reversed the
earlier ruling freeing tlie star from
the
pact In other words; E-L
would be unable to release the film
without an arfangement with
and if the latter didn't want to make
a deal, the film would have to be
permanently shelved.
Warner theatremen, from their
viewpoint, are reported displeased
with the turn of events. Already
Suffering from * prodiict shortage,
they were forced to scramble for
pictures last -vipeOk to flll the voids
in playing tiine.

WB

(a)

FALSE

MUSTACHE.
FILE.

.

A

A

means

of

escape.
(c)

way

PISTOL.

To

shoot

your

out.

But you haven't a "Chance. You've
coMniitted a terrible crime. You're
caught and put into
are three ways out,

solitary.

HAZOR- BLADES.

10.
tiiroat.

Cut

stockholders of Western Electric
Co. have been notified by C. G. Stoll,
prexy, that they will be a-sked to
pass on a proposal to increase (he
company's" authorized capital stock
to 9,000,000 shares at the annual

There meeting, April
your

11.

POISOlSr. Eat

HOPE, Hang yourselt

it.

iThe End)

jsmmmajaammammmam

One of them, presented by Rep.
Joseph " A. Scanlon, Philadelphia
Democrat, would iorbid changes in
amusement
admission prices
in
places during Sundays or holidays.
Another measure would make- it
:

mandatory^for theatres
screen

the

floor
exits.

8.

Currently author-

ized capitalization is 7,500,000 shares.
If increase is voted, it is planned
offer the additional .shares pro
rata to stockholders. Proceeds will

be used in financing heavy demands
for telephone equipment for Bell
System.

plan

to flash

at

regular intervals

of

the

on
a

house showing

Three in Missouri Also.
Kansas City, March

25.

Exhibitors in Missouri are keeping their eyes peeled on three bills
One being
in the legislature.
eyed favorably is Senate Bill 155,

now

^

'

OffNewBI^
Minneapolis, March 18

Promoter* desiring to build nevir
theatres in Minneapolis and its suburbs charge that present vested
theatre interests' have been usina
their influence to choke off any
additional competition and keep
a
"closed shop" for showhouses now
in
existence.

pointed

It's

out

that

North Central Allied and independent exhibitors leaders generally have
made no bones of their determinations to oppose any further local
theatre construction and they fight
it openly and. have been doing so
for
more than 10 years.
The Minneapolis city council is on
record to refuse to issue any more

sets standards of seating and
new theatre construction. permits for theatre consjtruction and
not retroactive and will not North Central Allied has asked it
to continue that policy.
apply to theatres already in use.
The indeTwo others have failed to evince pendents argue that the city already
is overseated and that new
theatre
any favoritism from exhibitors. One
buttding would jeopardize present
is H.B. 246, providing for a soldiers'
investments and result in a lowering
bonu.s, and raising part of the funds
by a 5% tax on theatre admissions. of entertainment standards.
Except for the issuance 'of a permit
It is currently lodged with, the mili"
to the Volk Bros., circuit owners and
tary affairs committee.
independent leaders, the council here
H.B. 250 recently introduced is has rejected
all applications.
The
now in the committee of criminal Volks call their permit
a "transfer"
.iurisprudence. It would require an because,
they promise, after the new
experienced fireman to be on duty theatre
is built another of their
in every theatre, and would require
neighborhood houses, several miles
one fireman for each 1,000 -seats or away,
will be abandoned. One Minportion thereof.
neapolis suburb, Bichfleld, has is-

which

aisles for
It

is

.

Kansas legislature

last

week

killed

sued a permit

to

&

Mans

O'Reilly,

the last of its proposed revenue circuit owners, for a new theatre,
measures, thereby removing any but it -tabled an application for
a
anxiety from exhibitors in that drive-in theatre license made by
InSeattle, March 25.
state.
dustrial Products, a firm not now enBig news here this 'stanza is the
gaged in the show business.
great biz being done by "Favorite
The Twin Cities and their suburbs
Brunette," playing day-date at two
have never had a
>:

dri-ve-in theatre

Sureseaters

theatres.

Estimates for This

Blue Mouse (H-E)

Week

(800;

Continued from v*t* I

45-80)—

SE

"Favorite Brunette" (Par). Special elusive overseas diet, joined the
bally helping to huge $9,000. Last parade last week when a spokesman
week, "Perfect Marriage" (Par) and disclosed plans to open three more
"Big Town" (Par) (2d wk), fairish in
Denver, Dallas and Salt-Lake City
$3,400 in 6 days.
with the theatre chain aiming for
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
an ultimate total of 50 houses

—"Lac^

Lake"

in

(M-G)

and

"Raider" (Indie). Good $12,500. Last forming a countrywide network. Reweek, "Beginning or End" (M-G) and cent grosses indicate that the art"I-one Wolf in Mexico" (Col), only theatre phase of foreign pix is a
$9,000,
thing of the past, it was asserted,
liberty (J&vH) (1,650; 45-80)— and "Hollywood had better look to
"Jolson Story" (Col)
(13th wk). its laurels."
Great $11,000. Last week,. $11,500.
Partola theatre, 1,000-seater in San
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
"California" (Par) (m.o.). Nice $6,- Francisco, which the Pink outfit re500.
Last week, "Song of South" cently switched to a foreigh pic
(RKO) (4th wk), good $4,300 in 6 policy, did over $"5,000 in the first
days.
four days of a dual bill combining
Music Box (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)— the French film "Katia"
and the
"Boom Town" (M-G) and "Tom, Czech pic "Merry
Lives." The Mayan
Dick" (RKO) (reissues). Slow $6,000.
Last week, "Wicked Lady" (U) and theatre, Los Angeles, a l,SOO-seat
former legit house, attempted Yank
"BUnd Spot"- (Col), slow $6,300.
Orpheum (HtE) (2,600; 45-80)— pix "and it was a complete flop,"
"Humoresque" (WB) (2d wk). Okay it's said. Pink gloup then switched
$8,500 after landing very good $13,- the house to foreign' product and
200 last week.
grossed $37,000 in. i-flve-weeks iun
FarBmonnt (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)— of the same
double bill as played
"Favorite Brunette" (Par). Day-date
with Blue Mouse. Heavy exploitation the Partola.
with local brunette contest boosting
Increasing stature with exhibs of
this to smash $15,000. Last week, foreign films is also claimed by
"California" (Par) (2d wk), big $10,- Prestige which Is pushing some
of J.
700.
Arthur Rank's product. Because^ of
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
"Tomorrow the World" (UA) and their power to draw on audiences
"Guest in House" (UA), split with that lay off the usual Hollywood pix,
such
top-ranking
"Wicked Lady" (U) (m.o.). Good $5,exhibs as Bob
000. Last week, "Swell Guy" (U), O'DOnnell
of
Interstate
Circuit;
$4,600.
Clharles Skouras, head of Fox-West
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 25 Coast
50)—"Razor's Edge" (20th) and "Mr. ban theatres; and the potent Bala& Katz chain in Chicago have
Ace" (UA) (3d run). Nice $4,000.
switched scattered nabe houses to
Last week, "Old California" (Rep)
and "Girl God's Country" (Rep), split British flhns. In the main, Prestige
with "Meet John Doe" (FC) and says, big circuits are. considering
"Wake Up. Dream" (FC) (3d run) partial conversion in those theatres
good $3,300.
which have been limping along on
subsequent-rim Hollywood product.
.

SAN FRANCISCO

(Continued from page 11)
week, "Pursued" (WB), neat .$26,000.
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 55-85)—
"Ltdy in Lake" (M-G). Nice $21,500. Last week, "Beginning or End"
(M-G) (2d wk)t only $8,500.

Prestige's

Survey

Prestige is currently surveying
conversion possibilities in the U. S.
and preliminary reports compiled by
Lawrence J. McGinley, sales chief,

and Lewis Blymberg,

his assistant,

-

-

—

•

•

and the Industrial Products' move to
build is one of several that have
been encountering obstacles and thus
have not gotten anywhere. Jos
Minneapolis distributor ai
Film Classics and Screen Guild, has
been
trying
unsuccessfully
for

far

WOlf,

months

to get a pern)it for a drivein house in Golden 'Valley.
The
council there, which alio has two
applications for regular theatre licenses, got as far as to fix a license
fee of $1,000 annually for drive-ins
and $75 for regular theatres.
Industrial Products,
abandoning
the; proposed Richfield project, is
now taring to *Bt « drive-in permit
in another stiburb, Bloomington.

New Orleans Project
New Orleans, March 18.

Inject

Application of L. & R. Theatres,
to oonstruct a $125,000 film
house near the liafltte Housing Project has been denied by the facilities
review committee of the eivilian
Production Adnjlhlstration in Wash-

Inc.,

ington.
2 New Vtxan Theatres
Port Arthur, Texas, March 2S.
Charles Brent, of Dallas, opened

new

$100,000

Vlltege theatre

here.

Jim Hewitt is manager.
Mr. and Mrs. George Nix, opened

new

their

Groree

theatre,

Goree,

Which they remodeld from an old
building. Nix is a c^jiinty commissioner and his wife will assist in the
operation.

New Charlotte, N. C, House
Charlotte, N. C, March 25.
Manor, newest motion picture theopen April «/near
Providence Road shopping center.
Opening film is "The Egg and L"
atre here, will

Y. Stafford of Charlotte will
serve as acting manager He is general manager for MeisClman's chain
in the two Carolinas.
Associated with Meiselman in operation of the Maiaoir will be Phil
Berler.
E.

.

Paramount (FWC) (2,646: 55-85)-^ indicate that there's at least One
"Beast Five Fingers" (WB).
Only house in- each of the 92 cities with'
Last week, "Love 100,000 population or more available
Laughs Andy Hardy" (M^G) (2d for steady consumption of British
wk), $10,000.
films. Company is approaching *ebe
State (FWC) (2,133: 55-85)— "Puroperatofs jatber than the big downsued" (WB) (m.o.).
Fair $9,500.
Last week, "California" (Par) (m.o.). town houses and urging on them
the heed for intimate surroundings
$10,000.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2.448; 55- as an added lure for the Customers.
85)— "Scheherazade" (U) (2d wk)
Another selling point wiiich is
Okay $13,000 or over. Last week, making its mark
with theatremen is
fancy $23,500 in 4 days.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,- the remarkable staying power of the
overseas
films because of their dif207;
55-85)
"Fabulous Dorseys"
(UA). Mild $11,000 or under. Last ferent-from-average patronage.
week, "Red House" (UA) (4th wk), While these pix rarely start off with
steady $7,800.
the rush biz of top Yank films their
Stagedoor (Ackerman) (350; $1.80 b.o. drop-off in the second
and third
to $2.40)—"Henry V',' (UA)' :(26th
weeks is only 5-6%, more times
wk).
Steady $4,500.
Last week, than not.
Consequently, extended
about same.
runs
of
10
to
12
weeks
is
United Nations (FWC) <1,149; $1
almost the
to
$1.80)-"Best Years"
(RKO). norm, while such' bellwethers as
Stout $21,500 or close. Last week, "Brief Encounter" and "Open' City"
terrific $30,000.
hold over for months at a clip.
$20,000 in 9 days.

,

Increasing Stock

to

12.

'v

WE

-'^

iiilb Oidb

IN 2 SEATTLE HOUSES

WB—

a
disguise.
(b) STEEL

$5,000.

mUMETTE' BRISK 24G

-

4.

Amazons" (FC) and "Renegade Girl"

li-WB

and that banishing U was
out last Wednesday (19).
Circuit execs were instructed as of
those dates to cancel all possible engagements and give no further play-*
ing time to features, newsreels or
shorts of the alleged offenders,
with which RKO Internatisjual hopes few houses are continuing to play
to hypo its I6m business overseas.
and.is-L pix in situations where
System is expected to provide the it is too late to book substitute pix.
answer to the qupstion of what form
Bank itt It' Too
foreign versions of American prodIncidental sufferer in the pair of
uct should take in those areas disputes is British producer J. Arwhere 16m product is to be pushed. thur Rank, since U and E-L. happen
Dubbing has been almost entirely to be sole dfstribs in this country of
iruled out, both; because of its ex- his new films.
pense and because audiences in
Story behind the battle with U is
many foreign countries dislike the that Buckner had got the impression
Subtitling in the tiie Warner studio was not going to
finished product,
native language, only other system lift his option, On which he had one
used heretofore, has also been found year to go. As a result, his agent
unacceptable since audiences in the began peddling him aiid struck a
hinterlands, where 16m product gets deal with Goetz.
few days later,
its greatest play, are often illiterate
Jack Warner, hearing of this, felt
and cannot read the titles. In- ad- that U'had jumped' the gun by not
dition, a 16m screen is often too
waiting uiitii Warners had officially
small'Tor titles to be seen clearly.
notified Buckner as to whether or
'not his ticket was to be picked up.
Warner at this point exercised his
option. -'which upset the
deal, and
then .took the reteliatory measure
against
pix, Claiming Goetz had
ln^j Continued trom pan ''
nvade an intentional raid On the
worth of caviar, steak and cham- studio.
pagne.
Eagle-Lion situation was slightly
2. CONTRACT FORM 220B. Exdifferent. Miss Leslie, who had been
hibitor Joe Blow signs contract for under contract to WB, recently sued
picture in competitive area.
to get. out of the pact on the grounds
3. Whiskey
SHOT GLASS. YOu that it was made while she was a
•re Celebrating the deal wheft'Hie rtinor. Coutt upheld her. Thereman with the handcuffs comeS for upon, Foy entered into a deal with
you. You are charged with collu- her. -Warner felt that likewise was
sion, graft, legerdernain, rape
.
gun-jumping since
had in the
and contempt.
meantime filed an appeal, which is

c

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;
40-60)— "Easy Come"
(Par)
and
"(Gentleman Joe Palooka" (-Mono),
Oke $5,500. Last week, "Queen of

Qiargeipk

25,

Two bills affecting the film industry were introduced in the legis-

$7,000.

National (Sttndard) (2,400; 40-60)
vaiiou-: women's clubs, et al.,
—"Michigan Kid" (U) and "Dead of
henceforth will actively participate. Night" (U).
Fairly active $8,000.
Conference ucged greater produc- Last, week, "Destry Bides Again"
tion of "family" pix, praised, the in- (U) and "When Dalton's Rode" (U)
dustry for creating the children's (reissues), $6,000.
film library and lauded the purpose
Sialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40(20th) and
of the United Nations' film division. 60)—"Rue Madeleine"
ume at various spots to allow the Among those addressing the con- "Pilgrim Lady" (Hep)v Strong $17,Last week, "Wonderful Life"
000.
narrator's voice to be' superimposed
clave, presided over by radio comRKO technique- Was devised byj^mentator Howe, were Jean- Benoit- (RKO ), healthy $16,000.
40-60)—
State
(Loew's)
(3,300;
Raoul De Leon, head of the com Levy, .director .of the United Nations
pan^s foreign versions department. film department; Orton Hicks, 16m "Stair w£.y to Heaven" (U) and
"Alias Mr. Twilight" (Col). Pleaswith the technical work supervised veepee .of Loew's
International;
ing $16,000. Last week, "Affairs Bel
by production manager Dudley Hale. Louis de Rochemont and Brian Ami" (UA) and "LOne Wolf in
Mexico" (Col), moderate $12,000.
Under the RKO system, the nar- Aherne.

Metro International has also been

March

lature at Harrisburg last week.

sturdy

week,

Last

$6,500.

FHI THEATRES

Philadelphia,

LOUISVILLE

FordgE Dubling Proieii

Solution of

WOULD

2 Ohio Arlve-lM
Toledo, March 25.
Two new drive-ins have been
announced here, Charles R. BrinkWan, Defiance, 0., cafe man. has
started

work

drive-in and

on

a

new

restaurant

$.'jO,800

near

that

city on- St^te Route 66.
He plans
it for opening this spring.
Carl. Blake arid C, T. McKnight,
pf YoUngstowM,
will open a new

C;

drive-in on a plot formerly part of
"Camp' Reynolds, near Greenville,
Pa,
Construction Worlt is in prog-

ress.

——

Qnonset House
Hollywood, March 25.,
California's first Quonset theatre
-bowing at Rodger Young housing
project in Los Angeles. Lee Naify is
Qalif,'s 1st

lessee of SOO-seater costing $40,000,
is 60c for house.

Admission top

"

Vednesday, Mmeybt

2fi»

19*7

23

Showmen whose

cus-

todiers hove beeti asking

when^ Glenn Ford

bock

.:|i¥e;

;to^^

more

of

now

continp

them some

whot he dished

out in 6ILDA
that

is

ctin tell

is

the time.

M.

P.

them

Daily

Columbia Pictures
presents

Oirecttilliy

Screenplty by Ben

Maddow

Prediicidbr

iUDWAUiltE •»$!>[

pictvuks

Swedish Massage

U. S. Pix In

Continued from pag* C

j

foreign' film income, it is neverthe- adverse factors injuring the posiof
American film exports
less important because there have tion

and no mone- abroad, declared Gerald M. Mayer,
t»ty blocks heretofore.
managing director of the International Division of the Motion Picthree V. S. incommittee
been no

restrictions

A

of

ture Assn., last week in his rejjort
to
prez Eric Johnston on Ii94ff
operations.
"The scarcity of dollar exchange

Sweden has been
work out the sitttation
th«r«i it Wits sWtfd that the
Swedish move was not a Tmtter

MPA

4itstry rept in

named

to

fif discrimination, but that new
tegulations which will he handed
down in a jew weeks will contain restrictions. However, these
will opplj/ to all imports and to

all

couritrtes,

with no

has become more apparent during
the past year than ever before," report stated, "Coupled with this is
the desire on the part of many
countries to create or enlarge their
own infant film industry, Many
types of restrictive measures have

jinjiilitifl

40%, and French,
ond German, 10%. Most
figures show domestic

American,
recent

tr. S. State Department has ordered an investigation by its MiiSi^on
in Bucharest I<atter has unade representations to the Ministry vt For-

the

eign Affairs.
is

that 15 cases of

IT.'

S.

pix have been lying in customs ioi
officials

declining to either grant or refuse
them import permits. The only explanation that American reps can
get is that there is
one at the
Ministry .attthorized to jsiga neces-

no

'

iiary licenses.'"

^
•

J:

^

.

In the iheantlmt, EVencb, Hungarian and Russian pix are gaiping
ifntry, with not a. single Soviet film
'

popped whether

it

arrives

by or-

dinary delivery or via the legation,
likewise, Russian pix ale exempt
^om both customs taxes and censorship, to both of which U. S. films
ere subject.

his

;

give

will

untU
tribunal hears the caSe and

them a breathing

spell

after
acts,

,

'

more
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more
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Growing nationalism and shortage
if dollar exchange are the two chief

NOW
BOOK

'IS

Justice

that

.

<

Squawk

"To_ deal

efifeotively

iproduct Mtilizinfl 4ft% of screen
time.

two months, with Rumanian

Reed

competitive bidding, and the
pur.
pose which the court had in
view
was to end situations where n™
The feelinjg is that the Supreme ferred rims were arbitrarily with'
Court should order everything fro- held from independent exhibS
Who
zen until it finally acts.
fllJMllfied and justly
«S
ifosition of the indies was smartly titled to enjoy or at least shars
those runs.
set forth last f hursday in a stateMyers,
general
it
"As
Is
being adminstered,
Abram
F.
by
ment
the
counsel of the Allied States Exhibi- system cannot possibly accomnlisfi
tors, which he mailed out to the that purpose. The great circuits
are
members. He charged that the ma- being protected in their locj
jors were using the competitive bid- monopolies and the only competition
ding position as a club to beat higher that is being stunulated is between
rentals out of the exhibitors who independent exhibitors in order to
were supposed to be the berie- raise fflm rentals;"
ficiaries and not the suflferers from

here

S5 Contlnned from page 7 55;
divorcement. Some are so anxious
see the system established that plenty of product for exhibs in such
Omaha, March 25.
they are putting it into effect before situations.
lems, I am presently engaged in
Variety Club here is organizing the decree becomes effective. One
Sending out well-qualifted personnel
Metro has gradually upped the
the territory to raise $20,000 for new might suppose they would lean over
to key centers of the world so that
Children's Memoitial hospital via a backwards to make competitive bid- number of t(Srritories in which it's
the International Division may in
series: of
Variety ding as attractive as possible at been conducting its experiments
25c matinees.
every sense of the word become the
raised $14,000 last year.
least Until the iMUe of competitive with competitive biddmg and is
ant^ina of the industry. With the
now
bidding versiw divorcement is set- selling product that way in 40 or
information thus instantly available,
50
tled."
different situations, Rodgers said.
v?e can thereby hope to anticipate
Myers pointed out that the New He concurred with other distrib
and prevent the erecWon <of barriers
riees
York judgment calls upon the dis- toppers in pointing out that very
rather than face the necessity of
tributors to name a minimum flat few exhibs were bidding over their
trying later to have them reduced."
s Continued from pate 5 s
rental figure for licensing a film heads for product.
With distribs
no intention of slicing in any of his during a specified number of days. having a say in what situations are
houses. Exhib biggie doesn't believe
"We have yet to see an offer which considered competitive and therethat Colonial's jnove will hurt him states any minimum price, whether fore open to bidding, Rodgers conContimaefl from paiw IS
nor does he think levels off Broad- in terms of a flat rental or otherwise. ceded that there might be a little
"The decree further provides that confusion at the beginning, with
and definition are lost when the way are out of line. There's no gen- the distributor's
some of the majors offering product
offer shall include,
narrow-gauge film is blown up to eral need for slashing, Fabian said, in
addition to a minimum price for on the auction block while others,
commercial 35m size.
though fh^e may be reason for it a stated number of days, the time not considering the situation comNewsreel editors recognize the
petitive,
would sell it in the usual
when
the
in highly paitietaariiied spots such as
exhibition is to comimence
difficulties inherent in color shootand the availability and cleajance, way. He expressed confidence, howing and consequently don't expect locales where the war's finis spelled
if any, which will be granted for ever, that the confusion would not
to use (Bolor for all events. Indoor drastic slides in theatre biz.
be serious and would be ironed out
each such run.
events, such as sports contests at
Theatre
Albany widely adver"We have yet to see an offer which With the progress of time.
Madison Square Garden, N, Y, will tised
Its
slash with the
All Metro product is to be offered
slogan contains any of this data. On the
almost certainly not be shot in color
other hand the form used by one for bidding in cornpetitive areas,
because of the lapk of sufficient "Colonial turns back the clock." Addistributor
calls on the exhibitor to Rodgers said, aftCr July 1, the date
lighting.
In addition, shooting in mission prices for adults were resupply not only the information specified by the decree for the new
color will necessitate the shipping of duced from 44c. to 35c. and children
specified in the decree but also cer- policy to swing into operation. Since
color cameras and film to correspon- from 2ffc. to 16c. for first four weektain
additional
information
e.g. Metro's reissues are being sold as
dents throjighout the world, so that days. House upped admissions only
whether the picture will be ex- top new product, he declared they
the color system wiU probably begin last September when it reopened
hibited as a single or part of a double too would be put on the block
in a small way In coverage of do- aftejf extensive refurnishing due
to feature show.
wherever exhibs asked to bid for
mestic tJ. S. events.
•
a fire.
The only legitimate purpose of them.

,.

Situation in Rumania is a little
different and appearis so decidedly a
case of discrimination against Amerr
lean pix in favor or Russian that

'

Continued from pag« 1

Albany, March 25.
aid a couple with
seven children made homeless by a
fire
which destroyed their uninsured house along with all their
belongings in nearby Altamount
was started here by Variety Club,
With a contribution of $100. Working in cooperation with local TimesUnion, fund-raising drive was begun by Chief Barker Neil Hellman,
Club, last week, also farewelled
to

Maurice "Bucky" Harris, RKO exploitation
man, transferred from
Albany to New, Haven. Member of
Tent 9's crew, fie'll be replaced by
Ralph Ripps, Loew's salesman. On
been invoked in an effort to attain hand for the festivities were Max
local BKO head; Harry
this goal, such as excessive import We^stebbe,
chief
ItKO 'exploiteer; the decree. He said in part;
duties, internal tax measures, quota Reiners,
"To the theatre-owning distribulaws, discriminatory theatre taxes, C. J, I>atta, WB a>ne manager, and
remittance taxes, government mo- Saul tlllman, Fabian Theatres up- tors competitive bidding for films is'
a welcome substitute for theatre
nopolies and theatre combinations. state manager.

'

put 9f Arnerican fiVnts. Prewar
that
Sweden's
figmes' show
tcreen tttne was divided as folXmes: Swedish product, 50%;
British
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Repb

on
creases in taxes would be passed
,
to the public.
,„,„,
Arthur said, the ProPft^,,,],^'^?
would be actually a sales tax which
would discourage theatre attendance
deprive poor people of a Prin-

Regioiial

tional Bank, Herminie. XJOvi's retir;
ing from exhibition and will make
.
.
his home in Pittsburgh.
Small nearby railroad towtt. of

i-S ips Prod

.

-; Continued from page 7
Baden wiU soon have its first theRothenstein
atre. Abe and Martin
and have bought a site and plan to erect vealed but it's believed the. person,
cipal source of entertainment
soon as mate- nel cut? have now been completed
Arthur suggested that a 350-seat house just asAbe owns the
education.
available.
the studio staff is in a static
and
ramici- rials are
the law makers rely qn the
of too West theatre in West Aliquippa condition, which would enable the
pal payroll tax, read3ustment
to and Martin assists another brother, studio toppers to plan their
Series of three regional sales con- 4produc
fow realty valuations and efforts
fabs will be held by Republic in as prexy and general manager; Mrs. obtain a share of state sales tax Louis, in the management of the tion" farther in advance.
Current
N. Y., Chicago and comiJany's North E. H. Gray, vice president; Mrs. Paul collections.
Rose in Cambridge, Springs.
boxofiUce dip in some situations,
Hollywood studios, starting with the Ketchum, secrefary-trea.'=iner. The
Sanford' MiUer, from company s
coinciding with reduced (runs iij
one in N.Y., April '2-3. James R. group operates Queen and Century
N. Y. office, appointed RKO salesN. y. Shifts
loew's
in
vicepresident
run
showcase
He
first
exec
the
houses,
Grainger,
plus
West Virginia territory.
they plan to remodel.
Irwin Fredlyn, assistant manager man in
go
to
charge of distribution, revealed the here Mfhich to be called the Oakquit
shortage
current
of
who
the
product are
Brooklyn, succeeds Jack Judd,
house,
of Loew's Metropolitan,
plans. Herbert J. Yates, company New
of with Columbia, where he replaces reportedly other seasons for hypolnj
will be constructed soon.
has been upped to acting manager
torexy, will speak at ,all three meet- lawn,
the Byron (Buzz) Keyhan, resigned.
the feature output.
Loew's Palace, Brooklyn. At
In (|s. Branch managers and district
in
manager
ex-RKO
Lefko,
Morris
George
manager
same time, assistant
chiefs will attend the sessions.
W-K Charlotte Key's Facelift
England Also
has resigned as head ot
Tanney of Loew's 46th Street, Brook- Pittsburgh,
Charlotte, N. C.
Hes a
Eastern, central district and New
Mayer announced that expanded
acting manager of WB office in Des Moines.
England district will attend the
The Broadway, one of bigger lyn, was named
Eugene brother of Morris Lefko, present plans for production in England have
Second houses of Wilby-Kincey chains closed the Boro Park, N Y.,. by
eastern confab in N.Y.
chief in Pittsburgh.
with Ben Goetz,
completed
Picker, chief of the circuit's New RKO
been
meeting, set for Chicago, April 8-9. for ten days to get facelift.
Pappas
George Saittis and William
operations.
British studios now
will take in southern, midwestern,
Paul Ballenger, former manager York theatre
the Temple theatre in Sheraden head of Metro's
Other promotions and transfers in- of
fouth western and prairie districts, of Paramount, Concord, N. C, transfrom treas- have taken a 10-year lease on the in the U.S. Five sound stages are
'inal meeting for week of April 14 f erred by. Wilby-Kincey circuit to clude Alfred Loewenthal,
John
from
operation,
with indications
ready
for
Heights,
Crafton
Heights.
assistant
urer of the Metropolitan to
in Hollywood will be for western Charlotte as manager of Dilworth.
Latter purchased the house that "Young" Bess" wlU be the first
manager of the 46th, Street; manager Melko.months
district.
Lenoir, N, C. theatre will omit the
ago and has been oper- film produced there since the wai?,
Leo Sidosky, Boro Park, moved to some
himself since then.
late shows on Saturday niglsts if
to be followed, by "The Secret GarY.; assistant Milce ating it
N.
Road,
Post
the
Lenoir city council permits showing
Vl-ag Kid Ma.tinees in Indpls.
John Prioletti back at his post den," co-starring Margaret O'Brien
Piccirillo nioved from Loew s White
Indianapolis.
of films Sunday afternoons.
20th-Fox after undergoing an
the Lexington, N. Y., re- with
and Claude Jarnian, Jr. Mayer also
Charlotte Drive-In Theatre, which Plains to
his knee at VA Deshon
Parent Teachers, Legion of De-Seymour Brond, moved to operation on Butler,
announced that Metro would conEndorsers and reopened March 6, is showing to placing
Pa.
eency, Photoplay
Hospital in
the Metropolitan, and Kenneth Grat\
tinue to stress best-sellers, citing
ether community groups here putof the Palace, namep
in Canada
Wins
Ed Curts, operator of Ritz in tan, manager
"The Hucksters," "East River," and
ting on concerted drive for SaturCO-Op
the Metsopolitan.
Regina, Sask.
day children's matinees in neighbor- Greenville, S. C, bid the "Egg and treasurer of
'B. F.'s Daughter" as adaptations of
offer of $5,000 for city-owned top novels included in the year's
hoods. Motion Picture Assn. back of I" away from Wilby-Kincey circuit.
An
Drive
Keys'NT
Skouras
"Beginning or End," set to play
property on which to ">uild a $125,- program.
campaign.
Hollywood.
000 theatre was rejected, by city
Officers of Wawasee Auto Driv- one week at Carolina theatre, was
Na
annual
fifth
In addition, bdth the second and
of
Pre-opening
In Theatre, Inc., now building al replaced by "Perfect Marriage" on tional Theatres showmanship cam- council at North Battleford, Sask. third year winners of Metro's anCouncil voted to hojd the property
fresco job at upstate lake resort for Wednesday.
Badman," at Imperial paign is being whipped up tomorrow
for North Battleford Community nual prize novel contest will be
May 15 opening, include Carl Niesse, "Angel and
(Thursday) by Charles P. Skouras Services Co-operative Assn. so it filmed this year. These include "Besecretary and general manager; Sol theatre' for one week, packed them.
and other NT execs who planed out might build a community theatre.
fore the Sun. Goes Down," by ElizaGreenberg, presideht;' George Bryan,
Tuesday (26) to that city.
Regina Motion Picture Exhibitors
Howard, and "Return
vice preside;nt-and John Ferris, treasOther theatre divisions to be visited Assn. nixed a request of Regina col- beth Meteger
urer. Theatre, has 600-car capacity.
Goldenson Huddles in Chi
prior to starting gun include Midwest lege students' council for reduced to Night," by Mary Renault. First
Chicago.
Marc Wolf, .national dough guy of
in Milwaukee, Friday; IntermOUnA student threat ,to prize novel winner, "Green Dolphin
Variety Clubs, back on job afterLeonard .Goldenson, Paramount tain in Denver, April 1, and Ever- admissions. theatres If refused was Street,'' biy Elizabeth Goudge and
boycott the
Florida vacation.
assistant green division, April 3, in Portland
theatre head, with his
starring Lana Turner, Van Heflin
not carried out
Earl Cunningham, manager of Edward. Hyman, reviewed company
Going with Skouras on junket will
and Donna Reed, Is now being:
Fountain Square group, also re- business here last week with local
be John Bertero, Eddie Zabel, Wiledited.
turned after being bedded by flu.
Hanking Quits V in St. liOuis
Paramount affiliate execs. Attend liam Lyris, Andy Krappman, Tom
Louis.
Important musical properties to be'
St.
Ken Collins, city manager for ing for Balaban & Katz and Great Paige
Harry Cox. Drive opens
city salesman for filmed this year include "Annie Get
Ranking,
vet
Katz-DoUe theatres, moved his of- Lakes at the one-day session were Easter and
Sol
through
runs
Sunday and
replaced by Your Gun," the Irving Berlin Broadresigned;
iaces from backstage at Circle to John Balaban, Walter Irnmerman,
Universal,
July 12.
Indiana theatre.
Hugh Nesbitt who has' been cover- way hit,» which will star Judy GarHenry Sticklemaier, Dave Waller-,
area
Missouri
Indianapolis Drive-In opening for stein, M. M. Rubens. Harry Lusteastern
the
ing
land, plus "Easter Parade," another
Bochnuuk Besiens WB
Jiew season on April 11.
Harry Hyn^s, Jr., head booker and
garten, Nate Piatt, Arthur Goldberg
Charlotte, N. C.
Berlin opus starring Miss Garland,
Theatre Owners of Indiana to and John Dromey.
office manager, succeeds Nesbitt.
John A. Bachman, nine years
Iiold annual mid-summer corvention
Kddie Stevems, former booker for Frank Sinatra, Gene Kelly and Red
manager of Warner Bros, branch, Universal's exchange here, named' Skelton. Other musicals include an
at Lake- Wawasee on June 24, 25, 26.
Wehrenberr Fights St. Loo Tax
here, resigned and leaves Charlotte
Constiintin Bakaleinikoff, musical
for
Eagle
Lion
and
booker
adaptation ot the S. N. Behrnian
head
St. Louis.
in two weeks. New Warner manager
director RKO studios and 'conductor
PRC in city.
play, "The Pirate"; "Good News,"
Fred Wehrenberg, national prexy for Charlotte not named.
Circle theatre concert-orchestra 25
M. L. Bone and J. K. Hardy have one-time Broadway hit penned by
Owners
years ago, paid local friends sur- of Motion Picture Theatre
opened their Ace, Pineville, Mo. Larry Schwab and Buddy DeSylva;
execuArthur,
an
and
James
Assn.,
filanaeers
Bevamps
week.
prise visit this
Oentml States
Town has been without a picture "Good Old Summertime," story of
interests
Des ]V(oines.
Len Gruenberg, metropolitan dis- tive of Fanchon & Marco's
theatre for several years.
last week led the fight against
trict manager for RKO; Milton Co- here,
the, early days of baseball starring
Central States Theatfe Corp. madp
tax
fcen,
Cleveland district manager a proposed city 5% amusement
following fnanagerial changes reSinatra and Kelly, and "Story of
f&e Vps Sobel
and. Sid Kramer, assistant short sub- at a public hearing conducted by cently. At Charles City, Iowa, Fred
Rodgers and Hart."
t\ie board
Hollywood, March 25,
jects sales manager, here last Sat- legislative committee of
Sav'ely,' city manager for two theahimself
Shorts schedule Includes 48 subRepresenting,
of
alderinen.
PRC
upped
Sobel,
Sam
former
urday (22) for sales meeting at local
resigned and is succeeded
and
MPTOA
of St. Louis, Wehren- ters, has
district
covering
Los
Anjects, including 16 color cartoons, 10
manager
EKO office.
formerly manberg told the committee that the by Royce Winkelman,
Winkelman geles, San francisco, Portland and Pete Smith Specialties, six John
nabes had absorbed federal tax in- ager of King, Albia, la.
Seattle, to West Coast sales super,
Nesbit
Passing Parade specialties, 12
Wm
by
in
Albia
is
succefeded
Paul Ketchum, Tiieairei» FormeS
creases- in the war, had made no
visor.
Texarkana^ Texas.
change in admission prices, but that Schleiger,- formerly at Hex, Albion
Sam Milrier, former Los Angeles Fitzpatrick Traveltalks and four
New corporation formed here mil biz has continued to fall off. Also Nebr. liobt. Flauher, who was at branch manager, takes over Sobel's two-reel dramas.
Ite known as Paul Ketchum Theatres, that operating costs have increased Fremont, Fremont, Nebr., now goes
old.post as district chief.
Inc., it's headed by Paul Ketchum more than 30% and any 'further in- to Rex, Albion. Fremont will be
under direction of Maynard Nelson,
city manager for Central States in
Fremont, At Iowa theatre. Fort
Hollywood, March 25.
Dodge, la.; Harold A. Todd replaces
Evelyn Waugh, author of "BridesKenneth Vohs, resigned.
Continued from page 1
A new theatre building Is under
head Revisited," failed to agree with
construction in Denison, Iowa by Leo felt, except possibly in rare in.
Metro on the film, translation of his
where private agencies
V. and Richard McTague, hotel stances
iiovel. Studio dropped its option on
owners. The building will be 50 by couldn't be employed.
r«r«Mi-Wri9lit • Rebut Milei«m
the book and author left for Eng150 feet.
Panel
participants
felt
th at
^
Richard M. Phillips has resigned as UNESCO should make use of Ger land.
In Warner Rros. New Hli
Impasse was caused by important
"PURSUED"
manager of the Arrow theatre at man educational and scientific films
could, not
has
Cherokee,
Iowa.
His
sutcessor
with
^'NORA PRENTISS'' not been named.
which are "acceptable" and make parts ot the stbry wfeieh
Judith Anderson
Dewt Jatiwr
meet the requiremehtS of the ProCo-Starrtns
them available to all countries.
Alan Hale
duction
Code;
And Intntdnelnc
Fress-BadiO Frogram
•
K«nl SMITH
iruce BENNETT
Latta Show-Biz Drive
•Tohn tmanes
A press and radio panel con
Robert ALDA
Crodncetl by Cnlted Siatci Fictnns
Albany.
For Waamein
Directed by Tincent Sherman
The C. J. Latta Show-Business ducted jointly by President Justin
In Penmn
Drive Will be observed in 'Warner Miller of the National Association
WARNERS'
theatres of the Albany and Buffalo of Broadcasters and Barclay AcheLOUIS
,IMT FOR
B'way
at SI St. HOLLYWOOD
28.
districts
from
March
30
to
June
son, a Reader's Digest editor heard
And Hla Orchestm

and

Sales Meets;

News From Keys

^

'

;
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.

.

.

.

'
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•
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New

UNESOO Program

York Theafres

ANN SHERIDAN

,

:

.

PRIMA

will celebrate Latta's sixth anni
as zone manager, headquartered in

tl'ABNIiBS'

It

m WE
DAHA ANDREWS

positive
(constructive accomplishKansas Drive-In
ments) and play down the negative
Kansas City.
Outdoor films will be tried out in (crime, etc.).
K. C, Kans., this summer, a driveJudge Miller, discussing radio's
in theatre being planned for rural potency
as a mass medium, pointed
Wyandotte county. County commisout that radio "particularly adapts
sioners have granted a five-year permit for the drive-in to the Kansas itself to reaching those who suffer
Drive-In Theatres, Inc. To be lo- under the handicap of not being
cated south of U. S. highway No. 40 able to read." He warned, however,
about five miles west of town, thea- that programs for worldwide auditre will cost $15,000.
ences "must be very carefully built
to reach people on their own comKansas Circuit Bealieng Sianagers
munity level."
Kansas City.
Donald Nelson, representing' the
Recent shift of managers on Theatre Enterprises circuit brings Mark Society of Independent Motion Picin
Cadle
as city manager at Parsons, ture ]^oducers, is scheduled to adKans. Other changes include Max dress a windup session of the
conThomas to Osage theatre, Osage ferePce Thursday (27).
Parley is
City; R. C. Jacobie to handle Kan- being
attended by 1,000 delegates
san and Strand at Fredonia, and representing
more than 500 organiBern Wilson to Chief, Hiawatha, all
$15,000

in
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expressions of feeling that the press
S. should make
a greater effort to accentuate the

and radio of the U.
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Foreign films and English producare
doing
okay at the
550-seat Kimo theatre here. House
will follow this
first-run
policy
through the spring. This is the verdict after "Open City" and "Brief
tions

Encounter" both came through with
profit on
extended runs despite
obnoxious weather.
.

THE st age:

GREEN REGISTER
»™

later^atlonal

Par Moves Out

.RADiIO CITY MUSIC HAU
Hooketelier Center

RONALD COLMAN in
APLEY"
"THE LATE
introducing PEGGY CUMMINS

mmi

A

iiOth

CentUry-Fox

LTIw Mutio HnllU ernt^

Fi«tiire
Staie

M

Pitt Exploiteer

Pittsburgh.
Jim Levine, Par's exploiteer here
for last two years, transferred to
Cleveland. Local exchange in future
will be serviced out of Washington
office, with no regular man being
assigned to Pittsburgh.
Covi theatre and building housing
it in Herminie, Pa., sold by Rudy
Covi to Charles Trozzo, of First Na-

i

.

Management

r.„„ii„».

S^;|,„f^«'**j!,"u«'

BBFC

OTABIlB>%NJS, AND PB^
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the stage:

star:

th^: fashion

WOmail

madison squarc gardcii

The important names

that

show the world the

way to fashion... now show fashion to

the world,

eacA y«ar~with Tlie Fashion Fair!,

Produced iKr^heonLeojddiofS

6y—Raoul Pene duBois

Des/gned

Honorary Chairman-Govemox Thomas E. Dewey
CftafrfiMW—Teii

McGrary

Exmtdve Director—LeaUr

B. Stone

Ftwtore Counseifor-'June Hamilton Rhode*
Mercfimdising Director-Sam Cook Singer
fil«eiai«i«;eSecrc«My-ShIrley D. Spaulding

Your Imagination

will euggest tie>ins...for speeifift,

infonaBtion, write to leader Snt^prises* Im.^,

630 Fifth Avenue New York 2a
Circle 7-2469

Suite STtt

Jiint I2lh

throuah idne 19th,

daily.lt

A.M.to11 P.M.

.

;
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BMB Makes First Pitch for '4§ Survey

Sponsors' Eyes

Smoke Spots Get In

Financial Bacldiui Next iDndi

As Heavy Cdn Camjpap Is Mapped

t

are going in^^
heavy for spot raclio spending of
late, to point up a fresh turn in
aommercial activity. In ttie last few

Cigaret

tye^

sponsors

Ciggie

Kudos Stanza
Variett's

will be the subhalf-hour broadcast
(N.Y.)
tomorrow
(Thurs.) at 6:15 p.m.
Although the NBC flagship
was one of the plaque winners (on "How to Run A Radio
Station"), the program will be
devoted wholly to salutes to
other stations on the VAniETT
honor roU, many of them affiliates of other nets. Reasons

pgencies have been asking around
lor availabilities, seeking as much
*pot time as they can get. Inquiries
have been directed mainly at the
indies due to lack of available spots
market
«n the nets, with the N.
particularly sought after.
Camel is looking around, and is*
known to have asked for 38 spots a
week from one N. Y. indie station
«lone. Fatima is readying a spot
campaign. Philip Morris, which has
been buying around the country,
«tarts a spot series in N. Y. April
1 with a change in sales theme.
Lucky Strike, whose Sportsmen's
Quartet bit has been a feature of
the Jack Benny program this seaeon, is putting the Quartet on in a
Y. spot series beginning' April 7.
t)ne N. Y. indie will run 30 onejninute spots a week on the Philip
jvtorris product, and 15 a week on
is
Chesterfield
Lucky's Quartet.
supplementing its NBC net show by
buying spots from local disk jockeys
around the country. The cig spot

though fresh,

biz,

isn't

of

by

NBC

why each

station

was

Third Ytrr

HUGtl

be dramatized or narrated. During the stanza, George Rosen,
Variety's radio editor, currently
vacationing in Florida, will be
brought in via phone to speak

in r

B.

Row!

TERRY

Showmanagement Winner
For the third consecutive

KLZ Was among

year,

the Variety Show-

management wmners. KLZ's 1946
citation was "For Responsibility to

the Community,"

.

KLZ, DENVER.

briefly.

Program is being produced by
WNBC's program chief, D; L.

who developed idea to
commend cited stations on their

Provost,

Debut Cues

"Best'

public service. Staffer Jim Harvey will direct the item, scripted

CBS

Reshuffle

orch.

Richard

Safes CBS Face.

b

^

'

'Willis'

by N. Y. flagship, however, as 'WCBS
has local show, "Hits and Misses,"
in this slot.

New sustainer cues a reshuffling
of net items: "Give and Take" moves
from 10-10:30 a.m. period to 4:30-9,
"Hollywood
replacing Whitehall's
Jackpot,"
which sponsor has
dropped, and Joey Kerns orch. Army
Recruiting's "Sound Off," returning
to CBS from Mutual April 4, goes
into Friday 7:30 p.m. slot being vacated, by Meredith 'Willson's orch,

dropped by Canada Dry.

tions; a leadership 4ght, or a satur-

lypalMM

.

CBS

Hares

in

ArizbM

'

•

(before
taxes) climbed from $514,000 in 1945 CBS staffer Kendall Clark is scripting latter item, to be directed by
to $3,000,000 in '46. The broadcasting
earnings (before taxes) were $10,- nefs Al Ward.
400,000 for 1945 &k compared with
'

Situation' evolved*

Frisch and Steve

when Frankie

Ellis,

who

will air

the games from the Polo Grounds,
approached; Dick Gilbert, the 'Sun
Country's program director, and of- only $6,300,000 for

'46.

'lered to broadcast the Giants' trainThe net' earnings for the overall
'.'.Kiteilb Sames here via the Sun station.
Columbia operation shows an inGilbertawas forced to turn down the crease of less than a half million
request since his station is hot yet dollars for 1946 over '45. During) the
«n the air, although Sun has exclu- past year the net earnings from all
cive broadcast rights to all the games sources came to $5,795,896, which infrom Municipal Stadium, the Giants' clude the sale ot the web's o.&o.
training site.
in Charlotte. In 1945 the figure
Dick Heath, Sun president, then was $5,345,000.
•
stepped into the picture by offering
The previously published RCAto let any of the other local stations NBC annual statement alsrf broke
broadcast the games until his sta- down the parent company (RCA)
tion takes to the air. Heath's only figures as compared with NBC's,
proviso was that the games be car^ showing ^ net income^ from all
ried on a non-commercial basis. sources (after deductions) of $10,985,Only station able to clear time for 000 for 1946 as compared with $11,the broadcasts was KABV, which 3X7,068 in '45. NBC billings were
took the green light and carried the down $203,336, while RCA gross infirst game between the Giants and
come was dowii $39,073,557.
the Cleveland Indians.
Second game, four days later, was
heavily played up by local press,
but contest was given silent treatment by KARV saija explanation,
Arizona Times's next issue played up
Hubbell Robinson, Jr., entrained
omission of broadcast and wanted to
know reason ball game wasn't car- for the Coast Monday (24) on sevried, but
maintalhed silence eral matters for his agency, Foote,
Cone & Belding, chief of them being
on subject.
Story finally leaking out is that to a.udition Jack Paar, ex-GI Coast
Heath was plenty burned up after comic, as possible summer replace^
hearing first broadcast and cracked ment for Jack Benny.
FC&B radio veepee will also huddowil against airing of second game.
Objection by Heath centered around dle with Bob BaUin, who takes over
KARV's running spot announce- as manager of agency's Coast office
ments between innings of first con- in June, on various matters, includAgreement with KARV, said ing changeover of "Hit Parade'' frorii
test.
,

WBT

'

R0BMOM

EYES COAST

COMIC AS BENNY SUB
-

KARY

.

Heath, included broadcast ban on
all commercial matter, pact also taking in spots.

Lolly Dropping In
Louella Parsons is due east from
the Coast Friday (28) or Saturday
to visit her husband. Dr. Harry
Martin, at Johns Hopkins hospital,
Baltimore.
She'll, air her Sunday (30) broadcast from New Yirk, then return
to the Coast.

CBS

to

NBC.

'BANDWAGON' TO GET AX

FOR CHEAPER PROGRAM
Hollywood, March 25.
reported dropping its
Sunday night NBC time and chucking "Bandwagon," despite its consistent Top 15 Hooperating, for a
cheaper show next season. It's unFitch

is

'

derstood shampoo and hair tonic bi£
is off and present setup is taking too
deep a bite out of Fitch's ad budget,
precluding schedules tor mags and

other media.
Fitch would be forced to relinquish its time as NBC would
never approve a cheap show for the

Sunday "shirttail
Benny and Bergen.

Hollywood, March 25.
Martin 'Block is set for a new 15minute disk show on Ki'WB, Hollywood, six times a week, sponsored
by Chesterfield. Show starts June 2.
This will be in addition to Block's
Chesterfield coast-to-coast
Supper
Club and his WNEW, N. Y., transcribed program, on which Chesterr
field is also one of the sponsors.

between

If Fitch final-

Oxarart to Head New
CBS Coast Sales Office
Hollywood, March
Coast

transcbntinental

sales'-office

by

(24)

Coast

Bureau

toppers

are

partner in the firm, for exploitation
and distribution, with tieins already
effected for almost every kind of kid
product imaginable.
Show not only has moppet clothes,
toys, novelties, etc., set to carry the
"Buddy Bear" trademark, but is
merchandising an album of small
records featuring the lead character

a drumstick in one hand and subscription blanks in the other win. be
BMB's prez, Hugh Feltis,
It's a case of
wanting to sew
up, in plenty of time, the finances
for a second go at its listener^couht'.
ing job. While the actual survey

casters'

BMB's projected

NAB

during April and May.

Man

with

BMB

No. 5\ would not be made until
in original ditties. Program will March of next year, it's pointed out,
break on some 300-400 stations si- preparatory work would need to be
multaneously. Show is unique in undertaken this fall. And if broadthat it treats an age group long casters evince interest via subscripneglected by radio people, in the tions in sufficient volume^ the bureau
between three and 10 can proceed with assurance on
categ^jrisr

-

25.

network

'

—

Ralo1M§^^^^%^^

NAB

&

William W. Harvey, key officers in

at

Feitls will pass, the hat for
'48 fund have been calendared as follows:
Districts 10 and 12, April 14-15,
Kansas City; District 13, April 21-22,
Houston; Districts 4 and 7, April 2829, Roanoke; Districts 5 and 6, May
1-2, Birmingham; District 2, May 5-6,
American Cancer Society, sctiiarYork; Districts 8, 9 and 11, May
ing away for its W4T drive next
8-9, Chicago; District 3, May 28-iW,
month with goal 'of $12,000,000, is
Baltimore,
lining up an impressive array of

BMB's

New

Same Bates

voluntary support from the radio

Exactly what the scale of '48
Three special network
shows with topdrawer talent have membership fees will fee hasn't been
already been lined up, plus definite publicized, but it is understood the
promise of plugs on more than SO rates, while "slightly revised," will
be substantially the same as for the
regular web programs.
Society's pitch for support from 1946-47 semester. Then it was based
individual broadcasters is wrapped on stations 1944 revenues, with $120
New station^
up in a campaign kit which has the minimum fee.
been shipped to 1,100 AM and 100 several hundred of which have taken,
FM stations. Kit consists of a book- the air since the initial BMB pitch,
let telling the full story of the cam- of course will be a sought-after segpaign and containing a wide variety ment..;.'
Another group which will pj?oljof script material for use en all
types of programs. Also supplied is ably comprise a larger element in
a set of transcriptions ranging from the '48 roster is the I'M broadcasters,
station breaks and
spots
(in
13 only four of which subscribed to the

industry.

.

,

.

FM

languages) to five-minute musical first survey.
stations and
and 15-minute dramat programs, listeners were so negligible in numlatter
being special editions of ber when the 1948, study was made
"Aldrich
Family,"
"One
Man's that in no instance did as much as
Family" and "Meet Me At Parky's." 10% of the total radio families reRadio artists committee, for the port listening to any
station.
cancer drive is headed by Jay With new
stations springing up
Jostyn
("Mr. District Attorney") almost daily now, however, and
and Joan Davis, who'll make per- millions of
receivers due to hit
sonal appearan<^es in behalf of the the market this year,
audiences
campaign.
will definitely figure in the '48
JCickoffi oh the nets i's slated for listener, count.
next Monday (31) when* Mutual airs
There's a good possibility, in addia half -hour Hollywood show star- tion, that survey No. 2 will include
ring Bob Hope, Joan Davis, Frank inquiries on television viewing, as:
Sinatra, Ginny Simms and Jerry a step toward measuring the audiColonna at 10:30 p.m. S c pi p t, by ences of video stations.
Glenn Wheaton, will dramatize the
Entry of scores of new stations,
research and clinical battle being both
and FM, into the broadwaged against cancer. A second Mu- casting picture, plus the many power
tual special for the drive is skedded boosts granted established stations,
Easter Sunday (April 6) at 7:30' p.m. are seen as factors which will motifeaturing the Oklahoma Symphony vate "old subscribers" in contributOrch., a 60-voice choir, and former ing to the cost of a second study.
<Jov. Robert S. Kerr of Oklahoma.
ABC will air a special cancer
show Saturday,, April 12, at 7:30 Hit Jiive Delinquency
p. m., bUling Met singers Jan Peerce
and Mimi Benzell, an address by
At Local levels
Dr. Frank 'Adair, ACS pres, and

FM

FM

FM

FM

AM

NAB

music by Joseph Stopak and orch.
John Guedel has. advised ACS he
will plug the drive on his "People

Are Funny" (NBC)
Party" (CBS)
On
.

and

"House

latter

show's

stanzas April 11, 18 and 2i5i a
doctor
will give a woman the cancer
detection test backstage during the
broadcast, with the examinee later
appearing before the mike to tell

how

easy and simple the test was

to take.

Obits 'Bad Radid?*

in charge.
"rapidly increas-

Pacific Coast."
Oxarart,- once before with CBS,
lelt net in 1944 to open L. A. offices
for Garfield
Guild; in 1945 became
manager of Blow agency's Hollywood office, and later opened agency
in his own name. Now he's selling
his majority interest in the Frank
Oxarart Co. to James P. Shelley and

(combiulitg

which

Big Pitch For

man,

importance of transcontinental

••

regi0B,"7 h«ui:i/,«

previous years* dtntiict meetings)

set up here Monday
with Frank Oxarart,

network business originating on the

the firm.

future plans. At the moment BMB
is carrying on under its initial ap.
propriatiou ($1,250,0^ \ with subscribing stations get' i
.wo-year
ride on their fi^fi

years :of 'age..-!:

was

CBS

advertising

Move was cued by

New Cig Disker

ride"

NBC prexy Niles
Trammell would go into hiding as
he Would be hard put to assign the
time without making scores of
enemies for the net. Almcst every
show with exception of Tuesday
night lineup and Sunday leaders
would put in bid for the time.
izes the decision,

ing

Block's

Measurement

readying their big pitch for broad-

subscriptions to finance
1948 nationwide
survey of radio station wdiences.
the tub-thumping to keep some
700 U. S. stations in the fold and to
win over non-subscribers: to the
original survey and newcomers
to
the broadcasting field will take place
at seven
regional conclaves

show, "Look Your

Best," formerly on WNEW- (N. Y.)
and built around interviews with
Hollywood makeup experts, debuts
next Monday (31) as a 10-10:30 a.m.
strip on CBS. Stanza won't be aired

The CBS statement to stockholders
"Winner Take All" gets unusual
for the first time is broken down in
in heavjrrco^t talent terms of ^earnings made by the deal in shakeup, new sked calling
atloin point
"'ihows. ^
Columbia Recording Corp. 'as against for its airing in cream-time Wednes7:30-8 p.m. segment starting
those registered by the broadcasting day
company, whereas in previous years April 23 as well as continuing its
30-minute
across-the-board
stint.
the CBS earnings were recorded in
one total gum. And it's a picture that Nighttime spot was opened by "El
lery Queen" exit to NBC.
reflects the iricreasing stature of
Tuesday 10-10:30 pjn. time
CRC and the diminishing returns
from broadcasting. (CRC has re- also becomes vacant tbllipwing wind
up April 8 of Norman ''Gorwin's" "One
named- Coluinbia' Records, Inc.)
For exampile, the ahnOal report Wflirld Flight" seriM. Net will use
spot April 15 to reprise, its National
.
Phoenix, March 25.
sHo^^s a decrease of more than $4,Newest radio feud to fliare here 000,000 in 19^i6 for the CBS broad- Safety Council Award show, "Before
Involves the New York Giants, the casting operation as compared With Your Time," first aired in January,
Sun Country network arid KAEV, the' previous year, while the record- and give April 22 segment to dramat
for Puhlic Health Nursing Week.
.
Mesa.
ing
company's earnings
condi-

tions lock-stocfc-&-barrel, Broadcast

ftemiliiE Tiein

of the

"

by William Hodapp, with music
by the Serenade to America

Disk Division

Oblivious, at least outwardly,
to
the activity of C. E. Hooper, who
is offering to take over their func.

most extensive moppet
show promotion tieups in the transcription industry has been effected
by Kasper-Gotfdon, Boston e.t. outfit,
for their newly acquired "Buddy
Bear" propertj^. Program was originally picked up from independent
scripters by Eleanore J. Kendrick
and turned over to Aaron Bloom,

One

cited will

shifting stations isn't believed to be
iB factor in the new spot spurt.
First postwar ^pt- user in size
iwas Kool, which staifted last August.
Columbia Broadcasting System's
Philip Morris followed, to start the annual report significantly reveals
IMirade of the biggies. Activity is the growing importance of subsidiary
MOW believed to be a case of follow companies to the networks in making
the leader, althougH other factors up the losses encountered iri the
are mentioned such as a testing of broadcasting operations.

^ots under new, postwar

WM@

a

ject

new, as a

lew years ago all cig companies
went in heavy for spot spending.
But iunng the war, with cigarets
scarce, they laid low. Now, with
cigs available and sales up, there's
keen rivalry axDong, the manufacturers, and a ^sijurt is on for fresh
biz via spots. Fact that some companies are dropping net shows or

Moppet PisI Slow Maps

Showmanage-

ment Awards

or their

advertisers

1946

-

Springfield, Mass.,

On
tices
this

March

25

the ground that obituary
noare not "good radio," WSPR

week dropped

its

three death

programs, and WMAS announced it would drop its two
obit
programs later this week.
Obit programs have been
part of
the extra news service
offered by
notice

both

local stations since
the city
left without newspapers
by a
four-paper strike Sept. 26 of
three
and one CIO union employed
by Sherman H. Bowles.

was

AFL

Washington, March 25.
Spearheading a campaign already
started by NAB's public relations
coiMmittee,
president Justin
Miller has addressed letters to 1,000
member stations urging them to
fight juvenile delinquency with

NAB

pw

grams geared

for local listening.

Miller stressed the opportunity
radio had "to stemwind a nationwide drive at the community level.'
Miller is a member of the Attorney
General's Conference on Juvenile

Delinquency and the American Bar
Assn. committee on the same subject,
Meanwhile, a resolution by RepWalt Horan (D., Wash.) calling for
investigation of the
spine-chillers effect on young li.'iteners is now before the Rules 'Committer.
special radio panel of the At-

Congressional

A

Conference on
torney
General's
teenage crime will meet in Nthis spring to report on its work. in
building anti-crime programs for

}

juveniles.

29

Otar Til
Uli 111
1

Down,

Go

11 to

made

itself

:*

i

The

1947

NBC

••

CBS

ABC
Mutual

1946

$5,600,636
5,462,959
3,884,768
2,110,515

its

$6,719,711
5,050,985
8,'?08,963

6,369,821

'Gagged' Shirer Asks Sponsix

Radio

buzzed

lilce

Shirer from
his Sunday networls spot and substitute Joseph C. Harsch, oiie of the
The
analysts.
web's Washington
whole affair, kicked' off by Shirer
himself on his broadcast Sunday
into
a
(23), was rapidly developing

hour he has been heard on
Jack KroU, director of the
CIO's Political Action Committee,
hid announced PAC would protest
CBS' action to the FCC. And Ed
Murrow, CBS veepee and director
saiiie
iQ^'S.

01 public affairs,

had issued a

state-

ment pinning the net's action solely
on a desire to "improve Columbia's
news analysis in this period" (5:45-6
p-m.) and denying that SMrer's

"

Sponsor (Williams shaving cream)
or its agency (J. Walter Thompson)
"dictated" the move.
.Up to last night, the sponsor had
pot accepted the Harsch substitu-

Washington, March
Vabieti's

-

The
25.

Showmanagement

to PCG Commissioner
Clifford J. Durr, together with

award

He has not decided whether he

-

H. Taylor (D., Idaho). V.uuKTr
was described as "one of the
country's
oldest,
most distinguished aiid ihost, popular
trade magazlhtg" and again as
"the most influential publication
in the entertainment industry."
"Durr," said Taylor, "represents the very higliest tradition
of the American Qivll service,
and throughout his notable
career his one great goal has
been the protection of the public
interest."

Unde.Sam Takes
Cut

(HI

la^^

prescriptions:

vertisers

of stations,"

the vernacular of the advertising
man.
beleagio-ed
Like
the
Czechs of ancient Bohemia, the
broadcasters had' cried out for
succor. Like the Hapsburgs, the
advertising men who came to

:

and advertising agencies.
FCC should make the complete
divorcing of radio programming and
radio advertising "a regulation or
standard of performance to be con*
sidered in tire license- or relicense

remained to rule. And
like many a philosophical Slav,
resciie

U. S. radio service should be further diversified by the "development of non -commercial, or selfsupporting stations undei? the sponsorship of educational institutions,
foundations, and state and local
governments," and the FCC should
reserve frequencies for such use.
The industry, "in order to establish radio, television, and facsimile
within
the
broadcasting
clearly
meaning of the term 'press' as protected by the First Amendment...
(should) appeal to the Courts any
actual cases of interference by gov*
ernment with freedom of expression
on public affairs via radio" and the.
FCC should cooperate in making
such appeals possible.

Meantime, Shirer told Variety he
would aslc CBS to request tlie soap
to relinquish the time foi:

will remain with CBS, Shirer said
his contract has 18 months to go and
Murrow said the net desired to
exercise its option for the remaining period—^but the gabber hinted

remarkable," says
White, "that the broadcasters
should have come, in time, to
depend for their revenues upon
the 'evil' which they had once
banished by resolution. The remarkable thing is that the shift
of emphasis WSiS so throughr
going that 20 years later Mark
Woods, ABC president, could say
unbliishingly that 'we are selling time for one specific reason,

Washington, March 25.
Uncle Sam is tuning in on the
network giveaway shows regularly

—to make sure that he

gets his cut,
Fact that the Bureau of Internal Revenue is a fan of the big
prize shows in which there is a 'contest involved, and that it also follows newspaper reports and estimates of the value of the prizes, was
disclose^ here this week.
too.

the broadcasters accepted the
„.
conquerer's tongue."
;

.

Mutuaili
Middle

there

remains,"

Shirer

as-

the sponsor's advertising agency was the first to Inform
me that 1 was being taken off the
air.
Not until a week later did Mr.
Murrow confirm the decision. The
timing is significant.

analysis
length
problems.

bf

broadcasting's

The 13 - member commission,
headed by Chancellor Robert M.
Hutchlns of th« Univ. of Chioagof
and composed mostly of pronilnent

Newshawk Jockey For
PositioB

Galikr

ill

StaMeReslmffling
some major reshuffling
way in the commentator line-

There's
ur.der

up, involving such headliners as
H. V. Kaltenborn, Lowell Thomas

and William L. Shirer, and cueing
a scramble among network newshawks to position themselves for
bmldup.s as star news analysts.
"NBC has quietly started auditioning newscasters to fiH in two
days a week for Kaltenborn. d<'an

state

of the

commentating

tribe,

who has

long wanted to cut his five-times-aJVeek stint to three days.
His 36station sponsor (Pure Oil) is said
^Iso to be
desirous of grooming
someone who could step into Kaltenborn's spot if the occasion aro.se.
As a result, the net has Started nmin subs on Tuesdays.
Tiiey

nave included John McVane from
wew York, Ehner Peterson from
^an Francisco, Henry Cassidy from

MOSCOW
ti-oin
.

and

Robert

McCormick

Washington..

Testing will conthiue another four

(Continued on page 44)

consequence, the Government cuts
in for a piece. No tax is involved
it is not a contest, such as the
"Pot 0' Gold."
Bureau of Internal Revenue figures its sjiare on a basis of regular
income tax. Where the prizes are in
merchandise the fair market value
of the goods is set and a tax levied
on the total. Frequently the fair
market value is considerably under
the price Wliich has been announced
over the air. Where money is in-

-

enough

night

cash.

Some

No

figure 'is'-ayail^i^'ol -wJiat-toff torn the

Burrows OftPavis Show
Hollywood, March

25.

Abe Burrows has been: signed as
top writer for the CBS Joan Davis
show, starting on next Monday's (31)
Staff will, include Burprogram.
rows, Walter Newman, Sid Dorman
and Larry Gelbert.

Monday

(24) script

Sid Zeliiiko and

was written by

Howard Harris

flagship.

for

an

evening

WNYC

On

Safely Offered to All

Stations

by Chi Council

j

consists"

gue^l stint.

of

>

the package cost of Abbott and Cos-

Move

tello.

is

interpreted as a

jump

on the client (Camels) to save the
show, which has been teetering on
the brink of uncertainty in the matter of fall renewal.
Spokesmen for
MCA stoutly defend their stand that
now is the time for "constructive
tliinking" and to get shows back
to a level where they do a job on
a parity with production costs.
Some of their shows aire overpriced,
readily admits, and the
process of arriving at an equitable
basis has been reached.
Any show
that doesn't produce at least one
Hooper point< for each $l,O0O of its
delivery cost (hot counting time)
not
paying
off.
is
A&C would seem
to be in the clear by these standards, the current rating being 17.1
and the cost of the package esti-

MCA

mated

somewhere under

at

,$17,000.

Meetings were held last week in
N, Y. and both Esty's Tom Luckenbill and reps of Lorillard (Camel)
were said to have accepted the
gratuitous gesture of MCA with
mingled feelings Of suspicion and
pure motive. Eddie Sherman, manager of A&C. also favored the voluntary cut, said to be around $3,000.
Other
agents
and
packagers
around town, while feeling that mild
panic prevails in the sanctums of
big air spenders, prefer to take a
watchful waiting attitude and let
the sponsor make the first move.
Cuts on high-budgeted shows not
earning their Way are certain to
come, they're satisfied, but the
bankroller shoidd be the one to
wield the pruning knife.
Talent won't be severely affected
because of the tax situation and
those approached are said to be
willing to go along with the retrenched feeling in the air. Gravest
fear of pacliaging agents is that
MCA's icerbreaking may give other
client's ideas with peremptory demands made for a voliuitary slash
in lieu of a crackdown and |)eril
to renewals.

'Author'

Makes

Network
"Author Meets

Critics'.'

Sliift
is

check-

ing off the Mutual network April 2
and off WQXR, N. Y., May 5, to
move into the bigtinie with a Sunday afternoon spot on WNBC, prepping as a possible NBC network feature.

Book

of the

Month Club, whiclv

has been sponsoring the Martin
Stone package on WQXR, is picking
up the tab on the WNBC deal. Show
has been a su.stainer on the Mutual
web since last June, holding down

Wednesday, 10:30 p.m. slot.
airs the 3o-minute stanza
Thursdays, 9:.30 p.m.
Some changes definitely will be
made in the Show's format. Stone
the

WQXR

New Moppet Jingle Disks

,1

Hachiro Sato,
, eolCimHlst for the Tokyo Times,, and
expert on sports and literature:
Keizn Horiuchi, former professor of
mu.sic at Nippon University; Yukio
Hai'uyania. journalist, and expert on
English literature; Musei Tokugawa,
and Ichiro Watanabe, authority on
geography and foreign affairs, and
former Asahi Press corr«:spendent
in Paris and Stockholm.
A guest expert appears on tiie program each week. The show originallv planned to have four regular
pxpert.s but added Watanabe when
lie proved such a cUcli wh'le on a

Board

25.

There's mild bewilderment in the
trade at the offensive thrust of Music Corp. of America in making a
voluntary gesture for a reduction in

program

WQXR

halt-hour' bro^oast last De-

.

'

been collected thus far
giveaway shows.

Y.

National Safety Council, headquartered at Chicago, is offering stations throughout the country a .series
and Jap- literature.
The program, presented by the of four records to help in campaigns
Broadcasting Corp. of Japan, pays 30 of safety for children. Di.slcs arc
en ($2) for each question u.sed, and four mu.sical Mother Goose .safety
an additional 70 yen for each ques- jingles, running from one-quarter. to
tion ^missed by the board of five e.x- a half-minute each.

The bureau has had no real trouble to date where it has tried to
from big prize winnev.s.
collect

expected of them,

Islands Topper

cember, more than 80,000 listeners
have flooded Radio Tokyo with letNips from throughout Japan's
ters.
four islands have submitted questions on every subject from mythology to the atom bomb. Most qUescbncerned with science
tion.s are

volved, of course, it is much simpler,
since there is a definite value lor the

is

N.

twice a week, and is recording it
from the Mutual line, to air Tuesday and Friday nights at 8:30. It
may add a third night if time can
be cleared.
Series preemed last
night (28).
are other N.Y.
and
indies to have carried Mutual programs in the past, while
still has MBS' "I Was a Convict."
"Hospitality" originates from the
Savoy ballroom, Harlem, and features Willie Bryant, ex-batidleader,
as emcee; Butterfly McQueen, Loumel Morgan Trio and a daily guest.
George Brengel is producer.

WBYN

Tokyo, March 18,
A Jap "Information Please" has
become one of the most popular single network programs here, according to Gen. MacArthur's information
Since the
and Education Section.
show began its regular Wednesday

,

pay what

Mutual'S

wants a working agreement

whereby it gets liirst crack at all
shows that WOB can't fake
from the net because of local comsuch

Hospitality
Club," which Mutual
broadcasts across - the r board 3:30
p.m.
India considers the half-hour
Negro aude participation show good

$200,000 grant from Time mag and
$15,000 from Encyclopedia Britannica. to Inquire "into the present

where

individuals have contacted the
bureau and asked for the ruling
and. once or twice, have put tip
an argument, but in the long run
all have indicated their intention to

WOR,
WINS

mercial commitments,
Deal has been set for WINS to
college professors, was set up by
take its first MBS show, "Harlem
Hutchins in December 1943 under a

a contest or semblance of a

is

Nets

Phillips Carlin; Mutual v. p. in
charge of programming, and Jerry
These and oth«r recommendations
Danzig, WINS (N. Y.) program diby the CFP are based oil the find- rector, have
been huddling the past
reported
conclusions
by
ings and
few weeks regarding the indie carry,
Whit^, as the commission's special
ing the network's shows not aired by
investigator of radio, in his book-

Nip Info Pleast

serted, "that

M

Locked-Out Shows

and future prospects of the
he would check out because he felt
freedom of the press," as repreMurrow's statement "ended my useHeights to which the shows go
(Continued on page 62)
fulness at CBS."
when
a
recently
clearly
was
etched
.Earlier Shirer had charged he was
Lock Haven, Pa., housewife copped
being "gagged" because of his libworth o£
$18,000an, estimated
eral views.
Murrow denied this, awards for guessing Clara Bow's
declaring Shirer's poUtical views name on "Truth Or Consequences."
"had nothing whatever" to do wiUi The rule on this is that wherever
the action.
"The fact

isn't

"It

and that is to sell goods,'
"Woods, who was not ail advertising man, nonetheless spoke

pompany

•

Radio."

Broadcasters must cut ,tliemselves
free from the stranglehold of ad-

praise for Durr and Varibtt,
were placed in the Congressional
Record last week by Sen. Glen

tion.

his final broadcast next Sunday -(30)
and invite the president of Williams
and a vice-piresident of Thompson to
go oh the air With him "to debate
the issue raised by this action."

and advertiser-ruled radio even talks
lilte its master, says: Llewelyn
While in his book, "American

Press.

For the Record

William L.

cause celebre.
By yesterday, Shirer had received
offers to move over to two other
networks. Nathan Straus, president
of indie WMCA, N. Y., had offered
to air $hirer's commentaly at the

Radio's Tongue
Advertising-minded

Friday (28) by the tJniv. 61 Chicago

nests yesterday (Tues.) in the waltB
ol CBS' decision to yank com-

mentator

S. radio

The doc is the Commission on
Freedom of the Press, and the prescriptions are wrapped up in a
book, "American Radio," authored
by Llewelyn White, commission
staff
member, to be; published

hornet's-

tut 'Em to Save 'Em' More
Hollywood, March

industry is in foi'
most thorough going-Over since
tr.

the FCC's Blue Book landed on its
head. This time, however, tlie doctor is an outside consultant, unsummoned by the patient, but penetrating in his analysis and equipped
with a bagful of drastic prescriptions for what seems to ail the
broadcasting business.

OnCBS^Mulkl^
circles

In Sharp

ilCTSSETyP

evident early this year.

January bilUngs:

MCA Triins Price on Ablwtt.M

iHITE iPDIT

SilUngs of all jour oil the major networks fell off in January as
(ompated with the first month ot lS46, Total (Jrop amounted to nearly
1780,000, indicating that curtailraBnt of heavy spendwjt bynational
ftdvertisers as reflected recently in mounting list of show, eancellations

j

i

Jingles feature: Joan Lazer, kid
radio star, and wore^ contributed to
the Council by WNEW, N, y. The
music is public domain.
starling n^ing the jingles in January and still does, 15 times a week.
Station paid for the writing, orche.?trations, production and for the master record. NSC plans to syndicate
the disk.? for nationwide use. and
will pay for the pressings. At present tliere are 125 sets ready for any
station's use on a flrst-come-flrst-

WNEW

says. It's possible one of BOM's
iudge.s will be added to the regular

John K. M. McCaffery, how-

ca.5t.

ever,

continue as moderator.
spot is not, yet set, but

will

WNBC

,

"Author" definitely
the

NBC

WQXR

^R~-d«hut_jon

flagship weeiK fallowing

e.xit.

LEWIS

AS
WNEW

IN

NET'pTCH

mmm

fill-in

Y.I
disk
jockey
(N.
Q. Lewi.s moves over to
CBS for four weeks .starting April
27 to sit in for Arthur "Iron Man".
Godfrey on latter's 11-11:30 a.m.,

Robert

acro!5s-the-lK)ard stanza. Godfrey is
slated to hie himself to his Virginia
farm for his first real vacation in

years.

Pinch-hitter for the durable redhis Tuesday night "Talent
Scouts" has not been chosen, Godplans utilizing the frey's morning disk-gab sessions on
(Wash.)
disks in .schools, with tlie N. Y. pub- WCBS' (N. Y.) and
already cortimitted to will be dropped in favor of fill-in
lic schools
prpgram."! during his absence.
using them.

.served basis.
Council also

head on

,

WTOP

March 26,

Wef1n«8i1ay,

Miller

AFRA

Raps

Boycott Ginmuck

NAB

identical

hard

Striking

RDG

AFRA's

at

Hollywood, March

25.

i24)

RDG

convenfor the first national
tion in Chicago, March 3^-27.
He carried the proxy votes of
four others electea to the national
board, an economy measure for the

newcomer union now attempting

Miller told the House and Senate
committees that any action by Congress to make the secondary boy«ott
aa ciBf ait; labor practice must recognize that "services as well as goods
must be fully covered and that the
union label may be, and often is,
distorted from its original purpose
and used as the effective means of
implementing a secondary boycott."

"The payment of royalties on proand/or services paid to
unions for their unrestricted uses is
economically unsound and constitutes the unwarranted granting of
ductioft

taxation power to a union," Miller
another
charged.
In
statement,
aimed at the
and James C.
Petrillo, the NAB president called
on Congress to label as an unfair
.labor practice any coercion by a
union to force an employer- to hire
a prescribed number of persons.
On the probletn of jurisdictional
strife, Miller said that as
and,
especially, television develop, radio
may expect intra-union conflict
similar to that in the motion picture
He pointed to disputes
industry.
within the past year in television
and jurisdictional fights over the

AFM

FM

TOMMY TUCKER

prietty

made

illegal

could be
they involve a

strikes

when

breach of contract.

ptefrogram

necessary.

Worded approximately the same,
the bills aim to create an "Act to
amend Section 980, 983 and 984 of
the California Civil Code relating
to rights in products of the mind."
Trade feeling is that they would
stifle the free exchange of ideas and
tend greatly to limit story development since producers and buyers
would be loath to discuss even a
germ of an idea with authors in fear
of lawsuits. Entertainment business
.

is

With

already plagued

suits

on

Supermarkets' purchased a 10-minute segment of Bob Smith's show
last Friday (21) when WNBC "sathe

community

of

Wliite

Grand Union happened to
be opening a new store there that
day!

AROUND

lA

PIATTEIS

Washington, March 25.
to former Sec. of

Platter

rights

—

'

today.
Ha/rt;

(two

.

other

forum-tj'pe
shows over
WINX and peddles them in disk
to out-of-town sfation.s, beat
out several other bidders to dis-

political

.

form

tribute Ickes' product. He expects
to sign up over 100 stations on the
.

Ickes platters.
It is no secret here that Ickes
like to go network and Hart's
contract also takes Care of that contingency.
'

would

pitching a series
of all-day salutes to towns in its
listening area (White Plains was
seventh)j, pulls out all the promotion stops locally on each occasion,
but seeks no payoff via time sales
in the town.
The supermarket order came in over the transom with
a note appended that the chain
is

—

buy more time any
town where
Grand Union had a store.-

would

.

who ptoduces

WNBC, which

time

like to

WNBC

WNBC

is

saluted a

slated to salute Newark
18 and May 2,

and the Bronx April
respectively.

WGRC's

Rehiring Nix
Gets Ex-Mgr. $6,500
Louisville,

March

25.

. .

;

:

Tess Sheohan and
Elaine Stritch added to "Young Widder Brown"
Dorothy Sands, Jo Ciirtin
John McGovern joined "David Harum" ca.st
and Joyce Hayward added to "Backstage Wife". .John Reed King fills
in for Bill Ciillttn-on the CBS quizzer, "Winner 'Take All," while Cullen
vacations in Bermuda fbr two weeks starting March 28. .. .William Morris
\6ffice submitting Gypsy jVfarkoff and her accordion for radio. Miss Markoff
returns soon, from a six-month USO-Camp Shows tour of the Pacific, her
Performer Bob Ru.ssell has networks and agencies
fifth overseas tarip,,
gandering'a new: tyipe of quiz show, tentatively titled "Lucky Letters."
.

.

.

•

.

Ben- Alexander, emcee of "Heart's Desire" (MBS), flew in from Coast
Friday (21) to cut some special recordings and flew back Sunday
Radio
gabber Johannes Steel in Moscow— but not to cover the Big Four parley.
Said he "just happened" to be there on a European tour. .. .James Le
Baron, g.m. of Joseph JHershey McGillvra rep outfit, to address School
of Radio Technique's radio ad class tomorrow (TbUJ^s.).
.F. K. Beirn
named exec nigr. of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample's N. Y, office j. .Ade Hult,
Mutual v.p, gf midwest operations, in from Chicago, to confer with net
brass.
.Bret Morrison, radio's "Shadow," set for another singing-dramatics
sketch on the Aunt Jenny program. .. .WWRL announcer Lou Cole in
Flower Hospital with the flu. .. .Phillips Carlin, MBS program vee pee,
purpose.
Ernie Martin, CBS Coa.st program^
home from a Florida fishing foray
Latest effort has been in connec- head, in for huddles with Dave Taylor and other Columbia brass.
.WOR'
tion with the Veterans Administra- "Answer Man" show, handled by Bruce Chapman, to celebrate 10th anni
tion's drive to get ex-GIs to retain on air next week by ringing in flock of
personalities as guests. First,
their service insurance. Station has on Monday 7:15 p.m. stanza, will be WOR prexy Ted Streibert.
.Gloria
been using half-minute j-ingles 20 Garrity, 14-year-old blind pianist offered an eye last week by a Raymond
times a week, the -jingles being para- St. (Brooklyn) jail prisoner, "is daughter of Arthur Garrity, CBiS tele
phrases of pop tunes written by the engineer. .. .Impassioned defense of soap operas by a housewife billed for
station's program director Ted Cott. forthcoming issue of Ladies Home Journal. ../Actor Berry Kroeger, curIn addition, station is readying a rently in legiter "Joan of Lorraine," into a running part in soaper "Joyce
second series of anti-prejudice spots, Jordan.".
under general title of "Keep Faith
New package show with Edith At water has been originated by Jo Lyons,
With America." Now being written and first disk was cut Monday ("24) with George S. Kaufman as guest.
by Hy Zaret and Lou Singer (writers Package being handled by Ted Ashley of Wm. Morris
Oliver Daniel,
of "One Meat Ball," etc.), these will CBS staff director, to make spring tour with N. Y. Philharmonic-Symphony consist of One-minute jingles atSportscaster- Steve Ellis trying to interest State dept, in selling basetacking prejudice, and utilizing top ball to world via docunoentary shorts.... Robert
L. Hipley may come in
artists like Evelyn Knight, Maxine twice weekly on new NBC
co-op strip built amind his "Believe It Or
Sullivan, etc., to sing them. Station Not:" Five-a-weeker preeras May 12 in 1:45
p.m. slot, with Washington
is also setting up a deal with jukegabber Robert McCormick moving from this time to 1:30 p.m
Nat Rudbox owners to stick in these jingles, dick Do handle radio promotion for Institute of
Rehabilitation at N. Y. U.
for added circulation.
Bcllevue Center.
First series of "Keep Faith With
America" spots which
used
. \ .
is now being played on 300 stations
Carl Wester is reviving "Kaltenmeyer's Kindergarten". . .Jimmy Saphier
throughout the .country, .including 40
in the south.
These consist of four picked Sterling Tracy of CBS to direct "Corliss Archer"
."SVIan Called X"
different spots, used. about 20 times gets its musical mood from Johnny Green and returning as second lead to
a week.
Distribution was made by Bart Marshall is Leon Belasco, .. .Procter & Gamble took an option on
the Institute for Democratic Educa- Sidney Greenstreet's "Man From Below," psychological drama, recorded
tion, which asked
for 'their last week, as possible fall entry for Dreft.
.Bob Hope, part owner of the
use, the station contributing the cost Cleveland Indians, is now pressing his players
into guest spots on his
of .making the disks.
show. He called up Bob Feller from the training camp at Tucson tor a
bit of banter and bally for his ball club.
Speculation centers around the
radio head of a big agency headquartering in Hollywood who, it is believed, was called to the homeoffice to explain
why two of the firm's shows
are on flimsy footing with the accounts in jeopardy.
,

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

WOR

.

WNEW

IN

.

HOLLYWOOD

.

. . .

WNEW

.

.

House on

25tli Anni
March 25.

Philad*lphia,

WIP—Philly's

.

.

.

Huss Johnston, "the flying huckster," brought in his 'Vultee for a short
and reunion with friends. Onetinle producer at KNX, he is

_

biz session

now head

of production for McCann-Erickson.
.Don StaUffer insists that
Bob Burns has not been cancelled and that "EUeiy Queen" is merely
slotted for 17 summer weeks. .. .Hoagy
Carmichael was picked up for
(Monday) witlfc opeh bouse and a next season with a hefty pay hike (reported from $1,000 to .$2,000) and a
special reception and "salute" by new Luden product to plug, Fifth Ave. candy bar,
.Ralph Edward.s .started
his eighth year of "Truth Or
city officials.
Con.sequences-"- for -Procter .& Gamble.
Special guest was former Mayor
9°^°'^"^
holding off on all offers to head up a show next season
J. Hfimpton MOore who dedicated until Bob Hope makes
known his plans. .. .Judy 'Canova is planning a
the station in 1922. Hizzoner re- two-month tour of South America
this summer, traveling and filling a few
called that day on March 18 when theatre and nitery dates.
.. .Mutual-Don Lee taking Ken Dolan's mystery
WIP went on the air as the Quaker .series, Johnny Madero, Pier 23," starting
April 23, Jack Webb, who
City's first outlet.
WIP, headed by recently withdrew from name role of
"Pat Novak For Hire," has the lead
Benedict Gimbel, Jr., claims to be
.Hit Parade takes a Coast
repeat alter daylight Savings time on NBC,
the oldest Philly station continiious- with each afliliSte taking
it off the line; for rebroadfcast
by transcription .:.
ly
operated under its own call
t'l'ffy") and Wally Brown set ior the leads in Glehh^n
letters.
nail layior s Defective
Detectives," being packaged for suifnmer sale.
KYW celebrated

"pioneer voice"
started a- three-day celebration of
its
25th.
anniversary
yesterday

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

.

CBS

—

.

MCA

S; C. "Steve" Cisler, Marine vet
and former WQR<i general manager,
last week accepted payment of $6,its 25th year of
500 from the station, as damages for
Plugs Storecast
operation last November, but It origfailure to rehire him when he reIn Good-Neighbor Switch turned from military service, as re- inally was a Chicago .station.
WFIL's parent station, WFI went on
Stamford, March 25.
suit of an agreed judgment and disthe air on the same day but two
Storecast, commercial wired mu- missal in federal court.
hours later than WIP. Next May
sic system used in First National
Qisler filed suit for reinstatement
grocery stores, is being promoted in April 1946, and shortly afterward WCAU celebrates its silver annion WSTC in connection With open- becahie one of the Organizers of versary.
ing of new Starnford unit of chain. WKYVP', iieW independent station
It's regarded as a rare ca.se of spOt Which will start airinig within
Checks 168th In
a few
announcements being used to plug days.
CBS ups its total number of afanother spot announcement medium,
filiates to 168 as a result of the adand indicates First National's strong
Bridgeport Jud La Haye, former dition of KDSH, new 1,000-watter
feeling for Storecast.
WICC program chief, joined the in Boise, Idaho, and WJQS, 250System, ojiprated by Stan Joseloff, faculty of Fordham Univ., N. Y., watter in Jackson, Miss.
formerly
radio head
BiOw teaching "Fundamentals in Radio"'
for
KDSH is expected to go on the
agency, now covers 125 First Na- to junior class, mostly ex-service- air about May L WJQS ties in with
tional stores in Conn, and Mass,
men.
the net April 6.

WSTC

.

Inle

Clicis for

luted"

the Interior Harsld Ickej;' 15-minute
radio commentary aired live over
local station WGAY, Silver Spring,
Md.-^haye been signed over to Ed
Hart and Associates, it was learned

tlieni

Pubfe&rvfce

Plains.

ICKES TO SPREAD SELF

money" from

NEW

WNiC

sympathy

"tolding

tliar hills.
Good luek, Tommy—It
Hollywood, Mariih 25.
State legislators are attempting to couldn't happen to a nicer guy!
YORK
put through threO new bills that LANG-WORTH, INC.,
would, in effect, amount to a precedenial law copyrighting ideas. The
measures are AB 566, AB 855 and
SB 803, proposed by several persons
in each instance, and they're calculated to cause considerable consternation in the story-buying trades of
radio and motion pictures. Their aim
is to fix common law copyright of an
idea by the mere ejcpression of it by
an originating persoii to a prospective buyer.
Though federal laws hold that
ideas cannot be copyrighted, intenAn Interesting approach to public
tion of the bills is to eliminate the service programming has been utiidea-originator lized by WNEW, N. Y., with marked
of
necessity
an
having expressly to state that results reported. Indie station has
listener and buyer must pay iov the been using spots in high rating peidea if used. That method holds now riods to get its public service mesunder common law as an oral con- sages over, rather than by use of
tract. Simple telling, under the pro- special programs, and is now fully
posed laws, would bfe the only thing committed to use ol spots lor this

affiliation of platter-turners.
a cure-all, Congress should set

all

New

moneybags bursting from
percentage takes in eighty cities.
Two weeks vacation and Tommy
Tucker roll? again to gather more

Towi

and

tour.

Tommy Tucker's
yoric with

slinimer bases than such automatic
contracts, it's felt. Rigid barriers
would be tossed up in defense as
As
up "effective machinery" within the buyers sought to close out all but
National Labor Relations Board to house copy.
handle conflicting union claims.
Miller's
final
recommendation
called for recognition in labor con- Sponsor latches on
tracts that both unions and employers are responsible for breaches. ByAll-Day
Salute
enforcing sucli contracts, Miller conWNBC, N. Y., goodwill programcluded that wildcat, jijrisdictional
ming is paying' Off. Grand Union

union

.

Following a transcontinental
Cavalcade hit

If

.

Ivor Kenway, ABC ad-promotion chief, in Pittsburgh yesterday (Tiies.)
address Radio & "Television club. .. .Henry Morgan emceed a National
inter-racial .show at Albany Monday night (24). Thursday
(20) be got a plaque from Pbiily's B'nai B'rith Foundation for his "constant
.John Aaron, of Bob
battle against forces, of intOierarice.. and bigotry".
.Radio tlicsp Dick
"News
Till Now" crew, father of a girl.
CBS
Trout's
Sbankland to D. C. to portray Smithsoii in Pathe short on Smithsonian
one
hand
a sling due to inwith
in'
around
Whiteman
Paul
Institute
back
from
two
veepec,
weeks in Flni-ida
sales
NBC
.Harry Kopf,
fection.
Bea Wain set for a guest shot, her fifth, on the Jack. Smith show (CBS)
April 9.,.. Don McNeill, Brealifast„j?lub maestro (ABO, named On the
Programs.
Hospital'
radio committee for Veterans
Three novelists, Robert Fontaine, Isabel Scott Rorick and Marion SturgosJones, were assigned to cover eight-Ijour tricks at the radio for an article,
"The Big Noise," duer in the forthcoming (May) issue of '47. ."Mr. Doopackage authored by Lee Bloomgarden and Gil
winklie, Attorney,"
Babbitt, to be aired on WOR's "For Your Approval" series Sat. (29i...,
Barbara B. Connor, formerly with Y&R and Ruthrauffl &. Ryan, appointed
radio director of Hevehor ad agency, Albany ... ."Our Gal Sunday" starts
11th year Monday (31). .. .Eddie Wragge, Meg Wylie, Ray Jolmson and

to

call

cott."

.

.

WNEW'S "Make

Urban League

its first constitution and nationally-patterned 3?oHoies.

latest

lor
a labor bill which "affords all par-'
ties equal protection under the law;
makes labor contracts enforceable
and the parties thereto mutually
responsible; protects industry from
jurisdictional strikes; safeguards the
economic system from such coercive
and monopolistic union pi-actices as
featherbeddings, the extraction of
royalty payments and the use of the
union label as an instrument of boy-

to

basi.s;

to

form

Mum's Word,

WJZ

.

presi-

by plane yesterday

local, left

ott

on three-a-week

.

HAB's recommendations

,

ol Brooklyn switches from sponsoring the Fitz.
Believe Ballroom" starting April j
.Paul DeFur, in J. Walter Thompson's radio dept!
.Bernice Judis,.WNEW v.p. and gen.
father of a baby girl March 16.
manager, back from Mexico,.,. G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone started 25th
year in radio Monday (24). He's currently director of radio activities for
.Roger' Carlin, Music Corp. of America television dept., back
the NAM.
at his desk after a Havana vacation following an operation.

geralds

Prez to Chi

Freebairn-Smith,

to

gimmick, Miller dubbed the secondary boycott "the most critical" collective "bargaining abase in radio.

YORta CITY

The Dime Savings Bank

Coast

Tlaomas
Justin "Miller in
dent of the Radio Directors Guild
the House and

prexy
letters

Senate Labor Committees.
Miller'-s views on what should be
incorporated in. new labor legislation are already endorsed by what
appears to be a majority of the
House Committee. -It is expected
that Seriate Labor Committee Chairman Robert Taft (RV, Ohifi) will report out a milder bill than the lower,
house measure.

mW

fiV

Washington, March 25. 4Legislative curbs against the secondary boycott, royalty payments,
leatherbedding and jurisdictional
strikes were urged here last week

by

From the Production Centres

Lawmakers

In Labor-Curbing Plea to

194,7

.

.

.

Bill

Olivig,

announcer at

wcD>WbBC announcer,

St. Louis joins the staff of WGN,:
frau vacationing in Cuba.
.Hanns Reich,

KMOX.

Weber and

.

.

.sporting an arm in cast as a result of fall
.Nancy Patton, 18-year-older. guest songstress
of the weOfe on
"Breakfast Club"
.

....uelty Fox taking over per.sonal
smger.s Tony Triankmo and Lola
agricullure,

ABC

management of "Junior Junction"
Ameche. .Bill Drips, NBC director of
.

.

IS spending a three-week
vacation in the southwest .... Town
of. the Air broadcasting from
Purdue Univ. March 27... -Fulton
l-.ewis Jr., Mutual commentator,
broadcasting from
tliis week....
Alt uuram formerly as.sociated
with OBrien and Dorrance, promotional

Meeting

WGN

,^*'*"^' ^'^^ ^^^"^ """"^d' sales promotion chief at WBBM.
wrL'/T.farm director
^
WBBiVt
Harry Campbell and home advisor Gladys Blair off
^elts....John McCormiek, disk jockey, snagged a
nl>; cla-vsicai
M„
new
record show on the midnight to 1.30
a.ra. Shift over WBBM
'^^''f sound technician at WBBM replacing
'1'
iiVwit.
uiDdn Johnson, who will devote
company

his time to his

own

recording

iTiiiiiMaMiay, fifarel*

26, 1947
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U. S.

Spmffs

U

Way Into hafian

Nets;iB Leads Way
to

$li

ai

Daily

American sponsors are beginnings
only
inch into Italian radio—but
inches.

totaling

23

named Hadio

stations,

Xtaliane

AUdizione

(RAI),

is

pri-

flavor in the future resulting from
Lange's efforts to feed 'em French!
will
via

owned and managed, al- transcriptions. Some 222 indies
though the government has a great receive shipments of platters
deal to say In its policy. Nets went airmail from Paris.
commercial right after the war
(one of the few European networks
vately

lESPimiiLin?

way.
to do so) blit only in a small
The government limits commercials

fin

;

KYA

KYA

KYA

This first SB jingle, he state;;, is is a known quantity. Does an offer
experimental.
With, opening up of of 36% increase sound non-union?"
Italian time, he expects more such
ginging
commercials
to
follow.
Soria also revealed the interesting
fact that since Jan., 1947, Italy has
quadrupled its license tax on radio
sets, fee now being 1,000 lire a year
($*.25>.
He also disclosed that
St. Louis, March 25,
Italian radio has singing commerIdle chatter between the engicials of its own, some of them crude
neers and conductors of freight
affairs in questionable taste, such as
« jingle for a bair-tonie buUt on an trains of the Missouri Pacific R. R.
banned as experimental radiois
operatic air from "Aidia."
equipped freight trains between
Mc(Sehee, Ark,, and Alexandria, La.,
got under way last week. Railroad
Bags first Live
execs issued orders forbidding the
engineers from asking the conduc"What's cookin" in the caboose,
tors
House €r®!iplleir!!i|;
the discussion of national or inter-national events, outcome of sports

GETS

imOURI

'

NBC

MBS

•
.

Uses Tape, Too

Washington, March
First live radio pickup of a
eressional cbmniittee hearing

25.

Con-

was

phtlked up by NBC and Mutual last
Friday (21) when they took mikes
int« the

events, etc.
R. C. AVhite, chief operating officer, said the radio would enable the
crew to communicate with the
agents of the seven stations along
the line as well as with each other.

House Foreign Affairs Com- He also stated that the experiment
on President Truman's is being made to determine whether
for a $400,000,000 loan to the use of radio would increase op-

mittee session
request

Greece and Turlcey,
erating efficiency.
Wire recorders had been perWuted for the first time at the Senate War Investigating
Committee's
Wins Court
fitness probe of
Sen. Theodore Bilbo

WSM

ID,,

Miss.) this winter, but this was
the fli'st time
a live mike carried

we

Test

'Grand Ole Opry'

unedited uroeeedings of a Con-

,

Nashville.

On

Name

is

a

mpre complex and

far

Iceland is offering a good line qf
spot announcement spots to go with

Clifford Jv Durr, approved piu'chase
of KSTP by its manager, Stanley
news programs morning, afternoon Hubbard.
and night. Price is' 46c
per word
Tuesday (IB), the commi.ssion had
per broadcast. There arc 30,000 re- proposed to deny Hubbard's original
ceivers in use in Iceland, with the arrangement
with
AVCO, under
listening audiienee
estistintion's
which he obtained an $850,000 loan
mated at 90.000.
to purchase KSTP, and gave AVCO

an option to buy 75 CI of the station
later on.

;

Hubbard

KIAFRACaUs

controversial problem than is usually indicated in the roundhouse
denunciations of radio and all its

workings.
Unfortunately
for
radio,
the
greater slice of criticism directed
against it to date has been tinged
with a note bordering on, and frequently toppling into, actual hysteria.
Those Concerned .with the
need of a wholesome environment
for the susceptible child have tended
to weaken a basically sound argument against radio's' negative influence by going overboard into exaggeration.
Take, for example, the
common charge that radio's accent
on crime has been the cause for
juvenile delinquency.
This argument is .a setup regularly knocked over with ease by the

ica,

Cold Spots

upon kid

effect

general moral letdown, the
usual postwar aftermath.
Surveying the field, it becomes
clear that the industry has far from
met its responsibilities to the juves
in
either
its
general
program
structure or in the. shows specially
designed for the lower-age brackets.
Radio's fortissimo accent ori the
blood-and-guts crime-shockers have
an undoubted negative effect upon
kids.
Extent of the effect, how-

risen Gibbers

NIX

radio's

is

to- the

to certain times of the day and for
Most
only limited periods then.
programs are sustaining with only
three or four big programs a day
are
crowdNets
sponsored.
that are
ed now for commercial time, and
San Francisco, March 25.
can't put on all the commercials
Three-day strike of AFRA radio
they want or are offered them.
announcers against two local indies,
As it is now, in aaditioh to the
and KSFO, was settled late
few sponsored programs, there are Friday (21) with gabbers winning
two series of spots in the evening, approximatiely $12.50 per week infor five minutes each just before crease. Announcers on KFSO will
and after the 8 o'clock news pro- receive $77.50 weekly, on K'VA $75.
gram. These haU-minute spots are Union also signed new pacts with
run oflf in a series, so that 10 com- KRO, KLX and KSBS, giving anmercials follow
one another in nouncers $72.50, and with KSAN for
fulck. bewildering fashion, both at $67.50.
After Oct. 1, all personnel
;35 and 8:15 p.m.
will get another $2.50 increase.
Standard Brands, Italy's first U. S.
New contracts run to June, 1948,
postwar sponsor, wanted to plug and are retroactive to Jan. X. iilthe stock jingle it uses everywhere creases slated for October will bring
It wages i^) to scale, ranging from $70
else on Royal Baking Powder.
had Elsa Miranda, who made the to $80, originally demanded by
jingle in Spanish and Portuguese AFRA.
Picket lines at KSFO and
which is used in South America, to
were immediately withdrawn
record one in Italian, to make sure when verbal agreement was reached.
that the jingle would be up to SB
During the brief strike ScrippsStandard. SB then sent Dario Soria Howard'S News frontpaged story al(a GBS assistant director, who took leging the unionists would be ftred
a six-week leave of absence for the by stations immediately following
purpose) to Italy with the record, signing of contract with AFRA.
to see that the singing commercial KYA denounced story as "comwas set up properly. Soria, repre- parable to saying we are going to
senting both Standard Brands and rob a bank tomorrow. In the first
ftemantle Overseas .Radio in the place, any 'such action would be
matter, left in late Ja&uary and has against the National Labor Act, and
Just returned.
and KSFO's non-partisanship

CHi™

KSTP, But AVCO Stock limited to 49%

Washington, March 25.
The giant Aviation Corp. of Amerowner of WLW, Cincinnati, and
WINS, N.Y., stands to get a 49%
listeners?
Following on the heels
Washington, March 25.
block of a third station, KSTP. St.
Of tile current nationwide juvenile
American advertisers are advi-sed Paul— but not the 75
control it
crime wave, the industry is once they'll be welcomed with open arms originally contracted for— under an
again
being socked by
aroused by Icelanders, whose Radio Reyk- FCC ruling Friday (21).
Under
Parent - 'Teacher Associations and javik is operated by the Iceland these termsi the FCC. with a dissentcommunity groups for contributing State 'Broadcast Service.
ing' vote only from Commissioner

What

ever,

CHOO-CHOa

FCC (Minus Durr) Rules Hubbard Gets

HERMAN SCHOENFELD

By

Sole advertiser thus far
Preps Paris Pickup
Brands, with a oneis standard
Paris, March 25.
minute daily singing commercial
Robert Lange, head of French raBaking Powder
Royal
plugging
dio's Nocth American department,
time
last
first
the
for
on
Which went
has returned from the U. S. While
for
daily
the
UOO
is
(Cost
month.
Quite a in America he made arrangements
entire Italian network.)
for an audition next Saturday (29)
few other U. S. advertisers have of a program involviag a three-way
expressed interest in Italian radio, pickup—^from Paris,
London and
them.
stymies
setup
present
but the
New York—for possible airing on
Italian
Situation in brief ;iS- this.
the ABC network.
two nets
radio, which consists of
U. S. indies may also have a Gallic

bv

Ml MET

IS

unsuccessfully

tried

in

the two days before his contract
with KSTP's owners expired at
midnight Thursday
to
get
C21)

Strike April

financing fi'om banks. An alternate
proposal that A'VCO get less than
control of the station in return for

1

an $850,000 loan "woh final FCC apKansas City, March 25.
-V-'
Walkouts at four of town's: five ra proval
The 49% arrangement lii'ith AVCO
dio stations loom for April 1 as result
was approved
by FCC over the ob^
of a unanimous strike vote by the
„ .
.
„,„,
„„
AFRA local in a meeting Thursday
;^A:?„
"~" ^"."£"!!'?„!'"?..u?
businessmen who
"
Twin Cities
wage in- other
Negotiations for
C20)
were competing with Hubbard for
creases averaging about 20',- for
;

'

, .

.

|

,

'

.

announcers
KCKN and

at

WDAF,

KMBC, KSTP.

The

local busine.ssmen

had

WHB have been under- told the commission they would back
since early March. Existing out, once they were assured that
pay scale averages about $65 per A*VCO would not end up with the
week under a contract in. effect station, FCC rejected the local men
way

as licensees of KSTP but revealed
their objection to A'VCO's getting
any part of the St. Paul station.

since last spring.
Don Roberts, exec secretary and
spokesman, said current negotiations were begun by the union's
offer of a new type of contract,

AFRA

'

Under the new arrangement,
A'VCO has an option to buy 49%
quo -in child which it termed "idealistic," to man- of the station at $675 a share (inThey point out that agement of the four stations. Early stead of 75
at $800 a .share), for a
the cause of juvenile delinquency is meetings, he said, were "encourag- total of $661,500. Hubbard will make
rooted in a diseased home life that ing" with management indicating a profit of $122,500 on the resale of
.
warps the child's moral framework new provisos Would be worked out his stock to AVCO.
If A'VCO exercises its option to
long before junior dials in his first with little trouble to either side.
program. But, having scattered this
This
fair-dealing
spirit
disap- buy into KSTP, Hubbard will have
:

apologists for the status

programming.

sti-aw

man

the

to

winds,

radio's

champions are inclined to think
they've swept the entire field. Still
unanswered by them is the valid
charge that radio's horror programs
have a subtle and cumulatively corrosive influence upon the sensibilities of even the healthiest child.
With few exceptions, radio shows

peared las t week,
Roberts said, three years to repay his loan. If
when station execs came forward the company does not exercise its
with a flat offer of $5 weekly raise option he must pay oft in 13 months,,
per man. In some cases this would plus opterest at 4':;, starting six

months

not become effective until Sept, 1,
and in no case would it bring local

after the option

is

declined.

New arrangement releases Hubannouncer pay bard from a commitment to put an
other compa- A'VCO man on the board of directors
or get AVCO approval on capital exrable markets, he said.

salaries in line with
scales prevailing in

penditures at this time.
t-old it could
Full majority and minority disthe $5 offer or leave it, it
to a lock-out altitude on senting opinions will be released
part of management, Roberts stio^tly, FCCsaid.
—
said. Strike vote was the onlj' possible alternative, he declared.
Scoops
A meeting of station reps and Okla. City's
To this criti- AFRA negotiators was scheduled
are also subjected.
Smalltown
cism, the broadcasters have insisted for early this week. Neither side
that it's unreasonable to expect them gave any indication a settlement
would be possible before the strike
to trim all their programs to kid
Its School Walkoiit
This dilemma will be solved; deadline.

designed specially for juvenile consumption participate in the process
denaturing the child's taste.
of
Chiefly culpable, it must be added,
are those airlane-clogging crime and
presumably fashshows,
chiller
ioned tor adults, to which the kids

When AFRA was

take

,

amounted
tlie

;

—

!

'

'

;

WIY

Newspapers

On

size.

Oklahoma

a general way, only when the
so-called adult shows evolve to a
in

genuine adult

level.

Network Reaction
Reacting
against

a

to

juvenile

critical
barrage
air fare, the four

High

Hollywood, March 25.
CBS, NBC, ABC and MBS
Decision will be reached thi.s
have over the years polarized into
Mickey Rockford
two opposing camps with respect to week whether
goes to New York for MCA (radio
the type of kid shows permitted,
the firm in
CBS and NBC have clamped a dept.) or remains with
Hollywood
He is said to have
virtual ban on the blood-and-thunchanged his mind about going east
der juve serial shows, while ABC
and MCA will abide by his decision.
continue
feattire
a
solid
to
MBS
and
If he stays here, he .says it will
block of such programs across the
h^s duties
board late in the afternoon. CBS
have been steadily multiplying.
and NBC, however, sport their
big'
of
soap
operas,
flock
especial

romance.

March 25.
ABC and
was granted them, air a

MBS

between
nets,
total of 10 serial drafew minor
matic programs daily.
variations in plot structure and a

March

25.

Hobart,

at

knew

it

before

the Hobart newspapers. In fact, one
Hobart newspaper got its tip from
the
newsroom that a big story

WKY

was developing only a few hundrejl
from the newspaper office.
WKY is 150 miles from Hobai't.

feet

In addition,
time,

WKY

and

news

at the
editor.

proper-

Bruce

Palmer, tipped the AP and UP state
bureau.";
and the Oklahoma City
newspapers to the story. When he

.

I

Service to Chicago Area

"^z^

^1

^I'i^r'.^r newspapers
learned
that the
there didn't know anything about it.
Tlie students walked out as a protest in an effort to gel higher salaries paid to teachers. The walkout
developed after the Oklahoma State
Senate passed an $18,000,000 bill instead of a $26,000,000 bill .sponsored
by the Oklahoma ^Jducational Assn.'

he

Schwerin Takes Pre-Test
Chicago, March 25.
Horace Schwerin. radio researcher under contract to NBC to pretest programs through hi-S studio
measHrcnicnt
reaction
audience
technique, made hi.s first pitch to
Chicago area advertisers and radio
execs in a half-dozen separate meetings at NBC quarters here last week.

City,

pupils

walkout and Okla-

WKY

nets,

sister to the juve serials. It's a kind
of division of labor among the nets
witli the radio fan, in his pa.<:sage
from childhood to maturity, being
fed a steady diet of synthetic excitement, first in giimdrops of violence and later in the cfumbs of

school

Okla., pulled a
homa City's

ROCKFORD NOT COMING
INTO N Y. MCA OFFICE

,

Ready

FM

Primer

WSM yesterflay (24)
Washington, March 25.
A
The FM Assn. is sponsoring publipermanent iojunction against the
ca.'.ion of an "FM Program Primer"
L. Whilton, en- series of mechanical character-creGolden Corp. and
and hopes to have it ready for the
using the name
from
joining
them
permit the kids to dis»« to 10:30 a.m.
Schwerin announced rate.-; for his Assn.'s New England regional ffleetArthur Gaeth did "Grand Old Opera" or any similar ating devices
tinguish one show from li>e other,
Minmenlary for Mutual.
to ing April 14, in Albany. FMA execunames which allude to the WSM But most striking and significant is service, which is now available
tive director J. N. Bailey said today.
Mutual, which unlike NBC lias no
advertii^ers sponsoring programs on
Saturday night show "Grand Ole the underlying formula binding
qualms about feeding
Martin Deane Wickett, former
NBC. His contract doesn't preclude
transcribed Opry."
these shows together into what must
watenal to the network, broadcast
of spot commercials, he said. station manager of WTOP-CBS, now
The decision was handed down by be a single, powerful impact upon testing
Fir.st advertiser to sign for his
a private consultant in the radio and
™"»"t«s of the testimony live and the XJ, S. district court of Georgia
the child listener.
*ent other
Service under the new rates. Schwe- music fields, will author the pruner,
portions later from its in the middle district of Georgia.
basic fabric making up each rin said, was the Celanese Corp. Ne- which Ls expected to guide tiie falter.*«'^Order.
WMAL-ABC was on The case was tried in Macon. Testi- of The
{•f witl;
these 10 shows is s stitched com- gotiations are under way with Gen- ing footsteps of the several hundred
recording equipment but fying for WSM were James Denny
of violence and terror, Vio- eral Mills and Procter & Gamble, newcomers wlw «re "wetting their
"se the verbaUm testimony and the Opry's emcee, George D. pound
he added.
feet" in FM.
(Continued on page 42)
" the network,
gressional committee.
NBC ComDick Harkness introduced
J)^ P^t^kup, which was carried over
«VKC and other NBC
affiliates from
ffientator

a

k

:

J

i

j

.

it

was understood.

:«ay.;

—

,

W«5«ItteB<l»y,

20% Cabaret Tax

fieTenooers Nix

Washington, March

25.

Bureau

More

Flexible Tele

Hollywood, March 25.
of the veteran Amer-

ican Television Society and the
new-born Academy of Television
At the
Arts and Sciences looms.
last meeting of the Academy, two

weeks ago, Klaus Landesberg,

di-

Productions,

Television

of

rector

stated George ShuCamera Device Set Inc. (KTLA), prexy,
had instructed
and cafes.
pert, Society
Hollywood, March 25.
Bureau's commitment to nix the
him to invite the amalgamation.
Harold Jury, chief television en.
tax was made In person to TBA
Academy meeting also developed
unpresident J. R. Poppele, it was
gineer for Don Lee herej lias in- the establishment of membership
protested
Poppele had
clerslood.
qualification rules and the setting of
vented a new control console that
The member-;
levy of the tax on television while
initiation and dues.
permits increased flejcibility in cam- ship will be broken up into three
all other mechanical devices— radio
and
life:
regular*
ets, Muzait, juke boxes— were ex- era direction. Instrument is a cross- classifications,
to
tlie
Dues and initiation for
empt. Poppele also pointed
fade cabinet, facilitating switching honorary.
feaannually.
educational and public service
from one camera to another and the the time being will be $10
tures of tele as opposed to its purely
membership goes to past
handling of fades, dissolves, etC;, aS Life
must be
entertainment function.
minimizes pauses and jagged prexies. Regular members
it
Meanwhile, the Radio Manufac'active In video or. in related or conIt is believed to be the first such
of its kind, designed
as an improvement Of
standard manufactured raixiag panels. Standard knob and button system is replaced in it and system
commissioner, Ititernal Revenue Buvia the use of eight
s)mt>lified
refau.
only instead -Of duplicate
that Con- knobs

instrument

came frbin Bond Geddes, exec yiceapresidettt of KMiA aria wis sent to
Charles 3. yalaer, acting deputy

specifically

last

Friday

The

(21).

An additional argument
gress did not intend to include television in the enactment of its excise

numbers

tax laws was made by RMA. For
example, RMA said, in application
ct the 10% radio manufacturers' ex-

;

.

cise tax, the Internal Revenue Bureau his ruled the tax is not applicable to tele receivers but only
to the proportion of radio compbnents in television sets.
Internal Revenue men said that

Set for Hearing

i

'

.

;

Mm

:

.

:

fideo Horn Blown

aviation interference in New York
City and in the possible neied for
stations in
wider separation of

FM

By Coast Rivak
Hollywood, March
with "T-Week,"

Coincident

Lee

issued to the trade a

list

25.

Don
of its

the same community.

FM

Department has been
mum on both problems. Other matters; on the NAB committee agenda

NAB's

FM channel reservation; promotional activities and dealer coare:

demon- operation; engineering standards; restrating the intense rivalj^^ that ex- ceiver distribution, and the AFM's
ists here, and heightening the con- rule on non-duplioation of FM protest between the two operating sta- grams.
tions,
Don Lee's W6XAO, and
fcistorical

thereby

"firsts,"

Paramount,, KTLA.
It augurs to
increase the rivalry in which all
seven will be involved by year's
end—'With or without an Academy
of "Television Arts arid Sciences

or a referee.

Some

two-page

heavy

detail.

log,

It is

listed

presumed

to

be

directed right at the operating opposition
there have
been
since
claims
and counter-claims from
both sides. Among "firsts" are reception in an aeroplane, telefilm of
n disaster, full length motion picture,

religious

boxing,

service,

baseball,

etc.

Paramount's KTLA claims a new
distance record in image reception
that is pqfisibly the world's topper.
But in declaring itself received 150
Mexico, it was
in
followed
by Don Lee's
weXAO which claims to be able to
equal that with less advantage,
i'ormerly both claimed a distance
ef 115 miles, In San Diego.
Paramount claim was first hinted
at a iTieeting of the Academy of
^Television Arts and Sciences by
iniles

away,

quickly

—

klaus Landesberg,

director.

itdlcigh—Joe N. Brown, of Salisbury, named announcer at WSTP,

WSAZ,

Beefs in

New

Panel

Keyed to the current hue and cry
improvement of radio fare, new
panel show called "Listener's Grandstand" is being auditioned for network and agency reps in New York.
Show has a group of radio ex-

He'd

been

for

perts answering letters from listencomplaints, / comments
ers airing
and suggestions for bettering programs. In a private showcasing this
;

week, panel had columnists Ben
Gross and .Tohn Crosby in critics'
chairs. Bill Slater and "Tiny Ruffner
defending radio, and Albert N. Williams of Saturday Revievi^ of Literature as moderator.
is Joan Sinclalfe. She
of absence as assistant
talent
coordinator and
editorial director of Martha Roundtree's "Leave It to the Girls" to
wliip up show in collaboratjbh "VVith
Fred Taylor.-

working

at

Huntington, W. Va., for the
Bast year and a fealf since his discharge from the Navy.

regular Hollywood lunching outfit, a cerise caixligan with soUd gold buttons, mauve slacks, a- green gingham .shirt and open-toed moccasins. But
I didn't mind. I was more conservatively dressed than he was:
It isn't often that you see the v.p; in charge of advertising of an old,
conservative Chicago firm dressed the way this man was dressed. It isn't
often you see anybody dressed as he was. His coat was of black and white
shepherd plaid, very high wasited with a long, flaring skirtish-peplum
effect and the five-ply back with a band of braid around the waist that
was so popular among the finale-Hoppers during 1917 and 1918. The front
of the coat' had slash pockets lined with braid, leather buttons and very
high peaked lapels that stuck up over his shoulders and looked from the
back like lower-case ears. All the seams on the coat had those little triangular bits of braid that used to be known in the men's ready-to-wear
*
business as blumellbhs.
The trousers didn't match the coat, part of them would have matched a
billiard table. In fact they looked as if someone with a geometrical turn
of mind had bled carefully measured squares while some happy hustler
ran pool on him. These were peg-topped and bell-bottomed, a tailoring
effect never before achieved even in the days of the Columbia Wheel.
There was nothing else unusual about this vice-president's outfit except
that his vest was cream-colored with a pink and light blue Tattersal overlay, cut with very long points at th« bottom, reverse at the top atid held
together by links of large sirioked riacre biittohs. Standing just as he was
in Ascot tie, and tan bulldog shoes to match, his ensemble could have
attracted all the attention from the main attraction at a Traveling Salesman's Smoker. And yet he wore these clothes with the same calm assurance that he spoke to me about his radio program. It was, he told me,
the program that properly represented his concern. I asjced him how he
knew and he laughingly explained it was all very simple. He just told the
writers exactly what he wanted and they gave it to him.
I was amazed that a man tvhci found it so simple to Mt from radio writers
exactly what he wanted should wear siich an outfit. Tit touldn't be, I reasoned, because he was .an eccentric, one of the characters in the .biisiness.
No one gets to be one" of those, nor to effect the fantastic in dress, untH
he's the president and damnVell established as such.
It was a long time before I slowly drew out of him the story of his
clothes.
They were, he said, exactly what his tailor assured him was
needed to sustain the contact wUh show basihess he found implicit in his
\'
radio activities.
v
"Don't you feel kind of conspicuous?" I asked.

outlets to

avoid interference with aviation
landing systems at LaGuardia' Field.
is caused by deficient warsurplus aurcraft radio equipment
which cannot be replaced or corrected for several months.

Trouble

The stations affected are WBAM,
Bamberger Broadcasting Co. staWGYN, and WYNC-FM. They

the

tion;

will operate on their
until March 1, '48.

equipment
Radio,
shift,

Inc.,

new bands
The

only

aviation

company, Aeronautical
has agreed to pay for the

which will

anywhere from

cost

$300 to $1,000 per station.

WNYC-FM will move

FM chan-

to

WBAM

WGYN

nel 231 and
to 251.
is making propagation tests for FCC
on other than its regularly assigned
channel and when those tests are
completed will go oft the air until

March

1, '48.

Hartforil Paper, Station

Combine on Yonlh
Helps Cement

hmm

Two Media

Hartford, March 25,
Station
and the Hartford
Courant are demonstrating the extent toward which the two diverse

WDRC

mediums can work

t^ogether in har-

mony.
the

Recently, at the request of
paper, the station donated a

weekly half-hour slot for a youth
airer, "The Parade of Youth Forum,"
in which teenagers debate pros and
cons of contemporairy topics under
the guidance of James Looby, editor
of the Ciourant's Sunday supplement
section. Shot is aired Saturday a.m.

The Courant owned

its

own

radio

,

.

;

,

me

he secretly did but that his tailor promised him the feeling
of being continually stared at would make him act like a bigger man. "As
a matter of fact,", he admitted, "I hate these clothes. Before I Came to
Hollywood, I asked my tailor to make nie something very conservative in
a dark brown cashmere, three-button sack. I even sketched the sack for
him. He said he understood perfectly what I wanted and when I came
back this is what he handed me."
"Why did you take it?" I asked becau.se I am naive.
"I had no alternative.
My tailor effectively answered every objection
told

concerning the details of these garments. He pointed out that
the suit was inspired by an old harlequin formula, that had always been
good, one of the oldest formulae in show business; that Hal Skelly had
won sensational success In the first Broadway production of "Burlesque"
with the type of lapels I have here.-The whole coat, he toM me, is exactly
like the one Jack Donohue was Wearing the day he first auditioned for
Charles B. Dillingham. The upper part of the pants •are identical to those
worn by Joe Weber and the bell-bottoms, combined for the first time with
peg-tops, practically made a millionaire out af the artist John Held', Jr."
"The vest is a slight switcheroo and cleanup on the one worn by Marceline at the peak of his Hippodrome fame," he continued, "and for that
conservative class that is naturally associated with our product he suggested I wear the Ascot tie worn by my grandfather the day he stole the
business from the farmer who founded it."
"It's an amazing thing," I said, "but I still can't understand how a tailor
could give out that kind of talk and make it convincing enough to carry

radio for its own self promotion.
In October 1944, the station aftd
paper started a nightly 10-minute

yet put up with graciou.sly?"
"He used to be," my friend the vice-president said with great seriousness, "a radio writer."
"Yes, they're very convincing guys," I had to agree.
"But didn't you
ask somebody's advice?"
"Oh, definitely. When I bought the clothes the-radio head of our advertising agency was with rae and said they suited me perfectly."

newscast

from

editorial

offices

of
followed later

the sheet. This was
with addition of a second and then
a third newscast from the daily. As
a public service, the paper has been
supplying
with election re
suits find other tie-in special events
coverage. Station'.? publicity man is
Jack Zaiman, member of the Courant's reportorial staff. He carries his

WDRC

own weekly
Club,"
paper.

on

.show,
station

"The Headliners
with

plug

for

^

Up Toni
Coin in Shift to Chi

*I^d^es^Hcks!

Chicago,

Johnny

Elects
Reelection

of

New Members
seven members of
'
Advisory

Affiliates

Ol.sen

show,

Mexico

City,

March

25.

March

25.

"Ladies

tailor.

In fact,

3;15-3;30

And

p.m.

(EST)

segment

participationi

show

signed Toni Products, St. Paul, to
three-a-week
sponsorship.
Company will plug its hair-set preparation.

'

V'

First

show

is

mintues of
sponsored by

15

GOVT CONTROL OF AIR
iULLEDFOR HOLLAND

Be

Seated," moves from N. Y. to Chi
with only the Tuesday and Thursunsold.

the Columbia

always been a

"What was he before that?" I asked, becoming a perfect straight man,
make you buy something you obviously don't .want and don't like and.

to

day

CBS Advisory Eoard

:

I offered

his point."
"I have a very unusual man.
He ha.sn't
he's only, been in tailoring a few months."

hall-hour

.Quaker Oats
Board arid election Of two new five times a weelc,
members, was announced today
(Wed), Latter two are Richard Bo
rel, WBNS, Columbus, O., succeed
Making Converts
ing Frank C.
Eighmey, WTAD
Los Angeles, March 25.
Quincy, 111., and George Higgins.
Fan attendance at Various sports
KSO, Des Moines, replacing Arthur
events iii los Angeles has not sufChurch, KMBC, Kansas City.
Returned to the board were I. R. fered at the hands of television. If
Lounsberry, WGR. Buffalo, and E. E. anything attendance, has been upped,
to
Hill, WTAG, Worcester, chairman according
Klaus
Landsberg,
and secretary of the 1946 board; director of iCTLA, Who says he's
C. T. -Lucy,
waVA, Richmond; quoting proiftoters.
Glenn Marshall. WMBR, JacksonPersons who previously cared

Receiving set dearth is the reason
television not being in Mexico
now, according to Emilio Azcarraga,
head of the syndicate of his name
that operates radio stations XEW,
XEQ and XEQY, Mexico's largest,
arid the filni housesi Alamtida, Olimpia and Bucareli, all here.
He's
readying a television station chain,
the hub of which, a 50,000-watter,
will be here.
ville; Howard Summerville, WWL,
Azcarraga thinks the end of sum- New
Orleans;
Kenyon Brown,
mer will see video receiving sets KOMA. Oklahoma City, and Clyde
Coombs, KARM, Fresno, Cal.
spreading in Mexico,
for

.
'

Sartorial Spotlight

He

'

Mejt Set Dearth

'.

station here in the early twenties,
later giving it up and developing
slight case of anti-radio.
However,
in last few years, the paper has
changed view again and is utilizing

Producer

got leave
producer,

With

four kilowatts operating from a
height of nearly 6,000 feet atop Mt.
Wilson, It claims reception over a
radius of 250 miles.
Don Lee, at
2,000 fe^t on Mt, Lee, in sight of
Jibllywood and with similar power,
jslatesi it, too, can do it—if Par can.

JRalejgh.

ExprtslttllRadio

,

28 highlights are listed in

chronologically as they occurred and with

the

Shifts

New York FM

for three

the 20% ruling had not been widely
applied to tele. In most cases, the
feureau asked for more info On Such
counts as location of the receiver^ *
WashingtOn>
Relation of STAB'S FM pepartraent
size of screferi, and degree of yisito the newly-organized and aggresbUity to patrons.
sive independent FM Assn. will be
TBA Victory
headlined at a meeting Thursday
Bureau of Internal Revenue's de- (27) of NAB's FM Executive Com-Group will ^neet in New
cision to rescind the tax from bars mittee.
with tele sets represents a feather York under chairmanship of Walter
in the cap of the Television Broad- Damm, WTMJ and WTMJ-FM Milcasters Assn.
waukee.;' -v^;
Meanwhile; two of the coiriniittee
In a letter to TBA proxy Jack R.
Poppele, received at the TBA home- members, Everett Dillard and Leonoffice yesterday' CTues.), Collector ard Asch, who also are directors of
of Internal Revenue Joseph D. the new FM Assn., are unable to
Nunan declared his decision that attend the meeting. Both are inthe tax would be discriminatory volved in FCC hearings and sought
Vas based entirely on the confabs to have locale of the NAB meeting
yirith Poppele and on a letteir sent shifted to Washington.
to the Bureau later by - Poppele,
Role of NAB's FM department
stating the TBA's Views on the sub' needs clarification since FMA has
ject in full.
been so active. The new group was
set up as a "promotion" organization
exclusively, but has taken the lead
in working on problems of FM-

closet to me, ^
Our nieetirig had been completely unexpected. So, of course, my threebutton, single-breasted, dark blue unfinished worsted was home in the moth
closet.
So were my plain tip black oxfords and the dark blue poplin tie
with the light blue pin spots I always wear with my white-on-white shirt
with the French cuffs and the stays in the collar. He caught me in my

'

Face Dial

Washington, March 25.
FCC announced today (25) that it
has approved a shift of frequencies

FMA

Vs. Indie

By CARROtL CA]^dIJL-H^>>>444^J

*

much

3N.Y.FMers

FM DepL

r« >

I

t >

Hollywood.

tributing arts.

of each.

NAB's

*

I was in one of the njore baroque beaneries in Beverly Hills the other
day and I met the vice-president of an old conservative Chicago firm. I
got to meet him because he's in charge of advertising and' likes to talk to
radio people. Well, he really doesn't like to tallc to them. He thinks he
should. It is, he confided in me, part of his job, I was worthy of his confix
dence because he'd seen me quoted in Fortune and naturally felt just that

edges.

letter

reau

t

The merger

itct
«stauraiit

turers Assn. addressed a similar re(juest to the Internal Revenue Bu-

1^7

Hwi^

Getting

MAY AMALGAMATE

(hi Bar-Room Video; TBA's Victory
of Internal Revenue, Mou<6ay «24>, decided television is not
entertainment and so is.not subtb the 20";^ cabaret tax in bars,

Mardh' 26,

VIDEO ACAD, SOCIEn

;

lit-

tle or nothing for sports
have been
converted and now want first hand
views in arenas of events introduced
to them on video screens.

Amsterdam, March

,

25.

Dutch broadca.sting format continues muddled and, in an effort to
clarify the situation, there's a strong
movement underway to have. the
government assume control of the
airwaves. Political groups also are
a problem since many of them, including the Communists, are pressuring foe broadcast time.
Four associations are currently
broadcasting through the two channels of Radio Hilvei'sum. These »r«
radio
neutral
(so-called

-

.

:

.

AVRO

assn.),

KRO

(Katholic Radio Co.),

(Protestant Co.) and VARA
(Social Democratic Co.). Shortwave

NCRV

government-controlled.
already
Some quarters feel that rather than
turn radio over to the government
existing
it's better to go on with the

is

method in an improved manner.
In times of stress and national
emergency, it's been noted, all four
nets usually unite in broadca-sting
a common program. For example,
weeks ago when ? prmcfss
was born. Webs joined for .'•pec"-"

isottie

airings.

.

Weflnesday, Marelt 263 1947

Par-

Tuppers

89

Mlei; life' to Gii

Coast to See/Angels'
Hollywood, March 25.
Coast baseball will get first regutelevising
over
Paramount's

Topcom

Advertisers

Kp too Tele

lar

Control cl
Paramount

DoMont

FCC

Hollywood,

No
25.

house organ here.

A

highly illustrative cartoon,
the creation of Daws Butler,
shows two gals, one a looker
and the other a horror, with
the latter saying, "What's so great
about /television?" while the
bosomy one smiles in reply.

handed down coin-

with the color video de-

also affected bids from Dufor Cleveland and Cincinnati.
Commission declared, however, that
if Par and DuMont conie in with a
cision,

Mont

'

sum

F(I
.

Circuit of Dallas. Three
companies together were on record
for a total of 11 tele applibations,
although the commission's iiwit is
five owhed-arid-operated' stations to
a customer.
Interstate

to Press

contract signed as yet but

word

Ra£o

Results of the FCC's nix on CBS
color television last week are already reverberating throijghout the
country and in a manner prompting
tele
enthusiasts to believe their
long-suffering industry may finally
struggle out of the rut in which it's
been mired so long. In the words
of Commander Mortimer Loewi, assistant to the prexy of DuMont, it's
the "greatest thing tjiat's happened
to television since the medium was
first discovered."
First and foremost, of e6urse,, is
the impetus given the production' of
receiver sets by tlie decision.
Almost equally important is the fact
that the ruling has started to lure
topcoin advertisers into the fold.
Although it's too early to determine
the plans of potential sponsors, severtil of the largest have begun to
show signs of interest. In addition.

Newspaper Breather
Newspaper industry is just us
pleased as the black and white
television proponents with the
FCC's color video decision but
for a different reason. Editorial
titled "An 'E' for CBS" in the
current issue of Editor and Publiiiher declares that a "ruling in
favor of color television on a
commercial basis would have
brought the newspaper business
face to face with a competitive
giant within a short time."
"Instead," the editorial says,
"the FCC found that color television isn't ready yet, and that
gives the newspapers about five
more years, at the mast, to learn
how to put some color into their

—

Antics for Tele
The

Hollywood, March 25.
Dorothy Thackrey station

KLAC, celebrated its first
y ear of operation last. Week— and
almost simultaneously
annoiwced
the first Coast deal for baseball on
television lor its planned expanded
operation. Via a two-way deal with
the Los Angeles Baseball Club the
station has acquired first refusal
rights on tele for 1948 Season ba-seball, plus an exclusive on all of this
and next season's games of the An-

For

Washington, March 25.
FCC will keep a weather eye
that RCA-NBC and
Duniont live up to their promises
and speed re.<!earch on color video,
stands, Par FCC Commissioner E. K. Jfett told
ef 560,000 Vabif.iy last Friday (.21). The FCC

gels

and Hollywood Stars, report-

edly

grossing

$85,000

this

season

from Signal Oil and Acme Bber for

;

the ballgames.

Don

Fedderson, g.m. and v-p,
states he expects the station to hit
its peak in June of this year after
a steady climb Hooperwise that has
put its morning hours sessions with
Al Jarvis in tiw lead among competing indies. In some instances it
even betters net stations, according
to the December- January compara-

as Jett sees it, "gives a
clear green light to black and white
tele but at the same time recognizes that color is on its way."

decision,-

Is Set;

FeelHugs Drain

Likely to
t

KLAC Cops Muscle

peeled to see

shares of DuMont B stock, wiiich
gives it the right to elect three of
the company's eight directors. To
meet the FCC's demands of selling
out its interest, Par would have to
give up all the stock, which would

That Color QuestiMi

of both sides given in deal,

Color Research
,

Now

video

for

here,

plan before expiration. of th6 60-day
reprieve, more time will be given
them. Ruling is backgrounded in
the FCC's declaration last month
that Par exercised at least working
control of DuMont, as well as the

As the situation now
owns the entire bloclc

March

Complacent radio hams are
pointedly reminded of the pitfalls of television in the current
issue
of
"Dial
Log" AFRa

comTeievision Productions, the
pany's wholly-owned tele subsidiary, declared Monday (24) that no
decision had yet been reached.
I'ullng,

-

undisclosed

rights.

Next Question!

their intere3ts in DuMont or
their three video applications for
Dallas, Boston and Detroit, are currently wraclcing their brains to- find
a solution to the problem, Paul Raibourn, Far veepee and prexy at

FCP's

Agreement
has been reached between station
and Los Angeles. Angels with latter
starting in April.

getting

to give

up

ciderttally

Unlikdy

Seeii

toppers,

television

given 60 days liy the

KTLA

.

printed pages and how to otherwise improve their medium for
advertisers. .As the dust sctlles

General Foods announced this week
the

.

to get at least a big
ing."

;

'.E'

start

of

a

series

one-liour

of

on WNBT (NBC, N. Y.)
every Thursday beginning April 3

shows

monochrome-vcrsus-polychrome video war, CBS deserves

in the

from 8-9 p.m.

for try?

U. S. Rubber has renewed the
"Campus Hoopla" show on WNBT

Friday nights for an additional 13
weeks and Botany Wor.sted Mills
has also repacted for its Friday
asked how FCC or anybody
night weather reports on the same
or
could force RCA-NBC
station. Both Bulpva and Elgin have
probably be bought by ihsidetis and Dumont to turn out a color set four
renewed their contracts for time
then eventually distritjuted to the to five years from now, Jett pointed
signals over WWiBT and even CBiS
•'"^
tive ratings.
public.
to Section 30.S(g) of the Communireceived beheflts from the decision.
With all professional and college
Elgin has signed to sponsor time
in addition, individual Par execs, cations Act which obligates the Comincluding "prexy Barney Balaban, mission to study new uses of radio basketball signed, with the Olympic.
CBS television, its $3,000,000 gam- signals preceding and following the
Stadium
fights
in
with
tow,
Panencourage
larger
and
the
baseball
and
"to
games carried
share,
into
ble on color video resolved
a weekend
owii a large
but not a maAuditorium hockey con- lost cause through the FCC's denial over WCBS-TV (CBS, N. Y.). Orjority, of the 1,500,000 shares of A more effective use of radio in the Pacific
Stock. It's possible that Par might public interest." That px-ovision, he tracted for and a deal on for the of its color petition, was stuck on der, totalling 44 spots, supplements
consider trying to buy up enough A said, give? FCC authority to elbow airing of the daily feature race at the horns of a dilemma this week. Elgin's curi-ent weekly schedule of
Hollywood Park this sea-son, It's flg« Already comtnitted in its testimony two Sunday night time signals on
stock to gain the right to elect two the reseai'cliers in color Video.
ured the station has achieved, its before the FCC
the station.
more directors, whiA would; give it
t<* give lip further
aim to corner sports—its main plugging for color, arid determined
Radio, too, is expected to be afcontrol over DuMont. That move is
'pitch,
considered unlikely, however, since
to retain its place as a black and fected by the color decision. With
UNIT
Now one of the seven licensed white tele pioneer, the web foiind the purseslrings gradually being
the A stock is sold across the
prospecti.ve
adver-.
operators, KLAC ex- itself with only its N. Y. outlet avail- dvawn tighter around
counter and any move by Par to bid
IN CHI FIELD pects to be on the air by this year's able for telecasting and no im- tising, entry of topspending sponlor it in tije open market would
end, starting with televised base- mediate possibilities of being able to
push the piice skyhigh, with little
(Continued on page 44)
Chicago, March 25.
ball in the summer of 1948.
likelihood 'that the present owners,
the
network
services
compete
with
New entry into tlie local television
ihpst of them DuMont execs, would
of other video broadcasters.
field. Television Advertising Prod.,
be willing to sell,
CBS toppers remained immersed
Cost Tele
Most likely course for Par to pur- Inc., announced election of Ardien Ft. Indestry Picks
in intensive confabs over the Weeksue, consequently, is to let the 60 B. Hodner, recently television direcend but, according to web prexy Dr.
Station Seen
days elapse and dismiss .the claims
Frank M. Stanton, "no special antor for Commonwealth Edison, as
Second
Franchise
In
lor the three other stations. Then,
nouncement of our plans" is^ conwill
Organization
president.
if Par toppers finally make up tlieir' its
templated.
Stanton reiterated that
Sntall
Detroit Station everytliing CBS plans to do in teleminds to sell the stock, there would direct its efforts towards the producDuMont tele execs, who la.st week
be nothing to prevent them from tion end of television, servicing advision was included in its testimojiy announced
Washington, March 25.
plans for a new low cost
refiling for the stations and so still
stations
and
agencies
vertising
Commander George Storer's Fort before the FCC. In addition, he de- video station to market at less than
retain their place in tele broadclared, the statement given to Varieare
currently
mapping
$90,000,
Industry Co. picked up a second telrather than competing with them.
casting.
ty last mohth still holds, to the ef- methods to make it still easier for
evision franchise last Thursday (20)
Other officers are Norman Lindwhen FCC assigned the company fect the web would continue active a prospective tele operator to begin
quist, veepee in charge of sales, who
work in black and white video broadcasting by offering the equipwas associated with Rodner at Com- video channel No. 2 in Detroit. Ft. should the FCC nix come through.
ment on an easy-payment plan. AnTele
Beat Score
monwealth; A. Donovan Faust, vee- Industry already has a permit in
,
Chief factor now blocking the nouncement of the station, followToledo.
pee and director of programming,
Company will spend $229,000 on establishment of a CBS tele net is ing close on the heels of the color
- SureloRise
freelance television producer for J.
fact that the web may be shut oft' video ruling, is expected to hypo
its video station and program 121
staff
Walter Thompson and
hours a month at the outset. John from outlets in the key cities. substantially the number of small
NEC-Soviet Film Deal announcer; and Albert Si.sc0, sec Koept will supervise the station's While NBC, ABC, DuMont and other station opei'ators entering the inand treasurer, veepee and general operation.
outfits have petitioned for their full dustry within the next year.
Deal between NBC television and
manager of Sisco-Hamilton Candy
Low cost station was devised by
At the .same tiine last week, FCC quota of five owned-and-operated
the Soviet government for NBC to
Co.
authorized DuMont's WABD, N. Y., stations, most of which have been DuMont engineers through a unique
get television rights to newsreel and
Regular .staff members of TAP are to resume regular program sched- granted, CBS confined its interests application of the RCA - produced
special features made in Russia is
expected to boost the number of John B. Gibney, production man- ules for a 90-day stretch, using its only to WCBS-TV, the N. Y. outlet. image orthicon cameras to the telenews beats consistently scored by ager, who was formerly announcer new equipment and antenna. Be- In addition, the web toppers re- vising of film, which eliminates the
and the fore the 90 days is up, DuMont must portedly advised CBS radio affiliates need for a film projection room.
and pioducer for
television over the commercial U.S.
the
smalltown
system,
a
Geoi-gia network and news editor modify its construction permit at to hold back from applying for sta- With
new.sreels.
tions on the assumption the color broadcaster could operate a station
field and special effects director FCC and ."ihow satisfactory "proof of
With the commercial reels today and
with only two i.o.'S, a transmitter,
only television station, performance" under the new op- petition would be okayed.
cut off from Soviet news except for for Chicago's
Nathanson, eration.
Only -way the web can set up its DuMont's translucent rear projecmajor events such as the current WBKB, and Leonard
written sevEarlier in the week. FCC received own skein of video stalion.s, conse- tion screen witli its special prism
Big Four foreign ministers' confab, script editor, who has
"First application from Sarkes Tarzian, quently, is to buy out the interests and a special 16m projector. Latter
which is covered under a pooling eral radio shows, among them
Central Station," electronics engineer, for tele chan- of tho.s-e outfits already granted ap- operates at 30 frames per .second,
arrangement, they receive only those Ni,?hter,'' "Grand
of
the
conventional
24
Milton Berle's nel No. 10 for a new station in plications, with all such deals sub- instead
clips from Russia sent them, by the "CBS Playhou.'ie" and
A.ssociated Bloomington, Ind.
Tarzi;,n expect.s i,iect to FCC approval.
As far as is frames. Entire setup, selling for
Soviet government. These are usu- show for Ballantine Ale.
Mark-s, to build his own station for under known, only one or two CBS radio $90,000. would be more than 64',i
ally confined to events such as the staff members are Sherman
$40,000 and to design receivers to affiliates have petitioned for black below the cost of most present staMoscow May Day parade, which of- Bill Vance and Jerry Walker.
,
and white stations, .indicating that tions.'
New company's first major effort sell around $200 apiece.
ten reach U.S. screens from three to
DuMont decided to use the 1.6.,
unless the web can work out affiliaSIX months after their occurrence. was the producing and directing of
according to veepee Leonard F.
tion deals with other outfits for tele
Soviet government, however, sends a 25-hour week: Of programs on
programming, it will be shut qff in Cramer, because of its extreme senover plenty of up-to-date feature KSTV for the introduction of tele'wood
Looks
to
Diego
San
sitivity, which enables it to .scan
this way also.
.
material for licensing to theatres by vision in. St. Louis .several week.s ago
film under normal room
lighting
Until more definite announcement
Artkino, distribs 'fir Russian pix in and plans are underway to open an
For Video Showings of CBS' plans is made, it's conditions. Cramer pointed out that
tbe U. S„ but; none of this is avail- office in that city shortly.
less than 20',c of all film available
Hollywood, March 25.
able to the newsreels,
believed the web will concentrate its to
video has heretofore been techSan DiCKans Will get their televi- energies first on extending the N. Y. nically sattsfactorj'', whereas the
NBC video, on tjie other hand, will
Deals with spon.sors new
have free access to all such material, Hubbell Leaves Crosley
sion across the mountains from Los video market.
systeni should make 80';, of
already programming on the N. Y. all film
that is.
plus other films not handled by
.satisfactory.
Consulting Co. Angeles,without
For
a licensee of its own station are assumed to provide for
Now
Artkino. Under the deal, NBC will
Since an operator utilizing the
New television, radio and motion and almost certain to be sans even either color or black and white new system will concentrate mostly
«y all film from Russia on a regular
basis for presentation over WNBT, picture con.sultjng firm has been or- a relay outlet, San Diego, is digging broadcaisting, signifying tliat CIBS'— on film, it will also boost the po.ssiin— or up-^to greet jprofiramming with General Foods and Ford co- billtie.'! of network service to the
the web's N.Y. video outlet, and ulti- ganized
by Richard W. Hubbell. who
jnately to otlier stations linked to
from the north, 115 miles diiitant. sponsoring the Brooklyn Dodfgers public when coupled with DuMont's
resigned from the exec staff' of Crosthe NBC tele network, Among the
Engineers report that interested games this year plus other sponsors teletranscripter.
Latter
machihp,
ley Broadcasting in Cincintrati to
bankrolling studio show.s— will re- still under
first films to
development, records on
be flown over are 20 head up the organization. Named persons there are already building
main in tiie forefront of N. Y. tele- film a live show. Programs protwo-reel
specials
which include Richard- W. Hubbell and As.sociates, homemade receivers and otherwise
preparing for direct pickup bf pro-, casters.,
stories of industrial development in
duced
by
top
adverti.sers
in
the key
service
consultant
the firm will offer
the
cities, consequently, can be recorded
Soviet
Union and cultural to non-competitive clients, including grams from here and L.A.
Rochester Willard DeMar.se, Mn this way and then flown to .staachievements, such as the works of
The Situation is particularly true
broadcasters, ad agencies and adverWHEC
announcer who as "Uncle tions in all parts of the country for
Shostakovich, Prokofiev and other
living
on
its, many hills
persons
of
tisers.
composers and artists.
Permanent headquarters are to be in line of vision with L.A. In Cases Dap" has read the DeMpcrat & showing immediately afterward.s. If
un- Chronicle Sunday corn ies over the there's no ru.sH to farm the film but
Deal was worked out. with the established next month in Radio wtiere geographical location
Sovernment by John F. Royal, City. K- y. In addition to the Cincy .suitabie, San Diegans will probably air for .six year.s, taking the various] to the hinterlands, the sponsor will
«xec veepee over television, homeoHice. offices have also been •share community antennae located character roles, has resigned to join! be able to amortize the cost of his
«nd Robert Magidoff, the \<-eb's Mos- with a fifth planned for Chicago later atop hills and dripping with in- WHOM, Rome, G a. He will be in Original production ^ver n period of
charge of special programs.
several years.
dividual lead-in wires
cow correspondent.
year

When
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'
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HMsm
Ontario Premier,

Film Chain Blankets
Air Time in Phoenix

CBC Feud Over

Phoenix,

Net Airing of Donunion Relatioiis
Montreal, March

Premier
between
Battle-royal
of Ontario and the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. has developed as
a result of charge by Drew that CBC
"Capital Report," Birer by news
Eggleston
Wilfrid
commentatoi'
dealing
with Dominion-provincial
relations, was deliberately aimed at
further aggravating the touchy sit-

TOULAM'S-'

uation.

Dominion have-j
years, mainly oyer
provincial autonomy as it effects
Talks to coordinate the 1
taxation.
whole tax system broke down reProvinces

been

and

tiffing for

j

cently between the Dominion, Ontario

DOUBLE SIFT KPHO

;

and Quebec.

CBC Cliairman A. Davidson DunThursday (20), in one of thQ
public
vigorously - worded
statement's he's yet issued, said
Drew's charge that the airer was a

ton.

,

4:30,

CBC plan to promote some propaganda line was "unfounded and unCBC policy, Dunton said, is
to commission or hire impartial and
qualified people who will present objective analysis of the news.
Drew, speaking in the Ontario
Legislature, seemed mainly to object
to the fact that Eggleston hinted that

Boston,

has newscast on
another on' KRUX

GFBANKROtUNG COSTS
ON SUB AUDITIONS

GOLD

When

the "Pot" vacancy. Starting
14, "Beulah's" Mond'ay night
stand will be taken over by a new
Philips Lord crimebuster, "Treas-

last

ury Agent."

ladeer

/

,

.;.

France's

Max

Stanley Soil Cues Coast

Program Heads Combine
Hollywood, March

25.

in common defense

to

state

credit."

a

Slanilin

move

For Hope

which prompted one Paris newspaper to suggest Radiodiffusion
Franeaise be renamed "Radiocorifusion," according to Robert Sturdevant, ABC correspohdent In Paris;
"Immediate pepercussidii was the
report, denied by the government,

If

plaque

the summer of 1946, WEEI, CBg
outlet in Boston, was in the mid-

,

No Bang-Bang

Regnier for "remarks

25.

"Expanding

dle of another equally daring venture, a cards-on»the-table discussion
of illegitimate parenthood.
series, one of the most frank

.:day.",,;

government

'

damaging

fair."

Ramadier

.

week suppressed the popular
radio show of comic-bal-

French

March

an

Usefulness"

by Vambtt a fortnight ago for a
program first inaugurated during

Denounce Bai

'April

awarded
Social

Radio's

Frcicli •Papers

filling
|

most

.

outfit

at

'

at 4:45, and a third on KOY at 5:15.
are now under way to
0'
EXIT Negotiations
In a move ta find a suitable sumbeam news on KTAR at five O'clock
With "Pot o' Gold" scramming stanza, thus completing 60-minute mer sub for the "Kate Smith Sings
ABC's cream pre-Crosby spot after cycle.
Newscasts are across-the- Sunday night session on CBS, Gen-,
tonight's (Wed.) broadcast and the board and all bear the same tag, eral Foods is bankrolling audition
deal for a Judy Garland disker for Headlines and Headliners.
costs on several shows up for conUnder GF auspices,
DeSoto still not definitely set for
sideration.
the segment, the net is shifting its
Jackie Kelk, currently with "The
sustaining "Beulah Show" into the
Aldrich Family," is cutting an auditime as a temporary stopgap,
tion record built around a n^w sitcalls for
Uniisual shiftover
uation comedy,
"Beulah'' to do double duty during
Show, a Frank Cooper package,
next two weeks, continuing in its
also features Enid Markey and June
present Monday 9 p.m. slot next
Valentine from the cast of the
week (31) and April 7 while also
Broadway legiter, "Happy Birth-

ON TOT

.

Adoption Racket

lllegit Kids,

slot.

Theatre

Prew

WEEI in Forefront Again With Series

28.

tie-in

blanket local air time in 4:30-5:30
p.m.

25.

March

between pix and
radio is represented by pitch of
Paramount-Nace iWm chain here to

Unique

Kids Up

Hollywood, March 25.
wants no more crime operas
on its network while the kiddies are
still romping around the house.
When Sid Strotz Of the chain heard
that Poote, Cone & Belding was on
that director Wladimir Porche of the verge of buying the "Philip
Radiodiffusion Franeaise was dis- Marlowe" series with Van Heflin
missed," Sturdevant called the home^ starred as summer standin for Bob
Office Friday (21). "Regnier show* Hope, he raised a restraining finger.
titled 'Don't Forget The Guide,' was The 6 p.m. Tuesday Coast time was a
a takeoff oh a Paris Cicerone, fea- bit early, and he was duly cognizant
turing a- mixture of witty cdmittents of criticism leveled at radio's copson French affairs and original songs. and-robbers cycle by campaigners
Regnier said the crackdown fol- against juvenile delinquency,
lowed a street pickup from in front
Stotz wants to see sample script
of the Bank o£ France during which first. If he okays "the sample and the
he referred facetiously to the col- show takes a late Coast repeat, it
lapse of franc, and the scarcity of
will take the summer slot for Pep-

NBC

New

discussions of a social

ill

ever

aired,

is sponsored by the Greater Boston
Community Fund under general dlr

rection of Mitzi Kornetz.
Called "Let's Talk About
dren," series gets down to
in connection with
tion racket and the

Chilcases

both the adop*

problem of ilUnlike the first
legitimate babies.
its
community
series, which lost
sponsorship hecause the subject of
sex seemed to be too hot to handle
(the station concluded the series on
its
own), current series has the
greenest light from all the churches
and bureauis a program ever had.
Last week's forum---a half-hour
afternoon shOw on Monday— dealt
with the question, "Would You
Really Want to (3ive Up Your
Child?" Forum, with Dorothy Howerton, in charge of children's section of the Community Fun^, and
Margaret Sullivan Of the Catholic
Charitable Bureau of Boston, plus

against repeats of the Jack Stanley suit that
may yet cost CBS $35,000, program
departments of the networks here
this
week formed a loose-ends
WEEI announcer TOm Russell,
united front group. Its aims will be
brought out fact that there are
to set regular meetings for all pro70,000 illegitimate children born in
grammers to become acquainted, at
this country every year.
least, and for the roundtahling of
Main problem is unwed mothers
mutual problems, in addition to atrunning away or, panicky, letting
tempting to raise the standards of
their babies go for adoption while
public service programming.
still in emotionally upset condition.
the
fact
Grouping was .inspired by
Forum tries to bring out fact that.
that production minds feel they
Hub has plenty of agencies, mostly
alone are unorganized, though the the bank's gold reserves.
sodent.
unknown to unwed mothers or famnew group is in no sense a union,
"The n'ewspaper Figaro said that
ilies ol unwed mothers, equipped to
and the prospect that Stanley's suit the Regnier show was one of tlie
guide and rehabilitate illegitimate
'Presi' for Sale
set a. precedent/ He was awarded few bright spots among otherwise
causing plenty of
"Meet the Press," Mlutuat sus- parents. Series is
$35,000 on the cinhplaint that he sorry French radio prbgrams, while
talk in the community.
critical
if relations didn't improve.
Preview," L'Epoque gave Radiodiffusion a new tainer which has .won
fathered
"Hollywood
name, 'Radioconfusion.' In a hastily kudos, hangs out "for sale" tag for
whiSh CBS is now appealing.
starting
sponsorship
Des Moines John H. Kerrigan,
Boston—'Walter Hackett,- former
Initial meeting was attended by issued communique the government co-operative
sine*
production manager
NBC staffer now a freelance department assistants of the four said there was no decision yet re- April 4.
Number of newspapers are ?mong 941, has been promoted to program
scripter, was appointed to faculty nets, Bob Brown, NBC; Cranston garding Porche (who is responsible
p{ Boston Univ.'s Summer Radio Chamberlain, CBS; Bud Edwards, for all scripts) but he's been or- the probable sponsors of stanzp, director. Ha succeeds Harold S^in
workshop; He's now fill-in scripter ABC, and Bob Fpreard, Don-ljee- dered to expltiin the situation to aired Fridays, 10-10:30 p.m., toBS' who resigned to head up the NAll
jBert Hauser reports.
program department in Washington.
on/ "TipZ's "Vankce Yarns."
Premier Ramadier personally."
Mutuali.';

further conferences between the
provinces and the Dominion were
imlikely. This, the Premier thought,
was a definite attempt by the CBC
to establish a "propaganda line" that
the provinces (Quebec and Ontario);
were even unwilling to negotiate in
matters of health and social welfare.
This, as Drew interpreted it, would
place all the guiit on the provinces.
Eggleston, denying the Drew allegation. Claimed there was no intention to twist the news report
in any particular way. All he intended, he said, was to bring to his
listeners attention the bad state
oi Dominion-proyiucial relation$ and
to point up the grave consefqtiences

.

;

MBS'

.

—

WHO

HOOPER-RATED PROGRAM

SUMMER SPONSORSHIP

AVAILABLE FOR
'or

gnly >2,500 net per

This program has been on Mutual continuously for nearly 10 years— since September, 1937.

week

for

taloaf

Combine this high Hooper with the low net
talent |cost and add to that combination the
low time cost— only two-thirds evening rates.
.

has been spowsorec?" continuously throughout the winter months— and has done a treIt

mendous

IS

selling job for its sponsors.

has rolled up a faithful foUowing. For one
sponsor the program reached .(on March
2, 1947) a 16.9 Hooper.
It

and the

we believe, is the lowest cost
homes delivered of any network

result,

per 1000|
program on the

air.

we submit,

i« the biggest buy for any
sponsor looking for a vehicle to boost salves
summer months.

This,

in the coming

Jess Barnes {NewYorh)

WRITE,

PEnnsyliiania 6-9660

Ade Huh {Chicago)
WHitehall 6060

IVIRI OR.

n

fi

h «9a

Ami

Radio Index for the 78-county New
same program ftpjoys the higJi^at $hare
oif all network fiSvw,

in the latest Nielsen

York City

area, this

of Audience «nd the 2Bd "highest rating
day or night! (Deoemher, ld46)

Herbert Faust (Detroit)

TELEPHONE

CAdilac9B62

V.

..i

I*

Mutual Broadcasting System
,

WORLD'S URGitT NKTWORK

...

'i,
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aptitude for social usefulness and

displayed by

[bad' oI

[screen]

[music]

|stace]

from

community

responsibility

WKY and KLZ are qualities of character flow ing

management fountainhead, The Oklahoma Publishing

cheif

Company.

The 44-year record of this public service institution
Ivnowmg what to do, wanting to do it, and having the
carry

it

is

one of

ability to

through.

There

both great satisfaction and a continuing challenge

is

in the frequent honors

which have come to these stations as they

demonsirate themselves to be "chips

the old block."

olif

jLivnifcmcitu;.;

ti
.

fluiMA

.

A[i Example @l Clear-Thinkmf

cm

Shdwmanasement.''

PubSic-Spirited

Expanding Radio's
Social U«e£ulneH

WKY's

initiative

out in the open where
not only by

mmme-

social

and leadership
it

VARIUFY

usefulness

but,

$1000 duPont Award

as

a

|music[

|screen[

almost smiultaneously,
as well.

menace

won

the esteemed

Always conscious of the basic

WKY

a growing social usefulness,

won

alty of the largest audience in

Oklahoma.

|stace|

VD

plaque-worthy example of radio's

sons for operating a radio station,

radio|

in bringing the

caa be vigorously combatted was deemed

has,

rea-

by demonstrating

and

the well-earned respect

loy-

''An Operation that Reflected

|

.

Radle's Increaiins Stature in

Community

MWAGPNTAWARD

.

Affairs.''

For the third successive year, KLZ was listed among the
Showinanagemcnt winners, the first time since the an-

VARIETY

nual survey was inaugurated 14 years ago that any station has
been SO honored. In direct ratio tb the initiative and imagination
its community, KLZ has received returns in
and popularity with listeners and program sponsors.

exerted in behalf of
prestige

KLZ
MNVHI

"?«

Heoponaibility
to the
.

Community

DENVER
CeS
Afflluced in

NETWORK -

Management with

WKY

560 KltOCyClfS

.ind the

Oklahoma Publishing (.ompanv

OKLAHOMA

ClV<

(NFD

CITY

NBC mmom - 930 moaais
AND OPERATED B¥ THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING COMPANY

—

—

-

The Farmer-Stockman
Oklahoma City Times
fhe Dailv Oklahoman
WEEK, Peoria. (Under Affiliated ManagemetiO
C olorado Springs

KVOR,

—

—

.

'
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Soudi Africa

Fairkirn to Head CBC

Coml Radio

Still
Coniinercial Sales Div.

Mozambique Stati(m Making Hay

Don

Toronto, March 25.
Falrbairn has been appointed

chief sales head of

Johannesburgi March 15.
The commercial broadcasting picture in the tTnion of South Africa
remains confused. Although
ftill

had it that commercial radio
Would start here Jan. 1, and date
was later put forward to June 1,

t-eports

situation at present Is that the Com:piission of Enquiry into Broadcasting Services, set up several months
6go, hasn't finished its deliberations
pr issued any report. Belief is,
there'll be no report before J'une
iind DO commeivial brottdcasting at
least till '48.,
;

,

stations in Toronto

New Hav6n*s
Toasts Self

S6le BM'er

Under Way

New Haven, March
WBIB, New Haven's new and

PM

station,

cocMail-partied

25,

only
itself

into esiistence Sunday (23), and went
into action on a regular sked Monday.
It's a pioneering venture of
the
Botwinick Bros., machinery
dealers Of this locality, which already has WELI and
in the

WNHC

standard field.
Station starts with 250 watts, exThere's also considerable differ- pands
to 3,000 next month, and is
ence of opinion as to whether the due for the 20,000 limit
by SeptemSouth African Broadcasting Corp. ber. Present Staff is Sol Chain, gen(SABC), which at present operates eral manager; Irving Small, chief
revenues from license fees (simi- engineer; Louis
Warner, engineer;
lar to British Broadcasting Corp. in
Howard Kester, announcer and, AlEngland), should run commercial vin Chain, music librarian.
iradio, it it comes, or -whether it
fhould go to private interests. The
Baleigh—Station WBBB, at BurNewspapers Proprietors Union,
lington, N. C, was granted an inpretty strong here, has come out
crease in power ^jrom 1,000 to 6,000
•gainst commercial radio.
watts by the fCC. The Alamance
Meantime, Badio Mozambique
Broadcasting Co. operates the stasituated at Lourenco Marques in tion, daytime only, on 920 kilo-

(Continued on page

4fl)

cycles.

its

commercial

by the Canadian

This segwes
Broadcasting Corp.
into the all-out effort of the CBC
to cut into the commercial business
of danaiian independent stations.
.

With the
bairn went

CBC

since 1939, Fairinto the RCAF in 1942

with the radar division, later became a CBC correspondent in EuFairbairn replaces W. R.
rope.
Johnston, who joined CBC's commercial division in 1940 after wide
advertising
a g e n c y experience.
Johnston is now tn charge of CBC

commercial production.

New Haven—Cong.

Ellsworth B.
report to his conbeing carried by all

Foote's weekly
stituents

is

New Haven

stations,

PM

and new

indie

WELI. WNHC
WBIB. Talks

are transcribed in Washington and
platters are expressed to stations.

Congressman's secretary, Carey
Cronan, was formerly special events
chief and

commentator at

Chicago— Authorization

WNHC.
to operate

a radio station at LaSalle, 111., was
granted to F. F. McNaughton and
Louis F. Leurig, owners of the LaSalle County Broadcasting Co.
FCC granted the company per-

AM

mission to operate a daytime
station at 1220 kilocycles With 250

Betty Garde's Exit

watts.

Betty Garde, "Hortense" in Henry
Morgan's show, is pulling out of the
cast following the April 16 stanza,
It's a case of dissatisfaction with her
roles and lack of billing, she says.

She won't be out of work. Besides
doing "Policewoman" on ABC, working in "Mr. D. A." and "This Is Your

manager of both the
Allen

San Angelo, Tex.—FCC granted
Westex Broadcasting Co., li-

cense to operate a standard broadcast station here on unlimited time
with 250 w:att power on 1840 kilbf
Sfcycles.

The group is an equal partneretc., she hus a new role in
ship, composed of Ingham S. Rob"Perr^ Mason" as of today (26). erts, assistant manager of KBWD,
Couple of starring vehicles also are Browenwood and 18% owner of
in the offing, she says.
KBIO, McAUen, who will be igeneral
FBI,"

Weatherby

dealer; B. P BluX"
worth, of Abilene and
Brownwood
outdoor
advertising;
j.
Edward
Johnson, Brownwood attorney
Tr»
vis E. Baker, attorney, and
'Arm"
istead D. Rust, rancher.

Phoenix— Newest station to takP
to the air in this sector is
KRUX
which bowed

.In Friday (21)
from
nine miles northwest
of

Glendale,

here. Outfit, 250.watter on 1340
kilo
cycle band, has offices in
downtown
Phoenix and is key station of
plan,

ned Radio

Arizona

being blueprinted
Brophy.

KRUX

is

to operate

the

local and Mr-

Joe N.

outlets;

Brownwood auto

network now
Mrs. Gene
"

by

only station

in

Arizona

on around-the-clock
*° plus

l'' u'°,!?'^~^"
the-half-hour

baslfc

on-

its

CHUM

newscasts,

anyone
^?f,?-^„i' miles of
Within
100:
the city, who'
phones in details of any news happehing witnessed or heftrd about
More surprising is that the Toronto
newspapers are accepting the station's display ads, ruhning
1,000 lines
daily.

>.

,

San Antonio—Trinity Univ. radio
forum starting April 1 will be broadcast on KMAC and KISS, San
Antonio, for a full hour Tuesdays
8:30
p.m. Program, broadcast from school
auditorium, wlU discuss current
controversial
topics,
with guest
speakers. E. Russell Jackson, ol the
Trinity faculty, is t>rogram's
di-

rector.

Denver—KLZ here

is
airing a
lories called 'Behind the Scenes at
KLZ," with' special events man

Mack Switzer interviewing

people in
various departments about their
duto call attention to station's
silver anni this month. Programs feature facts contrasting today's
operation with that in 1922, if such
departments existed at that tiine.

ties,

;

Elmira—Ken Powell, former Mu-

tual

announcer in New York^ has
given up bigtime announcing to
join

WELM, new

when

250-watter,

it

foes on the air here in a few weeks,
owell at one time was with WESG
and WENY, both of this city, before
making his way to N. Y. Financially
independent now, he preferis working behind a small-town
station
mike.

Louisville— New radio arts school
has been organized by George S.

WHAS

Partridge, formerly of
production staff, with faculty including
Ann Hubert, WHAS, acting technique; Ken Meeker, WHAS, an-

ifi

nouncing;

'cmce

WGRC,

and

Margaret

Cannon,

script writing.

—

V

Pittsburgh
Ray Boley, former
freelance radio man here and later
with Army's radio division overseas,
has just been named continuity chief
at

KOY

befen

in

Phoenix,

making

his

Ariz.,

home

where

for

tlie

he's
last

year.

William A. Brabson, .formerly

WGN

has

other station.

.

more

facts about Chicago radio programs than any

The combined

information of the Ncilsen Radio Index,

Supplementary and Regular Hooper reports and the Broadcast Measuremcnt Bureau enable
.to offer a superior and continuing serv-

WGN

in-

fantry officer who was wounded in
the North African campaign, was
named to chief announcer's berth at
WSTV in Steubenville, O. Dan Murray, heard five mornings weekly over
WWSW, has been renewed for another year by Gimbel Bros, Edwina
Murray and Margaret Slebin have
joined KQV staff, former in continuity department and latter as assistant

music librarian.

ice to present and potential advertisers.

Results,

measured in terms of accepted research, are convincing many

advertisers that the correct

A Clear Channel Station
iServmg- the

answer to middlewestern radio

is

WGN.

Chicago 11
.

.

Middle tf^t

Illinois

Sample), has joined the Sun Country Broadcasting Co. as manager of
its
Tucson stations, KTSC and
KTSC-FM. Since returning from
naval service in World War II, he
has been operating a guest ranch
here.

S0,«90

Watts

'

720

On Your Dial

MBS

Tucson—Park G. Parker, former
of RCA, NBC and the
Blackett-Sample-Hummert advertising agency (now Dancfer-Fltzgeraldexecutive

Eastern Sales OfDce:^ Eait «2nd Street,

SHMMittomen' St., San »nuicI«co 4

>

411

New York 17.

W.

N. Y.

Fifth St.. Los Angeles 13

DouKlas, Ga.—WDMG, new daytime l.OOOrwatter, took to the air
here March 15 on 860 kc. Downing
Musgrove, owner and g.m„ has appomted Al E. Evans as commercial
manager and James H. Hayes, recently of WFRP, Savannah, as pro-

gram

director.

other staffers are LaVerne Evans,
music director; Helen Sawyer, continuity
Vivian Beasley,
director;
head of traffic; Michael Davis and
John Howard, announcers, and John
Hall, engineer.

designed for
operations.

Station's studios are

FM

as well as A.M.

Wcdhnwagilay,

^rth

37

26^ 1941

«!&

i&

Ifc

^ «.

AHuKilb

\

ft'i^V

.

ill

..
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BUT BACKSTAGE
If it:s

bows
bows

. • •

with aplomb we acknowledge our 1946 Variety plaque,
is

not a

new

experience for us.

KSTP has won many

it's

because taking

awards.

And

taking

them has been fun. But backstage, each award has meant a challenge
Once again, KSTP dedirepresented
to surpass the KSTP showmanship it
offered by this, our latest award.
catcs itself to meeting the challenge
for

.

.

.

50,00 0 WATTS -CLEAR CH ANNEl

KEY STATION FOR THE NORTHWEST NETWORK
IXCLUSIVE NB€ AFFILIATE FOR THE TWIN CITIES
ltapr*tmia*d

Nahiudly by edward Pttry A

Co., Int.

MlNNEftPOLlS

ST

?Mi

WcdncBday, March 26> l*M(7

Stuff-Raio

Inside

WQXR, N, y., got the expected sports page play with the news last week
that Larry MacPhail had gone longhair, signing with the station to sponsor
a daily symphonic "matinee" starting April 14. "Heavens to Betsy," hoilered Leonard Cohen in N, Y. Post, "what is big league baseball coming to?
Just how Larry expects to make fans out of classical mugio adherents
.
,
who have refrained from going to ball games In the past is as much a
mystery to us as the Second Movement of the Third Concerto, ... He
may make some new fans for his team, and that would be good business.
.

WCCO protects

But the thing could boomerang.

home and listen
not outfielders)
... We suggest
Larry and Manager Bucky Harris that any member of the team guilty,
of poor play be forced to listen in every day for a week. Knowing baU
players as we do, we believe that type of punishment would soon spur the

"If the Yanlcs fade as they did in '46, the fans could stay
to the three Bs (Bach, Beethoven and Brahms—who are
instead ot sitting at the Stadium and uttering three boos.
to

Johnny s
six

life

to feats of derring-do,"
Other sheets cooked up headlines about the Yanks "wooing fans with'
music," etc. But an unexpected development in wake of the news was a
call to the- station from Met opera star Helen Traubel, who is an ardent
Result is Miss Traubel, who
ball fan, offering her congrats to MacPhail,
is leaving shortly on a concert tour, will transcribe her kudos for airing

Bombers on

. .

months before

danger

ke^s in

WQXR

is returning the compliment by
And
skedding for this show the recording of "Liebestraum," by Miss Traubel

on the opening program.

Johnny Garlborg

Tfen-year-old

lives

At 7:15 on the

87'aere turkey farm 196 miles northwest ot Minneapolis.

morning

of February

George Carson Putnam, news commentator on WOR (Mutual, N.Y,). last
Saturday (22) picked up the story from last week's Varieiy by Carroll
Carroll and added his own addenda. Recalling that Carroll had said that
radio, "the greatest single intelligence force ever devised, remains in con-

with his mother and father on an_

1947, he finished a man-sized breakfast of buck-

7,

stant servility to the press," Putnam declared the "only publicity most
newspapers give radio is bad publicity."
"I've always felt the only time radio would crash most news columns
is when some announcer committed suicide (J'uring a radio broadcast;'! he
continued. "And so help me, one of tonight's papers has on its top column
front page an announcer on another network trying to do Just that very
thing.
Well, we'll let you six o'clockers (the audience) be the judge of

wheat cakes, then started to get dressed for a quarter-mile trudge to High-

way 78, where he

nvould flag the bus for an i8-minute ride to school.

But Johnny's mother was worried.
During the night, the

had swpt

winter's worst blizzard

back porch thermometer, she thought about those

had been marooned

she

Again she wondered:

"Is

The kitchen radio gave

own childhood

lar

program schedule

it

safe to

send Johnny to school?"

to announce,

"There

Wand

safe (as

dozen

WCCO anhouiicements).
home by

no

will be

were 7,533 other pupils of 144

safe at

-

—

WCCO swept aside its regu-

the pupils of Eyansville Consolidated School." So

johnny wasn't kept

Many-sided Tex & Jinx (Falfcenburg) McCrary figured broadly in the
week's news. The Knitted Outerwear Foundation put Jinx in a bareshouldered sweater and crowned her "1947 Radio Sweater Girl." McCrary,
imloading a piece of his mind before the Radio Executives Club of New
York, said nobody in radio "knows a news story when he sees one or
knows how to handle one" ^a remark which set off chain-reaction mutterings around radio newsrooms for days to come.
Stunt-minded McCrarys aimounced they'll interview Douglas Leigh, bill,
board biggie, while flying over Manhattan
the Tydol Oil. blimp early in
April, weather permitting, for their WNBC breakfast show. Much bigger
promotion payoff was seen, however, in plans at WNBC to fly duo to
Holland in May to do..a transatlantic remote about the annual tulip festival, with Princess JtOiana, no less, as interviewee. Trip would involve a
tie-up with the KLM Dutch Airlines.

at schopl.

her the answer."

m

school today for

Johnny was kept home

schools, tlianks* to twelve

a spur-eif-the>moment

Harry Witton, promotion manager of Jack Cooke's CKEY, Toronto, reports the station is "very happy about the gracious orchid" tossed its way
in Variety's 1946 Survey of Showmanagement, but takes the editor gently
to task about the kudo for CKNW, New Westminster, which called it the

WCCO

measure. Six months before the weatherman posted storm Warnings,

WCCO

officials

other ^rents— when

thousands of

A

had talked with 200 superintendents.

organized so that they could have

WCCO

tell

Canuck station to set up block time to index its listeners,"
"We at. CKEY," says Witton, enclosing confirming data, "are firmly
feeling that we pioneered the block-time system in
Canada," Getting in a little puff for CKEY while on the subject, Witton
adds: "We're setting the pace In this neck of the woods, as shown by- the
fact that last month's EUIott-Haynes ratings were higher than ever before
in the station's history,"
"flrst

system was

Johnny's mother— and

made

severe weather

imbued with the

dangerous for

it

yOuhgfM;ers to go to sdio€>^

Tkking care of Johnny's welfare and anticipating efnergencies

months before they happen

the kind of service that has

is

.

.

tlie

stories of children lost

In snowdrifts, and remembered those three days in her

when

the jobs being done by radio and the press. From yqur thousands o£ letters I for one aih convinced that you fee! that radio is doing a job that
very few newspapers do. . That's what we call news on the human side.
And Mr. Hooper and his ratings seem to indicate how you feel about it^
that you're ijeafly with it."

across the

Northwest. Now, as Mrs. Garlborg glanced at the falling red line on

made

six

Alexandria, !,».—KALE, ABC athere, operating currently oil
watts full time, has received
FCC construction permit to boost
its nighttime power to 5,000 watts.

CiC's Airer aflift.

WCCO

filiate'

1,000

"The Good Neighbor

to the Northwest." It helps to explain, too,

day and night— more people
'ift

listen to

WCCO

why—

In Saint

than to any other station

Ma!@ Whips

an

Parisli to Fine Fiiry
"
Montreal, March 25.
Residents of Saint Malo parish in
Quebec City have let out a hefty
howl of indignation at the radio verSion Of life in their community as
pictured in the French Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. feature, "La
Butte Aux Moineaux" (The Hill of

the.Noriiiwest,-.:

.

'Good-Neighbor

to the

Minneapolis-St.

wcc

Northwest"

Paul SO^OM Watts, S30

kc.

Columbia Ownett

the

Sparrows), Air version of
Lemelin's
bestseller,
"La

Roger

This^

HSMTH

now

m,is j^artefh

TAlKS:

a*'GoodNeighh6r ta the Nortkwesi^l

Three times a week, Dr. O'Brien —

in his 19th year

advice, as endorsed

on

WASHINGTON COVERAGE:

SPECIAL

WGCO— presents health

by the Minnesota

ference between station

officials

congressmen to secure detailed

State Medicid

,

A Washington conand Minnesota's

co't'erage

of legisla-

tive activity.
Ass^Dciation.

RADIO SCHOOL fOR tEOlSlATORS;

••IfOR ViTS: A comprehensive analysis of pertinent

nera of Interest

to eX'Servicemen.

tlie

PUBLIC PROBLEM IN MINME-

to

improve the

featuring distinguished

constituents.

scholars in a discussion of the contributions of col-

fUBllC HEALTH:

and

WCCO
wide:

universities,

WCCO—in

SAPETY CAMPAIGN:

A special week-long. State-

campaign ol announcements, inten-iews and

dramatic programs, designed lo promote

WGCO-initiated

members of the Minnesota State

by

A

'

leges

A

couise in proper'microphone tcclinique attended

A -weekly forum

HIOHER EDUCATION AS

IOTA;

sJife

essays

qiiality

A

which

Legislature

of theh: radio reports to

health contest— co-sponsored by
state

high school studettts write

on public health matters with winners speak-

ing over

WCCO.

PARM INFORMATION: goo broadcasts each year

featiir',

driving;--:'

lUVENIlE DELINQUENCY:

.

ing the Northwest's most important economrc

A Comprehensive discussion

.

Pente Douce" (The Gentle Slope),
has been going since Feb^ 28.
St, Malo parish put up a strong
beef at a meeting last week, hitting
at CBC for letting an ainer go
through which is "untrue" and
whicH makes "us look like a bunch
of wild Indians."
Rpraeo Jobin, spokesman for the
comipunity, said, "It is high time
that
the sponsor of the Show
dropped these dishonorable carryings on and returned to a more intelligent type of radio advertising.
"If we take mistakes and amplify
them until they attain ridiculous
proportionsi on« can write a similar
program about Montreal or about
any other corner of the world."
Wilfrid Hamel, legislative asisembly rep for the district,- said the
adaptation of the book lacked good
taste.
Beef is not so much against
the book's author as against CBC
and British-American Oil, the sponsor, for letting the show
go on.
Pierre Dagenais, w.k. French Canadian actor and radio producer in
charge ot this airer, claimed his
version ot life in

activity,

if

of this vital social problem by Governor Luther

4-H ACnviTV:

I^Ungdahl, Mayoi Herbert Humphrey, and othev

the 4-H Club Speaking Contest by presenting
ntts on

WCCO

each year builds interest in

WCCb programs.

unflattering.

St.

Malo was

true,

Show has a running

contract for 26 weeks

\vitt.

Orleans

_ WWL

Station,

owned

Umv„

its

« SO-kw CBS affiliate, is
and operated by Loyola
W. H. SummerviUe as

with

ed

«m.

.

cnshiiiiii

HOLLYWOOD

LANNY

ROSS
Management

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Ideas
Promotion, poWici»y,
Exfonsivo notional, locpl roJio »WT
ion, nrh'tl rop. «xpori«ne«.

marks

29th anni March 31, but station
is
deferring a special show eommemoratmg the occasion until completion of new studios in two
months.

gea. manager.

m

1,

Organin
trial

onllr*

M*o

Apf.

Y«ung man, modofrto
col/ont rah.

••X 581, vARiery,
Sf.,

iWw

•xporioncs.

Ad agency, ifalion, «ffi»t
tion ilMfrwl in Ntvf York.

Now

lr*Hk 19.
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w
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^
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194,7
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lOOJC; The
Why

not pick

OW your competitjtrs would reach for

It's all

who

^^^^^

^^^Jl

yours—you who buy

it

Radio bidustry?

up.

it

Thus the

if tl^ey could!

seller of radio

And

the buyer of radio

tion of his total
is it? It's

Thus NRI
by the

This new, practical yardstick offers three vital advantages
advertisers

and

agencies, as they battle tough postwar

—to program producers,

—to

It

as they seek to build shows that will

more goods;

sellers of

frees the radio industry

from the

single, arbitrary, 33-city coincidental

sales messages.

costly shackles

imposed

{ihone rating,

which—

(b) market coverage

size,

(cumulative audience) or (c) audience re^iched by (commercials

ing markets.
If

homes beyond the reach of

the

,

you use network or national spot

show you how

radio, let us

new NRI CUMULATIVE COMMERCIAL AUDIENCE, and

many

from other media.

NRI

other equally useful exclusive features of

service,

83 per

33-city coincidental

phone

-the

Why not pick it up? *

Radio, there's a diamond at your feet I
«

*Ar CO many others have already done.

Main

Street as

measures the cumulative audience reached by a

series of

It records accurately the appetites of

ratings.

well as Broadway.
'

TWO
'

11.

It

broadcasts. This

is

the marJfeet coverage of your program. (See

RATING
Only by

NIELSEN

RADIO INDEX

(Accuratt dMlrsnic data-fram li«m«t of aD typtf)

.

'

stick

KINDS OF KAI^iO YARDSTICKS
(F«r • typical evening programl

COINCIDENTAL

'

the Chart.)

-

intelligent, aggressive

can the

sellers of radio

use of this cimiulative yardr

avoid short-changing themselves in

Limlfed t@ _

Rhan* hemes in
IS hrgc cities

0ttffliilaliv*

PfrNnt

OMMlltfiM
Ssmmirdit

(4 weiks)

Not a
measure «f

postwar competitive battles for the advertiser's dollar.

S6.S

AHtlicnce Siic

And

23.1

only this cumulative yardstick can show the advertiser

what portion of

his

market

is

covered adequately

—and what

3

WKS.
3 WKS.

portion

is left

wide open for unopposed aggression by

his

com-

S WKS.

16.S

2 WKS.

14.3

petitors,

m. NRI CIIMULATimCOMMERCIAt AUDIENCE
for the

first

10.0

reports,

lime in radio history, the number of homes

hearing each program's commercUd messages! This is done
1

WK.

for (a) each individual broadcast and (b) each series of

1

WK.

1

WK.

«acceMi»e broadcasts. (See the Chart.)

NliLSEN RADIO II^DEX—A Compfefe Research
occvrafe efecfronic recorders) which provides^ on
the vital facts

can

help you get the most out of your radio dollar.

audience—

measures the great uncounted radio

cent of

for the first time

through inability to measure (a) audience

«,

time and talent, as they face increasingly in-

tense competition

I.

—^whatpor"

—

has failed to express the true and larger values of radio in reach-

.competition;

sell

knows

market is being reached with

the business man's measnrement of radios—

NRI CUMULATIVE-COMMERCUL AUDIENCE.

—to

has a new, keen-edged sales weapon

unavailable to competing media.

or sell time and talent, and you

build programs.

What

I

Your Feet

at
H

^^^^

needed

in solving the

Serv/c«

(bmed on

a continuous

basis,

problems and capitalizing the

opportunities of programmingf time buyingt time selling of Radio.

t

WK.

-

RAiHO

4a

L A. County Pitches

LoDghairs Fret As Argentinian

For

Pressure Forces "nKm offMuny Radio
Buenos Aires,

ttlarch 10.

The Suenos Aires

jnunicipal authorities recently decreed that for
the 1947 season all concert artists
appearing at the iftunicipal-managed Colon Opera must accept a
clause in their contracts allowing
for broadcast of their concerts over
the municipal-operated broadcasting
station,

LSI Radio Municipal.

Decision, put into efltect by Guttural Secretary RiBiul Salinas, in

disagreement with

the

Colon

ad-

ministrator, Grrassi Diaz, may easily
deflect
the majority of big-name
longhairs from giving their recitals
in the Colon, going instead to the
Odeoii or Politeama theatres, although tlie capacity of these is well
under that of the beautiful Buenos
^

Aires opera house.
In the case of concert stars, the

Colon management doesn't sign up
each of these direct, but in reality
leases them the theatre on the basis
of a percentage of the receipts, as a
rule 20% or 30%. This is excellent

biz for the Colon and Saves the artists free to dicker with the commercial air only aft^r the entire series of Colon concerts has been complied with.
'

Own FM

Ans^ Gov t-ControIled

Net,

Deep

Outlet

M, ^xfMmmMk'iil

Hollywood, March 25.
Now it's Los Angeles county that
wants in on I'M radio. The county
board of- supervisors admits to
Sydney, March IB.
prepping of an application to the
Belief, here is that the governFCC for an educational station," lo- ment-controlled Australian Broadcal government's first, and another
casting Commission will drop its
threat to established commercial
BBC style of thinking this year and

Jn

•
operators.
to the trade via the commerAlthough the municipal station
A committee headed by S. D. caterroute.
does not broadcast ordinary com- Sykes, engineer, is Investigating all cial
Frankly, the ABC finds Ifeelf te
mercial advertising, it propagandizes phases and will recommend asthe red. Management says its immefor all
the state-operated enter- signment of some radio engineering
diate need is $1,49J!,000. ABC is
prises (which are becoming more firm for a detailed survey. Origpresently also asking the Parliamenand more numerous undisr the pres- inally proposed by the: supervisors,
tary Standing Committee handling
ent systeina of state capitalissatioh of the notioil was transferred to the
kj.o'^dj.agting *for an increase in lipractically every big business). The committee, consisting of representa:
cense fees, now set at $4, to $5, ABC
state concerns are the YPF oilfields, tives of the sheriff's office, forestry,
from each, license, but^
which now include gas supply as fire and flood control departments. is given $3
according to execs, this figure is inwell as gasoline sales; state-operated Plan is for the station to serve as
adequate for present operational
air
lines; state-operated
merchant an adjunct to existing shortwave
costs.
fleet; post office savings bank and
facilities, in addition to its educaABC seeks bigger cut from liinsuranoej and a number of other tional operation.
censes. On the other hand Aussie
sidelines. Should the Colon succeed
commercials operate without any
in persHading longhair visitors to
governmental subsidy, securing own
accept the municipal radio outlet
finance from the sponsors.
broadcasts of their performances,
The ABC is setting up its own inthis would be .tantamount to their
dependent news service c ostin
broadcasting on the cuff for the
$620,000. It's understood thisit a tie-in
benefit for all these state controlled,
with local newspaper services would
momeyinaking enterprises.
have been much lower in cost. The
ABC is also publishing magazines
'

currently in the red.
Washington, March 25.
ABC execs don't favor the comWith the appointment of three
more top-level executives, NAB last mercial idea. President Boyer said
ABC
did not Want sponsored proFriday (21) brought its staff of dion the national (government)
grams,
rectors to; full strength for the first
time since the beginning of the war. stations. He said that in the opinion
of
his
execs the market here coverClimaxing a long search,:
aning
advertising (sponsored
air
nounced the following appointments:
Harold .Fair, program director of shows) is already overloaded, and
WHO, Des Moines, to become the any income derived would be insufficient
for
ABC operational purposes.
first director of NAB's newly created
In local radio circles, VABisrra
program department: Robert K,
Richards, Broadcasting mag, to be- learns, there had been much' talk
come director of public relations,
and Dr. Royal ;Howara, chief enEngineer Adair Quits
gineer, KSFO, San Francisco, to head
up NAB's technical activities as
Sterling Succeeds
;
director of engineering.
Washington, March 25.
Fair's first official act will be atWith high praise, for his services
tendance at the NAB's program
during and since the war years, FCC
executive committee

NAB

F€C

that the Chifly Labor government
was planning to bring all Aussie
radio under its complete operational
control in line with the takeover
of
other organizations o» a natlonid
basis.'

,

Chifly's denial of any move to
nationalize Aussie radio lifts a big
cloud from the minds of commercial
operators. Jight now Aussie com*
mercials are giving an ape entertain*
ment service to the populaeei pi soI6
operation.

Government's problem at the mo.
is what to do with the ABC,

ment

Aussie Sheets Bap ABC
Sydney, March 20..
Papers are running hot editorials
against plea by Australian Broadcasting
Commission for higher
license fees (now $4 per annum) on
sets.
According to the Sydney Sun,
the ABC's annual balance sheet for

shows a deficit of $59,818, with
a record of Steadily amounting eis-.
penditure in all department frota
sundries to salaries.
1946,

"On the

expenses,

however,

to

which the Commission is already
committed for the current year,"
says the
likely to

Sun,-

1946

"tlie

deficit

is

seem peanuts by compari-

with the 1947 deficit. Next
year's bill will include the huge additional expense of an independent
news Service forced on the commiS'i
sion by the GroVernmerit
son

:

'^his service will give listeners no

more than Australian newspapers
hiaVe already offered the
fraction of the cost.

ABC

at a

As the Commission's request for
increased license fees indicates, the
helpless listener will be asked to
pay for
"Its

it.

plea that the

BBC

licence fee

has been doubled in the United
meeting in
last Friday (21) accepted "with Te- Kingdom fails to add that the BBCJ
fl. Y., April 1-2. pair, conductor of
gret" the resignation of George is now providing a third program,
who's: string symphony and diirecAdair, chief engineer since 1944 and with developments in television and
tor of the station's, concert band, has
been in radio since 1921 and did with the commission and its prede- FM, and anyway the BBC fee was
cessor, the Federal Radio Commis- only half the ABC fee to start with."
several chores for NAB in recent
sion, since 1931.
Adair is resigning
years. He worked with KOIL, Coun-

»

Its citati®'*

'kguhot

~

cil Bluffs, Iowa, and WBEN, Buffalo
before going with WHO. in 1934.
Richards served during the war as
aide to J, Harold Ryan, radio director of the Office of Censorships From
1939 to 1941, he was production
manager at WSPD, Toledo. Previously, he worked as reporter for
the Cincinnati Post and newscaster
on WCPO, Cincy.
NAB's new engineering chief.
Royal Howard, has been with the

Wesley

^ t^ame wp w"** «

'

,(t

last

sprmgi

the

*r*3

station

KSFO,

Medici^" T^^olug

To Variety

t^l^^^^

^tiou of

^^^^^i^iAavm

up

offices

•

this time.

AVCO

Frisco,

South

Elects
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mfH.l

tion

be

Portuguese East Africa:^has been
carrying sponsored programs for
years and has a considerable listening audience in the Union of South
Position of Radio Mozambique in
relation to the South African market is similar to Radio Luxembourg's commercial coverage in the
non-commercial British marlcet. The
local SABC, for instance, doesn't
come on the air till 10.30 a.m. Sunday, and closes down weeknights
(except Sat,> at 11 p.m. Mozam-'

ing

Corp.

to

AVCO

LOU CLAYTON

DKITBD BBSAI.!. PBCG
FrMiiy—ens— 9 :30
H-G-M—"Shis Time
"It

LET.

The name change from the Avia-

Mf'm

Continned from page

Africa.

Se," 'T^XlMom ^r^\,jti^r good

30 to set

(Seorge {Sterling, wartime cM^ of
the Radio Intelligence Division and
an assistant chief engineer, will succeed Adair. Sterling has been in
radio since 1908 and entered the
federal radio service in 1923, remaining with the FRC and FCG to

for the past 14 years, as yice-presi^
Ciiicinhati, illarch 26.
dent in charge of engineering for
James D. Shoiise, preisideht of the
Dumm's standard broadcast, FM and Crosley Broadcasting Corp., and.
international broadcast stations. He Raymond C. Cosgrove, gen. nianager
is also director .of Universal Research of the Crosley divisi^ were
elected
Labs., engineering: consultant.
directors of the AVOT Manufacturing Corp. at a meeting of stockholders today (25).

E

^^^^^^^

Dumm

Apnl

effectiye

here as a consulting radio engineer.

Manufactur-

nnppeutA

m GET

THE ULCERS

was approved by stockholders.

rHEY ALL LAUeH whan
Shuriok Eastboimd
Kansas City, March

&

probably to concentrate
on spot radio.
No successor has been announced
for the jo b at

KMBC.

I

stt

down

typowritor.

morUt .twitching

E. P. J. Shurick leaves in April
as director of advertising and publicity for KMBC, to join Free
Peters, N. Y., in the promotion de-

partment,

my

N«w«pap»r hitradio cbm«dy
writing. Matarial of Allen, Morgan
calibre.
Only comedian desiring
fresh original humor need answer.
Sample scripts delivered in person.
Box 900. Variety, 154 West 46th
st

26.

CO.

p.m., 3B1SI .
for Keeiis"
In Brooklyn"

Street,

New

York

to

19.

bique broadcasters therefore have
no local competition at all at certain hours, Mozambique's audience
in South Africa and Rhodesia is
particularly large on Sundays.
On Jan. 1, the new firm of Davenport & Meyer took over management of Radio Mozambique interests
here in Johannesbiffg, and is helping to improve English and Afrikaans programs for South Africa.
Equipment shortage during the war
held the station down to transmitting three short schedules a day of
joint Portuguese and English programs, with occasional Afrikaans
broadcasts, totaling 5% hours daily.

Recent installation of two new

7,500

watt transmitters has greatly increased coverage outside Portuguese
East Africa.
John Davenport -was with the
BBC for several years, and managed its overseas audience research
unit.
Richard L. Meyer before the
war was general manager o£ International
Broadcasting;
LonCo.,
-

HKllOMRi

don outfit which developed continental, commercial broadcasting Into
Britain.

"My

better

Ju<^ent mildiNo,1but my Wheatiesmid

'Yes'!"

FRANK and ANNE HUAAMERT
ON

THE OCCASION OF THE FIRST PERFORMANCE

MONDAY, MARCH

31st

— OF —
"KATIE'S

DAUGHTER"

AN IMPRESSIVE ROSTER OF EIGHTEEN
NETWORK DRAMATIC AND MUSICAL HUMMERT PRODUCTIONS

THE LATEST ADDITION TO

AMERICAN ALBUM OF FAMILIAR MUSIC
AMERICAN MELODY HOUR

MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND
WALTZ TIME

BACKSTAGE WIFE

OUR GAL SUNDAY
REAL STORIES FROM REAL LIFE
ROMANCE OF HELEN TRENT
ROSE OF MY DREAMS

DAVID

HARUM

FRONT PAGE FARRELL
JUST PLAIN BILL

STELLA DALLAS

LORA LAWTON
LORENZO JONES

STRANGE ROMANCE OF EVELYN WINTERS
YOUNG WIDDER BROWN

MR. KEEN. TRACER OF LOST PERSONS

AIR FEATURES,

Inc.

Program Coordinators

FEATURED RADIO PROGRAMS,

Inc.

Soles Representatives

"KATIE'S

DAUGHTER"

will

be heard over

NBC Mondays

thru Fridays

10:00 to lOtIS A.M. E,S.T.

Sponsored by the

MANHATTAN SOAP

CO., through

their

agency

DUANE JONES

CO..

Inc.

RABIO
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were attacked by an army of giant
Last Friday (14J,
the kids were given a whole weekend to dwell upon the critical condition of a young girl in Hop's crew.
Will she live? Will she die? Only
the next episode can tell.
Even "Sjiperman"
Of all the current serials, "Adventures of Superman," at 5:15 p.m., offers the most difficult obstacles to
Recently awarded a citaanalysis.
tion by the National Conference of
Christians and Jews, this show has
embodied an anti-intolerance message within its story structure. This
is a laudable step in the direction of
making these kid shows more mean-

man-eating

ftppraising iluves
Continued from page 31

\

lence is not used in these serials as Strength of his arm and will. It's
one technique in a varied systen^ through such devious channels that
o£ attention-arresting devices; vio- the child is tniide to arrive at his
lence is the serial's woof and warp. ideals^'.'-::
Take it away and you have nothing
Hues Jure: ^tyle, Too
"

These

make up

ants.'

Capsule Criques on lid

'

"Adventure Parade" (MBS).

"Buck

serials

—

.

•"Tom Mix'' (MBS)r Run-of-the-Chiil Tfrhoduriit i
"DJok Tracy" (ABC). Currently gumshoeing
which has killed captain.
"Terry and the Pirates" (ABC). Adventuring in
bevy of Oriental villains. Not designed to cement
"Sky King" (ABC). Bucking a sinister crew
'

conquerers.
"Jack Arinstrqng" (ABC).
headlines in stpry Of fl^it fix.

talk./

JACKROURKE
Productions
6331 Hollywood Blvd

HOUYWOOD

Sticks to llMiqiie Job

a

Airing Its Sessions
Regina. Sask,, Jlarch

chewan

legislature

airing

is

its

pro-

ceedings one hour daily. It is the
first and only one in Canada to do
so.
The broadcasts, confined last
year to CKCK, Regina, are now
being heard on CKBI, Prince Albert
"Arch Andrews," at 10:30 a.m., is as well, giving complete coverage
amusing, if slightly tenuous, situa- of the province of Saskatchewan.
tion comedy on the style of the Eight mikes are used.
Commentary is by Ray Nicholas,
"Aldrich Family*' that should atof CKCK, who spots the mikes stratract upper-group teen-agers.
tegically
to
pick
up the main
Other good juvenile programs are
speakers and the needling of the
aired by several of the New York
opposition. "It's pretty obvious that
indies.
Notable among these are
the members save the meat of their
WQXB's Youth FG?um and WMCA's main speeches
for the broadcasts,"
"Young Book Reviewers," "Let's
Nichols sayi, "The^ stall a bit until
Listen to a Story," and "Music
broadcast time,"
Land," Mutual lists its "House of
Phone calls and letters to the staMystery" program as also designed
tions have proven that the bfoaddasts
for juvenile listening. Show perare being listened to by a wide audiforms the excellent, much-needed
ence.
job of blasting Superstitions about
super-natural phenomena but level
of the writing is frequently too high
for the average youngster.
"House
of Mystery" is consistently good
adult listening.
i, V
What's the answer to radio lifting
its
program standards to higher
levels?
The solution is not easily
found; radio does not operate as an
isolated media but is linked up
as
another purveyor of popular culture
which everywheire seems to be de-

The five Serials on the ABC net
are based upon familiar comic strip
'eatures and do not differ from the
Mutuai shows in either forni or

preciation of the Oriental peoples..
At 5:15 p.m„ "Sky King" contmues a mythical war against a
small group of intelligent and ambitious men who are set upon ruling
or ruining the world. In the story's
offing are a blonde goddess, a river
of fire, kidnappings, escapes
pursuits.
"Jack Armstrong,

25.

For the second year, the Saskat-

self-contained

in

"The Adventures of Buck Bogers" content. Commercials oh the ABC
comes up at 4:45 p.m. Variety re- programs, however, are more modviewed this program in the Oct. 2, erate and quiet, but still come
1946, issue and the negative opinion •within the context of this criticism. clining
in
quality. Radio
What has been said above about make the effort to reverse the should
contained in that criticism, is now
trend.
reenforced by additional listening. the Mutual shows covers all the Program planners should find
the job
The serial utilizes a pseudo-scientific salient points of these serials— an- easiest in the juvenile field. Here
jargon as, a cover for fantastic non- other 75-minute safari through a they are dealing with plastic, unsense. Some of its characterizations jungle of gripping fear and terror, formed personalities and they
can
are completely absurd, with not "Dick Tracy" at 4:45 p.m. is gum- proceed with assurance that the kids
even a semblance of logical motiva- shoeing his way on board the deck "will want what they get."
tion. Story line is the cops and rob- of a ship with a nasty c'rew which
bers theme expanded to inter-plane- has killed the captain. "Terry and
tary dimensions with Buck Bogers The Pirates" at 5 p.m, are embroiled
Robertson to Freelance
determined to get his man if it takfes in an adventure set in tho interior
Chicago, March 25.'
of China. Opposing him with every
him to Mai's.
Ted Robertson Jr., senior promurderous trick known to the trade ducer
"Hop Harrigan," at 5 p.m,, returns
at WBBM-CBS, leaves Chi
is a man with the face of a crocodile
March 31 to enter freelance producto earth writh a story of enemy
and the Dragon Lady. This show
tion in Hollywood. He was the
agents and espionage rings. Harriproonly increases the separation beducer of Wrigley shows "First
gan and his pals are currently hacktween the- child and an accurate apLine," "Melody Lane," "Scattergood
ing their way through the African
jungle to escape the clutches of a
s i n i s t e r international conspirator.
Enroute, during One episode, they

in slight varia-

Canadian Issemlly

has
piece,
recent weeks to" veer
away from the Burt L, Standish
originals into the whodunit formula.
This program, however, is intelligently conceived to interest the
child without' over-stimulating him.

.

•'

bucketoo

of

•

tended

crew

of current
Saturated with frame-ups and gangsfej;

Meri-i\vell"
at 10 a,m,, half-hour
di'atnatic episode with each weekly

unit

mutinous

AU-American boy riding top

programs designed for
different age levels, Frank Luther's
session at 9 a,m., aimed at the very
young kiddies, is an appealing session, of nursery rhymes and children's songs, "Adventures of Frank
variety

garb.

a

China with fanciful
One-World,
of would-be world

'^v?-'

"Teiiaiessee Jed'' (ABC). Post-Civil War
tjoh of pervasive cops and robbers theme.

•

COA$f^TO'COAS1

it out in interwith pseudo-scientiilq jargon snd absurd

violence.

:

"HIRES TO Hk'
VOR SECOND YEAR

entertaining

Cops and robbers shooting

loaclecl

characterization.

—

CBS.

(MBS).

"Hop Harrisran" (MBS). Serial presently on locatidn in African
jungle with Harrigan hacking an escape from enemy agents. Cast even
includes man-eating ants.
"Superman" (MBS). Quarter-hour session recently awarded citati(?n for plugging tolerance, but social message obscured "by
violent
scripting which features abusive slang; educative effect not positive
"Captain Midnight" (MBS). More spy stuff, accent on personal-

MBS

But "Adventure Parade", .serves
only as an inviting threshold over
which the child passes into the ensuing 75-minute chamber of horrori.

Boffers"

planetary space; script

a carLastly, these programs are marked
nival of sluggings, muggings, shoot- by the unique style of their comings, murders and tortures a veri- mercials. What a style and what
table paradise for sadists. In each commercials!
Even if these serials
quarter-hour episode, the violence were flawless on every other count,
rnounts from a high starting plateau the quality of these plugs would be
.to a towering climactic peak where
enough to sink them to the notthe dialer is left hanging until he's recommended classification.
They ingful. However, the si?e Of this
rescued the following dSy in "an- take advantage of the child's gulli- step must not be overwtiniated in
other exciting chapter in the ad- bility (taking advantage of grown- this instance. The anti-intolerance
venture of so-and-so at the same ups is legal under the Constitution); message here serves only as a thin
time, same station."
they are long, loud and ludicrqus in cover for a confection which on all
Child program consultants at
content and are ladled out by the other counts is identical with the
and ABC adduce psychiatric testi- announcer in a wheedling, patron- othsrs. It's a quarter-hour session of
mony to prove that children find izing tone. The selling pow^r of more brute violence. Human beemotional release for their aggres- these plugs 'is assumed; but that's ings, for example, are referred to as
sive drives- in these serials just as only an additional commentary on rats, vermin and snakes this is the
they did in the demon-filled fairy the conditioning already received by invective of modern totalitarianism
which prepares the wanton annihilatales and the classics of Bobert the kids.
tion of human life by first halving
Louis Stevenson and
Twain a
Technically, these shows are pro»gerieratioh, ago.
pthet psychiatrists duced with proficiency. In view of reduced its value to that of vermin.
have given eohtrary testimo#. In the preceding criticism, this may or It's doubtful whetheir theeducative
one layman's opinion, tlie scialized may not be an asset, depending upon effect of this program is oB~the posistructure of these programs nulli- whether one wants the child to listen tive side.
"Adventures of Captain Midfies completely its cathartic value*
at all, Tiie serials present a world
producing instead a permanently in- without reality but furnished with night," at 5:30 p.m., is concerned
flamed and purposely unappeased human voices, the realistic sound ef- with the plot of another master international
figure who is training a
appetite for violence.
Moreover, fects, Ihe outward trappings of
these serials trowel on the bang- evcr.y-day life that persuade even horde, of savages to descend Upon
bang stuff with Such Voliime and the adult with its degree of actual- America and destroy it. This serial
crudity as tP differ ijualitatively in ity. In addition, one is drawn into illustrates another curious facet of
the broadcaster's attitude towards
effect frohs the aesthetic foalan'ce of the action's vortex
^y the fury of its juvenile programs. They've evolved
those stories which liaye asstuned. pace..
a code of ethics for script writers
properly, the stature of children's
'
Mutual's procession of juvenile which doesn't permit torture to aniclassics.
shows starts at 4; 30 p.m, with "Ad- mals but anything goes where huIn most of these serials, 'file script Venture ParadCi" This program is
man beings are involved. A gang'
writers, by adhering rigidly to the not the conventioaai
tyiie of serial ster character about to throw Gaplaw of the cliche, covertly propagate iind lies outside the reference of the
tain Midnight and hi' young friend
a contempt for culture. The villain, preceding criticism.
Program is a off a cliff says: "When they pick up
for example, is generally depicted as thoughtful, intelligent and entertainthe pieces they won.'t know which
a man of breeding with precise ing adaptation of the classics of are yours and which are the kid's."
grammar and extensive vocabularly. literature into serial form. Books' This show is also marked by the
The hero, on the othw hand, is such as Alexander Dumas' "Three most raucous commercials. One andrawn as an average Citizen, making Musketeers" and Daniel Defoe's nouncement for a give-away whisup for bis lack of reiiinement by the-- -"Robinson Crusoe" are presented in tle was timed as running over two
five sectibns covering the week. minutes.
Narration is handled by a pair of
Winding up the Mutual juve show
voices in \ ^uasi-dramatic fashion cavalcade is "Tolh Mix" at 5:45 p.m.
with the script attempting to retain Locale is the far west and the charsomething of the original's style. acters are presented in the guise of
Program, a sustainer, will stimulate cowboys and Indians. But fundareading of the novels and can be m.entaUy, it's the run-of-the-chill
exploited as a classroom aid with whodunit formula in westei'n garb.
positive results.
ABC Comm'ls More Moderate
le£t.

Skws

Thoughtful, intelligent,

adaptation of literary classics.

Barnes,"

among

RADIO PRODUCER'
or

others.

Prior to his
years with CBS he was producer of "Lone Ranger."

Minimum 5

tacts.

six

Robertson will open his own
agency specializing in package script

experience

years'

.plus thorougK talent knowledge.
tion

Picture

Salary
"

experience

Variety, 154

also

Mo-

helpful

Apply Box 201,

$7,500 up.

1

shows.

DIRECTOR

with strong agency or network con-

W. 4«lh

St.,

rtew York 19.

and
Ail-

American Boy," at 5:30 p.m., is now
up to his cauliflower ears in the
well-known American institution ot

by most

th > fight fix. This serial is
saturated
With frameups, jailbirds, gangster
and assorted forms of villainy
Last Friday (14), the episode wound
up on a screaming climax With our

.

.

.

talk

young

ON TARGET
The novice soon discovers that there's
more to a "strike" than meets the eye.
Perfect timing, impact, jond fpllow-thrpugh

-macks of the expert .^ distinguish egch exWeed and .Company representative.

perienced

lU C ED

al

RADIO
STATION
REPRESeNTATtVES

Armstrong,

by most

flattened

interest

which was reviewed

in

has

its

aside
Saturday
juvenilia with a
I,

»

ST

^ n.s

Ark-La-Tex

Availabilities

sa aao WATTS

7At
set

BUYING

in

fairy tales.

mornings for

the

rite for

Variety's issue of Oct. 16, 1946. For
the very young, the net airs
"Let's
Pretend," a delightful session
of

NBC
NEW yORK'BOSTON>CHICA0O*DETROIT'SAN FRANClSCO'ATUNfA'HOUIfWOOD

hero,

foi- the count of
10 in a mysterious
fight finish.
At 5:45 p.m., "Tennessee Jed" goes to work as a secret
mvestigator for Pres. Ulysses S
Grant in the post-Civil War days,
tracking down the instigators of
Indian uprisings out west. Once
again
only a slight variation on the pervasive cops and robbers theme.
The juvenile shows on the other
networks are of a radically different
character.
CBS produces the senous-mmded "American School of
the Air," a half-hour across
the
bpard program of varied education-

linm ^trnm.
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BANMS, TEAM I
It

takes teamwork to produce consistently outstand>

ing, consistently playable

and

THREE

not one, not two, but
three stalwart writers

serial

who have

production of such scripts

MIULS HOUR, my

listenable scripts for

To

dramas.

the

collaborated in the

for

sincere thanks

THE GENERAL
and appreciation.

%

Stmmd mp mnd take m
ART

-^^^^

bmitt:^^^^^^^^^^

GI.AIIII,

writer of "Masquerade"

FUTMAM,
"The Woman

(NBC

2:30 EST)

:

writer of

in

White" (NBC 2:15 EST)

YBBCSIHIA COOKE,
writer of "Today's Children"

(NBC 2:00 EST)

For day4n and day-out performance,

Plottist

my

thanks,

and Supervisor

RABIO RBVIIIWS
McCKEADT'S MANSIONS
Tony

V/ith Maurice BocUngton,
liinda

son,

Stet-

Whyte, Sen Murray, 15

Dixie Deane Orch, guester«
Froduoer-wrlter: Ian ^eid
Mins., Tues., 8:30 p.ui.

W<Bdn«Mlay, Bfa

WOLF CAM,
With Janet WoU
Mins.,

!

M«B.-throvcIi-Frl.,

6:15

p.ta.

WINS, N.Y. ...
With a plethora of

.

"

—

,

htalt-Iiour represents the culAdditional comedy is commendably
handled by John Draihe and Bud mination of long negotiations beKnasp, two established Canadian tween the station and the Newmtn
radio personalities, doing an impefr theatre, Paramount-operated firstTliis

Bonation of the dance-and-patter act run,
to combine their entertainment
music hall team, billed offerings in an ether package. After
as a standard on the Shea time. some experimentation this quiz show
with
highschool experts has been
quartet
Presence of Dixie Deane
established to run for at least a year.
takes care of the musical chores.
As shown in its early efforts the
Whole idea is novel for CBC programming and requests to the ether show is a wortliy i.ttempt, albeit
audience, for vaiide act impersona- rough spots mil appear, as could be
Bons they want to hear, shouldn't expected in any new undertaking,
Hurt in sustaining interest. Tying which this is decidedly- for this area.
in the whole for dictidn, timing and H*)stly the rough spots are due to
memory-lane excursions is Boding- the performers, some of whom are
ton, with Ken Murray as the straight outright amateurs, as
the basic
Interlocutor. Murray, of course, is format o£ the show is little different
not to be confused with the tJ.S. from that of other quiz sessions
comedian.
Idea and delivery lifts which are already proven.
program out of, the customary
Frizzell, a youngster himself, proUcStay.
CTfJ rut.
pounds to the experts the questions
sent in by listeiiers. If a question is
used, the sender gets two tickets to
lOHNNT GtTABNiEatI
the theatre; if the question is not
|erry Marshall, tuuibiiiicer
answered by the teen agers Coris Mins.; Sun., 3:IS trja.
rectly the listener gets $4 in addiSustaining
tion.
On the broadcast heard, the
WNEW, N. Y.
board scored
like 66%
New York's indie outlet is rapidly correct, and thesomething
cost to the theatre
gathering together a lull Sunday was some $16 in prizes.
package of live jazz nsuhes ton ite
Wisely, the sponsor is making the
regular listeners.
After pacting swingstress Maxme half-hour more than a quiz about
films.
It is being built as a regular
Sullivan to a live quarter hour, j>rofor news about the theatre and
|ram director Ted Cott is following spot
its product, as well as for the film
lip With pianist Johnny Guamieri,
at large and ite public relaporrowed from NBC, where he's a industry
tions.
And the program proves a
tstt,it
musician.
It's
an excellent
ready spot for the many transcribed
choice.
Smart use was made in the preem commercials put out by Hollywood.
Program heard had both Bob Hope
Jrogram of Guamieri'g style, his and Dorothy
Lamour plugging their
bfllty to carbon-copy almost anyrelease,
"My Favorite
one at the keyboard. Opening tune, current
"Open the Door, Richard," came out Brunette" (currently at the theatre),
soi|ndmg very much like they were
fis a minuet, and beautifully done.
joinmg
right
in with the teenagers.
Keyboarder took "My Gal Siil" back
Spotted
next
to
a
net
show for teento music hall days before bringing
her up to date, and then produced sters,^this one can well become a
Ms top effort of the afternoon in Saturday morning standout Quin.
"AH the Things You Ate." Last tune
was done a la Bach, Beethoven and CHEER-CP
JAMBOREE
Mozart, and the masters themselves With
Slim Miller. Three Chords,
would hardly have known the dif
Shorty
Obemt, Tiny Skaggs,
(erenee. Other musicians have used
Jerry Carr. At Stewart «nd-Don
the same gimmick, of course, but
HUl
iiione of them with Guarnieri's preSat, 5:15 p.ni.
<{ision or genuine quality.
Closing 5SJte;'^""was "Fine and Dan^," with styling QEiRTEL BREWING CO.
Teddy Wilson, Fats Waller ana WAVE, touisvlUe
<M. R. K.opmever)
ArtTatum.
^ In all of the numbers OuaittdCri
sparked by
o,?"'^?fe,'''"''^"y
Injected his own ideas, most of them Shm
Miller, comic and fiddler. Mugood.
sical numbers are mostly in the
barn dance category, but Three
Chords, gal trio, adds a touch of
CANINE COMMENT
refinement and change of pace with
With Oeorge Miclutel
its harmonizing of "Managua,
NicaIS mins.. Sun., 18:18 p.m.
rague,' Girls could have rated anSustaining
other spot on the show for, a trio
WGY, Schenectady
but probably their repA new and listenable program, number,
this Sunday noon feature has com- ertoire isn't extensive enough for
two numbers on an across-the-board
inercial possibilities.
Michael, an
announcer at WGY's sister station show.

made famous by Traherne and Perkins, English

.

SHOW

•

•

Me

.

wGFM, owns and shows

several
He frequently
canines from that angle,

thoroughbred dogs.
discusses

but not completely so and certainly
not in a snobbish or esoteric manner. On one broadcast, for instance,
Michael voiced pertinent criticism
of the "undue" role played by
"handlers" in winning prizes for
dogs.
He advocated judging the
dogs on their own merits. The sentiihental poems he reads and some of
tlie other material used tilso deal
With dogs generally,
Michael might well broaden tlie
base of the stanzas to give them
greater interest. More interviews
like the one he held with Charles
Waldron, official emeritus of
Union College and owner of a Seeing Eye dog, might be included.
Michael displays a clear, firm voice

K.

—which should be modulated a bit
*-and a rather engaging radio peroonality.

'

Joco.
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B Reviews

M

Participating

dislt Jockeys
tQustaining
CjbC;, Toronto
flooding the air, a new One with
If they can keep this series going only 15 minutes of gab aiid platters
until thete are two television sets will probably never be noticed.
BroadCanadian
the
home,
every
Jn
Only new angle offered by Janet
casting Corp. may lead the way to
Wolf lies ift her sex, and a i.emme
the rebirth of vaudeville. In "Mcplatter spinher is unusual. There
Cready's Mansions" it's hit the jaolc- ]ust
isn't very much that Miss Wolf
t>ot with a novel idea that (vide
confesses
to liking, and .what she
''The Jolson Story") not only holds doesn't
like She psihs very loudly
loud memories for the adults but is indeed.
61so showing the highschool crowd
Miss
Wolf
taUcs tough with obolder
that
the
and the collegians
entertainers' routines had a spon- vious intent to attract attention to
herself, and with something less
taneity and freshness that's often
lacking today—and they didn't have than a critic's approach. For example, during one swoonet's disk
*6 many writers either!
performance she attacked from the
Novelty format is set in a mythical, femme angle, sum and substance of
theatrical bparding house -r- Mc- which was that this was not her
Cready'S Mansions (accoinmodations style of lovemakiag and she liked
for artists of the theatrical profes- action. Tune, of course. Itead a slow
with after-the-show-get-to- beat. For those who like music,
sion)
gethers of the boarders either estab- this is not the program, since belished in vaude or youngsters break- tween Miss Wolf's occasional diatog in, parts being played either by tribes and the ful^me and varied
Canadians who were in show busi- commercials, there's only room for
ness up till the 20's or others im- about three times. Like a misdipersonating ftfrmer standard acts.
rected fishhook, "WoU Call" will
Valuable in script conferences is probably catch some unwary listenMaurice Bodington who, besides ers, but it'U either have to be
drawing heavily oh Ms show busi- stretched to a longer segment or
gimmicked
up sotne more to rate at
ness scrapbooks for reminiscent
»ll on the daily log,
Inaterial, plays the role of Pop,
(pwner of the boarding-house, sympathetic mentor to the younger mem- TEEN Age M0¥IE QUIZ
bers of the household, and always With Sen Heady, Chuck Frizzell,
keeping an eye on them. For love
Bob Jones, others
interest, there's the trite but true producer: Sen
Heady
conflict between the juvenile singers, Writer: Sid Tremble
Tony Stetson and Linda Whyte, with 30 Mins.; Sat., 10 !(.in.
iormer's protestations that the new NEWMAN .THEATRE
mean
a
thing
girl in the act doesn't
SCMO, Sangas City
him.

to

»
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TELE-VARIETIES
^aininerstein did a
Rodgers
Tide k^
With lex MoCrary, Jinx Faik««
running gag on Fred Allen show
Lyman Bryson, who is explaining
burg,
George McManus, SilJt
akin to the quartet on Jack Benny's and defending radio—and particu»
Goodlam, Barney Row, 'rraniS
"plagiarized" larly the CBS brand of radio— in a
program.
Having
Counlhan, others
R&H's "Oklahoma!" for Beatrice series of Sabbath afternoon talks Producers: MoCrary, Wes MoKm
***
Lillie (retitled "Piccadilly" on the (CBS, Sun., 1:30-1:45 p.m.), has been
Director: Roger Muir

preceding Sunday's show), the name
songsmitbs came before "Judge McKeester'' in a funny "Irish Justice"
routine, where first Allen is the
menace until the judge discovers

getting" some mail frorn listeners. as min.; Sun.
(83), 8 p.|n.
Some, quite naturally, deal with BRISTOL-MYERS
radio commercials. Toting these up, WNBT-NBG, N.y.
Bryson found 12% of the letters
(Young & Rubicam)
criticized commercials, a third of
This was the jarst tele show
.
pro^
they're old pals from Boston. Dick these objecting to "too much adver
duced by the -Mr. and Mrs team
Rodgers and Oscar Hammersteln 2d tising," a quarter to singing com
of Tex McCrary and Jinx
were given some ^ood radio dialog mercials, a sixth to "repetitious and burg, and it was a good one,
TtM
and they read it with autboriitoi in- aggressive" commercials, and a like out as a one-shot replacement
In
cluding an inside crack thati"at am'oiint to "condescension or under
the^usual Bristol-Myers Tlot oS
least Freddy Martin waits Until the estimation of the listener's intelU
the show was much bette?
composers are dead" which got a gence."
very small percentage than the usual variety programs
good studio-audience yak,... Benny, rapped dishonest claims by adver
staged by Y&R,^ and if the*^ account
for his end, continued with the tisers.
execs ^are smart, they'U pick it uS
"P
travail of re-hiring the quartet after
To answer* a few of these com- as a steady series.
deciding that Bing Crosby, Dick plaints Bryson last Sunday (23) ..^Sor'Jjat ...followed the McCrarvs'
Haymes, Andy Russell and Dennis called in Atherton W. Hobler, boarff
•'^'n^'
radio show, enabliM
Day were
individually, but n.s.g. chairman
Bowles.
of Benton
^^^.^'^ ^^s to imhue i1
as a combination.
There was not much chance to be- with the off-the-cuff chatter that's
gin with that Hobler would agree made the radio show a success
with the complaints, and still less Photogenic qualities of the pair, and
chance that he would promise, even their stage presence are also cotaon his own agency's behalf, to make mendable factors. With video, howcommercials more' palatable to lis- ever, they were also able to
teners.
As -it turned out, he did run in a group of specially -filmed
as> Continiied from page 29 bss both!
He said that as a listener he'd events, which heightened the visual
or ave weeks, after which Kalten- rank his "pet peeves against radio appeal considerably. Film features,
born wIU go on a Monday-Wednes- commercials" in about the same all revolving around Miss Falkenday-Friday basis and one of the order the letter writers did, and burg, included such events as the
pretested newsmen will take over that- "we will try to do our part to St. Patrick's Day Parade, the naming
Tuesdays and Thursdays. At present give (listeners) effective radio com- of Mrs. Downtown Brooklyn Shopper, President Truman accompanyKalfenborn is aired- on about 40 mercials which by far the majority ing the
couple to the Washington
of the people can consider in good
NBC stations, either sustaining or taste."
preem of "Best Years of Our Lives ^
under co-op sponsorship, outside the
etc.
Still, as the stanza went off, a lisS6-station hookup for Pure Oil. He tener
Mr. and Mrs. team narrated the
felt he had heard little more
won't lose any N. Y. audience in the than a light defense of the status film
engaging fashion, with the
upcoming shift, as His Tuesday and quo of radio advertising, and that show then segueing into a live
Thursday stanzas areh'l aired by plug-uglies weren't destined to die presentation from the NBC studios
in which they interviewed such
out overnight.
True^ said Hobler,
WNBC.
V:
celebs
as
G.eorge McManus, test
there's "a certain amount of trade
System of auditioning for a part- puffing
and gilding the lily" in pilot Slick Goodlam, Barney Ross,
time replacement for Kaltenborn is commercials,
and others. As an added fillip,
as in all selling, but
Frances Counihan and her son
similar to that undertaken recently the agencies and nets
carefully Bobby,
first family
to appear in
by NBC to select a successor to guard against "extravagant and unIpana's "Model Mother" series of
Lowell Thomas for his Sun Oil spot. provable statements."
True, he
were also interviewed.
A selection is expected any time. said, there are too many singing; ads,
Better preparation of the
Mutual's George Carson Putnam is commercials, but "the tide may be would have prevented some script
of the
among those being tested. Thomas turning." To what, he didn't say. conversational pauses in this segmeanwhile is slated to wind up As for a complaint that radio blares ment but it still ran off well. Combrand-names of products which mercial
either on CBS or ABC in his upfor Ipana toothpaste was
have little or no merit over their ope
the best yet seen on tele, becoming news strip for Procter
competitors"— such as, say, cigarets, ing of
confined to a film sequence
Gamble, beginning in the fall.
although the letter writer apparently showing
Miss Falkenburg demonOver at CBS, Shirer is slated for wasn't speciflc—Hobler said this was strating the proper method of toothquite
an assumption" because brushing to her infant son.
a bowout next Sunday (30) on his
Besides
under this free competitive system being well integrated
weekly 5:45-6 p.m. commentary for
into the script,
of ours" manufacturers are conit was entertaining.
Willigms shaving cream, his sponsor stantly
striving to put out superior
McCrary and Y&R producer
for the past two years. Sponsor, goods.
Wes
rate definite ftods fSr
however, is expected to retain the
B&B chairman, in fact, seemed their McKee
able handling of the show and
quarter-hour news slot which has more interested in plugging free en- the way they wrapped up all the
been assigned to Joseph C, Hatsch, terprise than in defending radio loose ends into a compact package.
analyst on CBS' Washington news commercials. In a span of less than NBC director Roger Muir also did
staff.
Shirer, who got $1,000 weekly 15 minutes, hp made exactly six well with the camera work. Stal.
references either to "our American
for the stint, remains on the. web's
competitive system of free enter- LITTLE
JUG
staflC but with no new assignnaient
as prise or to "our American system With Katherine Alexander, Vav
yet.
of radio broadcasting." Even
Taylor,
one of
Margaret mjrm,
Same day Shirer-signs off, another the three listener letters quoted put
Drew DeTereAWi^ Alennder 1
CBS commentator, Tris Coffin, Iv.ti,*"*^''' who protesfed '%Slf- .land'
the air, on record as Produoer-Dlrector; Ernest dtllini
moves over to ABC's Washington i^kS
100% for our American "J'"™"
system of Writer: Marie Baumer
staff.
Coffin, who has been on the radio
broadcasting.''
Sets: Bob Wade
Capitol beat for Columbia, Is re65 Mins.; Sun, (23), B:M pju.
garded as one of the

'
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most competent

news analysts on the
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Continued from page 33
sors into video means the money
will necessarily be siphoned out of
the radio funnel. Although no ad

'

WNBT-KtBC, N. Y.
"Little Brown Jug" was one of
those plays that was panned soheavily by critics it never had »

hill.

A^ay

Orch,

chance on Broadway. "Jug," in fact,
Savings lasted only five
performances whe4
staged at the Martin Beck theatr*
last year. Way the show clicked OB
NBC video Sunday (23) night, bowever, indicates the critics might have'

Singers,
Senny Deliitar,
emcee; guestsWriters;' Carroll Moore, Jr.,
Mort
Preedman, Milt Sui>rey

O. Guntz
fif"!.'JrT''"''*"'""=
Minutes
agency spokesmen will put them- Ip
V. S. TREASURY
selves far enough out on a limb
With a roster of guest stars taken
to
express concern over what the de- right oft the top of
the Hooper listwill mean to radio billing,
considered a certainty that the

cision

it's

FCC's ruling will make heavy inroads eventually on the ether medium.

$100,000,000 Scto for 'i1

,.

Effects of the decision on manuis expected to be the most
wide-felt, both for transmitters and
receivers, with many manufacturers

facturers

who had

awaited, the decision before launching into set production
planning to take the plunge.
Manufacturers
Assn.
last

now

Radio

week predicted the industry would

turn out $100,000,000 Worth of sets
above the original estimate for 1947,
with both old" manufacturers materially hypoing their output
and

been too hard on it, for it was certainly one of the most engrossing
plays yet presented on NBC's Sunday night television theatre.
Story of how a psychopathic homeings, this series of plattered
variety
shows put out by the U. S. Treasury less handyman dominates the lives'
of a woman and her daughter
to plug savings bonds is
due to
garner wide and appreciative listen- through blackmail, the play, penned
by Marie Baumer, was well-suited
» one-a-week to video. It lacked the action usuiSlk.i.?"?*"*^'*,..""
schedule in eight- week cycles,
disks ally expected On a, telescreen but the
will be aired by more
than 1,100 suspense built up
by Miss Baumer
stations when they hit the
airlanes through the tight weaving of her
beginning March- 30. Smart
pro- plot more than made up for theindies han- talkiness. NBC producer Ernie Col^u^'S^.^^*
dling
this series would be to
spot ling came into his own on this show
these shows at cream times
where as one of the top men in the busithej"°st good both for
ness, with his skilUul direction of
Jhfw'i ^°and
^..Ijonds
the station's rep.
With performers like Henry Mor- the cast and his production credij*
^
rivalling a Broadway show for prof^n, Jimmy Durante and Garry fessional
efforts.
Moore, Abbott & Costello,
etc
Actors Were uniformly good, for
carrying the ball, the only
thing which NBC's Owen Davis, Jr., rates
required of^ a format is that
doesnt stand in the way. Producer a nod for casting. Katherine Alexander was outstanding in the role of
has kept this in
F=n^%'T^**
Each of the platters has two mind. the mother she originally created on
shor the stage.
Vaughn Taylor, in the
and snappy musical numbers
at the handyman role originally played by
start and fin sh with the
middle 10- Percy Kilbride, gave an excellent
"P^n arena for portrayal of the psycho character,
television
credit
on
On the number one platter, Henrv reflecting
through which he's received all his
Morgan takes the field with his
w k thesping experience.
Margaret
satirical brilliance in a
sketch with Hayes as the ingenue and John Dre\V
emcee Kenny Delmar on the
natoe Devereaux as the juvenile lead were
programs okay, although Devereaux appeared
hefrd
heard m the series 9'^^^
feature Gladys youngish to be Miss Alexanders
Swarthout in a session of religious
future son-in-law. Alexander Kirk.?°P"'" ballads.' and
who
nS^^'^'^^
Durante
and Moore running through land was capital as the uncle
Anally broke the handyman's spdl
their familiar

'fiirrustic musicians accompanied new ones entering into video protheir fiddle scraping and guitar duction.
picking with hand clapping, and
Majestic, for example, expects to
conveyed the impression that they swing
into production of sets in
are having a swell time in a barn
dance atmosphere. Tiny Skaggs, ac- some quantity within the next 60
days. Factory now turns out only
cordionist, sounds good, too.
a
Don Hill, WAVE'S sports head, is combination console. General Elecon for a. fast three minutes of sport tric, one of the three manufacturers
chatter, embracing basketball pre- licensed by CBS to turn out color
dictions in which he makes selec- video sets, will now concentrate on
tions of winners and comparative black and white models, with
one
scores.
Also gives results of state console already available for sale
high school games, and a brief run- in areas where
comedy paces.
tele stations
are
down of big-league baseball scores currently in
operation. Industry is H^fr^"*"^®''* is compefently"
in exhibition games.
o'^ch aiJd a
confident, moreover, that those outchorus.''
^^""^'r
Commercials are limited to two fits already granted
construction
Plugs for the bonds are
spots of 30 and 45 seconds each.
simple
permits for stations can be expected brief and direct,
Plugs are in good taste, and stress
unadorned by any
to
start
building soon. Very few patriotic pitch. Fore and aft
the cheerful refreshment and genof each
eral good taste of the sponsor's sudS. station applicants, in addition, are show IS the line "Buy U. S. Savings
Bonds,"
and
integrated into the body
Jamboree impresses as an exceEent expected to withdraw their bids
the programs is an
vehicle to build listener good-will henceforth under the plea that they
explanation
are the world's best and
for the beverage.
desire to wait lor color video.
Hold.
SL?*?"^'
safest
investment.

~esrs£T

MuS

Herm.

over the two women,
Show pointed up amusingly the

labor difficulties Confronting video.
In the Broadway presentation, the
picking- out the title
tune on a piano.
Since the AFM

Handyman kept

all live music from tele, Taylor was forced to play "Jug" on a
harmonica.
would have been
It
okay except that Miss Alexanders
line referring to Taylor as Chopin
Stal.
went slightly awry.

bans

.

Wedneflday^
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d I Y. Local

Agency Angle

Peer's Swiss Branch

one angle of the dispute within -f
local 802 of the Ameri-

New York

Musicians, over
ean Federation of
caterers and banquet-manttie hold
hotels had on the
Btfers of N. V.
referential distribution of jotos for
kickorchestras, is still alive and
802 installed new
iae even after
regulations to curb the evil. It has
body for
gone to the national

AFM

idiudicatloiii

Shep Helds SeUs Auto

management

4()C

All

members up

to

ASCAP

the

Bregman.
Abe Olman (who had been a
temporary replacement for Jack
as expected, replaced

Of

Beneke orchestra opens there May
Testimony of various bandleaders
15 for two weeks, followed by Claude and talent agency men at Langley
they can hardly be Thornhill,
Fieldj Va„ was required last week in
from
seeking
union
the
situation involving misappropriaa
by
barred
choose.
tion of Army funds.
They either
to do business where they
were subpoenaed or asked to appear
Hules installed by 802 to prevent
influencing
from
Voluntarily
managers
to explain dealings with
banquet
Gol. Myron Gale, special service ofprospective music buyers into hiring
ficer at the field.
Those testifying
bands they recommend, and which
included Jim Tyson, Music Corp. of
802 feels involved a "kickback" to
America pnc'^riight booker in New
them, call for expulsion for the
and the
York; maestros Dean Hudson, Bob
iinionitis caught invoiV'ed
Chester,
Joe Sndy ahd George
"unfair list" for the hotel.
Chicago, March 25.
Thompson.
Fred Forster, local publisher, has
Case being investigated by a courtbeen talking with Dave Dreyer, martial board involved the disapveteran professional manager for pearance of some $40,000. Gale had
Irving Berlin, on a possible deal to access to the coin. Bandleaders were
sell
but to Dreyer, who plans all asked' to explain voucher slips for
leaving Berlin to go into into music extra coin, which bore proper sig-

APM

tion,-,

clients,

legman, Loew's

Kd

Dreyer-Carle

In lalks on

For lorste" Co.

Head Hi

Dept.

publishing

business

be consumated,
and bandmaster

n

apla

himself.

Frankie

Carle,

himself a songsmith, were
here talking to Forster.

25.

tically give the

Sir Valentine .Holmes, prominent
lawyer assigned by Parliament to
investigate charges of bribery, cor-

catalog

new

would
firm an

automa-

Broadcasting Corp. stalTers, has reported the allegations are without
solid foundation." But the inquiry
has resulted in a severe rebuke of
Mrs. D. H. Neilson, head of the danceband section, by BBC's governors,
who expressed "disapproval" of her
"very unwise" acceptance of gifts.
Mrs. Neilson was only one mentioned, despite
allegations against
heads of the variety and drama departments, but Jlolmes said that
while she was open to severe criticism for the fact she was charged
with- bribery and- corruption, he
didn't believe She was influenced in
any way as resuli; of her acceptance

Maestro Harry Roy's activiwere responsible for the probe.
governors have issued an
permanently forbidding staffers

gifts.

ties

the

new

Indianapolis,

outfit.

against the
American Society

Argent. Carnival Sets

bill

1

the Indianapolis Symphony
orchestra are impressive and close
at hand, while the supporters of the
bill probably seem remote to Governor Gates at this time," exhibitors
declare via their current bulletin.

Holmes deplored the practice of
bandleaders and singers accepting
money from music publishers for
songpluggxng and advised BBC to
set up an executive to examine with
him a proposal regarding the evil.
Corporation has sought a solution to
this problem for 12 years and will
adopt any practicable scheme that
can be made effective.
Holmes said he sent a separate
repprt to the BBC director general
with outlines of a scheme he evolved
alter consultation with publishers.
If it's not practicable to end the racket
through the cooperation of music
publishers, legislation may be considered to bring payment of plug
money within provisions of the Prevention of Corruption Act of 1906.

Leader of the tango kings is still
Juan D'Arienzo, whose outfit gro.<^sod
for the six dates at Club
The Club San
Atlanta.
"Tliere was no question about the
Lorenzo de Almagro lopped last tonstitutionality of the bill. Main
year's record grcss by $3,000, grossing portion of it was lifted from a sim$24,750, with Alfredo de Angcli.s' ilar Nebraska act. which had gone
tango outfit and Barry Moral's unit through the courts of Nebraska and
providing the music. Anibal Troilo had been upheld by the United
Osmar States supreme court." Goveftior
back to third place.
fell
Maderna, a young.ster di.scovcred Gates vetoed the measure on grounds
only a few months ago by RCA it raised serious constitutional quesVictor, stepped into the limelight at tion and coiild be handled properly
the champ River Plate club to rake only on a federal basis.
$25,675

any salary for himself, which

Musical

by local

BUDDY RICH SET FOE 1ST

Jack Robbins IS mulling production of a musical show woven
around a dozen long-forgotten Herbert compositions. Songwriting team
of Chet Forrest and Bob Wright,
adapters of "Song of Norway," will
be a-s-sOclated with Robbins ill the
venture.
Compartively obscure, the songs

We

were originally publisjred in Europe
and Robbins acquired them on a

Debut

at

the Phil-

AFM

Many

M-G-M

NEWMAL

working

!

scale.

Catalina Casino to

End

Long Name Band Policy
Hollywood, March

(PeeWee)

Wl

FROM

K

Hollywood, March 25.
Mornbers
of
Music Publishers
Contact Employees union are going
to get a new and possibly more
dignified deal from the National
Broadcasting Co., here. Network has
agreed that some change in present
restrictions may be warranted and
has promised to consider proposals
submitted by the contact men yesterday (Monday).
Al Compartc, president of the
pluggers' union here, and his board
of governors worked up the list ,of
wants and subrpittcd them to Bob

I

25.

Catalina Island's Casino ballroom,
which has used name bands for
three decades, save during its wartime shrouding, plans to switch to
use of its own "house" orchestra by

recent jUnket abroad. He's publishing the tunes, paraphrased for piano midsummer. Leighton Noble .crew
by Domenico Savino, next month. already has been inked for nine
Lyricist Harold Rome, incidentally, stanzas, starting. May 30 at reported
Records
singing debut
already is writing the wor.ds to $2,500 weekly*' before Isle conceived
him
recorded
Company
next month.
"Heart.song," one of the Herbert new idea.
diskduring
ago
here several weeks
importees.
Wrigley Enterprises, which opervisit,
ing director Harry Meyerson's
Planning to develop new com- ates the Casino, will form its own
on
and the two .'^ides are expected
poser.s in the Gershwin idiom, Rob- aggregation, pick batoneer, vocalists,
mid-April.
release about
one bins is contemplating a European sidemen, arid even dictate musical
and
standard
one
did
John.son
Band's label ahd all attendinei- trip to 0,0. of continental conserva- styles.
pop for his debut disk, both,
Mu- lories. He also expects to explore ant publicity facets will be angled
dentally, publi.<hed by Robbm.s
of importing more around the resort, which thus hopes
publi.shing affili- the possibility
sic the company's
CBS reniodfrn European music to the U. S. to benefit by patronage.
Sweetheart
-Goodnight
First is
ate
Wonder, I a.< well as lining up deals for pub- nlotes. which Wrigley can have at
and POP is "I Wonder, I
jlication of American works aboard. will, will be one i)Ublicity outlet.
Wonder."

on

MPCE M£N MAY

avoid commission payments,
of his former sidemen are
at the Casino hardens now,
for Ike Carpenter, relief combo, at
rules,

i

1

lisher

Van Johnson Makes

harmonic" unit at $1,000 weekly.

will

leave
out in the cOld Insofar
as demanding commission is concerned. He could draw leader's salary for himself and still, by

On

Inspired by the success of various
Victor Herbert revivals, vet pub-

NEW ORCH

Norman Granz's "Jazz

Based

Victor Herbert Tunes

authors, have displaced the Brazilian
tunes so popular two years ago. O'-',^,^'"
hit tunes currently are "Cobardia;," ^
bolero by Don Fabian; "Muy Bien, ' a
Mario Clavel; "The
Drummer Buddy, Rich has put his guaracha by pasodoble
by the Xeis
a
reorganized orchestra into rehearsal Milch Cow*,"
Is Zaza," popularin New York in preparation for its Bros, and "Where
But!, Italian singer. It
debut next week (3) at the Arcadia ized by Carlo
in Buenos Aires like
Bamoom, N. Y. New .band will be has taken hold No
Bananas."
Have
composed of six brags, four sax, four "Yes
rhythm, as against the previous
seven brass, five sax, four rhythm.
Arcadia date, incidentally, demands
arrangements that Rich has never
Singing Disk
used, and his staff is busy getting
them ready. They're waltzes, tangos,
Hollywood. March 25:
etc., which
the Arcadia management
Van Johnson makes his

Frank

now that they are full-fledged 47
members. Three are with Jan Savitt,
four with Will Csborne.
James will tee his tour with a gig
at San Bernardino on April 11, following night at Long Beach; then
Tucson, Phoenix and on eastward.

MCA

Garcia. Tango music is st ill the. most
popular excepting with the carnage

manager

James now has sorted over bevy of
sidemen formerly with Les Brown,
Benny Goodman, Tommy Dorsey and
Woody Herman, plus a pick of studio
musician.?.
Budidy DiVitb, Who has
been doing a single around Chicago,
has rejoined as vocalist; he flew in
over weekend. Femme chirp signattired for tour is Pat Flaherty, last
with Les Brown.
The dozen former Jamesmen,
around whom swirled the union ruling, have all caught on hereabouts,

men want to work for him at flat
And he's not going to draw

"Tomorrow Morning" by Bramer and

is

Monte.

scale.

Jack Robbins Plans

'

Actor

so

May 15, for 16 weeks. He has
no plans as yet to work beyond the
Casino date.
At the same time, Dorsey has
worked out a method of slapping
back at Music Corp. of America,
with which he has been fighting and
to which he has consistently avowed
he will not pay any more commissions, even if it means laying off
until his current contract expires.
Pact has four years to go. At the
Casino, Dorsey will use whatever

in $12,660.

Popular tunes this season are
topped by O-smar Maderua's tango
Concert in the IVIoon" followed by

this angle only is evident in fact
present James lineup includes eight
recent transferees into 47, and one,
Ziggy Elmer, ex-Krupa trombonist,
applied here after the ex-Jamesmen.
James is'thoroughly satisfied, and

Dancery

Cal.,

,

trade, while boleros, chiefly

Cal.

Hollywood^ March 25.
Dorsey will return to the
band business In May, temporarily
at least. If s Dorsey's idea to form a
new banil composed of all Los Angeles Local 47 men aiid open at his
own Casino Gardens, Ocean Park,

Tommy

make up

$250,000.

makes a must with any band it^iires.
Rich, who broke up his original
erchestra a couple months ago, due
to bu.siness
conditions and operating
costs, has been
working since with

At His

Make

Atlefeico

Form Band

For 16-Week Date

next session of legislature
in
Gov. Gates' veto can be
Hit overridden by simple majority.
iaderna Tango
ATOI hlames Indianapolis SymBuenos Aires, March 11.
phony Orchestra pressure for deTakings at Carnival (Mardi-Gras) feat of measure in governor's office
dances iiere this year topped all after passing senate 38 to 0 and
previous records, even exqeecUng house 79 to 1. "The socialites that
at
1949.

1946 which was an all-time high.
Total gross receipts ran well over

DATE WITH

T.D. to

come

to accept gifts.

25.

the men applying for full 47 membership, even though they were entitled to that recognition after waiting the 90-day period, and then rejoining James along with other full
members of local— thus giving the
trumpeter a 47 combo.
That the union was hammering at_

film scores.

25.

activity of the
of
Composers,

edict

BBC

Hollywood, March

Harry James- has accepted tiie dictum of L. A. American Federation of
Musicians Local 47 that he cannot
trek his coming nine-week one-niter
tour with an orchestra embracing the
calibre Bregman, Vocco and Conn 12 men from his last crew, and has
could deliver would be valuable to in rehearsal a 28-piece outfit. Union
Metro or 20th in the exploitation- of ruled that there was "subterfuge" in

Authors and Publishers over Gov.
Ralph Gates' recent veto. Action will

High at $250,000;

Ttnpb

To Old Sidemen

contract with the purchase for all
three partners at $1,000 weekly, presumably including expenses. Latter
deal, it's claimed by those who
should know, is preferable to the
purchaser since manpower of the

Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana-intend to pr^ss for passage of
a

New

in
March

of the "pubCaesar,

about

Ruling on

BVC

has asked $750,000 for 49Si
of the firm's stock, or $1,250,000 for
all of it plus a 10-year employment

Hoosiers Will Wait

for ASCAP

spite

talk

the firm.

ASCAP

Understood that Dave Dreyer and
Carle have been formulating plans
to go into business for some time,
and likely to come to a head next
fall.
Reported that another vet
music man, at present affiliated
with an important group of publishers in New York will be part of

in

man"

James Accepts !?

repeated alternative quotations acceptable to him and his partners for

rating.

'

ruption and partiality against British

writers.
Ironically,
lisher's

and housing his band overnight at
Langley on a date. These vouchers
apparently were later revised.

both

Buy

Brown, program manaiger, who Will

1

:

I

•

I

I

!

!

I

'

hash tliom over with Low Frost,
Coast operational head of the net-:
work, and reply later this week.
Pluggers are now limited to very
spcciiic
day.s
and hours during
which they may ply their tune
touting,
and are completely re.

j

stricted

from studios proper.

j.

Jack c. Uock of Dorcas Music Co.
Jjas written
and copyrighted a tunc

"cnved from Warners' exploitation
JI

'.'Nora

Prentisi!"

Open Your Mouth."

titled
.

"Nora,

I

;

'

'

Damone

signed to Mercury
Records following 12-'.veck run at
La Martiniq[ue, New York.
First
disks »ch6duledi soorij
,

Vic

i

'

'

Jack Bregman, of Bregman, Vocco
feeling is that the latter's reelection
& Conn, has had a couple of meet(Continued on page 61)
ings during the past 10 days with
Charlie Moskowitz, v.p. and treasurer of Loew's, Inc., over the possible purchase hv Loew's and 20th
Fox of the BVC catalog. At both
meetingg Bregman is said to have

natures.
Hudson's story, for example, described his being asked by
Gale to sign slips so as to okay with
Army accountants the cost of feeding

no deal will
although Dreyer

ap

Forster

London, March

for

Likely, however, that

the

member

Robbins, since selling out to
Metro), and Lester Santly were
given the nod again.
Writers
reelected were Stanley, Adams,
Edgar Leslie, Olto Harbach and
Deems Taylor. No other board
nierhbers were up for reelec-

Lead ers ji u.

within

occurrences

years have so stirred certain of its
members as the ousting of Jack
of the
Breghi£,n as a
Society's director board, after 10
years,
Rank-and-filers aver Bregman was voted off the board by the
Society's so-called "country club set"
for disagreeing pn a couple of issues
with epUealgues whose catalogs give
them greater voting power under the
weighted vote system.
He was replaced on the board by
Irving Caesar, who until last year
\vas a member of the board as a
songwriter, Caesar himself had been
tossed off last year by his writer
colleagues, after 20 years, becaiise
he was? alleged to be a "publisher's
man" i,e., voting with them against
the writers on issues important to
the latter. Caesar subsequently was
named as a publisher representative
on tlie appeals board, which tended
to confirm the theory of some of the

board of directors, with the exception of Jack Bregman, were
voted back into office yesterday (Tues.).
Irving
Caesar,

licensed by
that since agencies are
and 802 to solicit business
the

for

of

incumbent

reelection

for

Quiz.

Board, Caesar In

American Society of Compesers,
Authors and Publishers in recent

Incumbents Reelected

ikmy loss'

rings

N. Y.

CMbSet' Ousts

Few

of

New Rochelle,

'Country

Rrepan From

'Hello Baby, Mademoiselle."

Agcy., Fushes Roadery
Shep Fields ha? sold the KaiserFrazer autoinobile a g e n o y in New
Rochelle, N. Y., due to a combination of failure to get delivery on
cars, and bis new interest in the

Glen Island Casino,
fields had gone
as far as buying property on which
he planned to construct a showroom
when he disposed of his franchise.
scheduled
by
affairs
private
various
At Glen Island, incidentally. Fields
The 802 ruling faction dishotels.
agrees with the idea, pointing out is modernizing the bandstand. Tex

There's a faction within 802 which
Wants even licensed agents barred
jobs for
from endeavoring to secure
musicians or bands they handle for

ASCAP s

Latest link in Ralph Peer's publishing enterprises was unveiled in
Zurich, Switzerland, last week when
Edition
Southern
S.S.
opened.
Preem was attended by Peer and his
wife, who are on a European junket.
New branch is already in active
operation. Top tunes in Switzerland
are currently reported ito be "Amor,"
"Tico Tico" and the French novelty,

,

,

.

.

"

.
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Casli-oihtleline Insisted

Britisb Best Sheet Sdlers
(Week Entliwfl March 13)
London, March 14.

On By

Anniver.sary

Fox for New

Lamplighter

Recording Companies

Chappcll
Stars Will Remember. .Feldman
.Victory
To Each His Own. ,
Maurice
.,,
Reasons.
Sentimental
How Lucky YOU Are. .Kassener
......Morris
More
Five Minufes

r

in synchroi^i-

f

.ation 'deals for a large

number

Mills NX-Bound
„
x
Publisher Irvmg Mills
^'°v
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Zip-A-Dee-Do-Dah
Chappell
Then.
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... .Wood
Don't Fall In Love.
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If I'm Lucky
It's Happened Every Day. .Yale
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............. .Wright
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This
quarterly deliveries of both.
is to avoid the possibility of his having too much of a hassle.securins I
Chicago, March 23.
monies pwi&d pufalishqis iii royalty j Elmo Tanner, who recently junked
siims, 6* at lea-it. to avoid riskm^^^^
band he had taken over to cash
much of ia; loss in the event fetns j in on the rebirth of "Heartaches,"
fold unexpectedly.
which he made with Ted Weems, re
Fox's recent jaunt to the Coast and turned to the latter's band at the
As
his checkup of small diskers in that ShermE-n hotel here last week.
area, during which he again turned a result, Weems is now playing
up a tidy sum owed puljlishers, ap- newly made version of the tunfe that
parently convinced hihi to insist on has given him *new ;lif^wltb the
original whistle,
the monthly payment idea.
r
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Gall Sweotlieart.
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Dream Again.

existence
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Sleep

Baby Sleep.,... Keith^

l;ty

STOCKHOLDER

>

OKREORGOF

'

;

HaiRineiid's Deal For

He has bobby-

75GloEric'Beriiay

Keynote

if

something

else."

incidentally, w/ill begin takgreater advantage of the disk

ing
wlien he leaves the Sherman next
week.
He hasr retained Howard
Christensen as his manager s.nd figuies to play theatres and one-

John Hammond,

nighters.

Decca and Victor records,, both of
which have a number of old Weems
.

sides in addition to

"Heartaches"

tfte

versions put out by both, are digging into old masters.
Decca has
scheduled a cutting of "I Wonder
Who's Kissing Her Now.'l, with a
lyric by Perry. Como,. for" rele£,se

&

'

.soon.

Hammand On

Coast
Hollywood, March
;

2,'i.

Robbins' Coast Plans

,John Hammond, new prexy of
Keynote
Records,
arrived
over
weekend on usual talent prowl. He's

Mrs. Jaclc Robbins has taken an
apartment in the Westwood section
of Beverly Hills' preparatory to the

also bent on selling the firm's present 10-px-ess plant.

girl

week with a fine rendition of a
comedy number called, "That's Good
Enough For Me." Miss Bailey, an
extraordinary

music publisher dividing his time between botli^coasts. Their youngest
$375,000 to pay off immediate debts.
son, Marshall <"Brother"). having
entered UCLA, his mother returns
but when firm's biz 'langui.shed and east temporarily next week.
HeiclikM Continues
recording dates got fewer on Coast,
Howard (Buddy) Robbins is with
cubicle
vva.s
closed,
about
two his father east in the J. J. Bobbins &
To isvekp Empire;
rnonths ago.
Sons music interests.

Eric Bernay, former Keynote prez
and now board chairman, established
outpost Jiere for label last summer,

artist,

that
ne.ss.

is

at her best

removes ^my trace of ofl'ensiveIt seems like diskbox ma-

terial;

it's

although

it's

Enough For

no

Heartaches

(3)

(Leeds)

Ted Weems

............
(
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3.

Anniversary Song (8) (Mood).,,
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4.

Managua,
Nicaragua
e.
"
°

5.

Guilty <5, (Feist)-

6.

Liuda

Close

7. I'll

.

Columbia
Decca

A] Jolson
Dinah Shore.

Columbia

.Decca
Victo.

.

\

.

Columbia

rh^^rsmoZ"

Eyes

9.

Dinah Shore. ... .Columbia
Victor
i johnny Desmond
.... Victor
j Perry Como
(

(Maurice)

.

Sonata (12) (Oxford)

.

i

For Sentimental Reasons

(18) (Leeds);

Open Door, Richard

(8)

(Duchess)
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Marina" (Miguelito Valdcs Sextet).

Herman

Woody

makes

Dance

has

a

great

assets, including a

many substantial
way with a nov-

elty number, and he can develop
into a solo personality. "Love" is a

slow ballad which Herman sings
pleasantly enough, but it is the reverse which points up his special
Number is a rather comic
affair and might 6'ecome a hit. It
tells a story and docs so quietly and
rhythmically.
Happily,
Herman
talent.

makes no effort to grow coy in his
handling of the lyric.
Egged on
not a little by Columbia promotion,
the coin machines will probably

I

Reichhold,

Detroit,

resin

maker, president of the
Detroit Symphony, board chairman
of Vox Records, president of Musical Digest magazine, and sponsor of
the ABC Sunday Evening Hour, became president of Carnegie "Pop"
pla.stics

— "Heartaches"

(Harry

James).

his

Nbvelty— "That's Good Enough
Me" (Pearl Bailey mi
"Acro.ss the Alley Prom the/
Alamo" (Woody Herman),

debut as a full-fledged vocalist this
week. It's no secret in the music
business that Columbia has extremely high hopes for him; we. unfortunately, cannot entirely' Share this
enthusiasm after hearing Herman's
coupling of "No Greater Love" and
"Across the Alley From the Alamo,"
but we see what Columbia means.

For

,

—

Ballad
"The Egg and 1"
(Dinah Shol'B,) and "If I Had My
Life to liive Over" (Bob Ebcrly).

bet.

i.t's

difficult

enthusiasm
You."

over

to work up any
"Mty Love For

Valdes'
Mieuelito
Sextet
may
vcork'up some interest among Latin-

American aficionados in eight new
They are "Tambormbea" and
"El Maraquero," rhumbas; "El Cajon" and "Alge Nuevo," fast rhumfaces.

bas;

"Ahora Seremos

Felices" and

"El Tumhaito," Slow rhumbas;

''La

Comparsa," a comparsa rhylhiii; and
"Recuerdon La Ola Marina." a
guracha rhythm. They all feature
Valdes vocals.

:

A

Suggested Programs

—

(No. 1 A program of Ruth
"Etting records.)
"It's Swell of You" (Dccea).
"May I Have the Next Romance With You?" (DCcea),

"Ten Cents a Dance" (Colum.'.

bia).

"There's a Lull In My Life"
(Decca).
"Message From the Man In
the Moon" (Decca).
"There's Something In the
Air" (Decca).

My

"Goodnight,

Love"

(Decca).

(Program No. 2)
well and Bing Cro.sby (Deeca).
"In My Adobe Hacienda"—

Eddy HiJward

(Majestic).

Baby"—Ben

"Sentimental
lack

(Victor).

"Des

Mots

Pol,

;

Nouveaux"

— Lu-

cienne Boyer (Columbia).
"That's Good Enough For
—Pearl Bailey (Columbia).
"Ace In the Hole"

rather pleasant version of "I
Can't Get Started" is on a new Keynote, by llio Lennie Tri.stano Trio.
The musicians get overly complicated, but the Job; as a whole; is interesting.

Harry James' "Heartaches" (Columbia) turns out to be one of the
most agreepble treatments this oldie
has been accorded. It has a nice
bouncy beat and some authoritative
James horn, but the vocal is on the
spiritless side. It is backed up by
"I Tipped My Hat and Slowly Bode

Away." in which the singing is performed by Art Lund, who used
be with Benny Goodman. High
spot here is James' trumpet work
behind the Vocal. "Heartaches," it

to

probably goes without spying, is a
hot diskbox candidate. Reverse has
its

possibilities,

"I Tipped My Hat" is done on
Decca this week by Bob Ebcrly. with
The Song Spinners and Frank
Froeba and His Trio. It'.s an effective job and one that would indicate
that Ebcrly can be built into a valu-

able property. On the other side he
Me"
and others do "If I Had My Life to
Concerts, Inc. Monday
(24).
He
Eive Over." It Is a strong candidate
Red
bought Out the year-old summer
for the buflalodeons. So far, it's the
McKenzie (National).
cohcert setup lock-stock-and-barrel.
best: version,
but Buddy Clark's
"You Brought a New Kind of
Daniel Rybb, founder-director of
Columbia is still to be heard from.
Love to Mc"— iBenny Goodman
the "Pop" Concerts inaugurated last
(Columbia).
year at Carnegie Hall, will stay on
as active manageir. Second season
Ginny Simnis, Dick
of the informal, seven-nights-weekiy
grab this side. Accompaniment is
concerts will open May 1 and run
by The Four Chips. Herman plays
through June 14. A 70-piece orchesSign Sonera Disk Facts
clarinet in the group.
tra will be assembled for the series.
Ginny Simms and Dick Todd have
Karl
and
Harty
As at last summer's concerts, patrons
are
new,
with
names to us, but we'll probably be inked exclusive disk pacts details
will sit around tables sipping beer
Records; Financial
Sonora
hearing
them a good deal after their
or cokes and munching .sandwiches
plans to
Columbia' coupling of "Why' Do are not known. Company
while they listen.
its 39c Black label.release
Todd
on
Girls
Wear Breeches" and "There's
But this is only the beginning oC
Bob Chester, with still a year to
Reichhold's schemei. Plan ig to make Nothing in the World a Man Won't
contract, will also
"Pop" Concerts a national setup. Do" gets around. They're hillbilly go on his Sonora
future.
"Every city.'' be envisages, "will singers with the usual string band press on Black in the
Since Sonora's low-priced disk debackground.
What makes them more
eventually run a Carnegie 'Pop'
Clann
Feb.
buted
1. company execs
than
run-of-the-mill, however, is an
Concert series. Local musicians are
that
its wax.productiCn
one-third
of
ability
to
do a thing like "Breeches."
to be used as the orchestral basis for
is being alloted to that .label.
these concerts with a minimum fig- This sounds like an almost .certain
hit
on
cactus coiners. Eastern juke
ure of about 60 men required for
operation. In addition local promo- operators have little truck with hillters who will be liandling 'Pop' Con- billy stuff, but it might benefit them
Agcy.
Deutsch Sets
certs are to be furnished lists of to investigate "Why Do Girls "Wear
Milt Deutsch, who has, since HoW'
Breeches?"
which, everything conavailable young talent for hiring
ard Richmond's exit, operated Amerand be provided with complete pro- sidered, is, a fair question.
set up origlttaliy
Bureau,
ican
Artists
motional and personal help."
Dinah Shore is first out with
his own
On top of this, local promoters "The Egg and I" on Columbia and by Jack Robbins, has formed Artists
agency. Latter, Continental
will have lobby sales concessions on
it sounds like a good seller.Tune- Corp., bought from Americc.ii last
Mu.sical Digest and on Vox Record.s, credited to Akst, Ruby, Kalmar
and weelf the management contracts of
and Toeal concerts will be backed Jolson— is an attractive one. Disk's
Del Campo.
by national: advertising and plugs on sales won't be hurt either by tlie Noro Morales and Luis
ana
plus its New York office lease
the Sunday Evening Hour.
publicity given both the book and
American remains
furniture.
the fllmization. Other side is "Who
son
exi.stence- under Buddy Robbins,
Koy Roger.s will soon cut his first Cares What People Sav?" from
of
Jack.
.
two albums for Victor, with backing "Nora Prentiss."
Deutsch goes into his own businMS
by the Sons of the Pioncoj-s. Another
It may be our own intractible
Miguelito valdisSerano,
with
Bortica
book will have Rogers accompanying position, but we cannot
become very des.' Chito Izar, Paul Neor and
himself on a guitar on nai-ration of e;ccited about Dinah
Shore these Ernie Held in addition to the above.
western stories for children.
days. On this slow ballad,
ex- Andy DclmE.r will head his cocklaU
Wax tomes will be released in the ample, she sounds as timid for
will
Gi-ngo
a.s Mel
Larry
department;
falL
Tormc, We can become enthusiashandle theatres and cafes.

—

loM

(5)

.

8.

.\

(Oxford)

My

and

Decca-Victor

.

.iKay Kyser
{

(4)

.

Buddy Clark
Dick Haymes.

Martin

w

(12)/ (Encore)

>

Henry

on Coin-Machines

(Crawford)

(5)

Best Bets
Hillbilly— "Why Do Girls Wear
Breeches?" (Karl and Harty),
Latin-American
"El iVIaraquoro" and "Recuerdon La Ola

Good

"That's

Aceompanlitieht

Me.".

on both sides is played by Mitchell
Ayres's band and there should be a
word of commeiidation for both
Ayres and tlie man who plays

"Tea For Two"--Conncc Bos-

Carnegie Top' Prez

Things In Glocca Morra

far as the nickelodeons are
coneerned, Monica Lewis' Signature
pressing of this tune is a
better

a cinch for "race" boxes.

;

J.

lot

than his latest Victor
which brackets "My Love For
You''
with "A Thousand and One Nights
Based on Rimsky-Korsakov's "Sche
herazade," "Nights" is a .low
and

rhythm tune called
a
"Row, Row, Row," isn't bad either,

'

2.

a

better disks

Backside,

.

10 Best Sellers

however, about Sonny Burke's

tic,

on this face. /'She knows how to
throw away a line, how to malte" lovely ballad which Stuart Poster
sings With no great distinction
As

her voice convey What a lyric leaves
unsaid, and how to handle risque
material Iii a good-humored way

He

stockholders in Musicraft Records last week put. their stamp of
approval on the reorganization plan
designed to put the firm back on a
sound basis. That the shareholders
would go along with the plan was
almost a foregone conclusion since,
if they had, not, investors •who now
have a flnger'in the company in all
probability would have lost whatever they had risked.
Musicraft's idea, changed slightly
since first developed, calls for the
issuance of 355.259 shares of common stock and the sale of 120,000
more shares of common at $2.50 per,
along with aioan of $250,000 to provide coin enough to retire some
$500,000 worth of secured and unsecured debts and leave enough for
the company to start anew.
Now
stock would cancel tbe old.
Cosmo Records, another indie
firm in desperate straits, which is
waiting to' have a reorganization
plan okayed in the New York com'ts
in May, last Week hold a creditors'
meeting. Firm needs a minimum of

Weems,

who last week took over as president, picks up options on the oompimy's stock and eventually asisUmes
crntrol of the firm.
Gptions (iover
a long period.
H"OTmond's tssoelata in the deal
is Robert McKinney, former executive v:p. of the Allegheny Corp. and
currently on the boards of ythe
Missouri—Pacific and Chespeake
Ohio Railroads:

"and

rluimba

Ertc Bternaj, former president and
will
of Keynote Records,
realize a total of $75,000 from the

owner

sale of

MDSIGRAFX

who never heard

the kind oi* rhythm he employs on
the dislc.
Weems' only answer so
far is that it's a cross bS^ween

.

.

.

Weems* "Heart-

of his band
cudgeling their brains to determine

sojcers

Can Return-

,'Keyiote

is

:

to

ainiising.

One reaoWon

deadpan

muted trumpet.

;

aches"

By George Frazier
the

Bailey,

Pearl

who made such a hit in "St. Loui.s accompanying txmd,
Xommy Borsey has made
Woman," is out on Columbia this

.

Second 12

,

and established to some
extent. Fox wants monthly stateand payments rather than
m'ent.s

...... .......Yale

Things Did Last Summer. Morris
Rickety Rickshaw .... .Southern
World Belongs Man. .Strauss-M

music publishers.
weeks setting
Fox has advised various new firms land for about three
British release, through Electrical
setting up that he does not intend
Industries, ttd., of numercarrying tlieir account, that he wants Musical
odd-labels.
Coast
recordings
of
oiis
royalties paid in advance for the;
It is unlikely that Mills will open
fivst batch of recordings they mar
ket with subsequent statements to a London branch of Mills Music, Inc.',
contemplated
he
though
this
trip,
be applied against their alreadypaid-to-somc-extent account.
In the cases of indies already in

.

.

,

of

,

.

.

starting out in business in the future
and others already in operation will
have to toe the mark with Hai'C

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

..Pasli

.•

..

April Showers

Independent recording companies

Fox/agent and trustee

Connelly

Song

I947

..

. .

,

,

.

Ghai^iie Spivak.

...

.

.

;

Jack

McVea
,

.

.

,

.

.

Capi to!
i'Vietor

&

Black

Count Basie.

.Decca

.

.

.

.

White

iVictot

Coming Up

.

That's

How Much 1 Love

Jalousie

You, Babjr (Vogue)

Want To Tiiank Folks (Oxford)......,...

1

!

(Harms)

\

Herbie Fields
Victor
Perry Como
Victor
King Cole Trio .... Capitol

\

Perry Como.

,

\

You Can't See Sun (Simon)
That's Beginning of End

Vaughn Monroe.

(ABC)

-..

...

j

It 1

Had My

Life

To Live Over (General).

Santa Catalina (Spinai....

..

.........

(

I

Tfiat'jS.My Desire (Mills)

My
I

.......'.....

Ami (Bourne)
Do Do Like You (Harms)
Bel

Preacher and Bear (Harris)
Too Big For Bed (Criterion).
Wy Adobe Hacienda (Peer)
Fcet'.s

.

.

.

Victor

Victor
Capitol

,

King Cole.
Larry Vincent. 20th Century
Freddy Martin.
... .Victor
Eddy Howard... .,.Ma.i,e.stic
Frankie Lane. ,;, .Mercury
Louis Jordan ........ Decca
Louis Jordan ........ Decca
Bing Crosby
Decca
Dinah Shore
Cohnnbia
Johnny Mercer
Capitol
.

.

^obody Here But Chickens (Sun)
Texas and Pacific (Pic)
Easier Parade (Bcrlini

Frank Sinatra ....Columbia
Bing Crosby
Decca
Harry James
Columbia

.

.

.

.

*

Phil Harris.
.

Victor

Stan Kenton

Eddy Howaixi.

Capitol
.

.Majestic

;

Up

;

m

.

'

,

,

,

.

..

SOCKO LECUONA SCORE FEATURED
IN

"CARNIVAL

COSTA RICA"

IN

OPENING THIS FRIDAY AT ROXY

Petson »o^»ji

—

lllll
.

If

....tot

In

Costa

Ricfl

'I

^•tf..ent

Tunes

fto«»

Compose*

*

ANOTHER NIGHT LIKS THIS

*

Ml VIDA
*

*

COSTA HICA

*

MARACAS

MARCEL VINTURA
HOTEL WALDORF-ASTORIA

l^a/

l^ce/

S.^'T^ 5<j«*f

•

NEW YORK

*

GUI

l^itf

*

KNOW
HUMBA

PI

PIA

I'LL

EDWARD

LOVE

dOMBA

MARKS MUSIC CORP.

B.

RCA BULDING

IT'S

•

RADIO CITY

•

NEW YORK

Wedn^sAay, March

ondiKSTBAs-iiirsic
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In a Pay's

Cleveland, March 25.
disk joeBu* Wendell,
key, takes his job seriously.
Wendell ottered himself as a
day's reward for the best letter
written in. When British war
bride Mrs. Karl Pallastrine won,
Bud went out to the house, did
the washing and ironing, and
served Mrs. Pallastrine break*
fast in bed.

Mosic Notes

WHK

Jimmy Hilliard, Mercury waxing chief, in Irom Clvi for sessions with
Anita EUis, Frgnkie liaine, Jack Fina ovchestra and the Starlighters
Bing Crosby, Dick Haymes and Andrews Sisters have cut half that Decca
Smiley Burnette pacted to clef eight
'•Annie, Get Your Gun" album
Pete Kameron has joined Capitol
oatunes for Columbia sagebrushers
Songs, Inc., as Hollywood professional manager, assisted by Mildred Cavanaugh
Pied Pipers, Page Cavanaugh Trio and Connie Haines set for
Universal-International short. Bullets Durgom set deal as a package with
spot for himself as well. :. .Happy Goday, Peter Maurice vcepee, on Coast
.Bernie Wayne
for huddles with Hollywood rep of pub, Sammy Friedman
and Ben Raleigh clelling additional tunes for Al Rosen's legit musical
which had been on the road for several months
'•Mary Had a Little
Max Steiner and Ray Helndorf have finished score for Warners' "My
Wild Irish Rose".... J. G. Fllppen cut two for Tempo Recot'ds last week.
First fling on wax for vet comeaijjn,
.Heinz Roemheld and Bill Carey
have been inked by Seymour Nebenzal to clef a tune, tagged after forthcoming film, "Heaven Only Knows," to be published primarily, to exploit'
pic... Bee Walker now songwriting with Kermit Goell.
.CoUirabia prepping its first Dinah Shore album. "A Date With Dinah". .. .Veloz and
Yolanda signed by Coast odd-label. Variety, to teach hooilng via an album,
to be tagged "Learn to Dance." Eddie LeBaron's Sand will back "up; ..
Slim Gaillard has cut first three for M-G-M Records. Guitarist has reformed his old crew, with Zutty Singleton and Tiny Brown
Jack Kapp
fast after Coast visiV. .. .Hal Wallis has bought film rights to Hule StyneSammy Cahn oldie, 'Til Walk Alone," for forthcoming flick of same title.
.

.

.

Cooperative Program Ai^le Ukely

Im Plays Sour
N@te in Hoperoo
'

L

It

A. Shrine

New York

last

amount

to

a'

25,

con.siderable

sum,

Granz

blames lack of exand advertising. No newspaper space was taken, no sheets
nor cardboard u,scd, no radio plugs,
and the Negro press was not even
flatly

ploitation

represent- ASCAP takes the stand that coing the American Society of Com- operative shows actually are local
apprised of the show.
posers, Authors and Publishers and shows and should foe paid for on that
Music Corp. of America,- which
radio interests accomplished little basis.
books "Jazz," used a local "proexcept to set up what's termed a
Television situation is a conun"frtendly spirit'' and name sub-com- drum, probably to both sides. ASCAP moter" to front the affair, and Granz
consequently has frowned in tlie dimittees to investigate and consider would like to see this phase of
problems that must be ironed out broadcasting, in so far as its collec- rection of the agency's local baixdbefore a new contract, to supplant tion' of revenue is concerned, on a bookery. In 0J\ percentage, he lost
the current one expiring in 1949. can clearer basis before renewing its heavily. Actually, the booking into
be concluded. These "problems" en- contract with radio. It's felt that be- Shrine was last-minute inking. And
co- fore the expiration of any renewed mana.gement had decided alter a retail such items as television,
cent .iamming to refuse to house
operative progi-ams. et al. Sub- agreement,
tolevisioh
will
have
such bashes in future (as Philharcommittees will report their findings really come into its own.
monic Aud long has done) because
at the next confab of the "two groups
customers were ."unruly" in past.
on May 12.
Troupe was pencilled into Lincoln
Of the two above-named problems,
theatre for two nights, but Bill Mcthe cooperative program angle is
Ilwan got a rumor that Buddy Rich
likely to be the sharpest. Due to the
and several top specialists would
IN
move of Kate Smith to Mutual next
desert unit before arrival here, and
fall, plus other manifestations of a
Hollywood, Itfarch 25..
con.se,quentl.y
theatre didn't
sign.
growing importance of that type of
American Federation of Musi- Rich and the otliers appeared.
broadcasting, ASCAP would like the
has issued edict
method of payment on such music cians' Local 47
Shrine Relents
billings ironed out. There has been prohibiting all bands, when working
Shrine
management meanwhile
from
slmultaoneously
a tendency among individual stations regularly,
had a sit-down with its directors
which take network shows and working off-hours or off-days in a and latter talked front-olTice into
broadcast 'them with local sponsors feature film. To do such a chore, an giving Such concerts one more whiij).
to pay ASCAP on the basis of the orchestra miist not be o'therwise "Jazz"
Came off okay with managenetwork music charge, which, employed during duration of tens- ment, which
opined there were not
amounts to 2W/c of the station's card ing, engagement. Bands, however, enough customers to. start any row.
rate. ASCAP feels that it should be may make musical shorts.
Atop all the other troubles, the
Ukase is another stride in effort
paid on the individual station rate,
concert was an hour late in starting
emplojTnent
to spread
calling for 2%"/;,- each on a blanket of union
due to MCA's "promoter" haggling
basis. There doesn't seem to be too here. Although wqrk has somewhat
before he gave the nod to pay the
much .difference, but over a long dwindled elsewhere in country, ra- standby musicians ordered by union.
period of time the "breakage" can tio has been kept here, with situa"Jazz" now is playing up Pacific
tion same as about a year ago. Of
coast to border;' and has been set for
the 13,600 card-holders in Loca]. 47,
Easter (April 6) in Chicago and a
only about 4,500 are regularly emcind WEISS'
repeat at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., May
ployed at any time.
5.
Granz also is talking of trying
LATEST
to toss a bash in Mexico City, providing in some manner he can get
Eliiian Ciils
Sides
.
the musicians' union down there to
okay appearances Of PetriDomen.

week between committees

LA. LOCAL 47 BANS.

BRASS

DOUBLING

.

'.

You

,

....

.•

For Sentimental Reasons.
Guilty

^

.

,

Romick
WItmark
.Mood

Sliapiro-B
....Ducliess
Feist

Lecd.-?
Heartaches
,
Things In Glocca Morra^*"Finian's Rainbow" ....Crawford
Famous
I Gotta Gal I Love— 1 "Ladies Man"
Crawford
If This Isn't Love— *"Finian's Rainbow".^.
f
Maurice
,
I'll Close My Eyes.
..........->...,, .London
It Takes Time
Capitol
..
It's a Good Day.,..,..,.
Sinatra
It's the Same'Old Dream...,....,.
.

,

'

,

How Are

.'

. .

.

Dreamtime

It's

.

.

Love

—

Random Thing

Is a

.

Managua Nicaragua..,..
Maybe You'll Be There

My

.

,

Triangle
Republic

.

.•

...

Oh Why Did

'

Ever»Leave Wyoming?,,.

I

World
Wilmark

.

Do— t"Time, Place, Girl"...-

I

Harms

.

.... ...... .Encore

...........

Pretty Girl

No Greater Love
Oh, But

Santly-Joy
Morris

.-.

Linda'

Hollywood, March

the Philharmonic" laid
an ostrich-sisied egg at the Shrine
Aud last week. :Gne-*niter of the
Norman Granz troupe, at $3.60 top,
grossed less tharr $1,000—slimmest
take any .iam concert ever copped
here, and definitely worst gross of
at

"Jaicz

*

Survey Week rf M»roh 14-20, 1947
Gal ii»Calico—f'Time, Place, Girl"
Rainy Night In Rio— f'Time, Place, Girl"
Anniversary Song— f 'Jolson Story"........,......,..

A
A

,

unit's tour,

To Be 1^ Point in ASCAP-Radio Talb
meeting in

PubUslied
Service.
Director,

Bless

.

Initial

Heraunder are the top 30 songs of tha week, compiled by the Awdieiice
7-ndex Suntey Music Broadcast oper JVBC, CjBS, ABC ajid
networks, based in New York on tabulations by Accurate Reporiinn
bv Oifice of Research, Inc., Dr. John C. Peatman

Cottcroflie

MtUml

.

.

194f

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences

.

.

.

26,'

Work

..

.......

....Feist

.

.....Oxford

............„,.>......,.,,,.

Sonata

Robbitis
Jefferson

Thijfs Where I Ojime In
This Is the Night
...
Too Many Times
Could Make Such Beautiful Music
You Can't See Sun When You're Crying
Zip-a-Dee;Doo-Dah— f'Song of South''^

We

....Advanced

—

—

.....

.........

.

..BMI
Simon

have enough per/ormonce

Famous
Harms

And So To Bed
April Showers

— t"Jolson

Cu-Tu-Gu-Ru

,

Santly-Joy

.

21 songs of the week, which did not
credits to rnfe inclriiitoii in tlie first 30.

Remoinii^

Story".........,..,....

.Sinatra

;

Berlin
Marry— '•"Annie Get Your Gun".
Girl That
Gotta Get Me Somebody To Love— t"Duel In the Sun" ...... .Morris
I Can't Believe lt Was All Make-Believe, ................. .BVC
Robbins
I Tipped My Hat and Slowly Rode Away
I

Love To Live In Loveland,

I'd

W,

,

Ilhision

...

Russiler

.Peniora

Melrose
Life Can Be Beautiful— i"Smashup".
Midnight Masquerade
Shapiro-B
Southern
My Adobe Hacienda
My Heart Goes Crazy— ^"My Heart Goes Crazy" ..... . . .Burke-VH
Melrose
My Nurtber On^ Dream Come' True.
..Barton
Ro,ses In the Rain
September Song '"Knickerbocker Holiday". ............. .Crawford
Sooner Or Later— ("Song of South"
... Santly-Joy
Uncle Remus'Said t"Song of South",....,.,...,.,..
Santly-.7oy
When Am I Gonna Kiss You Good Moaning. .....,„...
Martin
Who Cares What People Say...,....,...,...,..,...
Harms
You'll Always Be the One I Love.
Sinatra
'.

.

—

,

—

'

.

•

tENJAMIN

,

TO THANK
YOUR FOLKS
OXPORD MUSIC CORP.
1i19

V

rway

SPgCiAL

SOm

Pres.
Ntw York 19

PARODIES

.JM«i written, new filraN, dlffei*jit
situations »U liRve BOvko, fnmi}' endlist

on reouest.

MANHY GORSON
»1!»

W.

NorSli Av«.

911ln-nulc«^o

ii,

(23),
five sides

LL STOCKROOM

Legit Musical:

.

in concerts here tomorrow (Thursday) and Friday at the Philliarmonlc. Alfred Wallenstein handled
the L, A, aggregation in the SF, War
Memorial Opera House Friday and
Saturday (21-22).

(W'ecfc Ending, Itfarc^ 22),

Anniversary Song
Mood
,
Glocca Morra. ... ... .Crawford
Heartaches ;.
.Leeds
Encore
Linda
.Mayfair
Guilty
. ...... ...
Feist
I'll Close My Eyes. .....Maurice
,

.

,

;

,

,

,

.

,

;

Managua Nicaragua
:

It's

a

,

,

.

.

.

.

Good Day

.

Thanks to DECCA RECORDS and MILLS BROS.

Capitol

For Sentimental Reason.s.Duche.ss
Old Lamplighter
Shapiro-B
'

for beiiHtiful

m

Second 10

You'Can't See Sun
Sonata
April Showers. ;

Simon

JUST A DREAM
OF -YOU DEAR

Oxford
.Harms
Wyoining
Feist
Blei5S You.
Shapiro-B
Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah. .Santly-Joy
That's How Love You
Vogue
,

.

.

.

,

.

,

;

Where I Came
Open Door, Richard
Be

That's

You'll .Always

In.

Ai!

Robbins
Duchess

Mciferiffli

A¥€iila!ile

PAULl-PiONEER MUSIC CORF

Sinatra

:&r

Occupancy of the site
reorganize. It's quite unusual for a partments.
Cleff Oiibs
disk company to cut a band going is slated to take place about June 1. I.A., S.F,
out of existence, especially a new Space in N. Y. for stockrooms, etc.,
Hollywood, March 25,
is almpst impossible to obtain.
combo such as Elman's.
Los Angeles Philharmonic
Blman gave up his band rather
Althoiigh most of tjie company's north last weekend in an exchange
than reduce its size to allow for a operations will henceforth be "cen- series
with the
San Francisco
more comfortable operating nut. He tered at Lynbrook, part of its ex- Symph. It's first time the
two symbroke it up following a one-nighter ecutive offices will remain in New phony orchestras
have played on a
at the Trianon Ballroom, Toledo, and York along with the professional
home and 'home basis.
left from there for the Coas't,
department.
««
Pierre Monteux conducted the SF

reudifleis

Decea No. 322S

V-

New te*

•:

!?•

K

•

Swap

TOgll.

1047

With Disbanded Orch
Though Ziggy Elman's new orwas due to disband Sunday BOOSEY-HAWKIS BUYS
M-G-M Records last week cut
with the outfit to add to
SITE
unreleased masters cut by the band
Boosey-Hawkes, publishers, have
weeks E.go. And If any of the.se
sides,
which M-G-M will spread purchased a building near Lynover the next few months, click brook, L. I., to house its general ofafter release Elman probably will fices, stockroom and shipping de-

chestra

*

10 lest Sheet Sellers

5

IWAMT

GeorgeJloy,

.

t Filmusicol,

I'i'hv.

BARGAIN

went

'

IrmVmn Piano 4£C©rd»ons

FOR SALE
MSFT

©.

MESCHi

!

.!i)!.t

S;;-,.: .-i^

,

PERRY COMO
''ROSES IN THE RAIN"
to

Sins:

FRANKIE CARLE'S Newest

On

His CHESTERFIELD

SUPPER CLUB

^''^'-'^-y^
:

NEW YORK^LOU COMITO

Friday,

Hit

March 28th, Over N.B.C. Network, 7 P.M., EST

BARTOM MUSIC
CHiCAGO-.NORMAN

CORP.;
FINK

HOLLYWOOD_MAX tUTZ

—

ACT «ri('KJ.'»:
Call a* a

riiJ.vn.,

N. V.

»«

S-^^fft

N

,

y^jnggday, MsgcSt 26^ 1947
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HernMS Starr May

SIITCIIimEMIN,FINA
Minor
mim
mca

Sdnrmer

wmm m

Music Corp. of America is Intent
on moving two bands comparatively
new to music followers into major

As Head of Pubs' Oa^fication Unit
Music +
Herman Stax-r, head of the
Corp. (Warner
PubllsheM Holding
may be named
taroa music group),
f>ublishers Classiflfhair'man of the
Committee of the American
Sfdety of Composers, Authors and
today
a/
publishers:
If that ocTwed.) in New York.
Starr win replace standard

Sn

curs
Dubliiher

Gus Schirmer

head of

?s

composed of pubthe committee,
lisher-members of the society's dihe will he in the
rector board, and
group sitposition ol supervising a
requests by him
ting in judgment on
substantial availability increases
for
for his firms.

_

Why Schirmer

quitting

is

and

the mentioned candidate for
But it may
is undisclosed.
with Starr's
have something to do
weeli's meeting
refusal to attend last
committee, at
of the classification
which his demands for nabre availato come up. They
bility points were
arisen at a prioiJ meet and his

Mills'

Hollywood, March

Paul

at that time had prehis revailed upon Starr to table
the
quests for a while to allow
classification committee to re-evalufirms and
ate all the lower-rated
Stem numerous, beefs for more
points.

,

though he wasn't present
week's meeting, was the only
publisher to draw a point-raise. He
drew a 2B0-polnt boost for his Shubert catalog, which was rated at
500 (firm is half-owned by the Shiiberts), and his request for boosts
for his Gershwin catalog (now at
750) and increases for Harms and

25.

solid

Link;

Guy Lombardo, who owns London
of

affiliate

Broadcast

Inc., is also setting up a firm
be submitted for membership in
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publisiiers. He has
formed Lombardo Music, Inc., for

to

the

that purpose. He and his
Carmen and Leibert, are
London Music has been
tion for

some

tirtie

to

In

quite

be maes-

into

a number of obscure tunes
the hit class, as a result of

brothers,
directors.
in opera-

PuUers

out success.
Tune, written by Larry Vincent,
Henry Tobias and Moe Jsfle some
years ago, was put into a music
publishing firm called General Music, owned by Jaffe and Paul Kapp,
artist manager. Vincent recorded it
for 20th almost a year ago and it is
now a hig diskbox fave in certain
seetions*-and spreading. Jaffe and
Kapp won't sell the tune; they have
hired contact man Jack Perrin to
exploit iti with the aid of 13, disk-

Sunday OpemtionO
Ballrooi^^
„

Des Moines, March

Feed

Perhaps the latest is "If I Had My
Life to. Live Over," put out some
time ago by 20th (ientury Records,
which virtually every major publisher has been trying to buy with'^

Des Moines Demands

25.

ittgs

council has received a dethe dancehall commission that public dance spots here
Members
cease Sunday operations.
of the comrai-ssion also insist tiiat
enforcement of regulations governing ballrooms tightened generally
and more attention paid to exclu-

City

by m^jor and minor compa-

nies.

mand from

Other band MCA is pushing and
which it would like to launch as 'a
national band from a major N. Y.
spot, is that of Jack Fina, a graduate
of Freddy Martin's combo.
He's a
trumpeter and has been submitted
for the Waldorf -Astoiria Roof for
later in the season.
Griff Williams
opens that room May 15 for six and
a half weeks, followed by Guy Lombardo July 7 for four. Fina is now
at the Glaremont hotel, Berkeley,

to

Major Records,

Minor recording companies, which
recent months have launched

lias

MCA would like to put Henderson
the Pennsylvania hotel, New
York, and has had discussions along
those lines with James McCabe, the
hotel's general manager.
He would
have a combo composed of four
french horns, three trumpets. One
trombone, five sax, three rhythm.
It 'would be composed of all N. Y
local union men.

Has One With EMI
an

band

Hits to

in

natioiial

into

Lonikrdo Maps New

Music,
Music,

to

First Is a

summer

new

CmtmiK

ords.

catalog.

ASCAF

build

Finns

which they are watched closely by
been getting quite a buildup
major publishers for un ttached
on the Bing Crosby and Frank Sina- tunes, continue to feed prospective
tra radio shows and on Capitol Rec- hits to major diskers and publishers.

who

two-hours.
He not only outchattered
Norman, but succeeded
in
getting
no
wax
whirled during that span except
recordings of tunes in Mills'

Co. as

locations this

troed by Skitch Henderson, pianist,

KFW8
a

effort

names.

Coast plugger for
publishing firm. Mills
angled onto disk

Inc.,

Gene Norman's
program last week for

his post

coUeagues

an

Mills,

family
Music,
jockey

Sta:rr is

had

New York

Top Plug

Ksk

Another minor disker seems well
its way toward building a new
hit-rMercury's reisording by a new
singer, Frankie Laine, of the nineo:.

year-old "That's My Desire," owned
by Mills, written by Helmy KrcsaCarroll Loveday. AH major diskers

sion of juveniles.

hgve hopped on this, too.
Recent sales hits unearthed via
Arms are the two Leeds
"For Sentimental Reasons"
(Manor) and "Open the Door, Riehai-d" (Black & White), along with
.

Council Is starting a series of conferences ,with the commission and
representatives of tlie Tromar and

Rlverview

park

the V.F.W. club

under Joe Santly. Cal.

ballrooms
to

and

get difficulties

a

'

irOiied Out.

Starr,

small disk
times,

i

sti^ing

of hillbillies and other pojE®.

at last

Witmark were tabled. Witmark

is

at 5,500 points and Harms at
U.dOO points. Latter is highest-rated
firm in the society, holding double
(there are
its nearest competitors
12 or so firms at 5,500, of which Witmark is one).
,
Lou Levy, who has been battling
ASCAP for some time for a raise,
also appeared before the board to
scrap for a boost. He wants to be
on equal terms with Bregman-Vocco-Conn at 1,375 points. He's now at
750, had been raised twice before to
1,000 by the appeals committee only
to be batted back to 750 by the clas-

now

'

RmO RDS

-

a A DiO TBLEVI S O
•

I

MTi S

This time there
had been bitter feeling among board
members over his setting up of
Duchess Music, a Broadcast Music
affiliate, which ASCAPers took to
indicate as being an unfriendly act.
It was predicted this move would
hurt his availability chances with
sification coraimittee.

'

ASCAP. His case was

Weems

Mi

.

May Imi

Cbk®

.

tabled.

'Heartal^les'

Mm

Aslor Sookmg

Ted* Weems may
one of

himself
find
New York's
locations as a reresurrection of hi.s
"Heartaches" .disking of years ago,
Wllkich has spanked the tune into a

booke4 into

summer

choicest

sult

the'

of

sheet sales hit.
He is being
submitted by Music Corp. of America for a run at the Astor hotel this

•alve

sufinmer,

Sammy

Astor has
Kaye to open
the Roof in May and Carmen Cavallaro to follow. Both were signed for
tlie dates last
yean Pinal third of
the season Is open, however, and
that's

where

''jVeems

may

Hof,

land.

in

Continenlal Denies ffisk

Ckrges

!iy

general denial of charges was
filed last weelj in
N. Y. federal court
by Continental Music, Inc., in reply
to the $140,000
,

damage

or

classical^

record buying

MDBOOK^North

suit

"When you

talk musk to Aese young,

ftee-spending, music-minded Red-

brought

families, you're talking to rec-

tune of six billion dollars! They'll

buy oyer $8,500,000 worth of

book

not just occasionally!

they'll

as per contract.

And the sanje thing goes for all of
Redbook. U.S.A. They're in up^r

of records. Reach

_

month were

notified that

^oiitmental wouldn't deliver.
^'
°f Mendaire denied
ih
mati

samples were submitted or ap-

P'oveci
»»ssal.

ord buyers

October, Continental comdeal with Mendaire in

Which latter was to supply 400,000
Sets of ';Picturime"
record albums to
«>e offered
for kiddie Xmas trade. Deal
contained a clause Which provided
Wat the contract could be cancelled
« samples submitted by Mendaire
Were not approved,
Jacob O. and Tauba Goodman,
^endaire's owners, declared tliat
saitipies were
approved Oct. 17, but

aatl

moved

for

suit's

dis-

rec-

THEY'RE
More

YOUNG, TOO!

than half of

all

Redbook

reaJers are

under }5 years of age— one good r«a.^on for
and rrcor;i

th«ir avid intercit in record.t

VCitb six billion dollars in tliftr
pockety after taxes they can siti.sfy their
miuicat W'him.f — and th«y do! TrII your
story to Redbook, U.S.A. (n full page.<!, every
|>lay«rs.

a

jater that

a habit

Carolina

ords this year.

hy Mendaire Products Manufacturing Co; B. G. Conn, Continentals
operator, asked for dismissal of the
suit on the grounds
that the Mendaire firm never submitted samples
Last
pleted

is

Mendaire

A

,

smet

who BUY-fcgularly*,

middle income brackets... to the

IfJT

m

In Redbook, North Carolina alone,

buy nearly $310,000 worth
(ff^fy

WHERE
THEYUVE
IN

month

home in this

REDBOOK. USA!

Mf/t.
*Snd for thi Uidhtk nulmd surviy tf rtard *n4 rmd t/ayir hy!»t
Ytrk 32, Nw Ytrk
rw*/#r yeur (t>fy todayt RidM, 444 MttdimAmnut, Ntm

in

the

year, for $44,100.

market for a pro-rata rate of $67 a
page. That's all it costs in Redbook,

REDBOOK

.

ORCMBSVKAS-IIIVSIC

On Id' Sp

'Come

Dangled by

Mission Beach, Cat,

2¥RS.0NlnRAP

bwers Cost S^^^

MGM

Name Bands

Slo,wed

San Diego, March

In ilapping
in a i'ederal

25.

that

MGM Records is actually
first

M
E
L

These names in all probability
would have signed with the new
Metro film affiliate had they been
certain of a definite debut date, or if
initial diskings could have been on
the market by Jan. 1. At the end
of last year a number ol rival company contracts were up, and the
artists involved, while they might
have been partial to a M-G contract,

Spivak quit Columbia and went to
Victor, but in between the switches
the disk companies struck againstthe American Federation of Musicians, and Spivak didn't make )iis
first disk for Victor until more than

at the

b.o.

country,
Buhlinger's attorney, in his plea
said his client's only
and
guilt was smoking the stuff
supplying some at cost to narcotic
agents' who worked on the case for
more than six months. Agent, according to the attorney, posed as a
tooter and obtained the weed on
two occasions. A week ago, Jolin
Dardable, another of the ring, was
sentenced to three years by Judge

a

for leniency,

;

jump, in the out-

times, instead of

door bahdstand, as an adjunct to the
surrounding Carny shows,

Duncan,

Dead label Masters

Ob lew

'

:

Sir! of Deal

teries.

,

.

of

—

Ralpb Harrison Setting

Up

per year. Mission
Beach during the war years teemed
with sailors and aircraft workers
drawing overtime pay and tossing it

Colombia Nixes Piracy

$20,000 to $XOiO00

Thru New Copyrigbi Law

,

New

copyright law goes into effect
Colombia, superseding an 1886
law and offering foreign authors and
composers Butomatip protection in
that country which they've nevier
had before. Previous legislation pro-

around.
San Diego, like the old
West, ain't as wild"as it used to be.

in

Masters Again Active,
A, Edward Masters, New York
attorney who before tlie war was
deeply enmeshed in the financing
of name orchestras, apparently is
again becoming active.
He has
taken over responsibility for the
fortunes of the Randy Broofe orchestra from Lou Mindllng, who
was bought out of his contract.

vided that for patent or copyright in
Colombia the, author or inventor had
to come to that country and make
application himself. Since few were
willing to take this trouble, literary
pirates could cotne into Colombia
and print Spanish editions of any
unprotected work without fear of

in

Restaurant Biz
March

Pittsburgh,

25,

former bandleadin the agency business here for last .several yearsj is
branching out as a restaurant owner,
too. He's just bought the Balbo, a
second floor eatery downtown, and is
installing
liis
daughter.
Dorothy
Harrison, a graduate technician of
the Monteflore hospital, as managerdietitian. New owner is pointing it
as a hangout for local musicians,
Harrison's branching out In other
directions, too. With Bill Green,
Pittsburgh nitery owner, he promoted a brace of Fred Waring concerts
week ago at Syria Mosque, local
home of longhair mu.sic, and they
came out of the enterprise with
plenty of bucks. Waring drawing capacity at both afternoon and evening
performances in 3,800-s<at hall.

Ralph

i

and a reduction of rent from

.

Hollywood, March 25.
Fredrick Lee Co., of Minneapolis,
one of largest wholesale record jobbers in country, with extensive line
of odd-label product, has paid $1,500
for 115 masters from defunct BelTone and withered Little Folks plat-

selling

completely flUed, which points upv
'
as healthy a condition as the band
biz has seen in months.
But the
bpxoflice that's another thing. It'g
a question of wait-and-see.

er

Takes on Randy Brooks

;

,

s

ring

a year later. Meanwhile, Columbia
had pulled all his releases from the

market and he was hurt badly

month by Federal agents,
summer operation.'!.
up an international reefer,
At the moment, the
said to be grossing more than

broke

hand out schmaltz

will

costume.s,

erty,

.

this

femme vocalist,. During the rest of
the week the musicians, in Hawaiian

several years Sgo.

ipk-Wai Dislri Biys

1

and

orchestra

13-piece

Plank's

They assumed the companies they
were then with would pull aU disks
from the market, leaving them in the
same spot Charlie Spivak was in
>

Lent Perking B.O.

F.

bands for dates at summer one$500,000 a year, by importing the
more economical entertainment.
nighters and locations is proceeding
it
Program calls for three nights per weed from Mexico and peddling
at wartline pace. Quite a few buy.
week in the ballroom with Fred to musicians in this section of the ers have their calendars ateost

Fipley, who fought legal battles
involving millions of dollars with
MCA, sold out to Guthrie and
Haynes for around $50,000. Deal included an extension of the lease for
five years by the San Diego City
Council, which controls the prop-

couldn't see themselves going without a disk until the latter got going.

oin

hoosegow on John

6uhlin«er for selling marijuana,
Bandsmen and agents are lookinr
U. S. Judge Richard M. Duncan last toward Easter and the
expiration ol
week told the trumpeter in a local Lent to dispel negativie b.o.
conffi.
dance band, that henceforth "any tlons, which haven't
Improved since
musician wlio smokes reefers" will February snowstorms
throttled a
be severely dealt with, »
resurgence noted soon after
the
Buhlinger was the second Ol five Yuletide, They
hope
that hit will
convictions of people arrested early
who emerge with the advent of many

Mission Beach, with its ballroom
summer,
disks on the and sideshows, opens its
rolling, with its
manmarket, it figures to have a lot less season here May 10 under new
with a 50% cut in rental
agement
trouble convincing artists to switch
deother
in
whittling
similar
and
to the new label, tt it can find any
and
Guthrie
Frank
partments.
on opposition labels whose contracts
conDuring the past six Tommy Haynes, who took over
are expiring.
Finley
Larry
spot
from
trol
of
the
months, the fact that M-G had many
have dunked the name
times set back the date of the debut last August,
except for ppssible oneof its first disks, cost it some impor- band policy,
night stands, and will go in fox.
tant artists.

Now

See Passing Of

March 26.
a two y«ar jolt

St, Louis,

Harrisoi'i,

who has been

legal reprisal.

Brooks goes Into the Pennsylvania
New ruling, which was first passed
N. Y., April 7. Booking orig- Dec. 26, '46, provides foreign authors
wis cited as for six weeks, with protection without. "accomplishbut it's now claimed to be for 12.
ment of local formality." At least
one print of a Work niust be published in Spanish, however.
Law
also affords rieciprocity in each country, .whether or not an international

TOP HITS OF YESTERDAY

hotel,

inally

Firm is pulling a new switch. It
has told the numerous artists who
cut the wax that they can have the:
masters baclc for free, can have
them pressed themselves or spot
them with a waxery. It follows that
Arthur Michaud, Tommy Dorsey
Lee will then be given distrib rights manager, due east from Coast in
to the works, although C. M. Red- three weeks
Bernie Miller, band

New York

convention prevails. Legislation was
started by Silvio Villegas and Guilliermo Chavez Chavez, who wrote
the bill, which was passed without

GREAT POPULAR
STANDARDS TODAY
rnii)ltiiC)iirrI«ilt.k«stril>niluctioii

|i

FABULOUS OORSEYS"

'•TH6

\

modification.

Most U. S. works have beerf pro-,
man, company exec who last week and music biz attorney, recovering
came here arid set up the arrange- from heart attack in Florida, returns tected in Colombia under an Interment, told Variety that the artists north first week in April ...Robert American conventiflp held in Buenos
will not be under compulsion to do Coffin's book on I^ouis Armstrong, Aires in 1910, to which both countries were signatory parties.
so.
titled "Horn of Plenty," originally
According to Redman, indies are published in Europe, now being
rapidly faltering, are having fewer
marketed here
.Claude Thbrnhill
disking sessions and have lagged in on
vacation at Virginia Beaeh.... Sears' Ghi Stores
pressing.
These are the small out- Les Elgart orchestra switched to
Disk, Radio, Wire Set
lor whom Lee jobs and his
fits
ManhatWilliam Morris agency

AT

,

M

move
sell.

wholesaling.

Now

week July and August.

Alarcon Heails Exports
Columbia Recording Corp. last
officially changed its tag to
Records,
Reason
Inc.
given for the maneuver is that there
was too much confusion over the
original, that the purposes of the
organization
weren't
immediately
obvious, that it could have meant a

week

Columbia

L
L

transcription firm, etc.

Change was authorized by the
eompany*s board of directors, meeting in New York last week.
Columbia, incidentally, has named
Ralph Alarcon manager of its export division.
He succeeds Sandor
POrges, head of the division for
more than 20 years, who recently
moved over to head Capitol Records'
new foreign department.
Alarcon had been forges assistant,
having been with Columbia about
20, years, nine of them s,s Porges'
'

.

helpmate.

0

.

,

the machine, to its 22 retail outlets
in this area due to short supply, but
expects shortly to offer it at all its.

.

Biltmore hotel.

w

nowadays.

stores

Sears, at present, is limiting

an*

list it

n»

Records
Bill Cooper band into
Essex Hou.'ie, N. Y., April 8
,
.

.

.

,.

to Plaza hotel, May 15
Buddy Waples into Donohue's, N. J.,
April 10
Whitey Worth's new
band revived after being junked in
rehearsal, opened last night (Tuesdayl at Post Lodge . , Hal Mclntyre
gets big hometown reception May 8
playin,g
Meriden.
Conn.
Cancer
benefit
Germaine Sablon, sis of
.
Jean Sablon, signed for Continental
French label . Jonie Taps, Columbia pix exec, due in New Ybrk over
weekend for three weeks . . Decca

Pancho

.

.

.

.

,

Revivor Hrrt

SUGAR

in catalogs.

Sears model also contains a. radio
and phono combination.
Besides
family trade. Sears will make a play
lor business-man biz, pointing out
can

be used in many

ways.

For

new

Al Marsico's band, which went into
Nixon Cafe, Pittsburgh, March
1939 for a three-month spin, will
celebrate its eighth anniversary at
the spot Tuesday (25), with dinner,
the

25,
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have switckltolpciay Bo§M

Corp.

.

.signed Ethel Merman for albuni of
hits from her shows
/ Woody
,

or their leaders in films
Studio' last week signed

week.

that machines

Eli Oberstein, RCA-Victor record
ing director, cut "Brigadoon" score
in New York at three sessions
Jerry Cooper signed by Diamond

Wot'«r Donaldson

when Sears-Roe-

Walk, Edgewater Beach hotel, Oiicago, June 13 for seven weeks....
Tommy Dorsey finally joined his

.

Columbia Pictures continues to be Herman and family back to Coast.
one of the more consistent users of
Pianist
composer Irving Fields

name bands

proportions

buck introduced a low cost recorder
home and business use here last

for

.

Al Donahue, Pastor
In Columbia Films

Wire-recorder

Chester, now under contract to
leader. ., .Henry Busse into Beach

boat at Norfolk, Va., for inland-canal
trip to Florida; storms had delayed
head, back in N. Y. from Coast.
Ron Perry and Phil Wayne orchestras succeed Carmen Cavallaro at

Wtrdf and music by

March 25.
market took on

Chicago,

Ax new

.Milton

.

to Florida to Ipok over recording
.Allen Foster, vocalist with
talent,

Bob

ColiimMa lecerds;

SUNDOWN

Show

to get additional platters to
-tan Beach
opens weekends with
Redman stresses his company name bands in June and goes ,fullnot create a label, nor" press

Will
product, just continue
:

.

is

.

E

.

,

closes

at

Miami Beach's

Cadillac

Hotel and returns April 5 to Crest
Al Donahue and his outfit fbr Room,' N. Y.,
with
his
trio.
"Sweet Genevieve," rolling soon. Fields is writer of "Managua NicaraLast week Coliimbia set Tony Pas- gua"
Smoothies waxing "Wyomtor for a musical and speaking part ing" and "I Tipped My Hat" for
in "Three Blondes And a Redhead;" Apollo label
Former NBC staff
Donahue, now a record jockey on conductor Jerry Jerome cut album
KFVD,
Los
Angeles,
Monday for Stinso'
through Fridays, 15 minutes a day,
Sammy Kaye looking for organist
is
currently playing the 'trianon to join his orchestra.
Emil Coleballroom, L.A., weekends.
(Continued on page SS)
.
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JOi GLASEi,
M5 mhh

Av...
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Pr®s.
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Bands at Hotel„ B.O.'s
Coyer*

.

™x.
If.*'**.
Flayea
Raiiil
, ,
*i.v
23
FtSfGoleraan*,.. Waldorf (400; 12)..
Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)........ 6
rrankie Carle....
Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)
12
rhiiek Foster". . .New
.

fiuv Lombardo...
T«ek Edwards....

Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2)

...

Commodore

j^hhny Pineapple. Lexington

(400; $1-$1.50)
(300; $1-$1.50)

ll

2,025
1,82S
1.000
1,900

57,175
13,000
17,200
47,575

625
925

1,325
19,575

1

19

*Indtcofes floor Sfiou; at Waldorf with
Yorker.
ice Revue at

Tito

New

g^y;

InadeStoff-Orchestra^Music

rotal

Coven
Week On Date

£"st.

JACK EDWARDS ORCH.

With Joan Osborne, Quartet

Commodore Hotel, N. Y.
Carbon copies of an established
entertainer
or
entertainers
are
nothing new in the theatrical business.
They don't hurt the rep of
the original unless the aping is good
enough and at the same time ordinary enough to be pointed out as a
lacklustre performance by the former. Rarely does the copy achieve
individual success.

Guizdr, Fred & Elaine

Chicago
KUsey (Marine Room, Edgpwater;

700; $1.50-$2.50 min.).

Poor

B»mon Bamos (May fair Room, Blackstone;

350; $2.50-$3.50 min.).

Mon-

Stephen
^'

There you have
and the chances of

—

do Edwards much good and can't
help Monroe, for the reason that
while the fonr.er's phrasing is almost identical in lower tones, it
hasn't the power. Monroe must suffer with undiscerning ears.
Edwards, handled by the same people who ai'e Monroe's mentors, also
hails from the Boston area at least,
he's been working there. He occupied
the stand at Monroe's Meadows club,

.

Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Strong 2,800 covers.
Buss Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Solid 2,400 tabs,

—

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

Framingham, Mass.

(Chicago)

won't
excitement or business.

off to

Sol Klein (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.). Ted Lewis holding solid
Georire Olsen (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Steady 17,500.
Benny Stronp CWanon; $0.90-$l. 15 adm.). Favorable 16,000.

With Dottie Reid

4,200.

Club Esquire, Valley Stream, L. I.
One-time bassman with Woody
Herman, Chubby "The Happy Monster" Jackson has opened his own
roadside bistro in association with
the bartender^ Spot seats some 200
patrons, far from taxed Friday (14).
Esquire, in blue and red motif
and with no minimum or" cover,
may well be termed a "rural
Nick's" inasmuch as improvised mu-

'

.

;

Settle

the order. Jackson's
a cutup on the bull fiddle, contorting his goateed pan in rhythm for
maximum amused reaction from the
ringsiders.
Mates includes Conte
Candoli, trumpet; Billy Bauer, guitar; Tony Aless, piano; Mel Zelnick,
drums, and Emmett Carls, tenor sax.
First three stem from Herman's
orch, while Zelnick is ex-Jerry
Wald and Carls had previously been
sic

larray Paice

Artliir

Dispute Over Contracts
Chicago,

March

Stiiffi

25.

Long, drawn-out suit of Bill Peck,
Hollywood agent, agitinst bis former
employer, National
Concert and
.Artists Corp. was amicably settled
Wednesday (19) in Master's chambers, Suit by Peck was for money
due on his interest in the original
John Hodiak, Jane Green, Jeri Sullavan and the Dinning Sisters con-

close the

Peck did not

for

ton.

"Double or

discrimination,
some
18
youngsters picketed the Toronto
branch of the Arthur Murray

0ancing Studios chain last week,
but igave up the task aftor two days
was
and nights.
Denionstration
called in protest after the dance
allegedly

school

refused

enroll

to

for

lessons,

according to Douglas Hulse, chair-

KORNHEISER
FOR YOUR ntOGRAM

man, Toronto branch of the National Federation of Labor Youth. To-

DON'T

ronto dailies laid off the story.
T. Maris, manager of the Murray

SIMMY MeUMJGm
ROiBINS

this

Bolhdl

.

.

May Add Swing

.

to

MY
DESIRE

will

C,

talent

booker recently nominated to

by the

AFM for

10 years.

Sammy Kaye is using his radio "Sunday Serenade" poem idea at the
Capitol theatre. New York, after recent experiments. He inserts his poemreading briefly during the playing of an arrangement of "Anniversary
Song." While the lines are being read there is no seating. Patrons are
held out until it's completed so as not to di.sturb the mood of the bit. Kaye
included the idea in several theatres before going into the Cap, to determine its value and become accustomed to delivery before an audience. On
the air be spouts the poems from behind a screen, out of sight of his studio
audience.
Guy Lombardo's clo.sing at the Roosevelt hotel. New York, Sunday (23)
marked the -end. of his 17th consecutive year at the spot and his most
successful one financially.
Lombardo works the Roosevelt Grill on a
guarantee and percentage. This year there were weeks when he took out
over $5,000 for his end and over the season he probably earned more than
any other name combo has ever gotten out of a major hotel. Lawrence'
Wclk orchestra,' a midwestern favorite, replaced Iiombardo. It's Welk's
secend hotel date in N. Y., his first being at the Edison.

—

Mexican recording artists who are double-dealing big American and
Mexican plalteries are getting the hawkeye of companies lAre. Lai-ge platteries in this section are entertaining thoughts of law suits in order to
halt this practice and discourage others before they can get their hand in
the pic. Artists have been border-hopping to record lor indie labels in
southern California, though under contract to Mex subsidiaries of American
companies or Mexican firms. Former find an easy sale and profit because
of inexpensive operation.
It took more than two years, a lot of argument and hefty sales on another album, before Decca finally decided to release Percy Faith's "Fiesta
Time," which has been on the shelf since 1945. After the album remained
shelved for several months. Faith, last fall, asked' for his release from the
plattery, which was about to grant the request, However, before that occurred Faith cut an album behind Hildegarde for Decca. It sold so well;
diskery is releasing the "Fiesta Time" eight-Sider.

Eli Oberstein, head of artists and repertoire for RCA-Victor, and Sammy
got into one of those momentary flareups under tension last week
at the start of a Kaye recording session in
York, and Oberstein told
the leader to pack up and scram. Kaye, just as liuffy, did pack up and exit
—without having done a song. Several nights later they were both back
at the studio ^Kaye recording and Oberstein bossing,

Kaye

New

—

No

named to replace Frank Hennigs as Marks
There is no one in mind' for the
Meanwhile, Hennigs' move to Sam Fox Music as promanager does not presage a further expansion of the Fox staff.

successor as yet has been

Musics general professional manager.
vacant post either.
fessional

Firm

is

handling the "Brigadoon" score,

you have done

in hitting the

CHOO CHOO CH

"MILLION" mark
BOOGIE, Decca

i

25.
IB

Also our congratulations and thanks to the

many

other artists

and recording companies 'who

have reported record-breqking sales throughout
the country.

discuss the proposals

next meeting April

Charlotte, N.

record No. 23610.

parks superintendent, has
proposed the introduction of the
"swing" or "hot" music to the pai'k.

Board

licensed

with our song,

Doell,

at its

Jr.,

com MACHINE OPERATORS—for the sensotionol
job

Sked

Minneapolis, March

Kemp,

—

may
park
board
Minneapolis
change its summer band music program for parks to include more hot
swing along with symphonic. C. E.

THAT'S

as-

"Happy

T. D.

the American Federation of Musicians' "unfair list," was placed tliereon
because of cracks he made about .Tames C. Petrillo, AFM head, in a column
he writes for the Charlotte Observer. Petrillo's office took action on the
in.sistence and complaint of the Charlotte local of the AFM.
Kemp's cracks at Petrillo were taken in a column which urged Congress
to do something about the union situation, citing Petrillo and John L.
Lewis as tyrant union leaders who force their wishe.s, without consultation, on employers and their members alike.
Kemp has been a booker

Congratulations and thanks to you ^LOUIS
JORDAN, DECCA Records, DISC lOCKEYS and

Minn. Park Music Program
Wafch

and

Capitol Records' waxing director, Jim Conklinj, has heeded a plea from
Spina-Green Music Corp., new pub which recently brought out its llrst
tune, "Santa Catalina," and will hold for eight months the Cap disking of
tune by Dinning Sisters. Thus far a dreamy tempo has been applied to
the ballad by Freddy Martin (RCA), Eddy Howard (Majestic), and the
forthcoming Decca version will be similar. Harold Spina and Mac Green,
however, learned after the Dinning session that the trio had given tune
a jump treatment and, wishing to squeeze current-tempo potentialities
fron\ song before it got novelty treatment, pubs buttonholed Copkling and
got okay on postponement proposition. Cap now will probably get out own
ballad treatment, likely with Andy Russell, then when that dies, follow
through by taking Dinning wax off shelf.

^lii|ii|iiiaiiiiw>ilMnmiUMi

unit here, said that he and his staff
had no recollection of such an incident as charged on the placards
of the picketeers. Asked, objectively,
if Maris would refuse to enroll Negro applicants for dance lessons.
Maris laughingly said, "NOW don't
ask me a thing like that!"
"Would you or wouldn't you?" the
questioner persisted.
"Let's wait till we see if it happens," said Maris.

BLAME
ME

Nathan"

Monster," an original on which
Jackson
coUabed^
After
outfit's
'stylized rhythm" asserts itseU few
tunes
are
recognizable
anyway.
Aside from Jackson's expert bassing,
trumpeter
Candoli contribs
some hot licks as well as Carls on
tenor sax.
Dottie Reid's a youthful blonde
whose potentially pleasing voice
was marred with a cold. Despite her
temporary handicap she showed
okay pipes in "He's Funny That
Way," Once, chirped with Goodman
and more recently with Buddy Rich.

racial

dis-

•

Repertoire runs to such tunes

Toronto, March 25,
protesting alleged

placard.?

two Negro applicants

SUGGESTS

strictly

"

Alleged Discriminalion
With

terms of the settlement.

PHIL

is

With Benny Goodman and Stan Ken-

tracts.

Attorney

For

Picketed

Wood.

CHUBBY JACKSON SEXTET

(Los Aiifleies)
Denny Beckner and Sterling Young (Aragon^ B, Ocean Park, 4th wk).
Two orchestras magnetized 4,400, okay.
Gardens,
Carpenter
(Casino
B, Ocean Park, 1st wk).
Oner-week
Ike
stand of new band did around 3,400. Bobby Byrne, who re-formed with
local combo, started Sat. (22) off to stout start.
(Giro's,
Hollywood,
Cugat
N,
Xavier
4th wk). Excellent 2.800 covers.
Les Brown (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 1st wk). Opening Tuesday (18)
drew 4,000, largest since Tex Benek« blared in last September. First week
tugged around 20,000, glittering.

Peck-NCAC

His date at the
develop much

Commodore

Russ Carlyle (Blackhawk; 500; $2-$2.50 min.). Respectable 3,900.
Gay Clarldge (Chez Paree; 650; $3.50 min.). Second week slutted
4,900.

BU!

Jack Edwards
ranging up

his

alongside of Vaughn Monroe. Edwards is a haodsome guy; he leads
an ordinary orchestra composed of
six brass, four sax, three rhythm.
And every time he opens his mouth
to sing someone verbally points and
yelps "ooh, hear, hear, just like
Vaughn Monroe." It isn't going to

aay-Thursday fell witli dull thud to scant 1,465, Morton Downey, in FriFriday through Sunday.
day c21)i smash with 1,500
Jojieph Sudy (Walnut Room, Bismarck; 465; $2-$2.50 min.). Maintaining
sliow,
steady 3,200 with new
Tea Weems (College Inn, Sherman; 900; $2-$3.50 min.). Ice show with
Dorothy Lewis running okay 4,300.
Griff Williams (Empire Room, Palmer House; 650; $3.50 min.). Holdover
show doing sharp 4,100.

Los Angeles

(X4)

2.

Thanks a MILLION!

Elections
Continued from page 45

;

the board will give the writer
faction (there are 12 writers and 12
"IBth man"
publisher-members)
to

Here's
^

an Opportunity

the publishers
such an event.
"sins"
Brcgman's

when

MANAGER

fer BALIROOMROUER SKATING RINK.

.

Rr
n'ACK

CO.,

"•stoii 16,

m

against

RYTVOC,

his

when he

A1.FKKB

XreiuOiit

;

expect

colleagues began 15 months ago.
sided with the writer facof the board to allot $25,000
yearly to the president's chair, now

Miist

l>e ttblo to take
oTef ami ImiMlIc
•Mlfe oiwration.
State facts in fiv«t

«/»

least

tion

Street,

Mass.

occupied by

Deems Taylor on

his

the

^

Wffls

CLOSE THE DOOR DORA'
;'E.4RD r,Asx Mtaii«V.
ON
"DATE WITH JUDY"
DA....

_

''Kf

JfEXWOKK

,«y"'''°NEER MUSIC, INC.
'vn Broadway, jim iorfc 19

;

who

last

year conducted a drawn-

availability
for. .5,500
battle
Berlin was to have boon
pointS.
ultimately
held at 4,000 points, but
drew a raise to 4,7.50. He still want-;
will
'5,500 and has .said recently he

!

out

:

'

!

soon launch a new

fight.

S
i
1

1585 Broad'way
York 19, N. Y.

I

New

year, since the occupancy oi
spot is now restricted to two
years. He also voted with the writers in the case of Irving Berhn,
final

That

MUSIC PUBLISHERS

fiiiiiiiiiiBiiililiiMlt>l"ln'>>"l"l''*<*>'"'li''>*'>'l'''''"'*'"'"''''"''''"^^

Inc.

WctlMcaday,

S2
Potsen and Polen Buy

ArbitratioH ®f Jane Russell's Salary

Colosimo's for $55,000

Scrap With LQ, Miaini, Set by
Beacht and Janfe Buiisell has been
tet up by the American Guild of
Variety Artists for April 1. Hearings
are to take place in New York.

Quarter manager, he says.

gation.-:

out even on her engagement 'because of her appearance at a benefit
at the Lord Tarleton hotel, niglit
before her LQ preem. Another beef

illy

Potsen is currently being charged
with income tax evasion for the
years from 1940 to 1943. Complaint
was filed here last week with U. S.
Commissioner Edwin K, Walker.
Complaint charges Potsen declared
his 1940 income as $12,310, submitting return of $844.58, whereas he
should have declared earnings of
$80,050.66 and paid $30,790,
Colosimo'S, long a Chi cafe landmark, Was originally owned by Big
Jim Colosimo, colorful gangland

just

AG\^

Brancli

character.

And Disown^ Piu^
Body Sti Swinging

They

also claim that sue failed
to measure lip to shoWbUsiness
standards.

Philadelphia, March 25.
Reports of a truce between the
local and national .bodies of the
American Guild of Variety Artists
Were scuttled over the week-end by
a statement by Allea Pi Nickerson
that no "armistibe:" was forthcoming.
PhUly branch squared oft
against the parent body about a
month ago.
Peace rumors were circulated following a confab in the chambers of
Judge Joseph L. Kun,' before whom

;

'

Loew refused to pay her salary
and subsequently posted a $15,000
bond with the Miami courts pending adjudication of the matter. In.
addition, Lou Walters, Loew's partner in the Latin Quarter, N. Y., and
•who staged the shows at the Miami
bistro, was threatened last week
N. Y. unwith a strike by AGVA
less he paid Miss Russell in full.
Walters subsequently posted an

bonds with
Simpkjns, Negro singer,
in

Arthur :^ee
who was' designated as spokesBianfor the cast, and show 'was allowed
,

Gambling Income Inquiry

Bud Abbott and Lou

Lawyers want comedians

Nickerson, a representative of the
national office, said his organization would insist on compliance by
cafe operators with contracts filed
with national AGVA. Dick Jones,
executive secretary of the Philly
office, said that the boites m- st have
contracts okayed by his group.

ica, which booked the film player,
no matter, what Judgment the arbi'
tratioa reaches.

E. BI. Iioew's Claims

Boston, March 25.
Plenty burned ovc" the Jane Rus-

M. Loew, indie movie
house operator and owner of the
Miami Latin Quarter, where the
sell fiasco, E.

Russell episode took place, claims
is into him for $32,000 in talent bonds and won't release them
Respite the fact all the talent but
Russell was paid for as per contract.

AGVA

Miss Russell's take of $15,000 was

put into escrow with the courts
ttending arbitration. Miss RusseU is
10 have whatever portion of it the
court decides She should be paid.
According to Loew, the fact that
she failed to appear properly
gowned is only a small part of the

Bureau

of In-

Revenue claims Potson did
not report gaming winnings and that
comedians are reported to have lost

$85,000 to him.

Ringling Circus !hie In
N. Y. April 9, teling

Only Half Easier Wk.

&

Bailey circus
Ringling, Barnum
opens ai 32-day. run at Madison

Judge Kun, in his huddh; with Square Garden, New York, starting
counsel for the Cafe Owners Assn, April 9i the big top getting the beneand both segments of the union, sug- fit of only half of Easter Week, floly
gested that the owners be "left Week, usually a natural for the ciralone" until the issue was finally cus will be skipped entirely, because
adjudicated. Two hearings on the the Garden wanted to protect itself
in case its Ranger hockey team was
matter are scheduled this week.
Cafe operators, in the middle of in the playoffs. When the club was
this dispute, were trying to keep shut, out of title play the Garden
neutral, with out-of-town acts car- ask RBB to open ahead of schedlile,
rying cards stamped with the of- but the equipment was not ready for
ficial okay of the New York office, shipping out of winter quarters at
and local acts carrying Philly AGVA Sarasota, Fla. Last season's Garden
engagement -rated the most profitcards.
able on the itinerary, ,was -for 39
days. Top again will be $6.
Many of the new turns engaged
San Antonio Hitery iiz
in Europe are on the way overseas
but as the show will be practically
new it was irapractible to advance
Off From
the opening date. John 'Ringling
San Antonio, March 25.
North stated that 40 acts are being
Local night club operators are be- imported but at least three will not
moaning the lack of biz which has arrive in time for the debut. With
struck the local night club scene. the hockey playoffs out, the Garden

m%-h^n

I

N.Y, Opening Shows; Barred
The

Own It Soon, iayk

She'll

Thursday

morning

agenti-

session at Loew's State, M.

Y ws«
nixed last week by Sidney
"pie?
raont, house booker, who
ordered
that only percenters with acts
on thS

Pittsburgh, March. 25.
Bea Wallace, early instrumental bill come in for the
first shb*
radio performer here and for the Other agents
WiU get passes ior subi
and a half years featured sequent shows.
organist at
Club LuMarba, has
In taking this step, iPiermont
has
hung up her squeeze-box to sample broken a 20-year tradition.
It's beeji
the other side of the nitery field, the custom of percenters
to hit thi
She's been named assistant manager preem layout every
Thursday Sn|
at the spot where she's been for so congregate on the
left

last four

side of the

long.

house.
The agents, for their own
Gal becomes chief aide to John amusement, have usually
put on a
bOniface at do'writown show that frequently
Competed wifh
™
room owned jointly by Lou Abrams, the stage layout.
John (Harp) Vaughan and Bill
It wasn't that kind of competition
Peters,
Place until recently was that Piermont minded,

Maganotti,

to testify

in the case against Michael Potson,
gambler, under indictment for eva-

sion of income tax.
ternal

-

.

Costello will

territory.

Miss Russell's salary has been
guaranteed by Music Corp. of Amer-

State.

be subpoenaed to appear before a known as Villa Madrid, getting a
Federal grand Jury April 1 if plans rechristening from new owners.
of Govehunehf attorneys go through,

Funsters Claim the games were
purely social and amount reported
is ridiculous. Potson, whose earnings
were supposed to total $500,000 for
equity suits are ' pendirig in the the years 1940-43, has just bought
union squabble. Both factions have Colismo's, night club here, from Irv
'filed
actions against each other Benjamin last week. He was host at
seeking to be declared legally the the club several years back.
sole representatives of AGVA in this

m

to proceed.

Potsen, longtime former
and Lou Polen purchased
from Irv
was consummated last week.

Mike

.

on Miss Russell's appearance was
centered on inappropriate costum-

$20,000

She

Agents T§® lick Competition For

owner,

measure up to show biz standards eithw in appearance or ability.
But the major Loew beef is that she
violated a speoiflc contra:ctual obli-

36, I947

25.

Colosimo'S, Chicago nitery,
Benjamin for $55,000. Deal

didn't

started when E. M.
of the Florida Latin
Quarter, sought an adjudication of
Miss Russell's $15,000 salary for
week of March 3 appearance at that
spot, Loew Claimed Miss Russell had
spoiled any chances of his coming
Difficulties

Loew, owner

additional

AGVA

complaint. Loew says she "looked
terrible" in unbecoming gowns. But
that the gowns may have failed to
reveal the Russell assets didn't concern Loew or Lou Walters, his Latin

Arbitration of the dispute betw«teh the Latin Quarter, Miami

ing.

Chicago; March

Mwch

Tuthill

Agency Sets

but the at»
tending ruckusy Which often proved
disconcerting to lay audiences, did
and irritated. patrons don't applaud.
A by-product of the percenter
shindigs was the slamming of the

shows especially by those who
didn't have acts playing there,"
The agents aren't really barred—
they can still continue going to the
Lectnres and Badio opening-show sessions merely by
their own way in. It's just
paying
Daniel S. Tuthill, former vieepee

Talent for Iteries,

&

of National Goncert

who

recently

wettt

Artists Corp,,
into personal

a

means

management on his own, has lined
up a dozen performers for nitery, Folly,
lecture and r.adio dates, and is al-

fcC;B^

Goes into 3-Day Policy

ready booking for next season. Lecture circuit built up by Tuthill in
NCAC's pop division is serving as
nucleus for dates.

to discourage their coining.

Kansas City,>March
Folly

tteatre,

lone

25,

•

burlesque

house in the area, recently cut its
headed by Punninger,
oiSer>ation in half. House is now opRecent signings include erating only
Saturdays, Sundays,
Harold Keel, lead in the Broadway
and Mondays, where it previously
legiter "Oklahoma," who is. due to
had operated fuU-'week. New policy
head the London comi>any opening is no
attempt at split-week; house
in May; Virginia Haskins, alternate
is dark other days.
in "Carousel" who will also sing
Folly is one house in the circuit
with N. Y. City Center Opera Co.;
operated by Arthur Clamage and
Eddie Manson, nitery harmonica
and operated by the
player; Mr, and Mrs. George R, Warren Irons
latter, Hc had been in Chi early
Brown, with music-box nitery act;
part of the season handling a house
Paul Wing, radio emcee; Edward
List
is
mentalist.

the pair recently acquired there,
gospel
singer;
Dave Fred Spear, who handled the FpUy
Caiden, "laugh" man; F. Stephen
during Irons' Chi stay, recently left
Hamilton, mentalist; Pete Mack,
and returned to publicity linci
humorist, and- John Scarne. Latter
will do two acts, one of card manipulations and magic, the other an exAIXAN TONES CABBIES OK
pose on gambling and card-sharps.
Omaha, March 26.

MacHugh,

Tuthill also has
he's plugging as
ments.
One is
Hire," with John

six radio shows
Allan Jones, currently playing, the
suminer replace- Orpheum, suffered a severe attack
"Adventure for of laryngitis last Sunday (23) and

Loder;

another,

given hospital treatment.

"Home, Sweet Home," with Isabel
However, he was able to continue
who coauthored the his performances by cutting the
Broadway legiter, "Spring Again," number of songs to two instead of
on which this show is based; a quiz seven he originally scheduled.
show, "Put and Take"; a mystery,
"It's a Crime"; an aude participation show for dog-owners, "Calling
AU Dogs," and Dimninger.
Leighton,

.

One spot

muMmm
'Comedy Dsiice

Antici'

CiiiTently

RKO COLONIAL
DAYTON, ©HIO
Dir.:

MAXTV ROSEN

in the downtowh area ad- is virtually bare of attractions for
mitted readily that receipts wCre off the coming (Holy) week. A boxing
50%. Another estimated its slump show was Staged last year on Good
at

about 20%.

Instead of struggling to find good
tables for patrons, local club managers are having a time trying to

Carroll to

Friday night and was a bust, so no
fights are Carded,
For some unexplained reason the

CaL State

Capital

spaces.

TfOBERTS

on Labor Beef

Hollywood, March

25.

Assn. of Theatrical Ageht.s and ManEarl Carroll, following up on the
classified the circus as a complaints he registered in
Washbright night in the week is Satur- road show, with a proviso that no mgton, D. C, last week,
has also
day, Operators are hoping that con- agent of a Broadway show could be contacted State solons
in Sacraditions will pick up after Easter.
on the RBB prei^ staff. An exception mento with a protest on union pracwas made for Bill Fields general tices. His beefs are aimed prinpress agent for the Playwrights cipally at the American
Federation
Company who has been seasonally of Musicians and the International
with the big top during its New Alliance of Theatrical
Stage EmYork date. Press staff of the RBB ployees (stagehands),
•
show have been in the union for
Carroll planed out of here Thursyears despite the fact that it's es- day
night (20) for a session up
sentially an outdoor attraction,
north with State Senator Ralph
Beverly Kelley again heads the Swing
and Assemblyman M. Philip
press department,
addi-

camouflage empty

Only agers has

MENTAllSISwAWCICAL MASTERS
OpenlOK April

3

GRADY
HOTEL

HeNRir

"Aotanta; OA,

.

his staff in
tion to Fields being Allen Lester, Al
Head and Sam Stratton, while Frank
Morrissey will handle radio pub"

licity.

Davis

oh planned legislation

NEED NEW

that

would curb union pressuring of employers on wages and increased
of workers, two experiences

@AGS7
Don FrankdI't

AFM, and lATSE

band
Fiv«

Heads Seasonal
Opener at Cohoes, N. Y. Western Acts Show Off

Aiier

line.

Grant Into Horseshoe
Barney Grant has joined the Diamcjnd Horseshoe, N. Y.. show as
replacement for Ross and La Pierre.

was necessitated by
Frank Ros.s.
went into Billv Rose's

Substitution
illness of
.

Team

nitery as replacement for Jackie
Gleason, who was stricken with
acute appendicitis. Until Ross and
La Pierre were bbojted. Milton
Berle, Henny Youngman and Bert

Wheeler played one-night Stands at
the Horseshoe.

DOOKmg

C«ll-

W'

novoltlei,

p»tt«r.

illlforont

I""";

12,000 worils •(
$1.00.
Query mo for liijlfun.
vidufti

matorlftl,

0»"

Frankol, Desk V,, I5W
So. Honion Avo., CiilcMo
23.

Performers of the Salt Lake City
Comedian Mischa Aucr will head
the show at Terrace Gardeim. Cohoes, area have organized into the InterN. Y., opening its summer at'ason mountain Entertainers Assn. a sort
of "audition" organization
April 5,
which exOthers on the bill will he Stan hibits the work of members lookini'
Irwin, .Mimi Walters and a. Wally for work.
Call it a talent's own

Wanger

BI6-

tain new orlBln'l
p ft rod Ids, monologues,

recently concluded here with
Local
47, of

iint»rt»l;-

NOW
OER a BETTER.

erj hullrtlns,

numbers

org.

Outfit has been presenting
shows
to showcase its
performers.
Two
have alr eady been s taged tliis
ycai

Candy Stevens has been set for
a
tour of the Tivoli circuit.
Australia.

iHn^ai
139

i.

S7tb ».. H. Y. C.

PU

Curnf^Byrd-'URoy
oinictiM mxtntx

K08EN

ON TOUR

W4W

f
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H. C. of

Orch Snag Eased In
N.Y. Rio Cabana Date 'Availabilities'

L Reprts Seare Europan

Key to Agency Raids

Val Olman's orch

is slated to open
Rio Cabana, N. Y., April 3.
Spot has been attemptinig to place

at the

Despite the fftct that many Eurodouble and
pean acts can
Viple coin In the united States over
what they're Currently drawing in

wary

they're

of

Wences

when approached, pointed

the tales that hotel rooms,
if available, cost around

Deal made by the William Morris
agency.

Eddie Skrnian

Sliips

EigU

For

to

when and
$6

to Aussie

to 0.0.

and good mealS hover around $2.
After comparing cost of similar
items in their, native country, they

Eddie Sherman, long an indie
vaude booker and personal manager,
left Saturday (22) on the Queen
figure that they're better off where Elizabeth for England to' expedite
the
isn't
though
pay
even
they ate
passage and, arrange financial mat-

-

as high.

ters for a series of film names he's
was booking into British vauders.
Sherman is booking acts for a new

Despite these 'fears, Lederer

able to persuade 40 acts to sign for
the circus. Of that number passage
for 36 has already been arranged,
and four visas are in doubt.

circuit—International Entertainment,
Ltd.— which is leasing large houses

England for vaude presentation.
Already set are Abbott & Costello

lOIM^
First major ice show to play
Mexico City has been set for April
24 for 12 days, when "Holiday on
Ice" plays the Nacional Stadium,
in a tie-up with the Ministry of
Education. Part of the proceeds will

which

is still

comparatively
simple. An agent attempting to talk
ah act into staying with office "A,"
instead of switching to office "B,"
will pick up "B's" Ust, point to .the
number of acts laying off and use
that as a talking point and attempt
to
persuade the performer from
changing affiliations.
Agencies are considering removing

While

most

peting agencies
switching.

Of Beieg Party

to Flop

to Jan. 1
are

cafes

summer season

day)

points

diffi-

;

culties encountered by bonifaces as
soon ai grosses start slipping. Bistro,
run by Dario and Jimmy Vernon,
had attempted to keep the spot go-

seeking

ing by bids to topliners, many ol
them reported at above their usual

tion.

Changeover to new method is
deemed important at this time inasmuch as the present nitery slump has
employment, and many per-

salaries.

However, big names are wary of
Monte Proser o£ the Copacabana, working a club which has started
New York, has bought up a supply to decline in dsa wing power, inasof top-notchers sufficient to last un- much as they don't want to be in on

a show-to-show

basis,

hit act

•

formers

around tot

are shopping
other affiliations.

the closing, fearing loss of pi'estige.
They claim that the trade loves to
put the blame for the shuttering on
the neck of the unlucky talent involved. Consequently there's a fear
their value will drop for subsequent
dates.

into

actis

is

the letter "A," meaning "Available,"
Crom the list. By this method, a rival
office will be hard put to determine
the number of acts laying off.
Changeover to this method would entail considerably riiore office iVork, as
a duplicate list showing the letter
"A" wilHiave to be made up for the
submitting agent's private informa-

foldo for
night (Tues-

Y.,

last

up the two-way

talk

to

Modus operandi

Nitery Taleit's Fear

La Martinique, N.

til Jan. 1, 1948.
As the lineup .^now reads, Ruth
Etting opens tomorrow (Thursday)
for three weeks, with Carmen Miranda heading the next layout. Peter Lind Hayes has been set to open
in May or June, and Tony Martin is
re-signod to Open around August.
Joe E. Lewis- is slated to open late
September or early October for a
run until New Year's day. Lewis'
pact hasn't been completed as yet,
but Proser expects it to be completed without trouble since the
Copa is his custoitaary N. Y. stand.

See Report hris

Froni now on, he said, he was
going to buy "unknown names"
for one-third the price.

Hastens M.Y. Cafe's Fold

Sherman is arranging for transfer
money out of that country and
studying physical layout of houses.
He'll return around April 22.

&

by New York niteries recently
led one dialectic owner of a local
bistro to- bemoan the cost of
"name" performers and to assert
he was turning over a new leaf.

the

Names

encountered

of which generally hit their coinpetition. It's been discovered that the
talent offices are Using lists Of com-

open.

C@pa,N.Y.,SetOn

talent agencies are consider-

ing a revamping of the lists they're
submitting to booking offices, copies

Leaf

business

OT.

N. Y.

SIGNS

ILL

FOR UQU0E CREDIT

/

Prior to the shuttering. La Martinique's owners sent out wires to
agencies and big spenders inviting

Falk bill providmg for a $2,000
annual license fee in New York for
Nitery Biz on S^^^
cafes permitting credit on customer
a "gala farewell party."
tippling tabs was signed yesterday
Paris nitery business is on the
(Tuesday) by Gov. Dewey. Measure,
slide, according to Jack and Billie
introduoed in January, provides for
See, European vauders .in on the
Morales'
Plus
a lower $1,200 license fee in towns
Queen Elizabeth Friday (21), who
under 100,000 population.
said that government income tax
No Proser-Podell Split
New York bonifaces are generally
people have declared war on French
No secret about Monte Proser and
black marketeers. As a result, say
Noro Morales, who last appeared agreed on the need for such a measthe dancers, none of the moneyed Julius Podell feuding at the Copaca- in the N.Y. ar^a last season for long ure, although many feel that the
French cabaret trade, will show bana, N. Y., with the former having runs at the fembassy and Riviera cost 6f such license is high. They
out that the Longchamps
their faces in the heavy spenderies other interests on the Coast (the new niteries, will play his first guaran- point
when he chain of restaurants liquor license
tefe and percentage deal
foi: fear one of the tax boys will Troc, indie film deal, etc.) but unsee and label them with a black likely that there will be a schism opens at the Havana-Madrid, N.Y., revocation was based extensively on
until certain basic details are set. tomorrow (Thursday). Rhumlja outextension of credit on drinks.
market tag.
Meanwhile, vaudeville is flourish- One is the liquor license which is fit has been set for $3,000 guarantee
However, it's pointed out that
ing with acts receiving much better in Proser's name; ditto the nitery's plus 40% of the gross over $15,000.
most cafes and hotel rooms permit
money than prewar, but virtually lease. Anyway, Proser has a roster In addition. Morales will also play a regular patrons ana guests to sign
a checks. Once the State Liquor Ausession
for
unable to buy anything in the face of names lined up for the future. Sunday, rhumba
of inflation, according to the couple. Podell, who represents other in- straight 40% take.
thority gets peeved at any operator,
Havana-Madrid during this period it's claimed, it can clamp down on
The Sees pointed out that there is terests, owns around 40%, as" does
a widening gap between the top 14 Proser, with the remaining 20% un- is making an all-out bid to recap- that count alone.
ture trade.
Two weeks after the
or 15 acts and the lower drawer derstood independently held.
Proser flew to Hollywood Mon- Morales preem, Carlos Ramirez will
vauders in France, with the former
Joe E. Lewis set for El Rancho
taking in top money while others day (24) for a week's quickie in con- join the show as co-headliner, with
nection with the Troc and bis future Teddy Rodriquez and the Socassas Vegas, Las Vegas, starting April 30
get slough-off bookings.
picture plans.
at $S,000 weekly.
orch in support;
«

3G

%

Tor iavana-iaW

.

'

Rassell ia Toront« Opener
Russell, emcee-singer-comeheads opening show at new
Northlin,
opening
Toronto,

Bob
Bob

April 1.
He's in for

When the Curbello contract exone orchestral obstacle is still
overcome. Cafe would like to
get out of a 12-week commitment
with the i'upi Campo orch, date of

headliners on

See

borliness to Yanqui enterprises. Another factor In favijr of that date is
ftie fact that Pres. Aleman of Mexico, will return JRresident Truman's
visit during the time the icer will
play the Mexican dates.
Show will carry its. own tank on
flieMeX tour.

Club

spot
it not
for the heavy overhead caused by the
two bands. Spot said by management
to be doing little better than breaking even.

at $25,000; Peggy Ann
Garner, for 10 weeks at $10,000, and
Gloria Jean,
There's a possibility
that Budy 'Vallee may play there.

weeks

of

go to the Mexican school system.
"Holiday" has also been booked
for a four-day date following its
Mexico City stand at the Monterey
Coliseum,
where bullfights are
staged, for four days starting May 8.
Bladesshow is expected to get
hefty attendance because of the recent visit by President Truman to
Mexico, which is reported to have
jeenerated considerable good-neigh-

dian,

Management claims that
would be making mOney were

in

for four

MEXICO CITY TO PLAY

'

Major
Spotty

pires,
to be

VaodersforU,S.Ads

daily

Perfonners of Competitive (hdfits

A New

Senor Wences, ventriloquist, has in when Machito's contract expires
been booked to pjay 10 weeks on April 2, Jose Curbello orch, alternate
the Tivoli circuit, Australia, start- rhumba outfit, will leave the Rio
Cabana May 2.
ing June 2.

coming

Europe,
over even If handed signed contracts.
They've heard about the high-costof-living here.
Hans Lederer, who returned recently from Europe, where he signed
talent for the Ringling Bros, and
Barnum & Bailey Qircus, says that
overseas talent has heard so many
stories of the h. c. of 1. in the U. s.
that acts are being_ scared off. Many
acts,

(hi

this outfit since its opening two
weeks ago, but commitments made
by previous management to Machito's
orch couldn't be shifted. Olman goes

two weeks with op-

tions.

AL lORDE PRESIENTS

Lombard Rejoins

The SemaltoiMl

Morris Agcy. in Clii
Pat Lombard rejoined the Chicago

THE SINGING STAR AT
LOU WALTERS'
LATIN QUARTER, New York

office of the William Morris agency
Monday (24). He had quit as boss
of the branch just betore last Xroas,

presumably in anger over a bonus

He

situation.
position.

returns to the same

New

York, the Morris agency
headquarters added a new man the
same day. He's ex-maestro Barry
what he will hanExactly
Winton.
dle is unjlisclosed but it's assumed
he will work in the hotel and cafe
of conadvantage
division to take
tacts made as a bandleadet.
In

F% Is

'

im

I

K> Wm

Ei

SIMPKINS

Big Difference
March

Pittsburgh,

trade
ago for the beer-and-pretzel
coming
at no cover-no minimum, is
back at $3 top next month for a
jazz piano concert at Syria Mosque,

5100 Aleda Club. Chiba(|o

Parodies ! Ipecial Songs ! Bits !
Draw from our library, one of the

I

1^

most

JargeAt,

comprehensive

In

Showbiz!

,

* J»« Catalog JPRBEl
* Ex«inslTe material onr
J.

&

Bpecialt^l

H. KLEINMANI

aS.31.K 30th Rood,

I. I.

25.

THANKS

Art Tatura, who played Mercur's
Music Bar here only a few weeks

BENNY MEROFF

Cily 2, N. Y.

Telephone: Aatoris. 8-6SS5

local

6i long-hair music.

home

been booked for April

Then
Tatum

a
is

month

or

so

coming back

He s

26.

after
to the

that,

Mer-

managecur spot, having promised
ment a return when he completes
the rectial
his month-long tour of
halls;

FRANK BRUNI for my jtart af FLORENTINE ©ARDENS, L A. (10 months);
HARiJY ALTMAN and HARRY WALLENS for a 4th
engagement

TOWN

*t

CASINO, BUFF. (M*/

lor

o

returli^

engagement at

week* at

CHEZ PAR EE.

MAXINE LEWIS

for

for

forthcoming

appearance

VIUA^E

vAN<5ijA*M>r

New

York

HARRY MiLLlR

for a 4th

CLEER. BALTO. (June

lABIO:
p*r. Me>.:

W.

Sasidays. 3-3:15

Eiem mitv

1HA St., New

Yerl, il

f-Un

P.Mn

at

CHANTI-

Sthl.-

WNEW
CORP.

rersomil

M AMiWCA

Mmagjcr

PHIL SHELLEY

Sth

a

engageirient
18th);

4 week engagement

at

my

for

LATIN QUARTER,

SZ

of the William Morris
:weel(» every /e^iri
:

,

ISM
managtment

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY/
M«w Ywh

(July

current engagement
N. Y. (5th time);

HARRY KALCHEIM
fof

at

SEV-

..

...nth);

exclusive

WmC

for

for a

LOU WALTERS

.

est.

NOW (Indefinitely)
^

engagement

engagement

N. Y.;

£RLY HILLS COUNTRY CiUU, CINN.

at

4 consecutive engagements at
WALTON ROOF, PHILA. (opening at your
LATIN CASINO, PHILA. April 18th);
for

future return

for

LATIN QUARTER, BOSL (May

SAM TUCKER

LAST FRONTIER. LAS VEGAS (Sept. 26th );

JACK LYNCH

—

A.;

ROXY THEATRE.

MICKEY REDSTONE

24

CHI.j

L

CLUB,

at

BER66R fbr an engagement at tATIN
gUARTER, CHI. (rt«ard-brMkIngi 13 wh».l;

CHICAGO

engagement at SUPPER

an

for

SAMMY RAIICH

(June 23rd);

RALF'H

appearanee at the

for an

THEATRE, CHI.;

Sth);

FRANK BARBARA
BOWERY. DET.

JOEY JACOBSON and MIKE FRITZEL

SULLIVAN

NATE PLATT

LARRY POTtER

C6i«a4o

lavcrily

Mlb

INC.

at

Agency

Wwlneaday, March 26, I947

vAUBEinnuuE

PlaniKd for Atlantic City Steel Pier
—~
—

coming summer,
Dick
booked
already
has
Spot
Haymes and is raakuig offers to
Jack Benny, Bob Hope, Danny Kaye
Dinah Shore, Andrews sisters and
Abbott and Costello. Pier has already signed a series of bands inhistory during the

j

^

Wiwo
WlnS "VaoofiAn
VaCauuIl
Bonus for 'Hcartaches*

Kurt Webster, WBT, Charlotte,
N. C, disk jockey who played Ted
Weems' disking of jHeartaches"
^ national disk and sheet sales
hit, is being brought to New York
b„ Leeds Music ttiis week.
Idea is
to give the guy a N. Y. vacation as
a bonus for his job. While in N. Y.
Web.ster will do his daily
show
at WCBS. the CBS chain flagship in
N. Y„ for transmission to
by direct wire.
Webster began playing Weems'
disking on his nightly (midnight)
show at the behest of a Charlotte
Decca distrib, who felt enough of a
local demand could be created for
*e disk to rid his shelves of a batch
of dusty copies.

'

j

!

Tex

March

WBT

1

1

|

"

^

'

j

is in on the operation of both. Steel Pier is operated by

Hamid

in

Abe

Colony

club,

won

a reprieve from

his scheduled March 28 electrocution when Illinois Supreme Court

sustained penalty and then granted
stay of execution until May 23. This
permitted his attorney to file appeal
with United States Supreme Court.
Conviction arose out of Weisberg's
murder of auto salesman in loop
bistro here on Oct. .23, 1945.

'Best Years'

Crowds

Yande Out of Tower,
K. C, for Brief Period
Kansas

City,

March
Tower

25.

theVaude goes out of tlie
week ending April 3

atre with the

make way
the Academy
of Our Lives"

showing of
winner, "Best Years

for road

at a price schedule of
$1 for mats and $1.50 for nights.
Tower is a 2,100-seater of the iPox

Atlantic City Season

Ellis,

in

RGOO

Vanity Fair Package

Julius ("Dolly") Weisberg, former

co-owner with Louis Falkenstein of
Hi-Hat nitery here and more remoney-losing
in
partner
cently

to

George .Hamid

conjunction with

25,

WBT

i

the summer is the Pier's 50th anniversary, which comes in the middle
of June. Spot will run big promotions and mare institutional ads than
heretofore.
With the huge talent budgets going
to the Steel Pier, it's likely that the
resort's Million Dollar Pier, will cut
down its talent outlays considerably

'

,

J OCKey

j

eluding Frankie Carle, Charlie Spivak. Jimmy Dorsey, Elliot Lawrence,

Beneke, Randy Brooks and
Sammy Kaye, Vaughn Monroe and
Stan Kenton and is attempting to get
liOUis Prima to complete the lineup,
Reason for increased budget for

•^

-j-

I

AHan Jones

Owner Wins Reprieve
Chicago,

steel Pier, Atlantic City, is plan- 4nin-} the biggest talent outlays in its

Rosenbloom-Baer,

Condemned Chi Nitery

^est Talent Outlays In Its History

Vanity Fair, N. Y. nitery, which

Coming

.

headed by, Gertrude Niesen,
Haymes opens at the Golden Gate
11.
Jones and/ the ex-fl.ght theatre, San Francisco at the head
champs were sold as a package by of a unit which will include Helen
Forrest, starting June 18. He'll follow
Frederick Bros., for $7,000 weekly.
New show represents some pruning with the Oriental, Chicago, Aug. 21
of the cafe's budget inasmuch as and ^he Palace theatre, Cleveland
Miss Niesen was signed at $7,500 plus Aug. 18, and the Steel Pier, Atlantic
overages on gross above $45,000, City, June 15, for eight days. He wili
while Jan Murray, co-headlining draw a guarantee and percentage
bill

•

April

with Miss Niesen, is getting a reported $1,750. Spot is still getting
other performers for the April 11

,

.

,

.

Focus;

calling for 50% of the gross over
a
certain figure.
At the Steel Pier
deal calls for $35,000 guarantee, but

layout.

has lower percentage

The Jones-Rosenbloom-Baer setup
first package ever sold
by Frederick Bros, to a Broadway
cafe. Cafe and theatre departments
of -that agency have been virtually
dormant since Charlie Yates left that

Andrews si.sters are slated to open
at the Golden Gate, April 16 on a
deal calling for $12,500 plus a split

represents the

with 'singers paying for two other
acts on the layout. They start at the

May

Oriental,

two or

for

1

go with Joe Glaser's Associ- weeks on a flat deal
ated .Booking Agency. B, W, Fred$12,500 for themselves.
erick, head of the N. Y. office, recently added considerable manpower

-

May

,

•

—

|

clauses.-

outfit to

Philly

Terrace

three
calling for

Room

Exits

leers for Stra^ht

Few Changes Ex]

.

,

Into

Trio Set Vaode

Two more fairly fresh names have
two weeks ago inaugurated a ndbeen added to the talent roster play
minimum policy, last week signed for
ing vaude, Dick Haymes and th^
Allan Jones, Maxie Rosenbloom and Andrews sisters have signed
for a
Max Baer to follow current run of series of theatre dates.

which includes Tom Kettering^ transferred from the Hollywood office,
Midwest Amusement Corp., operated and Hattie Alihoft. The Vanity Fair
deal was closed by Frederick and
contract
with
management
under a
Kettering.
Atlantic City, March 25.
Barney Joffee. Joffee has operated
"As the summer nears seasonal double features with vaude for a
and year around businessmen here number of years with but one or
Bumetle
Piay
are readying plans. With amuse- two interruptions.
^^^^ business on the skids all over
Goldwyn film takes over the house
the country, the question is what's on a stiff percentage deal, however,
ers ffl
^^^^^ ^^U year?
and regular house policy is being
Deal
is
dn
for
Smiley
Burnette,
unit
days sitarting June 15 with a full
A survey so ..far discloses that set aside tentatively. "Years" is ex- Columbia cowboy player^ to. play
that will include Helen Forrest. He's
in pl^ns pected to run several weelts, prob- Alaskan one-nighters, following a
been booked for $35,000 plus a split. there is no great change
years in the majority of ably four, after which the regular tour of towns in Oregon and Washover
other
Daily
News
SuUivan,
Ed
N. Y.
resort's Summer ventures. Mo- films with vaude policy likely will
ington. No deals have been set in
Broadway columnist, has been the
tion picture houses will opierate as return at regular 65c. top.
that territory, but if concluded Burbooked to emcee the show.
usual, as \will the one pier remainnette would plane to Alaska for a
ing to do business this year at the
few dates.
old stand-George Hamid's Steel
Burnette started a two- week date
Saranac Lake
Libliy Succeeds Wanger
pier. Million dollar pier, which for
at the Golden, Gate theatre, Stui
By Happy Benwiiy
Francisco, last week after which be
As Waiters Prod. Aideim?jor^atoacLr°wm^
hits
the- northwest territory.
Sairanac Lake, March 25.
purposes
exhibition
commercial
Dr. Harold Rodner, chief execuGeorge Libby, indie line and unit
only.
tive of Will Rogers Fund, in for a
producer, has joined the Loii' Walters
Night
clubs will bfi fewer, go will
general 0.0. of the lodge, took time Mass. H<Mfbrauhaus, Op's
stalf at the Latin Quarter, N. Y., to
Spots which last
top name acts.
take charge of production.
out to hello and mitt every patient
year tried to make their way with
Pants, 2G Lost in Fire
Libby succeeds Wally Wanger, who
arid handed each an indispensable
big names,' from present indications,
Springfield, Mass., March 25.
recently resigned to open a chorus
gift, acting as a belated Santa Claus.
won't use that; policy again, and
Hofbrauhaus at Turner Park, East
casting agency in
Y.
Lillian (Par ) Bergson, who has
some of them may not open as night
Longmeadowt
burned to the ground
been bedded too long with the ffu,
clubs at all.
early
Monday
(24) in a $75,000 blaze
upped for two meals a day with pix
There is a trend to cut liquor
and visiting privileges; also flash- which firemen said started from a
prices here in most small spots, with

the concessionaire.
Hamid is shopping around for a
diftferent angle this year for the Million Dollar. JThere's the possibility
he'll use the hciuse'for an industrial
exhibit, consequently live talent
plans are in abeyance. Whether the
exhibit comes through or not, Hamid
,
..„
,
still plans to get^top pictures for the
Million Dollar Pier
Haymes has been set for eight

Haynws, Andrews

Bis

Tenrace room of the Benjamin
Franklin hotel, Philadelphia, on ah
iceshow policy for four years, has
switched to regulation floor-shows
starting

Monday

(24).

Initial
show has Thalia, A.
Cantu and Barbara Leeds.

J,

]

'

'

Max

Tisltman Back

As

Indie;

Anger to GAC

Max Tishman, with the General
Artists Corp. theatre dept. for four
years, left that agency Friday (21) to
open his own office. He was succeeded by Bferry Anger, who joined
the agency Monday (24). Prior to his
joining GAC, Tishman for many
years was an indie agent.
Anger, former producer and dismanager for the Warner Bros,
in Washington,^ D. C, has

trict

circuit

more recently been booker

for the

Club Cairo, Washington, which account he's taken with him to GAC.
Jean Carroll, comedienne,
Capitol, N. Y„ in May.

smoldering cigaret. Owner of the
Harbor Bar, uptown, ^c<- ing progres.sing clinic report.
Robert (lATSE) Connelly, after a spot. Gene Kreiner, barely escaped
ing its beer tariff from 10c to 5c
with his family, so quickly d|d the
and liquor accordingly, it setaos five month stay in the colony,
checked out. He is continuing the flames sweep through the Club- and
doubtful that larger places

into.

one, the

WilldH

beach &ont cure at the Veteran's hospital. Sunmount, N. Y.
At last this writer has found out
his rating at the Will Rogers. Eddie
age.
Definite policy will shape up ac- Vogt cracked, "I would not trust
cording to circumstances' between Benway any further than" I could
now and the date the. seasdn offi- throw the Anniversary number of
cially opens, usually the first week VAR»mr". (He just recently finished
in July. Last summer brought a big reading it).
Jim E. Lee, columnist of the Worcrowd but no big spending. This
year the crowd is expected to be cester (Mass.) Gazette, who pens
"Backstage and on the Aisle," bedded
larger,
the
spending
but
still
with mean .case of bursitis. But he
smaller.
No legit in sight although one or took time out between aches to greet
two of the beachfront hotels may and shoot us some reading material
try. Globe is expected to run buir- for the lodge's library.
-Jean Lefko in from Philadelphia
lesque once more, although business
to chat and ogle her brother Sam
was none too good last year.
This year the Steel pier will cele- (RKO) Lefko, who has a mess of
brate its golden anniversary, and good clinic reports which okays him
George Hamid, its operator, is for all privileges.
"Duke" Huntington and his frau
readying plans to make the occasion one in which the entire com- back from a Florida vacation flashing
munity
participate. He's taking a heavy tan and much idded poundthe .viewpoint that the pier is a age. Duke is the j uke-box king of this
very tangible part of the resort's locality.
history.
A. B. "Tony" Anderson, manager
Summer opening of the pier is of local Pontiac theatre here, elected
down April 18, the date the pier mayor of Saranac Lake.
first opened 50 years ago.
James (RKO) McCarthy positively
Hamid
and other pier officials will meet beat the rap in is mOnth.s. Has his
with city commissioners and other all-clear papers and will resume

into line, especially the

where the liquor now runs a
dollar a drink at the bar' as an aver-
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HAPPV TIMES & JOLLY MOMENTS
OpenInK Lonv'ti

8tat<<,
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DIR.: HAT4!X

New Sork

ROSEN

officials to plan a big hoopla.
plans no change of policy.

He work

as a staffer in the:

office of

New York

RKO.

COMEDY

bowling alleys.

PATTER

Kreiner did not have tipne to grab
for his trousers which had $2,000
in weekend receipts in them. Only
one third of the loss was covered by
insurance.

Per AH Brcweiies
FUN>MA.<STER
Noa.

tlira

1

OF BLACK-OUTS"

"BOOiC
N.C. Connt^

S

Bans Camys

Raleigh,

March

The Harnett county board of commissioners has passed a resolution
which makes it unlawful for a carnival of any kind to appear in the
county.
This order banning carnivals from the county came at the
request of a large number of merchants and business men, it was
pointed out.

The

resolution adopted by the
board states "that it shall hereafter
be unlawful for any person, firm or

.@ ^0.00 Par Vol., Cf
$SOJX> for 3 Vob,

Vols.
'

"BOOK OF

25.

at Thcairieah

SA@ FILES
@ $1.00 msk

22

10 Ssdi

PAltOIHES"

PamdlM

for $10.00

"HOW TO MASTER
THE CEREMONIES"
CHmv t«

ll»

an Bmcce)

$3.00 Par Copy

No COJD.'s <n any

material!

B

route aim. «cad permanent addrcH.'

PAULA SMITH
200 W. S4fh

%U Msw Tor&

If. H.?-

corporation

engaged within the
county of Harnett in the business of
a carnival company or in the
exhibition of a show of like kind
and
that no privilege license shall be issued by the county of Haifnett
to
permit the showing."
County officials pointed out that
the law will not apply to
strictly
agricultural fairs, circuses, minstrels
or other legitimate sh6vCs whidi
do
not carry the usual troe of carnival

THERFS OHLY ONi

FAYB
CURREt^TLY

Uncle Henry Berlinghof (Morris
Mac Eichler resigned la.st week Office), in for short vacasti at Csimp concession anfl gambUng stands.
as USO-Camp Shows publicity di- Intermission; sapped lip a mess of
rector. Succeeded by Gerald iLycin^ fresh air and highballed back to the
Itoii koliz set for the Glenn
Ren.
Big-Town.
in New York.
dezvous, Newporti
Ky.,
starting
Betty Blessing, formerly of ParaApril 11 for two weeks.
mount home Office and recently
connected With Dr. Edgar Mayer's
N. Y. Office, checked in" as a new
arrival and is now under the ob-

tlO. CABANA.
CHICAGO. lU.

,

servation period.

Dr. Edgar Mayer, first Chiefmedico of the old NVA and Will
Rogers sanatorium, off to India for
T.B. research work.
Irving "Butch" Wilbur and Sylvia
Abbott (Now Mr. & Mrs.) here for
a two week vacash and also getting
a general cheek-up; both are in the

THE INK SPOTS

pink.

Elizabeth

Mal.-^tlNIVaSAL

SMrtkig Moreb 21
Buffalo. N. Y.

McYAN'S.

M9

Mounsey and Theresa

Biviano master, ed the Phrenic
ATIKACTIONS (Nerve)
operation with a smile, both
New York
doing O.K. and resting witli comfort.
Write to tlibse that are ill.

Hfth AviMiiM,

IF YOU ARE AN EXPERIENCED
sbPftAilO 5 fe^t 8
inches TALL. THERI |$ A STEAPT JOB
FOR YOU WITH A COMEDIAN OF REPUTATiON^

APPLY AT
BILLY ROSE'S

HIAMONO HORSESHOE

6N WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY and
AT THREE
f

MARCH

2Atli.

FRIDAY

P.M.
27Hk «iHl 29tii}

'

,

Wednesday, Maych 86, I94t
——
¥*
iMJ WAtPORF-ASXOBIA)
mQTEIli
Borr
Fredb
ft mine Bm-n
uixar, Fred
TitoGvimr,

Bo«-

iletnoB Orch, JUi?cfta
cover after l(> pm.
\

Parlay of Tito Guixar with Fired
puts the Wedgwood
and Elaine Barry
back on its accustomed solid
'

loom

mWGWW CLUB RKVIBWS

^"yj" "^ack iSvAo," and
ft„9^*M
"rn.

My

Cloi»*

Flamingo, 1ms Vegas

lyes."

frakson's
cozv utag* deineanor hypoes act conlidMably.
Houtines Uke grabbing

Entertainment looting. It's a show
and visual standlhat meets aural
Mds one that can make the usually
applaud as vigitaiJ carriage-trade
nrously PS bobby-soxers.
two of their members bleeding at
With Guizar, the hostel has a draw the gum line. Would likely be socko
who's proven his effectiveness pre- for ftmily-trade bistro. Can
stay at
at the Persian
season
this
viously
present level with polishing of rough
hotel, whtn he
Plaza
the
of
room
stuff.
substituted during Hildegarde's illVersatile outfit led by violin-playfor the United
ness He's a prime lure
ing maestro Don McGrane handles
Nations crowd and is able to enter- show music and dc.nce with equal
,
;
tain natives equally.
ease.
Leans heavily to sweet side
^
tenor is on for ap-

The Mexican

proximately a half-hour with a song
selection that runs the gamut from
boogie to opera, with his Latin love
laments providing the more solid
basis for his stand. Hfe provides a
smart combination of showmanship,
vocal vigor as well as sapient song
selection. JHis garb as a Mex magniflco, showmanly guitar playing and
vocal introes help set him with the
crowd. As usual, he winds up with
a community sing to "Cielito Linda"
and "Rancho Grande," with the customers Chiming in on latter with the
Latin version of yippees.
The Barrys, in the opening spot,
Their
set the pace for the. show.

ballroomology is highly evident whether it's in straight- tcrp
passages or complicated lifts and
sjpins. After three vigorous numbers
which include. a JStrauss waltz, a modified jitterbug number and a paso
doble, it's difficult to see how they
can encore, but they respond with a
pair of 'em, getting the necessary respite with a line of fetching gab.
Their closer to Brthms' Lullaby, in
which the male carries his partner off
the floor, is a cute exit and an unmistakable indication that their evening chores are over.
Emil Coleman's band, as usual,
does a highly, competent job of backing the show, while Mischa Borr's relief outfit is dance-inviting. Jose.
polislied

Copsaealiana, Miainni

Bmny

JViefc

Long,

Ralph

Jr.,

support, which was a liability
rather than an asset).
Bt-nd gives

him a solid and fulsome accompaniment without once overshadowing
him or causing him to strain to be
heard. Mellis himself at the piano
seems to have a perfect understanding of the backing Trenet requires.
Orch leader also makes a big personal score with three piano numbers preceding Trenet's entry.

Herb.

thing for sure, they made it clear
they didn't intend to work.
For this 'vacation' they are re-

I^tiii Cas^

Pliilly
March 19.

Fund.
Although Abbott and Costello
overwork during the floorshow, they make up for it by
clowning all over the hostelry from
the time they get up. They put on
an impromptu show in the casino,

(FOLLOW-tP)

—

Richman-Miles combo, boniface Ned
Schuyler prevailed on Miss Tucker
and Richman to stay on with Miles
forced to leave because of previous

Bros.,

$12,500;

show has helped

in

despite lack of a cohesive
into the proceedings nicely
enough. Opens with a line of gags,
some new and some old, for a good
measure of laughs, then does a
act, fits

style.

The Flamingo,

his familiar taxi dpncehall sequence,
his wife participating.
Act

with

with

Miss Tucker
this

still

mike for a bit of vocalizing on "I'm
a Big Boy Now."

on one

flying

wing, seeking the right policy, is
slashing the entertainment budget
considerably following the present
show. Romo Vincent is set to headBrig.
line the next two weeks.

zany special, "Broadway Cavalcade,"
which earns him solid returns. Rings
in Sid Fields for a hoary bit, spoofing the mentalists, then foUows with

afterpiece

"Begin the Beguine,"
Solid is Martin's and Jerry Lewis'
comic takeoff on "Sonny Boy"—-a
bit that has been kicked around but
these lads make it look like something brand new. Le>»is takes the

giggle with her encore number, "I
Never Kissed A Boy Before."
He,nry King's orch plays the show
well and is a favorite with the dancing customers because of its smooth

ho uncertain

terms.
Blue,

Elnlia^sy,

Puke Art and Junior have a clever
clay modeling act. It's a novel stunt
in a nitery and a crowd pleaser.
With a couple of models taken from
the audience Duke whips out some
startling

V.

catures

added gimmick, Duke makes minia-

Charles Trenet, Jose Mellis Orch,
Rhumba Band; mini-

and

tures at tables for customers.
Joey Altee is &n adroit tapster
with a personality that wins the

Ralph Font

mum,

engagement

$3.50

and

$4.50

likenesses.
He also caripersonalities.
As an

w.k.

(Sat.).

ringsiders.

his belt, looks and sounds as
well as ever. Sits from walkon and
his intro number, "A Little Cooperation From You." Follows with a
medley of his hits, with self accomp

One
Gallic

the first of the postwar
Charles Trenet
importees,

Jeanne Haver fronts the line in
the produetion numbers with background vocals by Sonny Fontaine,
who also does an adept job of emceeing.

of

at the Embassy late last
After quite a f«w Weeks of
April.
success, French temperament
b.o.

opened

Mickey

Rooney, $15,000) has Installed one

Normandie

•

Followup to the Jane Russell
finds the Latin Quarter here
with a neatly devised, albeit comparatively short show which adds
up as one of the better layouts to

show

have played here this season,
Crqss and Dunn make their first
appearance here in several seasons
and click in no uncertain fashion
with a blend Of special material. Tee
oh' with "It's Been a W^ le Year
Since We've Been Here," follow
with a satire on radio commercials,
then into a Gershwin series of

Wham

clickos.

with a piece ahent

and the duo had to beg off,
Jan Bart, held over from the
previous show, works better here
than in other local spots he's been
seen in; he hits in solid manner.
Purveys "Anniversary Song." "Girl
That I Marry" and that now standard medley in which he does vocalikes of Crosby, Vallee, Kate Smith
and the Inkspots. Socks with his
"Pagliacci" for a begofl.
Adagio trio, the Martells and
Mignon, deal out the stindard
throws and routines, plus some
breathtaking tricks that get gasps
and palm-whacking.
Line has been cut

eight girls

to

with good results. Routines show
commitments. Miles' closing night
nicely, as do Piroshka. holdover
saw a record-breaking number of
French ballet dancer who work*
attendees, and preem of Ben Blue
with them arid Gloria LeRoy, anthe following night found them still
and novelty stuff.
When caught
coming to see th6 value-packed special arrangements of "Old Black Martin clicked with "Anniversary other season standby with her acroIn own spot Miss LeRoy
parlay. The non-minimum policy in- Magic" and "Someone To Watch Seng," "Marie" (In Italian), and antics.
hits solidly with a neatly devised
stalled in the niiddle of the Current Over Me" are fine. She garners a

on the 88's then socks with another
Musical accompaniment for show
group of hits he's been identified apparently took hold and the Songwith through the years, with "yaea- writer-vocalizer stalked from the is handled, by Harry Dobbs orchesLulls by Jack Vernna trio.
Of the most satisfying shows cus- bond Song," "Sunhy Side of the floor in annoyance at audience talk- tra.
Shal.
tomer wise (no minimum) this sea- Street" and "Birth of the Blues" the ativeness and general disrespect.
former
«on.
With
It's one that should keep biz
wrangle
was
a
There
toppers.
at a profitable hum.
Tucker never misses. In her owner Bill Miller and 'Prenet ultiLa
Roof, Mont'l
Henny Youngman, who has done seventh week here, her stuff gets mately headed back to Paris in
HOTEIi)
(MOCNI BOYAl
so-so in former years in this area,
them from the first tune. All of the alleged disregard of an option to conItfontreal, MoTch 19.
now clicks solidly in this room. Spot specially
breach of
written numbers wham, tinue E.t the spot. A $5,000
Roy Smeck, Merriel Abbott Danhas always been good for comics, and
with that verve and strutting deliv- contract suit followed.
cers (7), Buddy Clarke Orch (14),
the long, no longer lean guy had them
Last week Trenet was back to Erni Ardi Quintet; $1.50 coucert Satyockmg with a series of freshly ery in solid evidence throughout.
Works in the talk with ace accom- play off the optioned time, the court urdays, $1 toeekdavs. ^
IJSlea^gags and patterish songs.
intro her proceedings forgotten with the EmMost. of the stuff is new. The fast- panist Ted Shapiro to
run by Washingtonian
Sparse layout current doesn't add
working laughmaker tops with a numbers, which include .odd and new bassy now
Topper is her revival of Morris D. Schwartz. Interim se.w up to the kind of smart entertainspoofing of the current, craze for lyrics.
the Trenet signed by Bryan Foy. for an ment one should expect in a swank
through
her
written
for
tunes
life stories" out of Hollywood that
Eagle-Lion picture and an influx of spot like this. One week the payees
years. Has to beg off.
makes for a begoff.
Production- wise, the line and Jack boulevardiers, including Jean Sab- can see a Sablon or a Bris-son or
_ Always a favorite locally, Gracie
Boyer and Maurice Romo Vincent and another week
Barrie affirms that impression with Stanton, emcee-dancer-singer, work Ion, Lucienne
merely to they have to adjust themselves to
a solid reception from her walkon, in as fresh a manner as when they Chevalier, who seemed
and she doesn't let them down with opened. Attractive line has been point up that Trenet belongs truly a trick banjoist. Abbott line is okay
her versions of "Glocea Morra" and given brief and imaginative routines in the- top drawer of the Continental for the room, but Ho-' Smeck,
invaders.
clicks
Stanton
while
otner pops
though he does get across in spots,
On the special-material to work with,
A tremendous success last year, doesn't really register.
siae Miss Barrie opens with a zingy
in brief dance spot with his tapDont Know What To Do When I ballet work, Joe Candullo orch back- Trenet is even more of a sock as an
Though Speck has a top drawer
now (although, with gen- vaude turn,,' his main fault as far
Some Out" and "Let's Do and Say grounds the proceedings in solid entertainer biz
Off, results in the cash
eral nitery
as niteries is concerned is that he's
^*?it," among others, for a sock fashion.
i!
bowoff.
Set up could probably keep them drawer are disappointing). Singer's never worked them, this being his
he'simproved
a
bit
and
Radio Aces are another standard coming for a long time to come. But English has
first bistro date. Performance and
now offering about an even quantity technique on the guitar, banjo and
lor niteries in the area.
Utilize Schuyler, unable to find suitable
weir zany antics and impresh tal- replacements, plans to shutter with of French and E-nglish in his 25- uke is okay, but he falls down on
minute stint. The language matters the selling. Also, it's a bad bookents m "What Does
Lary.
The PubUc close of the month.
little, however, for it's not the words
Want," "Masters Of Ceremonies"
ing because he has the competish of
but that etsy, engaging manner of Erni Ardi, quintet leader, who's a
ana a newie, a satire on the "OklaCliatean, IV. Y.
singing; the pleasant, Gallic personguitarist himself.
type of musical comedy plot,
J?"'^
Thclma Nevins, Bert Stevens, ality, and the native showmanship sock
lor boffi reaction.
Abbott Dancers show up nicely
Still have a habit Johnny Raymond Trio; no cover or
bams
which
into
his
turn,
that goes
with "Bumble Boogie" and potSJ.working too loudly and furiously.
minimum.
him across.
jy«h,,proper adjustment on that end
pourri of w.k. musicals routine goineyu add up to a solid nitery
Nor does Trenet exhibit any rem- ing over big. Pianistios of Freddie
New show at the Chateau, one of nant of that reputed temperament Padgham of Buddy Clarke's orch is
canto.
the most intimate niteries on Man- which got him in trouble last year, a big factor in selling the stint.
„ P^'oduction wise, Nick Long, Jr.,
ana his top terpings and Ralph hattan's east side, is grooved solidly despite adequate provocation from
show
by
for
Backgrounding
?oung, a personable young vocalist, for the room's lush ahd restful at- some Embassy trade that would un- Clarke's orch is solid as is the Erni
nave been held over to project the mosphere; As with most other m- doubtedly find itself more at home Ardi Quintet doing the lulls. Biz
club has no dance in a Times Square saloon.
A re- okay.
Lazo,
ff"ny Davis songs still being used time spots, 'the
in food, sponsibility certainly rests on the
as background
instead
specializing
floor,
for the groupings,
oreography by June Taylor for drink and its tastefully-decorated management for keeping "reasonable
k
Palace Motel, risco
ine line is
a standout with the interior, which makes for an espe- order and quiet among a small
Sam Froncisco, March 21.
group of patrons who come to hear
™S heightening the effect of cially good after-theatre spot. ofDecor,
Jean Sablon, Jon Savitt Orch (14),
me opener,
gray, a French singer and then squawk in
middle and closing carried out in various tones
couer.
numbers. David Tyler's orch still is eye-resting and the dim lights add noisy objection becatise he sings in Diane Richards; $1.50-$2
™P/esses as one of the best show much to the room's appeal.
French.
,
^ ,
the
Sablon ntme is magic in
That
units m town.
year,
old-style
last
his
preem
her
contrast
to
In
Thelma Nevins, with
Lary.
supper club circles is proved again by
repertoire
current
excellent
the
an
offers
headlines
Trenet
torch songs,
Makmg^the of tunes, most of them from his own the bulging opening night crowd that
bill and goes solidly.
ttonlevar*.
Clii
.';warmed into the Rose Room of the
most of an ultra-sexy voice. Miss pen. There's a completely isatisfy- Palace hotel (March 20) to see Jean
(STEVENS HOTEL)
Nevins sidles around the small room ing shading from ballad to novelty, Sablon move through 'a dozen of his
Chicago, Jtforch 21.
„ ,
English, and in the
m/cson, CroddocJcs (3), Dennis with a hand-mike, stopping off at the from French to
numbers with his accu-Swith the customers, pat general choice to makg a pleasf.nt .standby
S'"". Dorothi/ Dorben Line (12), tables to sit
tomed Gallic savoir faire.
that
however,
is
Best of all,
etc.,
set.
McGrane Orch (13); $3.50 min- the a.k.'s on their bald noggins,
Turning on the charm to beguile
torchies deep, soft crooning voice which is
all the while crooning her
the gals particularly, Sablon drenched
lack
Crosby's
in
the
of
a
reminiscent
has
Gal
softly into the mike.
her emphasis of effort with which it pours forth. the opening nighters with such figDorben's latest produc- pleasing delivery and
addition It has a great resonance and an in- newtons as "Le Fiacre," "L'Accorstill underscores chorine leg- on the oldies is a welcome
niteries dion,""Vous Qui Passe" and "Le
woric and dress with resounding re- to the room's generally re.stful at- timacy that's great for the
and disks. Trenet, incidentally, wrs Petit Vin Blanc," and offered, in
sults.
mosphere.
,
,
English, "Girl That I Marry," to
to the platterophiles long bqi
Bert Stevens, who formerly pla.ypd w.k.
i.J'^^'J'^son, Continental magician, has
ound out the sentimental picture.
wouble with English delivery but at the old Rainbow Room atop the fore he ever saw A.TieHca.
His limited vocal range did not'disdepartment.
showmanship
the
In
.Mi.'^s
well regardless, nptably he- RCA building, N. Y.. .backs
ri'ib his effectiveness an iota as the
dozen
se"'""
exhibits
a
ru?,.^^
chansonner
]oining
disarming manner, Nevins capably at the piano,
2.*
T^,-!^
mo.st familiar of which is t'l^ r vcrwhelmed patronage called for
trick.',
harmonmn.e
inree Craddocks get ofer in the her at times with a
hat thnf's either crushed in :ncore after encore.
muscle department.
Stevens .also spells the soft felt
Dennis Kelly whi.stle,
Music by Jan Savitt's orch is
continuous his hands or on back of hi.s hefor m,c.ing and Johnny Raymond trio for
Doo.th for Sablon and firslrute fv>r
He also has that unusual tnek oi
yo^ls
Trio, including the st.'Mid.ird
mu.sic.
ancing. Band vocals by Diane Richmrbility hcfore a mil-.",
Kelly is holdover, with voice that piano, bass and guitar, is com.^'._'>nt. cnmplete
d« arc more than adequi'te. Ted.
nodinrr
n«- -i- from the in"'".''r.cvir
nas its sock
points on tunes like "It's
$20,000; Ritz

21.

there,

(3); $2 wirtimuni.

Latin Casino has just come under
the aegis of Jack Lynch, quondam
operator of the Walton Roof, and
snow is beginning to have the Lynch
the swimming pool and cocktail
"touch especially in the way of gals.
lounge that tops the one thc> do on
New line is Wally Wanger product
the floor.
and includes some sharp-looking
Ray and Lane, curvaceous acro- chicks,
niftily gowned and well-roubatic dancers, open the show with
tined.
a routine with parasols that is a
Headliners are Dean Martin and
staindout for unison work. Besides
Jerry Lewis, youthful duo who -have
their perfection of timing, these
been
clicking along Philly's nitery
youngsters are very easy to look at.
Lads have a fresh comedy
Jane Harvey sings three numbers row.
flair; knock themselves out trying
in pleasing voice but fails to score
heavily on applause because of her and keep it clean.
Martin, of the swoon-croon school,
lack o* selling. AH during her numbers she holds her arms behind her doesn't take himself too seriou-siy,
back. Her vocal interpretation of but pleases with rendition of ballads

Miami Beach, March 20.
Those Overflow dinner and heavy

Miami Beach, JWarch

Cross & Dunn, Jan Bart, Itfortcis &
Mignon, Gl0«o-- LeRov, Piroshka,
Line (8), Peter Herman Orch (10);
no minimum, no cover.

Haver,

tion

supper crowds are still coming to
this big roorri, which has led every
top spot in town in receipts this season. Beady /tp bring in a new show
to follow the record-grossing Tucker-

Miami

Altee,

don't

Beachcomber, Miami

5$

Latin Quarter,

Philadelphia,
President Truman and the Missouri
Dean Martin, Jerry Leijbis, Joey aides he's acquired for what adds
Duke Art & Junior, Jeanne up to a topical and biting bit which
Line (8), Sonny Fontaine, byings yocks from Repubs and
Harry Dobbs Orch (8), Jack Verno Dems alike. All the showmanship is

ceiving $21,000 for their two-week
stint. This they're turning over to
the Abbottr(3ostello Youth Founda-

under

With that fantastic pairoff gone
from the scene, this lush nitery,
which paid out the top coin hereabouts this season (Danny Kaye,

for

was obvious that the comics were,
as they so aptly put it, "playing the
Flamingo for their vacation." One

but can do jump number with restraint for easier customer consumption. Band chirper Ruth Marion has
small voice that has listeners leaning sideways to hear.
Loop.

Ymng, June Taylor Girls (6), David Richman neatly.
Tyler Oreh (10); no minimum. no
Richman, with
cover.

Trenet scores is due to the excellent
backing he is given by Jose Mellis
on the piano and by Mollis' orch.
(Last year he had a male quartet

far into the night. They followed
this with bits of magic strictly on
the corny side and from then on it

Miami Beach, iWarcft 22.
could use a more solid finish than is
Youngman, Grade Barrie, being utilized at present. Works into

Aadio Aces,

ment so he can't be heard, but never
letting himself be tied to it.
Not a little of the nifty impression

^"s Vegas, Nev., March 21.
,
Abbott & Costello, Jane Harvey,
oigarets from mid-air, coins spilling Ray & Lane, Henry King's Orch
from customers' noses and ears and (17); no cover, no minimum.
having cards called by £.udience pop
Admitting the Flamin" was their
from trick jar—these are aE upfirst nightclub engagement in over
graded by Frakson's manner.
Craddocks,
robust
rough-and- 10 years, Abbott and Costello didn't
tumblers, seem a bit too rugged for have to tell the hep audience that
the
material they used was much
room's steady trade. Boys do usual
older, For a warmup they used the
leap-frogging, flips, and then segue
ancient baseball routine! "Who's on
into a bruising hair-pulling, nosefirst base.
What's on second"—and
tweaking, punching routine that saw

comedy-acro sequence that brings
top reaction. Pete Herman's orch
does nicely by the acts- and produc^
tion numbers.
Lorv.

Msylair Room, CM.

-

(BLACKSTONE HOTEL)
Morton
Orch.

(9);
$2.50i$3v50.

Chicogo, March 21.
Downey, Ramon Ramqs
coi»er

minimum

$1.00,

Big league song pitcher

.U^at

he

is,

Morton Downey uses heart when
voice runs thin and tired, puttifig
plush Mayfair Room customers into
frenzied mitt-pounding.
Irish balladeer's years of bistre
background is reflected in manner
v/hich he channels tunes for audiDoes the gamut of
ence tE.stes.
tunes, pop ballads, rhythm, Irishsock response.
Downey does self -accomp at piano,
with Ramon Ramos furnishing wellexecuted musical backdrop aided by

all to

tenor's own guitarist, pianist and
drums who sit in with Ramos crew.
Must have done between 30 to 35
tunes but still had customers unsaturated when ci.ught.
Begged
rather than bowed off.
Ramos crew, with heavy accent on
fiddles, does slick South American
stint for the rhumba fans.
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Samovar, Montreal
Montreal, March 20.
Eric Victor, Adta Kuznetzbff, Alfredo & Leonora, Christine SofcoBill Skinner Orch (7); $2
minimttm Saturday, $1.50 tueekdat/s.
lovska.

Retur^ of terper Eric Vicftor to
this arty bistro sparks the show and
garners some begoff mitting for bis

own stint. Victor's eccentric daii'ce
stint is stiU socko, his terps being
integrated into characterizations and
sketches that go big with the payees.

Also plenty- okay are acro-ballroomologists Alfredo and Leonora,
whose routines, are graceful and
well-delivered. Get a big palm.
Rest, of the bill is split up between
chirpers Sokolovska and Kuznetzoff,
both work wi';hout mikes.
Kuznetzoff registers in healthy
renditions of HussiE.n items and th*
gal shows up nicely in semi-classic
and classic numbers. Delivery of
latter is a little on the stiff side.
Bill Skinner orch on the dot with
the cues.
Lazo.

who

iBsqiilre,

Monfi

Montreal, March

19.

Bruce Stevens, Muriel Millard,
Hillman Bros. (2), Line (10), Armand Meerte Orch (9) Eddie La
,

Sante Trio; $1 minimum.

Current layout stacks up for nice
audience reaction. Aside from Bruce
Stevens, none of the act^ show any
boff quality, but they're all nicely
received by the payees.
Stevens does the m.c.ing with little gagging but in his own spot
shows a neat comedy sense plus a
versatility
On many instruments
that gets a hefty mitt. Takeoffs on
w.k. instrumentalists is nothing new
but with clever ad libs thrown in
it becomes a fresh-looking stint.
French warbler Muriel Millard
clicks with the Francaise element
but otherwise doesn't show too
much for those that don't get the
lingo. Pipes are good but she Should
use a couple of pop tunes,
Hillman Bros., sepia tapsters, offer an average turn with corny bits
that could be trimmed, .
Armand Meerte's orch backgrounds show okay. Las Sante Trio
Line's
are clicko in reliefing job.
Irish
routine best number. .Biz
okay.
L«2«.
.

WeJisessflay, MsBrcli 26, 194^'.
son in £. A. The Met WiK increase
its present 10-week post-season tour
to 11, to take in the L. A. tortnighl,

Variety BiMM
n

eurtailing its stay in some pf Its
other cities (though not slighting any
by bypassing them) to adjust the
extra week.
Although no papers have been
nli«tber fnll or »pUt w««k
season,
A.
the
L,
for
signed
^toaeBgnflteBtl
dryntt
hiflt«»t«
p«rentlierfs
tetter to
Johnson says there's a definite unOP) Vamunonnt; (»> »«0( <W> Wammr
derstanding between the Met and
L. A. boards, and season will he satAlice Farrar
Marais
Miranda
&
iroBK
STBtv
The Mefs
isfactorily guaranteed.
Bob Turlt
Oedrlo Wallace 3
Palacs (K) 27
Capitol (I.) «0
Hotel PAinsrlMtnlr Waliy Blacker
'48 Visit, he said, is the first shot in
Vivian Blalno
Bammy Kaye Ore
Frankle Carlo 0r9
Mills Bros
Vennllles
Merebclh 014
a campaign of the Greater Los AnHot«I Plem
_ & E Francis
Carl Brisson
Harvey Stone
Maurice & Maryea
geles Plans, Inc., to raise $25,000,000
Marshall Bros
Bob Grant Oro
Blu«ie H»U (I)
Modornaires
T?at HIU Co
Panohlto
Oro
for a war memorial auditorium and
Ludle t:«mmlnffs
Chas Reader Oro
Village Vanguard
Brunlliiaa Koque
Cass Harrison Oro
opera house, the Met's visit to be
Kelth'B (B) 27
Maxlne Sullivan
CUarlea KulHeski
Hotel Plaxft
PstB Seeger
Glenn Miller Ore
spearhead of the drive for funds. At
Blen Burrls
Hildeirardo
3 Flames
Tex Beneke
Arnaut' Bros
Hal Kannor Or*
present the Met will perform in the
Don Fryo
Helene & Howard
Acroiiianiacs
Monte
Ore
Tauty Jfalr
L. A. Auditorium; Greater I^s AnJUo'as & Vertzulls Artie Dann
Hotel RoasoTeit
NIeaen
Gertrude
ftocUeltea
MABTFOBl>
Or
Welk
Lawrence
geles Plans, Inc., is a non-profit or3ati Mtirray
Curpa de Ballet
State U) 28-SO
Hotel Taft
ganization headed by Harvey S.
Bob Williams
Ore
Syiu Ore
Vincent Lopez Ore
B Hawkins
Fisher
Nello
McRae
Waldorf-Astoria
Mudd, with Dr. Charles Strub, head
jaramount (P> *8 Gordon
Gloria Gilbert
Robert S & White Tito Quizar
Jimmy Dorsey Ore
of Santa Anita racetrack, a strong
Boyd Baeburn
Ladd Lyon
P & E Barry
L, Jordan Tym 5
Powell
Ginnie
'>alo
Ore
backer.
Lenny
Emil Coleman
fdt HenninK
W«v«l
Mischa Borr Ore
tyn Shirley
HOt-TfOKE
Bob Lee
Met opened a week ago in BaltiLittle Club
Boxy (l> 28
TallejCarole
Kay
Day
Connee Boswell
more on longest post-season tour to
Sonny Dunham Ore Doris Harrison
Stuart Lauffley
Cass
8
Jackie Miles
Allan Jones
Peggy Palmer
date.
Company of 300 will travel
BoKers Corner
Buster Shaver
Martin Bros
D'Quincey & QlVni
Rich'd (tour to flli)
Don Baker
7,500 miles in eight weeks giving 57
p Georgf
Sbtnzlbar
i Esquires
Peters Sis
HlASH
Ida James
performances in 14 cities. It is also
Joe Sater Trio
State (I,) 21
OlymSia (P) ««
Howell & Bowser
Rio Cabana
F Kvera & Delorez
,aVere & Hangman NTG Revne
Eddie Hayward Oi giving a lew post-<season performJ Franks & Janype Albertas
D Dickens Ore
ances in N. T.
Billy Vine
Stave EvaoM
Vagabonds
Zimmerman'*
Macllito Oro
Sylvia Froos
Gene Kardos
Kdflie Shatter
Jose Curbello
Jack Pearl
Janczl Makula
Louis & Oliver
Rnban Blen
[
CTlft Hail
Zsiga Bela
PATEBfiON
Marion Bruce
Fays
B Wells &(W)«28
Paul Arnold
Majistit (I> 27-30 Vera Massey
Strand
Sinclair & Alda
Bernie George
Iiouis Fx-ima Ore
The Frasers
Marcelie Fallet
Day, Dawn & DusR Helen Wonzel
Jane Wynn
Olga Orlova
Continued from page > ai
at7ton%= Phillips Kirby Walker
Prank Marlowe
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Junyon Fund

BBOKX

Windsor
Barb Lynn

liarry

2»-S0

(I)

Spic

Thorpe

Jofrte

A,laton

& Young

ailMhetb Canines
2»-»0

<I)

SlBtbu^
i«on Fields
I

Louise & ChBB
Wliitaker Bro»

&

VIP

&

Homer &

28-2»

(1)

Jethro

Todd Morgan

Don Cumnnings
Eric Thorson

&

Joyce
Firle (W) 28
J Lunoeford Ore

&

"White

I Bittremes

I^wis

Sen Wongs

Clark Bros

Towellls Cirrus

Theliiia

'

KEABIXG

Rare & Nardo _
fid Stone Co

B»jah

BAI.TIMOllE

6ay

!>((*

Georgie

(I)

Revue

2'J

_

State (1) 2T-29

Bobbie Jean
flora Drake

Tork

Barbara Belmore
Lillian Barnes
H Hoyce & Helen
•

Munro & Adams

BOSTON

Palate <K> 27

Bob Crosby Ore
Town Criers
3 DunWlis
Bddie Bio

KOCKSOBD

Falaee (I) 28
Moore's Circus
Jumbo the Seal
Parker & porthole

Buss DeaYi
mnger GiUard

Boston <S) 27

SAK B^ANCISTO

tSliyrettos
3on Sis

Golden Gate (B) 26

Brito

&

Stanley
Berth S

•Hite

Kayft

R & M Camevale
KOCHBSTKK
.

Pierce
Shortie
SO-2

B &

Allen

„„
27-29

Marlon Button
B BotterHeld Ore

(obbv Bollins

Hippodronnr

(I)

Don & Beverly
Smiley Burnett
Slbyt

Bowan

Harbers & Dale
gong stylists (4)
Dorothy Hlld Dcers

Eleanore Powell
'Boy Foy

CBrnkan (»
Ttae Fontaines

from page

Contlnueil

;

W

;

bandsman,
tion of his 30th anni as a
April 15.,.. Paul Lavalle's orchestra
Musicraft in
cirtting eight-sides lor

mixed album

of

pop and

25

BauS

at

^f
into VAragon

Ballroom Ma:-

Wmiams

•

classical

tunes. ...

bS

4.

Pittsburgh

Marino
Sid Weinberg has replaced
DaLallio in sax section Of Joey
Kearns' Philadelphia band.

"Cavalcade of Jazz" set for
one'
night return concert and dance
st
Savoy Balhroom April 7
Piccolo
Pete band, finishing up three-month
stretch at Johnny Brown's Club
has
as vocal group been hoisted for an indefinite
term
.

.

,

Hollywood
Merry Macs

set

Lawrence Welk played Sunny.;
with Tommy Pederson's new band
brook Baliroom, Pottstown, Pa on
for one-nite stands hereabouts...
way from Bill Green's to opening at
Basin Street Boys will put in an ap- Roosevelt hotel. New York,
Monday
Youth
Slayton
Elliott Lawrence band
(24)
pearance at t^ura
Foundation Benefit Easter Sunday plays big Police Department dance
...Starliters are doing all the back- in Butler, Pa., April 10. .
ground vocal tracts lor Disney's Marsico's band hung up eightJi an.
Fancy niversary at Nixon Cafe yesterdav
latest production "Fun and
'.

,

,

.

.

.

,

Free... Boyd Raeburn orchestra on
a series of one-niters through the
past coast. .Jimmy Guiffre takes
over tenor sax spot for Tommy
replacing Corky
Pederson's ork,
Corcoran,.. Jianpy Whjte starting
return engagemeiit at CJlub Rounders
...Ernie Filice's four-piece comljo

_

^

(25) .

.

KAY VEBNON
Songs

signed for "Smooth Sailingi" Technicolor short at Paramount. .Poison

10

Brills.

.

Preston Lambert
Betty Gray

Carl KavaKza
Lajry Storch
Gay Claridge Oro
Don Chiesta Ore

.

Shermaa
Carl Marx
jaotel

Dorothy Lewis

Adorablea (12)
Celosims'a
Joey Fay«
Leo Fold

Ice

Ted Weems Oro
Hotel Sterens
Don McCrane Orr

The Craddocks

Milt Moas
Irving Bensen
Dorir Ruby .
Mary Jo Bell

Boulevar-Dears
I^tlB (tuarter

Ted Lewis Ore
Geraldlne Du Bols
Paul White

Copocabana

Betty BelUy

McGraw

Klroy Pe«c»

Jlmmie Burrell
Arnle

Bamett

Pancho Ore
Copa Cover Girls
Phil Foster

Hotel Bismarck

Josejih

(2)

Dennis Kelly
Frankson

Nan Huston

Virginia

Revue

Budy Oro
'

Georgia Gobies
The Martinis

Lenoro

Norma Warner

L& G

Cansino
Eddie Fens Ore
Hotel Blackstone
Morton Downey
Ramos Orch
Hotel Congres*
Joe 'Vera Ore
Sam Bari

Corwin Sis
Sol Klein Ore
Sky Riders (4)
Palmer Bonsf
griff Williams Ore

orothy Shay
Artini * Consnelo
C * A Jones
Abbott B'ncers 112"

Program became perfect sight entertainment when radio left off at
11 p.m. Number played by the Benny
Goodinan Sextet at sign-oif time was
given a»big bounce by Jack Benny,

who brought

with
Bdgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy wrapped up a discourse on
John Alden and Priscilla for sure
laughs. Desi Arnaz proved that the
bongo drum and a bright personality
can score a personal hit when it's
Arnaz. His "Babalu" number clicked
big. Gene Kelly was another strong
on the entertainment side, doing a
soft shoe number, then encoring
with impersonation of a "person'

session

—

aility"

RIO Cabana
Dinning Sis
Irwin Corey
Copsey & Ayers

Don Bradfleld
The Lovelies (6)
Coe Davidson Vf

in his violin for a jam
Goodman's clarinet.

vsMde hoofer.
Tuneful Turns

Dinah Shore gave
"Glocca Morra"

Blues."

class rendition
atJd "St. liOUis

Danny Kaye triumphed with

she'll

A

Vegas, April 7 for seven weeks.
Frankie Carle Coastbound this summer; GAC digging dates.
Ina Ray Hutton will go east next
month to re-form for theatre trek
Freddy Martin has been dubbed
"Music Laureate of Nicaragua" by
Latin American country, for publicity the banana-land believes it got
from' Martin's Victor platter of "Managua," first to hit sales stalls. Ba
toneer got official notification from
L. A. Consul from Nicaragua, Carlois
,"
Gonzales.
Pat Flaherty who
formerly chirped with Les Brown,
will be with Harry James' new crew.
Dick Mulliner's aggregation inked
for stretch at Memphis' Claridge
hotel, April 18. . . . Benity Carter,
with new orchestra a-fonhlrig, has
flipped to Mexico to do some arranging. Frankie Carle set for the usual
six-stanza stand at Palladium, teeing July 22, on heels of Gene Krupa.
.... Nick Delano joining Jerry Wald
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

to

Kay Vernon realizes that,
be ready for the big time.
beauteous blonde attired in a
classic-cut gown, Miss Vernon c««
tainly has the lobk^ to seU semiclassics and torch numbers and her
powerful, medium-range voice pute
these across excellently. But when
she resorts to nov«lty tunes in
deference to this bistro's visittog
firemen, the result is mediocre. Gal
Opens with "Show Business," whicli
is okay for her, and then goes into
"Anniversary Song," into Which she
injects far too much schmaltz for
Once

stay... Raymond Scott orchestra set
for eight weeks sit BaUce hotel, San
Francisco Aug. 23... Bay Herbeck
orchestra into Last Frontier, Las

the purpose.

Best efforts are with ballads, such
as "If I

Were

the Only Girl," which

she wraps up handsomely with
proper torch appeal. Her encore
rendition of "Keep Smiling" earns
her a well-deserved begoff, being
more the kind .of tune she should

.

-

Stol.

sell

.

HABEISON, CABBOT-l * BOSS

Novelty & Musieal-Dance
10 MIns.
State, N. X.
.
,
„
Harrison, Carroll and Ross pip-

impression of offkey singer doing
"Begin the Beguine," encoring with
vide considerable variety but need
"Bailing the Jack" and "Minnie the
more tightening. Trio consists of a
Moocher," latter with an audience
leggy femme and two men, one a
& B Raymond
(Benny,
assist. 'The Four Dandies
lower-cased gent, making for immeBit3aerald 91s
I, & E Boberta
fAMBKN
The Hollys
Van
Johndiate visual acceptance. Act as prMBurns,
Hope
and
as
George
vocsdist.
l?oiver8 (I) 28-80*
Bob Sheppard
ently routined is built arouna the,'
strong
laugh
as
son)
were
good
for
imcACarlton &. Dell
chap, who makes With
pint-sized
Stanley (W) Sl-S
Wally Dean
Chicago
dance
oldtime
song
and
deadpan
Adam3 & A'aughn
E Lawrence Ore
comedy pantomime, boogie and
turn. Betty Hutton opened nervously
Arnie Bamett replacing Nora straight pianistics, dance and aero
Lew Nelson
F Bartholomew
Continued from page 1
Bl'Os
Martin
Bdwards
Bros
but
with"Doctor,
Lawyer"
ABC
I
Morales band at Copcabana with antics. He's a versatile youngster
Cathy Moore
OHJCAUO
she
mike
by
the
time
or free money was stUl around, there needed a new
WASBlNtSTON
Ohle^Ko <P) 28
Pancho doing rhuinba chores. .
with a nice comedy flair.
27
CapitolCole 3
was a bigger demand than ever for finished with "Rockin' Horse Ran Lola
Outfit opens with hoofing, thm
firr
Stevens
joining
Buddy
Showtime of 194*
Beriiie
and'ConsiSr
There were mofs turnaways Away."
seats.
W00N80CKKT
liane & Claire
Moreno's new bahd as fern chtrper into harmonica playing
Oriental (I) 27
New Park (I) SO this year than ever before.
erably mora dancing.
...
.
Red Skelton didn't get on until
Herbie Fields into tjie College
jan Aug:u!?t
Roberta Welch
Can
play family time, hut with
But because Met operations get midnight but the wait was worth it. Inn, April 4
Pat Hogan
Buddy Lester
Buddy DeVito re- some judicious editing calibre coma
Martez ft Delita
Blsa & Waldo
costs
more expensive yearly, with
different joining reorganized Harry James
Boffola
impressions
of
JOse.
Stuart & Barry
increased considerably,
The>Whlrlwlnds
be
constantQr increasing, while admis- types of theatre-goers and his prize- band
The tJi^s
Bay^'liatisr Ore
Abe Piatt in St. Lukes after
sion prices can't go up and must re- fight pantomime had eyes streaming auto accident.
KIRK
.. .Clyde
McCoy at
main static, the Met must go outside from laughter. It was the laugh Lake Club, Springfield, 111
Ben 9 Mim.
more than ever for further income, topper of the evening.
Kanter, former coast rep for Bourne Songs
Johnson,
Three imminent
Cabaret Effls
says
Blackamoor Boom, Miami Beacli
Page CavanaUgh tn:io paved the back in Chicago representing Harry
Lisa Kirk is an attractive, darlisteps involve extension of the sponWarren Music Co., replacing Max haired songstress who's particularly
sored Saturday afternoon broadcasts; way for Frank l^ihatra, who sang
"Soliloquy" from "Carousel" and Lutz who takes over Hollywood of- effective with the ballad style that
plans for a film about the Met; and
XOI^ C31TY
aoe»
then did an "Old Man River" parody fice of Barton Music
Art Kassell dominates her routine. She weu.
the recently concluded Columbia BeBine Angel
Roberto
on Bing Crosby. Jimmy Durante into Trianon. April 8... Freddie rhythm numbers, however, and
cording
Corp.:
arrangements
diskfor
John Buckma^ter
Maya Ore
broke up pianos, lights and the audi- Phillips into Club Madrid, LouisES>U Gordon
OM BbamaUra' ing of Met operas.
Miss Kirk could improve her posSllis Larkin 3
ence with his rendition of 'Hinka ville, April 5
Ozzie Clark at the ture when working since it nas a
Jackie Phillips
Texaco
Co.
now
sponsors
the
18
Joan Nicliols
Sadie Banks
Pla-Mor, Kansas City, April 9, then tendency to make her look more
JItilart Boss
Saturday broadcasts during the regu- Dinka Doo."
Nina Dover
Cnte Society
Joe La Porto Ore
By that time it was 12:40 a.m. and back to O'Henry Ballroom here, angular than she really is. "^'Ji,
lar season from the Met Opera House
pop
(Bowntonn)
G-wleh Village inn in N.Y. Sponsor, the Met and
George Olsen, Prom and large, she's a get«over with
ABC Jolson came on with the warning April 30
Olivette Miller
Sally Rand Show
She commanas
Connie Sawyer
network are now discussing exten- that he'd been waiting five hours for Ballroom, St. Paul, April 13. .Glen songs with which
Trojans
interest all the way.
ClUt Jackson
_ ....
,
Lou Ashe
sion ol this series to include 10 or 11 a chance to sing, and was going to. Gray doing one nighters thru the
Josh WJiJte
Chavez Ore
For intimate rooms such as
more broadcasts frism the road when He finally got off at 1:15 a.m. after territory". .Bob Berkey- into Music Mis.s Kirk is plenty right. Kann.
,3 C Heard Ore
Ned Harvey Ore
Cafe- Society
the Met is on its annual spring tour. boffing cash customers with "Cali- Box, Omaha, for three Weeks Ap.ril
Hav:ina-iiTnilrid
tUptoivnl
Aurora-Eoche
There was some talk of adding this fornia, Here I Come," "Rosie," 1
Ted Weems plays Frontier,
Ijuolojwe Boyer
Carlyle Dcrs
year's Saturdays on tour, but the "Mammy," "The Anniversary Song," Denver, for 12 days "beginning April
pava Martin 8
Noro Morales
Edtnund Hall Ore
Carlos Varela Ore
net had some difficulty in getting "Can You Spare a Dime," 'Swanee" 8
Jimmy Joy at the Indiaila Roof,
Belmont-Plaza
Carnival
various, stations to come along and and "April Showers." On the last Indianapolis, April 12.
Kay Vernon
Qlsen & J'ohnson
Continued from page
Bob Hopkins
Beatrice Kay
clear the time.
Now that Los An- three he,was joined at the piario; by
Lionel Hampton giving jazz conPierre & Boland
Balicl Puppets
geles will be included in the Met's Harry Akst.
C & T Valdei
Kddie Stone ore
cert at Chicago Civic Opera House turning up for him— approximately
Blackburn Twins
Nino Bd
tour, starting next year» Texaco ingrosses in' 32 dates, B0|'
There were no drippily sentimental April 27.
Earl "Fatha" Hines $225,000
Michael led wards
Hotel Blltmore
powij
terest has been whetted in the coastMoMsnua Ore
Carmen Cavaliaro
eulogies. The cause was stated early purchased El Grotto nitery and will of which goes to him--is also
oi
Eeid Ore
Hotel CommoiMire
to-coast hookup angle on proinotion,
Ing up th-a there's still plenty
by Hope. It Was mentioned a lew open there with band April 1. ,
Cbhin Doll
Jaclc Edward Ore
Jteye Luke
Hole] New Vorkei SO' that the added broadcasts seem a times during the evening, but never B. W. and L. A. Frederick of Fred- money on the road for entertammeni
John Tin
some
certainty.
Ciiuclt Foster Ore
taken
has
erick
Brothers
Jones
in
demand,
town
in
in
maudlin
manner,
for
consultaa
Moo Son}?
Marion Speiiuan
Boris Morros' Pic Bid'
comparaof
Fran Yang:
out
coin
June Arnold
local
office.
unbelievable
Herbie
p
-.
Strong support to the acts was
Jadine l^i Sun
Blssell & Farlev
With the "Carnegie Hall" film as
for "concerts^
Tai Sings
Alomas Bawail8n>
given by Victor Young's orchestra T'® . into Hotel Sherman's College tively small towns
a"
impetus, the Met has been apEmbassy
The Chanteurs
^^^^ oP<=ns that last no more than two hours
of 28 pieces. Musical backing had
;
two.
Charies Trenet
i^"
Barry BrOs Oro
proached by several pic companies
Milwaukee, told, but which are split up into
Jose Mellis Ore
none of the effect of the usual one- ^ .r^J' ^^"^J-,
Copacnnnpa
for a docuVnentary iSlni on the Met's
Ralph FonI Or
intermission.
^""^
with
an
Rulh Ettini!
sessions
'J'
night stand of thrown-together -acts.
Icelatul
„ /.
Ra.ve & NalOl
history, according to Johnson.
The
erick
Brothers
$8,300
in;^*«f
lured
manager,
.,11
example,
he
^Zi
a
„«
bitten
kr.l.l.\.u
by
hfj
Mllt BriHon Unit
Stoen A Taaher
Met board is now considering a and it all came off solidly.
flu bug.
l.ulln Ounrrer
Paul WIncTiell
Red Saunders oil one $9,400 in Columbus; about ^IZ.""" "
A Lee SImpkins
Bill Shirley
definite offer from Boris Morros, who
nighters after closing at Bahd B6X Ann Arbor, Mich., list Saturday
jaclc Cole Ders
Julie Wilson
produced "Carnegie Hall" w:ith WilJohnny Lehman "Sun- evenin*; $7,500 in Davenport; »S),'""
Francis & "iGirey
Michael Durso Ore
New AustriaiL Antheia Debut April 9.
Bedell £• Matsob
on 1^3
Fernando Alveres: O liam LeBaron (Federal Films) for
burst" author in from Coast.
in Champaign, 111.; $7,700
.
Vipnna, March 18.
Hal Raywin
Oiantonrt Itnnuitiior
V
UA release. If this film should catch
Carl Ravazza begins two-week stand fourth date within six months at tne
Cecil Lewln
Barney Grant
New Austrian national anthem at Hotel
Chlcit GladUe
oHj Says Johnson, the Met is enterSirl
Nicollet,
Minneapolis, Chicago Civic Opera House:^$6,4""
l.«on A riAille'*
Herman Hyde
Denver
taining idea of doing educational "Land of Mountains," was played April 14,
Chipk Kardale. local in Fargo, N. D.; $7,000
Siiirtie Da via
Turner Twins
shorts for schools, wltii condensed for first time on the air here by Burke & Van Heusen man,
Bonny King
Rosebuds
got dou
and so on.
.
The Aiuorya:
Billy Banks
versions of operas, etc.
Jones is sold at guarantees of ttfF
Narda
Tables Davis
Max Schoenherr orchestra. Franz ble spread in music mag. ... Dick
As to the Los Angeles season, the
Jurgens into Walled Lake GaSino, $2,500 to'" $3,500 agaiiLst eO'^lot m^
Graham SI*
Benald & Body
Minister
of
Education, Walled Lake,
tiliip
hS'lIss Arnold
Jaclc UatUers
Met plans its first visit there for two Hurdes,
Michigan,
May
Rarely is he sold
9.
gate.
Wonder*
NobI* Sissle Ore
started
weeks in 1948, says Johnson. Visit pointed out that old Hayden hymn Eddie South option picked up at $5,000 on a fl£.t
Syd Sfranec Ore
Jhepard Chorus
-a. And it -all
That
rt Waner Oro
Rl Chfco
would be in the spring, hot to con- can't be used any more because Taboo.
Eddy Howard does 10- with "Der Fuehrer's Face,
Slonte rario
P.oaita Rios
Nazis misused it.
l
flict with San Francisco opera seaday stint at Chase hotel, St. Louis, was quite a ki^er.
Dtck Gttaparr* O
Mieuel & Albaicin
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Gavin Octette
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Hotel Continental
Court Sq <I> 27-SO
Za Bach's Ore
Winton & Diane
Martanne F«a»l«r
The Willys
„
Rttss Mack & Page Sheldon Ree3

Tine Oarden*

Larry Boss
Phil D'Bey
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Moore
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Louis Armstrong^
Pershing

one-nighter

Glass Hat, ^elmont-riaia, N.y.
Gardner trio into Club Susie-Q
Combination of a musioomedy
CEIC&CH>
Colonna, Dorothy Ijamour. Jack March 21,.. T. Tex Tyler's recently voice and ultra-sophisticated looks
Sdgewater JBeaeh Benny, and the Beiiny poodnian formed 10-piece oatune combo into doesn't go with novelty tunes, such
H
Blachhawk
Ore
Kisley
Stephen
Rubs Carlylo Ore
Sextet.
Riverside Rancho for an indefinite as "Doin' What Comes Natur'Uy."
Make Believes (3)
Joey Bishop
Obex Ftuca

The- HerstoBs

Roedy

Fall

Jamaica

Bebe's Bears

Span
Jimmy Jlmae Co

_^

gphe' ChesterHelda

.

Daniels

On the Upbeat
May
Weews opens
man recording four sides for De- weeks10.at...Ted
Chase Hotel, St
Luxe with release timed for celebraApril
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Brooklins & Van, comedy duo, offer
Bf. Y.
a tired routine of songs, pianistics
toith Charles
Music Hall Swmph
and terping plus some unfunny
conductor < Jules Stlwr and ditlog.
One partner has an easy,
I^uctlle
associates)
!S„ 'Frohn,
rhythmic style on the ivories; Boys
Cmmings, Brunhttda Rome, Charles would do better to feature more 88Glenn Burrts. Fred Poller, ing and dancing.
Uwis, JTred Schneider,
Three
Biffs, vical trio togged in
Williarns,
Sttt BfS. (2), iBob
Ballet, JKocfc- powder-blue suits, c^en feebly with
itef Club; Corps ;de
a slow 'That's the Beginning of the
End," gain momentum with "Movies
Feb.
mEJY,
5,
Vfi&ediW
and Milkshake Stand," then slip into
some okay
The Music Hall is presenting one with novelty,terping. Close strongly
"Chicken Ain't Nothin'
spectacular spring
rf ite usually
But a Bird." Only ofay act on bill,
It's ev«n got a life-sxzed
tt««flnts
the Tyler, Thorn & Roberts, is a comedy
n^kv' helicopter. Featuring
knockabout turn with some tcro
producEaster"
"Glory/of
dancing
thrown
is
finish
in.
Two gents in
start
to
from
?km the show
-even.awe- cutaways toss a gal clad in black
well-paced «"d. at times,
the satin gown about in slow motion.
Sinng, all revolvmg inabout
previous Trio well received.
As
ot spring.
Contrary.to the policy of some top
program^ is split
Easter shows, the
with^a_^eartoon m- sepia bands to sweeten their swing,.
Into two parts.
pageant Williams' band still has the accent
iected between the Easter
cacophony.
It serves on
Unrecognizable
ind the show proper.
rhythm
is never more evident thtn
theme
serious
vthe
«eatlv to set oH
lighter- in a jive medley labeled "House of
of the pageant from: the
Joy," where most of the boys come
showthe
of
balance,
veined
off the podium for solos.
Williams
(Soprano Lucille Cummings sparks
moving rendition himself blasts a torrid trumpet on
the pageant with a
backed by the "Can't Get Started With You."
Of "Kamenoi Ostrow,"
Last on the layout, buxom Miss
entire Hall ensemble lined up in the
Fitzgerald,
in
a
pink floor-length
arched niches on both sides of the
Only complaint, and it's a gown, chirps "Pity to Say Goodstage
night" and "Sunday Kind of Love."
minor one, is that the voices don't
Follows with nice arrangement of
show enough volume in the clim&x "What Is
This Thing Called Love,"
61 ttie number and are thereJore
then pipes a jive interpretation of
overshadowed by the orch. Finale,
'Lady Be Good," garnished with
with the corps de ballet forming a
plenty of be-bops which its comwhite cross in the center of the
poser,
George Gershwin, would
stage, is well-executed to draw oh's
never
have recognized.
Encores
and ab's from the audience,
with
"How High the Moon" and
the
intermisafter
BaDet repeats
beautifully
done works everything into the lyrics
a
with
sion
from "Mairzy Doats" to "Open the
"Spring's Awakening," highlighted
Poor,"
by some eye-arresting flower forma- whistles. Closes amid slirieks and

Mnsie HUH?

S,

;

SelM
wJm

aSl

,

with luminous color
Glee Club follows through

tions {.chievcd
offsets.

With Its spring training routine, repeating the "One Baseball" parody 1
for good results;.
It did last year
Carrying out the spring theme, the

Arnaut brothers still ^icit a maximum of yocks with their standard
bird- whistling routine.

Bob WiUiacms and his dog
replacement for

who bowed

Belves.

Scene opens with banks of steam
coming out of the floor, which cover
the entire stage as simulated clouds,
with a model of the helicopter flying through.
Steam disappears to
reveal the actual plane centered in
* set ol the Potomac cherry blos-

Cummings and Glenn!

iWiss

tims.

urris duet in "You Are Love," the
One Weak spot in the show, since
their voices don't merge well.
Set
also backs the Rockettes in their
standard and well-executed precision

Routines.

"Nora Prentiss"

(WB).

act,

the
out when
one of the team broke a couple of
fingers, also draws bellyjaughs. Williams knocks himself out trying to
please and his stint with the "lazy"
pup is different enough to be good.
Helicopter ^ets a neat chance in the
next-to-closing spot, in which producer I<e«n Zieonidoa and his associate, Russell MarJceri, outdo themlast-tttinute

Acromani&cs

Miami

Olyinpia,

ariami, March 21.
Jan Bart, Cookie Bowers, Bmil &
Eva Reyes, Wally Boag, John & /Oric
Armstrong, Les Rhode Home Orch;

stal.

Little here in the way of marciuee
lure though layout should do okay
via word of mouth, most of it adding

up to, well-balanced vaude.
Jan Bart, doubling from the Latin
Quarter, goes well with his tenorings. Oversized guy includes "Anniversary Song," "Girl That I Marry,"
a medley which includes masterful
vocal takeoffs on Crosby, Vallee,
Kate Smith and Inkspots, and then
the topper in "iPagliacci" for a boff
reaction, Teams with Cookie Bowers, Wally Boag and orch leader
Les Rhode for giggle-making afterpiece ala the Inkspots.
Boag emcees in neat fashion and
in own spot does okay with his
baUoon-into-animalS biz and some
terping.
Plastic-panned
eccentric
Cookie Bowers purveys his coratinged pantos on guy getting up in
morning, gal home from a dance and
beach-dunking woman. Applies local
twist in a direction-asking bit for
healthy laughs.
Raul and Eva Reyes

Washington, March

21.

^erzogs (5), Bob
V?
RttlpJi Rjo; Low,

0

&

'Ladies'

Ellis; Terry
Bite & Stanley;

Man"

(Par).

Capitol's layout this week boasts
0 queue-formers,
but customers

hiave

some

offer

neat twists on the Latin dances, all
of it done with freshness. Top stint

'Capitol, Wa@la.

:

a pleasant enough time with

an unpretentious, weU-balanced bill,
btantout in show, and closest to
show-stoppers, are Terry and
waiph Rio, who get plenty returns

for their inanities. Gal, a chunky
pint-sized blonde in moppet clothes.
Clicks in her version
of the old "I

wanna go" routine. Does best when
She sticks to her Baby Snooks-type
anncs, and is good fun, even though
material is repetitious. Male part-

their "Blow Dat Horn" routine,
one of the more imaginative routinings seen here; it's a neat twist on
their "Shoein' the Mare."
is

'

The Armstrongs pace proceedings
with their balancing and earn themselves solid hand. Les Rhode house
ork do usual good job of backing the
acts. Biz fair when caught. Lary.

Oriental, Clii
Cfiicaeo, JVTarcb 20.
Jerri/

Lester,

Jon August Combo

& Waldo, Whirlioind.s (4),
Ray Ltmg Orch (12), "Red House"
(4), JBlso

(UA).

well handled.
Hite and Stanley depend, as
on contrast in size, rather

Absence from theatre stage for
year, spent mostly in bistro employment, has in no way dulled Jerry
Lester's sharp, high comedy. Mate-

material, for effect.
Midget,
and average-sized men make
up team, which garners apprecia-

niteries, is directly routed to audience" fuimybone, grabbing plenty of

chore
straight,

usual,

wan

and

is
is

principally

that

of

giant

rial,

though

walking on stage. The
carries the burden of what
i„;fe„^?
acting there is.
TTio does best with
version of the record stunt, with

used

frequently

m.

Lester opens with rapidfire patter,
few gags sailing clear above customers' head. But he clinches solid
discs playing while comics
S.^®
hold with his sketches, "Africa and
the motions. Audience "Bartender and Boy." Skits adorned
u
^^'^^off on the Andrews
with costume gimmicks and bOHo

Sirtets
_

Bob

Ellis fills

?t,^f°ng.

the song spot with
pleasant tenor

and smart

All the

Wherever

Things You Are" and

You

Are."

gals in some hairon aerial trapezes,
the curtain with satisfactory
response from galleries.
ra^chlf^"'^?'

,

resjponse
mid-section
get
patter
Closes with Jolson takeoff on [April
Showers" that has customers laughing for more.
.
, .
,
Jan August, who smaished into big

Lowe,

time

piano

Diamond

performance

with

his

-S"^;

disc of "Misirlou,

taining

aided

;

—

—

'

,

'

Tower, S«

,

.

.

'

'

and

dance

in

shoes on hands tapping out routine;

,

,

draw warm mitt Encore and close
with Lane holding funny paper hi

Hazd

and gal on opposite side
following every motion of partner
reads and dances. Well coordinated and well received.
Bernie interpolates comedy between songs to .'Score easily. Closes
with darb delineation of Jolson
voice and manner in "California,

who retired temporarily from vaude last year to await
birth of her baby, is resuming variety dates and has been signed for
the Roxy theatre, N. Y., around

front of face

SI

as he

,

.

S7

Mpis.

versary Song," "Valse Trieste" (one
Orplienm,
with Dec of (.he band's recent (Jolumbia recordMinneapolis, March 22.
Parker, Bob Carroll; Lynn Shirley, ings) and the closing "Drum Boogie,"
Vaughn Monroe Qrch (24) with
Pat Henning, Louis Jordan Tympany more or less of en oldie, but a good Betty Norton and 5 Moon Maids,
Five (7) "My Favorite Bninetf e" showpiece for Krupa's energy with Johnny
Macki Frank Fontaine;
(Par), reviewed ill VABiEtY, Feb. 19, the drumsticks,
"Beat the Band" tRKO).
The Jazz Trio composed of Krupa.
'47.
Charlie
Kennedy, alto sax, and
Undoubtedly at his popularity
Current Par stage show, coupled Buddy Eanelli, piano socks over peak now, Vaughn Monroe is playto "My Favorite Brunette," is a fast, with "Body and Soul" and "Dark
ing this and other theatre dates with
highly entertaining session.
With Eyes."
his entire radio crew, an exceptionThe Krupa vocalists. Tommy Barry ally
Jimmy Dorsey's excellent orchestra,
large company of musicians and
the antics of comic Pat Henning and and Carolyn Grey, perform satisfacsingers, and dishing out bang-up enthe enthusiasm of Louis Jordan's .torily. Barry gives out with "Senti- tertainment. Emphasis is very much
Tympany Five, one of the hottest mental Reason" and "Oh, But I Do," on warbling, but there's anything but
diskbox properties, show not only wfhile Miss Grey, a looker on the
a surfeit of the pipes-strutting and
sounds good but pjays better. It's hefty side, hits her best reaction with it's all very agreeable. A bit of combriefer than average layouts here, "Boogie Blues."
and dancing lends added enThe two vaude acts interspersed edy
running about 50 minutes, which
joyable spice on this occasion to the
with the band are Sondra Barrett,
adds sparkle.
melange of music, and song.
Dorsey too often in stage work has good-looking tap dancer who can
Monroe is generous with his own
put his eight-brass, five-sax, four- hoof, and Canfield Smith,, ventrilo- vocalizing as well as with his entire
rhythm group through unchanged quist, with his dummy, Snodgrass. presentation. The stage reveals no
paces. You could almost itemize be- Patter of Smith-Snodgrass combina]e.ss than four rhythm, eight brasses,
fore a show what he would play. tion keeps audience giggling. Best
flvie saxes, six strings and six girl
Things have been changed here; the feature of this act is the windup singan impressive array. As to
only objection one might make ing of "Road 'to Mandalay," wKich singers,
expected, the Monroe offerings
would be to his drawn-out drum has plenty of comedy mixed in with be
run almost entirely lo the sweet stuff
solo of "My Drums Are Getting Bet- it.
at which the band demon.strates why
ter All the Time." Still, the packed
Biz fair when caught, Friday afterit holds one of the top ratings. Monhouse when caught obviously en- noon, V
Shal.
roe himself is in fine voice.
joyed the number.
Opening with "Hold Me, Hold Me,"
Standout""- angle of Dorsey's perMonroe loses no time in getting into
- S*aie,:mY.;
formance here is his arriangements.
the vocal groove, along with the five
He opens with "Outer Drive," a
"Songwriters on Parade" with attractive
Moon Maid thrushes.
crack piece, and adds other excellent Charlie Tobias, Peter De Rose, Nat
They're at the warbling immediately
writing in backgrounding his two Simon, Abel Baer, Jimmy Kennedy,
again, unfolding "It's Dream Time."
singers. Bob Carroll is on fir.st with Susan Allen; Gene Sheldon with
Then Johnny Mack, tuxedoed and
"Linda" and "Where Or When." Loretta Fisher; Jimmy Edmondson high-hatted
tap dancer, scores with
Then Dee Parker picks up, follow- ("Prof. Backwards") Shyrettos O), his difficult routines, including a
ing the "Drum" bit with "Rainy Harrison, Carroll & Ross; ''Dead
walkmg tap for novelty. Betty NorNight in Rio" and "Anniversary Reckoning" (Col).
ton, solo singer, makes "What Are
Song," both unusually fine arrangeThese?" and "Let's Get Married''
ments. For the clincher, she's joined
Smooth-running bill has a suf- very pleasant.
by Carroll to work over "Quien ficiency of novelty and variety,
One of the best of the comedianSabe," another siriart bit recently though there's a slim concession to impressionists to hit this town, Frank
recorded for M-G-M Records.
marquee values. Gene Sheldoh £,ttd Fontaine, unknown here and surely a
Dorsey, iflcidentally, continues to' a collection of tunesmiths gathered
comer, stops the show with his laughease up in his own stage department. under the title of "Songwriters on
loaded and authentic impressions of
He handles all introes nicely,
Parade" head the layout
Fred Allen, Amos 'n' Andy, Hugh
Lynn Shirley, on following the
ASCAP-ers might have had more Herbert, Jimmy Cagney, Edward G.
opener with aero routines, is a nice imaginative staging.
Layout has Robinson, Cary Grant, Peter Lorre,
looker, and while her stuff is aver- Peter De Rose, Abel Baer, Nat
Charles Boyer, Charlie McCarthy,
age, she helps the oversill picture. Simon and Jimmy Kennedy at four
Winston Churchill, Frank Sinatra,
Crowd liked her.
piE-nos, with Susan Allen at vocals. Bing Crosby and Monroe himself,
Pat Henning, on midway, has the Charlie 'Fobias emcees.. Quintet protopped, off by a hilarious charactersame act he's been doing for some vides snatches of songs including ization of 'a moronic
guy who has just
time. But that doesn't make it less "My Mother's Eyes," "Give Me a
copped a $50,000 sweepstakes prize.
amusing. The guy hits the jackpot June Night" (both by Baer); "Red
Comedy business by the band emwith his apeing of various stars' Sails in the Sunset," "Isle of Capri," bellishes Eddie Julian's lively
drum
vocal trademarks, the various meth- "South of the Border" (by Kennedy,
solo. "Girl l Marry'' and "Can't See
ods some of them use to get them- a British cleffer); "Gaucho Sere- Through
the Rain" are right up Monselves killed in films, etc. He's a nade," "Poinciana," "No Can Do" roe's alley. The
band makes tlie most
solid click.
(Simon), "Somebody Loves You," of its only Instrumental contribution
Jordan is as active and showmanly "Wagon Wheels," "Deep Purple" and handles "Margie" in a manner
as ever, adding delectable frosting (De Rose), and "Rose O'Day," "Old that proves hot swing is in its ken,
to a smart show. He starts off with Lamplighter"
And the too.
(Tobias).
"Choo-Choo C^i'Boogie," then "Open tunes when presented provide plenty
Ziggy Talent stirs up the chuckles
the Door, Richard," "Ain't Nobody audience applause.
with his adept projections of comedy
Here But TJs Chickens" and "Look
Comedy highlight is by Sheldon, vocalizing, with "Why Did I Teach
Out Sister, Look Out," a switch on whose standard banjo antics and My Girl to Dance?"
and "Josephine;
his "Brother, Beware" that's equally
pantomime
provide a consistent flow Plea.se No Lean on the Bell" as hjs
as good. He also clicks solidly with of laughs.
Assistance by Loretta vehicles. The sock finale has the enthe paye^ and adds a bowoff laugh Fisher points up Sheldon's cdmedy tire compaijy disporting itself
in
by going into J. D.'s theme as the considerably.
"Let'.s Go Back and Kiss the Girls
elevator starts down.
A further comedy note is provided Goodbye."
All in all, a good stage show that,
by Jimmy Edmondson ("Prof. BackLower floor well filled at noon
coupled with the pic, seems assured wards"), who, after an amiable line show Thursday, opening day. Reef,
Wood
of biz.
of chatter goes into bis backward
writing on a blackboard.
Session
provides an amusing novelty.
V.
Balance of the bill is handled by
Boston, March 21. •
Kansas City, March 21.
Sonny Dunham Orch, Viuion
Al Kusfcin, 5 Mtamians, 3 Pretend- the Shyrettos, bike act, which nets
ers,
June Crenshaw, Jack Parks its lisual healthy returns, and Har- Blaine, Del Bios (3) Ray English/
House Orch (9) with Norma Wer-. rison, Carroll and Boss (New Acts). "Boomerong" (20th):
Jose.
"Apache R6se" (Rep) nnd
ncr,;
"Over the Santa Fe Trail" XCol).
Vivian Blaine, first time here,
makes swell impression on the cusCliieago, Clii
Layout heavily on the novelty side
tomers, carrying her own Weight as,
Chicago, March 21.
adds up to moderate entertainment.
a singer without any reference to
King Cole Trio, Al Bernie, Bobby her Hollywood background.
Short show from the start is in the
hands of Al Ruskin, who works hard Lane & Clai'Tc, Harriet Lorraine, Lou
Displays a nice warm personality
(15); "My Favorite in addition to her looks, and comes
at emceeing and thereby adds a Breese OrCh
notch or two to the show's rating. Brunette" (.Par).
out well-gowned for the ocCadon.
House band's opener is "Ob But I
She does "Boardwalk on Atlantic
Stage show is duplicate of last City," "Annivers"&ry Song," "Rainy
Do," With Norma Werner doing her
week's revue, with only change be- Night in Rio," "Doin' What Crimes
usually cheerful chirping.
First standard turn is that of the ing King Cole Trio in place of Naturally," and "Somewhere in the
Miamians, four acros with a femme Danny O'Neil.
Night," a long list of tunes for a feaQuickly paced 40-minute presen tured personality, but socks them an
for tossing-about. Devote first half
of act to numerous variations of tation is well-knit, only weakness over and leaves the customers yellthree and four-hi^ pyramids, and being in jump rendition by chirper ing for more.
Bemie
gal
Harriet
Lorraine.
Al
t£^es
tossing
of
routine
with
up
wind
Sonny Dunham goes for sweet
among the four hefty males. Work top perfprming honors with boff swing without letting it clog up exdelivery and comedy material that cept once in a while in such preis polished and draws good round
of applause from customers. Ruskin knifes directly to customers' funny- tentions as "Always."
Others, like
follows with his own turn of eccen- bone. Cole Trio sustains topdrawer "Juanita," go better. Vocalist Pete
He's position with" smooth vocals and in- Hanley does "Gal in (3alico," "Glocca
tric terping and pantomime.
far the best on the taps, however, strumentation. Pint-sized terp due, Morra" and "For Sentimental Reabetter
Claire,
do
Lane
and
Bobby
number
and
accentuated
his opening
sons," and is well liked. Band could
his closing precision winning him a than average, while Lou Breese orch use just a little more verve to good
does business-like job.
nice hand.
effect, remaining untndividual for
.
Opener, Miss l-orraine does boffo reasons hard to put your finger on.
Week's "discovery" wiimer is June
Crenshaw, nifty with her feet in a mezzo-soprano on 'Habanera" from But it's got precision and, when on
rope-skipping terp. Final spot is to Carmen' but loses hold with large the ball, bounce.
the Three Pretenders, and their forte opera voice when she attempts jive
Three Del Rios, standard balancing
chirp on "Managua, Nicaragua." Gal stuff but highly skilled, click
is pantomime over familiar recordbig
Act is a draws whistles on entrance with with number of stunts nonchalantly
played offstage.
ings
decidedly different turn for ttiese white strapless, sequined gown that performed, and Hay English gets a
parts, but draws some nice comedy reveals anatomy to best advantage. nice hand with his fast dancing act.
Second are Lane and Claire, who Could use a better line of gab, but
effects from pantomimes on Danny
Kay e. Four Vagabonds and Andrews bow on with straight routine and it goes well enough with the customthen glide into special material. ers,
Quin.
Sisters.
of whom, at opener, there were
_
Pair remove shoes,, when femme
quite a few, indicating better biz this
half points out "sleeping" customer,
week than last
Elie.
Earle,
stocking feet with
(18)

FMIly
punch with current /^stint
by guitE.r, bass and drum
Pfiiladelphio, March 21.
on
combo. August does a nifty job the
Gene Krupa Orch, Sondra Barrett,
"Dark Eyes," "Tea for Two,"
Smith, "It's « Jofce, Son"
closes Canfield
and
"Misirlou"
inevitable
(E-L).
performance and show with
ft*?* jP'tzseraid, Cootie Williams crisp
towering applause.
Merrill,' Tyler, "Jan's Boogie" to
About a month ago Gene Krupa's
.Whirlwinds open bill with roller- band stepped onto the stage of the
Roberts, Broolcltns & Van,
irfSn? h,
two
featuring
routine
skating
^-ftree
"My
Riffs;
thfaitre to pinch-hit when NorEarle
Nat
"flwe Is Julia Ross"
femmes and two males. All are at- man Granz's "Jazz at the Philhar(Col).
costired in strobolite cheerleader
failed to arrive on schedule
^effect with monic"
Ella
Fitzgerald's tumes that give sizzling
Kr^iu*,
due to a blizzard in Buffalo. At the
swinging
gals
tnd
low
^l^ow at this Harlem house lights
time Krupa and his group were holdvaf.L
vauder emerges as
necks
,
decidedly raedi- wildly from partners'
ing forth at the Click nitery.
n~*:.,,Cootie Williams' outfit tees
Comedy dance team, EJsa and
Friday (21), however, Krupa and
naa f«st opener, paving Waldo, recent importations trora out- his crew took the stage of the Earle
So * '
trumpeter Bob Merrill, tive Argentina, set act tone withwears under more normal canditions, and
Femme
S,™ steps oflf the stand for a blues landish costuming. dress while part- nut on a fast-moving, breezy show-;number. Creditably pipes "I exaggerated ballet
Krupas
S™f,.
and bighlighted, of course, by
"^^'^ Hangin' Around My ner wears midget-sized foup
on the drums— that ought
duo's appear- pounding
fish. Laughs begin on
to a week'sf rtin of eiaelmaintained by slow- to add up the boxOffice.
.t^?*^** Rector is a personable tap- anci and are
ar^d U'nt biz at
P^n^mime
tap
Sporting
takeoff,
numevery
motion
on
a
is
brand
tophat and twoThe Krupa
ton* „
draws
that
and blue suit, he warbles jitterbug caricature
ber beginning with a version of
"Ida»*
opener, then segues into strong laughs.
„
"Lover" and running through "Anmhifc
ms t™^^"
terping.
House large despite Lent. Loop.
Garnered go5d hand.
r>=Sf^j:,.^*""*s

RBVIBWS

VarHMonnt, N. V,

Jimmy Dorsey Orch

Here I Come."
King Cole Trio makes audience
jump with rousing opener, "Route
66," and then switches mopd. but
maintains solid punch with "For
Sentimental Reasons." Do medley of
Capitol Record successes that sets

^

i

Scott S^esumes
Vaude, Set at Roxy

Hazel Scott,

April 23. Pianist lecently completed
a concert tour.
Also on the bill with. Mi.ss Scott

will be Carl Ravazza and Henny
Youngman; Latter recently completed stands at the nearby Capitol
and State theatres. He's in at $2,000.
audience in mood for bass solo by
New Roxy show with Connee BosJohnny Miller. Boy hits virtuoso well and Jackie Miles will start Fri.stride as he rides strings to custemporary
tomer click. Trio bowoff is "I've day (28), marking a
Got Rhythm," putting second-show switch from; the usual Wednesday

audience into hot-mitt

class.

Loop.

preem,

Wedneenlay,. Marcli 26,' 1947'
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Ghi Ticket Wildcatters

Due

As Le^t Beefs Reach
Chicago, March 25.
fiatest blast against ticket brokers

who dominate Chi

legit

is

for Cnrb

fokt

Boilii^

-f-

Ex-'Carousel* Ensemble
Dancer Jailed in Theft

getting

results, witb a proposed measure
shaping up that would place limits
on brokers' take similar to that existing in New York aod elsewhere.
Agencies now have no limit on tickets, charging just what the traffic
will bear. "Three to Make Ready,"
for instance, with a Saturday top of
$5.40, is bringing $7.70 at the butchers' windows.
Setup at present has the Barnes
Ticket Agency copping off the first
15 rows of hits, with no attention
paid to mail orders in tfiese seats in
less than a month's time. Last month
several newspaper critics wrote cblunftns on the situation, with Sidney
Harris writing a feature blast and

Lawrence Purcell Evers, describing himself as a dancer in "Carousel," is held under $2,500 bail on a
charge of attempted burglary. He
and a companion were found in a
hallway of a N". Y. eastside dwelling
'and, according to police, admitted
they forced the street door.
When "Carousel" opened there
was a Larry Evers listed among the
ensemble dancers.
-

Downtown N. Y. Theatre
Not So little/ Research

blaming the customers' reactions on
ticket brokers and the attitude of

Enthusiast

Biscloses

boxofflce personnel.

New York,
Curious angle to the gripes of legit Editor, Variett:
lovers is that agencies are moaning,
New York's Henry Street Playalso, because the. federal boys, are
house, the "little downtown theanow investigating the overcharges tre" referred to in a recent issue,
the boys have been getting away happens to be one of the most fathat

Clditn

With.

tickets

are

not

mous

in the city.

From

1915 to 1927

stamped with agenqr charges are it was one of the three most inter-met With the plea that new help esting play-prodiicing centers in
often forgets and that haste makes America.
Government so far has
waste.
You went to see '"the Dybbuk"
pressed no charges, but is making a
Little Clay Cart."
check on all tickets to make sure tiiere. And "The
most of Dunsany. And some
that prices are stamped and that all And
And every spring
Galsworthy.
federal taxes are paid on tlie full Of
"Grand Street Folamount and not just the printed the convulsing
From its acting company
lies.'*
pr'-^e.
came Aline MacMahOn, Mary Ellis,
limiting ticket .brokers
r.leasure

will be placed in the .city hopper
after the spring mayoralty election,

Dorothy

Jimmy

Carroll.
Albert
Cagney, Harold Vermilyea,

Sands,

Paula Truemanf Marc and LUy Lu'.
Helen Arthur and Agnes
bell.
Morgan managed and produced
Brokers Slipped in '46
brilliantly.
The Theatre
there
Washington, March 25.
Guild, the Provincetown Playhouse
Ticket brokers had a bigger year (first on Macdougall Street and later
in 1945 than in '46, although the in Sheridan Square) and th'e Neighdiflference was small, according to borhood Playhouse: these were the
business worked out on the basis of three most vital, original and exGovernment tax figures. Fact that citing theatrical organizations durthe scalpers were slightly oft last ing the raore-than-a-decade they coyear put them ahead of the national existed.',;.^.
trend which appears to be slightly
.
Ellen Terry made her last. New
downward in showbiz for '47.
Yorlc appearance On the NeighborOne interesting angle in" the ducat hood Playhouse's stage.
Ethel
brokerage field is that better tiian
Barry more played there as guest60% of the entire business in the artist. So did Gertrude Kingston,
nation is done 6ti Broadway—proShaw's original Lady Cicely in
viding the boys in the hinterlands "Captain
Brassbound."
Sarah Co-

April

1.

The long speech by Tallulah Bankhead ending the first act of "The Earie
Has Two Heads," which opened pn Broadway last week, consumes U
Speech of Hickey, the
minutes, but it isn't the lengtftlest this season.
traveling salesman in "The Iceman Goihefh," runs 17 minutes. Part was
played by James Barton, but he has since been replaced. On the road
Miss Bankhead's blast was even longer in "Eagle," having been clocked at
25 minutes before it was chopped.
Barton, who is laying off bUt receiving salary, was satisfied with $1,005
top.
\. Y., March 10,
Eleanor Wi son weekly, which he contracted for, but Equity ruled that figure applied for
i.'ountess Edith de Hers
.Maxim, Duke ot Wllleii3teln..Iv.endaU Clark six performances weekly, upon which basis the show played on Broadway
Bankhend
....Talhilah
Qiieen
The
Helmut pant ne To maintain the status of its contracts, however. Equity ruled that he
.iL-inislaii
Cherokee Thornton receive pro rata pay for the'matinees which were added for the road
Tony..
so
Clarence DerwenI
Baron Foehn
he is getting $250-^dditional. All Others in "Iceman" receive the same

The Eagle Mas Two
Meads

.•

C.

BanUhead returns to
Tallulah
she's plenty welcome,
but the play they slipped her
hardly measures up for the average
Limited engagement is
playgoer.
probable, but strong patronage sliould
be drawn for a time,
Dated melodrama has been oh the
road for three months, which is Understandable because of the star's
draw. Easy to see why Miss Bankhead went for "The Eagle Has Two
Heads" (also known as "Eagle Rampant" and "Angel of Death"), for it
gives her a chance at torrents of
words, which is right down her alley.
When she tells off a handsome poetpeasant who comes through the
boudoir witidow to bump her oft, it's
one of the longest speeches in seasons, terminating act one of tliis period drama without One chirp from
the guy;
Scene is within a French castle in
Fraince where the Queen has been in
veiled retirement fjjr 10 years following the killing of her^onsort on
their honeymoon. Stanislas, the poet,
is the tool Of revolutionaries in the
little
monarchy from which she
skipped, and with nothing much on
his mind he accepts the bumping-ofl
assignment.
Secret police of her own country
are on the job anc! know he's in the
place but the queen hides the guy,
going for him because he resembles
her murdered husband. Queen decides to return to her throne, inspired by the romance, but Stanislas
upsets the applecart by taking poi'
son.- Before it takes effect he shoots
the queen.
The melier, from the French, is
literate, often poetic, the adaptation
from Jean Cocteau's oiriginal by Ronald Duncan being an excellent job.
But "Eagle" has too many long
speeches and there is little change of
pace. The six-person cast play is
handsomely set, with an imposing
stairWay featuring the Donald Oenslager designs.

,

.

:

Pyk Tokyo House

Tol^OO,OOfliulstYear

,

Pby

Leases of boxes and seats during
1946 amounted to $1,674,285, contracted with only $417,260 for '45—
Indicating the amount of loose cash

m hieh was

arpund

last year.

;

Lip No. 1 for Canada
Maurice

Kew York

Montreal, March 25.
Chevalier, currently a
hit, will

May

real starting

appear in Montfor a three-

22,

^eek engagement.
Ducats will go at $4 top and Caextend to Quebec,
Three Rivers. Sherbroolte, Ottawa
»nd Toronto. Beiiig hooked here by
Canadian Coijcerts & Artists and
jleal Galls for a SO-50 ' split above
fiadian tour "will

fuarantee.

.

Gerry Named in Dallas
Dallas, March 25.
Roger Gerry has been named stage
director of the 1947 operettas to be
staged here at the Fair Park Casino.
He replaces Jose Rubin.

Town

Under €»i»rieorn
Minneapolis,

Korth
Civic

Star

Drama

Guild,

20.

MhmeaimliH

Theatre production of John C'olton
I.lmlei) drama In three acla

seven scenes, based on novel by Helen
Staged by Arthur Slroom; setHerbert W. Gahagan. Opened at
Xorlh Slar Playhouse. Minneapolis, liarch

;ind

Hinipaon.
tinua,
13,

'-IT,

(or 11 pertormances!

$1.50 top.

..Geraldine Watls

„

1,12
Tr.'i

:

..Margaret Linden

.Sal

Albany, March 25.
The Schupler bill providing an
appropriation of $1,500,000 to the
State Education Dept. from the postwar reconstruction fund, for a State
theatre, died in the Assembly Committee on Ways and Means.

March

and Margaret

MrH. Crouch

State Theatre Plan Dies

percentage of increase.

Broadway, and

Miss Bankhead, as the be'auteous
queen, dominates the play but even
her excellent performance does not
suffice.
Star is properly imperious
most of the time and exhibits tenderness to the man she. wants. She
goes into a rage when learning he
are making honest returns.
well LeMoyne, who had presented has taken the lethal potion, and the
Other year-end figures show:
Browning's "In a Balcony" with tongue-lashing meted him highlights
%'rosperous 1946 was some kind of herself
and Otis Skinner playing the final act. For that the guy unrecord for the season leasing of the leads some years ipreviously, poetically shoots her in the back; her
boxes and other seats, with the total was on its producing staff.
tumble down the stairs is remindful
of oldtime melodramatics.
spent on this almost four times the
This
is the tradition
the "little
Helmut Dantine. from Hollywood,
•45 figures.
Stanislas. This is his BroadThe year 1948 was also a sock downtown theatre" has behind it. plays
way legit debut, and he's a good
Day
Tuttle,
annum for the sale of tickets in
trouper.
Clarence Derwent is a
excess of the. established prices by
baron, conniving head of the cops,
the proprietors and employees of
and he delivers a. competent peramusement spots, a practice which
Plays
formance, as always. Kendall Clark
and Eleanor Wilson, as the loyal reis
far more common away from
tainers, have secondary narts. CherBroadway than on that main stem.
okee Thornton is unusual as the mute
Uncle Sam slaps a 50% tax on this
black servant, alert and intelligent.
Tokyo, March 18.
unlike other forms of
business,
In the same theatre (Plymouth)
Ernie Pyie theatre here celebrated
ticket speculation on which the fedMiss Bankhead scored in "The Skin
its first anni last week with a foureral bite is only 20%.
of Our Teeth." "Eagle," which gets
During 1946, the ticket offices layer production for the Gis in the its title from an emblem, is currently
sold ducats for $4,516,790 above the Ojient. Included was the Nip preem a hit ia London and Paris.
ibee.
of- "Blue Skies," a Latin-American
established prices, with the big
Manhattan agencies doing $2,816,995 stageshow, "Tabasco," and the USO
show, "Girl Crazy."
of this trade.
In 1945, the nationOut of
This 3,500-seater, which boasts rewide •sales over printed prices
amounted to $4,647,910, and Man- volving and elevating stages, played
hattan's share of this was $2,759,960. to more than 1,200,000 people in its
In 1946, proprietors and employees first year.
Included in the huge building, beof amusement places paid federal
taxes on a business of $731,714 in, sides the main auditorium, are a
which they admitted selling their basement snack bar,- newsreel theatickets above the listed prices. The tre, a library, and a roof garden
preceding year the figure was only where a dance band plays, and Red
Cross refreshments.
$365,857:

.

Wilson production of imma, in
three acta (two scenes) by Jean tocteau,
adapted from ICrench by Ronald Duncan
Stars Tal!ul»h Banknend; leaturea Helmut
Staged by producer; setlihgs bJ
llantlne.
Opened at Plymouth,
Donald Oenslager.

John

....Marjorie Sucll
,...ChnrIe,^ Masctn
l'>ther Olson
nale Eclslunrt

desman ...........

Miss Milly.....
.secrf tary Winter.
Ketch
Mias S. Qualfe
The Hon. Charles .Ad
.

.

Garnett Jones
Kathie Bye
.

Samson Fliisky. .....
Tiarij^......,,

.

.

.CSeorge

.

Chapel Playhouse, Guilford, Conn., strawhatter which resumed
after a five-year shutdown, with legit p,a. Lewis Harmon in

•

London

sum.

his debut
as a producer, recently paid 10% dividends'to stockholders. Theatre earned
back original investment of $5,750 raised by stock sale at beginning of
season, in addition to dividend paid, with an added overage set aside for
next season. Theatre used name policy of guest stars, with Jean Parker,
Roger Pryor, Diana Barrymore and others. Miss Parker making her legit

debut and coming to attention of Jed Harris ("Loco") and Jean Dalrymple
("Burlesque"). At $2.40 top, the 417-seater averaged $3,000 weekly teceipts, with only two losing weeks out of a ttirie wftek Reason. Plan is to
resume again end of June under Harmon's directit)h for another nineweek season with same name star system.
;

.

Graduating exercises Of the Aiperican Academy of Dramatic Arts, which
in its 63d year, were held at the Bijou, N. Y., last Friday (20), when 90
members of the class were given diplomas. Veteran dramatist Owen Davis
presided, with Oscar Hamtnerstein, 2d, the guest of honor, both making
addresses. Hammerstein told the embryo players that while there aren't
many stock companies in which aspiring professionals formerly got their
training, there is a bigger outlet for newcomers in summer theatres, radio
and pictures. He mentioned Broadway as haying become "the symbol for
bad taste and the zone of big, bad wolves of the theatre." Graduates ipamefrom cities a^ far away as those on the Coast and Alaska, less thaft iib
living in the city of New York.
is

.

jgg

Next season's production of "Ziegfeld Follies," to be jointly produced by
Monte Proser, Lee Shubert and Joe Kipness, won't have Harry Richman
anij Sophie Tucker in the cast, their inclusion having been the idea of
Proser.

The latter, recently in Miami Beach, where he caught the pair at the
Beachcomber mtery, was so impressed with the pair's whamoyers with the
customers that he: thoiight of tising them in the "FoHie^," but Lee Shtibert
nixed the idea.
It was proposed to transport "Cyrano De Bergerac," which closed on
Broadway last Saturday (22), to Philadelphia by truck to save money, but
that idea was scrapped suddenly. Deal for trucks was broached, by the
office of J. J. Jjeyenthal, ^who controls the revival although Jose Ferrer
presents it. LeVenthal was informed thiit if "Cyrano" was trucked the
equipment of the Tait Transfer Co. would have to be used because of a
contract with ttie house/ so previous plans were cancelled and the show
moved by train.

Press pipe on Bob Hope doing a Broadway musical for Irving Berlin is
an oldie which died aborning. At the time of Berlin's "Blue Skies" pro-

was talk that if Paramount could loan Hope for nine
for a Berlin-composed Broadway musical, based on Hope's book,
"So This Is Peace," to be filmed later at the studio, it might give the
comedian, and all concerned, a combination stage and screen vehicle. The
nine months' leave from the studio stymied it at the source.

duction there

months

,

Final scripting of the late F. Scott Fitzgerald's "The Last Tycoon" has run
into casting difficulties. Play had received the approval of a Hollywood star
and the verbal okay of his studio, permitting him a Broadway interlude,
until it was discovered that "Tycoon" is about a Hollywood producer. Star
was told not to go ahead with the deal under pain of suspension. Producers
are now looking around for somebody not likely to care what Hollywood
producers fed personally.

Lenore Coffee, her husband, W. J. Cowen, and their teen-age children,
Tom and Garry, are sailing for England. The elders will remain a few
months, while the youngsters will enter a drama school in Bristol, to prep
them for subsequent appearances with Old Vie Co., it is hoped. Miss Coffee,
who co-authored "Family Portrait" and has been writing for HoUywood,
IS commissioned to write an original
script fOr Paramount at her leisure
while overseas.
Indications that Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, would
compete against themselves in London this soring when "Oklahonap!" and
"Annie Get Your Gun" are "due there, were somewhat confusedT They
wrote "Oklahoma!"' and "Carousel," which are playing on Broadway directly across the street from each other
(St. James and Majestic, on 44th
street), and they are the producers
of "Annie," not the authors. Book of
that click is by Dorothy and Herbert Fields,
music by Irving Berlin.

Four pit musicians who comprise the basic house orchestra of the
Broadway, N. Y., are under contract until Sept. 1 and will be paid until
that date, although they'll probably not
be used because the legiter has
been leased for pictures by United Artists.
Payroll for the quartet is
close to $500 weekly.

Hiram Sherman withdrew from "Cyrano De Bergerac" because

of se-

rious Illness, despite other reports.
Physicians detected a heart ailment
and ordered' him abed for at least two months. His
mother came to New
York from Illinois to care for the ailing actor.

An idea of relative legit production costs, in England and America, is
accented by "Bom "Sresterday."
R cost Max Got^n $37,000 to put on the
No. 2 company. Whereas Laurence
Olivier, who has the London troupe,
mounted It for $20,000.

Wright

driven to dipsomania because her
husband, a murderer who served his
prison term, will not permit her to
unbosom her past in a house of prostitution during his
The theatre would be lotSated in Ahoriffinea.
incarceration;
other freed and bonded convicts, a
New York Ci^, "on a suitable site
malevolent
housekeeper,
to be selected by the commissiOher
jealousy'
Because Alfred Hitchcock had and love interest. It is all faintly
of education."
bought -it before its stage production suggestive of "Gaslight," in which
and will produce and direct it as a Miss Bergman scored one of her bigscreen vehicle for Ingrid Bergman, gest hits, and it can provide her with
special interest probably attaches to a fat emotional role.
Corey's
'Turtle'
"Under Capricorn," now having its
In its present stageplay form, howHollywood, March 25.
world premiere at the hands of the ever, it's
Wendell Corey, Hal Wallis con- Minneapolis Civic Theatre group. Capricorn" questionable if "Under
has enough appeal to
tr&ctee, returns to the stage for the North Star Playhouse. Entrusted to make it a
popular success
Broadsummer in "The Voice of the Tur- a skillful scenarist, and including w-ay candidate. The centralorsituation.
tle," with Margaret Snllavan, in Lon- what is now a presently lacking co- Of the misunderstood wife,
harrowed
ordination,
this
o-rama
undoubtedly and haunted by memories and degendon.
can
be
into
made
good
film
fare.
erating
into a frowsy, drunken, unIiv autumn Corey comes back to
For
thing it has .many ele- happy recluse because of
her grim,
Hollywood to co-star with Barbara ments one
right up Hitchcock's alleyhusband's insistence on
Stanwyck in the Wallis picture, "Be central characters tortured by dark bewildered
Khiittiiiy out the past, will
seem too
Still My Love."
meniories, a misunderstood
wife remote and almost incomprehensible
.

..Patricia

last

mer

Robert Kyan

Bet
William Dlnsmore..
JWs Worship. ,. ..
l.fldy Henrietta Flusky

'

Markev

......Pat Schmltt
.....Harry I'uivev

.....IJavld C'puser

.......Minnie Brill
Brmii t'Inrfl}', I>olores
Berisley, Verria Jones

'

the average normal auditor
handled here.

to

The

aS
,

rehabilitation of the wife and

husband .through the efforts of an
upstanding young Irishman includes
of spirit between them and consequent rescue oX
the marriage despite the maohma-

the ultimate

communion

an unscrupulous and sinister
housekeeper.
These possess gooo
dramatic values but they have noi
been convincingly developed.
.
Based on Helen Simpson's novel
the same name and co-authored By
Margaret Linden, who appears in tne
play here, and the late John Cotton,
the latter a one-time local newspaperman and drama critic __wno

ti<ihs Of

«

wrote such stage hits as "Rai".3or
"The Shanghai Gesture," "Unoer

Capricorn" also has the common
cie
faults of lacking sufficient plot
velopment, suspense and action. -A""
(Continued on page 61)

'
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6'way

To

Badflmv It Was m Faihffe
AiBffld

C^sw^

planning and
After two -years of
the penal
huddling about amcndii«
censorship; Broadrode regarding

$125,000 Snared

Penal Code

Tauber to Produce,

London Revival

Batoii

Richard Tauber, .who appeared in

:

of

the

a brief amendNeil Mitchell offered
produce the dement that failed to

Legislatke

Equity Selects 6

:

.

By Foir As

why

Of Nominatws
Equity's third quarterly

member-

they were ex

capitals

regarding;

taining

to

show not only folded but

until ttie

removed from the
the settings
house. Present commissioner, Benjamin Fielding, has taken no similar
attitude

towards Broadway.

He

has

stated that a number of complaints
were made to him but he did not
believe any regulatory action was

necessary.
He pointed,, out that
plays named by objectors closed on

owh anyhow.

Fielding did not
favor amending the penal code but
did hot voice objection to the Mit-

their

chell bill.

40 ©f 'Okk.' Troupe

Flyiig

2SS

;

per-

lath'

to

London;

ting ship reservations

was

a major

problem but it has been decided
out of the 60 in the "Okla-

that 40

homa!"

outfit

go across by
hands being on the

will

oeing "Life With
Father"
voice Of the Turtle."

Cast for jforkened

ShoD^ Via

l&i^s

I

!

Understood that the lea,e is for
18 months, whereas the lease on
Winter Garden, former ace musical
house, is stated to have more than

tion.

j

I

i

1

five

:

Sez Press Slynter

A

j

years to go.
repoirt
that

the

Columbia

Broadcasting System would let go of
several of- the halt dozen legit theaJames Mason, the British picture tres being used as radio studios has
However,
star, Who's slated to debut on Broad- n t been substantiated.

:

j

I

;

way
'

tonight

(26)

"Bathsheba,"

in

.

,

,

^'"1 possible if CBS decides to
originate more programs on the
coast. Chain has discontinued billi„g tts shows on theatre canopieS

I

1

which there has^ J>een eontroversy since the flrst tryout night,
Philwon unusual press attention
adelphia during the past week. On
Saturday (22), during the matmee,
an unidentified patron climbed to
the stage and interrupted the per-

over

,

m

I think

tell

you

now Broadway

Actors in two attractions which
layed off because of the illness Of
replacements to the council will be respective stars received full pay,
voted upon. Officers were chosen and the managements received comlast year when Glarenee Derwent mensurate credit in Equity's monthwas elected president, he and other ly magazine.
officers having two more years to
The Chicago company of "Harvey"
Derwent, who was out of
serve.
was dark three perforiQances but
town for several months, is curthere were no deductions at the
rently appearing in "The E£gle Has
order of Brock Pemberton, the proTwo Heads" on Broadway With ducer. John C. Wilson, who preTallulah Bankhead.
sented the recently closed "Present
Out of 12 names proposed, the six Laughter," similarly paid off in full
named are: Bert Lytell former although that comedy was dark for
Equity prez; Peggy Wood, Williami four performances because Clifton
Gaxton, Claudia Morgan, Robert Webb was ill shortly before it closed,
Keith and Sidney Blacteier. The on Broadway.
council's end of the nominating comEquity rules stipulate that when
mittee consists of Alan Hewitt, Cora star is ill and no i>erformances are
nelia Otis Skinner and Myron Mc- played as a result, the manager may

MasOn "Mr. Mason,

stink." [That
talk]

'sir'

is

Proctor, the .ihow's press
declared that it wasn't a

Japnies

agent,

stunt. However, Mason himself has
pulled similar stuff. When at least
one of his British-made films was
exhibited, the actor inserted ads in
the dailies to the effect that "the
picture stinks,'^ ahd advised people
not to see it. The result was to hypo
the boxoffice.

Mason got his rep in the U. S.
particularly with "The Seventh Veil."
Other of his films namely "1 Met a

!

because of excessive

replacement
Canopy billiiig in removable
which are lighted at night,
changed two to three times
daily, costing around $150,000 an-

|

costs.
jetters,

j

.^^as

!

'

nually.'

i

indications now are that City In[vesting, which owns the Broadway
block on the west side of the thor-

j

oughfare between 45th and 46th
and adjacent theatres on
each bisecting street, will start to
raze the properties sooner than expected. Present plans call for work

i

streets,

.

i

i

May, 1948. Threo legiters
dqwn, the Morosco, Bijou
and Fulton, also the Aster atid Victoria (former Gaiety), which have
picture policies.
The latter pair
front on Broadway, City Investing
also owns the 46th Street, but that

to start in
will come

i

I

house will continue intact because
Murderer" and "Wicked Lady," have
buildings between that theatre and
not been rated so well though
the Fulton could not be acquired.
they've been real moneymakers, too.
Properties are Owned by the Shu-

The Philadelphia story about the
interrupter is that the fellow is a
psychoneurotic known by the theatre (Forrest) manager. Mason is
reported to have thrown a water
pitcher at the guy, who was hustled
out the stage door. Curtain, which
had been dropped after the incident,

berts.

Most recent reports concerning the
Hotel Astor are that the LoewMetro deal to buy the property and
the half dozen legiters along 44th
and 45th streets is off. Of the several plans outlined one was to build
an addition to the hotel and another
deduct one-eighth for each missed was rung up and Mason resumed for a theatre to occupy part of the
show but actors receiving $100 or where he left off, getting an ovation. hotel in the rear. Work on razing

HENRY 011M TO DEBUT
AS B'WAY MANAGER

less

are

to

J)e

paid $5 per day.
season "Three To

'Bathsheba"
according to reports.
had received an unfavorable press.
the second week's busine.ss having

the adjacent dwelling that lined the

'

!

so-called Shubert alley has started
again and the spot may be utilized
as an outdoor dining room.
dropped materially.
"~"
been intended to resume but before
In an interview Mason said that
that plan was cancelled the man - he
expects "Bathsheba" will be «
117*11*
i
tKu.
agement agreed to pay the players panned by the critics when opening JOneS WlUnig lO irjf lltl
an extra week. That intimate musi- on Broadway and that he won't be
cal was presented by Stanley Gilkey ruffled if that proves correct. Actor,
AI Fresco
era Again;
and Barbara Payne.
who is generally described as being
During the six-week layoff of "O frank and witty, explained that he
Season Set Willi 9
Mistress Mine," when Alfred Lunt figured the show would get an unwent under an operation, the cast favorable reception because "people
.
Pittsburgh, March 25.
received half salary for the second of the theatre have a slight prejudice
Allan Jones revealed here reand third week, with full pay for against movie stars moving in. . .but cently while visiting his wife, Irene
the balariie of the darK period, as I've never let myself be depressed Her vey, of "State of the Union," that
provided for in Equity's rules. Not by critics. For years I was a hack 'he will do "Rose Marie" for summer
included, of course, was Lunt, nor actor in England, though ih the last opera company at Pitt Stadium if
his co-star and wife, Lynn Fontanne. few years I've had a measure of local group can reshuffle its schedAttraction is presented by the The- popularity."
ule. Singing star has a previous comatre Guild and Wilson.
"Bathsheba" opened in Princeton mitment for same week at Dallas,
Helen Hayes' laryngitis- darkened and on that night Robert H. Gordon and William Wymetal, new manag"Happy Birthday" for half a; week, exited as director. Mason in.sisted ing. director for Pittsburgh's al fresco
with lower bracket actors rebel ving that he is replaced, and Cory Rusk- outfit, is trying to fit him in. Nethe allowable per, diem allowance. in stepped in. Argument between gotiations with Jones to Come here
the star and director was that theia year ago fell through when he
performance should be played as a wouldn't okay money offered him.
Extra week has been added to
comedy, not seriously, and the billIng now is that it's an "ironic com- 1947 schedule, making nine shows in.
edy." Play's producers, Maximilian all, with "Desert Song," starring,
CUES N. Y.
Becker, Lee K. Holland and Svlvin Irene Manning, set for opener, June
Members of the Dramatists Guild, Friedlander, backed up Mason in 2. It'll be followed by "Firefly,'!
Dramatists Play Service, Society of the argument. Understood that the "Balalaika," "Roberta," "Rio Rita,**'
Authors Representatives, William press at first was inclined to be "Countess Maritza," "Rosalie," *RoE«
Morris agency and several leading hostile to the visitor but became Marie" atid 'The Great Waltz."
>
Jones came to Pittsburgh when
Broadway playwrights will huddle friendly under Proctor's steering in
today (Wed.) at the Morris agency Philly, where i number of publicity, laryngitis forced him to cancel sec.
ond week of two-week engagement
offices in New York to discuss steps stunts were staged.
at Hotel Radisson in Minneapolis.
to get rid of the practice of un-^
He left here after few days for Coast
Cape Playhouse 21st Season
authorized readings Of contemporary
in a new car picked up in Detroit
Dennis, Mass.. March 25.
play.s.
Cape Playhouse opens its 21st sea- to spend a little time with his and
Other violations of theatre copyright will also be discussed, such as son here Jvne 20 under Richprd ML-ss Hervey's children before re-'
in Aldrich's direction.
turning east late this month to opeh
works
copyright
of
use
iltegal
Arthur Sircom will stiage for the in New York at Vanity Fair, where
summer hotels and improper use of
eighth successive season.
he's replacing Gertrude Nieseia.
material ih fon'ijm counii ie."!.

Earlier

in

the

Make Ready" was forced
Ray Bolger was

off

hospitalized.

when

It

'

'

had

I

Henry Duffy, formeriy active in
legit on the Coast, will debut as a
manager on Broadway this spring
with "Song Withojut Words," an op-

and "The

St,

Loo Ups Aud Rental
Sf.

The upward

Louis,

March

25.

spiral of costs finally

Kiel
the $7,000,000 Henry W.
auditorium, and last
tmunicJpai)
anweek Harry Boyer, manager,
i,
July
next
effective
nounced that,
average of
will be hiked an

"SOIIGSTEESS GOES DEAMATIC
^Lisa Kirk, nightclub songstress,

hit

will Play

a straight dramatic part in
forthcoming Broadway play.
House," by Harry Young,
Which will be
Rex

Jhe

"P^n

rentals

10%.
produced by
pro
The new scale is e:npected to
^Comedy about the veterans''hdus- duce approximately $25^
municipal pur

'-frlton.

situation, goes toto rehearsal in
»ne next 10
days.

tures before but for some sea-^ons
has been housing musical shi ws. being of large capacity. Indicated this
season has not been profltable for
the theatre and may anticipate a
reduction' in musical show produc-

j

No Press Stmt,

sir,

At the annual meeting set for
June 6, 10 councillors and several

with all
way by April 10. Go.st of sending eretta based on Tchaikovsky that
the troupe overseas will approxiwas presented in San Francisco and
mate $25,000. Scenery is being built
Los Angeles about two years ago.
there under the direction ol the
The original settings and costumes
Gidld's head carpenter, Abe Kurnit.
The book has been
will be used.
Players do not expect to remain revised by Patsy Ruth Miller, the
ih Ingltnd more than six months
lyrics are by Forman Brow, and
and will not be subject to the British the score adapted by Franz Steinincome tax. At the end of that inger. Florence George will be the
period it is anticipated that English prirpa donna.
Delia Lind of the
actors will have replaced the Amer- original cast also will appear
icans.
Early in the war Duffy left the
London presentation of "Annie Coast because of blackouts and loGet Your Gun" will not be as com- cated in Detroit, where he present*lex, since only two leads (Dolores ed a number of revivals, mostly on
Gray and Bill Johnson) are going a stock basis. He also produced a
there from New York. Indications musical called "Life of the J:'arty,
8te that "Oklahoma!" will open based on "The Patsy," with the
«nead of "Annie," being dated at backing of Israel Slavin, a Detroiter
tile Drury
Lane on May -1, after a who Owned the Blackstone, Chicago,
Week in Manchester.
The show was not
at the time.
Two other Broadway clicks will brought to Bi-oadway.
.
be on London's
stages soon, shows

plane,

I^^i^

formance to

*Harvey,"Laiigliter'

own way

Transit Expense Cormick.

Sending an entire company of
"Oklahoma!" to. England appears to
have been a headache to the Theatre Guild, especially its general
manager, Pete Davis. Matter of get-

,

leigislation

show

business. Equity,
however, has decided that it shbiild
be alerted when bills which, may
react unfavorably are introduced,
which is the reason for the formation of a legislative committee being made up of members from all
talent unions.
Reasbh why the talent groups
agreed on the move was the laborcontrol
trend
among legislative
bodies. A service to supply the information will be contracted for,
the cost to be divided among the
affiliates of the Associated Actors
and Artistes of America, the parent
talent union.
Planned city taxation on tickets
will be one measure that the talent bunch will oppose, also all censorship moves.

It's no Equity secret that last year*
a group of "left wingers" had their
in naming the nominators.
Moss also was the commissioner Understood that the "conservatives"
in the "Trio" case and refused to
dominated at Friday's session, as intransfer the license of the Belasco
dicated by those chosen.

"Wine"' was actually a burlesque
show spotted in a legit theatre.

,

i

being darkened nine months.

after

'

'

.

but
ship meeting was held at the Hotel
eluded from responsibility was never
Former License Astor, N. Y., last Friday (21), when
clearly explained.
Commissioner Paul Moss, who insti- approximately 1,100 actors were pregated the prosecution, did cancel the sent to vote on six members of the
Ambassador's license for an an- nominating cominittee to serve in
nounced year but permitted the
the coming elections ^with three prehouse (now in pictures) to reopen
vidusiy chosen by the council.

attraction,

j
i

.'

For CoMttee

"Wine* Woman and Song," at the
Ambassador, N. Y., several seasons
ago, the late I. H. Herk was convicted as the ostensible presenter
and failed. Not indicted were the
Shnberts, who operated the theatre
-and are said to have financed the

severail legit

^

presented hjs meas- casting Corp., for a Sunday, afterbefore the recent deadline noon series, "An Hour With Richard
reached. Stated Taubier," starting April 18. Tenor,
Broadway managers have no repWei who just returned from a twothe month Central America tour, sings resentative in either Washington or
Mitchell *in is the reason it did not his farewell concert at N. Y.'s Car- Albany, having rejeeted a proposal
The negie Hall Sunday (30) night, for that they retain a soiirce:' Of ihforfloor.
reaeh the Assembly
amendment would have exempted nls fourth recital in N. Y. this sea- matioh at the national and state

manager or operal<»r.
Under the present law actors are
not culpable hut the producer and
theatre manager are. la the case of

would build

'.

for new iiifls was
the Catholic
in XH»ny that
to
League's objection
lare

the

firin

!

tire just,

son.'

his

theatres. TogeOier with plans of the
March 25.
Chanin brothers to again build
"The Bat," "Chimes legiters, producers are, thus hopeof Normandy" and "Apple Blos- ful that the stagnant status of thesoms" have been added to the rep- atre construction is on the wane.
er(»ry of the St Louis Municipal Botii companies aim to put up
Theatre Assri.'s sked for the W"? houses north of Times Square but
season which tees off in the al south of Columbus Circle, With in-'
fresco theatre in Forest Park June ^jpations that Sixth avenue (A ve5.
"The Bat" and "Chimes of Nor^.j The Americas) will supply
mandy" are being modernized while ti,g sites.
"Apple Blossoms" will be presented
Meantime, it's been announced
in its original form, according to the Shuberts have lea-sed the BroadManager Paul Beisman.
way to United Artists for pictures.
Three productions previously an- so that house wiU not be further
nounced for the foirthcOming season available for legit this sea-sbn, nor
are "Nina Ro.sa," "Naughty Mari- during 1948. Like the Winter Garetta" and "Babes in Toyland." Five den, which the Shuberts leased to
more works remain to be picked films, the Broadway is directly on
for the 88-night season.
the main stem. It has been in picSt. Louis,

of

'

Tauber has also signed contract
for 25 weeks with the British Broad-

operators or lessees of theatres in
Church group
indecent play cases.
indicated it would oppose its passage
U the owner of the theatre was also

Dowling,
Robert E.
Recently,
head ot the City Investing Co., assured a group in show business that

t-

Loo Muny Adds Three
To Summer Al Fresco Sked
St.

;

iepsl^^

vised.

/

Point-Up Prospects for N. Y. Beatres

Revivals

My

revival

operetta "Bird
by the legislature at Albany Seller." He won't appear in it, but
from committee. will conduct show from the pit.
never emerged
one or more re- Show is an old Viennese musical
Alter objections by
by
Assemblyman Mac- Carl Zeller which Tauber has religious groups,
oration

sired resultsthe legislator

City Investing, Ciianin PlaiB for Bldg.

Hollywood, March 25.
Los Angeles Civic Light Opera
Co. shared $125,000 -on its first
week's preferential ticket sale. Only
last season's ticket buyers were solicited by mail.
Mail sale continues for another
week, when the boxoffice opens for
public ducat sale.;

legit on Broadway early this season
in "Yours Is
Heart," Will ay to
London April 2, where he'll produce

a

59

Light Opera Co. Tix Sale

+

couwav is still back where it was a
Ze ot seasons ago; when all groups
business ex«nd unions in show
"Trio" bewessed indignation over
iBHorced Off the boards. The only
for consid"aasorehip bill scheduled

Li.

in

tional

'

revenue for

poses annually.

T

j

j

Of

i

Sbws

I

i

'

i
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COPYRIGHT PROTECTION
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iJMSinMATB

was ing the 52-week

in

m

s.-

which

ms-rk,

it

seasons.

Colored-cast drama is cleaning up
on the Coast and is returning to Los
for a run at the Belasco^after
will Angeles
grosses at the

with

exceed; attendance excellent,
takings around $23,500.

getting

Chicago, March

IN

exceptional

flivved

mated.

M

St.

MB

St

March

St. Louis,

of

2S.

week stand

out

Saturday

5, and "Fatal Weakness," Sel*
April 7.
Estimates For Last Week
"Born Yesterday," Erlanger (4th

April

wyn

season

the

in

earlier

Norway" bowed

(22) after 15 weeks. Newcomers are
to be "Beggar's' Holiday," Shubert

Apparently the one-week return
engagement of John van Druten'g
comedy, "The Voice ot The Turtle,"
came too soon after the soclto four-

in, tfte

25.

,
i>
Only
five shows in town plus fair
weather allowed good business to
be enjoyed by all. Several convention committees bought out entire
houses last week to help hypo biz
Gf the five shows in town, "Sontf

'TURTLT ONIY $11,500

Biltmore there.
, .
,
»,
Newark house has reverted to Al-

James '(206th fred Cerrigone after others
week) (M-l,50§; $4.80). Improved in operating the spot eai:lier
as expected and still earning goodly season.
operating profit; around $25,000 esti"Oklahoma!",

'Norway'MtyMinlSlhmFin^

grossed nearly $22,000 at $3 top. No
attraction in the Jersey town has
gotten that much money in many

6,7W for 'Eagle'
Improvement

Only 5 Shows in Chi But Biz Strong;

"Anna Lucasta" played the Newark Opera House last week and

^3,400, Chevalier Toujonrs

attendance
general along Broadway last week,
Income-tax filing had afifected business for weeks prior to the: deadlme
miiior factor
date. Lent is but
any decrease in theatre-going, according to boxoffice figures durmg
the fluctuation periods.
"Brigadoon" sold out all performances last week. The first full week
was better than first estimated, tak"The
ings being close to $43,400.
Eagle Has Two Heads" was socked
by critics and first nighters but w&s
protected by a healthy radvtoce sale.
Two premieres this weelt aire Bathsheba" and "The Whole World
Over," latter being a sudden book"Beggar's Holiday" wiU close
ing.
, this week, going to Chicago.

WmM

lucasta'

Broaiiway Looks Up; Ir^adooii

SRO

e

.

,

(1,334;. $3.60). Topped last week
and the piece wound up with only wk)
for a fat $23,000.
a medioc^re ^VfO ,t?^''f
"Harvey," Harris (33rd wk)
the 1.700-seat
with
formances,
Convention fodder for
American theatre scaled to $3.66. (1,000: $3.60),
$16,500.
healthy
a
W).
Saturday
cated.
The piece bowed out
"Lute Song," Studebaker (9th wk).
(Uth
The crix kept on with their raves,
Adelphi
Scene,"
"Street
Stephens, (1,246; $4.20). Held over for another
Harvey
for
particularly
week) (M-1,434; $6). Tapered somea brisk $22,000.
iSuisa Horton and Frances Tanne- month after Norway,"
what with last week's, takings esti"Song of
Shubert U6th
in the lead roles, but the
hilli
mated at around $29,500.
Wk) (2,100; $4.80). Bowed out Satnatives didn't respond.
(22) after a nifty $30,000.
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
The highest price for a drama urday
SomeTo
Make Ready," Black$3.60).
"Three
week)
(C-939;
for
set
(154th
this season, $4.27, has been
wk)
(6th
(1,358;
$4.80).
stone
WiU.
the
for
what better last week, when the
Moon
"A
Eugene O'MU's
Estimates for Last Week
time to come after
gross was around $9,000.
Misbegotten," which opened a one- run for some
Boston, March 85.
American last weeks like this rousing $25,000.
Keys: C (Comedj/), D (Drama),
"The Whole World Over," Bilt'
doldrums are here so week stand- at the
Ditnn,
James
(Monday).
CD (Comedv-Drama) R (Revue). more (C-920; $4.20). Presented by farMid-Lenten
night
is
attractions
as the number of
(Musicdl) O (Operetta)
Walter Fried and Paul Moss; written concerned but takes on the three Marcy Welch and Rhys Williams
(8th
Coronet
Sons,"
"All My
have the top roles;; Advance was
by Konstantin Simonov, adapted by
in are okay. "Red Mill," open'ENCORES
week) (D-1,095; $4^0). Perked and Thelma Sehnee; opens Thursday shows
big.
ing Monday (17) at the Shubert, ran
was credited with $17,500; looks like (27).
right into capacity biz and continues
out.
selling
not
moneymalcer
but
{.
(16th to hold out promise for a long run,
124,000
Mansfield
Ago,"
"Years
•
Annie Gel Your Gun," Imperial
week) (C-1,001; $4.80). Has been "Barefoot Boy With Cheek," in sec- loon' Dwindles To
Los Angeles, March 25.
(45th week) (M-1,427; $6.60). Newer
doing very well and picked up also
week at the Colonial is bigger
"Pygmalion", still held onto its
musicals have not affected the capac- last week, takings estimated at ond
than first, and final week is current.
SRO figure of ?24,000 for the second
ity-p]us paoe,»whioh varies only in around $17,000.
in Delroil stanza at the Belasco last week, Ger"Glass Menagerie" finished threethe number 6f standees; over $45,000
the downbeat, but did
run
on
week
starrer is turning
REVIVALS
Lawrence
trude
Detroit, March 25.
tops all.
appeal.
buyers for the itota
"Another Part of the Forest," FulThe Importance of Being Ear- well considering coniJbisseur
"Moon for the Misbegotten" ended away ticket
here no-w, with sellout
frame and has been for over a week.
ton (18th week) .(D-968; $4.80). Im- nest," Royale (3d week) (C-1,025; Opera is
its two- week run at the Cass with a
bills but "Boris God"Anna Lucasta" finaled at the
proved as did most others -and $4.80). Importation is top grosser scale for all
dwindling $13,000 as a wave of rewith $13,000 on the last

"State of the Union,"

week) (CD-1,057;

Hudson

$4.80).

(71st

Like most

other standouts attendance stronger
last week, with gross of $24,000 indi-

'Barefoot Boy'

•

'

'

_

,

M

,

'

•mMALION'

SRO

1 Li

$13^0

'

,

•

.

:

•

period;

spring

the

span

should

among straight-show

revivals; nearly

unoff."

action to

its

censor trouble caught

Biltmore

four performances,
"Tenting Tonight" begins tonight
play was presented three days for
Plymouth for a week's up with it. The
the
on the three weeks plus
at
times during the week at a and $82,000
magic show
Blackstone's
engagement. Hasty Pudding Club of nine
stand.
top.
Harvard is doing a new musical $3.60
$6,000 on a split week in
"Dear Ruth" drew a mjld $9,000 picked up house.
called "Speak for Vaurself" Wednessame
the
week at the Shubert Lafayette in
"Blackouts of 1847"
Murray's
Ken
day, through Friday of this week at
nine performances at a $2.40 top.
the clubhouse, then goes on tour, of
slid through the 248th inning at El
with standard $17,000.
Capitan
the ivy circuit. Ahead are "Message
Musart looked sad with slightly less
for Margaret" at the Wilbur, March
week; mixed-cast musical goes
goodly takings; bit QflE 31; "Anna Lucasta," Plymouth, and
than $2,000 for the eecond stretch
Shubert, Chicago; around $1.8,500; holdings to
CuireMRoa^^
qubted.
"Cyrano," Opera House, April 7,
of "Charley's Aunt." "Taming of the
house going to pictures (United Art- but nearly $19,000
El Patio Saturday
22-April
5)
rolledinto
Covering
MaYcU
Center,
(Period
on
Ice,"
"Everything's
Cort
and
Shrew"
"Lady Windermere's Fan,"
ists).
Metropoli- night for an indefinite run.
'.'Accidentally Yours"
"Born Testerflay," Lyceurh (60th (23d week) (C-1,064; $4.20). Long- April 8.
Estimates for Last Weeic
tan, Seattle (24-29); Curran, Frisco
week) (C-993; $4.80). Rarely are est stayer among season's revivals
"Barefoot Boy With Cheek," Co- (31-5).
there seats unoccupied in any por- and aimed into next month; rated
"Anna Lucasta" ~^ Shubert, N.
tion of the three-floor house; tak- well over $17,500, an improvement. lonial (1,500; $4.20). Second week
'Bathsheba' $16,000
to $30,- Haven (24-29).
ings invf.riably around $2I,(jOO.
"Sweethearts," Shubert (8th week) of this lively musical jumped
Aud., Pasadena
"Anna Lucasta"
"Brigaaoon," Ziegfeld (2d week) (M-1,382; $4.80). Slightly better but 000, estimated, great, considering
in fU!
First full Week has been faring excellently right lack of names.' Final week is current. (22); Aud., Fresno (24); Aud., Stock(M-1,626; $4.80).
In 2d
"Glass
Menagerie,"
uth
PI y m o
quoted close to $43,400, with $6 top along; last week's CouHt atound
ton (25); Aud., Sacramento (26-27);
Philadelphia, March 25.
vireek
Third
and
Anal
$3.60).
(1,200;
applying on Friday and Saturday; $30,500.
Aud., Oakland (28); Civic, San Jose
For the first time since early Degot estimated $11,000, not bad for (29).
has four theatre parties but all at
(6th
"Craig's Wife," Playhouse
connoisseur's: item.
cember, Philly didn't have a smash^
Boy
With
full price.
"Barefoot
Cheek"
week) (D-865; $4.80). Just about
"Bed MiU," Shubert (1,590; $4.20). Colonial, Bost. (22-29).
musical hit among its legit offerings
"Call Me Mister," National (49th
getting by at modest grosses; $8,500;
general was
"Blackouts of 1947"— El Capitan, last week, but biz in
week) (R-1,104; $6). Close, to the "Miracle in. the Mountains" due to In with plenty of interest from two
.seasons on B' way; and went right to Hollywood (22-5).
year's run mark and may span anfollow April 19.
"Bloomer
estimated $31,000.
other sumftier; takings $32,500; caBtack»tone—Biltmore, L. A. (22-2). *^°With no followup for
Cen" "Finian." "Sweethearts,
ADDED
pacity again.
"BIooMer Girl"
ftanna, Cleve. Girl
'^ocolate
Mift,",.
''Red
(?d
tral Park?'
Maurice Chevalier, Miller
"Carousel," IWaiestic (101st week)
(24-5).
it was left
"Brigadoon,"
and
SaturSoldier"
Friday
and
Picked up as ex- week) ($4.80; $6
(BJ-1,687; $6)i
"Blossom Time"—Music Hall, K. C.
to divide
SOLID 26G
shows
straight
two
Selling out every performfor
pected and is aimed into another day).
Electric,
(22); Town Hall, Joplin (24);
Week's leader
summer, too; takings last week ance and one-mtn show engagement
Springfield (25); Conv. Hall, Tulsa most of the spotlight.
James Masons Bib.
expected to be extended beyond
lated wound $27,000.
ASH. (28); Aud., Pitts. (47); Music HaU, was "Bathsheba,"
IN
just about
"Eagle Has Two Heads," Plymouth four weeks booked; nearly $24,000.
lical vehicle, which got
K. C. (28-29).
Washington, March 25.
at the
(1st week) (D-1,063; $4.80). Opened
EXPEBIMENTAL
"Born Iestera»y"-*langer, Chi. $16,000 in its second session
Ina
Claire
in
"FatalWeakness"
last Wednesday; play panned plenty
Forrest. That was an eight-grand
"The Great Campaign," Princess. continued solid for its second stanza (22-5).
figure and
but star (Tallulah Bankhead) lauded;
"Call Me Mister"
Royal Alex., drop from first week's
Presented
by
T. Edward Hambleton; at the National, with better than
sal«
window
no
standees at first four performances
represented virtually
written by Arnold Sundgaard; music $26,000 in the till, making a husky Toronto (24-29); Nixon, Pitt. (31-5).
advance,
on
90%
for surprising $16,700.
dependent
"Cyrano de Bergerac"
Forrest, but was
North; opens Sunday (30) $52,000 for its fortnight run.
"Flnian's Bainbow," 46th Street by Alex
which was taken in before cnx ana
tor five performances.
Theatre Guild-American Theatre Philly (24-5).
(11th. week) (M-1,319; $6y. Weekly
first-nighters blitzed the show.
"Dear
Ruth"
Shubert-Lafayette,
Society subscribers filled the house
statements made Up eaxly, and only
Rewriting and restaging by MaSon
past Monday (24) for opening of Det. (22-5).
drama
the number of standees need be
"Dear Ruth"
Capitol, Yakima made some improvements
"Iceman Cometh," which be^an the
filled in; $42,000.
but its two weeks
At
Iceman'
usual two-week run.
Despite the (24); Fox, Spokane (25-26); Wilma, about King David
"Happy
Birthday,"
grand constiBroadhurst
"rade" picket lines, which have be- Missoula (27); Marlon, Helefts (28); record here of over 40
oi
week)
(21st
(CD-1,160;
$4.80).
tutes a real theatre freak in view
come'a standing feature of all Na- Rainbow, Gt. Falls (29).
wora-oiAmong the standouts and netting
and
$17,000 iiiBalto tional
"Hamlet"—Bijou, KnoxviUe (22); sharply adverse notices
preems, plus a protest from
plenty; business

around

$13,5p0.

$24,000.

Barrymore (CD-1,"The Chocolate Soldier," Century
by Maximilian (2d week) (M-1,712; $4.80). Doing
Becker, Lee K. HoUf-nd and Sylvia fairly well, with first fUH week flg-^
Friedlander; written by Jacques ured at around $22,000.
).
opens
tonight
(26
Deval;
"Burlesque," Belasco (13th week)
Holiday,"
Broadway
"Beggar's
Drawing repeaters,
Final ^nd 14th (C-1,077; $4.80).
(M-1,900; $4.80).
laugh show
to which accounts for the
"Bathsheba,"

096; $4.80). Presented

.
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Weak

areroaches capacity;
^

$29,000.

"Iceman's" cast
March 25.
"The Iceman Cometh" came to Jim Crow policy,
Baltimore,

"Harvey," 48th St. (125th week)
(C-920; $4.20). Still one of the most Ford's here last week, essaying two
popular comedies on the list, and matinees in addition to the six nocditto for Chicago cotnpany; yated
turnal sessions, with curtain time
around $17,000,
"Icetitne," Center (40th week) (R- set for 7:30 p.m. Between the guarStopping April 12 but antee paid the absent James Barton
2,994; $2.40).
slated to resume in revised form and tiie extra bite put on by the
earlv in summer; $25,000.
"Joan of Lorraine," Alvin

week)

(D-1,331;

$4.80).

The

ace

among straight shows with
limit of standees nearly every performance; $32,500.
"John Loves Mary," Music Box
groBser

(7th

week)

and crew profit margin must
have been quite thin in the $17,000
actors

(18th

gross recorded at the b.o.
"State of the Union" is current,
with ah extra strong advance sale
registered foi: the two-week playing

time

set.

Moved

(C-979; $4.80).

here Stota

Booth last week; in
larger-capacity house takings jumpAltobell's
Hayloft
ed to nearly $23,000.
Leonard Altobell, who' produced
"Life With Father," Bijou (381st
week) (C-613; $3.60). Picked up with and directed the production of
the field and grossed around $8,500;
aimed into siimmer and new run "Rope," virith which John Carradine
record.
toured briefly this Winter, has, taken
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (46th over the strawhat
at Beverly, Mass.,
weelt) (CD-1,082; $4.80). Approachformerly 'imder management of

New

Washburn
.

Altobell,

Pundamesifals @f

PLAfWilTIN©
Conducted by Mr. Norman Felton
Wcelts—March Sl-Majr .SI (1st
9

Qnarter). For details IVrlte or Pluine
Actors Coinpiiny, 64 W. Bandohth St.,

ChtcHKO,

111.

Tel.

Dearborn 3#6.

it

Johnson.

who

also

manages the

Litchfield, Conn., summer theatre,
will operate the Mass. strawhatter
in the town's school auditorium with

an Equity

A

week season

company for a nineJune 30. This

starting

will be Altobell's
Litchfield.

second season at

against theatre's
the O'Neil opus is
a sure winner here.
Maurice Evans brings his GI version of "Hamlet" in on April 7, for
one week with a thorough job of
i

tub-thumping being done
local schools

and

fo';:

it

in

clubs.

THEATRE FOR SALE

iNClATOSS CrKTASNS, CEIHNG, PROl'S, SPOTS, AND OTHKR ELKCTRICAI, KaWPSIBNT, HARnWARK, TOOI..S, M.ATS, BRAPE,S, PROPS.
CO.ITCMES AN'n aOO SEATS.
Wrife

MARi^

FORBES.
.

Jerry's Landing,

":'(c«di;ci;7>636S'..

Cambridge, Mass., or

.,

Indpls. (24-26); Harttrian, Kiouth.
.
^ .„4..j
Another show which was Sreetea
Col. (27-29)
notices
with tepid to downright bad
"Harvey"—Harris, Chi. (22-5).
but
"Heartsong"—Walnut, Philly (22- on its opening here last week, was
which got by rather nicely, tne
29)
reopened
"Lute Song"
Studebaker, Chi. "Heartsong," which
Walnut for a two we^s' stay. In tms
(22-5).
subscription
was the ATS

EngUsh,

.

—

—

w

case it
nucleus that aided new comedy
beget more than $13,500. Show is
for
ing taken off after this Saturday
is
general overhauling and there_
was
Met Opera Co.— Opera Hse, Bost(«i much doubt about its future. Itmucn
aided by ATS subscriptions as
$31,500 in Toronto (22-29).
h«n.
as the sellout "Brigadoon" was
"Moon for the Misbegotten"
Toronto, ,March 25.
Week's other opening w^as Tenting
American, St. Louis (24-29).
«««
Biggest hit of the local legit sea"Oklahoma!"— Aud., Dallas (24-29); Tonight," another tryout and,
son here to-date, "Bloomer Girl"
"Heartsong," lacking in mari"^®
crashed through for a sellout $31,500 Aud., Ft. Worth (1-5).
session
"Pygmalion"— Belasco, L. A. (22- names, got $6,000 in its single
W
on its second week. Royal Alexan- 29).
here
'
from
Went
It
at the Locust.
dra (1,525) being scaled at $3.50 top
San Carlo Optl* Co.—Aud., Port- Boston for further tryOut. ^SeoOMplus tax:
it here ana haoaea
While certain routers in the big- land (22-23); Temple, Tacoma (24- stringers covered
notices.
in
so-so
25);
Moore,
Seattle
(26-29).
musical field have reputedly been
"State of the Union''—Ford's, Salfb
leary
of
Toronto this season,
"Bloomer Girl" has indicated that (24-5).
"State of the Union"— Cass, Del
the town is going for the spectacles
as well as the comedy-dramas, when (24-5).
"Student Prince"— Curran, Frisco
it's usually the other way round.
Of Pitt Date at 25fi
(22-29); Civic, San Jose (30); Lobero,
S. Bern. (1-2); Biltmore,-L. A. (3-5).
Pittsburgh, March .25..
"»
"Tenting To-NlRht"
Plymouth,
"State of Union" finished big
in Rehearsal
engage
Bost. (24-29).
second week of fortnight
"Laura" (2d time)—H. Clay Bla"The Fatal Weakness"—Nixon, Pitt ment at Nixon, getting better than
ney, S. P. and Roy Sleekier.
(24-29); American, St. Louis (31-5). $25,000, or over three grand above
"The Glass Menagerie"
"A Young Man's Fancy" (2d time)
Locust, what it did opening sfssiOn. Coma
"me
Philly (24-5).
Henry Adrian.
have still stuck; it's been a long
"The Glass Menagerie"
Strand, since a show has caught on hke t"''
"Miracle
In the
Mountains"—
would oa
Vancouver (21-22).
one. Even another return
Archer King and Harrison Woodhull.

'Bloomer JGirF

Selloiit

"Magnifleent
Yankee"
Geary.
Frisco (22-5).
/
'Message for Margaret"
Lyric,
Bridgeport (29); Wilbur, Boston (31
5).

:

—

'Union'^igln¥ic.

,

—

Shows

—
—

—

"The Iceman Cometh"—National,
"Morgan's Murders" ("Three In- Wash. (24-5)
sign
""ifidwa'y'in the stanza, SRC5
Ladies")—Hunt Stromberg, ^^'^The Red' MiU"
SKubert, Bost. went up and tix were at a premium.
and Thomas Spengleif.
They stood 'em up down the stretcn,
"The Barretts of Wimpole Street"
"Three to Make Ready"—Black- closing session being almost. as pi8

—

delicate

SOMME

JQUIPMENT FOR

m

Jr.,

—

(road ) Katharine Cornell.
"Alice in Wonderland"

Hassan

and

Theatre.
"Virginia
Theatre.

American
Beef'

—

—

stone, Chi. (22-5).

"Trouble for
Rita
Repertory Indpls. (3-5).

Experimental

Rent"

—

as
English,

"Cp in Central Park"— Shubert.
Philly (24-5 >.
I'Voice of the Turtle"—Davidson,
Mil. (24-29).
:

show did

originally

when

it

earn

here aheJid of Broadway
at,o.
first-run cast nearly 18 months
Nixon currently has Ina Clairet-a"i
"The Fatal Weakness,'' with two
for
Me Mister" following it
weeks.
'

m

-

.

ill:'7EBJk'I'I
'

I
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lO r(iiitit.,iii,fitri

,fli„i

sence to finish a book on radio technique for Houghton Mifflin.
Stewart Beach, onetime editor of

Literati

Theatei:

SCULLY'S

magazine and more recently

with the Army's Bureau of Public
Relations,

•Dhwu' Hits Radio Acain
There is a short apologia in the
of

iesinning
rit novel by

labelled an autobiography, but it
really an
apologia,
outlining,
through Othman's experiences, about

is

This

is

"Aurora Dawn." new
H«rman Wouk (Simon two dozen good

unavoidable)

is

purie-

papermen

fiction editor

M MiM MM* By

of

1.

Artist Oscar Berger and Lewis
Funke, N. Y, Times drama editor,
collabed on a two-page layout on
"Broadway Stars, 10 Years Ago and
Today," in N. Y, Tunes magazine
next Sunday (30).
Parker Tyler, who, paradoxically,
.still
has to .see Hnllywood, has
authored "Magic and Myth of the
Movies," which Holt is bringing out
in May. Same firm also publishing
Paul Magriel'.-; "Pavlova."
The mag called United Nations
World will not be an^ official organ
of the United Nations, but will be
a combo of three mags, Asia, InterAmerican and Free World, Officials
of U.N. will cooperate. Pearl Buck,
Richard J. Walsh and William L.
Shirer on editorial board. Roland

why newsan underpaid and
and stay
on a happy at it. "Contented acrobats"
iuthor was executive officer
is
the
author's
name
for
them, and
he deSestroyer escort and that
to pass the could have been a better title.
rided to write his opus
Othman writes with the glib,
toe away, Therefore any simiand "The Huck- freehanded copydesk style of the
larity between this
so mUch that seasoned newsman, which makes for
iters" (and there's
Schuster), pointing out that the
while the
ook was begun in 1943

becomes

Week magazine May

reasons

stick to

overprivileged profession

Iv

is

else's

someone

fault. Story

is

excellent

might be

Play Out of

.

VnAvv Caprieorn

"Aurora Dawn" has an almost assured sale, inasmuch as Book-of-theMsnth Club has already bestowed
its approval.
Plot outline is interesting, but the style appeal will
have to rely on the slim chance that
:a lot of people with a little knowledge will think it's all very intellectual. If a choice must be made between the two, this is a better book
than "The Hucksters." Wouk can
probably thank Wakeman, since this
publishing seems a direct result of
"The Hucksters" success.
N. Y; Firing

Wave

of firings

Wave

swept N. Y. news-

papers last week, in a continuation
eJ the unsettled labor situation that
started this year.
On Wednesday
(19)
sheet,

PM,

afternoon

tabloid-.size

Like most dramatized novels, the
play undoubtedly attempts to cover]
too much ground, and its intents and
implications are not always clear to
one who hasn't read the book, such
as this reporter. When the film is
made it probably will give greater
emphasis to a minor love interest between the young Irishman and a girl
barber.
The local group has done a fine

I

R&H

Ted Amussen

Snatrs

Ted Amussen

'

&

Reynal

shifts to

|

Hitchcock April

as executive editor, resigning as associate ed with
Rinehart
Co. where John Selby
and Bill Bainey head the editorial
1

&

-'';"'>::

staff.

Frank TsiylOr and Albert Erskirie
were previom incumbents at R&il.

Herbert

Successi Story
Childs, western

.staging job, and the performances,
for the most part, reach a profe.ssional level. Acting and direction,

undoubtedly were made
difficult by the plethora of talk. In
an evident desire to attain pace, the
director has the actors deliverint;'
their speeches with almost machinegun rapidity, at the sacrifice of diction, enunciation and cl^ity.
The
various accents employed and the
quaint style of speech also make the
auditor's listening task harder.
Bees.
however,

rep oE
Lippincptt, submitted item about a
South American bandit he'd been
working six years on. House turned
it
down.
Prez of Prentice-Hall
heard of it, took one peek and ad-

vanced

$5,000.

Johnston's

Book

isn't

'

yet titled.

AVC'News Ban

Johnston office, which issues press
credentials in Hollywood, has turned
down A'VC News as "not having
sufficient circulation."
Credentials

have been extended

Flagstai! Film

papers hav-

to

ing less than 5,000 subscribers.

55 Continued from page

AVC

News has

well over 10,000— all vetPicture critic is Milton Luerans.
ban, vet, and long in show biz.

dropped 23 editorial workers,
while later the same day the morning Herald-Tribune announced firing
of 16. Since then the H-T figure has
British Novels Stymied
increased to over 20. N. Y. NewsCurrent paper shortage in Engpaper Guild is calling a city wide
land is expected to result in a shortmeeting of all units, planning to
age of British hovels for Hollywood
combat the firings actively. A stopfilming.
London book publi-shers,
page at PM for three hours Thursalready a year behind in printing
day (20), however, was unauthormanuscripts on hand, are making no
ized by the Guild.
more commitments for future pubSituation has been brought about
lication until the paper situation
by fear of N, Y. publishers that the
Understood daily newspapers
ease-s.
war boom is over and a knockdown
have ordered another 25':o cut in
fight for future business and circuprintage, although the paper .situlation is in sight. Most sheets have
reported brighter in contikept the replacements they hired ation is
Europe,
during the war, even when their nental
vets returned, and now they claim
Desmond BHl iSlocked
they're staffl-topheavy. Guild mainThe De-smond bill providing that
tams that the sheets expanded their
services and need the extras. Fir- newspaper and press assn. employees
di'iclose in
ings started in January when the shoudn'l be compelled to
fimes laid off two peoplei. Guild legal proceedings, the source of inwent to
formation obtained for pubU.*ed
•

.

.

arbitration;

won

out.

and

two are back at work. Time.s stories again failed of passage in
was reported anxious to drop 75 the N. Y. Legislature, which ended
week. Despite supstaffers, but Guild
action apparently its' seissions last
poi't for the measure from newsmen,
its hand. Then the Post laid
by lawy erOff nine people
and these flrihgs arc pa."«age was blocked
legi.slators,
Keaded^for arbitraUon.

me

stayed

,

N. Y. Herald-'n'ibune has also
oroppcd four men from its Washingbureau stdfl and ordered an
aaaitional man back
to the homeTOice Axed were
Leo. P. Cullinane,
wfto had been
in the Washington'
oui-eau for about
18 years and had
neen covering
the War and Navy
nepts.; .James
G. Simonds, Jay Reed,
«"a Sara Lamport. Told to come
nome was Paul Tobenkin;
the HrT's
Washington labor reporter.
.

CHATTER
Mike

i.'.

spite of the fact that
Press feature writer dis-

th. T^r^f°*^'

^""ed

^fu"^ pretensions as a humorkt
published by Mc.
Grav„ '^law
Hill's
Whittlesey
House,

Speedway

Indianapolis

magazine
Robert

for its
J.

May

to

Sport

issue.

Abramson. publicity

di-

rector of Farrell Publishing Corp..
father of a girl laiit week (18).
David G. Wittels in current Sat-

evepost glorifies p.a. Dick Maney
'•Broadway's Remarkable Barkf-r.

Denver Lindlcy.
is

Othm.m's Tasty 'Half Shell'
^irederick Othmjn's first opus,
Man on the Half Shell,"
a very

Jablon.s sold article on the

Henry

of

a.x

on a nationwide
and booliseller.s

and

Alien Stewart, Arizona vet news-

jomed

the
paperman and
.Havana as
U. S. Emba.s.^y statf at
public affairs ofliccr.
ha.director,
CBS
Stephen Price.
months' leave of ablia.s

.

'

taken a two

March

23.

the juices of their

own

literary lapskaus.

The Ghost Walks, Too
If the thing blows up, the celebrity has learned a lot, and the collaborator has lost a lot -of time, which is what he uses for money.
Even if it

goes through, unless he has the last word on the sales end of the manuscript, the writer might find himself out on a limb.
The celebrity may
scorn all offers as chicken feed. Or the particular magazine offering it
Piqued Over Fubilcity
may not be on his favored list. If he says "No," and is in a position to
Minneapolis, March 25.
Refused bookings here by the U. make that "No" final, the writer's work may as well be considered wasted,
and unless the hack has covered himself on the expenses of the production
oi! Minnesota artists' course and other
local concert bureaus because of he's likely to land in the poorhouse for his pains.
In the past wraith-writers have carried their newspaper traditions into
alleged war-time Nazi sympathies,
Kirsten Flagstad got front page the new field, believing that anonymity guarded them from self-consciousnewspaper attention here again last ne.ss. Released of this I-strain and other vices, they have somehow got
week. As headlines put it, she themselves pushed into the position of servants trusted with state secrets.
"snubbed'' the city, "turning as cold This left no way for them to get some glory out of their collaborations,
a .shoulder to Miimeapolis as it gave if short-changed on the money end. Later they decided to get their names
in the by-lines, or "As told to."
her six weeks ago."
Restraining: Order
Norwegian-born Wagnerian soprano was passing through en route to
Ghosts are Often restrained from pushing their names on to the tiiie page
Bozeman, Mont., to visit her married of a collaboration beeausa somebody felt it would be about as helpful to
daughter. Newspaper reporters the sale of the book as would the linotyper's. 1 have even becin talked
.<;<uight interview.s, but were banned
into carrying this impersonal attitude into collaborations with other aufrom her car. When reporters at- thors. I now see such restraint was out of this wOrld.
tempted to -see her at the station a
Many have asked how I ever had the temerity to bat for name-authors.
Pullman attendant ordered tncns off. They have argued that ghosting for well-known per.sons who have never
She had an extra half-hour in the written before is one thing, but taking over for authors whose style 'is
city becausie the train, was delayed familiar is quite another. Au contraire. If their
style is familiar to other.s,
for a pas.seuger who had missed con- why would it be unfamiliar to the gho.st?
Achieving a parody of a wfllnection.s in St. Paul.
known author is high art; playing straight for him is no trick at all. Or,
James Lombard, director of the if it is a trick, it's the least of the problems to
be solved in such a collabUniversity artists course, disclosed oration. The real problem is getting
your money. So the thing to do is
turned
in February that he had
to list yourself, not as a collaborator but as an agent.
Agents alWays get
down a date here when it was sug- paid fir.st. Paid enough, you may find it okay to take the
cash and let the
gested by her manager, and the credit go, But if you get clipped
both way.s— wurra wurra!
papers played up the story. Lombard
was quoted as saving that."in a good
Scandinavian state it is not good latter with proviso that he should [Circles to Cortot dates back to 1906,
policy to run contrary to Scan- ;il.so play for French pri.soners. Cor- v\ hen Cortot was a youtig orchestra
dinavian sentiment." Her manager tot was condemned to one-year sus- conductor and feuded with the Syndenied he had submitted her to pension of all musical activity which dicate of Musicians.
ended April 1, 1946,
Lombard.
N, Y. reps of Cortot invited the
Sold Out in Carnegif!
press
SapollO
pi?.y.

:,

I

,

Campaien

t'orlols

augiving

talks at ooUege.'!.

editor,

Ariz.,

Clearing out some unfiled follies, which gather dust around every auFor a 10th
thor's study, I came across a copy of Coronet of March, 1937.
anniversary present I decided to heave it in the fireplace when my eye was
fetched by an article called "Me and Rodin: A MemOii'." It was signed
by Lamar Middleton. Is there such a guy? No author's guide of the era
I saw lists him. Could he be somebody's ghost?
prefatory note quotes the New York Times ais saying: "iPrank Scully
states that he viras the author of the greater part of Frank Harris' biography of Bernard Shaw. Scully was ghosting for Harris and he tells us
that he completed the biography after Harri.s had tm'ned in an almost
worthless 65-page script."
Mr. Middleton then proceeds: "Since Mr. Scully has broken a ghost's
sworn silence, I might as well relate some dirt myself. In fact, it is fairly
historic mire, as it deals with none other than Rodin. My participation in
one of the sculptor's masterpieces was far more complete than that claimed
by Mr. Scully in the case of Frank Harris. It was not the usual collaboration of the ghost at all. But I had better get to the point. In a manner bl
speaking The Thinker was my handiwork, not Rbdin's."
Exception Noted
This piece of parody happens to contain a good deal of kidding on the
square.
It followed a similar parody which Corey Ford caused to be
publj^hed around 1932 in a book entitled "In the Worst Possible Taste."
The only exception I take to any of this at this late day is the crack
about Mr. Scully having broken "a ghost's sworn silence." The implication is that ghosts per se are sworn to secrecy and' if they ever break it
arc ratting and therefore fit subjects for some sort of rubout.
In Scully's case, I'm sure he would like, for the final record, to have it
known that he was sworn to no silence, that he was not even in the beginning of the Shaw biographical project a ghost. Actually, he was the
entrepreneur. He conceived the whole idea. He did all the negotiating
between New York and London publishers. He figured to help some on
the book of course, but certainly not to write the whole of it, certainly not
for any small Slim like 20% Of the net.
No ghost would think of writing a whole book for such a flgure, and it
wa."! only .ifter Harris had used up nearly a year of his time and had failed
to get beyond the first 10,000 badly organized words that Scully felt he
had to step in and help save the situation if he could.
Lifting: Lost Faces
He felt this chiefly because the publishers were friends of long standing
and if he did not help pull Harris out of his hole, they Would Stand to lose
7',-! Gs plus a certain loss of face, which in their Japanese edition might
rim into millions. They certainly could hold him morally responsible fOr
having talked them into such a loss.
This is a good deal dififerent than signing up as a ghost and' hacking your
way through other people's lives. I have done my .share of that, too, and
believe it has certain justification where people may have a story to tell
and be unable to tell it.
So far as I know, no readable textbook has yet been written on this 20th
Century development of wraith-writing. Such a volume if entitled "The
Life Of a Ghost," provided it taught young writers how to write a collaborator's contract and; what sort Of percentage to fight for, vwould be a valliable addition to any school of jouirnalism library.
Asa general thing, ghost-writing presents no great problem. A celebrity
has a book in him but does not know how to get it out. He meets a writer
who knows how to get it out, but hasn't got it in him. They agree to pool
their resources and split 50-50 on the re«urns.
Authors Sans Yachts
At fir.st the celebrity is pretty humble about it, except for the amomit
of money he believes the book will bring him. Though usually a person
of wealth Who can, if he looks about him, see that authors as a class are
not the yacht owners of the world, he is quite sure his book will make a
million.
Spurred by this belief and with an avarice natural to his character, he naturally tries to grab the lion's share of the loot.
As books of this sort run an overhead of $3,000 to $10,000, between the
talking stage and publication day, this expense ought not to be saddled lOO'.o
on the writer. The celebrity or the publisher ought to pay the collaborator
a cash advance as well as 50% of whatever royalties their joint effort will
bring. This should be a first charge against the book, like a mechanic's
lien is the first charge against a home.
At first the collaboration usually goes along nicely. Then the celebrity
begins to learn some tricks of the writing trade and his 'flngers itch to gild
the lily. The end is lusually a battle royal, with both parties stewing in
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based on Elmer Rice's play. Film,
starring Betty Hutton, will have
several musical spots. Arthur Sheekman has just completed the screen

i
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.

Town

s

indeed, and makes no bones about
laying his intellectual wares on the
counter, face up fof all to see. His
irony becomes heavy-handed and
the digressions will probably go unHis
appreciated by most, readers.
use of the language is good, but is
obviously strained most of the time.

* *

A

.

about a tyrannical soap executivfi
who uses radio to plug his product,
its re*
ftom which the book takes

SCRAPBOOK
* »««

Frank Scully

Ghostown,

readability,
although it
said, at the expense of
great literature. Instead of inventing a lot of zany situations for his
humor, Othman simply relates the
.strange occurrences which occasiontodant title. ;
former Fred Alien ally have beset him during his
a
Wouk,
The fact that the author,
has thrown together a career.
scripter,
group of believable people, only as a feature writer had a lot of unslightly caricaturate,d, in a .fairly usual assignments, plus his ability G. Gask is managing editor.
logical sequence of situations. None to laugh at himself and evaryone
of them can obviously be identifled around him, multiplies the chuckles
with people known, in the trade. His inherent in fundamentally humorous
story is l$rgely concerned with the situations,;
Book's opening chapters are the
rise and fall of a young man aspirContinued from page 58 ssi
ing to become a radio executive, best, outlining Othman's graduation
with tributary characters leading to from the pony and the slot to reguadvertising agencies, i}itery columns, lar correspondent, and then to Wash- It runs too largely to talk. It reaches
soap owners, and, mpst important ington during the Hoover regime. a high degree of dramatic intensity
backcountry preacher Subsequently he goes to Hollywood, only in its last act, when the jealous
to plot, a
specializing in public confessipns where he finds himself in competi- husband and infwiated wife cla.sh.
The play is set in WooUoomooloo.
tised indirectly to plug the soiap. tion with the two syndicated Mrs.
Book's climax ahd crisis occurs Grundys. His stories of Harry Cohn, Australia, in 1831, being a costume
piece, and many of its charwhen the backw6odser*plans to air W. C. iFlelds, of the qtiickie pro- period
acters are freed and bonded conan ahti-advertislrig sermon disap- ducers, and other HoUywddd fauna victs, a colorful if unsympathetic lot.
proved by the soap exec.
are okay, but some have been heard In the background ai'e the halfHe ends the book back in savage black natives. Two substanWouk's style is his gimmick for before.
this book. He attempted, somewhat Washington, his current post, with tial interior sets, a kitchen and a reself-conciously, an imitation of 18th some mii-thful anecdotes on Wash- ception hall, are utilized for the three
Not all of Oth- acts and seven scenes. Lack of a recentury prose, with its personaliza- ington party life.
volving stage here makes for long
He puts in scene
tion by the author and meanderings man's book is funny,
waits. Most of the 19 eharacinto philosophy^ and abnormal fa- an excellent pitch, at the close, lor ier.s are bits who contribute little or
miliarity with the reader. Wouk ap- the newspaper business as a re- ijothing to the plot, which revolves
pears to a very interesting fellow spectable profession.
around only five of them.

comparison
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to a: meeting last Thursday
20 J, to "clear up rumors damaging
to his reputation as pianist a,s well

I

Claimed in New York yesterdav
iTue.s.) that Carnegie Hail, N. Y^
Frenchman," but apparently few was sold out for the Flagstad conbecause no coverage was ctrf two hours after the ticket .sale
headed the Vichy govcrn- {iiven. Statement relea.sed by reps 'opened. Stated that the same apPii!tii.-t
war. defended
Cortot's
activities,
and plied to Bo-ston and other stand.*,
iiRMit'.'^ niiisic .section during the
mid gn'e four concerts in Germany.; maintained that present objection ou with one exception and in that town
did the part of some Parisian mu.sic the sale was steadily mounting.
It's clu lined, however, that he

Attempts to clear the clouded
reputation of Alfred Cortot^ French
pianist, are being made in N.Y. and
el.^ewliere.

with

mixed

success.
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MARRIAGES

Country Home.

Lynne Gordon

Book Tlirown

Plioemx, Ariz.. March^
{^'^^^1^
with Broadcast Music, Inc.;

Continued froni page Zi
John Beck, Sr., 75, fattier ot John
Beck, general manager of Universal sented in all mass communication
International studios, died March 16 media. Full report of the commis
and Stoddard on worldwide tours in Pomona, Cal.
sion is to be published tomorrow
and once played a command per(Thurs.) as a supplement to the
formance before King Edward VII of
Father of James Farrell, stage and April issue ot Fortune, (White's re
England.
port is one of six book-length
radio singer, died at his home in
studies growing out of "the CFP
Edem N. Y., March 16.
RAY KLAGES
project.)
\

HAVE!
Havey

J.

SOTLS

lo'igtime
Boyle,
53,
Pittsburgh sports columnist, died in
Pitt, last week after a lingering illnes«. Most of thi^ year he had written his daily column for Pitt PostOazatte from his bed at home or in
J.

the hospital.

Boyle was one of the first PittsIfurgh newspapermen to go on the
air, having had a program several
jream ago, and he also served three
terms as boxing commissioner of
state of Pennsylvania. In that capacity he was in charge of the first
Dempsey-Tunney fight in Philadelphia. The Post-Gazette intend.! to
reprint his best columns for few
weeks and later to put thein out
in booklet form as a memorial to
Boyle.
,

J.

Wa with t* axprto eur »in»r* and
JmP opprcciotien lo all tha» who

SCOTT

Columbia burlesque wheel, died
March 21 at his home- in New York.
Born in N. Y., Mack started his
career as a variety performer at
San Francisco's Belle-Union theatlie

ago.

He

later

appeared with Billy Emerson's minstrels and had managed the Rose
Hill Folly Co. before organizing the
Columbia wheel at the turn of the

century.

Mackj who retired in 1827, was a
tnember of the Actors' Eoiud of
America's board of trustees. Survived by a niece.
F.

(Mrs.

likely wait, out

Jack
Saranac

WHIXTEN

Philip F. Whitten, 53, radio and
adv. exec, died of a heart*attack
27 while aboard a plane enroute from Charlotte, N. C, to Naw
York. He was general sales manager of the ^bacco Network of

New York. Born in Holyoke, Mass..
Whitten was a graduate of Amherst
College, and later was associated
with CBS, Mutual and ABC. For a
time he headed the agency bearing
his name.
Surviving are hiS; widow, «ihger
Barbara Maurel; two daughters, a
brother and two sisters.
.

ARTHUR RANKIN-'
Arthur Davenport,

51, an actor
professionally
Arthur
as
Rankin, died March 23 at his Hollywood - home following a cerebral
hemorrhage. Son of actor Harry
Davenport, he was a veteran ot the
past war, and served with the Marine Corps aerial photography division. Upon his discharge he started
his own theatrical agency.
Surviving are his father, widow,
two sons, two sisters, and a brother.

known

Maud
Al

improvement

(DAAEPBEIjI,

Campbell,, wife of the late

Herman,

theatrical

manager,

died in a N. Y. hospital, March

FRANK H. HEARN.
lUnrvIi S«, 1»S3
My Darllnir Hoy

WlieiUiTer Hwt* Jm
The clondy portals

12.

Jr.

irnisle If In
iraxt to let

ttlTOUBll.

of in

gineers, recently predicted that U.S.
would intiate the filming
technique of video before the close
of 1947 as a first step in the process.)

theatres

Progress towards theatre tele in
Britain has been slowed down by a
dire shortage of materials and labor.
Lance declared. "It takes us three
to four months to obtain ordinary
leader.
wire, so you can well understand tlie
Survived by her husband.
delays in obtaining more complicated electronic equipment," he said
Moreover, Rank is not considering
MRS. CHRISTY OBRECHT
purchasing any tele apparatus in the
Mrs. Christy Obrecht, 54, died in U. S., since trade regulations imposed
Minneapolis last week after a by the United Kingdom make that
lengthy illness. She and her hus- impossible.
band operated Obrecht Shows, a
When theatre tele does develop in
tent repertory theatre which toured
England, much of it may be carried
summers in the upper midwest.
Survived by husband and' son, over coaxial cable. Lance believes.
Government
is currently laying a
Christy, Jr.

LUCY PABKER
Lucy Parker,

84, retired legit ac-

seen in the 1921 production of "Like a King," died Friday
(21) in New Yorlc.
Since leaving
the stage she had posed for artists
tress, last

.

ion. I

you 'I

Mother JULIA KKQX

.

"Take the initiative in cooperat
ing with the FCC to bring about
an early court test of the constitiv
tionality of the Mayflower Decision
and the Blue Book.
"Stop dreaming of a day when
there will be no government regulation of radio.

S

Ernestine Wittc to Adrian
SamiA
:rew York, March 25.
GrOorS
ABC veepeo
charge of program

m

and

''^™'

television.

Katherine Locke
win, Elkton, Md.,

CBS

to Norman Cm
March 17. Groom

producer-director-wZ?

Bride

is legit and radio
actress.
Nolda Bishop to Charles Bowpm

New

York, March

21.

Bride

is

manager of Holly wood, N y
groom is manager at same HoW. '
Selma Tanchain to Morris Schwartz.
New Yorlf, March 22. Bride Is vi-ith

sistant

•

™

Ansell theatres, N. Y.

Nancy Page to Charles Barton
Las Vegas, March 21. Groom is a
director at Universal-International.
Barbara Farrell to Robert Lowei'v
Las Vegas, March 14. Bride, and
groom are screen players,
Ethlyn Bookwalter to Stanley H
RiYcrside. Cal., March 25!

Ellis,

Bride is- network field rep for
American Federation Radio Artists.
Jean Ackerson to Stan Early
Honolulu, March
player; {room
entertainer.

cheapening
the First
Amendment by invoking it every
time the FCC issues a routine rul"Stop

Bride

7.

is

is

a Metro

radio and

nitery
•

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Ary R. Moll, daughNew York, March 16. Father is
of production for NBC's Jtt-

.

ter,

ing.

'Follow the lead of FCC Chairman Charles E. Denny and NAB
President Justin Miller toward harcooperation between the
industry and the FCC."

monious

manager

ternational

di-.

ision.

Mr. and Mrs. Emil Brenkus,

-

Pittsburgh,

March

son,

19. Father's witli

Baron Elliott orch and mother's the
suggests
that the
FCC former Louise Carroll, nitery dancer,
amend the Mayflower edict to "perMr. and Mrs. James Beile, daughLiverpool Which could be used for
mit broadcasters to air their parti- ter, in Pittsburgh, March 13. Father
the new style entertainment.
san views, on condition that they managers" Liberty theatre in Pitt
provide equal tiijie for an answer,
Mr, and Mrs. Johnny Green,
or enforce it in an uistance which
will insure its speedy review by daughter, Hollywood, March 17.
Mother is the former Bunny Vfaters;
the courts as to constitutionality."
father is the songwriter.
Bs Continued from l>age 1 as
See&s
White

London and

Standards Code

Maniory of
Deer Friend

In Pottd

My

is being shown by several
topnotch clients and agencies.

FRED
Who

HAVILAND

B.

Pitd March 29, 1932

Jminr VOGEL.

Whole program-I>ackage has

for-

sale tag of $4,000 basic weekly, exclusive of travel and line costs.

Travel tab stems from proposal to
originate

show from

different

city

each week.
This would be first
time amateurs from all over the
and commercial advertisers as a country would be heard, it's said,
and
Mutual feels this offers an ungrandmother type.
equalled merchandising potential.
Survived by a daughter.
Additional gimmick in the package
tab is that the basic $4,1)00 applies
WALTER P. SEIM
Walter P. Seim, 58, pianist and only as long as the show's rating
band conductor, who toured the falls at 10 or under. jSiponsor pays
country as a pianist in a vaude orch, $500 more weekly for every rating
point over* 10, which would push
died in St. Louis last week. Seim
total divvy to $9,000 if rating reached
conducted bands in St. Louis park
20.
MBS boys point out, however,
concerts for many years. Survived
that only two other shows on air
by his widow and sister.
today give their sponsors a 20 rating
or better for $9,000 or less, these
HENRY MICHAEL CATALANO being "Mr. District Attorney" and
Henry Michael Catalano, 57. died Walter Winchell.
in Chicago Wednesday (19). He was
New Amateur Hour has been put
former vaudeville headliner and together by the same group of seven
played star-singing roles in "Stu- people responsible for the
success
dent Prince" and "Blossom Time." of the original following its early
In recent years he was retired from days on WHN, N. Y. Old round-andstage.
-round-she-goes routine maestroed
by late Major Bowes copped highUlysses (Leroy) Lorenzi, 58, the- est Hooper (46.9) ever given a- reguatre manager of Springfleld, Mass., lar commercial evening, web item.
died March 20 at iiis home following Its 10-year average Was a neat 17.2.
an illness of several mohths. Most
recently manager Of PhiUip's theatre,
he served as assistant manager of
the old Poli Palace in two^a-day

mkmt

vaudeville days.

Continued from page

3

To the NAB, White proposes:
'Draft a 'Code of Standards' calling
for the immediate establishment of
an arm's length relationship between* broadcasters and advertisers,
indorsing such portions and basic
principles of the FCC Blue Book
as appear to the better broadcasters
'

be reasonable and workable, and
pointing the way toward improving
techniques in the handling of disto

cussion

of

controversial
public
issues and in the presentation of
useful information generally.

"Prepare to publicize, thoroughly

and impartially, flagrant individual
departures from the Code."

The Dept.

of

Justice,

FCC

and

Congress, says White, should take
stet)s are necessary to insure that the NAB has the proper
legal sanction under the anti-trust
and other laws for the above"

"whatever

actions.

Congress, White adds, should look
for ways to support FCC "more
adequately in terms of adequate
funds and personnel and unflagging
Congressional support of its proper
quasi-judicial functions against

im-

N.

Mr. and Mrs. Dick Richards, son,
Y., March 19.
Father is tele-

vision

Stern)

director;
is

p.

a.

mother

(Helen

for Sigmund Rom-

berg.

Dr. and Mrs, Daniel Weller, daughter, Hollywood, March 15. Mother is
Helen Hover; magazine writer.

Mr. and Mrs. Eric Shatz, son,
Miami, March 1. Father is ipianist
with Miami's Olympia theatre house
band; mother was formerly with

Eaves Costume Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kesler,
Hollywood, March 15. Father

son,
is

a

film producer,

Mr. and Mrs. Julius Blaustein, son,
Hollywood, March 19. Fatlier is editorial supervisor for David 0. Selznick.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mencelsohn,
son, Pasadena, March 18. Father is
a publicist at Eagle-Lion.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenney Carter, son,
Los Angeles, March 18. Mother 1«
Father i»
sister of Maria Montez.
a film publicist,

Mr. and Mrs. Dick Sisson, son.
York, March 14. Father is art
WINS, N. Y.

proper pressures, including those of

New

its

director at

against "puniexpeditions" against federal
agencies such as FCC where there

Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Park, daughIs
ter, Hollywood, March 19. Father
20th-Fox makeup man.

own members."
He warns Congress

tive

no "evidence of inefficiency or
wilful
wrongdoing,"
and broadcasters that they would be the "first
and worst sufferers from any such
is

grandstanding."

Mr.

and Mrs. Michael Kirby.
Los Angeles, March 17.

daughter,

Father

is

a film actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Jacques

Leslie, son,

These many "suggestions" form Hollywood. March 12.
Mother «
25th only
played in comedies as well as drathe closing conclusions of a screen Writer Aleen Leslie; father
anni dinner May 8. He is delaying
RKO
matic productioixs.
long summarization of radio's.dilem- is film lawyer.
his scheduled trip to the InternaShe started her stage career in
mas as White sees them. Coupled
tional Trade Conference at Geneva
Gus Edwards' "School Days." Among
with his itemizing of what's wrong
until after that time.
with radio are dozens of
the shows in which she appeared
proIt is understood likely that Johnwas "Man Who Came Back."
posals," including: greater use of
ston's party for the 18-nation contranscriptions and development of
clave, of which
Harold
international
S.
Smith,
continued from page
40,
assistant
chief
BANiEL C. O'NEILL
smiultaneous multiple programming
of the 20th-Fox electrical depart- department chieftain Gerald Mayer to diversify
and regionallie radio which would place a $10 tax^^n
Daniel Cameron O'Neill, 49. w.k,
will be a member, will also delay
fare; earmark at least one
in radio and vaude circles, died in ment, died March 16 in Hollywood.
chan- every coin-operated machine.
its
departure. Conference is ex- nel
Surviving
are
his
Widbw'^
mother
for every stationless
Montreal Monday (17).
town of would be disastrous to Playlands, »
pected, to go on for several months,
20,000 or mora population;
Born in Scotland, O'Neill came and brother.
Improve was noted, since most arcades oJWb
with Col. Frank McCarthy, Conti- the
quality
to Canada at an early age.
and "total national have a hundi^ed or more of tne
He
nental European manager, repre- product
of
Father of Murray Sclilatiim, diworked around New Yorlt for a time
news, commentaries, nickel-nabbers.
senting the
until Jol iston and forum,
public discussion and drama
but came back to Canada to devote rector of activities at Grossinger's, Mayer
arrive.
These and other prol^lems will
programs.
much of his time to entertaining Cat.skill Mt. resort, died last week
threshed out April 17 at tlie Ha»
Rupert Allan, recently named a.sin New York.
for charitable purposes,
White reserves his most biting
Moon Hotel, Coney Island, wne^
sistant
to
McCarthy, arrived in comments
Surviving are his widow, three
and urgent suggestions most concessionaires and intereste
France
to join him this week. Allan
Soi^s, a daughter and four sisters.
however for the broadcaster-adverauspices
Joseph W. Waljih, S5, died March
parties will convene under
was formerly assistant to William tiser
situation, which he attacks
14, at Saranac Lake, He was formerof the C. I. Chamber of Commerce.
Gordon, director of foreign rela- under
»
GRANT GARDNER
a chapter sub-heading
ly manager of the ZOth-Fox theatre
of Pointing to an early season teeon
tions, at Universal, and before that
Basic Belations." Broadcasters,
Grant Gardner, 70, retired vaude- in Hartford. Survived by widow and spent a year in the
Steeplechase Par»
he
the
opening
of
European
office believes, will
ville player, died March 18, at his two daughters.
never make such pro- which is slated to throw out
of the State Departmeiit in Washgram improvement until they
home in Hollywood, following a
have welcome mat May 17. Managemei",
ington. He %vas educated at Toulouse
fust radically changed
lieart attack. Surviving is his widow,
Esielle Dobbins, former secretary University in.France aiid
their re- incidentally, contrary to prediction
at Oxford
the
with whom he teamed as Gardner to Paramount studio producers, died
advertising Of other ops, expects this J'^ai
England.
mea"
w**
Shape up favorably with that of
eral

,

Bowes Hour

interest

.

She was a singer and dancer in sevBroadway musicals, and later

Fifl D'Orsay to Peter
La
Hollywood, March 16. Bride
.are stage and screen
playe«

IS

"suggests", that broadcasters:

'8

Mai-Ini„»

groom

He

"Stop trying to rationalize an aC'
cidental and unnatural relatioaiship,
and take the first long step toward
of the press' for
that 'freedom
which they clamor: adoption of the
practice of offering time for the
advertising
of commercial goods
and services only on the basis of
time-periods limited to 120 con
secutive seconds between programs,
the programs to be developed en
tirely by the broadcasters and to
have no topical "or other .connection,
except for tha coincidence of time
any advertising
sequence,
with
matter.

Harvey

to

ft

in his

S. radio.

transmitters currently use a count of

Survived by widow, Helen Scott;
stantaneous tele before moving into
an infant daughter, and mother and
the theatres. (Loren L. Ryder, prexy
father, Mr. and Mrs. Mary Les
of the Society of Motion Picture En(Scott) Philmer.

March

MAUI)

prescriptions for U.

525.

coaxial cable between

PHILIP

1

Unlike Yank experimenter.?, the
and others.
British are by-passing the technique
of filming the cathode image and
then projecting the negative in favor
LESLIE A. SCOXT
of instantaneous reproduction of the
Leslie A. Scott, 27, died in an ice
transmitted image. Lance said. Brit
boat accident last month in Detroit.
were the first to perfect the film
He was master of ceremonies at ish
ing method, he added, but will most
the Eagle

Meredith

commission

specific than the

pan

Irene and Mary"

.

Helen Ragan

N. Y.. March 20. Groom'^k
he
production for ABC television

waxes considerably more

White

Met Opera
Continued from

7xZ^
"

a composer.

'Unnatural Belationsdilp'

Block), 38, died March IB at
Lake. For years she was a member
of the vaudeville team of Meredith
Sisters.
Her father, the late Harry
Armer, was a pianist and orchestra

Philmcr
(Mother and Father);
Elan* Scott (Wife),
and lhair dauyhior iMlie

70 years

Broad-

lyrics for

MARGO MEREDITH

1« and Mary

some

He also wrote
way show "Sally,

Margo

rknMmbtrad

tre

ber of ASCAP for 25 years. Among
his songs were "Once in a Lifetime,"
"Just You, Just Me" and "What Do
I care?"

nightclub there.

HERBERT MACK

Herbert Mack, 81, vet theatrical manager, and associated with
the late Sam Scribner in founding
J.

LES

Ray Klages, 58, songwriter, died
March 20 in Glendale, Cal., following a heart attack. He was a mem-

to *ay Livinr»rf„

Gene

Rossi, 57, property man at
-for 21 years, died March 18,
following a heart attack on the set
of "If You Knew Susie." Prior to
joining RKO, RoSsi worked for six
years at the old Inceville Studios.
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strudgUng ftlong
weeks.
Billed
iLocw's) back Irom
Leo Frieclmans
Ail«Hot spri"8S,
Dabney, Indie pic producer,
.

.

rene

hiclc to

Players,

seven

for

•>

$1.20;

•

Arnold Grant leave.-!
Film attorney
with his family for two

Vi-idav (28)

Bermuda.
weeHs' vacation irj
formerly
riaiidia Jordan, warbler
orchestra, rewith Phil Spitalny's
in "Beggar's
placed Bernice Parks
holiday."
Louis Sobol's excellent piece on
Lewis in the current True
gives a .new insight on the
.

n

mag

comedian.
Vincent Sardi, Sr., and .wife back

from the Coa.st. They had intended
remain indefinitely but didn't like

to

the atmosphere or something.
recently
apBalabani
Barjiey
pointed metropolitan N. Y. chairman
Appeal, named
for the United Jewish
national .film industry chairman.
tryPegeen (and Ed ) Fitzgerald
ing to do their Mr. and Mrs. broadwhich
her illness
despite
casts
forced her off the air a couple of

Sophie Tucker dinneir-dance at the
Latin Quarter, April 13. for benefit

of Sophie Tucker Playground Fund,
Long Branch, N. J. It's a $30-per-

Boasberg,

Charles

'* British Rroad-

at

luncheon tendered by metropolitan

Bryan Foy, Eagle-Lion production
back to Hollywood this week,
vaude xylophonist "Prof."
Libonati job at E-L studio as

boss,-

March

on "What An

;(;'

Show

an air trailer for Lescurrent "Red House."
actors guilds, EpiscopU,
and Jewish (not only the
Negro Actors Guild), shared in the
Toots Shor fee the restaurateur got
from Ed Gardner for that "Duffy's
Tavern" guest-shot recently.
.George Valentine Enell, LaGuardia
airport photog, is setting plans to establLsh offices and studios throughout
the U. S. Enell, who has handled
theatrical and industrial pictures in
the past, \yiii specialize in theatrical
and general work in the out-of-town
branches.
ser's

All the
Catholic

at

by

23,

in

-

Bay

their intentions of turn-

just

are starred.

James

Co.ston, Warner's
theatre chief, here from
E.

Chiwest
cago with missus and dinner-dancing
Ditto Joan Crawat Tennis Club.
ford and

.

KoUmars (Dorothy

and Hubert Boscowitzes
Ai-iuian
Emerson)
to
Asheville.
for long weekend
V.;u"*;'''

mother's house.
Means
Mi«
M
M
ss McNellis
and "Dorothy & Dick"

theatre in Miami Vegas.
Jimmy Ames set for new Rancho
preem April 18 with "Carnival
Vegas show.
Costa Rica."
Chico Marx at Nevada Biltmore
Maj. and Mi-.s. Albert Warner
Room.
Fiesta
for
looksee
on
Havana
planed to
Sapphire
El Cortez shuttering
new film theatre.

New Wometco

,

Mlumns!etc

^^"''^

,

in

.

elo.sing
in late

for

Room

.

rebuilding.

Daylona Beach, Fla.
May with Sam
By Nancy Davids
Taustin as .sole owner.
The maccroon
Diana Barrymore and new hu.spie,
fried
the
^nrimp and the pecan
pie served in band, John Howard, honeymooning
surants are tops and E.ppeal at Hollywood Beach Hotel.
fn 'Jf
visitors.
Joey Adams, Mark Plant and
But the biggest
dra«,»
oraws are free-the
beach and the Tony Canzoncri held over for another week in Jacksonville Peacock
Club
club.
featurihg
Alicia
&
Ca^^i*
Vagabonds .set for fourth return
smooth Spanish and
Mpv?„'
* .till n u '""S-''- Femme member of engatiement at Clover Club in May.
Head tor Coast and Columbia pic
a looker, with pE.rton the- guitar. Both put assignment after closing this week.
ovL ti""^
songs wonderfully well,
Charlie and Mr.s. Miller iMCA
Tifn n
^^^^^^ do some keen vice prez): Stanley Woolf. .slrawhat
practidng^'^
producer: Rodney Bii.sh and Spcncp
is
20lh-Kox publicity, at Lord
wide
open
Pierce.
here
with
niS\"^,'="nS!
oZiiv by customers being urged Tarleton.
openly
emcees' to "walk through
Bill Leibow, hotel cliam and launa little roulette or drv tycoon got the go ahead froni
ahMrr'

Hoot Gibson added landing
D-4-C Ranch.

^"ir'^;^,^:"^

^

lot

of pe<rple

Al Lichtman recuperating

ratfi

in

lose

field to

to

Bender, have, been

Ivan- Kirov back on the job after
several months out with a back injury.

Henry Ginsberg returned to his
Paramount desk after two weeks in
ho.spital.

Jack Engli.sh checked out of Republic where he held a producer-director contract.
Bill Pine tossed a party for William K. Hollander, Balaban & Katz
expoitation head.
Bob Hope to Paln-i Springs, but
will hop to Hollywood once a week
for his air .shows.
Donald Nelson to Berkeley for University of California Industrial Re-'
lations Conference.

Hal Carleton reurning to Sydney
as exploitation chief for Metro in
Australia and New Zealand.
Seth Arnold and Leo Genu in
from Manhattan for film chores In

"Mourning Becomes Electra."
Melvin Douglas returned from
Mexico City -where he appeared in a
stage production, "Our Town."
Parsons

Louella

Baltimore

to

where her husband, Dr. Hari-y Martin, is recovering from surgery.
Edgar F. Luckenbach in from
N. Y. to look over his interests in
legit show, "Taming of Shrew."

Edward Seofield, Sam Taylor and
Bernard Harrison in from Las Vegas
where they scouted film locations.
Sophie Rosenstein checked in at
after a talent bunt covering the British Isles and Continental
Warners
Europe.

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen
Entertainer

Artie

Spector

I

home

from

a -winter in Florida.
Billy Catizone back home from
vacation at Colorado Springs.
Julie Mclman, local violini.st, now
doing solo work at Samovar in Detroit.

Seymour Lefton and Clara Gordon
have set June 29 as the date for their
wedding.
Marian Caughey, head of WJAS
department, to Miami for a
couple of weeks.
Buddy Lester and Steve Condos
headlining new floor show at Jackie
H(>ller's Carousel.
Shirley Sherman dancing again
laid up for two years
aft(.'r bt:lng
with injured back,
Saul Perliman, Mono salesman,
and his wife have named the ne-w
arrival Jcrilyn Ruth.
Nikolai. Paul and Shari off for
Brown Hotel in Louisville; .alter riin
here at Club LuMarba.
Pepi Walk, of Playhdiise staff,
home convalescing after more tliaii

traffic

.

Angela Lansbury in town briefly,
long enough for a bit of "Affairs
Ami" tub-thumping.
Mort Nusbaum, former station
and commercial manager of WSAY,
Rochester, N.Y., now commercial

,

two months in ho.spital.
Michael Marlow, ex-WWSW an-

WQQW.

manager for
Little Jack Little goes on the air
here March 31 as afternoon disc
.jockey for
new small-watter in nearby Arlington, Va.
Hona Massey appeared before a

nouncer, now with Armed Forces Radio Service in HoUywoocl.
Annual Police Circus at Forbes
Field in July this year will feature

WEAM,

Roy Rogers and "Trigger."
John Harris leaving soon for Coast
show House Judiciary sub'-committee past
and will stay there through "IcCweek in behalf of her aunt. ,liere Capades" engagement in Hollywood.
on a visitor's permit from Himgary,
Charlie Cooper, Duquesne I're.shElmer Davis now has a D, C.
spon,sor,
Mazor Furniture, which man basketball star, is a brother of
tainment director of the Flamingo. .signed with WMAL-ABC ,TOveral Cornell Cooper, local nitery singer.
Jerry Lamm, managing "Henry V"
Mabel Todd, and .hubby. Matt San- days before commentator won Duabout to be premiered.
Emba.ssy Club new
policy a definite click.

floor

Flammftomg.
DeCarlo
Ditto Mr, and Mrs. Er.skiiKr Johnson.
Johnny Moloney appoiiilcd enter-

Yvonne

recovering from auto accident
Loretta Young and Irene Dunne
donating land for new Catholic
church.

road-show film here, the sim of JuLiimm, veteran CleveUind the-

pont> award.

lino,

Bill

Brundige,

lius

WOL-MuluaVs

,sports director, off to Orlando for a
look-.see at the ba.scball
training

'

ca.sino

.«ovcrninciit

in

hi.-;

Tlolel

tor

.

:

atre m.anager,
I

I

Ed King,

KDKA

writer-actor, va-

:

iMlemacimuil

.

'

Panama

City.
Lee. (-urrent

-

:

,

'

at

'

;

'

:

home

Claude Binyon and Lou Lindsay
Mexico on a hunting trip.

j

A

hartiy company
01 N.'
^i^P^i'^y of
N. Y. actors,
lnannT„j'l
"'snaged by Jim

at

lulu.

of Bel

i

w

John Hertz, Jr., in town for huddles with Seymour Nebenzal,
Si Seadler in from Manhattan for
two woek.s of huddles at Metro.
Van Heflin and Frances Neul to
Las Vegas on a delayed honeymoon.
Leo J. McCarthy to Denver for
American Eagle distribution huddles.
Norman H. Moray in town for
huddles on .short .subjects at Warners.
Toby Brenner, Kansas City exhib,
gandering production at Paramount.
Robert Follows checked in at Paramoimt after bu-Siness in New York.
Charlie Morrison to Las Vegas to
establish legal residence for divorce.
George Brent readying his yacht
for race from Los Angeles to Hono-

,iust

Mayor E. J. Jeft'ries of Detroit at
ih\ Rancho Vegas.
Sammy MandcU band held over
at Nevada Biltmore.
Bob Minnis Orchestra into .Harvey4
Bynum's Stork Club,
'New KENO broadca.sting stauon

ti

Karl Struss celebrated his 28th
anni as a cameraman.
Fred and E, W. Ma.sters bought the
Morocco from Eddie Posen.
Lena Horne to Oakland with the
Bobby Sherwood musicrew.

;

for good.

nij.';

clahoSi
Rex Bell hOiited local prt^s.s at a camjis. with staffer Bob Wile.y taking oat ion ing in LaCrosi^ie, Wi.s., and
Bloom doing "Brunch, with Bill"'
buffet supper in his new ladies and over for him.
Jackie Milo.s. who just bowed out scripts for him.
Flamingo "ents lof'gery.
LoLs
Audrey Botkiii Stratton. who wa.s
" Katlirvn Duffv rep)ae('s Maxine of Paul Young's Romany Room
Hote-l
Beach
HciUvwiMKi
of
room
Lewis iiVi entertainment dii-ector of alter two-week stint garnjered pos- in "Best Foot Forward'' with exheading west for cimajii nient at EI
sibly rhore kudos here than any 'iiusband Gil Stratton, Jr., injury ing
Frontier.
Fu'st booking 1 ' a.<it
ve^;a^.
f Bert R()th here sOon.
Rancho. Las Vcj-a.--.
Steve nahuPgan guidinfl George finery figure this, season.under new pact wilh Lou Irwm.

Panamanian

This reporter, in line
«*omc i^hips, came out

°o"S'''*

:

his

1

^«"1 (playing f<jr first
ti^^? and
.gme)
weiit home feeltog elated,

.

.

i"'\;f)vei

c.f

after .major surgery.

Fairlawn Amus. Co.'s new nabe.
Anacostia, preems March 29.
Fred Astaire reported dickering
for a spot here for branch of his
terps chain.

will

Programs.

Club Bali
Will reopen

Svi'l
Wackjaok."

'J,-.,-'

throat iurgery.
David Ntveii soaking up sunshine
Palm Springs.
John Ford iu town after vacation^
ing in Honolulu.

at

French
exposed to frigid weather and
Papal nuncio cf-rdinal Ang-Jo.seph transportation conditions.
Roncalli on set for initial take of
Harold Russell, handle-ss veteran,
Georges Maurer production, "Mon- who won an Oscar
for his performVincent," biog of the French
ance in "Best Years," here to open
David Selznick vacationing in sieur century social worker.
XVI
Red Cross fund drive at Minnesota
Palm Beach.
U. says he plans to remUn in films,
Copacabana planning on remainbut in advertising, not in acting,
ins open indefinitely.
capacity.
Carroll and Gorman into Mother
Las Vegas
Kelly's for return engagement,
Tommy Lyman visiting friends.
Ralph Slater, the hypnotist, turned
Gary Cooper making the rounds
in two-night stint at Copacabana.
Washing
Benny (Blackamoor Room) Gaines
celebrated birthday last Sunday (23). ^^ifiigh Herbert resting at Rancho
By Florence S. Lowe

Newhouses (Maggi Mc-

Richard

'

,

mid-

Greg Bautzer.
The Ronald Reagans (Jane Wyman) and youngsters, Maureen and
Michael, week-ending at La Siesta.
Also MCA's Nat Deverich, Herman
Paris
Bernie (Ben's brother), 'Abe £.nd
Rene Clair back from Saint Tropez. Mike Lyman.
Jacques Haik to Cairo on Air

show

Bolger

from

aiied

foiirt

':ii<,i'a!i!r.

Frank Parker in town for rest.
Jackie Whalen into Paddock club.
Lenny Kent a click at Five O'clock
club.
.•
,.

i"-'

Tfu
KUsaiien)

•

.

C"""'''^'''''
20th-Fox veepec
„
distribution, returning to hi.s
S
desk Monday (31) after
a month's
jn Florida, accompanied
9- f^ehring, 20th assistant genZ„i
eral salesmanager,
who finished recuperating- h-6m his
recent m£.jor
operation in Florida.

•\T„,r,^lyf'?

all

;;<?.

:•

,

will include

^
'

.

France.
Bob Harley screening a new
Dolly Haas at Studebaker in "Lute French picture.
us
Song," flew to New- York to become
Monte Carlo prepping an AutoBy Les Rees
citizen and flew back same day to
mobile Elegance contest.
make evening performance.
into
Cuiiy's
Michael
Douglas
Andre UUman to Marseilles for
Ann Todd, English film actress, estimate
nilery.
properties.
of theatre
and six year old daughter Fi:ancesca.
Hotel Radisson Flame Room has
en,-)oying
a
Dietrich
Marlene
stopped off here on way to England scarce-in-Paris gift of chocolate.
John Boles.
where actress will co-star with Ray
"Hy" Chapman, Columbia branch
Allen Byre giving Ps.ul White the
MiUand in a British-made pix.
manager, bedded by flu.
of his continental experience.
Frank Smith, RKO manager for benefit
Local RKO biranch fourth nationBetty Stern back in Paris after
the midwest, had the biggest jiroally in Ned Depinet drive.
five years in German concentrs-tion
ductioh Chi has seen for a long time
North
Star Drama Guild, civic
when he staged show at Stadium camps.
Georges UUmer to stir in musical theatre group, to offer "The Jest."
for Democratic mayoralty candidate.
Lauritz Melchior, here for conStar Has Been Stolen" at MontCity of Harvey, Illinois, suburb "A
cert, will be tossed party by Metro.
Bobino,
parnasse's
outside Chi. is sponsoring Harvey
George Win.ston and Frank Rande
Mitty Golding deprecating the
night on April 16 at Har:-5 theatre
legit pro- & Co. top Andy's night club floor
currently
showing "Harvey" to lowered standard of local
show.
commemorate city's founding -52 duction, and resultant grosses.
Joe Loeffler, Republic branch
Lacy Kastner losing weight and man£.ger,
years ago.
to attend sales meeting in
Tony Butifta, pres.s a|ent fbr first disregarding doctor's orders to knock Chicago, April 8.
week Opening of legit "Beggar's off work for a couple of weeks.
Oscar Levant £.nd Paul Whiteman
starring
Away"
From
Far
"Wind
Holiday preeming April 6, leaves
April Auditorium bookings under
Rivieic.
for
a
Chantel,
to
Marcelle
April 14 to flack for Edwin Lester,
C. C. Milkes aegis.
San Francisco and L. A, Civic .light, short tryout before preeming at the
Dean Murphy into Hotel Nicollet
Daunou.
opera inipressario.
Minnesota "Terrace for second time
Jacques Chabrier rushing back to
this! winter, with Lc.throp & Lee.
N. Y, wheire, he reps ;French Pathe
Art Anderson, Warners branch
but to return here with N. Peter manager,
back after lengthy vacaMiami Beach
Rathvon and Phil Reisman.
tion in Mexico and at Hot Springs.
Michel Descombey, IG. head of his
By Larry Solloway
He is Ark,
class at opera dance exams.
Bill Conn .still in town.
Much film breaking down in cenU's
Descombey,
Efienne
son
of
Be^iohcomber to close the 30th.
ter of prints in this territory when
territorial chieftain.

WOR-Mu-

'

concerts

"Three To 'Make Ready," currently
at Blackstone theatre here.
Yul Brynner, cO-starring with

Employee Wants to l4riow" before
the N. Y. Personnel Management
Assn. Monday (24).
Seymour Foe, sales rep for Sol
Lesser films, guests on
tual*s "Lets Go to the Movies" at

.

•.'

.-.

announced

writes under more norade-plumes than any other novelist.
Her other names are Joseph Shearing, Marjorie Bowen. George Preedy,
Robert Paye, John Winch, and Margaret Campbell.

Joan Mann, dancer, comes in as
replacement for Jane Deering on

She was formerly

(Wednesday).

S

boxoffi:e man at the Alhambra for
the late Sir Oswald StoU.

Variety Club of Illinois on March 18,
turned over net proceeds of $10,000
to La Rabida Sanitarium.

with Metro.
JSdward T. Cheyfllz, f.ssistant to
Eric Johnston, prexy of the Motion

towght

:

'

anni as manager of the London
Coliseum. He started his career as

Rose,"
20th-Fox,

Ice (japades benefit sponsored

t difference of editorial opinion with

9:30

Incidentally,

trr^sd
-,

.

i-.v.,

-i

Monte Rey has bought 22-room
tsvi"
i"
New lilt: v..
.
house at Balcombe, near Brighton, opening of the Players, Hi Liie.
which he intends to turn into a Stork Club, The Trap, The Big Hat
nursing home tor sick show people. and the remodeled Club Mondoray,
Sam Harbour celebrating his 21st
Since Abbott and Costello have

S2i5,000.

March 28.
Shirley Graf,
amusement news
eaitor of The Mirror for past three
years, resigned end of last week over

Picture As.sn., spoke

^

/oii.

•

Opera House grossed record

Civic

hotel Friday,

management.

N. Y.).

Chicago
Wa ring's two

Fred

musical arranger.

the

-'

-

.

'

,

—

ess

Henry Morgan will emcee the
Press-Advertising-Radio Chapter of
the American Veterans' Committee
party at the George Washington

-

tv d»eliw;

.

exhibitors.

fiving vet

V
guests 01 Kalph
I

V

.

Hcno

*o

.!

'•.V;

would do a lot of N. Y, hucksters
good to see what radio means in the
lesser, communities (permanent pop
around 25,000). The agency boys
will never find out what .small
AmericE,n towns want in the way of
programming by sitting at Toots
Shor's. How drunk can they get on

guested

testimonial

Ad Agency

r

de Cordova bedded with

i'-n'

j'.'t

it

,

a

Wj'acn DUlied

>'.)!.i.ii.v

Pave

Jack Lavin hospitalized with throat
infection.
P; ,*deric

Palace
,

• ..tlvt;r:'(

Springs.

Lawrence Marsh, manager of
and
Huntridge
theatres,
<1 to kike H
rrt

Hely-IJutchinson, direc»

.

Jan Clayton planed to Miami.
Mai Boyd laid up with bronchitis.
John Seitz bedded with bronchitis.
Joan Crawford sunning at Falm

turning their (iOO acres here into a
health resort for kids.

ing the $21,000 they received for
their two week stint at the Flamingo
to the Abbott-Costello Youth FounStephan Grappolly and George dation Fund, the hostelry owners
Shearing forming new vaudeville have pledged $100,000 additional.
combo, which they are trying out
in the provinces, with Val Parnell
interested for the new PalladiumTommy Trinder sliow.
Palm Springs
Firth Shephard's production
'Rita Hay worth dining at Lone
"Peace Comes to Peckham," for
which he brought over Bertha Bel- Palm.
their imaginings?
lEiere where you can park your more from U. S. to star, has been
Ann Sothern domiciled in Jack
car for a penny (for 12 minutefi) and postponed to March 17 because of Benny's house.
buy your Scotch or bourbon at Lig- indisposition of Diana Decker, one
Mrs. Don Wilson previews her
gett's or Whelan's, the biggest pres- of leads.
fashion show at Tennis Club.
Last minute failure to appear in
ent topic of conversation and cause
Elsa Maxwell, perennial hostes.s.
for
International
the
for aching necks is the tower being "Coppelia"
guesting with the Darryl Zanucks at
erected by the News-Journal for Ballet, at Adelphi theatre, March 11,
Pr.go.
new FM station WNDB. It hit its because of attack of flu, Nana GoU- Pago
Anita Colby embellishes Peter
top growth with 347 feet, about ner was replaced by Mona Ingle.sby,
Stackpole's
camera for "Lite Goes
twice as high as rival WMFT. wealthy daughter of Dutch millionto a Party."
Anxious locals buttonhole construc- aire, who runs ballet for hobby.
Sunning at the Racquet Club: The
first
Edinburgh
is
to
For
the
time,
tion men to ask if it will be sate
Al Halls, Skinnay Ennises, Buddy
when hurricanes come and get the have an International Festival of Adlers. Eddie Goulding, Ida Lupino,
stock answer, "Any wind that can Music and Drama which will open
Ann jWiUer, Benay Venuta,- Ben
blow this baby down will level all Aug. 24. Organizers are aiming to Bogeaus.
the houses ^so whatcha worryin' build up Edinburgh as permanent
Warners' "Two Guys from Texas,"
cultural center on :'-the same style as
about'?"
on location here at Thunderbird
Salzburg was before the war.
Long,
whose "Moss Ranch. David Butler is directing
Margaret
Jack Carson
been screened by and Dennis Morgan and
has

(WNYC,

Siegel

RKO's newly

manager,

division
(27)
tomorrow

named

.

,

reserved li.2.40). Rodeo i» a
quarter extra; side-show four bits
with an inner sideshow tor 31c extra.
llcKnight back.
autobiog, "Hey And a bSlloon that costs three dimes
TJiibe Bernstein's
done in ooUaboration £.nd a nickel puts an awful hole in a
•R.Sif." may be
kid's allowance. The band and eleJr., as ghoster.
Sith Joe Lamie,
production chief phant.s tops as usual.
Ben Goelz, Metro
Publisher Julius Davidson, editors
in from the Coast
»« vneland, due
Herbert (son) and Liliane (daughteri-eturn trip to London.
in-law), have as consultant Seymour
April 4 on his

plate shindig.

and

•

with his wife
he has been serir

•.'..ck
'

Co£,st

of "CyTommy Laburm aheadVinceOt
De Bergerac,"

:

JO.

'

>
,

•.«:,•»!

•

Joa.

author

r.

-

.

.fieds," this

m

-

Anson Weeks replacing Hal Borne
band after two weeks, in Ranciio
Vegas Roundup Room,
Brian Donlevy and Boy Rogers

.•«,<;

Ht.
»;

Ibsen in 1879, an

written and the
playing it like buu
vacation.
for a short
with his lot of laughs though.
mn Green now associated
Sparks "World Famou.*-i
acts.
manning
Harry
Vroihev
Railroad Circus" plf.vtd tv
died
St.
rather
Greaza's
here. The brand new sho"' witti
Walter
planed there -Sunday grand old title gives
^nt ie.s., «bm-'
Paul and he
it should for the admissiou
^rt::.er'-l
the
%rlmuiid Gwciin in from

Ashby, Union Pacific prexy, about

I

the gay spots.

they'. «

Caught "A boll'
It was written

"Twin

the Coi.st,

here
.

i

.
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